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THE MYSTERIES

THE COURT OF LONDON

TWO INTRODUCTOiar CHAPTERS.

FIRST INTUOUUODOBY CHAPTER.

Tx file neighbourhood of the ancient city

Canterbury, there stood sonic years ago a

beautiful little cottage in the midst of a garden
surrounded by a high hedge. Through this

verdant barrier glimpses might be caught of the
parterres of flowers aiTanged with a neatneaa and
cultivated with a care that denoted the super-

vision of feminine taste ; and no stranger passing
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that way during tlie season when Flora is wont

to deck tlie earth with the loveliest and richest

hues, could fail to pause, at least for a few mo-

ments, and contemplate that picturesque spot.

But oft-times the interest of the scene was

enhanced by the presence of two charming

female forms, moving along the gravel walks,

and affording in the simplicity of their attire a

striking contrast to the pomp and gaud of the

tulips, the daffodils, the pinks, the roses, and the

peonies, which margined their path.

The two beautiful creatures just alluded to

wcro sisters—and they were likewise oi-phans.

Their parents tliey had never laiown : but in

that cottage tliey had been reared from their in-

fancy by an affectionate aunt who fostered tliem

with a inatemal care. From this relative they

had leanit that they were bom in London : but

tiieir earliest reminiscences were associated only

with their present picturesque though humble

abode. Tlieir father, they wcro informed, was

an officer in the anuy who had beeu killed in

the Flemish campaigns in 17'J5 ; and this iuei-

dent, it appcai'ed, had produced such a shock

upon the mhid of tiieir mother, who was still iu

her confinement with the younger girl when the

sad intelligeneo ixached her, that she died of a

broken heaj:tu Thus was it tJiat the care of the.

orphans haddovolvedJupon their dixeascd fatlier's

sister, Miss, fitivnley—a maidiin. ladf>% witli but a

limited' income. The. cottage near Canterbury,

where sljo duvclt, ftas however her own property

;

and as she was a woman of frugal luiJjits, she

had managed to ensure the advauLiges oi' a good:

education, for her two niucea.

In tlic agesof U»e sisUijatbej-c was adiffei-ence

of about twenty mouUis : but in their personal

appeanmco tliere Wixs a great discrcpiuacy. Clara,

the elder., waa a splendid' creature—reuiarkably

prceociomi iu tJie ii.\pwding,riclmcs»iof her form,

and looking, two or three yeaiy older tJiau she

really was : wheresvs Louisa, the younger, was of

that nymplirlllie beauty aud:sylplnd!g;ace which

invested her witJi. an.air. of childish sweetness and

charming simplicity. A similar contra4>t existed

with regard to tiieir minds, tliou', tobtes, and their

])ursuits, alUiougji they had- been sulijccted to the

same iulluences- in, retipocti to tiainiug. and edu-

cation : but.itwaauevcrtlialos8 afact tluit while

Clara was fondi of romances and love-tales,

Louisa's favourite reading Wiia the higliest stand-

ard of poetry, and books calculated to improve

and strengthen the understanding. IMorcover,

the elder sister was somcwliat indolent in her

habits, and disliked needle-work : whereas

Louisa could not bear to be unoccupied, and was

always busied with her books, her flowers, her

nmsio, or her needle. Tliero was also a tinge

of selfishness and egoism in Claras disposition,

which had peeped forth in her childhood and

beeomo decidedly perceptible in her girlhood,

althougli the mode of lite in which she was
reared wa-s too regular, simple, and unartificial

to develop that sentiment completely. But, on

the other hand, Louisa was all artless generosit)'

and ingenuous good-nature—the purity of her

thoughts reflecting in the amiability of her
manners, and the innocence of her soul shining

in her looks and penetrating all her actions.

In unratified tranquillity had pis.=ed the exist-

ence of these lovely beings until Clara liad at-

tained the age of nineteen and Loui-^a was con-

sequently a few months past that of seventeen.

Then did a tenible calamity befall the orphans

—a blow which strack all the more severely in-

asmuch as it came •« ith such cruel abruptness.

This was not the death—but perhaps the woi-se

than death—of their aunt, who wa.s suddenly

stricken with a paralysis that deprived her of

tlie faculty of speech and prostrated the powers

of her reason. The ablest professional a.«Bistanco

that Canterbury could afford, was called in: but

no mitigation of the misfortune resulted from

the talent, skill, and. attention bestowed upon the

case ;—and, though the aimt'slife was pronounced

beyond any iiimiediate danger, she nevertheless

lived as it were without the sense of existence

—

dumb aa tlie inferior beings of the creation, and
with the mmd's lamp extinguished apparently for

ever.

Some months elapsed—and so long as the mo-
ney lasted which the sisters found in their

unfortunate relative's writing-desk, they did not

give themselves much thouglit as to pecuniaiy

matters. Claras indolence t'm-ew upon Louisa

the principal charge of the household aixange-

mcnts ; and the younger sister's economy—

a

habit derived from her ixunt's. example—made
the immediate resources endure as long as ]X)ssi-

blc. But one morning, when Louisa gave the

female-servant the last guinea to change, the

young maiden was for tlie th-st time troubled m^

to the source of future supplies. She communi-
cated the cause of her perplexity to Clara,

who suggested the prudEnco of examining the

aunt's private papers in oi-der to asceitoin whence

her income was derived. This step was accoixi-

ingly adopted: but nothing was found in the

writing-desk at all calculatedto, assist the orphans

out of their dilemma. Louisa however recol-

lected that her aunt was in the habit of pacing

an occasional visit to a bank in Canterbury; and

putting on her bonnet and scarf, she at once

repaired to that csta'olialmient to make the

iiKjuiries which circumstances suggested. The
banker received tiie young maiden with kind-

ness, and infonned her that Miss Stanley, the

aunt, had been in the habit of drawing evor>- half-

\ear for sixty pounds ujKin a certain Mr. Beck-

ford who resided in London, and who had invji-

riably honoured the draughts: but who ISIr.

Beckford was, or what claim the aunt had ujwn

him, the banker was ttgally miable to state. He
however undei-took to write to that geutleman

•and describe the calamity which had reduced

Miss Stanley to a condition of worse than child-

ish helplessness.

In a few daj-s Louisa called at the bank again
;
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and to her joy she learnt that a letter had been

received from London, containing favourable

intelligence. In that response Mr. Beckford

briefly expressed his sorrow at the aunt's misfor-

tune, and undertook to honour thenceforth the

joint draught of the two nieces for the same half-

yearly sum as before.

Eighteen months now passed away without

any incident worthy of record : but at the end of

this period the usual draught drawn by the sis-

ters upon Mr. Beckford was returned unpaid

from the London banker through the Canterbury

one. The words, " No instructions to cash this

cheque," seemed to indicate some oversight on

]Mr. Beckford's part; and Louisa accordingly

wrote to him. But her letter remained without

an answer ; and a second, third, and fourth

epistle experienced the same unaccountable and

alarming silence. The Cauterbuiy banker con-

siderately offered to get his London agent to call

upon Mr. Beckford : but the London banker

never took any notice of the application. In

fine, several weeks passed without enabling the

orphans to elicit any satisfactory intelligence con-

cerning the matter ; and were it not for Louisa's

economies and savings, they would have been

plmiged into the most serious embarrassments.

As it was, however, they saw the immediate

necessity of adopting some measure to ascertain

the cause of Mr. Beckford's silence ; and, after

a long deliberation, the young ladies could

arrive at no other conclusion than that one of

them must proceed to London.

The moment this step was determined upon,

Clara sprang from the arm-chair in which she

liad been indolently half-reclining, and volun-

teered to undertake the journey ; alleging that as

slie was the elder it was her duty to encounter

any perils attendant thereon. She like^v-ise ob-

served that as Louisa was so well acquainted with
tlic household duties and was moreover accus-

tomed to minister to their poor afflicted aunt, it

vras in every respect advisable for her to remain
at home. The younger sister offered no objec-

tion to this reasoning ; and an inside place hav-
ing been secm-cd in the stage-coach for the fol-

lowing day, Claramade her little preparations for

departure.

Tlio young lady was not indolent now. A re-

markable spirit of activity seemed suddenly to

have inspired that form which looked so softly

voluptuous and so sensuously lazy as it lolled in
the arm-chair. To tell the truth, Clara expe-
rienced a secret and unknown joy at tlio thouglit
of visiting London—that city of wliicli slio liad

liciud licr aunt speak at times, and of which slio

had read sucli exciting accomits in novels and
love-talcs. She was however ashamed of herself
for giving way to tins sensation of pleasure, un-
defined tliough it were ;—and when she beheld
lier afilicted aunt, and then turned her eyes to-

wards her fair young sister—when slio saw that
unfortunate relative gazing on vacancy with dull

and meaningless look, and when she observed

the ciystal tears trickling down the damask sur-

face of Louisa's cheeks,—Clara was stricken with

remorse to think that she should even for a single

moment have rejoiced at the prospect of leaving

the home which contained all she had near or

dear to her upon earth.

It was in the month of July, 1814, that Clara

Stanley was thus called upon by circumstances

to undertake a journey to London. She was
now twenty-one years of age, and assuredly was
as magnificent a creature as the sun ever shone

upon. Louisa was a little more than nineteen :

and her enchanting beauty was combined with

so gentle and winning a grace that the most
brutal ruffian in the universe could not have

injured a hair of that lovely being's head. The
appearance of tho elder sister was calculated to

ravish and enthral the senses—that of the yoimger

to captivate the mind. Clara had a look that

was amorous and languishing : but artless inno-

cence sate enthroned on Louisa's brow and
beamed in eveiy glance that flashed from lier

eyes. The former was endowed with woman's
softest and most seducing charms : the latter

was the impersonation of candour and purity.

Such were the two beings who stood, on a

July raorning, at the door of the cottage to

breathe a few last fond words in each other's

ears and exchange the farewell kiss. The
weather was superb : the earth was already

flooded with the burnished glory that poured

from the eastern horizon;—and the flowers were

expanding to the god of daj'—some in the splen-

dour of their pomp—others in the delicacy of their

beauty. In the shade formed by the evergreens

and larger plants, the dew-drops still hung im-

pearled to the pink, the lily, and the rose—like

tears upon beauty's cheek, where the tints ex-

pressing each transient emotion are so exquisite

in their blendings. But where the sun-beams

shone full upon emerald leaf and variegated

flower, the morning's freshness had exlialed

away ; and the golden air was becoming liea^y

and faint with perfume.

Beneath the mingling honey-suckles and roses

wliicli covered the cottage portico and formed a

natural canopy that far outvied tho velvet gaud
which spreads above the thrones of kings,—the

sisters stood to say their last farewells. Louisa's

grief was enhanced by a presentiment of evil for

which she could not account, and which she

could not shake ofl". It appeared to her as if she

were embracing her sister for tho last time,—as

if they wcro separating, not for days only, but

for months and years—perhaps for ever ! Clara

was iistonished and distressed at tho wildness of

Louisa's sonow, which partook of tho nature of

a rending anguish and deep despair : but when
the young maiden, amidst passionate sobs and

deluging tears, revealed tho presentiment which

thus tortured her, the elder sister slmddoivd as

if she had just received the explanation of a mis-

giving which had likewise sprung up in her own
mind.
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But at length tlicy parted : yes—they parted

—

Clara being coinpellcd to tear herself away from
Louisa's embrace ;—and while the former hurried

on to overtake the maid-servant who had pro-

ceeded in advance with her box, the younger
sister sped to her own chamber wliere she fell

upon her knees and besought heaven to shield

the loved one who had just gone forth as it were
upon the wide world for the first time

!

The coach office in Canterbury was reached

—

the box containing Clara's necessaries was placed

on the roof of the vehicle—and the young lady,

having taken her place inside, bade the maid-
servant good-bye. Away rolled the coach : tlie

out«kiit.s of Canterbury were soon gained—and
Clara kept her tearful eyes fixed upon the co-

lossal tower of the cathedral until it faded from
her view. Then, as the last familiar object
which marked her dwelling-place was thus lost

in the distance, she felt as if an immeasurable
gulf had suddenly yawned between herself and
the home which she had Just left—and her tears
flowed freely. But her" fellow-travellers, who
happened to be kind-hearted and worthy people,
proffered their consolations;—and one of them
began to expatiate so enthusiastically upon the
wonders, the bustle, and the gaiety of London,
that Clara forgot her grief in the interest with
which she listened to his remarks.

It was not until late in the evening that the
coach entered London : and although the dim oil-

lamps afforded but an imperfect view of the
streets through which the vehicle passed in its

progi-css towards Gracechiirch Street, yet Clara
was delighted, astonished, and bewildered bv
the endless maze of buildings which it thus
threaded. At length, having crossed old London
Bridge, the coach stopped at the Cross Kevs inn,
where the young lady, by the advice of her com-
municative fellow-travelier, resolved to pass the
night.

Early in the morning slio rose—dressed herself,
with the utmost care, in her best ai^parel—and.
having partalcen of breakfivst, procured a haek-
ney-eoach to convey her to the West End. The
driver was instnieted to proceed to :\Tr. Beckford's,
No. 20, Hanover Square : and while threading
all the various streets through which it was ne^
eessary t> p;iss, Clara had an opportunitv of
judging how far the descriptions she had heard
and read of London were based upon truth. In
some respects she wa.s disappointed—but in others
she was more than satisfied :—and altogether she
oould not conceal from herself the fact that she
was well pleased at having had an excuse to visit
the iHctroivilis. Xow and then. a.s she wa.s roll-
ing along in the hackney-coach, her heart swelled
and her bosom heaved as she thought of her
afflicted aunt und her loving sister : but the next
moment some brilliant equipage dashing by, or
11 handsome edifice, or a superb shop would' at-
t.ract her gaze-and thus w.is her mind diverted
fronj unpleasant reflections.

The liackney-coach outered Hanover Square

and stopped at the number which Clara had men-
tioned. The driver knocked at the door—and a
powdered lacquey came forth. But to the young
lady's mingled astonishment and dismay, the
sen-ant declared that no such person as Mr.
Beck ford was known at the house, which indeed
was the mansion of Sir Archibald 3Ialvern, a
baronet. Clara was bewildered and knew not
what to think. She was certain, beyond all pos-
sibility of mistake, that the draughts which her-
self and Louisa had jointly drawn for the last
eighteen months, were addressed to Mr. Beck-
ford, No. 20, Hanover Square ; and yet he was
unknown at the place ! The lacquey, observing
that she was perplexed, added to her confusion
by volunteering the assurance that he knew the
name of every family in the Square, and that
there was no house in the occupancy of a Mr.
Beckford, Clara inquired whether any letters

addressed to Mr. Beckford had ever been re-

ceived at No. 20: but to this query the man
unhesitatingly returned a negative.

The young lady was utterly at a loss what
course to pursue or what conjecture to form.

But feeling the absolute necessity of sifting the

matter to the very bottom, she begged the ser-

vant to obtain for her a few minutes' interview

with Sir Archibald Malvern. To this request the

man replied that his master was not at home

—

that he had been absent for some weeks—and
that it appeared quite uncertain when he would

return : then, after a pause, he added that Sir

Archibald's son, i\Ir. Valentine ^Malvern, was

within and would no doubt see the young lady.

Clara at once accepted this proposition ; and the

lacquey introduced her into the house.

Scarcely had she waited a couple of minutes

in the splendidly-furnished room to which she

was shown, when a tall, slender, handsome

young gentleman, about two-and-twenty years

of age, made his appearance. A profound

melancholy shaded his countenance : and when

he spoke his voice, naturally full of masculine

melody, was marked by the accents of a deep

sorrow. Altogether, his appearance and his

manners were calculated to inspire a sincere

feeling of interest and excite emotions of true

sympathy in his behalf.

This young gentleman was Valentine ilalvem ;

and he had already heard from the domesiic the

nature of the inquiries which Clara had been

making. But he was unable to relieve her of a

single tittle of tlie grievous embarrassmeut in

which she found herself placed : for the name of

Beckford was entirely unknown to him. Al-

though oxtroraely polite, and indeed kindly

courteous, towards Clara, V.ilentine was never-

theless so nuich absorbed in his own sorrows,

whatever they were, that he did not seek to

protract his interview with her;—and she had
too much good taste to remain .any longer than
was necessaiy. She accordingly took her leave

:

but Valentino insisted upon handing her into

the vehicle—and it strack her that he regarded
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her with a feeling of compassion and interest as

she bowed to him from the window of the coach

in acknowledgment of his polite attention.

What plan was she now to adopt? One
course alone remained: and that wa.s to call

upon the bankers through wliora Mr. Beckford

had been wont to remit the half-yearly stipend

to the Canterbury agent. Thitlier she accord-

ingly directed the cuachman to proceed ; and in

a quarter of an hour the vehicle stopped again.

She alighted— entered the vast banking esta-

blishment of an eminent linn at the West End
—and made the requisite inquiry. The only

answer she could obtain was to the effect that it

was perfectly true the money had been for some
3-ears remitted through that bank—but that Mr.

Beckford himself was altogether unknown there

—that he had no account at the establishment

—

and that the cash to meet the half-yearly

draughts, had on each occasion been brought by
a ticket-porter or some other stranger of whom
the clerks took no particular notice.

We need hardly observe that Clara Stanley

quitted the bank in despair. Her last hope was

gone—and it seemed too painfully certain that

eveiything which regarded Mr. Beckford was

involved in the darkest, deepest, most unac-

countable mystery. There was no alternative

but to hasten back to Canterbury and bear the

sad intelligence to poor Louisa,—the intelligence

that her mission had failed, and that the only

hope which stood between them and beggary

was annihilated

!

Such was the harrowing reflection that occu-

pied poor Clara Stanley as she rode back in the

hackney-coach to the Cross Keys in Grace-

church Street. On reaching the tavern she dis-

missed the vehicle and made inquiries relative

to the hours at which the stages started for

Canterbury. She was directed to the booking-

office close at hand : but short though the dis-

tance was, she was aimoyed by an ill-looking,

shabbily-dressed fellow, who pushed rudely two
or three times against her. She was therefore

glad when she crossed the threshold of the

coach-office ; and having engaged a place inside

the first stage that was to start on the morrow,

she felt for her purse to pay the deposit. But
behold ! her money was gi^ne—and it instanta-

neously flashed to her mind that she had been
robbed by the rufliau whoso mdcness liad so

much annoyed her.

Driven almost to madness by this now calamity,

the poor young lady rushed from the coach-

oltice in pursuit of the villain ; and, in her inex-

perience of London, she fancied that she might
overtake him. But she had not sped many
yards along the crowded street, when her
natural good sense, breaking in upon the confu-

sion of her ideas, convinced her of the utter

hopelessness of lier endeavour to catch the pick-

pocket in such a labyrintli as London ;—and in

a mood of the deepest despondency, slie paused

to reflect what course she should pursue.

At this juncture she was accosted by an
elderly female whose good apparel, matronly de
mcanour, and urbane address constituted a suffi-

cient guarantee for her respectability in the
estimation of the inexperienced Clara Stanley

;—and in answer to the questions which were put
to her, in a voice of compassionate interest, the
young lady unhesitatingly revealed all the causes
of her perplexity.

But what followed from this confiding frank-
ness on her part '?—was that elderly female a
friend whom heaven had raised up to protect the
maiden, or a wretch whom hell had prompted to

lead her to destruction ?

The solution of the mystery will develop it

self hereafter.

JECOND INTKODUCTOKT CHAPTER.

Let the reader bear in mind that the visit of

Clara Stanley to London occurred in the middle
of July, 1814. The scene which we are about to

record, took place a few weeks earlier :—namely,
at the beginning of June in the same year.

It was eleven o'clock at night ; and a lady
sate .'alone in her bed-chambei, at a beautiful

villa situated a short distance from London, in

the neighbourhood of Blackheath.

This lady was four or five and twenty years
of age, and of remarkable beauty. Her toilette

was arranged for the night : her hair was con-
fined beneath an elegant lace cap—her superb
form was enveloped in a loose wrapper the snowy
whiteness of which was not more stainless than
the swelling bosom which it half revealed—and
her naked feet, were thrust into red morocco
slippers. But though thus prepared to retire to

rest—though her maid was dismissed for the
night—and though the chamber-door was care

fully locked,—yet did tlie lady remain seated

in an arm-chair, with the lamp burning on the

table in the middle of the apartment.

This chamber was spacious and elegantly fur-

nished. It was upon the first fluor, and liad one
largo bow-window looking upon the beautiful

grounds in tlie midst of wliich the villa, which
stood detached from any other house, was situated.

Opening from the bed-chamber was a bath-room,

which likewise served as a dressing-closet for

the master of the mansion—a circumstance that

was denoted by the sliaving apparatus and other

articles of the male toilette which were scattered

about. The bath itself was not sunk in the

floor, but was raised upon it ; and there was a

large heavy lid to cover it when not in use.

Having glanced at these particulars, we must
return to the lady, who still remained seated in

the bed-chamber, but with an air of listening

attention. Presently there was a noise as of

some liglit gravel thrown up at the window

;

and the countenance of the fair one became all

in a moment animated with joy. A rich crimson
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flush spread, like a stream of lava, over her face

—her neck—her very bosom ;—and the volup-

tuous flood of light poured into her magnificent

ey^s. Starting from her seat, she extinguished

the lamp—opened the casement—and then took

icom a drawer a ladder made of wilken cord.

Having fastened one end to a strong iron bar

wliich was used to secure the shutters when

ok>»ed, she gently lowered the ladder out of the

window. All this was the work of a few mo-

ments; and the i)roceeding was accomplished

with as much noiseless precaution as celerity.

The lady had placed the iron bar in such a

manner that tlie ends rested against the upright

joints of tlic window-frame; and as the silken

cord was strongly knitted, the means of ascent

to the chamber were thus rendered perfectly

safe. The moon was shining—the night was

cli'ar, calm, and beautiful : but the villa stood so

far from the main road that no one passing

along it could have observed what was taking

place at the open window, now that the lamp

was extinguished inside the room.

In a few moments after tlie silken ladder was

lowered from the casement, a gentleman ascended

and made his entry into the apartment. The
ladder was instantaneously drawn up—the win-

dow was closed—and tlio lady and her lover

were locked in a fond embrace.

We have already said that she was ravishingly

beautiful : we nuist now observe that the gentle-

man was remarkably handsome and of a fine

conmiandiiig figure. He was perhaps as much
as forty-three or forty-four years of age—but his

paradise in the rapturous enjoyment of thy
kisses

!"

" Yes—two long months since last we met in

secret," returned the lady : " and no two years

of my life ever seemed longer ! But he," she

added, evidently alluding to her husband, to

breathe even whose name would have appeared

to her a desecration of this love which, criminal

though it were, was so ineffably sweet in com-
parison with any feeling she would possibly en-

tertain towards that husband,—" but he has

been so much at home lately that I began to

fear he had grown uxorious and intended to tie

himself to my apron-strings."

" But at length he h is afibrded us an opportu-

nity of meeting again !" said the lover, as he
contemplated with unfeigned rapture that

splendid countenance upon which the slanting

moon-beams fell throu;'h the casement. " Oh !

you cannot imagine tlio joy which filled my
heart tliis morning when 1 received your dear

note telling me that your husband was to be

absent for two days ! Would to heaven that he
might never return ! But all day long I have

been tormented with the fear that he might
change his intention—that he might remain at

home and it was not until the moment that I

reached the boundary-wall of the garden ere now
and saw the signal-lamp burning in your cham-
ber

—

this chamber, dearest, where I am at length

able to fold j-ou once more in my arms "

But at the instant that the lips of the lady and

her lover met in another burning, impassioned

kiss, a furious knocking at the door and ringing

appearance was that of a man considerably of the house-bell startled them terribly and
younger : for his hair was black as jet, without a

single streak of silver—his teeth were superb

—

and his noble brow was as smooth and free from
wrinkles as that of the Bclvidero Apollo. And
his was one of those full rich voices which,

when breathing the accents of love and the

vows of passion, no woman can hear without an
emotion—scarcely with impunity. His manners,

too, were fascinating to a degree—his conversa-

tion was invested with all the charms that a
brilliant intellect could supply—and his expe-

rience of human nature rendered him an adept

in the practice of all those little artifices which
arc too well calculated to secure and rivet the

affections of a tender, weak, and confiding wo-
man.

It was not extraordinaiy, then, if this gentle-

man, so handsome in pci'son and so polished in

manners, should have won the love of a being so

many years younger than himself. And that she

did love him—fervidly, fondly, adoringly—was
evidenced by the impassioned warmth of the

embrace and the glowing ardour of the caresses

wherewith she welcomed him.
" At length we meet again, my well beloved,"

he said, in the most melting accents of that

voice which seemed to sink deep into her soul

every tirao she heard it. " It is an age since

last I pressed thee in my arms and experienced

filled their souls with consternation.

" My husband !" cried the lady in despair.

"0 God! if he should suspect—if his absence

were a mere pretext he will kill me—he will

kill me !"

" Courage, dearest—courage !" said her para-

mour, summoning all his presence of mind to

his aid. " It is impossible that he can have dis-

covered anything our precautious have been

too well taken."
" But you must fly, raj' beloved—you must

fly !" exclaimed the lady. " Ah I the liouse-

hold is already disturbed the footman is

descending to open the front door My God

!

in a few moments it will be too late
"

" Conceal me somewhere, dearest—anpvhere
—and let us trust to chance !" said the lover, as

he sustained his terrified mistress in his arms
and endeavoured to reassure her with the fondest

caresses.

" Conceal you !—where ?" she murmured in

utter bewilderment : then, as a thought flashed

to her mind, she said in a rapid whisper, " Ah

!

I recollect come—the bath-room !"

" Yes—in the bath itself," observed the lover,

catching joyfully at the idea :
" and when he is

Hist asleep, you can give me my release."

The arrangement was instantly earned into

effect. The guilty pair exchanged one fond
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rapid kiss—the lover then concealed himself in

the bath—and the lady closed the lid upon
him.

Scarcely was this done, when rapid steps were

heard ascending the stairs ; and the lady, having

lighted the lamp, unlocked the door of her cham-
ber. This was a fearful moment of suspense

and terror for lier—and she trembled to meet
the looks of her husband who was approaching.

Uut a few words which he immediately uttered

in a kind tone, suddenly relieved her of those

excruciating alarms ; and she hastily inquired

what had happened to bring him home sooner

than he had intended.

" Do not be frightened, my love," said the

husband, following his beauteous wife into the

bed-chamber and closing the door :
" but We

must leave home instantly ! I have ordered the

carriage to be got ready—and to-morrow morn-

ing we shall breakfast at Dover. Thence we
must proceed without delay to France, where

we shall have to remain until this accursed busi-

ness has blown over."

"What do you mean? and what misfortune

has happened ?" exclaimed the lady, now fixing

her ey« in mingled astonishment and alarm

upon her husband, who was a man of about

fifty years of age,—old enough to be her father,

—and of somewhot dissipated appearance.

"I have killed yoimg Sefton in a duel," he
observed, in answer to the agitated queries which
his wife put to him,—" a duel fought across the

dinner-table at Lord Herbert's
"

" A duel !" echoed the lady, her blood curd-

ling with horror: and her looks involuntarily

settled on her husband's hands to see if they

were stained with evidences of the tragedy.

"Yes—a duel with pistols—and I shot him
through the heart," he cried, with a sort of fero-

cious exultation in his tone and manner : and

now his wife observed that his countenance was

Hushed with drinking as well as with excite-

ment. "But let us hasten our preparations

you must lose no time to dress yourself, my
love I am really sorry in the extreme thus

to disturb you "

" Then you really intend mc to accompany

you?" said the lady, with a half-imploring,

half-depri!cating look. •' Could I not follow you
to-morrow—or next day—and in the meantime
settle any little alfairs which (his hurried depar-

ture would leave in sad confusion?"

" No, my dear—you will accompany me," re-

plied her Imsband : and as he gave this answer
with a laconic sternness, he flung upon his wife

a look which convinced her that any farther re-

monstrance would be useless.

The lady accordingly smnmoned hermaid—for

the entire household wasnow up andstirring : and
in a few mimites both the bed-chamber and the

bath-room were thrown into the confusion inva-

riably attendant on hurried preparations for tra-

velling. Trunks, band-boxes, and portmanteaus

were brought in—clothes were scattered about

—

cupboards and drawers emptied of their contents.

The lady purposely caused her own trunk to be
placed upon the bath while it was being packed,
so that there might be no chance of the lid's

removal by any accident until after the depar-
ture—and then, the frail one hoped, her lover

would have an opportunity of liberating him-
self.

As a matter of coxu'se the lady hurried her
preparations as much as possible ; and her hus-
band was too anxious to start, to create any
delay on his side. The carriage drove round to

the front door—the boxes Were speedily strapped

upon the roof—the valet and the maid who were
to accompany their master and mistress, were in

readiness—and all the arrangements were appa-
rently completed. But the lady now lingered

in her chamber at the last moment—and her

husband was waiting impatiently upon the
threshold to escort her down stairs. AVhat did

she seek in the cupboards and drawers that she

was ransacking ?—what was she searching after

amidst the clothes that were tossing about on
the floor? The silken ladder, which she had
hitherto forgotten in the hurry and confusion of

the incidents of the last hour

!

She dared not leave it behind to be found by
the servants who were to remain in charge of the

house : for would it not tell a tale—or at least

give rise to suspicions—most fatally injurious to

herself? But where was it ? She felt certain

that it had not been packed up by accident

amoniTst her own apparel ; and it must conse-

quently be somewhere about the room. Burn-
ing with the fever of suspense and tortured

by alarms, the lady searched in all directions

—

while her husband, who remained upon the

threshold, was becoming more and more im-

patient.

• " What are you looking for ?" he demanded.

"A ring which I have dropjied—one that you

gave me," was the excuse that rose readily to

her lips.

"Never mind it, my lo'^e," lie exclaimed,

considerably softened. " I will purchase you a

handsomer one in b'ranee."

"But I am resolved to find this," said the lady.

"You can go down— I will follow you in a

moment."
" No :—unless I stay here to huriy you on,

you will bo another hour. I know what ladies

are in that respect."

At this moment his wife discovered the real

object of her search—the silken ladder—lying

amidst some of the articles which had be6n

to.ssed forth from the drawers. An ejaculation

of joy fell from her lips—and herluisband asked

if she had foimd the ring.

"Yes—I sc(; it glittering in the dressing-

closet," .sh(i replied : and springing into that

place, she lifted the lid of the bath and threw in

the silken ladder.

This was done as rapidly and as noiselessly aa

possible. She had no time to look into the
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bath, nor even allow her hand to linger there

for a moment that her lovar might press it to

his lips : and sho dareil uol. murmur a syllable

—no, not even in the faintest \\hispor. The lid

was raised and closed again, quick as the eye

winks,—and a fearful load was removed from

the lady's mind now that the silken ladder was

in the keeping of her paramour, who, she felt

assured, would understand wherefore it was thus

consigned to his care.

Having no farther excuse nor wish for delaj-,

she took her husband's arm and accompanied

him down to th« carriage, which immediately

whirled them away at a rapid pace.

But how terminated th(> advenliue of the

bath-room?—who was the distinguished indi-

vidual beloved by that lady of transcendent

beauty?—and was her frailty to remain con-

cealed from her husband and pass uupunislicd ?

These questions will be answered in the

course of the following narrative.

CHAPTER I.

TUE PARTT OF SIX.

It was in the middle of September, 1814, that his

Koyal Highness the Prince of Wales, now Regent
of the kingdom, accepted an invitation to dine

with one of his oldest and most faithful friends,

the Marquis of Leveson.

But it was an express understanding that the

party was to be altoii^ether a private one—consist-

ing of gentlemen only—and that the number pre-

sent was to be limited to six, including the Prince

himself. For his Royal Highness had his whims
and caprices in this respect ; and, glad to escape

at times from ceremonial banquets and formal eu-
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tertainments, he enjoyed nothing so much as a

convivial little festival at Avhich he could thi'ow off

all reserve and abandon himself to the full license

of the occasion. In plain terms, the Prince was

seldom more happy than when in the company of a

few male ft-iends, with whom he could indulge in

the ribald jest, the obscene song, and the brimming

glass, without constraint and without fear of being

talked about next day.

The party of six accordingly met at the splendid

mansion of the Marquis of Leveson in Albemarle

Street. The noble host was a widower, and already

on the bleak side of sixty. He was a man who had

made pleasure the study of his life, and expended

his enormous annual revenues upon the most un-

profitable of pursuits. His house was fitted up

with oriental luxury and palatial magnificence;

and rumour had whispered that within those walls

there was a suite of apartments containing pictures

and statues of such a character as to excite mad-

dening desires even in the breast of the sternest

anchorite or the coldest virgin.

In personal appearance the Jlarquis was short,

thin, but well made ; and what with an admirable

wig, a brilliant set of false teeth, dyed whiskers, the

use of all the choicest cosmetics, and the artistic

skill of a Parisian tailor, his lordship indemnified

himself as much as possible against the ravages of

time.

The Prince of Wales was now fifty-two years of

age and upwards. He was corpulent in person

—

and his cheeks were bloated and puffy: but his

well proportioned limbs, his commanding aspect,

his lofty brow, and the florid complexion which im-

parted an air of healthfulness to his countenance,

mitigated the eff"ect of that general obesity. He
wore a wig—and he also patronised cosmetics : but

he was not a quarter so much indebted to art as

was his friend Lord Leveson. For his Royal

Highness's teeth were still in excellent preserva-

tion; and as he had shaved off his whiskers, there

was no necessity to use hair-dye.

The four guests who had been invited by the

Marquis to meet his Royal Highness the Prince

Regent, shall be enumerated in due order.

The first was the Earl of Curzon—a tall, fine,

handsome man, of about thirty ; with a dark olive

complexion, jet black curling hair, a Grecian pro-

file, and superb teeth. He had been married three

or four years to a lady of rank, beauty, and wealth

:

but his habits were far from domestic—and he was

indeed inveterate in the pursuit of pleasure.

The second guest was Colonel Malpas — a

gentleman of about the same age as tlie Earl of

Curzon. He was tall, slendei-, and delicate-look-

ing—with light hair, a brown moustache, and care-

fully curled whiskers. He spoke in a drawling

tone—was languid in his movements and affected

in his manners—and was, in fact, the veritable

typo of a " drawing-room soldier." Pecuniary

matter.s, or some other causes concerning which

there appeared to be a little mystery, had led to his

marriage with the daughter of a retired butcher :

and although his wife was an heiress, the match
proved horribly disgusting and positively shocking

to the aristocratic families with which Colonel

Malpas claimed relationship.

The third guest was Sir Douglas Huntingdon—
a young baronet of about six or seven and twenty,

who on attaining his majority had come into the
2«

enjoyment of an entailed estate yielding immense
revenues, which he lavished in all kinds of fashion-

able dissipation. He was good-looking, but had a

somewhat sickly appearance: indeed, it was no
fault on his part if a naturally good constitution

were not speedily undermined by late hours, hard

drinking, the excitement of the gaming table, and
excessive sensuality in respect to women. He was
unmarried, and seemed likely to remain so.

The fourth member of the delectable group was
Mr. Horace Sackville. This young gentleman,
who had no titular prefix to his name, was known
as the nephew-though scandal whispered that he
was in plain reality the son—of a certain Miss
Bathurst, of whom we shall have to speak more
hereafter. For the present suffice it to say that

this lady was tolerably well off, moved in the first

circles, and was believed to have been at one time

on very intimate terms with the Prince of Wales.
At all events, her nephew Horace Avas a special

favourite with his Royal Highness, who frequently

made him handsome presents and otherwise treated

him Avith marked kindness. The young gentleman,

who was about four-and-twenty and of very hand-

some appearance, had the good taste not to pre-

sume upon the species of confidence which he thus

enjoyed with the Prince : indeed, he was rather

reserved and bashful than otherwise ; — but he

could sing an excellent song when " drawn out"

—

and this circumstance, together with the known
fact that he was a favourite with the Prince, was the

cause of his being one of the " select few " on the

present occasion.

The reader is now thoroughly introduced to the

party of six to whom we alluded at the commence-
ment of this chapter. The banquet to which they

sate down, was composed of the choicest delicacies

that could possibly tempt the appetite or that

wealth could procure But then Lord Leveson

kept a French cook, at a salary of a thousand

guineas a-year: and he had imported a native

East Indian expressly for the purpose of dressing

curries and making mulligitawney. His lordship,

moreover, paid five hundred a-year to his " wine-

taster"—an individual whose sole occupation was

to select the produce of the finest vintages for his

noble master's cellar. Then, at his lordship's

country-seats there were pineries and vineries,

and hot-houses of all descriptions—and in liis

lordship's parks there were fat bucks—and his

lordship's immense wealth moreover commanded
the choicest produce of all the markets. It would

therefore have been astonishing indeed if the ban-

quet were not pre-eminently satisfactory, both as

regarded the choice dainties and the exquisite

wines.

Let us suppose the cloth removed— the dessert

placed upon tiie table—the domestics retired-and

the wine circulating freely : we may now listen to

the conversation which is passing amongst the

six personages seated at the board.
" I am indebted to you, Leveson," said the

Prince Regent, as he sipped his wine, " for the

most agreeable entertainment I h.ave experienced

for some months past. This is really a new pleasure

;

and upon my word, in these days of monotony and

sameness, I can well understand the feeling which

induced the Persian monarch to offer a re-

ward for some original and unexplored enjoyment, 'i

"Does your Royal Highness mean that London!
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has grown so uncommonly dull ?" asked Colonel

Malpas, in his most elaborated drawins-room

drawl,
" Most assuredly I do !" exclaimed the Prmce.

"For my part, I see none but the same faces

wherever 1 go—at Court, at entertainments, in the

parks—'tis all the same, until the very aspect of

society beconies so insipid
"

" In fact, sir," remarked Lord Leveson,— for

the habit had recently sprung up in Court circleS

to address tlic Princes of the Blood as "sir," so as

to avoid the frequent repetition of the more formal

mode of "your Itoyal Highness,"—" in fact, sir,

you look upon the female portion of the fashion-

able world as a galaxy of beauties whose charms

lose their power by becoming familiar to the eye—

and therefore you desire to welcome the advent of

some new star?"
" By heaven ! talk of new stars," exclaimed the

Earl of Curzon, in a tor of enthusiasm, " what

planet can be more bewitching than the one tnat

has so lately entered our sublunary sphere ?"

" Ah ! I know to whom you allude," ejaculated

Sir Douglas Huntingdon. " I saw her riding in

her carriage t'.iis very day
"

« Yes—she was pointed out to me in the park

last Sunday afternoon," interrupted Colonel Malpas,

speaking rather more quickly than was his wont.

"Siie is a positive angel!"
« No—her beauty is not of a celestial character,"

remarked Sir Douglas. "It is the voluptuous

loveliness which one's imagination pictures in an

odalisque, reclining languidly on the cushion in

some orient seraglio."

" By Jove ! 'tis an admirable description of her

rich, luxuriant, sensuous style of beauty !'' ex-

claimed the Earl of Curzon. "Never in all my
life did I behold so delicious a creature !"

" Who, in the name of fortune, is this model of

loveliness that has turned all your heads?" de-

manded the Prince Regent, his curiosity now
deeply excited.

" What !" exclaimed the Marquis of Leveson

:

" is it possible that your Eoyal Highness has not

heard of "\'cnctia Trelawncy?"
" As mysterious as she is beautiful," added the

Earl of Curzon.

"And as virtuous as she is incomprehensible,"

remarked Sir Douglas Huntingdon.
" Aye—but who can vouch that she is virtuous,"

demanded Colonel iMalpas,—"since no one appears

to be able to get aciiuainted with her ? la fact,

every body I meet is talking of her— and not a
soul knows her even to speak to."

" It is precisely because she gives not the slight-

est encouragement to any one, that I pronounce
her to be virtuous," replied the dissipated barouet.
" A certain Duke, who shall be nameless, sent her
a blank cheque the other day, with an intimation

that she might fill it up to any amount she chose,

provided she would look kindly upon him : and she

returned it in an envelope, without deigning even
to pen a syllable of connnent."

" Venctia Trolawney ?" said the Prince Kegent,
repeating the name two or three times in a musing
tone :

" Venetia Trolawney ? Sinely I have heard
of her before ? By the bye, Horace," lie exclaimed,

a sudden recollection striking him, "was it not
you who mentioneil her to me ?"

" I believe I said something on the subject to

your Royal Highness," answered ]\Ir. Sackville,

with a certain embarrassment of manner : but in-

stantly recovering himself, he added, " In fact, I

now remember that I have once or twice spoken

to you, sir, relative to this paragon of beauty."

"Ah! then you also have seen her, Horace?'
cried the Prince Regent. " But you should have'

taken more pains to make me aware that there was
such a cliarming novelty in our great metropolis."

" When I alluded to Miss Trelawney, sir, you ap-

peared indifferent," said young Sackville ; " and I

did not therefore venture to dwell upon a topic in

which your Royal Highness took no interest."

" I suppose my impression at the time was that

you were speaking of some beauty of the ordinary

stamp—the commonplace average of female attrac-

tions," observed the Prince. "But if you had
told me that this was a grand exception to the

general rule—a perfect rarity of the species—

I

should have in tantaneously become as interested

in Yenetia Trelawnc;, as I am now."
" Ah ! she is a woman for whose sake a man

might sell his soul to Satan, if such a sacrifice

would purchase but a single hour of her love,"

said the old ^larquis of Leveson, his mouth water-

ing at the bare thought of the pleasures which his

imagination depicted.

"And you tell me that no one knows her?" ex-

claimed the Prince, in astonishment. " Here am
I surrounded by the most inveterate pleasure-

hunters in all London; and yet I am assured that

not one of you has contrived by any stratagem to

scrape acquaintance with Miss Trelawney ?"

" Such, nevertheless, appears to be the fact,"

observed Sir Douglas Huntingdon. " I have in-

quired of all my friends if they could introduce

me to Venetia—and the universal response is,

' My dear fellow, I am. rncking my brains day and
night io procure an introduction for myself"

" This is most extraordinary I" exclaimed the

Prince. " Do you mean me to understand that she

has not a single friend or acquaintance in all

London—but that she suddenly dropped from the

clouds iu the midst of a sphere which by all ac-

counts she is so eminently calculated to adorn ?"

" I mean to say," answered the dissipated baro-

net, " that a few weeks ago this paragon of loveli-

ness appeai-ed for the first time in the park. She

was riding in a carriage, accompanied by a ducnna-

liko lady of a certain age. Of course every one

was ravished at the beauty of the unknown ftiir

one. ' Yfho is she V was the universal question.

No one can toll. A few days afterwards the re-

port circulated that her name had been ascertained,

and that it was Venetia Trelawney. Only con-

ceive that delightful, roinautic name of Venetia!
' Where does she live ."' was the next question which

I asked : but 1 found that every one else was ask-

ing precisely the same thing. Well, in a few days

more this ipicry was solved also. Venetia Tre-
lawney dwells iu a sweet place, called Acacia Cot-

tage, at linightsbridge. ' WTto is that duenna-lite

fcmile that invariably accompanies her i" was the

third question prompted by an excruciating cu-

riosity— or rather, a tender interest. But tliis point

was more difiicult to solve. However, in due
time it became pretty well understood that the
elderly lady is no relation, but a mere companion
or friend ; and she is said to be most respectably

connected."
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" Never mind the duenna," exclaimed the Prince.

" Tell us about Venetia Trelawney—the charming

Venetia."
" 1 have nothino; more to tell your Royal High-

ness," answered the baronet. *' You now know as

much of the transcendent Miss Trelawney as I do

myself.'

'

" Depend upon it, she is some adventuress," ob-

served the Prince, " who seeks to obtain notoriety

by surrounding herself with an air of mystery."
" Not so," exclaimed the baronet :

" for I forgot

to add that she is reputed to be well off. At all

events, she lives in good style—though in a very

secluded manner; and she pays her tradesmen

with scrupulous regularity."

"Ah! I see you have been pushing your in-

(luiries in all possible quarters," said the Prince,

laughing.
" I admit the impeachment, sir," returned the

baronet. "But as for "Venetia being an ad-

venturess, it is altogether out of the question.

The circumstance relative to the Duke's blank

cheque proves that she is not mercenary, and that

her charms at all events are not to be purchased

by gold."

"Your reasoning is certainly most forcible,"

said his Royal Highness. "What is the age .of the

heroine?"

"She looks about four-and-twenty, I should

say," answered Sir Douglas Huntingdon.
" No such thing !" ejaculated the Earl of Cur-

zon. " One-and- twenty at the outside."

" Well, I should not mind wagering heavily that

she is six-and-twenty," drawled out Colonel Mal-

pas.
" In truth," observed the Jfarquis of Leveson,

"she is one of those magnificent beings whose

features bear the stamp of youthful loveliness, but

whose forms are matured in the most luxuriant

proportions : and therefore it is diflicult to judge

her precise age."
" But at all events," said the Prince Regent,

" she is old enough to make us wonder that, with

such transcendent loveliness, she should still be

unmarried. What do you think, Horace?" he in-

quired, turning towards his favourite. "There

you sit, as silent and reserved as possible —
although the wine is exhilarating and the .topic of

discourse exciting to a degree."

" I was listening with attention, sir, to the various

remarks passing around," said Sackville. "But

with respect to Miss Venetia Trelawney, I have

already spoken in eulogistic terms of her to your

Koyal Highness. In fact, it is impossible to liave

seen her once, without thinking of her ever after-

wards."
" And how often have you seen her, Horace ?"

inquired the Prince.
" Perhaps a dozen times, sir," was the response

:

and a (lush passed over the naturally pale counte-

nance of Horace Sackville.

" Is she really as beautiful as our friends here

have represented?" asked the Prince Regent:
" and do you also think she is virtuous and well-

intentioned ?'

" No language is sufficiently powerful to do jus-

tice to her loveliness," said Horace :
" and as for

her virtue and respectability, I should think that,

after the anecdote we have heard relative to the

Duke's cheque, your Royal Highness would alone

succeed in winning the favours of the adorable

Venetia."
" Upon what basis do you found your argument,

Horace ?" asked the Regent, smiling complacently

.

" Upon the fact that if Miss Trelawney has re-

jected the proposals of a Duke, she can only be

triumphed over by a Prince who will sooner or

later become a King : "—and as Horace Sackville

^gave this explanation, he narrowly watched its

effect upon his royal patron.
" By heaven ! you almost persuade me to under-

take the conquest of this fair one," said t!ie Prince.

" But what if she be intent only on forming some

brilliant match? It would be but natural—and

hence the extreme circumspection of her conduct."

" If marriage were her particular aim," remarked

Horace Sackville, " she could doubtless have ac-

complished it long ago. Such charms as her's do

not go begging. Besides—it is well known that

she has refused several splendid offers
"

"Indeed!" ejaculated Sir Douglas Huntingdon.
" How can this be known ? And if it is so, then

must she be acquainted with the noblemen or gen-

tlemen whose suit she has rejected—and surely at

least one of these discarded adorers would be

amongst the circle of our friends : whereas not a

soul now present has been enabled to obtain an

introduction to her."
" I only repeated one of the rumours current

relative to Venetia," said Sackville, assuming a

careless tone and indifferent manner. "But I

fancy there can be no doubt that Miss Trelawney

has received several brilliant offers, though com-

ing from individuals who are personally unknown

to her, but who, being captivated by her loveliness,

have presumed on their rank and fortune to write

tender billets laying their hearts at her feet."

"And from tlie refusals experienced, you na-

turally infer that she has no particular ambition

with regard to marriage?" said the Prince Regent,

interrogatively.
" We are all delivering our opinions, such as we

liave formed them," answered Sackville :
" and

after all, seeing how little we know of the lady, our

ideas concerning her can only be the veriest con-

jectures. Well, then, my belief is that Venetia is

a being whose mind must be as extraordinary ii-s

her beauty : and inasmuch as she has rejected

many brilliant offers of marriage—or at all events,

as it is quite clear that endowed as she is with such

transcendent loveliness, it must be her own fault

that she is still single—there are but two infer-

ences to draw."
" What are they?" inquired the Prince Regent.

" Either that she possesses a mind so pure that

she is resolved never to bestow her hand where

she cannot give her heart likewise," said Horace :

" or else that she cherishes a towering ambition,

which soais even above marriage and which

prompted her to decline the opportunity of bo-

coming the mistress of a Duke."
" Then what on earth could she hope to be-

come?" demanded the Regent.
" The mistress of a Prince or a King," returned

Horace : and the sidelong glance which he threw

rapidly upon his royal patron, was of searching

and penetrating keenness.
" You rogue !" ejaculated the Regent, bursting

out into a good-natured laugh and laying his hand

on Sackville's shoulder,—" you wish to persuade
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me into undertaking: the conquest of this mys-

terious fair one? Come—don't deny it—I see

that such is your aim ; and I dare say you think

there will be fine sport and excitin)? amusement."

" Really, sir," faltered Horace Sackville, blush-

ing deeply and looking much confused, "I

hope -'

"Hope, my dear young friend !— what, hope

you have not given me offence, eh ?" exclaimed

the Prince Regent. " On the contrary, I ought

to be flattered by the idea which you have formed

to the effect tliat if any one succeeds in obtain-

ing the smiles of the beauteous Venetia Trelawncy,

I shall be tlie man. But suppose your belief to be

well founded, I am not going to monopolise for

myself all chances of possessing the charmer;—
and if f do enter upon this love -campaign, it

shall not be to the exclusion of my friends."

" But there is not a soul now present," said the

Earl of Cur/.on, " wlio has not entertained views

and hopes with regard to Venetia : and surely, sir,

you do not mean that we should all launch out

into bold and active rivalry with your Royal High-

ness?"

"Indeed, but I do though," exclaimed the

Regent : " and since we are to have sport, let it be

of the most thrillingly exciting character. AVhat

say you? Shall we all start upon equal terms in

the race, with love and beauty as the prize ?"

" Capital 1 capital !" cried the dissipated baro-

net. "A bumper of Burgundy to Avelcome the

happy thought!"
" Yes—the proposal is not bad, by any means,"

drawled forth Colonel Malpas, as he caressed his

moustache.
" I am quite agreeable to it," said the Earl of

Curzon.
" And I am one in the race, remember," ex-

claimed the INIarquis of Lcveson. "But what says

Sackville?"

"Oh! he will be a gladiator likewise, in this

warfare of love," cried the Prince Regent.
" Assuredly, sir," returned Horace—but with a

significant expression of countenance, which how-

ever passed unnoticed in the general excitement

created by the proposition of his Royal Highness.
" Now, my good friends," resumed tlie Prince,

"it is absolutely necessary that we should pro-

pound and agree to some general rules to be ob-

served in this love-campaign : otherwise Ave shall

be clashing with each other in a manner that must
inevitably lead to confusion and expose us all to

ridicule."

"Hear! hear!" cried the attentive listeners.

"Let us, then, begin with the understanding

that we preserve an inviolable secrecy relative to

our compact," proceeded his Royal Highness

;

" and that we also forbear from any sinister or

illegitimate means of undermining each other.''

" Agreed !" exclaimed the voices of the rest.

*' Aiul inasmuch as perhaps some of us, if not

all," continued the Regent, "may by various means
succeed in procuring an introduction to Miss Tre-
lawney, the result of which may be to obtain per-

mission to call at Acacia Cottage,—will it not be
as well if we make aiTangements so as to preclude

the chance of two or more of us meeting there at

the same time ?"

" But how can tliis be accomplished?"' inquired

the Earl of Curzon.

" Easily enough," answered the Prince Regent.
"There are six of us—and there are six days in

the week, excluding Sunday. Let a particular day

be allotted to each for making calls, sending pre-

sents, serenading, or taking any steps in which
there might be a possibility of clashing with simi-

lar proceedings on the part of the rest. For in-

stance, Monday for one—Tuesday for another
"'

"The proposal is excellent I" exclaimed Sir

Douglas Huntingdon. "I shall stamp my approval

of it in a bumper."

"Yes—the proposal is good enough," drawled
forth Colonel Malpas. "But how shall we allot

the days ?"

" According to rank," returned the baronet.

"Oh! fie," ejaculated the Prince. "How do
you think I would agree to a plan which would
place me first upon the list— I, who have disa-

vowed all monopoly and repudiated all selfishness

in the proceeding ! No—Ictus ballot fairly. Come,
Horace—write all our names on pieces of paper;
and toss them into a vase or urn."

This was done : and as the Prince called the six

days one after tlie other, the names were indivi-

dually drawn forth from the splendid porcelain

vase into which the pieces of paper whereon they

had been written were flung. The following was
the result :

—

Mo7iday—The Earl of Curzon.

Ttiesday— Sir Douglas Huntingdon.

Wednesdny—Co\one\ Malpas.

. Thursday—The Prince Regent.

Friday—The Marquis of Leveson.

Saturday—Mt. Sackville.

The announcements were received one after

another with much merriment; and the order

wherein the names stood, gave rise to many witty

jokes, repartees, and humourous retorts. The wine

circulated freely ; and bumpers were drained to the

health of Venetia Trelawney.
" By the bye, my dear friend," said his Royal

Highness, as an idea struck him during a pause in

the conversation and a temporary lull in the hilarity,

—" I do not think that we have made our arrange-

ments as complete as they might be rendered. Be-
cause it does not strike me as fair that if one of

us should succeed in gaining the favours of this

charmer, the rest should continiie to persecute her

with their importunities. Besides, the successful

lover would naturally desire to enjoy the privilege

of visiting his mistress as often and whenever he

chose, without being limited to one special day in

every week. And lastly, as we are all starting in the

same race, it would be but just and natural that we
should know rvho wins and tchen he wins."

" Most assuredly !" cried the baronet. " I wonder
that these points did not strike any of us before.

Our compact would be wretchedly deficient without

the settlement of such important matters."

"And should not the victor receive a testimonial

in acknowledgment of his skill, tact, and persever-

ance ?" exclaimed Colonel Malpas, abandoning the

habitual drawl in his anxiety to prolier this sugges-

tion—by which, we imagine, he was vain enough to

hope that he should be certain to profit.

" Venetia Trelawney and six thousand guineas

would be no mean reward to crown a man's la-

bours," said the Earl of Curzon. " "What is the

general opinion ? Shall we make a sweepstake for

six thousand a thousand a-piece?**
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"With all my heart," exclaimed the Prince. "The
Marquis of Leveson will act as treasurer ; and by

twelve o'clock to-morrow we must each send our

cheque to his lordship for the amount. I will

remit Sackville's along with my own, as I have

some money of his in my hands just at present."

Horace threw a look of gratitude upon the

Prince in acknowledgment of this delicate man-

ner of paying for him—the truth being, as a mat-

ter of course, that His Royal Highness held no

funds belonging to his youthful favourite.

"Now, then," said the baronet, " we thoroughly

understand ourselves thus far. Six thousand gui-

neas are to be subscribed as a sweepstakes to be

given to the fortunate individual who shall make
Venetia Trelawney his mistress. But the proof of

the conquest ?" he added inquiringly.

" Oh ! some proof satisfactory to the rest must

be afforded by the victor, as a matter of course,"

observed the Prince. " But that will depend upon

circumstances. At all events, whenever tlie siege

is at an end, and the citadel has surrendered, the

happy conqueror should hold himself bound to

communicate the fact to the rest
"

" He must give a banquet," suggested the Earl of

Curzon, " at which the proofs of his victory will

be adduced—be they letters, or whatever they

may : and then the six thousand guineas will be
duly handed over to him."

" The compact is now as perfect as six clever

fellows can possibly make it," said the baronet.
" Pass the bottle, Sackville."

And the bottle was passed and re-passed again
and again, until all present, with the exception of

Horace, were in such a happy condition that if

asked whether they stood upon their heads or their

heels, they could not have very easily responded to

the query.

CHAPTER II.

It was the Monday following the banquet given at
the Marquis ofLeveson's house ; and at about nine
o'clock in the morning Venetia Trelawney was
breakfasting in an elegantly-furnished boudoir at
Acacia Cottage.

She was alone, and in the moat charming desha-
billt'C: or, to speak more correctly, having just
stepped forth from the bed-chamber adjoining,
and fearful of no intrusive gaze, she was in the
most negligent undress.
As her splendid form lounged half reclining upon

a sofa, the downy cushionsjof which softly yielded
to her pressure, an nndefinable air of voluptuous
languor seemed to characterise her whole jiorson.
The bright shoulders were completely bare ; and
the superb bust was every now and then as fully
exposed, when the slightest movement displaced
the maslin wrapper which she had so loosely
thrown on.

On rising from her couch she had taken a bath ;

and her skin shone with a healthy animation that
rendered her complexion absolutely dazzling in its

transparent brightness. Upon her cheeks was
that rich bloom which, far from deepening into
ruddiness, was still sufficiently glowing to resem-
ble the tint of the carnation gently combined with

the vermeil of the peach. Nothing could bo more
exquisite than the transition with which that na-

tural hue softened into roseate delicacy, which in

its turn blended imperceptibly with the whiteness

of the lily:—and on the forehead, the neck, and
the bosom, the meandering veins delineated all those

shades of azure which the enraptured eye loves to

follow beneath the polished surface of the skin.

Venetia's countenance was a perfect oval : but

notwithstanding its shape was thus fitted for a

beauty of the highest order of intellectuality, it

had that expression which, without being positively

sleepy—much less heavy, was still full of the soft

langour that steals upon the senses like the per-

fume of flowers on a sultry day. This effect, too,

was enhanced by the slow and languishing motion

of the eyes, which were not particularly large, but

of the deepest, tenderest, most melting blue.

And those eyes,—as they looked forth from be-

neath their softly drooping lids, fringed with dark

brown lashes slightly curling,—how full of love did

their depth."; appear to be,— as if young Cupid had

made his home there even before he had asserted his

empire over Venetia's heart! Yet those looks were

not atsolutely wanton—much less did they flash with

the fires of passion : but they beamed softly with a

seductiveness all their own—and there was the sub-

dued lustre of a nascent voluptousness in their deep

languid gaze.

The brows that arched above those eyes were

finely pencilled and well divided : and above them

rose the handsome forehead which was polished as

marble, without the marble's cold and settled in-

animation. Her hair was of that superb auburn

which iu the sunshine resembles burnished gold,

and in the shade wears upon its darkened surface

the rich gloss that gives it the appearance of velvet

smoothness. Of exceeding thickness in its luxu-

riant copiousness, but of exquisite fineness in the

myriad filaments that made up the gorgeous mass,

it was arranged in bands deepening lower than the

ears, and was then gathered in a knot at the back

of the well-shaped head.

But we have not yet terminated the description

of Venetia's countenance. Her profile was of

faultless regularity: the nose was straight and

united with the forehead in that classic outline

which leaves only a slight inflection to be seen.

Her mouth was small and beautifully chiselled :

the curve of the upper lip resembled that of Cu-

pid's bow—while the lower lip was fuller, and

slightly pouting, so that it left between its ripe

richness and the chin that gentle hollow which im-

parts to the latter a more perfect roundness.

These lips were of a delicious redness, moist as a

dewy flower and luscious as a fruit of the tropics :

and remaining habitually the least thing apart,

they not only revealed glimpses of the brilliant

teeth, but likewise adiled to the softly sensuous

expression of the countenance.

Venetia was tall in stature— above the middle

height of woman. To say that she was finely formed,

would be but to convey a poor idea of the actual

grandeur of her proportions. Though retaining all

the first freshness of youth, and with the virgin

roundness and plumpness of the contours perfectly

unmarred, her shape had expanded into the glowing

luxuriance of womanhood. Still was its symmetry
80 just—so admirable, that the sternest critic could

not have desired any one charm to be diminished in
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its ripe fulness or pared down on the plea of exuber-

ance. For if the shoulders were softly rounded— if

the bust developed itself in superb amplitude and

swelling volume— if the arms were robust—and if

the folds of the drapery described a proportionate

fulness in the lower limbs,—yet was the symmetry

of the whole form preserved in a harmonious per

fection which left nothing to cavil at—nothing to

desire

!

Such was Venetia Trelawney—the young lady

whose charms had been so fully discussed at the

mansion of Lord Lcveson, and who had become the

subject of the singular agreement entered into on

that occasion.

We said she was seated alone in a handsomely

furnished boudoir ;—and we must here observe that

her residence, which bore the delightful name of

Acacia Cottage, was fitted up with corresponding

elegance throughout. It stood in such a position at

Knightsbridge that the back windows looked upon

Hyde Park, from which however the house itself

was separated by a small garden.

Yet though surrounded by every comfort and

even every luxury,—though possessing her carriage,

and having the means of gratifying any whim or

fancy which money could minister to,—and though

endowed with that rare loveliness which was in itself

a talisman capable of ensuring to its owner as bril-

liant and honourable a position as she could well

aspire to,—notwithstanding all these advantages,

Venetia was not entirely happy.

As she sate in her elegantly-furnished room,
she frequently surprised herself in the act of heav-

ing a sigh : and if she murmured within the depths

of her soul, "I have all that I need to render me
happy>" there still would pass into her heart a
feeling to remind hor that something was wanting
to stamp with truih the inwardly expressed
thougiit. And sometimes a cloud would gather
upon her brow and cast its shade over her fea-

tures—and the expression of her countenance
would deepen from languor into despondency.
Then, starting at the end of a few minutes from
a painful reverie, she would exert a strong effort to

fling off that gloom;—and by throwing a glance
upon a mirror facing where she indolently reclined,

her vanity would be gratified by the contempla-
tion of her own enchanting loveliness, as well as
by the promises which the possession of such
beauty seemed to hold forth to her exalted fancy.
Then smiles would dispel the gloom from her
countenance- and her features would become ra-
diant, even to absorb that sweet drooping languor
which was their wonted expression.
But what was the cause of Venctia's intervals of

transitory sorrow ? Was she conscious of some
duty unruiniled, or of some fault committed? Had
she lost that inuoeouce which is the pearl beyond
all price, and which far exceeds the value of mere-
tricious diamonds that may deck the brow of
beauty ? Or was she only trembling lest her vir-
tue, hitherto preserved, sljould succumb to temp-
tation? Had she takeu some false step ?—or did
she foel herself iu peril of taking it? Or again,
did siio deplore a separation from beings who were
dear to hcr?-or lastly, was siie agitated by the
couHicting fears and hopes of love?
As yet wo arc unable to penetrate the mystery

of her sorrow. But pity it was that iier thouglits
wore not ever glowing, sunny, and enchanting as

her own inimitable beauty !—pity it was that care,

which had not ventured to trace a single line on

her smooth and polished brow, should have been

able to tighten a single chord that oscillated in her

heart

!

Let us suppose that it is three or four hours

later on this particular day when we introduce our

readers to Acacia Cottage. It is now, then, one

o'clock in the afternoon;—and Venetia has gone
through the routine of the toilette. Jessica, the

lady's-maid—a quiet, reserved, but shrewd and
faithful young woman—takes a delight in setting

off the charms of her mistress to their greatest ad-

vantage. Not that they need the embclhshraent

of art, nor the aid of factitious adornment : but

still dress may develop the beauties and euliance

the graces of the person, as well as mar the effect

of the former or conceal the latter altogetlier.

And therefore Jessica was well pleased when her

skill had proved worthy of the being on whose toi-

lette it was bestowed. On the present occasion

the abigail was eminently successful ; and if Ve-
netia had appeared so enchantingly beautiful in

her morning negligee, she was not less so in a more
studied costume.

Indeed, it was now that the dark silk dress

which she wore displayed all the admirable hai-

mony iu the proportions of her form th.\t we have
previously eudeavoured to describe : for the body
of that dress was made to fit close, so that it

seemed to borrow its own shape from the contoui's

of her bust, rather than assist in any way to deter-

mine the effect of those flowing outlines. More-
over, the long skirt of the robe, reaching to the

carpet on which she trod, furnished an idea of the

sweeping length of limb which it nevertheless con-

cealed, and by apparently adding to her stature,

gave her a more imposing beauty.

With her charms thus set off to their fullest ad-

vantage, did Venetia repair from the boudoir to

the drawing-room. She was now sunny with smiles

as well as radiant in beauty ; and there was a certain

roguisli archness in her look which seemed to inti-

mate that she was prepared for some innocent piece

of mischief.

The drawing-room occupied the first floor of the

house—extending from frout to back, and haviug

windows that faced the park as well as the street.

Those casements that commanded a view of the

park, and indeed overlooked tlie little garden behind

the Cottage, were now open : for the weather was
beautiful and warm, and the air was filled with the

fragrance of the autiunn flowers that seemed to driidi

in the sun-light to replenish their brilliant hues.

Jessica had followed her mistress from the boudoir

as far as the drawing-room door ; and when Venetia,

on looking into the apartment, saw that it was un-

occupied, she turned towards her Abigail, sayiug,
" M'here is ]Mrs. Arbuthnot?"

" I believe, ma'am, that she has gone to Stratton

Street." replied Jessica. " But shall I ask dowu
stairs ?"

" No—it is not of any consequence," observed

Venetia, whose voice was as full of melting melody
as the most delicious music. " And yet I should

have thought that she would remain near me at tlie

present moment," she added— but in a low toue, as

the remark was intended for herself, and not to be

addressed to the abigail.

Jessica withdrew—and Miss Trelawnev entered
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the drawing-room, closing the door behind her.

The smiles, which had for a moment fled on hear-

infj that Mrs. Arbuthnot was not at home, now
returned to her countenance ;—and advancing

towards the mirror, she surveyed herself with looks

of joyous triumph. But suddenly altering the ex-

pression of her features, she assumed an air of

haughty indignation—then of proud defiance—and

then of cold contempt. Nothing could be more
perfect than the manner in which she thus tutored

her charming countenance to put on each succes-

sive look—especially as there was no ostensible

cause to excite the feelings which those looks ex-

pressed. Nor indeed did she experience any such

sentiments at the moment : for suddenly bursting

into a melodious laugh, which rajig merrily through

the room, she flung herself uj:M)n a sofa, exclaim-

inif, " Wiiat an excellent actress I should make !"

When her mirth had subsided, Venetia rose and
advanced near one of the casements looking upon
tlie street—or rather the Knightsbridge road: and
concealing herself behind the curtain in such a
manner that although she was able to see she

could not herself be seen from without, she re-

mained gazing from the casement for some mi-

nutes. But presently abandcming this position,

she crossed the room and api>roached one of the

open windows facing the pai.k. Here she began
to caress a beautiful parrot which stood upon a

perch : and she likewise spol :e playfully to a cou-

ple of canary-birds that were making the air tune-

ful from their gilt cages.

While thus occupied, Ven etia observed that a
gentleman had halted in the park, near the boun-
dary-wall of her garden, au' 1 was gazing intently

upon her. A sudden flush s wept over her counte-

nance as she thus caught sight of him : but
without moving from the wini low—and indeed, with-

out appearing to notice him at all—she continued

to amuse herself with the pnrrot and the canaries.

Nevertheless, the veiled and sidelong glance

which she from time to time flung, willi rapid fur-

tiveness, towards him, enabl( id her to perceive that

he was a fine, tall, handsoir .e man, of dark com-
plexion, and apparently aboi U thirty years of age.

Although this gentleman t iiho was thus admiring
her so steadlastly, was near enough to observe that

she was of ravishing beautj ', and even to form a
very good idea of the parti cular style of this in-

comparable beauty, suppo; sing him not to have
Iteou previously acquainted with it—yet was he too
far oft-' to notice either that transient flush which
swept over Venctia's coun tenancc, or the stolen
looks which she ever and anon directed towards
him. There he however s tood, gazing up at her
—while she, aS'ecting to be utterly unconscious
of the circumstance, ro nained at the window,
toying most charmingly w ith her birds.

For the gentleman in tl le park there was some-
thing captivating and end lantuigto a degree in the
scene which that open c; isement presented to his

view. The golden air wh ich appeared to surround
jhat beauteous woman as with a halo,—the bright
flowers that bloomed in • jaud and grandeur on the
window-ledge,—the rcfle ction of the powerful light

in the handsome gilt ca {ires of the birds,—and the
roseate back-ground ft .rnied by the pink drapery
showing through the mi aslin curtains that likewise

formed part of the hr mgings,— all these details

made up a picture so s unny, warm, and glowing.

that the spectator felt every pulse thrilling with a

beatific ecstacy and his heart throbbing with the

bliss of ravished emotions.

But, ah ! all on a sudden an ejaculation of dis-

may bursts from the lit s of Venetia Trelawney

—

and the ciuise is at the same instant rendered

apparent by the flight of her green and golden

favourite from its superb cage. The parrot has

escaped some how or other—and the whirr of his

wings sounds through the sultry, heavy air. But,

behold ! the fugitive alights upon the garden-wall

—the gentleman springs forward—and the next

moment the bird is safe in his custody. Then, as

he holds it gently but securely in both hand.s, he
glances up at the window; and a gracious saluta-

tion rewards hma for the deed which he has so

triu\nphantly accomplished.
" It would almost appear as if some good genius

had thus furnished me with an opportunity to ob-

tain access to the fair one !'' said the gentleman

to himself, as he hastened round to the front door

of Acacia Cottage : and still he could scarcely be-

lieve the evidence of his own senses, so providen-

tial appeared the accident which all in a moment
bridged the gulf that an instant before had yawned
between himself and Venetia.

The front door was already opened by the time

the hero of this little incident reached it—and a

livery-servant, both old and ugly, was standing

there to receive the parrot. But the gentleman

was not to be thus stayed on the threshold of that

fairy-land of which he had hitherto obtained only

far-off glimpses, but which he had now acquired a

sort of right to enter.

" Having had the good fortune to catch the

bird," he said to the footman, "you will permit

me the happiness of restoring it with my own
hands to its charming mistress."

The domestic bowed an assent, as if at once

struck by the reasonable nature of the demand

;

and, without uttering a word, he led the way up

a handsome staircase to the drawing-room. And
as the gentleman, still holding the parrot with a

tender care in his delicately gloved hands, followed

the stately domestic, he said to himself with a feel-

ing of satisfoction, " Venetia is at all events re-

solved that no opportunity shall be afforded for

scandal by the presence of a young or good-look-

ing footman in her establishment."

By the time he had made this reflection, the

landing was gained : and as the domestic placed

his hand upon the drawing-room door, lie turned

to ask, " Whom shall 1 have the lionour to an-

nounce?"

The visitor mentioned his name ; and the foot-

man immediately threw open the door, exclaiming,

" The Earl of Curzon !"

CHArTER III.

MONDAY : OB, TOE FIllST KUITOH.

:\[iss TiiKi.A-WNKV advanced to meet the nobleman

with a slight flush upon her check and a soft tre-

nmlousness throughout her entire form : but tlic

first passed immediately away—and the latter was

imperceptible. It therefore seemed as if she were

influenced by no particular emotions, unless they

were such as were natural under the circumstances :



namely, joy at the recovery of her favourite, and
gratitude towards him who now restored it,

" I know not how to express my thanks to your

lordship for this attention—this kindness on your

part," she said, as she received the bird from his

hands.
" I am more than adequately rewarded for so

small a service by the happiness and honour of

forming your acquaintance, Miss Trolawncy," re-

plied the Earl, his veins tingling as if floods of

ecstacy were pouring into hit entire being, as he

felt the touch of Venetia's hands against his own
—that momentary contact being unavoidable as

she took the parrot from him.
" This naughty bird," she .said, as if heedless of

the Earl's response—or rather appearing to treat

it as a mere passing compliment suggested by

the ordinary gallantry of fashionable life,
—"this

naughty bird has given your lordship a great deal

of trouble, and I am very angry with him. There,

sir—go back to your cage—and I shall not fail to

assure myself that the door is well fastened in

future."

" It is a beautiful parrot, Miss Trelawney," said

the Earl, who had followed her to the extremity of

the room where the cage stood at the open win-

dow ; "and it would have been a pity to lose liim.

Are you fond of birds?"

"Yes—and of flowers—passionately," she re-

plied, still bending over the cage, so that the

nobleman's enraptured eyes hiid leisure and oppor-
tunity to wander f>ver the superb form which thus
remained in an attitude so well adapted to display

every contour and sot off every grace.

"And yet the birds cannot fully appreciate,

while the flowers are of course inanimately unable
to comprehend, all this love which you bestow
upon them!" said the Earl, rendering his voice
soft and plaintive.

" It would really seem as if the parrot at all

events was particularly ungrateful," observed Ve-
netia, now raising lier head and turning her eyes
towards the Earl : but instantly reverting her looks
to the cage, she said, " And yet the endeavour of
the poor little being to escape, is only the reward
which we selfish mortals ought to expect for our
cruelty in bringing it away from its native clime,

and shutting it up in this gilded prison."

"Do you consiiier yourself cruel, then, in keeping
these birds in confinement. Miss Trelawney ?" asked
the nobleman, scarcely able to conceal the fond
ardour of the looks with which he was devouring her.

"Most certainly," she exclaimed. "And yet I
have not the courage to dispense with my favourites
on that aecount. Besides, were I to get rid of them,
they might possibly fall into the hands of others
who would not treat them so kindly as 1."

"Henceforth I shall hate that parrot of your's.
Miss Trelawney." said the ^1, with a look of
mysterious significancy.

"Hate him! and why so?" she demanded, in
astonishment.

" Because of his ingratitude towards you,' rejoined
the nobleman. "Would that I were the parrot, to
be the object of so much tender solicitude ."

Miss Trelawney burst out laughing—and the Earl
vas covered with confusion. The compliment which
'>e fancied to be so well-turned and to convey by
inuen.lo so delicate an avowal of his love, was re-
ceived as a jest and treated with luirthfulness. His
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pride was wounded—and, man of the world though

he was, he felt quite abashed.

"The idea was so excessively 8ingukr,",exclaimed

Venetia, her countenance glowing with the rich car-

nation that her merriment had conjured up : and, as

if fatigued by the exertion of laughing, she seated

herself on a sofa.

"May I be permitted to explain my meaning?"
said the Earl, now putting the best possible face

upon the matter and forcing himself to smile.

" I think your lordship was explicit enough,"

replied Venetia, with the most provoking yet charm-
ing maliciousness- 80 that if the Earl had wished

to avenge himself, he could only have done so by
killing her with kisses. " You expressed an anxiety

to become a parrot "

" Y^oitr parrot, Miss Trelawney,'" interrupted the

nobleman, dropping with apparent negligence into a

chair, as if he con.sidered that the discourse had

taken a turn which was likely to prolong it and

therefore warranted him to be' seated.

"Well, my lord," continued the lady, the smile

which still lingered upon Jjer lips revealing the

rows of pearls within,—"you wished to be my
parrot. Now you must really take me for a very

vain—a very foolish— and very silly person, if you
fancy that I can be pleased with such a compli-

ment."
" Not for worlds would J displease you, ^Miss Tre-

'

lawney I" ejaculated th.; Earl, with a strong acceut

on the first syllable of the verb. " But I am de-

lighted to find that you are so superior to the or-

dinary frivolities and iJle gallantries of the day.

It would be terrible indeed were a false diamond
contained within so glorious a casket I"'

"Another compliment!" she exclaimed, laugh-

ing. " But you ^Till tell me when you are speaking

seriously—otherwise I shall never know."

"I am speaking S'?riously—most seriously,"

said the Earl, with a look of ineffable adoration,

"when I declare that you are a being for whom it

were elysian happiness to live and a sainted duty

to die
!"

"But I require no one- to die for me, my lord!"

exclaimed Venetia, with looks of amazement and

uncertainty—as if she wc^re astonished at his words,

but could scarcely believ e that her ears had caught

their sense aright.

" Then will you bid mci live for you?" asked the

Earl, with a movement a:» if he were about to fall

at her feet.

"I do not understand your lordship," she said,

rising from the sofa and drawing herself up to the

full of her imposing heigl it : but at the same time

her looks were bent down; and her attitude was

that of one who awaits an «xplanation which is in-

dispensable.

" Miss Trelawney," retmrned the Earl of Curzon,
likewise leaving his seat, and speaking in a voice

which was full of unfcignnd emotions, — "if you
know that you are beautiful and that beauty

touches the heart, then can you scarcely be at a
loss to comprehend the mea ning of my words."

Venetia raised her eyes !»lowly and fixed them
upon the Earl with precisely that look of haughty

indignation which she had er e now practised in the

mirror. But she rcm.ained . silent, as if willing to

assure herself ere giving ver bal expression to her

anger, that she was not mis taken as to the sense

and significancy of his speech.,
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" Listen to me, I implore you, Miss Trelawney,"

said the Earl, joininfj his hands and assuming a

look of the most passionate entreaty.

"Proceed, my lord," she observed, in a cold

tone and with a dig^nified reserve of manner, as she

resumed her seat upon the sofa.

" Will you promise to hear me patiently and with-

out interruption to the end?" asUed Curzun, in a
tone of appeal that was even as self-huiniliatiii{? as

if he were about to demand pardon for a crime.
" I will pled;^e myself to nothing, my lord,"' said

Venetia. " And now the idea strikes me that it is

altogether preposterous—ineredib'e—unheard of,

that so serious a conversation should arise between
individuals who meet for the first time—who have
not known each other quite twenty minutes—and
whom the merest accident iu the world brought to-

gether at all."

"It is strange, no doubt—and my conduct must
appear extraordinary to a degree," returned the

3 *

nobleman. " But once more I beseech you to give

me a hearing and allow me to explain—perhaps

to justify—myself."

"Had you not rendered me a service ere now,

my lord," said Venetia, " I should at once refuse

your request. But as you presume upon the obli-

gation under which you have laid me, L have no

alternative than to listen."

"Ah! Miss Trelawney," cried the Earl, now
pained and grieved by the rebuke which had been

conveyed in teims so cutting and yet at the same
time so dignified and so thoroughly lady-like,—

"if you place the matter in that point of view, I

must at once ictire, crusiied and humiliated, from

your presence! But I cannot think you so un-

generous as to refuse me the opportunity of an

explanation upon terms that shall be totally

irrespective of any little service which 1 may
have been fortunate enough to render. What is

your decision, Miss Trelawney?"
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^'•'Proceed, my_lo£d,^she answered, with a cold

courtesy. "I will hear you on the terms you

name."
^"A thousand thanks !" cried the Earl, with en-

thusiasm. "Imagine not. Miss Trelawney, that

this is the first occasion on which I have ever seen

you. Since your arrival in the metropolis
"

" My arrival in the metropolis !" she exclaimed.

"Why, my lord, I have lived in London all my
life— from my very birth !"

"Indeed!" he ejaculated, in astonishment. "And
yet the world knew you not until within the last

few weeks "

" What world does your lordship speak of?" in-

quired Venetia, with a look of most bewitching

ingenuousness.

"The fashionable world, Miss Trelawney—the

only world in which one can possibly exist, without

being confounded amongst the ordinary race of

mortals."

"Ah! then, this is a world of your own creating?"

she said, with a tinge of it-ony in her voice, and

with that coldly contemptuous look which she had

also practised in her mirror.

" Not of my special creating. Miss Trelawney,"

returned the nobleman: "but a world—in fine, the

sphere of fashion—the—the "

" A singular world which is so difficult to be de-

fined!" ejaculated Venetia. "But am I to sup-

pose that because I have removed from the seclu-

sion in which I was brought up from my infancy—

and because, being left my own mistress by the

death of my pft,rent3, I have chosen to fix my
habitation in the vicinage of ri park,—am I to un-

derstand, I ask, that because of all this, my
position in life is changed and that I am launched

as it were into what you would have me believe to

be a now world ?"

" What I wished you to understand. Miss Tre-

lawney, w.ls thrit y6ur beauty, your accomplish-

ments, your manners, and your fortune render you

one of i«—the ilitc of society—the aristocracy of

the community," explained the Earl :" and I was

goinir to observe that it was only since you came
into your proper sphere a few weeks ago, that the

fashionable world knew of your existence. But
from the first moment that you thus condescended

to appear amongst us, I have never ceased to think

of you. Your imago has remained impressed upon
my mind: it has become the object of my con-

templation by day, and of my dreams by night.

I have ridden for hours round and round the park

to await your appearance and catch a glimpse of

your countenance as you dashed by in your
charming equipage: and I have applied to every
friend or acquaintance I could think of, in the

hope of procuring an introduction to you. But I

did not succeed: no one that I knew was more
fortunate than myself in this respect. Every one
was admiring you—worshipping you from a dis-

tance—talking of you—and eulogisingyour charms:
but no one had the honour of being acquainted
with you. I was almost driven to madness—and I

began to wander about on foot, like one demented.
In this niood was I passing through the park ere

now, when I beheld you at the window. I re-

mained to gaze upon you—to contemplate you
with that idolatry Avhich is the natural homage of

a loving hearU Whether you observed me, I

know not : but you stayed at the window "

" Had I noticed your lordship," said Venetia, in

a cold tone, and with haughty manner, " I should

have retired from the casement. But you have

already proceeded far enough—too far—with your

explanations : and as no earthly good can possibly

result from them, either to your lordship or to me,

I may be pardoned for observing that our inter-

view need last no longer."

And once more rising from her seat, iliss Tre-
lawney advanced towards the bell-pull.

" No—do not order me from your presence
!"

exclaimed the Earl of Curzon, "Spare me that

indignity at least."

" Or rather, let your lordship spare me the ne- i

cessity of submitting you to it," said Venetia, in a

tone of dignified calmness.
" Will you not hear me for one minute longer ?"

cried the Earl, evidently labouring under the

strongest excitement : then, without waiting for a

response, he proceeded to observe in a hurried

manner, " It is not in the power of mortal to sub-

due his feelings at all times — and you should

rather pity than blame me ! The generous warrior

when triumphing over a vanquished foe, uses his

victory with moderation and tempers the pride of

his conquest with mercy. Behold me, then, sub-

dued—defeated — overcome by the brilliancy of

your beauty : and surely, surely you will not spurn

me from you?"
Thus speaking, the Eirl of Curzon sank apon

his knees in the pi-esence of that lady of dazzling

loveliness.

The flush of triumph swept across her magnifi-

cent countenance -~ the gratification of woman's

loftiest vanity wreathed her lips into a smile for a

single moment—and for a moment also did the

same feeling flash from beneath her darkly fringed

eye-lids. But this display of emotion was so

transitory that the next instant, when it had passed

away, the Earl w;xs still left in a sort of pleasing

painful doubt as to whether Venetia had thus been

really moved at all by that sentiment which con-

stituted the weakness of her sex, or whether it

were a mere illusion on his part.

" Behold me at your feet, angelic woman !" he

exclaimed, his upturned countenance expressing

the fond ardour of his rapturous devotion and ear-

nest hope even more eloquently than the impas-

sioned accents of his voice.

" Rise, my lord—let us resume our seats—and

wc will discuss the question more rationally and

more deliberately," said Jliss Trelawney, with such

perfect self-possession of manner and calmness

of tone that the Earl gazed upon her in mute
wonder and bewilderment as he rose from his sup-

plicating posture.

A thousand ide;is swept through his imagination

all in a moment. Was she really moved by his

proceedings ?—had his looks, his words, and his

conduct touched her heart?—and had she all

along intended to yield, after a due amount of

charming coquetry, feigned indignation, and .artful

prudery? Did she consider that the sentimental

portion of the drama had goue far enough ?—and

was she about to bargain methodically relative to

the terms on which she would consent to become

his mistress? Or had she merely adopted a

stratagem in order to induce him to abandon that

suppliant position in which she feared that he

might perhaps be surprised by some one entering
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the room ? In fine, was she an intrig-uinir adven-

turess who had feig'ned a desperate resistance with

a view to enhance the charm, the value, and the

excitement of an eventual surrender ?—or was she

really a woman of virtue and character, summoning

all her presence of mind to aid in crushing' the

arrogant pretensions which he had dared to

proffer?

"With the more than lightning speed at which

thought alone can travel, did these reflections

gush through the mind of the Earl as he rose

from his knees and fixed his looks in mingled

amazement and doubt upon the incomprehensi-

ble beauty. She moved towards an arm-chair

—

and as he followed her with his eyes and dwelt on

the swimming voluptuousness of her gait, his im-

pure imagination at once suggested that a being

of such glowing beauty and capable of exciting

sucli sensuous rapture in the soul, could not her-

self be indifferent to love's enjoyment nor inexpe-

rienced in its ways. Nurtured in the midst of

fashionable profligacy and high-life demoralization,

it was not astonishing if the Earl of Curzon at no

time entertained a particularly exalted opinion of

female virtue ;—and on the present occasion his

excited feelings and inflamed temperament, aided

by his personal vanity and conceit, led him to

imagine and to hope that the scene had inspired

the lady vnth sensations akin to those that were

thrilling to his own heart's core.

She seated herself in the arm-chair;—and the

moment that her countenance was again turned

towards the Earl, his eyes greedily and searchingly

sought to read in her looks whether there was

really a covert levity in her manner and a subdued

wantonness in her breast. But as if she penetrated

his design and scorned the imputation which it

conveyeii, her features again assumed that look of

sovereign hauteur which they had ere now put on
and which had been so successfully practised in the

mirror before the Earl's arrival.

" Be seated, my lord," she said, pointing with a

queen-like imperiousness of gesture towards a chair

at some distance from that which she had just

taken.

"You are a judge—about to pronounce my
doom," exclaimed the nobleman, as he retreated

to the chair which she thus indicated. "But I im-

plore you to have mercy upon one whom your

charms have bound captive, and whom your deci-

sion will either elevate to elysian happiness or

plunge into the darkest despair."

" A truce to this extravagant poetising, iny

lord," said Venetia, in a cold voice and with a dig-

nified look. " Yon have already in<lulged in too

many meaningless phrases and empty flatteries

;

and I am not going to answer you in the style of

those pretty nothings which gentlemen and ladies

toss I'rom one to the other with so much elegant
Paso in the conversations of fashionable life."

" By all means. Miss Trelawney," said the Earl,

"let the discourse become as serious as you will

:

for when the subject of love is solemnly dealt with,

there is every hope for the impassioned lover."

" And your lordship, then, seriously and
solemnly avows an affection towards me?" ob-
served Miss Trelawney, with a look as calmly se-

date as her question was busine.ss-likc and pointed.
" On my soul I love you ])'issionately— 1 adore

you!" exclaimed the Earl, placing his right hand

upon his breast and once more'making a movement
as if he were about to rush forward and fall at her

feet.

" I accept your answer as a sober avowal and a

deliberate affirmative," said Venetia, with an im-

perious gesture that commanded him to retain his

seat: then, with an air of the calmest and fullest

self-possession, she observed, "I presume that

when your lordship sought my presence just now,

instead of delivering the bird to the domestic at

the door, it was with the intention of thus honour-

ing me by a proposal of marriage ?"

" Marriage !" echoed the Earl, startled by a word

the mention of which seemed to imply a terrible

misconception on Miss Trelawney's part, and at

the same time involved himself in a most awkward
dilemma as to the terms in which he must now ex-

plain the views and hopes that had all along ani-

mated him.
" Tes—mamage, to be sure," said the lady.

" Have you not just made me an oft'er of marriage

as intelligibly as words could possibly convey such

a proposal ?"

"Marriage!" repeated the nobleman, confused

and bewildered. " Really, Miss Trelawney — we
have been misunderstanding each other Oh I

my dearest Venetia, why tantalise me thus

cruelly?" he exclaimed, in a sudden paroxysm of

excitement :
" why torture me "

But he stopped short—amazed, if not positively

overawed by the look of grand dignity and sub-

lime indignation which Venetia bent upon him as

she slowly rose from her chair.

"Explain your meaning, my lord, when you
dared to avow that you loved me !" she said, in a

voice admirably befitting that imposing air.

" Is it possible that you did not understand mc ?"

he exclaimed, half in terror that the scene was

genuine on her side—and half in hope that it was

a mere pleasantry to which she would speedily put

an end by dissolving into smiles and sinking into

his arms.

"When an honourable man tells a woman of

stainless character that he loves her," was Venetia's

dignified response, "there can be no misunder-

standing as to the meaning of his words."

"But wherefore—Oh ! wherefore allude to those

trammels which the world denominates Tnarri'a^e .'"

exclaimed the Earl. " Wherefore "

" Stop, my lord !" said the lady, with another im-

perious gesture. "Did you intend to proffer mar-

riage to me—yes or no? Spare evasion—avoid

subterfuge—and give me a direct reply in a mo-
nosyllable."

" Marriage, my dear Venetia
"

" Your answer, my lord—yes or no ?"

" But I must explain
"

" Your answer, I say ! Yes or no ?"—ai}4 wjiilp

her countenance flushed with the richest, warmest

glow, she stamped her foot impatiently upon the

carpet.
" Venetia, you cannot be ignorant of the fapt

that I am already married," said the Earl,—"but

to a woman whom I do not love—whereas I adore

and worshi]) you! Oh ! be not angry with mc "

" Enough, my lord !" cried the lady abruptly :

and her whole form appeared to dilate with tlio

dignity of an offended, outraged woman — but a

dignity which rather asserted itself through the

medium of a withering scorn than a fiery indigna-
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tion, as if conscious of its own sufficierif-y for all

purposes of self-defence. " I knew beforehand

that you were married :—but, inasmuch as your

importunity was amounting to persecution and
8urpa8sin<j even the limits of a coxcomb's insolence,

I resolved to give your lordship a lesson that may
perhaps prove salutary. Depart, then— or I will

summon my lacqueys to thrust you forth from the

dwelling!"
" You are serious, madam ?" exclaimed the Earl,

affecting to doubt that she was so—but at the same
time his countenance was crimsoned with rage,

spite, and disappointment.
" Dure not remain to bandy words with me, my

lord !" returned Vonctia, still preserving the god-

dess-like dignity of a Juno, so that slie lost not

her temper for a single moment. " Depart !"

—

and she extended her superb arm towards the

door.

"Then you are in earnest!" said Lord Curzon,

a tiendish malignity appearing upon that counte-

nance which, naturally so handsome, was for a few

moments distorted by this diabolical expression

:

and as Satan's self seemed to look out of his large

dark eyes, from beneath the corrugated brows,

he observed in a voice that was hoarse with con-

centrated passion, "Venetia, you shall repent of

this! I have sworn to possess you—and I will

keep my vow ! Be you guarded by all the angels

of heaven, I will invoke all the devils of hell to

succour me in carrying out my resolve!"

But while he was yet giving utterance to this

threat alike so tremendous and so atrocious, there

appeared upon the countenance of Venetia Tre-
liiwney that look of proud defiance which she had

j

also practised in the mirror, and which she now
assumed for the purpose of convincing her enemy
how little she valued his menaced hostility.

"By heaven! your pride shall be humbled,
haughty fair one !" ejaculitcd the Eurl of Curzon,
furious with rage : and, darting upon her a terrible

look, he rushed from the room.
Venetia rang the bell in order that the domestic

might be in attendance to open the front door for
his lordship : and as the tinkling sound met his

ears, it reminded him that no act of cowardice
could possib'y be more brutal than to precipitate
himselr' down stairs and fling himself out of tlie

house in a manner so little suitable to a ladv's
dwelling. He accordingly stifled his rage as well
as he was able—moderated his pace—and quitted
Acacia Cottage in a manner that was not calcu-
lated to arouse any strange suspicions in the mind
of the serious-looking domestic.

As for Venetia—the instant she heard the front
door close behind the Earl of Curzon, she no
longer restrained the free vent which her feelings
sought ;—and throwing herself upon the sofa, ^lle

gave way—not to teai's, gentle reader—oh ! no—
but to a peal of laughter so unfeignedly merry that
It rang in its musicil intonations through the room
until the very atmosphere seemed laden with the
harmony of that splendid being's mirth.

CHAPTER IV

tAPT.\lN TASH AND HIS MAN

As the Earl of Curzon issued forth from the front

door of Acacia Cofage, an individual of somewhat
diffi-rent appearance emerged from the portals of a

public-house nearly opposite.

The person just mentioned and whom we must
pause to introduce to our readers, was a man of

about forty—of middle height—and stoutly, though
by no means clumsily built. He had dark hair

—

fierce moustachios—and enormous black whiskers,

exceedingly bushy and meeting beneath his chin.

His brows were thick and overhanging—his eyes

were small, dark, and of a peculiarly bold expression

—and his face was of that rubicund complexion

which seemed to owe its hue to the influence of the

branc'y- bottle rather than to the natural ruddiness of

a vigorous health.

This personage was dressed in what would now-A-
days be called the "siiabby -genteel" style. He
wore a blue frock-coat buttoned up to the throat,

and the stand-up collar of which was fastened by

means of hooks and eyes. A black polished leathern

stock, over which no collar peeped, seemed pur-

posely intended to sustain the wearer's head in a

fixed position—so tight, so high, and so stiff wns that

article of the gentleman's attire. Not a vestige of

linen was to be seen in the shape of wristbands any

more than in the form of collar: and it was there-

fore left to the imagination of the beholder to deter-

mine whether the gentleman wore any shirt at all.

His trousers were li^ht grey, strapped very tightly

over a pair of boots with enormous high heel.";, to

which a pair of immense steel spurs were fastened.

His hat was tall and expanded to a remarkable

degree in the crown : the brims were large, curled

up at the sides, but hanging over considerably both

before and behind, lie wore a soiled pair of buck-

skin gloves; and in his right hand he carried a stick

with a tolerably large knob, and which looked

amazingly as if it were " loaded" after the fashion

of a life-preserver— or, in other words, as if that

knob, apparently intended for ornament, was in

reality tilled with lead.

The garments of this gentleman were soiled and

thread-bare, although he wore ihem witii an air of

as much satisfaction as if they were a bran new suit

But perhaps lie fancied that an insolent demeanour,

a swaggering gait, and a self-sutSoieut look, would

cover as it were the defects of his raiment and im-

press people with the idea tint he was a person of

consequence in spite of the seediness of his wardrobe.

He did not however appear the bully without being

fnliy prepared on all occasions to justify the cha-

racter—unless indeed it were that he was no coward,

as the generality of bullies notoriously are. In early

life he had served in the army, as a subaltern officer,

with some credit to himself so f.ir as a desperate an (

reckless valour was concerned : but his unprincipled

conduct as a gamester and spendtlirit'i, had led him
into certain transactions so closely bordering upon
downright swindling, that he was compelled to leave

his regiment He sold his commission as a lieuten-

ant—became a "man about town"— retained a semi-

miiitary style of apparel—dubbed himself " Cap-
tain"—and lived upon his wits. By frequenting

taverns, billiard-rooms, and nighi-houses, at the
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West End of the town, he scraped acquaintance not

only with inexperienced young gentlemen just enter-

ing upon life, and whom he was sure to fleece most

unmercifully,—but also with many dissipated no-

blemen who visited those places of resort, and whom
the Captain invariably claimed as acquaintances in

future. If they were bold enough to give him the

"cut direct," he was certain to pick a quarrel with

them; and if they even gave him "the cold shoul-

der," he would find some means of annoying them.

They therefore preferred the less disagreeable alter-

native of bestowing upon him a familiar nod when

they encountered him in public; and thus the Cap-

tain was enabled to boast of his numerous aristo-

cratic acquaintances.

But the thousand and one devices which he put

into practice in order lo levy contributions upon his

friends, were ingenious and humourous to a degree

:

and with a view to prevent the possibility of refusal

when he thus made his pecuniary demands, he was

wont to request a suin so moderate—often-times so

ridiculously small—that it was next to impossible

for the individual whom he thus pounced upon to

parry the attempted exaction with any feasible ex-

cuse. By the aid, therefore, of half-a-crown from

one, eighteen-pence from another, and a shilling from

a third, the Captain contrived to live from hand to

mouth and to rub on from day to day—although

there were occasional intervals when he was very
** hard up " indeed and when he was literally driven

to his wits' end.

Sucli was Captain Rolando Tash—a gentleman

whose name was notorious at every tavern, brothel,

gaming-table, sponging- house, livery-stable, and
place of public resort, in or near London. Tiie

King's Bencli and Fleet prisons likewise resounded

wiih his fame; and every magistrate in the metro-
polis had more than once been compelled to fine the

Captain for being drunk and disorderly in the

street ; or to bind him over to keep the peace towards
some individual in particular and all his Majesty's

subjects in general. In fact, there was not a promi-
nent knocker at the West End which had not been
wrenched either partially or wholly off by the
Captain's hand at some time or aaotber : there was
not a surgeon's bell which had not been violently

and alarmingly rung on more occasions than one by
this same hilarious Captain, when in his cups;—
there was not a barber's pole which he had not

shifted from its proper place to some neighbouring
establishment which did not require any such em-
blem at all;—and there was scarcely a street- watch-
man's head which had not been broken at least once
by this same unruly and incorrigible Captain Ko-
lando Tash.

Such was the gentleman who emerged from a
tavern in the Kn ghtsbridge Road just at the very
moment when the Earl of Curzon Issued forth
from Acacia Cottage. But the Captain was not
alone : indeed, he never was alone. That is to say,
he invariably had an attendant following him at"a
respectful distance,—a sort of Man Friday or San-
eho Panza, who shared his fortunes and his mis-

f.irtunes— his successes and his reverses—and who
adhered to him with the staunchest fidelity. In

fact, whoever beheld Captain Tash advancing with
his usual swagger along the street, might be cer-
tain that his man Robin was not very far behind.
There was however a great discrepancy between
the pretensions, demeanour, and personal appear-
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ance of the two worthies : for inasmuch as the Cap-
tain invariably looked and walked as if he fancied
the street was not half wide enough for him and
that everybody ought to make room and touch
their hats as he passed, Robin on the contrary was
wont to glide along the kerb- stone or creep by the
side of the wall with the stealthy pace of a cat.

Moreover, Robin was thin, lank, and lean in per-
son—shuffling and shambling in gait—downcast,
furtive, and sneaking in looks—retiring and ap-
parently timid in manner. Thus, great as the
contrast was between the burly person of the mas-
ter and the starveling appearance of the man, it

was not greater than the difference between the
insolent assurance of the former and the unob-
trusive air of meekness which characterised the
latter.

Robin was not however exactly what he seemed in

this respect. Beneath that bashful and timid air,

lurked a cunning watchfulness that was ever on the
alert to take advantage of any circumstance that

might be turned togood account. Keen, shrewd, and
penetrating, Robin was always most upon his guard
when he appeared most retiring : and when his looks

seemed to express naught save a listless vacancy, he
was sure to be intent on some object requiring skill,

tact, and caution to carry it out. More thoroughly un-
principled thaneven liismaster— if that were possible

—or at all events, capable of the prompt perfurm-

ance of deeds at the first aspect of which the Captain
would pause and deliberate,—Robin was as danger-

ous as the creeping snake, whereas liis employer was

like the bull that bellows and makes every one aware
of its presence before it has time to do a mischief.

The man Robin was pretty nigh the same age as

his master, in whose service he had been for about a

dozen years at the period when we thus introduce

them to our readers. To the Captain he was de-

votedly attached; and although circumstances had
placed them rather on the footing of companions
and friends, than of employer and servant, yet

Robin invariably treated Tash with the utmost

deference and respect. In fact, the tie which bound
the sneaking, h^-pocritical, unprincipled Robin lo

the overbearing, insolent, and arrogant bully, was
one of those mysterious phases in itie humsn cha-

racter which can only be accounted for by the belief

that even the worst and vilest of our species must
have somebody or something to love and care for.

Not that the Captain was unkind to his man : on
the contrary, he treated him with as much con-

sideration as it was in his nature to bestow—and
for any one to offend Robin, was to provoke the

certain displeasure of his master. On the other

hand, Robin would have died rather than prove un-
faithful to the Captain : and though he would have
sold his own brother, if he had one, to the gibbet

—

or would have plucked an angel of his wings if

the plum.ige were of any service to him,—yet was
he incapable of injuring a hair of his master's heiid.

Such was the singular character of this man.
Ills name was properly Robert Shanks; liut he

was always known as plain "Robin'"—and so unac-

customed was he to be addressed by his surname,
that it was a wonder he did not forget it altogether.

His apparel consisted of a seedy suit of black

;

and as he wore a wliite cravat, his appearance was

as much that of a decayed itinerant preacher as of

a valet ouf-of-livery to a gentleman in straightened

circumstances.
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On issuint? forth from Acacia Cottapre, the Earl

of Curzon looked up and down the road in search

of a hackney coach to take him home or whither-

soever he meant to proceed,—when he was sud-

denly accosted by Captain Tash.

"How are you, my lord?" exclaimed the indi-

dividual, ])ef-forrainp: a military salute with his

stick. " Your lordship looks annoyed "

"Not at all," said the Earl, abruptly. "Good
afternoon, Captain—I am in a hui-ry:"—and the

nobleman hastened on in the direction towards the

West End.
" Ber; pardon, my lord," observed Captain Tash,

instantaneously overtaking? the Earl, whom he

grasped by the arm : "but your lordship
"

""Well, what is it?" demanded the nobleman,

impatiently. " I told you that I was in a hurry
"

"And I shan't detain you a moment," said the

Captain : then lowerinj? his voice to a whisper and
assuming- a most mysterious look, he observed,
" There's a poor apple-woman round the corner

yonder, who's stall has been thrown down by some
mischievous youn<? rascal—by gad ! it's true, my
lord!—and the poor old wretch is whimpering'

enou.G:h to break her own heart and make mine
bleed with compassion. But as the devil would

have it, I came out this morninii; in such a hurry

—to breakfast with a certain noble friend, infact^-

that I loft my purse at home "

"And so you want some silver—eh?" cried the

Earl, with ann^ry impatience—for he was in no hu-

mour to endure one of the Captain's stories on the

present occasion.

"Just eighteen-pence—neither less nor more!"
said Tash. " That sum will enable me to make
the Italian image-boy quite happy."

" I thought it was a fruit-woman ?" observed the

nobleman, now scarcely able to repress a smile at

the contradiction into which the gallant Captain

had inadvertently fallen.

"To be sure!" exclaimed the latter, altogether

unabashed : "it is a fruit-woman—a poor creature

with a wooden leg
"

" By tlic way," interrupted the Earl, as a sudden
thought struck him, " I think you can do me a
service. Captain ; and instead of eighteen-pence, J

may perchance be enabled to put as many pounds
into your pocket."

" JMake use of me as you will, my lord," exclaimed
Tash, his rubicund countenance brightening up to

such a degree that it seemed as if it were on the

point of bla^.ing with spontaneous combustion.

"Step aside with me," said the Earl, drawing the

Captain beyond the view of Venetia's windows:
then stopping short, he asked, " Did you observe
the house which I have just left?"

"To be sure—Acacia Cottage," replied Tash.
" But do you know who lives there ?" demanded

the Earl.

"I can't say that I am acquainted with her name,
my lord," was the response :

" but as 1 was
drinking all yesterday at the tavern opposite, 1

saw a beautiful lady once or twice at the windows;
and I was told she was the mistress of the Cottage.
But I did not think of inquiring her name "

" It is Venetia Trelawney" said the Earl. "And
now, the service which I need at your hands m»y bp
explained in a few minutes. But where is llobiu ?

"

" There 1" answered the Captain, pointing with his

tick towards a shop that was closed, and in the

door-way of which his man was half-concealed,

just as a person stands up to avoid a shower of

rain—although on the present occasion the weather
was gloriously fine.

" I think Robin is the very person to assist ip

carrying out my views," continued the Earl of

Curzon.

"And those views?" said Captain Tash, in-

quiringly.

" Are to watch all the acts, movements, and pro-

ceedings of Miss Trelawney," returned the noble-

man.
"It shall be done," exclaimed Tash. "If she

only kills a fly upon her window-ledge, the deed
shall be duly reported to your lordship."

" Well, you may be as minute as you will in espy-

ing all her actions and making notes of them," pro-

ceeded the Earl. " Watch every one who visits her

house, and write down a description of them if you
cannot glean who they are : observe when they call

—how long they remain—and let Robin follow them
to discover where they live. Then, let Venetia her-

self be followed every time she goes out "

" Robin is the felloe for this part of the business,"

interrupted Captain Tash, as he glanced compla-

cently across the road towards the spot where his

faitliful dependant was still squeezing himself into

the angle of the door-way. "Your lordship may
depend upon it that Miss Trelawney shall never

budge an inch without having Robin gliding after

her. By day and night—in her carriage or on foot-

fine weather or foul—no matter what the circum-

stances are, the lady shall be watched as thoroughly,

as completely, and as unerringly as if she was under

the supervision of the Bow Street runners."

" I perceive that you understand me," said thp

Earl, a smile of satisfaction appearing upon his

countenance. " Jn fact, the most trivial particulars

relative to Miss Trelawney will prove of importance

and value to me. There is a lady living with her,

named Mrs, Arbuthnot: and she also must be

watched. If you and Robin cannot manage all this

between you," continued the Earl, "do not hesitate

to enlist the services of some discreet and trusty

individual
"

"Depend upon it, ray lord," exclaimed Tash,
" that I and Robin will prove adequate to the task.

Why, Robin is ubiquitous :—he is here—there—and
everwhere, all in the same moment. Nothing can

escape his watchful eye: if any living being can see

through a brick wall, he's the fellow. Another

advantage is, that the landlord of the Green Dragon,

opposite Acacia Cottage, is a friend of mine— I mean
to say, a person that I know: and he will render me
all possible assistance. Concealed up in one of his

front rooms, I shall keep an ipcessant look out

—

while Robin does the same ; and all Miss Trelaiyney's

proceedings shall be as well known to your lordship,

as if you lived in Acacia Cottage and saw with yoijr

own eyes everything that was going on."

"I shall rely upon you," said the Earl. "And
now take these ten guineas on account," he added,

placing the sum named in the Captain's hand.
" Your lordship's business is now my own, as com-

pletely as if my life depended upon the issue," ob-

served Tash.

They then separated—the nobleman proceeding

towards the West End, and the Captain returning to

the public-house, into which he was inmiediately

followed by his man Robin.
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CHAPTER V.

BLIND man's buff.

At the charming village of Richmond, which, as

most of our readers are aware, is about nine miles to

the westward of London, there stood a handsome

house, in the occupation of a widow lady named

Owen. She had resided there some time—kept her

carriage—was visited by all the neighbouring fami-

lies of distinction—and occasionally gave splendid

entertainments, at which however the principal

attractions were decidedly her own four lovely

daughters.

The names of these young ladies were respectively

Agatha, Emma, Julia, and Mary : the eldest was

about twenty-tvvo—the youngest sixteen;—and they

were all in the same style of beauty. Their hazel

eyes shone with an eloquent vivacity—their dark

brown hair was usually worn in flowing ringlets—

and their animated countenances breathed volup-

tuousness and soft desires. The tallest of them was

not above the middle height of women : but their

forms were all modelled to an admirable symmetry
—the light shape and supple movements of each

charming girl producin:; the mingled effect of bril-

liancy and grace. They usually dressed pretty

nearly alike: and at Richiaond they were denomi-
nated the Four Goddesses.
~ But lovely as they were, it did not appear that
even the eldest, although two- and-twenty years of
age, had received any e'ig-ible offer of marriage

:

and this most probably arose from the fact of its

being whispered that the Princes of the Koyal
Family were very intimate at the house. Not
that scandal had gone so far as to sully the fame of
the young ladies by any positive or speciiie asser-
tion : but still it was known that the Prince Regent
and his brothers, the Dukes of York and Cumber-
land, did visit Mrs. Owen in a private manner;—
and although the gii'ls were envied, caressed, and
petted by their fashionable acquaintances all the
more on this account, young gentlemen were
nevertheless rather shy of seeking their hands in
marriage.

This circumstance did not however seem to
trouble the minds or interfere with the happiness
of Agatha, Emma, Julia, and Mary. They were
light-hearted, joyous, good-tempered girls; and
their pleasing manners, sprightly conversation, and
elegant accomplishments rendered them universal
favourites. They never wanted partners in the
dance—the handsomest and gayest gallants ea-
gerly pressing forward to ensure their hands for a
quadrille, however backward these suitors might
be in requesting those self-same hands in marriage.

Mrs. Owen was a lady who did the honours of
her diuner-Uble or ball-rooni to the utmost per-
fection. She dressed with splendour, but with
good taste

: and now, in the glorious embonpoint
of forty-five and with the remains of a beauty
that must have been truly splendid in her earlier
years, she was still a remarkably fine woman.
She had been a widow, it was believed, for a long
time

:
but what her Imsbaad was when alive, did

not seem to be generally known.
It was about eight o'clock in the evening—

and the four young ladies were assembled in the
drawing-room of their abode at Richmond. Mrs.
Owen was in another apartment—or to tell the

truth, in the housekeeper's room, superintendin g
the arrangements for a very choice little supper

that was to be given at ten precisely. Her daugh-
ters were all dressed with the most perfect ele -

gance—although, in compliance with the fashion

of the day, their white shoulders were left com-
pletely nude and their fair bosoms so much ex-
posed that little remained for the imagination in

order to fill up the picture of each glowing bust.
\

The time-piece upon the mantel in the drawing-
room had struck eight, we say,—when a plain car-

riage and pair drove up to the house ; and the Prince

of Wales alighted, followed immediately by the

Marquis of Leveson. They were at once ushered

into the mansion—and the carriage was taken round
to the stables.

But however privately and unostentatiously this

royal visit was paid to the Owens, the arrival of the

Prince Regent and his veteran companion was duly
observed by an ill-looking man who stood conceal ed

behind a clump of trees at a short distance.

This individual, whose age might have been some-
where betwixt thirty and forty, was short, thin, and

excessively pale: and the ghastly aspect of his face

was enhanced by the lank black hair that appeared

below the slouching brims of a battered hat, and

also by the dark eyes that shone like burning coals

in the deep sallow hollows in which they were set.

He wore a shabby shooting-jacket— corduroy

breeches—leathern gaiters—and a heavy pair of

lace-up boots. A cotton liaudkerchisf was tied

loosely round his neck ;— his shirt was not particu-

larly clean;—and altogether there was an air of

such determined ruffianism and desperate villany

about this individual, that no traveller, however

brave, would relish meeting him in a lonely place.

Prom the clump of trees where he had concealed

himself, he observed the arrival of the Prince

Regent: but when he saw that his Royal Highness

was accompanied by the Marquis of Leveson, he

gave vent to a bitter imprecation expressive of

annoyance. He however remained in ambush, with

his keen eyes fixed upon a path-way leading round

to the back door of Mrs. Owen's house.

In a few minutes a livery-servant came hurrying

along from that direction with stealthy steps and

looks cast furtively around, as if he were fearful of

being observed : and, approaching the trees, he in a

few moments joined the rutfian who was already

concealed in ambush there.

" Well, Dan'el," said the livery-servant, " you see

he's come ?"

"Yes—but who the devil's that old back along

with him?" demanded the fellow, in a harsh voice

the natural intonation of which was savage and even

ferocious to a degree.

" It's only the ^larquis of Leveson—one of the

Prince's pals," replied the livery-servant.

" But you know, John," rejoined the rullian, " that

we haven't calculated upon there being iwo to deal

with. We thought, from what you said, the Prince
was sure to come alone "

" Well, Dan'el, and how the deuce could T foresee
that his Royal Highness would bring the old Mar-
quis I" interrupted the servant. " From what 1

gleaned from the young ladies' tiring-maid, the

Prince only was expected : but as the Marquis is

likewise intimate at the house, it isn't very astonish

ing that he should have borne his royal pal company.
And, after all, won't it be a more lucrative affair ?"
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" Yes—but not po easy to manage, p'r'aps," ob-

served the riifHan, in a musing tone.

" Why not ? Haven't you got all the chaps in

readiness?" asked John the domestic : "and are you

afeard that an old buffer like Lord Leveson can

make any efTectua! resistance ?"

" No—not that," responded the man, whose Chris-

tian name appeared to be Daniel. " But the matter

as it now stamls looks more dangerous to venture

upon. The Prince wouldn't peach, you know : he'd

comply with every demand—and hold his tongue.

Because, if he did kick up a row—make the tiling

public— and set the Bow Street runners at work, he

would be forced to tell all the circumstances,— how
he came down incog, to visit Mrs. Owen and the

young ladies — and so forth : and this he would not

do, out oF consideration for the young ladies them-

selves. But with the Marquis it's quite different:

because there 's nothing strange in a nobleman of

his rank vi-iiting a genteel family like the Owens—
and therefore he might safely give information of all

that happens, without fear of compromising the

honour of the young ladies. Don't you see the force

of these arguments?'
'• I'll knock down all your reasoning in a moment.

Hangman," said tlie livery-strvant : "for, don't you

see that according to your own showing the Prince

ill have every reason to hush the matter up for the

ke of the laiiie«?—and therefore he'll put a seal

upon the lips of Lord Leveson— because his lord-

ip could not possibly give publicity to the aflfair

without admitting that the Prince was in his coni-

pnny at the time. Do you see that, Dan'el the

Hangman ?
" asked the servant, in a chuckling tone

of coarse familiarity.

" Well, I must say that you've put the thin" in

the ricrht point of view," observed the ruffian:

" and therefore, as I'm a man who soon makes up
his mind, I say without farther hesitation that

the Ihinjj shall be done. I suppose they'll leave

about midnight?"

That's the hour the carriag:e is ordered for

—

and supper is to be served up at ten precisely,"

responded the footman. " So there's no doubt that

the Prince and Leveson will be jogging soon after

mid)iight?"

"Good!" returned the Hangman. "By the

gibbet and halter ! there'll be a rum game up be-
fore the sun rises again!"'

"I hope so," said John the footman. "But I

must hasten back now— for fear of being missed.

Good night, Dan'el : I wish you luck, old fellow."

" There's no fear of that," rejoined the Hangman.
They then separated—the livery-servant retracing

his steps stealthily towards the back entrance into

the iiouse, and the Hangman striking rapidly across

the adjacent fields.

Meantime the Prince Regent and the Marquis of
Leveson had joined the young ladies in the drawing-
room of the mansion ; and a sprightly conversation
had speed ly sprung up.

His Royal Highness w.as seated on a sofa between
the eldest Miss Oweu and Kinnia : while Julia and
Mary became the more special objects of Lord Leve-
son's attentions. Mrs. Owen still remained absent
from tlie room—and apparently her society was not
much mi.s^ed.

* I understand you have been very gay latterly,

young ladies." said the Prince Regent, after a brief

pause in the conversation. " Balls and dinner-parties

at home—dances and soirees abroad—pic-nics in the

park—water excursions
''

" Oh ! everything charming, I can assure you !"

exclaimed Miss Agatha, her pearly teeth revealed by
the smile that parted her ripe, red, sensual lips.

" But I can assure you, sir, that we missed yoa very

much."
" You deceitful little puM," cried the Prince,

throwing his arm round her neck and imprinting a

kiss upon each warm and flushing cheek—and then

another and another still upon her moist lips;
—" I

do not believe that you are sincere !"

"But I will guarantee Agatha's sincerity, by the

experience of my own feelings," said Emma: then,

as the Prince endeavoured to catch her likewise in

his arms, she bounded from the sofa and darted

away, making the room ring with her merry laugh.

The Prince hastened after her : and when she had

led him a dance round the table, and from one end of

the room to the other, she suffered herself to be driven

up into a corner, where she was compelled to yield

her lips, as ripe and as luscious as those of her elder

sister, to the reiterated caresses of his Boyal High-

ness.

" Oh ! what fun a game of blind-man's buff would

be !" ejaculated Miss Julia, starting from her seat,

and thus escaping the toyings which the Slarquis of

Leveson was just beginning to bestow upon her.

" And let the Prince be blindfolded : "' exclaimed

Mary, now disengaging herself in her turn from the

arm which the old nobleman threw around her bare

neck : then running up to his Royal Highness, she

took both his hands, crj-ing with cliildish delight,

" Will you play, sir ?"

" To be sure I will !" said the Prince Regent, as he

absolutely lifted the young lady up in his arms and

covered her with kisses—despite of her fighting and

struggling, which she however accompanied with the

heartiest laughter : so that it was e:u«y to perceive

she was very far from being ofTended.

"Now— let me blindfold you, sirl"' exclaimed

Julia, approaching the Prince with a bandage, the

instant her youngest sister had succeeded in escaping

from his arms.

" With all ray heart 1" he cried. " But first
*'

And catching her in his embrace, he culled the

sweets of her lips as he had done with regard to her

three sisters.

" Now are you satisfied ?" she asked, as with glow-

ing cheeks and smiling looks she disengaged herself

from his arms : then, having hastily arranged her

hair, she said, " Come, be gentle—and submit to be

bandaged like a good boy."

" 1 will," returned the Prince, seating himself in &

chair, while Miss Julia adjusted and fastened the

bandage with her beautiful white hands, which the

royal voluptuary kissed every time they touched his

face.

" Now you may begin, sir
:

" she cried, darting

away and clapping her hands gleefully: and the

merry laugh of the four sisters rang like silver bells

through the apartment.
" 1 have pot a partial head-ache and cannot stand

this amu.Heun.nt," said the Marquis of Leveson—but

in the most perfect good-humour: and, quitting the

room, he hastened to join Mrs. Owen, whom he as-

certained, upon inquiry of a domestic, to be in the

housekeeper's apartment.

It appeared that his lordship was a pri>-ileged per-

son—and he was therefore received by Mrs. Owen
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With a cordial, or indeed familiar welcome, altliough

she was busily engaged in superintending the manu-
facture of whip-syllabubs and ice-creams.

Leaving the Marquis in company with the lady of

the house, we must return to the drawing-room, where
the utmost hilarity now prevailed. The Prince,

entering into the spirit of the game as fully as if he
were only a great school-boy in his teens, exerted
himself to add to the merriment of these romping
girls. To speak the truth, he was liy no means
anxious to catch any one of them and thereby divest

himself of the oince of Blind Man : he therefore

allowed them to escape one after another, as often
as they fell into his grasp. But before he thus re-

leased the captive damsel of the moment, he indem-
nified himself for his generosity towards the prisoner,

by a fresh banquet upon the sweets of her lips.

The scene was really charming and exhilarating to

a degree ; and the I'rincc enjoyed it most unfeignedly.

There he was, feeling his way about the drawing-

4 *

room—ciireful not to overluni the table, u)>sjt a

flower-stand, or smash a China vase,— while the

romps bounded and frisked in all directions, leaping

upon sofas and over chairs, and making the place ring

with their musical voices and merry laughter. Now
the rrincc's extended hands came in contact with a

muslin dress—then they glided over the polished sur-

face of a glowing bosom : now they swept along a

naked arm smooth as alabaster, but warm to the

touch—then they were laid upon a shoulder smooth

as velvet but plump in its natural softness : now his

fingers became entangled for a moment in tresses of

silken fineness—next his arms suddenly enfolded a

waist of wasp-like .symmetry—and then his lips were

fastened upon flushing cheeks and a delicious mouth,

while a bosom, palpitating with the excitement of

the game and perhaps with other and more tender

emotions, heaved and fell rapidly against his breast.

But the fair one thus caught, would eventually suc-

ceed in escaping from the Prince's arms : and thus
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the game went on and on— each Bister in her turn

being captured, and then breaking loose to be pre-

sently made a captive once more.

At lengtli hia Koyal Highness was compelled to

abandon the sport through ulieer exhaustion: and

tearing off the bandage, he flung iiirnself upon a sofa

—laughing so heartily that it ai-peared as if his

portly sides must buret. Then the young ladies,

lilevise i)(r,;e{a ting the merriment with their voices

which soHndi!(J b.Vfet «« strings of musical pearls,

threw them oivi'M).'! •vu, a 8ofi—nnother on an

ottoman

—

atli'vi on a chair—and t!ir^ fourth on afoot-

stool—to arrai!<;o iheir disordered dress and smooth

their diihevelleil nair. It seeded as if the inmates of

a seraglio liad licen suddenly thrown into the most

delightful confusion by the entrance of some stranger

of the male sex, and as if each fair odalisque were in

haste to conceal the charms which had been listlessly

exposed in tliefr.ucied seciu-ity that was thus so unex-

pectedly yiolated.

But was all thi.t k:;d just taken place a mere

innocent romping on the part of these four sisters ?

—

and was lljere a peifect guiltlessness of any immoral

intent in tlic somewhat wild license to which the rein

had been given? We are at present as much puEzled

and bewildered on that score as our readers can possi-

bly be ; but we are bound to confess that if those

lovely girls meant and thought no wrong, yet the

ardour of the caresses and the nature of the toyings

in which they liad suffered the Prince to indulge, were

sufficient to inflame all the nascent passions the fires

of which assuredly beamed already in their eyes.

By the time the hair was re-arranged in luxuriant

tresses and the disordered apparel restored to its

previous state, tlie young ladies began to reflect that

tlie supper bom- must be near at hand: and scarcely

had they consulted the clock on the mantel-piece,

when John the livery-servant entered to make the

expected announcement. The Prince and his fair

young friends accordingly proceeded to the ap:irtment

where the exquisite supper was served up, and where

llrs. Owen and tlie Marquis ofLeveson were awaiting

iheir presence.

The lady of the house and his Royal Highness met
each other with the courteous familiarity of old

friends ; and it became evident here, as well as in the

drawing-room up-stairs, that the Hegent laid aside

his princely rank altogether when on a visit to Mrs
(,)wen and her bevy of clianning daughters. But

iiithougli he took his place at the board and behaved

liiniself throughout the repast with that easy and

lolished familiarity which as a gentleman he was so

well able to exercise, and which seemed in itself a

(acit recognition of the perfect equality on whicli all

were assembled for the time being,—lie never once, by
I ithcr a flippant word or a libertine act, made a breach

In the propriety of conduct that prevailed during the

banquet.

There was, however, plenty of laughing—plenty of

inirtli and good humour ;—the champagne circulated

] reffy freely, adding brilliancy to the wit of the dis-

( oiiise and sparkling lustre to the eyes of the young
ladies.

CHAPTER VI.

THE DESPERADOES.

At midnight precisely the Prince Regent's carriage

drove round from the atable-yard to the front of the

mansion ; and his Royal Highness immediately came
forth and entered the vehicle. The Slarquia of Leve-
son followed : the steps were put up—the door was
closed—the footman ascended to his place on the box
by the side of the coachman—and the equipage rolled

rapidly away towards Kew.
The night was dark and the heavens were .somewhat

menacing : but there was a strong breeze whick kept

off the rain—and the brilliant lamps of the carriage

lighted the road that it was pursuing. The pair of

horses sped along at a gallant pace ;—and inside the

vehicle the Prince and the Marquis of Leveson chatted

gaUy concerning the entertainment experienced at

the mansion which they had just quitted. From this

topic their discourse insensibly turned upon the love-

campaign which had been settled a few days previ-

ously with regard to Venetia Trelawney ;—and the

Prince Regent was observing that he should like to

know how the Earl of Curzon had got on in that re-

spect during the day which was just passed,—when
both he and Lord Leveson were alarmed by a sudden

noise, like the rush of several men from the hedges

skirting the road.

" Perdition !" ejaculated his Royal Highness, as he

let down the glass on his side, while the Marquis did

the same on the other.

But before either of them had time to look out and

ascertain what was the matter, the carriage came
to a full stop—and the horses began to plunge vio-

lently. A commanding voice exclaimed, " Cut the

traces !"—and at the same moment a scuffle was heard

upon the box, while a masked countenance appeared

at each of the windows.
" Villains ! do you know who I am ?" cried the

Prince, furious with rage.

" Silence !—or I'll send a bullet through your head :"

exclaimed the individual at the window next to his

Royal Highness ; and at the same time a pistol was

protruded into the carriage.

" But I am the Prince Regent !

" said George, think-

ing that this announcement would have the effect of

overawing tlie ruffians.

" We know it," observed the man who had already

spoken. " Silence—and no harm \vill happen :"

The Prince threw himself sullenly back in the car-

riage, not deigning to bestow another word upon

persons whom he took to be highwaymen ; while the

Marquis of Leveson, who had also been regaled with

the unmistakable view of a pistol-barrel on his side

of the vehicle, thought it prudent not to venture upon

any remark at all in the presence of such desperate

characters.

All that had hitherto occurred, and wliich has taken

us some minutes to relate, was really comprised in the

space of comparatively a few seconds : and in the

interval the traces were cut—the horses had ceased

from plunging—the coachman and footman were

overpowered by the ruffians who had scaled the box

—

and the whole equipage was therefore in the hands of

the desperadoes, whoever they niiglit be.

The conquest was therefore prompt and easy—the

blow was struck with a suddenness and a resolution

that defied resistance—and as tlie scene took place in

the most lonely part of the road between Richmond

and Kew, all clamour for help would have proved un-

availing. Besides, the Prince's servants were unarmed,

the bare possibility of such an outrage being undreamt

of, and consequently unprovided for : and moreover,

the desperadoes were eight in number.

It may be added, ere we pursue the thread of the
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adventure, that the instant the party had burst forth

from the hedges,—half emerging from one side of the

road, and the remainder from the other,—two of them

had seized the horses' heads—four had clambered up

on the box to secure the coachman and valet,—and

the other two had guarded the windows of the vehicle

in the manner already described. There was conse-

quently so much method in the whole proceeding, and

the blow was struck with such promptitude and such

a complete absence of anything bordering on hesi-

tation or confusion, that all the details of the affair

had been evidently pre-arranged. The men wore

crape masks over their countenances : each one was

well armed ;—and the individual who had given the

order to cut the traces, appeared to be the chief of the

gang.

But to resume the details of the narrative. Im-

mediately on the royal equipage thus falling into the

power of the desperadoes, the coachman and valet,

with their hands bound, were thrust inside the vehicle,

the leader of the masked band entering ';t also.

" I beg your Koyal Highness's pardon," said this

individual, " for placing these menials in your com-

pany, and also for obtruding myself upon your pre-

sence. But certain little precautions are necessary

:

and these of which I have just spoken are amongst

them. Another is to draw up the wooden blinds of

the vehicle," he added, suiting the action to the word.
" But pray don't let any of yru entertain so foolish an
idea as to offer resistance or think of overpowering

me : because I hold the check-string in one hand—and
a loaded pistol in the other. Tlie string, if pulled,

would instantaneously convey the alarm to my com-
rades, who are seated upon tlie box ; and the pistol

shall be discharged without hesitation or remorse if

a hostile finger be laid upon me."

Thus spoke the leader of the band : and though
there was a sort of free-and-easy familiarity in his

tone and manner of delivery, it was rather the off-

handed expression of confidence in his proceedings

and certainty in his power to carry them out, than
the jaunty insolence of a vulgar braggart. Indeed,

there was a refined correctness in his language and a
gentility in his pronunciation which showed that he
had been well educated and that his position in life

Gould not always have been an inferior or degrading
one, whatever it was now.

By drawing up the blinds, he plunged the interior

of the carriage into the most pitchy blackness : and
he was therefore unable to observe the effect which
his speech had produced upon the Regent and the
Marquis. But as no reply was vouchsafed, and as

each remained motionless in his seat, the desperado
naturally concluded that his warnings and menaces
had not failed to make the desired impression.

Meantime, his men were not inactive in the road.
By the aid of some cord, the traces were repaired and
the horses once more attached to the vehicle, the bright

!
lamps of which were put out. Two of the fellows

I mounted the box—one of them undertaking the

j

functions of coachman ;—and the equipage drove ra-

I

pidly on.

But what became of the other five desperadoes?
They had horses concealed in a thicket close at hand :

and mounting their steeds, they followed the carnage
at a short distance. That tliey should not however

1
attract the special notice and arouse the suspicions of
any other travellers whom they might happen to
meet, they parted company to a certain extent, by
falling into the rear of one another and thus riding

along singly, but with short intervals between them.

But in a few minutes the whole procession turned
into a bye -road, where there was less necessity to

adopt so much precaution.

By a sudden turn to the right which the carriage

thus took, instead of proceeding straight forward as it

ought to have done if it had continued in the direc-

tion of Kew, the captives inside were enabled to

judge that they had diverged from the main road.

" Will you explain the object of this outrage, and
the extent to which it is likely to reach ?" demanded
the Prince, now thinking it high time to make some
inquiries of the sort, and indeed feeling himself

unable to subdue any longer the alarms which were
rapidly gaining upon him.

" Your Royal Highness need apprehend no personal
ill-treatment," replied the leader of the gang : " but
beyond this assurance I can say nothing more at
present."

The Prince was about to give utterance to some
threat : but remembering how powerless he was at
the moment, and reflecting that the band probably
consisted of the most desperate rufiians, wlio would as

soon slit the wind-pipe of a Regent as of the humblest
individual, he smothered his rage and resentment so

far as to hold his peace.

A- solemn silence accordingly prevailed inside the
carriage, wliich continued to roll on at a rapid pace :

but as to the direction it was now taking, this was a
point that utterly bafHed all conjecture. At the ex-
piration of about lialf-an-hour it stopped : then fol-

lowed a noise, as of massive gates unfolding upon
their creaking hinges ;—and the vehicle moved again,

but only to turn into some place which, by the echoes

raised, appeared to be the entrance to the paved court

or stable yard of a mansion. The instant the carriage

had thus reached its destination, attended by all the
mounted desperadoes, the huge gates were closed

again.

The door of the vehicle was now opened—and
while the leader of the band retained his seat inside,

he bade the prisoners descc'd. The Prince went first

—the Marquis stepped out next—the coachman and
valet followed—and then tha masked chJf/ftain of the
desperadoes brought up tl\t I'e.ir. The place was in-

volved in pitchy darkuea?, unrelieved by even the

faintest glimmer : but a door was alrao.;t immediately
thrown open within a couple of yards of the spot

where the party h;i 1 alighted—and alauteru standing

upon the floerju.-;' .'nsido the (hreshold, revealed the

interior of an apartment wrni-yed in fiint real gloom.

An ejaculation of alana fc'l f/om the lips of tlie

Prince Regent ; a;id a, cry of d.'smi^y burst from tlie

tongue of the M.irquis o(^ Leve.-ou— wliile t;io two
domestics were themselyo* not. le^s ti'rr.ileii thau tUe'r

royal master and his noble Irii-n .'. JUit Ihe com-
manding voice of the chief bade them p.-or'-ej : and
the peremj)tory sternness of Iiis tone producing a !'.'>rt

of galvanfc effect, tho prisoner-^ at once passed into

the room the appearance of whicli was indeed eulh-

ciently sombre to strike terror to their souls. For it

was completely lumg around with black drapery—and
the floor was covered with the same sable cloth. If

there were any windows, they were not visible—tlie

dark surface of the funereal hangings being uniform

on all the four walls and unbroken by any casement,
fire-place, or mantel. Indeed, the instant the Prince,

the Marquis, the two servants, and the leader of the
gang had entered this place, the very door itself

which had admitted them disappeared. That is to
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say, upon being shut, a curtain of sable drapery fell

upon it : and thus, let the eyes turn whichever way

they would, they were met by a waU of unvaried

funeral blackness. The ceiling iilone was white !

The haughty character of the Trince, which had

already been so far shaken as to give vent to an

ejaculation of alarm when his looks were first plunged

into this chamber of funereal gloom,—that haughty

character, we say, now well nigh lost all its firmness

and its dignity, when he found himself thus entombed

as it were in that sable sepulchre. The dim light of

the lantern was but just sufficient to make the dark-

ness visible, and to show that the furniture of the

place consisted of only a table and half-a-dozen

chairs, all covered with black cloth.

The Marquis of Leveson was even more troubled

than the Prince Regent by the awe-inspiring aspect

of this place, and the dark though vague and unde-

fined terrors wliich it was so well calculated to con-

jure up. As for the royal coachman and valet

—

they

were desperately alarmed likewise : for the object of

the present proceeding appeared to defy all conjec-

ture. If the desi)eradoes were mere highwaymen,

they would have done their business at once in the

middle of the road where they first stopped the car-

riage. But, if not robbers, who were they ?—and
what could they be? 'Whither had they brought

their prisoners?—and what meant this apartment

hung in black and looking like the abode of Death

itself?

These queries not only suggested themselves to the

two servants, but also to their royal master and his

noble friend Leveson : but as we just now observed,

they defied all possibility of solution by the mere

means of unaided conjecture.

^ The eyes of the four prisoners therefore settled with

looks of anxious inquiry upon the desperado-leader,

who had accompanied them into the room, and who

was gazing upon them from behind the crape mask

which he still retained over his countenance. He

was a tall man—somewhat stoutly built—and dressed

in a plain suit of black. He wore a travelling cap,

which was pulled so far down over his head as en-

tirely to conceal his hair : and as his features were

likewise covered, it was impossible to form the

faintest idea of his age. The appearance of his figure

—his gait—his attitudes—and his gestures, all how-

ever seemed to confirm the impression previously

made by the grammatical precision of his language

and the inflections of his voice—namely, that he was

a man who must have at one time occupied a good

position in life, however deeply crime or misfortune

(or perhaps both) had since degraded liim from that

standard.

" Now, sir," said tlie Prince of Wales, " are we to

be informed of the object of this outrage which you

have practised upon us ?"

" Harsh words will not amend matters^" observed

the chief; " and you may as well speak civilly to one

who holds you as utterly and as completely in his

power as if he were a gaoler and this house a prison.

Hut your Uoyal Highness will presently accompany

me to another ro<ira—while the Marquis of Leveson

and these two domestics remain here to await your

return."

" And what guarantee have I that no mishief is in-

tended me ?" demanded the Prince, not relishing the

I

prosiMJCt of being separated ftom his friend and liis

I

servants.

"The same guarantee which prevents me from

blowing out your brains at this moment, if I felt so

disposed," replied the leader coolly ; and as he spoke,

he produced a pistol from each pocket. " But if I

meant to take your Royal Highness's life," he added,

returning the weapons to their places of concealment

about his person, " 1 could have done it easily and

conveniently enough in the high road, without the

trouble of bringing you hither in the first instance."

" True !" murmured the Prince in a musing tone :

then summoning all his courage and all his dignity

to his aid, he said, "I am ready to accompany

you."
" In a moment, sir," replied the leader : and turning

towards the Marquis of Leveson, he said, " My lord,

you will be so kind as to sit tranquilly here until my
return. These servants will do the same. If any of

you attempt to discover the doors leading hence, it

will only be inviting the summary vengeance of those

who are keeping guard upon this place, and who are

not the less vigilant because unseen by you."

Having thus spoken, the mysterious individual

took up the lantern, and drew aside a portion of the

drapery at the end of the room.

" Proceed, sir," he said to the Prince, who imme-

diately obeyed : and the masked dcparado followed,

closing the drapery again behind him.

Lord Leveson and the two servants accordingly re-

mained in the black chamber, which was now plunged

into a darkness as deep as the sable hangings that

surrounded its walls.

For a few moments the sounds of retreating foot-

steps—but faint and light, as if treading upon a

carpet—met their ears : and then all was still. An
Egyptian darkness and astupendous silence entombed

them !

In the meantime the Prince Regent, on issuing

from the sable chamber, found himself at the foot of

a wide staircase, which was also covered with black

drapery. Yes—every feature of the place was clothed

in this ominous gloom,—the steps, the balustrades,

and the very walls ! It was enough to make the

flesh creep upon the bones and chill the marrow within

them, to be thus surrounded by the unchanging livery

of death !

" Come quickly, sir," said the masked leader, hasten-

ing up the stairs with the lantern, the dim light of

which only made the gloom apparent without miti-

gating its awe-inspiring effect.

" What on earth is the meaning of all this ?" de-

manded the Prince, unable to restrain another

ebullition of mingled alarm and petulance. " Have

you brought me hither to be present at a funeral ?"

" It is useless to question me," was the laconic

answer, but delivered with a stress upon the pronoun

which instantaneously struck the Prince, and caused

the idea to flash to his mind that he was about to be

shown into the presence of the real instigator of the

outrage whereof his masked guide was perhaps after

all only one of the instruments.

While he was still pondering upon this thought,

and revolving a thousand coiyectures in liis mind as

to the author of the adventure and its motive, the

Prince reached a spacious landing, the floor and walls

of which were hung in the same ominous drapery as

elsewhere.

"Pass behind this curtain," said the mysterious

guide, drawing back a portion of the sable hangings.

The Prince did as he was directed—for he saw no

use in remonstrating or resisting : and he was more-

over anxious to reach the end of the adventure with
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all possible despatch. He accordingly passed behind

the drapery, and found himself in the recess of a

door-way. His masked companion let the curtain fall

again, he himself remaining outside on the landing.

" Now open the door—and enter boldly !" he ex-

claimed, in a voice of assurance and encourage-

ment.

The Prince Regent unhesitatingly followed this

recommendation : the door yielded to his touch—he

flung it open

—

a blaze of light burst upon his vision

and he found himself in a splendid apartment,

where a lady of ravishing beauty was reclining upon

a sofa.

CHAPTEK VII.

THE I/ADY IN THE GOSSAMER DRESS.

We must pause to describe this splendid creature,

whose loveliness burst upon the Prince Regent with

an effect that in a moment chased from his memory

all the disagreeable portions of an adventure

which had thus assumed at length so delightful a

phase.

She appeared to be dressed in a kind of oriental

costume,—if indeed that garment could be denomi-

nated a dress which was made of so gauzy a material

as to be almost transparent,—indeed, so diaphanous

that although in reality of the purest white, it took

a roseate tint from the flesh that showed through.

Down to the waist, at all events, this was the efl'ect

of a garment which, scarcely thicker than a veil,

veiled not the charms of which it form'ed the only

covering ; for neither corset nor linen intervened be-

twixt the lady's glowing bust and that semi-transpa-

rent raiment of silken gossamer.

Through this singular dress, therefore, the outlines of

all the upper part of her form could be distinguished

and traced as easily as the eye of a concealed observer

may feast upon the beauties of a nymph bathing in

a crystal stream, though pliuiged to the neck in the

pellucid water.

And how voluptuous were the contours that might

be seen through the gauzy drapery,—how soft and

yet how firm in their swelling fulness ! No portrait

by Vandyke or Rubens, in which woman's charms

are deUneated in such soft luxuriance and with so

rich a tone of colour, ever glowed so sensuously upon

the canvass as did this lady's fine proportions in their

living, warm, and palpitating beauty :—no model

which antique statuary has left behind, could exceed

the admirable symmetry of the rounded arm !

Then her countenance—how ravishingly beautiful

!

—her features—how enchantingly lovely !—her looks

—how melting, how_ dreamily soft, how wantonly

overpowering

!

A profusion of light brown tresses showered on the

nude shoulders : and above her polished brow was a

wreath of pearls. Her eyes were large and dark,

—

contrasting strongly with the colour of her hair ;

—

and being full of passion's lustre, they heightened the

animation of a countenance every feature of which
was eloquent with fervid feelings. Indeed, the aqui-

line nose—the scarlet lips—the rounded chin,—all

indicated an ardent mind and a glo\ving tempera-

ment : while the delicate and scarcely perceptible

tinge of the pink which relieved the polished skin

from the insipid whiteness of alabaster, would in a

moment deepen into warm carnation blushes at the

least incident that quickened the pulse and made the

blood flow faster in the throbbing veins !

We said that her dress was of an oriental style. A
rich veil depended from the pearl-wreath that she

wore upon her hair : but that veil flowed behind her,

and neither concealed the wanton, impassioned,

amorous looks of the countenance, nor the meretri-

cious display of the person. Around her waist a

splendid shawl was loosely tied in the fashion of

Eastern women : a string of pearls encircled the neck

that arched so gracefully ;—and rich bracelets defined

the rounded shape of the matchless arms. From her

waist to her feet the gossamer garment flowed over a

pink satin petticoat, the very folds and plaits of

which were but so many outward indications of the

fine symmetry of those limbs which they concealed

:

and the small, narrow, shapely foot, imprisoned in an

embroidered shoe, rested negligently upon a stool

—

thus adding to the air of soft and sensuous abandon-

ment in which the lady's form half-reclined on the

crimson velvet cushions of the sofa.

The room in which this splendid woman was thus

revealed, like an enchanting vision, to the eyes of the

Prince Regent, was handsomely furnished and bril-

liantly lighted. The atmosphere was warm and per-

fumed—as if the loveliness of its occupant were alike

a halo and a fragrance, stealing with intoxicating

effect upon the senses. The flood of light whicli

filled the apartment, borrowed a softly roseate hue

from the crimson draperies that were drawn close

over the windows— the paper on the walls, the

cushions of the furniture, and the rich pattern of the

carpet,—all being of a corresponding colour.

For some minutes his Royal Highness remained

transfixed just within the threshold of the door that

had ushered him to this scene of enchantment,

—

transfixed, we say, and gazing in a wonder that sub-

sided not and with a rapture that cooled not, upon

the divinity of the place. At first she either did not

notice him, or aflected not to do so—but sate, or

rather half-reclined in a pensive mood : and thus the

perfect abandonment of her attitude developed the

charms and graces of her person to the fullest advan-

tage. But at the expiration of a few minutes she turned

her head slowly in the direction where the Prince

stood ;—and as her large dark eyes rested upon his

countenance, she started not, nor seemed in any way

surprised or alarmed—but a glow of tender delight

and melting joy spread over her countenance, de-

scended to her neck, and blushed through the trans-

parent drapery that covered her bosom.

Nor was the look withdrawn : but it settled upon

the Regent with a liquid lustre so full of amorous ex-

pression and oriental languor, that he felt its influence

stealing and growing upon him like that of a delicious

dream in which the sleeper is wafted amidst realms

of beatific enjoyment. And that look which the lady

thus fixed upon him was accompanied by a smile

which seemed to welcome him to that abode of bliss,

—a smile wherein was concentrated all the profusion

of glowing sentiments, burning words, and eloquent

avowals which constitute the language of passion,—

a

smile, too, that revealed teeth white as ivory and

parted the scarlet lips which seemed the fitting por-

tals for a balmy breath and a musical voice.

Suddenly remembering the whole train of circum-

stances which had preceded his introduction to tha

presence of this heavenly being, the Prince turned to

inquire of his masked guide who the lady was and

what the adventure »ignified : but he found that he
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wa» alone with the beauteous ocnipnnt of the apart-

ment, and that the door had been closed beliind him.

For an instant a vague and unknown terror seized

upon him : the very mystery of tlie whole occurrence

Btruck him as ominous and even more than strange

he dreaded some snare, some treachery—and he

trembled with bewilderment and doubt. But as his

eyes were again turned upon the lady, and as they

rested—or rather, were rivetted upon that lovely

countenance still glowing with a warm blush, and

that form the luxuriant charms of which were dis-

played 80 unre.servedly and yet without the positive

indelicacy that shocks rather than intoxicates the

senses,—moreover, as he now met a gaze that, in-

stead of being softly wanton, was all vibrating with

desire,—the magic of that beauty and the fire of those

glances thrilled like an electric influence through every

vein and pierced to his very heart's core.

" Adorable being, who art thou ?" he cried, now

obeying only the maddening impulse of his feel-

ings : and he advanced towards her.

She rose from the sofa and made him a salutation

so M\ of witching grace that it heightened his emo-

tions to a positive delirium of pleasure : and now that

he beheld her close, and saw that all the charms

which had ravished him at a distance lost nothing of

their glowing loveliness by this near contemplation,

—when his eye swept over the flowing outlines and

rounded contours of that form which, though not

above the middle height, was sultana-like in its im-

posing as well as dazzling beauty,—he was so ravished,

80 enchanted, so overpowered, that he felt as if he

were in the presence of a being that was something

more than mortal.

Resuming her seat upon the sofa, she invited him

with a winning gesture and a delicious smile to place

himself by her side : then fixing her magnificent eyes

upon him, she said in a voice that was soft, timid, and

tremulous in its soul-enchanting melody, " Your Royal

Highness has asked me who I am : but this is a secret

which I dare not reveal ?"

" That so divine a creature cannot possibly be con-

nected with a gang of veritable desperadoes, I am
well assured,'' returned the Prince :

" and therefore I

am at a loss to conceive who or what the men could

be that brought me hither."

" Pardon the outrage, sir," exclaimed the lady, in

an imploring voice and with looics of the tenderest

entreaty.

" I can pardon anything for your sake," was the

response, as his Royal Highness fixed gloating looks

upon his fair companion's person. " But wherefore

was such a course adopted in order to introduce me to

your presence?"

The lady threw a glance full of passion and fervid

with desire upon the countenance of the enraptured

Prince : then, casting down her eyes, while a deep

blush sufTuscd her cheeks and spread over her neck,

she murmured in a low voice, " Because I love you !"

"O adorable woman!" he exclaimed, with an

almost frenzied imp<>tuo?ity, as he flung his arms

around her and strained that warm, glowing, palpi-

tating form to his breast with passionate ardour.

And, as if taken with complete surprise by the

suddenness of the action on his part, she offered no
instantaneous resistance, but abandoned herself as it

were for a few momenta to the embrace in which she
was thus enfolded and to the burning kisses which
the Uegent imprinted upon her lips and cheeks : then
apparently recovering all her self-pos-scssion—and

starting as if a sudden thought flashed through her

brain to enlighten her upon the danger of her posi-

tion—she disengaged herself from his arms and sank

palpitating with excitement upon the farther extre-

mity of the fofa.

But that contact with the beauteous creature,—the

sensation which seemed as if the impress of her per-

son remained upon his arms as the image of her

loveliness was stamped upon his soul,—excited the

passions of the I'rince to a frenzied point : and he

sate gazing upon her with devouring looks—longing

to rush forward and snatch her to his breast once

more—but fearing to offend by too great a precipita-

tion.

" You said that you loved me ?" he observed at

length.

" And I spoke truly, great Prince !" she replied, now
seeming partially to recover herself: but still the

rapid swelling and sinking of her bosom was visible

through the gossamer drajjery. " Listen to me for a

short time :—and then—and then "

"You will be mine?—all mine?" exclaimed she

Prince, with the hurried tone and impatient look of a

fervid suspense, in which rapturous hope nevertheless

predominated.

" Yes—all thine," was the response given murmur-
ingly, and with downcast eyes and glowing cheeks.

" Then speak, lady—speak !" cried the Prince :

" but for heaven's sake let not the preface to my per-

fect bliss be unnecessarily prolonged '."

" I said that I loved your Royal Highness," resumed
the lady, in a voice which although low as the mur-
muring of a silver stream, was tremulously clear as

the flow of that rivulet in its pebbly bed ;

—" and I

said truly ! Descended from an English father and a

Persian mother, my intelligence, my habits, and my
language are those of your cold northern clime : but

my soul bums with the impassioned and enthusiastic

fervour that animates the breasts of those who are

bom in the far-off orient."

"Charming and mysterious creature!" exclaimed

the Prince, gazing on her with an increasing

rapture.

" The love that I bear for you," she continued,

in that same melting tone which was full of a plain-

tive harmony, indescribably sweet and profoundly

touching, "was engendered in my bosom by the fame

of your admirable qualities. I heard that your man-
ners were polished to a degree of refinement seldom

attained by the most finished gentlemen,—that your

mind was well stored with all valuable knowledge,

—

that your conversation was fraught mth irresistible

attractions,—and that you were capable of displaying

a winning tenderness, the power of which no woman
could feel with impunity. In a word, while sojourning

in the east, such rumours and reports reached me con-

ceniing you, that I sent to England to procure your

portrait : and—of that portrait I became enamoured :"

she added, with a baiihful hesitation which rendered

her voice still more touchingly tremulous and called

up a fresh blush to her damask cheeks.

" Oh ! if this be all troe," exclaimed the Prince,

" the adventure is imbued with a tinge of romance
which renders it indescribably enchanting !"

" True !" she ejaculated, raising her superb eyes

and bending them reproachfully upon him : " Oh !

can you suppose that I am capable of deceiving

you ? Have I journeyed from the east which I love

so well, to this cold clime of yours, merely to be
received with distrust and experieuce a chilling gus
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picion? Alas! better were it for me to have re-

mained afar off, cherishing this passion of mine as a

delicious dream—a joyous delusion—than to have

travelled hither to face the stem reality of disap-

pointment I"

"No—do not speak thus, adorable being!" cried

the Prince, approaching her with extended arms.

" Not yet—not yet !" she exclaimed, with a sudden

access of impetuous excitement: and waving him

back, she looked him full in the countenance, as if to

read all that was passing in the deepest recesses of

his soul. " Do you believe me now ?" she demanded,

in a tone which appeared to imply that all her happi-

ness was staked upon the answer.

" I do—I do !" exclaimed the Regent, each moment

plunging more profoundly into the bliss of an ecstatic

infatuation : for every word, every look, every motion

on the part of the romantic fair one, only tended to

provoke fresh desires and madden his passions beyond

all possibility of control.

" Oh ! accept my fondest thanks—my sincerest,

deepest, most fervid gratitude, for that avowal !" she

cried, in the exultation of mingled rapture and
triumph : then throwing herself back, she closed her

eyes gently, as if to concentrate all her powers of

vision, both outward and mental, in the contempla-

tion of the assurance which she had just received

and which she treasured up in the recesses of her

soul.

The Prince's head was lost as it were amidst all the

influences which were brought to bear upon his senses :

for this attitude to which the lady had just abandoned

herself formed another light in which to view a

ravishing picture, and in which new graces and new
charms were developed. And as the lady's fervid soul

appeared to breathe through her entire person, the im-

pression which each movement on her partmade upon
the mind, was that all the flexions of her body were
the indices of her passions.

Drawing himself towards her in a sidelong manner,
the l"rince passed his arm gently round her waist

—

and for a few moments she seemed unconscious of the

circumstance. But as he pressed her more sensi-

bly and became bolder in his toyings, she suddenly
started—gazed upon him for an instant with a half-

wondering, half-aifrighted look—and then burst into

tears.

Astonished and pained by this abrupt and most
unaccountable ebullition of grief, he strained her more
closely in his arms—kissed away her tears—and be-
came so moved by her sorrow and so maddened by
the contact of her form, that he would have made
any sacrifice in order to recall the smiles to her coun-
tenance and win from her the favours which she had
more than half promised to bestow.

" What grieves you, dearest one ?" he murmured
soothingly.

" I was suddenly reminded of a circumstance wliich
cuts me to the quick," she answered, in a broken
voice and with convulsive sobs.

" But name it—explain yourself," said the Regent.
" Is there aught which I can do "

"Yes— everything!" she replied, accompanying
the words with the tenderest caresses.

" Tell me—keep me not in suspense ''

" A person who has merited your displeasure, and
who is related to me by the bonds of near kin-
ship "

" I wiU forgive him," said the Prince. " Is that
all?"

" Oh 1 it is more than he could hope !" she mur-

mured, pressing closer to her royal companion and

redoubling the ardour of her caresses. "But you

must sign his pardon "

" I will sign anything—everything," gasped the

infatuated Prince, breathless with maddening passion

:

" so long as I may seal the same upon your lips."

" Confirm this act of clemency with your auto-

graph," whispered the lady, in her most seductive

tones,—" and I am thine ! 'Twill be but the work of a

moment — there are writing materials upon the

table "

And with her arms still wound about the Prince's

neck, and her form half clinging to him—half nest-

ling in his embrace,—she made him rise from the

sofa, and drew him gently towards the table. 'Twas,

as she had said, the work of but a few moments : and

during this brief interval she so played upon his senses

by the most thrilling, impassioned, fervid caresses,

and by permitting those toyings for which her light

apparel allowed such scope, that the Prince reeled

as if under the influence of intoxication— and his

senses were steeped in that elysian ebriety.

Close by the table there was an ottoman, upon

which the royal voluptuary and his companion seated

themselves—and on the table there was a paper with

something written upon it. The Prince endeavoured

to read the lines traced thereon : but the glowing

arms drew his head down till it reached a still more

palpitating breast—and then, in one of those mo-

ments in which a man's senses are so enthralled by

woman's magic influence that he would sell his soul

to Satan rather than abandon the crowning bliss,

—

in such a moment was it that his Royal Highness

seized the pen and affixed his name to the docu-

ment.

Then, breathless with the prolonged excitement,

he once more strained the lady in his arms : and she

murmured with billing tenderness, " I am thine ! I

am thine 1"

CHAPTER Vni.

THE SEQUEL OF THE NIGHT'S ADVENTURE.

Let us now return to the sable chamber in which

Lord Leveson and the Prince Regent's two servants

had been left in total darkness.

Their position was far from being agreeable :
but

they did not see any way in which they could pos-

sibly help themselves. The solemn warning given by

the leader of the band ere he quitted the room, still

continued to ring in their ears long after the sounds

of the retreating footsteps had ceased ; and although

they did not relish the thought of thus being left in

the darkness of a strange place, where a myriad un-

known dangers might surround them, they dared not

move from the seats which they had taken nor yet

give utterance to even a whispered syllable.

In silence and darkness, therefore, did upwards of

twenty minutes elapse : and at the expiration of this

period returning footsteps were heard, descending the

great staircase—and the chief, bearing the lantern in

his hand, appeared from behind the sable drapery.

But at the same instant that the light thus gleamed

in its dinmess again,—shadowing forth the gloom of

the apartment, and playing with ghastly reflection

upon the countenances of the nobleman and the ser-

vants,— these three priuonera became aware that there
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was another masked individual present iu the cham-

ber, besides the leader who had Just re-entered. Mo-

tionless and statue-like stood that other, close by the

1
spot where the sable curtain covered the door which

! had admitted them into the room : there he stood—

a

i

mysterious sentinel aa he was—with the black mask

upon his countenance and a pistol in each hand !

I
But how noiselessly he must have entered !—un-

, less indeed, he had all along been in the room-hav-

I

ing perhaps followed the party in at the outset, and

1 liaving remained concealed behind the drapery which

I ^v&n let down over the door, until the departure of

\

ihechiefwith the lantern was the signal for him to

glide noiselessly forth and guard the movements as

I

well as listen to the discourse of the Marquis and the

servants. But as they had neither budged an inch

'

nor spoken a word, tlie precautions taken proved to

be unnecessary. Nevertheless, the presence of the

.sentinel there convinced the nobleman and the do-

mestics that the warning which they had received

was no idle threat, and that they had acted prudently

in yielding obedience to its terms.

The Marquis and the royal servants were both sur-

prised and alarmed when they saw the masked indi-

vidual with the lantern return unaccompanied by the

I'rince Regent : and the old nobleman, plucking up a

-spirit, said, "Where is his Royal Highness? Re-

member that he is the son of your Sovereign "

" For which circumstance I care not a solitary fig,"

observed the chief. " But you may make your mind

I easy, my lord : the Prince is in excellent company, and
' no doubt as happy as possible," he added, with a slight

]
accent of sarcasm in his tone.

I •' When will he return to u.s ?" inquired the Mar-

I

quis : " and when, also, shall we be emancipated from

this incomprehensible thraldom ?"

[ "See what o'clock it is by your watch, my lord,''

said the chief, approaching with the lantern.

"Ten minutes to two," observed the Marquis of

I.eveson, as he drew forth a superb watch set with

brilliants, and the value of which was at least a hun-

dred guineas.

" Oh ! fie, my lord !" exclaimed this individual, as

he turned out the contents of the purse in the palm

of his hand. " A nobleman of your rank and pro-

perty to have only a poor, paltry fifty-three guineas

about your person. Really it is incredible. But per-

haps you have a pocket-book ?"

" Here it is," said the Marquis, producing it with

evident reluctance. " There may be a Bank-note or

two—to which you are most welcome : but if there

should happen to be any private papers "

" Which there are, no doubt," observed the masked

leader: then, as he took the pocket-book, he said,

" How much will your lordship give to have this

returned to you just as it is, and unopened ?"

" Give it me back at once," cried the Marquis,

eagerly clutching at the offer of a compromise, " and

I will pay a thousand guineas to-morrow to whomso-

ever you may appoint to receive the same."

" Ah ! then the pocket-book is worth at least a

thousand guineas, according to your own admission,"'

said the desperado, with a quiet chuckle at the tact

whereby he had succeeded in eliciting the offer.

" W^ell, my lord, you will just double that sum "

" Double it !" exclaimed the Marquis. " What ?

two thousand guineas for the pocket-book ? Well

—

give it me at once—and—and—I'll agree."

" Two thousand guineas is the ransom-money, then ?

But your lordship must not think that I can part with

the security before I finger the cash."

'•I pledge you my word as a nobleman and a

gentleman that the amount shall be forthcoming "

"And a Bow Street constable likewise, for the per-

son who calls to receive it—eh ?" observ-ed the masked

leader. " No, no, my lord—I don't do things after

this fashion. Daniel," he said, turning towards the

sentinel, " procure a sheet of paper and some sealing-

wax."

The man disappeared behind the drapery—and

during his absence a solemn silence prevailed in the

room. The Marquis paced backward and forward in

deep and uneasy meditation—for he was cruelly an-

1
noyed at the idea of his pocket-book falling into

I will thank you for that bauble," said the leader,
| strange and unscrupulous hands:—the two servants

in a cool off-hand fashion.

" What 1" ejaculated the nobleman, springing from

his seat : " are you highwaymen after all ? I had

entertained a more lofty opinion of you "

" Then what did you take us for ?" demanded the

leader. " Knights-errant of modern times ?"

" I could not, nor can I, conjecture the object which

you had in view in bringing us hither," said the Mar-

(luis : "but when I found that you did not rob us upon

the spot where you assailed us in the first instance, I

naturally concluded that you had some aim beyond

plunder I"

" And so wo have," replied the chief. " But we
mix up two or three agreeable things together and

thus blend our avocations : don't we, Daniel ?

'

" To be sure we do," was the laconic answer given

by the sentinel stationed near the door.

" And therefore, ray lord." continued the chief, " I

will trouble you for that watch—and those diamond

rings on your fingers—and likewise your purse, while

you are about it."

The Marquis of Levcson yielded with a good grace

to these demands ; for, considering his enormous

wealth, the loss of the jewels and the money was not

a matter calculated to break his heart—and, besides,

he saw how completely he was in the power of the

i

depredator.

exchanged significant looks, as if mutually asking

where, when, and how the mysterious adventure was to

terminate;—and the unknown leader examined the

costly watch and the diamond rings with looks that

flashed joyfully through the eyelet-holes of the mask.

In three minutes his man came back with the ar-

ticles required ; and the leader said, " Now, my lord,

envelop the pocket-book in this paper—and seal it

with your own signet."

" But you have got all my rings,' exclaimed the

Marquis.
" True ! I will give back the one that has your

crest engraved on the stone ; and you can seal the

packet therewith. If it be returned to you wth that

seal unbroken, you will be satisfied ?"

"Assuredly," said the 5Iarquis : and the pocket-

book was enveloped and sealed accordingly— the

leader of the band retaining the parcel, and the noble-

man restoring the signet-ring to his own finger. " But

now, when and by what means will the pocket-book

be given back to me ?—and how am I to pay the ran-

som r.ioney ?'

" Remain at home all day long on Wednesday. •

was the reply ;
" and take care to have the two thou-

sand guineas ready at hand—indeed, about your per-

son—and leave the rest to me."
" All day long on Wednesday," said the Marquis,
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in a musing tone to himself: "that will do very

well. Had it been Friday, I must have declined

—

positively declined, at any risk—that being my day
for the charminji;' Venetia Trelawney."
The conversation now dropped : and it seemed

tolerably certain, to the supreme satisfaction of

the coachman and valet, that thetj were not to be
laid under contribution in respect to their watches
and money. No doubt the masked chieftain

fancied they did not possess anything of particular

value : or else ho scorned the idea of plundering
domestic servants.

An hour elapsed—and at length a bell rang in

the interior of the house.
" You will soon take your departure now," said

the leader : and, having thus spoken, he disap-

peared once more with the lantern.

In about five minutes he returned, followed by
the Prince—and ejaculations of joy fell from the

lips of the Marquis and the two servants. Dim
and feeble as was the light shed by the lantern, it

was nevertheless sufficient to show that the coun-

tenance of his Royal Highness wore a smile of

complacent satisfaction which he could not alto-

gether subdue, though he evidently essayed to

conceal it. But there was little leisure for the

Marquis of Leveson or the royal domestics to

indulge in conjectures as to what might have

occurred to the Regent: for the man Daniel im-

mediately raised the drapery covering the door

—

and the leader, having extinguished the lantern,

guided the Prince, the Marquis, and the two ser-

vants back- to the carriage, into which he himself

followed them as before.

The blinds of the vehicle were again drawn up—
the massive gates were opened—and the equipage

rollcil away, under the same circumstances as it

arrived. That is to say, two of the desperadoes
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were seated on the box, and five followed on horse-

back—the chief, as already mentioned, being in-

side to keep guard iijion the prisoners.

At the expiration of about half-an-hour, during

which a profound silence was observed in the in-

terior of the vehicle, the equipage stopped. The

leader put down the blinds—opened the door—and

sprang forth. The moon was now riding high in

the heavens ; and it immediately became apparent

to the royal party, as they glanced forth from the

windows, that the carriage had brought them back

to the very spot where the desperadoes had stop-

ped it upwards of three hours before.

The two men had already leapt from the box—
and the servants, being now permitted to issue from

the interior, resumed their places outside.

" Good night—or rather, good moruiug." said

the leader of the masked band.
" Good morning," returned Lord Leveson, who

thought it prudent to be civil until fairly out of

the hands of the formidable troop : and the next

moment the carriage rolled rapidly away.

The Prince and the Marquis now began to ex-

change those explanations which they mutually

longed to receive. The nobleman's story was short

enough—but it nevertheless caused the Regent the

utmost amazement, inasmuch as he had hitherto

felt convinced that plunder formed no part of the

disguised desperadoes' aims. The discovery of

the fact tiiat the very contrary was the case, for a

moment damped the pleasurable feelings which his

strange and exciting love-adventure had left be-

hind : and he began to thmk that he had been

made the dupe of some unprincipled adventuress,

instead of having been the object of a disinterested

affection on the part of a lady who had travelled

all the way from the east to enjoy his company and

who had been compelled to have recourse to ex-

traordinary measures to procure the gratification

of her passion.

However, he related his adventure to the Jlar-

quis, who listened with the profoundest attention

and the liveliest interest—especially to those poi'-

tions of the narrative in which the Prince de-

lineated the charms, fascinations, and seductive

powers of the beauteous lady.

" And upon what understanding did you sepa-

rate ?" inquired the Marquis.

"The time slipped away with marvellous rapidity,

while we lay clasped in each other's arms," re-

sponded his Royal Highness : " and my thoughts

—my senses—all my faculties, were so absorbed in

the intoxicating bliss which 1 thus experienced,

that 1 forgot to question her minutely upon those

matters concerning which it was most necessary

for me to be enlightened. But I presume that

even if I had put such inquiries, she would have
evaded all satisfactory answers—and thus, in any
case, was 1 no doubt doomed to depart in igno-

rance of who she is, what is her name, where she
lives, and why she adopted such extraordinary
precautions to shroud, herself in an impenetrable

secrecy. Ah ! let her be what she may, Leveson,
she is not the less an adorable creature—and 1

would give the world to obtain her altogether as a
mistress 1"

"But under what circumstances did you part?"
inquired the nobleman.

" The time-piece upon the mantel proclaimed
the hour of three," said the Priuce :

'• and then she

started from my arms, declaring that we must se-

parate immediately. I implored her to allow me
to remain a little longer—but she was peremptorj-.

Then I besought her to promise that we should

meet again—and she cheerfully acquiesced, reserv-

ing to herself the privilege of making the appoint-

ment. She vowed that she would write to me in

the course of a few days : then, having rung a

bell, she embraced me with impassioned fervour

and hurried me away. Outside the door I found

the man with the lantern—and he escorted me
back to the room where you were waiting."

"And the deed which you signed, sir?" re-

marked Lord Leveson, interrogatively.

" Ah ! that circumstance begins to vex me," ex-

claimed the Prince : " but I did it in a moment of

such infatuation, that if it were the assignment of

my soul to the Evil One, I should not have hesi-

tated. Whatever the document might have been,

its nature must transpire sooner or later—and it

will no doubt furnish a clue to the correct reading

of the entire mystery. But for the life of me I

cannot fix upon any one who, having offended me,

would be anxious to receive my writtea par-

don "

" Is it not probable that your Royal Highness

has signed that pardon, not in any private capa-

city, but in your executive position as Regent of

the Kingdom ?' observed the Marquis of Leveson,

iu a serious tone.

" It may be so,' observed the Prince,with the im-

patience of vexation : "and if your surmise is cor-

rect, I have done a very foolish thing—that is all!

But it is useless to deplore what cannot be re-

called," added his Royal Highness, after a brief

pause, and in that devil-me-care spirit which he so

frequently summoned to his aid in the same way
as a desperate mau has recourse to alcohoUc liquors

to drown care.

" And does your Royal Highness wish to fathom

the whole ali'air to the bottom without delay,"

asked Leveson,—"or to wait and see whether the

lady will perform her promise of writing to you? "

"Can you suggest any means of unravelling the

skein of the mystery ?" demanded the Prince. " But
remember that wc dare not adopt any course cal-

culated to give publicity to the adventure: otlier-

wise we should be laughed at by our friends and

reviled by our enemies."
" I am aware of the necessity of throwing a veil

over all such occurrences in which the honour or

character of your Royal Highness may in anyway
be mixed up," said Leveson :

" but still I thiuk

that a private aud secret iuvesligatiou might be set

afoot
"

" How?—by what means?" asked the Prince im-

patiently. " I repeat that whether this woman be

an adventuress or not—a well-meaning lady or the

associate of brigands—I care not. I am ena-

moured of her, Leveson — deeply, desperately

enamoured of her—and I would adopt any mea-

sure tliat is likely to trace her out, provided that

nil chance of exposure be avoided."
" I view the thing precisely in the same light,"

returned the Marquis. " Some time on Wednes-
day 1 shall be called upon to pay the two tliousand

guineas ransom-money : ;uid I thought of employ-

ing an active, intelligent, crafty Bow Street officer

to follow the persou who may some for the

money "
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' Excellent

!

Nothing could be better !" ex- I and his noble friend beguiled the time in discussing

claimed the Prince. " But mind that in whatever

account you choose to give the officer, you keep my

name out of the question,"
•• As a matter of course," replied the M,arquis.

" And also that if you discover a clue to the

reading- of the mystery," added the Prince, "you

will not avail yourself of it to obtain the lady as

your own mistress."

" I pledge you my honour, sir, on that point,"

rejoined the nobleman. "But since you are so

enamoured of this syren in the gossamer dress,

your Royal Highness will have no heart left to be-

stow upon the beauteous Venetia Trelawucy."

"I really don't think I shall," said the Regent:

"and if it weren't that we have made a compact

and that there are sLx thousand guineas to be got

by carryuig off the lady-prize
"

" You would abandon your chance ?" cried the

Marquis, eagerly.

"I think I should," responded the royal volup-

tuary. "But I will not pledge myself on that

point, because
"

" Because the impression produced by the lady

in the gossamer costume may wear off?" observed

the IMarquis,
" No—that is impossible !" exclaioaed the Prince.

"But because there would be something delightful

and entertaining to a degree in triumphing over

such men as Curzon, Huntingdon, Malpas, Sack-

ville, and yourself."

" Will you make a bargain with me, sir?" asked

Leveson, at the expiration of a few minutes' si-

lence.

"Name it," said the Prince Regent.

"If 1 succeed in obtaining fur you your lady in

the gossamer dress, you will abandon to me all

your chances of success with Venetia Trelawney,"

explained the nobleman: "and should 1 carry off

the prize through your assistance, 1 undertake to

hand over the ai-v thousand guineas to your Royal

Highness."
" But how can I possibly put you in my place,"

demanded the Prince, " supposing that I do avail

myself of my turn to call on Venetia, and suppos-

ing also that she should look with a favourable eye

upon my addresses?"
" Leave that to me," said the Marquis. " Only

promise to tell me everything that passes between

yourself and Venetia—and if you should succeed

in making an impression on her and inducing her

to consider yom- proposals for her to become your

mistress "

" I will solemnly and sacredly pledge myself to

tell you word for word, and detail for detail, all

that passes between us," said the Prince : " and 1

will assist you to the utmost of my power to obtain

possession of Venetia — always supposing, as a
matter of course, that I experience any encourage-
ment on her pai t."

" (jood 1" exclaimed the Marquis. " And in re-

turn 1 will do all I can to throw the gossamer lady

into your arms once more."
"And this agreement must of course remain

profoundly secret between you and me," observed

the Prince.

" Undoubtedly so," replied the Marquis of Love-
son.

And as the carriage continued to roll onward at

a rapid ra4.9 towaxda London, the Prince Regent

the projects which they had thus initiated.

CHAPTER IX.

Return we now to that beautiful cottage in the neigh-

bourhood of tlio ancient city of Canterbury, where

we first introduced the Stanley family to the

reader.

Louisa, the younger sister, has already been de-

scribed as one of those cliarming creatures whose

winning grace and amiable simplicity, while ravishing

the heart of the beholder, encourage no other feelings

than those of the purest, tenderest, and holiest cha-

racter. Unless, indeed, it be a heart that never beats

save with a frantic violence of the grossest animal

passions : but dread, terrible, and ferocious to an

extreme must be the nature of that man who could

dare to harbour a dishonouring hope or a vile intent

with respect to such a being as Louisa Stanley.

She was but little more than nineteen years of

age,— so young, so fair, that it seemed as if heaven

could never permit either time or sorrow to trace

one line upon the frank and open brow of that love-

liest of its creations. Her whole form was cha-

racterised by girlish symmetry and womanly ele-

gance, so blended as to constitute alike the grace

and the glory of her nineteen summers,—virgin

modesty subduing as it were the radiance of her

beauty, and bashful timidity serving as a natural veil

for that loveliness the perfection of which was not

dreamt of by herself.

It would be impossible to conceive a more heavenly

being, alike in form and mind. She was not tail-

but the sylphid slenderness of her shape made her

seem taller than she really was. And though of this

nymph-like symmetry, she was not thin, but of

exquisite proportions—her figure being characterised

by that gradual and easy transition between all the con-

tours and by that beautiful softness of outline which

realise the matchless graces of Grecian statues. The

impression her appearance left upon the mind was

that of exquisite beauty without the faintest tinge of

voluptuousness -. and lovely though she were, yet

did she seem loveable only with an sesthetic tender-

ness and a chaste affection—not with the ardour of

sensual passion or the fervid longings of desire. In

a word, she was just such a being concerning whom
the wish would be expressed that she might remain

in her virgin purity and maiden innocence for

ever.

Her dark brown hair was parted above a forehead

tliat looked the chosen seat of candour and where

chastity sate enthroned in vesture of stainless white:

and the long tresses, glossy and smooth as velvet,

formed as it were a frame for the charming counte-

nance. Her complexion was fair—the cheeks not

exactly of a rose colour, but of an animated white,

so that without being absolutely pale, they were of

the delicate bloom which deepens only through

emotion or exercise into the vermeil of the peach.

The well-cut lips, of bright coral redness, showed

that she had the health of youth: sweet lips they

were too—not luscious with sensuality of expression

—but formed for the smiles of innocent mirth and

the kisses of chastest love. The delicately pencilled

but arching brows— the deep blue eyes, fringed with
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long lashes—the small straight nose—and the softly

rounded chin without a dimple, completed the

charming face.

We must not however forget to observe that her

teeth were of pearly whiteness—that her neck was

long and gracefully arching—and that her shoulders

had a beautiful slope : nor should we omit to state

that her hands were exquisitely formed, with tapering

fingers and rose-tinted nails—and that no sculptor

could have modelled the feet and ankles of his statue

to a more charming symmetry.

Such was Louisa Stanley—one of those heavenly

beings for whom the Garden of Eden should have

been suffered to remain as a habitation during their

sojourn upon earth. For it seemed cruel-Oh! too

cruel to expose so bright yet delicate a flower to the

bleak winds and cutting blasts of this cold world of

our's! In the sequestration of that charming retreat

where her existence had hitherto been passed, she

was so completely withdrawn from the irregularity

of feeling, the conflict of emotions, the distracting

influences, and the giddy whirl and bustle of what is

called " life," that the natural purity of her soul was

cherished and maintained in that innocent inexperi-

ence which constituted alike the ornament of her

character and the danger of her position. She

knew no more of the villanies of the world than a

child of the tropics knows of Lapland's eternal ice

or of Labrador's incessant storms : and on the other

hand, she was as ignorant of all the luxurious plea-

sures, the voluptuous enjoyments, and the sensual

delights in which mankind indulge, as the dweller in

hyperborean realms is unacquainted with the fruits

of the Indian clime.

Who, then, was to guide this young—this fair

—

this artless girl over the rough places of the world?

—who was to warn her of the shoals, the rocks,

and the quicksands which beset the frail bark

that bounds over the uaves of the stupendous

ocean of life? Alas! alas! does not the child dis-

port upon the edge of the yawning gulf, amidst

the flowers that conceal the dangerous brink?

—does not the innocent bird sip the honey-dew
while a serpent glides along the blossom-laden

bough, ready to spring ?

Two months have elapsed since Clara and
Louisa Stanley parted in front of the cottage-

portico,—eight long weeks since they exchanged
the farewell kiss beneath that natural canopy of

honey-suckles and roses.

And in the meantime what has happened to
Louisa ?

In order to make all this intelligible to our
readers, we must go back to the period at which
the separation took place, as described in our
First Introductory Chapter.
How anxiously, on the second morning after

Clara's departure, did Louisa watch for the coming
of the postman ! She knew that ten was his time
to pass along the road on which the cottage
looked: but a full hour before—indeed, as the
clocks of the old cathedral and the many churches
of Canterbury were strildng nine-was the young
maiden at the garden-wicket, gazing wistfully in
the direction whence he must come. At last he
Made his appearance : but had ho a letter for her?
Oh! how quickly and how thrillingly beat every
pulse as Louisa's eyes marked his approach!

But—behold ! he crosses the road—he selects a
letter from the packet which he carries in his hand
—he comes towards her. Another minute—but
what an age of anxiety and suspense was that

minute ! and she receives the welcome, oh, so

welcome missive

!

The handwriting of her dearly-beloved sister is

immediately recognised—and, with beating heart

and trembUng hands, she tears open the letter. It

contains a Bank-note : but for this apparent evi-

dence of Clara's success in her mission Louisa
recks not—all her interest, all her anxiety, all her

thoughts are absorbed in the desire to ascertain

whether that sister be coming home again without

delay

!

But we will give the contents of that letter over

which her eyes now ran—or rather swept, with

such lightning speed, as if eager to embrace at a
single glance all that Clara said :

—

"London, Julyl'ih, 1814.

"lam safe, well, and happy, my ever dearest Louisa—
that is to say, as happy as I can possibly be while absent

from home. May God grant, however, that you are still

more happy, my darling sister—for tlierc is no amount of

happiness that I do not wish yoa or that you are unde-
serving to enjoy ! I have not much leisure to write at any
length to-day. But in a few words I will endeavour to re-

lieve you from all the suspense which I know you are

experiencing on my account. I have found Mr. Beckford,

who is a kind-hearted, amiable, and excellent old gentle-

man and takes the deepest interest in all that concerns ns.

It was entirely through a mistake, which he has explained,

that our draught upon him was not honoured ; and as a
proof that he not only regrets the inconvenience and ap-

prehensions which we may have experienced, he has de-

sired me to forward you the Bank-note for a hundred
pounds, which I now enclose. But he will on no acconnt

part with me yet. He insists upon me remaining for a few
weeks with Mrs. Beckford and liimsclf. How can I pos-

sibly refuse ? He is our benefactor—our kind friend : his

purse is the bounteous som'ce of our subsistence. For it is

only through motives of ancient friendship for our poor

afflicted aunt and our deceased parents that he thus con-

stitutes himself oiu- benefactor. We have no real claims

upon liim whatsoever. You will therefore perceive, my
dearest sister, that I cannot possibly refuse to be in some

way guided by his wishes ; and indeed, it is for our mutual

interest that I am bound to yield to his request that I

should pass a few weeks at his house.

" I need not say, my beloved Loo, how confident I am
that you will continue to devote yourself to the saint-like

duty of ministering to our aftiieted aunt. It is useless to

say, ' Remember me most kindly and duiifuUy to her,' be-

cause heaven h.os deprived her of the faculty of under-

standmg the message of sincerest aflfectiou. But my
prayers continue to be offered up on her beh.-Uf; and I feel

happy in the thought that all the attentions which can

possibly siuTOund her arc sedulously and tenderly minis-

tered by you.
" I forgot to observe that Mr. Beckford has moved from

Hanover Square ; and that his present residence is Ko. 13,

Stratton Street, where you mnst address your letters. I

urn longing—most ardently longing to hear from you; and
shaU anxiously await the return of post

" Your ever affectionate sister,

" CL.\UA STANLEY."

Over this letter did Louisa shed tears of mingled

joy and grief,—joy at the success of her sister's mis-

sion and the kindness shown towards her in London
—and grief at the thought of being separated from

her for some weeks. But youth is not tlie period

when grief can easily outbalance joy ;—and therefore

the maiden soon wiped away her tears and sate down
to write an aflectionate answer to Claras epistle.
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This occupied her until nearly mid-day—for she

penned a very long letter, full of the tenderest and

fondest expressions of sisterly love : and when it was

finished she determined upon taking it herself to

the post-office in Canterbury and changing the

Bank-note at the same time.

It was not often that Louisa quitted the cottage

:

but when she did, it was in the full conviction that

her poor helpless aunt would be properly attended

to by the maid-servant. For Mary was a good-

tempered, honest, and trustworthy young woman,

—very simple-minded and even ignorant— but

devoted to the ladies in whose service she had

been for four or five years, and especially attached

to Miss Louisa.

lu her plain but tasteful apparel did the maiden

sally forth—and in a quarter of an hour she entered

the old city of Canterbury. Her first care was to

deposit the letter at the post-office ; and thence

she repaired to the establishment of the friendly

banker of whom we have spoken in our First In-

troductory Chapter.

To this gentleman she explained the success of

her sister's mission, upon which he offered his con-

gratulations : and, having procured change for the

note, she took her leave. At the same moment a

person, dressed in a clerical suit of black, and who
had been receiving cash for a cheque at the bank-

ing-house, followed her out ;—and, unnoticed by
the maiden, he continued to watch her along two or

three streets imtil she entered a grocer's shop at

which she was accustomed to deal. There she re-

mained for a few minutes, in order to make some
requisite purchases; and on issuing forth again

she found herself face to face with the clerically-

dressed gentleman whom she had observed at the

banker's. He politely made way for her to pass

:

but instead of entering the shop, he immediately

addressed her.

"Pardon me, young lady," he said, "but I wish

to give you a friendly hint. 1 saw you receive a

considerable sum of money just now; and you
placed the roll of smaJl Bank-notes which you ob-

tained, in that pocket-book which you arc now
carrying* in your hand. Slight you not drop it

—

or leave it inadvertently behind you in some
tradesman's shop ?"

" I thank you, sir, for your kindness," said

Louisa, naturally supposing the advice to be prof-

fered in a friendly and disinterested spirit—espe-

cially as the gentleman evidently belonged to the

church: and having secured the pocket-book
about her person, the young lady saluted the

stranger with a graceful inclination of the head,

and passed on.

But in a few minutes he was again by her side

:

and m a voice that was full of benevolence and a
manner that denoted a sort of paternal interest,

he said, " It seems that we are walking in the same
direction: and if you do not demur, I will afford
myself the pleasure of escorting you so far as our
ways are identical."

Now, m spite of her inexperience, the teachings
of her aunt, previous to that good rckitive's afflic-

tion—the education she had received—the results

of her useful readings—and her own innate sense
of propriety, all made Louisa aware that there was
something singular and unusual, if not absolutely
indiscreet and improper, in the proposal of the
reverend gentleman. Accordingly, with an air of

true dignity as maidenly as it was lady-like, she
said, " 1 thank you, sir—but I am about to visit

several shops :" and she instantaneously entered

the establishment of another tradesman with whom
she dealt.

In the attention which Louisa now devoted to
the purchases which she had to make at this shop,
she almost immediately ceased to think of the
little incident that had just occurred: but the
stranger was all the while waiting at a short dis-

tance, until she should come forth again.

He was a man of about forty years of age, and
would have been remarkably handsome were it

not for the sinister expression of his countenance
and the lines which evil passions and dissipation

had traced upon his features. His look was there-
fore disagreeable—or at all events, not prepossess-
ing : but the world believed that it was profound
study and deep thought that had fixed an air of
settled seriousness upon his face and prematurely
marked it with those harsh lines. For, as his ap-
parel denoted, he was a clergyman : and although
he had been but a short time resident in Canter-
bury, yet as his appointment to ecclesiastical pre-

ferment in this city had arisen from strong interest

in high quarters and from aristocratic connexions,

he had not failed to find sycophants and parasites

ready to trumpet forth his praises for piety,

honour, and moral worth, even before he had given

a shigle proof that he was deserving of such adu-

lation. That he was eloquent as a preacher, was
however speedily shown ; and eloquence in a par-

son is frequently taken as a guarantee for godli-

ness likewise. Then, inasmuch as he was often

exploring the antique nooks, the subterranean

vaults or cypt, and the cloistral curiosities of the

fine old cathedral, his reputation as a man of au
inquiring disposition and studious cast of mind
was confirmed : and thus was he looked upon witi

respect and veneration by the citizens of Canter-
bury generally.

He was unmarried, and dwelt in an old but spa^

Clous house in the immediate vicinage of the cathe»

dral. This house had once belonged to the

monastic establishment which was attached ir.

former times to the venerable pile ; and as it stood

in a sort of court that was entered by arched pas^

sages in one direction, and an old gate-way in

another, its site was as gloomy as its aspect. Tra-

ditionary superstition declared that the place was

haunted ; and assuredly, if the shades of the de-

parted ever return to the scenes that were once

familiar to them upon earth, the house and the

court of which we are speaking appeared precisely

those where such spectral visitations would occur.

We have already said that the clergyman's

features were handsome : we may add that in per-

son he was tall and well built. He possessed a
splendid voice, which he could so modulate as to

suit any style of discourse : thus was it sonorous

and deep when in the most impressive parts of his

sermons or his conversation—melancholy and soft

when he wished to appeal to the finer feeliugs of

his listeners—loud and linnulering when he chose

to be denunciatory—benevolent and plaintive when
he spoke as a kind pastor to a docile Hock, in

the pulpit, especially, he appeared to the utmost

advantage : for there, being at too great a distance

to allow the congregation to observe the true ex-

pression of bis features, that couuteuauce seemed
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truly and veritably stamped with the traces of

profound stn'iy, and the deeper marks of a stern

conviction and a thorough earnestness of purpose

— that is to say, in a religious sense. Thus,

when his dark brown hair was thrown back

from his ample forehead, and his piercing black

eyes flashed the fires that accompanied an impas-

sioned oratory—and when, too, he gesticulated with

a violence seldom indulged in by clergymen of the

Established Church,— he seemed like a modern

Peter the Hermit fulminating against Mussulmans

and intent upon gathering proselytes for the insane

purpose of a crusade.

Such was the individual who had accosted

Louisa Stanley in the manner already described,

and who was now waiting for her reappearance

from the second shop which she had entered to

make purchases. To her he was personally un-

known, as the reader has already seen—although

had he declared his name she would immediately

have recognised it as that of the eminent preacher

who had only lately come to reside at Canterbury

and of whom she had heard mention made by the

few persons of her acquaintance.

It may be well imagined that Louisa Stanley was

both amazed and annoyed when, on leaving the

shop, she found the clergyman waiting at a little

distance. For a moment she stopped short, un-

certain whether to proceed or to return into the

shop : but reflecting that this latter course would

only expose her to much unpleasant observation,

if she were to mention the cause of her annoy-

ance, she hastily crossed the street and passed

along on the side opposite to that where her tor-

mentor was posted. lie did not move, but affected

to be occupied in examining some religious prints

in a shop window; and Louisa, hastening her pace,

emerged from the street and in a few minutes

reached that beautiful pleasure -ground known as

the Dane John.

This is a large enclosure, containing shady

avenues, gardens, and grass-plats. One side is

bounded by the remains of the wall thiit in an-

cient times belonged to the fortifications, and which

is now converted into an agreeable Avalk. The
outer side, protected by a rude stone parapet, with

the ruins of watch-towers at short intervals, over-

looks the moat, which is now a garden: and the

inner side presents to the view a sloping embank-
ment of verdure. In the centre of the Dane John,

and with one of its sides abutting against the wall,

rises an immense mound, with an easy ascent of

circling walks fringed by hedges : and on the top

is a marble pillar, the base of which is furnished

with seats for the accommodation of those who re-

pair thither to inhale the breeze or to enjoy the

splendid prospect which the circumjacent scene

affords.

Louisa's shortest way homeward was through
the Dane John : and she was threading the beau-
tiful avenue of trees which intersects the enclosure,

when she heard footsteps approaching from behind
in a hasty manner. Struck by the idea that some
one was endeavouring to overtake her, she glanced
round—and the next moment the clergyman was
by her side.

" I said ere now that our ways were apparently
lying in the same direction," he immediately ob-
served, with that blandness of manner and suavity
of tone which he knew so well how to assume ; I

" and I was not mistaken. Permit me to escort
you "

" Pardon me, sir," interrupted Louisa, with a
tremulous voice and timid air,— "but I must re-
spectfully decline "

" Young lady, I am a minister of the Gospel,"
said the clergyman, his tone now becoming solemn
and impressive ;

" and there is no impropriety in

your accepting my escort. Is it possible that you
hesitate, when my motive is one of kindness ?—for

I like not to behold a lady of your age wandering
thus alone."

"What can there be to fear, sir?" exclaimed
Louisa, astonished at the observation.

"Everything!" replied the clergyman. "The
world abounds with temptations and perils; and it

is the duty of my sacred calling not only to warn
the unsuspicious but likewise to defend the un-
protected."

" I thank you, sir, most sincerely," murmured
Louisa, somewhat alarmed by the vague mention
thus made of contingent dangers, and feeling that

she had probably behaved ungratefully in showing
a disinclination to accept the escort of one whose
aspect and bearing displayed so much frankness

and benevolence.

"You are young—and doubtless aware that you
are beautiful," continued the clergyman, his words
suddenly calling up a deep blush to the cheeks of

the maiden, whose ideas were also thrown into a
strange and painful confusion by language which

she now heard for the first time :
—" yes, you are

young and beautiful," he repeated slowly, as he

watched the effect which his remark produced;
" and the path of the young and beautiful is always

interspersed with hidden pit-falls. Think you
that the mission of the clergyman is merely to

enunciate these doctrines from the pulpit ? ISo

—

it is likemse to proclaim them aloud, or to whisper

them softly, wherever the warning may seem to be

required, and according to circumstances. Hence
it is that I have accosted you, young lady : for

there is something in your appearance which in-

spires me with the same interest that I should ex-

perience towards a daughter, did I possess one."

Louisa knew not what to think— what to say

—

or what to do. She felt uneasy—annoyed—em-
barrassed. It seemed as if two distinct voices

were whispering their suggestions in the pro-

fundities of her soul,—one telling her that she

should not listen to the man who thus forced him-

self upon her notice—the other assurmg her that

all he said was sincere and well-meant. She threw

a rapid, furtive look upon him—and his counte-

nance was such as to increase her apprehensions

:

but his voice, as it still soimded in her cars, was

fraught with benevolence and paternal kindness.

She felt, in fine, as if some vague presentiment of

evil had seized upon her, and which she could not

shake off, although on tlie other hand she knew it

to be a mere delusion.

At length, feeling the necessity of adopting some

decisive course in order to escape from a perplex-

ity which was becoming absolutely painful,—and

summoning all her presence of mind to her aid,

—

she said, " Will you tell me, sir, the nature of tliose

perils which now environ me ?"

" First, young lady," returned the reverend gen-

tleman, " be kuid enough to say whether you know
who I am."
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" I do not, sir," answered Louisa ;
" but I pre-

sume that you are a clergyman."
" You have doubtless heard of the Honourable

and Reverend Bernard Audley, one of the Minor

Canons of Canterbury Cathedral ?' said the cler-

gyman, giving utterance to his name and distinc-

tions with the measured tone and deliberate manner

of one who felt conscious, or at least expected, that

they would make a due impression upon the mind

of the hearer.
" I have heard of you, sir," replied Louisa, ex-

periencing that sensation of reverential awe which

seizes upon the timid mind when suddenly made
aware of the presence of some great or dis-

tinguished personsge.

"And now, then, will you believe that I am
animated by the best and kindest motives in prof-

fering you my counsel?'' asked Mr. Audley, in

his blandest tones.

« I could not suppose that it was otherwise,"

said the young maiden. "But you spoke of

dangers
"

" Tell me who you are," interrupted the Minor

Canon. " Do you dwell in this neighbourhood

—

witii your parents "

" Alas ! sir, I have no parents living," returned

Louisa, in a tremulous tone :
" but I live at a short

distance hence—with an afflicted relative, who has

lost the faculties of reason and speech : and an

only sister, whom I dearly love, is now on a visit

to some friends in London "

"And you are therefore alone with this afflicted

relative?" said Bernard Audley, as his eyes swept

with a sort of ravenous expression of dosii-e over

the beauteous form of the innocent maiden.
" Alone—with ray poor aunt," murmured Louisa,

with downcast looks and trembling voice : for the

turn which the discourse had just taken, reminded
her of her lonely condition and revived her regrets

at the absence of her sister.

" Now tell me your name, young lady—and
where you live," continued Sir. Audley: "and I

will prove a friend to you."

As he thus spoke, his eyes swept rapidly up and
down the umbrageous avenue—and, observing no
one near, he took the maiden's hand. But, with

the instinctive impulse of virgin purity, she in-

stantaneously withdrew it— and at the same mo-
ment a young gentleman sprang up from a bench
which was deeply set as it were iu the .shade of

some thick evergreens.

His appearance was so sudden and was made with
such startling abruptness, that a faint cry of min-
gled surprise and alarm fell from the lips of Louisa
Stanley—while the Canon gave vent to an ejacu-
lation expressive not only of annoyance, but also

of recognition with regard to the new-comer.
" Mr. Audley," exclaimed the young gentleman,

fixing his eyes indignantly upon the Canon, and
s[)eaking in a voice that seemed to imply some
conscious power of command over the individual
thus imperiously addressed,—" Mr. Audley, this

lady camiot possibly be benefitted by your friend-

Kliip. You understand me, sir 1"

'• But, my dear Mr. Loftus, you mistake me—
I can assure you that you are doing mean injus-

tice!" said the Minor Canon, in a tone that was
iilike entreating and deprecatory.

" Enough, sir ! I understand you but too well,"

returned the young gentleman, with haughty in-

dignation : then, fixing his eyes upon Bernard
Audley with a deeper significancy than those looks

had even expressed at first, he said iu a low and
rapid whispei-, "Remember the scene iu the clois-

ter—and begone 1"

A cloud, black as night, suddenly overspread the

features of the :Minor Canon of Canterbury Cathe-

dral: and dai-ting a look of diabolical hatred upon
the young gentleman, he turned abruptly away
and disappeared behind a group of trees forming

the angle of a gravel-walk that diverged from the

great central avenue.

CHAPTER X.

The little incident which so promptly disembar-

rassed Louisa Stanley of the presence of Mr. Ber-

nard Audley and left her in the company of ]Mr.

Loftus, scarcely occupied a minute. But the

whole proceeding, brief as it was, naturally excited

the utmost wonderment on the part of the young-

maiden. She did not however catch those last

words that had produced such sudden and talis-

manic effect upon the Canon by so forcibly re-

minding him of some scene iu the Cathedral

cloister : but she saw enough to convince her at

the instant that Mr. Loftus exercised a potent

sway over the reverend gentleman.

Trembling and almost sinking with the prolonged

excitement caused bv the whole tenour of the

Canon's conduct towards her, and which had just

experienced so singular a termination, Louisa was

pale as death and looked as if she were about to

faint. The young gentleman hastened to assist

her to the bench where he himself had just before

been seated : and remaining standing iu her pre-

sence, he besought her to calm her agitation.

There was something so touchingly kind—so

deeply sympathetic—so tenderly reassuring in his

voice and manner, that Louisa felt as if she were

being addressed by some tried, well-known, and

valued friend: and raising her blue eyes, she

looked up with all the eloquence of silent gratitude

beaming in her countenance. For she felt that

Mr. Loftus had done her some signal service by

ridding her of the presence of the Canon—although

her ideas upon the subject were still confused,

vague, and undefined.

The young gentleman was about two or three

and twenty yeai-s of age, and remarkably hand-

some. His complexion was a clear rich brown,

with the glow of health upon the cheeks. His jet

black hair, fine and glossy as that of a woman, was

worn long and curled naturally; and his large

dark eyes beamed witli intelligence, while his lofty

forehead appeared the scat of the noblest thoughts.

His profile was completely rectilinear an d in tiie

purest style of Grecian manly beauty—the nose

being perfectly straight, and the upper lip short

and curved, like those of tlic ancient statues of

Apollo. In the expression of his countenance

frankness and candour were blended with intel-

lectuality and the light of genius: indeed, nothing

could be more prepossessing than the appearance

of Jocelyn Loftus.

He was not particularly tall; but his slender

figure, upright as a dart, was modelled to the most
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perfect masculine symmetry. He was well dressed,

but without finery or pretension ; and his manners

were elegant and fascinating, without the slightest

tinge of reserve and hauteur on the one hand, or

affectation and familiarity on the other. He was

just such a young man whose attentions could not

fail to give pleasure to tlie purest-minded maiden,

nor be received with impunity where the heart was

previously disengaged.

Such was Jocelyn Loftus, the origin of whose

acquaintance with Louisa Stanley has just been

described. How he came to interfere in her behalf,

when he saw her walking with the Minor Canon of

the Cathedral, and when this individual endeavoured

to take her hand, may be explained to the reader as

he himself accounted for it to the young lady her-

self. He was seated in the shady nook when he

overheard a voice say, "Now tell me your name,

young lady, and ichere you live—and I will prove

afriend to you." Being familiar with that voice, he

leant forward and beheld the Canon in company

with a fair young creature whose entire appearance

breathed innocence, artless candour, and bashful

timidity. Now, from something which Jocelyn

knew relative to the character and the proceedings

of the Honourable and Reverend Bernard Audley,

he did not for a moment think that the friendship of

such an individual could be at all beneficial to the

young lady: indeed, he felt assured that such friend-

ship was only proflL-red with the vilest and basest

intentions. Moreover, Jocelyn was so struck by

Louisa's appearance that he felt convinced she was

all she seemed—an angel of artlessness and purity

as well as of loveliness : and hence was it that in

obedience to the sudden impulse of his generous

nature and chivalric disposition, he at once sprang

forward to rescue her from the insidious wiles and

serpent-like duplicity of the Minor Canon of

Canterbury Cathedral.

Such was the explanation of Joeelyn's proceed-

ings : and as Louisa Stanley really felt very ill

after the prolonged excitement of the scene with

the clergyman and the startling event which had
brought it to so abrupt a conclusion, she did not

hesitate to accept the proffered escort of her new
acquaintance as far as her own home. On reach-

ing the garden-wicket he paused and with the

most delicate courtesy took his leave— but not

without having solicited permission to call and in-

quire after the young lady's health on the foliowhig
day.

The visit was paid accordingly—and the ac-

quaintance between the young couple was improved.

Jocelyn, who knew more of the world than Louisa

had ever dreamt of, but who was still altogether

unspoilt and uncontaminated by that experience,

was as much amazed as delighted to discover that

in the little secluded Eden of that picturesque spot

an angel dwelt. His acquaintance with the female

sex had hitherto been confined to the sphere of

fashion and wealth ; and in the splendid saloons of

the palatial muisions belonging to the British

aristocracy, had ho seen enough to render him
suspicious and mistrustful of the feminine charac-
ter generally. But now he discovered that it was
quite possible for a divine beauty, a sweet temper,
an intellectual disposition, and an artless soul, to

blend their attractions and combine their fiiscina-

tions so as to form a being as adorably fatdtless as
any creation of the romaucist's or poet's fancy.

The visit, then, which Jocelyn Loftus paid to in-

quire after Louisa's health was not the last and
only call which he made at the cotUge. He soli-

cited permission to return another day—and the
young maiden knew no reason why she should ob-
ject. He did return, therefore : and this second
visit led to a third—and the third to a fourth—aud
80 on. By degrees, as they grew more familiar

—

or rather, betteracquainted—they walked together
in the garden ; and in a short time Jocelyn began
to assist Louisa in tending the shrubs and tying up
the flowers. Then he brought some fresh plants

which he procured from a neighbouring nursery-
ground ; and he set them with his ovrn hands—the
first time in his life that he had ever done such a
thing

!

He was a good musician—and they played and
sang together : for the cottage contained a piano
—it having been already stated that the aunt had
spared no expense consistent with her humble
means, in order to give her nieces an excellent

education and teach them all lady-like accom-
plishments. Jocelyn was a good draughtsman as

well as musician : and he aided Louisa in her draw-
ings. Then, as their intimacy thus progressed, he
brought her some new music and some beautiful

prints: and when he proffered these gifts,—.-uch

gifts as she might accept with the strictest pro-
priety,—it was with the same delicacy that per-

vaded the entire tenour of his conduct towards the

lovely girl. Indeed, had she been his sister, his

behaviour could not have been characterised by
attentions more creditable to his own noble nature,

or better calculated to secure the esteem and win

the good opinion of the purest-minded maiden.

Thus did a few weeks pass away. In the inter-

val Louisa and Clara were constantly correspond-

ing with each other; and the younger sister

frankly and ingenuously narrated to the elder all

the details of her progressing acquaintance with

Jocelyn Loflus. Clara, in her letters from London,

gently aud delicately insinuated, rather than posi-

tively and directly enjoined, the necessity of

Louisa's adopting all possible caution with regard

to this acquaintance. A passage from one of her

letters will show how she touched upon the

matter :

—

"With regard to Mr. Loftus, my dearest Louis.1, lean-

not possibly see any harm in your continuing to receive

his visits—since you speak of him in terms which proTe to

mc that he is a good, well-meaning, and honourable young

man. You give me such ample details relative to those visits

and all that passes on the occasion, that I am competent

to judge of them as fidly iis if I myself were present There is

much in the behaviour of Mr. Lofius which commends him
to my esteem, and makes me long to know him. The fact

that he invariably colls in the middle of the day, at a time

when you may be reasonably supposed to be disengaged,

is dclicite and thoughtful on his part I should be less

pleased if he ever presented liimself at the cottage in the

evening, when you are more particularly occupied wiih the

attentions needed by our afflicted aunt I am also channed

to pofLeive that he has never thought of requesting per-

mission to become the companion of your Wiilks—and that

when ho has once or twice met you in the streets of Can-

terbury, he has merely stopped to address you for a few

moments and not ottered to accompjmy you. All Uiis be-

speaks on his part a duo appreciation of tlie delicate

courtesy which a young unmarried genUeman is bound to

pay towards a young unmarried lady. That he has never

accepted any refreshment when you have offered it, is

another proof, however trivial it may appear, of liis

thorough good-breeding— or, what is better still, of hi«



refined propriety of conduct In a word, it is quite evident

that he treats you with the high consideration due to your
unprotected and almost lonely position : he adopts tlio de-

licate bearing of a brother or sincere fiiend—and all his

proceedings arc stamped with tlie evidence of a settled

purpose to merit your good opinion. I am certain, on the
otlicr liand, that you, my darling Louisa, will so comport
yourself as to deserve his good opinion in return."

A short time after Clara had written the letter in

which the above passage occurred, she addressed
another epistle to her sister in the following terms :

—

" Ix)ndon, September 10th, 1814.
" You mentioned, my dcar«gt Loo, in your affectionate

letter of the 7tli instant, that Mr. Loflus had solicited you
to furnish him with my address in London ; and you won-
dered for what purpose ho could possibly require it. But
the same post which brought me that letter of yours, in

which you record the incident, likowlsa hroiightmc one from
Mr. Loftus. And now, my darling Louiia, before I tell you
what Mr. Loftus has said to ra« In his letter, permit me to

coni,'ratul:ite you most slncertly—moat ardently—moit *ti-

6 •

tluisiastically, upon havmg formed such an acquahit-

ance He Is tlie very impersonation of honour, generosity,

and manly delicacy ; and you ought to love him—nay, I

am sure that you do love, although perhaps this feeling U
as yet unsuspected on yoiu- part

" And now for the letter which Jocclyn Loftus has ad-

dressed to me. He begins by saying that inasmuch as

our aunt is mcapacitated by her afllictions from listenin;;

to him, and as 1 am your elder sister, he deems it right to

solicit my permission before lie wliispcrs a certain connnu-

nication in your cars. He represents to mo that his parents

have long been dead— that he belongs to an excellent fa-

mily—that he is entirely his own master—and that he pos-

sesses an income of six lmn<lr»d pounds a-year. As a i)roof

of his pecuniary position he refers me to his banker; and

I have just ascertained tliat his statement is perfectly cor-

rect Moreover, the banker speaks »dmiral>ly of him.

Thus far, then, evcrytlung is in Jocelyn's favour; and it is

for you to judge, my dear Louisa, whether his t«mpcr,

disposition, and person.il appearanre be agreeable to you.

I am sure that you will answer in the aflirmntlvo. In

plain terms, then, Mr. Ix)ftu« desires my permission to

make you a proposal of marriace: he says that bo has

now known you for nearly two months, and th:it although
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the interval be short, yet it lias proved quite long enough

to make him acquainted with all your good qualities, and

convince liim that he cannot be happy without you. I

have written him an answer by this same post, to the

effect that I feci honijurcd by the compliment he has paid

me in thus frankly and candidly explauiing his social posi-

tion and desiring my sanction to liis suit ; and I have added

that so far as 1 am concerned, it would afford me the ut-

most happiiiess to behold my sister the wife of such a man.

The matter, therefore, now rests with you, my Louisa—

for 1 have do doubt that Jocel^Ti will immediately open Ids

mind to you.
" With regard to myself, I am happy and comfortable

:

but Mr. and Mrs. Bcckford will not part with me. Indeed,

at present, I sec no chance of tlicir allowing me to return

home, 'i'hey talk of adopting me and leaving me all their

Ibriune—and as you, my dear Louisa, will soon be com-

fortably settled and handsomely provided for, I must of

course look after myself. Jocclyn tells me in his letter

that shouid he be fortunate enough to see liis fondest hopes

realised by becoming your husband, he will take you and

iiuut to a beautiful house which he possesses in a northern

comity, and wliere you shall still be enabled to continue

your kind atteutious towards our afllicted relaUve. In

iiiot, his forethouKlit is in every way most generous—most

honourable—most allectionate.

" <iod bless y«a, dtarest Loo : and once more accept the

shictrost couaiHtuiations of your loving sister,

"CLAKA STAXLILY."

The reader lias already been informed that the

Canterbury pwbtuiau was in the habit of passing-

the cottage at about ten o'clock ;—and it was

therefore at that liour, in the morning of the lltli

of September, that Louisa Stanley received her

si6ter'» long and interesting communication. And

truly it revealed to her—or at ail events gave her

the full explanation of the feeling which slie

cherished iu lier heart relative to Jocelyn Loftms

!

Yes—she now knew that she loved him—the key

to the tolution of the uijstery of her own sensa-

tions had been afforded her—and it was as if a

li;.;lit had suddenly blazed up in lier soul, illuniinat

ing that innermost sanctuary into whose depths

her mental vision had been unable to penetrate

before

!

But we said tliat it was ten o'clock when she

received her sister's letter—and in about a couple ol

hours Jocelyn would call. Unless indeed he should

come even earlier than usual : and she fancied—yes,

and secretly hoped— \.\vdt he might. Tlien, as she

felt herself thus hoping, she cau-iht herself blushing

likewise at the same time ;—and fromi that instant

she perceived that the sweetness of this nascent love

of her's was mingling with every thought— pene-

trating every emoiion— lending its inspiration as it

were to every feeling—imparting radiance to every

smile and tenderness to every sigh !

Oh! the exquisite bliss—the purity—the chastity

of a young virg'n's love! Calling forth all the

music of her soul—teaching her that profound and

ineliiible idolatry in which the youthful heart only

can be a worshipper—leading her to live amidst

bright realities and far brighter dreams—conjuring
up those exquisite imaginings that tinge with sucii

roseate hues the pathway of the future—idealizing
the most refined image of the heavenly passion-
seeming boundless, illimitable, infinite as a rich

incense that fills the earth to the very vaults of

heaven with its exquisite perfume—bathing all the

senses in a fount of bliss, till existence itself seems to

melt away into oblivion,—such is llie young maiden's
first love!

Yes— and it appears as if the spirit of a celestial

melody poured its effluence into her soul, attuning

all her feelings— all her thoughts—all her emotions,

to tliis passion so new to her! And within the final

realms of the heart, as the mental vision looks

deeply inward, the image of the loved one is found
impressed:—and tke mind experiences bliss in the

thought that it cherishes a deatbless sentiment.

Oil! hovy the fancy disports and gambols, on un-
wearied wing, iu the paradise of its own creation !

For sucli is Love, in the infancy of its passion : 'tis

the golden-hued honey which Providence has placed

upon the brims of life's bitter cup ;—and the heart

feels as if it must perish were the spell that eutbrals

it to be no more

!

We said that Louisa—the young, the charming,
the beauteous Louis*—both fancied and hoped that

Jocelyn might come a liHle before his usual hour :

and she was not disappointed. He had received

Clara's letter—h€ had obtained the elder sister's

sanction to bis suit—and he lelt assured that lue

should not have to plead in vain at the feet of the

gentle Louisa.

It was not mucli past eleren in tlie Corenoon

when he arrived at the cottage. Tlie maiden was
in the garden—&nd site st»fed to Ojien the wicket.

But how her hand ti-euabled and liow Bweetiy eou-

fu&ed did she look as sl*c tlms gave adiiiitiauce to

her admirer, whose handsome couuceuaiice was

radiant with hope, and love, and triuoipb. i'or lie

saw by Louisa's manner that Clara had couxmuui-

cated with her upon the one abborUiig topic ; and
as this was his first love also, he expeneuoed a joy

ineffable, as the blush upon her damask eheek al-

ready gave tlie answef to his suit

!

We siiaJl nut detail tiie conversation which now
took place between them as they insensibly sought

the shadiest part of the garden. Suttice it to say

that Joeelyu Loftus told his tale of love with all

the eloquence which usually marks such tale,

even tiiough when told for the first liuic: and,

animated with a blushing joy, did the yoiuig virgin

listen in a confusion sweeter and more chiirming

thaii any she had yet disjilayed. Then, on being

pressed to give utterance to the response that was

to confirm all the fond expectations and ratify the

hopes of her lover, with downcast looks did she

murmur the monosyllable which falls in such a

case with so delicious a music upon the car and

sinks down witli so exquisite a thrill of pleasui-e

into the heart.

Yes I The word was spoken—nor did she wish

it recalled. And now fur the first time did Joce-

lyn venture to glide his arm around that sylph-like

form and press those lips that were luitil tiiat mo-
ment virgiu of the kiss of man. lilushmg aud

trenihling, the maiden received the caress that

ratified the vows pledged to her by the devoted

and adoring Jocelyn: and tlieu how proud—oh!
how proud did he feel in tlie consciousness that 1m

owned the love and possessed the heart whose

pure feelings now shoue iu sweet kradiation upon
that angelic countenanoe i

For some hours did they rove together in the

garden—those hours gliding away as if they were

only minutes: and tlieii tlioy parted— but with

smiles, because they luiew that tliey should soon

meet ag;un. Aud on tlie morrow tU<»y thus met

—

and for the two oi- three daysfoliawing iu tiie same

manner: and on the fourtli day Jocelyn no longer

refused to remain aud partake of the fiug;U repast
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with Louisa. But he stayed also to tea ;—and ia

the evening they sate in the garden and conversed

upon all the topics that were now so dear to them.

His arm clasped her waist—and her dark tresses

fell in rich clusters upon his shoulders. But not an

impure thought—not an unholy desire marred the

divinity of that bliss which the young man expe-

rienced : while innocent happiness beamed in Louisa's

eyes— those eyes that seemed so much of heaven's

own blessed light bronght down to earth !

And it was as they were thus seated in the seclu-

sion of a shady arbour, unconscious of all that was

passing elsewliere—absorbed in their own delicious

dream of love—that through the hedge ferocious eyes

were glaring npon them,—eyes in which devouring

desires mingled with an intense envy and a burning

hate.

For Bernard Audley, the Minor Canon of Canter-

bury Cathedral, was watching them thus : and

retreating after a while as noiselessly and as unob-

served aa he had approached the verdant barrier, he

muttered with a concentrated bitterness of tone and

a look of desperate resolve, " By heaven 1 she shall

yet be mine—she shall be urine !"

CHAPTEE Xr.

THE rot'K SISTERS.

The incidents contained in the two preceding chap-

ters, which have been devoted to the charming
Louisa, fill np the interval that had elapsed from tlie

separation of the sisters in the middle of August, and
bring down that portion of the narrative to the mid-
dle of September.

We must now therefore take a temporary leave of
the cottage in the vicinage of Canterbury, and trans-

port our readers to the mansion of Mrs. Owen at

llichraond.

It was about nine o'clock in the morning, the day
after the visit of the Trince of Wales and the Mar-
quis of Leveson to that lady's abode, that we shall

find the three eldest sisters—Agatha, Emma, and
Julia—astembled in the back drawing-room. The
weather was charming—the windows were open—and
while the two last-named girls were gazing forth upon
the beautiful prospect which the casement com-
manded, Agatha was lounging in an indolent man-
ner upon a cushion wliich she had thrown on the
carpet. In this attitude of complete abandonment
she turned over the pages of an album in which the
Prince Itegent had himself written a few lines of
tolerable poetry, and which also contained effusions
from the pens of several personages more distin-
guished for their great names tlian their great
talent*.

An for Jlary, the youngest sister—she was closetted
at that moment with her mother, in this lady's own
chamber

;
and from the observations which passed

between the three girls in the drawing-room, it wa.s
evident that the circumstance was a source of much
Lutercst and speculation with them.

" I wonder whether mamma is giving Mary pre-
cisely the same lecture which she has already bestowed
on each of us in our turns," said Emma, with an aroh
smile, full of wicked meaning,

•' I suppose she will tell Mary how far to go and
where she must stop short," observed Julia, laughing.

advice as well as we have done," said Agatha, looking

up from her recumbent position on the carpet and
smiling with even a more charming wickedness than

either of her sisters.

" Hush !" whispered Emma as footsteps approached

the door.

The next moment Mary, the youngest girl, entered

the room. Emma and Julia bounded towards her

—

and Agatha, rising from tha floor, also advanced and
joined the group.

Mary was pale and agitated : she even looked as if

she had been frightened—and her young bosom was
rising and falling with rapid palpitations. The
reader will be pleased to recollect that she was only
sixteen—whereas Agatha, the eldest girl, was twenty-
two. Emma and Julia were respectively twenty and
eighteen.

" Well, Mary dear—what has mamma been saying

to you ?" inquired her three sisters, all as it were in

the same breath. " But come and sit down and tell

us everything."

" Oh ! I dare say you are enlightened enough upon
the subject," exclaimed the young girl petulantly, as

her sisters led her to the sofa and placed themselves

around her : and as she spoke, her eyes filled with
tears and her cheeks burnt with crimson blushes.

" Calm your agitation, Mary—get rid of this ex-

citement," said Agatha, in a soothing tone. " We
can pretty well guess what our mother has been whis-

pering m your ears—and depend upon it, the advice

is good."

" But it took me so much by surprise," murmured
Mary, in a broken and tremulous tone : " and it

seems to have left upon my mind a feeling as if I had
experienced a shock——"

" Which feeling will speedily wear oO, my love,"

said Agatha.
" But since you knew all this," exclaimed 3Iary,

looking reproachfully upon her three sisters, " why
did you never drop me a hint or whisper a word in

my ears, so as to prepare me for the extraordinary

lessons which I have just received—and from the hps
of my own mother too ?"

" Mamma is a woman of the world, you see,

Mary," replied Agatha ; " and she is resolved that her

daughters shall be women of the world also. You
blame us for our reserve towards you on certain par-

ticulars—but it was not for us to undertake the task

of initiation. Had we babbled prematurely and
gossipped with you as you seem to think we ought to

have done, we should have neglected one of tlie prin-

cipal lessons that mamma taught us and which has

no doubt been duly impressed upon your mind within

the last hour."

" Yes—duplicity," exclaimed JIary, with a bitter-

ness of tone and an agitation of manner. " Hence-
forth I am to use all those smiles and all that gaiety

which until now were the free and spontaneous

ebullition of spirits naturally buoyant and a dispo-

sition unaffectedly cheerful,— I am to use those smiles

and that gaiety, I repeal, as a veil to cover selfishness,

hypocrisy, artifice, and deceit. Oh ! I am to exist as

a living lie—a breathing falsehood—an animated cheat

—the impersonation of untruth "

" And what will you gain by all the ingenuousness,

frankness, and artlessness in the world ?" demanded
Agatha. "Think you, my poor girl, that the dry
bread moistened with the tears of suffering virtue is

very palatable ?—or will you not agree with us that
•'And it is to be hoped that she will follow that | ills better to enjoy luxmie.^ of every kind, though pur-
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chased at gome sacrifice of the better feelings which

nature has implanted within us ?''

" It may be so," observed Jlary, her agitation sub-

siding and yielding to thoughtfulnegs : then, after a

long pause, she said, " I hare no doubt that I shall

soon think as you do : but at first it is painful—yes,

very painful to receive such lessons and be enjoined to

pursue such a course of training. 'lis the same as if

a beautiful pictur* on which the eye was gazing with

rapturous admiration, suddenly changed into an

assemblage of loathsome reptiles."

" And did you positively believe, Mary, that the

world was eo fair a scene ?" inquired Agatha.

" How could I think otherwise ?" asked the young

girl, with a profound sigh. " Mamma never opened

her lips upon the subject until to-day—you were all

three equally reserved "

" And you, Mary," interrupted Agatha, •• were very

Ehort-sighted."

" Yes—I was indeed !" said the young girl, mourn-

fully. " But now my eyes are fully opened—and I

perceive that for some time past I have been going

through a course of preparatory training without sus-

pecting It. In fact," she added, with quivering lips and

burning cheeks, " the very sports and pastimes which

I looked upon as so innocent, have been purposely in-

tended to undermine all delicacy of feeling— all

rectitude of principle
"

" And now you are going to whine again and whim-

per, like a great school-girl," exclaimed Emma,
sharply.

" Silly thing that you are !" added Julia, still more

angrily.

" You are wrong thus to upbraid poor Mary," said

Agatha, speaking to the two young ladies in a tone of

rebuke. "Let us argue with her—and not scold.

Remember, Miss Emma, that you were alarmed and

frightened at first—and you, Miss Julia, were as much
shocked as Mary is now "

" Well, Mary will forgive us for a momentary un-

kindness," exclaimed Emma and Julia, embracing

their youngest sister, who threw her arms around

their necks and sobbed and wept as she kissed them

tenderly.

" And now, my dear girl," said Agatha,, " tell us

all that our mother has been whispering in your ears,

so that we may understand to what extent her ex-

planations have gone."

" I do not know whether I can arrange all the de-

tails of mamma's discourse in consecutive order,"

replied Mary, endeavouring to compose her feelings as

well as she was able :
" but the puri)ort of it has neces-

sarily made such an impression upon my mind, that I

can never forget it. First, however, 1 should observe

that it never stnick me until this morning that there

was anything remarkable or strange in the intimacy

which subsists between the Princes and our family :

I had never given the subject a thought. For the

last three or four years I have been accustomed to see

them visit the house and treat us all in the most
friendly manner—and on no occasion did I think of

asking myself the meaning of this intimacy. Then
the pastimes and recreations—the blindman's buff,

hunt the slipper, and kiss-ln-thc-ring—all the fami-

liarities, in fine
"

"AVere naturally looked upon by you as Innocent

and meaningless," observed Agatha.
" Yes," replied Mary :

" whereas the whole routine

has been part and parcel of a means systematically

adopted to inure our miuds to every species of levity

short of actual frailty," added the young girl, her

cheeks once more suffused with the burning blushes

of shame.

Agatha, Emma, and Julia exchanged rapid and

significant looks;—and then the eldest again en-

couraged Mary to proceed with her explanation of

what had passed between Mrs. Owen and herself.

" Having hitherto entertained such innocent im-

pressions relative to the visits of the Princes and the

amusements in which we indulged with them," con-

tinued Mary, " I was astonished when I just now
heard from mamma's lips that the whole was a de-

liberate and preconceived system adopted for the pur-

pose ef training our minds into a particular course.

Nor less waa I amazed and afflicted, when my own
mother began to explain to me how the path to

fortune lay through the realms of duplicity and

deceit, and not through the regions of frankness

and rectitude. Oh ! to me these doctrines appeared

detestable and abhorrent, especially when coming

from the lips of a mother I But, then, as she herself

assured me, she is a woman of the world—and had

she pursued a course perfectly consistent with the

dictates of her conscience, she would be a pauper in

a workhouse or a mendicant in the streets, with her

four daughters famishing around her. She adopted

another career—she sacrificed her better feelings—she

yielded to circumstances—or rather she flung herself

with complete abandonment upon the tide of events

;

—and the results may be recognised in the ease, com-

fort, and even luxury in which she has lived and

reared her children. The lessons whereim she has this

day initiated me, have therefore been to the effect

that wealth is the grand aim which I must ever keep

in view—and that in order to reach it. I must hesitate

at no meanness, no selfishness, no falsehood, no du-

plicity ! I am to bear in mind that it is better to be-

come the mistress of a rich man than the wife of a

poor one—that sptendid guilt is not guilt at all, but

that virtuous poverty is the greatest of crimes. I am
to accustom myself to the familiarities, the caresses,

and the toyings of the Princes, in order to be enabled

to keep a constant control and mastery over my
passions—so that by inuring myself to all that may
excite the feelings and play upon the senses, I may
with ease offer resistance when it does not suit my
selfish interests to surrender my virtue. I am to be-

come a thorough hypocrite in everything—to be ready

in the adoption of any artifice that may serve my
purposes—to be able to smile upon an enemy if need

be—and to lavish the tenderest caresses upon any

one whom it may suit me to ruin. In fine, I am so

to discipline all my passions, all my feelings, all my
emotions, that they shall become my slaves and not

my masters—that they shall be rendered subservient

to my purposes, instead of exercising any infiuencc

over my destiny,—so that when I err. it may not be

through weakness, but deliberat«ly and intentionally

on nay side—and when I appear to b« succumbing in

the melting mood of woman's natural tenderness, I

shall in reality be only playing a part in which my
passions have not the slightest sympathy. I am to

resemble the proficient actress upon the rtage, who
can call up tears—wreathe her countenance into

beaming smiles—bestow or receive the most pas-

sionate caresses—burst info sudden indignation—re-

lapse into winning softness-faint, swoon—laugh or

pray—and all this at a moment's warning and with-

out an otfort !"

" Such his been the substance of onr motbef leo-
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ture, Mary?" said Agatha, who, as well as Emma
and Julia, had listened with deep attention and in-

terest to the young girl's explanation. " Well—and

you will follow it to the very letter ? For doubtless

our mother did not forget to tell you that she is not

the only parent who brings up her daughters with

these ideas, although there are not many mothers

perhaps who go so far as to inculcate them positively

and directly by means of words. The training to

which we are thus subjected, is precisely that which

prevails throughout the world of fashion, where

everything is false—heartless—hollow—selfish. Ge-

nerally speaking, however, aristocratic, titled, and

wealthy mothers rear their children in this manner,

without having the courage or the frankness to ex-

plain the real motives of such unnatural training.

Our mother has displayed that courage and that

frankness. She says, ' Such has been the training,

and such are the uses to which you tmist put it.'

She has not left us to find out as best we may the

meaning and the purport of this artificial education.

AVhatever she may be in the presence of the world,

she is not a hypocrite with her own children. In

fine, she has already carved out for us a certain

career on which we are immediately to enter "

" And which explains the cause of the visits and
intimacy of the Princes at our house," observed

Mary. " Mamma did not fail to tell me this much."
" You know, then, for what service we are

destined ? " said Agatha, inquiringly. " But I see

that you do "

" Yes," responded the young girl. " And I think

that I can now give you a piece of intelligence, which
mamma will doubtless communicate to you presently.

For a letter arrived while I was closetted with her
just now "

" A letter of importance ? " exclaimed the three

eldest sisters, all speaking together and with intense

eag! mess. " irom Windsor?"
" Yes—from the Queen," answered Mary.
" Oh ! I am glad to hear this ! " cried Agatha, her

countenance becoming radiant with joy.

" And do you know, dear Mary, whether it is all

settled ?" inquired Julia.

•
- 1 believe so," rejoined the youngest sister. " At

all events, mamma is going up to London to see the
Prince Regent presently ; and she hopes that when
she returns home in the afternoon she will bring
word that we are to prepare for immediate de-
parture."

" What a pity," exclaimed Emma, " that the
Queen's letter did ^ot arrive yesterday: mamma
would then have been able to communicate it to the
Prince when he was here last night "

" Well, a few hours more or less will not make
much difference," observed Agatha : " but it is cer-
tainly high time that we should enter upon this career
for which we have been destined for three or four
years pa«t."

" Better late than never," said Emma. " Oh ! how
we shall enjoy ourselves !" ihe added, clapping her
hands in an effusion of glee.

" And what new scenes we shall behold !" cried
Julia.

" And how agreeable it wiU be to receive the re-
compense for our services at the end of the time I"

said Agatha.

" But such services a.s they are !" exclaimed Mary,

who are about to employ us,—would it not be better,

I ask, to send four venomous snakes at once "

"Hush!" ejaculated Agatha, with mingled stern-

ness and petulance. "Just now I took your part
when your sisters were harsh with you, Mary : but I

cannot permit you to talk in this manner. Perish
all compunction when a fortune is to be made !" she
added energetically.

"Yes—such also must be my motto, I perceive,"

murmured the young girl, with a voice and manner
expressive of that resignation which is akin to
despair.

And then her three sisters, seeing that it was use-

less to chide her for what they termed her " weak-
ness," addressed themselves to the task of consoling

and encouraging her.

CHAPTER XII.

TUESDAY : OK, THE SECOND SUITOR.

It was about three o'clock in the afternoon; and
Venetia Trelawney was seated in her drawing-room
at Acacia Cottage.

She was alone—elegantly dressed—and apparently

expecting a visitor : for she was neither reading nor
working, nor yet amusing herself with the birds—and
every time a vehicle was passing in the road she

listened to hear if it stopped at her dwelling.

The windows on that side were shut: but those

overlooking the park were open, as on the previous

day—and the sunbeams that penetrated through the

curtains, shone on her superb auburn hair and made
it glow like velvet of golden tissue. The slight flush

of expectation was upon her cheeks : but from her

manner it did not appear that she anticipated either

pleasure or pain from the visit thus awaited ;—it was
merely the little excitement produced by a resolve to

play a particular part, and the anxiety to accomplish

it with success.

She looked at the time-piece on the mantel—then

at her watch—and she found that they corresponded

in proclaiming the hour to be three o'clock. Then
she rose from her seat—took a perfumed billet from a

vaae—and ran her eyes over the contents, which were

as follow :

—

" J/iwni Strea, BerkeUy Square,

"September nth, 1814.

" Sir Douglas Huntingdon presents his compliments to

Miss Trelawney; and having yesterday purchaser! a small

estate at Kniglitsbridgc, consisting of a few houses, of

which Acacia Cottage la one. Sir Douglas contemplates

certain improvements in the property. But as he would
on no account make any alteration which might bo

disagreeable to Miss Trelawney, whom he is pronil

and happy thus to enumerate amongst his tenants, hp
would feel infinitely obliged if Miss Trelawney would fa-

vour him with a few moment*' Interview this day. Sir

Dotiglat will therefore take the liberty of paying his rc-

specta to Miss Trelawney between two and three o'clocl;

in the afternoon."

" Tea—Ws appointment Is specific enough," mur-
mured Venetia to herself, as she threw back the note

into the porcelain vase : " bat doubtless he consider-,

it fashionable and consistent with good taste to be

the Ica.st thing late l"

Scarcely had she made this reflection to hersolf.
with a shudder, as she flung affrighted looks upon her when a handsome carriage drove up to the door-an.l
three sisters. " Oh 1 would it not be better for those I in a few moments the serious-looking old hrery-so r-
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STit ushered Sir Douglaa Huntingdon into the draw-

ing-room.

We haT* already stated that the baronet, who was

ahont six or seven and twenty years of age, was na-

turally good-looking, bnt that liis appearance was

rendered somewhat sickly by dissipation. He dressed

with as much taste as elegance : his manners were

prepossessing—and he was endowed with consider-

able Intellectual powers, if he chose to «ert them.

Venetia was standing when he entered the room ;

and having requested him to b« seated on a chair

which she indicated with a graceful motion of the

arm, she placed herself on a sofa at some little

distance.

"With one rapid glanc* «he stirTeyed the baronet

from head to foot—and the reflection which passed

through her mind, was, " Ho is exactly as he was

described to me." On the other hand, Sir Douglas

Huntingdon swept his eyes over Venetia's entire

form, embracing erery beauty in that first look : and

the reflection which passed through his mind, was,

" She is more exquisitely charming than I had even

fancied from seeing her at a distance !"

Be it remembered that Sir Houglas Huntingdon

was the gentleman who, at the JIafqnis of Lovesou's

table a few days previously, had told the anecdote of

the blank cheque sent by a certain Dnke to Venetiai

and returned to his Grace by the young lady without

a syllable of comment,—which anecdote the dissi-

pated baronet had narrated as an argument in fa-

vour of a previous assertion that he had made, to the

effect that Miss Trelawney was " as virtuous as she

was incomprehensible." "VVe only remind the reader

of these little circumstances in order to show the

opinion that Sir Douglas Huntingdon entertained of

the young lady, of whom he was in reality despe-

rately enamoured and in whose presence he had now
found means to introduce himself.

" You will pardon the liberty which I have taken

in thus enacting the cold and formal part of a landlord

towards a tenant," began the baronet, with a half

smile :
" whereas the more fitting vocation would

have been tliat of a worshipper at the shrine of

beauty "

" And if you had to grant me a lease or sign a deed

of sale with respect to Acacia Cottage," intemipted

Venctlft, with tnlnglcd archness and irony, " should

you insert compliments and tlatteries in the docu-

ment ?"

" Th8 only proper compliment in such a case," re-

turned the baronet, " would be to make the document
a deed of j?lft."

" Well, if you intend to call tit every one of your

newly-purchased houses and behave to each tenant in

the same liberal manner," observed Venetia, with the

utmost readiness of repartee, " I am afraid that your
property will prove but a bad bargain."

" But if my proposal were ft mere exception In your

favour, Miss Trelawney T'

" Oh ! In that case I should reftiso It, becatise I

could not think of exciting the envy of my neigh-

bours."

"They nc«d know nothing of th« matter." said

the baronet, smiling.

"A generous action should never bo kept Secret,

"

answered Venetia. " But, jesting apart, Sir Douglas
Huntingdon—we will proceed to business, if you
please. You have purchased the estate on which this

house stands—and you are desirous to make im-
provement? Js It not so?"

" It is, Miss Trelawney," answered the baronet

:

and I was anxious to consnh your own views and
tastes upon the subject "

" But I am neither skilled as an architect nor in

laying out gardens. Sir Deuglas," exclaimed Venetia,

wifli a peenliap smile which expressed a good-

tempered irony.

" Yon notwithstanding possess an exquisite taste,"

observed the baronet, glancing round the well-fnr-

nished drawing-room.
" Oh ! I will not rob my upholsterer of any of the

credit which is wholly and solely due to himself, ' .said

Venetia, with that cheerfulness of repartee which
constituted so gentle and lady-like a rebuke for any
compliments or flatteries that were paid her.

Are you determined, 3Iiss Trelawney," exclaimed

the baronet, laughing, " not to permit me to consult

you in this matter ?"

" I am so completely indifferent to it. Sir Donglaa

Huntingdon," was the answer, "that it positively is not

worth while. So long as you do not build up the

walls of my garden to the height of the house—or

brick Up the windows—or level the Cottage alto-

gether "

" Well, Miss Trelawney," cried the baronet, still

laughing gaily, " if you do not choose to regard my
visit in a business-like point of view, I can assure you

that I am all the more contented—indeed, all the

happier. I would much sooner enjoy the privilege of

calling upon you as an acquaintance—in the hope

that I might some day be regarded as a friend "

" As for friendship, Sir Douglas Huntingdon," in-

terrupted Venetia, "I am afraid that its realities have

long ago been absorbed in what may be termed the

artificialities of fashionable lifo and worldly pur-

suits."

"Oh! Miss Trelawney," exclaimed her visitor,

" you cannot possibly be sceptical with regard to the

existence of a pure and disinterested friendsliip."

" But it does not spring up as a matter of course,

just because two individuals come to a verbal agree-

ment upon the subject," replied Venetia, in a tone of

gentle sarcasm.

" The earnest, sincere, and enthusiastic devotion of

one individual towards another, must inevitably

beget a reciprocal feeling in the heart of the latter,"

said the baronet.

" 5Iy reading has never tanght me such a faith,"

remarked Miss Trelawney, aflbcting to consider the

subject seriously for a few moments.
" I will admit that my observation applied rather to

love than to friendship," rejoined tlie baronet, survey-

ing the beauteous creature with a look of tender sig-

nificance.

" Oh ! what singular digressions our discourse is

taking," cried Venetia, iu a tone of good-tempered

raillery. " A landlord calls upon his tenant for the

avowed purpose of talking on houses and gardens

—

and he enlightens her mind with a homily wpon

IVlendship and love."

" Because the fair tenant her.«elf inspires the sub-

ject,'' returned the baronet : then, before Venetia had

time to utter a single syllable In response, he said,

" jVIiss Trelawney, I wish to be candid with you—will

you pardon me for the frankness that is about to cha-

racterise my speech ?"

" Is it concerning the houses and the gardens ?" she

inquired, with an admirable alRctatiou of ingenuous-

ness and naivtit".

" OU 1 pray do not dwell any longer uix)n that horrid
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business-topic," exclaimed Sir Douglas Huntingdon,

in a tone of entreaty :
" or rather, if we must speak

of my eatates and my property, let it be only in this

manner—that I am prepared to lay all my fortujoe at

your ftjet
!"

" You have already offered me Acacia Cott-age sis a

gift," said Veaetia, with a blush and a, smile ;
" and

BOW you propose to confer all your possessions upon

me. Such unusual liberality—^frojn .afl entire stran-

ger "

" Do not mistake me, I implore you," interrupted

&[r Douglas, eagerly. "I intend to base my offer

upon terms to which you may at least listen without

angei-
"

"And those terms?" said Yenetia, with an air of

mingled amazement and incredulity.

" Marriage, adored one !" exclaimed the baronet,

falling upon his knees in her presence.

" Kise, sir—rise—this is too ridiculous," said Ve-

netia, with that tone and manner of dignified and

at the same time good-tempered rebuke which showed

that she did not think it worth while to take the

matter in a particularly serious light, nor to invest

it with any undue importance. " You are evidently

a good-natured, well-meaning man—and I cannot

find it in my heart to be positively vexed with you.

But "

" But you do not think that I am serious ?" ex-

claimed the baronet, rising from his suppliant pos-

ture and looking very crest-fallen.

" If I did not suppose you to be serious in offering

me marriage," said Miss Trelawney, now speaking
with all the dignity which woman knows so well

how to assume and which becomes her so loftily,

—

" I sliould spurn you with indignation and order my
lacquey to eject you from my presence. But as I do
beheve you to be serious in making me an honourable
proposal, I can only reject it with politeness—at the

same time begging you to observe how silly and ri-

diculous it is to take such a step after an acquaint-

ance of precisely twenty-five minutes :"—and Venetia
glanced towards the or-molu clock on the mantel-
piece as she uttered tliese last words.

"Miss Trelawney," said the baronet, to whose
cheeks, before so pale, liad rushed the crimson glow
of mortification and bitter disappointment,—"you
are not so much a stranger to me as you may imagine,
'lis true tliat I have never spoken to you until this

day
: but I have seen you—^I have admired you from

a distance—and—and—I love you.

"

" But, unfortunately, my dear sir, I do not love you
in return," answered Venetia, evidently resolved to
treat the matter with a good-tempered raillery :

" and
therefore we must consider the topic at aa end. Kow,
I am not angry with you—I shall not mention this
silly proceeding elsewhere, so as to make a Uugliing-
stock of you "

" Oh ! I thank you for this kind consideration on
your part !" exclaimed Sir Douglas Huntin|;don, with
bitterness of tone: then, instantaneousily repenting
of the unwarrantable ebullition of anger, he said,
"But indeed I ought to thaulc you sincei-e^y and un-
feigncdly. Miss Trelawney "

" You arc reasonable. Sir Douglas, and "wiU view
the affau- in its proper light," Interrupted Venetia.
" AVhat complexion, then, does It assume ? A gentle-
man of whom I know notliing, writes to me upon a
matter of business—in fact, he announces to me tliat
he has suddenly become my landlord. I cannot re-
fuse to grant him tte audience which he craves. He

comes—he throws himself at my feet—and offers

marriage. There are but two ways to treat him

—

either with anger, or with indulgence. I prefer the

latter course, and I adopt it—La the hope that he

will take his departure in a friendly manner and
come near me no more. Kow, Sir Douglas, have I

made myself intelligible?"

" Y'ou have—too iutelUgible, Miss Trelawney," an-
swered the baronet, not knowing how to act and
scarcely what to say. " But am J to understand that

you henceforth debar me the privilege of paying my
respects to you occasionally ?"

" Y'our visits cannot be agreeable to me after what
has just passed," rejoined Venetia : " and I should
also imagine that you yourself will feel no incUnation
to renew them."

" But is it impossible that I can ever make a
favourable impression upon you ?" inquired the baro-

net.

"Quite impossible, I can assure you," returned

Venetia, laughing, as she leant against the mantel-

piece—for she had risen from the sofa when her

visitor threw himself upon his knees, and she had re-

mamed standing in order to discourage a prolongation

of the interview.

Sir Douglas Huntingdon hesitated—and his con-

fusion therefore became absolutely painful.

" You will order your doors to be closed against

me ?" he said, with a nervous quivering of the Up.

"I should hope that your good taste will render no
such extreme measure necessary," answered Venetia,

in a tone of dignified remonstrance.
" You are really very kind—very forbearing—.very

good-tempered," exclaimed Sir Douglas, now laugh-

ing in order to escape from the embarrassment and
awkwardness of his position ;

" and it would be un-

pardonable on my side to do or say aught that may
anger you. I shall therefore take my departure."

Thus speaking, the baronet made a low bow and
quitted the room.

"I love her to desperation," he thought within

himself, as he returned to his carriage, which was in

attendance. " But how to possess her either as wife

or mistress—aye, that is the question !"

The carriage was about to drive away,.when a loud

voice called out in a commanding tone for the coach-

man to stop—and the head of the redoubtable Cap-
tain Tasli was immediately afterwards thrust in at

the window.
" How are you, my dear Huntingdon ? I saw you

coming out of Acacia Cottage—and "

" There, there—that's enough !" said the baronet

impatiently. " I suppose you want eighteen-pcuco or

half-a-crown—and here it is."

" By Jove, sir—but I want nothing of the kind 1"

exclaimed the Captain, affecting a tone and look of

the deepest indignation.

" Well, it's the first time that 1 have ever known
you not to want a trifle of the kind," said the baronet,

laconically : then, as liis glance happened to travel

across the road, he beheld the Captain's man Eobin
standing bolt upright against a lamp-post, and
apparently as motionless and rigid as the post itself.

" By heaven I a thought strikes me I" exclaim«d isir

Douglas, his countenance brightening up.
" What is it ?" asked Tash.
" Send your man to me this evening, Captain, at

nine o'clock," was the response, " and I will give him
something to do that shaU be wcU paid for. And
now good-bye."
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" Robin shall wait upon you punctually," answered

Task. " But when I think of it—if you do happen to

have guch a thing an a guinea about you "

" Here it is I" ejaculated Sir Douglas Huntingdon,

tossing the golden coin from the window. " And now

tell the coachman to drive on."

The vehicle accordingly rolled away—and Captain

Tash, having picked up the guinea, ha.stened back

into tlie Green Dragon public-house, whither he was

immediately followed by Robin, who sneaked in like

a mongrel dog at the heels of its muster.

CHAPTER XIII.

THE KNIFE-GUINDEB.

It was about seven o'clock in the evening of the

same day on which the preceding incidents took place,

that a knife-grinder entered the village of Richmond.

He was wheeling his moveable shop before him, and

proclaiming bis avocation in a voice that was rather

piercing and shrill than stentorian and hoarse. In

person he was short, thin, and by no means strongly

built ; and as he was thoroughly begrimed with black,

so that he could easily have passed himself off as a

negro, had he chosen,—it becomes a matter of diffi-

culty to extend our description to his countenance.

As to the real colour of his hair and whiskers or the

natural hue of his complexion, these are points on

which we cannot possibly undertake to enlighten the

reader,—inasmuch as his whole person, from head to

foot, including his apparel, which was torn in many
places, was as thickly incrusted with soot as if he had

never come in contact with clean water since the lirst

day of his knife-grinding avocation. In addition to

this pursuit, however, he followed that of mending
kettles and bellows, umbrellas and locks—or at all

events he said so, and the public took his word for it.

Through Richmond did he slowly wend his way
announcing his delectable presence by self-eulogistic

vociferations of various kinds.

" Knives and scithors to grind ! Here you air,

ladies and genelmen, with the paytent double-milled

double-distilled mechanism for giving knives so keen

a hedge that the wery shadow will cut a slice out of a

leg of mutton, and you're oblecged to hold 'em back
l)r fcar they should cut too big a slice at vou time.

Here you air, ladies, with the newly-inwented just

diskivered machinery for grinding scitliors—making
'em so sharp that they'd cut anything but love

asunder in the twinkling of a hi. Knives and scithors

to grind, O !"

Then stopping short, the soot-begrimed gentleman
set his much-vaunted machinery goini,' by tlie action

of his foot ; and the whirr of the wheels mingled
with the jagging, grating noise of a piece of iron held
tight against the grindstone, whence myriads of spaiks
flew about in every direction.

" Knives and scithors to grind, O 1" again vociferates
this indefatigable person. •• Surely every von must
have a knife that's blunt or a pair of scithors that
wants a hedge. If you lia'n't, I shall think tliat there's
no beefeateu and no needle-vork done in the pleasing
willagc of Richmond. Kittles xo mend !—humberellers
to mend ! humberellers to mend ! Come, now, what
lady hasn't got a sarsepan or a kittle that wants a
doctoring ? ThU is the shop lor the paytent solder
Locks to mend—locks to mend I—keys to fit keys to

fit ! Knives and scithors to grind, O !—humberellers

to mend !"

It did not however seem that the knife-grinder's

eloquence produced any grand or startling effect : for

he had by this time passed half through Richmond
without obtaining a single proof of patronage. Hap-
pening to halt in the immediate vicinage of Mrs.

Owen's house, he seated himself on the bank which

was shaded by that very clump of trees wherein

Daniel the Hangman had been concealed on the

preceding evening.

Lighting his pipe by means of the fire which ha

carried in an iron brazier slung to his perambulating

mechanism, the knife-grinder smoked with great ap-

parent comfort to himself, despite the slackness of

business ; and as he lay lounging on the bank, he

surveyed Mrs. Owen's house with the air of a man
who could enjoy the view of an imposing mansion

without at all envying the inmates.

But he had not smoked out his first pipe when he

heard a voice exclaim, "Halloa! you knife-grinder

and locksmitli there !—what a lazy fellow it is !"

" Jsot at all lazy, when I've got anything to do,"

said the soot-begrimed individual, as he rose deli-

berately to his feet. " Now, then—who wants me?"
" I do," said the voice which had previously spoken

:

and in a few moments a footman in a handsome

livery emerged from behind the clump of trees.

"At your service, sir," exclaimed the knife-grinder.

" There isn't a thing I can't do to perfection in my
bisness

"

"Talking included, I suppose," snid the footman.

" I don't talk when I'm paid to hold my tongue, at

all events," replied the knife-grinder.

The livery-servant looked hita hard in the face,

with the evident object of ascertaining if there were

anything significant in these words : then, being

probably unable to penetrate throngh smc\\ a coiit of

grime in order to read the expression of the man's

countenance, he said, " How do you mean that you

don't talk when you're paid to hold your tongue ?"

"I mean just wh:it I say— and I hope I've given

no offence," answered the knife-grinder.

" Oh ! none at all, my man," exclaimed the foot-

man. " I suppose, then, that if you had a job given

you here or hereabouts, you wouldn't go blabbing of

it in the ale-house or tap-room to-night."

" Lord bless ye, I'm accustomed to them sorts of

jobs," said the knife-grinder.

" What sorts of jobs ?" demanded the livery-

servant, sharply. " I didn't mention any in particu-

lar "

" I know you didn't," said the sooty individual

:

" but what I meant was that I sometimes do things

for genelraen's servants which it don't do to talk

about—such as altering the key of one lock to fit

another "

" Tlicre—that's enough—and don't speak so loud,"

interrupted the livcry-servaut, glancing over his

shoulder towards the mansion with the furtive keen-

ness of one who wishers to assure himself that he is

not overheard. " I see you are a decent fellow in

your way. Where do you come from to-day ?"

"From London, miister," was the response ; "and
I'm off into the country as far away as I can go, cos

vy but that don't matter," he observed, suddenly

checking himself.

" Ah ! I see," said the footman, with a sly expres-

sion of countenance ; " something you've done up

yonder that makes it too hot—eh f"

I
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•' Well, I s'pose you ain't far off from the truth,"

answered the knife-grinder, laughing. " But come
—won't you stand a drop of beer after all this

long chat?"
"I'll stand a drop of beer and a guinea into

the bargain if you'll first do what I want," said the

domestic.

"A guinea!" ejaculated tho knife-grinder, in a

tone of joy and incredulity. " But what's the use

of making a fool of a poor devil like me, that

hasn't earnt a blessed ha'penny all day long?"
" You shall soon see whether I want to make a

fool of you or not," rejoined the footman, dis-

playing a golden coin for a moment from his

waistcoat-pocket. "But, In plain terms, can you
really and truly alter a key so as to fit a lock to

which it doesn't properly belong?"
" I tell ye what it is," answered the knife-grinder,

in a low tone and with a sooty look cf mysteriousness,
7 *

—"it often happens that I'm axed bygenelracn's

servants to do this sort of thing—and it's a wery

singular fact, but I've always noticed that wherever

I have altered a key, the house has invariably been

robbed in a most unaccountable manner a few days

or weeks arterwards—and what is more, the thieves

have never been diskivered."

" Ah ! I see," observed the footman, with a soiui-

smile of deep significancy. " But how long does it

take you to alter a key iu this manner ?"

" There's two answers to that question," said the

knife-grinder. "Suppose you give me a common
key, and ordor me to fit it to open all common
locks : then 1 saws aud files it away till I makes it

a skclelnn, as we calls it."

"Well, that's one answer!" observed the foot-

man. " Now for the other."

" Suppose you give me two keys and tell mo to

make one just like the vthcr," continued the knife-
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grinder,—" this worlc may take a little longer time.

But I could do either in an hour, generally speak-

iujj."

" That will do. Now wheel your rattle-trap out

of the road, behind these trees, and wait till I come

back."

Having thus spoken, John the footman hastened

back into the house ; and in a few minutes he re-

turned with an umbrella and a couple of pairs of

scissors in his hands.
" There's our cook's old cotton umbrella which

she wants mended," he said :
" and these scissors

belong to the houfsomaid and tiring-v.oraan. You'll

do them nicely, of course ? But these keys," added

the footmai), in a lower tone, as he produced the

articles named, " are mine—and this old rusty one

must be made exactly like that new bright one."

"All right—and no questions axed," returned

the knife-grinder. " Come back in three-quarters

of an hour, and everything shall be done."

John the footman accordingly hurried back into

the house; and the knife-grinder fell to wo'.k in

the field, behind the clump of trees, where he had

wheeled his machine. He first ground the scissors,

whistling all the time in a free and easy fashion, as

if perfectly at case within himself, despite the little

trouble to which he had alluded as the cause of a

somewhat precipitate flight from London. Having

disposed of the scissors, he sate down and cobbled

up the umbrella : and then he examined the keys-

They were both, small, but of the same size, al-

though utterly dissimilar in respect to t!;c wards
;

and as the knife-gi inder examined the bright key,

he muttered to himself, "Ah! this belongs to.'

patent lock—and apretty intricate thing it i-;, too :

But I dare say I can manage the business."

Then, opening a drawer Avhich fitted into the

frame-work of his machine, he carefully examined

a number of keys contained therein. Those keys

were of all sorts, shapes, fashions, and sizes ; and

it seemed impossible that there could be in ex-

istence a lock which at least some of them would

not open. At length the knife-grinder found

amongst the collection a key which exactly cor-

responded with the bright one which the footman

had left with him. As for the old rusty key also

placed in his hands by the livery-servant, he tossed

it amongst the others in the drawer, ivhich he then

shut and carefully fastened.

Having thus easily performed his work, he
smoked his pipe until the three-quarters of an hour
had elapsed—when John re-appeared from Mrs.
Owen's mansion.

" Well, haveyou finished?" he inquired, anxiously.

"If 1 hadn't, I should still be at work," answered
the knife-grinder. " Here's the humbereller—and
here's the scithors

"

"But the keys?"' demanded John, with an im-
patience which he could not subduo.

" Here," returned the knife-grinder. " And now
I'll bo bound you can't tell me which is the new 'un

and which is the old 'un."

« No—may I be hanged if I can !" exclaimed the
livery-servant, comparing the two keys with
mingled admiration and surprise. "By jingo!
you're a clover fellow and a quick workman : why,
one would think it must have taken pretty nearly
all the time to polish that cursed old rusty key that
I gave you—to say nothing about the altering of
all the wards."

" You see I'm accustomed to it," observed the

knife-grinder, carelessly.

" But I should think you yourself can hardly

tell which of these keys was the rusty one," said

John.
" I should be a fool if I couldn't diskiver my own

work," replied the man, bluntly. "But come—tip

us the rhino—I want to be off and get a glass of

ale— for this is cussed dry work."
" Well, I won't keep you, my good fellow," said

John. "There's the guinea I promised—and
here's half-a-crown to pay for the other things and
get yourself some ale with."

" Thank'ee kindly, master. And now just tell

us where they draw a good drop of beer?"
" Why, the best is at the King's Arms yonder,"

returned the footman. " Good evening."
" Good evening-, master," said the knife-gTinder:

and catching up the handles of his barrow-like

machine, he trundled it back into tbes road,

whistling blithely as he went along.

CHArTER XIV.

THE TAP-EOOM.

An hour afterwards — that is to say, at aLout
nine o'clock in the evening — John tJic foot-

man repaired to t\\Q King's Arms ale-house. As
he passed the bar, he nodded to the lamilord with

the familiarity of a well-known frequenter of the

house; and he was about to enter the tap-room,
when a thought struck him and he stopi»ed short.

"Has a knife-grinding fellow been here this

evening?" he inquired of the host, who -/ras a stout,

jolly-looking man, with an honest countenance
and a rubicund complexion.

" Yes—about two hours back, I sho uld think it

must be," was the answer. " He only took a glass

of ale and went off. But why do you ask?"
" Oh ! merely because I wanted th j fellow to do

some little jobs for me; and as he passed along

the I'oad just now I asked him where he was going,

and he said to the King's Arms. But it's no

matter—I suppose he's off on the ^a-amp again.

—

Is any one in the tap-room ?"

"Two persons, 1 tiiink," answer'.'d the landlord:

" and one of 'em inquired if yo ad been in tliis

evening. I fancy he's the saunj that I've seen

here before in your company."
"Ah! I expected some one—^it's all right—an

acquaintance of mine," observed John, affecting a

careless manner. " Who's the other ?"

"I don't know—a country-looking fellow," Avas

the reply. " What shall 1 bring you in
?'

" Ale—a pint of your best," returned John : and
having thus given his orders, he passed on and en-

tered the tap-room.

As the landlord hail stated, he found two per-

sons there. One was his friend Daniel the

Hatigman : the other w as an individual in a pea-

sant's garb, with a malted shock of light liair, a
rtorid complexion, and a peculiarly stolid look.

His ago seemed to be midway between thirty and
forty; and from his goueral appearance ho was

evidently a f.irm-labourcf. He sute in a corner of

the room, and was busily engaged in discussing a

supper of bread and che ese, which he seasoned
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with onions and washed down with copious draughts

of ale.

Tlie Hangman was dressed as we have already de-

scribed him in a previous chapter. His shabby

shooting-jacket—his corduroy breeches—his leathern

gaiters—his lace-up boots—and his blue cotton neck-

erchief, all helped to complete the ruffianism of his

appearance: while his ghastly countenance and

glaring eyes gave him a hideous and spectral air,

reminding one of the gholes, or devourers of corpses,

that so often figure in oriental tales.

"Well, you see I'm punctual," he said, as John

the footman entered the tap-room, " I've been here

this quarter of an hour
"

" And I'm as punctual as I could be, old fellow,"

replied the servant. " But what news 2"

" Oh ! all right," was the response : and the Hang-

man glanced significantly towards the country

bumpkin as much as to imply thai they must

not speak too openly and too plainly before a third

party.

" So it came off, then, last nightV said the livery-

servant.

"Yes— right as a trivet," answered the Hangman.
" Just as you expected, Dan'el ?"

"Just as I expected."

And then the two exchanged looks of deep mean-

ing.

The countryman, having by this time disposed of

his meal and drained his pewter-pot, seated himself

in the corner for a nap ; and the Hangman proceeded

to light his pipe—an example that was followed by

the footman.

"Tlie young ladies allleave to-morrow," observed

the latter, after a pause : " and missus will be alone

in the house—that is, with me and the servant-

gals."

" Ah ! they leave to-morrow, do they ?" said the

Hangman, as he puffed his pipe: but through the

faint blue wreaths of smoke he exchanged another

significant look with his companion.
" They take their departure to-morrow morning,"

continued the latter: then, glancing towards the

countryman and perceiving that his eyes were shut,

the footman drew a key from his pocket and showed

it to the Hangman.
"Goodl" muttered this individual, "his counte-

nance expressing great satisfaction.

" I got it from a rascal of a travelling tinker or

knife-grinder," said John, in a low tone, as he return-

ed the key to his pocket. "The fellow is clever at

his business "

Now the country bumpkin in the corner began to

snore : and both the Hangman and the livery-ser-

vant continued to smoke in silence for a few minutes.
" He's fast asleep," at length observed Daniel, in

an under tone.

" Fast as a church," replied the footman. " Come,
hand me over my regulars, old fellow-for I suppose
you've got the golden boys about your precious

person."

" Here's ten guineas—and ten you've had in ad-
vance, makes up twenty for your regulars in last

niglit's job," said the Hangman, as he counted down
the coin.

"Thank'ee. And so the thing went off all com-
fortable—eh ?" inquired the footman, as he dropt the
ten guineas into his waistcoat pocket.

" Nothing could be better. The Trince and the
Marquis didn't bluster or ride rusty a bit," continued

the Hangman. " They submitted to circumstances

in a way very creditable to themselves," he added,

with a low chuckling laugh : " and I'll stake my
existence that they couldn't suspect where they were

taken to. But wasn't it a rum lark altogether V
" From what you told me beforehand about it, I

should say it was," returned the footman. " But tell

us all the particulars, Daniel."
" Not now—another time," answered the Hang-

man. " We've got something else to talk about at

present. I suppose that fellow's really asleep V he

added glancing towards the countryman in the cor-

ner.

" If he isn't, he shams snoring uncommon well,"

replied John. " But of course he is."

"Well, then, what about this little business over

the way ?" asked the Hangman. " You say that all

your young raissusses are going off to-morrow—and
you've got a duplicate key ?"

" Just so. It was the luckiest chance in the world

that sent the knife-grinding fellow through Rich-

mond to-day," continued the footman: "for I was

thinking at the moment how the devil I should

manage it, when I heard the rascal bawling out all

kinds of nonsense about locks to mend and keys to

fit."

"And you happened to have thekey in your hand
at the time, I suppose ?" observed the Hangman.
"Exactly so. You recollect, when I first hinted

at the little affair," proceeded John, " I told you
that every now and then there's a regular clean

out of the great iron safe where the plate is kept

—and while it's being cleaned and counted up I

have the key in my hands : but the moment the

plate's put back again, I have to give up the key

to missus again. She keeps a devilish sharp look-

out, I can tell you !"

" So I suppose—with such a valuable lot of plate

in her possession," observed the Hangman. " Of
course it's all got the royal arms and so on upon

it?"

" Every spoon, knife, fork, dish, salver, and pep-

per-box," responded the footman. "By jingo!

Dan'el, won't there be work for old Jeremy's melt-

ing-pot !"

"I hope so," rejoined the Hangman. "And
won't there be a precious rumpus, too, when it's

missed from the iron safe! Suppose the knife-

grinding fellow that made the key, should hear of

it—don't you think he'll come for'ard and give

evidence in the matter ?"

" I shouldn't have trusted him to make the key

if I hadn't found out beforehand that he was all

right," answered John. "Ah! didn't I pump him

nicely ? He let out that he was wanted in London

for something queer that he'd dune—and he's oil"

into the country as far away as he can go. I'm

sure it's quite safe with him, in fact."

"Well, you're not a fool, John—and you wasn't

born yesterday," observed the Hangman: then,

after a pause, he said, " And now, when is it to be

done?"
" Name your own time," responded the footman.

" But recollect that this job is betwixt you and me
alone, and that nobody else is to have a finger in

the pie. It will make our fortunes, Dan'el."

" Yes —it won't be a bad haul for our nets," ob-

served the Hangman, in a tone of satisfaction.

" The worst of it is tliat we sliall be so completely

at old Jeremy's mercy. But this is a thing wc must

UNIVERSITY OF
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see too : and, by all the fiends ! I'll slit the ancient

villain's windpipe if he don't treat us well in the

matter."

"If you speak so loud you'll awake that bump-
kin in the corner there," said John, pointing with

liis pipe towards the countryman.
" Ah ! I forpot him," observed the Hanjyman.

"But those fellows sleep like tops. Well, now
we've to settle the nipht for this little business of

our'n—and then I shall be off."

" You're goin;^ back to London to-night, Dan'el ?"

said the footman, interrogatively.

" To be sure I am—or else how the devil could

I be at business to-morrow morning at seven

o'clock ?"' demanded the Hangman.
" Ah ! that barbering dodge of your's is a capital

blind!" observed John, with a subdued chuckle.

"But you've got such a precious agreeable and
pleasant look, that I wonder half your customers

ain't afraid to trust their faces to your razor.

There's such a short distance between the chin

and the throat
"

"Come, none of your chaffing," growled the

Hangman, sulkily. "We didn't make ourselves:

if we did, may be I should have put a handsomer
head on my body."

"And then you wouldn't have done for the office

of Jack Ketch," rejoined the livery- servant, whom
the landlord's strong ale had enlivened into a ban-
tering mood. "But what with the joint avocations

of Public Executioner and Cheap Barber, my
friend Dan'el Coffin is the most important per-

sonage in Fleet Lane, Farringdon Street, London."
" I say, old fellow," exclaimed the Hangman, his

countenance becoming terribly dark and his eyes
glaring with luminous fii-es,

—" do you want me to

flatten this pewter pot on your skull ? Because if

you do, you're going just the right way to provoke
me to it. What the devil has come upon you all

of a sudden ?"

" Why, can't you stand a joke, Dan'el," said the
livery-servant. *' I'm sure 1 didn't mean to offend
you "

" Well, well," interrupted the Hangman, suffer-

ing himself to be appeased. "But I'm not of the
liveliest temper in the world, you know," he added,
with a ghastly attempt at a smile ; " and I can't
understand a jest. Now, then—once more, what
night is it to be ?"

" Suppose we say next Sunday night," observed
John, after a few minutes' consideration. "The
old lady never has any company of a Sunday even-
ing, and always goes to bed early."

"Let it be Sunday evening, then," said Jack
Ketch: "and in the meantime I'll see old Jeremy
and whisper to him what's in the wind."
"Do so," rejoined the footman. "At mid-

night punctually you'll
"

The remainder of the sentence was breathed in

the lowest tone to the Hangman's ear.

"Good! The appointment shall be kept to a
moment," replied the latter worthy : then, having
emptied his pewter pot, he rose to take his
departure.

John the the footman likewise tossed off the
remainder of his ale ; and the two friends sepa-
rated, leaving the country bumpkin still snoring in
the corner of the tap-room.

CHAPTER XV.

OUTRAGE AND MISTER T.

It was on this same Tuesday evening of which we
have just been writing, that an incident occurred in

the neighbourhood of Canterbury, which we must
pause to chronicle in its proper place.

The sun had set—the delicious softness and
calmness of twilight was upon the scene — the

flowers were closing up their buds, as if wearied of

expending their fragrance on a thankless air—and
the twitter of the birds became fainter in the

trees.

The charming Louisa was seated in that bower
where we last beheld her in company with the

handsome and adoring Jucelyn Loftus. She was
alone—and pensive : but her pensiveness was not

imbued with affliction—scarcely with sorrow. It

was rather the stagnant thought of love: for she

had been pondering the whole day, and was pon-
dering now, upon the image of the young man to

whom she had given ber heart.

On the preceding evening he had told her that

he must leave Canterbury for a few days—perhaps
not more than three: but at all events, he had po-

sitively assured her that his absence would not

extend beyond a week at the very outside. His
contemplated marriage with the charming maiden,

by involving a change of position, rendered it ne-

cosriary for him to repair to London to look into his

afl'iirs: and Louisa had given him a letter which

he undertook to deliver in person to Clara in Strat-

ton Street. He was naturally anxious to avail

himself of this opportunity of paying his respects

to the sister of iiis beloved one ; and the reader

may rest assured that Louisa had not only written

a very long letter, but had also charged him with

a thousand fond messages for Clara.

Jocelyn, who had been residing for many weeks

at an hotel iu Canterbury, took his departure by

the first coach on the Tuesday morning, so that he

might reach London at an early hour in the even-

ing, and thus have time to write letters to those

persons whom he intended to call upon next day.

For he was really and naturally most anxious to

dispose of his business with all possible prompti-

tude, in order to return the sooner to Canterbury

and to the sweet society of her whom he loved with

such unfeigned devotion.

Louisa was therefore now alone,—alone, at the

delicious twilight hour, in the umbrageous arbour.

She thought of everything that Jocelyn had said to

her on the preceding evening,—how he had im-

plored her to be happy during his temporary ab-

sence—how he had aft'ectionately kissed away her

tears, whispering the tenderest vows and protes-

tations the while. She thought also that she was

bound to rejoice at this visit which he was paying

to London, inasmuch as it would furnish the oppor-

tunity of rendering him acquainted with her sister,

and also of ascertaining that she was both well

and happy. And then, too, this journey to the

metropolis was undertaken for the purpose of set-

tling his alfairs previously to the arrangements for

that bridal ceremony which was to make him in-

dissolubly her own : and therefore, as she reviewed

all these circumstances, Louisa could not well ex-

perience affliction at her lover's absence.
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The sun had set some time—the twilight had

merged into the deepening obscurity of the hour—

and still Louisa remained in the arbour. The pro-

found tranquillity which prevailed was congenial to

her feelings ;—and in a sort of dreamy reverie she

sate pondering upon the topic so dear to gentle mai-

dens who truly and fondly love.

She had left her aunt sleeping in her chamber,

with the servant-girl Mary watching by her side

;

and the young lady knew that if her afflicted relative

awoke, she would receive the kindest care from that

faithful domestic. Louisa was not therefore in haste

to quit the scene of deep shade and profound silence

where she could ponder, with such abstraction of

sentiment, upon her cherished love.

It was near ten o'clock; and Louisa was at last

thinking of returning into the cottage, when she was

startled by a noise like that of some one forcing a

way through the hedge surrounding the garden. She

listened with suspended breath—and all was still.

Then, as the influence of that sudden alarm subsided,

she rose from the bench in the arbour and was hasten-

ing towards the cottage,when two rufiSans sprang forth

from the dense shade of the fruit-trees. A hand

tliat was instantaneously placed upon her mouth

stifled the faint shriek which had risen to her lips:

and at the same moment a rough voice menaced her

with terrible things if she dared to create an alarm.

But these threats were needless: for the poor girl

was now in a fainting condition—and she would have

fallen to the ground had not the arms of the two

ruffians supported her. In this state was she borne

to a gap which had been made in the hedge near the

arbour: and, being carried through the opening, she

was conveyed to a vehicle resembling a gipsy's van,

and which was waiting at a little distance. Into this

she was thrust, though not violently ; and the door

was closed upon her, leaving her in utter darkness.

" Cheer up, young lass—you've nothing to be ter-

rified at," said a female voice, which, by its tones,

was evidently that of an old woman.
"Who are you?—what does this mean?" inquired

Louisa, partially recovering herself, but scarcely

able to believe that what was passing could be other-

wise than a dream.
" I musn't answer no questions," was the reply,

given in the same harsh voice as before, and in a

course, vulgar tone. " But you ain't a-going to be

killed—so don't be afeard on that score.

Louisa pressed her hands to her brow to steady

her whirling thoughts. She was seated upon a
bench in the vehicle, entombed la the profoundest

darkness, and with some old hag as her companion.

The vehicle itself was now moving on at a rapid

rate. But whither was it going?—what destiny

was in reserve for her ? Surely she must be the

victim of some terrible mistake ? "Who could pos-
sibly have any interest or motive in perpetrating

this outrage upon her ?

" You must have captured the wrong person ?"

she said at length, but in a tone of the most poig-

nant anguish. "Tell me— speak— whom were
you instructed to take prisoner?"

" My sons did it, young lass," was the response,

the harsh tones of the old woman's voice grating
through tlie darkness of the vehicle. "They
know all about it—and if your name's Louisa
Stanley, there's no mistake in the business wbat-
somever."

Aa exclamation of despair burst from the yoang

lady's lips—and the sense of her complete helpless-

ness struck upon her with an eifect that was al-

most maddening. Good heavens ! what was to

become of her aunt?—what would the poor maid-
servant think? The idea was distraction ! And
then, if she were to be kept a prisoner for any
length of time— if Jocelyn were to return and find

her absent—or if he wrote and his letters remained
unanswered O God ! these reflections, as they
swept through Louisa's brain, were fraught with
the excruciations of ten thousand agonies

!

The vehicle had proceeded about twenty mi-
nutes, when the wheels began to rattle over the

pavement of a street : and Louisa was thus made
aware that it was entering Canterbury—no doubt
at some point to reach which it had taken a circui-

tous route, inasmuch as the distance between the

cottage and the nearest suburb might have been
accompHshed in a quarter of the interval. In a

few more minutes it stopped ; and the old woman
said in a stern voice, " Now, young lass, you must
let me put a hood over your head "

And while thus speaking, she stretched out her

arms towards Louisa. But the instant the young
maiden experienced the contact of fingers that

felt cold, sharp, and skinny as the claws of some
horrible animal, her already overwrought feelings

and excited imagination conjured up the most ap-

palling ideas ;—and believing that she was cooped

up in the van with a fearful—perhaps unearthly

—

object, she sought to find vent for her frenzied

terrors in a wild, thrilling scream. But it died

upon her lips—her emotions suddenly overpowered

her—and she fell back in the vehicle, deprived of

all consciousness.

When Louisa Stanley awoke again, she found her-

self lying upon a bed, with a serious-looking elderly

female standing by her side

"Where am I?" demanded the agitated girl, a

host of painful reminiscences crowding in upon her

mind : and before a syllable of response could be

given by her to whom the question was addressed,

Louisa's eyes swept with the speed of lightning

round the room, as if she sought, in the nervous

excitement of her terror, to embrace every object at

a glance.

A candle, placed upon a toilette-table, lighted the

chamber, which was small but well furnished ; and

the walls appeared to be covered with a thick baize

instead of either wainscotting or paper. The bed on

which Louisa found herself reclining, was hung with

heavy draperies, now drawn aside no doubt for the

purpose of afibrding her as much air as possible:

and equally massive curtains at the end of the apart-

ment facing the couch, showed where the window

was situated.

"Where am I ?" she had demanded, half starting

from the bed as this rapid survey was followed by

the conviction that it was no dream from which she

had just awakened, but that she had really been

snatched away from her home and borne to a strange

place.

" Tranquillise yourself, young lady," said the

female, in a voice the mildness of which contrasted

strongly with the harsh tones of the hag whose touch

had so frightened the maiden in the gipsy van.

"But where am I?—and by whose command am
I brought hither?" exclaimed Louisa, springing

from the couch.
" 1 cannot answer your questions, Miss," returned
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the woman. "All I can say is, that you have

nothing to apprehend either on your own account or

that of any person dwelling at your cottage."

« What am I to understand by the latter portion

of your remarks?" demanded Louisa, with feverish

—almost delirious impatience.

« I mean that some reasonable excuse has been

made for your absence from home," was the reply.

"A trusty person has delivered such a message to

the servant at the cottage."

"Then, great heaven! ismy absence to belong?—

is my captivity to last for days—or weeks—or
"

And horrified at the prospect which her terrors

were shadowing forth, the unhappy girl stopped

short and burst into tears.

" I must again observe, Mis?," said the woman,
<•' that I dare not answer any queries which you may

put to me. But I implore you to tranquillise your

feelings "

" Oh ! what will become of me ?—for what doom

am I reserved?" exclaimed Louisa, in a voice

broken by sobs that half suffocated her: and as she

thus gave vent to her bitter, bitter affliction, she

wrung her hands in despair.

The female said nothing—but stood back a few

paces and gazed with cold and impassive look upon

that spectacle of woe which would have touched any

heart that was not inured to such scenes. Perhaps

she thought that torrents of tears would afford relief

to the agonized maiden : and so she let her weep on.

And if this were her calculation, she was not

deceived in it: for those pearly floods and those suf-

focating sobs proved a vent for the surcharged vio-

lence, though not for the torturing keenness, of

Louisa's mental agony ;—and becoming more com-

posed outwardly, she again addressed all kinds of

queries to the matron.

"I am here to obey your orders, Miss, in every-

thing that becomes an attendant," was the re-

spouse ;
" but not to be garrulous or communica-

tive. If you need refreshments, I will procure

them immediately: every luxury is at your dis-

posal. If you desire to seek the bed which is there

i-eady for you, I will assist you in your night-

toilette. And as it is growing late, I think you

would do well to adopt my suggestion. At all

events, you may command me as you choose—and

if you wish to be alone, 1 will leave you."
" Yes—leave me—I would be alone !" answered

Louisa, vague thoughts and undefined hopes of

escape naturally springing up in her mind.

An imperceptible smile for a moment moved the

lips of the female, as if she penetrated the unhappy

guTs design aud knew how vain it was: but

merely wishing her a cold "Good night,"iShe

quitted the room.
It appeared by the sound as if iwo doors closed

behind the woman: but whether this Avcre fancy

or not on Louisa's part, it assuredly was no delu-

sion when the noise of a key turning in the lock

and a bolt being drawn on the outside, fell upon
her ear.

" O heaven! what will become of me?" cried the

poor girl, before whom thuse ominous sounds

seemed to conjure up the blank darkness of des-

pair : but the next instant she fell upon her knees
—and from the depths of her stricken soul arose

a voiceless yet fervid cry to Ilim who sits above
the stars and sees and hears everythmg that takes

place upon earth.

CHAPTER XVL

THE MARQUIS OF LEVESON.

The day following the incidents just recorded was
Wednesday ; and the scene again shifts from Can-
terbury to London.

The Marquis of Leveson rose at an earlier hour
than usual. His favourite and faithful valet,

Stephen Brockman, saw that his lordship was
labouring under a certain amount of nervous ex-

citement: but the dependant, as discreet as he was
devoted, ventured not the slightest allusion to the
circumstance. He knew full well that if the Mar-
quis intended to make him a confidant in anything
which had transpired or was anticipated, his lord-

ship would not require to be drawn out, but would
speak of his own accord : whereas, on the other

hand, if the nobleman purposed to keep his otto

counsel, he would assuredly do so.

The toilette of the aiarquis of Leveson was
completed. The whiskers were artistically dyed

—

the false teeth, which had lain all night in rose-

water, were fitted in—the wig looked as well as a
natural head of hair—and there was not a crease

in the elegantly fashioned garments. A diamond
pin shone on the snowy shirt-frill—a gold chain of

exquisite workmanship festooned over the morn-
ing waistcoat—and a couple of rings, the value of

either of which would have made any mechanic
or artizan happy for the rest of his hfe, glittered

on the nobleman's right hand,
" Now, Brockman," began the Marquis of Leve-

son, as he took a last survey of himself in the full-

length mirror, or psyche,—"I have some particular

instructions to give you."
" Yes, my lord," said the valet, perceiving that

the ice was about to be broken.
" In the first place I intend to remain at home the

whole day,' continued the Marquis ; "and I shall sit

in the Crimson Drawing-Koom. Whoever calls,

no matter what the appearance of the visitor may
be, let him or her be immediately shown up."

" Yes, my lord," said the valet.

" You know the two porcelain vases, standing on
either side of the fire-place ? Well—let a loaded

pistol be placed in each, with the butt uppermost,

so that they may be ready to the hand if need be."

"Two loaded pistols, my lord!" echoed the

valet, in mingled astonishment and dismay.

« Yes—two loaded pistols, Brockman," repeated

the JMarquis, in a tone of authority :
" and take

care that they are loaded. But you need labour

under no apprehension on my account : I am not

going to fight a duel. The precaution is merely

taken because the visitor whom I expect may
prove an insolent one."

" Your lordship's commands shall be obeyed,"

answered the valet.

" Aud you may put a nosegay in each vase, Brock-

niau," continued the ]\Iarquis, "so as to hide the

pistols. But these .ire not all the instructions which

I have to give you. I have chosen the Crimson

Drawing-Room because it has two bells—one ring-

ing in the servants' hall, and the other in the passage

leading to your own apartment."

" Yes, my lord," said the valet.

"Well," resumed the nobleman, "you must now

pay particular attention to the instructions I am
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about to give. The moment a visitor arrives, you
will hasten to your own apartment and pull down

the window-blind. But you will on no account quit

the room until I send word that you can do so. On
the contrary, you will remain there to listen atten-

tively for the bell in the passage : and the moment
you hear it ring once, you will draw up the blind.

Do you understand me?"
" Perfectly, my lord," was the reply.

"But if you should hear the bell ring twice, Brock-

man," continued the Marquis, " you will, at the se-

cond peal, hasten down to the Crimson Drawing-

Room, where I shall in that case need your

presence."

" Very good, my lord," answered the valet. " Has
your lordship any farther instructions 1" he inquired,

wondering whether he was to receive an explanation

of the extraordinary proceedings and precautions

just detailed by his noble master.

"Nothing more, Brockman," was the response.

" I am now going straight to the Crimson Drawing-

Ptooiu, where you can order breakfast to be served

up."

The valet bowed and withdrew, considerably dis-

appointed at being thus left in the dark relative to

the affair now in progress. The moment the door

closed behind him the Marquis opened a drawer and

took out several Bank-notes to the value of two

thousand guineas. Having carefully copied the

numbers of the notes upon a slip of paper, which he

locked up in the drawer, he placed the notes them-

selves in his waistcoat pocket, and then descended

the stairs to the Crimson Drawing-Room.
This apartment, which borrowed its distinctive

epithet from the hue of the draperies and the

cusliions of the chairs and sofas, was furnished with

the most luxurious splendour. It was very lofty

—

and the ceiling was painted to represent the sky at

the hour of sunrise, in order that the rosy tints which
the artist was thus enabled to introduce should

match the crimson paper on the walls and the colour

of the furniture's rich trappings. The mirrors in

this superb apartment were four in number and of

enormous size. Magnificent porcelain vases were

filled with flowers that renderecl the atiuosphere fra-

grant ; and the light, softened and subdued by the

hangings at the windows, was of that auroral tint

which the sun-beams borrow when passing through

bowers of full-blown, blushing roses.

There were two doors to the Crimson Drawing-
Room—one opening from the lauding-, and there-

fore servinjj as the usual means of ingress and
egress ; and the other, at the opposite side of the

apartment, leading into a suite of chambers to

which the dependants of the household generally

had no access. The key of the door thus conmiu-
nicating with that secret range of rooms, was al-

ways in the possession of the Marquis; and when
those rooms required cleatiiog and dusting, the
housekeeper and Stephen Brockman were exclu-
sively entrusted with that duty. It was of this

suite that a rumour existed to the cffjct notified

at the commencement of our narrative : namely,
that they contained pictures and statues of such a
character as to excite maddening desires even in

the breast of the sternest anchorite or the coldest

viry:in.

But to resume our tale. The Marquis of Love-
son seated himself in the Crimson Drawing-Koom,
and partook of the chocolate that was served up.

While thus lingering over his breakfast, he re-

viewed all the precautions he had been adopting.
Contrary to his habit upon first rising in the morn-
ing, he had dresssed himself for the day, because
he did not know how soon his expected visitor

might come, or how late he might be kept wait-
ing for the arrival. He had ordered pistols to be
placed ready at hand in case of need : and he
had devised the means of summoning his valet, if

his presence should be wanted. He had numbered
the Bank-notes ; and the drawing up of the blind
in Brockman's apartment was also a portion of the
ramified preparations he had made.

Pleased A^'ith his review of these arrangements,
the Marquis finished his breakfast, and rang the
servants' bell for the footman to remove the silver

tray. The domestic who answered the summons
brought in some letters which had just arrived by
the twopenny post ; and the nobleman proceeded
to examine them with the leisurely ease of one whs
is pretty well assured that his circumstances in

life are a guarantee against the arrival of any dis-

agreeable correspondence.

The first letter which ho opened, ran as fol-

lows :—

" Tuesday evening, September nth, 1814.
" Start not, my dear uncle, when you see my hand-

writing and learn that I am once more in London. 1 re-

tm-ned on Simday evening, but am preserving the strictest

incognita, for reasons which you can too well divine. I
propose calling upon you to-morrow (Wednesday) at about
twelve o'clock. Pray be at home—and, what is more,
contrive to be disengaged and alone, as I %Yish to speak
to you on matters of the greatest importance.

" Yotu" affectionate niece.

" ERNESTINA BYSART."

"Poor Ernestinal" said the Marquis to himself,

as he laid down the letter. " She is the only one
of the whole family that I ever loved. But then,

while yet a mere girl—and before that unfortunate

marriage into which she was inveigled—she nursed
me during my long and serious illness Poor
Earnestina I Yes—1 will see her—to be sure I will

see her
!"

And the IMarquis rose to ring the servants'

bell, in order to give orders that his niece. Lady
Ernestina Dysart, should be admitted when she

called at mid-day: but suddenly recollecting that

he had already issued instructions to the eifect

that every one, no matter who it was, sliould be

shown up into his presence, lie returned to his

seat.

Resuming the examination of his letters, ho
opened the second one on the pile which the foot-

man had placed before him; and he read its cou-

tents as follows :

—

" Tuesday evening, Septemher I'lli.

" My lord,

" Much as I deplore the necessity of holding personal

communication with your lordsliip, drcumstanccs never-

theless compel me to request an interview in the course of

to-morrow. I shall tlierel'oro wait upon your lordship at

about one o'clock.

" I liavc the honour to remain, my lord

"Your lordship's obedient servant and nephew,

"ALGERNON CAVENDISH."

"The insolent boy!" ejaculated the Marquis,

tossing the letter indignantly upon the table. " He

disowns his relative—and then requests an inter-

view! And doubtless, if the world knew all, he

would be termed high spirited— and so forth!
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But I will see him—yes—I will see him : for I

curious to know what he can possibly want with

me. By the bye, howstrange is this coincidence—

the brother and the sister both coming to me on

the same day—both writing at the same time—and
yet not in concert ! No—for I dare say that Alger-

non and Ernestina have not met for some time past."

Thus musing, the Marquis of Leveson took up

a third letter; and instantly recognising the hand-

writing of the address, he opened it and rend the

following lines :—

" 13, Stratton Street, PiccadiUy,
" September nth, ISU.

" Dear Lord Leveson,
" I liave a particular favour to request of you, which I

am certain you will grant. But I do not lilie to commit it

to paper ; and therefore I will do myself the pleasure of

calling at Leveson House to-morrow (Wednesday, the 18th)

at about three o'clock. Do be at home, there's a dear

good soul.

" YoHr sincere friend,

"ELIZABETH BATHURST."

" Upon my honour ! methinks I have done well

to remain at home the whole day," murmured his

lordship to himself. " What a troop of visitors!

And I suppose that my friend Miss Bathurst wants

to borrow some more money of me. Borrow,

indeed ! As if she would ever repay me ! Wh^, it

is but six weeks or so, since I lent her a thousand

pounds. Ic is very clear that she is not coming
for the purpose of returning it— otherwise she

would not intimate that she has a request to prof-

fer. Ah ! it is very fortunate for such ladies as

Miss Bathurst that there are such men as the

jMarquis of Leveson in the world."

The current of the nobleman's musings was
turned into another channel, when, on taking up
the fourth letter, he recognised the handwriting of

Jlrs. Owen. The epistle contained the following

words :

—

^^ Richmond, Tuesday evenimg, Sept. 17th.

" My dear Leveson,
" To-morrow morning I shall be in London with the

givls. All is settled—and they are to take their departure

at once. 1 have received a letter from eur gracious Queen
to that effect. They have all four been well tutored by
me : and I am certain that not even the members of the
famous Secret Tolice of Taris, nor yet the most astute

brethren of the Order of Jesuits, could bo better prepared

to play their part than are my daughters. I shall take

them to-morrow as far as Woohvlch and see them embark:
and then I shall return at once, passing through London on
my way homeward. I therefore propose to call upon you
bctw^een four and five to-morrow afternoon, as I wish to

have a tew words with ^ou m private.

"Faithfully your's.

"AKNE OWEN."

"This is most extraordinary!" exclaimed the
M.arquis aloud. "Four appointments made for

to-daj', in addition to the one which had induced
me to remain at home ! It is scarcely credible—
and if such a string of coincidences occurred in

a romance or novel, the reader would cry out
against such an improbability. Well, at all events
my day will be thoroughly occupied ! But if the

visitor,—the visitor of visitors, as I may call him
or her, whichever it is to be, who will call with the
pocket-book and to receive the two thousand
guineas,—if this visitor, I say, arrives ivhile either
of the others happens to be with me, I umst at
once get i-id of the latter, be it niece or nephew—
^liss Bathurst or Mrs. Owen."

Having arrived at this determination, the Marquis
of Leveson proceeded to examine the remaining let-

ters : but their contents were not of a character to

interest the reader.

Having run through his correspondence, the noble-

man rose from his seat and advanced to one of the

windows. On the opposite side of the street a beg-

gar-man was posted.
, A wretched object, in truth,

did he seem, with his garments in rags, a white
handkerchief bound round his head as if he had
sustained some injury, and a black patch over one
eye.

But the Marquis, as he caught sight of that miser-

able-looking cieature, only smiled significantly and
turned away from the window.

CHAPTER XVI

L

ERNESTINA AND ALQERNOH.

Punctually as the time-piece upon tlie mantel
proclaimed the hour of noon, a hackney-coach
stopped at Leveson House ; and a lady, handsomely

|

dressed, but closely veiled, alighted. On entering

the hall of the mansion she threw back her veil, and
revealed a countenance that was strikingly beautiful.

Her age appeared to be about four-and-twenty ; and
a certain air of melancholy which gave a plaintive

expression to her features, enhanced the tender

interest that her style of loveliness was calculated

to inspire.

The hall-porter instantaneously recognised this

lady, and greeted her with the profoundest respect

A footman who was in attendance informed her, in

answer to the inquiry which she made, that the

Marquis was at home j and he at once conducted

her to the Crimson Drawing-Room.

"Lady Ernestina Dysarc!" exclaimed the do-

mestic, thus announcing the visitress as he flung open

the door of the apartment.

" My dear niece, I am rejoiced to see you," said

Lord Leveson, advancing to welcome her: then,

kissing her aflectionately upon the forehead, he con-

ducted her to a seat, placing himself near her.

We have before observed that there seems in the

human character to exist a necessity for loving

something or somebodj'. The most selfish of scan-

daUmongering old women will love their cat : the

most griping of misers may cherish an affection for

a faithful dog;—and the most brutal ruffian oft-

times is gentle and docile with his mistress. So it

was with the Marquis of Leveson. Unprincipled

and heartless as a voluptuary—selfish and egotistical

to a degree with regard to bis pleasures—and ready

to sacrifice anybody or anything to the gratification

of his sensualities,—this detestable nobleman enter-

tained a truly paternal afiection for his niece

Ernestina.

Truly had he himself observed, in the musings

which her letter had excited in his mind, that she

was the only being he had ever loved. His wife he

had never cared for: and without a tear had he

followed her to the grave. He had no children

—

and he hated his nephew, Lord Algernon Cavendish,

who was his heir : all other relatives that he had,

did he likewise hate or else feel indiflbrent about—

with the exception of Algernon's sister, his niece

Ernestina. He had loved her from her childhood

:

and his aflection was increased by the tender care
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witli which she had nursed him during a long

illness.

But still Jiis love was of a peculiar character.

She had married a^^aiiist his consent : indeed, she

had eloped with the man who became her husband;

—and the Marquis swore a deadly oath that he

would never reco;i:nise the match—never speak to

Mr. Dysart—never do anything: for him. Nor
could all his love for Ernestina induce him to alter

his mind : so that for the last few years (since that

fatal elopement and marriag'e) the lady had been
to a considerable dey:ree estranjjed from her uncle's

society.

But now the niece and her noble relative have
met again—and the latter has welcomed Ernestina

kindly. He has kissed her brow—he has conducted

her to a seat—he has placed liimself near her

—

and he gazes upon her with mingled attention and
interest. She has been married five years : during

that period lie has not beheld her often—and it is

upwards of six months suice he saw her hist. Slie

is still beautiful—touchingly, charmingly, tascina-

tingly beautiful : and he d 'plores in the pro-

fundities of his soul that suc'i beauty should have

been thrown away upon si.ch a man as Paul

Dysart.

It is not however because E -nestina's husband is a

dissiiKited, reckless, good-for-nothing character,—

nor because he is a gamcsf er and a spendthrift,

—

nor because he is nnieh c Idcr than the lady iier-

sclf,—it is not for all tiiesc reasons that the Mar-

quis of Levcson abhors the alliance which his niece

lias formed. But it is because ]\Ir. Dysart is a

man of broken fortunes—unconnected with any

aristocratic family—in fact.adownright adventurer.

The Marquis therefore considers that Ernestina

has disgraced herself, beyond all icparation, by

such a match; and tiiough he now rv-coives her
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kindly, she knows full well that were she even to

mention the name of her husband, her uncle

would start up in a fury and overwhelm her with

the bitterest reproaches.
" I am rejoiced to see you," repeated the Mar-

quis of Leveson.

"I am rejoiced to see you also, my dear uncle,"

answered Ernestina, with a profound sigh, "You
are in g:ood health—you look well and—and
you are happy \"

" I wish that you wore happy also, Ernestina,"

said the nobleman. " But if there be anything

that I can do to lighten your afflictions—and so

lorn; as it is for yourself di]one, mind "

" Thank you, my dear uncle—thank you ! " ex-

claimed Lady Ernestina Dysart, with a lingular

and enthusiastic fervour. " I told you in my brief

note that 1 wished to speak to you upon a matter

of importance—and it is only to beseech a favour

at jour hands."

"Name it, niece-name it," said the Marquis,

hurriedly. "But not a word upon a particular

topic—not a syllable on behalf of a certain per-

son "

"No: it is only for myself that I am about to

solicit this favour, my dear uncle," interrupted the

lady, Willi a species of hysterical nervousness in

her manner, and a painful excitement in her tone:

then, with the evident trei)idation and suspense of

one who fears a refusal, she said, " Tlie boon that

1 crave at your hands, is money !'

" 1 thought so !"
« jaculated the Marquis, his lips

quiverin<^. " But if it be to betitowupon one wiio

will waste it at the gaming-table—and leave you to

want or embarrassment "

"No, no— it shall not be disposed of thus!" ex-

claimed Ernestina, with impassioned violence.

"But I can assure you, my dear uncle, it will re-

lieve nie—yes, me—from cruel difficulties "

"Well, well—you shall have it, Ernestina," in-

terrupted the Marquis, pressing her hMtid as a fa-

ther might do towards a daughter. " How long do

you remain in London ?"

"Ell?" she ejaculated, as if startled by the ques-

tion. "Oh! not another hour, provided you assist

me in this respect. I am going away—and—and

it will perhaps be a long time before you will see

nie again."

" A long time before I may see you ag;ain," said

the Marquis, echoing her words in a musing tone,

as he revolved in his mind the amount of money
he should bestowupon h'^r: then, taking a hint from

her observation, he add !d, " Well, if you are going

away from London—ami if I shall not see you for

a long time— I must en£ jre you against want and
misery. Remain here fur a lew minutes."

And the INIarquis hurr ed from the room,
llepairing straight to .lis own chamber, he took

out a bundle of Bank-noU s from the (h'awer which

lias already been mentioned; and selecting enough
to make up two thousand guineas, he hastened back

to the Crimson Drawing-Room.
AVhy he pitched upon this precise sum, it is not

easy to say. He assuredly had no particular

motive in doing so : but perhaps it was because

this amount was uppermost in his mind whenever
ho thought of money-matters at all—inasmuch as

it was the sum he had engaged to pay for the res-

toration of his pocket-book. t)r else, as he had
once before presented Ernestina with that amount.

since her marriage, he was led to manifest an

equal liberality on this occasion. .

However,—be the influence which ruled him at

tiie moment what it may,—such was the sum that

he placed in her hands on his return to the

Crimson Drawing-Room.
" Here are two thousand guineas, Ernestina," he

said: "and may they prove really and truly

serviceable
"

But she cut short his words by throwing her-

self into his arms—and laying her head on his

shoulder, she sobbed aloud.

" Come, my dear girl—come—cheer up," he ex-

claimed, considerably moved, if not deeply afifected.

"I can understand your sorrows, although I lio

not choose to allude to them. Cheer up, I

say-—

"

"Pardon this ebullition of grief, dear uncle,"

said Ernestina, in a trembling tone : then, raising

her head, she wiped away her tears and by a

strong effort regained her composure. "Have
you heard anything of Algernon lately?" she

inquired.
" Yes—read this note," replied the Marqui?, as

he placed in her hands the letter which he had re-

ceived from his nephew by the morning's post.

"Ah! Algernon is in London—and he will call

upon you to-day?" cried Ernestina. "I have not

seen him now for more than a year," she added, in

a tone of profound melancholy: "and when last

we met "

"You had words—and you parted in anger,"

said the Marquis of Leveson. " I have not for-

gotten that you told me this circumstance. In-

deed, it was soon afterwards that Algernon adopted

the singular—strange—mad—insulting resolution,

which has so embittered me against hira
!"

"'Alas! poor brother!" murmured Lady Ernestina

Dysai-t, her fair bosom swelling with a painful sob.

" I dare not remain to meet him," she added, in a

musing tone, and forgetting that her words met

her uncle's ear.

" Why should you not dare to meet him?" de-

manded Lord Leveson, hastily. " Was your quarrel

of so seriuus a nature?—for you will be pleased to

remember that I am unacquainted with the parti-

culars."

"Let us not dwell upon the subject, my dear

uncle," said Ernestina, in a tone of entreaty. " In-

deed, I must take my leave of you—I must say

farewell !"—and she rose from her seat.

"Farewell, niece—farewell, my dear Ernestina,"

exclaimed the nobleman, pressing his lips once

more to her forehead. "You know that I wish

you all possible happiness—and if, now and then,

you choose to write me a line
"

" I will, I will, dear uncle," cried the lady, in a
tone which expressed the joy she felt at the kind

hint thus breathed in her ears. " Once more fare-

well !"

And having embraced her uncle affectionately,

Ernestina Dysart hurried from the room.

Scarcely had the Marquis of Leveson recovered

from the excitement produced by this interview

with his niece, when the door of the Crimson

Drawing-Room was again thrown open—and Lord

Algernon Cavendish was announced.

The Marquis gave a cold and scarcely percep-

tible inclination of the head, in acknowledgment of

the equally cold but somewhat more decided salu-
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tation on the part of the young nobleman who was

alike his nephew and his heir.

Algernon was younger than his sister, but equally

handsome, though of a different style of beauty

;

and his appearance was altogether more intellectual

—more expressive of fine feelings—and more indi-

cative of a lofty character, than that of Lady

Ernestina Dysart.

"My lord," he said, as he entered the room,

"I repeat orally the regret which I recorded in

writing, at bemg compelled thus to seek your lord-

ship's presence "

"Is there contamination in it, proud boy?" de-

manded the Marquis, his sneering tone and scorn-

ful look contrasting strangely with the mild voice

and affectionate demeanour that he had adopted

towards the young man's sister so short a time

previously.
" My lord," answered Algernon, with a dignified

firmness, " if anytliing bordering upon a quarrel

takes place between us, it will be of your lordship's

seeking. Although I can never regard your lord-

ship wiih love or esteem, I do not wish to treat

you with disrespect."
" Is not the whole tenour of your conduct an

outrage. Lord Algernon Cavendish?" exclaimed

the ilarquis ofLeveson angrily. "I have given you
your proper name : why should you be ashamed of

it?"

" Oh ! ashamed of it—heaven knows that I am
ashamed of it !" cried the young lord, with im-
passioned sincerity. " But I beseech you not to

force me into a discussion which will only re-open

so many wounds. With your permission, there-

fore, I will proceed to state the object of my visit

to your lordship."

"Go on, Lord Algernon Cavendish," said the

Marquis of Leveson, who seemed to take delight

in throwing the young man's name at him as if it

were a taunt: and the old nobleman remained
standing, in order that he might not be compelled
to ask his nephew to be seated.

' I require some money, ray lord," answered the

latter, iu a tone of ingenuous candour and frank
confidence ; "and 1 thought perhaps that you would
prefer letting me have it, rather than compel me
to seek the assistance of money-lenders."

"Ai-tlessly spoken, upon my honour!" exclaimed
the Marquis of Leveson, with an ironical laugh,

"And you. Lord Algernon Cavendish, who are so

particular—so very strait-laced—so extremely
punctilious,

—

you talk of flying to money-brokers
and usurers !"

" And wherefore not, my lord ?" asked the young
nobleman, with the unruffled voice and calm de-
meanour of one who is conscious of no wrong and
who is practising no duplicity. "Tiio affair is

veiy plain and simple. Circumstances have
arisen which render it necessary that I should
have two or three thousand guineas at the present
moment; and "

" And you come to me as a matter of right?"
said tlie Marquis, with a sneer. "But suppose
that I refer you to the Jew discounters "

" No, my lord—I shall address myself to some
respectable solicitor or conveyancer ?" interrupted
Algernon, btill maintaining a calm dignity of
demeanour.

" And they will doubtless suppose that I am
ruiiie.l or in pecuniary embarrassments, and unable

to assist you!" exclaimed the Marquis, angrily.
" But they shall not have an opportunity of
spreading false reports concerning me," added the
nobleman, who was as vain of his reputation for

wealth as he was proud of his haughty title : " and
although my nephew Lord Algernon Cavendish
does declare that I dissipate all my revenues iu
luxury and debauchery, I will show him that I can
spare two or three thousand guineas for his wants,
whatever they may be. Yes—and more generous,
too, than he, I shall not even ask the purt)ose for

which he needs the amount. Now then. Lord Al-
gernon Cavendish—be pleased to name the exact
sum which you require."

"Two thousand guineas will be sufScient, my
lord," answered the young nobleman, studiously
avoiding any inflammatory comment upon his
uncle's bitter and sarcastic speech.

"Two thousand guineas— eh?" murmured the
Marquis to himself : "everything is two thousand
guineas to-day! Indeed this is the day of days for

strange coincidences. But wait a few moments," he
said aloud, " while I fetch my cheque-book."

And the old nobleman quitted the apartment.
In about five minutes he returned : and as he

opened the door, he was struck by surprise on
beholding Lord Algernon examining one of the
pistols which had been deposited in the vases and
concealed by the nosegays.

" What means this prying disposition, insolent

boy ?" exclaimed the Marquis, in an angry tone.

" Your lordship will pardon me, I am sure," said

the young nobleman, with unchanging demeanour:
" but, being passionately fond of flowers, I took up
that nosegay,"—pointing to the bouquet, which he
had laid upon the table,—"and inside the vase I

beheld the pistol. Conceiving that it could be
nothing more than an admirably contrived porcelain

ornament, I was curious enough to take it out of the

vase in order to examine it: and my astonishment

at finvling it to be a real weapon bad not subsided

when your lordship returned to the room. If I liave

done wrong, I am sorry : but I have given tiiis long

explanation because I would not for a moment seem
to be of an impertinently prying or rudely curious

disposition."

The Marquis of Leveson looked very hard at his

nephew while the latter was thus speaking : but the

young man flinched not beneath the survey—and
the old nobleman appeared satisfied that the proceed-

ing was in reaiiiy as innocent and meaningless as it

was represented.

Lord Algernon, without another word, put back
the pistol mto the porcelain vase and replaced the

nosegay: while the Marquis of Leveson sate down
and wrote a cheque upon his bankers for two thou-

sand guineas.

" Tliere, Lord Algernon Cavendish," he said, as he

handed his nephew the draft with a frigid politeness.

"This will save you the nccessiiy of applying to

usurers—or respectable solicitors," he added ironi-

cally,

"I thank your lordship," returned Algernon.
" May 1 inquire if you have seen or heard from my
sister recently V

" Lady Ernestina has been with me this day,"

answered the old nobleman.

"This day !" echoed Algernon. "Then she is iu

London ? But her husband "

"Mention not his name, sir,—allude to him
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not
!

" cried the Marquis, fiercely. " Have you,

anything more to say to me ?"

" Only to inquire Ernestina's address—for,

being iu town, 1 will see her—and— and we will

embrace as brother and sister ou^ht," said the

youriff nobleman, his voice becorainfj tremulous

with painful but touching reminiscences.

" In good sooth," ejaculated the Marquis, "I did

not thiuk of demandin^j where she was staying.

Cut her visit to London is a mere flying one

—

made yi strict incognito—and moreover she did

not remain three-quarters of an hour with me al-

together. Beyond this, I have no information to

give you on your sister's account."

•'1 will not ask if she is happy," said the young
nobleman, with a profound sigh ;

" because I know
that she cannot be ! My lord, I will not detain

you longer—I beg to say farewell."

"Farewell, Lord Algernon Cavendish," returned

the Marquis of Leveson, flinging a taunt as it were

after his nephew even at the moment of depar-

ture.

CHAPTER XVIII.

MISS BATUUBST AND MRS. OWEN.—TUE POCKET-
BOOK,!

At tliree o'clock punctually, an elegant carriage

drove up to the door of Leveson House in Albe-
marle Street; and a lady, dressed with richness and
even sp!cndour, alighted.

She was about five-and-forty years of age, and
retained the traces of great beauty. Her dark
hair was still unstreaked with silver- Iiereyes were
large and piercing—and her teeth were admirably
preserved. Upon her cheeks art had shed the bloom
wiiich once was natural there ; and although some-
what thin, her figure was well proportioned.

On introducing her to the Crimson Drawing-
Koom, the footman announced Miss Balhurst.

" My dear friend," said ihe Marquis of Leveson,
hastening forward to welcome her, " you are in-

deed punctual to your appointment :"—then, as he
handed her to a seat, he observed, " And, upon
my honour ! looking as young and as handsome as

ever!"
" Flatterer !" exclaimed Miss Bathurst, with a

smile, showing, that the compliment was far from
disagreeable. "But your lordship is famous for

the utterance of those amiable nothings "

"Oh! fie," ejaculated the Marquis. "Is it a
mere meaningless phrase to assure Miss Bathurst
that she never looked better in her life. But,

after all, a lady of two or three-and-thirty is in

the bloom of her existence "

" And your lordship at fivc-and-forty is a per-

fect prodigy of youthfulness," rejoined the lady.

"You and I, my dear Marquis, may talk of our
age, for old acquaintance' sake."

" Yes — to be sure we may," observed the
nobleman, glancing at liimself complaisautly iu the
mirror over the mantel.

Now he knew full will that Miss Bathurst was at

least fivc-and-forty—while the lady, on the other
hand, was equally aware that his lordship could
not be a day under sixty : but they chose thus to

compliment aad flatter each other, being mutu-

ally silly and vain enough to fancy that the one
believed the other to be sincere.

" Why, how long have we been acquainted, my
dear Marquis?" said the lady, after a pause,
*•' Surely it must be twenty years ?"

" Yes— I should think it must," was the response.
"But then wc were so young at the time?" said

Miss Bathurst.

" To be sure !—a mere boy and girl," observed
the Marquis, with a sigh, " Do you remember the
first time you ever saw the Prince ?"

" Oh ! don't talk to me of the Prince—I hate
him !" exclaimed Miss Bathurst, petulantly. " You,
my dear Marquis, who are acquainted with every-
thing that has taken place between us, can judge
whether I have been well used, or not?"
"Why should you complain, my dear friend?"

said the nobleman, in a soothing tone. " You have
not been worse treated than others. Look at Mrs.
Fitzherbert—Lady Jersey—the Duchess of Devon-
shire—and a host of other beauties—some dead,
and some still living "

" Well, we have all had the supreme honour of
being the mistresses of his Royal Highness," ex-
claimed Miss Bathurst, bitterly ; " and he can s not
one fig for the memory of those who are gone or
the welfare of those who are living."

" You should not say that, my dear friend," ob-
served the Marquis. " His Royal Highness always
speaks of you with the utmost consideration : but
then, as the world does not generally know how
tender your intimacy has been, the Prince has

never paid you such particular attention in public

as to afford scojie for scandal."
" You know very well that everything has been

broken off for some time between the Prince and
me," said Miss Bathurst. " But never mind ! I am
not going to inflict a long tirade concerning my
grievances, real or imaginary. I come to ask yoa
a favour."

" Of what kind ?" demanded the Blarquis, who
had already anticipated the object of her visit.

" Instead of saying, ' 0/ ichat kind,' my dear
friend," replied IMiss Bathurst, reproachfully, "you
should say, * The favour is alrcadrj granted.'

"

" Well, the favour is already granted," exclaimed

Lord Leveson, laughing: then to himself he said,

" She has fairly caught me, and I must accede to

her demands."
" I was convinced that I could rely upon your

friendship," continued Miss Bathurst. "In plam
terms, I want you to lend me a couple of tJiousanJ

guineas for a few weeks ; and I shall be euabied to

settle with you for everything altogether."

" A couple of thousand guineas !" ejaculated tho

nobleman, with a start.

" ]\Iy lord, if this request be disagreeable to you,"

said Miss Bathurst, with an air of oflended pride,

" I am sorry that I should have exposed myself to the

mortification of a refusal."

" Not at all !—you have misunderstood me !" ex-

claimed the nobleman, unwilling either to annoy or

irritate so old a friend. " I can assure you that my
ejaculation meant nothing personal : but you said

two thousand guineas—and there is a strange co-

incidence But no matter!" he cried, suddenly

checking himself. " You shall have the money,

witli pleasure."

" 1 knew, ray dear Marquis, that I could rely

upon your kindness," observed Miss Bathurst.
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« You are aware that I possess a tolerable income

:

but I have latterly had many and heavy drains upon

me However, it is not worth while to enter into

particulars."

" I hope that Horace Sackville is not extravagant,"

said the Marquis.

"Not exactly extravagant," replied Miss Bathurst:

" but my nephew is necessarily expensive, moving as

he does in the best society. He is, however, an ex-

cellent young man "

" And a great favourite with us all," added the

Marquis of Leveson. "But I will write you a

cheque for the two thousand guineas "

" Have you no Bank-notes in the house ?"' inquired

Miss Bathurst. "lam anxious to return straight

home to Stratton Street; and I shall have to make

sundry disbursements the instant I get back."

" I can give you a portion in notes and gold, I dare

say," observed the Marquis. " Excuse me for a few

minutes :"—and he left ihe room to pay another visit

to his private drawer up-stairs.

On his return he beheld Miss Bathurst examining

with minute attention all the elegant and costly orna-

ments so profusely scattered about the Crimson

Drawing-Room.
" This is really a superb apartment, my dear Mar-

quis," she exclaimed. " Often as 1 have visited your

mansion, I hsve never been in this particular room
before. What splended draperies I—what a beauti-

ful ceiling! The picture of sun-rise is so tho-

roughly natural! And what exquisite vases!" she

added, her eyes as they swept about the room in all

directions, settling for a few moments upon the very

porcelain jars in which the pistols were hidden

beneath the nosegays of flowers. " I never admired

the general effect— the striking tout ensemble—oi a

drawing-room, so much in all ray life!"

" I am charmed that it pleases you," said the Mar-
quis ; then, in a significant tone and with an equally

meaning look, he observed, " But you have been in

this room before—when it was furnished in a totally

different style—all white silk and satin "

" Ah ! I recollect," exclaimed Miss Bathurst, the

blood mantling with so deep a dye upon her cheeks
as to show through the artificial bloom of the
rouge. " Then that door

"'

" Opens into the apartments to which the Prince
beguiled you in your girlhood," responded the

Marquis of Leveson, his tone and look alike indi-

cating all the gloating enjoyment which one volup-
tuary experiences at the thought of another's

triumphs.

"Many years have elapsed since then," mur-
mured the lady to herself, as she heaved a profound
sigh: then, starting as it were from the train of

thoughts into which she had fallen, she said, " But
1 am idling here and wasting your time also, my
dear Jlarquis. Whore is the money?"

" I can give you live hundred guineas in notes
and gold, and the remainder in a draft on my
banker," returned the nobleman.

" That will answer my purpose very well," said

IMiss Bathurst : then, having received the money,
she bade Lord Leveson farewell and took her de-
parture.

It was now half-past four o'clock—and the IMar-

quis began to wonder whether the pocket-book
would be brought to him and its ransom-money
claimed this day. He advanced towards the window:
and still, motionless as a statue and in a piteous

attitude of grovelling mendicancy, stood the beggar

on the opposite side of Albemarle Street. The
fellow's countenance was upturned, as if towards

heaven : but the Marquis knew full well that his eyes

were fixed upon the window of Stephen Brock-

man's chamber, which was over the Crimson
Drawii/g-lloom.

Scarcely had Lord Leveson turned away from
the casement again, when a post-chaise and pair

drove up to the mansion; and Mrs. Owen was
shortly afterwards announced.
But the instant she entered the apartment, the

nobleman saw that her countenance wore an ex-

pression of extreme trouble and agitation : mingled

grief and rage were visibly depicted upon her

features.

" What in heaven's name, my dear Anne, has

occurred?" he demanded, hastening forward to

meet her.

"Oh! my dear Leveson," she answered, in a
voice indicative of turbulent emotions,—"such

a

misfortune !—such a calamity !"

And she threw herself], with evident exhaustion,

upon a sofa.

"Explain yourself!" cried the Marquis. " What
has happened ?"

" That ungrateful, deceitful little minx, Mary,"

said Mrs. Owen, gasping for breath and fanning

herself with her handkerchief.

"Your youngest daughter? Well, proceed,"

exclaimed the Marquis, impatiently.

" She has fled—absconded—run away !"' an-

swered Mrs. Owen:—and then she burst forth

into the bitterest lamentations„

The Marquis besought her to explain the parti-

culars of the occurrence: and after some trouble,

owing to the violence of the lady's mingled anger and

grief, he succeeded in eliciting the following details.

Pursuant to the arrangements specified in Mrs.

Owen's letter to the Marquis, she had taken her four

daughters to Woolwich, where they were to embark
for the continent, in order to enter upon the parti-

cular career for which they had been trained, and tho

astounding nature of which will transpire in due

course. Agatha, Emma, and Julia were all three in

ecstacy at the prospects which opened before them

:

but Mary, the youngest, evidently sustained a forced

gaiety throughout the journey from Richmond to

Woolwich. On arriving at the last mentioned place,

Mrs. Owen ordered the post-chaise to drive to an

hotel, where she and her daughters alighted to take

refreshments previous to the embarkation of the

young ladies. Soon afterwards Mary quitted the

room on some excuse : and as she did not return, her

mother and sisters grew uneasy. An hour elapsed

:

and still she appeared not. Alarm was enhanced

into terror mingled with bewilderment : but at last

all uncertainty was cleared up by the arrival of the

following letter, which was put into Mrs. Owen's

hands by the chamber-maid of the hotel:—

" Mother and Sisters, I must bid you farewell ! 1 havo

striven—Oil! God knows how I hiivo striven—to tutor my
mind to this career lor which I havo been trained : but it

is useless! I cannot brinj myself to contemplate it other-

wise than with loatliing and abhorrence. I would sooner

perish the moat mLserublo of deaths, than calmly and deli-

berately cuter upon a course of such foarftU duplicity—such

transoenrtcnt wickedness—such immitigable cruelty ! Nn,

no—Ood preserve mo from such crimes! It goes to my
heart to tear myself from ray dear sisters Hut, U
mother I mother I will you not sooner or later rcrcut—
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" I can write no more. Ged bless and forgive you—yes,

and change your hearts I I will not betray you—but I

cannot become the accomplice in such black iniquity

!

" The unhappy and almost distracted,

" JIAllY."

This letter, which was blotted with the traces of

many tears, had been left upon the table in a chamber

to which the young lady had retired ; and the maid

having found it, delivered it to Mrs. Owen, to whom
it was addressed. But Mary—the unhappy ]\Iary

—had disappeared, to the mingled grief and anger

of her mother and sisters. The vessel was however

ready to sail : Agatha, Emma, and Julia accordingly

took leave of Mrs. Owen and embarlied—and the

mother, having thus lost as it were all her daugh-

ters, repaired to London in order to keep the appoint-

ment wliich her letter had fixed with the Marquis of

Leveson.

Such were the particulars which the nobleman

gleaned from Mrs. Owen, who lilcewise handed to

him for his perusal the above note which the fugi-

tive Mary had left upon the table at the hotel in

Woolwich.

"It is awkward—very awkward," observed the

Jlarquis. "But she promises not to betray the one

grand secret—and from the tenour of her letter it is

clear that her mind is profoundly influenced by the

aflection which she entertains for yourself and her

sisters. This influence will not only keep her lips

sealed while absent, but will speedily bring her home
to you again."

" If I thought so, I should be far less uneasy than

I am," said Mrs. Owen. " But she is young—inex-

perienced—beautiful—and if some designing villain

falls in with her, he may entice her to reveal all

those secrets "

" Let us not anticipate misfortunes nor meet
calamities half-way," cried the Marquis. " Console

yourself, my dear Anne—console yourself: and tell

me what you wished to communicate—for your letter

hinted that you had something to say to me."
" Oh ! this cruel affliction has well nigh driven all

other subjects from my mind," exclaimed Mrs.

Owen. " But the matter to which ray note alluded

is a pecuniary one. You are aware of the enormous
expense to wliich the outfit of my daughter has put

me. Their dresses—their jewels "

"I understand all that very well," interrupted the

jNIarquis. •' But I thought tliat the Queen had
pledged herself to pay every expense?"

" Her Majesty guaranteed me all my outlay to

the extent of two thousand five hundred guineas,"

answered Mrs. Owen. "Five hundred her Majesty

has ])aid me: but her letter of yesterday tells me
that I must wait a short time for the remaining two

thousand guineas, as she is somewhat embarrassed

at the moment in respect to funds available for

secret purposes. Now, my dear Leveson, you know
lier Majesty's meanness as well as I do—and you
must agree with me that she will endeavour to post-

pone the payment of these two thousand guineas as

long as she can. The want of the money troubles

me much. The jeweller's bill is eight hundred
guineas—each of the girls being obliged to have a

complete set of diamonds, in addition to other costly

articles. Then there is the milliner's bill, four hun-
dred and fifty guineas "

" My dear friend," interrupted the Marquis of

Leveson, " 1 do not lequiic you to enuuiei ate all

these details, lean perfectly uuderstaud that the

bills are owing—and, what is more, that they must
be paid. If you will give me a receipt for the
amount, so that I may obtain it of Her Maje.-ty
the Queen, who will not be able to put me off with
excuses so easily as she can you, I will at once
write you a cheque for the two thousand guineas."

"Tlii^ is precisely the favour which I was about
to solicit," said Mrs. Owen. "But do you know,
my dear Leveson, I am so exhausted—so overcome
—that I must beg you to ring for a glass of
wine "

"Or a drop of that precious cordial, Anne,
which the Prince gave me some years ago, and
which you have occasionally tasted?" suggested
the Marquis. " I have a bottle left—but it is in

my own chamber—and Brockman shall fetch it."

Thus speaking, the JIarquis was about to ring

the bell, when lie recollected that his faithful valet

must be up in his own room, according to the in-

struction given him in the morning. Tiie noble-

man theiefore said something about Brockman's
being engaged, and volunteered to hasten and
procure the cordial himself, airs. Owen thanked
him for the trouble which he thus took in her be-

half; and his lordship hurried from the apart-

ment.

When he returned at the expiration of a few
minutes, he found Mrs. Owen lying in apparently

a very exhausted condition upon the sofa : but tiiC

racy liqueur which he had brought with him, soon
effected a marvellous change in her condition. Her
physical energies and her spirits botli revived ; and
it seemed as if she had been partaking of the elixir

of life.

" The resuscitating power of this cordial is truly

marvellous," observed Leveson, with a smile. " You
feel better now ?"

" I feel as if a new existence were infused into

my veins," answered Mrs. Owen. "My dear friend,

I am deeply indebted to you for this kindness.

The fatigues of travelling—the annoyance pro-

duced by the Queen's postponement of the pro-

mised money—and then the terrible affliction

relative to Jlaiy,—all these influences had com-
pletely prostrated me. But now I am myself agam
—and 1 must return home to Bichmoud without

delay."

She accordingly penned the receipt for the two

thousand guineas ; and the Marquis sate down to

write a cheque for that amount. But an ejacu-

lation fell from his lip.-:, as the coincidence struck

him that it was again, and for the fourth lime , a

sum of two tliousaud guine:is which he was abuut

to pay away : and yet the demand for that amount
had not as yet been made upon him. Mrs. Owen
looked at him in surprise as he gave utterance to

that exclamation: but he made some excuse and
proceeded to fill up the ctuque. The business was

thus terminated—and Mrs. Owen took her leave.

It was now nearly six o'clock in the evening:

and the jMarquis of Leveson hc,.,Mn to be seriously

alarmed lest the expected visitor with the pocket-

book should not come at all. He was annoyed, in-

asmuch as that pocket-book contained several

billets-doux, the contents of wliich, if made public,

would seriously compromise the reputation of two

or three ladies of high rank : it likewise contained

some private tnemoranda relative to the ati'iir for

whiih Mrs. Onen's daughters had been destined

—and also a few letters from tlie Priuce Begeut.of
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a somewhat serious nature. In a word, it was

highly important to the Marquis that he should

regain possession of his pocket-book. And, after

all, there was yet plenty of time for this restoration

to take place: it was only six o'clock in the even-

ing—and an emissary from the masked desperado

might come by eight—or even by ten o'clock : nay,

if that were all, there was hope even up to mid-

night—for the unknown chief had said, "Remain at

home all day long on Wednesday and take care to

have the two thousand guineas ready at hand—in-

deed, about your person—and leave the rest to me."

"Well, then," thought the Marquis to himself,

"Wednesday is not over until midnight— and

I shall not despair in the interval."

Having- strengthened his hopes by means of this

reflection, he rang the bell and ordered dinner to

be served up. In about half-an.hour a luxurious

little repast was spread upon the table in the

Crimson Drawing-Room; and the nobleman lin-

gered over it in order to while away the time.

Eight o'clock struck ere he had the last course

removed and the dessert placed before him. Then

he amused himself with the fruit and the wine

pleasantly enough for a couple of hours.

It was now ten o'clock. Meanwhile the curtains

had been closed and the lamps lighted in the

Crimson Drawing-Koom.
The Marquis rose Irom his seat and paced the

apartment with increasing nervousness. Was it

not intended to keep the appointment?—had the

seal on the envelope of the pocket-book been

violated, and the contents scrutinized?—and was

I
the restoration of the pocket-book to be delayed

for purposes of increased extortion? These and

a hundred other perplexing queries did the Marquis

put to himself as he paced to and fro in the apart-

ment.

The time-piece upon the mantel struck eleven.

lie went to the window and drew aside the curtains.

By the light of the street lamp he saw the beggar-

man still at his post.

"At all events he does not despair," said the

Marquis to himself, as he quitted the casement:
" nor shall I just yet ! There is another hour."

But this hour passed away—and still no one

came. Midnight now struck—and Wednesday
was gone

!

" Perdition !" ejaculated the Marquis aloud. " I

have been gulled—duped— deceived—made a fool

of! The rascal never meant to keep faith with

me 1 Eternal maledictions be upon him ! And all

ray fine precautions are set at naught. In good
truth. Lord Leveson feels uncommonly small at

this moment I"

As he uttei-ed these words in a voice of bitter

vexation, he filled a bumper of wino and tossed

it oft".

" It is useless to wait any longer," he muttered

to himself: and he was about to quit the room,
when he recollected the pistols in tlie vases. " I

must not leave them there—and Brockmau may
forget to remove them. If any of the other ser-

vants should ilnd them, they would think it strange

:

and moreover, as they are loaded, an accident

might occur."

Thus musing, the IMarquis ofLeveson approached
the nearest vase: and as it was the one in which

his nephew Algernon had discovered the pistol, it

reminded him of that incident.

"He must have been astonished at finding a

loaded weapon in such a place," thought the Mar-
quis,—" especially concealed under so beauteous a

nos'gay! What could he have imagined? But
little reck I for his suspicions or his conjectures."

Having taken out the pistol from the first vase,

the nobleman now approached the other one. He
removed the nosegay—he thrust in his hand—and
aia ejaculation of wonderment burst from his lips

as he drew forth a packet, which he instantaneouly

recognised to be the one containing the much-
thought-of pocket-book

!

Yes— there it was, precisely as he had last seen

it, in the chamber hung with black cloth, on the

Monday night '.—there it was, with the seal of the

envelope unbroken ! To tear off that envelope and
assure himself that the pocket-book was really

inside, was now the work of a moment : and no
disappointment was experienced

!

Wonder of wonders !—how could this have

happened?
Instinctively the Marquis of Leveson thrust his

fingers into his waistcoat pocket, and drew forth

the Bank-notes, the numbers of which he had so

carefully taken. The pocket-book.then, had been

restored without the ransom-money 1 But whose

hand had consigned it to that vase?

The Marquis re-examined the porcelain jar. He
drew forth the pistol : but there was nothing else

in this vase—no note, not a written line or even a

scrap of paper to throw a gleam on the darkness

of tliis mystery

!

He rang the bell, and ordered Stephen Brock-

man to be sent to him.
" When you deposited the pistol in that vase this

morning," he inquired the moment the valet made
his appearance, " did you observe anything else

there?"
" I am sure, my lord, that there was nothing in

either of the vases," was the response ; " because I

dusted them before I put in the pistols and the

nosegays."
" Most extraordinary !" ejaculated the nobleman,

scarcely able to believe that the whole was other-

wise than a dream.

He advanced to the window and looked out.

The beggar-man was gone.

"He was only to remain until midnight," mut-

tered the Marquis to himself: then turning towards

Brockman, he said, "The duty which I enjoined

you to perform in your chamber, has been uncalled

for. The truth is, I was robbed of my pocket-

book on Monday night ; and the robber undertook

to return it this day for a certain sum of money.

I have had an olficer in disguise waiting in the

street; and the pulling up of the blind in your

room was to have been the signal for liim to follow

any one who should immediately afterwards leave

the house. But the pocket-book has been restored

by other means. You may now retire : I shall not

go to bed for half-an-hour, or so."

Brockman withdrew, much mystified by the

rapid, laconic, and somewhat incoherent explana-

tions which his master had volunteered ;—and the

nobleman sate himself down to reflect upon an

incident the nature of which however seemed to

defy all conjecture.

And this was the current of his musings :—

"That pocket-book was not in tho vase when

the pistol was placed there. Brockman clearly
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establishes this fact. But can I believe him?

Yes: it is impossible that he should be in league

with the desperadoes : for if he were, he would not

restore the pocket-book without obtaining the two

thousand guineas. All suspicion against him,

were I inclined to entertain any, must therefore be

dismissed at once. And new in what a perplexity

am I involved? Throughout the day have I been

in this room—quitting it only on four occasions—

and then leaving some one here. I have received,

too, four visitors. The first was my niece, I<ady

Ernestina Dysart. I left the room to procure her

the money she required. Of course she could not

have put the pocket-book in the vase: such an

idea were utterly preposterous! Ne.\.t came my
nephew, Lord Algernon Cavendish. I left the

roiim to fetch my cheque-book. But, with all my
ill-feeling towards Algernon, I cannot for a moment
blind myself to the fact that he is a noble-minded

young maji and incapable of leaguing himself with

robbers and villains. Next came jMiss Batliurst.

I left the room a third time—and on this occasion

it was to procure some available cash. But Miss

Bathurst cannot possibly have anything in common
with the plunderers of pocket-books. Lastly came
Mrs. Owen. A fourth time did I quit the apart-

ment: it was to procure the cordial. I would,

however, much sooner believe that the whole affair

is a delusion and a dream, than that Mrs. Owen has

anything to do with a gang of scoundrels. The
pocket-book, then, was not deposited in that vase

by either Ernestina—Algernon— Miss Bathurst

—

or Mrs. Owen. And no other visitors have been
near me ! But what renders the whole proceeding

so strange—so singular—so very remarkable, is

that each of my four visitors received from me the

precise sum which was stipulated by the masked
robber as the ransom-money for the pocket-book :

and yet the pocket-book is restored without any
ransom being demanded at all I What can 1

think?—upon what conjecture can my mind pos-

sibly settle? All is bewilderment,— perplexity-

confusion—darkness! And yet I have been awake
the whole day : not for an instant could I have

been caught napping. No one could possibly have

entered this room without being perceived by me.

Nor was it worth while for the depredator to have

restored the pocket-book thus stealthily, since he

received no ransom-money. If he made up his

mind to return it without the ransom-money, he

could as well have sent it by a messenger or

delivered it himself at the street-door. He might

have wrapped it up in brown paper, and sent it as

a coach-parcel. But no such thing ! It is depo-

sited in a vase in the room where I remain the

whole day and receive my visitors. AVliat am I to

think?—where are my suspicions to settle?"

And having expended an hour in such vain and
unsatisfactory meditations as these, the Marquis
of Leveson retired to his own apartment : but
when slumber fell upon his eyes, the mystery of

the pocket book haunted him iA his dreams.

CHAPTER XIX.

WEDNESDAY : OH, THE THIRD SUITOR.

Thus passed this memorable Wednesday with the

Marquis of Leveson : but we must not forget that

it was also the day which had fallen to the lot of

Colonel Malpas, in order to be used by him for

any designs which he might conceive relative to

the beauteous Miss Trelawney.

It was, then, in the evening of tliia same memo-
rable Wednesday, that if we peep into the ele-

gantly-furnished boudoir at Acacia Cottage, we
shall find Venetia engaged with the business of

the toilette.

Jessica, her lady's-maid, is exerting ail her skill

in setting off the charms of her mistress to their

greatest advantage : as if they were not already

matchless—beyond the adventitious auxiliaries of

ornament or dress

!

How superb is that auburn hair, with its rich vel-

vet-like gloss !—what queenly crown or what dia-

dem of an empress can compare therewith? And
how dazzlingly white are those softly-rounded and
sloping shoulders I—how voluptuously grand the

half-exposed amplitude of the luxuriant bust!

She does not make the slightest movement with-

out revealing some new charm—without developing

some new grace. Her whole form breathes love

and tenderness,—for her eyes havo that gently

languishing look which makes their expression

softly amorous, if not absolutely wicked and wan-
ton,—and her lips, of dewy redness, appear to

exhale elysian sweets.

Jessica, who loves her well and is nnfeignedly

proud of her mistress's glowing beauties and re-

splendent charms, is delighted with her appearance.

But Jessica is not alone with Venetia Trelawney in

the boudoir upon the present occasion. A young
lady is likewise there; and while she assists in the

toilette, she fails not to echo all the comphments
that fall from Jessica's lips.

This young lady was Miss Arbuthnot, the

daughter of Venetia's " companion." She was

about four or five-and-twenty years of age, toler-

ably well-looking, and nearly as tall as Venetia.

She had been staying with some relations in the

couiitiy, and had now come up to town t© pass a

short lime at Acacia Cottage.

When the toilette was pretty nearly completed,

Mrs. Arbuthnot herself entered the boudoir and

added her praises to those which her daughter

and Jessica were bestowing upon Venetia"s ap-

pearance—so that the object of all tliese compli-

ments (for flatteries they were not) was compelled

to beseech her friends and her maid to be more

sparing in the outpourings of their enthusiastic

admiration.

Mrs. Arbuthnot was a lady of about fifty years

of age. She was what is called "a poor gentle-

woman, very well connected,"— the death of her

husband having left her without any visible means

of income. Her daughter, whose name was Pe-

nelope, found a home with some relatives in the

country; while Mrs. Arbuthnot herself became
" companion " to an old lady. Upon this old lady's

demise, circumstances enabled Jlrs. Arbuthnot to

obtain an introduction to Miss Trelawney, who

was at the moment taking up her abode at Acacia

Cottage : and thus was it that Venetia obtained

her duenna-like companion.

In apf)earance, Mrs. Arbuthnot w.as a good-hu-

moured, well-mannered, and obliging woman. She

was very bustling and active—always the first up

in the house in the morning, and the first to ob-

serve that " it was bed-time" at night. She never
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managed them without much scolding—and, what
is more remarkable still, without makm^: them her

enemies. She drank a glass of wine with evident

satisfaction—and did not object to a leetle drop of

warm braudy-and-water in the evening. Like all

persons in her dependant condition, she was in-

clined to be over-complimentary, and to forget that

she had a right to entertain an opinion of her own :

and this constant habit of sacrificing, veiling, or

forcing her feelings, naturally rendered her an adept
in all the little arts of duplicity, deceit, and hypo-
crisy. Whether she was utterly and complolely

false,—or whether this ductile and pliant disposi-

tion on her part was only a very venial weakness,
without any sinister intention,—could not possibly

be ascertained on a short acquaintauce. But
though Venetia's knowledge of her was limited to

the e.xperience of a few weeks, the young lady ap-

peared to place full and implicit confidence in her

duenna-like companion.

Living as ;\Iiss Trelawney was,—her own mis-

tress, young and handsome, reputed to be well

off, and unmarrit'd,—she could not have dispensed

with some person in Mrs. Arbuthiiot's capacity.

Having no relatives residing with her, the compa-

nionship of an elderly, respectable, matron-like

female was absolutely necessary, on the score of

propriety and protection. Thus was it that Mrs.

Arbuthnot accompanied Venetia in the carriage

and to the theatre—sate down to table with her

—

occupied the next bed-chamber at Acacia Cottage

—and superintended all the domestic arrange-

ments of the household. For these duties and

services, she received a salary at the rate of sixty

guineas a-year, in addition to board, lodging, and

all kinds of perquisites.

But to return to the thread of our narrative.

Venetia's toilette was completed : and she looked

radiantly handsome—overpowcringly lovely. Mis.

and INliss Arbuthnot were also dressed in evening

costume: and, the carriage being announced at
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about eight o'clock, they entered it and were

driven lo the residence of Lady Wenlock in the

neighbourhood of Kew.
Her ladyship gave on this occasion an entertain-

ment which she was pleased to denominate an

autumnal fete. The mansion stood in the midst

of spacious pleasure-grounds, consisting of gar-

dens, shrubberies, shady avenues, and delicious

arbours, Fountains and fish-ponds varied the pic-

turesque scene ; and conservatories of fruits and

flowers were scattered about in all directions. The

entire enclosure was now one vast illumination,

produced by myriads of variegated lamps ; so that

in the deepest recesses of the bowers and in the

vistas of the largest avenues, it was as light as

day.

The effect was brilliant and dazzling. The

pools, in which the gold and silver fish disported,

were penetrated with the living lustre : the con-

servatories, all of glass, shone as if in a perfect

blaze;—and the fountains scattered their myriads

of drops as if the shining waters flung gems

around in their ceaseless play.

Lady Wenlock was a wealthy widow, about

sixty years of age. and remarkable for the hospi-

tality of her disposition and the brilliancy of her

entertainments. Though well stricken in years,

she loved to see young persons happy ; and her

greatest delight was in gathering around her a host

of youthful guests who would lay aside all extreme

formalities and indulge in the exuberance of inno-

cent mirth. Though perfectly lady-like in her

bearing and polished in her manners, there was no

frigid reserve nor affectation about her : she was

thoroughly open-hearted, frank, and good-natured

—and everybody felt "at home" when partaking

of her hospitality.

With this excellent lady Mrs. Arbuthnot was

well acquainted; and she had therefore easily pro-

cured a card of invitation for Jliss Trelawney.

The grounds were already thronged with guests

when Venetia, her "companion," and Penelope

arrived at the mansion ; and from Lady Wenlock
did Miss Trelawney experience a cordial welcome.

Her appearance in the gardens was moreover pro-

ductive of a great sensation—for her extraorflinary

beauty was such that no man could gaze upon
without emotion, and no female eye could con-

template without admiration, tinged as this sen-

timent might also l)e with envy.

But scarcely had Venetia and the Arbuthnots

thus made their appearance, when Colonel ]\Ial-

pas, who was one of the numerous guests al-

ready arrived, hastened up to Lady Wenlock and
begged her ladyship to introduce him to filiss Tre-

lawney.
" Oh ! certainly," said the good-natured hostess

:

"and as Miss Trelawney and her friends are unac-
companied by any gentleman, I shall consign them,

Colonel, to your especial care."

This arrangement was within the strictest rules

of etiquette, and also of propriety—the more so as

IMalpas was a married man, although his wife was
not present at the festival.

Accompanying the Colonel to the spot where
Venetia, Mrs. Arbuthnot, and Penelope were
pausing to admire a bcautilul fountain. Lady Wen-
lock introduced him to the three ladies—observ-
ing with the good-natured smile and cordial manner
no well becoming a hostess who knows how to do

the honours of her entertainments, " I have con-
signed you to the care of Colonel Malpas—and I

shall be very angry with him indeed if he do not
make himself agreeable."

" I can assure your ladyship," said the Colonel,

with his most approved drawii;g-room drawl, "that
if I fail in this respect, it will not be for want of
inclination."

" I am certain of that, Colonel," replied Lady
Wenlock : and off she sped to greet some new
arrivals.

There was a slight deepening of the natural

bloom on Venetia's cheeks as she bowed to Colonel

Malpas when the introduction took place : and for

a moment—a single moment—there was a haughty
curl of her beauteous lip as she beheld an expres-

sion of mingled triumj)!! and satisfaction sweep

over the Colonel's countenance.

He offered her liis arm, which she took : that is

to say, she just laid her white-gloved fingers so

lightly upon it that it was utterly impossible for

him to feel the pressure of her hand at all. Mrs,

Arbuthnot and Penelope walked together in front:

and in this manner did the party enter one of the

brilliantly-illuminated avenues.
" This is a pleasure, jMiss Trelawney," said the

Colonel, "which I did not expect—and— ahem !

—

which is the more delightful on account of being

so completely unanticipated."
" I never beheld so enchanting a domain," ob-

served Venetia, taking no notice of his clumsily-

worded and awkwardly-delivered compliment. " It

is a perfect paradise ; and the beauty of all the

arrangements is blended with the most exquisite

taste."

"Beautiful beings are necessarily judges of

beautiful things," said the Colonel.

" Yes—I have no doubt that Lady Wenlock was

very handsome in her youth," returned ^liss Tre-

lawney, with an air of artless gaiety; "and there-

fore, if there be any truth in your remark, it is not

astonishing that her ladyship should have had her

grounds laid out so handsomely."

There was a slight and scarcely perceptible tinge

of irony in the latter portion of this sentence;

and Colonel IMalpas threw a piercing glance upon

Venetia to ascertain if the suspicion which struck

him to that effect was well founded. But the

beauteous features expressed only the animation

of gaiety; and the self-conceit of the gallant

officer likewise tended to reassure him.

" You did not exactly comprehend my meaning.

Miss Trelawney," he observed. " But no matter.

I wish to speak to you upon another subject."

"The weather, doubtless?" said Venetia, with

subdued archness. "Gentlemen in fashionable

life invaiiably talk of the weather "

"'Pon my honour, that's excellent, Miss Tre-

lawney !" exclaimed the Colonel, with a laugh as

elongated as his drawling habit of speech. " Y'ou

are really very severe upon us gentlemen. But no

doubt we deserve it : for whenever we enter into

conversation with a lady, we are sure to observe

either what a tine day it is, or what a bad one.

Ha 1 ha ! you are quite a critic. Miss Trelawney."

"At all events you admit that I am a just

one. Colonel iMalpas," she observed, scarcely able

to conceal her disgust at his flippancy aud cox-

combry.
« You ai-e, ISliss Trelawney. Aud iu order that
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I may not be included in the category of gentle-

men who talk on commonplace subjects," he

added, speaking with greater rapidity than usual,

«' I will proceed to touch on the topics to which

I just now alluded."

He paused for a reply : but Venetia spoke not a

word. He looked in her face : its expression was

that of calm indifference, as if she did not for a

moment imagine that he could have anything

really serious to confer upon.

"You do not believe it possible, Miss Tre-

lawney," he continued, " that in the midst of this

brilliant scene I could venture to lead your atten-

tion to a solemn subject. But I must make that

endeavour: for I have been fortunate enough-
fortunate, I mean, in one sense,—to become ac-

quainted with a secret that nearly concerns you."

"A secret that nearly concerns me.'" echoed

Venetia, a sudden flush appearing upon her coun-

tenance.
«' Yes—a conspiracy that is afoot against you.

Miss Trelawney," answered the Colonel, lowering

his voice to a mysterious whisper.

" I cannot possibly understand your meaning, sir,"

remarked Venetia, in a cold tone.

We should here observe that owing to the loiter-

ing pace at which the Colonel had purposely walked

he had succeeded in allowing Mrs. and Miss Ar-

buthnot to get upwards of twenty or thirty yards

a-head in the avenue along which they were proceed-

ing, and where there were no other guests at the

moment besides themselves,

" It is for me, Miss Trelawney," said the Colonel,

in answer to her observation, and assuming the con-

fidential lone and manner of friendship or intimacy,
—" it is for me to explain myself fully—and then

you will comprehend me. For when I say that

there is a conspiracy afoot against you "

" A conspiracy !" echoed Venetia, in a voice of

mingled scorn and incredulity.

"Yes—a conspiracy," repeated the Colonel: "and
if you will first make me a solemn promise But
surely there was some strange rustling amidst the

bushes?" he suddenly cried, glancing to the right

and left of the illuminated avenue of verdure.

"I heard nothing extraordinary," said Venetia.

"And moreover," she continued in a dignified man-

ner, "if there be any listeners or eaves-droppers

there, it can make no difference to me, inasmuch as

I am not seeking nor courting the confidence with

which you appear so mysteriously anxious to honour

me."
" Miss Trelawney," exclaimed the Colonel, with

an ill-subdued petulance, " is it impossible for me to

give you a proof of my friendship ?—will you not at

least condescend to hear what I may have to com-
municate, and then judge for yourself?"

" Proceed, sir," remarked the lady, with that cold

laconicism which evinced a perfect indiderence to

anything Colonel Malpas could possibly have to

say.

" You will give me your word, as a lady, that the

communication I am going to make shall be re-

garded as confidential?" persisted the ollicer.

" The mere fact of giving such a pledge would be

to invest this discourse with an importance which I

do not feel disposed to ascribe to it," was Venetia's

deliberate and measured answer.

An ejaculation of mingled petulance, annoyance,

and wounded pride rose to the very tip of the

Colonel's tongue, as he thus found himself beaten

and baffled, step after step, in all his endeavours to

place himself upon a friendly footing with Venetia
and establish the intimacy of confidence between

them. But he suppressed that ejaculation ere it

obtained utterance ;—and biting his lip almost till

the blood came, he fixed his eyes upon her in order

to read into the depths of her soul and ascertain

whether she was playing some deep and unaccount-
able part towards him, or whether this was her

natural character and disposition that she was dis-

playing. But nothing appeared in the looks or the

manner of the superb creature to warrant the belief

that there was aught artificial and constrained in her

demeanour, or studied and unreal in her conduct.

The Colonel was therefore alike perplexed and
mortified. He knew not precisely which course to

adopt—whether to proceed with his attempt to

insinuate himself into her good graces by a great

show of friendship, or to start upon some other

tack. He was mortified, too, because he saw that

his amicable advances were repulsed with a cold

courtesy, and that while Venetia adhered to the

rules of strict etiquette by regarding him as an
acquaintance, she was decided in discouraging all

endeavours on his part to place himself on a

more intimate footing with her. His vanity was

wounded—his pride was hurt;—and he already

hated the beauteous creature in whose charms he

nevertheless so eagerly longed to revel. But then

he wished to possess her, not only because he was

a sensualist and regarded her as the finest piece of

flesh and blood that had ever yet tempted his vo-

luptuous appetite: but also because there was a

grand triumph to achieve over his five rivals who
were embai'ked in the same enterprise and yearn-

ing for the same conquest—and likewise because

there were six thousand guineas to be obtained by

that victory

!

" Perhaps, Miss Trelawney," he said at length,

and in comment upon the last observation which

had fallen from her lips,—" perhaps you will be in-

duced to attach some little importance to my com-

munication when you have heard it;—and I shall

therefore trust to your generosity—I had almost

said honour—to keep the matter a secret."

He paused for a reply : but Venetia remained

silent. She was however displaying that polite at-

tention which a Avell-bred lady shows to any one

who is addressing himself to her: aud, as the

Colonel was thus satisfied that she did condescend

to listen to him, he proceeded iu his discourse.

" I have already hinted. Miss Trelawney, that a

conspiracy is on foot against you; and I can

nflord you the amplest proofs that such is the case.

Start not, however, when I inform you that your

exceeding beauty has rendered you the object of

a wager on the part of a few base and infamous

voluptuaries : and inasmuch as the secret of this

scandalous transaction has accidentally—or rather,

'

providentially—reached my ears, I resolved to

reveal the atrocious circumstance to you. Sorry

am I to say tliat the personages engaged in tliis con-

spiracy are all associates aud friends of my own,

and with whom I cannot very well break off my in-

timacy : but if you will retain this matter a pro-

found secret and condescend to follow such advico

as I shall give you There!" ejaculated the

Colonel, once more interrupting himself with a

sudden ejaculation of akirm, aad stopping short ia
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the middle of the avenue at the same moment

:

" I could swear that 1 heard a rustling a;^aiQ in

tliis thicket of evergreens on the right liand
!"

" The same circumstance likewise struck me,"

said Venetia, with unruffled composure. "But

if you liave been recounting to my ears some

secret the revelation of which may involve your-

self in an unpleasant dilemma, 1 pray you to ob-

serve that I did not seek this confidence on your

part."

"You speak, Miss Trelawney," replied the Colo-

nel, in a trembhng tone, "as if you really wanted

your words to reach the ears of listeners, if such

there be amongst those evergreens."

"I again declare. Colonel Malpas," said Vene-

tia, with a cahnncss and an indifference that were

most acutely galling to those feelings that had

just rendered his voice terraulous with increasing

petulance, mortification, and rage,—" I again de-

clare that I attach no importance whatsoever to

the romance with which you have been so kindly

endeavouring to amuse me, doubtless for want of

other topics of interest."

"Miss Trelawney," said the Colonel, in a voice

that trembled more and more— while he slowly

led her along the avenue, all thought of the rust-

ling in the bushes having fled from his memory
in the deepening excitement to which his feelings

were thus subjected,—"Aliss Trelawney, do you
mean me to understand that you do not believe

the truth of the communicatioa I have ventured

to breathe to your ears?"
" I will answer you frankly and candidly, sir,"

responded Venetia, looking straight forward as she

walked by liis side with her hand just lestingupon

his arm. "You tell me of a party of indivi-

duals who have made me the subject of some
wager which you yourself denounce in the strongest

terms : and yet you inform me in the same breath

that these persons are all intimate friends of your
own, and whose intimacy you do not choose to

abandon on that account. I must either suppose,

then, that you openly wink at their bad proceed-
ings, while in private you speak so emphatically

to me—or that you yourself are one of the indivi-

duals who have made me the subject of their

wager, and that you are betraying your fellow-

conspirators. Now, in either case. Colonel Mal-
pas, your character as a man of honour would
not be enhanced in my estimation : and therefore,

as L cannot of course turn round upon you, and
say that you arc a false traitor in one way or the

other, I must of course treat the whole rhodomon-
bade as a pleasant romance which your fertile

brain has conceived in order to while away the

time."

"Miss Trelawney," said the Colonel, trembling
with concentrated fury, "you make but a bad re-

turn for my confidence and my good intentions."

" But I did not seek jour confidence, sir," re-

plied Venetia, in that tone which conveyed re-

monstrance and rebuke in its very calmness : " and
I can give you no credit for good intentions."

" Miss Trelawney," rejoined Colonel Malpas, in

a voice that was low, but deeply accentuated, "you
had better make me your friend than your enemy."

" If you dare to address me in this manner, sir,"

exclaimed Venetia, stopping short in the middle
of the avenue—withdrawing her hand from his

arm—and betiding upon him a look that was full

of dignity,—" I should do well to seek the protec-

tion of Lady Wenlock, who I am certain did not
present you to me with the anticipation that I

should experience this unmanly conduct at your
hands."

" Jliss Trelawney, you are too sensible to create
a scene—I know you are—I am sure of it," said

the Colonel, surveying her with a malignant sneer.
" And therefore you may as well learn at once the
truth from my lips,—which is that I love and adore
you, and that I will compel you— aye, compel you
—to look favourably upon me in return ! Jy'ow,

understand me. Miss Trelawney—I have set my
whole soul—my very life—upon one enterprise :

and that is, to achieve your conquest, haughty
beauty that you are ! By fair means or by foul, I

will accomplish my aim Ah ! you may think to

scorch me with the indignant looks of those flash-

ing eyes—or to overwhelm me with that disdain

which you have at this moment assumed ! But I

will act as an unscrupulous ruffian—I will play a
fiend's part—I will even out-herod all the scoundrels

that ever yet practised their scoundrelism against

woman,—yes, all this will I do if you force me to

extremes! For I will destroy your reputation—

I

will blast your fame— I will whisper to one and
breathe in the ear of another that I have possessed

you—that you are my mistress—that I am secretly

blessed with your favours—aye, and I will even

forge amatory epistles, signed by your name,

to show confidentially to my friends as proofs of

all the tales that I shall thus whisper concerning

thee ! This is the course which I will pursue. Miss
Trelawney: and even though you may be the

purest of virgins, yet will I bring you to be looked

upon as the most profligate of Messalinas. Now,
then—you know the nature of the warfare which I

am resolved to wage. I give you one fortnight to

deliberate : and, if by mid-day on tne second Wed-
nesday from this date, I do not receive a favour-

able letter from you, I will at once enter without

pity and without remorse upon this tremendous

crusade which I have shadowed out for your con-

templation."

The Colonel ceased—and stood with folded arms

in the presence of Venetia Trelawney. His coun-

tenance was deadly pale—his hps were ashy wliite

and quivering: it was evident that he was both

astonished and alarmed at his own immense

audacity in the part to the full performance of

which ho had worked himself up. His whole ap-

pearance was that of a coward whom circumstances

have for the moment imbued witli the courage of

desperation, but who can still scarcely believe that

he has actually and positively done the deed the

effect of which he pauses to contemplate.

But how had Venetia Trelawney received that

matchless outpouring of scoundrelism—that atro-

cious complication of diabolical menaces? At
first she had listened in cold contempt—then with

fiery indignation—then with superb disdain—next

in utter amazement—and lastly with haughty de-

fiance : but never for a single moment with fear or

dismay. Nothing could exceed the perfect gran-

dour of her beauty, as she stood gazing in silence,

but collectedly and undauntedly, upon that man
who had developed by degrees the sneaking paitri-

ne.'ss of his disposition, and had attained a climax

of villany by a rapid transition into the character

of a cowardly rulfiau.
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" And now, sir," said Venetia, in a voice that

trembled not and witli looks that quailed not, al-

thoug^h with heightened colour upon her cheeks,

—

—" and now, sir, suppose that I went straight to

Lady Wenlock and detailed to her, word for word,

all that has emanated from your lips?"'

"No, Miss Trelawney—no—you will not do it,"

returned Malpas, with another sardonic sneer. " A
weak-minded, timorous, hysterical woman would

adopt that course: but you are strong-minded, and

will act with greater prudence. Because Lady
"Wenlock -would not believe you: she could not

possibly fancy that I aui such a dastard—such a

•wretch—such a miscreant. You see that I know
how to speak of my own conduct in befitting

terms? Well, then—you yourself are aware that

Lady Wenlock would treat your tale as an illusion

—an impossibility. I should deny it indignantly

—I should appeal to those who have known me
for years And then again," added the Colonel,

with a smile of self-suifieiency and confidence,

" the whole thing would sound so remarkably im-

probable "

" Enough, sir—we will not protract this discourse

unnecessarily," said Venetia, who had all along

recognised the truth of the arguments thus insolently

adduced, but who still did not choose to let it appear

that she really saw their force. " I will tell you
frankly and candidly that, woman though I am, I

have courage and energy enough to treat your con-

duct—your bearing—even your menaces, in the only

manner which is suitable to the occasion—namely,

with contempt You are right, therefore, in suppos-

ing that I shall forbear from what you choose to

denominate a scene : and indeed, I should be espe-

cially loth to mar the pleasure which the excellent

Lady Wenlock experiences in giving this entertain-

ment. But you and I, sir, will part here—at once

—

and without another word. You can return in that

direction," she added, pointing towards the mansion,—" while I hasten to rejoin my friends who are by
this time at the end of the avenue."

" But do not mistake me, Miss Trelawney," said

Colonel Malpas,—" nor treat my words lightly. Be
mine— or 1 will perform all that I have threatened!"

And, darting upon her a look of mingled menace
and misgiving,—for the reaction towards alarm at

what he had dons was even already taking place in

his dastard mind,—he hurried along the avenue in

the direction which she had indicated.

During the latter portion of the somewhat excit-

ing scene which we have just described, Airs. Arbuth-

not and her daughter Penelope had walked on, with-

out once looking behind tiiem, to the end of the

avenue ;—and there they had seated themselves in a

delicious arbour, where a table was spread with

fruits, wine, cakes, and a varied assortment of light

refreshments.

On separating from Colonel Malpas in the manner
just recorded, Venetia was about to hasten along the

avenue to rejoin her friends: but scarcely had the

cowardly bully dashed away from her, when she

was startled by a sudden rustling amongst the ever-

greens as if some one were forcing his way through

them. She paused to look in the direction whence
the sounds came;— and in another moment a tall

stout :nan, with enormous black whisker.s, emerged

from the bushes and stood before her.

"Hush, ma'am — hush! — not a word, if you

please," he immediately said, in a low, hurried, and

mysterious tone. "I've overheard all that has passed

—and if you want a witness at any time "

" Ah !" ejaculated Venetia, as if suddenly struck

by the importance of the proposal thus made her:
" and to whom am I indebted "

" Hush, ma'am, hush—not a word—for I am only
an interloper here," said the whiskered stranger.

" But if you want to see me—and perhaps it would
be as well, for more reasons than one—you can send
me a message or a note, and I shall not fail to attend

your summons. Here's my card."

Thus speaking, the individual thrust a somewhat
dingy morsel of pasteboard into Miss Trelawney's

hand;—and without even waiting for a reply, he
plunged amidst the bushes and disappeared from
her view.

For a moment she stood undecided how to act

:

then glancing at the name and address which were
printed upon the card, she placed it in her bosom
and hurried along the avenue to rejoin her friends.

In the meantime dancing had commenced on the

lawn in front of the mansion ; and by the glare of

the illumination the scene was brilliant and ex-

citing. In another part of the grounds there was

a splendid display of fireworks ; and presently

Venetia Trelawney, accompanied by Mrs. Arbutbnot

and Penelope, retraced their way from the avenue

and mingled with the crowd of guests who were

gathered in the vicinage of the pyrotechnic exhibi-

tion.

"My dear Miss Trelawney," exclaimed Lady
Wenlock, suddenly accosting her, " how is it that

you are alone ? Where is the Colonel ? And will

you not dance ? There are numbers of gentlemen

dying for the honour of being; introduced to

you "

" I thank your ladyship," said Venetia, acknow-

ledging the well-meant courtesy with a gracious

smile,—" but I am somewhat indisposed this even-
j

ing, and with your permission must retire shortly. I

As for Colonel Malpas, to whose care you so kindly

entrusted us—we have by some accident separated

from him "

"Ah! in the rush to see the fireworks," ex-
|

claimed the good-natured hostess, little suspecting

how serious a scene had taken place. "But you

really cannot think of departing yet awhile? The

recreations and amusements of the evening have

only just commenced. Come, my dear Mi's. Ar-

butbnot, join your influence to mine—and Miss

Penelope also—and let us induce Miss Trelawney

to stay a little longer."
" It would be discourteous and ungrateful in the

extreme to persist in leaving after your kind per-

suasion for me to remain," said Venetia : for she

had not only conceived a sort of aflection for the

excellent-hearted Lady Wenlock, but she also saw

that Penelope was anxious to stay.

" Now this acquiescence with my desire I look

upon as a personal favour to myself," exclaimed

Lady Wenlock : " for you will excuse an old woman

like mo telling yon that you are the star of the

assembly. But you will dance, will you not?—and

you also. Miss Penelope ?—Stay—I must seek you

suitable partners."

And away bustled the well-meaning hostess, dis-

appearing amidst the crowds of guests i but in a

few miimtes she returned, accompanied by two ele-

gantly dressed and handsome young gentlemen

—

one of whom, the Honourable George Macnamara
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she introduced to Miss Trelawney—and the other,

Lieutenant Apsley of the Guards, she presented

to IMiss Arbuthnot. The gentlemen requested the

ladies' hands for the ensuing dance—the favour

was awarded—and the two couples took their

places in the quadrille that was formed upon the

grass- plat.

Venetia found her partner tolerably agreeable—

at all events, unassuming and well bred: and she

entered with much spirit into the exciteracut of

the dance. Her extraordinary beauty had already

attracted universal admiration : but now the ele-

gance and grace of her movements as she floated

through the figures of the quadrille, rivetted all

eyes upon her. Wlien the quadrille was over, her

hand was solicited for the next one by numerous
aspirants for that honour ;—and she continued to

dance until past midnight, to the infinite joy of

Lady Wenlock who more than once accosted her

with whispered congratulations oa having made
herself so agreeable.

The saloons of the mansion were now thrown
open for supper; and Venetia consented to remain

a little longer. Lady Wenlock placed her on her

right hand and bestowed the kindest attentions

upou her: and at length, when Miss Trelawney
rose to retire, the worthy hostess took an oppor-

tunity to whisper hurriedly in her ear, "My charm-
ing friend, I hope that you will henceforth look

upon me as something more than a mere acquaint-

ance." Venetia pressed the old lady's hand with

grateful fervour: and hurrying a\Yay, she took the

arm of the Honourable George Macnamara Avho

was waiting to escort her to her carriage.

We should observe that from the moment Ve-
netia parted from Colonel Malpas in the avenue,

she behelii him no more throughout the rest of

tlie evening. The Earl of Curzon and Sir Doug-
las Huntingdon were not present at the festival

at all : and thus, after the scene with the Colonel,

Venetia was not tormented by any of the suitors

wh 1 were bent upon her conquest. The noblemen
and gentlemen with whom she had danced, and
whom Lady Wenlock had introduced to her

at the supper-table, were therefore all new ac-

quaintances;—and every one of them returned

home completely ravished with the beauty and
cli;u-med with the conversation of the elegant and
handsome Miss Trelawney.

But what thought Venetia herself of all this

triumph which her loveliness had achieved, and of

the homage and adulation which had been paid

her,—what thought she, we say, of all this as she

rode home with iSIrs. Arbuthnot and Penelope?
She was silent and dispirited: every now and then

a sigh which she endeavoured to subdue, made her

bosom heave;—and she thought more of that

hurried sentence of whispered kindness on Lady
Wenlock's part, than of all the fine compliments
and adulatory language that had been breathed in

her ears by the lips of elegant youths and titled

aristocrats.

CHAPTER XX.

THE GEEE:J-BAIZE Cni.MBEB.

On this same Wednesday night of the festival at
Lady Wenlock's mansion at Kew, another episo-
dical incident belonging to our tale took place in
respect to Louisa Stanley.

It was eleven o'clock on that same Wednesday
night ; and the hapless young maiden sate, the
picture of woe, in the chamber to which she had
been so mysteriously conveyed oa the preceding
evening.

Throughout the day she had seen no one but the
serious-looking elderly female who attended upon
her, and from whom she vainly sought an expla-

nation of the outrage which had been thus perpe-
trated towards her. The woman had brought her
in her repasts, which consisted of delicacies and
were served up with silver plate : and on several

other occasions during the day had she looked
into the chamber to inquire whether Louisa wanted
an) thing. But a negative was invariably given by
the afflicted young lady, who also left the food
untasted;—and if the elderly attendant essayed

to console her, Louisa's only response was, " Tell

me where I am—give me my liberty—or explain

to me wherefore I am imprisoned here : otherwise

you will see ./e perish with grief, or go mad with

despair !"

To these adjurations, delivered with impas-
sioned manner and wild voice, the female inva-

riably answered to the effect that Miss Stanley

had nothing to fear, but that she must not expect

to receive those explanations which she sought

until her mind was composed and the agitation

of her feelings was subdued.

Perceiving, therefore, that she could glean no-

thing from this woman, Louisa did not encourage

her presence in the room : the unhappy maiden
preferred being alone, so that she might look her

wretched position in the face—plunge into con-

jectures as to the author and the motive of her

captivity—and rack her brain with plans for ef-

fecting her escape.

But let us pause to describe with precision the

chamber in which she was immured. We have

stated in an earlier chapter that it was small but

well furnished, and that the walls were covered

with a green baize. A closer examination showed

that this baize was thickly wadded—or rather,

that between it and the wall there was a compact

stuffing of wool. This was ascertained by press-
j

ing with the hand on any part of the baize ; and

the object of such an arrangement could only be

to prevent the escape of any sounds from within,

and to beat back all sounds from without. Thus
any horror—any atrocity-any cruelty might be

perpetrated in this terrible chamber, without a

chance of the victim's shrieks or cries being heard

beyond those walls : while, on the other hand, no

noise on the outside—no rattle of vehicles, if there

were any—no striking of a clock, if any church

were near,—no sound, in fine, whatsoever, could

reach the ear of the captive and afford a clue to

the whereabouts of the dwelling that contained

this dreadful room. •

Facing the couch were heavy draperies, reach-

ing from a brass rod near tlie ceiling to the carpet
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which their massive fringes swept. When these

curtains were drawn aside, a window appeared, it

was true,—but a window defended with massive

iron bars, and loolting only into another room, and

not upon the open air. This other room had a

conical skylight on the roof: but an inner range

of glass was set in the circular aperture above

which the skylight rose—and thus every precau-

tion was taken to deaden, or rather hush and stifle

any sounds either from within or from without.

When Louisa had awoke in the morning, after a

few hours of restless and troubled sleep, the light

had burnt out : but the woman, who had already

entered the chamber, had drawn back the window-

curtains—and the lustre of day, having first to

penetrate through the double panes of the sky-

light in the next room, shone with only the dim-

ness of a funereal gloom into the captive's cham-

ber. Then, as to the doors, the idea which had

struck Louisa on the previous evening was con-

firmed by the morning's close investigation: for

she found that the inner door was covered with

baize and stuffed like the walls—and whenever the

elderly female made her appearance, an outer door

was first unbolted and opened before this inner one

moved upon its hinges. There were consequently

two doors— thus completing and perfecting all

those arrangements which had been so artfully

contrived to render the chamber impervious to all

sounds from without as well as to prevent the es-

cape of even the shrilest shriek or the most pierc-

ing cry from within.

At least, such were the impressions which the

construction of this terrible room made upon the

mind of the unfortunate Louisa Stanley when she

had by degrees ascertained all the particulars and
details we have just recorded. And, Oh! there

was something horribly foreboding—something

hideously frightful in the mere sense of being held

captive in such a chamber as this ! It seemed as

if the object and intent were to immure the victim

in a living tomb—to separate her altogether from
the world—to reserve her for some doom which

would inevitably goad her to a desperation or an
agony the shrieks and cries of which it was neces-

sary to stifle and subdue !

But of what nature could this doom be ? The
mind of Louisa Stanley was too innocent and her

imagination too pure to allow her to comprehend
at the first glance the possibility of that extreme
to Avhich the abominable passions and burning

lusts of man will sometimes hurry him. She was
so utterly ignorant of the wild license of desire

and the rabid frenzy of lascivious yearnings, that

it was long ere a suspicion of the real cause of her

captivity stole into her mind : and thus through-
out the long, long day had she vainly tortured her
imagination with conjectures relative to the object

of her imprisonment and the author of the out-

rage.

That day had passed amidst alternations of wild

grief and profound despondency—harrowing re-

flections and blank despair—torients of tears and
intervals of deliberate meditation. The evening
had come-a lamp was placed upon the tabic by
the elderly attendant—and the curtains of the

window were once more drawn. The supper-tray

was left in case she should choose to break her
fast—for she had eaten nothing the whole day

:

but the woman had left her for the night—and

Louisa only knew the hour because the attendant

had told her that it was near eleven when she thus

took leave of her until the morrow.
Pale—with dishevelled hair—and disordered ap-

parel, sate the maiden in her prison-chamber. There
was a wildness in her eyes which denoted an incipient

frenzy of the brain ;—and yet she pressed her hand
to her throbbing brows in the hope of steadying her

thoughts. She must escape—Oh ! she must escape!

But how ?—where were the means ?—in which direc-

tion lay an avenue of egress from that dreadful

room?
Suddenly, and as if by inspiration, she remem-

bered her adventure some weeks previously with the

Reverend Bernard Audley, the Canon of Canter-

bury Cathedral. The recollection seemed to flash

to her mind in the same way as a gleam of a lamp
all in an instant discloses the aspect of some dark

and unknown cavern. The strange proceeding of the

Canon on that occasion appeared to connect itself

with this terrible misfortune which had overtaken

her. At first she essayed to discard the thought as

involving an impossibility. It seemed so utterly

improbable that a minister of the Gospel would act

in such a manner towards a defenceless girl. But

the suspicion grew upon her: some secret voice

whispered in the depths of her soul that her conjec-

tures had fallen into the right channel;— and

gradually, gradually did a light dawn in upon her

hitherto unsophisticated mind, leading her to a

sort of glimmering notion of the probability that

the Canon was enamoured of her and had adopted

the present means of making her his own.

Now that her speculations as to the author and

the cause of her captivity had at length settled into

a definite idea, she was relieved of much of the

anguish of suspense on the one hand, although her

terrors were grievously augmented on the other.

For she now pictured to herself a lengthened cap-

tivity : she fancied, in her artless innocence, that the

Reverend Bernard Audley purposed to enforce her

consent to become his wife ;—and although her sus-

picions had travelled thus far, she did not dreana

that any darker and deeper outrage could be medi-

tated against her. Her purity of soul raised a bar-

rier to the progress of her ideas when they had

reached a certain point; but the apprehension of a

forced marriage with Bernard Audley was still

enough to overwhelm with despair the heart that was

filled with the image of Jocelyn Loftus.

But she was now, if possible, more than ever

animated with the idea of escape : and this fervid

longing—this profound yearning to free herself

from so shocking a captivity, became enhanced

into a hope that she would succeed in her endea-

vour. Rising from her seat, she hurriedly arranged

her dishevelled hair and her disordered dress—and

then once more began narrowly and closely to

scrutinize every feature of the chamber. While

she was thus engaged, a thought struck her. If so

much precaution had been adopted to make the

walls impervious to all sounds, either from within

or from without, it was fair to mfer that in the ab-

sence of these precautions such sounds would have

free issue. In other words, if she were now to

raise an alarm, the baize and the wool-wadding

would deaden it: but if the baize and the wool-

waddmg were removed, her screams would perhaps

bring succour to her aid.

She resolved therefore to teai- away the barrier
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which seemed intended to confine the voice of

anguish to within those four walls : and she re-

flected that even if she should fail in attaining her

aim, the circumstances of her captivity could not

be rendered worse. At all events she was resolved

to make the attempt and abide the issue, whatever

it should be : and her mind being thus made up,

she found herself animated with a degree of

courage and hope that enabled Iier to commence
her task with an energy exceeding her expec-

tations.

AVe have already observed that the supper-tray

was left in the chamber : and to this circumstance

was Louisa indebted for the means of carrying out

her design. Taking up the knife, she proceeded
to cut away the baize from the wall ; and, as she

had already suspected, she found a thick inner

coating of compressed woollen w^^dding. The task

was com[iaratively an easy one : and in half-an-

hour she had cut a\v;iy and torn down the baize

and the Hning from the whole of the lower part of

one side of the room. The chamber was strewn
with the fragments—a cloud of dust filled the place

—and Louisa paused to drink a large draught of

water to cool her parched throat.

Having rested for a few minutes, the persevering
girl returned to her task, and began the work of

demolition on that side of the room against which
the head of the couch stood. But she liad not long
toiled iu this quarter, when she perceived a door
set iu the wall, and hitherto covered over with the

green baize. A brighter gleam of hope than that

which had just inspii'ed her, now shot athwart her
brain : and seizing the lamp, she examined the
door with mingled eagerness and suspense. It

was fastened : but the lock was on the side which
she was thus contemplating;—and although the
key was not there, she still saw a possibility of

opening the door by unscrewing the lock itself.

This she succeeded in accomplishing by means of
the knife—though not Avithout bruising and cut-
ting her delicate fingers.

Scarcely had she removed the last screw of the
lock, when the sound of a church-clock striking

the hour, reached her ears. She paused and lis-

tened. Counting the strokes, she ascertained that

it was midnight : and then she suddenly recollected

that the tones of the bell, which from the first had
seemed familiar to her, were those of Canterbury
Cathedral!

She was therefore a captive in the immediate
vicinage of this sacred edifice : and this discovery
confirmed her suspicion that she was in the house
of the 1\ evercnd Bernard Audley I But the sound
of that bell had also ratified another idea which
she l\ad formed—namely, that by the removal of
the lining of the walls, no obstruction would exist

to tlie ingress or egress of such sounds as are loud
enough to penetrate ordinary barriers of brick
and mortar.

But Louisa did not waste in mere reflection that
time every moment of which was so valuable for

positive action. She had removed the locks—she
could open the door. It yielded to her hand; and,
taking the light with her, she liastened to ascer-
tain whither this channel of communication led.

Proceeding cautiously, but with a suspense so
painful that the beatings of her heart were clearly

audible, she passed from the dismantled chamber
of her caj)tivity into a largo place toUilly unfur-

nished and resembling a loft. Then she recollected
that the floor on which these apartments were
situated must be at the top of the house, inasmuch
as there was a sky-light on the ceiling of the room
into which the barred casement of the grten- baize
chamber looked.

Traversing the loft with noiseless step, she
reached a rude staircase, which she descended:
and at the bottom she found herself on a small
landing where there were three doors. She now
took off her slioes in order that she might contmue
her way even more stealthily than at first : and as
the stairs which she next descended were car-

petted, her tread was light and aerial as that of a
spirit.

All was still throughout the house : had a pin
dropped, she would have heard it. In a few mo-
ments she reached another landing, where there

were also three doors : but they were closed—and
not a sound, not a voice, came from within either

of the rooms to which these doors belonged. On
this landing there was a window—and Louisa
paused for a moment to look out. Holding the
lamp within the shade off the wall, and lifting the
blind, she gazed forth. The night was beautiful

and star-lit—and in front of the casement a huge
black mass of building stretched right and left.

Louisa instantaneously recognised the cathedral:

—and all doubt, even if any had remained in her
mind, now vanished as to the fact that she was in

the large and gloomy dwelling of the Ileverend
Bernard Audley.

Slowly replacing the blind, the maiden continued
her w.-iy down the last flight of stairs : but scarcely

had she come within sight of the hall at the bot-

tom, when she was struck vnth mingled terror and
despair on observing a light streaming from a room
the door of which stood partially open. A sense

of utter annihilation of all hope seized upon her

with a force that was almost overwhelming : but
repressing the ejaculation that rose to her lips and
gathering all the elements of her scattered courage,

she resolved to continue her way.

Her step was noiseless as she descended the few
remaining stairs leading down into the hall.

Thence there was a stair-case to the kitchen : but
if the servants had not yet retired to rest, Louisa

could scarcely hope for safe egress in that direc-

tion. Besides, she was not sure that there was
any means of issue from those lower regions at all.

What was she to do ? The front door of the house

was before her—at a distance of only a few yards

:

but in order to reach it she must pass by the room-

door that stood open and whence the light issued.

Delay, however, was dangerous : hesitation could

not do otherwise than increase the perils which

environed her

!

She accordingly resolved to try the venture by
the front door. Placing the lamp upon the stairs,

and still carrying her shoes in her hand, she ad-

vanced with the lightness of a sylph. Her step

was noiseless upon the cold marble—her dress

rustled not. She passed the door that stood open,

and flung a rapid and frightened glance into the

room. The Canon of Canterbury Cathedral was

seated at a table, on which were wine decanters,

glasses, and dishes of fruit. He was reading—

and his face was flushed with drinking.

All this Louisa saw at a glance : and, unobserved

by the Kevereud Bernard Audley, she passed on
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and readied the front door. But to her dismay,

Bhe found it lockea—and the key was not tliere !

With a sickening sensation at the heart and a

cold tremor passinjj all over her, slie felt as if

she were about to faint. But once ag^ain sum-

moning all her presence of mind to her aid, she

revolved in an instant the only alternatives that

now lay before her. One was to throw herself at

the Canon's feet and demand his mercy: the

other was to descend into the lower rc;^ions of the

establishment in the hope of fmdinjf a means of

egress. She decided upon this latter course— be-

cause, if it f;uled, it would then be time to appeal

to the Reverend Bernard Audley, or else en-

deavour to raise an alarm by shrieks and cries.

Once more traversing the liall, and passing unper-

ceived by the door of the parlour in which the cler-

gyman was seated with his book and his wine, Louisa

resumed possession of tlie lamp and descended the

kitchen stairs. Not a sound was heard—not a voice

10 *

met her ears ; and she felt assured that the aervantg

must have retired to rest. Tills she considered to be

the more probable on account of the lateness of the

hour.

On reaching the bottom of the stairs, she paused

and listened. Then, as the silence remained unbroken,

she began to explore the basement-premises of the

building. Advancing a few steps—then pausing to

listen—then advancing apain—now trembling all

over—then with suspended breath and upheaved

bosom,—now shading the light with her hand—then

holding it high up to throw its beams forward,—thus

was it that the maiden passed through an inlinity of

anxieties and alarms, all in the space of a lew short

minutes.

Siie bad the satisfaction, however, of becoming

assured that tlie servants had retired to rest: and

her siarch was presently rewar<led by tlie discovery

of a doer leading into a yard at the back of llie

house. Bui scarcely had she opened this door, when
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at the very instant she was about to cross the thres-

hold, she heard tlie sounds of footsteps in the hall

above. The blood congealed in her veins: and

transfixed to the spot with dire terror, she listened

almost in a statue-like state of suspended animation.

But in a few moments she was relieved from that

anguish of terror, by the certainty that the Rev. Ber-

nard Audley, whose steps she had heard, was ascend-

ing the stairs from the hall.

" Now, young beauty—now, sweet and ravishing,

lovely and enchanting Louisa "

These were the words which he spoke aloud, as he

began the ascent of the stairs, and which reached the

eais of the trembling maiden below. She paused to

listen no longer: but, wild with new terrors, she

rushed from the doorway—sprang across the yard—
and stopped only when she found herself close by an

open arch in the massive wall of the Cathedral,

There she was recalled to herself— for she was well

enough acquainted with the interior of the sacred

edifice to perceive in a moment that this open arch-

way led into the vast subterranean, or crypt, of the

venerable cathedral.

This immense assembla,!jc or succession of vaults

extends under nearly half of the spacious structure,

and is lij^hted in the day-time by a few arched
wmdows and loop-holes on a level with the f^round.

From one or two of these the panes, shafts, and
bars are broken away ; and thus any one who gains

ingress to the cathedral precincts, may steal

throu;,^h these dismantled apertures into the crypt.

But there is no similar means of egress in any
other part: and thus Louisa knew well that even

if she entered the crypt by the archway now before

her, she must remain in the subterranean until the

doors of the church should be opened in the

morning.

Shuddering at the idea of passing the rest of the

night in that place of sepulchral gloom, the maiden
threw her eyes hastily around the yard to ascertain

if there were no other avenue of escape : but she

could see none. And now it suddenly struck her

that as the Canon ascended the stairs of his house,

if he only happened to look forth from the landing-

window,—the same whence she had so recently be-

held the Cathedral's black mass stretching before

her view,—he could not fail to observe the light

which she carried in her hand. She therefore

hesitated no longer—but boldly, or rather despe-

rately, entered the low arch and in a few moments
was in the vast subterranean.

CHAPTER XXL
THE CK\TT.

HuRRTiNo away from the spot whore she had thus

entered the gloomy place, she plunged farther into

the crypt—passed by pillar after pillar—and at

length sank exhausted upon a mass of stone-work

at the base of one of the low columns supporting

the roof.

Standing the lamp upon the ground, she covered
her face with her hands and burst into tears. The
prolonged excitement which she had endured,
from the first moment when she commenced the

task of tearing away the green baize in her prison-

chamber, until she thus sate down in the vaulted

subterranean of the cathedral,— this prolonged

excitement, we say, whicli had wrung her heart's
chords to their utmost powers of tension, now gave
way in a passionate flood of weeping.
But these tears relieved her : they afforded a

channel for the issue and flow of her pent-up feel-

ings ;—and presently wiping her eyes, she was
enabled to fix her thoughts once more upon the
circumstances of her position.

She knew that at an early hour in the morning
the persons having charge of the cathedral would
open the doors not only of the nave and choir
alone, but also of the crypt, inasmuch as the edifice

was daily inspected by visitors. She could then
easily find an opportunity of passing out unob-
served and unquestioned, even if she did not choose
to relate the outrage which had been perpetrated
upon her liberty and whence she had escaped. But
on the other hand, if in the meantime the Canon
should discover her flight from the baize-chamber
and should track her into the crypt, she would be
as much in his power as ever. And those words
which she had heard him utter as he ascended the

stairs of his house—what did they mean ?—what
portent did they shadow forth? He had said,

" Note, young beauty,"—the monosyllable '•' now "

being spoken emphatically, as if he meant some-
thing at that moment. Louisa shuddered as she

thus reflected upon his words and wondered what
their significaney could be : and she began to en-

tertain some vague and undefined siL=picion that

he possibly harboured intentions more vile and
dreadful than any she had previously conceived.

Scarcely had this thought struck her, when she

was startled by the sounds of footsteps echoing

through the vaulted subterranean. She sprang

from her seat: like a carved effigy of mingled
terror and despair did she stand against the pillar;

—and with eyes dilated wildly, lips apart, and dis-

tended neck, she listened as if life or death de-

pended upon the issue. All was still—and she

began to breathe again. "With long heavings and

deep sinkings, her fair bosom denoted the return

of that animation which had been as it were sus-

pended throughout the rest of her frame to be all

condensed in the faculty of hearing. But ere the

tide of life had again obtained full play in its

crimson channels, those ominous sounds once more

reached her ears : once more, also, was she trans-

fixed—petrified—turned into a statue with the

spell of dread consternation.

Again however all was still—but her imagination

was now so fearfully excited and her brain so

troubled, that she began to conjure up all kinds

of horrible shapes and spectral forms. From the

ground appeared to rise those ghastly shapes,

—

some dressed in their grave-clothes—others wear-

ing the garb of priests,—some appearing to be

only skeletons wrapped in the loose garments of

the dead—and others looking like grim warriors

in their steel panoply. Whichever way she cast her

eyes around, objects of terror seemed to encounter

them; and those spectral shapes increased in

number until the whole crypt appeared to be

crowded with them. But suddenly the immense

array of phantoms melted into thin air—and one

tall dark form stood forth from behind an adjacent

pillar.

« My brain is reeling—and yet 'tis all a delusion

—andl know it!" exclaimed Louisa aloud, as she

closed her eyes and pressed her fingers upon her
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throbbing brows : then openhig her eyes again,

she gave vent to a piercing shriek as she beheld

the Minor Canon standing before her.

" Silly maiden, what a foolish course have you
pursued !" said the Reverend Bernard Audley,

adopting his most soothing tone and conciliating

manner—for by Louisa's flight the affair had talceu

a turn which he had liitle anticipated and which

to a certain degree had deranged his plans.

She did not however hear tlie words which he

had just addressed to her. Overcome with terror

and dismay at finding herself once more, as she

feared, in the hands nf her persecutor, she had
sunic against the pillar to which she was now
dinging for support: and although she fainted not,

nor fell senseless—yet was there a confusion in her

thoughts and a hurry in her braiu that subdued
the natural working of her faculties and made her

feel as if she were under the influence of a strange

and incomprehensible dream.

We will here pause for a moment to give a few

necessary explanations relative to the conduct and
intentions of the Minor Canon. He had bribed

certain gipsies to carry off Louisa; and he had
ordered them to manage the abduction in such a

manner that she might not know to whose house

she was taken, nor in what part of Canterbury it

was situated. Hence the circuitous route followed

by the vehicle on the preceding evening. When
once safe in his hands, the infamous parson

scrupled not how he should behave towai'ds her

;

and in his housekeeper, who was known as Mrs.

Dorothy, he had a willing instrument and efficient

auxiliary. The vrine and the malt liquour which
accompanied the dinner-tray that was carried up
to Louisa's room, were both drugged : but fortu-

nately the young lady partook of nothing at the

time. The coffee served up to her at tea-time,

was also drugged: but again she escaped the snare

by declining any refreshment. The third experi-

ment was made with the wine and the malt liquor

which were placed upon the supper-tray : and JNIrs.

Dorothy reported to her master that " she felt sure

the young girl would take either a glass of wine or

ale, as she was now evidently worn out and
thoroughly exhausted." In this hope was it that

the supper-things had been left in the baize-

chamber : but we have seen that Louisa only par-

took of a draught of the spring- water, which it

was impossible to drug. The iMinor Canon, laow-

ever, relied upon his housekeeper's assurance, and
sate up with the intention of waiting until the

drugged liquor should have taken the hoped-for
effect upon the maiden. He accordingly sate up,

intiaming his imagination with whie and with some
voluptuous romance, until his passions became
ungovernable. He then ascended to the baize-

cluimber, in the expectation of beholding iiis

victim stretched upon the couch in a profound
lelliargy;—and it was when about to mount the
stairs that he had given utterance to the words
which had fallen so ominously on Louisa's ears and
subsequently struck her with so dubious a meaning.
But his rage on reaching the room and beholding
tlie evidences of her escape, may be better ima-
gined tlian described: and his terror was even
greater than liis fury.

Yes— his alarm was more poignant than his dis-

appointment. For had he succeeded in mttkiDfi^

himself ilie master of her per.-<oTi wliun uiidi.'r ihu

influence ofa narcotic, he would have had her trai:s-

ported back to her own cottage -garden ere liay-

break, and while still steeped in lethargy. She
would then have remained in ignorance whitlier

she had been taken, and who was the author of tlie

outrage. If her suspicious fell upon him, his cha-
racter for sanctity and excellent reputation would
at once give the lie to the imputation ;—and his

housekeeper, to avoid being recognised by tlie

young lady, might easily visit London, or go else-

wliere for a short time.

Such was the plan which the Reverend Bernard
Audley liad deeply meditated—darkly resolved—
and confidently hoped to carry out successfully.

But Louisa's flight not only upset all his calcula-

tions and baffled his sensual hopes, but suddenly
defeated all his precautions, and raised up a thou-
sand dangers around him. For, of course, she had
discovered, or must eventually discover, from whose
house it was that she had thus fled: and to be en-
abled to speak with certainty on the point, and
give circumstantial details of the mode of her
flight and the exact route taken, would inevitably

establish the truth of her tale beyond all possibility

of contradiction.

Such were the reflections which swept through the
mind of the Reverend Bernard Audley as he hastened
in pursuit of the fugitive maideu. The door of the
loft being left open, convinced him that she must
have descended the stairs ; and the door leading into

the yard being also wide open, furnished another clue

to her progress. That she had entered the crypt was
the next idea that struck him ; and thither he accord-

ingly followed her, with the success which has already

been described.

" Silly maiden—what a foolish course you have pur-

sued J" were the words which he addressed to lier in a
conciliatory tone : but she heard them not, and only

gazed on him with mingled wildness and vacancy as

she clung to the pillar.

The dim light of the lamp revealed to his eyes the

marble pallor of her lovely countenance—while his

o\vn features were alike flushed mth diinking and
agitated with evil passions.

" Maiden, do you hear me ?" he said, grasping her

wrist.

" Unhand me, sir I" she cried, now suddenly startled

by that touch into a full recollection of all tliut had
occurred and an acute sense of her present position.

" Louisa, Louisa," exclaimed tke Reverend iSernard

Audley, " 1 beseech you to hear—and to forgive me,"

he added, with a tone and manner of well-assumed

meekness.
" You have no doubt behaved very wickedly to-

wards me, sir," replied the maiden :
" but if you sin-

cerely and earnestly express your contrition "

" By heaven ! 1 regret what 1 have done," he ex-

claimed ; "and you must attribute it to that boundless

affection with wliich you have inspired me. Come

—

return with me into my house—I promise you honour-

able and safe escort on my part to the front

door "

" No, sir—no !" ejaculated Louisa, a sudden presen-

timent inspiring her with the dread that he was de-

cuiviug her: then, as the deepening flush upon lua

cheeks and tlie confusion of his looks at once ratified

the suspicion, she said, " I will remain here until the

morning—and if you dare to harm me, I will send

lortli Buoh piercing ciics as sliall arouse the whole

iai;'Ubourliuo.l."
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" Foolish girl !" thundered the Minor Canon, as-

suming an air of diabolical menace,—" you will force

me to extremes ! Look around you—behold the utter

loneliness of this place. No human eye witnesses us:

but how many spectral forms and invisible phantoms

may be looking forth upon us from amidst the dense

obscurity of these vaulted regions and the black dark-

ness of its remotest nooks. Now, Louisa, Louisa

—

you behold before you a desperate man ! His honour

—his fame— his character—almost his very life—these

are in your hands : and unless you kneel and swear

by the great God who rules in heaven—by the shades

of the departed monks and warriors whose remains

lie buried beneath our feet or entombed in the cloisters

overhead— by all your hopes of happiness in this

world and of salvation in the next ;—unless, I say,

you kneel and swe.ir by all these that you will never

reveal to a living soul aught of what has occurred to

you in my house or at my hands "

" No, no—I cannot take that oath !" interrupted

Louis.a, whose blood had run cold at the terms in

whicli it was couched. " Besides, I will deal frankly

with you—there is one to whom I m'ust, for my own
sake, reveal all that has occurred : otherwise I could

not account for my absence from home, of which he

must inevitably hear on his return to Canter-

bury "

" Ah ! you allude to Jocelyn Loftus—my rival in

your love ?" muttered the Minor Canon, with a

terrible scowl of hatred: then, subduing his bitter

feelings — or rather the outward manifestation of

them—as well as he was able, he added, " But is it

absolutely necessary for you to make him your con-

fidant in this respect? AVhat purpose will it serve

to excite his angry feelings against rae ?—what good

will it achieve to unsettle his mind with rancorous

thoughts and vindictive emotions? Kemember, young

lady, that wherever a battle is to be fought, two

must fight it—.ind that he whose cause is most just

and who wins the day, does not always come ofi"

scatheless himself."

" Nevertheless," observed Louisa, her courage re-

viving since she beheld a disposition on the part of

the Canon to become the suppliant and to back his

proposals of compromise by means of a sophistry

wMch betrayed even to her inexperienced compre-

hension the alarm that really lurked at the bottom

of his mind,—" nevertheless," she said, " 1 must deal

frankly and candidly with Mr. Loftus, be the con-

sequences what they may. At the same time," she

added almost immediately, " I think I can undertake

to j)romise that he will forbear from any course which

may tend to give publicity to this wicked outrage,

provided you "

•' Oil ! now you are dictating conditions to me,

girl !" exclaimed the Canon, Hying into an ungovern-

able p.a8sion. " By heaven ! I will sacrifice you to

my safety— aye, and to my vengeance also—unless

you take the oath which I have already prescribed !

Yes—and without reserve or exception, I say," lie

added, ferociously. " Down — down — upon your

knees, insolent girl—down, I command you "

His looks were terrible with the rage and fury of a

desperate man—the foam of a species of hydrophobic

madness was upon his lips—and if he stopped short

in the luidst of his fiercely uttered words, it was not

because he had nothing more to say, but because his

throat grew so suddenly parched and liis tongue so

hot that he gasped and panted violently.

Louisa's firmness abandoned her in a moment : she

was appalled and horror-stricken ;—and sinking upon
her knees, she raised her clasped hands and lifted her
dilated eyes, exclaiming, " Mercy ! mercy !"

" I will show no mercy— I can know none !" said

the Canon, in a hoarse and ominous voice. " Take
the oath which I have dictated—swear to obser^-e an
eternal secrecy with regard to the incidenU of this

night—or "

"No, no—you may kill me Oh! you may kill

me," shrieked the anguished girl,—" but I will not
take that dreadful oath !"

"Then, by heavens! you shall go back to your
prison-chamber in my house," exclaimed the Reverend
Bernard Audley :

" and I will starve you into com-
pliance with my wishes— into obedience with my
commands!"
And as he thus spoke he sprang forward and wound

his arms about the sylphid form of the kneeling girl.

A piercing scream burst from her lips : but one of his

hands was instantaneously placed upon her mouth

—

and, despite of her struggles, he was bearing her

ayray from the spot, when a female figure, clothed in

black, suddenly appeared from behind the pillars.

"Ah! my evil genius!'' ejaculated the Minor
Canon—and he let Louisa fall from his arms.

Her forehead struck upon the hard ground—(for

the crypt was not paved)—and she instantaneously

became insensible.

"When Louisa awoke to consciousness, she was
lying undressed in a bed—and a candle was burning

in the room.

A crowd of terrible reminiscences mshed into her

brain ;—and wildly she cast her eyes around her. But
all her apprehensions were soothed in a few moments
— all her fears were dissipated—when she discovered

that she was safe in her own chamber at the cottage.

A certain painful sensation on the fjrehead caused

her, however, to lift her hand to her throbbing brow

— and her fair fingers encountered a bandage. Ah!
then all those terrible reminiscences were not a dream :

but everything which now was uppermost in her

mind, bore the impress of reality ! Her captivity

—

her fiight—the scenes in the cathedral crypt,—all

were true :—but how had her deliverance been

effected ?

"While she was yet lost in conjecture, the servant-

girl Mary entered the room : and perceiving that her

young mistress was awake, she precipitated herself

towards her—caught her in her arms—and embraced

her with a fervour that evinced the depth and sin-

cerity of her attachment.
" How long have I been here ?—and who brought

me home ?" were Louisa's first questions.

" An hour has elapsed since you were brought back

in a deep swoon. Miss," was the reply. " It is new
three o'clock in the morning "

" And my aunt—my piior aunt—how is she ?''

inquired the maiden, hurriedly.

" As usual. Miss. Of course I have let her want for

nothing— I have done my best to attend upon her,

although terrribly grieved at your absence "

"And are there any letters, JIary?" demanded
Louisa, a gentle blush appearing upon her cheeks

which were previously as jtale as marble.

" Yes—one. Miss :"—and the servant presented her

with the letter, liolding the Candle near the bed at

the same time so as to enable her young mistress to

read it.
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Louisa instantaneously recognised the hand^n•iting

of Jocelyn : and the roseate tinge deepened upon

her lovely countenance as she read the following

lines :

—

" riazza Hotel, Covent Garden, London.
" Tuesday evening, Sept. nth.

" Jly ever dearest Louisa,

" I have arrived in this great city just in time to save

the post with these few words, which I pen for the purpose

of convincing you that your loved image i* ever uppermost

in my thoughts. To-morrow I shall call upon your sister

in Stratton Street, and will write to you again. I hope

to be able to retiun to Canterbury on Friday, or Saturday

at latest.
'• Your sincerely affectionate and faithful

" JOCELVN LOFTUS."

" Dearest Jocelyn !" murmured Louisa to herself,

as a thrill of holy ecstacy penetrated her heart : then,

placing the letter under her pillow, she said, " And now,

Mary, before I give you an account of the causes of

my absence, tell me all you may have to communicate.

Was not some message delivered to you on Tuesday

night to account for my sudden disappearance ?

—

and under what circumstances was I just now brouglit

home again ?"

" I will tell you all I know, Miss," returned the

faithful and affectionate domestic. " The clock in

the kitchen liad struck ten on Tuesday evening when
I thought that you were staying out a long time in

the garden—and I began to fear you would catch

cold. I accordingly Avent out to seek you : but you

were nowhere to be found. I was very uneasy, but

still fancied that you might have gone out for a walk

and strolled farther than usual. Three quarters of an

hour passed ; and then a strange old crone, looking

like a gipsy, called at the gate and said that she had
come with a message from Miss Louisa Stanley. I

asked her what the message was ; and she said you
had gone to stay two or three days with some lady-

friends of Mr. Loftus, in the neighbourhood of Can-
terbury, and that there was no cause to be alarmed at

your absence. She then hurried away: but I con-

fess that I was by no means satisfied—for I thought

this was very unlike your usual conduct. Miss. How-
ever, there was no help for it : but I passed a sleep-

less night All day yesterday I was still more un-

easy—and the longer I thought of your absence and
the strange message, the more alarmed I got. When
night came again, I could not for the life of me go
to bed : I was restless, feverish, and ill. So I sat by
the side of your poor aunt, Miss—and then I went
down into the kitchen—and everything looked so

lonely and dull. I didn't know what to do. It seemed
as if there "d been a death in the house. But I won't

spin my story out longer than I need. I was sitting

by the kitchen fire as the clock struck two—and then
I thought that I must go to bed or I should be too ill

to-morrow to attend on your aunt. But just as I had
come to this determination a carriage drove up to the

gate; and I ran out in the hope that you had
come back. So you had—but in a deep swoon : and
a gentleman and a lady who were inside, told me that

you had met with some accident—but I didn't hoar

exactly what they said, for I was so flurried and
frightened to see you in such a state. Tho lady got

out and helped me to carry you up-stairs ; and when
we had undressed you, she gave gave me a sealed note,

saying, ' Wheii your young mistress has recovered her

composure, bid her read this.'—She then went away
and returned to the carriage which instantly drove

off,"

" Where is the note?" inquired Louisa, with
mingled curiosity and suspense.

" Here, Miss," said the servant. " I would not give

it you at first, till 1 had told you my story—because

from what the lady in black said, I feared it contained

something that might ruffle your feelings."

" The lady in black !" echoed Louisa, struck by the

reminiscence that it was a female clad in deep mourn-
ing who had appeared so suddenly in the crypt.

" Yes— she was a tall lady, dressed in black," an-
swered the servant :

" but as she had hor veil down,
and it was a very thick one, I could not see her face.

But her voice was sweet and mild—Oh ! so mild, and
also so melancholy, that flurried though I was, it

quite touched me."
" And the gentleman who was with her in the car-

riage ?" said Louisa, inquiringly.

" Oh ! I couldn't see his face at all," was the re-

sponse. " He remained inside the vehicle—and as it

was tlien quite dark and the moon had gone do^Ti, I

only saw his figure as one may say—but his voice

was agitated and nervous."

Louisa now opened the note which the maid-ser-

vant hart given her ; and she found that it contained

the following lines, penned in an elegant female hand-
writing :

—

" Tha lady who is instrumental in delivering Jfis« Louisa
Stanley from a most outrageous and unjustifiable persecu-

tion, ventures to plead on behalf of the offender. She is

well aware that Miss Stanley's feelings must be excited to

a most painful <legree of indignation, and that she will pro-

bably deem it her duty to communicate all the facts to

those friends on whose counsel she is accustomed to rely.

But the writer of this note earnestly implores Miss Stanley

not only to deal leniently with the offender, but also to

urge her friends to throw the veil of oblivion upon the

matter. This is the only reward which the writer seeks

or asks for delivering Miss Stanley from a serious danger

and restoring her tc her home : but she may confidently

add that Miss Stanley has no occasion te apprehend a repe-

tition of the outrage, nor any farther molestation or Insult

from the same quarter."

" This is an appeal to my generosity—and it shall

not be made in vain," thought Louisa to herself

"Nevertheless, for my own sake, I must give the

fullest explanations to my faithful servant now, and

to Jocelyn when he returns. But I will place tha

seal of silence upon their lips."

Having thus mused upon the course which she

should adopt, the young lady proceeded to detail her

adventures to the ear of her maid, who was shocked,

surprised, and indignant at the treatment to which

her beloved mistress had been subjected. She how-

ever agreed with Louisa that it would be ungenerous

towards the lady in black not to comply with an

appeal that was couched in terms of so much delicate

earnestness. Secrecy and silence were therefore re-

solved upon—the more readily, too, inasmuch as tho

lady's note contained so positive an assurance against

any future cause of alarm.

At for the blow which Louisa had received from

her fall in tho crypt, its effect had been rather to stun

than injure her: there was a slight abra-sion of tho

skin, and some blood had trickled forth—but there

wajf no fear of any scar remaining to injure her

beauty.
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CIIAPTEK XXII.

JACOB'S ISLAND.

At the point where Berraondsey joins Kotherhithe on

the bank of the Thames, tliore is a spot which con-

tains ill a. very narrow comjiass all the most fright-

ful elements of crime, demoralization, pauperism,

wretclicdness, and pestilence. Many vile and miser-

able neighbourhoods are there in London—many
horrible and poverty-stricken districts—many quarters

steeped in filth, feculence, and squalor : but St. Giles's

and SaflVou Hill—Whitechapel and I3ethnal Green

—

the AJmonry of Westminster and the Mint of South-

wark,—all these arc elysiums and paradises in com-

parison with Jacob's Island.

For the better comprehension of those readers who
are but indiflferently acquainted with the topography

of this large metropolis, we shall observe that in

the south-eastern district there are two immense
parishes joining each other, and known as Bermond-

eey and Kotherhithe. On passing over London
Bridge into Southwark, turn to the left—proceed

along Tooley Street—and thence may you plunge into

all that maze of narrow streets, dirty lanes, and
wretched courts which constitute Bcrmondsey and
are prolonged eastward under the name of Rother-

hithe. In those districts may be seen the bustle of

warehouses mingling with the incessant activity of

petty commerce—the huge wain of the wholesale

merchant blocking up the narrow thoroughfare

against the progress of the costcrmonger's cart—the

important-looking clerk jostling against the small

dealer—the creaking crane drawing up immense
bales to some well-stored loft, and the light cart

delivering in bundles of wood or small packages of

grocery at the peddling chandler's shop. But for the

most part the houses ai-e poor in appearance—often

dilapidated—and dingy, dirty, and uninviting every-

where. Whole streets contain nothing but the

poorest, most wretched, and most beggarly shops;

while a glance under the arch-ways of the numerous
courts causes a shudder to pass over the frame at the

bare idea that so many human beings should be com-

pelled to herd together in wretchedness and squalor

there.

Such is the general impression made upon the

mind by the aspect of Bermondsey and Kotherhithe.

But bad, unpleasant, and repulsive as these districts

arc,—in no one respect do they adequately prepare

the mind for the loathsome horrors, the hideousness,

and the pestilential scenes which are presently to

meet the eyes of the individual who explores his way
to Jacob's Island.

We have supposed that on leaving London Bridge,

you turn into Tooley Street : this is sulTiciently broad
and open, tliough dirty and repulsive withal—and a
glance into any of the diverging lanes will alTord a
glimpse of the wretchedness, misery, and squalor that

exist behind the lofty warehouses and vast conunor-

cial repositories of that thoroughfare. Well, continue

your way along Freeschool and Thornton Streets—
and you will debouch upon the top of Mill Street.

Pause—and look around you 1 Think of the palaces
ofBelgravia—and contemplate these dens ofwretched-
ness which now meet your eyes, and where the poor
are crammed together as thickly as the herrings in

those tubs which you h.ivc previously seen in Tooley
Street. Think of the mansions of the rich at the

West End—and sur\'ey the hovels, the courts, and
the lanes where all is misery, misery, misery ! Ee-
member the fresh air which blows from the green
parks into the casements and through the Venetian
blinds of the palatial homes of the British aristocracy

—and then mark the no.vious atmosphere which
hangs, dull and stagnant like a plague-mist, upon
the neighbourhood which you are exploring.

All this is bad enough, you will say: but it is

nothing—absolutely nothing—to what yet remains
in the path of youi- researches. Go on—proceed down
Jlill Street towardsthe Thames—and presently you will

observe, upon your right hand, a spectacle that muit
force from your lips an ejaculution expressive of won-
derment, hon-or, and dismay that such a scene should
exist in the capital of England and in the middle of
the nineteenth century

!

But what is this liideous—tliis appalling—tliis

loathsome scene which you thus behold ? It is Jacob's
Island.

Hemmed in as it were by warehouses, landing

wharves, and other repositories of commerce, this

rookery might almost escape the notice of the wan-
derer in that part of the metropolis, were not his at-

tention especially directed towards it. From the

Thames it is screened by the warehouses forming the
line called Bermondsey Walk : but on approaching
it by way of 31111 Street, its horrors and loathsome-

ness begin to develop themselves to the shocked and
dis.gusted gaze, like some hideous reptile slowly un-

coiling its slimy folds, while the air feels tainted and
sickly with its venomous breath.

Conceive a black ditch, about twenty feet in ^vidth,

forming a complete quadrangle, with lines of hovels

upon the outer banks, and a dense assemblage of

similar wretched dwellings on the insulated square

within the boundary. Such, in a few words, is

Jacob's Island. But not all the languages in the

universe can supply terms strong enough to convey
an adequate idea of the misery of the place. It

must be seen, to be properly understood. The ditch

is crossed in several places by means of rotten,

ricketty wooden bridges : and to stand upon one of

them for only a few moments, is to inhale a noxious

vapour which makes the stomach sick and the heart

heave. The houses are built partly of brick and

partly of wood, and literally seem all tumbling to

pieces. They look as if they were about to give way
and fall in with one universal smasli. The brick-

work is so dingy and the woodwork so blackened,

that it is impossible to say where one ends and the

other begins : there seems an utter confusion in the

architecture and an incomprehensible jumbling of

materials.

These hovels have for tlie most part only one storey

above the ground-floor : and the ground-floors them-

selves are lower than the level of the soil, as if they

all sloped towards the ditch which the back rooms

overlook. Many of the habitations project over the

ditch, and are supported by upright posts, or piles,

driven into the dyke's muddy bed : and wiiere the

houses are thus arranged, they have small galleries

or enclosed places, serving the purpose of back-yards

in every possible respect. The general appearance of

the place is that of an assemblage of blackened hovels

of the most miserable description ; and no humane

person ^vould consent to allow a favourite dog or cat

to harbour there. Yet this district, with its stagnant

ditch and its pestilential atma<phero. is swarming

with human life—men, women, and children herding

I
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there as in the other poor neighhourhoods of London.

Aye—and that ditch, so black in hue and so fetid in

odour, is alike their common sewer and the source of

the water which they drink : they not only inhale its

sickly effluvia, but also imbibe its poisonous draughts.

To say after this that it washes their clothes and

cooks their food, were to add nothing more horrible

—

more revolting—more abominable, to the fact already

mentioned—namely that it is the only water the poor

wretches have to drink

!

We have said that the ditch is stagnant—and it is

well nigh so : for although there is a means of com-

munication with the Thames, yet this channel is mo-

nopolised by a paper-mill, or some manufacturing

establishment : and it is only now and then that the

river water is allowed to replenish the waste of the

black ditch. But were this ditch regularly to empty

and refill itself with the ebb and flow of the Thames,

it could not possibly be purified : its bed is so deep

in mud and slime, that the force of a cataract, and

not the languid ebb of a tidal current, would be

needed to cleanse the Augean accumulation of filth.

It may be readily undertood, from what we have

previously stated, that the houses of Jacob's Island

are very low : none of the rooms, either on the

ground-floor or the upper storey, are high enough for

a tall man to stand upright. Few of them have

regular staircases : a rude ladder serves in most in-

stances to ascend from below. On entering at the

small and narrow street-door, there is a sharp descent

in the passage—thus indicating that slope towards

the ditch which has already been mentioned.

The inhabitants of Jacob's Island are, as a matter

of course, the poorest of the poor—the most wretched

of the wretched. Misery and demoralization have

made their homes in that appalling spot : pestilence

and plague are ever smouldering in that hideous

region. Pale, sickly, emaciated women may be seen

hanging out their bits of linen and rags of clothes

from the windows looking upon the ditch, or else

di-awing up the slimy water itself in pails or cans

which they lower by means of ropes from the over-

hanging galleries. Famished, wan, and moping chil-

dren, wasted to skeletons, and whose countenances

look deadly white even through the layer of dirt and

grime upon them, crawl about in various directions,

displaying none of those exuberant spirits which cha

racterise the children of even the poorest persons in

other neighbourhoods. Disease has fastened upon

their vitals from the moment of their birth : they live

in a pestilential atmosphere—they drink poisoned

water—and although they may grow up to be men
and women, yet will they die prematurely and be laid

in early graves. As for the men whom you see in

Jacob's Island—they are as miserable in appearance

as their wives and their offspring ;—and on every

countenance may be read the hideous influence of

that racpliitic vapour which, ever exhaling from the

quadrangular ditch, envelopes the whole island in a
plague-mist wliich though unseen is deeply felt.

Oh ! when we think that seventy thousand pounds
were given a few years back to build stables and ken-

nels for the horses and dogs of Royalty,—and when we
reflect that a quarter of that sum would liave served

to sweep away the whole of Jacob's Island, fill up
the loathsome ditch, and build healthy, cheerful,

fitting dwellings upon the site of present wretched-

ness and abominations,—must we not wonder that

no voice was raised in the legislative assembly to

proclaim the infamy, the scandal, and the atrocity of

thus providing handsomely for horses and dogs, while

so many human beings were forced by stern compul-

sion and dire necessity to herd together upon that

accursed spot ! But what is a poor working man
when the whim of Royalty is to be gratified ?—what
are his pale wife and emaciated children when a Ger-

man Prince demands that his hunters with which

he is afraid to hunt, and his hounds with which he has

not skill enough to course, should be royally housed ?

O Prince Albert ! we hope—sincerely hope—that in

the Great Exhibition which your princely wisdom
has most graciously concocted for 1S51, you will not

fail to have a model of Jacob's Island placed in some

conspicuous part, with three or four living specimens

of the human beings whom a cruel social system,

the pressure of class-interests, and the influence of

vile legislation have doomed to pine, languish, rot,

and die prematurely, in that most loathsome spot

upon the face of the whole earth.

But we will now resume the regular progress of

our tale.

The reader will be kind enough to recollect—for it

is necessary that we should be particular as to dates

—that the festival at Lady Wenlock's at Kew, and
the incidents of the baize chamber and the cathedral-

crypt at Canterbury, all took place on the Wednes-

day night. We must therefore observe that it was on

this same Wednesday night, or rather at about one

o'clock on the Tharsday morning,—that the knife-

grinder, who has already figured in our narrative,

slowly threaded his way along Mill Street towards

Jacob's Island. He was as much begrimed with soot

and his coimtenance was as completely disfigured

with layers of black, as when we first introduced him

to our readers : but he had not his perambulating

shop with him on the present occasion.

Advancing along Mill Street in the direction of

the Thames, he examined the premises on the right

hand side, and in a few minutes turned into a little

narrow passage which went shelving down towards

the black ditch. It was arched — only just high

enough for a man of ordinary stature—and scarcely

wide enough for two persons to proceed abreast. It

was paved for only the distance of a few feet—and

then a flooring of wood suddenly made the knife-

grinder aware that a portion of this alley actually

overhung the ditch itself. The planks creaked be-

neath his feet; and on emerging from the passage, he

entered upon a ricketty wooden bridge that spanned

the dyke : and halting in the middle, he looked over

the railings at the houses on his left hand.

The moon, riding high upon the arch of heaven,

shone in imclouded splendour ; and its beams

brought out into full relief that section of Jacob's

Island which the knife-grinder now contemplated.

Like black marble with a shiny surface, was the

stagnant ditch; and the low-pitched houses, with

their sombre overhanging galleries, seemed the very

places where crime was sure to be committed when-

ever opportunity might serve—while the deep bed of

the dyke appeared only too readily suggestive of the

means of disposing of all traces of even the dark-

est, deadliest deeds. The prospect was sinister in the

extreme;—and if the knife-grinder had been a well-

dressed person, with a gold chain pendant to his fob,

he might have reasonably experienced no small

anxiety to escape with all possible speed firom such a

neighbourhood.

But it was pretty evident that the knife-grinder w.as

no stranger in this spot, and that he was not standi
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lug upon the bridge to contemplate the loathsome

scene, but to catcli any gound-s that might emanate

fiom the nearest house on his left hand. Nor waa he

disappointed in his expectations : for presently the

din of uproarious mirth came vibrating upon his ears

;

and then, after a temporary lull of a few minutes, a

voice was heard singing some flash song.

" Ah ! tlie birds are all there," muttered the knife-

grinder to himself. " I wasn't out in my calculation."

With this reflection, he retraced his way ofl" the

bridge—threaded the little arclied pas!<age once more
—regained Mill Street—and knocked at the door of

the house the back part of which he had just been
watching from the bridge.

" Wlio's there ?" demanded a gruff voice within.
" Tibby Blades, the knife-grinder," was the imme-

diate response.

"Don't know you, my fine feller," returned the
gruff voice in-doors. " What do you want ?"

" I've got somethink wery particular to say to old

Jeremy," was the rejoinder : " and I've been told he's

here. That's all."

" Well—wait a minute," said the gruff voice : and
the knife-grinder could hear heavy steps retreating

along the passage within.

In a very short time, these steps retraced their way
to the door, which was opened—and a fierce-looking

fellow, with a candle in his hand, appeared just inside

the passage. The knife-grinder immediately entered
saying in a familiar tone, " Holloa, Mr. liencull, is

this you ? How are you ?"

The fierce-looking fellow shut the door—drew the
bolt very carefully—put up a chain likewise—and
then holding up the candle, stared the knife-grinder

very hard in the face.

" I don't know you," he at length said in a sullen

manner and with evident suspicion. " Where have
we met afore ?"

"Lor' bless ye, Mr. Bencull." exclaimed the knife-

grinder, "such a famous feller as you are ain't unbe-
known to eveu a poor devil like me. I've seen you at

severiil of the flash cribs—Joe Parkcs's on Safl'ron

Hill—Meg Biowen's in the Almonry—Sharp Maw-
ley's in the Mint—Polly Scratchem's over in Wlute-
chapel "

"Well, that'll do," growled Mr. Bencnll. "It's
very clear you know the flash cribs and boozing-kens;
but so does a Bow Street runner:"—and again he
stared long and hard at the knife-grinder.

" Eh I but a Bow Street runner don't wenture
down at Mr. Bencull's dark crib in Mill Street,

Jacob's Island,'' was the ready answer given by Tibhy
Bledes the knife-grinder, who stood the savage-
leoking rudian's survey without wincing.

" Well, that's true enow," observed Bencull, ap-
parently satisfied and convinced: "cos if a runner or
a thief-taker did come here—even if it was the cele-

brated and skilful Larry Sampson his-self— I'm biowed
if he'd ever get out alive. A sharp kni le drawn edge-
wise across the throat—an open window at the back
of the house—and the black ditch underneath by
goles ! that's the way to dispose of all waggabones of
Larry Sampson's description."

"To be sure it is," answered the knife-grinder,
again passing triumphantly through the ordeal of a
long and searching survey on Mr. Bencull's part.
" To tell you the truth, Mr. Sampson wants me for

Bomethink I've done : but blowed if I wouldn't give
hun a couple of inches of cold steel before he should
lay his mawleys on me."

" That's spoken like a man :" exclaimed Bencull,
in a more familiar and friendly tone tlian he had yet
adopted towards the knife-grinder. " You'll excuse
me, my nibsome pal, for being a trifle suspicious at
fust

:
but them Bow-street chaps does come such

cursed rum dodges, you know "

" Don't say another word about it, there's a fine

feller," exclaimed Tibby Blades. "I dare say we
shall be tidy friends aftre long—when you come to
know more of me. Lor" blesa yer—there isn't a
genelmau's butler or footman at any country seat

within ten miles round London that I hav'n't made
keys for. You understand me ?"

"All right!—wide awake I—tip ns your mawley,
pal," cried Mr. Bencull: then having shaken the
knife-grinder by the hand, he said, " And now come
along, and I'll introduce you to the company."

Tibby Blades accordingly followed the ruffian into
the back room on the ground floor ;—and there, by
the light of a couple of tallow candles, and through
a cloud of tobacco-smoke, were discovered several

ill-looking men and two or three women of wanton
and dissipated appear.'ince.

" A new friend—Jlr. Tibby Blades," exclaimed
Bencull, doing the honours of introduction : and as

the company felt assured that no one would be ad-
mitted unless he was " all right," they forth>vith gave
the knife-grinder a cordial welcome.

"Now, then, Mr. Bencull," said the new comer,

tossing down a few shillings upon the table, " let's

have some of your bingo, and bring me a brosely and
some bird's-eye."

This figurative language, which meant nothing

more nor less than that the knife-grinder proposed to

treai the comjiany with some brandy, and required s
pipe and tobacco for himself, wa-s instantaneously com-
prehended by Mr. Bencull, the landlord of the "dark
crib:' and the nrticlcs thus ordered were forthwith

supplied.

But Where's old Jeremy?" demanded Tibby

Blades, glancing round upon the company. " I don't

see him here ?" he added inquiringly.

" He's up-stairs,'' returned Bencull :
" and you can

go to him. There—up the ladder—and lift the trap-

door."

The knife-grinder, having tossed off a glass of

brandy, and with his pipe in his mouth, proceeded to

ascend the ladder ; and raising the trap a: the top,

• he introduced himself into a room the blackeued

walls and naked ajipearance of which were dimly

shown by the light of a candle. The whole furniture

of the chamber consisted of but a table and a couple

of chaiia : and it was at this table and in one of

those chairs that old Jeremy was seated.

He was a man of about seventy years of age,

without a tooth in his head, and with bleared eyes

that added to the hideousne.ss of his pale, shrivelled,

wrinkled features. He was dressed in a seedy suit of

black, and wore a white cravat—thus having ths

appearance of a decayed undertaker.

Previous to the knife-grinder's entrance into this

chamber, old Jeremy was busily employed in examin-

ing some watches, rings, snuff-boxes, and other article*

of jewellery, all of which were spread out upon the

table. These, in fact, were the fruiu of the predatory

skill of the men and women down stairs ;—and old

.leremy, who usually visited the dark crib once •

week for the purpose, was putting a value upon the

various articles. In plainer term*, he was a notorious

" fence," or receiver of stolen goods : and he was now
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testing the gold by means of a chemical fluid, and

marlung upon a slip of paper the prices at which

he proposed to purchase the jewels.

But whea Tibby Blades lifted the trap-door, old

Jeremy flung his handkerchief over the articles

—

not because he feared an intruder, but throu^jh a

habit of precaution that was natural to him.

CHAPTER XX III.

THE DARK, CRIB.

Almot immediately after the knife-grinder had
ascended the ladder to the room above, another

knock was heard at the street door of the house :

and the landlord hastened to answer the summons.
" Who's there ?" he demanded.
•'Dau'el Cuflin," was the immediata response

:

U*

and the words were followed by a low and pecu-

liar whistle.

" All right," said Bencull in a satisfactory tone :

and opening the door, the Hangman entered tho

place.

" Well, Dan'el, how are you to-night?" inquired

tho l;indlord.

" 0;i : hearty as a buck. Any company ?"

'• Yes—a few. But walk in.

'

Then, having secured the door, Bencull lighted

the way into the back room, whore Daniel Coffin

the Hangman was received with an enthusiastio

welcome on the part of the men and women assem-

bled there. Indeed, aa ho stood in the middle of

the room with his hat perched somewhat jauntily

upon his head,—and as he surveyed tho company

to see who were present, and tapped his leg with a

stick which he carried in his hand,—ho seemed to

all intents and purposes a lilting hero for the wor-

ship of such a group.
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« Well, and how are you all, my pals ?" he ex-

claimed, thro\Yiri^ himself upoa a chair, and then

coolly tossing o£f a glass of brandy which stood on

the side of the table near him.

•'All right, Mr. Coffin," answered one of the

women, " Old Jeremy's up-stairs. You knovf it's

his night to be here
"

" That's just why I've come down to the Island

now," observed the Hangman. " I want to see him

about some particular business. Is he up-staira ?"

•' Yes— but there's a chap with hiua," said Ben-

cull.

"Ohl well—I can wait awhile—I'm in no hurry.

—'specially in such tweet company," he added,

with a grin at the women, who laughed amazingly

at the compliment.

"I dare say the kpife-giiuder won't be long,"

remarked BencuU.

"The knife-grinder 1" exclaimed the Hangman,
catching at the name : for he remembered wl^at

John the footman had told him relalive to a Vi'or-

thy of that dascription, at the King's Arms, lyich-

mond, on the preceding night.

" Yes : do you know anythink of him ?" inquired

Benciill, all his former suspicion^ i))^(^Qtaneously

aroused again.
" Nothing bad, at all events," returned Diiniel

Coffiu: "on the contrary, if it's tha same thaf I

mean, he must ba a deui-ed good kind of a chap.

But fr )m wlsat 1 was told, I don't think it is the

same, because the one I'm spealfilig of ia wantpii

ill JiOiidon by the beaks "

*' And sp id this feller," exclaimed BencuU : " he

sai4 so to flio when he fust entered the crili jusst

now. He says Larry Sainpspu has got a wanai^t

out against hini; but he's bloyysd if he won't give

Larry an inch or two of cold s^eel tifofo he'd bo
lugj,'ed uli' to quod by any such sqeaking wjllaiiv''

" Sm;h a chap, then, would be a welcome recruit

for our band,'' observed Coffin tlie Hangman, " I

wonder what lie's up to willi old Jfereifly ? May be
somctliiug iu which \vc could lend him a little help,

and of coufse go sa.Hcks."

" Why don't you step vip-sUirs and see if there's
any way of iusiimaling yojjrsclf inJo tl^p coufidejiqe
of this Tibby Blades?" inquired BsiicuU.

" So 1 will," returned Daniel the Hangman : and
lie ascended the ladder accordingly.

Baising the trap-door a little and somewhat cau-
tiously, he beheld the knife-grinder and old
Jeremy sitting very close to each other and lean-
ing forward so that there was not an interval of
more than three inches between the soot-begrimed
countenance of the former and the thin pointed
nose of the latter. They were evidently in deep
discourse upon some absorbing topic; so much so,

that they did not immediately notice the raising of
the trap-door.

"May 1 come up?" asked the Hangman: "oris
it anything very particular ?"

"Ohl dear, dear— how you've startled me,
Daniel !" exclaimed Jcremj', iu a nervous, trem-
bling voice. «' But come up, my kind and e.xcel-

Icut friend," he continued, assuming a bland and
coaxing tone :

" come up, my dear Daniel. You're
the very person I wanted to see : and indeed I was
just mentioning your name in the most affectionate
terms to my new acquaintance here."
"Mr, Tibby Blades, I understand," said Colfin,

as he went up the remaining steps of the ladder

and closed the trap behind him. " They toid me
down stairs who it was you'd got with you. But I

haven't had the pleasure of meeting him before

:

although I'd heard of him."
" Heard of me !" exclaimed the knife-grinder.

" And yet I haven't made myself wery 'torious in

the world yet awhiie."

"Wasn't you at Richmond yesterday afternoon,

or evening?" inquired the Hangman. " '^ome—
you needn't hesitate about answering—old Jeremy
here will tell you I'm all right."

" He's already told me so," observed the knife-

grinder; "and therefore 1 needn't hesitate to say
I was at Richmond for an hour or sp "

"Enough, my tulip!" ejaculated Jack Ketch.
" Come, tip us your d;iddle, and we'U be |)al8. I

like the Uok of yp«, although
"

"Althmigh I <<./i r..}tht;r blockish ^od sooty—
el^?" cried Tihi-y Bia^ips, wiih a loud laugh.

««^^! hah I hah 1 hah!"
" Pt ! he ! i»e 1" was the faint and tremulous

chuckle, or v^ther c<^ckl8 of old Jeremy. " You
see, ^v. imdeiJ, we're a merry set—a set of merry
dogs, I ciu acsure IQU. We can 1

.

'.ng

and ^aybody—he! he! he! Aui ar

kind fvieiid Dauiel Coffin, who ki. -
. .; as

well as if ho was my offu son," cout;nu3d the an-

cient fence, iu a whining, cantin^', snivpiliug tppe

of vyv^^chcd hypocrisy,—"and he'll tell ypu, Mr.
Bl^deg, that I'm s, worthy old soul—^ sqr^ of

father to a good oia^ty )icr«pQ8 Tiha cquldu't do

vpry well without nae
"

*' llold your precious humbugging tongue, you old

fqpl," growled the IJangman, savagely. "I dare

say q^^ new friend $lade$ knows all ahout you ; or

else he wouldn't Jiftve cfi?flg Jiunting you out iu Ben-
culj's crib."

" No—but ha dqesn't know all about me, though,"

shrieked the old ntaii in a shrill voice : "and what I

want is that he should kuov more about me thap he

does. Now, my dear kind Daniel, do tell Mr. Blades

the truth : tell him that I never have anything to do

with burglaries, highway robberies, or pocket-pick-

ings; but that I am a moral man—a church-going

man~a man who subscribes to charities and does a

thousand little benevolent things in a quiet way."

"Aye—all your benevolence is snug enough, I'll

be bound, Jeremy," exclaimed the Hangman : then

turning towards the knife-grinder, he said, " You
never iu all your life saw such a snivelling, sneak-

ing, blarneying, whining, coaxing old fool as this

Jeremy Humpage. He's constantly endeavouring to

persuade himself and others that he's not a regular

fence who buys stolen goods, but a philanthropist

who gives poor devils a good price for the scrapings

of the gutters, the searchings of the .sewers, and the

Takings of the dunghills. If you even took him a

chest of plate that cost a thousand guineas, he

wouldn't seem to suspect for an instant that it was

stolen: he'd ask you what nobleman or gentleman

was in difficulties and had sent you to dispose of the

property. Why, even I'm an honest man in old

Jeremy's calculation," added Coffin, with a grim

smile.
'* To be sure, to be sure," said Humpage—for such

was Jeremy's surname : " 1 never have anything to

do with rogues and rascals. I don't want to fall out

with the authorities and have the constables set in

chase of me : I don't choose to know a single thing

that's going on, unless it's all right and sUaightfor-
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ward. I never look behind the scenes, Mr. Blades

—never, never. The men and the women down
stairs are all poor creatures who pick up little things

in the gutters and on the dunghills, and bring them

to nie to buy !"

*' Yes—such pretty things as watches, snufT-boxes,

rings, and gold chains," observed the Hangman, with

a sarcastic lear. " They're plentiful enough in Lon-
don : it isn't however in the gutters, on the dung-

hills, and in the sewers they're found—but in the

pockets, round the necks, and on the fingers of gen-

tlemen and ladies."

" Well, well—it may be," said old Jeremy, in a

querulous voice and with nervous manner. "But
recollect this, my dear friend Mr. Blades—for good

friends we shall no doubt become—recollect, I say,

that I am no associate of bad characters—I have

nothing to do with them. I am a man of reputa-

tion—buying and selling in a legitimate manner;

and if I come down occasionally to my kind friend,

Mr. Bencull's house "

" Once a week at least, old fellow," ejaculated

the Hangman.
" You see how jocular he is, Mr. Blades," said

Humpage; "so full of life and spirits! Well, I

look upon him as a son "

" You crafty, hypocritical, lying old vagabond,"
interrupted Daniel CofSn,—."you know you hate

me as the devil does holy water. But you're

obliged to keep friends with me—and so am I with

you, unfortunately. I wish, however, you would
leave off this canting', droning, wheedling style of

your's, and speak out like a man. But that you'll

never do. You and I have known each other a

many years now—and you've always been the

same."

"So have you, my dear Daniel," returned Hum-
page, with an air of bland ingenuousness ;—"always
the same jovial, waggish, good-natured fellow."

" Good-natured indeed 1" growled the Hangman,
looking about as well pleased as an angry buU-dog.
"Precious good-natured, no doubt, not to have
knocked you on the head long ago."
" That would never do, my dear kind friend,"

said Humpage, with another cackling laugh, as if

he thought the Hangman was only joking. "If
anything happened to me, Daniel, what would you
do when you found a handsome gold watch in the
street, or a splendid snuff-box lying in some
deserted comer? No one would use you so well as

I do. And when, too, some nobleman or gentle-

man trusted you with a plate-chest to dispose of—
or a lady gave you her diamonds to sell for

hei"
"

" Hark at the old fool !" ejaculated Jack Ketch,
in deep disgust. " He knows as well as possible

that he never bought a watch or a snuff- box of me
in all his life that wasn't stolen—and that he never
melted down a single piece of plate that wasn't the
produce of a burglary."
" Was there ever a man so fond of a joke as my

dear friend Dan Coffm?" cried old Jeremy, chuck-
ling again. " But 1 was going to tell you, Mr.
Blades, when he interrupted mo just now," con-
tinued the fence, addressing himself to the knife-

grinder,—" that if I come occasionally to my old

friend Bencull's very respectable and well-con-

ducted lodgmg-house, it is only to save such poor
creatures as those down stairs the trouble of com-
ing to me at my own abode in Whitechapel. I

look upon them all as my own children, and love

then as dearly
"

" Curse this nonsense !" ejaculated the Hangman,
stamping his foot upon the floor with impatience.
" You're enough to drive one mad with your hypo-
critical, carneying trash."

"Don't be angry, my excellent friend—don't be
angry," said Humpage. " I only wanted our new
ft-icnd Mr. Blades, to know what sort of a person I

am "

" Well—and now he'll take your word for it," in-

terrupted Jack Ketch. " Come—we've had enough
of blarney and gammon; and therefore let's see if

we can't talk rationally for a few minutes. In the

first place, am I one too many here ? Because, if

so, I'll step down stairs again "

"Not a bit of it—not a bit of it," cried old

Jeremy Humpage.
"Well, then—I'll stop," continued the Hang-

man. "And now tell me, you ancient hypocrite,

what you wanted to see me for, and why you was
mentioning my name in such friendly terms just at

the very moment that I came up ?"

" The fact is," I'etui'ued Jeremy, now lowering

his voice to a whisper, " our new friend here, ;\Ir.

Tibby Blades—and a very pretty name it is, too

—

happened to hear my name mentioned at Miss
Scratchem's highly respectable lodging-house in

Whitechapel "

" Polly Scratchem's flash crib—eh ?" exclaimed

the Hangman. "Well— go on. I suppose our

friend Blades," he added, glancing towards the

knife-grinder, " heard that you was a precious old

fence
"

"A fair-dealing purchaser of miscellaneous

goods, you mean," said Jeremy. "And so, as our

new friend Blades expects to have a few things to

dispose of in the course of next week, and as ho

wants to leave town the first thing to-morrow
morning, he thought he liad better see me without

delay. Is it not so, my dear Mr. Blades?"

"That's right enoug'h," answered the knife-

grinder, "And when I'd explained myself to

you, you said that if I wanted any assistance in

7noving the few things I spoke of, you could re-

commend me to Blr. Daniel Coffin as a indiwidual

you'd knov/ed and esteemed for many years."

" Now I understand," exclaimed the Hangman

:

then, taking Tibby Blades by the button-hole and
looking him significantly in the face, he said, " Is

there really anything to be done anywhere ?—and
do you want a pal in the matter?"

" Don't discuss your schemes in my presence !''

cried old Jeremy. " I've introduced you to each

other—and that's enough. Go and talk elsewhere,

like dear good creatures as you are."

" Well, well—you needn't mind us—wo shan't be
many minutes," observed the Hangman. " And I

want to say something to you presently, old Jeremy
—something that will make your precious tooth-

less mouth water, I Icnow."

"Always joking— always joking!" chuckled

Humpage : but as the Hangman drew the knife-

grinder aside into a corner, a scowl of diabolical

malignity passed ovet tho countenance of the

ancient fence.

" Now, my fine fellow," whisjicrcd the Hangman
to Tibl)y Bl idcs, " I'm a person of fcAV words—and

1 liate such m-etched drivelling and loathsome

nonsense as that old impostor has been indulgmg
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in. Of course you see through him as well as

I do. But enough of that. I told you just now
that I like your looks: what I ought to have

said was that I like what I've heard of you—
because as for your looks, you'll excuse me for

saying that they're scarcely distinguishable through

the grime and soot."

" And what have you heard of me ?" inquired

Tibby Blades.

"That you're one of the right sort," was the im-

mediate answer. " So, in a few words, if you've

anything in hand where you want the aid of a

I staunch comrade, I'm your man."
" The truth is," said the knife-grinder, " I know

of a job that can be done nice and safe—down in

the country somewhere "

" Is it a crack ?' demanded the Hangman, thus

figuratively inquiring whether the affair alluded

to was an intended burglary.

"No— a post-chaise robbery," rejoined the

knife-grinder. "The genelman to be robbed is

now in town : his butler and me are on a tolerable

good understanding together—and that's how I've

got my information. Last evening, as I was
leaving Richmond, I met this here butler who was
a-pleasuring down there for the day ; and he told

me as how his master will leave London one day
next week in a post-chaise, and with a trunk full of

new plate and all kinds of jewellery and trinkets

for his family."

"Ah! by the gibbet and halter! this will be
good pickings," said the Hangman. " So I suppose
that on receiving this information from your friend

the butler, you returned to London "

" Yes—although I'm Avanted by the runners,"

answered the knife-grinder. "Having heard old

Jeremy Humpage's name mentioned at Polly

Scratchem's, I thought of making it all right with
him beforehand, to receive the property and toss it

into his melting-pot the instant I get it up to

London "

"Moving the goods, as he calls it," observed the
Hangman, with a grim smile. " Well—go on."

"I've nothing more to say— only that Polly

Scratchem told me where Humpage lived in

Whitechapel, and on going to his house I found
he wasn't at home ; so I went back to Polly, and
then she recollected where it was his night to be—
and knowing she could trust me, although Pm
somewhat of a stranger to the flash coves in Lon-
don, she whispered that I should find him at the
Folly Bridges."*
" Well—and he has agreed to receive the pro-

perty, supposing the affair comes off?" said the
Hangman, inquiringly.

"In his humbugging fashion," answered the
knife-grinder, "he has told me that if so be any
nobleman or genelman sends me to his house with
certain goods to dispose of, he won't make no bones
of buying 'em off-hand. So that point 's as good
as settled. To-morrow I'm off into the country

—

'cos why, London is rayther too hot to hold me :

but on Monday I shall come up again to meet my
friend the butler-and then he'll let me know the
exact day and hour when his master intends to
start for home."

* In tlie da3's of which wo arc writing—namely, thirty-
sii years ago—Jacob's IsUvnd was gcncraUy kno^^n as
•' Tlie FoUy Bridges."

" You'll want some one to help you, Tibby," ob-
served the Hangman.

" To be sure—and you shall go snacks with me
in the business," was the immediate answer. " I'll

see you again next Monday, either here or wher-
ever you like."

" At my place in Fleet Lane," said Jack Ketch.
" Of course old Jeremy has told you who I am

—

Dau'el Coffin—pubhc executioner—cheap barber
—and all that sort of thing."

" I twig, my fine feller," returned Tibby Blades.
" Then we've nothing more to say at present,"

observed the Hangman. "You can step down
stairs and blow a cloud, while I just transact a
little private business with old Jeremy Humpage

—

and then I'll join you. I suppose you ain't in a
hurry to be off for an hour or so ?"

" Not a bit of it," responded the knife-grinder.
" On the contrary, I should like to have a little

chat with you, so as to make us better acquainted

—partickler as we're going to do business to-

gether."
" Well, I'll join you and the others down below

in a few minutes," said the Hangman.
Tibby Blades accordingly returned to the lower

room, while Daniel Coffin remained behind to dis-

course with old Jeremy.

CHAPTER XXIV.

THE COMPANY AT THE DARK CRIB.

The knife-grinder, on resuming bis seat at the

table amongst the rogues and vile women assem-
bled there, lighted his pipe—ordered more brandy
— and proceeded to indulge in a more scrutinizyig

survey of the company than he had previously been
enabled to take.

There was one hideous-looking man, with his

nose smashed ilat to his face, so that he resembled

a being with a death's head. He had a black eye

and a handkerchief tied over his forehead —
which did not improve his appearance. He was
a Swag Chovey Bloak, or maiine-store dealer,—

a

fence on a small scale, and was accustomed tc sell

to old Jeremy any articles of value which he pur-

chased fi'om the thieves or pickpockets in unme-
diate connexion with himself.

There were two fellows, each with a black patch

over one eye, although the optics thus concealed

were perfect and free from injury as those wliich

were left uncovered. But one pretended to be an
old soldier, declaring that he had lost an eye in

!

the wars : and he was called Bob the Durrynacker, I

alias the Beggar. The other was a Mushroom '

Faker, or fellow who went about witli umbrellas to
j

mend: and the black patch was now a part of

some new disguise which he had recently assumed.

There was a very pale-laced man, dressed in

seedy black, and having an appearance of shabby
respectability. He looked like a decayed tradesman

—one who had seen better days ; and by dint of

practice, he had subdued and piasticised his counte-

nance into an expression of profoundly sanctimo-

nious melancholy. He was a regular Highflyer of

Fakements, or Begging-letter Impostor: and he

kept his cheeks pale, thin, and emaciated by
drinking a bottle of Mr. BencuU's vitriolised gin

every night of his life.
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Another of the delectable company present was a

jovial good-humoured looking man, with the crown

of his white hat hanging half off. He was a But-

toner, or thimble-rig professional, and was remark-

ably ready with all that coarse wit and slang

humour which fellows of his class deal in so

glibly for the purpose of attracting dupes at fairs

and races, and keeping them amused when they are

once so attracted.

The women were young—coarse in appearance,

and disgusting alike in conduct and speech. Their

persons were very much exposed, and they encour-

aged the freedoms which their male companions

took with them. They belonged to the lowest class

of unfortunate women who infest the vilest neigh-

bourhoods of the metropolis.

As a matter of course, all these persons were

thieves, with the exception of the marine-store dealer,

who was only the recipient of stolen goods and a

sort of agent for old Jeremy Humpage. The " old

soldier" was one of the sturdiest and most obtrusive

beggars in the metropolis; and while following a

gentleman or lady with his importunities, he was
remarkably dexterous in easing the former of a

snuff-box or handkerchief, and the latter of a reticule

—or either of them of a purse. The umbrella-men-

der was wont to knock at front-doors and induce the

servants to go and inquire " if anything was wanting

to be done in his little way "—and while left alone

for a moment, he would walk off with a hat, cloak, or

umbrella from the hail. Or else he would go down
area-steps, or round to back doors, and frequently

find opportunities of decamping with the plate that

might be left about on kitchen-tables or dressers.

The same system was practised by the begging-let-

ter impostor, who was even enabled at times to intro-

duce himself into the parlours of charitable people

and secrete a watch, a mantel-ornament, or other

article of value about his person.

The thimble-rigger was accustomed to "work
with mobs," or accomplices, who hustled and robbed
the unfortunate dupes attracted to the itinerant

gambling table; and it generally fell to his lot to

dispose of the " frisked swag," or booty. Hence
his presence at the dark crib on the nights when
old Jeremy was ivout to visit it.

The women not only pursued their loathsome

trade in the usual manner, but also enticed

drunken and unwary persons to the dark crib or

other infamous houses at Folly's Bridges ; and
there the victims were plundered of all they had
about them worth taking. Sometimes they were
cruelly maltreated:—and from time to time that

dreadful neighbourhood became the scene of deeds
of still blacker dye and more appalling magni-
tude.

The knife-grinder was seated on a three-legged

stool ; and with his soot-begrimed countenance,
his ragged hair, his dirty garments, and the short

pipe in his mouth, he looked a character perfectly

fitted to be in such a place and in such company.
Mr. BencuU's bull-dog— a savage brute, answering
to the name of Throtler— sate under the table ;

—
and every time a foot accidentally kicked against
him, or trod on his tail, he sent forth a ferocious

growl that rumbled through the crazy building.

But let us now listen to some of the discourse

which took place in that room where the guests

were assembled.
" I say, Bob," exclaimed the begging-letter im-
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postor, addressing himself to the Durrynacker,
"what's become of Teddy Limber again?"

"Teddy Limber was like to get iuto trouble
t'other day, and so he's speeled from his old crib,"

was the reply. " I'll tell you how it was. He'd tied up
prigging and taken to faking the sinlters. Larry
Sampson found him out, and went to his crib up
in the Holy Land. Larry enters the place with a
couple of runners, and insists on making a search.

But for a long time it was no go; and Teddy Lim-
ber stood by laughing. At length Larry moves
the bedstead and examines the floor. Then
Teddy's face begins to darken; and Larry sees
he's on the right scent. So he pokes about ; and
in the corner, just under where one of the legs of
the bedstead had stood, he takes up a bit of the
flooring, about a couple of inches square—^just big
enough to put the hand in. Then he feels a string,

and he draws up a worsted stocking containing

a lot of gammy cases, half- cases, cooters, pegs, and
snids. So when Teddy sees that he's twigged, he
rushes to the door—gives a right-hander to one of
Larry's men, and a left-hander to t'other—knocks
'em both down—rushes out—and bolts the door on
'em. Larry was betwixt the bedstead and the wall

at the time, and couldn't get out quick enough to

help his chaps or seize hold of Teddy. So Teddy
gets clear off as cecum as you please."*

" And what's become of Teddy now?" inquired

one of the women, who laughed more heartily than
their male companions at this anecdote.

•' Not knowing, can't say," was the Durrynacker's

response. " But I was going to tell you how Larry
Sampson went on to find that Teddy had a false

mantel-piece in his crib ; and when the mantel was
taken away, a lot of Teddy's traps was discovered

in a great recess in the wall—such as the dies, the

metal, the melting-pots, and other things used in

faking the sinkers. And in the stocking that con-

tained the sinkers, was a bit of paper with Teddy's

own written instructions how to make the bright

coin look dull and silvery-like : so it's quite clear

that Teddy had an order for the sinkers and was
going to deliver them just about the time Larry

Sampson pounced down upon him."

"And what did the receipt say?" asked the

woman who had before spoken.
" Why, the process seems quite a new 'un : but I

saw it tried yesterday by Watty Sparkes, and it

answers capital. You must put the coin on a hot

iron ; and when the colour begins to change, clap

it in a bag of bran and shake it well : then pass it

through a bit of cheese, and wipe it clean with a

coarse towel. But it musn't be rubbed much."

Well, that's simple enow," observed the knife-

grinder, refilling his pipe. "And so Watty
Sparkes is in that line, eh ? I thought he was out

the country crocusing along with Patty Finks

who does the dookin." f
" So he was," answered the Durrynacker :

" but

he's come back, along with Patty—and now they're

in business as sinker-fakers somewhere over in

Shadwell. But 1 say, old Swag Chovey Bloak,"

Speelcd-cut .nmi run. Tied up priRfjing—given up

thieving. Kaking tlic sinkers—making b.isc monc.v. Holy

and— St. Giles's. Gammj-—spurious. Cases—crowns.
Half-cases—hall-crowns. Cooters—sovereigns. Pegs

—

sliillings. Snids—sixpences. Cocuni—clever.

+ Crocusing—travelling about the country soiling soap

lUiU nuack-mcdicincs. Dooking—fortune-telling.
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exclaimed Bob the Beg-gar, turninj? towards the

marine-store dealer, "how the devil come you

with that black eye and with your head tied up ia

that fashion ?"

"Why, in consequence of that very Teddy

Limber you've been talking' about," was the gruff

and sulky answer: "so you see I can give another

chapter iu his history if I like."

" Well, and won't you like ?" asked one of the

•women, coaxingly.

" Oh ! if it's to please you, I will," returned the

marine-store dealer, somewhat mollified by this

bland appeal. " You must know, then, that when

Teddy escaped from his crib up in the Holy Land,

as the Durrynacker has told you, he come right

away to my house in St. George's Fields. I took

him in, and put him up safe in the front room first

floor, amongst all the rags, bones, bottles, and old

iron. Well, it seems that Larry Sampson traced

him out, and came with his people to take him. It

was late at night—and they knocked at the street-

door. I was sitting smoking a pipe and drinking

a drop of blue ruin with Teddy, when we heard

the knock. We suspected what it was ;—and so I

opened the window and asked who was there and

what they wanted. Larry said he must come in.

I told him no one he could possibly want was

there ; but he said that was no business of mine.

*Keep him talking a minute,' says Teddy, iu a

whisper to me ; ' and Til get out on the leads' For

of course Teddy knew that Sampson had posted

some of his men at the back of the house ; or else

he would not have been such a fool as to come and

raise an alarm at the front door. But all in a

moment Larry Sampson begins to push away at

the front door to force it open ; and while I was

leaning out of the window blackguarding him for

breaking into an Englishman's house, which is his

castle, lo and behold, 1 lost my balance and pitched

out into the street."

At this stage of the narrative, the Buttoner, or

thimble-rig professional, gave vent to an ejacula-

tion of surprise, accompanied by an oath: but

when the looks of all present were turned upon

him as if seeking an explanation, he hastily bade

the marine-store dealer proceed, observing that he

would explain afterwards.

" Well," contiimed the Swag Chovey Bloak, " I

must do Larry Sampson the justice to say, much

as I hate him as a cursed thief-taker, that he and

his men instantly left off pushing at the door and

hastened to pick m« up; and this gave Teddy

Limber time to get safe away over the roofs of the

houses. The fall douced near killed me: but it

hasn't quite, however," added the maa with a

ghastly smile.

" So your misfortune was Teddy's salvation," ob-

served the kuife-giinder, who appeared tj enjoy

the anecdote amazingly.
" Well, this is the rummest lark I ever knew in

all my life," exclaimed the Buttoner : "and that's

what made me sing out as 1 did just now, because

I've heard the story before about the pitching out

of the winder. But is Teddy Limber a tali, thin,

shambling feller, with precious long arms and
legs ?"

" Just so," returned the Durrynacker. " Ho re-

minds one of a giblet pie—all wings and legs."

" Then by jingo it is the same !" cried the But-

toner. "Tlie rascal— I'll pay him out 1"

" What has he done ?" asked several voices.
" He stunned me of my regulars," replied the in-

dignant thimble-rigger : "and I'll tell you how it

was. I was down at Chatham on Saturday, and
there was a fair tliere. Well, 1 was working the
tiddly wink with a mob, when a feller comes up and
gets into conversation. I saw he was a leary chap,
and thought he'd suit as a pal. So we went to a
public-house, had some drink, and talked matters
over. He told me how he'd bolted from London

;

and how a friend of his'n had pitched out of the

winder while blarneying with the runners. So I

was took with him; and he agreed to work with

my mob. We went back into the fair and set up
1
the table. 'Now,' says I, as the yokels and flits

gathered round, 'here's von, two, and three; the

fairest game that ever yon see. The royal game of
tiddlywink, pnijlronised by their Mojeslies, his Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales, the Archbishop of
Canterbury, the Lord Chief Justice, and all the no-

bility and gentry. Here you are : now's your time

and nmo's your opportunity. Tht>m as doesn't bet

can't win ; and them as does bet is sure to lose. Von,
ttvo, three—the fashionable game oftiddlywink, now
in wogue at all the first houses in the land !'—Well, I

was a-going on at this rate, when a regular yokel

chucks down a guinea, swearing he'd tell under
which thimble the little pea was. ' Von, tioo,

three,' says I; 'them as uses their eyes, must see.

Four, five, sijc : here's the little pea capering about

like bricks. Seven, eight, nine: the game shall be

mine. Noio. sir, you can't tell under which thimble

is the little pea.'— ' This von,' says the yokel, pint-

ing to a thimble.—' No it isn't,' says I : 'the little

pea, here he be.' And I lifted up another thimble.

Then bang went the flat's hat over his eyes—my
mobs-men hustled him—and away I scampered
with the tiddlywink-table, while Teddy Limber
(although I didn't know his name then) frisked the

yokel of his yack and skin. All was confusion ia

the crowd : but we every one of the party managed
to get safe off. Well, me and my pals met pre-

sently at the public-house where we'd agreed to

meet: but Teddy Limber never come near the

place at all. We waited for him a long time ; and
then one of us went out to see if he'd been lum-
bered. But no such thing. He had cut and run

—and we never heard or saw any more of him."*
" Shameful !" ejaculated several voices.

" To bounce you out of your regulars !" cried the

women, eveu more indignant than the men.

At this momeut the trap-door opened—and Daniel

Coffin the Hangman descended the ladder from the

room above. Almost at the same time Mr. Bencull,

who had been engaged in another part of his little

establishment, rejoined the company: but it was

evident from his appearance that he had been indulg-

ing in copious libations. His hat was cocked over

his right ear—and he carried a bottle in his hand :

but, seating himself next to the Sivas; Chovey Bloak,

he assumed ihat air of drunken niysieriousness and

wisdom which people in their cups so often put on

in order to seem sober.

" We'll drink the health of our new friend what's-

* Stunned me of my regulai-s—cheated mo of my share

of tlio Ijooty. Working tho tiddlj-wiuk—doinu the thimblo-

ri.ar. Witli a mob—witli several confederates. Leary—
sliarp, wide-awake. Yokels—couutr>Tnen. Frisked—

robbed. Yack and skui- watch and purse. Lumbered-
taken Into custody.
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his-name," hiccoughed forth Mr. Bencull, as he

grasped the bottle in one hand and a little pewter

measure in the other.

"With all my heart," said the Hangman, filling a

glass and holding it up. "May he never want a

fooney to flash in a boozing-ken ; nor ever pad the

hoof or flare in tats for want of the long-tailed fin-

nips to buy nibsome toggery."*

This toast was drunk with uproarious applause, in

the excitement of which Mr. Bencull tumbled from

his seat and rolled on the floor. This inoident

added to the prevailing mirth; and when it had

somewhat subsided and the landlord had picked

himself up again, Tibby Blades acknowledged the

honour which had been done him in a " neat speech"

that showed his erudition with regard to the flash

language.

The Hangman now stated that Jeremy Humpage
was ready up-stairs to receive those who had any

bargains in hand with him ; and all present save

Daniel Coffin himself, the knife-grinder, and Ben-

cull, ascended the ladder to receive the amounts

which the old fence was inclined to offer for the

various articles submitted to his appraisement.

A great deal of haggling, abuse, recrimination, and

quarrelling ensued : but the miserable wretches, who
were all at the mercy of the ancient villain, were

ultimately compelled to accept his terms;—and hav-

ing received about one-tenth part of the value of the

stolen goods, they retraced their steps down the ladder

into the lower room.

Old Jeremy and the Swag Chovey Bleak soon
afterwards quitted the house together ; and those

who remained behind called for more liquor, vow-
ing that they would enjoy themselves.

Presently a knock was heard at the street-door

of the house : and Bencull staggered along the

passage with a light in his hand to answer tlie

summons. Some whispering took place—a female

voice was heard in conversation with Bencull—and
then the street-door was closed and the door of the

front room opened, evidently to admit new-comers.
" Who the deuce can they be ?" said the Hang-

man.
But scarcely had he made this remark, when

Bencull returned to the room, looking more mys-
teriously knowing in his inebriation than ever.

CHAPTEK XXV.

THE YOUNG LADY.

« Well, what is it?" demanded Jack Ketch and
the women, all as it were in one breath.

"Such a prettygal—such a sweet little creaturT'
said Bencull, in a low tone and with sapient look.
« Quite a innocent, too!"

"AVho the devil are you talking about ?" asked
the Hangman, impatiently—for his curiosity was
excited.

" Why, Nell Gibson has picked up a young lady
who's lost her way and seems in great distress,"

returned Bencull; — "not distress in money-
matters, I don't mean—'cos why, she's well dressed
and has got a well filled purse in her pocket. But

* May ho never want a guinea to sport in a public-Iiouso

;

nor ever go without shoes or appear in rugs for want of
largo Bank-notes to buy good clothes.

she's in what's called distress of mind. I think she
must have run away from her parents, or some-
think of the sort. At all events, Nell Gibson has
got her in tow, and has evidently crammed her well
with all kinds of gammon. But if one of you gals
will go into the other room and pretend to be
Nell's sister, you can stay there a little while with
the young lady, and let Nell come to us for a few
minutes just to tell us all about it."

" I'll go," exclaimed one of the women, starting
from her seat: then, snatching up a rag of a
shawl from a corner and throwing it over her
shoulders, she covered her hitherto much-exposed
bosom, saying, " I musn't frighten the young lady
any how. On the contrary, I'll look as modest
and demure as if I was at a christening. But what
am I to tell her ?"'

" Why, that this is a respectable house, though
a humble one—and that it's kept by honest though
poor people," answered Bencull, his speech being
interrupted by sundry drunken hiccoughs. " You
must pass off as Nell's sister, and make believe

that you live here with your parents. Do any-
think so as you don't frighten the gal : and mind
if she does get alarmed, that she don't slip out of
the house. The front door is chained and bolted,

but not locked."
" I'll play my part well, you may rest assured,"

said the young woman : and assuming as quiet

a demeanour as she could possibly put on, she
quitted the room.
In a few minutes Nell Gibson made her appear

ance. She was a fine, tall, well-grown girl, about
nineteen years of age ; and though steeped to the
lips in profligacy, she nevertheless had sufficient

outward appearance of respectability to deceive an
unwary person, especially an inexperienced young
creature of her own sex, relative to her true cha-

racter. She was neatly dressed—and there was
little of that brazen-faced impudence and loath-

some wantonness in her looks which characterised

the other females whom we have already described

at the dark crib. Indeed, she was altogether one
of the most artful, designing, and dangerous
women of her class ; and, as if no phase in the in-

famy of her pursuits should be wanting, she not
only enticed unsuspecting men to the abominable

houses which she frequented, but also young and
artless girls whom she delighted to train in the

paths which lead to destruction.

Such was the female vfho now received a hearty

welcome from the Hangman and the other persons

present with whom she was acquainted. Indeed,

she knew them all full well, with the exception of

Tibby Blades the knife-grinder—although he as-

sured her that she was no stranger to him, at

least personally, inasmuch as he had seen her be-

fore at some flash house.

Her tale relative to the adventure which now en-

grossed all interest, was soon told. It appeared

that as she was returning to her own dwelhng,

through the maze of vile streets which exi^st in all

the neighbourhood of Jacob's Island, or Folly

Bridges, she saw a young lady, by the light of a

lamp, seated on a door-step, apparently overcome

with exhaustion and grief. By her appearance

Nell Gibson judged her to bo really what she

seemed; and accosting her in a soothing manner,

she drew her into conversation. The young lady

declared that she had been walking for some time
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—that she had lost her way—but that if any one

would conduct her to a respectable lodging for the

rest of the night, she was in a condition to pay

liberally for the kindness shown and the accommo-

dation furnished. As a proof of this portion of

her statement, and being inspired with confidence

in Nell Gibson, the young lady exhibited her

purse, which was evidently well filled. The art-

lessness of the tale and the sight of the purse were

sufficient to induce the profligate woman to take

the young lady under her immediate "protection
:"

and as BcncuU's dark crib was the nearest of

the kind, she at once conducted her intended vic-

tim thither. Overcome by fatigue of body and

distress of mind, the young lady waff too glad to

welcome any place in the shape of a lodging and

anything in the guise of sympathy, to pay very

particular attention either to the locality to which

she was conducted, or to the person who was con-

ducting her thither : she therefore readily believed

that her new friend was really a respectable young

woman though in humble circumstances, and that

the house was an honest one although in a poor

neighbourhood.

The front room, into which the young lady had

been shown, was a bed-chamber, although upon
the ground-floor; and it was fitted up in a manner
infinitely superior to the other parts of the house.

It was indeed the room to which persons were

assigned when enticed to the crib by any of the

loose females connected with the gang : and there -

fore, for obvious reasons, it was tolerably well

furnished. Thus every circumstance combined to

lull the young lady into a false security and alle-

viate any suspicions that the aspect of the neigh-

bourhood might otherwise chance to arouse in her

mind. We should however observe that the moon
had disappeared some time before she encountered

Nell Gibson ; and consequently, as she threaded

Mill Street in her way to the dark crib, the full

horror of Jacob's Island was veiled from her

view.

Having told her tale to Bencull and his guests

in the little back room, Nell Gibson returned to

the chamber occupied by the young lady. The
other female whom the landlord sent thither, had
played her part sufiiciently well, so that the young
lady still beheved she was in respectable quarters.

This female now retired upon the re-appearance of

Nell, who inquired if her guest would take any
refreshment. But the young lady was so exhausted
that she only thought of lying down to rest ; and
she was even too much fatigued to put off her
apparel. She would do no more than lay aside her
bonnet and shawl—not because she entertained
any misgivings, but in reality because she was
drooping and sinking with utter prostration. It

did not however escape Nell's notice that the con-
fiding young creature was possessed of a handsome
watch and chain, and several other articles of
iewellery, in addition to her purse ; and she already
chuckled inwardly at the rich prize that had fallen
into her hands.

In a few moments the young lady threw herself
upon the bed ; and Nell Gibson, wishing her a
sound repose, quitted tlic chamber—leaving how-
ever the candle behind her, for fear of exciting
any premature suspicion.

On returniug to the back room, she communi-
cated to the persons there assembled the pleasing

fact of the valuable jewellery possessed by the

young lady ; and a council of war was now held, in
|

a subdued tone, relative to the most fitting course

that was to be adopted towards the guest.
" Let Nell speak first," said the Hangman, "and

give her opinion—as she has had the trouble and
shown the tact in getting the girl here."

"I scarce know what to advise," observed the

young woman, after a few minutes' consideration.

" I think, now that I 've seen more of her, that she's

too innocent to break in all on a sudden : and if we
attempt to keep her here by force, she'll alarm the

whole neighbourhood with her cries and screams.

At the same time, I'm resolved that we will have the

purse and the jewels, happen what will. It would be

downright madness to let them slip through our Au-

gers. I can say no more."

"But you have your secret thoughts, though, Nell,"

observed the woman who had been into the young
lady's chamber :

" and I can read 'em," she added

with dark and ominous significancy.

" And so can 1," observed the Buttoner. " I know
what I'd do in such a case."

"What?" demanded the Hangman, looking at

him with the fixity of a diabolical expression of

countenance.
" ^Yhy— this," responded the thimble-rigger, draw-

ing his hand across hia throat. "Or else this," he

added, making a gesture with his arm as if he were

knocking a person on the head with a bludgeop-

The knife-grinder started—nay, almost IwUnded

—on his chair; and all eyes were instantaneously

turned inquiringly, and even suspiciously, upon him.
" That's precisely what I'd do also," he observed

in a deliberate manner and meeting the looks of his

companions with a steady gaze : and at the same
time he settled himself in his chair, so that the sud-

denness of his start seemed only to have been one of

those abrupt movements which often accompany a

change from one posture to another.

" What would you do, d'ye say ?" demanded the

Hangman, as if determined to make him express

in words the thoughts so darkly hinted at.

" Why, sooner than lose the swag I should be

for making away with her, to be sure," answered

Tibby, in a resolute voice : " and what's more, if

you're afraid to do it
"

•'You will ?' said the Hangman, in a hasty tone

of inquiry.

" Yes—I will," returned the knife-grinder.

"Then tip us your hand, old fellow," said Coflin.

"I did you a moment's injustice—I thought you
started strangely

"

" Oh! not I," observed Tibby Blades, carelessly:

" unless it was that I felt rayther disgusted to think

you should all go boating about the bush to get at an
idea which all along was uppermost in evei*ybody'»

thoughts."

"It was in mine," said Nell Gibson, resolutely.

" You knew it was the only plan—didn't you ?"

demanded the Buttoner.

"To be sure I did," was the girl's answer.
" The young lady is innocent and unsuspecting— i

and I couldn't break her in under a week, perhaps
|

a month. In the mean time, who is to keep watch
j

upon her, night and day, to see she doesn't escape?

—and wouldn't her screams and cries soon get

talked about all over the neighbourhood ? On the

other hand, if we rob her and let her go quietly

away in the morning, she wiU of Comse lodge an
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information against us and we shall all be laid

up in lavender and lag-c^ed."*

" All that's the very same notion that I've got
in the matter," said tlie Mushroom Faker.

" There's no disputing the argument," observed
Bob the Dui-rynacker.

" But if we are all in for the risk as accomplices,"
said the Highflyer of Fakements, " we must also go
shares on equal terms."

" To be sure—ekal sheers ?"' cried the Buttoner.
"Hush!" whispered Nell Gibson, in a tone of

authority. " There's two persons that must have
more than the rest: one's myself, for bringing the
young lady here—and the other's the individual,
whoever he m ly be, that will do the job."
" All fair and right enough," observed the Hang-

* Laid up in lavender and lagged—thrown Into prison
and transported.

12*

"So I say!" exclaiuied Bencull: then, rising

from his seat and staggering towards the door, he
said with a hiccough, " I'll do the job, blow me !"

'• No, no," cried the Hangman, clutching him by
the arm and dragging him back to hia seati

"you're not in a fit state—you'll only make a mesa
of it."

" I'm your man !" said Tibby Blades, the knife-

grinder, starting up. " Lend us your club, Dan'el

—and in a very few minutes the young lady shall

wake in another place. Only keep that cussed

dog quiet—'cos animals of that sort Is apt to howl

and moan when there's death in a house."
" We'll take care of him," observed the Hang-

man, as he gave his short knotted stick to the

knife-grinder. " Here—toss off another dram of

bingo—and then get to work. There's no use

delaying in these kinds of things."
" Not a bit of use," said the women, assentingly

:

but, with the exception of Nell Gibson whose heart
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was steeled ag'.iinst all pity and all remorse, they

spoke in hushed voices and with a cold shuddering.

" Now I'm ready," observed the knife-binder,

having drained the glass which Jack Ketch pre-

sented to him : and, graisping the club, he fixed his

hat with an air of resolution upon his head, and

was preparing to leave the room when a sudden

thought struck him. "You must lend me the

light," he said, taking up the only one that was left

burning on the table.

« No—don't leave us in the dark," cried one of

the women, a ghastly pallor instantaneously super-

seding the flush of drinking.

" Coward—fool !" hissed from the lips of Nell

Gibson, as her eyes glared lilcc those of a tiger-cat

upon the young woman : tlien turning towards the

knife-grinder, she said, " There's no necessity to

take this candle, because I left one burning in the

lady's room."
" Very good," observed Tibby Blades. " Now

don't move or make a noise till I come back. I

shan't be many minutes absent," he added with a

look of omijjpi^s significancy.

He then quitted the room, closing the door

behind him.

Gently he crept along the short passage: but

though he walked as if treading upon ice too thin

to bear him, the crazy boai-ds creaked beneath his

feet. He groped for the latch of the door opening

into the front chamber : he found it—raised it cau-

tiously—and entered the room. The candle was

still burning upon a little round table in the middle

—and the young lady was lying stretched in pro-

found slumber upon the bed.

But the knife-grinder did not waste a moment
in contemplating her. He closed the door—and
put a chair slanting-wise against it so as to secure

it from being opened unless by great force : for

there was no lock or fastening of any kind save

the mere latch. He tlien cautiously raised the

window and examined the shutter. A single bolt

held it; and it opened like a door on the outside

of the casement.

Leaving the shutter still closed, but the window
open, Tibby Blades approached the bed and shook

the young lady by the shoulder, She opened her

eyes ; and starting up, was about to give vent to a

scream. But the knife-grinder instantaneously

said, "For God's sake, be still!" in so hurried yet

deep and impressive a manner, that the sound died

upon her lips—and her terror showed itself in a

wild gaze.
" Young lady, I am your friend—don't mind my

appearance—for I'm only a poor tinker," were the

hasty words which he now whispered in her ears.

" You are in a dreadful place—and you must get up
and escape without a moment's delay."

The young lady sate up on the bed and still

gazed wildly upon the knife-grinder, as if a terrible

consternation were upon her.

"Here—take your jewels—put on your things

—

and be off—for God's sake be off!" said the man,
in so earnest and imploring a tone that the young
creature was instantaneously awakened as it were

to a sense of some frightful peril and to the neces-

sity of energetic action.

Trembling, however, from head to foot, and with

chattering teeth, she huddled on her clothes and
thrust her purse and jewels into her pocket. The
knife-grinder opened the shutter as gently as he

could, and helped her out into the street. But at
that instant the rush of footsteps in the passage
fell on his ears—and at the moment he was pre-
paring to follow her through the window, the
chamber-door was broken in. He spran:? after

her into the street : but he stumbled—fell heavily

with his head against a stone—and was stunned.

In another instant the Hangman, who bounded
after him through the window, was kneeling upon
him, keeping him down—while Nell Gibson and
some others of the gang opened the front-door and
rushed in pursuit of the young lady.

Away she sped along the street, terror giving

wings to her feet, but paralysing her tongue. She
heard tlie pursuers—and yet she could not cry ont

for assistance. Fortunately for lier, a number of

men belonging to one of the wharves on Bermond-
sey Walk were just going to their work at an hour
unusually early, on account of some lighter that

was to be loaded for the next tide:—and the

young lady, perceiving by the glimmering of dawn
which was now breaking, that they were honest-

looking fellows, at once appealed to them for pro-

tection.

Nell Gibson and her accomplices, observing the

turn which the adventure had thus taken, hurried

bade to the dark crib, into which the Hangman and
BeucuU had in the meantime borne the still sense-

less knife-grinder. The simtterwas speedily closed

again—the street-door secured—and thus, in a few

minutes, the dreadful house once more prestfnted a
tranquil though gloomy and sombre exterior to

the view.

In a hurried and incoherent manner, the young
lady told the whaifingei-s how she had been enticed

to some bad place close by—how she had been

warned of danger and assisted to escape by some
friendly-dispostd person—and how this person in

endeavouring to follow her, bad fallen and been

secured by the inmates of the dwelling. The
working-men, compassionating the afflicted young
creature, ofl'ered to escort her to a safer neigh-

bourhood : but they were too much accustomed to

hear of broils and disturbances in Jacob's Island

to think it worth their while to mix themselves up

any farther in the matte:-. Two of them accord-

ingly set off to conduct her away from that vicinage

—and the others proceeded to their work.

But in the meantime what had happened inside

the dark crib?

Tlie knife-grinder, still stunned and senseless

from the effects of his fall, had been borne into the

dwelling and carried to that back room where the

night's orgie had taken place. The villains laid

him upon the floor, and in hurried manner delibe-

rated upon the course tliat they sliould pursue.

That he was either a traitor or a coward they felt

convinced ; and in either case there was every rea-

son to apprehend that he would betray them. He
had heard enougli of their proceedings and their

plans, even setting aside their intention to murder

the young lady, to consign them ail to prison and

send them out as transports from the country ;—
and so desperate a set of miscreants were not

likely to hesitate long l\owto dispose of so danger-

ous an individual. They therefore resolved to

make away with him; and as he was already in a

state of insensibility, this course could be carried

out with but little violence and no noise.

All present being agreed upon the point, the
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made no reply, for fear of aggravating him ; and he

was somewhat softened by this apparent submissive-

ness on their part.

" Wei), I can't say that I've much to complain of

against you," he observed : " only I can't bear sharp

answers. What are you looking at, Jack ?"

" This picture of Dick Turpin hanging," was the

response. " I think Turpin was a very fine fellow

—

and I'm never tired of looking at the picture. What
a shame it was to send such a chap to the gibbet.

But did he really wear a laced coat like that?"

"To be sure he did," answered the Hangman.

"He was a very spicy cove in his togs, and always

looked as if he belonged to swell street. It's more

than seventy years ago since he was scragged. My
father saw him turned off: it was at Tyburn. As he

went up the ladder his right leg seemed to tremble

for a moment : but he stamped it down hard—like

that," said CofSn, suiting the action to the word and

making the whole crazy building shake from bottom

to top with the force of his foot. " When he'd

stamped in that manner, Turpin looked round with

a dauntless air upon the multitude, and received

three cheers. Ah ! that must have been a proud

moment for him," added Jack Ketch, shaking his

head slowly and with a look of envy.

But at this moment two or three customers entered

the shop ; and the Hangman's anecdotes, which by

the bye he delighted to tell, were cut suddenly short,

at least for the time being. He and his assistants

began to lather and shave away ; and a miscellaneous

conversation was kept up the whole time. A suc-

cession of customers continued to arrive in sufficient

numbers to keep Coffin, Dick, and the Foundling

fully employed for the next hour ; and during that

period all kinds of things were discussed. The
latest broils in the neighbourhood—the approaching

sessions at the Old Bailey—the conduct of the last

men who had been hung—the exploits of skilful and
well known thieves—the quality of the liquor at the

various public-houses in the neighbourhood—the
recent prize-fights—the severity of the tax-gatherers

—the latest rows in the Fleet prison—some attempted

escapes from Newgate—the comparative merits of

notorious highwaymen, dead or living—and anec-

dotes of clever Old Bailey pleaders,—these topics

formed the staple of the discourse.

By half-past eight the business began to slacken

;

and towards nine the habitual frequenters of the

shop were all disposed of. Dick Melmoth and the

Foundling then went into the adjoining room to get

their breakfast ; and the Hangman posted himself

on the threshold of the door to " catch a whiiF of

air," as he said, after the bustle and heat of his

morning's avocations.

Having remained there for a few minutes, thinking

over the adventures at the dark crib in Jacob's

Island, he was about to follow his assistants into the

parlour, when he suddenly observed no less a person

than Mr. Lawrence Sampson, the chief officer of

Bow Street, coming down the lane from the direction

of Newgate. A pang of uneasiness shot through
the heart of Jack Ketch at the sight of this for-

midable functionary—especially as the recent crime

of the Folly Bridges was at the instjint uppermost
in his memory : but he as promptly composed him-
self with the reflection that if Larry, as he was fa-

miliarly called, meant mischief, he would not be

coming alone nor in such an indifferent leisurely

manner as that at which be was now advancing.

Besides, the Hangman felt well assured that the
crime could not possibly be known as yet, even if it

were ever destined to transpire at all; and as for

any information that the young lady might have
given relative to her adventures at the dark crib,

it could not bo otherwise than exceedingly vague,

and must necessarily stop short of the chapter that

contained the crowning tragedy of the night.

Having thus rapidly reasoned to himself, Daniel
Coffin recovered all his wonted equanimity and
dogged indifference by the time Mr. Lawrence
Sampson came near his door.

This individual, who has already been more than
once alluded to in our pages, was the most celebrated

thief-taker of the time. Not that he had ever per-

formed any remarkable acts of desperate valour

:

but his skill in the process of detecting a criminal

or unravelling the most intricate skein of myste-
rious crime, was extraordinary. Nothing could

equal his shrewdness in catching up the faiaiest

circumstance that might aflbrd a clue to the object of

his search or the aim of his investigation. Incidents,

so trivial that even the astutest of his colleagues

would have passed them over unnoticed, were by

him seized upon as straws showing which way the

^ind blew;—and his keenness in getting upon the

trail of a criminal was only equalled by his un-

wearying perseverance and consummate art in follow-

ing up the scent. Marvellous tales are told of the

searching penetration and wondrous ingenuity of the

Red Indians in thus detecting an enemy's track and
pursuing the chase, even though rivers should have

been crossed and the trail thus broken suddenly: but

nothing of the kind that is related concerning the

savage aboriginals of North America could possibly

exceed in vivid interest and astonishing skill the

exploits of Lawrence Sampson when unravelling

the mysteries of London crime or employed in the

detection of its hidden perpetrators.

In physical construction he seemed but little

adapted for so perilous, fatiguing, and harassing a
life. Slightly formed, he was what is called a
dappei'-looking man ; and though ho was remark-
ably active, his muscular strength was by no moans
great. He dressed \Yith great plainness, and had
not the least air of pretension about him : nor was

there any expression of vulgar cunning in his

countenance. His looks had a certain keenness

and his hps denoted the utmost decision of cha-

racter ; but as he walked along the street, he did

not appear to take any inordinate notice of either

men or things. He had sleek red hair, a very

freckled face, and large greenish eyes ; and his age
might be about eight-and-thirly.

Such was the famous Lai-ry Sampson, the head

officer of Bow Street.

That he should now be coming from the direc-

tion of Newgate, was nothing extraordinary, inas-

nmch as his avocations necessarily rendered him a

frequent visitor to tliat gaol ; and tluit he should

be passing down Fleet Lauo was also natural

enough, seeing that it afforded the shortest cut

into Farringdon Street, supposing that he w;is ou

his way straight back to Bow Street. Indeed,

there was scarcely a week iu which Sampson did

not visit Newgate a dozen times, and take Fleet

Lane iu his way, either coming or going, ou at

least six or eight of those occasions. Ail these

retiections did tlie Hangman make in the course of

a few moments; and the result was a perfect men-
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tal easiness as to the presence of the officer ia his

neighbourhood.

" Holloa, 3Ir. Sampson !" he exclaimed, as Larry

seemed about to pass on the opposite side of the

way without noticing him: "hoTT are yoti this

morning sir?"
" Ah ! Daniel," cried the functionary, stopping

short: "I really did not observe yoa at the mo-
ment, nor yet recollect that I was going by your

house. In fact I was thinking of some information

which I have received from a fellow in Newgate,

who has peached against his comrades in a job

that was done down in the country some months
ago."

" You're always on the look-out, Mr. Sampson,"
ob-crvcd Jack Ketch, now totally relieved of any
little lingering apprehension or misgiving that

might have remained in his mind relative to Larry's

presence in Fleet Laue so soon after the tragedy
of the Folly Bridges.

"Well, I am obliged to be pretty sharp, Daniel,

at times," said the officer. " But business never
was so slack as at the present moment."

" Nothing doing, eh, Mr. Sampson ?" remarked
Coffin.

" Nothing of any consequence," was the reply.

"Indeed I had not a single job in hand till I got
this little information just now at Newgate : and I

was thinking yesterday of going out of town for a
few days' holiday."

" Well, why don't you, sir ?" said the Hangman.
'• I'm sure no one deserves a holiday more than
you do : you have worked hard enough in your
time and sent a shoal of rascals through my hands.
Ah! sir, many a fellow that you begun with I've

finished with: the officer first—the executioner
last. That's the way of the world."

" Why, you are moralizing, Daniel," exclaimed
Sampson, with a laugh. " I have half a mind to

treat you to a pot of egg-flip at the public house,
only I am afraid of makir.g your hand unsteady
for shaving."

" Well, thank'ee, sir," said the Hangman, " I

don't care about liquor this morning—I mean so

early in the morning. I drank a little too much
last night and feel out of sorts."

"Wliat? Keeping it up at the public-house

down at the corner—eh?" observed Larry, with
another good-natured smile. "I dare say you
spent last night the produce of iill the beards that

had blunted your razor in the morning. But talk-

ing of razors puts me in mind that I came out
unshaved : and so you shall operate upon me,
Daniel."

" You do me honour, Mr. Sampson," said Jack
Ketch. " Walk in, sir."

Larry accordingly entered the shop—sate down
—and resigned himself to the tonsorial skill of the

Hangman.
This miscreant had often wondered wliether his

secret mode of lift; was at all suspected by Samp-
son ; and his guilty conscience had on several oc-

casions led him to fancy that the officer eyed him
with a de^'ree of suspicion. But that functionary's

present conduct was a complete reassurance in

respect to all past misgivings : for as the Hang-
man deftly manipulated the razor over Larry's
chin, he thought to himself, " If lie did know any
ill concerning me, he would naturally fancy that
I must suspect he had acquired this knowledge

;

and he would not in sach a case trust his life .in

my hands as he is doing at this moment. One
single gash across the carotid—and all would be
over with Mr. Lawrence Sampson! But, no—he
has not an idea that I am anything besides a penny
barber and the public executioner : and 1 may
make myself jjerfectly easy on this head."
These reflections swept through the Hangman's

brain during the first minute that he was shaving
the officer : and then, for an instant—but only for

an instant— he thought what a good thing it

would be for the whole tribe of criminals in Lon-
don if he were just to draw his razor across

Sampson's throat. But the idea was instanta-

neously discarded—not through any sudden fit of
compunction, but because detection must instan-

taneously follow ihe committal of such a desperate

deed in an open shop at broad day-light. Never-
theless the thought was entertained by the Hang-
man for a moment—though only a single moment.
The temptation was so great : the throat was so
conveniently held up—the razor so handy ! And
then there was the momentary indefinable im-
pulse to do the deed—just as the individual leaning

over a precipice or the parapet of a high tower,

longs to leap down in spite of himself. Verily, for

a single instant did Mr. Lawrence Sampsons life

hang by a thread : and if he had known the nature

of the idea which thus seized for that moment, with

the gripe of a demon, upon the muid of Daniel
Coffin, he would not probably have continued to

sit so calmly and confidently as he did.

CHAPTEil XXVIL

THE r o U X D L I N o.

"You must see a number of strange faces from
day to day, Daniel," observed Mr. Sampson, as he
rose from the chah- and proceeded to wash the i-e-

ruains of the lather from his face.

"Ah! you're right, sir,—I believe you," returned

the Hangman : " some very queer customers at

times. There's many a man I've shaved in tliis

room and afterwards tucked up m the Old Bailey.

You remember Peter Pluffers, Mr. Sampson?"
" Who committed the horrid murder down in

Chelsea, you mean ?" said LaiTy. " Why, I rather

think that it was I who traced the cruue to him
and got up all the evidence that was brought for-

ward at the trial."

" To be sure—so it was !" exclaimed the Hang-
man. " Well, sir, the very day after the murder
he came and got shaved here, and talked about it

with as much coolness as if he was as innocent as

a lamb. Of course I hadn't the least suspicion

concerning him ; and I little thought as I lathered

his throat that I should put a hempen neckcloth

round it precisely that day four weeks. But so it

was : and when we stood on the drop together,

just as I was going to pull the night-cap down
over his face, he says, 'JDan'el' says he, 'do you

recoUed shavitif tn£ just this day month!'— 'To be

sure I do, Peter,' says I.—' JFe//,' says he, ' ichen I

felt your hand touch my neck on that occasioiu I had

a sort of a sensation come over me ail no how, but

just like a secret learning at the moment that your

Jingers would soon touch my neck for another pur-
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murderers at once determined to do their dreadful

work. A door opened from the passage on to tlie

little woodetj gallery at the back of the house ; and

the inanimate form of the knife- grinder was

speedily conveyed thither. A profound silence

reigned throughout Jacob's Island—and not a

light was visible at any window. The morning

was just breaking—but a mist hung over the neigh-

bourhood, and through it was seen the ditch, black

and stagnant.

Over the parapet of the wooden gallery did the

miscreauts push the senseless form of the knife-

grinder : they loosened their hold—the victun fell

—there was a heavy splash—and, without waiting

to see more, the murderers glided back into the

dwelling, where they instantaneously extinguished

the candle.

At the same moment there was a rush of water

in the black ditch-the flood-gates were just

opened at the manufactory on the wharf—and the

tide of the Thames came pouring in with unusual

rapidity and volume. The purer waters mingling

with the muddy contents of the dyke rolled on in

tui'bid eddies; and the miscreants, as they sate si-

lent and motionless in the little back room, heard

the gloomy plash against the piles and the over-

hanging floor under their feet.

CHAPTER XXVI.

THE EAllBEKS SHOP.

Dim and s-hivering, the twilight of early dawn was

dragging itself slowly and irresolutely from the

eastern horizon ; and the modern Babylon began

to awaken from its night of repose. But how
gradual was this arousing of the mighty city ; and

hovT strangely its process followed the same direc-

tion as the creeping course of mora itself ! In the

docks and wharves of the extreme east of London,
—in the low neighbourhoods of Poplar, Limehouse,

Stepney, and the Tower "Hamlets, on one side of

the river—and in the swampy districts of Rother-
hithe and Bermondsey on the other,—did the sons

and daughters of toil first begin to leave their

humble beds and enter on the avocations of the

day. Then, as the glimmerings of dawn passed
sluggishly on in their westward course, did the

I process of wakening and rising continue in tlie

same directioi',—so that, on the northern side of

the Tliames, did Whitechapel, the City, Finsbury
and Westminster gradually arouse thumselves to

the bustle of the new-born day—while the same
signs of reviving animation began successively to

develop themselves throughout the huge districts

of Soutliwark and Lambeth. Thus last of all did

the rich ones of the West End and of the mansions
of Pimlico slowly put off the trammels of sleep and
quit their downy beds, to resume their worthless

and indolent career of luxuriousness, and pamper
their appetites with the produce of the toil of tho

I

starving milhons.

I But long before the infamous idleness of the

i
"West End had even awakened from its first sleep,

I

and while the thousand churches of London were

proclaiming the hour of seven, the cheap barber's

shop in Fleet Lane was opening to its customers.

Narrow and dirty is that lane—a beggarly offshoot

from the grandly wide and more respectable-look-

ing thoroughfare of Farringdon Street: narrow

and dirty, we say, it is even at the present day

—

but in the times of which we are writing, it was one

of the filthiest and vilest places in the whole neigh-

bourhood. The dingy dwellings were crowded

from cellar to attic with the poorest families,

penury fostering all kinds of demoralization, and
demoralization expanding into crime. Groups of

ragged urchins and half-naked girls were seen

playing in the gutters from morniog to night,

and appeasing the cravings of hunger with the re-

fuse and offal they picked up. At the door-ways
slattern women and ferocious-looking fellow?, or

pale-faced famished creatures and worn-out dispi-

rited artizans, might be observed talking together

at all hours of the day; and a peep into the pub-
lic-houses would show little assemblies of the vilest

and most dissolute, brawling or indulging in ob-

scene jests over their drink. The windows of the

houses were black with grime ; and the broken

panes were stopped up with dingy pieces of paper

pasted over, or old rags stuffed through the holes.

The cheap barber's shop was situate mid-way
up the lane, on the left hand side going from

Farringdon Street. This was the establishment of

Daniel Coffin, who dwelt in that neighbourhood

because it was immediately contiguous to Newgate,

at v/hich gaol his functions as public executioner

were often exercised in those sanguinary times

when the aristocracy ruled predommant, its sway
being then as yet undisputed by the middle classes.

The aristocracy had therefore every opportunity

of manifesting the cruel instincts which are inhe-

rent in its very nature ; and the result was that it

was by no means unusual to see six, eight, or ten

criminals hung up at the door of Newgate on a
Monday morning. The laws, made by that aristo-

cracy, first drove men to commit crime in their

desperation, and then sent these unfortunate

victims to the gibbet. Oh! what murdeis—what
atrocious, cold-blooded murders have thus been

perpetrated in the name of justice and under cover

of the law!

, Scarcely a Monday passed without an execution

in those times when the madman George III was

King, and when the unprincipled voluptuary liis

eldest son was Prince Regent. Daniel had there-

fore enough to do on the first day of every week ;.

and it was his fearful occupation as Jack Ketch

which had gradually brutalized hun to such an

extent that he plunged into the ways of deepest^

darkest turpitude, as the reader has already seen.

The Hangman had been brought up as a hair-

di'esser's apprentice; and he kept a barber's shop

as a cloak and a blind for the infamy of his secret

but far more lucrative pursuits. He was a widower:

his wife had died somewhat suddenly about nine i

years previous to the date of our talc—and it was
|

of course generally whispered that she had met

foul play at his hands. Having plenty of money

at his command, in consequence of his nefarious

practices, he was wont to assist the poor wretches

dwelling in his neighbourhood; but this "benevo-

lence" on his part was only a matter of calculation

and policy, nnd not the result of any really good

feeling. Tiie pittances which ke occasionally thus

expended, purchased for him immunity from those

insults and jeers, and perhaps rough i;sage, which

woirid otherwise have been bestowed upon the nuia
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who filled the hateful post and bore the shocking

appellation of Jack Ketch. In addition to these

little "charities," he shaved for a lower fee than

any other barber in the vicinage ; and therefore ho

was patronised by the poor men to whom such

cheapness was an object, and by the ruffians who

either belonged to his gang or experienced a

brutal delight in the conversation of so renowned

a personage as the Public Hangman.

Daniel Coffin occupied the whole dwelling to

which his shop belonged. His establishment

consisted of a woman who lived with him as his

mistress and served as his housekeeper, and a

couple of young men who acted as his assistants.

The elder of these young men and the woman
were brother and sister ; and their name was Mel-

moth. The former was twenty-seven years of age

—the latter about a couple of years younger. The
other assistant was nineteen, and was known only

as Jack the Foundling. He never had any other

name to his knowledge ; and from his infancy he had
been brought up with the Melmoths. About seven

or eight years previously ts the date of our nar-

rative, the Hangman had picked up the three in

ft place of resort for juvenile thieves, called the

Kinchin-Ken, in Grub-street ; and, taking a fancy

to the girl, he had proposed to her to live with him,

his wife having recently died. But Sally Melmoth
had refused to separate from her brother Dick,

and from the Foundling, whom she loved also like

a brother ; and the Hangman therefore took the

"lot," as he denominated them, into his house.

From that day forth they had lived with him;

and the young men were so brutalized by the whole

tenour of their existence, that they felt no indig-

nation nor regret at seeing Sally, whom they both

really loved, the mistress of the Hangman.
Sarah—or Sally, as she was familiarly called

—

was short and slightly made. Her countenance

was pale and even emaciated with the effects of

early immorality and continued dissipation. She

possessed that cast of countenance which, had she

led a proper life, would have rendered her good-

looking. Her hair was dark brown and might

have proved a rich adornment, had it been duly

cared for: her teeth were good—but her lips had
the vivid redness that denotes the habitual use of

ardent spirits. Her figure was naturally well

formed, though slender ; and the bust, which was
well developed, would have been pronounced posi-

tively fine : but the same destructive causes which

had marred her in other respects, had injured her

appearance in this, and the plumpness of youth
was merging rapidly into a premature flaccidity.

Her brother Richard—or Dick, as he was in-

variably called—was short, thin, and pale like his

sister. He had a face which if not precisely vil-

lanous, was still indicative of a low cunning and
evil artfulness, with which expression were miogled
the traces of dissipation.

Jack the Foundling was, as we have already

stated, nineteen years of age ; and although young
and remarkably handsome, yet profligacy had
stamped its indelible marks upon his couutenance,
rendering his features a lamentable uidex to the
utter dasecration which had taken place in the

sanctuary of his mind. He was tall and well

formed, with a frame at once lithe and well-knit

—

supple and muscular; and there was something in-

tellectual and lofty in the formation of his features.

But this efifect, which might have been so grandly
developed, was entirely counteracted, and ap-

|

proaching fast to complete obliteration, under the
influence of those evil passions and pursuits which
gave the features their expression.

Having thus glanced at the individuals belonging

to the Hangman's household, we will pause to say a
few words relative to his shop, and then pursue tha
thread of our narrative.

Picture to yourself, reader, a small room, with tha

blackened walls embellished by prints representing

the execution of several noted highwaymen—a man-
tle-piece covered with black-handled razors, lather-

brushes, soap-boxes, and scissors—a few packages
of soap, some hair-brushes, combs, and tooth-brushes,

scattered about in the window, with a rude barber's-

block mounting sentry in the midst—a jack-towel

hung to a door communicating with an inner room
—a basin and broken jug for the accomodation of

customers—and two or three chairs for the use of

the said customers,—picture all these details, gentle

reader, and you have the Hangman's shop present to

your mind's eye.

It was seven o'clock in the morning following the

adventures so recently narrated : and the establish-

ment of Mr. Daniel Coffin was opened to the public.

Dick Melmoth took down the broken, ricketty shut-

ters—Jack the Foundling hung out the barber's

pole—and Sally just dragged a brush over the floor

of the shop, as a sort of make-believe for sweeping

it. She then retired to the kitchen to prepare the

breakfast, while the two young men put on dirty 1

aprons and got in readiness the tin-cans of hot water

and the shaving-apparatus. I

By the time these preliminaries were arranged,

the Hangman made his appearance in the shop. '

He had not laid aside his clothes all night, nor

snatched a moment's repose : indeed it was past six

o'clock when he returned home from the Folly

Bridges. But he had refreshed himself with what

he called "a good wash:" and although he de-

clared he felt "uncommonly seedy," it was all the

same in respect to his looks, which were naturally so I

ghastly and repulsive that no influence of dissipation,

emotion, or fatigue could render their aspect much
worse.

" Well, got all neat and tidy, I hope," he observed

in a tone of subdued growling, as he glanced round

the shop : for he was evidently in no very amiable

humour. " Nobody been yet, I suppose I"

" It's only just gone seven," answered the Found-

ling.

" I don't care a fig what it's gone," responded the

Hangman, gruffly :
" I wanted to know whether

anybody was come."
" Nobody, then," replied the lad, pertly.

" None of your impudence, young fellow," ex-

claimed CoflSn ; " or I'll give you the strap across

your back."

"Then don't talk sulky to me, that's all," said the

Foundling. " I'm civil to you : why can't you be

so to me ?"

" Con\e, let's have no quarrelling," observed Dick
Melmoth. " We've too much of it sometimes."

"And whose fault is that?" demanded Coffin,

savagely. " Don't I keep you well—feed you well

—and give you plenty of pocket-money? What
more do you want ?"—and he eyed the young men
ferociously, one after the other.

They seemed to understand his humour, and
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pose.'—And so it was, you see, Mr. Sampson,"

added Jack Ketch, as he coolly stropped his

razor.
" But you not only witness strange coincidences,

Daniel," observed the officer: "you must likewise

hear strange things. For we all know that a

barber's shop is the regular place for a good

gossip. By the bye, you may as well cut uiy hair

a little, while I have got my coat and cravat off:"

—

and Mr. Sampson resumed his scat.

" With much pleasure, sir," exclaimed the Hang-

man, laying down the razor and taking up the

scissors.

At this moment a poor costermonger entered

the shop to be shaved; and Coffin summoned his

junior assistant, Jack the Foundling, to operate

upon the man.

"You have a fine young fellow there as an ap-

prentice, Daniel," observed the officer: "a very

fine young fellow, indeed."

"He's not an apprentice, sir—only an assistant

—but he lives with me altogether," said the Hang-

man. "Jack, this is Mr. Lawrence Sampson "

" I know the gentleman well enough," remarked

the Foundling, eyeing the officer with the deepest

respect. " I don't like his profession, though : but

I think him the greatest man that ever belonged

to it all the same."
" I am much obliged to you for the compliment,"

said Larry, with a smile.

" I've read the history of Jonathan Wild, the

celebrated thief-taker," continued the Foundling,

as he soaped the costermonger's face: "but he

was a vulgar, common kind of thief-taker in com-

pflrison with you, Mr. Sampson. Besides, he was

a precious scoundrel
"

"And you mean that I am not?" observed

Larry, in a mild tone of good-humour, as he per-

ceived the young man had stopped short with

sudden confusion and embarrassment. "Come,
explain yourself—and whatever you may say, I

shall not be in the least offended, I can assure

you"
"Well, sir," resumed the Foundling, "I was

going to observe that Jonathan Wild was a thun-

deiing rascal, because he employed thieves and
tlien turned round upon them and handed them
over to justice. But you do nothing of the kind

;

and you follow your calling openly and straight-

forward. I'm not such a fool as to believe but

what such persons as yourself are necessary ; and
therefore no one can blame you for being an
ollicer. But if you was like Jonathan Wild, I

should think no more of sticking a knife into

you "

" Halloq, I what's that ?" growled the Hangman,
savagely. " Who told you, Master Jack, to talk in

that style? I'm sure I've brought you morally
and respectably since you first came to live witli

me— 1 had you learned to read and write, of which
you was as ignorant as the cross-beam of the
gibbet "

" Well, I know all that, Mr. Coffin," interrupted
the young man, hastily. « I didn't mean any iiarm

by what 1 said—and as Mi-. Sampson told me to

speak out plainly—"
" To be sure I did," continued Larry. " Don't be

angry with him, Daniel," he observed, addressing

himself to the Hangman :
" he has said nothing to

give me offence. What books arc you most fond

of reading, my lad ?" he inquired, again speaking

to the assistant.

"Everything about robbers, pirates, highvv.i}'-

men, and banditti," answered the Foundling. " I

wish you would put all your adventures, Mr. Samp-

son, into a book and print it : I should be the first

to buy a copy. What things you must have seen

and heard!" he exclaimed, with a look of wonder

and curiosity at the renowned thief-taker.

"Well, I have got a curious note-book at home,"

said Larry : "and I may show you a few things in

it one of these days."

"Oh! thank you, sir—thank you!" exclaimed

the Foundling, joyfully. " When do you think you

could make it convenient ^"

" Come, Jack," interrupted the Hangman, " you

must not press Mr. Sampson like this. Whenever
he has got a leisure day, I have no doubt he will

be kind enough to recollect his promise. But if

Mr. Sampson would condescend to put his feet

under my table and take a little friendly dinner

with me "

"Well, we shall see about that one of these

days," observed Larry. "But I was telling you

just now that I am so slack of occupation at

present I was thinking of taking a trip into the

country. Now, if you can spare your assistant for

a couple of days, he shall come and pass them with

me ; and I will endeavour to amuse him."

" You do him a very great honour, sir," replied

the Hangman, who all along had adopted a sub-

missive and respectful bearing towards the cele-

brated thief-taker: and with evident satisfaction

at the proposal just made, he added, "I'm sure

Jack will be delighted to accept your kind invi-

tation."

" Then put up your little necessaries in a bundle

and come along with me at once," said Mr. Samp-

son, the cutting of whose hair was just finished.

"I shan't be a moment, sir!" exclaimed the

Foundling, his eyes beaming with joy : and having

hastily snatched off the towel from the costei--

monger's face and flung do>vn the razor and latlier-

brush, he hurried up stairs to his bed room.

"I'll just tell him to put on his best clothes, sir,"

remarked the Hangman : and without waiting for

a reply, he hastened after his young assistant.

On reaching the lad's chamber, Daniel Coffin

found him already getting out his Sunday apparel

and clean linen to put on ; while a haudkorcliief

was spread out upou the bed to receive tlx,' other

articles of clothing and little necessaries which he

purposed to tie up in it.

" Jack," said the Hangman, in a tone unusually

kind and conciliatory, " I'm devilish glad Larry

Sampson has taken you by the hand in this way.

You will want some pocket-money, my lad—be-

cause you must cut a decent figure at Larry's

house ; and so here's a couple of guineas for you."

" Thank'ee, IVIr. Coffin," returned the Foundling,

as he consigned the coins to his pocket. " I shall

keep my eyes and my ears well open while I'm

with Mr. Sampson."
" That's just what I want. Jack," exclaimed the

Hangman. " You must endeavour to got ;w deep

an insight as possible into all his dodges, and Icarii

as much of his craft as you can."

" Oh! you needn't fear but what I shall do that,"

answered the lad, as he proceeded witli his hasty

toilet.
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"And also try and find out whether he enter-

tains any suspicion about n-.e, Jack," continued the

Hartgman. "I don't think he does—indeed, I'm

almost certain he doesn't : but still it's just as well

to ascertain the exact truth."

"Depend upon it, Mr. Coffin," responded the

Foundling, " I'll suck him as far as such a leary

cove can be sucked at all."

"And if he wants you to stay any longer with him

than the two days, don't refuse, Jack," said the

Hangman: " I can very well spare you for such a

purpose—and if you succeed in getting any useful

information out of Larry, I'll give you five guineas

for yourself and a week's holiday to spend 'em in."

" I'll do my best, Mr. Coffin— I'll do my best,"

exclaimed the Foundling, as he completed his hur-

ried toileu "And now I'll just say good bye to

Dick and Sally—and then I'll be off with the thief-

catcher."

In the meantime Larry Sampson had been left

alone in the shop for a few minutes,-thecostermon-

ger having taken his departure the moment he was

shaven. While brushing his hair, the officer looked

leisurely and steadily round the place, his eyes seem-

ing to penetrate into every nook, corner, and crevice.

Tlie piece of paper on which the Hangman had

wiped the soap off his razor, had been tossed into

the grate: Larry's keen look observed writing upon

it—and he picked it up. A hasty glance over it

was sufficient to induce him to keep it : he accord-

ingly folded it up and consigned it to his waistcoat

pocket.

Presently Jack the Foundling re-appeared, dressed

somewhat flashily, and with the bundle in his hand;

and Larry, having taken his leave of the Hangman,

departed in company with the youthful assistant

In Farringdon Street they entered a hackney coach,

and were thence driven to Mr. Sampson's house in

Long Acre.

The Bow Street functionary was unmarried, and

possessed a neat bachelor residence. He had his

dining-room and breakfast-parlour— his drawing-

room and bed-chamber—and in addition thereto, a

private apartment into which no one save himself

and housekeeper ever entered. He was well off, his

avocations having proved most lucrative; and if he

now continued them, it was from habit and also from

an aversion to idleness rather than from a positive

love of gain. His housekeeper was an elderly female

of the highestrespectability, and who was generally

called Dame Margery by Sampson and his friends,

or Mrs. Margery by the servant-of-all-work and the

tradespeople.

When Sampson introduced Jack the Foundling to

the Dame, and quietly observed that he was one of

Daniel Coffin's assistants who had come to pass a

day or two with him, the worthy woman neither

manifested surprise nor displeasure that her master

should bring home such queer company: for she

knew full well that Larry must have some deep

design or powerful motive of his own in adopting

such a course. She therefore welcomed the Found-
ling kindly, and at once showed him to the chamber
which was to be his own while he remained at the

house.

Having unpacked his little bundle of necessaries,

given his hair another brush, and satisfied himself

by a good long stare in the mirror that " he was quite

ti)e thing," the Foundling returned to the parlour

where a copious breakfast had been put on the table

during his temporary absence. The eyes of the

young man were regaled and his appetite sharpened
by the vie.v of cold veal pie, a fine ham, rashers of

bacon and eggs, and all the usual accessories to the

morning's repast.

" Now," said Larry, in a plain and unostentatious
manner, "you are going to make yourself qiite at

home during your visit to me ; and on my side, I

do not intend to treat you as a stranger. So please

to sit down and partake of just what you like. If

you don't fancy chocolate or coffee, which are both

on the table, you can have wine, spirits, or malt
liquor. Only say the word, and your wishes shall

be complied with."

The Foundling thanked Mr. Sampson for his

kindness, but assured him that he required no-

thing beyond what was now before him. Having
been called away from his own breakfast in Fleet

Lane to operate upon the costermonger's heard,

the young man found plenty of appetite fjr the

present banquet, as the repast really was in his

eyes. He accordingly fell to work in good earnest,

and made considerable havoc upon the various

viands that appeared upon the board. When he

had eaten as much as he could and had disposed

of his third cup of chocolate, his hospitable enter-

tainer poured him out a glass of some rich French

cordial ; and the youug man already began to

think to himself how agreeable it would be to

dwell in such comfortable quarters for the re-

mainder of his days.

" And now, my young friend," said Mr. Sampson,

when the breakfast table was cleared, "you will

permit me to have a little cauversation with you ;

—for 1 must tell you candidly that I have uken
an interest in your welfare, which is not the less

sincere on account of its being so suddenly in-

spired. Tell me, then, any particulars concerning

yourself which you may choose to mention."

" la the first place, sir," answered the youa»

man, whose heart was warmed towards his enter-

tainer by the good cheer so hospitably provided

and so copiously partaken of, " I must tell you that

I have no other name, to my knowledge, except

Jack the Foundling."

"Did you never know your parents?" inquired

Sampson.
" Never, sir. I was brought up in a place which

you must know very well by name—the Kinchin-

Ken''' in Grub Street."

"I do know it well," observed the Bow Street

officer. " And now you need not mind telling me

anything you choose about yourself or any mis-

deeds that you have committed : for I would sooner

render you a service than do you an injury—and I

have some scheme in ray head regarding you—

a

scheme which you will perhaps be glad to hear ex-

plained. But all depends upon your frankness and

candour towards me. In a single word, I will be

your friend, if you prove yourself deserving of my
friendship. Come — take another glass of this

cordial : it will give you courage to enter into pir-

ticulars that are not perhaps the most pleasant for

your feelings or your recollections."

" Depend upon it I will deal candidly with you,

sir," replied the Foundling : then, having tossed

off the liqueur, he felt the warmth of his heart in-

• LiteraUy " clUldren's house :" reaUy a place for juvo-

nUe thieves of both sexes.
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creasing towards Mr. Lawrence Sampson. "You
speak of my recollections, sir," he continued,

—

" why, the earliest recollections that I have are as-

sociated with that Kinchin-Ken in Grub Street.

It seems, from all I have ever been able to learn

relative to myself, that I was stolen from my
parents when a baby and brought up by a woman
named Shickster Sal."*

"I knew her," observed Sampson. "She was
the mistress of the fellow who presided over the

ganfj of juvenile thieves frequenting the Kinchin-

Ken, and who bears the name of the Kin-

chin-Grand to the present day, although the nest

of iniquity has been broken up. Shickster Sal

has been dead some years : but the Kinchin-Grand
is still alive and in London."

* Shicksler means " LaOy :" the appellation was given

because the young woman referred to had been well

brought up in her earlier years, before ihe fell Into de-

prived society and profligate habits.

13*

"Yes—he seems to have abandoned his old

ways and now keeps a small chandler's -shop on

Mutton Hill, Clerkenwell. But, talking of my-
self," continued the Foundling, " I was going to

tell you that although Shickster Sal brought me up,

as one may say,—such a bringing up as it was !

—

yet I was more indebted to two other persons, who

were then mere children themselves, for any kind-

ness that was bestowed upon my infancy. These

persons were Richard and Sarah Melmoth "

" I know who they are," observed Larry Samp-

son, in his quiet way. "Dick Melmoth is your

fellow-assistant at Coifin's shop—and Sally Mel-

moth is Coffin's housekeeper. Their father com-

mitted some dreadful crimes about nineteen or

twenty years ago, and then put a period to his own

existence. His eldest sun, James—the brother of

Richard and Sarah now living—also met a violent

death just at the same time as his father. The

lad threw some horrible missile at a noblema» in
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Grafton Street, and was killed at the same time

as his victim."

"So I have been told," said the young man:

"and what is more, it was that very same lad,

James Melmoth, who originally brought me, when

a baby a few months old, to the Kinchin-Ken in

Grub street. He found me, it was said—or else

he himself was the person who stole me: but

wliichever it was, I have never been able to learn.

At all events, his surviving brother and sister got

to like me just as if I was their brother—and so I

was brought up amongst the juvenile thieves,

blackguards, and prostitutes of the precious den

in Grub Street. You can guess, Mr. Sampson,

what were the lessons I learnt for some years, till

Mr. Coffin took us all three to live in his house.

That was about eight or nine years ago : and ever

since then we've remained there."

"And you have of course been happier," ob-

served the Bow Street officer. " You have leariit

to read and write
''

"Well, sir," interrupted the Foundling, "I'll tell

you how it was. It seems that Dick Melmoth was
eight years old when his father killed himself: and
until within a few months of that event, the Mel-
moth family had been respectably brought up. It

was some terrible series of misfortunes that broke
up their home—killed the mother—and drove the

father pretty near wild. Previous to those misfor-

tunes, I was saying, his conduct was very different

;

which was proved by the circumstance that Dick
could read quite well and write tolerably—aye,

and say his prayers too. So when Dick and Sal

were left all alone in the world and flung amongst
the kinchin-prigs* at the ken in Grub Street, the

brother found time to teach his little sister to read
aud write, although they went out begging or

stealing all day. Well, after we went to live with

Mr. Coffin, Dick used to read any books that fell

iu his way; and he one day read the life of

Jonathan Wild aloud. I was so delighted that

I was determined to be able to read that and other

books for myself; and so I got Dick to teach me.
As soon as I was able to read, he taught me to

write—and then I went on improving myself."
" And so this is the boasted kindness of Mr.

Coffin towards you—eh?" exclaimed Larry Samp-
son, laughing. " Why, to hear him talk j ust now,
one would have thought that he had engaged a
tutor to instruct you. But I suppose he took a
certain degree of merit to himself iu the circum-
stance that you learnt to read and write at his

house. However, it is much to your credit that

you have thus become enabled to read and write at

all; though I think your selection of books does
not appear to have been the wisest."

" But consider how I was brought up, Mr.
Sampson," exclaimed the young man, earnestly—
for he experienced a profound desire to ingratiate

himself into the favour of the Bow Street officer-

not only because this individual had hinted at his

intention to do sompthing for him, but also because
he was now conversing for the first time in his life

with some one who deprecated the ways of profli-

gacy and vice instead of encouraging him to pur-
sue them.

" Yes—1 make every allowance for the way in

which you were reared and trained, young man,"

* Juvenile tliioves.

said the officer ; " and I sympathise with you.
Few people have better opportunities than I of
understanding and appreciatmg all that there is

<lreadful, wretched, and deplorable in the condition
of those unfortunate beings who are made outcasts
from society by circumstances rather than by their

own innate predisposition to vice. I have seen
and heard enough, during my long experience as
an officer of justice, to be convinced that the
whole social system is rotten at its core. There Lb

a small but highly favoured class in the community
which monopolises everything—and the inevitable

consequence is a wide-spread pauperism amongst
the masses. From this pauperism ail species of
demoralization, vice, iniquity, and crime are neces-
sarily engendered ; and those unfortunates whom
we call the outcasts of society, are in reality its

victims."

" Ah 1 sir," exclaimed the Foundling, strangely

excited and deeply moved by the observations
|

which he had just heard: "you have only expressed
in words certain ideas which have for some time
past been floating, vaguely and dimly, as one may
say, in my imagination. You have suddenly given
form, and shape, and substance to those Images
which have been flitting for two or three years be-

fore my mind's eye. For whenever 1 have reflected

upon the misdeeds of my own life, I have asked
myself how I could possibly help being what I have
been or what I am ! The king's own son, if brought
up as I was, and under precisely the same circum-

stances, would be exactly like me : he would have
gone through the same ordeal—have done the same
things—have had his mind trained and his course

shaped in the same direction. I have known what
it is, sir, when quite a child, to go through the

streets, shoeless and in rags—shivering with the

bitter cold, and crying for hunger. That was be-

fore I was old enough to steal for myself, and when
my companions were either hiding from the officers

ofjustice or had been so unsuccessful in their own
thieving pursuits as to want even a morsel of

bread for themselves. I have endured every kind

of privation: and I have likewise been steeped to

the lips in all profligacies. When I was only nine

years old I was had up before the magistrate for

begging. I told him that I had neither father or

mother—or at least, that I did not know them. He
sent me to the House of Correction, where I was

half starved and brutally treated. Two years

afterwards, when I was eleven, I was had up again

:

but this time it was thieving. I was sent to gaol

;

and there I was well fed and well treated. Of
course, when I came out I preferred thieving to

begging. For either the one or the other I was

liable to be taken up, both being crimes : but the

thief being treated better than the beggar, it was

natural I should choose the pursuit of the former.

Soon afterwards I was taken to live with Mr. Coffin:

or else I should have gone on as a petty thief up

to this day. And now, perhaps, you will spurn me
from you, since I have told you that I have been

in prison as a thief
"

" Not a bit of it, my poor lad," exclaimed Samp-
son, taking his hand. " I am only surprised that

half your life has not been passed in prisous. But

the subject is now becomiug paiuful to you—and
we will postpone the farther discussion of it until

the evening. You have been talking a lonp time—
aud it is my turn to do something to entertain you."
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Larry Sampson accordingly began to narrate

several anecdotes of his exploits in detecting no-

torious offenders and bringing them to justice:

but we must now take leave of him and Jack the

Foundling for the present, in order to direct the

reader's attention to matters of a stOl more inter-

esting and important nature.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

THE REVELATION OF THE CONSPIKACV.

The reader will be pleased to remember that the

day of which we are now writing is Thursday—the

incidents at Jacob's Island having occurred during

the Wednesday night.

It was about ten in the morning, that Jocelyn

Loftus issued forth from the Piazza Hotel, Covcnt

Garden, where he was staying. On the previous

day he had called in Sti-atton Street to inquire tor

Clara Stanley, but was told that she was out of

town Avith Mr. and Mrs. Beckford. It however
appeared that they were expected home in the

evening; and Jocelyn, having left the letter of

introduction which his beloved Louisa had given

hiiu for her sister, desired the servant to say that

he would call again the next morning.

He was therefore now on his way to Stratton

Street: and taking the nearest cut from Covcnt
Garden, through Leicester Square, into Piccadilly,

he pursued his course at a somewhat brisk pace.

He had reached the angle of Albemarle Street and
was traversing the crossing, when his attention was
suddenly drawn towards a young lady who hurried

past him in so wild a manner that it appeared as if

she were either demented or labouring under some
extraordinary agitation. Turning sharply round
the corner into Albemarle Street, she suddenly

stopped short—seemed to reflect for a few moments
—and then staggered against some iron railings as

it she were about to fall down in a fit.

Jocelyn observed that she was very young

—

perhaps not more than sixteen—and that although

she was handsomely dressed, her apparel was dirty

and travel-soiled. Indeed, she looked as if she

had been journeying a considerable distance on
foot: and this circumstance, added to her evident

distress of mind, instantaneously led the young
gentleman to believe that she must be in some
peculiar position of difficulty, danger, or embar-
rassment. His generous nature now prompted
him to ascertain if he could possibly be of any
service to her : for he well knew how periloo* it

was for so young a creature, and beautiful withal,

to wander friendless and unprotected in the mighty
mazes of the modern Babylon.
He therefore accosted her : but she did not im-

mediately observe him ;—and as she leant against
the railings of some lordly mansion, he heard her
exclaim to herself, " No—no—I will not go to him !

He is one of the conspirators—he is as bad as the
rest!"

A convulsive sob followed these words, choking:
any farther utterance of tho thouglits that were
uppermost in her mind: and turning abruptly

round, she was about to retrace her hurried way
into Piccadilly, when she beheld Jocelyn Loftus
surveying her with a look-of unmistakable com-

passion and respectful interest. She then seemed
all in a moment to recollect that he must have
caught the words which fell so agonizingly from
her lips : and a deep blush overspread her counte-

nance at the thought of the notice her extra-

ordinary behaviour had thus attracted towards
herself.

" Pardon the boldness of a total stranger thus
venturing to address you," Jocelyn hastened to

observe: "but if you have lost your way—or if

there be any service which I can render you "

" Yes, sir—yes—there is indeed a service which
you can render me, if you be sincere and right-

minded," exclaimed the young lady : then, instan-

taneously checking the wildness of her mauner,
she said, "But I have no right to address you in

this style—I have no reason to meet your evident
frankness with a base suspicion "

"You are evidently labouring under a con-
sidei'able degree of excitement," observed Jocelyn,

in a tone of the kindest reassurance; "and lean-
not be offended at anything you may say. I am a
gentleman but what is much more, I am a man
of honour, and therefore incapable of treating you
otherwise than with respectful consideration."

"I believe you, sir— I put implicit faith in you,"

said the young lady. "But what can you do for

me?" she asked, her looks again resuming that

wildness which Jocelyn had before noticed: and
then the next moment, the tears rolled down her
cheeks.

"You observed ere now," said Loftus, "that
there was some service which I might render you.

Believe me, young lady, that it must be an im-

possible one if I should refuse to succour a being

so profoundly afflicted as you evidently are."

" Will you give me a home, sir ?" she inquired,

passionately: "and will that home be an honour-
able one? But, no—I do not demand so much at

your hands," she instantaneously added: "if you
will assist me to obtain a respectable lodging, where
I may at least enjoy personal security, I will

thank you — Oh ! most cordially thank you

!

Though utterly without friends, I am not destitute

of immediate resources "

" We are attracting unpleasant notice," said

Jocelyn. " Permit me to call a hackney- coach—
and I will escort you to a place both of respect-

ability and safety."

The young lady expressed her gratitude—

a

vehicle which was passing at the time, stopped in

obedience to Jocelyn's summons—and he handed

the fair stranger into it. Then, entering it also

and placing himself on the seat opposite to her, he

commanded the driver to take them to the Piazza

Hotel, Covent Garden.
" I am only staying for a short time—indeed,

I may say for only a few more hours—in London,"

he observed, as the hackney-coach moved on

:

"and I have no fixed residence of rny own in this

great city. But I will confide you to the care of

the landlady of the hotel to which we are now pro-

ceeding; and though I shall be obliged to k-avc

you again almost immediatelj', having a particular

appointment to keep, I shall return in an hour or

two. During that interval you will have gained

some degree of composure—and you can then ex-

plain to me how I may farther serve you."
" Your kindness—your generosity will receive

my eternal gratitude," said the young lady, burst-
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ing into tears. "But, Oh! do not think ill of me
— do not prejudge me, because you found me a

friendless, homeless, unprotected wanderer! My
story is a melancholy one—but it contains no nar-

rative of guilt or frailty on my part
"

"Do not distress yourself, I implore you," ex-

claimed Jocelyn, " by even fancying for a moment

that these assurances are necessary to interest me
in your behalf. Presently you shall have an op-

portunity of giving me such explanations as you

may volunteer: but remember that I seek them

not as a right—much less as a condition of any

service which I may have an opportunity of ren-

dering you."

In this strain did the generous-hearted, noble-

minded young man reassure and console the

afflicted young lady ; and by the time they reached

the Piazza Hotel in Covent Garden, her agitation

had completely subsided—a profound melancholy

however succeeding it.

The mistress of the establishment was a worthy

matron to whom Jocelyn had no hesitation nor scru-

ple in confiding his fair companion: then, having

reiterated his promise to return in an hour or two, he

directed the hackney-coach to be driven back to

Piccadilly, and in due time was set down in Stratton

Street. To his inquiry at the mansion which bore

the number of 13 upon the front door, he was in-

formed that Miss Clara Stanley was now at home
;

and he was immediately conducted into a handsome

drawing-room, where he found himself in the pre-

sence of a young lady of remarkable beauty, who
rose from her seat and advanced with cordial man-

ner to welcome him.

The impression mutually made at this first meet-

ing of Clara Stanley and her sister's intended hus-

band, was unexceptionably favourable. Jocelyn be-

held before him a lady-like, charming, and unaffected

being, who appeared to have acquired just a suffi-

ciency of the polish of good society to supersede the

awkwardness and embarrassment arising from a se-

cluded life in the country, without any of the airs or

artificial assumptions which too often accompany

the refinement of what is called the fashionable

world. On the other hand, Clara found herself in

the presence of a handsome, elegant, and prepossess-

ing young man, whose goodness of heart and in-

tellectual superiority were plainly legible in his

looks.

They sate down and began to converse. Clara

naturally asked a thousand questions relative to her

sister, all of which denoted the deeply- seated affec-

tion she experienced for that much-loved, amiable,

gentle girl : she likewise spoke of her afflicted aunt

—

and then the tears for a few moments rained down
her cheeks. Jocelyn, having responded to all her

queries, proceeded to state that he had come up to

London on purpose to arrange certain affairs pre-

vious to his marriage with Louisa ; and he expressed

a hope that when the bridal day arrived. Miss Clara

Stanley would be enabled to leave London and be

present at Canterbury on the occasion. The young
lady replied that nothing should prevent her from

i
acting in accordance with Jocelyn's and her sister's

I

desire in this respect : and she then proceeded to ex-

I

press her regret that she could not have the pleasure of

;
introducing Mr. Loftus to Mr. and Mrs. Beckford

1 on the present occasion, as they were very old people

' and much fatigued with their excursion into the

I

country on the preceding day. But she assured him

that, through the attachment they had conceived foi

herself, they felt the liveliest interest in every-
'

thing that concerned her sister, and would be i

happy to avail themselves of the earliest oppor-
tunity in future to form the acquaintance both of
Louisa and Jocelyn. Clara likewise observed

she thought it more than possible, and indeed al-

most certain, that Mr. and Mrs. Beckford would
accompany her to Canterbury on the occasion of
the approaching nuptials; and then, in allusion to

herself, she remarked that the only manner in

which she could testify her gratitude towards the

kind benefactors who had adopted her as their

daughter and intended to leave her all their for-

tune, was by remaining constantly with them. It

was this feeling, she added, which had prevented
her from paying even the shortest and most hurried

visit to Canterbury to see her sister ; and Jocelyn
readily appreciated and acknowledged the force of
Clara's observations in this respect.

In this manner did Loftus and SIlss Stanley

converse for upwards of an hour, the favotu-able

impression mutually made at first being strength-

ened and confirmed by the protraction of the in-

terview ; and when Jocelyn rose to take his leave,

Clara begged him to become the bearer of a letter

and a present which she had prepared for her
sister. He of course assented : and she placed

in his hands a small packet, which he promised to

deliver to Louisa on his return to Canterbury.

They then separated : but scarcely had the door

closed behind the young gentleman, when Clara

burst out into an agony of bitter weeping and con-

vulsive sobs, as if her surcharged bosom were now
enabled, the instant she was alone, to find a vent

for the feelings which she had been forced not only

to stifle, but even to mask beneath smiles and an
unnatural composure during the interview with her

sister's intended husband.

On returning to the Piazza Hotel, Jocel j-n Lofttis

inquired of the landlady concerning the attixted

young creature whom he had entrusted to her

charge; and, on ascertaining that she was now
comparatively tranquilUsed, he repaired to the

apartment in which she was seated. The moment
he entered, she began to express, with tears in her

eyes, afl the gratitude she experienced for the

generous kindnes he had manifested towards her

;

and she besought him to Usten to those explana-

tions upon which she now felt herself in a fitting

frame of mind to enter.

He accordingly took a seat near her ; and she

proceeded to address him in the following man-
ner:—

" I have determined, i\Ir. Loftus,—for the mis-

tress of this establislmienthas made me acquainted

with your name,— to reveal to your ears all the

dreadful secrets which now weigh upon my mind

:

for you have shown me so much kindness, that I

must tax your generosity still farther by imploring

your best advice and counsel. Listen then, I

beseech you, to the extraordinary narrative which

I am about to unfold; and I feel convinced

that you will not regret the kindness you have

already shown to a being so afliicted—so wretched

—and yet so innocent as I."

There was a sincerity in the young lady's man-

ner which confirmed the favourable opinion and

strengthened the compassionate sympathy which

Jocelyn bad already experienced towards her ; and
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with a few kind words he encouraged her to pro-

ceed.

" I am the youngest of four sisters, living until

yesterday with our widowed mother at Richmond,"

she continued; "and ray name is Owen."

Loftus started visibly : then instantaneously check-

ing his emotion or excitement, whatever the feeling

might be, he said calmly, " I have heard of you be-

fore."

" Then perhaps you are aware," exclaimed Mary
—for she it was,—"that the Royal Princes and

several noblemen who are closely connected with

them in the ties of friendship, have been constant

visitors at our house— I fear," she added, with down-

cast eyes and a blushing countenance, " to the in-

jury of our reputation."

" I am aware of the circumstance which you

mention, Miss Owen," observed Loftus : "and I will

not disguise the fact that scandal has busied itself

with the name of your family. Is not the Marquis

of Leveson one of the noblemen to whom you have

alluded?"
" He is," replied Mary. " But permit me to give

the details of my narrative in continuous order—

and you will then understand the fearful secret which
is the basis of that intimacy between my mother and

the Royal Princes. It appears," continued the young
lady, after a brief pause during which she collected

her thoughts, " that from the first moment of the

arrival in England of the unfortunate Caroline of

Brunswick, to become the wife of the Prince of

Wales, she was destined to find a secret though re-

morseless and unrelenting enemy in the Queen.*

Por some years past a terrible conspiracy has been

in existence against the unhappy Caroline. You
are aware it was in 1795—nineteen years ago—that

she became Princess of Wales. At the beginning of

1796 the Princess Charlotte was born: and from
that period the Prince and Princess of Wales were
completely estranged from each other. The Prince

has declared that she shall never be Queen of Eng-

• In the First Series of " The Mysteries of the Coubt
OF LoNTON," p. 219, Vol. II, the following passage oc-

curred, descriptive of a hurried and whispered conversa-
tion between Queen Charlotte (George the Tliird's wife)
and her son the Prince of Wales :

—

" Put what construction you please upon my conduct,
George," observed the Queen, after a few moment's con-
sideration :

" but let one thing at least be engraven on
your memory—and let it serve as the text for all your
gelf-communlngs at a future day !

"—" And that one
thing ?" demanded the Prince, surveying his royal mother
with mingled interest and curiosity. " What is it?"
"That in me the Princess CaroUne has a bitter and an un-
forgiving enemy„" rejoined the Queen, the words hissing
snake-like through the lips that were white and quivering.
—Bad and unprincipled as was the heir-apparent—heart-
less, cruel, and selfish as his disposition might be—he was
nevertheless struck with a species of horror at this cold-
blooded announcement on the part of his mother. A man
may be a murderer himself, and can yet thinlc well of
human nature generaUy : but if he suddenly finds out that
his own mother is a murderess-the being who possesses
the prestige of all-excelling goodness in his eyes—his con-
fidence in everything human is annihilated in an instant.
Thus was it with the Prince of Wales. His own mother
had suddenly thrown off the mask and revealed herself to
him as a fiend in female shape:-and he gazed upon her in
mingled hon-or, wonderment, and distress.-But shedarted
upon him a look full of contempt as much as to imply that
even yet he did not half comprehend the true meaning of
the words to wliich she had given utterance : then quitting
him abrupUy, she retired for the night.

land ; and the mother, the present Queen, echoes the
sentiment. I will not however extend my narrative

unnecessarily. SuflBce it to say that the Queen, the
Prince Regent, two of his brothers, three or four

noblemen, and four or five titled ladies, have all been
leagued by solemn compact and in dread conspiracy

for years past, to work the ruin of the Princess Caro-
line. Hence the investigation which took place in

1806, and which arose from the vile machinations,
plots, and artifices of the conspirators. But her
Royal Highness passed triumphantly through the
ordeal, as you are doubtless well aware; and the
conspirators were for the moment defeated. But
they were not discouraged : and ever since have they
been working, secretly but actively—pursuing their

slimy ways like serpents in the grass—with all the
resoluteness of their unpitying dispositions and
fiendish purposes. In such an enterprise, however,
the utmost delicacy and caution must necessarily

be used ; and the conspirators have determined to

bide their time rather than precipitate matters so as

to hazard another defeat. They know that each time

a blow is struck, and that the Princess rises up un-
hurt from the assault, the eflect is only to invest her
cause with a larger amount of popularity and in-

crease the odium attaching itself to her persecutors.

In proportion to the sympathy bestowed upon the

Princess by the naturally generous-hearted and
noble-minded working-classes of England, so is

the indignation excited against her enemies. All
these facts have been well weighed by the conspira-

tors; and they would consequently rather allow

years to elapse while they draw in their snares and
meshes closer around the Princess, than risk another

failure by imprudent precipitation. They are now
therefore working slowly—and they believe surely."

" Heavens ! is it possible that such infamy can
exist, and, in such high quarters?" exclaimed Jocelyn
Loftus, his blood boiling with indignation and his

eyes flashing fire. " Oh for the power—the means
—the opportunity to warn the unhappy Princess of

the tremendous perils by which she is envi-

roned "

" You shall have all, Mr. Loftus—yes, all !" cried

Mary, her countenance glowing with a kindred feel-

ing of anger and disgust "You shall have the

power—the means—the opportunity: and God be
thanked for having thrown in my way so generous

a champion of the persecuted Caroline of Bruns-
wick !"

"Continue your narrative, Miss Owen," said

Jocelyn. " I will subdue my feelings while I listen

to your dreadful tale."

" Amongst the various measures adopted to ensure

the destruction of the Princess of Wales," resumed

Mary, " is the scheme of surrounding her with the

spies, creatures, and agents of the conspirators.

Three or four years ago it was first suggested to the

Prince Regent— I believe by the Marquis of Leve-

son— to train up an entire family of sisters to do
this dreadful work. It was supposed, I should ima-

gine, that several young ladies, thus closely con-

nected by the ties of kinship, would be more certain

to conduct their operations harmoniously, syste-

matically, and confidentially, than a number of

females tiaviu^ no such bond tu unite them. The
plau was {greedily seized upon by the Prince lle-

^;ent, the Queen, and the other conspirators : and
the Marquis of Leveson then introduced the Iluyal

Princes to our house. My mother corresponded
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witli the Queen—and all was arranged. The pro-

ject was to bend the minds of my sisters and my-

self to a thorough acquaintance with all species of

refined duplicity and exquisite cuuuing— to render

us plastic to every kind of artifice and deceit—to

demoralize us thoroughly in mind, without actually

destroying what the world would call our virtue.

This process has been going on for four years.

First, my eldest sister, when believed to be pro-

perly trained and broken into the specious system,

was entrusted with the secret of its real motive :

next my second sister was in due course initiated

in the mysteries of the career for which she was

destined;—then my third sister's turn came to

receive the explanations;—and it was only on

Tuesday last—the day before yesterday, in fact—

that the veil was drawn away from before my own

eyes. Ohl sir, it was dreadful—it was dreadful

in the extreme—to hear a mother's lips incul-

cating such lessons as I then heard : but when I

was told that arrangements had already been made

for myself and my sisters to enter the service of the

Princess of Wales, in the capacity of waiting-ladies,

and that we were not only to become spies upon

her actions but also to lay snares to entrap her

into situations that would give her conduct the

colour of guilt,—when I heard all this, I say, it

seemed as if the very bottomless pit itself had sud-

denly opened at my feet, displaying all its ineffable

horrors."
" Poor girl I" muttered Jocelyn, in a tone of deep

compassion.

"Ah! sir, you may well pity me," exclaimed

Mary, the tears streaming down her cli^eks : then,

hastily wiping them away, she said, "At first I

was so astounded, amazed, and bewildered that I

knew not what to think or how to act. But I will

not trouble you with minute details relative to my
own feelings; you will do me the credit to believe,

sir, that they were harrowing and poignant in the

extreme, though outwardly veiled, no doubt, by

the sense of despair and consternation that was

upon me. It was on Tuesday morning that my
mother received a letter from her Majesty the

Queen, stating that the time had now come for my
sisters and myself to enter the service of the Prin-

cess of Wales. It appears that, whilst secretly

plotting against the Princess, the Queen has all

along pretended openly to be her friend ; and they

occ.isionally correspond. It was therefore an easy

matter for her Majesty to recommend us to the

notice of the Princess : and her Royal Highness

was not likely to refuse the Queen's request that

we should be thus taken into her household. The

Princess, as you are ot course aware, is now upon

the Continent : and my mother having had an in-

terview with the Prince Regent at Carlton House

on Tuesday, returned home in the evening with

the intimation that we were to proceed to Wool-

wich on the ensuing day and thence embark for

France. Accordingly, every preparation being

made, we yesterday repaired to Woolwich : but as

the moment for embarkation drew nigh, my feel-

ings became wrought up to such an intolerable

pitch, that I penned a hasty note to my mother,

and fled ! In that note I declared how impossible

it was for me to pursue the career for which I had

been destined ; and bidding farewell, in the hurried

lines, to ray mother and sisters, I expressed a hope

that God would soften their hearts to repentance.

But I believe I appended an assurance to the
effect that I would not betray them. However, t

loft the note for them—and fled precipitately from
Woolwich. Avoiding the main road, I wandered
hither and thither in all diiections—not knowing
what course to adopt,—at one moment maddened
by my feelings—at another sitting down and giving

vent to my grief in floods of tears."

*'How you must have suffered!" exclaimed
Jocelyn. " But you had no alternative than to

flee from the bosom of your own family."

" Such was the thought continually uppermost
in my mind," observed Mary: "and although I

was horrified when I contemplated what was to

become of me, yet I did not once repent the step

I had taken. However—to be brief—after many,

many hours' wandering, and far into the night too,

I reached the suburbs of London. My object was

to obtain some respectable lodging : but whea
I made inquiries to that effect, I received so many
insults that at last 1 wandered on without daring

to accost another soul. Exhausted with fatigue

I sank down upon the steps of a door, thinking

that my very existence •was ebbing away. A
young woman came up and spoke kindly to me.

I was cheered, and readily accompanied her to a

house which she alleged to be her own home. But
scarcely had I lain down to rest, when I was

startled from my sleep by the presence of a man
who had stolen into the chamber to warn me that

I vras in a den of tliieves and murderers. I fled

—I succeeded in effecting my escape, although

pursued by some of the inmates of the house ; and
some honest labourers whom I met conducted me
to a tavern near London Bridge, where I found

alike security and repose. On rising again, I

asked myself what course I should adopt: and
I thought of visiting the Marquis of Leveson

—

throwing myself upon his mercy—and beseeching

him to see my mother on my behalf. But on

entering Albemarle Street, where his lordship

lives, my mind misgave me : I remembered how
deeply he was concerned in the conspiracy against

the Princess— I recollected how artfully, un-

weariedly, and insidiously he had entered inco the

work of demoralizing the minds of my sisters and

myself—and I dared not appeal to him. At tliat

moment—in the moment of my bitter distress and

blank despair—you addressed me, Mr. Loftus:

and now you know all
!"

"Miss Owen," said Jocelyn, "you have behaved

in a manner which demands my esteem, as you had

already obtained my sympathy. You have shrunk

from the performance of a detestable part—and

this would be a dreadful world indeed, if you were

to be left friendless and an outcast on that account.

You have solicited my advice—and I will give it:

but you must first allow me to proffer you my
friendship. I am engaged to be married to aA

excellent and amiable young lady who lives at

Canterbury ; and in her dwelling 1 can guarantee

you an asylum until her union with me shall permit

you to make my own house your home. Does this

arrangement appear to suit you ?—and will you ac-

cept it?"

"Ohl cheerfully—cheerfully!" exclaimed Marj-,

with tears of gratitude. " You are indeed a friend

to me—and I will love your intended bride as if

she were my sister. Yes—I accept your generous

proposal with a fervid joy: for I dare not return
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home to my mother—at least for the present—and

I have no other friend but you."

" The business which has brought me to London
is terminated," said Jocelyn ; " and I care not how
soon I set out on my return to Canterbury, If

you feel yourself equal to the journey, after the

night of wanderings, terrors, and brief slumber

which you have passed, we will set out at once."

"I long—Oh! I long to leave London," e.\-

claimed Mary : " for if I were to meet any of my
mother's friends, I should be perhaps borne for.^

cibly back to her—and she would overwhelm me
with the bitterest reproaches for my conduct."

"We will lose no time in taking our departure,"

said Jocelyn. " It is now nearly one o'clock," he

added, referring to his watch: "a post-chaise and

four will bear us rapidly along—and by eight this

evening we shall be in Canterbury."

Thus speaking, the young gentleman rang the

bell to give the necessary orders for their depar-

ture.

CHAPTER XXlX.

THE WATCHEBS AT THE GREEN DEAGON.

About the same hour at which the preceding con-

versation took place between Jocelyn Loftus and
Mary Owen at the Piazza Hotel, Covent Garden,

the redoubtable Captain Tash and his man Robin
were thinking of lunch in an upper room at the

Green Dragon, Knightsbridge.

These two worthies no longer formed items in

the vast mass of the shabby-genteel tribe : they

had cast their old skins and appeared in new ones

with the bright gloss upon them. In plainer terms,

they were each embellished with a bran new suit

of clothes : but the influence of this great and
striking personal improvement was very different in

its effects upon the master and the man. For in-

asmuch as the former had become inflated with

pride and pomposity to a degree that threw all his

past self-suf&ciency completely into the shade, the

latter had grown more timid and bashful than evei',

and did not seem to find any nook dark enough or

any corner retired enough wherein to thrust and
squeeze up his starveling person.

The Captain positively appeared to be in the

hey-day of his glory. His dark hair all stuck out

and his whiskers were as bushy as those of

a bandit upon the stage or in pictures: his

nioustachios were glossy with pomatum and tre-

mendously fierce ; — and he looked as trium-

phant, as insolent, and as overbearing as if he
were an aristocratic general who had just been
cannonading the populace at the command of the
Ministry. His face was terribly inflamed—and his

nose was as rubicund as if it were cut out of beet-

root. His new frock-coat was buttoned up to his

throat, as usual : but he now wore long wristbands,
us stiff as paste-board, and extending over his

I knuckles—as if he were resolved to defy the whole
world to declare that he did not possess a shirt.

His light grey trousers were ornamented with a
thick stripe of lace on each leg : and, large as his

spurs were wont to be, they were now an inch
longer and lacked up a more diabolical rattling

than ever.

The man Kobiu was apparelled in a new suit of

black ; and he had not only a clean shirt, but also

a snow-white cravat. He seemed, however, so little

at home in this state of outward renovation, that he
was positively more afraid of attracting notice in

his new dress than he was in his seedy garb. If

he formerly looked like a decayed itinerant

preacher, he now resembled a mute attired for a
funeral and only wanting the mourning band to

his hat.

The room in which we now find these worthies

seated, at about one o'clock in the afternoon of that

Thursday whereof we are writing, was on the third

storey of the Green Dragon public-house. The
Captain had chosen this apartment because it

enabled him to command all the points of Acacia
Cottage ; and even if a waggon-load of hay should

pass along the Knightsbridge Road, he could see

over it, and thus was certain of never for an in-

stant losing sight of the premises which he was
engaged to watch. The window was kept open
during the day ; and Robin remained almost in-

cessantly behind the curtain, peeping forth, and
with looks sharp as needles fixed on the front

of Venetia's charming residence. The Captain

was for the most part seated at a table, where

he wrote down any particulars which Robin
reported to him from his post at the window,—

•

such as the visits paid to Acacia Cottage, the ap-

pearance of the visitors, whether they were in

caiTiages or on foot, how long they remained,

&c. &c.

But, as we have said, it being now one o'clock,

the Captain had rung for lunch; and as the

bell was not answered within the space of seven

seconds from the moment he pulled the rope, he

tore at it again with such violence as to make it con-

tinue ringing for upwards of a minute. The land-

lord—a meek, thin, timid, and obliging man

—

rushed franticly up stairs : but no sooner did he

enter the room than he started back in dismay at

the awful appearance of the Captain.

"Thunder and lightning, sirrah !" exclaimed this

formidable individual, who had sprung up from his

chair in a perfect fury : " what do you mean by

keeping a gentleman of my rank—on officer, too,

in his Majesty's service—waiting for his luncheon?

Do you know, sirrah, that I've a great mind to have

you lashed up to the triangle and make my man
Robin there lay it on thick with a cat-o'-nine tails

upon your bare back ?"

" I'm really very sorry. Captain — exceedingly

sorry," stammered the landlord, stepping back a

pace every time the officer took one forward :
" but

you must excuse a leelle delay, sir."

"Delay, sirrah! 1 don't know what delay is.

Have you got any kidneys?" he demanded sternly.

" Yes, sir—some very nice ones. But I hope that

for old acquaintance' sake," added the landlord, with

the utmost humility, "you will make allowance for

the time required to run up three pair of stairs to

answer your bell."

"Allowances, sirrah!" vociferated the Captain:

"I know nothing of allowances—except of victuals

and drink, llobin, do you know anything of allow-

ances Y'

" Nothiu,?," replied the man, with his looks stead-

fastly fixed upon Acacia Cottage. " Please to write

down something."

"Well—what is it?" exclaimed Tash, rushing

back to his seat at the table and taking up his pen.

"Beggar-man with matches just stopped under
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the windows of the Cottage—Miss Trelawney throws

out something to him—think it's a penny—can't be

sure—may be a halfpenny——

"

"Oh! nonsense— humbug— trash 1" cried the

Captain, flinging down his pen and starting up

again. " 1 told you before not to descend to such

contemptible particulars as those. Neither the Earl

nor the baronet wants to know how many beggars

call. Have you got any rashers?" demanded the

gallant officer, once more turning ferociously round

upon the trembling landlord.

"Yes, sir—and beautiful fresh eggs," was the

meek response. "Rashers and eggs, sir, for

lunch ?" he added, in a humble tone of inquiry.

"And kidneys, sirrah" thundered the Captain,

with appalling sternness. " Robin, you like kid-

neys—don't you ?"

" Chops," was the laconic answer.
" Well, chops, then, sirrah," exclaimed the Cap-

tain, bending the fiercest looks upon the landlord.

" And now mark me I The clock has just struck

one—and my man Robin has been following Miss

Trelawney's carriage up into Piccadilly or some-

where—remained outside the house where she went

and stayed for a couple of hours—waited till the

carriage came to fetch her again—and then fol-

lowed her back home. Now, sirrah, having done

all this, my man Robin is naturally hungfry— very

hungry : and when Robin is hungry, it is a sign

that I am hungry also—and therefore, the clock

having just struck one, if the lunch is not up here

by the moment it chimes the quarter past, I'll tear

the house down and flay you alive—that's all
!"

" Very good, sir," said the landlord, in his usual

meek way : and he descended the stairs three at a

time, bawling out to his better half below, who
superintended the kitchen department, "Kidneys,

chops, and rashers with eggs for Captain Tash !

—

rashers with eggs, chops, and kidneys for Captain

Ta—a—sh !"

"I frightened him out of his skin, Robin

—

didn't I ?" observed the gallant gentleman, with a

horse laugh, the moment the door had closed be-

hind the retreating landlord.

«' Yes—but I don't see the use of it," returned

Robin drily. " The man is a good man in his way.

He gave us credit when we were hard up. You
didn't bully him then. Bread and cheese was good
enough for our dinner in those times—and you
didn't mind waiting Snooks's convenience till it

was got ready. Now you order three dishes for

lunch—and won't wait a minute. It isn't con-

sistent."

" Consistent !" echoed the Captain, in a rage.
" By jingo, I've a precious great mind to

"

But stopping short, he raised a tankard to his

lips and sent about a pint of ale down his throat

in less time than he could have counted five. Al-

most immediately afterwards a dirty slip-shod ser-

vant-girl entered the room, saying, " Please, sir,

missus told me to come up and tell you as how
there's no kinneys in the 'ouse—but there's sassen-

gers, if you like 'em instead."

" No kidneys !" thundered the Captain. " Dag-
gers and bayonets I if you don't go to the butcher's

and get some directly, I'll eat you J"

The girl, becoming deadly pale even through a
thick coating of grime upon her face, shrank back
in horror as if she thought that the dreadful man
would really carry his awful thi-eats into execution

and devour her then and there: but the next
j

moment she burst into tears, which speedily traced
j

several lines down her cheeks, as the rain does on
dirty glass, and whimpered out an observation to

the effect that "she couldn't make kinneys if so

be there was none."

"No more she can," remarked Robin, as he still
i

stood motionless as a statue behind the window-
'

curtain.

" Not make them !" ejaculated the Captain.

"Why, I tell you they can make anything in this

wonderful metropolis of onr's !—sugar out of sand

—tea out of sloe-leaves—gin out of vitriol—coffee

out of chicory—beef-sausages out of horse-flesh—

rabbit-pies out of kittens—and biscuits out of

Canada timber. Why the devil, then, shouldn't

they make kidneys out of something ? Eh, Robin?

—eh, girl?—answer me that."

" Oi der the sausages and let her go," said Robin,

curtly. " I like sausages."

"Then be it so—and five minutes to get all

ready," exclaimed the Captain.

The girl rushed down stairs, ineSkbly relieved at

having escaped being devoured by the modern ogre

who had frightened her so terribly : and whilst the

lunch was getting ready, the Captain strutted to and

fro in the room with majestic self-importance, his

man still retaining his post at the window.
" I dare say you think me severe at times, Robin
—very severe towards these people of the Green Dra-

gon," he remarked : " but Snooks is an idle fellow

—

and his wife and servant are as slow as himself. It

does them good to stir them up a little now and then

with a few words of gentle castigation or remon-

strance. Besides, different circumstances demand
different treatment. It was all very well to let Mr.

Snooks dawdle about just as he chose when we
couldn't pay our bills at his house : but now that

I've got gold in my pocket, Robin,"—and the Cap-

tain hit himself a tremendous rap upon the upper part

of his thigh as he spoke,—"I'll make everybody

and everything in the place look alive, to serve me
promptly—even to the cursed old sign of the green

dragon itself that swings so crazily over the tavern

door."
" If we don't mind what we're about, sir," said

Robin, deferentially, "we shall become so ob-

noxious that the landlord will bid us leave his pre-

mises: and then how are we to watch Acacia

Cottage?"

"The landlord eject us!" roared Tash, in as-

tonishment " What! eject me— jne, Captain Rolando

Tash ! Robin, my dear fellow, don't hint at such a

thing again, or you will grieve me sadly : for I shall

begin to apprehend that your brain is somewhat

affected. Eject me, indeed! Thunder and light-

ning! it would be a hard matter, I can assure you I

Eject me—vie, Captain Rolando Tash I Prepos-

terous—absurd—ridiculous
!"

And the gallant officer strutted and swaggered to

and fro in the apartment, fuming and chafing as if

he were filled with a rage which must boil over and

vent itself upon some unfortunate wight, no matter

how undeserving the victim might be. But happily

the prompt appearance of a tray covered with dishes

that sent forth an inviting odour, somewhat mollified

the fury of Rolando Tash : and as the meek land-

lord shuffled about, arranging the table and making

everything look as neat and comfortable as be could,

the sternness of the Captain's countenance gradually



relaxed, until it was completely lost in a broad ex-

pansive smile.

" Snooks 1" he exclaimed, dealing the landlord a

tremendous slap upon the back: "you are not a

bad fellow after all—and as I am getting up in the

world, I sliall continue to patronise your establish-

ment, and none other."

At this announcement Mr. Snooks appeared par-

ticularly uneasy—and, fidgetting about with a knife

and fork which he had just placed upon the table, he

eyed the Captain askance as if to ascertain the precise

humour he was in.

"I beg your pardon, sir—I'm very sorry—very

sorry indeed, sir," he stammered forth; "but 1

really—I mean to say that however gratified and
honoured I may be—yet

"

"Yet what?" inquired the Captain with awful

calmness.
" Well, sir, I had better come to an explanation

with you at oace," said the landlord, plucking up a

spirit and looking the gallant offieer in the face,

though prudently taking his stand in such a manner

that the table was between them, while he (Mr.

Snooks) was nearest the door. " The fast is, sir," h*

continued, " my missus is a very nervous woman

—

and my servant-girl is subject to hysterics—and I

myself am not over strong in the nerves—and at of

course a gentleman like you makes a gooil deal of

noise— I mean to say, that you expect things to bo

done off-hand
"

"Well, sirrah—proceed," observed the Captain,

still with that profound and awe-inspirmg c»lmna«i

which precedes the terrific outburst of the storm.

"And so I was thinking, sir," eontinued the

landlord, not quite comprehendinjf the nature of

this lull, and flattering himself that the spirit which

he now displayed was actually and positively pro-

ducing a strong effect upon the Captain,—" I was

thinking, sir, that if it was convenient for yourself

and Mr. Robiu to give mo up the rooips in tho
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course of the afternoon and remove to some other

tavern, I should esteem it as a favour—and my
missus would be particularly obliged."

"Is that all?" asked the Captain.

" "Well, sir, I diJn't know that I've anything more
to say," responded Mr. Snooks : " unless it is that

I mean no offence and hope we shall part good
friends."

" Then, by the living jingo, you infernal scoun-

drel, I'll punish you for this !" thundered the Cap-
tain : and darling round the table, he caught the

landlord by the collar of his coat just as the af-

frighted wretch was precipitating himself towards

the stairs. "Come along, sirrah—come along—
and if you make a noLs», I'll flay you alive ! There,

sir—up into that corner—now stand on your head
—and, by all the daggers and bayonets in the uni-

verse! you shall remain in that posture while I

and Robin eat our luncheons."

And suiting the action to the word, the Captain

lifted up the unfortunate Mr. Snooks as easily as if

he were a child—turned him completely over with

his feet up in the air-and then deposited him
in that ignominious and painful position in the

corner.

As for Robin, he just glanced at what was going
on, and then fixed his looks again as intently as

ever upon the front of Acacia Cottage, apparently

considering his duties in that quarter to be of
more consequence than the pranks of his master.

The landlord, who was rapidly growing purple

in the face, begged and besought the Captain to

forgive him : and after some little parley, during
which the wretched Mr. Snooks acknowledged
himself to be an insolent rascal and promised
never to offend again, the gallant officer vouchsafed

to temper his justice with mercy. The result was
that the landlord, having made all possible submis-

sion, was allowed to resume his natural posture

onc« more ; and, slinking from the room, he hast-

ened down stairs to vent his wrath upon his better

half at whose instigation he had dared to give his

formidable guest the notice to quit.

" Now, Robin," exclaimed the Captain, so soon
as the landlord had retired, " let us discuss our
luncheon. Here are chops," he observed, lifting

one of the meat-covers and flinging it across the
room ;

" here are rashers and eggs," he continued
tossing the second meat-cover into another corner;—" and here are sausages," he added, sending the
third cover spiuoing through the open window into

the street.

Robin stalled—looked at his master for an in-

stall*: -and then turned his eyes upon Acacia Cot-
iage again, without uttering a word.

" Come and have youv lunch, 1 say," cried the
Captain.

" You know that I always keep watch while you
get your meals," said Robin : " and then you take
your turn for a few minutes while I get mine.
There's something going on opposite."

" What?" demanded tho Captain, as he began a
desperate assault upon the viands.

" The servants have been doing out the di-awing-
room witli great care," replied Robin.

" Well, and so they ought since the furniture's
good," remarked T;ish. " Thunder and hghtuing

!

if I had such a house as that, I'd have a whole
regiment to polish the chairs and tables every
morning. But what else do you observe ?"

"Miss Trelawney has just entered the drawing-
room—and she is splendidly dressed," answere4
Robin. "Now she's regarding herself in the
mirror "

"And well she may," exclaimed the Captain:
" for she is the sweetest, lovehest woman 1 ever
saw in all my life. Handsome people are naturally
fond of looking at themselves in the glass, Robin-
I am for one :"—and with this remark, the gallant
otficer raised a tankard to his lips and drained it

at a draught.

"Miss Trelawney has been contemplating herself
for more than a minute in that glass," said Robin.
" She must be very conceited and vain. Ah ! she
little thinks that anybody is watching her, and how 1

plain I can see into her drawing-room. Now she i

studies some attitude or look in front of the '

glass
"

"Depend upon it there's a visitor expected, ;

Robin," observed the Captam. " But I will enter i

all these particulars in my memorandum-book
presently. Let me see, I am to call on the Earl of
Curzon this evening at ten—and on Sir Douglas '

Huntingdon at eleven. Ah! it was a very odd j

thing that when you went to the baronet's on
Tuesday evening, he should give you just the same
instractions that the Earl had given me on the
Monday— 1 mean, to watch all Ali>3 Trelawney's
movements as we are doing. I suppose there's a
regular dead set made at her by the gay young
sparks of the West End. Curzon on Monday

—

Huntingdon on Tuesday—and then that cowardly
scoundrel Malpaa last night at Lady Weolock's^

How I hate that Malpas, Robin
!"'

" I don't like hijn neither," observed the man.
"Done your lunch?" he inquired, aa Ids master
rose and gave the bell a territic pull.

" Not quite, Robin," answered Uie Captain, as he
resumed his seat. " I merely want another flagon

of ale— and some more chops, eggs, and sausages

for you—seeing that 1 have swilled and devoured
everything the landlord put upon the table. Now,
Mr. Snooks," he exclaimed as this individual made
his trembling and timid appearance at the door,

"I am not going to scold you—on the contrary,

I am well pleased with you, your missus as yoa call

her, and your culinary arrangements below. The
chops, the rashers, and the sausages were al; so

good that I have honoured them with the fullest

discussion : and therefore for the behoof of my
worthy attendant

"

Here Robin gave vent to an ejaculation of sur-

prise, exclaiming, "The Prince Regent's private

carriage has just stopped at Miss Trelawney's

door!"

CHAPTER XXX.

THURSDAY: OR, THE FOURTH SUITOR.

Robin was right : it was indeed the private carriage

of the Prince Regent which had just stopped at the

door of Acacia Cottage. His Royal Highness de-

scended, and was immediately ushered up into the

drawing-room, where Venelia Trslawuey, in all the

splendour and glory of her charms, rose from the

sofa to receive him.

Although the Prince was so polished in maunera

and Venetia was so lady-like, yet neither one could
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restrain or conceal the look of curiosity which they

flung upon each other as they thus met. His Royal

Highness beheld iVIiss Trelawney for the first time

—

and he was dazzled and amazed by her exceeding

loveliness, which transcended even the vivid descrip-

tions that had been given of ii on the occasion of the

banquet at tiie Marquis of Leveson's house. On
the other hand, although Venetia had seen the

Prince two or three times at a distance when he was

riding in the park, she had never till now beheld him

'close enough to decide how far he resembled his

published portraits. We cannot say that she was

not somewhat disappointed, for portraits are nearly

always flatterers : but she had the tact to conceal the

impression which the princely appearance thus made
upon her.

Having besought his Royal Highness to be seated,

Miss Trelawney remained standing in pursuance of

the established etiquette: but the Prince, with that,

off-hand politeness for which he was celebrated,

observed with a smile that he could not think of

taking a chair until she herself was seated. She

accordingly placed herself upon the sofa, while the

Regent took an arm- chair at a short distance,

" It would be telling an untruth. Miss Trelawney,"

said His Royal Highness, at once opening the con-

versation, "and withholding a compliment which

you so pre-eminently merit, were I to allege that

it is not a sentiment of curiosity that has induced

me to pay you the homage of a call. In plain

terms, I had received such exciting accounts of

your incomparable beauty, that I was most anxious

to have the pleasure of forming the acquaintance of

the goddess who graces the metropolis with her pre-

sence."

" 1 had already been assured that your Royal
Highness was proficient in the art of flattery,"

replied Venetia, with a blush and a half-smile : " but

I did not anticipate the honour of a personal proof

of that accomplishment."
" Since you style it an accomplishment, Miss

Trelawney," 'returned the Prince, " you cannot of

course be oilended by the mode in which I have

addressed you. A goddess must consent to receive

the adoration which her beauty inspires."

" Women are such vain and frivolous creatures,"

rejoined Miss Trelawney,—"or at least they have the

reputation of being so,—that were I the first to whom
your Royal Highness had ever addressed such
honied language, I might be immensely flattered by
it. But inasmuch as I am well aware that every

beauty about the English court has been honoured
with the same approval—perhaps, too, in precisely

the same words "

" Miss Trelawney, you are too severe upon me,"
interrupted the Prince. " 1 see that you possess a
wit equal to your loveliness "

" Aixl you, sir, a faculty of heaping CMnpliment
upon compliment," responded Venetia, with a smile

that displayed her brilliant teeth.

"In praising you. Miss Trelawney," said the
Prince, fixing upon her a look of deep meaning, " I

only gave an honest expression to my thoughts. Yes
—you are so far right— 1 am indeed an admirer of

female beauty. I worship— I adore it But of all

the charms that ever received praises from my lips,

your's are indescribably beyond ail parallel. We
must have you at Court, Miss Trelawney; and if

you will permit me to become the means of present-

ing you to the most distinguished ladies who rule

the world of fashion, I shall be delighted to have

that honour."
" I am at a loss to conceive how I could so sud-

denly have won your Royal Highness's favour," ob-

served Venetia, her eyes sparkling with a triumph
which it was impossible altogether to subdue : " I

—a humble, obscure individual
"

" A lady invested with such peerless charms is

neither humble nor obscure," said the Prince

Regent, emphatically. " And, moreover, if it were
necessary to gild the name of Trelawney by the

adventitious aid of a title, have I not the power to

do that also 7"

" Your Royal Highness is making me the object

of an experiment," said Venetia, with a flush upon
her cheeks—but not a flush of anger : for a sub-
dued joy shone in her beauteous eyes, and smiles

beamed upon her heavenly countenance. "You
are endeavouring, sir, to ascertain the extent to

which a woman's credulity may reach, through the

medium of her vanity : and although I do not pro-

fess to be more strongly-minded than the gene-

rality of my sex, yet I have the sense to avoid ren-

dering myself contemptible in your eyes."

" Upon my soul, you misinterpret my meaning

—

you do me wrong. Miss Trelawney I" exclaimed

his Royal Highness. " I am serious—and what is

more, I am sincere in all I say : and if you will

permit me at once to consider myself upon a foot-

ing of friendship with you, 1 shall be enabled to

speak with less reserve."
" I cannot forget, sir,* replied Venetia, " that you

are the representative of the Sovereign, and that

I, as a dutiful subject, am bound to listen deferen-

tially to all that your Royal Highness may choose

to address to me. But I beseech you, su", not to

pay me so ill a compliment—after honouring me
with so many flattering ones—as to suppose that

I am one of those vain, frivolous, silly creatures

whose character is taken as the general type of the

sex."
" It is precisely because I do regard you as pos-

sessing a superior mind, that I crave leave to give

utterance to my thoughts without reserve or cir-

cumlocution. Grant me this permission. Miss

Trelawney," exclaimed the Prince, "and you will

at once place me at my ease."
" I am of course prepared to listen to whatsoever

your Royal Highness may have to say to me,"

returned Venetia.
" But shall I incur the chance of ofifending you?"

inquired the Prince.
" Your own excellent notions of the courtesy due

to a lady must surely render such a fear on your

part, sir, quite unnecessary," observed Miss Tre-

lawney.
*' But suppose that I threw myself at your feet,

and declared that I loved you ?' said the Prince,

eagerly and anxiously watching the eflfect of hi»

words.
" I should consider that you were carrying your

present jocular humour to a foolish extreme," an-

swered Venetia, laughing.

"But if it were really true. Miss Trelawney—if

it were with positive sincerity that I could thus

sink on my knees in your presence and offer you
the homage of my heart,—what treatment might

1 anticipate at you hands ?" demanded the Prince,

with fervid tone and impassioned looks.

" I know not how ho respond to such strange
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questions," replied Venetia, averting her blushing,

glowing countenance, while the slow but deep

hearing of her superbly-developed bust evinced

the agitation which prevailed within that bosom of

incomparable grandeur.

"Ahl dear lady," exclaimed the Prince, drawing

his chair closer towards hen, " you will not be cruel

towards me—I am certain yoa will notl Were I a

humble individual, I should not have dared thus to

address yoa so hastily—so precipitately—within

the first few minutes of our acquaintance. But

yoa are well awar* that I am an exceptional being

—not having the leisure for all those protracted

assiduities and that lengthened courtship, so to

speak, which under other circumstances would be

a duty 80 cheerfully performed. Now, answer me
—and answer me candidly, Venetia: are your

affections already engaged?—do you love some
happy and enviable young man?— is your heart

bestowed upon one whose bride you hope to be ?"

* 1 have had many suitors, sir," was the soft and

murmuring reply, as the richly-fringed Uds drooped

lower upon the melting blue orbs which they now
more than half concealed, while the magnificent

amplitude of the lady's bosom seemed to swell as

if each glowing globe must burst from the corset

that imprisoned them.

"You have had many suitors?" echoed the

Prince, advancing his chair still nearer to the

lovely woman, and speaking in the subdued but

tremulous voice of profound passion : " but you do

not tell me that any one of them has succeeded in

obtaining an avowal from your lips ? Then may
I not hope—may I not fancy that your heart is in-

deed disengaged, Venetia—dear Venetia "

" I have never loved, sir," she observed, in a

voioe that was scarcely audible.

"Can you love me?—will you love me?" asked

the Prince, taking her hand, to withdraw which

only a slight attempt was made—and then, feeling

that he retained it in his own, she abandoned it to

his clasp. " You are aware, Venetia," he continued

in that deep voice of masculina harmony which

gave such power to his insidious language, " that

I dare not speak to you of marriage. But the

mistress of a Prince—a Prince Regent, who will

some day be a King— is far above tlie wife of

the proudest peer in Christendom. You know
that I am speaking the truth, Venetia," he said, his

tones becoming more melting—the pressure of his

hand more fervid; "and you are too sensible not
to be aware that the lady on whom I bestow my
love will enjoy all honour, distinction, and respect

in the liighest circles of fashion. Yes, Venetia—
consent to be mine—mine so far as iove can render

you mine—and I promise you eternal fidelity.

I have been deemed ficlde and inconstant : but

I am not so in reality. The truth is that hitherto

where beauty has charmed me at first, vanity and
shallow-mindedness have disgusted me afterwards.

I have been dazzled by the charms of many
women: but few have possessed those mental
qualities which fix the impression and render in-

delible the effect originally produced by the graces

of the person. With you it is different. Not only

are you as lovely as perfect loveliness can make
you,—not only do your external charms excel

aught in the form of female beauty that ever met
my eyes before,—but you arc endowed with those

intellectual attractions that rivet the affection

which your charms inspire. Your conversation
must ever please—your opinions upon all topics
must be valuable—and your temper cannot fail to
be endearing, as your wit is calculated to sustain

and invigorate the healthy cheerfulness of the
soul. You see that I understand your character
and your disposition well, Venetia : and if you will

permit me to enjoy the disposal of your happiness,
depend upon it that I shall ever consult your wel-
fare to the extent of my abilities. Answer me,
then, Venetia—answer me, dear girl—and tell me
whether you will consent to be mine upon these
terms ?"

While the Prince Regent was thus speaking, the
colour went and came upon Venetia's damask
countenance: but every time the warm blood
rushed back to those cheeks so soft and yet so

firm, they glowed with a deepening dye. And the

superb bosom rose and sank with quicker heavings
—while her rich red lips remained apart, as i

breathing the mute sweets to which her tongue
refused verbal utterance : so that nothing could

exceed the charm of this soft languor and subdued
voluptuousness of beauty.

" Venetia, did you hear me ?—will you be mine?*
asked the Prince, gently moving from the chair to

the sofa, on which he placed himself by her side,

still retaining her soft plump hand in his own—that

hand which trembled as he pressed it!

" But if I were to answer you in the affirmative,"

she said, in a soft billing tone, as she hung down
her head so as to conceal her countenance from
the looks which she felt as it were to be fixed upon
her mth all the ardour of passion,—"would yoa
not think the worse of me for being so hasty—so
precipitate

"

" Not more than you must think so of me," re-

turned the Prince, already foreseeing that his

triumph was assured : and he gently passed his

left arm round her waist, while his right hand still

retained her own. " Tell me, then, dear Venetia—

.

keep me not in suspense will you be mine ?"

" I will," she answered, in a voice that was not

louder than the whispering zephyr: "1 will be

thine—thine !"

" Dearest, dearest Venetia !" exclaimed his Royal
Highness, now seizing her as it were with all the

devouring avidity of passion and straining her ia

his arms.

He pressed his lips to her's and drank in the

fragrance of her breath. Never, Oh ! never to

him, experienced in all sensuous delights though

he were, had woman's lips appeared so sweet—so

ripe—so luscious, with their dewy moisture ! Then
he imprinted a thousand kisses upon her cheeks

and her forehead—and then his caresses recurred

to those delicious lips again ! Thence they wan-
dered to the sloping shoulders, so white—so plump
—so warm; and her luxuriant hair felt soft as

velvet against his cheek. His passion became
almost ungovernable: it appeared a dream—

a

veritable dream that he could so soon have reached

the threshold of paradise,—he who had entered

that room hut an hour previously as a stranger,

save by name, to its charming inmate ! Bat it was

assuredly no dream as his lips wandered kissingly

from that luscious mouth to those damask, glowing

cheeks,—from those cheeks where the blood man-
tled hotly, to the shoulders whose polished surface

was catching the crimson tinge,—and thence back
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again to the mouth where the choicest of all

earthly sweets were to be culled. .

But, maddened with desire, the Prince pressed

the glowiug bosom that swelled yet more exube-

rantly to the contact of his daring hand : yet when
he sought to invade its treasures more boldly and
completely still, and when he essayed to profit by

the yielding weakness and melting tenderness of

the agitated, trembling, almost helpless Venetia,

—

when, in fine, he endeavoured to overcome the last

obstacles that lay between himself and complete

happiness,—he was suddenly disappointed and
baffled by the force with which she started and
disengaged herself from his arms.

Then retreating to the end of the sofa, and half

turning her back towards him, Yenetia arranged

her hair and disordered dress in profound silence :

but the rapid heavings of her bosom showed how
deeply she was agitated.

" Are you angry with me, beloved Venetia ?" in-

quired the Prince, in a low and tender voice.

" Oh ! no—no," she exclaimed, suddenly turning

towards him : then, fixing her beauteous blue eyes

upon his countenance, and taking his hand of her
own accord, she said, " In becoming your's, I make
a certain sacrifice—and before I surzender myself
entirely up to you, I must enter into a few words of

explanation for my own sake. Por it cannot do
otherwise than seem strange that I should accept
your overtures all in a moment and consent with-

out reflection to become your mistress. Were I

to tell you that the instant you entered this house,
you inspired me with a love which proved stronger
than myself, you would not believe me. No—you
could not and you ought not to put faith in such a
tale, were 1 weak or deceptive enough to tell it.

Then how can you account for the readiness with
which I have entered into this compact with you?
You must either believe me to be grandly am-
bitious, or a profligate wanton. But as there is a
heaven above u^ I am not the latter. My lips

were virgin of man's kisses until you pressed them
just now: and never until this hour did the blush
of shame glow upon my cheeks. It is, then, that
I am ambitious— that, as you yourself have ex-
pressed it, I would sooner be the mistress of a
Prince who is almost a King, than the wife of the
proudest peer in Great Britain. Such is the feel-

ing—such the sentiment which has inspired me
upon the present occasion. Give me a lofty po-
sition, sir—and I will be to you the most faithful,

the most affectionate, the most devoted of women.
But I require a title to embellish my name—riches
to support that title- and all the distinction which
can possibly be paid to your acknowledged mis-
tress. Pardon me for mentioning a uame which
may haply recall unpleasant recollections to your
mind— but Mrs. Fitzherbert was your acknow-
lodged mistress, and she was surrounded by vene-
ration, respect, and honour. It is to such a
position that 1 wish to be elevated. Consent to
my demands, and I am your's—only your's—unal-
terably your's: refuse me, or even hesitate to
comply—and our connexioa ends as it began—
within the hour that is now passing !"

" Venetia," answered the Prince, who had ample
leisure during this long and seriously-delivered
speech to rerieet upon all the statements it made
and the stipulations it contained,—« I will deal as
frankly with you as you have done with me. You

spoke of the position of Mrs. Fitzherbert-and you
expressed a desire to assume a similar one. JBut
remember that at the time Mrs. Fitzherbert was
living openly with me at Carlton House, I was as
yet unmarried; and a certain gloss was thrown
over our connexion by the rumour that we were
privately united in the bonds of matrimony. Cir-
cumstances are now altered. I am married—and
no such shadow of an apology could be found for
any new connexion which I may form. Moreover
although separated from ray wife—and having no
reason to respect, much less love that miserable
woman,"-and the Prince spoke with a virulent
acerbity of manner,—" yet I dare not so far outrage
all decency as to live openly once more with°a
mistress at Carlton House. Were you married,
Venetia, it would be a different thing. I could
appoint your husband to an office in my house-
hold

; and by virtue of that office he would have
his suite of apartments at Carlton Palace, where
you might dwell with him, without exciting
the outcry of scandal. At all events, under such
circumstances public opinion could be easily de-
fied. But you are unmarried "

" Should you love me the less if I were married?"
asked Venetia, hastily : and she gazed upon him
with tender earnestness.

"Love you the less, dearest!" exclaimed the
Prince, '-No—that were impossible !"—and he
threw his arms about her neck.

"Let us converse seriously," she said, gently dis-
engaging herself from his embrace. " Would you
like me to be married ?"

"Yes—if the husband were complaisant and
closed his eyes upon our amours," returned the
Prince. "But such husbands are not always to be
found— at least not in a hurry. You cannot pick
and choose them very easily."

" I will be married in less than a week, sir," ex-
claimed Aliss Trelawney :

« and to such a husband
as you have described."

"What! you have already one in reserve, my
darling?" cried the Prince Regent, with a smile.
"But are you serious, Venetia?"
"Never was I more so," she answered. "If you

give your consent to the arrangement, I promise you
to carry it into effect. And for more reasons than
one should I rejoice at it," she continued in a tone of
deep deliberation and pensiveness : "for it would
save my reputation—it would spare my relatives a
pang, if they ever learnt But enough of that!"

she cried, suddenly checking herself and dashing
away a tear that had started forth upon her long
lashes. " Do you, I ask, consent to the arrangement
that has been suggested ?"

" I prefer it to any other," responded the Prince

:

" the more so, because as you stipulated for a title of
nobility, I can devise or find out some feasible

ground for coaferring a peerage upon the husband
whom you may choose—whereas a title conferred

upon yourself, as a single woman, would at once
stamp you as my mistress and provoke a murmur
throughout the country. Not that I care much for the

opinion or the hostility of the people: the cannon,
thank God ! will always put down discontent—and
the British Government has never yet been at a loss

for faithful generals who would as soon mow down a

mob as receive their pension for doing it. I say,

then, my charming Venetia, that I approve of your
arrangement—and thus do 1 again ratify our bar-
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gain," he added, seizing her in his arms and once

more gluing his lips to her luscious moutli.

She embraced him with reciprocal fervour, lavish-

ing upon him the tenderest caresses and breath-

iug sweet words in his ear. But when he again

sought to crown his liappiness, she gently repulsed

him,—with mingled smiles, however, and blushes.

" Ah ! Venetia, you are cruel—too cruel thus to

tantalize me!" murmured the Prince. "When
will you be mine ? Must I be kept in suspense

until after the marriage which you are about to

accomplish ?—or may 1 hope that this evening—or
to-morrow evening "

" To-morrow evening we will meet," whispered

Venetia, bending down her blushing countenance.

"But it can not be here: my reputation must not

be damaged—perhaps wrecked—previously to this

marriage which is to save it
"

"Then you will meet me elsewhere, my love?"

said the enraptured Prince, seizing her hand and
conveying it to liis lips.

" Wherever you may choose to appoint," was the

murmuring reply. " I will manage to be there

without exciting suspicion at home. But I cannot

use my own caiTiage for the purpose
"

" Mine shall be waiting for you at any hour and
place you may name," said the Prince.

"To-morrow evening—at nine o'clock—and at

Hyde Park corner," answered Venetia. " I shall

be muffled up in cloak and veil
"

" And tlie carriage shall bring you to the private

entrance of Carlton House," added the Prince.
" Till then, my adored Venetia, farewell!"

Auoiher fervid embrace—and they separated.

CHAPTER XXXI.

XIIE DELICATE COMPACT.

It was not until the Prince Regent was some dis-

tance from Acacia Cottage, that he recollected

his delicate compact with the Marquis of Leveson.
lie had set out to visit Miss Trelawney with the

firm intention of adhering to that compact: he
li;ul even entered her presence in the same mood
—for his mind was still occupied mainly with the

image of the lady in the gossamer dress. But the

moment he stood in Venetia's presence, that image
melted from his memory as an effigy of snow
would dissolve beneath the rays of a scorching
suu. Much as he had heard in praise of Miss
Trelawuey's beauty, he was taken by surprise with
the mingled grandeur, witchery, and splendour of
that loveliness which so far exceeded all the ideas

he had pictured to himself upon the subject.

He went, therefore, in order to iutrigue and to

conquer for the behoof of the Marquis of Leveson

:

but, as the reader has seen, his tactics were all in

a moment turned into another channel—and he
both intrigued and conquered for himself. The
beauty of Venetia instantaneously inspired him
with a sentiment which obliterated the image of
the gossamer lady as totally for the time being as
if it had never had a .seat in his soul: he heard
Venetia speak — and the music of her voice

touched chords in liis heart that had not thus vi-

brated for years before. The richness of her form
was precisely that which best suited tlie taste of

the Prince : her auburn hair, crowning her head

as with a glory, denoted the fervid temperament
that he so much loved to meet in woman. Then
the conversation of Venetia had delighted him

:

her readiness at repartee, without tlie faintest

flippancy—her well chosen language—her logical

mode of expressing her thoughts—and her skill

in balTling the assaults of flattery until she chose
gradually to yield, and ultimately to surrender to

the overtures made her,—all this had invested the
interview with a peculiar charm the influence of
whick sank deep into his mind.

Throughout that interview, therefore, he had never

once thought of the lady in the gossamer dress-

-

never once thought, either, of his delicate compact
with the Marquis of Leveson. When the interiiew

was over, and all was settled between himself and
Venetia in a manner that filled his soul with rap-

tures, he had returned to his carriage to give way to

the delicious reflections and still more elysian hopes

that resulted from his visit. But as the carriage was

rattling along Piccadilly and drawing near the

corner of Albemarle Street, the Prince Regent sud-

denly recollected his bargain with the Marquis of

Leveson.

The thought troubled him sorely. He had under-

taken to abandon to the Marquis all his chances of

success with Venetia Trelawney : he had solemnly

and sacredly pledged himself to communicate to iiis

lordship everything that passed between himself and
that lady. What was he to do ?—how was he to act ?

To resign his claim to Venetia was now almost the

same as to ask him to resign his claim to the British

throne. He was mad with love—that is to say, the

sensuous passion which was all he ever knew in the

guise of that sentiment. The lady in the gossamer
dress might be hanged, drawn, and quartered now,

for anything he cared: he would not give one fig

while Venetia's image was yet uppermost in his niinJ

and the pressure of her lips was still felt as it were

upon his own,— no, he would not give one tig for all

th« gossamer ladies in the world.

But how was he to manage with the Marquis of

Leveson ? It would be impossible to keep his ap-

proaching connexion with Venetia Trelawney alto-

gether secret from that nobleman : and he dared not

risk a quarrel with one who was so deeply in his

confidence, especially with regard to the atrocious

conspiracy that was in progress respecting the Prin-

cess of Wales. The best thing he could do under

the circumstances— in fact, the only thing—was

to call at once upon the Marquis, tell him all, and

pursuade him to grant a release in respect to the

compact so hurriedly and rashly made on the pre-

ceding ]\Ionday night.

Pulling the check-string, his Royal Highness

commanded the coachman to drive to Lord Leve-

son's in Albemarle Street ; and in a few minutes he

descended at that noble's palatial dwelling. The
Marquis was at home; and the instant the Prince

Regent was announced, his lordship of course at-

tributed the visit to an honourable intention on the

part of his Royal Highness of fulfilling the bargain

made relative to Venetia.

The moment the footman had retired afler

ushering the Prince to the drawing-room where

the Marquis of Leveson received his royal visitor,

the latter exclaimed, " My dear friend, a thought

struck me as 1 was coming along—and to ttiat

thought must I first give utterance before wo

speak upon any other subject.*
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" I am all atteufcion," said the Marquis. " Pray

proceed, sir."

"You know that the death of the Duke of

Stockport has left a vacancy in the Order of the

Garter," continued the Prince :
" and I was think-

ing that perhaps you would like to have it."

"My dear Priuce," exclaimed the sexagenarian

nobleman, bounding from his seat and snatching

hold of the Regent's hand, "this is indeed kind-

most kind on your pai-t I It is the height of my
ambition—save and excepting the dukedom which

you have promised me whenever our views relative

to her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales shall

have been carried out. But in the meantime the

Garter—yes, the Garter is the very thing !" ejacu-

lated the old nobleman, as pleased at the prospect

of possessing the trumpery bauble as a child on

being promised a new toy.

" Well, my dear Leveson," said the Prince, in-

wardly chuckling at the triumphant success of his

stratagem to propitiate the Marquis beforehand,

"you shall have the Garter—that is a bargain.

I will speak to Ministers about it to-morrow. You
have always voted with them—you have been a

staunch friend to their policy—and no voice has

been raised louder or oftener than your's in the

Upper House, in favour of Church and State.

They cainiot therefore quarrel with the choice I

have made for the vacant Garter. If they do, I'll

find a pretext to dismiss them all at once—damn
them, I will 1" ejaculated the Prince Regent, with

the emphasis which he w-as wont to bestow upon an

oath.
" Again do I thank you most sincerely, sir," i-e-

joined the Marquis of Leveson: then, resuming

his seat, he said, " And now what about our charm-

ing Venetia? It is your day fur commencing the

siege—and I suppose your Royal Highness has

been with the mysterious angel?"
" I had not quite finished my observations rela-

tive to the affair of the Garter— or 1 should say,

relative to something connected therewith," con-

tinued the Prince, dexterously evading an imme-
diate reply to Lord Leveson's query respecting

Venetia. " I was about to remark that inasmuch
as the Garter is a boon which, when bestowed
upon you, will excite the envy and jealousy of all

other claimants, I shall have to encounter no small

deg-ree of odium with those persons. 1 therefore

think that, in doing all this for you, Leveson,

I have a right to solicit a favour in return. In

fact, you can do me a service—a great service—if

you will."

" Then most assuredly I shall have infinite plea-

sure in doing it," was the prompt reply of the

JMarquis of Leveson. "Name it, sir—name it
"

"But will you faithfully promise?" demanded
the Prince.

" Faithfully—solemnly," returned the nobleman,
perfectly convinced in his own mind that his royal

friend was about lo stipulate for a sum of money
in recompense for tlie bestowal of the vacant
Garter.

"Well—we will talk moreen the subject pre-

sently," .said the Prince Regent. "Let us now
speak of Miss Trelawney."

" Aye—let us speak as soon as you like, sir, of

Miss Trelawney," cried the Marquis, rubbing his

hands with a sort of nervous glee : for he enter-

tained no doubt but that the Prince had succeeded

in making a conquest in that quarter—a conquest

by which he himself hoped to profit, according to

agreement,

"Ihave just come from Acacia Cottage," re-

sumed the Prince, " where I passed an hour. Ve-

netia is certainly very beautiful—very beautiful.

Her charms have not been exaggerated. In fact,

it would be impossible to exaggerate them "

"Ahem!" said the Marquis, beginning to sit

somewhat uneasily on his chair. " Your Ptoyal

Highness appears to have been a trifle smitten ?"

"No man can gaze upon Venetia Trelawney

with utter impunity, Leveson," returned the Re-
gent. " We had a long conversation together, of

course : and I must candidly confess that I suc-

ceeded, after some trouble, in inducing her to

listen to my proposals. The cunning puss! she

has her little ambition "

"Aye—and you pandered to it, sir?" exclaimed

the Marquis, nervously and anxiously. "She
could not have had a better tactician to deal with.

But pray tell me all
"'

" I will—honourably and faithfully, according to

promise," said the Prince.

" I knew you would, sir—I knew you would 1"

exclaimed tho nobleman, rubbing his hands with a

revival of cheering hope as he beheld this appa-

rently straightforward disposition on the part of

the Prince to realize his portion of the compact.

"Well," aaid his Royal Highness, " after a great

deal of conversation we came to an understanding

-and Veuetia assented to my overtures. la plain

terms, she agreed to become my mistress."

" Capital !—excellent 1" cried Leveson, bounding

upon his chair, and grinning like an ancient goat.

" Well, sir, what next ? I am on the tenter-hooks

of expectation. Have you made some appoint-

ment with her?"*

" I have. To-morrow evening, at nine o'clock,"

contiuned the Prince, ** I am to send a plain car-

riage to Hyde Park comer, where she will be muf-

fled up in veil and cloak "

" And then you will order your coachman to

bring her to my house—eh, sir?" cried the Mar-

quis. " Is that your plan—that your object?" he

demanded, with all the petulance of acute suspeu.se.

"To be sure, if you wish it," returned the

Prince : then, in a hurried manner, he observed,

"But by the bye, I forgot to name the little favour

I require at your hands, in reward for the vacant

Garter, the investiture of which shall take place

early next week."

"Ob! name the service you require, sir," ex-

claimed the Marquis : " I am all anxiety to con-

tinue the discourse relative to my charming Vene-

tia—the angel who shall and must be mine after

all
"

" It is precisely with reference to Venetia that I

propose to ask you a favour," said tiie lle>;ent,

taking a pinch of his own artistically confectioned

mixture from a gold snull-box set with brilliants.

"Your Royal Highness surely does not mean to

fly from your bargain!" exclaimed Leveson, con-

templating the Regent with all the agonies of a tor-

turing suspense.

" Have I conducted myself like a man who in-

tends basely and dishonourably to violate his en-

gagement?" demanded the Prince. "Ihave de-

scribed to you with exactitude all that took place

between Miss Venetia Trelawney and myself—

I
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have told you that she consented to become my
mistress—and I have put you in possession of the

arrangements for the meeting of to-morrow night.

Thus far I have fulfilled my compact. But you
must permit me to add that you, Leveson, never can

hope to triumph over V«netia by means of stratagem

or artifice : she will prove far too cunning for you
—and as for violence and outrage, that of course

is out of the question. You would not dare attempt

such a pioceeding, even if you were strong as

Hercules and she weak as a lamb. Now, then, my
dear Leveson, seeing that you have not ihe ghost of

a chance in that quarter, I ask you to release me
from my compact with you—the only boon that I

solicit in return for the vacant Garter "

"Tlicndoyou abandon all fartlier designs upon
the lady in the go.ssamer dress ?" exclaimed the

?klarquis of Leveson, not looking over well pleased

at the proposal, and yet scarcely seeing how to refuse

it, especially as the Garter itself might haply be at

stake: for he knew what a slippery customer he had
to deal wilh.

" I most assuredly abandon all farther views in

that quarter, my dear Leveson," answered the

Prince; "and, by the bye, 1 think that if you suc-

ceed ill discovering the gossamer lady, you may very

well manage to console yourself with her for the loss

of Venetia. Next to Miss Trelawney, she is de-

cidedly the most splendid creature I ever encoun-
tered."

"Your Iloyal Highness is certainly a good judge,"

remarked Leveson, with the least accent of bitter-

ness and sarcasm in his tone. "But if you will

send me in the course of the afternoon a letter

promising the Order of the Garter, in all due form
and with your royal seal, I have no farther hesita-

tion in saying that I release you from the compact
relative to Venetia Trelawney."

"It shall be done, Leveson," replied the Prince.
" And your Koyai Highness abandons all farther

design upon the gossamer lady V continued the
Marquis.

" Most assuredly," was the ready response.
" Ferret her out— make her your own—she is

worthy of all the trouble or expense you may be-
stow upon the search after her. But perhaps you
have already obtained a clue "

" No, sir—not at present. I have, however, an
active agent at work—and he will not let the grass
grow under his feet. Neither is he the man to be
baffled or disheartened," added the noble lord, em-
phatically.

" But when you do succeed in this search, Leve-
son," observed the Prince of Wales, " you will let

me know what could be the meaning of all that

mystery on Monday night, and what sort of a docu-
ment it really was that I signed so rashly l"

" Whatever information I may succeed in obtain-
ing upon those points, sir," returned Leveson,
" shall be duly imparted to your Iloyal Highness.
And now, sir, you will permit me to order up lun-
cheon."

" No, my dear friend," interrupted the Prince,
rising. "I must return to Carltou House. The
Minister is to be with me at live punctually. There
are numerous papers to sign— amongst them
several death-warrants By the bye, I could not
help laughing at a paragraph which has recently
gone the round of all the newspapers, and which
shows how the wretcbed lickspitUes of English

journalists endeavour to prove their servile devotiou
to the Court. It is all pleasant enough to have
the gentlemen of the press, as they call them-
selves, thus licldng one's feet: but I cannot the
less despise and contemn them f«r then- miserable
grovelling character and disgustingly sycophantic
dispositions.

"

" But what is this paragraph to which your Boyal
Highness alludes?" inquired the Marquis.

" It was one which stated, in the most nauseating

terms of flatter^-, that I experienced a horror and
aversion at signing death-warrants," said the Prince.
" Now the fact is, I don't think the laws are half

severe enough. The lower orders are dreadfully

discontented—a parcel of seditious scoundrels that

were born to be the slaves of us princes and nobles

!

How I detest them, the unwashed ruffians I—and
so far from having any remorse at signing death-

warrants, I should like to see more of the wretches

tucked up."

"Yes—I think that the severest examples are

required, sir," observed the Jlarquis of Leveson.

"The lower orders are beginning to thinkfor them-
selves "

"And they have no business to do so," ex-
claimed the Prince Regent, stamping his foot upon
the carpet. "But I tell you what, Leveson—if

there's any more sedition iu the country, the go-

vernment spies and agents shall urge on the mobs
to violence—and then we'll have a good massacre.

A wholesale massacre will strike terror into the

hearts of the people. Why, what with the writings

of Tom Paine and other scoundrels of the revo-

lutionary class, the lower oi-ders are actually be-

coming quite opiuiuted. Enlightened, by God I

I'll enlighten them shortly, if they don't mind: bat

it shall be with the gleam of bayonets, the flash of

sabres, and the blaze of artillery."

" Yes, su:—I agree with you," said the ^Marquis

of Leveson, as coolly and deliberately as if he were

discussing the most ordiuarj' topic 'of. the day.
" Ministers will be much to blame if they don't get

up a massacre shortly. But, by the bye," exclaimed

the nobleman, as the thought struck him, " is not

this a pi'ovoking affair about young JIary Owen?
I sent you a note last evening with the parti-

culars "

" Well, it is somewhat annoying," said the Prince

:

" but it can't be helped. She will no doubt return

home again to her mother in a day or two. At all

events, as she promises in her note that she will

not betray her parent or her sisters, I think that

she is to be relied upon in that respect. She loves

them too well to do them an injury. But even if

she were to reveal what she knows to any stranger

into whose hands she may fall, she would not be

believed : or if believed, no one would dare to give

publicity to such circumstances. Thank God!
we've a good law of Ubel and the most complaisant,

i

willing, accommodating juries iu this country. Be- '

sides, there's such a thing as suspending the

Habeas Corpus Act and sending all ruffianly libel-

lers and scandal-mongers out of the land, or else

locking them up secure iu gaol. Everything con-
|

sidered, therefore, I see nothing to apprehend and

little to fret about in Mary Owen's conduct. Indeed

being so timorous and full of nice SL-ruples, it is

mucii better that she should have withdrawn from

an ali'air which she would oidy have compromised

by her namby-pamby nonsense and maudlin sea-



timentalism. I always thought she was different

from her three sisters
"

"Yes," observed the Marquis. "As you are

well aware I had signalled her out as one worthy

the trouble of a conquest : but if ever I ventured

too far in ray caresses, she invariably repulsed and

baffled me. But I do not think it was so with her

three sisters?" added the nobleman as he glanced

significantly at the Prince.

"I can answer for Agatha, that she was no

prude," returned his Royal Highness, with a smile

of similar meaning^ " She surrendered herself with-

out much reluctance to my arms : and I believe

thatmy two brothers experienced no more difficulty

in overcoming the scruples of Emma and Julia.

It is fortunate enough that neither of the three has

proved in the family way "

" I would not have had it happen for the world,"

exclaimed the Marquis. "Mrs. Owen positively

and expressly stipulated all along that while her

15 *

daughters were being inured to the delicate and

exquisite refinements of demoralization, their vir-

tue should be respected."
. ^

" I am aware of her stipulations on that point,

said the Prince. " But she must have been mad to

suppose that all four of her daughters could enter

the lion's den and come out unscathed, not one of

them to receive a single scratch! However, U is

astonishing how blind and credulous iu some respects

are even the most astute, cunning, and crafty of

women."
" But Mrs. Owen, though a thorough woman of

the world, knows little of the depths and intricacies

of the human heart," observed Lord Leveson.

"That is perl'ectly true," exclaimed the Prince:

"and she no doubt hugs the belief that her three

eldest daughters are as pure and chaste, so far as

what is called their virtue is concerned, as on the

day of their birth."

" No doubt of it," replied the Marquis.
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"I believe Mis. Owen wa» never married?" said

the Prince, inquiringly.

"Never," responded Lord Leveson. "But are

you not acquainted with her early history, and that

of her sisters V
"Not entirely, I think," answered the Regent.

" You have often been going to tell me : but some-

thing has always occurred to interrupt the narrative,

even when you comnifnced it."

" Oh ! it may be summed up in a few words," said

the Marquis. " There were four sisters of the name

of Halkin: the eldest was called Lydia, the second

Anne, the third Melissa, and the fourth Lilian

They were left orphans at an early age—with a very

moderate income for their joint support— and they

Jived somewhere in the neighbourhood of Rochester,

I believe. The eldest, Lydia Halkin, is reported to

have been a virtuous woman : but she was the

plainest of them all, the other three being remark-

able for their beauty. Anne, the second sister, be-

came the mistress of my cousin, Mr. Owen, to

whom she was faithful enough, I fancy. The oS-

spring of their amours was the four girls : and Mr.
Owen died when they were young, leaving Anne but

inditlerently provided for. She was a woman of the

world; and I helped her to take the handsome
house where she has so long resided at Richmond.
An intimacy which she formud v;ith a Bishop, and

which was of course conducttd with the utmost

secrecy and circutnspection, kept her afloat in a

pecuniary point of view ; and when the Bishop died,

he left her a little money. So much for Anne, the

second of the four Halkin sisters. By the bye, it is

somewhat odd that she who belonged to a family of

four sisters, should herself have four dai'.ghlers."

" Well, proceed," said the Prince. "What be-

came of the other Miss IJalkins ?"

"The third, Melisisa Halkin," continued the

Marquis, " formed an intimacy with that Sir Archi-

bald Malvern who disappeared in so strange and
mysterious a manner three or four months
ago "

"What! has he never been heard of since?"

exclaimed the Regent. " I knew him—he was a
good fellow

"

"He has never been heard of for the last three

or four months, I can assure your Royal High-
ness," said the Marquis. "His son Valentine,

whom I saw a few days ago, is still overwhelmed
with grief and uncertainty relative to his fatlier

:

and although Lawrence Sampson, the Bow Street

officer, has been employed to unravel the mystery,
no clue has been obtained to Sir Archibald's fate.

But as I was telling you, sir, Melissa Halkin, the
third sister, became the mistress of Sir Archibald
when ho was quite a young man : and there were
children issuing from the connexion, I believe

—

but I am not sure. Mrs, Owen does not like to

talk of Melissa, who died early and under painful

circumstances. But I know not what they were.

The fourth sister, Lilian Halkin, became the mis-
tress of a young clergyman whose name I never
heard—or if I did hoar it, I have forgotten it. One
thing is however certain, that she was involved in

some trouble relative to the sudden and mysterious
death of her illegitimato child by this clergyman :

atid I think she was even committed to gaol and
tried for the murder—but I am not sure. Neither
do I know what has become of her, nor whether
ao is alivo or dead. 1 believe that Mrs. Owen is

equally ignorant on the point—for she and Liliaa
were never on good terms with each other. Me-
lissa was Mrs. Owen's favourite sister

"

" Well—but what became of the eldest Miss
Halkin—the virtuous one, as you called her?" in-
quired the Prince of Wales, considerably in-

terested in the narrative of the four sisters.

"I cannot say. Mrs. Owen herself Ls completely
ignorant upon this point. Years and years have
passed," continu id Lord Leveson, " since she heard
anything of her eldest sLster, whom she therefore
believes to have been long since dead. And now,
sir, you ai'e acquainted with as much as I myselt"

have ever learnt relative to the Halkin family."

"It is a strange narrative," said the Prince.
" But I must now take my leave of you Leveson.
By the bye, to-morrow is your day for waging the
warfare of love in respect to Venetia "

"But I shall of course abandon my turn," re-
marked the nobleman, with a slight embarrass-
ment of look and hesitation of manner,—" after
the explanations which have taken place between
us."

" That is precisely the course which I expected
you to adopt," said the Prince of Wales, Avho did
not notice the singularity of mien on the part of
Leveson.

His Royal Highness then took his leave ; and
the Marquis remained alone to ruminate upon the
disappointment which he seemed destined te ex-
perience with regard to Venetia Trelawuey.

CHAPTER XXXI

L

THE MEETING AND THE SECOND SEPAU.VTION,

It was a little p:ist nine in the evening ; and the

beautiful Louisa Stanley was seated by the bed-side

of her afflicted aunt, who was sleeping profoundly.

Lights were burning upon the table near the couch ;

and Louisa held a book in her hand — but her

thoughts were fixed upon Jocelyn.

It was Tuesday morning that he had left Canter-

bury—and he had promised Louisa that his absence

would not probably be more than three days : at all

events he had expressed his certainty that it would
not extend beyond a week. This was only Thurs-

day evening—and she was wondering whether be

would return next day, or whether the morning's

post would bring her a letter announcing the exact

period when she might expect him.

In the middle of her rellectious the sounds of an

approaching vehicle met her ears ; and as she listened

with a sort of preseniient eagerness and hope, she

heard the chaise drive up to the garden gate.

"It is he!" she e.xclaimed, flinging down the

volume : then, with a glance at her relative to assure

herself that the afEicted lady still slept, the youug
maiden hurried from the room.

The servant girl who had likewise heard the

chaise drive up, was already hastening to open the

gate ;— but Louisa sped past her—ai\d in a few mo-
ments the all'ectionate being was clasped in the arms

of her lover.

"Dearest, dearest Louisa I" exclaimed Jocelyn, as

he pressed her to his bosom.

"You are returned safe, heaven be thanked!"

murmured Louisa, her gentle heart fluttering with

iueOable emotions of chastest, purest joy.
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"But I am not alone, dear girl," said Loftus,

when the first ebiiUitioa of transport had somewhat
subsided. "I have brought with me a young lady

on whom you must bestow the kind regard and com-
passionate sympathy which your generous disposi-

tion will not refuse when you are acquainted with

her sad history."

The noblest mind and the purest afiection are too

often pror.e to be susceptible of jealousy: but

Louisa Stanley was an exception to the general rale.

She was too innocent—too artless—too unsophisti-

cated to dream of the possibility of Jocelyn loving

another: she judged him by herself—and she erred

not in so doing—for he was in every way deserving

of her confidence.

Therefore, when she beheld Mary Owen and

heard the manner in which her lover introduced the

unhappy young lady to her notice and recommended

her to her sympathies, Louisa at once and unhesi-

tatingly proQered her hand, saying, "You are wel-

come to my humble abode."

The kindness of tone in which these words were

uttered and the endearing gentleness of Louisa's man-
ner, instantaneously touched the most susceptible

chords in Miss Owen's heart ; and yielding to the

impulse of this sudden effasicn of feeling, she

threw herself into the young maiden's arms and

wept upon her bosom as she murmured forth her

thanks for the tender welcome just vouchsafed.

The chaise was dismissed — Louisa conducted

Jocelyn and Miss Owen into her neat little parlour

—and Mary the servant-girl bustled about to spread

the table with the contents of her larder. The lamp
was lighted— the curtains were drawn over the win-

dows—and an air of comfort pervaded the room.

Jocelyn and Louisa exchanged looks of the pro-

foundest, holiest love,—and an affectionate pressure

of the hands again conveyed a mutual assurance of

the joy which they experienced at thus meeting once

more, although their separation had been so short.

Even poor Mary Owen began to appear more cheer-

ful, at the t^pectacle of the innocent happiness and
pure delight which she thus witnessed.

After supper, Miss Owen expressed a desire to

withdi-aw to the chamber which had been pre-

pared for her reception,—not only because she
was much wearied, but hkewise because she knew
that Jocelyn and Louisa must natm-ally have many
thin^js to say to each other. And it was so : for

on the one hand the youuy; gentleman had to re-

cite the particulars of his interview with Clara, and
also to nai-rate to his well-bcloved as much as with
proprietyand delicacy he could tell of Mary Owen's
sad history ; while . on the other hand, Louisa
had to undertake the painful task of describing
the outrage which she had experienced on the part
of tlio Minor Canon of Canterbury Cathedral.

Jocelyn Loftus felt his blood boil with indigna-
tion as he heard this narrative ; and starting from
his seat, he vowed that he would hasten without
delay and overwhelm t!ie infamous Bernard Aud-
ley with reproaches. But Louisa besought him,
with tears in her eyes, to calm himself; and when
she placed in his hands the letter written by the
lady in black, he yielded to her entreaties that he
would take time to deliberate ere adopting any
particular course with regard to the Minor Canon.
He then expressed his satisfaction that Louisa had
thus frankly coummnicated the particulars of the

outrage, instead of withholding them from him, as

she might have done through the best of motives:
but the young lady declared that she never should
retain anything secret from hun whom she loved
and in whom she placed all her confidence.

Reverting to a more agreeable topic, the lovers

again spoke of Clara Stanley. Jocelyn assm-ed
Louisa that her sister was in the enjoyment of the
best health and was no doubt happy ; and he then
produced the p;icket of which he was the bearer.

It contained a letter and a complete set of dia-

monds wliich Clara stated that the bounty of Mr,
and Mrs. Beckford enabled her to send as a gift

to her beloved sister. The epistle was a long one,
and full of the tenderest assurance of affection
and the best possible advice most deUcately and
feelingly conveyed. Louisa wept over that fond
communication from her sister—a communication
which she valued ten thousand times more than
the splendid present that accompanied it.

The conversation between the lovers now turned
upon Mary Owen; and, without alluding to the in-

famous means which had been adopted to corrupt
and demoralize the minds of the four sisters, Jocelyn
explahied sufficient to render Louisa acquainted

not only with Mary's sorrowful position, but also

with the atrocious conspiracy that was afoot

against the peace, happiness, and honour of the

injured Princess of Wales.

Louisa was naturally shocked when she learnt

that such cold-blooded and diabolical villany was
in the coui-se of perpetration ;—and she shed tears

at the thought of the position in wliich the unfor-

tunate wife of the Prince Regent was placed. And
while those tears yet glistened upon her long
lashes, she exclaimed, " O Jocelyn ! sm-ely, surely

you will warn the Princess of the terrible dangers
which environ her !"

"Ah I my beloved Louisa," he cried, carrying

her fair hand to his lips, "I am rejoiced that this

suggestion should have emanated from you ! You
feel for one ot your own sex, although personally

a stranger to you ;—and yon would not be happy
if you thought that this tremendous secret which
has come to our knowledge, were to remain locked
up in our own breasts. No— it must be breathed

elsewhere— it must be communicated to the Prin-

cess herself—and she must be placed upon her

guard against the machinations of her enemies.

But by the agents and creatures of these enemies
is she no doubt already so completely surrounded,

that her very letters are liable to interception

—

the sanctity of any correspondence addressed to

her will probably be violated—and it must there-

fore be by verbal communication and a personal

interview that the solemn warning can alone be
given to her in safety."

" Oh ! my beloved Jocelyn," exclaimed Louisa,

tho tears btreaming down her clioelw, " it is for

you to fly and impart that solemn warning to tho

persecuted Princess Caroline 1 Even were the

adoption of this course to delay our union for many
months instead of a few weeks, I am not so selfish

as to study my own happiness to the prejudice of

au injured, wronged, and outraged woman. It is

a Christian duty to warn her of the conspu-acy

which is multiiilyiug all its dreadful engines of de-

struction around her."
*' Louisa, your conduct on this occasion is most

noble—most admirable," exclaimed Jocelyn, as he

contemplated the beautiful gu-i with all the enthu-
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siasm of the heart's profoundest devotion. " If any-

thing had been wanting to convince me of the

generosity of your nature—the Ifindness of your

disposition—and the delicate tenderness of your

feelings, the proof would now be aiforded me.

With your concurrence, then, my well-beloved, I

will to-morrow set o£F for the Continent :—the

Princess is now, I believe, in Italy—but my jour-

ney shall be rapid—my mission executed with

promptitude—and my return as expeditious as

" Yes—we must consent to separate thus for a

short time," said Louisa, as she fell upon Jocelyn's

neck and gave free vent to her feelings.

They now separated—the young gentleman tak-

ing an affectionate leave of the charming maiden,

but with a promise to be at the cottage soon after

nine o'clock in the morning. He repaired to the

hotel in Canterbury to which the post-chaise had
already taken his portmanteau ; and retiring to

rest, the slumber that visited his eyes was serene

and pleasant, not only from the consciousness of

duties fulfilled or good intentions planned, but

also because the image of his Louisa appeared to

visit him in his dreams and shed upon him the

holy influence of her sweetest smiles.

On the ensuing morning Jocelyn Loftus rose

early: and the Cathedral clock was proclaiming

the hour of eight as he knocked at the door of the

Minor Canon's residence. To his inquiry whether

the Reverend Bernard Audley could be seen so

early upon business of importance, the domestic

answered in the aiSrmative; and lie was at once

conducted into a back parlour where the Canon
was seated at breakfast. He started and turned

pale on beholding Jocelyn Loflus: but instantly

recovering himself, he assumed an air of the

blandest courtesy as he requested him to be

seated.

Jocelyn bowed with cold hauteur, and remained

standing,
" JNIr. Audlej'," he said, in a firm and impressive

tone, " the words I have to address to you are few

—but 1 pray that they may receive your earnest

attention now and your fullest consideration here-

after. I returned last evening to Canterbury,

and learnt with what amount of indignation, ab-

horrence, and disgust, you may pei'haps be able to

conceive, the atrocious outrage perpetrated by you
against an innocent, gentle, and virtuous young
lady. Were you to experience at my hands the

treatment you merit, an uncompromismg exposure

would take place, and the Archbishop would at

once be led to deal with you according to your

deserts. Or perhaps the civil authorities might be

appealed to, and the power of the magistrate be
called into requisition to show the Honourable and
Reverend Bernard Audley that neither his patri-

cian connexions nor his holy garb can protect liim

when he violates the law. But I do not wish to

create a scandal upon the present occasion.

Several reasons prompt me to deal mercifully with

you. The first is an anxiety to spare the already

too much outraged feelings of Miss Louisa Stanley

the necessity of undergoing any further pain by
introducing her into a court of justice. The
second is because a lady who is your victim,"—and
Jocelyn bent his looks significantly upon the

Minor Canon, who quailed beneath them,—" has
Appealed to Miss Louisa Stanley's mercy ou your

behalf. There are other motives which prompt
me to exercise forbearance: but those I havo
specified are the principal inducements. And now,
sir, am I to expect that you will henceforth
leave INIiss Stanley unmolested, during the short
time that she may continue to dwell at her present
residence?"

" Mr. Loftus," said the Minor Canon, veiling all

the darkest passions of his soul beneath an aspect
of assumed humiUty and contrition,—" I am fully

aware that you are treating me more raercifolly

than I deserve. I shall say nothing about my sor-

row—my repentance—for what has passed "

" Of repentance I do not believe you susceptible,

sir," exclaimed Jocelyn, sternly. " God forbid

that I should allege without reason that any man's
heart is thoroughly hardened : but the conversa-

tion which I one evening accidentally overheard in

the Cathedral cloisters between yourself and that

unfortunate lady
"

"For heaven's sake, allude to it not, Mr. Loftus P
cried the Canon, in a tone of piercing entreaty.
" The walls have ears—you may be overheard "

" Alas ! that men, especially the ministers of the

Gospel, should be guilty of deeds that bear not

mention even in a whisper!" said Jocelyn, with a
strong accentuation upon his words. " But I fear,

sir, tliat firom the conversation which took place in

the cloister, and to which I have referred, your
heart is utterly steeled against every principle of

honour and integrity—and that it is not accessible

to repentance ! Nay, more—if the dark allusions

and mysterious hints which I then overheard, and
which passed between yourself and that unhappy
woman who is doubtless the same that rescued

Miss Louisa Stanley from your power,—if those

allusions, 1 say, were to be duly weighed and con-

sidered, would they not point to some crime where-

of you have been guilty?"'

" Mr. Loftus, you dare not draw such an infer-

ence from the ravings of a mad woman 1" ex-

claimed the Minor Canon, vehemently.
" I do not choose to be uncharitable, sir— nor to

suffer even my own secret thoughts to exaggerate

the impressions which they receive. But a less

cautious person than myself would draw strange

and even terrible deductions from the deliberate

accusations and measured upbraidiugs which yea

now term the ravings of a demented female. No,

sir—that lady who is your victim, has not lost the

use of her senses: she possesses them with aa

acuteness and a keenness that render her wrongs

intolerable to think of. However, sir," exclaimed

Jocelyn, " I will not dwell upon that subjecL My
principal aim in visiting you, was to declare that if

you should again attempt the slightest molestation

towards Miss Louisa Stauley, the authorities shall

be appealed to—all I know or suspect concerning

you shall be unhesitatingly made public—and,

while your gown is torn from your back, your cha-

racter shall be held up to universal scorn and

execration."

Having thus spoken, Jocelyn Loftus bowed

coldly and quitted the room, leaving the Muior

Canon a prey to all the blackest feelings of rage,

hatred, malignity, and vindictiveness that ever

boiled like a lava-stream in the heart of man.

It was nine o'clock when Jocelyn reached the

cottage, where he was welcomed by his beloved

Louisa and Mary Owen. He sate down to break*
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fast with them : and afterwards he communicated
to the latter young lady his intention of proceeding

on the Continent to obtain an interview with the

Princess Caroline, He promised, however, to

compromise Mary's sisters as little as might be;

and to use every endeavour to persuade them to

withdraw from the detestable service in which they

were engaged. Mary Owen thanked him with

tears in her eyes for these assurances on his part

;

and having bade him farewell, she remained in

the parlour while Louisa and himself walked alone

together in the garden.

Jocelyn now communicated to his beloved the

step which he had taken in respect to the Hon-
ourable and Reverend Bernard Audley; and he

expressed his conviction that she would receive

no farther molestation at the bands of that in-

dividual.

The hour for separation now arrived, Jocelyn

having ordered a post-chaise to be in readiness

for him at the hotel by mid-daj'. Long and fer-

vid was the parting embrace of the enamoured
pair,—deep and earnest the vows which they re-

peated,— pure and tender the kisses which they

exchanged. At length Jocelyn tore himself away
from his weeping betrothed : she watched him
until he was out of sight ;— and then, hurrying

to her own chamber, she gave free vent to her

tears.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

THE KEADIKG OF A ClIABACTEE.

If we look into the comfortable parlour at Mr.
Lawrence Sampson's house in Long Acre, at

about ten o'clock on this same Friday morning

of which we are now writing, we shall again be-

hold the Bow Street officer and his guest, Jack
the Foundling, seated in conversation at the

breakfast-table,—ample justice having been done

to the repast.

" Now, my boy," said Larry Sampson, pouring

out a glass of that same rich cordial wherewith he

had regaled the youth on the preceding day and
which had so much warmed the lad's heart towards

him,—" I begin to fancy that I have obtained a

full and complete insight into your disposition

:

and I will tell you exactly what it is, if you will

allow me. In plain terms, I will read you your
character."

"Do so, Mr. Sampson," observed the Foundling;
•* since you appear to wish it."

"Yes—I wish it," replied the officer, "because I

want to convince you that whatever I may do for

you, is done by me with my eyes open, so that

you must not fancy you are able to outwit Larry
Sampson in the slightest degree."

"I don't exactly understand you, sir," said the

Foundling, his face becoming scarlet, as if he now
saw that the officer had penetrated into those secret

thoughts which he had fondly and vainly fancied

to be well concealed in the depths of his soul.

" You need not annoy nor vox yourself with ap-

prehensions concerning what 1 am about to say,"

continued Larry. " Homo was not built in a day

—and you cannot get rid of evil habits, propen-

sities, and thoughts in twenty-four hours. You
have been reared in a school of artifice, duplicity.
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and deceit : and those tendencies cling to you with
the inveteracy of rags upon a beggar. But now
drink your cordial—and then listen to me."

" I am all attention, sir," replied the lad, as soon
as he had disposed of his liqueur.

" When I proposed yesterday morning, in Fleet
Lane, that you should come and pass a day or two
with me," resumed Sampson, " Daniel Coffin was
evidently well pleased—and he rushed after you>
with the pretext of telling you to put on your best
clothes. But in reality, when he was alone with
you, he enjoined you to fish as much out of Larry
Sampson as you possibly could :"— and as the officer

thus spoke, he looked the Foundling very hard in

the face.

" How do you know that, sir ?" inquired the lad,

colouring deeply.

"Simply from experience," was the calm re-

sponse : " and now that tell-tale blush upon your
cheeks confirms my suspicion. "Well, I knew
therefore that I was bringing a spy home to my
house : but I did not mind that. I had my inten-

tions concerning you, because I pitied your lot

—

I also felt interested in your future welfare. You
entered my abode with the purpose of making the

best of all you might see and hear: but we had
not talked long together before you forgot your
original aim and grew absorbed in the topics of our
discourse. As the day wore on, you felt better and
better disposed towards me : and last evening you
had become modelled as it were to such an im-
proved state of mind, that you were deeply touched
by the pictures which I drew of the advantages of

an honest life and a good character. We have
now been conversing a couple of hours this morn-
ing—and you seem anxious to enter upon a right

path if you had the opportunity. Now, is all this

true or not ?" demanded Sampson, again looking

the youth fixedly in the face.

" It is perfectly true, sir," was the response.

"But on the other hand," resumed the officer,

there are moments when you think to yourself

what a fool you are to give way to anything savour-

ing of contrition for the past ; and you feel a cer-

tain restlessness and uneasiness which invariably

accompany a transition phase in the human mind.

Now it wUl take some time and trouble to redeem
you thoroughly : but it would only need the temp-

tation of a moment and but a few words of per-

suasion ou the part of the tempter to drag you
back again into the slough of demoralization.

You have been so trained in the school of duplicity

and deceit, that a purely straight- forward line of

conduct would become positively irksome, as it

were, for a time. It is the difference between the

mind's utter abandonment on the one hand, and a

wholesome restraint on the other. But you are not

so utterly lost that your redemption is impossible

:

and that redemption I will take in hand, if you

will permit me.'
" Ah! sir, how can I refuse such an offer?" ex-

claimed the Foundling, speaking with an impulse

of the fullest sincerity at the moment.

"Then you accept it?" said Larry, inquiringly.

"I do—beyond all chance of recalling my
words," responded the youth.

" And you will undergo the exact training which

I shall specify?"

" I will follow your commandfl and instructions

in all things."
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" Now answer me one more question, boy," said

the officer. " Instead of being- a thief yourself,

would you like to be a thief-catcher?'

" If you had asked me that question the first

thing yesterday morninj?, sir," remarked the lad,

" I should have at once said No.' But now—after

all you have told me about your own adventures

—

the advice you have given me—and the interest

you have taken in my behalf, I cannot say ' No

'

so decisively. And yet I don't exactly like to say

« Yes;"
" I am glad you have answered me in that man-

ner," said Larry. '• But inveterately addicted to

habits of duplicity and trickery as you are, you

cannot put them off all in a moment as you would

a rusty garment. You must first direct their use,

as it were, into a new channel, so that they may
gradually take a new form and shape and expand

from low cunning into a loftier astuteness, buch

a transition may be effected by placing you out. of

the career of crime as a practitioner, and placing

you in its track as a pursuer. Do you comprehend

me?"
" Perfectly," was the reply. " And for this

reason you wish me to become a thief- taker—

a

pupil of your own ?'

•' Such is my wish. If you accept my proposal,

you shall live here with me—fare every day as you

have already fared beneath my roof—have plenty

of pocket-money and leisure for rational amuse-

ments—and iu time, if you behave well, become a

regular established constable of Bow Street. Now,

what say you ?"

" That I accept your proposal on certain condi-

tions," was the answer.
" Name your terms," said Larry.

" First, that you never ask me to do any harm

to Dick and Sally Melmoth, whom 1 look upon as

a brother and sister," observed the Foundling,
•' Agreed," exclaimed Larry. " Go on."

"Secondly, that you avail yourself, when you

have leisure, of your extraordinary skill a*nd keen-

ness in ferretting out things, to discover who my
parents were or are."

" Agreed also," ejaculated the Bow Street officer.

"Go on."

"And thirdly, that you never insist upon my
doing anything in a direct manner to injure Daniel

Coffiu : for though he is rough and brutal at limes

—indsed, very often—yet as i have lived with him

so long—

"

" I understand—and I give you credit for the

teeling," said Larry. "I therefore promise never

to employ you in a direct manner to do anything

that may injure Daniel Coffiii."

" I have no other conditions to name," observed

the Foundling.
" Our bargain is therefore complete," said Larry.

"But now I want you to give me a proof of your

sincerity by answering me one question—and only

one question relative to any past transaction in

which 1 believe you to have been engaged."'
" Speak—and you shall see whether I mean to

act straightforward, or not," replied Jack the

Foundliing.

" Tell me, then," said Larry, fixing his eyes with

such a peculiar steadfastness and penetration upon

the youth that it seemed as if he were determined

there should be no escape from the influence of

that glance,—" tell me whether you formed oue of

that party of eight who committed the outrage oa
the Prince of Wales last Monday night ?"

" I was," returned the lad, with a sudden start,

the natnre of the question being evidently so little

anticipated by him. " Bat is tliere any disturbance

to h-j made about it?" he inquired anxiously.

"Not at all," answered Larry. "Only I of
course know all about it : everything of that kind
comes to my ears, cither directly or indirectly, as

yon may readily suppose. It was a curious affair

altogether : but I dare say that you yourself do
not half comprehend its aim and meaning. One
of these days I will tell you all about it

"

" But was it not, then, for purposes of robbery
only ?" ir.quired the lad.

" Not akogeiher. You and your comrade.^ were
detained more than an hour at the house," observed

Larry Sampson, carelessly; "and that was a much
longer lime than waa necessary to case the Prince

and the Marquis of their property."

"To be sure!" exclaimed the lad. "J did not

think of that before. Besides, when I reflect upoa
the affair—now that you have given me the him

—

it would have been eaaier to do the robbery at the

moment the carriage was stopped in the Kew Road,
than take it all the way to Wandswortli tor the

purpose."
" As a matter of course," observed Sampson.

" But I suppose you got something to drink there

—you and tue other fellows—and so you did not

observe how long you were detained at the house."
" Vv hy, to tell you the truth," said the Found-

ling, " when we had taken the carriage into the

gale-way of Beechey Manor, four or five of us

went out—put our masks in our pocket—and got

some drink at tliO Blue Lion which i.^ only fifty

yards oft""
'•' Notiiing can be done without drink, it seems,"

observed Larry, smiling : then, rising from his

chair, he observed, "I have some litt'e business to

attend to, this forenoon. Jack ; and so I must
leave you till two or three o'clock. Bat here's

money for you—and I thought that if you liked to

go to the Tower and see the wild beasts, or do

something to amuse yourself till dinner-time, it

would be as well,"

"I would rather remain here, with your permis-

sion, and look at your books, sir," replied the lad.

" Ah ! you mean that as a hint to remind me of

the promise I made to show you my private memo-
randa," exclaimed the officer, laughing: "but I

can's look them out for you this morning. To-

morrow, perhaps
"

" Pray don't inconvenience yourself, Mr. Samp-
son," said the Foundling, "I shall find plenty of

occupation with the books on the sheif there,"

" Be it so," observed the officer. " And if you
want anything. Dame Margery will attend to your

orders."

Mr. Lawrence Sampson then quitted the room

:

and proceeding to the private cluunber which has

already been noticed :is his sanctum, he remained

there for about a quarter of an hour. On issuing

forth again, he was clad iu a disguise so complete

that even his most familiar friends would not have

kno^'u him : and passing out of the dwelling by a

back door opening into a court behind, he pursued

his way to the Strand where he entered a haekuey-

coach, ordering the driver to proceed quick to a

locality which he named.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE POSTMAN.

Beechey Manor, in the immediate vicinage of

Wandsworth, whicii is between six and seven

miles from the centre of London, was an old build-

ing, spacious, and having a gate-way in one of its

wings. It stood at a distance of about fifty yards

from the main road, and was approached by a

sloady lane. At the point where the lane thus

branched oiF from the road, stood a small public-

house bearing the sign of the Blue Lion; and a

board, daubed with a ferocious specimen of the

cerulean animal, swung crazily and creakingly

over the door.

The Manor belonged to a certain General

Beechey, whose profligacy and extravagance had
compelled him to fly from the country a few

months previously to the date of our narrative

;

and in the interval the house had remained pretty

nearly unoccupied, save and except so far as will

presently transpire.

It was about half-past twelve o'clock on the

Friday of which we are writin><', that a postman,
duly apparelled in the official costume and carrying

a bundle of letters in his hand, entered the Blue
Lion in that bustling, hurried manner which is

wont to characterise individuals in that department
of the Government service.

"Glass of ale," he said, with a corresponding
rapidity of utterance, to the landlord at the bar

:

and while the latter was drawing the beer, the

postman asked, " Who are the people up at the
Manor now ?"

" I know nothing more about them than their

name," replied the landlord, as he handed the glass

of ale.

"And what is their name?" inquired the post-
mafi, examining the superscription of a letter with
great intentness :

" for I'll be hanged if I can
make it out with this queer writing."

" Bradshaw—Jlr. and Mrs. Bradshaw," said the
landlord.

" To be sui-e !—so it is I" ejaculated the postman

:

then, having tossed off the ale, he observed as he
tendered the halfpence in payment, " They havent
been there long—have they ?"

" Only a few days—a week or so, as near as
I I can guess," answered the landlord. " But you
are a new man in this letter-delivery district, ain't

you?"

"Yes—only put on temporary," was the reply.

"That's capital ale of your's. I'll take another
glass. One doesn't get such ale as this every day
in the week."
" I believe you," exclaimed the landlord, highly

flattered by the homage thus done to his Uquor

:

and well he might be, inasmuch as it had far more
of the taste of vinegar and the appearance of
muddy fluid, than the twang of the hop or the
transparency of genuine ale.

"Have you seen these Bradshaws at all?" in-

quired the postman carelessly, as he sipped the
ale. "I think they must be the same that used to
live up IsUngton way, when I was on that beat two
or three years ago : and if so, they're capital people.

Always came down with a present at Christmas
and a drop of something short on a cold uight."

"I have seen the gentleman once or twice," an-
swered the landlord. " He's an elderly man—very
agreeable to talk to—and loves a drop of good
drink. He says my brandy beats the best French
he ever tasted."

" Ah ! then I suppose he has been in France ?"

said the postman.
" It appears so from what he tells me. I haven't

seen the lady—she doesn't go out much, if at all

:

her husband told me she wasn't in good health ^

"Do they keep up any establishment at all?''

inquired the letter-deliverer.

"No— not a bit," was the reply. "When
General Beechey went away some months ago, he
left an old man and a woman—that is, the old

man's wife—to take care of the place ; and they
are the only servants now at the Manor. So
I suppose that the Bradshaws don't intend to

make a long stay of it. Old Tom Underdown

—

that's the man—comes here of an evening to

smoke his pipe and take his pint; and he tells me
that Mrs. Bradshaw is a beautiful woman. He
doesn't think that she and her husband lead a very
pleasant life together: for they're constantly

quarrelling."

"Ah! then they arc the same Bradshaws of

whom I spoke just now," exclaimed the postman,
as he paid for his second glass of ale. " Good day,

landlord."

And with this hun-ied farewell, he quitted the

Blue Lion, proceeding on his way towards the

Manor, which he reached in a few minutes.

Instead of going up to the front entrance, ho
passed into the gateway, and found, as he seemed
to have anticipated, that there was a side-door be-

longing to the hous-e. He gave the usual post-

man's knock ; and after some delay an old woman
made her appearance.

" Mr. Bradshaw at home ?" inquired the postman.
" No. You can give any letters to me," was the

answer.
" I have none for him now," said the postman

:

" but I want to make an inquiry about a particular

letter
"

" Well, I tell you he isn't at home," interrupted

the old woman, querulously : and she was about to

close the door.
" If Mrs. Bradshaw is at home, she will do as well

as her husband," said the postman. " Come—

I

can't stand here all day—I'm not paid for losing

my time "

" Wait a minute," said the old woman : and she

hurried off as quick as she could to deliver the

postman's message.

In a short time she re-appeared, requssting this

individual to walk in. He accordingly entered the

hall, and was conducted by old Mrs. Underdown,
as he conjectured the crone to be, up a wide

and handsome staircase to a spacious landing.

There the woman tlirew open a door—and the

postman was ushered into a largo and elegantly-

furnished apartment, where a lady of great beauty

was seated upon a sofa.

Slie looked very hard at the postman as he entered

the room and made a bow : but speedily resuming

an easy manner and indiftorent mien, she appeared

to wait the explanation of his business.

" Be:j pardon, ma'am, for intruding," he said

:

" but l'vef;ot a letter addressed to General Boechey,

and it'8 marked outside that it's to be furwardud to
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his address if he isn't at the Manor, as it is very

important. Now as I've heard that the General is

not here "

" You had better leave it witli me, my good man,"

said the lady: "and I will take care that it shall be

forwarded to the General in due course."

" I can't do that, ma'am," was the reply. " The
Post Office orders are positive. No offence, ma'am
— but the letter mustn't be trusted out of my
hands."

" And you say it is marked as very important ?"

observed the lady, in a musing tone, as if she were

deliberating what course she ought to pursue.

"Yes—'highly important and in haste,' ma'am,"
answered tlie postman, referring to the address of

one of the letters which he held in his hand.

"I think I can give you the General's address

abroad," said the lady, as a thought seemed to strike

her. "At least, I am very much mistaken if it is

not in my husband's possession. He is not at home
at this moment—but perhaps I shall fiud it in Lis

writing-desk. Wait a few minutes."
" Certainly, ma'am," said the postman.

Tlie lady accordingly rose and quitted the room.

In about five minutes she returned with a piece of

paper in her hand.

"There is the General's address," she said, "It
is my husband's own writing, as he himself took it

down the last time he saw the General. You may
therefore rely upon the address being the accurate

one."

"Shall I take a copy of it, ma'am?" inquired the

postman: "or may 1 keep it?"

" You may keep it," responded the lady. " I have

already copied it in case my husband should for-

get it."

"lam very much obliged, ma'am, for the trou-

ble you have taken: and I'm sorry to have intruded

upon you so long. Good afternoon, ma'am."
With these words, the postman put the paper into

his pocket and retired.

CHAPTER XXXV.

FRIDAY: OR, TUB FIFTH SUITOR.

It was nine o'clock in the evening—and a private

carriage was waiting at Hyde Park corner, in^

coachman sate upon his box, ready to impel the

spirited steeds forward the instant the expected per-

son should arrive : and the footmau stood close by

the door, holding the handle ready to open it.

The carriage had no arms upon the panels—and

the domestics wore plain great coats over their

liveries. The equipage had been waiting there for

half-an-hour ; but it was not until the clocks were

striking nine, that a lady, closely veiled and muffled

in a cloak, made her appearance. The door was in-

stantly opened—the fair one stepped in—and the

footman whispered, " His Royal Highness desires

his compliments, ma'am, and has made arrange-

ments to receive the honour of your visit at the

house of a friend."

The dojr was then closed—the steps put up—
and, as the footman leapt up behind the carriage,

it drove rapidly away.
" Now," said Veuetia Trcl.iwney to herself, as

the announcement she had just heard still rang in

her ems,— "some treiti'hery is intended—and 1

think I can fathom it. The Prince has been weak
and foolish enough to boast of his triumph and
mention our appointment—and the friend to whom
he has thus unbosomed himself, is taking advantage
of the incident. But I will allow the adventure to
take its course."

And throwing herself back in the carriage, Ve-
netia watched from the window the direction it

was pursuing.

Along Piccadilly it sped : round the corner into
Albemarle Street it turned—and the next moment
the equipage dashed up to the front of the Marquis
of Leveson's mansion.

" I thought as much," said Venetia to herself:

and even in the obscurity of the vehicle, with no
one to receive the withering influence of her scorn,
did her lips wreathe for a moment into a smile of
ineffable contempt.

The footman opened the door of the carriage at
the same moment that the portals of the mansion
itself were unfolded : and Venetia, still keeping the
veil close over her countenance, tripped with
graceful lightness into the marble hall. A page in

an elegant costume was waiting to conduct her:
and she followed him up the handsome, well-

lighted staircase into a drawing-room decorated
with crimson hangings and furuiaheJ in a corre-

sponding style.

The page instantaneously withdrew—and Vene-
tia was alone.

Undismayed by the position in which she found
herself, and into which indeed she had allowed her-

self to be hurried, she tranquilly and deliberately

took off her bonnet and veil, and laid aside her
cloak. Slie then appeared in an elegant evening

costume of dark velvet, which not only by its make
set off her charms to their utmost advantage, but
likewise by its hue displayed all the dazzling bril-

liancy and transparent fairness of her complexion.

Her hair was arranged in massive tresses, which

fell upon her shoulders so bright in their alabaster

purity, and so plump in their softly rounded fulness.

That glorious hair displayed, in the lustre of the

lamps that lighted the room, all its richest hues of

auburn—shining like gold in some parts, and dark

as a glossy velvet in others where the shade remained.

The body of her dress was cut exceedingly low, the

besom rising grandly above it rather than being im-

( r soned within it : and her arms, naked to the very

fch.'ulder, displayed the robust symmetry of their

rounded proportions.

There was a slight flush upon her cheeks—but

not a hectic one : merely a deepening of the natural

carnation, and dying away in healthy transition into

the purity of the lily. Her eye-lids drooped not

now, but were fully raised—and thus the deep blue

orbs themselves shone with an expression of firm-

ness and decision instead of looking tender and

melting with their wonted languor.

As she sate upon the crimson sofa on which she

had thrown herself, the dark velvet dress dispLiyed

the fineness of her form, aud by its very folds

might have assisted the eye to trace the sweeping

length of the limbs which the flowing robe in

reality concealed. But upon an ottoman rested

one beautiful foot—and the skirt of the dress was

just raised sufllcicntly to allow a glimpse of a

slender and well-rounded ankle, with its flesh-

coloured silken hose aud its neatly tied sandal.

The iiicture was ravishing to a degree—enchant-



ing beyond al! power of Jeseription, Were Cleo-

patra such a woman as Venetia Trelawuey, it can

be no matter of wonder if Marie Anthony could

reconcile himself to the loss of the empire of the

Roman world for a being' so g'oddess-like as she.

Poets may have dreamt of a loveliness without

fault—romanclsts may have laboured to describe a

beauty without imperfection—and artists may have

transferred to canvass the glowing image of their

enraptured conception of woman's charms : but

never did bard behold in the most beatific of his

visions—never did novelist conjure up in liii hap-

piest mood—and never did painter pourtray in the

sublimest hours of his genius, a being more tran-

scendency lovely than Venetia Trelawney.

She was one of those women for whose sake the

enthusiastic lover would not only dare every peril

and encounter every horror that the circumstances

of life could possibly afford for such an ordeal

;

but she Avas one to wiu whose smiles and gain

16 *

whose favours a man might consent to plunge

lieadlong into the abyss of crime. To be allowed

to toy with those goldeu tresses—to pass the hand

over that damask cheek—to press the lips to that

rich red mouth—to pillow the head upon that

heaving bosom—to be clasped in those warm and

rounded arms—and to know that all these delights

were but the prelude to those elysian joys that

would not be refused,—Ah I this indeed were to

CTperieiice the realization of paradise upon earth!

But to resume our narrative in due course.

Venetia Trelawney had not been many minutes

alone in the Crimson Drawing-Room, when she

suddenly observed that a door facing where she

sate was partially open. She looked round, and at

once became s.itisfied that it was not the door by

which she had entered the room; and she was

equally certain it was not .standing thus half open

when she was first introduced into the apartment.

W'iiat, then, could it meau? Was there suiue one
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in the place with which that door communicated ?

—and was a tacit invitation thus conveyed for

Vonetia to enter thither ?

She asked herself these questions : but, being

unable to solve them even in conjecture, she re-

mained calmly and tranquilly where she was, dis-

daining to trouble herself or even to gratify her

curiosity by approaching that open door.

Ten minutes elapsed—and no one came. She

consulted her watch and thus ascertained that the

time was passing iu this manner. Feeling indig-

nant at beiiifc kept waiting, she rose and rang the

bell violently: then she remained standing in an-

ticipation of the entrance of a servant to answer

her summons. Bat no one came. She rang a se-

cond time, more violently than at first : but still

her summons was unanswered. The flush upon

her cheelts deepened into a vivid scarlet—her eyes

flashed fire—her nostrils dilated proudly—and she

drew herself up to the full of her noble height, as

if longing to encounter some one on whom she

mifiht vent her wrath.

She was aliout to ring a third time: but her

pride would not permit her. She felt herself out-

raged, and resolved to leave the mansion that mo-
ment. But as bhe was about to resume her bonnet

and cloak, the thought flashed to her like an iuspi-

raiion that she was perhaps a prisoner. Not
choosing to appear so ridiculous even to herself, as

to prepare for departure and then fiiid that she

was baffled in her pui pose, she advanced to the

door by which she had been introduced into tlie

room; and she found it locked. Her appjihension

was thus confirmed ;—but smiling scornfully, she

returned to her seat on the sofa.

Her eyes now again fell upon the door facing

her, which stood partially open : and she resolved,

after Bome drgree of hesitation, to see whither it

led. She accordingly approached the door, and

perceived that a light shone from within. She ad-

vanced—she reached the threshold—and beheld a

small but luxuriously-furnished room, lighted by a

silver lamp suspended to the ceiling. Sofas were

ranged all around against the walls, in the oriental

style ; and vases of flowers exhaled a delicious per-

fume. At the extremity of the room another door

stood half open ; and seeing nobody, Venetia con-

tinued to advance.

This second door admitted her into a room still

smaller than the one she had just traversed, but

still more luxuriously furnished. The carpet was

the thickest on which she had ever trodden : there

were no sofas, but a number of large and massive

arm-chairs, each provided with a cushion of im-

mense size ;—and the table in the centre was spread

with delicious-looking fruits, confectionary, and
swrets in crystal dishes, as well as with wines of

numerous descriptions. The scene was lighted by

a lamp with a ground-glass globe, so that the lus-

tre was subiiued and mellow.

A third door stood open before Venetia's eyes

:

and, still encountering no human soul, she pursued

her way. But now she entered into a gallery

where the liuht was softer aud far more subdued
than it even was in the refreshment-chamber
which she had just traversed; and pausing for a
few moment?, she perceived that this gallery was
filled with pictures and statues. Her curiosity in-

creased: the auger which she liad ere now expe-
rienced to such a degree was fast murging into a

feeling of admiration at the beautiful suite of
apartments she was now exploring ;—and she ad-
vanced farther into the gallery.

The first object which she now contemplated
with attention was a sculptured group of the
Thiee Graces, as large as life : but as she gazed
upon the exquisite work of art, the t'.iought im-

perceptibly stole into her mind that instead of

being characterised by that charming air of inno-

cence with which those heathen personifications are

usually invested, there was something deeply sen-

suous iu the countenances and attitudes of the

statues. She passed on to the next group, which
represented Leda toying with Jupiter in the form
of a swfin. The sculpture was exquisite—and at

the first glance the effect was a feeling of delight

at the survey of so perfect a creation from marble.

But by dwelling upon the piece the eye became
aware that the softly sensuous air which invested

the first group, deepened into a more confirmed

voluptuousness with this second one : for the whole

attitude of Leda indicated a tremulous longing for

some unknown joy, as that amorous dalliance with

the disguised god poured its impassioned influence

throughout her whole frame.

The effects thus described, as produced by the

two first specimens of sculpture, were not however
of that decided cliaracter which could destroy the

more pleasing impression arising from the beautiful

perfection of the workmanship. Venetia accord-

ingly advanced to examine the third group, which

represented Mars and Venus clasped iu each

other's arms, and ensnared by the almost invisible

but inextricable net -work which the jealous Vulcan
had spread to surprise them. As a specimen of

art the design and execution were inimitable : but

the beauty of the Goddess of Love was so inti-

mately blended with an expression of wantonness,

that the very effigy appeared to glow and palpitate

as if ready to burst into the ardour of ungovern-

able passion. But still there was nothing that

could possibly shock or disgust the female mind :

the impression produced was that of a highly-

wrought scene in a novel, where the artifice of well

chosen language and the fascinations of poetic

description flimsily wrap up the naked truth.

Venetia therefore passed on to the fourth group of

marble statues: and this represented a Satyr

seizing upon a Dryad, or Wood-Nymph, whom he

was supposed to have surprised in her nude loveli-

ness as she issued from a stream where she had

been bathing.

This specimen, though as admirable as the

others in point of art, was nevertheless so flagrant

in its uudisguised indecency, that Miss Trelawney

at once turned away shocked and disgusted: and

as she was retreating towards the door by which

she had entered the gallery, her eyes fell upon one

of the pictures suspended to the wall. The sub-

ject was the Rape of the Sabines : iu fact, the

picture was to a certain degree a copy of Reubens'

splendid master-piece that is now preserved at the

National Gallery iu Trafalgar Square :—but the

copyist had so enhanced the indelicacy of the

scene, aud had heightened its details into such

voluptuous eftects, that it burst upon the gaze like

the sudden exposure of an orgie in a brothel.

"With glowing cheeks, flashing eyes, and palpi-

tating bosom, Venetia Trelawney rushed back into

the refreshmcut-room, where she threw herself into
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one of the arm-chairs akeady noticed. But scarcely

had she thus sunk down upon the flocculent cush-

ion, when a sharp cUck as of some mechanism
giving way met her ears—and at the same instant

her wrists were caught in manacles which sprang

out of the arms of the treacherous chair, while two

steel bands started from the richly-carved back

and grasped her shouldei-s. A shriek burst from
her lips—she struggled violently, but all to no
purpose : for she was a captive—and powerless

!

We should observe that the manacles and the

steel bands which had thus fastened upon her,

were covered with velvet, so that they inflicted no

positive injury upon her, nor even produced the

slightest abrasion of her fair and polished skin.

Scarcely was she thus caught in the gripe of the

treacherous chair, when a door which fitted so ad-

mirably into the wall that she had not previously

observed its existence, was thrown open—and the

Marquis of Leveson stood in her presence.

" My lord," she immediately exclaimed, in a

voice of gentle remonstrance, "this is most un-

worthy treatment towards one who came volun-

tarily to your mansion, knowing that Friday was
•your day for prosecuting the love-campaign against

Venetia Trelawney."
" Ah ! you are then acquainted with the secret

compact of your six admirers," said the Marquis,

in astonishment : "and you are aware of the ex-

istence of that wager which I am this night des-

tined to win?"
" I know all, my lord," answered Venetia : " and

what is more, I knew when entering the carriage

at Hyde Park corner, that it was your equipage

and that I was coming to your abode."
" But who acquainted you with the particulars

of the compact and the love-campaign?" inquired

the Marquis, who had expected to be overwhelmed
with reproaches instead of experiencing so much
meekness aud humility on the part of the beau-
teous creature on whom his eyes were now fixed

with gloating fervour and devouring passion.
" On "Wednesday evening," responded Miss Tre-

lawney, in a gentle tone, " Colonel Malpas told me
everything."

"But you had intended to abandon yourself to
the Prince of Wales, divine being I" exclaimed the
Marquis, approaching nearer to her and rivetting

his eyes upon the bosom that was palpitating with
visible heavings.

"It is true," was Miss Trelawney's ready an-
swer, dehvered with an air of charming though
mournful sincerity. "But the instant that your
footman whispered in my ears the announcement
which was intended to beguile me, I read the whole
truth as clearly as if it had been explained in

detail. I saw that the Prince had treacherously
made you his confidant—I remembered that it

was your day to adopt proceedings with regard to

me-and I understood in a moment that you had
availed yourself of the opportunity aiforded by
the appointment which I had made with his Royal
Highness. Unhesitatingly was my mind made up
that instant. I resolved to punish the Prince's per-

fidy by fixing my choice on you and accepting the

overtures which I presume you are prepared to

make."
" Ab '. my dearest Venetia," exclaimed Lord

Levesod, '-if I had kno\vn all this—if I could have
anticipated that your thoughts had taken a turn

90 completely in my favour and that such happi- ;

ness was in store for me, you would have found me '<

at your feet the instant you entered the drawing-

room. But I cannot even now scarcely be- '

lieve
"

" My lord, listen and I will be candid with you,"
said Venetia, the earnestness of her looks deepen-
ing in expression. " So soon as Colonel Malpas
revealed to me the trammels of this compact, con- i

spiracy, or love-campaign—whichever you may
please to denominate it—I resolved to accept the
overtures of the individual who was most exalted
in rank. I therefore chose the Prince. But he '

has performed a treacherous part in betraying his

success to your ears : whereas the proceeding you :

have adopted to delude me to your mansion, is only
as tratagem that may be regarded as legitimate
enough in the operations of a love-siege. I there-

fore resolved, the moment the truth flashed upon
my mind in the manner I have described, to dis-

card the Prince and accept your lordship. For
next to his Royal Highness is your rank the lof-

tiest of all my suitors, and consequently tlie more
:

calculated to reflect honour upon me. Had not '

these been my intentions, I need not have come
hither. Your servants would not have dared to

retain me a prisoner in the carriage, if I had cho-

sen to leave it : my screams would have aroused I

all Piccadilly to the rescue. Moreover, think you
j

that when the carriage turned into Albemarle
i

Street, I could any longer remain in doubt, even if
[

I had for a moment experienced any uncertainty
|

upon the point, to whose mansion it was that I
]

was being borne? And had I wished to fly,

could I not have done so the instant I descended
the steps of the carriage? My lord, you perceive

|

that my conduct in every respect corroborates all

I tell you."

"It does—it does, my beloved Venetia," ex-
j

claimed the enraptured Marquis, iu a delirium of '

joy and ecstacy at the unexpected turn which the
|

adventure had thus taken. "And you will be

mine, Venetia ?—you will be mine— wholly mine?"
"I will be your's, my lord," she replied, firmly

'

and deliberately. " You will do all that lies in your '

power to minister to my happiness
"'

"All—everything!" exclaimed the nobleman,
|

trembling with the delicious anticipation of revel-
j

ling in that divine creature's charms. "Five |

thousand a year shall be settled upon you, my Ve-
]

netia: you shall be surrounded with luxuries, en-

joyments, and pleasures! Oh! let me liasten to

release you from this restraint which I so deeply

deplore—let me clasp you in my arms "

And stepping behind the chair, lie touched a
spring, the effect of which was instantaneous for

the purpose of release : so that the manacles fly-

ing from the imprisoned wi ists and the steel bands

from the ivory shoulders, sank back into the wood-
work of the treacherous chair.

" Pardon me this outrage, dearest Venetia

—

most adored of women !" exclaimed the Marqui.s,

catching her in his embrace as she rose slowly

from the seat.

" Ah ! it was too bad of you, my lord," she mur-
mured, winding her snowy arms about his neck.

For an instant she abandoned herself to his fer-
,

vid caresses : but it was only that she might throw
j

him completely off his guard ;—for the next mo-
ment, with a sudden and dexterous jerk, she fiung^
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him forcibly into the chair whence she had just
]

been released.
I

The sharp click of the hidden mechanism was

heard—the manacles closed upon his wrists—the

velvet- covered bands grasped his shoulders—and,

with a dreadful imprecation, the Marquis of Leve-

son found himself caught in his own trap.

Then the whole demeanour and bearing of Ve-

netia Trelawney changed in a moment: the as-

sumed meekness and humility were succeeded by

the flush of mingled triumph and indignation

—

and, drawing her splendid form up to its full

height, she looked down upon the enraged and

almost frenzied nobleman with a blighting scorn

and a crushing contempt.
•' Wretch !" she exclaimed, in the swelling tones

of her divine voice; "did you dare carry your

presumption, your vanity, and your conceit to

such an outrageous extent as to believe that I

should accept the overtures of so loathsome and

repulsive a being as yourself? Miserable imbe-

cile—vile voluptuary, you are now worthily pun-

ished! It would only be a righteous and well-

merited portion of my vengeance, were I to sum-

mon all the menials of your household to contem-

plate the utter ignomy of their master. But I will

spare you this supreme disgrace—this crowning

shiime : and I will leave you to emancipate your-

self from your captivity as best you may! One
word more, however, before we part,—and that is

to tell you that I did indeed come hither of my
own accord—but not to accept your overtures or

receive your nauseous love. 1 came to gratify

a sentiment of curiosity—to see how you would

carry on your campaign—and also to overwhelm

you with reproaches and upbraidings for daring to

practise your treacherous schemes against me.

And now, my lord, you may rest assured that you
have naught to expect save loathing, contempt,

and scorn at the hands of Venetia Trelawney I"

Pale—trembling all over—shrinking beneath the

withering looks of the incensed lady—and as

powerless in the embrace of tlie treacherous chair

as she herself had so recently been,—the Marquis

of Leveson gasped for utterance—but could speak

no word. His throat was as dry and his tongue

as parched as if he had been swallowing ashes

:

and his feelings were scarcely enviable even by a

man about to be hung. These feelings, too, were

the jnaore poignant, inasmuch as amidst them was

cntertwineda sense of the opportunity he had lost,

—

that opportunity which had ere now placed Venetia

so completely in his power, and of which he might
have availed himself to gratify his passion and
consummate a triumph

!

With another and last scornful look upon the

abject nobleman, she turned away and left the

apartment.

Hastening back to the Crimson Drawing lloom,

she put on her bonnet and cloak—drew the veil

over her countenance—and approached the door.

But it suddenly struck her that it was locked ere

now when she had previously tried it—and so it

still was. Nothing daunted, however, she remem-
bered the door by which the Marquis had entered

the refreshment-room: and she at once retraced

her way thither.

" Miss Trelawnej'," said the nobleman, in a piteous

tone— for in the interval he had recovered the use

of his speech,—" 1 implore you to release me !'

She made no reply—but searched for the means
of opening the secret door.

,

" You will not succeed," he observed, in the

same voice of humble entreaty: "but if you will

release me, I swear "

"No, my lord," exclaimed Venetia, firmly: "I
will sooner return to the draning-room— fling open
the window—and summon assi-tance from the

street. Now, will you expose yourself to this dis-

grace ?—will you compel me to explain to stran-

gers the infamy of the treatment 1 have experienced

in this house ?"

The Marquis deliberated for a few moments;
and then he said—" I will tell you how to open
that secret door on one condition?"

" Name it," she replied.

" That when you descend into the hall, you will

tell the porter to send my valet Brockman to me
immediately ?" answered the wretched nobleman.

"I consent to do this," rejoined Venetia.

"I rely upon your word," he said. "Now press

hard upon that rose on the paper nearest to the

handle of the bell-pull."

Venetia did as she was directed—and the door
instantaneously liew open. Without bestowing

another word or look upon the Marquis, she pur-

sued her way—traversed a small dressing room

—

thence passed into a bed-chamber—and ultimately

emerged upon the landing. With hasty steps she

descended the stairs—reached the hall—delivered

the nobleman's message to a page whom she en-

countered there—and the next moment was safe in

the open street.

The clocks were at this instant proclaiming the

hour of ten: and she hesitated what coui-se to

pursue. But speedily making up her mind, she

entered a hackney-coach in Piccadilly, ordering it

to drive to Carlton House and set her down at the

private door.

In a few minutes she reached the princely

palace—and remaining in the vehicle until a ser-

vant answered the loud knock given by the co.ich-

man, she inquired of the lacquey if liis royal

master were at home. The reply was in the affir-

mative ; and descending from the coach, which she

ordered to wait for her, Venetia was at once es-

corted up a private staircase into a splendidly fur-

nished apartment, where the domestic begged her

to be seated. Then, without inquiiing her name,

—for the lacquey had no doubt that the veiled and

cloaked lady came by appointment.— he left the

room to inform the Prince of the arrival.

CHAPTER XXX VL

THE IXXEIIVIEW.

Venetia was not kept waiting many minutes be-

fore his Royal Highness made his appearance.

He was attired in evening costume : hi« face was

slightly Hushed with driuking;— but the expres-

sion of his countenance was one of mingled joy

and surprise as ho hastily accosted Mis« Trelaw-

ney.
" My dear Venetia," he exclaimed, extending hia

hand, which she did not however take, " this is an

unexpected pleasure after your note, which, I can

assure you, caused me the greatest pain."

" My note, sir 1" she echoed : then instantly com-
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prehending that a foi-gery had been committed by

the Marquis of Levesoii for the purpose of pre-

venting the Prmco's carriage from being at the

place of appointment, she said in her usual tranquil

manner, "I sent you no communication of any

kind, sir."

" Ah ! then I perceive that there is something

wrong," cried the Prince. •' You refuse me your

hand—you are oifended with me "

" I have been badly treated, sir,—ungenerously,

unhandsomely, discourteously treated," observed

Miss Trelawney, who had thrown back her veil but

remained standing : and as she spoke, her splendid

features were animated with a displeasure amount-

ing almost to indignation.

"Veuetia, if I have done anything to offend

you," said the Ptegent, earnestly, "I implore your

forgiveness: and when /use the word ' implore,' it

can only be addressed to some one whose displea-

sure I would not for worlds incur. 1 do not know,

Vciietia, that this word was ever uttered by me to

any woman until now."
" We will enter upon explanations, sir, if you

please," replied the fair one, somewhat mollified by

the tone, manner, and language of her royal

suitor.

" You will do me the honour to be seated," said

the Prince, pointing to the sofa.

"Your Royal Highness spoke of some letter

which you had received," said Miss Trelawnc}',

as she sate down, while the Prince placed himself

near her.

"Here it is," he observed as he took a note

from his waistcoat pocket and handed it to her.

She hastily ran her eye over its contents, Avhich

were penned in a beautiful female hand and were

as follow :—

'• Friday Evening, 8 o'clock.

"^Mis5 Trolawncy presents her dutiful and affectionate

comiiliments to his Royal Highness the Prince Regent, and
begs to iiil'omi His Royal Highness that a severe indisposi-

tiun, which has suddenly attacked her, will prevent her
from keeping her appointment with his Royal Highness
this evening.

" Jliss Trelawney however entertains the hope that in

the course of a lew days she shall be enabled to assure his

Royal Highness of her restoration to health."

" That note is a forgery, sir," said Venetia, her
countenance still glowing with the indignation that

crnnsoned it the moment she began the perusal of

the mendacious missive. " This is not my hand-
writing, sir—and my presence here is a proof that
I am not suffering from any indisposition what-
soever."

" Tlien, by heavens ! it is a foul trick !" exclaimed
His Royal Highness : "and I can guess," he added,
in the heat of passion, " who is the concocter of the
treachery. But what has happened .'—where have
you been?" he demandeil, hastily— his suspicions

having instantaneously fallen upon the Marquis of
Leveson.

"Fir.st let me ask," said Venetia, coldly and
reservedly, " to whom your royal Highness commu-
nicated all that passed between us yesterday V

" Ah ! now I must indeed implore your pardon

—

and upon my knees too !" he exclaimed, falling at

Venetia's feet—for he saw that she knew all. «

1

confess that I was fool— doit — idiot— imbecile
enough to make a confidant •f a man whom I be-

lieved to be a friend ! But tell me, Venetia-charm-

ing Venetia—is my oficjice of a gravity beyond all

forgiveness t"

" Rise, sir—rise !" said Miss Trelawney. "This
humiliation is more than 1 require—more than I

expected "

"Thsn you pardon me 2" exclaimed the Prince,

eagerly.

" I pardon you, sir," responded the lady.

"Oh! thanks—ten thousand tlianksl" cried the

Regent, seizing her hand in rapture and conveying

it to his lips : then, rising from his suppliant posture

and resuming his seat by her side, he said in a low

deep tone, "You are more generous than I have
been, Venetia: but your conduct in thus pardoning

me will render me all the more anxious to ensure
your happiness."

" Henceforth, sir," remarked Veneti.i, with soft-

ening tone and manner, "I hope that anything
which may pass between us, will receive the inviola-

bility which an honourable man is wont to observe

under such circumstances i"

"On my soul, Venetia, you shall never—never
have to reproach me with breach of confidence for

the future !" exclaimed his Royal Highness: then

throwing his arms around her, he imprinted a fervid,

burning kiss upon her lips.

She gently disengaged herself from his embrace

:

and he besought her to remove her bonnet and
cloak. With this request she at once complied : and

then he beheld her in all the splendour of that

beauty which was set oft" to so much advantage by

the dark velvet dress she wore, and wliich had

produced so powerful an effect upon the Marquis of

Leveson.

"Venetia, you are charming—you are charming !"

exclaimed the Prince, as his eyes dwelt gloatingly

upon the bare shoulders and the exposed bosom of

the superb creature : then once more flinging his

arms around her, he drew her towards him —
strained her to his breast—and covered her face

with warm and impassioned kisses.

" We have not yet finished our explanationF," she

said, struggling to disengage herself a second time

from his embrace.
" No—I will not release you," he exclaimed, hold-

ing her with all the force of a frenzied passion that

trembled in itself: " I will not release you until

your lips have given me back one of those kisses

which I have left upon them !"

" There, sir—there !" cried Venetia, bestowing a
hurried caress upon her royal lover. "And now
release me," she added, with another and successful

struggle.

"What explanations have we left unsaid, my
angel?" asked the Prince, tlie blood flowing like

molten lead in his veins and his whole being con-

suming as it were with the fires of an indomitable

passion : for the contact of that splendid form and
the influence of that kiss were more than enough

to madden him with desire.

"Have you no interest—no curiosity in Ascer-

taining what has befallen me this evening?" inquired

Venetia, as she smoothed her disordered hair.

"Think you tliat the note which 1 have just read

was penned without a purpose ?"

"1 had forgotten everything save the pleasure

experienced in your divine presence, my aiigcJ,"

exclaimed the Prince. " My head hwims with rap-

turous thought''—my senses are bewildered witli

an excess of elysian bliss—my ideas are thrown
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into a beatific confusion I But tell me, darling

Venetia-tell me what has happened."
" I was faithful to the appointment, sir," replied

the lady ; " and a carriage was in waiting. It bore

me to the mansion of the Marquis of Leveson "

" Maledictions upon him !" ejaculated the Prince,

stamping his foot with rage. "Because I forgot

to send him a written promise relative to the

trumpery Garf;er But proceed, dearest—pro-

ceed."
" Oh I the Marquis was so far justified in his

proceedings, at least towards your Royal High-

ness," exclaimed Venetia, with a good-humoured
archness, "inasmuch as Friday is his day "

" What! is it possible?" cried the Prince, start-

ing as if electrified. "The particulars of the

compact "

"Are all known to me !" added Miss Trelawney,

with a deepening archness of look that rendered

her enchantingly wicked.
•' But how?" demanded the Prince, overwhelmed

with mingled perplexity and confusion. " Did the

IMarquis himself "

"No, sir," interrupted Venetia: "his lordship

was as much astonished as you are when I con-

vinced him that the entire particulars of the com-
pact made at his house last week, are known to me."

" Then who is the traitor?" inquired the Prince,

eagerly.

" Colonel Malpas," was the immediate response.
" The sneaking—despicable—grovelling scoun-

drel !" ejaculated his Royal Highness. " If ever

he ventures to appear in my presence again, I will

order him to leave it—the treacherous villain
!"

" He hoped to ingratiate himself into my favour

by telling me everything," continued Venetia.

"But I treated him with the contempt he de-

served."

"I am glad of it!" exclaimed the Prince.

"Henceforth he shall find in me a bitter, unrelent-

ing enemy. But enough of such a miscreant I

Tell me what took place between yourself, my
Venetia, and the Marquis of Leveson."

" I treated him also as he deserved," responded
Miss Trelawney, her countenance glowing with the

irradiation of triumph as she thought of the dis-

comfiture of the wretched nobleman whom she

had loft to an ignominious exposure in the eyes of

his valet. " Your Royal Highness need not be
angry with the wretched old man when you meet
again : I can assure you he is punished enough."

"But how?—tell me how?" exclaimed the Re-
gent, his curiosity tensely excited.

" I left him secure and safe in the trap which
has doubtless caught so many who have become
liis victims," replied Venetia, significantly : and
she fixed her gaze upon the Prince to see if he
caught her meaning.

" What ? in one of his mechanical chairs ?" im-
mediately cried his Royal Highness, a suspicion of

the trutii flashing to his mind: for he was no
stranger to the mysteries of the Marquis of Leve-
son's mansion.

"I sec that you understand me, sir," replied

Venetia: then, in a few words, she explained the

particulars of her adventure with the Marquis.
"This is excellent—capital !'' exclaimed the

Prince, laughinii heartily. " You are indeed right

when you say that Leveson has been adequately

punished. He has encountered a woman of inge-

nuity and spirit; and his mortification must be
immense. But now that all our explanations are
over, Venetia "

"I must take my departure," said the lady,

rising. "It is eleven o'clock—and I dare not
remain away any longer. Remember, .sir, I stipu-

lated that my reputation was to be preserved as
much as possible—and at all events until after the
marriage which I propose to contract without
delay

"

"Ah! cruel Venetia?" exclaimed the Prince:
" you tantalize me with your presence—you drive

me mad by permitting partial caresses

—

—"

"Remember, sir, it is not my fault that I was
not here long ago," said Venetia. " If you really

love me—if you have any regard for my happiness

—you will permit me to depart at once. Indeed,
the vehicle that brought me hither is waiting

"•

"But when shall we meet again, my angel?"
inquired the Prince, taking her hand and pressing

it between both his own.
" I will write to you—if your Royal Highness

will grant me the permission?" said Venetia.

"Permission!" he echoed. "Write to me as
often as you please—the oftener the better :—and
the sooner also in the first instance, the more
agreeable will it be. Ah ! Venetia ! keep me not
long in suspense "

" I will write soon," she observed. " And now
farewell for the present."

"Parewell, my angel—my beauty—my darling!"

exclaimed the Regent, catching her In his arms
and fastening his Lps to her's.

She returned the kiss which he imprinted upon
her moist red mouth : then, disengaging herself

with some difl5culty from the fervid embrace in

which he so passionately enfolded her, she threw

on her bonnet and cloak, drew down the thick veil,

and took her departure.

CHAPTER XXXVIL

BETBIBUTION.

It was midnight ; and the moon was riding high

in the heavens as a hackney-coach stopped in a

sliady lane branching off from the main road at

Blackheath. A lady and gentleman alighte.i : and

the latter, having bade the driver wait for them,

gave the former his arm and huiTied her down the

narrow thoroughfiire towards a house which stood

at a distance of about a quarter of a mile from

where the vehicle had stopped.
j

Not a word was spoken by either the gentleman
!

or his companion as they thus proceeded at a !

rapid pace. The former was past the prime of
j

life-tall and stoutly built— of genteel appearance
{

— and well dressed. The lady was considerably

younger—very beautiful—and enveloped in an

ample cloak.

She trembled from head to foot—yes, trembled

as the aspen leaf, with a quivering that influenced

her entire frame. But it assuredly was not with

cold—for the night was serene and calm—one of

those beautiful September nights which lose not

the warmth of the autumnal day : and moreover,

she w;is well wrapped up in that tliick and capa-

cious mantle. Nevertheless she trembled—but it

was with the chill shuddering that takes its rise
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from the heart: and her teeth chattered as if it

were ia the middle of snowy January or bleak

March.
The house which this lady and her male com-

panion were approaching, stood in the midst of

spacious grounds ; and the front garden was en-

closed with a wall having a carriage-gate and a

smaller door in the centre. But the gentleman

and lady paused not at this entrance : they skirted

the wall—turned the angle—passed round to the

hack of the house—and entered the premises by a

door which was unfastened.

At a distance of about fifty yards a dim light

appeared amidst the trees of the garden in the

rear of the house : and in the direction of this

light did the gentleman conduct the lady.

" Who is there ? — and what are they doing ?"

suddenly demanded the lady, in a subdued voice

of hysterical quickness, as if she full well divined

the nature of the answer she should receive to

her question, and shuddered at the bare thought

thereof.

"There is only one person on that spot," re-

turned the gentleman, in a harsh and almost brutal

tone : "and he is digging a grave."
" A grave !" murmured the lady, repeating the

awful words in that mechanical and involuntary

way which denotes the profound concentration of

the direst horror.

" Yes—a grave," exclaimed her companion, with

a brutal abruptness that was alike undisguised and
unmistakable. " Surely you might have suspected

as much when you saw the light of the lantern

gleaming yonder. Besides, what the devil else

did we come hither for but to bury the dead man ?

—and if he's to be buried, there must be a grave,

I suppose." '

" O God ! do not talk in this heartless—callous

—brutal manner!" exclaimed the unhappy lady,

in a tone of the most touching, penetrating en-

treaty.

"Then don't be a fool and give way to any
maudliu sentimentalism at this moment," retorted

the individual whom we must style a gentleman,

merely to di-stinguish his rank in life,—although in

conduct he assuredly merited the appellation no
more than the British Aristocracy deserves to be

called humane, or England a free country—the
very reverse being the case in both instances.

"Why treat me with this fiendish harshness?"

demanded the lady bitterly, as if her feelings were
goaded to a jiitch of desperation. " Have you any
right now -niter all that has occurred—to punish

or even taunt me for the past?"
" Come— let's have no quarrelling, if you please,"

said the gentleman, sternly. "You hang back?
By heaven "

"Oh! spare me—spare me!" murmured the
wretched lady, imploringly, as she stopped short
and seemed sinking to the ground, "I can not

—

will not approach that grave !"

" Then, by heaven ! you shall sleep in it your-
self, along with your lover!" replied lier companion,
seizing her by the arm and shaking her with a
ruffian violence.

"What! would you murder me?" she ejacu-

lated, in gasping horror and agonising affright:

and as she gazed up at her ruthless husband—for

such indeed was her companion—the moonbeams
fell upon her countenance, showing how terribly it

was convulsed and distoi'ted, all its beauty oblite-

rated as it were for the moment.
" Come—no more of this nonsense—or you will

put me into a rage and provoke me to do you a

mischief," said her husband. " I swore that you

should accompany me this night—and indeed, why
should you not? 'Tis your work, not mine, that is

being done : and you ought to be infinitely obliged

to me for taking all this trouble to conceal for ever

the traces of an occurrence that might readily be

construed into a crime."
" I will accompany you," said the lady, in a tone

of desperate resignation, as if the truth and justice

of her husband's last speech had sunk profoundly

into her soul. "Yes—I will accompany you

through this tremendous ordeal, since you wish

it
"

"Aye—and I command it," he observed, with

that brutal ferocity which characterised his lan-

guage and his conduct towards his v.ife, who,

guilty though she might have been, yet deserved

not the treatment which this coward ruffian was

observing in regard to her.

"Be it so," she said, meekly: "you command

—

and I obey. Only, for God's sake—I conjure you

—I implore you—speak less harshly to mc—for I

am miserable, very miserable, I can assure you !"

And she burst into an agony of weeping.

Her husband suffered her thus to pour forth the

torrents of her ineffable affliction without breath-

ing a word of solace or pardon. In sullen and in-

human reserve—in profound and cruel sileuce— he

stood gazing upon her as she wept. At the expira-

tion of two or three minutes she became calmer:

her grief had found a vent—her surcharged bosom

was relieved—and taking her husband's arm once

more, she suffered him to lead her forward to the

spot where the light was still remaining stationary

in its sinister dimness.

Concealed amongst a group of trees, and with

a lantern placed upon the ground, a man was dig-

ging a grave. On hearing footsteps approach, he

desisted from his work ; and, leaning upon his sho-

vel as he stood ia the pit which he was making, his

head and shoulders only were visible as he looked

in the direction of those persons who were advanc-

iag. The dim rays of tlie laiituru shone mistily

upon his countenance—but enough to reveal its

ghastly repulsiveness and diabolical expres.->ion to

the eyes of the lady as she tremblingly clung to

the arms of her husband.
" O God ! what a hideous-looking man !" she

murmured, in a rapid whisper to herself rather than

to her companion : and she held back in terror, as

if it were a corpse that was gnzing out of the grave

at her.

" Hold your tongue, you fool," growled her hus-

band, savagely : " he is an excellent fellow—and I

don't know what the devil 1 should have done with-

out him. Well," he exclaimed aloud, addressing

himself to the man, as he dragged rather than led

his unfortunate wife nearer to the grave,—"hard

at work, eh ?"

" Ive been here these two hours," replied the
j

man ; " and you see I have made pretty good pro-

gress. You told uio it was to be deep "
i

" Yes : we don't want the corpse to be easily
j

raked up by the first gardener who comes to work

in the place," said the gentleman, with a cliucklo

which souuded horribly upon hia wile's ears. " My
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lease is up on quaiicr-day—and 1 dare say the

place will soon let a;,'aiii, even if there be not a new

tenant ready to come in on Michaelmas day, which

is next week. So it was necessary to lose no

time "

" Aye, aye—I understand," observed the man in

the grave. " You had better lose no time either in

talking, sir : and if the pit is deep enouijh
"

" Quite dee|) enouf^h," said the {jtnlleiuan. " I

and niy wifo will go up and get the corpse out of

its hidintr-piace
"

"And I'll be with you in a few minutes to help

you down with it," interrupted the mau,—" directly

I've shovelled up the loose dirt at tlie bottom."
" Very }jood," returned the gentleman : and he

led his wife away from the grave, where she had

been standing in a state of mind that can be more

readily conceived than depicted.

They now hastened towards the house which was

only a few yards distant ; and the gentleman aliened

the back door by means of a key which he had

about him. He then passed into the kitchen, fol-

lowed by his wife; and, having lishted a candle, he

led the way up-stairs.

Not a word was spoken : the dead silence of the

hour and place was broken only by the footsteps of

the husband—for those of his wife were noi&elees.

Tiie unhappy lady was pale as death : but her fea-

tures were calm—calm even to immobility. She

had now concentrated ail her energiL's to face a

fearful scene and pass through a tremendous ordeal

:

her mental powers were all collected at one point

—

and she felt that with a single moment of yielding or

weakness, the whole would give way. It was the

courage of desperation that now armed her—the for-

titude of one who has resolved to stretcii every

chord of the heart and strain every nerve of the

brain in order to dare and endure the worst!

Htr husband ascended the stairs with the candle

in his hand—and she followed close behind him.

Their lengthened shadows upon the wall and the deso-

late echo of his fooiKteps as they traversed the spa-

cious hall, alarmed her for a moment: but she com-
pressed her ashy lips tightly, to suppress the scream

that was passing as it were behind theni.

The house had been let to them ready furnished :

and everything was in precisely the same state as

when they left it soma months previously. On leav-

ing it at the time referred to, some domestics had

remained in charge of the premises: but on reacli-

ing the Continent, the husband had immediately

written over to discharge them, as he found that his

means would not permit hiui to retain either them
or the establishment. They had therefore left

witliin a week after their master and mistress had
themselves departed : but during the few days they

had thus remained at the villa previously to receiv-

ing the written notice from abroad to quit their

master's service, they had not discovered the one tre-

mendous secret which this house contained!

The nature of that secret may haply be guessed

by the intelligent reader: but we will resume the

thread of our narrative in due course.

The husband and wife ascended the stairs leading

to the first iloor. Tliey entered the bed-chamber—
and thence the former passed at once and unhesitat-

ingly into a bath-room adjoining. The unhappy
lady felt as if her courage were giving way—as if her

fortitude, strain«d as it was to so unnatural a degree

of tension, must break down all on a sudden. Sho

leant against the bed-post for support : she clung to

it to save herself from falling. Her brain appeared
to reel—her sight grew dim— scorpions were tearing

at her henrt: but an impatient word from her hus-
band commanding her to follow hira, struck upon
lier ear;— and gathering again all her energies that

were so fast scattering, she advanced with slow steps

—as if she were a corpse, moving stiffly—into the
bath-room.

A faint and sickly odour—the unmistakable ez-

halation of the dead—assailed her nostrils: and
now a wild, wordless, gurgling sound came from her
lips — those lips that were instantaneously com-
pressed again, to keep down any further emission of
the horrible sensations that were harrowing her

soul. Her eyes glared fixedly: but lier ciieeks

remained pallid and colourless as if the skin were

altogether unsusceptible of reflecting any vital

tint.

The husband placed the candle upon the loilette-

table—and then proceeded to raise the lid of the

bath. The odour instantaneously became more
powerful : but it was not that noxious smell which
made the miserable woman reel as if suddenly

struck by a hammer—it was the convulsing vio-

lence of her own tremendously-excited feelings.

'• My God ! my God !" she murmured to herseV,

as she staggered against the wall after catching a
glimpse of the object that lay within the bath.

And that object was a corpse!— the corpse of

him whom she had loved so fondly aud so well

—

the loathsome, decomposiD;^ remains of one who
in his life-time was so handsome in person, so fas.

cinating in niaimers, and so harnionioas in voice.

*' Come, now—help me out with this body !" said

her husband, gruffly, as he drew forth a silken

rope ladder from the interior of the bath and
tossed it upon the floor.

"No—no—I cannot—I will not!" she shrieked

forth in a rending tone : and then she wrung her

hands in despair,

" You cannot—you will not ?" exclaimed the

gentleman, turning savagely round upon her.
•' By heaven, madam, if you talk thus to me, you
shall sleep in the same grave with your paramour !"

" Oh ! spare me—spare me!" she cried, joining

her hand in piteous appeal. '• Let the man help

you to raise
"

" Perdition !" ejaculated her husband, furiously.

" You want to throw all the work upon me, as if

I had any hand in his death ! Come, now—give

me your assistance—or else
''

" Yes, yes—I will assist you !" she exclaimed,

driven almost to frenzy with horror and alarm.

" Do not hurt me—do not touch me," she cried, as

his arm was raised to strike her,—" and I will obey

you to the uttermost."

Then with reeling brain and throbbing )ieart»

she took two or three desperate steps forward-

leant over the side of the bath—and assisted her

husband to lift out the body. As they were thus

engaged, he turned upon her for a moment a look

of fiendish satisfaction and diabolical triumph,-

a

look from which she averted her eyes in horror, as

if from a loathsome reptile or a ghastly spectre

suddenly springing up by her side.

At this moment the man who had been digging

the grave entered the room ;—and the lady's ser-

vices were now dispensed witli in the removal of

the ^composing corpse of her paramour.
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She took a sheet fioni the bed in the adjacont

room, and tlirew it over the body—a pvoceedui^^

to whicli her liusband did not object, inasmuch as

its flesh was too loathsome to make him at all

anxious to touch it. He and the man then raised

it between them, and bore their burthen down the

staircase, the lady followin;^ with the candle in one

hand and the rope-ladder in the other. Into the

jj'arden was the corpse thus conveyed: it was

lowered by means of the silken cords into the pit

duff to receive it ;—and then the man proceeded
lu tin-ow in the mould whicli he had heaped up on
cither side of the unblest grave.

" You will be sure to lock the j^ardcn gate after

you," .said the gentleman, as he led his wife away
from the spot.

"No fear of th.it, sir," was the reply of the

man, as he went on shovelling in the earth : " and
I'll give you the key next time we meet."

" That will do. Good night.'

17*

" Good night, sir. Good night, ma'am."

But the lady heard him not, as she moved me.

chanieally away leaning upon her husband's arm.

An awful consternation was upon her: she felt as

if she were walking in a dream—or as if she had

just committed some tremendous crime which had

steeped all her thoughts in a confused and bewil-

dering numbness.

Presently the hackney-coach was reached: and

on entering it, she threw herself back in the seat

and burst into an agony of tears.

CHAPTEll XXXVIII.

THE STBATAQEStB OF A BOW 6TKEET OFFICER.

It was about ten o'clock in the morning, when

Mr. Lawrence Sampson, attired in his bost clothes,

knocked at the door of the Marquis of Levesou's
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mansion in All)t'ruiarle Street; and u(ioii uicntion-

hig liis name, he was at once aliown into an elegant

breakfast- parlour where the Jioblcman was sipping

his chocolate.

The Marquis was in no particularly good humour

after the adventure of the preceding evening,—that

adventure which had terminated in alfording Ve-

netia Trelawney so complete a triumph over him :

hut the appearance of Mr. Sampson euddenly

iheered him somewhat—for he was instautaneously

struck with a presentiment that the astute Bovir

I

Street officer had succeeded in the delicate cntcr-

i

prise entrusted to him.

i

'• Well, what news, Mr. Sampson ?" inquired the

Marquis, hastily.

" Good, my Jord," was the aiiswei'. " I have

discovered the authors of the outrage."
" Then upon my soul you are indeed deserving

of the reputation which you have gained !" cried

the Marquis. " But sit down and tell me all about

it,"
j

'• Would your lordship like to hear the course I

adopted to ferret out this matter V" asked I^arry,

I
as he took a chair : " or shall I come to the point

'

I at once T' '

I

" I am anxious to learn how you proceeded— I

very anxious," said the Marquis :
" because if I had

I

taken such a thing in iiand, I should not have i

known how on earth to take even the initiative

I step—much less carry the affair to a successful

issue."

" ] can assure your lordship," said Larry, " that

1 have not only met with some singular adventures
'

;
in following out this business, but liave encoun-

tered such a danger that it is next to a miracle I

i should be here alive to tell vonr lordship all that

occiured."

" Then do tell me, Mr. Sampson," exclaimed the

nobleman, settling liimself comfortably upon the

I sofa where lie was half reclining. " I am just in a

I

humour to require something exciting to cheer

and interest me—something to divert my mind
——But of that no matter," he observed, suddenly

checking himself as he was about to give utterance

to the thoughts which were retrospecting to his

adventure of the preceding evening with Miss

Trelawney. " And now go on: I am all attention."

" Well, my lord," began Larry Sampson, " I

must remind your lordship that it was lust Tues-
day morning you sent ifor me and told me of the

outrage which had been perpetrated on his Royal
Highness and yourself the night before. £ must
also beg your lordship to recollect that the par-

j
ticulars you gave me relative to the extraordinary

I

adventure of his Koyal Highness with the lady,

were rae;xgre enough "

" Because the Prince had only described the

apartment very minutely to me, without giving me
:
an equally detailed description of the lady herself

I

whom he saw therein," exclaimed the nobleman.

"Nevertheless," he added, '' I was enabled to tell

you, from the little the Pi'ince did explain to me
upon this point, that she was extremely beautiful

—with light brown hair—dark eyes—and a tine

shape. U\A now go oh— and I will endeavour to

interrupt you as little as possible."

"from the manner in which the outrage wa3
perpetrated and the ample preparations evidently

made for its execution on that particular night,"

resumed Larry Sampson, "I felt convinced that it

was a put vp affair. This means, my lord, that
the desperadoes must have received some positive

information beforehand to the effect tliat the Prince
was to visit AL-s. Owen's house that night : and there-

fore I can)e to the very natural conclusion that
some one in that lady's cstabli.shment was in league
with the rascals. So, after 1 left your lordship

last Tuesday morning, I went and disguised my-
self a-* a knife-grinder— blacked my face in such a
way that my own mother, if alive, could not possi-

bly have rccogni^^ed me— and made myself up, as
it were, in .such capital style that no disguise out
of the many I have at times ;issumed was ever

more compi-jte. I got a regular knife-grinding

madiine, with tinkering apparatus to boot: and
knowing that knife-grinders must be jacks of all

trades and mend keys, locks, and umbrellas, I made
all necessary preparations. In fact, as 1 can i^end

a key about as well as I can talk Chinese or He-
brew—which is, not at all— I filled a drawer in the

rattle-trap machine with keys of all sorts, sizes,

and descriptions. Thus provided at all points, I

took my way to Richmond, determined to insinuate

myself somehow or another into conversation witli

IMrs. Owen's servants. For there's uo pretence so

good as that ofan itinerant knife-grinder to go round
to the back doors of houses and draw the domes-
tics into a chat— that is to say, in country places.

It would not do in London, where there are scarcely

any back doors, or where the servavits answer one

from the areas: but in the country it is quite

otherwise. Well, my lord, it was on Tuesday
evening that I entered Richmond disguised as a

knife-grinder, and wheeling the moveable shop be-

fore me. I adopted the usual slang of the cl.kis

—

spoke wretched English—and played ray part, 1

flatter myself, to perfection. 1 auccf-eded even

better than 1 had expected : for when 1 got oppo-

site Mrs. Owen's man.-^ion, who should come out

but her livery-servant. He and I immediately got

into conversation ; and 1 saw in a moment by

something in the fellow's luulcs that he was a pre-

cious rascal."

"What! John— Mrs. Owen's footman?" ex-

claimed the Marquis. " Well, upon my soul, ^£r.

Sampson, I should not have thought itl"

" 1 dare say not, my lord," observed the Bow
Street officer, in his qniet way. " Your lordship i5

not accustomed to look so keenly and so closely at

people as I am. There's no mask a man puts on

that 1 can't see through. But the evil opinion I

formed of John the footman the instant I set eyes

upon him, was speedily couliruied by what be

said
"

" And he is the scoundrel who is in league with

the ruffians, then?" exclaimed the Marquis,

"Your lordship shall know all about it in a mo-

ment," said Larry.

"Well, continue after your own fashion," ob-

served the nobleman, " I will endeavour not to

interrupt you any more:"—and he again settled

himself quietly upon the sofa.

"The footman, my lord," ocmtinued Larry Samp-

son, "speedily engaged me iu a conversation which

showed me what he was, but whicli 1 need not de-

tail to your lordship, because it refers to some

other matter that 1 mu<t still keep a sharp eye

upou. lu a word, I became convinced that John

was in league with the authors of the outrage per-

petrated towards the Prince Regent aud your
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{

lordship. But still I was resolved to Unow more
of my man; and ] accordingly got out of him
which public-house lie tVequeuieJ. For I thought

to myself, ' You'll be goin'j there, perhaps, presently:

and J may as well watch your proceedings a Utile

farther while lam about 27.'— So 1 weot to the head-

constable of Richmond, who is a friend of mine;

and there I speedily transmogrified myself again.

. I washed oflF the soot and black—dressed myself in

1
a peasant's garb—painted my face to have the

florid look of country-people—and put on a wig of

1
light hair that resembled a piece of a new door-

mat. Thus disguised, I went back to the King's

I Arms (where I had previously taken a glass of ale

on passing along just to keep up appearances in

case John should inquire whether a knife-grinder

had been there). Taking my seat in the tap-room

and calling for some refreshments, I waited pa-

tiently to see what would tuin up. Presently in

came a fellow who holds a sort of official situation

' in the City—not a very ci editable or enviable one

either—in plain terms, the HangmiUi, Daniel

Cofiiu : and I thought tu myself that the plot was

[ thickening—for I had long suspected Coffin of

being a thorough-paced villain and secretly con-

nected with thieves and burglars, although I had
I never been able to bring anything regularly home
.

to ))im. AVt-ll, my lord, in a short time who should

i

walic m but John the footmau ? He looked at me
• suspiciously for a moment; but I could have defied

I

him to recognise lae, iuasmucli as the Hangman,
!
who was waiting for him, and who knows me as

I well as I know him, had taiied to discover me
I
through my disguise. They talked in a low tone:

I

but my ears are as keen as my e^'es are siiarp—

I and I heard enough to convince me that John teas

j

in league with the desperadoes to a certain extent,

I
and that Daniel the Hangman was one of them."

I

" Now that you mention the name of Daniel,"

ejaculated the Marquis of Leveson, *' I recollect

I that one of the scoundrels was so addressed by the

(
chief of the gang. In fact this Daniel was sent to

j

get a sheet of paper to wrap up the pocket-book
I in the manner 1 described to you on Tuesday

I

morning. But to think that I have been in com-
;
pany with the I'ublio Executioner I" exclaimed the

i Marquis, his aristocratic pride horribly offended

j

and his exquisite sense of refinement deeply dis-

gusted.

I " Well, my lord, these things will hiippen in life,"

I

observed Larry Sampson, quietly. " But to cou-

I

tinue my narrative, 1 must state that finding the
Hangman and the footman getting contiueutial and

i

communicative with each other, 1 pretended to be
I
asleep ; and then they talked more unreservedly,
planning a new crime and mentioning the name of
a certain old Jeremy, a notorious receiver of stolen

i goods and melter of plate. To be brief, I obtained
a pretty insight into the characters of those two

j

worthies; and when they vrere gone, I also to,.k

! my departure. 1 now saw that 1 was on the light,

I

scent in the investigation of your lordship's yffair:

i

and 1 deliberated what 1 should do next— because
the affair was a delicate one, inasnm(!h as your
lordship required it to be sifted without any uoi<ie

and in a very qui.t manner. All day Wednesday,
as your lordship is aware, I was standing opposite

your hou.se disgui^eil as a hej.'gar: but iioihing

came of that stratagem -'nj services were useless, I

as your loriJshi.K's N.ikl .n.l not .give ibe signal I

which was to inform me that any particular person
was to be followed'. Well, at midnight precisely I

went away. Hastening home, I speedily resumed
my disguise as a knife-grinder; and off I sped to

Jacob's Island— a horrible place in Bermondsey—
where I knew that there was a den of resort for all

kinds of infamous characters. I was likewise

aware that it was the night for old Jeremy to visit

the house to transact his business; and 1 thought
it not improbable that the Hangman would be
there to speak to him concerning that other criron

which he and the livery-servant had planned at

the King's Arms, Bichmond. At all events I fan-

cied I might, learn something of use to me in the

matters 1 had in hand; and relying upon the ex-
cellence of my disguise, I went boldly into the lion's

den. It was a little past one on Wednesday night
—or rather on Thursday morning, when I got
there; and knowing how to patter flash—which
means, my lord, to talk the slaug language— I was
enabled to pass myself ofl" as a regular desperate

character. My pretext for the visit was a desire

to see old Jeremy ; and to him I told some tale

of an intended robbery and a large booty in anti-

cipation, which quiie won the ancient viliain'tf

heart. Presently the Haugmau caiue sure enough;
and to liim 1 repeated ihc same story, eniistmg

him as an accomplice in the pretended crime that

was as yet in embiyo. i'rom the rascals assem-
bled at the den 1 subsequently succeeded in glean-

ing a little useful iuielligence relative to the pro-
ceedings of some notorious dealers in spurious

coin : but not a word was spoken concerning the

outrage of Monday night. Of course 1 could not

broacii the subject; and 1 was thinking of takiug

my departure when a young lady was iayeigled

into the tiouse. She liad money aud jewels about
her—aud the rascals proposed to murder her.

The assassination being determined upon, I pro-

posed to do the deed myself "

"What on earth was that for, Mr. Sampson?"
inquired the Marquis, in amazement.

•• Because it was the only way to prevent some
one else from doing the job iu reality," responded
Larry, in bis wonted imperturbable manner. *• 1 wa«
accordingly deputed lo murder the young lady

—

and I went into the room where blie was sleeping.

Of course 1 immediatuly helped her to escape

:

but 1 suppose the noise oi opeiiiug tiie siiuttcr or

helping her out of the window, reached the ears of

the villains— and, susjjecting something, they

forced open the chamber-door, rushing in after us.

To bo brief, the young lady got sale off, while

1 fell down and was stuuiicd by the blow. What
now followed i can only conjecture: but I suppose

that the ruffians determiiiea upon murdering me—
for when 1 came lo my senses, 1 w;ls plunged into

the ditch beiiind the house. The tide was flowing

itj froui the Thames at the moment-and to tnis

circumstauce do 1 owe my salvation. The cuirent

swept me along wiih tremendous violence: but

1 caught the supporters uf a bridge— iificd myself

out of the water—and was thus saved.'

"(joocl heavens, -Mr. Sampson, what a peril you

escaped!' cried the Marquis of Leveson, simddcr-

ing :ik ihs bare thougnt of the iiorrible situation

which the Buw Street utticer nevertheless treated

Mith remarkai>le coolness. I

" Well, my lord, it nnght have been fatal," he

said: "but as it Has nol, there is no u«e in tright*
,
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euing oneself at what is past. Having got safe on
firm ground, I went to a iVienil's liouse hard by

—

cleaned myself—borrowed fresh apparel of him

—

and sent him out in the JHterval to ascertain, if

possible, what had become of the young lady. He
speedily returned with the pleasing intelligence

that some men engaged at a wharf had taken her

under their proteetion and no doubt conducted

her to a place of safety. In fact, he happened to

laake his inquiries at the very wharf where the

comrades of those men were engaged. I then

•went home—got some breakfast—changed my
attire again—and set off into the City, with the

determination of visiting the Hangman's shop : for

he is a barber, my lord."

"And what did you go thither for?" inquired

the nobleman.
" To ascertain whether the ruffians had found

out at Jacob's Island who the knife-grinder really

was," responded Larry Sampson: "for 1 knew not
what had taken place while 1 was remaining sense-

less through the effects of the fall outside the

window. It was accordingly about nine o'clock

on Thursday morning when I entered Mr. Daniel
Coffin's shop ; and 1 immediately saw by Ills man-
ner that so far from suspecting me in any way, he
was dreadfully afraid I suspected him. 'So,'

thought I, ' it is ail right ; and the villains did not

discover Larry Sampson in the disguise of the

knife-grinder.'— Thua satisfied on that point, i went
into the shop and sate down to be shaved, thinking

that if I got the fellow into conversation some-
thing might turn up of use to me. In fact, my
lord, I never suffer an opportunity of that kind to

escape me; and it is strange how the most trivial

incidents lead to the most important results in

pursuing my avocations at times. So it was in tliis

case. One of Coffiu's appi'entices—or rather, a
lad who was living with him—struck me as being a
youth whom I might model to my purposes : and
after some discourse, I invited him home with me.
But while left, alone in the shop for a minute
I picked up a bit of paper which had writing on
it ; and instantaneously perceiving that it was a
part of a letter referring to the very business
which I had in hand—namely, the sifting of the

affair of Monday niglit—I put it into my pocket.

Here it is—and I will read it to your lordship,"

Larry Sampson accordingly produced the scrap

of paper, and read the following lineis :—
" Paris, September Ctli, 1814.

" Since you have got a sufficient number of men to do
tlic thin;;, it may as vrell be done without delay. Bui ro-

niember that no one besides yourself is to know the real

otjject of the business : let your confederates believe that

its motive is purely one of extortion ur plunder. You say
that the rrince invari.ably visits Richmond once or twico a
week, and that one of these visits will furnisl. the bsst

ojipoitunity. Be it so. But be sure that you can rely

upon the footman of whom yon spealf. lie shall liaie tlie

twenty ^'uincas-half paid beforehand, and tlie other half
j

when the thinE is done. Wind and take your measures I

as securely and secretly as possible. I shall be over in i

Londun for ccrtiiin, with my wile, on the 10th. Jlcnntime I

you must attend to the tbllowiiig instructions. The
Jiouse * • • * * • •

The fragment of the letter contained no more;
|

and Larry Sampson, consigning it back again to
'

Ills waistcoat pocket, proceeded with his narrative
\

in the following maimer :

—

|

" Well, my lord, 1 took Coffin's apprentice home
j

with me, and began by regaling him in the hand-
somest style pobsible with my means and humble
household. There is nothing like giving an Eng-
lishman plenty of good eating and drinking ia

order to open his heart. An Englishman ajier a
good meal is quite a diffrirent being from an Eng-
lishman be/ore one. Nor did Jack the Foundling
—such is the youth's name—prove an exception to

the rule. I insiHuated myself into his confideuce
—held out hopes and promises to him—and gra-
dually brought his ideas and reflections round into

the channel that suited my purposes. Not but
that I iutcnd to falfil all the promises I did make
the unfortunate youth ; and I shall render him ser-

viceable in uprooting the infamous gang whose
head-quarters are in Jacob's Island. Yesterday
morning, my lord, 1 had a long and serious con-

versation with the Foundling; and I succeeded in

wheedling out of him the secret that the house to

which the Prince Ilcgent and your lordship was
taken on Mod Liy night was Bcechey Manor at

Wandsworth."
"Beechey Manor!" echoed Lord Levcson, start-

ing with amazement. "What? is it possible liiat

the General
'"

" He very likely had nothing to do with the out-

rage, ray lord," interrupted Larry Sampson. " In-
deed, it is most probable that he little knew the

purpose for which he was lending his house to cer-

tain people "

"I believe he is on the continent," cried the
Marquis ;—"run away for debt, I fancy?"

"Just so, my lord," returned Larry. "Well
having thus got at a knowledge of the place to

which his Royal Highness and your lordship were

taken so mysteriously, it was comparatively plaia

sailing in carrying out the investigation. The
ne.\t thing to be done was to go to the Manor

—

inquire who were there—and endeavour to obtain

an interview with the occupants, if they were still

on the premises. It was also desirable, if possible,

to procure some means of identifying the hand-

writing of the scrap of paper with that of any

party whom I might chance to find at the Manor.

Well, my lord, I forthwith assumed another dis-

guise : and this time it was a postman's. Away I

sped to the vicinage of Wandsworth, and soon as-

certained that a gentleman and lady calling them-

selves Bradshaw, had been suiying about a week

at the Manor and were still there. I learnt also

that the lady was young and beautiful, and seldom

went out : and 1 likewise discovered that they had

been in France. Convinced that I was upon the

right scent, I continued my way to the Manor.

There was the gateway into which the carriage

was introduced, as your lordship described, last

Monday night: there also was the side door!

After some parley with an old domestic, I was in-

troduced into the presence of a beautiful lady

seated in an elegant drawing-room. This apart-

ment w;ls furnished jast as tlic Prince described it

to you, and as your lordship represented it in tura

to me. It must have been the hall which was hung

with tiie l>lack cloth, and into which you were in-

troduced on arriving at the Manor on the night

in question. Well, my lord, the lady corresponded

with the description— light brown hair, d.iik eyes,

and a superb shape."

"Is she so wondiously handsome?' inquired

the Marquis eagerly.
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"She is indeed, ray lord," returned Larry:

"perfectly enchantin<j."

"Did your ever see a certain IMiss Trclawney,

who lives at Acacia Cottajje, Knightsbridge ?"

asked the nobleman.
"1 have, my lord," was the reply. "She has

been painted out to me in the parU."

" And which of the two is the handsomer," de-

manded Lord Leveson : " Miss Trelawney or Mrs.

Bradshaw ?"

"I cannot pretend to be a very excellent judge

of beauty, my lord," rejoined Mr. Sampson: "but

I should say that Miss Trelawney is the best-

looking of tiie two. Ne.xt to her, however, IMrs.

Bradshaw— if such is really her name—is as-

suredly the handsomest wuuiau I ever saw in all

my life."

"Good!" observed the JIarquis, complacently.

" And now proceed."

"I have not mucli more to tell, my lord," re-

sumed Larry: "only to state tliat I managed to

wlieedle Mrs. Bradshaw out of General Beechey's

address in the handwriting of her liusband- and

that this handwriting exactly corresponds with

that of tlie fragment of a note picked up at Daniel

Coffin's."

"Then Mrs. Bradshaw is the gossanler lady, be-

yond all possibility of doubt?'' exclaimed the Mar-

quis, overjoyed at the idea and hope which he now
cherished of possessing her.

" 1 have not a doubt of it, my lord," responded

the Bow Street officer.

" But it is quite clear, then,' observed the ]Mar-

quis, " that her liusband must have been a party

to lier dishonour last Monday night':'"

" That is quite clear, my lord,' answerd Larry.

" Tlic fragment of the letter proves as much. In-

deed, the love-affair wai evidently got up as a

means to enable 3Irs. Bradshaw to procure the

Prince's si^jnature to the document. That was the

grand aim of tlie whole affair: but the assistants

in the business were to be made believe that the

object went no further than iilunder. It is there-

fore certain that Mrs. Bradshaw's conduct with the

Prince was instij;ated by her liusband."

"Mr. Sampson," said the Marquis, "you have
taken a vast amount of trouble m this matter

—

you have incurred great personal risks—and you
have exhibited uncommon tact in prosecuting the

inquiry. But 1 do not wisli the sligiitest publicity

given to the affair—neither does his Koyal High-
ness."

" I understood this much, my lord, at the outset,"

observed Sampson.
"Do you intend to take proceedings for the

attempt to murder you in Jacob's Island;" asked
the nobleman.

" I ilo not, my lord," replied Sannison : "because
if 1 did, it would more or less compel me to explain

«hy 1 wont thither in disguise—and such explana-

tions could not be given without broaching the

secret affair of the outrage on the Prince."
" That is just what 1 thought," saiil the Mar-

quis.

".Moreover," continued I-arry, "I sinll bo able

to pay Master Daniel (Joffm out in another way

—

most piohably to-morrow night: and by the assist-

ance of his lad, who is now with nie, I shall in due

time get tha whole of the gang into my power.

I prcaume your lordship ha» obtained no clue to

the means whereby the pocket-book was returned

so mysteriously?"
" Not a whit/' exclaimed Leveson. " The mys-

tery puzzles me sorely ; and I do not see how it is

ever to be unravelled."
" I must confess myself completely at fault in

that respect," said Larry. " Your lordship's confi-

dential valet is above suspicion?" he added, in-

quiringly.

"Perfectly so. In fact, I know not what to

think," continued the Marquis. " The only per-

sons who visited me on Wednesday were my
nepliew. Lord Algernon Cavendish "

" I saw him, my lord—a tine young nobleman as

ever was."
" My niece. Lady Ernestina Dysart," continued

the ^tlarquis, frowning slightly at the compliment

thus paid to his nephew.

"The lady who was so closely veiled, and who
came in a hackney-coach, I believe?" observed

Sampson.
" The same," replied the Marquis. " Then there

was iNIiss Bathurst—and last of all, Mrs. Owen.

I can swear that neither of these four could have

had anything to do with the mysterious affair."

" Of course not," rejoined Sampson. " Well,

we must leave the development of that mystery to

time and chance. Has your lordship any farther

commands .'" inquired the Bow Street officer,

rising to take his leave.

"Xone," said Lord Leveson: "only that you

will accept this cheque for live hundred guineas,'

he added, tossing the slip of paper across the

table.

Mr. Lawrence Sampson returned due acknow-

ledgments for the bounty of the Marquis, and was

about to take his dci)arture, when recollecting

something, he said, " I have to solicit tliat your

lordship will give ^Irs. Owen no information rela-

tive to the perliJy of her servant, inasmuch as

I shall take that duty upon myself without delay."

"Be it so, Mr, Sampson," replied the noble-

man.

The Bow Street officer then bowed and took his

departure.
" :Mrs. Bradshaw shall be mine !' exclaimed the

Marquis, the instant the door closed behind Larry

Sampson. " Her husband is either a venal or a

desperate mau—and she herself is no prude. Well,

now that I hate Venetia Trelawney so thoroughly

—so cordially— I abandon her to the Prince, and

shall no doubt be enabled to console myself with

Mrs. Bradshaw."

Thus musing, he rang the bell ; and when the

summons was answered by a page, he desired that

Ids confidential valet miglit be sent to him imme-

diately.

" Brockman," said the Marquis, when this inji-

vidual made his appearance with a silver salver in

his hand,—"go an<l tell .Mrs. Gale that 1 desire lo

sec her particularly in the course of the day—the

sooner the better."

"Yes, my lord,' answered Brockman. "This

letter lias just arrived," he added, handing Ins

noble master the missive uiion the silver tr.iy.

He then withdrew—and the nobleman, who in-

stantaneously perceived the royal arms upon the

seal and recognised the handwriting of tlio Prince

j

Regent, proceeded to open the letter. Us conleuts

I ran am follow :—
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" Saturday, Sf/dember 2lsl, 1811.

" My dear L^vcson,

"In offering you (ho vacant Gaiter, I am only rccog

nising the many services wliicli you liave rendered to your

country and to the King's Govcrninent by your unvarying

support of O'jr blossca Constlluilon and those excellent

institutions unrlcr which the Uriiish people are iiappy,

prosperous, free, and contented.

"Accept, my dtwest Leveson, the affectionate regard!

cf your's, Stc,

"GEORGE, r. R."

A littlo slip of paper, whicli was enclosed inside

tlii3 letter, had falieu upon the carpet. Lord

Leveson picked it up, and read as follows :

—

"Yon rogue, you thought to get the better of me with

Venctia. But it served me right for forgetting to send you

the special promise of the Garter. However, my dear friend,

we will not entertain any ill-will towards each other:

Venetia prefers me and has punished pou—that is enough.

liy the bye, do you see by the papers that the rascally

lower orders arc getting more and more cliscButentcfl every

day, arid are hoWng meetings all over the country ? Some-
thing must and ihall be done. Besides, trade really seems
horribJy bad ; and the country never was kts prosperous or

happy.y Our institutions positively seem «s if they were
worn/out: but I suppose they will last my time. Any
newi of the gossamer lady?"

" Well, I shall have the Garter after all!" ex-

claimed Leveson, rubbing his hand? gleefully.

"And now that 1 am on the track of the beauteous

Mr«. Bra'lshaw, the Prince may keep hit Venetia
in welcome "

CHAPTER XXXIX,

iATtritDAT: OH, THE SIXTH SUITOH.

It was three o'clock in the afternoon—and Venetia

j

Treiawney was again seated alone in her drawing-
room, evidently expecting a vi.<itor.

She was plainly but well dressed, in a style cal-

culated to show oflTher beauty to its greatest ad-
vantage, and at the same time to prove that she
trusted to no adventitious aids for the embellish-

raeiit of her charms. No ornament was upon her
hair, which slione in its own natural glory with a
splendour that far outvied that of the brightest

crown or gemmed tiara. Her low -bodied dress

displayed her fine bust; and in her looks there
was a gentle tremulousness mingled with a soft and
stealing languor.

Presently a loud double knock at the front door
Ktartled her, although it was expected; and the
colour deepened upon her cheeks—and iter bosom
palpitated rapidly—and she experienced some diffi.

culty in regaining her self-possession by the time
her staid and serious-looking domestic announced
" Mr, Sackville."

"Well, Horace," said Venetia, advancing to re-

ceive him with the cordial wcloome of previously

existing acquaintanceship, or even of positive

friendship: " and so you have availed yourself of
your turn to favour me with your presence ?" she
added, with n smile that re\-ealed her pearly teeth.

j

" Oh ! 1 claim the privilege of my day," he cried

\ B.iily, as he pressed Iter hand : then taking a seat
ne:!r her as she placed herself on the sofa, he ob-

^

served, "This is my Saturday, you know— and
I therefore I have a right to p<%2' yn« «ny homage at
your own hou^e. Uncollect tlii»: this is the first

time I have ever gftt foot within the walls of Aca-
cia Cottage."

"And wtiat do you think of my resideaca,
Horace ?" inquired Venetia.

"That it fully justifies the description already
given me concerning it," responded the young gen-
tleman. "But tell me candidly—did you expect
that 1 should call upon you to-day ?—and are yoo
angry with me for doing so ?"

"I did expect you, Horace—and I am not an-
gry," returned Venetia, in a low and somewhat
serious tone.

"But of all the six suitor.V' observed Sackvilla,

gazing upon lier earnestly and anxiously, "1 am
the only one who dares nut plead his suit and talk

to you of lovel"

"Do you wish to speak upon that topic, Horace?"
inquired Miss Trelawney, with a slight agitation

visible in l.er manner and a gentle tremulousness
perceptible in her voice.

" Who can know you — who can cuntemplat«
you—who can hear you, Venetia," exclaimed
Horace, rapturously and passionately, "without
loving you ?"

"But you, Horace— you, of all men, to address me
in this st.vie 1" said Venetia, with a profound sigh:

then instantaneously brightening up, sh» turned

upon him lier glowing looks, now full of an expres-

sion of archness, exclaiming, " You are only playing

your part as one uf my six suitors: but 30U are

well aware of all that has taken place
"

"Of course I know all, Venetia," interrupted

Sackville, gazing upon her with a profound and
mournful tenderness : " and now I wish that it had
been otherwise! But you have triumphed, Venetia

—you have triumphei] proudly and grandly—and
the Prince of Wales may now kneel at your feet

Yes—your charms liave achieved ail that was anti-

cipated : and I have been an accessory to the gaiu-

ing of this triumph on your part. But I am uni>

happy, Venetia
"

"And wherefore should you be unhappy, HoraceT'
asked Miss Trelawney, in a tone and with a look

that encouraged him to proceed.

"Do you wish nie to tell you the real truth,

Venetia?" he inquired, his handsome e)e8 glitter-

ing with suspense.

"Yes— if you please," she responded, nervously:

and the colour came and went upon her cheeks, aa

if she knew full well the revelation he was about to

make.

"Then hear the truth from my lips, Venetia," be
said : and gazing anxiously upon her as if to catch

the first indication of the eflect which his words wen
about to produce, whatever this efiect might be, he

exclaimed, "Beautiful creature, 1 love and adore

you."

Although Miss Trelawney was fully prepared for

this avowal, yet when it was made she trembled all

over—the colour wan and came in quick transitioDS

upon her cheeks— and her bosom rose and lell with

heavingi equally rapid. She endeavoured to mur-
mur something : but the words died upon her lips

—

and a large tear, bright as a dew-drop and glistening

as a Rem, trickled adown each damask cheek.
•' Oh ! you are not ollended with me—you are not

angry !" exclaimed Horace, in a joyous lone. " i

was determined to come 10 you today aud breathe

in your ears the secret of my adoration — an ado-

r.ilion whiih is howe\tr i»erh.ips no sooret to you!
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For you may have observed tliat I loveil you, Ve-

netia—yes, you must have discovered it, despite all

iny efliirts to veil my thouglils But why do you

weep ?" lie asked suddenly, and in a voice of the

most melting tenderness.

"Because I am unworthy of a virtuous love," re-

pMed Yetietia, a deep sob convulsing lier bosom.

"Though pure and chaste as on the day of my birth

—80 far as the world reckons purity and chastity

—

yet is not my soul already polluted? Have I no:

systematically and deliberately—
—

"

" Oh ! let us not talk of that, Venetia !" exclaimed

Horace, with a species of shudder. " If my love be

not offensive—unwelcome—unacceptable "

"But you know, Horace," interrupted Miss Tre-

lawney, suddenly wiping the tear-drops from her

countenance and regaining her self-possession, if not

her composure,—" you know that I have gone loo far

to retreat—that I have embarked in this enterprise

—that my destiny is a<? it were fixed "

«0h! fulfil tiiat destiny, then, by all means,

since you will," cried Horace, with impassioned

tone and vehement manner ;
" but do not disdain

my love I Be what you will—do what you choose

—accomplish all you liave undertaken—but spare

one little corner of your heart wherein my imajje

may find a place !"

"You would hate and despise me when the first

transports of this love of your's were over !" said

Venetia, in a tone of gentle remonstrance.

"No— that were impossible!" exL-laimed Sack-
ville, impetuously. "Listen to nie, Venetia—
charming Venetia," he continued, with a voice of

earnest entreaty. "You will become the mistress

of the Prince—but you need not love him—you
cannot love him 1 I know your character and
have studied your disposition too well, to believe

for a moment that you will ever entertain the

•lightest affection for that man. But if you can
love the, 1 shall be happy—oh I supremely happy

:

yes—even while you are the mistress of another

!

You said just now that I should hate and despise

you after a time when the tempe.-it of my passion

had subsided or its ardour was cooled down : but

its intenseness will never diminish. I loved you
the first moment I saw you—I have loved you
ever since—1 love you now,— yea, love you to dis-

traction: and so far from loviiiyr you less, I shall

if possible love you more and inor-e. But it ia you
who will hate and despise me for ch.erishing this

love under such cireuinsiances : and yet all 1 ask

id to be your slave—to be allowed to luve you—to

lecelre your smiles in return! Anil li' it should i deprive us both of liie meaun of exisletice and plunge

liapi)y ill possessing your love—and honoured in

obtaining your hand. This love of mine may be

an infatuation—a madness—a frenzy : but it is

not the less powerful—less profound—or less sin-

cere on that account. Nor will it ever diminish, I

Venetia—Oh! never, never
!"

" [ know not how to answer you, Horace—or ;

what to say," observed Miss Trelawney, still leav-
]

nifv her hand locked in his own, but casting down I

her eyes and blushing deeply. " I will not deceive 1

you by saying that £ have loved you as yet: nor
j

do T mean to tlatter you vainly when I declare that
j

you are the only being 1 have ever yet seen whom I

( feel that £ can love."
\

"Tiiank.s, my dearest—my adored Venetia, for

this avowal!" exclaimed Horace, catching her ia

his arms and straining her to his breast: then, aa

he held her thus locked in his embrace, he pressed

his lips to her's—and inspired by the natural fer-

vour of her temperament, she gave back the warm
and impassioned kiss which he imprinted there.

"Heavens! Venetia," murnmrcd the young maa
as he strained her again and again with passionato

ardour to his breast, " I can scarcely believe in my
own happiness !— it appears to me a delicious

dream ! But you will be mine, Venetia—you will

become my wife?—yes, even under existing cir-

cumstances "

" But have we no one to consult in tliia matter,

Horace?" inquired Venetia, gently disengaging

herself from his arms, with the deep crimson upon

her cheeks and the soft sensuousness ia her melt-

ing eyes.

"A consent will not be refused, my angel, in

that quarter !" returned Sackville. " What does it

signify, go long as the design and the undertaking

be carried out? And I have already declared—in-

deed, £ promise again— that although I become your

husband, I will not attempt any constraint in that

respect ! Ah ! Venetia, is not this a proof of tba

ardent and profoundly sincere affection with which

you have inspired mc?"
"It is," murmured the lady :

" it is ! But I am
still fearful that when onco I am your wife—that

being whose honour the fond husband guards so

jealously
"

"Venetia, listen to me once again," interrupted

Sackville, seriously but impressively. " The world

would never have known greater happiness than I

should experience were you to say to me, ' Horact,

I abandon this enterprue and I consent to becoma

your wife, even thouifh our marriage should suddenly

possible for you to love me also— Oh ! then 1

I would accept any degradation—any liumiliation,

j

rather tlian surrender that love of your's. Yes—
I

joyfully, joyfully woulil 1 become your husband, if

I

you would bestow yuur hand upon nie-^so th:it

j

your reputation should be saved in the eyes of the

! world
"

I

" Oh ! Horace," exclaimed Venetia, taking his

' liand and gazing tenderly upon liim,—"this de-

I

voted love of your's is a gift «liich no woman can

I

refuse ! But have you well n;Hccted upon all that
' you now tell me?"

" Well reflected, Venetia
!

' cried Horace, carry-

ing her hand rapturously to his lips : "it has bpen

my constant thought by day and my dream by

night! I tell yuu that if you were ab-caJ/ tlif

mistress of tlie Prince, I should esteum nns-jlf

u$ info the direst poverty' Because, were you thus

to address me, I should tell you in return that

though utterly dependent now upon another, I

would work from morning to night to maintain

you in comfort, if nut in luxury. J{ut I do not ask

you to make so gre:it a sacrifice for my sake. I

am contented—nay, supremely happy— in receiv-

ing you as my wife, oven with the conditions which

I need not name attached to our union ! Therefore,

dearest Venetia, £ do all this with my eyes open:

I accept that destiny which will become mine when

1 make you my wife ;—and £ would sooner en-

counter the jeers and scorn of tho world, than re-

sign your hand I You see, then, that 1 am dcciiled

—that my mind is made up: and no.r will you

promise to become my bride ?"

"I will," answered Venetia, in a tonn that \yis
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scarcely audible : and hei head drooped upon liLs

breast.

Oh ! with wli.at impassioned rapture did the in-

fatuated youn<r man take that charminfj head

between both his liands and cover it with kisses

!

Then j^ently forcin;^ Venetia to look up, he lavished

a thousand caresses upon her polished brow—her
t,'lo\viTi;!f checks—her charming mouth : but to ho far-

ther freedoms did the demonstration of his passion

extend—to no sensual license did those burning

caresses lead ! His hand sought not to invade the

treasures of her bosom : 'twas sufficient for him

then to feel the rich volume of either firm and

snowy globe lieaving against his chest;—and Ve-
netia could not do otherwise than contrast the deli-

cate devotion of Horace Sackville with the frenzied

longings and undisguised sensuousness of the

Prince Regent.

For a long time did Miss Trelawney and her

sixth suitor remain in tender and interesting dis-

course together. They talked upon many subjects

—they reviewed ail the circumstances under which

they had first become ac quainted with each other

—they laid plans for the future—and they arranged

that their bridal should take place as early as con-

venient.

AVhen they separated it was past six o'clock in

the evening : and Captain Tash remarked to his

man Robin at the Green Dragon opposite, as they

saw Horace Sackville leave Acacia Cottage, " Well,

that is the longest visit that any geatlemau lias

yet paid to Miss Trelawney !"

CHAPTER XL.

MBS. GAl-E.

It was about four in the afternoon that an elderly

female, of matron-like appearance and well-dressed,

presented herself at Leveson Mansion in Albe-
marle Street. She was evidently known to the

domestics : for the hall-porter instantaneously ad-

mitted her without a word, and a page at once
conducted iier into the room where the Marquis
was teated.

She looked one of those respectable, motherly
women whom children would love and in whom in-

experienced, artless girls would place implicit con-
fidence. There was something uncommonly good-

tempered in her smile and benevolent in her gaze,

—something exceedingly unpretending, frank, and
honest in her manner. Her apparel was neatness

itself; and its material as well as her general de-

meanour indicated a gentlewoman iu easy circum-
stances.

But how appearances may be deceptive I This
female, with the kiml and motherly air— with the

unassuming blandncss of manner—and with the

look of unimpeachable respectability, was none
other than a vile procuress. Her name was Gale :

she possessed a handsome and well furnished

house in Soho Square ;—and iu that establishment

she had a pertVct hareni of beauties whom she had
decoyed into her meshes, and whom she sold to the

aristocratic voluptuaries and wealthy profligates of

the West Knd. Beneath that suavity of manner
which she had so long assumed that it had become
a part of her nature, she concealed a diabolical dis-

position. There was no infamy—no wickedness of

which she was not capable : her plots and iutrigues

had carried desolation and despair into many a
respectable family, and had proved tin.- ruin of
many a lovely girl. She had long been weddoil to

iniquity itself: but now, being its widow, as it were,

she lived by involving others iu its mazj. H^r per-
severance in carrying out any scheme which she
herself initiated, or which might be entrusted to

her, was only equalled by her avarice in mnkiug
the most of it either in the form of profit or reward.

She was well known to all the rakes, rou^<, and v,>-

luptuaries about town : she was also a go-between
for married ladies who required the succour of

such a person;—and she had heaped up riches by
means of her manifold iniquities.

Such was the woman whom the Afarquis of Leve-
son had sent for in the morning, and who now came
in obedience to the summons of one of her best
and oldest patrons.

"Sit down, Mrs. Gale," said his lordship; "and
listen to me attentively. But fir.>t tell me whether
you have time and inchnation to embark in a little

enterprise for me."
" I have always time at your lordship's service,"

was the bland response; "and every inclination to

devote it to your lordship's purposes."
" I expected no less favourable an answer from

you," observed the nobleman. "Listen, then. At
Beechey Manor, near Wandsworth, reside a certain

Mr. and Mrs. Bradshaw. The husband is an
elderly man ; and I have every reason to believe

him an unprincipled scoundrel, who has already

once trafiicked in his wife's charms. She is

younger than he, and exceedingly beautiful. This

Mrs. Bradshaw I am determined to possess. But
inasmuch as her husband is an intriguing, desperate,

reckless fellow, he is quite capable of selling me his

wife first and bringing an action for damages after-

wards. Such a proceeding I am therefore anxious

to avoid. In fact, I would sooner abandon the

enterprise than place myself in the power of this

Bradshaw. Do you comprehend me ?"

" Perfectly, my lord," replied Mrs. Gale. " I can
easily negotiate the affair without mentioning your
lordship's name; and if I succeed, the interview

can take place at my house, where the lady need

not know who your lordship is, unless indeed she is

already personally acquainted with you."

"I do not think she is, ^Irs. Gale," observed

Leveson: "because I never knew any one by the

name of Bradshaw. To be sure, the name may be

an assumed one : but this is a risk I nmst run. At
all events, if the Imsband be not informed who the

nobleman is that employs you, he can never obtain

direct and positive evidence upon the subject

Besides, you need not say that you aie employed

by a nobleman at all."

" Of course not, my lord," rejoined Mrs. Gale

:

" for if the matter did ever go into a court of

justice, all the barristers in the world would not get

aye out of me if I chose to answer Jiay—and as for

being put upon my oath, I should not value such

nonsense a single straw."

"You speak like a very sensible and discreet

woman, a* you are, my dear Mrs. Gale," said the

Marquis of Leveson. "And now as to financial

matters. I w ill give this Mt: Brailsliaw a thousand

guineas:—five hundred to be paid when he hands

his wife into a hackney-coach, where you will be

seated to receive her— and the other five hundred
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to be paid to the lady herself on aiTivini,^ at your

abode,—to which, by the bye, you will have to take

care that he does not follow you.'""

" Leave all tlus to me to manage, my lord," said

Mrs. Gale.
" As to your own recompense," continued the

Marquis, " I shall not utter a word upon the sub-

ject now; because you can trust to my gene-
rosity

"

" Don't mention the thing, my lord," exclaijned

Mrs. Gale, appearing to be quite shocked. " It is

a pleasure to serve your lordship in any way : and
I shall do my best to succeed in this instance.

Has your lordship any further commands i'"

" None, Mrs. Gale. But do not be in a hurry to

depart. What news havfi you in your special

sphere?—any particular scandal rife at the mo-
ment?"

•' Nothing, my lord, that I am aware of,' vras the

response.

18*

"No charming importation from the country to

Soho Squ;ire ?" inquired the Maiquis, significantly.

"I know that you always have numerous watchful

agents abroad, while you yourself are coustantly

on the look-out in London. By the bye, do you
not recollect telling me some months ago of a

charming creature wiioui you picked up ia Grace-

chuich Street?"

"To be sure I do!"' exclaimed Mrs. Gale. "Ah!
she was indeed a charming creatuie I—the loveliest

angel that ever set foot in my house, I can assure

your lordship. She had just been robbed of her

purse when 1 met her in Gr.ice-churcii Street, and
was unable to return by the coach to Canterbury,

or somewhere in Kent, whither she wanted to get

back. Ah ! she was indeed a splendid young wo-

man !" added Mrs. Gale, in all the admiration of a

loveliness which had left a deep impression upon

her mind.

"What a loss I experienced, then?" exclaimed
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the Marquis, in a tone of vexation. " But what

has becomir of her? Who was the lucky dog "

"Your lordship must not blamu mo for that loss

which you tiius deplore," observed tiie woman.

"No sooner had I ffot the young lady safe at Soho

Square, than I hurried off to Albemarle Street to

report the oircurastauee : but your lordship, as you

may remember, was ill in bod at the time
"

"To be sure—to be sure," interrupted Leveson.

•' Ah ! it was a great misfortune ! But what be-

came of her after all ?"

" On leaving your lordship's abode, I recollected

that there was another means of disposing of the

young lady to advantage," continued Mrs. Gale :

"and so I instantaneously availed myself of it. But

I must not tell your lordship any more," she added,

with one of her blandest smiles. " You know I

never repeat tales out of school."

" Quite right, Mrs. Gale—quite right," exclaimed

the Marquis. " If you chatted about others to me,

1 should expect you to chat about me to others. I

like your discretion and applaud your prudence."
" There is one thing, however, my lord, which I

don't mind mentioning and which regards another

person," said Mrs. Gale: "and this is that the

sneaking, ULprincipled, dishonest fellow. Colonel

Maipas, came and borrowed five hundred pounds

of me six weeks ago— and I can't get a farthing

back from him. 1 declared that I would expose

liim: and so now I have begun."

"It is too bad of him," observed the Marquis.
" But this is not the only thingof a mean and shabby

kind that I have heard about him within the last

few days. He is evidently an unprincipled scoun-

drel—and I shall cut him. They say he has run

through all his wife's fortune—the heiress of the re-

tired butcher -"

" Yes—and he and the Earl of Curzon are raising

money together by all kinds of desperate means, I

am told," added Mrs. Gale, who deliglited in a bit

of gossip, especially when it was mi.Ked up with

scuiulal. "At least, I hear that their Joint bills and
promissory notes are flying about in all directions in

the City : and so I am afraid that I stand but a poor

chance of getting back my five hundred pounds
from Maipas. But I will lock him up in the Fleet

or the Bench, before I have done with him."

"And is the Earl of Curzon really in difficul-

ties ?" exclaimed the Marquis oi Leveson.
" I tell your lordship what I have heard," an-

swered Mrs. Gale. " In fact Maipas offered me a
bill with the Earl's acceptance : but thinking it

was only to gain time, I refused to take it."

"And yet Curzon received a good fortune with
his wife," observed the Marquis. '• By the bye,

Mrs. Gale, she is a monstrous fine woman—a very
fine woman! I can't exactly make her out.

Sometimes I think she is all that is correct and even
prudish—and at other times I have been led to

form a contrary opinion. Have you ever seen
her?"

"I have, my lord," was the reply. "She is a
beautiful woman."

" And what is your opinion of her ?" demanded
the JIarquis, emphatically.

"Oh! 1 really cannot say— I don't Icnow," ex-

claimed Mrs. Gale : then, as the time-piece on the

mantel struck five, she said, " I must be off. In-

deed, I shall take a coach and ride over to Wands-
worth at once. Perhaps I may see .Mr. Bradshaw

j
this evening. At all events, I shall go and en-

I

deavour to obtain an immediate interview with

him."

"Do so," observed the ilarquis: "for I am
fearful that he may leave the country, as he has
very recently been living in France."
Mrs. Gale then took her departure ; and seek-

ing the nearest hackney-coach stand, she entered

a vehicle and ordered the driver to take her to

Wandsworth. On arriving in that vicinage at

about seven o'clock, she inquired where Beechey
Manor was situated; and on gaining the requi-

site information, she alighted from the coach at

the Blue Lion. Her object was to make certain

little inquiries of the landlord or landlady pre-

vious to repairing to the Manor: but upon put-

ting the first question, she was informed that

Mr. Bradshaw was at that very moment drinking

brandy-and-water in tlie parlour of the public-

house. She also learnt that he was alone there

:

and without any hesitation she at once entered

the parlour, having ordered some slight refresh-

ment.

Seating herself in the room, and sipping the

negus which was supplied her, she surveyed Mr.

Bradshaw from the corner of her eye, her pro-

ceedings in delicate matters of this kind being

much regulated by the view she took of the indi-

vidual's character, as she judged of it by her skill

in reading the human physiognomy. She accord-

ingly beheld in Mr. Bradshaw a man on whose

features dissipation had left their unmistakable

marks ; and in the lines of his countenance and its

general e.xpre-sion she saw the worst passions and

mo-^t vicious inclinations plainly indicated. But

while making this furtive survey, the impression

gradually stole into her mind that she nad seen

those features before—where or when, however,

she could not recollect.

"It is a beautiful evening, sir," she said at length,

by way of opening a conversation.

" It is," remarked Bradshaw, who was smoking

a cigar: then, as he began to contemplate tlie

woman with some degree of attention, he observed,

'• Pardon me, ma'am—but your features certainly

are not unknown to me."

"And now I think of it, sir," she exclaimed,

"I am sure that I have seen you before."

" Why, surely you must bo ^Nlrs. Gale of Soho

Square !" he cried, the recognition flashing to hia

mind with the vividness of lightning.

'•I am, sir," she answered, inwardly rcjoici g at

being thus claimed as an acquaintance by one with

whom it was so desirable to get upon an immediate

footing of intimacy. " And you are Mr. Brad-

shaw "

"\hl how did you know that?" he inquired,

eyeing her suspiciously for a moment.
' " simply because the landlady at the bar, whea

she desired me to step in here to take my refresh-

ment, observed that there was no one in the parlour

but Mr. Bradshaw of the JIanor :"'—and Mrs. Gale

gave this reply with an air of the utmost sincerity.

" Oh ! that was it," observed Bradshaw, perfectly

satisfied. "I know very well that when I fre-

quented your house in Soho Square some years

ago, I never gave any name at all: but it is a long,

long time .since I saw you last."

" It must bo, sir," replied Mrs. Gale :
" because

I have only a dim recollection of you. And yet I
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did recollect you, though," she added with one of

her bland smiles.

« Well—are you still carrying on the old game?"
he asked, chuckling significantly: and then he

continued to smoke his cigar.

"Just the same, sir—just the same," responded

the woman. " I shall be glad to see you up in the

Square : my house is greatly altered
"

" Quite a palace, I dare say ?" observed Brad-

sbaw, with a laugh,
" Well—it is a nice comfortable place, sir," she

replied. "I have made a little money—and what

is more, Mi-. Bradshaw, I know how to keep it."

" I wish the deuce I did," he exclaimed, abruptly.

"My pockets are so infernally leaky—and thea

I have got the habit of shaking my elbow "

" Of what, sir?" cried Mrs. Gale, in unfeigned

astonishment.

"Why, of gambling—rattling the dice-box, I

mean," was the answer. " I don't mind telling you
all this, because I look upon you as an old ac-

quaintance. I am staying up at the Manor just

for the present—but only for a few days, I think :

and then I shall be off to France again. I have

got my wife with me : but her company ia some-
what of the dullest at times—and so I stepped

down here to the Blue Lion iu the hope of meeting

some one to chat to in the parlour. I was however
all alone till you dropped in. But, by the bye,

what on earth are you doing in this part of the

world at such an hour ?"

" Well, Mr. Bradsliaw," replied the woman, as-

suming a mysterious air of confidence, " since you
are good enough to treat me as au old acquaint-

ance, I must no^ make a stranger of you. The
fact is, I am engaged on a little enterprise vfhich,

if it succeed, will put a few hundreds into my
pocket, and a good many hundreds into the pocket

of soiae lucky girl, if I can only find just what
I want."

" And what do you want, in the devil's name ?"

demanded Bradshaw, his curiosity excited by the

mysterious, or rather incomprehensible response

which lie had just received : besides, he was always

interested in any matter where money formed a por-

tion of the topic,

"Well, sir," continued Mrs. Gale, drawing her

chair nearer to the one in which he was seated, " it

is the strangest adventure in the whole world—and
yet not the first of the sort, either, that I've known
or been en-aged in. The truih is, my best patron is

an elderly gentleman—a little olJer than you may
be, sir— begging pardon for the allusion: and he is

a terrible rake—a terrible rake ! Well, sir, he came
to nie this morning, and said that he was quite

wearied of all the conquests he had recently iiiade

—

the old fool I I could scarcely help laughing in his

face—and yet he is a very good-looking man, con-
sidering his age—and enormously rich—in fact one
of the richest commoners in England."
"Well—and what did he want with you?" in-

quired Bradshaw : " to lind him some new beauty
to tempt his sated appetite and please his palled

fancy ?"

"Just so," returned Mrs. Gale. "But she must
be a lady—a perfect lady in manners and speecli as

well as in appearance—and of course very beautiful.

In fact, with the exception of these slipiilalioiis, he
left the afJair for me to manage as 1 choose : and
hearing of a lovely creature who was reported to

live at Wandsworth, I have been to inquire about
her. But I find she has left with her husband—and
now I am at my wit's end. It would have been a
thousand guineas in her pocket—and from ail I
have heard, she was not so prudish as to have re-

jected the ofier."

" A thousand guineas!" echoed Bradshaw. "A
hundred you mean 1"

" I mean what I said, sir," replied the artful wo-
man, already confident that success awaited her.
" A thousand guineas will this old fool give—and
yet I ought not to speak disrespectfully of him, for

it would be worth a couple of hundred guineas to

me if I succeeded. Buc where to search for such a
being "

" And do you mean to teli me that this simpleton,
whoever he is, will toss his money away in such a
manner?" inquired Bradshaw.

" Why, sir, he is worth a hundred thousand a
year," returned Mrs. Gale : " and being a baclielor,

devoted to pleasure, he cares not how mucli he
spends upon the gratification of his whims and
phantasies."

" Well, there are such fools in the world—plenty
of them," observed Bradshaw : then, with some
httle hesitation, he said, "It is very singular—but I
think I know a lady who for such an amount might
be induced to overcome her scruples "

"Ah! my dear sir, if you could only put me in

the way of success in this instance, I should be so

thankful!" exclaimed the woman. "The strictest

secrecy may be relied upon, as a matter of
course '

" And about the payment of the money ?" said

Bradshaw, his voice dropping to a low confidential

tone.

" Oh ! in any way most agreeable," replied Mrs.
Gale. "Suppose that I was to fetch the lady in a
coach, I would hand over half the amount at once
on my own responsibility: and the other half should
be presented to herself by the gentleman at my
house, where the interview must take place."

" Will you allow me to help in the management
of this aflkir i" demanded Bradshaw : " and I pro-

mise you that the lady whom I will introduce to

you shall even exceed your expectations in every

point. Beautiful—of elegant manners—fascinating

and seductive when she chooses—young and well

formed "

" My dear sir, if you can really manage this mat-

ter as you say," interrupted Mrs. Gale» apparently

thrown into an ecstacy of delight, " I not omy accept

your services, but shall be infinitely obliged into the

bargain."

" Then let us consider the compact made," said

Bradshaw. " Let me see—this is Saturday evening:

shall we say Monday night at eight or uine o'clocii,

whichever you choose?"
" in what neighbourhood must I be to receive the

lady 1" asked Mrs. Gale.

" Why, to tell you the truth," was the response,

"she is a friend of my wife's—a married woman,
mind— but her husband is absent— iu France, I

believe—and she has been a little gay, but quite pri-

vately and secretly
"

" All these particulars I do not seek to know,"

interrupted ^Irs. Gale. "The gentleman for whom
I am acting will not ask her name—although be

may communicate his own, if he is pleased with

her and desires to see her again. This, however, i
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must leave to his discretion and fancy. In a word,

then, where am I to be on :Monday night to receive

the fair one ?"

« In the lane leadinp: up to the Manor," returned

Bradshaw. " You will come in a hackney-coach or

private carriage
"

"A hackney-coach," was the answer: "and I

will be in the lane punctually at eight o'clock."

The bargain of infamy was thus concluded ; and

Mrs. Gale took leave of her confederate in the loath-

some compact.

But ere she issued from the house, she stepped

into the bar-parlour ; and putting a couple of gui-

neas into the landlady's hand, she said, " You need

not tell Mr. Bradshaw that I made any inquiries

concerning him just now. I shall be this way again

shortly—and if I find that you have held your

tongue in that respect, I will make you aa additional

present."

The landlady gave the required promise with

cheerful alacrity, not only for herself but likewise

for her husband : and Mrs. Gale, returning to the

hackney-coach, rode back to London, infinitely re-

joiced at the comparative facility with which she

bad thus fat accomplished her purpose:

CHAPTER XLII.

THE BURGI.AKY.

It was half-past ten on Sunday morning ; and Mrs.

Owen issued forth from her mansion at Richmond,

ostensibly to proceed to church as usual. This

was the first Sunday for a long, long time that she

went out alone, her daughters having hitherto

been her companions. The present occasion was

also destined to be characterised by another ex-

ception to the previous rule : for instead of going

to church at all, she struck into a bye- lane along

which she proceeded some distance. At length

she observed a man leaning against a stile that

communicated with the meadows; and she bast*

ened to accost him.

" You are Mr. Sampson, I presume ?" said Mrs.

Owen, inquiringly.

" That is my name, ma'am," responded the Bow
Street officer. " I need not ask whether I have
the honour of speaking to Mrs. Owen?"
"1 am here iu pursuance of a letter which 1

received from you yesterday," continued the lady.

*' In that cotamunication you speak of the absolute

necessity of seeing me alone—you named this place

I

for the appointment—and I have come accord-

ingly."

I

* 1 moreover told you in the letter, ma'am," ob-

i
served Sampson, "that my object was to give you

' a certain warning and to aid you in defeating a
I robbery that is contemplated."

I

" Yes—and you likewise bade me place the seal

of silence upon my lips," said Mrs. Owen; "and
neither by word nor sigu indicate that I suspected

anything in the presence of my domestics. I have

complied with your suggestions to the very letter."

" Now, ma'am, don't be alarmed at what 1 am go-

j
ing to tell you," resumed Larry ; " because we
shall not only frustrate the intended mischief, but

also entrap the concoctors. In plain terms, your
house is to be broken into to-night "

" Ah ! the plate !" cried Mrs. O-jcn, with » start.

« I have always been more or less uneasy since it

came into my keeping !" she added, in a musing
tone, but speaking aloud.

" Yes, ma'am-the object of the villains is the
plate of which you speak," said Larry. " I beheve
it has the royal arms upon it

"

" On every article," exclaimed Mrs. Owen : " and
I am responsible for its safety ! Indeed, I wonld
not for worlds lose it: the strangest suspicions

might attach to myself "

" You shall not lose it, ma'am," interrupted the
Bow Street officer, in a tone that was calm but full

of confidence :
" that is to say, if you will follow my

instructions and entrust the affair to my manage-
ment."

" Of course I shall do so, with cheerfulness and
gratitude, Mr. Sampson," replied the lady. " Bat
tell me all about this mysterious business."

"There is a desperate villain under your roof,

ma'am," said the officer : "and that villain is none
other thau your footman."

" My footman !" exclaimed Mrs. Owen, in aston-

ishment. " Why, I had the best possible character

with him from Lady Morthen "

"It does not signify, ma'am," said Larry: "he
is a villain—and in league with villains. Of this I

am quite certain : but I need not trouble you with

the details how I came to discover all these things.

Persons in my sphere have strange ways of getting

at strange knowledge. Let it be sufficisnt for you
to learn that this night, at twelve o'clock, a bur-

glary will be attempted in your houie—a duplicate

key has already been obtained for the safe con-
taining the plate—and, in fact, everything is set-

tled."

"But what do you propose to do, Mr. Samp-
son?" demanded Mrs. Owen, terribly frightened.

"Had I not better send away all the plate at

once?"

"No such thing, ma'am!" exclaimed Larry.

"The villains must be caught in the act and sur-

rendered up to justice. That is the only way to

deal with them. You must really consent to be
guided altogether by me "

" I will, I win," said Mrs. Owen, trembling ner-

vously. " The fact is, Mr. Sampson, the plate be-

longs to her Royal Highness the Princess of

Wales, who is now on the Continent, as of course

you well know. When she was going abroad, she

was much pressed for money, and borrowed two

thousand guineas of my friend. Lady Glenroy, with

whom she left the plate as security. Tiiat is the

real truth of the affair. But as Lady Glenroy was
suddenly called to Scotland, to attend upon her

husband who was taken ill at the family seat in

the Hiijhlandsjshe begged me to become the guar-

dian of the plate, inasmuch as she could not pos-

sibly send it to her banker's without betraying the

deUcate nature of the transaction that originally

consigned it to her bauds. I have explained these

circumstances to you, Mr. Sampson, to prove how
sacred is the trust, and how seriously I should be
compromised by the loss of such valuable pro-

perty."

"The communication you have volunteered,

ma'am," observed the officer, "shall bo regarded as

strictly confidential by me : and you need labour

under no apprehension of the failure of the mea-

sures which 1 propose to adopt to save the plate

from the villains who have their eye on it.'
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"And what are these measures?'' inquired the

lady, anxiously.

" I will explain myself, ma'am," returned the

oflacer. " But first tell me at what o'clock your

household usually retires for the night?"
" On a Sunday evening at half-past ten or eleven

at the latest," was the answer.
•' Very good, ma'am. Now, this evening please

to make it half-past ten," continued Sampson;
' and of course the footman will retire to his own
chamber at the same time. This he will naturally

do to avoid suspicion. But at eleven o'clock you

must be kind enough to steal down from your

apartment and open the door— either front or

back, whichever there is the least chance of the

fellow's overhearing
"

" The fi-ont let it be," said Mrs. Owen. " He
sleeps at the back of the house."

« Well and good, ma'am : and then I and my
men will creep into the dwelling—and you must

hide us in some convenient place as near the

pantry as possible. Let it be the cellar, if you

like
"

" I understand," interrupted Mrs. Owen; "and
evei ything you suggest shall be duly attended to."

" Then I have nothing more to say at present,

ma'am," observed the Bow Street Officer.

They now separated—and Mrs. Owen went and

called upon a female friend whom she was certain

of finding at home, the lady being an invalid. In

her company Mrs. Owen whiled away the time

until she saw the people returning home from

church ; and then she retraced her way to her own
dwelling. By this little stratagem on her part, the

footman could entertain no suspicion that she her-

self had been otherwise employed than in the usual

manner on the Sunday morning.

The hours passed— evening came : and the

nearer the momentous period approached, the

more nervous did Mrs. Owen feel. But she veiled

her excited feelings under a look of perfect com-
posure ; and John the footman suspected nothing.

At half-past ten o'clock she rang the parlour-

bell and ordered her maid to attend upon her.

This was the signal for the retirement of the

household to rest; and as Mrs. Owen was always

in the habit of assuring herself that the doors were

properly secured—especially since the royal plate

had been entrusted to her care—she was always

the last to withdraw for the niglit. She therefore

had an opportunity of seeing that the footman as-

cended to his room as usual ; and in order to lull

him the more completely into a false security, she

observed as he passed her in the hall, that she

should require the carriage to be in readiness im-

mediately after breakfast in the morning.

The footman made a suitable answer, and con-

tinued his way up-stairs, chuckling in his sleeve at

what he supposed to be a proof of the utter ab-

sence of any suspicion on tlie part of his mistress.

The coachman—the cook—the housemaid, also

•went up to their rooms ; and then i\Irs. Owen pro-

ceeded to her chamber, followed by her abigail.

This dependant she however speedily disinibscd

for the night : and then, enveloping herself in a

wrapper, she sate down to wait until eleven

o'clock.

A train of no very pleasurable reflections now
began to pass through her mind. She w;is beneath

the same roof with a consummate villain who was

already meditating one crime, and who probably

would not scruple to commit a deed more heinous

still if he had any reason to fancy that he was sus-

pected or that his safety was endangered. Her
own murder might even enter into the compass of

his designs : the hour for the burglary might be
earlier than Sampson imagined—it might have

been altered by the conspirators—and while de-

scending the stairs to admit the officers, she might

meet the villains and become their victim. All

these reflections traversed her imagination, till her

very chamber appeared to be peopled with the ob-

jects of terror which she thus conjured up, and
which thrust forth their phantom faces from every

nook and corner, and from behind every curtaia

and article of furniture.

But all was still throughout the dwelling: and
presently her watch informed her that it was eleven

o'clock. Holding the taper in one hand and her

shoes in another, she issued noiselessly forth from
her chamber, and crept as silently down the stairs.

The shadow upon the wall terrified her: every in-

stant she looked shudderingly round, fearful of

being struck by some murderous hand from be-

hind her back. But her apprehensions were

groundless: and opening the street door, she gave

admission to Mr. Lawrence Sampson, who was
closely followed by half-a-dozen of his subordinate

constables.

An immense load was now suddenly lifted from

Mrs. Owen's mind; and she felt as if she had all

in a moment been transferred from a predicament

of appalling peril to a state of complete security.

The front- door was closed as noiselessly as it had

been opened; and she conducted the officers down
into the lower premises, where they ensconced

themselves in a large closet underneath the

kitchen-stairs, and used for keeping fire-wood.

Mrs. Owen then retraced her steps with the utmost

caution to her own chamber, which she succeeded

in reaching unmolested : and, locking the door, she

sat down to await the result of the adventure.

We will now direct the reader's attention to the

footman, who was also sitting up and wailing in his

own room at the top of the house. He liad pro-

vided himself with a bottle of his mistress's wine,

which he was drinking at his ease, little suspecting

the trap that had been set to ensnare him. So

noiselessly had Mrs. Owen's proceedings been con-

ducted, and so carefully had the constables entered

the mansion, that not the slightest sound of an un-

usual character reached the ears of John as he

sate discussing the fine old Port in his attic.

Lulled into complete security, he thus passed the

time until witliin a few niiimtes of twelve o'clock.

He then rose from his seat—assured himself that

he had the duplicate key safe in his pocket—and,

carrying his shoes in his iiand, gently stole down

stairs. Pausing to listen at .Mrs. Owen's door, he

found that all was still: and, chuckling wilh the

hope of a rich bootj', he continued his way to the

pnimises below. Lighting a candle,—for he had

left his own in his room,-he put on his shoes and

at once opened the door of the back kitchen. The

Hangman inmiediately entered the place : the door

was closed again ;—and the two villains passed into

the pantry adjuining.

"You don't think the old woman suspects any-

thing';'" iiMpiired Coffin, in a subdued wliispei-.

" Not a bit of it, Dau'cl," was the answer, given
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in an equally low tone. "She told me as she went

up to bed, that tlie carriage was to be ready im-

mediately after breakfast to-morrow morning.

But I fancy she'll be in no humour to go out riding

—unless it is to Bow Street to lodge an infor-

mation."

"Does she look every morning to see that the

plate is safe, then?" asked Coffin.

" Very often—and generally at the beginning of

the week. But come along—we won't waste time

in chattering. Have you got the bag ?''

" Yes—here it is," replied the Hangman, pro-

ducing a sack from under his thick coat. " I've

spoke to Old Jeremy, too—and he's to have his

furnace blazing and his melting-pot ready at five

in the morning: but I shall be with him long be-

fore that, I hope. Three hours are enough "

"Are you going to pad it, tlien?'" inquired John,

as he put the key into the lock of the iron safe.

" To be sure—all across the fields," answered

the Hangman. " You don't think I'd have a ve-

hicle loitering about to excite suspicion. Not I

indeed! But come—open that door—and let us

catch a glimpse of the pretty things inside."

The footman accordingly opened the safe : but

no sooner had the massive door grated on its

hinges, when there was a sudden rush of several

men through the back kitchen—and in the twink-

ling of an eye the pantry was invaded by the con-

stables.

A terrible imprecation burst from the lips of the

Hangman as he recognised Lai-ry Sampson and
his official posse : while a groan of horror indi-

cated the feelings of the guilty footman.
" Take that, you scoundrel !" ejaculated Daniel

Coffin, levelling a pistol at Sampson as this re-

doubtable officer seized upon the livery-servaut.

But the ball, missing him for whom it was in-

tended, shot the wretched footman through the

heart : and with one wild cry, he sprang up and
then fell dead at Sampson's feet.

Quick as lightning, and with the desperate

strength of a giant, the Hangman burst away from

the constables who seized upon him : and rushing

forth from the pintry, he bounded through the

back kitchen. The officers were at his heels in a
moment : but he had just time to bang the door in

their f;ice and draw the bolt. Then darting up
the stairs, he reached the front door of the house

;

and a-; he unchained it, he heard the officers break

open the one which he had bolted down below. It

was r.eck or nothing: but he threw open the front

door—seized the liey—locked it outside—and fled

precipitntcly.

Tl)e three or four constables who had pursued
him, hearing him lock the front door, rushed into

the dining-room, tore open the shutters, raised the

window, and dashed through it in chase of the

fugitive. The night was clear : and they caught a
glimp-e of him as he turned out of the main road

into tiie fields at a little distance. On they sped :

again they beheld him—and two or three pistols

were instanianeously discharged at him as he ran

madly on. But his speed rela.\ed not: and the

balls had evidently taken no eflfect. Another
pistol was fired—then another : and still the Hang-
man pursued his desperate way, unhurt and un-

scathed by the winged bullets.

The pursuit now lay across a wide open field,

shelving slightly towards the Thames ; and a

high hedge bounded it at the extremity in the di-

rection of which the Hangman was flying. The
constables were advancing diagonally across the
field—so that if the fugitive should find the heoge
impassable, his retreat would be effectually cut off.

j

Another minute would, to all appearances, decide I

the matter.
j

With unrelaxing speed, but fearful pantinga, I

Daniel Coffin skimmed over the meadow: and now I

the hedge was reached. He glanced behind him
for an instant—and his pursuers were still fiuy

yards distant. He sprang upon the bank where
the hedge grew—he looked over the thick barrier

—and on the other side was a black ditch, evidently

choked with mud, and too wide to enable ^lin^ to

leap it.

" Better be drowned than suffocated!" was the
rapid thought which darted through the brain o£
the desperate man: and furiously he dashed to-

wards the river.

The constables were almost instantaneously at
his heels : that delay at the hedge had diminished

the interval between the pursuers and the pur-
sued.

" We have got him now !" cried one of the

oflicers.

" No such thing—he's making for the Thames 1"

said another : then, raising his voice, he exclaimed,
j

" Dan'el you fool, you'll be drowned 1"

But scarcely was the terrible warning uttered

—

and while it was still ringing in the cold, crisp

night-air—the Hangman plvmged desperately into

the river.

The next moment the constables were upon the
bank of the Thames : but the tide was running
strong with the ebb—and Daniel Coffin was ahready

out of sight.

" There's an end of Jack Ketch !" exclaimed one
of the constables, as they ail fruitlessly strained

their eyes to see if they could catchaglimpse ofhim
appearing anywhere upon the surface of the river

:

fur the hedge and the black ditch prevented them
from hastening any fai'ther along the bank.

"Yes—he's done for," observed another of the

officers : and they then retraced their way to Mrs.

Owen's mansion to report the catastrophe.

Meantime the entire household had been alarmed

by the report of a pistol—the violent banging of

the street-door—and the rush of the cour^tables
I

through the hall into the dining-room. Mrs. Owea I

was the first to descend : and in a few moments
the coachman and the female domestics, all half-

|

dressed, were hastening from their rooms to learn
j

what had happened. The tale was soon told: an
attempt at robbery—the flight of the burglar

—

and the death of his accomplice, John the foot-

man !

The guilty wretch was indeed no more : it was
evidently useless to summon medical assistance

—

for he was stone dead. There was some hysterical

demonstration amongst the females— especially

Mrs. Owen's lady's-maid, whom John had courted:
]

but their terrors were dissipated when they found

that all danger from the criminals was past, and

that the Bow Street officers were in the house.

Soon afterwards the constables who had been

in pursuit of Daniel Coffin, returned with an ac-

count of the result : and the impression naturally

was that the villain had met his doom in the depths

of the Thames.
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"Unless," thoug-ht Larry Sampson to himself,

" lie .should escape as providentially as I did from

the ditch at the Folly Bridges: but that is scarcely

probable I"

CHAPTER XLIII.

BEECHET MANOK.

It was about two o'clock in the morninfj—<i couple

of hours afrer the burglarious attempt at Mrs.

Owen's house—when Mr. and Mrs. Bradshaw were

aroused from their sleep at Beechey Manor, by a
loud knocking at the front door.

"By Jove! there are the ofiBcers to take me!"
cried Bradshaw, starting up in alarm : and spring-

ing horn the bed, he hastened to huddle on some
clothing as well as he could in the dark.

"But wherefore should you fear, since you

possess that paper?" inquired his wife, who was
nevertheless trembling and shivering with terror.

" Oh ! because one always wants to put off an

evil day as long as possible," returned her husband,

impatiently. "This is cursed provoking—just as

I have got a little business in hand, of which

1 meant to speak to you to-morrow But there

is the knocking again."

"What shall I do? Can you not escape?"
r.sked Mrs. Bradshaw, anxiously.

" I'll try. Open the window— say I am not at

Iiome—gone to France—anything—only be quick
— and I will hide my.self somewhere. They are

aure to search the house."

This dialogue scarcely occupied half a minute,

during which the knocking was however continued

impatiently; and as Mrs. Bradshaw opened the

window, it sti-uck her husband that the officers of

justice would not present themselves with quite so

much fracas—unless, indeed, they had surrounded
the Manor, of which he was fearful. He however
remained to hear what passed between his wife and
^vhomsoever the person or persons might be that

were knocldng at tiie door.
" Who is there ?" asked Mrs. Bradshaw, looking

forth from the window: but the night— or rather

morning—was now pitch dark, and she could dis-

tinguish nothing.
" Me—a friend of your's and your husband's,"

replied a voice, which seemed not altogether un-
known to the lady : but still she could not identify

it.

"Ah I I know who it is," exclaimed her hus-
band, not so much at fault in this respect. "It's

no officer. Here—stand out of the way—go to bed
:igain—and leave me to manage the matter."
Then, taking his wife's place at the window, he said

to the person below, "Wait an instant—and I will

come down."

Having thus spoken, he closed the window,
struck a light, and quitted the room.
But Mrs. Bradshaw did not immediately return

to the warm couch from which she had been
startled. The incident tilled her with vague and
unknown alarms : and gently opening the cliamher-

door wliich her husband had closed behind him,

she listened on the landing with suspended breath.

She heard tlie front door open and her husband
exchange a few hasty words with some man: but
she could not catch a syllable of what they said.

Neither was she yet able to recollect where she

had heard the latter's voice before. The front-

door was shut again—the man had entered the

house— and Bradshaw was conducting him up-

stairs.

What on earth could this mean? Trembling

with a terror that increased upon her, the lady re-

treated into her chamber—closed the door cau-

tiously—and got into bed. But still she listened

attentively : and she heard her husband conduct

the visitor into another bed-room on the same
floor as her own. In a few moments he made his

appearance with the candle in his hand—and she

instantaneously perceived, as the light played

flickeringly upon his countenance, that he was
struggling to subdue or conceal emotions of an-

noyance and extreme dissatisfaction, although

perhaps not of positive alarm.
" What is the matter ? and who is he ?" demanded

Mrs. Bradshaw, anxiously.

"Oh! nothing—only a friend who has escaped

from the Sheriff's officers," was the reply. " Where
are the keys of the sideboard ? He wants some
brandy—being half dead with the cold."

"There—on the mantel," said Mrs. Bradshaw,

very far from being satisfied with the ansvvers she

had received. "But who is this person? Do I

knov/ him? He said he was a friend of mine and
your's—and his voice is familiar."

" To be sure—it's Jones—ilr. Jones—don't you
recollect him?" exclaimed her husband, impa-

tiently, as he took the keys from the mantel.

"But I will tell you all about it presently :"— and

he again hurried from the room.

Once more, too, did Mrs. Bradshaw get up and
listen. But this time it was only at the chamber-

door, which she did not dare open again, because

her husband was moving about the house with the

light in his hand. She heard him go into the

dining-room: then he descended into tlie lower

premises—and in a few minutes he came up-stairs

again. A noise as of coals falling upon the land-

ing, made her aware that he was going to light a

fire m the room to which he had previously shown

the visitor, and which he likewise now re-entered.

He shut the door of that chamber behind him

—

and Mrs. Bradshaw went back to bed.

But .«he was still less satisfied and more alarmed

than ever. Not for a moment did she believe the

story of the escape from the Sheriff"-! officers : and

she was confident that the name oi Jones was a mere

invention of the moment. There was some deep

mystery—some disagreeable secret, in the know-

ledge of which she was evidently to bo no partici-

patrix. But wliat could it be?—what could it all

mean ? This unseasonable arrival at the Manor

—

the impatience of the summons for admission, as if

the visitor well knew that his demand for an asy-

lum would not be rejected—the attentions now
shown him by Bradshaw, who was the last man in

the world to allow himself to be put out of the way

for anybodj—and then the vexation and annoy-

ance which were visibly depicted upon his counte-

nance wlien he camo to fetch the keys,— all tliese

details con.«tituted a mystery that filled the un-

happy lady with the acutcst alarms.

" O my God !" she murmured to herself, in the
'

bitterness of her spirit and the darkness of her

chamber : " to lead such a life as this, is one uu-
|

vaiying series of exquisite tortures ! It maddens
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me—my God ! it maddens me ! I will not endure

it—I will not submit to it I No—by heaven ! I

will adopt some course But, ah I that secret

—

that awful secret!"

And as if stricken with a mortal consternation

by the effect of some appalling reminiscence, she

suddenly stopped short in her musings and be-

came still and motionless with despair. Even the

very tide of her thoughts was frozen, congealing

into all the horrors which at the moment filled

them, and thus remaininjf present to her numbed
imagination which could neither retreat from them

nor outstrip them.

In this state she lay for a few minutes, until

tears came to her relief and broke up the ice-bound

staj^natiou of her soul. Then she gave free vent

to her reflections again ; and tliey soon flowed into

the same channel as at first.

" Yes—I will do something to release myself

from this horrible condition of existence," she

murmured. "It will kill me— it is killing me al-

ready ! To be dragged through the mire by the

man whom I once loved so tenderly and for whose

sake I saoiififed so much—O heaven ! it is dread-

ful—dreadful ! And this love of mine is rapidly

turning to hate— it will soon become a longing for

revenge! Yes— I will seek to emancipate myself

from this abhorrent thraldom— I will even become
the mistress of some one who will treat me kindly,

rather than live as the wife of this man whose con-

duet is so brunl !"

Here the current of the unhappy lady's musings

was broken by the return of her husband, who im-

mediately extinguished the candle and lay down
again by the side of his beauteous but afflicted wife.

" Now will you condescend to tell me what all

this means ?" she said, in a voice which indicated

a iirm resolve to ascertain the real truth and not

be satisfied with mere evasions and palpable sub-

terfuges.

" Well, haven't I already told you that it is my
friend Mr. Jones, who is in some little trouble

about debts and Sheriff's officers?" exclaimed

Bradshaw, with brutal abruptness. " He was per-

ished with cold—and so I was obliged to make him
a fire to warm him, and get him hot brandy and
water "

" And where does this Mr. Jones live ?" inquired

the lady, with that gentle and subdued sarcasm in

her voice that showed how utterly she discredited

the tale that was thus told her.

" Somewhere in Pall Mall or St. James's Street, I

forget which," returned Bradshaw : then, not choos-

ing to perceive, or rather to notice liis wife's ironical

manner, inasmuch as it did not suit his purpose to

pick a quarrel with her on the eve of broaching his

infamous arrangement with Mrs. Gale, he said,

" But we will talk more about the affair in the morn-
ing. You must be sleepy now "

" Not at all," interrupted his wife.

"Well, 1 am then," he rejoined abruptly: and
she did not dare speak another word.

They arose in the morning at the usual hour ; and
Bradshaw hurried into his dressing-room, evidently

to avoid further explanations with his wife concern-

ing the presenca of the mysterious Mr. Jones at the,

Manor. On descending to the breakfast- parlour

she inquired of her husband whether Mr. Jones pur-
posed to join them at the repast but her voice was
full of satire and her looks expressive of incredulity.

"Now I tell you what it is, madam," said Brad-
shaw, turning abruptly round upon her, so that she

started as if fearful that he was about to strike her.

"I don't like this bantering humour of your's—and I
will not put up vrith it. The person in the house is

a friend of mine: and he is in difficulties. If be
chooses to call himself Jones, or Smith, or Robinson,
or anything else, it is nothing to you. He will pro-
bably remain here a few days : but he will keep his

own chamber—and therefore you need not expect
any intrusion upon your privacy. I will attend

upon him myself: and so there is an end of the
matter."

"But is this just — is it generous?" exclaimed
Mrs. Bradshaw, the tears trickling down her cheeks.
" Am I to be compelled to live beneath the same
roof with a person who does not even dare quit his

apartment?—and can I believe that pecuniary diffi-

culties alone force him thus to dwell in solitude and
seclusion ?"

" In one word, madam," demanded Bradshaw,
fierc ely, " do you want to quarrel with me ? If so,

speak out frankly—and we can soon ascertain who
will get worst oflin the conflict of open warfare," he
added, with a diabolical significancy in his looks.

" Let us be at peace, then, for God's sake !" ex-

claimed the unhappy woman, recoiling in horror

from the deep meaning expressed upon her husband's

features.

Tlius baffled, defeated, and crushed beneath the

dark menaces conveyed in Bradehaw's looks and

words, the afflicted lady took refuge in silence and
resigned herself to endure for the present all the

tyranny and cruelty of which he might choose to make
her the victim. For not even her great beauty— the

extraordinary seductiveness of her personal attrac-

tions—her musical voice and her imploring looks,

had any influence to move the stony heart of that

dreadful man. Again, however, did the resolve

spring up in her mind to seek the first opportunity

of emancipating herself from this wretched thral-

dom : and again did she feel that the hatred, which

had already supplanted her love, was fast verging

towards a longing for revenge.

So soon as she had prepared the breakfast, Brad-

shaw placed a cup of tea, some bread, butter, and

cold meat, upon a small tray, which he carried up
to Mr. Jones's chamber. During his temporary

absence from the parlour, old Mrs. Underdown en-

tered to bring a dish of broiled ham ; and she in-

quired whether anybody had arrived at the Manor
during the night. Mrs. Bradshaw gave some expla-

nations to allay the old woman's curiosity; and sooa

alter the latter had retired, Bradshaw came back to

the parlour, where he sate down to eat his breakfast.

For some time a profound silence was main-

tained between the husband and the wife : but at

last, so soon as the former had eaten and drunk as

much as he cared for, he pushed away his plate,

exclaiming, " Well, a plentiful meal puts a person

in a good humour, notwithstanding all things."

His wife, who thoroughly understood her hus-

band's character, saw that this observation w;is the

prelude towards the revelation of some new scheme

or design on his part: and she then recalled to

recollection the remark he had made, when they

were aroused at two in the morning, relative to a

little business of which he purposed to speak to

her. But she said nothing, although her curiosity

was already excited.



"Do you know," continued BraJshaw, "I am
thinking that it would be better for us to return to

France—or ijo to Italy—rather than stay in this

countryV
" I am wearied of the life I am leadinpf here, as

you may well imagine," said the lady, with a pro-

found sigh. "Not a sinjjle soul to speak to—not

an acquaintance or a friend to visit me—cooped up
in tills lonely, desolate house "

" 1 know it all—I know it all," interrupted her
husband: "and I am really sorry for you. Ah I

you may look astonished—hut I am sorry: be-

cause a handsome woman like you must feel this

unpleasant position. Well, then, shall we go abroad
once more ?"

"Yes -I should prefer it," was the immediate

response.
" But I can't think of leavinqp England with the

money we now have at our disposal," coutmucd
Bradshaw.

19 -

"You have plenty," exclaimed his wife: "at

least you ought to have."
" Well, I liave got si.xteeu or seventeen hundred

pounds," said Bradshaw. " But I must make it up

three thousand—or else 1 won't move an inch till

Ido."

"And how do you propose to raise the differ-

ence?" asked his wife. " I see that you have some

plan in your head—and you may as well explain it

without farther circumlocution."

"But if you can assist me in it, will you do so?"

inquired Bradshaw. " Come—say yes—be a good

girl—and I take heaven to witness that 1 will

never quarrel with you again, unless you provoke

nie first."

" How often have you said the same thing!" ob-

served Mrs. Br.idsliaw. with anotlier deep sigli.

"But no matter! Tell mo what project you have

now in your mind—ami 1 will give you my answer

at ooce."
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" You can get a thousand guineas if you like,''

said her husband, sig-iificantly, "before you are

twenty-four hours older.

"And in wliat manner?" she demanded, the

blood instantaneously gushing to her countenance,

and not only mantling to her forehead, but also

descending to her neck and bosom which the

morning wrapper, negligently thrown on, revealed

in all the luxuriance of its voluptuous fulness.

"You already seem amazed," observed Brad-

shaw, as he perceived that tell-tale glow. " But

what on earth should you be vexed for? You gave

yourself up to a certain individual for love—j'ou

did the same to another in order to procure that

document for me—and you may as well do it once

more, to a third person who will give you gold."

" And this, then," said the lady, the blush deep-

ening upon her cheeks, her brow, and her neck,

"is the scheme which you have devised to augment
the amount at present in your hands?"

"I don't know any other way of procuring funds

just at this moment," returned Bradshaw, curtly:

"unless I go out upon the highway— or else rob a

church," he added, with a brutal chuckle.
" And pray, sir," inquired the lady, still with an

unnatural calmness, "how do you propose to re-

plenish your purse when this amount has dis-

appeared? Is it your intention always to live

henceforth by the prostitution of your wife?"

"By Jove! it was not I who first made you go
astray," exclaimed Bradshaw, hotly: "and since

you did it for your own amusement, you ought not

to be so squeamish when it is for our mutual profit.

In plain terms," he continued, perceiving that the

storm was about to burst, and hastening to aniici-

pate its violence by getting up a counter-tempest

on his own part,—"in plain terms, I ask you to do

me this favour —it is the last time I will ever think of

.such a thing—and your compliance shall be the

condition of eternal peace between us. If you
refuse, then war—war to the knife—and I shall

open the campaign by digging up the corpse
"

"Hush!-silence!—enough!" ejaculated Mrs.

Bradshaw, hysterically : then covering her face

with her hands, she threw herself back in the chair

and remained for upwards of a minute buried in

profnund reflection.

But her husband had no pity—no remorse—no

shame : no—not even when his look rested upon
those fair white hands, with their long tapering

fingers and their rosy pellucid nails—nor when he

thought of the ravishing beauty of that face which

those delicate hands now concealed-nor when his

eyes wandered slowly over the fine proportions of

that form whose luxuriant contours the negligent

wrapper not only developed but partially exposed

—nor when he beheld the exquisitely .shaped foot

that rested upon the ottoman, and the well-turned

ankle which the drapery, slightly drawn up by his

wife's attitude, left revealed. Her beauty moved him
not : he was sated with it—and all he thought of,

was how to render it a marketable commodity. Oh

!

the villany—the atrocity—the inftimy of that man !

Slowly, at the expiration of a minute, did Mrs.

Bradshaw remove her hands from her countenance

:

and now the colour had all fled from her cheeks—
and her face was as pale as marble.

" How came you to hear of anything in the fi)rm

of what you have proposed to me?" she inquired,

in a low deep voice.

" I will be candid with you," returned Bradshaw

:

and he circumstantially related all the particulars

of his interview with Mrs. Gale on the Saturday
evening—embellishing his narrative so far, how-
ever, by drawing upon his fancy for a most flatter-

ing description of the gentleman by whom Mrs.
Gale was employed, and whom he represented to

be young, handsome as Apollo, rich as Croesus,

and generous as Timon ere this famous personage
became a man-hater. Knowing fuil well the fervid

temperament and sensual disposition of his wife,

Bradshaw artfully drew a powerful description of

the personal graces of the unknown gentleman

—

assuring her that Mrs. Gale had furnished him
with all these particulars.

Mrs. Bradshaw listened attentively: but she was
too profoundly unhappy for her imagination to be
excited by this appeal to her voluptuous passions.

She listened, however—and with an increasing in-

terest too: for the thought grew stronger and
stronger in her mind that if this gentleman were
so liberal in disposition, so fascinating in manners,
so engaging in person, and so fortunate in his

pecuniary circumstances, it would be far better to

become his loved and cherished mistress than drag
on a life of wretchedness, suffering, and constant

tribulation as the consort of Bradshaw. She pic-

tured to herself the possibility of playing off the

artillery of her fascinations and the witchery of

her seductiveness in such a manner as to enthral

the heart of this young and susceptible unknown ;

and she calculated that if she did thus succeed

in her aim, a pension would readily compensate
Mr. Bradshaw for her loss

!

All these things did she revolve in her mind as

her husband proceeded with his glowinij descrip-

tion of the unknown gentleman : and when he had
concluded, she said in a low voice, and with an ap-

pearance as if it cost her an immense effort to give

her consent, " Be it as you desire : I will keep the

appointment; you have made for me !"

Bradshaw was delighted—and, with the disgust-

ingly sycophantic coaxing and wheedling of such

a disposition as his, he lavished the kindest ex-

pressions and the most tender promises upon liis

wife. But she paid little regard to him—and re-

mained absorbed in her own reflections.

The day passed, Bradshaw keeping in-doors

and spending some of the time with his friend Mr.

Jones, who kept entirely to his chamber. %Vhfen

dinner was served in the parlour, Bradshaw took

him up a tray as he had done in the morning with

the breakfast: and the same attention was re-

peated at tea-time. Mrs. Bradshaw made no
farther allusion to Mr. Jones : her thoughts were

intent upon her hoped-for emancipation from her

husband's tyranny;—and being sanguine in carry-

ing out her views, she ceased to trouble herself

about his affairs.

At length the hour drew near for the appoint-

ment with :Mrs. Gale ; and Mrs. Bradshaw, repair-

ing to her chamber, took the utmost pains with her

toilette. She w.as resolved to render herself as en- i

chanting—as fascinating—as seductive as possible :
'

she accordingly arranged her hair in the most be-

coming style, and chose a dress which displayed

her charms to the greatest advantage. Although

deriving but little succour from old Mrs. Under-

down, who attended as her tire-wom.an, she

managed to get through the details of this elabo-
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rate toilette with complete success ; and the part-

ing look which she threw at herself in the mirror,

brought a smile of triumph to her charming lips.

Having put on a cloak and bonnet, she descended

to the parlour, where her husband was anxiously

awaiting her. In order to flatter and put her into

as good a humour as possible, he passed some
high encomia upon her beauty—that beauty the

enjoyment of which he was about to sell to

another

!

Issuing forth from the Manor, Mr. and Mrs. Brad-

shaw proceeded along the lane, till they reached

the spot where a hackney-coach was already

waiting. Mrs. Gale was inside : but she descended,

ostensibly for the purpose of paying all possible

civility to the lady, but in reality to catch a glimpse

of her countenance by the moon-light. Mrs.

Bradshaw instantaueouly divined her intention,

and threw back her veil. An ejaculation of joy

burst from the woman's lips : and this expression

of unfeigned satisfaction on her part struck deep

into the lady's soul as a presage of success in the

desisjn which she had formed with regard to the

gentleman she was about to meet.

"Mind and tell her that he is young and hand-

some—and leave the rest to chance," were the

words which Bradshaw hurriedly whispered in

Mrs. Gale's ears, as his wife ascended the steps of

the vehicle.

The woman gave a nod of intelligence, and put

a purse into the hand of Bradshaw, who felt by

the touch that it contained notes and gold. Mrs.

Gale then beckoned him away : and when he was a

little distance up the lane, she entered the vehicle,

which immediately drove away.

Some time elapsed before Mrs. Bradshaw could

induce herself to open a conversation with the

procuress seated by her side, and for whom she

entertained an instinctive loathing : but at length

she did volunteer some remark—and, the discourse

being fairly entered upon, she put some questions

relative to the gentleman she was about to meet.

Mrs. Gale launched out into the most fervid eulo

.

giums upon his elegant manners, his liberal dispo-

sition, and his handsome appearance : and she also

expatiated upon his wealth and possessions. The
subject of his age was not mentioned : but Mis.

Gaie, when pressed relative to his name, positively

declared that she was not at liberty to mention it.

She however observed that he was unmarried, and
volunteered a hint that no doubt the lady (for she

affected not to know it was Mrs. Bradshaw herself)

might establish a close intimacy with him if she

should feel so inclined. This remark was not lost

upon the frad fair one, v/ho received it as another
harbinger of success in the design which she had
formed.

It was about half-past nine when the hackney-
coach stopped at Mrs. Gale's house in Soho Square.

Mrs. Bradshaw drew down her veil, and was inmic-

diately conducted by the woman into a handsomely-
furnished chamber, where siic laid aside her bonnet
and cloak, and arranged her hair. Mrs. Gale,

who was now able to contemplate her by a ligiit

more powerful than that of the moon, was per-

fectly astonlsiied by her extreme beauty, and be-

came lavisli in her ailulatory remarks. In fine,

everything appeared to jiromise .Mrs. Bradshaw a
triumphant success ; and, feeling as if she were

klready emancipated from the tyranny of her hus-

band, she grew radiant with smiles and literally

beaming with the transcendent light of her love-

liness.

Mrs. Gale conducted her from the chamber,

across the landing outside : and, throwing open
the door of a splendid apartment opposite, i-e-

quested her to enter. Jlrs. Bradshaw accordhigly

advanced into the room—the door closed behind

her—and an ejaculation of horror burst from her
lips as she found herself in the presence of the

Marquis of Leveson.

CHAPTER XLIV.

THE tTNCLE AND NIECE.

" Ernestina !" exclaimed the IMarquis, staggering

as if suddenly struck by a hammer : " m the name
of heaven what brings you hither ? Oh ! I dare
not—dare not think for a moment And yet, my
God ! it must be so !"

The nobleman sank upon a seat—covered liis

face with his hands—and wept like a child. The
whole truth was revealed to him all in a moment

:

it was his niece who had played the meretricious

part with the Prince of Wales—his niece who was
the heroine of the mystic adventure at Beeehey
Manor on the preceding Monday night—his niece

who had deposited the pocket-book in the vase at

his mansion 0:1 the memorable Wednesday ! And
now also it was his niece—his own beautiful, loved

niece—the only being in the world that he really '

cared for—who had consented to sell her charms
for gold, and who had come thither expecting to

be received in the embrace of a paramour ! Vile,

profligate, and unpnncipled as the Marquis of

Leveson was, all these circumstances fell upon him
with crushing and overwhelming force—striking

him as it wei'e blow upon blow, as every detail in

the train of incidents developed itself in hurried

succession to his understanding.

And Ernestina—the wretched, guilty, shame-
stricken Ernestina,—Oh ! never did Indian scalp-

ing knife—never did the torture of rack or slow

tire, inflict such excruciating anguish as that which

slie now endured as she threw herself upon her

knees at her uncle's feet, and burst into a flood of

the bitterest weeping. And, Ah ! if scalding

tears could furrow the cheeks and sear the flesh,

all her beauty would have been annihilated in a
moment by those torrents that now rained hot as

molten lead from the eyes which they almost

blinded: and never did that sujierb bosom heave '

and fall so rapidly or so violently in tlie transports
'

of love, as it now "did in the tortures of immitigable

anguish

!

Por some minutes did the Marquis of Leveson

and Lady Ernestina Dysart thus give way to their

alHiotions: but wiien the violence of their feelings

had partially subsided, they looked each other in

the face witli an exceeding mournfuhicss and a

profound humiliation.

" This is no place for us to linger in, Ernestina,"

uxclaimed the nobleman, suddenly remembering

where they were : and starting up, ho said, "Dry
your tears—assume as composed a look as you

can—and let not the woman of the house suspect
i

th.t anything is amiss." 1

He llien rang the bcllj and Mrs. Gale herself

answered tlie summons I
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"Send for a haclcnoy-coacb," said the Marquis

:

"this lady will accompany me home."

Mrs. Gale withdrew, but shortly returned bring-

ing in Ernestina's bonnet and cloak: she also an-

nounced that the vehicle was in attendance. The
Marquis then gave Ernestina his arm ; and they

departed together, leaving the procuress to wonder

at the suddenness with which, as she supposed, the

nobleman must have revealed his name and raak

to the sot dlsante Mrs. Bradshaw.

Not a word was spoken by either the n.icle or

the niece as they proceeded in the hackiiey-coach

to Albemarle Street—a distance occupying about

a quarter of an liour. They both felt embarrassed

iu eacli other's company,—Ernestina, because she

understood full well that her uncle must have
guessed almost everything which she could have
wished concealed from him—and tlie Marquis, be-

cause his character as a voluptuary was now com-
pletely unveiled to his niece.

On reaching Albe?narie Street, he at once con-

ducted her into the Crimson Drawin;; Room ; and
bidding her take off her boimet and cloak, he said,

" Ernestina, we must now have a long and serious

conversation togeiher."

The lady sate down—averted her head—and wiped
away the tears which again trickled down her cheeks.

The Marquis aliovvr-d her to weep for a short while,

knowing that those tears would relieve her sur-

charged bosom : then placing himself near her, he

took her hand and pressed it in token of forgiveness.

"I can already divine mucli— too much— of your
unhappy history, Ernestina," he said, in a tone that

was low and trembling: "and if I now ask \ou to

enter into the fullest and conipletest explanations, it

is not—you know it cannot be— with a view to give

you unnecessary pain—but to see how far and in

wliat way 1 can assist you. For that your husband
is even ten thousand times a greater villain than I

had ever suspected, is quite apparent— and I must
release you from the diabolical tyranny which he has

doubtless exercised over you."
" VVIiat explanations do you wish me to give,

uncle.̂ " cried Lady Ernestina Dysart, with a fren-

zied look. " You behold before you the most
wretched—the most miserable—the most guilty of

women! O my God! why does not the earth open

and swallow me up 1—why am I living to endure

this ineffable shanae—this tearful degradation 2"

And slie wrung her hands bitterly.

"You must compose and tranquillise your-

self, Ernestina," said the Marquis, in a tone of gentle

entreaty. "This is an hour of shame and degrada-

tion for us both. Oh ! in what a place did we meet

ere now !—and what a spectacle for our mutual con-

templation ! Think not, Ernestina, that I am dis-

posed to blame you, however deep your guilt—how-
ever flagrant your frailty ! I am not unmindful of

the damning, Immiliating, circumstance that it was

my own artifice which enticed you to that house of

infamy—though God knows how little 1 suspected

wliom I was destined to meet there!"
" But you are a man, my dear uncle," said Er-

nestina, sobbing bitterly :
" and it is the privilege of

your sex to do things without dishonour, which
plunge poor unhappy woman into shame and
infamy."

" We will not conjure up reflections which can
only tend to embitter our present anguish all tiie

liiore acutely," observed the Marquis of Leveson, in

a voice of gentle remonstrance. " Rather let us at-

tempt the task of mutual consolation : and I have
already assured you that I am not prepared to blame
my niece, if she will deal candidly and openly with

her uncle."

"1 will—I will," exclaimed Ernestina, snatching

up his hand and kissing it. " But I can enter upon
no detailed explanations at present," she continued

in a hurried manner. " You must put what questions

you will to me—and I promise to answer them can-
didly."

"Be it so, Ernestina," said the nobleman : then,

after a brief pause, and with extreme embarrassment
of manner,—for he could not but feel how delicate

the topic was,—he observed, " Your husband forced

you to abandon yourself to the Prince Regent?"
" He ciiii," was the reply, accompanied by biush-

i.ig cheeks and downcast looks. "Oh! you can-

not conceive, ray dear uncle, the cruelty—the

tyranny— the base and cowardly treatment, which
1 have endured at the hands of that man ! He
has threatened to murder me—and I am confident

that he is capable of putting his dreadful menace
into execution when giving way to those fits of

frantic rage and furious passion which seize upoa
him if thwarted or contradicted. It was posi-

tively to save my life that I consented to that su-

preme degradation !"

"And the nature of the document to which his

Royal Highness affixed his signature?" said the

Mirquis of Leveson, inquiringly, as lie gazei with

profound compassion upon his ;itHicied niecp.

" You are aware, my de ir uncU," explained Er-
nestina, " that at the beginning of June my
wretched hur-band killed the Honourable George
S.fton in a duel fought across ilie dinner-table at

Lord Herbert's ; and you have of course seen by
the newspapers that there was something unfair ia

the proceedings of this duel on Dysari's part. In

fact, if he were placed upon his trial, tiiere is

every probability tliat he would be found guilty of

Murder, or at all events of Majislatighter—and even

in the latter case his punishmeut would be se-

vere. Now, although he fled to the Continent

from the immediate presence of the appalling dan-

ger, it does not suit his purposes to shut himself

entirely out of England : and he consequently de-

vised a scheme for neutralising the effects of that

ordeai through which an arrest, a trial, and a con-

demnation would compel him sooner or later to

pass. His project shons a fertility of invention as

remarkable as his wickedness in executing it is in-

famous beyond all shame and loathsome beyond

all abhorrence. In a few words, ids object was so

to combine and arranire his proceedings, that by
making me the instrument and the tool of his pur-

poses, lie might obtain from tlie Prince Regent a

paper that would ensure him a full pardon, what-

ever sentence should be eventually passed upon
him by a tribunal of justice."

" Ah ! I comprehend," exclaimed the Marquis.

"Wliat wondrous duplicity !—what an extraordi-

nary proceeding! But tell me the actual contents

of that document."

"They are to the effect that inasmuch as he,

Paul Dysart, iiad discovered the existence of a

criminal correspondence between his nii'e and the

Prince Regent, he consented to ho'd his peace,

absUiin from any l»w-proceedings, and even award

hla forgiveness, on condition that the Pfiuce Re-
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gent made acknowledgment of his guilt iu that

document and also promised on hi< royal word to

grant a free pardon to the said Paul Dysart,

whatever sent'nce might bu passed upon liiui by

any tribunal on iiccount of tlie duel with the

Honourable George Sefcon/'

Such was the explanation given of the myste-

rious document by Lady Ernestina Dysart

;

and it was delivered in a low, tremulous voice,

with much hesitation, and witii deep blushes.

" And now tell me," said the Marquis of Leve-

SOD, " why the place into which ids Royal High-

ness and myself were shown, was bung with black

cloth
"

" 0!i ! that mystery is soon explained," cried

Ernestina, gladly passing from tlie immediate and

positive topic of iier own shame and guilt. " About

a year ago General Beechey's wife died at the

Manor—and the funeral v/as conducted with tlie

utmost pomp and ceremony. Tne hall and tlie

staircase were bun,' with black cloth ; and this

mouruiug drapery was sulistquently put aside in

a closet. When Dysart and myself arrived at the

JNIanor the other day, we found this drapery

;

and my husband immediately resolved to have it

hung up again for the proceedings of last JMon-

day night. His object in doing this was two-

foul. In the first place, it would so disguise the

interior of the bouse as to prevent any future

recognition of the scene where those proceed-

ings were to be enacted, supposing that his lloyal

Higimess should endeavour to find out by means

of .-pies the e.xact dwelling to which lie vr'as taken:

and in the second place, Dysart conceived that

it would enliance the mystery of the whole iiifair,

and produce a greater effect upon the mind of

the Prince, so that no circumstance shouM be

wanting to work upon his terrors on the one

hand, while the task of subsequently playing upon

his imagmation was left to me. . But you must
understand, my dear uncle, it never was anticipated

that you would be the Prince's companion on that

ocea-ion: nor was 1 made aware that such was

the fict until afterwards. You may conceive how
hoirifijd were my feelings then, on leariaing not

only that you liad been made a victim of an out-

rage which must have filled you with alarm, but

that Dysart himself liad plundered you of your

property and compelled you to surrender up your
pocket-book for the purpose of subsequent ran-

som."

"Poor Ernestina!" exclaimed tlie nobleman.
"Little did I amagine that your graceless husband
w;is the chief of that gang of desperadoes. But as

I liad never previously spoken to Dysart in my
life, I of course did not recognise his voice on that

occasion. Then the next step, I suppose, was to

compel you to visit me on the ensuing Wednesday
—last Wednesday—to obtain the ransom-money
for tlie pocket-book''"

" My husband menaced me in the most terrible

manner," rei)lied Ernestina, "and compelled mc to

do his will iu that respect. He cared not how I con-

ducted the delicate transaction so lung as 1 suc-

ceeded in accomplishing it; and you may imagine
the extent of my joy and gratitude when the appeal

which I made to your bounty in tliis room was
met by the gift of the very sum that I was bound to

take back to my unprincipled husband. During
your temporary absence from the apartment, 1

I

thrust the pocket-book into that vase," she con-

j

tinned, indicating the ornament with her delicate

hand: "but had you proffered me less than ihe

two thousand guineas which I was necessitated

to take back to Dysart, I should have besought you
to present me with that amount."
"How strangely is all the mystery unravelling

itself!" cried the nobleman. "You cannot con-

ceive my astonishment on discovering the pocket-

book in that vase! Not for an instant did my
suspicions settle upon you, Ernestina. Would to

God that I had never been told otherwise, but the

affair had remained enveloped in mystery !"

" All ! now you hate—-despise—and abhor me !"

exclaimed Ernestina, bursting into tears. "Oh!
I am miserable—most miserable!"

"Console yourself, my darling niece!" cried

Lord Leveson, more affected than he bad been for

many, many years. " Had I done my duty to-

wards you—had I compelled you to leave that

villain Dysart and return home to me—all this

would not have happened !"

"You have no cause for self reproach, my dear

uncle," said Lady Ernestina Dysart, wiping her

eyes. "You have more than once besought me
to leave him—you have a hundred times assured

me that your dwelling was always my home when-

ever I might choose to make it so I But I have

been infatuated with that man : and more-

over
''

' But she suddenly checked herself and stopped

short in confusion and embarrassment, as she felt

that her recollections were hurrying her upon most

delicate ground.

"Ah! you have some other secret, which is as

yet unexplained, Ernestina!" cried the Marquis,

gazing latently upon her. "Tell me what is

passing in your mind: tell me also how it is that

Dysart has obtained such an extraordinary empire

over you as to be able to push you onward inte

such courses as those which you have already de-

tailed! Mere threats and menaces alone could

not wield so de.^potic an influence over a mind so

powerful as your's. Besides, you have long ceased

to love Dysart—I know you have ! It is impossible

that you could continue a victim to that infatua-

tion which first made you fluig yourself away upon

such a man. His treatment of you—bis unp inci-

pled character—his dissipated habits—and then

that duel which almost stamped him as a umr-

derer, must have crushed your affections and

turned your love into loathing. There must con-

sequently be some other cause for that power

which he exercises over you? Come—be explicit,

Ernestina-; it is necessary that I should learn

every circumstance, even the slightest, of that po-

sition in which you arc placed—or else how shall

I lie able to extricate you completely from the

toils in which Dysart has enmrshed you?"

" F.verv fresh explanation which I am now called

upon to give," said Erncstin:i, her countenance

onci! ni'ro b(;coming scarlet, " is only an adibtion

to the talc of my own infamy. Know, then,"

bh« continued, in a voice that was scarcely audible,

and vith downcast looks, "that I loved another

I WW criminal — and my husband detected

me "

'• Enough, Ernestina!" ejaculated the Marquis.

« 1 comiireliend it all n )W !"

But lio did not, however, understand the whole
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truth of the dreadful affair to which his niece al-

luded: nor had she the courage to enlighten him

fully on that head by an unreserved confession of

the bath-room scene and its slioeking results.

" The quarrel which took place between myself

and my brother Algernon upwards of a year ago,"

she continued, " was caused by his discovery of my
frailty. Yes—he beheld me one day walking with

the object of my unlawful love—he observed our

tender embraces—and he subsequently remon-

strated with me upon the impropriety of my con-

duct. Hence our dispute—hence that fatal alien-

ation of even the affections of my own brother

from me !"

" We will not speak of him, Ernestina," said the

Marquis, emphatically. " Let us now talk only of

yourself. Can you and vfill you leave your hus-

band ?"

" But how am I to ensure myself against his per-

secutions in future?" asked the lady. " If I leave

him abruptly, without mutual consent "

" Are there any terms upon which he will con-

sent?" inquired the nobleman.

"You are acquainted with his character, my
dear uncle

"

" I comprehend you, Ernestina. Money—money
—everything may be done with him by means of

money. Tell him, then, that I will allow him a

thousand a-year, on condition that he consents to

a separation from you and that he retires to the

Continent, where his income shall alone be

payable."
" I will do so, my dear uncle," said Ernestina;

"and no words can convey to you the deep sense

of gratitude which I experience for this kindness

on your part. To-morrow or next day I will come

to you again and report Dysart's answer."

Ernestina then embraced Lord Leveson and

took her departure, deeply affected with the in-

terviev/.

CHAPTER XLV.

THE HUSBAND AND WIFE.

It was one o'clock in the morning when Ernestina

arrived in a, hackucy-coach at Beechey Manor.

Her liusband had been sitting up carousing with

his alleged friend Sir. Jones, although he was not

thus waiting in expectation of his wife's return : on

the contrary, he was much surprised on hearing

her double knock at the front door. He answered

the summons himself, Mr. and Mrs. Underdowu

having long previously retired to rest: and the

moment Ernestina entered the hall, he said in a
tone of greedy anxiety, " Well, is it all right ?'

"Wretch!" muttered Ernestina, as she flung

upon him a look of mingled scorn and hatred : and

she innnediately observed by his flushed counte-

nance and the unsteady manner in which he held

the candle, that he had been drinking deeply.

" What was that you said ?" he demanded,

brutally, uncertain whether he had heard aright.

She gave him no response: but snatching the

light from his hand, proceeded into the dining-

rooHi, where she filled a tumbler with water, wliich

she drank at a draught.

I " N ow, then," said Dysart—for we need no longer

I

;itjle him by his assumed name of Bradshaw,—

"perhaps you will condescend to give me bohm
account of your proceedings : unless you like to
defer it until to-morrow morning "

"As well now as at any other time," she ex-
claimed, with a demonstration of spirit so marked
and unmistakable that her husband prepared him-
self for a scene.

" Well—and do you intend to pick a quarrel with
me?" he demanded, fiercely.

"I care not whether I quarrel with you, or not,"

she replied. "You see before you a desperate
woman "

" Then I'll very soon knock your desperation out
of you," exclaimed Dysart, staggering forward
with clenched fist and upraised arm to strike her.

" Beware I' she cried, snatching up a knife from
the table on which the supper-things still remained

:

then, stepping back, but brandishing t'ne weapon,
while her countenance was pale with rage, she
said in a hoarse tone, " Dare to strike me, wretch,

and I will plunge this knife into your heart—al-

thiiugh I were to mount the scaffold to-morrow
morning for the murder !"

"What the devil ails the woman?" exclaimed
Dysart, shrinking back in terror : then, throwing
himself upon a seat, he said, "I am prepared to
listen to anything you may have to tell me."

"You are doubtless anxiously expecting me to
place the other five hundt ed guineas in your hand,*

she observed, with a fierce bitterness in her tone

and an implacable hatred in her looks : " but yoa
will be disappointed—for I have returned wiiboiit

them."
" Then have j'on not seen the gentleman ?" d»>

manded Dysart.
" I have," she responded coldly.

"And did he cheat you?—or did yon play the

prude at the last moment?" inquired her husband,

half starting from his chair, but sinking back into

it the next instant as he saw that his wife was
really nerved with an uuusual spirit.

"The person whom I encountered in Soho
Square," she said, still with that same frecsing

bitterness of voice, " was my own uncle, the Mar-
quis of Leveson."

"By Jove! this is unfortunate," exclaimed Dy-
sart, startled and almost astounded by the intelli-

gence. " But of course you made some excuse^
you declared it was all a mistake

"

"I did no such thing," interrupted Ernestina.

" He took me home witii him—and we had a long

and serious conversation together. The result

was that he is prepared to make you, tlirough me^

a certain proposition
"

"What is it?' demanded Dysart, abruptly.

" He will allow you a thousand guineas a-year oa
condition that you retire to tiie Continent, where

the revenue thus afforded by his bounty can alone

be received by you:'—aud as Ernestina tlius

spoke, slie fixed lur eyes upon her husband with

an expression wiiich told him as eloquently as such

speaking orbs could do, that her own mind waa

iiTevocably made up to some settled project.

" And is there no other condition affixed to thsa

splendid proposal on your uncle's part?" demanded

Paul Dysart, who already more thau suspected

what was coming, and who gave utterance to those
|

words with a savage irony.

" A separation between you and me," responded
j

Ernestina, with icy ealmueas.
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"Well, then, I won't consent to it," rejoined

Dysart, doggedly. "I can't afford to part with

you, my dear, on such cheap terms," he added,

with a coarse chuckhng laugh.

" But my resolution is unalterably taken," she

said : " and 1 tell you once for all tliat I will live

with you no longer. I confess that I was unfaith-

ful to you—tliat I learnt to love another. But

even if there had been no provocation on your

side, my guilt has every extenuation in the awful

punishment it lias received. There toas, however,

all possible provocation on your part. You know

how I once loved you—how completely wrapped

up in you I was : and that fervid affection on my
part only required to be cherished in order to last

until the end. But instead of appreciating that

illimitable love which I bestowed upon you—in-

stead of recompensing me by your kindness for

any sacrifice of fortune and position, wealth and

comfort, which I made in becoming your wife

—

you treated me with cruelty, neglect, and indift'er-

ence. Left for days and days alone—deserted by

you from morning to night—was it singular tiiat I

yielded to temptation? You were not nigh to

cheer me—to give me that moral strength which

ever arises from a love that is reciprocated by its

object : but you left me to solitude; and loneHness

—or else to the influence of that temptation. Ah !

I can assure you that the siege whic'i I sustained

was long—my better feelings triumphed for months

and months,—until i:i a moment when some
flagrant neglect or downright cruelty on your part

had left me weaker in mind than ever I was bei'ore

—in that fatal moment, I say, did I succumb. But

my punishment has been dreadful—dreadful : and
now I am i-esolved to endure your despotism no
longer."

" I have listened to this long speech," said Dy-
sart, who was at first overawed and even dismayed

by the terrible earnestness of his wife's tone, man-
ner, and language,—" I have listened to this long

speecli with as much attention and patience as a

juryman to an Old Bailey pleader : but I have no-

thing to say in answer to it. All I want you to

understand is that I don't mean to part with you
for a paltry thousand a-year. You are my wife

—

and if you leave me, I will ferret you out and bring

you back. If you dare to take refuge in your
uncle's house, I'll penetrate into its innermost

recesses and drag you out. So there is ray decision

—and I'll write the same to the old fellow the first

thing after breakfast in the morning. Now, then,

let us go up to bed."
" Never again, Dysart," said Evnestina, empha-

tically, "shall you and I press the same couch.

The incidents of the last few hours have made such

an impression upon my mind, that I am resolved

to leave you—I am determined to separate from
you."

" You are mad !" ejaculated Dysart, furiously, as

he started from his seat. " Dare to thwart me—and
I'll dig up the dead body of your paramour and
bring it into this very house to scare and horrify you
into submission."

"Your menaces are vain and useless," said Ernes-

tina : but her countenance grew asliy pale and her

whole form trembleil visibly benealU the bligliting

influence of that awful threat which had smitten her

like a pestilence.

" Well, we shall see," exclaimed Dysart. " Now

drop that knife—and follow me directly—or a death-

struggle must ensue between us :"—and he advanced

towards her.

"Keep ofl'!" she cried in a frenzied tone: "lam
not the mistress of my actions—I cannot control

my rage— I am desperate!"
" Fool—mad woman !" muttered Dysart, return-

ing to his seat. " Now let us reason quietly

for a few minutes. You gave me a long speech

just now — and it is but fair that you should

hear one in return. Don't you think that, if

you proclaim open war against me and get your

precious old uncle to back you in it, — don't

you think, I say, that I could tell a pretty story

about you ? Now, what are the facts?—you appear

to have forgotten them. Last June we left England
very suddenly and went to the Continent. On our

arrival there we resolve to refnain abroad some
time, Paris being so much to our liking. We send

over and dismiss all the servants from our villa at

Blackheath. A few weeks afterwards, business

compels me to come secretly over to London : and

I leave you in Paris. Ah 1 how you wanted to

accompany me I—and when I refused, on account of

the expense and so on, how earnestly you enjoined

me not to go near the villa in case of being seen and

arrested! Your very importunity on that point

made me suspect something— though I did not

know what. Well, on coming to London, I did go

to the villa: and I rummaged through all your

drawers to see if tliere were any letters or papers

which you were fearful of falling into my hands.

But instead of any such documentary evidence, I
\

found a corpse concealed in the bath—and what was

more, a rope-ladder along with it
"

"Enough, sir—enough !" said Ernestina, in a

hoarse voice, and with a dread quivering of the limbs.

" It is useless to prolong the present scene, so pain-

ful to us both."

" More painful to you, I fancy, than to me," ob-

served Paul Dysart, with characteristic brutality.

" What the devil do you mean? You inflict upon

me a long tirade of reproaches—you sum up all my
misdeeds—and you will not listen to my counter-

statement ! But I choose to recapitulate those inci-

dents," he added, rising and placing his back against

the door.

Ernestina took a seat, and gazed abstractedly

upon the fire which was smouldering in the grate.

" Well, as I was saying," continued her husband,

now animated with a fiendish desire to torture her as

much as possible, and also hoping thereby to reduce

her to submission, as he had done on so many, many

previous occasions,—" as I was saying, 1 not only

found the corpse but also the rope- ladder. The fea-

tures were not so disfigured but that I was able

to recognise who the deceased was : and the rope-

ladder told the entire tale plainly enough. More-

over, I called to mind your confusion when you met

me on the night of our departure from the villa—your

pretext about the loss of your ring—and several oilier

circumstances which made the whole thing as plain

as the sun at noon-day. Well, I hastened back to

Paris-accused you of your infideliiy—and horrified

you with an account of the proofs thereof! Ai*!'

how you humbled yourself then—how you fell at

my feet— tore your hail— beat your bosom- -and

watered the very floor with your tears! Yes—you

understood it all— your paramour had been suffo-

cated—perhaps even wliile you were packing up
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your boxes on the lid of the very bath which be-

came his coffin ! You implored me to conceal the

efiects of your fault— to hide the damning proof of

your guilt. Then was it that the idea struck me of

rendering your charms subservient to my purposes.

I propounded my plan—you swore in your despair

to do anything or everything if I would only consign

to the earth that evidence of your frailty which was

still unburied. I consented—but, mistrusting you

I vowed that the corpse should not be moved until

you had performed your portion of the compact.

To this yuu were compelled to agree. We came to

England—and you fulfilled your agreement, playing

you part admirably with the Prince and obtaining

the requisite document. Then I forced you to visit

your uncle aud receive the money for the pocket-

book. This you did likewise : and then I allowed

the corpse to be interred. Thus far we have been of

mutual assistance: and now we should grant

mutual pardon likewise. But no sucii thing. You
get a new crochet into your head— and you say that

you are determined upon a separation. I say that

I won't have it at the price : and now it remains to

be seen who will get the best oft' if we go to war with

each other."

Ernestina made no reply—but sate gazing ab-
straciedly upon the fjrate in which the fiie was
now extinguished. She was motionless: her coun-

tenance was ghastly pale—and she only held the

kuife mechaiiicaly in her hand, without beiiij;

conscious that she still retained it. Deep and
unutterable thoughts were concentrated iu lier

mind,—thoughts of her dead lover, his many ad-

mirable qualities, the graces of his person, and
the boundless affection which he had entertained

for her!
" Well, have you nothinjf to say?" inquired her

husband, after a pause of upwards of a minute.

Ernestina started—recollected herself—and re-

plied in a cold tone, "Nothing more than the

lesolve which I have already communicated to

you."

"Then you are decided?" ho said, in a voice

hoarse with passion.

"Unalterably," was her answer. " You may kill

me—but while I have life in me I will never con-
sent to remain with you after this nijjht."

"But for the rest of this night "

"We must stay beneath the same roof. I am
ill—exhausted—worn out alike in mind and body,"
said Ernestina, in a plaintive voice: "or I would
quit the house this moment. Would that I had
never come back to it I" she added, bitterly.

" Well, I consent that we occupy different cham-
bers," said Dysart, completely i)uzzled how to act:
" but I warn you that I shall make you a prisoner

in the house till you swear the most solemn oath
tliat you renounce all ideas of leaving me."

" Let us occupy different chambers, then," ob-
served Ernestina, repeating his proposal ; and she
felt her courage and her spirits alike reviving; at

the advantage she had already gained in the con-
test with her brutal husband.

Still retaining the knife in her hand, and now
clutching it with the consciousness that it was a
weapon of defence, she took up a candle and moved
towards the door. Dysart not only made way, but
retreated to some distance, as if to convince her
that ho would not attempt to do her an injury. In
ftict, the bully was somewhat cowed aud much

dismayed by the cold desperation of her manner:
the long speech which he had delivered, had evi-

dently f;uled in its intended effect of overawing
her— and his hope was that the morrow would find

her in a more plastic humour and ductile tem-
perament.

lie therefore allowed her to ascend tranquilly

and unmolested to the chamber which she selected

for herself: and following her at a distance, he
locked the door of that room which she thus en-

tered. He then retired to his own apartment,

muttering to himself, "Her old uncle shall either

agree to double the proposed income—or 1 will

keep her with me, and make a market of her
charms."

W'ith this diabolical reflection uppermost in his

mind, Paul Dysart went to bed and soon fell

asleep.

But in the meantime Ernestina had not sought
her couch—nor was she making the sligiitest pre-

paration to retire to rest. Oa the contrary, she
had thrown herself imo an arm-chair and was
giving way to her reflections. The physical and
mental exhaustion of uhich she ere now com-
plained, was no longer felt : her courage had re-

vived—she was nerved with a desperate energy.

The dreadful scene that had just taken place

between her husband and herself, convinced her
that henceforth she must either become the slave

of his despotic will, or else behold in him an im^
placable enemy. She understood full well the

reasons which prevented him from agreeing to a
separation: and she did not choose to allow her
uncle's generosity to be taxed beyond the amount
which he himself had volunteered as an adequate

provision for Dysart. Nor would she consent to

remain with a man who was base enough to con-

template the barter of her charms for gold. la

addition to all these powerful motives urging her

to adopt some resolute and decisive step, the feel-

ing of revenge had flamed up in her bosom and
was already gnawing at her heart's core.

Her mind was speedily made up. She saw a
means—one and the only means—of effecting her

emancipation and wreaking her vengeance at the

same time. The plan was bold—desperate—and
fraught with danger to herself, inasmuch as it

might, if suspected and seen through by her hus-

band, lead h.im to adopt a couuter-vengeanee and
proclaim the tale of the bath-room and the buried

body. But still she saw a way of carrying out her

purposes, and yet inducing Dysart to keep the

seal of silence upon his lips relative to that ap-

palling tragedy. Her resolve was accordingly

taken: she would dare aud risk everything for

freedom and revenge

!

It was now past two in the morning : but she

had not tlie least inclination to sleep. Besides,

when a desperate and vindictive woman h:xs deter-

mined upon a particular course of action, she does

not rest while .«shc should be working in the fur-

therance of her design. Ernestina was a prisoner

in that chamber : but it was important for her to .

leave it for a short half-hour. How was this to be
,

done, so that her husband should not discover in I

the morning that his precaution of locking the

door had been vain and futile?

Ernestina examined the door carefully. It had

one of those usual bed-room locks which instead

of being inserted iu the wood-work itself, was
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screwed on to the door. If she had an instrument

she might unscrew that lock, and tlius free herself.

Her eyes wandered slowly round the room in

search of what she required: and they settled

upon the knife which she had brought up with her,

and which she had laid on the table. Tims the

same proceeding: which had faciiitateil the escape

of Louisa Stanley from tiie Minor Canon's house

at Canterbury, was now adopted by Lady Ernes-

tina Dysart to emancipate herself from the cham-
ber at Becchfiy Manor.
The lock was speedily removed : she opened th?

door—took the light in her hand—and descended

to the dining-room. There she obtained writing-

materials—sate down— and hastily penned the

following note :—

" To the Chief Magistrate at Bow Street.

" Mr. Paul Dysart, who shot tho Uonotirablc (jcorcp

Seftnn at Lord Herbert's house, in the month of Juno la.-.t,

and n(?nhist whom a verdict of ' WH/ul Murdtr ' has hecu
20*

returned hy a Coroner's Jury, is now liviii,.,' at Beecliey

Manor )iear Wands ivorth, under tho name of Brailahaw.

Great precautions must be used in capturing liim. a^ there

are several avenues of escape from the houec ; and he is

cunnhig in the extreme. By no means lot him learn how
his presence in England has been dlscoverett ; and ou no

account let him sec this letter, which, though anonymom,

contains the truth."

Having folded, sealed, and addressed the letter,

Lady Ernestiia Dysart consulted her watch. It

was now three o'clock in the morning: and she

hesitated whether to take the next step imme-

diately, or wait a little. But her mind was soon

made up : and having decided on proceeding in

her plan without delay, she quilted the dining-

roniu-passed into the back premises of the .Maimr

— ;uid cntcrctl a small chamber where Uuderdowu

and his wile .slept.

The old couple were fast asleep in bed : but Er-

nesliiia awoke them, placing Iier linger upon her

lips to enjoin silence. They were naturally
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alarmed at being thus disturbed : Lady Dysart,

however, hastened to reassure them as to the

motive of her presence there ; and as they had re-

ceived many landnesses from her, during the short

period of her residence at the Manor, they were

not annoyed at being startled from their slumbers.

"You must do me a very particular favour," she

said, when they were thus tranquillised: "and

above ail things, I conjure you to observe a pro-

found secrecy as to all that passes between us."

" You know, ma'am, that we don't gossip," re-

pFied Jlrs. Underdown. " No living soul has heard

us breathe a syllable about the strange affair that

took place here t'other Monday night—when the

place was hung with the black cloth and the car-

riage come with all those men "

" Well, well—we don't want a history of all that

over again," interrupted old Tom Underdown,

testily, as he sate up in bed and rubbed hLs eyes.

" 1 was only proving to the lady that we don't

bother ourselves about other people's concerns,"

exclaimed Mrs. Underdown. " Ilowsomever, I'll

hold my tongue, and let Mrs. Bradshaw tell us

what she wishes done. We're both ready to serve

you, ma'am, to the best of our poor ability."

" I know you are—and I thank you," iinswered

Ernestina. " What I now require," •she continued,

addressing herself to the old man, " is that you

get up at once—leave the house by the back gate

as quietly as possible—and take this letter up to

London. But you must be sure and return by

breakfast-time, so that Mr. Bradshaw may see you

working as usual in the garden: for he must on

no account have reason to suspect, either this

morning or afterwards, that you undertook such

an errand for ji\e."

"What o'eloQk is it, ma'am.''" inquired the old

felloa'.
'-

" Just three," answered Lady Ernestina : " ^bout

five minutes past."

" Oh ! there's plenty of time," said Underdown.
"Where is the letter to be delivered ?"

" Put it in the letter-box at the Police Office in

Bow Street," replied Ernestina: "and if there be

no letter box, thrust it underneath the door."

" The Police Office ?" echoed the old couple, in

a breath : and they gazed up at Ernestina with

uneasy looks.

"Yes—the Police Office," she repeated, empha-

tically. "But fear nothing. Keep your own
counsel—and all will be well. Besides, you have

done naught to render you timid or apprehen-

sive ^"

"No, ma'am—certainly not," observed Under-

down. " But being privy, as one may say, to the

business of t'other night
"

"Not at all," interrupted Ernestina. "You
merely assisted in hanging up the black cloth—

and then you remained close in your own room.

With anything that took place afterwards you had

no concern. I3esides, the object of this letter has

not the least reference to that affair—neither will

it transpire in what may follow. Do what I tell

you—keep your own counsel—and here are ten

guineas for you."
" We shan't have cars or eyes for anything you

don't want us to hear or see, ma'am," said old Un-
derdown, his wrinkled face brightening up mar-
vellously at the sight of the gold. " So now Til bo

Ernestina then quitted the chamber occupied by
the old couple : and, retracing her way to the hall,

she was about to ascend the stairs to her own
room, when the sound of a footstep fell upon her

ear.

Heav«ns! if it were her husband, he would sus-

pect lier of some sinister intention—he might even

murder her in his rage! The colour fled from her

cheeks, leaving her pale as death : her heart was

chilled— it seemed ice at the very core;—and her

breath was hushed in awful suspense. For a few

moments she paused and listened: some one was

evidently descending the stairs stealthily—and the

mysterious visitor Jones flashed to her recolleciion

!

Yes—it must be he : for assuredly her husband

would not walk about the house with such studied

caution and noiselescness.

Relieved by the thought, Ernestina glided into

the dining-room—extinguished the light—and con-

cealed herself behind the window-cuiUins. If it

should happen to be Djsart, she hoped to be sate

in that retreat: and she was equally averse to en-

counter his friend Jones, who would be sure to tell

him, when next they met, that he had seen his wife

wandering about at that hour. Thus Ernestina had

a double motive for concealing herself in ihe man-
ner described.

Stealthily did the steps continue to descend the

stairs— next they crossed the hall—and then they

approached the diniag room. Emestina's suspense

was fearful to a degree : an awful consternation

was upon her. That the individual was the soi-

disant Mr. Jones, she had now no longer the

slightest doubt. But what could he want ?— what

motive had he in creeping about the house at such
\

an hour and in such a manner? Was plunder his
;

aim? Ifso, he would murder any one whom he

discovered espying his actions!

Such were the terrible reflections that swept
;

through the brain of the terrified lady as slie stood,

rigid, motionless, and cold as a marble statue, be- 1

hind the curtains. The individual entered the
,

dining-room: Emestina's eyes caught the gleam
j

of a light through the heavy drapery ;—but she
^

dared not peep forth—the blood was curdled in her

veins

!

" 1 hope the brandy isn't locked up, after all
!"

muttered the individual in an audible tone, as he •

advanced across the room.

The voice was the same which had answered her

when she spoke from the window on the preceding

night: the stealthy intruder was therefore, as she

had suspected, none other than Mr. Jones. He was

no burglar who had just broken into the house:

but the guest whom her husband had received and

lodged Rt the Manor.

And that voice—it again sounded familiar to her

ears! An irresistible curiosity, rendered more

poignant by a vague but tremendous suspicion

which had just sprung up iu her mind, prompted

her to peep between the curtains : but no pen can

describe the awful sensation whicli seized upon

her, when she recognised the countenance of the

man who had dug the grave in the garden of the

villa at Blackheatli

!
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CHAPTER XLVI.

THE RESULTS OF THE LETTER.

A CKT of horror rose to Ernestina's lips : but it

was met—choked—and stifled, ere it burst forth,

by a retura of that tremendous consternation

which had already seized upon her once within the

last few minutes. Transfixed to the spot where
she stood behind the curtain, she was again cold

—

motionless—and rigid as a statue : and as a marble

statue was she also pale

!

She knew not who the man was—she was even

ignorant of his name : but there was something so

fearfully sinister in his looks, that the presence of

a loathsome reptile in the room could not have

produced a more powerful effect upon her. And
then, to think that such a man should be her hus-

band's guest—perhaps his friend,—a man who had
dug a grave with all the cool unconcern of a
matter of business, and who had handled and

buried the corpse of her paramour with a kindred

indifference,—the idea that such a man was an in-

mate of the house, struck Ernestina with the direst

horror.

But she remained perfectly still and motionless

behind the curtains, whOe the fellow tried the

doors of the side-board. They were locked : and
he gave vent to a fearful imprecation, which

enhanced Ernestina's alarm at his desperate

character.
" Well, this is devilish pleasant," he muttered to

himself. " Not to be able to sleep a wink—and to

have nothing to drive away thought with. By
jingo! I'll break open the doors of this cursed

side-board Ah ! here are the keys, by Satan !"

And this imprecation, which was uttered with a
fearful emphasis, struck awfully upon the ear of

the listening lady behind the curtain.

Mr. Jones now proceeded to try one key after

another; and in a brief space he succeeded in

I

opening the wine-cooler of the side-board. To
his supreme satisfaction lie found a bottle of

liquor ; and having assured himself, by the test of a
long draught, that it was brandy, he expressed his

delight in audible terms. He then locked up the

wine-cooler again, and took his departure from the

room with the bottle in one hand and his candle in

the other.

I

Ernestina's breath appeared to return with an

I

ease that increased in proportion as the retreating

footsteps became less and less audible : and when
I
some minutes had elapsed and the house was again

I quiet, she stole forth from her hiding-place. But

I

she had now to descend to the kitchen to procure

a light for her candle ; and, having done this, she
retraced her way cautiously and stealthily to her

!
chamber.

The task of restoring the lock to its place upon
the door did not occupy many minutes; and by
the time the work was accomplished, she felt so

thoroutfhly worn out and exhausted alike in mind
and body, that she could scarcely undress herself

But at length she laid aside her apparel and souglit

j

the couch. At first she feared iii.it the agitated

I condition of her thoughts and the thousand topics

! which kept them in a dizzy whirl, would prevent

her from obtaining that slumber which was so ne-

cessary to recruit her mental and physical energies

for all that was to happen during the day now

about to dawn : but nature speedily indemnified
herself for the fatigues and rending anxieties that
had been undergone.

She soon fell asleep, and slept soundly too.

When she awoke, her watch informed her that it was
nine o'clock ; and she hastily quitted her couch.
A glance flung from the window, showed her
old Underdown working diligently in the garden;
—and she felt assured that her errand hiid been
accomplished. Perhaps the letter was already in
the hands of the Chief Magistrate?

Ernestina felt that she had now a difficult part
to play—a part that was likewise loathsome and
revolting to her feelings. For she was about to
manifest the utmost submission to her husband-
induce him to believe that there was a thorough
revival of aft'ection on her part—coax, wheedle,
and caress him—and, in fine, adopt all possible
means to lull him into a false security with respect
to her feelings and her conduct.

Scarcely was her morning-toilette completed,
when Dysart unlocked the door and entered the
room. The glance which he flung upon his wife
was followed by a gleam of triumph irradiating

his countenance: for he read mingled contrition
and submissiveness in her whole demeanour,

" Well, Ernestina," he said, in a mild voice, " is

it to be peace or war ?"

"Peace—by all means, peace," she exclaimed:
" that is, if I did not go too far last night to render
peace impossible?"

" Since I asked the question, it must have been
with the view of leaving the decision in your
hands," returned Dysart. "I thought you would
see the fully of a rupture with me:— it could an-
swer no good end—because our affairs, interests,

and secrets are too intimately blended not to ren-
der it prudent for us to work in harmony and in

concert. Do you regard the matter in the same
light?"

"Precisely," was the response, delivered with
much apparent earnestness. " Besides, after all

that has occurred I should not in any case desert

you so long as my services may at any moment be

required in your behalf ?"

" What do you particularly allude to?' asked
Dysart.

" I mean that if circumstances should render it

necessary to use that document which I obtained

from the Prince Regent "

" Of course ! the thing would have to be ma-
naged delicately and prudently," exclaimed Dysart.
" It could not be entrusted to clumsy hands—for

my very life may be made to depend upon that

paper."
" Think you, then," said Ernestina, approaching

her husband with tears in her eyes, "that I would

leave you in danger and dilhculty, after taking so

much trouble to procure that document? No, no : I

do not possess a bad heart— although my temper

may be hasty But you should make allowances

for my feelings after such a scene as tliiit which oc-

curred last night in Soho Square. To think that

I should have been thus exposed to Lord Levcson I

Ah ! it was enough to goad me almost to madness—
or plunge me into despair!"

" Well, 1 dare say tiiat I was too hasty and

severe in jud'.,'ing you," said Dysart. But come

—

we will say no more relative to the pa.st: and

let us be better friends for the future."
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" Such is my earnest hope," answered the lady,

wiping her eyes.

They ttien descended to the breakfast-parlour;

and Ernestina continued to behave with the ut-

most kindness towards her husband. Of her own

accord she arran^jed Mr. Jones's meal upon the

tray ; although she could scarcely repress a visible

shudder when she thought of the wretch for whom
she was thus preparing his food, which Dysart

hastened to carry up to him.

After breakfast, Ernestina went into the do-

mestic offices to issue her commands respecting

the dinner ; and she found an opportunity of ex-

changing a few words with TJnderdown. The old

man had faithfully executed her commission ; and

she once more charged him and his wife not to be-

tray any uneasiness or exhibit any suspicious

emotion, should some startling occurrence take

place during the day. Having thus again re-

assured the old couple, Ernestina repaired to the

drawing-room, where her husband was lounging

upon a sofa, reading a book.

It was now nearly eleven o'clock, and Ernestina

was trembling inwardly with an intense anxiety and

nervousness. The officers of justice might be ex-

pected every moment ; and so much—indeed, every-

thing—depended upon whether Dysart should sus-

pect that she had aught to do with his arrest. She

weighed in her mind all the chances for and against

this result : her imagination was on the rack in re-

viewing the measures she had adopted and the cal-

culations she had made. Her better judgment con-

vinced her that she was safe and secure ; but her

fears suggested the contrary. She was like one who
has committed a crime all traces of which have in

reality disappeared, but the discovery of which a

guilty conscience is ever whispering to be imminent.

When she entered the drawing-room, Dysart laid

down his book, and began to converse upon a variety

of indifferent topics. He evidently had determined

upon adopting a conciliatory policy towards his wife:

but she did not repent of what she had done. In fact,

the longer she meditated upon the character of her

husband and the life she had led with him, the more
she was resolved to emancipate herself from so ab-

horrent a thraldom, under any circumstances. This

feeling on her part pradiialiy inspired her with the

necessary courage and presence of mind to go

through with the measures she had initiated ; and

sitting down to her needle-work, she conversed

calmly, kindly, and submissively with the man whom
she had determined to send to the gibbet.

It was about mid-day, when old Mrs. Underdown
entered the drawing-room to say that a person who
bad just arrived from France, with letters from

General Beechey, desired to see Mr. Bradshaw.

Ernestina dropped her work in the sudden confusion

which seized upon her : for she felt convinced that

the crisis was now at hand. But her emotion passed

unobs«rved by her husband ; and she instantaneously

recovered her presence of mind.
Dysart was evidently struck with a suspicion that

all was not right: but he entertained not the remotest

idea that Ernestina was plotting against him.
" What sort of a man is he ?" he inquired

hastily of the old woman. " But did you say I was
|

at home ?"

" I said I didn't know, sir—I would see," she an

swered. " He seems a respectable-looking person

short and slight
"

"Shall I see him, Ernestina?" asked Dysart,

turning uneasily towards his wife, and speaking to her

in the French language, with which they were both
intimately convers ant. "Do you not think it is sin-

gular that Beechey should send over a messenger,

instead of writing by the post? Because he and I

have nothing so very important between us "

"I really know not how to advise," responded
Ernestina, also in the French tongue. " It may be a
stratagem : and yet

"

"Well, at all events, I must risk it," exclaimed
Dysart : then turning to the old woman, be said,

" Show the person up."

The instant Mrs. Underdown had quitted the

room, Dysart banded Ernestina a key, saying in a

hurried and nervous manner, " Now, if this should

really be a trick, you must instantaneously go to

the bed-room, open my desk, and secure the docu-

ment about your person : because if I am taken, my
papers may be searched. And, by the bye, there's

that fellow "

"Jones?" ejaculated Ernestina, impatieutly.
" What of him ? Does he incur any risk ?"

"Why—they will scarcely search the house if

they secure me," exclaimed Dysart. " But '

He stopped short : for at this moment Mrs. Un-
derdown re-appeared, introducing the visitor into

the room. She immediately withdrew; and both
Dysart and his wife threw rapid and searching

glances upon the individual who now stood in their

presence. But there was nothing of that ill-look-

ing demeanour and suspicious mien which the ima-
gination is wont to associate with its ideas of an
officer of justice. Nevertheless, Dysart was evi-

dently uneasy, while Ernestina felt convinced that

the man was a myrmidon of the law.

"Mr. Dysart," he said, "I am sorry to be com-
pelled to do my duty—and resistance will be vain.

My people have surrounded the house "

" O heaven !" screamed Ernestina, with an ad-
mirably assumed outburst of feeling : and she
clasped her hands as if in the deepest anguish.

"Don't make yourself miserable, my dear," said

Dysart, flinging upon her a significant look to

remind her of his injunctions relative to the writ-

ing-desk. "You had better leave the room "

"Yes— I think your ladyship had better with-

draw," observed Larry Sampson—for he it was

:

although Ernestina had not recognised in him the

sham postman of the preceding Friday.
" But are you going to take my husband away ?*

she cried, sUU sustainiog that artificial show of
grief which was as successfully assumed as were
the blandishments which in that very apartment
she had lavished upon the Prince Kegent.
" Your ladyship shall see him again before he

goes," answered Larry. " I am in no hurry to

remove him, if he behaves as a gentleman should."

Ernestina embraced Dysart with affected entha«

siasm, and then hurried from the room. Speeding
to the bed-chamber, she hastily unlocked the desk
—took out the document—^and secured it about
her person. She then closed the desk again, leav-

ing the key in it

" Ah ! now my vengeance will be consummated !*•

she murmured to herself, her whole manner and
appearance suddenly changing from assumed grief

and .'ubmissiveuess into the desperate energy of an
outraged and resolute woman. " 1 have not

played the hypocrite without avail : I won back
|
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his confidence—and he has entrusted into my
hauil^ the only means of savinij his life. But he is

a doomed man— yes, a doomed man : and I shall

be free!"

There was now soraethhig terrible and even aw-
ful in the beauty of Ernestiua Dysart, as she thus

gave way to her vindictive musings. Her eyes

flashed fire—her whole form dilated—her bosom
swelled with grand upheaviogs— and her counte-

nance, which had become pale as marble, wore an
expression of stern decision, like that of a Roman
matron when sending: forth her son to die in the

defence of his country.

Having remained for a few minutes in tlie bed-

chamber, Ernestiua went back to the drawing-

room, where she found two other constables, in

addition to Larry Sampson ; and her husband was
drinking a glass of brandy-and-water, doubtless

to keep up his spirits. The lady resumed an as-

pect of profound grief: but Dysart bade her

"cheer up, as the thing must have happened
sooner or later." She saw that he entertained not

the slightest suspicion of her treachery towards

him; and she averted her head to conceal the

joy and satisfaction which swelled in her heart

and which she feared might beam forth in her

looks.

" I suppose you will allow me to say a few words

apart to her ladyship?" said Dysart, addressing

Sampson.
" In this room, by all means," was the response.

Dysart then drew his wife into the recess of the

bay-window, and whispered in French, " I suppose

you have got the document safe ?"

She replied in the affirmative.

" So much the better," observed Dysart. "But
I don't think they mean to search the house : in-

deed, why should they? They have got me—and
that is all they want. It appears that the principal

man there— the one who came up first— is Samp-
son, the famous officer : but he won't tell me how
he found me out."

"Perhaps you were seen, recognised, and
watched on some occasion?" said Ernestina. "But
since the mischief is done, it is useless to waste

time in speculating how It was caused. What do
you wish me to do ?* she asked, ia a tone of sub-

mission.

" I suppose you won't like to live here all by
youreelf?" said Dysart, inquiringly.

"No—Oh! no," answered Ernestina. "I would
either t:ike a lodging near the place where you will

be confined
"

"Newgate, my dear—Newgate," observed Dy-
sart, with a sickly smile. " We need not mince
matters : I shall experience tJie reality soon
enough. But if you would prefer going to Albe-
marle Street, I have no objection under the cir-

cumstances "

" I should be loath to do anything that will add
to your sorrows," observed the lady, raising her
handkerchief to her eyes.

* Come—perhaps this grief on your part is more
than I deserve," said her husband, his harsh nature
softened for the moment by the appearance of

profound sorrow on Ernestina's part. " All things

considorcil, you had perhaps better fcike a lodging

near Newgate : unless you prefer staying with the

Marqu s. But since wo have agreed upon peace,"

added Dysart, now feeiiug that he was entirely in

his wife's power, '•' I would rather you should con-
sult your own wishes. There is one thing, remem-
ber, to be considered— which is, that the Prince
has frequently visited your uncle of late, and you
might meet him at Leveson House."

" And should I not avail myself of those op-
portunities to strengthen the claim which we al-

ready possess upon him?" said Ernestina, appa-
rently with a tone and look of profound sincerity.

" Ah ! if you would do that," said Dysart, " I

cannot object "

"You know—you must know, Paul,"' she mur-
mured, "that I will do everything— anytiling to
ensure your safety !"

" Then go to Leveson House, by all means," he
answered: "and when I am once more at liberty

—as I must inevitably be in a few weeks—I will

convince you that I am not ungrateful."
" Yes—it will be all over in a few weeks," said

Ernestina, deeply feeling all the ominous signifi-

cancy of the words which she had just repeated.

"Then you will leave the Manor in the course of
the day ?" observed Dysart. " But — but," he
added, hesitatingly, " you had better not see that

fellow Jones. Tell old Underdown to explain to

him what has happened to me -"

" Your suggestions shall be acted upon," inter-

rupted Ernestina. "I will procure a glass coach
from Wandsworth and repair to Leveson House
within a couple of hours. To-morrow I will call

and see you "

" I shall be anxiously expecting you, my dear
Ernestina," observed Dysart. " And now—before

I go— tell me wiiether you forgive me for the

past '.'
'

" Do you forgive 7ne .^" she whispered, in a
tremulous voice.

*'Yes—let us embrace," replied her husband:
and Ernestina submitted to the ordeal with an
inward shuddering—for it seemed to her as if the

man she had once loved with so deep an infatua-

tion, was already a corpse stiff and stark from the

gallows.

They then separated—Dysart taking his depar-

ture with the Bow Street officers : and within two
hours he was lodged in Newgate.

Ernestina, who had no inclination to meet Mr.

Jones face to face, sent him by Underdown a mes-
sage to the effect enjoined by her husband ; and
having hberally rewarded the old couple for all

their attentions, she entered the glass-coach which

had been procured from Wandsworth to take her
to Leveson House,

CHAPTER XLVIL

A HAPPT FAMILY.—THE PHIXCESS.

In a splendidly- furnished drawing-room, at one ol

the finest mansions in Piccadilly, three persons

were seated. These were Lord and Lady Florimei,

with their niece, the Honourable Miss Florence

Eaton.

The noblemen was about forty-one or forty-two

years of age—short and slender, but remarkably
handsome. It was evident from his a|>pearance

tliat he must in his youth have been of a fcminin«

cast of beauty: for his features were small ami

of classic outline—his dark hair was long and
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curled naturally—and his whiskers were only of

comparatively recent growth. His teeth were ad-

mirable, and his complexion was remarkably pure.

Lady Florimel, whose Christian name was

Pauline, was thirty-eight ; and, although inclining

to embonpoint, she was exceedingly handsome

alike in countenance and form. Her tall stature

prevented the expansion of her charms from ap-

pearing too luxuriant : but the richness of their

contours was grandly developed. Her marriage

with Florimel had remained unblest by offspring :

and thus nothing had marred the splendour of that

beauty which still seemed to retain all the first

fre.shness of youth. Her hair, of a dark brown,

was remarkably luxuriant: her teeth were as per-

fect and as brilliant as when the partirig roses of

the lips revealed them in the smiles of her girl-

Iiood ;—and she had not mingled sufficiently in the

pleasures and gaiety of the fashionable world to

have lost the carnation from her cheeks in the hot

and unwholesome atmosphere of ball rooms.

Lady Florimel's elder sister, Octavia, had

married the Honourable Arthur Eaton, who at

the death of his fatlier became Lord Marchmont.

But he did not long survive this accession to the

family title and estates : his constitution had been

considerably undermined by the treacheries and

misfortunes he had experienced in his youth—and

he sank into an early grave. The title became ex-

tinct : the landed property passed into the hands of

a distant male relative of the family ;—but Lady

Marchmont was left with a comfortable income de-

rived from money in the funds. Her charming

daughter Florence was then her only consolation :

and though the worm of early sorrows liad eaten its

cankering way into her heart, she still hoped and

prayed to live long enough to see the dearly beloved

girl grow up to woman's estate. But in this aspira-

tion she was disappointed: a severe cold which

she caught, threw iier upon a sick bed—and in a

few days she breathed her last.

Florence was eight years old when she thus lost

her mother. But she found an affectionate sub-

stitute in her aunt Pauline, who at once took

the orphan under her care: and as Lord Flori-

mel had no children of his own, he soon learnt

to love little Florence as dearly as if she were

bis daughter. The orphan girl grew up in beauty

and innocence: and at the time we now in-

troduce her to our readers, she is nineteen years

old.

But let us draw the portrait of Florence Eaton

as she appeared on that occasion, when seated with

her uncle and aunt at the palatial mansion in Picca-

dilly.

She was cue of those Madonna-like creatures

who seem too fair to inhabit this cold, selfish world

of our's. Her complexion was of the purest white

and dazzlingly transparent, so that upon her high

and innocent forehead, where candour was en-

throned on its unblemished ivory seat, the delicate

tracery of azure veins appeared through the

diaphanous skin. Her hair, which was of a light

brown tinged with a golden hue, fell in the profu-

sion of countless tresses upon her shoulders and

back : for it was worn as in girlhood and with none

of it gathered up in a knot bcliind.

Her eyes were azure—not large, but full of a pe-

culiar and melting softness, which was also visible

in her smile. Her brows were darker than her

hair, but delicately pencilled : and her long lashes

were a shade darker still. Her nose was perfectly

straight—her lips were of the brightest coral in

hue, and seemed cut with the precision of a classic

chisel—and her chin was turned with an equally

artistic accuracy.

Her shape was that of a sylph. Nothing could

exceed the graceful arching of the swan like neck,

or the statuesque carriage of the shoulders. The
bust was gently developed in flowing outline, sufl&-

cient to enhance the beauty of her person, but not

too much to mar the airy lightness of her figure.

The elegance of her symmetry was combined with

a willowy flsxibility of the form : her feet moved
so glancingly along that it appeared impossible for

them to leave their imprint upon the softest car-

pet, nor crush the most delicate flower.

Indeed, nothing could exceed the almost infantile

loveliness of this charming, Madonna- like creature.

And to bring a tear into that soft azure eye—to

check the smile upon those bright red lips—to extort

a sigh from that gentle breast—to make that sweet

head droop beneath the burden of affliction—or to

render that clear silver voice tremulous with sobs,—

Oh! this were a cruelty of which none save a mon-
ster undeserving the name of Man, or a fiend dese-

crating the form of Woman, could possibly be

capable!

In her artless disposition and guileless nature,

she was gay and happy ; and her soft musical laugh

was fresh and pure as the rippling of the crystal

stream whose pebbly bottom is as visible as an

eyeball through a tesr. And it was so beautiful to

see her smile—not only because there was the hea-

venly irradiation of innocence beaming on her coun-

tenance, but also because the coral lips when thus

sweetly wreathing displayed the two rows of pearl

that formed her teeth.

Such was Florence Eaton : and no wonder was

it that such a fair and nymph-like being should be

the cherislied darling of her uncle and aunt, or be

loved by them with as much tenderness as they

could possibly have bestowed upon an only daughter.

From the period when her orphan destiny consigned

her to their care, they had reared her with the most

watchful attention. A trustworthy and competent

governess had taught her all useful knowledge and

elegant accomplishments ; and her readings had

been selected by Lady Florimel herself. Every
barrier, in a word, was raised up by the care of the

excellent Pauline to protect her beloved niece from

the pestilential atmosphere of the world's contamina-

tion ; and yet all these precautions were managed
with so much delicacy and tact, that Florence was

never made to feel the slightest restraint. But then,

so admirable were the teachings she received from

her governess and so careful the inculcations of her

aunt, that her mind became plastic to the purest

thoughts and ductile lo the chastest aspirations only.

Lord Florimel had been more than gay in his

earlier years : he was a positive voluptuary in his

amours, and was unwearied in his pursuit of plea-

sure. But such men often make exemplary hus-

bands, and assuredly the best fathers or guardians.

So it was with Gabriel Florimel. He had sown his

will! oats when young : but from the day of his mar-

riage, his conduct—nay, his very character—ap-

peared to have undergone a complete chanije. Ah

!

he was one of those men who can appreciate and

who learn to bless the example of a pure-minded
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wife ! For such was his Pauline : and all the salu-

tary and heavenly influence which a virtuous wonaan

must ever exercise in her special sphere, as a clear-

burning lamp lights up the space around, had

wrought its beneficent effects upon the mind of Lord

Florimel. He loved his wife, because she was a pat-

tern of every female virtue : and he loved his home,

because she made it happy. He would not have

deceived her for worlds: no temptation could pos-

sibly have rendered him faithless to one so good, so

pure, so loving. And thus was he not only an ex-

cellent husband to a most deserving lady, but also a

kind, careful, and affectionate guardiau to a charm-

ing niece.

The Florimels mingled not much in the gaiety of

the fashionable world; and their circle of acquaint-

ances was ratherselectthanbrilliant. They never ap-

peared at Court : for there were family circumstan-

ces which led them to forbear even from mentioning

the name of the Prince Regent save when com-

pelled by the turn which others might give to the

conversation. For before her marriage with the

Honourable Mr. Eaton (afterwards Lord March-

mont) Octavia, Pauline's elder sister, had fallen

a victim to the royal voluptuary; and Pauline

herself had been outraged by his polluted over-

tares. The latter however, had spurned the dis-

honourable addresses of the man to whose lust her

sister had so unhappily fallen a prey ;— but al-

though there were certain circumstances which

prevented Lady Florimel from ever expressing her

abhorrence of the Prince aloud, she did not the

less eutertaia a deep loathing for him ia her

heart.

The Princess Sophia, one of the Koyal Family,

was however an occasional visitress at the mansion

of Lord and Lady Florimel ; and she was much at-

taclied to the Honourable Miss Florence E iton.

But her Royal Highness, who was no stranger to

the amour which had taken place nineteen years

previously between her elder brother and Pauline's

sister, never mentioned thxt brother's name when
dinmg or calling at the mansion in Piccadilly.

Having thus glanced at the affairs and position

of the Florimel family, vye may resume the thread

of our narrative in due course.

It was about four o'clock in the afternoon that

we find the uncle, the aunt, and the niece seated

together in the drawing room. The two lailies

were occupied wiih embroidery ; while Lord Flo-

rimel was conversing with them. But the discourse

was suddenly interrupted by a loud knock at the

Btreet-door ; and in a few moments a domestic an-

Douaced her Royal Highness the Princess So-
phia.

This hidy was about the same age as Pauline

—

that is to say, thirty-eight. Like Pauline, also, she

was tall and finely formed : but her embonpoint
had expanded into a far gre iter luxuriance, which,

together with the traces of incipient wrinkles upon
her countenance and the evident use of an arti-

ficial bloom on the cheeks, made her seem some
years older. Still she was a sp>endid woman; and

in her look and entire appearance there was that

Toluptuousnciis— that animal sensuousness— which

has not failed to characterise every female scion of

the family of George IIL The lank light brown

hair—the swimming blue eye—the fulness of the

lips, ever slightly parted—the remarkable volume

of the bosom—the somewhat rounded shoulders—

and the just perceptible rolling in the gait,—these

were the indications of that amorous disposition

and warm temperament which the Princess Sophia

possessed to so great a degree, and which have

been traditionary amongst the females of the Royal
Family.

After the exchange of the usual greetings, the

Princess intimated to Lady Florimel that she de-

sired to speak to her alone. His lordship and
Florence accordingly withdrew to another apart-

ment ; and her Royal Highness was left alone with

her friend Pauline.

The Princess continued silent, overwhelmed with

the confusion which her thoughts at that moment
excited : and Lady Florimel was at no loss to con-

jecture the topic upon which Sophia was about to

speak.

"Nineteen years and upwards have now elapsed,

my dear friend," said her Royal Highness at length,

and speaking in a voice that was low and tremu-
lous,—" yes, more than nineteen years, since I be-

came a mother at the house which you and your
deceased sister then inhabited in the Edgeware
Road. You remember, Pauline, that my poor babe

was consigned, at the moment of his birth, to a
surgeon of the name of Thurston: and from that

period until the present time I have never made
the slightest inquiry concerning my offspring.

Imagine not, however," continued the Princess,

tears trickling down her cheeks, "that I have

never bestowed a thought upon that hapless boy.

Yes—Oh ! yes—his image has frequently presented

itself to ray mind—and there have beeu moments
of bitter, burning anguish, in which I have re-

proached myself as tlie most unnatural of mothers.

But the dread of shame—the fear of exposure

—

the av/ful terror lest my frailty should be made
public, have hitherto sealed my lips and induced

me to bury the past as much as possible in ob-

livion."

Her Royal Highness paused and wiped away the

tears that were now gushing from the eyes which

they dimmed : and Lady Florimel said not a word.

For her own generous heart felt that if she had

ever become a mother—even though her child

were the offspring of shame—she could not have

abandoned it in the first instance, nor have neg-

lected it so utterly for a period verging towards

twenty years

!

"Last night I had a dreadful dream," continued

her Royal Highness, shuddering at the recol-

lections which now surged up like an overwhelmhig

tide in her brain. " Methought that I was wander-

ing in a churchyard, where the tomb-stoues

gleamed white in the pale moon-beams, as if those

monuments were formed of tiie bleached bones of

the dead that lay in their wormy graves beneath.

How I came thither, or with what object I was

roving stealthily through the silent cemetery, my
vision did not show. But I felt an icy coldness

upon me, as if the hand of death lay immuveablo

upon my naked shoulder;—it was a chill that

searched me through and through, penetrating to

my very heart's core. Graduiilly I became aware

that I was not alone in the churchyard ; but that

pale phantom shapes, dim and undefined, were seated

upon the flat stones or standing behind the raised

ones. A stupendous consternation was upon me:

the cold light of the moon seemed to be a sort of

transparent silver mist, filling the churchyard, so
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that I beheld all surroundhig objects as if throui,'h

a thin voil of g-auze or gussauier. And aiuidst

this diaphanous filmiuess were seen those shadowy
forms, like vapours assuming the shapes of the

dea'l ill their winding-sheets and cerements. 1

endeavoured to fly—but my feet became heavy as

lead, and I was transfixed to the spot. I sought

to close my eyes—but an invincible power com-
pelled me to keep them open. And then, as I was
thus forced to gaze upon the awful scene around,

those phantom forms became more palpable ; and
stony eyes looked fixedly forth from the wrappings

of the winding-sheets—and the faces of corpses

appeared in the openings of these garments of the

grave. Their long withered arms were stretched

forth from those white cere-cloths—and lank, lean,

skinny fingers were all pointed towards me. Oh !

it was horrible—horrible ! But slowly from the

midst of the phantom throng a figure came forth :

and an icier diill struck to my heart's core, and a
deeper horror crept over me,—for the revelation

of the mysterious vision seemed to be at hand.

That figure advanced gradually—gradually : and
when it was v.ithin a few yards of the spot where

I was standing, it slowly threw back the white

winding-sheet, and revealed the countenance of

my departed sister Amelia. O Pauline!" con-

tinued the Princess, "you know how well—how
fervently I loved that afi'ectionate sister ! "We had
no secrets from each other : she was acquainted

with my love for him who was the father of my
child—and I was no stranger to the hapless love

which she also cherished."

Pauline threw a look of surprise upon the royal

lady ; for this was the first time she had ever heard
that the late Princess Amelia, whose deatli oc-

curred between four and five years previously to

the date of our tale, had experienced the sorrows

of an unhappy love.

"Yes, my dear friend," continued the Princess

Sophia, moved by her feelings to make a confidant

Off Lady Florimel.and experiencing the solace that

always soothes the bosom which is enabled to un-
burtlien its woes to the ear of friendship,—" my
sister Amelia loved as deeply, as tenderly, and as

yieldingly as I have loved. She also became a
mother: but the offspring of her shame did not
survive its birth. The secret was known to our
parents: and her afflictions conducted her to a
premature grave. But on her death-bed, in her
ravings, she revealed my own secret also—and
then my unhappy father and indignant mother
learnt that both their favourite daughters had dis-

graced and dishonoured them. Ah! that was a
dreadful scene—my poor sister's death-bed : for

the ravings of her deliriuiu were terrible —
terrible I"

And overpowered by her recollections, the
Princess Sophia covered her face with her hands

—

bent forward—and gave way to a flood of tears

and to agonising sobs.

"But let me hasten and finish my dreadful tale,"

she said, suddenly yielding to the consolations
which Pauline now offered her with the tenderest
interest and most touching sympathy :then wiping
her eyes once more, the Princess continued as

follows:—"I was explaining to you how it ap-
peared to me in my vision of last night, that my
dead sister came forth from amidst the throng of
shadowy shapes ia th« churchyard. Her coun-

tenance was marble pale—but beautiful as when I
beheld her a corpse the same day on which she died
in November, 1810. The expression of her features
now appeared serene but mournful ; and fixbig her
glassy eyes upon me—those eyes that once shooe
with the living light of heaven's own blessed azure
—she spoke in a low sweet voice, that was tremu-
lously clear. I cannot ijepeat what the phantom
said, although every word be graven indelibly

upon my mind, as if seared with red hot iron upou
my brain : but it is too horrible—oh ! far too hor-
rible to recapitulate ! Suflice it to say that she
assured me my son was still living— she re-
proached me for my unnatural neglect of the off-

spring of my love—and she bade me lose no time in

seeking for the youth who has a right to call me
viother! Then it seemed to me in my vision,

that the faculty of speech, hitherto suspended, was
restored to me; and I asked her if she were hap-
pier in another world than she had been in thi.
But, O God ! no tongue can describe the excruci-
ating anguish which now appeared to pass over
her countenance, nor the di-ead horror which added
its blightiii:,', withering, chilling influence to the

consternation which was already upon me. She
baied her bosom : methought that her form be-

came transparent—and I could see through her

!

A pale blue flame was playing around her heart

—

a flame which I knew to be unextinguishable and
eternal! Then, as the anguish of torture was
still usurping the place of that serenity which had
previously appeared upon her countenance, she

spoke again ; and this time her words were thrill-

ing as the ice-blast, and borne upon a breath that

was raw and penetrating as the damps of the

grave. Yes—she spoke: and her words were to

the effect that heaven is not for the rich, the

titled, and the great ones who enjoy every luxury

upon earth—but for the poor, the wretched, and

the miserable of this world. The revelation—that

awful revelation—of the secrets of a posthumous

sphere, struck upon me as a fi-ightful warning and

a dread foreboding of my own future fate : and a
piercing shriek thrilled from my lips. The church-

yard and all the phantom shapes vanished in a
moment : and I awoke, bathed in a cold, clammj*,

and death-Uke perspiration."

"The vision was a shocking one," observed Lady
Florimel : " but still it was only a dream. In a few

days your Royal Highness will cease to think of it."

"No—it has made a profound impression upon

me," returned Sophia: then, lowering her voice to a

whisper, she said, " You are aware that ever since the

death of my poor sister Amelia, my unhappy father's

mind has been a blank .' O Pauline ! it was the

dread revelation made upon her death-bed concern-

ing myself, which helped to consummate the tre-

mendous calamity and deprive his Majesty of rea-

son. Must I not, then, feel that I am guilty—very

guilty, Pauline ?—and can you not undersUnd how

such a dream as that which I experienced last night,

was only too well calculated to excite the most rend-

ing remorse— the keenest compunction? Ah! lean

assure you, my dear friend, that I am very, very

miserable : and it seems as if the finger of heaven

itself had pointed out for me a particular course

through the medium of that vision."

"To what does your Royal Highness allude ?" asked

Lady Florimel.
" To the necessity of instituting an immediate



inquiry after my son," returned the Princess : " that

is, if he be indeed alive. My thoughts are now fixed

upon that object
"

"And not for a moment can I dissuade your

Royal Highness from so laudable a proceeding," ex-

claimed the excellent-hearted lady,

"But I do not propose to declare to him the

secret of his birth," continued Sophia. "I wish

you, my dear friend, to make the requisite inquiries

on my behalf—to ascertain what he is and where he

is— and to glean evey particular which you may
imagine likely to interest a mother. Then may I

become his secret benefactress— bestow all possible

bounties upon him, without suffering him to learn

the source wiience they emanate—and do for him, in

fine, as much as I can or dare perform. Now, will

you aid me in this enterprise ?"

"I will—most assuredly," answered Pauline. " 1

have every reason to believe that the Mr. Tliursioii

(a whom the child was consigned, is the same,

21*

eminent physician who lives in May Fair and

who has obtained such renown in his profession.

Years have however elapsed since I last saw him

:

but I will call upon him without delay."

" But he must not h•^ acquainted with my secret,

Pauline," said the Princess Sophi.i. "Unless indeed,"

she added, with a sigh, "he is already acquainted

with it ! And this is most probable : for lie must

have seen me~he must iiave recognized in me the

lady who, under the name of Mrs. Mordaunt, be-

came a mother at your former residence in the

Eilgeware Road, and whom he attended upon the

occasion."

" At all events, if he bo not acquainted with the

secret," said Lady Floriiucl, " he shall not learn it

from my lips. To one only person in the world

have I ever breathed it—to one from whom my
soul could keep nothing veiled

'

" I understand you, Pauline," observed the

Princess, mournfully. " You mean your husband?
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Oh ! I do not blame you—I cannot be an<jry with

you on that account. Had I become the happy

wife of him whom I loved, 1 feel that I could have

kept nothing from him. But your husband has

preserved an inviolable secrecy?"
" Oh ! inviolable," exclaimed Pauline. " Not for

worlds would he breathe the tale to mortal ears

!

His honour is beyond all question!"

"You arc happy— supremely happy in the pos-

session of such a husband, Pauline," said the

Princess Sophia. " So far as the indulgence of the

heart's best and purest affections is concerned,

my life is an impenetrable blank. Not for me may
beam the smiles of a fond husband—not upon the

pathway of my existence may the sunny eyes of

innocent children shed their ineffable light I

Chained to my royal destiny, I am compelled to

mingle in the splendours, the pomps, the luxuries,

and the ostentations of a Court: but those chains

which thus bind me are galling and scathing,

golden though they be ! I am caressed—courted

—flattered : but no particle of that adulation can

give balm to my aching heart—my burning brain !

Every eye contemplates me with respect: Oh!
could those looks penetrate deep down into the

profundities of ray soul, they would find naught to

envy there ! AVhen 1 know that I am the centre

of all attraction in the brilliant assembly of rank,

wealth, and fashion, that lofty elevation which to

other women would be the proudest triumph, is to

me the veriest mockery of my matchless, immiti-

gable woe! The smiles that I force myself to

lavish upon the gay and giddy throngs which then

surround me, may appear to beam with the heart's

happiness : but the efforts which they cost me are

purchased with the agony of life itself. Or if for

a brief space I do at times outstrip the whirl of

crucifying remembrances, the reprieve is but

short : on, on tear the harrowing recollections—

they overtake me—engulf me in their furious sweep
—fix their vulture-talons upon my heart— and
shoot like millions of red-hot needles through my
brain. For I feel that I am guilty—I know that

my frailty and shame have entered into the causes

which extinguished the light of my unhappy
father's reason : I know also that my sister Amelia
was very guilty—and that her love was charac-

terised by circumstances of an appalling horror !

Yes—my dear Pauline, I will tell you everything

now. Know, then, that in his youth my father

the King of England— loved a beauteous creature

—a certain Hannah Lightfoot, of whom you have
doubtless heard. A son was the issue of that amour

:

and by a strange combination of circumstances, lie

was adopted by a baronet and his wife, who passed
him off as their own son. He succeeded to their

title and property: he became that Sir Richard
Stamford whose misfortunes created so deep a
sensation about niaeteen years ago. Alas ! he it

was who gained my sister Amelia's love—he it was
to whom she surrendered her virtue—and he was
the father of her child which perished at its

birth
!"

"Her own half-brother!" said Pauline, with a
cold tremor and in a sutidued tone.

" He was— lie was," returned the Princess. "And
now, think you not that the reminiscences which
often goad me almost to madness, are harrowing to

a degree? A spell is upon the family to which I

belong, Pauline—a spell that has stricken my

'

father, my brothers, my sist-^rs, and mjself— a
spell that often sends the shudder of death through-
out my entire frame !"

" Talk not thus despondingly, I implore you,"
sai'i Lady f lorimel, in a voice of tender entreaty,
*• You are unhappy— and heaven knows you have
enough to embitter your existence. But your
Royal Highness will experience j-olace and comfort
from the resolution which you have taken concern-
ing your son : and to-morrow I will enter upon the
inquiry which your Royal Highness has entrusted

in my hands."
" Do so, dear Pauline : and write to me the mo-

ment you obtain the requisite information."

The Princess then embraced Lady Florimel with
affectionate gratitude, and took her departure,

somewhat soothed by the outpourings of her sor-

rows into the bosom of a faithful friend. N»r did

she regret having suffered the tide of her feelings

to hurry her into such delicate revelations to Pau-
line's ear: for the secrets to which her lips had
thus given utterance, constituted a burthen too

tremendous for her heart to bear alone any longer.

CHAPTER XLVIIL

THE TWO PHYSICIANS.

Ii was about one o'clock in the afternoon of the

day following the above scene ; and Dr. Thurston
was sitting at lunch in an elegantly-furnished par-

lour of his mansion in May Fair. His wife had
gone out in the carriage to make some morning-
calls ; but the Doctor was not alone—for a brother-

member of the faculty was keeping him company
at the well-spread table.

Dr. Thurston was now in his sixtieth year. He
had grown stout, sleek, and had a comfortable

well-to-do appearance. The crown of his head
was completely bald ; and he wore powder. His

eyes had a somewhat sinister, sharp, restless ex-

pression: but he coull assume all the bland smiles

and paternal benevolence of the fashionable physi-

cian, so that the disagreeable peculiarity of his re-

gards was scarcely noticed.

His friend was Dr. Copperas, who was quite as

celebrated as Thurston himself, and enjoyed an

equal amount of practice. In fact, they had for

years played into each other's hands, rendering

mutual assistance in filling their pockets and puf-

fing each other off. If Thurs'on had a difficult or

dangerous case, he would of course suggest a con-

sultation ; and when requested to name some emi-

nent practitioner to be called in, he would say,

"Really 1 am loath to offer my advice upon the

point : but every one knows that Dr. Copperas has

made this malady his particular study." On the

other hand, Dr. Copperas, when similarly situated,

would observe after a little apparent reflection,

'•Well, I really don't know; but if I must name

some eminent gentleman, 1 think that Dr. Thurston

should be the one—for he excels in the treatment

of this particular disease." Thus, according to the

opinions which the two doctors were wont to pass

upon each other, they had both made every malady

under the sun their special study, and both excelled

in the treatment of every physical evil to which

llesh is heir.

If Dr. Thurston wrote an article in a medical
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publication, he would introduce some such seu-

tjnee as the following:—"And in this view of the

nature and treatment of the disease, I am fully

borne out by the testimony aud experience of Dr.

Copperas, who will pardon me for thus introducing

his name into the disquisition." On the other

hand. Dr. Copperas, when communicating an ex-

traordinary case to a medical periodical, would not

fail to observe that " the instance is not altogether

unknown in the experience of the faculty, one of

equal difficulty having some time since come under

the cognizance of that eminent physician, Dr.

Thurston, who was most successful in treating it

upon the same plan."

Again, when Dr. Thurston published a bulky

medical work, the little annotation of " See Dr.

Copperas on Dispepsia," was frequently observed

at the bottom of a page, with the usual asterisk :

and when Dr. Copperas issued his book, the anno

tation of "See Dr. Thurston on Antiphlogistic

Treatment," occurred in a similar mamier. More-

over, Dr. Thurston dedicated his great work on

the Treatment of Carditis and Pericarditis to Dr.

Copperas, " as a humble tribute of admiration and

respect;" and Dr. Copperas dedicated his bulky

volume on Plileboiomy to Dr. Thurston, "as a

humble tribute of respect and admiration."

When a vacancy occurred in the medical staff

of the Prince Regent's household, iTr. Thurston

was quite surprised that Dr. Copperas should have

been passed over: while, on the other hand, Dr.

Copperas was convinced that hole-and-corner

work could alone have prevented Dr. Thurston

from obtaining the appointment. If ever the

King's malady happened to be mentioned when
Dr. Thurston was calling upon a patient, he would

be sure to shake his head solemnly and express a

deep regret that the Royal Family had not thought

fit to avail themselves of the eminent skill of Dr.

Copperas : while, on his side, and under similar

circumstances, Dr. Copperas would mysteriously

hint that it was people's own fault if they didn't

apply in the right quarter, as for instance to such

a man as Dr. Thurston.

Thus Dr. Thurston hurled Dr. Copperas at the

head of his patients ; and Dr. Copperas as zea-

lously flung Dr. Thurston at them :—so that Thurs-

ton be-pu£fod Copperas, and Copperas be-praised

Thurston—and Thurston and Coiiperas, and Cop-
peras and Thurston were invariably mentioned in

the same breath by their patients in private and
medical journals in public—and thus Thurston

made Copperas, and Copperas made Thurston,

until the most extensive West-end practice was

monopolised between Thurston aud Copperas.

On the occasion when we now find Dr. Cop-
peras lunching with Dr. Thurston, they had just

returned from a consultation; and having each

pocketed a fifty guinea fee and seen their patient

close his eyes for ever upon this world, they were

in the best possible humour for a good luncheon.

"lam going to send an article on Diabetes to

the Medical Reformer next week," observed Dr.

Copperas, as he held a glass of sherry up before

his eyes to delight them with the colour before he

regaled his tongue with the taste ;
" and 1 mean to

cut up Dr. Colycynth's theory hip and thigh."

"No—don't do that, my dear friend," said

Thurston :
" for Colycynth has spoken well of mo

fi his Essay on Hydrargymm cum Cretd."

" Oh ! that alters the case altogetiier," observed

Copperas, sipping his wine. " 1 will laud him to

the skies. But, by the bye, how gets on the article

relative to Siliagogues ?"

"1 have nearly finished it," answered Thurston;
" and mean to wind up with a complete exposure

of Dr. Uartshorn."
" Don't think of it, my dear friend," exclaimed

Copperas, in dismay. " Why, Hartshorn has

quoted six pages from my book on Pklebutomy."
" Well, I am glad you have mentioned it," said

Thurston. " I will take care to pay him a high

compliment. By the bye. Professor Gargle never

alluded to either of us in his last Course of

Lectures."

"No—the same thing struck me," remarked

Copperas. " We must run him down. I will at-

tack him in my forthcoming article on Diabetes ;

and you must pronounce him a perfect ignoramus

with regard to Siliagogues."

"Agreed," said Thurston. "But what about

Dr. Sago ?"

" Oh ! he sent me a brace of grouse with a very

polite note last year, and a fine turbot the other

day," answered Copperas. " You must let him

alone. But if you choose to level a side-blow at

that aspiring young fellow Febrifuge, who has just

set up his one-horse chaise
"'

" No—we won't be hard upon him," interrupted

Thurston : " he took off his hat to me the other

day."
" Oh ! very well," remarked Copperas : " then

we'll let him alone."

At this moment the door opened, and a footman

entered.
" If you please, sir," said the domestic, " a per-

son named Tomkins—a linen-draper in St. James's

Street—wants to know whether you can visit his

wife immediately
"

"A linen-draper— Oh! no," interrupted Dr.

Thurston, with a contemptuous sneer.

"I should think not indeed," observed Dr.

Copperas, pouring out another glass of wine.

" What's the matter with the woman?"
.
" Never mind what's the matter with her," said

Thurston. " Tell the husband, William, that I am
very sorry—but that Dr. Copperas is engaged with

me at present in earnest consultation upon a most

difficult case, which I cannot possibly leave."

" Yes, sir," answered the footman : aud he quitted

the room.

"A paltry five guinea fee, I suppose," said

Thurston, as he helped himself to some pigeon-pie.

In a few minutes William reappeared.

" Please, sir," lie said, addressing himself to Dr.

Copperas, " your servant has just come over to say

that one Brisket, a butcher in Piccadilly, has sent

for you immediately : his father has fallen down m
an apoplectic fit

"

"A butcher indeed!" ejaculated Dr. Copperas.

" 1 wonder what the world is coming to next ! Let

my servant say that 1 have been called in by Dr.

Thurston in a matter of the utmost importance,

and that I am totally unable to attend upon Mr.

Brisket.'
" Yes, sir," replied the footman : and he agaia

withdrew.

The doctors continued to eat, and drink, and

converse au comfortably as if no lineu-diapt!r's wife

was dangerously ill or no butcher'n father in aa
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apoplectic fit ;—and when luncheon was over, Dr.

Copperas took his leave to pay his aftenioou's

round of visits and seek every opfjortunity of run-

ning down Professor Gargle, according to agree-

ment with his friend.

Dr. Thurston was also thinking of going out on

his tour, when a carriage drove up to the door, and

a lady alighted. The fooiman showed her up to

the drawing-room, and then hastened to inform

his master that Lady Florirael desired to see him.

" Lady Florimel !" muttered the physician to

himself, as he ascended to the drawing-room. "Ah !

I recollect: she was one of those Miss Clarendons

who used to live in the Edgeware Road, and al

whose house "

But as his musings reached this point his fingers

were upon the handle of the drawing-room door
;

and putting on his most physician-like look and his

best professional smile, he entered the apartment.

* I believe that I may have the honour of claim-

ing your ladyship as an acquaintance of former

times," he said, bowing with mingled solemnity and

urbanity : and he then seated himself near Pauline,

"It is many years since we met. Dr. Thurston,"

observed the lady : "and the object of my visit is

relative to a certain incident—an incident which

you cannot possibly have forgotten
"

" Ah ! I know what your ladyship means !" said

the physician, in a subdued voice of mystery : and

his countenance fell.

"Is he alive, Dr. Thurston?" asked Pauline, a

deep misgiving smiting her at the moment as she

observed that sudden alteration in the physicip.n's

look'^.

"Lady Florimel," was the answer, delivered with

much evident uneasiness, "I am utterly unable to

give you any information respecting that child

—

who indeed would be a young man now, if

alive—
—

"

"Dc. Thurston," said Pauline, surveying bim
suspiciously, " what means this singular—this un-

accountable—this alarming manner in which you

speak of the being confiied to your care?"

"Hear me patiently—judge not hastily I" ex-

claimed Thurston. " The affair may seem suspi-

cious: but 1 take God to witness mine innocence

of any harm or neglect towards that child ! It was

stolen—stolen from its nurse in its infancy "

" Stolen !" echoed Pauline. " Ah ! and the

mother is now anxious to hear tidings concerning

him !"

" Her Royal Highness the Princess Sophia !"

said Thurston, in a low deep tone : then, perceiving

by L<idy Florimel's countenance that he was not m
error, he continued, " A few months after 1 re-

moved to May Fair, which is upwards of nineteen

years ago—soon after the child was entrusted to

me—I saw her Royal Highness riding in her car-

riage in the park ; and I felt assured that she was

indeed none other than the Mrs. Mordaunt of the

Edgeware Road."
" I do not— I will not—attempt to deny the truth

of this discovery," said Pauline. " The religious

inviolability with which you have kept so grave

and important a secret. Dr. Thurston, convinces

me of your honour—your integrity—your conscien-

tiousness; and I beseech your pardon for the mo-
mentary manifestation of suipicion which 1 may
have shown. Pray tell me, then, how the unfor-

tunate child was lost."

THE MISIERIl'S OF THE COURT.

"A few months after it was entrusted to my
care," said the doctor, " the nurse was one day
taking it out for the accustomed airing in Hyde
Park, when a ferocioas-looking man and a boy
stole the babe from her. But the man used the
most horrible threats. He declared that the child

should be reared in the stews of vice and the dens
of infamy—that he should be trained in all the
hideous ways of demoralization—and when, on the
lapse of years, his mind had become thoroughly
imbued with these dreadful teachings, he should be
restored to me. From that moment, however, no
intelligence of the lost one has reached me."

" Oh ! this is indeed frightful—frightful," ex-
claimed Lady Florimel, with a cold shudder. "Let
us hope that the unfortunate victim died in his in-

fancy, rather than that the hideous intentions of

that monster should have been fulfilled l"

" That dreadful man doubtless thought he was
steaUng my own child," observed the physician:
" for he had conceived a spite against me for res-

sons which I need not now explain. I never heard
uf him afterwards. At the time, I gave information

to the authorities—circulated hand-bills offering a
reward for the recovery of the child—and adopted
all imaginable means to regain the hapless lost one.

But I forebore from advertising my own name in

the matter, for fear the incident should come to the

knowledge of the child's mother, whose real name
and rank I did not then know. Here is one of the

proofs of my statement."

And unlocking a writing-desk, Thurston di*«

played to Pauline one of the printed bills of which
he had just spoken, and which bore the date of

June, 1795.

",What am I to do ?—what course can I adopt f
asked Lady Florimel, profoundly affected. "I
cannot reveal the tremendous truth to the Princess

—and I cannot stoop to a falsehood? What is to

be done. Dr. Thurston ?"

" I know not how to advise your ladyship," said

the physician. " But I must inform you that I

have many times thought of renewing the inquiry

after the lost one. There is at this moment at the

head of the London constabulary, a man of extra-

ordinary tact and discernment, and whose fame in

his special sphere has never been excelled—

scarcely equalled. I allude to Mr. Sampson, the

Bow Street officer—an individual whose respecta-

bility I believe unimpeachable, and who might be

entrusted with the investigation of this delicate

matter."
" But it is not necessary to inform bim that the

subject of the inquiry is the son of her Royal

Highness?" said Lady Florimel.

"Assuredly not," returned the physician. "I
will represent to Mr. Sampson that the youth, if he
be ahve, is my own son ; and I will proffer a thoii>

sand guineas as a reward for bis discoTery."

" I rely upon your taking these measures with-

out delay," said Pauline. " In the meantime I

must reveal the truth to her Royal Highness, sup-

pressing however the dreadful threats which were

uttered at the time by the man who stole the

child."

" And I will at once repair to Bow Street and

obtain an interview with Mr, Lawrence SampsOD,"

observed the physician.

Lady Florimel then took her departoie.
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CHAPTER XLIX.

THE MONEY-LENDEK.

The scene changes to the office of a bill-broker

and discounter in Nicholas Lane, Lombard Street.

The front door of tlie house stood open during:

business-hours—that is to say, from nine till five

;

and upon the circular ground-glass window of an

inner door, which swung either way upon its hinges,

was painted the name of " Mk. Emmerson."
In a front office a clerk and a boy were seated

at a desk ; and a door, with the word " Private
"

upon it, opened into a well furnished room where

Mr. Emmerson himself sate at a table covered with

papers. Several handsome pictures were sus-

pended to the walls ; and upon a side-table stood

a number of sample-bottles, containing various

sorts of wine.

Mr. Emmerson was a man of about forty

—

well dressed— with a diamond pin in his shirt-

frill, a handsome gold-chain festooning over his

figured silk waistcoat, and a brilliant ring upon
each hand. He was dark-haired—of sallow com-
lexion—and hard featured: his looks denoted the

money-grubber and driver of close bargains-
while his general appearance indicated flourishing

circumstances. He had a splendid house at Clap-

ham—drove to town in his phaeton in the morn-
ing—and had his close carriage to fetch him
home to dinner in the evening. He had a wife

and daughter who dressed elegantly and gave
themselves no small amount of airs : and his en-

tertainments at Clapham were of the most magni-
ficent description. For Mr. Emmerson was a man
of note in the City : he was already a member of

the Common Council, and hoped to be an Alder-
man shortly.

His connexion, however, lay as much at the

"West End as in tlie vicinage of the Koyal Ex-
change—as much with the extravagant young
men and dissipated aristocrats who lounged up
Bond Street, as with the traders and retailers east-

ward of Temple Bar. In fact, Mr. Emmerson
never refused business when he saw his way pretty

clear, no matter who the applicants for money
might be, nor from which quarter they came.
Being a rank Tory and a rich man, Mr. Emmer-

son was of course held up as a person of the high-

est respectability. No one ventured to breathe a

word relative to the slimy ways and usurious prac-

tices by which he obtained his wealth. He was a
professing Christian—indeed, a very severe one

:

but tlie most maligned, persecuted, and contemned
Jew never drove harder bargains than this church-
going Protestant. He was constantly interlarding

his discourse with parenthetic eulogies of our
"glorious Constitution," our "admirable laws," and
the " blessings of English civilization ;"—and there

is no doubt he was sincere enough in his enco-

miums. For it was this same glorious Constitu-

tion which created and sustained the awfully vitiated

condition of society that led the extravagant man,
the dupe, or the struggling tradesman to have re-

course to such usurers and money-grubbers as

Mr. Emmerson : it was those same admirable laws

which gave impunity to his practices, instead of
causing him to be whipped at the cart's tail ;—and
the infioeace of our blessed civilization was seen
ia the fact that such a wretch rolled in his carriage

and revelled in all the luxuries of life, while the I

honest working-man was crushed with the fatigues

of incessant toil and was half-starved upon the

scantiest and poorest fare.

Such, however, was Mr. Emmerson: and now
that we have aii'orded our readers some insight

into his character, we will endeavour to do the

same in respect to his practices.

We have already said that a clerk and a boy
were seated in the front office. The clerk was a
young man of about four-and-twenty—tall, well-

made, and tolerably good-looking. He dressed

with a certain neatness which was entirely devoid

of pretension: his linen was always remarkably
clean, and denoted the superintendence of some
careful female hand. Yet he was not married:

but he had an only sister—a beautiful girl of about
seventeen—to whom he was devotedly attached,

and for whose sake he had hitherto remained

single. They were orphans; and in the house

where they rented a couple of room?, they were

looked upon with the highest respect by the land-

lady and their fellow-lodgers. Although the sister

obtained a trifle by her skill with the needle, their

principal means of support were derived from the

brother's salary, which was however only a guinea

a-week. Yet Mr. Emmerson insisted that his

clerk should always appear well dressed, " in order

to do credit to his situation "—and most probably

to create a belief that he was handsomely paid by

his master

!

The boy in the front office was about fourteen,

and received seven shillings a-week. He also was
bound "to look respectable"—in other words, to

wear clothes the cost of which would absorb his

entire salary, leaving nothing towards helping his

parents to keep him.

It was about four o'clock in the afternoon when
we thus introduce our readers to Mr. Emmersou's
office in Nicholas Lane, Lombard Street.

Having carefully examined some accounts, the

bill-broker suddenly started from his seat and
rang a silver hand bell which stood upon the table.

The boy instantaneously answered the summons;
and Emmerson said in a cold stern voice, " Tell

Mr. Varian to step in." The boy retired—and the

next moment the clerk stood in bis master's

presence.
" Shut the door, Varian," said Emmerson, with

a more than usual abruptness of manner.

The clerk instantly saw that something was

wrong; and he was glad of the opportunity to

turn aside for the moment in order to conceal the

confusion which seized upon him. But having

closed the door of communication between the two

offices, he was again compelled to confront his

master, whose eyes were fixed upon him with a

coldly searching look that turned the young man's

heart into ice to its very core.

* Mr. Varian," said Emmeraon, still in that

freezing tone which appeared pitiless and relent-

less: "there is something wrong in your accounts.

Have the kindness to explain it:"—and the bill-

broker leant back against the mantel-piece with

the air of a man who feels that he has got a fellow-

creature in his power, and means to cru.sh him.
" Something wrong, sir ?" stammered Theodore

Varian, now stooping down as if to look at the

papers upon tlie table, but in reality to hide his in-

creasing confusion.
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"Yes, sir—and not one error only—but several,"

continued Mr. Emmerson. " Tliosc papers contain

your accounts for petty cash and office disburse-

ments for the last three months; and I discover

numerous mistakes," he continued, with a maliffnant

emphasis upon the word, " averaging ten sliiliings

a-week. The t jtal amount of these mistakes is six

pounds sterling."

" I am very sorry, sir—I—I shall be most happy

to make the amount good," stammered Theodore,

now raising his countenance, which was very pale

and had a wild frightened look. " You can deduct

from my salary
"

*' Stop a moment, sir," exclaimed Mr. Emmerson,

sternly. " Finding such errors in the last three

montlis' accounts, I had the curiosity to inspect

those of the previous quarter—and also of the

quarter before that
"

A subdued moan convulsed the breast of the

unhappy young man: and staggering a pace or

two, lie grasped tiie back of a chair to prevent

himself from falling.

"In fact," continued Mr. Emmerson, his looks

and his voice increasing, if possible, in severity, '• for

a year past, Mr. Varian, you have been making

mistakes to an agregate amount of twenty-four or

twenty-five pounds; and I am sorry to be com-

pelled to add that these errors are so ingeniously

mystified in your accounts as to prove that they

were not acoidentul. You have been five years in

my service—and perhaps, if I were to go over your

accounts for the first four years I should discover

similar defalcations to those which characterise the

last."

"No, sir—on ray honour, you will not!" ex-

claimed Theodore, with an earnestness that brought

the colour to his pale cbeeks for an instant.

"All! then they are not mistakes," said Emmer-
son, with a sneer; "and you admit that they are

defalcations— wilful plundenngs 1"

"Sir, I cannot— I will not attempt to deny it," re-

turned Theodore, speaking in a low voice and with

profound agitation of manner. " I will not add

falsehood to my other ofTence-an offence to which I

plead guilty, and for which I itnplore your mercy."
" Then, sir, you confess that you have been sys-

tematically robbing me for a year past ?" observed

the bill-broker. " But, thank God ! we live in a

country where the laws are so admirably contrived

and so justly administered, under the guarantee of

our blessed Constitution, that a master can punish

his fdithless servant."

" I hope, sir— I implore—I beseech, that you will

not ruin me," said Varian, bursting into tears and

clasping his hands in the agony of earnest entreaty.

"Thousands and thousands of pounds of your money,

sir, have passed through my hands— and the ex-

treme of my defalcations is the amount you have

named."
" But he who steals a penny, sir, will steal a

pound," replied Emmerson, sternly: "and I owe to

the special providence of that heaven which watches

over me, the timely discovery of your misdeeds."

"Pray grant me your attention for a few minutes,

sir," exclaimed the unhappy Theodore; "and do

not— oh! do not make up your mind to any sudden

harshness. I take to witness, sir, that heaven

whereof you have spoken, that 1 am not naturally

bad. Inauireofmy landlady— inq'iire of my fellow-

lodgers and neighbours—inquire of the tradesmen

with whom I deal—and you will find, sir, that I am
neither extravagant nor unsteady. I live with the

strictest economy—and never have I once been late

in my attendance at your office. But last winter,

sir, my sister had a long and severe illness—my poor
sister," contiimed the young man, large tears rolling

down his cheeks, *' who will be heart-broken if she

hears of my disgrace! She was at the point of

death, sir—and I was compelled to obtain a nurse
for her, as well as constant medical attendance.

You remember, sir, that I besought you to grant me
a month's leave of absence—in which case 1 should

myself have nursed her. But you told me that if I

quitted you for any cause save illness on my own
part, I might remain away altogether. Well, sir,

my sister recovered, thanks to the attentions by
which I surrounded her: but I was ruined by the

expenses. I set aside half my salary to pay tl)e

debts thus incurred: and my poor sister and I lived

upon ten shillings a week. Ah ! t.ir, it was hard to *

see her want necessaries, at a time when she re-

quired strengthening aliment and every comfort,

I used to tell her that I dined with friends, while I

in reality ate a piece of dry bread, in order to

aiford her a sufficiency of food. But the surgeon

clamoured for his bill—and then, as my clothes grew
shabby, you told me that unless I could contrive to

appear respectable in your service, I must leave. It

was under all these distressing circumstances, Mr.
Emmerson, that I became a defaulter ; and the

dread of detection sharpened my otherwise inexpe-

rienced ingenuity in playing the deceiver and falsi-

fying tlie accounts witli so much apparent cunning.

1 have now told you all—and I throw myself upon
your mercy."

"Mercy, indeed!" echoed the bill-broker,

with a scornful chuckle. " What would become
of tids vast emporium of commerce- this mart
for the merchandize of the universe—this centre

of civilization—if the law did not protect property

and demand the surrender of those who offend

against it?"

"Oh! sir," exclaimed Varian, in an imploring

voice, " mercy, leniency, and forbearance are the

elements of a true condition of civilization
!"

"But I owe a duty to society, sir," rejoined the

bill-broker, sharply: "and that duty must be dis-

charged ! Speaking, however, of your sister, she

seemed quite well when she called the other day to

bring you a letter,"

"Did you not observe that she was pale and

delicate?" inquired Varian. " But doubtless you

took little notice of her
"

"What is her name?" demanded Emmerson,

abruptly.
" Ariadne, sir," was the reply.

" Ah ! a classic name—eh ?
' observed the bill-

broker, with an accent of sarcasm : then, iu a dif-

ferent tone and with musing manner, he sa'd,

"She is a well-looking girl—with pleasing manners

and modest appearance—a very beautiful girl,

indeed
"

" Oh !" exclaimed Theodore, a ray of hope now
gleaming in unto his soul,—" do not, then, break

the heart of this poor friendless girl whose merits

you have not failed to perceive ! She is wholly

and entirely dependent upon me, ]Mr. Emmerson

—

and the sliock produced by my dishonour would

prove a mortal blow to poor Ariadne!"

"But you should have thought of all this at
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first, Sir. Varian,' said the bill-bi-olcer, his voice

again becomiii^^ stern and his manner severe.

"Do you know to what you have exposed your-

self?"

" Too well—too well, sir," cried Theodore, the

gleam of hope suddenly extinguisliing in his breast

and despair once ag-ain resuming its place.

" It is in my power to call in a constable," pro-

ceeded Emmerson, "and give you into custody.

You would then be dragjjed before the magistrate

—committed to New;;ate—tried in due course—

and sentenced to a heavy punishment. But this

would not be all. Vrith a blasted character—

a

ruined reputation—your sister in the workhouse,

or perhaps on the town "

"Heavens, sir— do not continue this appalling

picture !" cried Varian, shivering and shuddering

from head to foot, while his countenance became

ghastly with the terror of his excruciating

thoughts. " In the name of God spare me I— in

mercy spare me !"—and he fell upon his knees

before his master.

"There is one condition—and only one, upon

which I will spare you !" responded Emmerson,

in a low deep voice, while his lips trembled and

his own cheek blanched at the tremendous tur-

pitude of the thought to which his ungovernable

passions nevertheless compelled him to give ut-

terance.

" And that one condition, sir ?" exclaimed Theo-

dore, joyfully catching at this return of hope.
" What is it?" he demanded, still kneeling.

" That yoii surrender your sister to my arms,"

was the reply.

"Monster!" ejaculated the young man, springing

to his feet as if lie were suddenly electrified. " But
no— I did not hear aright— I have done you an in-

justice—or else you are endeavouring to put my
principles to the test

"

"Ei)oiigh of this ranting, sir!" exclaimed Em-
merson, abruptly. "You have heard my decision

—

1 never joke— I care nothing what your principles

may be outside the doors of this ofBce. Choose

therefore at once:—is it to be your sister to my
arms, or yourself to Newgate?"

Theodore Varian gazed upon his master with the

bewilderment and wildness of one who is ready to

go mad with ineffable anguish. He could scarcely

believe it possible that the cold, phlegmatic, church-

going man of business could either conceal so much
burning lust beneath the mask of hypocrisy, or

so far falsify all his professions of strict morality

and veneration of the law by daring to propound so

tremendous a crime. But the longer he gazed upon

his master, the more convinced did he become that

such was indeed the fact: and almost heart-broken,

the young man fell upon a seat and burst into a

perfect convulsion of uncontrollable anguish.

Siern, pitiless, and without remorse, did the

money-grubbing Emmerson— that satyr in the garb

ofsanctimoniousness and respectability— contemplate

Theodore Varian. He hated the young man, be-

cause he knew iiim to be fundamentally virtuous

and well-principled, despite the peculations of which

he had been guilty : and, on the other hand, he

cherished an insatiable desire to possess the lovely

Ariadne. IMoreover, Emmerson could not help

feeling how really mean, despicable, and false he

himself was, although no man could proclaim any

definite misdeed against him,—in comparison with

Theodore Varian, notwitstamiiiig ilie <ielalca(ioii3

which, if published to the world, would blacken his

character for ever. Therefore was it that Mr. Em-
merson experienced a fiend's malignant joy at liav-

ing gotten the young man so completely into his

power.

"Is it possible, sir," inquired Theodore, the first

strong fever of his harrowing anguish having some-

what subsided,—"is it possible that you mean what

you say V
" It is quite possible—it is probable:—nay, more

—it is true," was the dread response. " And let us

not bandy words— for I have well weighed all the

consequences of my proposal. You may think to

unmask me : but who would believe so outrageous

a tale against a man of my respectability and aus-

tere morals—especially when that tale is told by my
clerk who has robbed me? Any magistrate—any
judge in the land—any jury, in fine, would tell you
tiiat you only aggravated your enormity by so prepos-

terous an attempt to blacken my character, which

is unimpeachable. Then again, you may think to

escape from London, taking your sister with you : but

I would spend a thousand pounds to advertise your

personal description in such a manner tliat no dis-

guise of dress and no i'signed name should protect

you against discovery. Choose, then, whether it

shall be Newgate on the one hand—or a compliance

with my conditions on the other. If the former,"

added Air. Emmerson, laying his hand upon the

silver bell, " the boy shall fetch a constable at once:

if the latter, then I give you three days to prepare

your sister for the sacrifice which she is to make of

lier honour in order to save your's."

Every word of this diabolical address struck like

a sledge hammer upon the head and pierced like a

fiery arrow to the heart of theunluippy Thendore.

He saw the truth of all the cold, measured, fiend-

ish calculations of his master : and it was a wonder

that he did not go raving mad then and there

!

But he was too young in the ways of the world,

and naturally of too sanguine and buoyant a dis-

position, to despair altogether : and in the latter

alternative offered him, he had three days' delay.

How much could be done— how much might

transpire in his favour— in three days ! At all

events, he would have that period to deliberate

more calmly than he could possibly do now : and

then, his master might relent

!

" Well, sir—what is your decision?" demanded

Emmerson, after a pause, and keeping his hand

still upon the bell.

"The latter alternative," was Varian's replj',

delivered in a hollow voice and with ghastly

countenance.

"Be it so," said Emmerson. "And now take a

glass of wine—for you must not return to your

desk with those looks that will make the boy sus-

pect something."'

Thus speaking, the money-lender filled a glass

from one of the sample-bottles, and liunded it to

Theodore, who drank its contents with avidity:

for he did indeed experience the want of a stimulus

at that moment.
Then, having somewhat composed his looks, ho

returned into the front o&icc.

A few minutes af.erwards the Earl of Curzon

called, and was immediately shown by the boy iiito

the bill-broker't- private room.
" Well, Emmerson," said the Earl, Hinging Uiui-
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self negligently upon a chair and tapping the toe

of his boot with his riding-whip, as he stretched

out his legs in a nonchalant manner,—" any news in

the City?"

"Nothing particular, my lord. Only a very

animated discussion yesterday in the Common
Council. I presume your lordship has read my
Bpeech in this morning's paper ?"

" Upon my honour, Emmerson, I had not time.

What was the discussion about?" inquired the

Earl, languidly.

" On the propriety of erecting a new pump in

Aldgate, my lord," answered Emmerson. " The
matter has created immense excitement in the

City, I can assure you ; and the hall was crowded

to excess. Such eloquence was never put forth on
any former occasion : it was more than enough to

make even the House of Commons jealous. And
I flatter myself that I came out pretty strong in

denouncing the job. I spoke for three hours with-

out stopping. The Lord Mayor listened all the

time with liis eyes shut—sn deep was the impres-

Bion that I made. Mr. Under-sheriff Fire—

a

perky cock-sparrow little fellow, who abounds in

conceit and fancies himself a great orator—endea-

voured to answer me: but he made a miserable

failure. Then Mr. Richard Baylor—a terrible

prosy old owl, who puts himself up as an authority

in all City matters and sometimes attempts to be

facetious—followed on the same side as Fire : but

it was all to no purpose. I carried my motion
against the new pump by an overwhelming mnjo-

rity; and afterwards received the congratulations

of everybody on 'Change for my spirited con-

duct."

"Well," said Curzon, who had listened with

exemplary patience to this long narrative, in order

to put the bill-broker into a good humour, " you
did wonders, certainly. But is your conduct
spirited enough to lend me some money ?*

"Very likely it is, my lord," said EmmersoD,
smiling, "How much do you want?—for how
long ?—and on what security ?"

" A couple of thousand guineas—for six months
—and on my promissory note," answered the Earl,

replying to the queries with categorical brevity.

"But your lordship has already a great many
liabilities," observed Emmerson.

" A few debts—nothing to speak of—that's all,"

said the nobleman, carelessly.

' How, a few debts ?" exclaimed the money-len-

der, looking hard at the Earl. "And no bills of

exchange—no acceptances—already in the mar-
ket?"

" Not one, on my oath !" cried Curzon, emphati-

cally.

"Not one?—not a single one ?" remarked Em-
merson, apparently staggered by the Earl's decla-

ration. " Pray reflect, my lord. No accommoda-
tion bills to serve a friend

"

" I defy you, my dear fellow, to bring such a
folly home to me," exclaimed Curzon. " I have
been silly and reckless enough as it is, without
having to plead guilty to such downright madness.
Ouce for all, then, I tell you that I have no bills

out. If anybody has told you that I have, it was
an atrocious falsehood : and if any have been
brought to you to discount, they are forgeries.

Now will you believe me ?"

"As a matter of course, my lord," responded

Emmerson, still surveying the Earl with singular
and almost suspicious looks.

"Why do you regard me in this manner?" de-
manded the nobleman. " I tell you again that I
am too old a bird upon town to accept accommo-
dation-bills for anybody. I want accommodation
myself, and could not think of giving it to others.

It is true I have been asked to join friends on
several occasions in raising money : but I have al-

ways refused. General Beechey asked me some
time ago—young George Sefton, who was killed by
Dysart in the duel, asked me—Dysart himself,

who, by the bye, was arrested yesterday morning
and lodged in Newgate, has asked me—Malpas has

asked me "

"Ah ! Colonel Malpas has asked your lordship y
said the bill-broker. "And you invariably re-

fused—Malpas and all
?''

" I invariably refused," returned the nobleman.
"Beechey's difficuities were well known to me

—

young Sefton had not a penny piece to bless him-
self with—Dysart is a thorough scamp—and I have
not a very high opinion of Malpas. 1 therefore

refused them all."

" Your lordship has certainly acted with much
prudence," observed Mr. Emmerson, resuming his

wonted cold business-like tone and manner. "Be
kind enough to draw up the promissory note at

six months," he continued, taking a bill-stamp

from a portfolio; "and I will write you a cheque
for seventeen hundred guineas. Your lordship

will draw the note for two thousand."

"What! you are going to charge me three hun-
dred for discount?" exclaimed the nobleman. "It
is far too much. 1 can obtain the accommodation
elsewhere, at a much cheaper rate."

"Then pray apply elsewhere, my lord," said

Emmerson coolly.

" Be it so," observed the Earl, rising. " Good
afternoon :"—and, taking up his hat, he was walk-

ing towards the door.

"One moment, my lord," exclaimed the bill-

broker, who was now perfectly satisfied that the

nobleman's need was not so desperate as to induce

him to pay an exorbitant discount for the money
he required, " How much will you give ?'

"A couple of hundred guineas for the accom-

modation—and not a farthing more," replied the

Earl of Curzon.
" Well, 1 suppose I must accommodate your

lordship," said the money-lender;—and ho sate

down to write a draft upon his banker.

The Earl filled up the promissory note—received

the cheque—and withdrew, humming an opera air.

The moment he hid retired, Emmerson opened a

cash-box, took forth several bills of exchange, and

compared the writing of the acceptance with that

of the promissory note just signed by the noble-

man.
"Yes—they are unquestionably forgeries," he

muttered to liimself, as he returned the bills to the

cash-box.

A few minutes afterwards the boy entered to

announce Colonel Malpas.
" Ah I my dear Emmerson,'' said the visitor,

with his usual drawing-room drawl and his blandest

smile: "always to be found—eh? Well, what

news in the City?" he inquired, sinking lacka-

daisycally down upon a seat and care*sinjr his

brown moustache.
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"No particular news, Colonel Malpas," replied

the bill-broker: "unless it be that I have just had

the Earl of Curzon with me."

"Ah! indeed," said the Colonel, by no means
discoinfitted at this announcement. " And what

did he want?"
" Money— money, to be sure," answered the bill-

broker, contemplating' his visitor with searchinjif,

pcnetratini^ eyes, as if to i-ead into the depths of

his very soul. " No one ever comes to tiiis oflice

except for money—although some have different

ways of obtaininj; it to what others have."
" No doubt, my dear fellow," observed Malpas,

caressing his moustache with infinite composure.

"Diflferent kinds of security—eh? That's what
you mean, I suppose ?"

"But some securities are valid, Colonel Malpa.s,"

rejoined Emmerson, a malignant smile appearing

faintly upon his lip,
—"while others are mere waste

paper—or worse—being do^rnrjght forgeries."

22 *

"Well, I suppose you must run these kinds of

risks now and then," remarked Malpius, still un-

moved—and indeed not noticiny: tiic intentticss

with which the money-lender was surveying him.

"But what do you do in such cases—forgeries, for

instance?"
" If the man is a poor devil from whom I can

never hope to get a farthing," replied Emmerson,
" I send him to Newg.ate and make an ex.-imple of

him, for the benefit of society. But if he is a man
not without resources, I give him foui'-and-twenty

hours to take up the bills and save his honour."

" A very good plan too," observed Malpas, quita

carelessly.

" 1 am glad you approve of it, sir," exclaimed

Emmerson, in a severe tone : " because it is the

very course I am about to adopt towards your-

self."

" Toward! me ! What the devil do you mean ?"

demanded Colonel Malpa.s, with apparently so
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natural an air of minj^led indi;?natioa and surprise,

that if it \Tcre assumed no dissimulation was ever

more perfect.

"Yes, sir—towards yoa!" echoed the money-

lender, " You have had three thousand guineas

of my good money "

"True! And a thousand guineas' worth of

very wretched wine," interrupted Malpas, with a

.sneer: "nothing to bo compared to the samples

upon the mantel-piece, which I tnsted. But for

the money and the wine, amounting only to four

thousand gnineas, you hold bills for the extent of

five thousand."
" Which bills, sir," remarked Emracrson, aston-

ished at what he considered to be the Colonel's

bare-faced assurance, "purport to be the accept-

ances of the Earl of Curzon—whereas they are all

forgeries P
"Forgeries! You lie, Mr. Emmerson!" ex-

claimed the Colonel, becoming very red— and
then as suddenly turning pale as death;—but it

might have been with auger and excitement, just

as well as with conscious guilt. " Or if the Earl of

Curzon says they are forgeries, he lies !"

"Your effnnitery is intolerable, sir !" remarked
Emmerson. " "Will you tell me that these accep-

tances are in the same wxiting as this ?" he de-

nanded, taking the bills from his cash- box with

one hand, and liolding up the Earl's promissory

note iu the other.

" Certainly there is a difference—yes—a marked
ilifference," stammered Malpas, now becoming
deadly pale and remaining so. " 1 can't niider-

.staud it—tliere is some unaccountable mistake
Good God ! what can it mean ? But did you

tell Curzon "

"I told him nothing, sir," replied Emmerson.
"He of his own accord stated to me that you had
some time ago asked him to join you in raising

money, but that he refused."
" Perfectly correct," exclaimed Malpas. " But

nevertheless ^

And he stopped short, in a bewilderment that
was evidently very far from feigned.

"Is it possible, Colonel, that you have been
made a dupe by some party?" inquired Emmerson,
now suspecting that the hint which he thus threw
out might after all be the correct solution of the
mystery. " Because, in that case," he continued,
" the best thing to do will be at once to take the
ffbole business before the Lord Mayor "

" Not for worlds !" cried Malpas, becoming still

more agitated : and he trembled from head to
foot as if suddenly stricken with the palsy.

"Then what do you mean me to understand?
and what course am I to pursue ?" demanded Em-
merson, all his suspicions returning in the Colonel's
disfavour.

" I know not how to answer you—I am bewil-
dered—amazed—astounded "

"But are the bills forgeries—or ai'e they not?"
inquired Emmerson.

" I can hardly bring myself to believe that they
arc," replied the Colonel; "and yet circumstances
tend to prove that they must be."

" Then let us go to the Lord Mayor—imless you
can pay me the amount, or give me both satisfac-
tory explanations and securities."

"Tiie Lord Mayor! No — no— ten thousand
times nol" yelled forth the wretched Malpas:

then, suddenly over-mastering the violence of his

emotions, he said, " Mr. Emmerson, I can give you
no explanations at present—I must see a certain

person in the first instance "

"And perhaps leave the country," added the
bill-broker, abruptly. " No, sir—I am not to be
treated in this way. I have a large sum of money
at stake—and you cannot leave this oSice until

we arrive at some satisfactory understanding,'. In
plain terms, Colonel Malpas, you have played your
part admirably—I believed you for a few moments,
really fancying that you might have been made a
dupe—but I shall be trifled with no longer. Either
give me security—or I shall summon a constable."

"Good heavens! you cannot mean what you
threaten, Emmerson !" cried the Colonel, in dis-

may. " You know not the ruin you will cause

—

t'lie tremendous exposure which will be the result 1

I shudder at the bare idea
"

" And every guilty man shudders, Colonel Mal-
pas, when entangled in the meshes of those admi-
rable laws which support the frame-work of our
beautiful system of society. Now, sir—do you
wish to become better acquainted with these laws ?

or will you give me satisfiction—ample satifactioa

relative to those forged bills ?"

"Emmerson," said the Colonel, greatly dis-

tressed and tearfully agitated, "grant me the

twenty-four hours' license which you ere now as-

sured me you are wont to accord under such cir-

cumstances "

"Not an hour—not a minute, sir," exclaimed
Emmerson, sternly. " This is a peculiar occurrence

— it is not an ordinary one—and there is no possi-

ble guarantee against your quitting the country. I
must give you into custody—and then perhaps
your friends will come forward to assist in hushing
up the matter."

Thus speaking, the bill-broker laid his hand upon
the silver belL

"Stop—one moment!" gasped the Colonel, notr

reduced to a wretched plight. "If I trust you with

a great secret—a very great secret, Emmerson

—

the secret, in fact, of these bills— will you swear to

guard it most religiously—most sacredly t"

" I will," was the response. "All I need is a sa-

tisfactory explanation "

"And I can give it— I can give it!" exclaimed

the Colonel, his form quivering with nervous ex-

citement. " I will prove to you, through the lips

of another, that I am innocent—guiltless
"

" And will that other pay the amount if you can-

not?" asked Emmerson.
" Most assuredly. The secret will be in your

keeping—and I tell you beforehand that it is a
strange and an interesting one."

" I am to understand, then," said the money-
broker, " that if you do not take up the bills in due

course, I am to make use of this promised secret

in order to enforce payment from some other

party ?"

"Precisely so," answered the Colonel : "but if

do pay you out of my own resources, yon are to

keep the secret inviolable, as if it were one en-

trusted to you by a visitor from the tomb !"

" I agree. But when is this explanation to take

place?—and how will it be managed?"
" If you will meet me to-morrow evening at eight

o'clock," observed Malpas, after some few moments'

reflection, "I will conduct you to a place where, by
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concealing yourself, you can overhear cveryihing

that passes between me and that other persca to

whom I have alluded,"

<' And where shall I meet you ?"'

" Will you call for me at my own house is Great

Marlborough Street?"

"At a quarter before eight I will be there," an-

swered Emmerson.
"I shall expect you," rejciined Malpas : and be

then took his leave, in a coudidon of mind far more

painful thau the reader can well imagine.

CHAPTER L.

THE MABRIAGE.

In George Street, leadinjj into Hanover Square,

stands St. George's church, which i3 the most fash-

ionable lempie of Hymen within the precincts of

the metropolis. It is aristocratic in appearance as

well as by repute,—not even the sanctity of religion

and the meekuess of the Christian faith having

been able to rescue it froQi the intrusive pomp, os-

tentation, and vain parade of the frivolous, heart-

less, and empty-headed upper classes. The panels

in front of the galleries are emblazoned with the

nauaes of the "noble lords," "right houourables,"

and "honouiables," who have from time to time

filled the office of churchwardens: the decorations

of the pews show that they are intended for the

ease and comfort of the " higher orders ;" and the

general aspect of the interior is " eminently fash-

ionable."

An arched recess, with a painted window, en-

shrines the altar, which is set in a sculptured

frame-woric. The window is essentially of the

Romish sacred architecture; and this effect is

heightened into an appearance of positive Catho-

licism, not only by the representation of the

Virgm and Cliild, the Dove, and the Crucifixion,

in the stained glass, but also by the magniiicent

picture of the Last Supper behind the commuuioa
table. ^

It was about ume o'clock in the morning of

Wednesday, September 25th, 1814, that a tall,

slender, handsome young gentleman, dressed in

deep mourning, slowly ascended the steps of the

portico and entered St. George's Church, the

doors of which were already opened. His counte-

nance was pale and full of a deep melancholy : there

was something peculiarly touching and profoundly

interesting in its expression; — and amiability,

goodness, and generosity were at the same time

blended in every trait.

On entering the church, the young gentleman
proceeded straight to the vestry, where the clerk

was seated at a table poring over one of the huge
parish registers.

" Good morning, Mr. Jlalvex'n—or Sir Valentine

Malvern, as I suppose I ought to call you," said the

clerk, rising from his scat and making a low bow.
" It is true that my friends wish me to assume

the family honimrs, as they have already per-

suaded me to take the management of the estate,"

observed the young gentleman, with a profound

sigh: "but I cannot endure the thought of adopt-

ing a course which after all might prove an usur-

pation."
" 1 wish that I could give you any hope, sir, of

your lamented fathers restoration," said the clerk.
" I had known him for many years—ever siace he
first came to live in Hanover Square—and I have
therefore known you also, Sir Valentine, from your
childhood "

" Do not address me as if I were already in pos-

session of the title, my good friend," interrupted

Malvern. " 1 have vowed to suflFer a year to pass

before I will consider my father as really dead—
although, to speak candidly, Mr. Jackson, I feel

that I am hopiug against hope's extinction, and
therefore in very desperation !*

" Alas ! yes, Mr. IMalvern—since it is thas that

you choose to be still called," observed the clerk

:

"so mysterious a disappearance—happening all on
a sudden, and without lea\'ing a trace behind

—

cannot be accounted for otherwise than by the

supposition that accident or foul play must have
overtalien the unfortunate gentleman. If it was
an accident, sir, some clue would have been dis-

covered : and therefore "

" Proceed not, Jackson—'tis too dreadful to re-

flect uponl" inten-upted Malvern: then, as if to

divert his thoughts from the melancholy topic, he
said, " Have you found the entry in the register of

births ?"

"1 have, sir," replied Jackson. "You were born

on the 3rd of July, 1792 —and therefore you are a

little past twenty-two years old. I suppose your

trustees require official proof of your having at-

tained your majority?"

"Precisely so," answered Valentine. "It is a
mei-e matter of form, inasmuch as they are rela-

tives of mine and know full well my exact age.

But still it is necessary to have everything regu-

lar ; and therefore you must give me a certificate."

"To be sure, Jlr. Malvern," returned the cleik:

and he proceeded to fill up the usual form, which

he handed to Valentine. " By the bye, sir," he ob-

served, "we are going to have a wedding in a few

minutes. I did not know last evening, when I

met you iu the Square and you told me that you
required your baptismal certificate, — I did not

know, I say, that I should have to visit the church

for another purpose this morning. Not that mar-

riages are rare at St. George's, heaven knows.

Quite the contrary! But it was only late last

evening that I received the intimation that there

was one for this morning : and being a special

license, I suppose it is rather a hurried affair,"

added the clerk, in a mysterious whisper : for lio

was evidently a man of garrulous propensities, al-

though of kind disposition and inoffensive nature,

"Who are the happy pair?" asked Valentine,

not choosing to offend the worthy man by cutting

short the discom-se abruptly, but in reality expe-

riencing not the slightest interest in tlie question

which he had just put.

" Mr. Horace Sackville and Miss Venetia Tre-

lawney," replied the clerk. "Miss Trelawncy,

you luiow, is a celebrated beauty—indeed, the

moi.t lovely woman tliat ever was seen. So I am
informed, at least : for I have never seen her, to

my knowledge."
" Nor I cither," observed Valentine : then, im-

pelled by some undefinable feeling of curiosity,

he said, "I shall remain and witness the cere-

mony."
" Ah ! sir," remarked Jackson, shaking his head

solemnly, '* these fashionable marriages that take
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place in this church, often set me a-thinUing in a

strange way. I have seen young and beautiful

creatures almost dragged as it were to the altar,

to bestow their hands upon drivelling dotards old

enough to be their grandfathers ; and I have

afterwards watched tfieir career in the world with

great interest and anxiety. The wives in these

cases always turned out wrong sooner or later : in

nine cases out of ten there have been elopements,

crim. cons., divorces, and other disgraceful scenes.

Then, again, I have beheld young bridegrooms

leading withered old women to that altar—spend-

thrifts, who having run through their own fortunes,

obtain by marriage an opportunity of running

through the fortunes of others. Yes, sir— I have

seen many, many marriages in this church—but

few, very few indeed that were for real love and

have led to happiness. To tell you the truth, Mr.

Malvern, I don't think the upper classes, gene-

rally speaking, have got any hearts at all—and if

they have, they're seldom or never in the right

place."

" IMost assuredly, the English Aristocracy is not

distinguished for morality, generosity, or intelli-

gence," observed Valentine.

At this moment the clergyman entered the

vestry; and Valentine being well acquainted with

him, they conversed together for a few minutes.

But as the time for the ceremony was now at

hand, Malvern retired into the church where he

entered a pew near the altar.

At that moment there were no other spectators

present: but scarcely had Valentine taken his

seat, when the Earl of Curzon made his appear-

ance in the clmrch and walked slowly up the aisle.

He was pale and evidently much annoyed, although

he endeavoured to conceal his vexation. Observ-
ing Valentine, with whom he was well acquainted,

he entered tlie same pew and sate down by his

side. "While they were conversing in a subdued
tone. Sir Douglas Huntingdon arrived—and also

walking up the aisle, he noticed the Earl and Mal-
vern, whom he immediately joined. His looks were
perfectly good-humoured: and by the very first

remark he made, he showed that he had not come
thither by accident, nor was a stranger to the ce-

remony about to take place.

"Are you interested at all, INIalvern, in Miss
Trelawney's marriage !" he inquired, with a smile.

"How can I be?" asked the young gentleman.
"I do not know her—nor do I believe that I have
ever seen her. I came to the church on some
business with the clerk ; and hearing of what was
about to take place, 1 remained to witness the

ceremony."
" How did you know of it ?" inquired the Earl of

Curzon, in a whisper to Sir Douglas Huntingdon.
" Oh ! firom some secret information," answered

the baronet. " How did you?"
" Also from some secret source," was the Earl's

response. " You do not appear to care about it

at all."

" What is the use ?" said Huntingdon. "Sack-
ville is a lucky dog—that is all I can say. I shall

offer him and Venctia my congratulations. But
you seen) to be particularly chagrined."

"I did not think it possible that the nialter

could h.ive ended thus," replied Curzon, petulantly.
" But liei e tlioy come !"

The doors at the entrance wece throwu open as
'

the Earl was speaking ; and the whispered colloqay,

which Valentine Malvern did not overhear, vras

thus cut short.

The bridal-party entered the church. It con-
sisted of Venetia Trelawney, Horace Sackville,

Mrs. Arbuthnot, her daughter Penelope, Misa
Bathurst, Dr. Copperas, and two or three other
ladies and gentlemen — all the arrangemencs
having been made under the supervision of Miss
Bathurst, who, be it remembered, was Horace
Sackville's aunt.

As the reader may suppose, Venetia looked
transcendently beautiful in her virgin raiment.

Her countenance was pale: her looks were do?n*-

cast—and the long fringes that veiled her deep
blue eyes, rested upon her cheeks. A gentle me-
lancholy and soft bashfulness blended in the ex-

pression of her features : but she seemed far love-

lier at this moment of timidity and embarrass-
ment, than when radiant with the smiles of triumph
or dignified in the presence of insult. Above her
forehead, within the elegant white bonnet, lay her
rich auburn hair, of velvet smoothness, aiid having
the appearance of dark gold as the prismatic light

from the painted window fell upo« it. The virgin

drapery displayed all the grand contours and flow-

ing ontlines of her shape—that form in which vo-
luptuous fulness was so admirably blended with

symmetrical proportion. Nor was the dress itself

whiter than the bosom of which it allowed transient

glimpses, and the swelling volume of which gave
such richness to her figure in a profile vieiv and
rendered the waist moro delicate than even it

really was.

Horace Sackville experienced a joy whioh
beamed in his looks ; and a disinterested behoMer
would have thought that so handsome and elegant

a young man was indeed well fitted to lead so

charming a bride to the altar. Miss Bathurst and
Penelope, who officiated as bridemaids, were both
beautifully dressed—as was also Mrs. Arbuthnot:

and Dr. Copperas, proud of the honour of being

selected to give the bride away, whispered to ]\Iis3

Bathurst that his only regret was that " so eminent

a man and shrewd an observer of human nature as

Dr. Thurston was not present to enrick his phre-^

nological knowledge by contemplating the counte-

nances of the happy couple."

On passing towards the altar, Sackville noticed

Sir Douglas Huntingdon and the Earl of Curzon,

to whom he bowed—and he could not prevent a
gleam of triumph from appearing for a moment
upon his countenance. The baronet returned his

salutation with friendly fiimiliarity—the Earl with

cold hauteur. Venetia looked neither to the right

nor to the left, and did not therefore observe i

them.
]

Not only, however, was she noticed by her two '

unsuccessful suitors, but also by Valentine Mal-

vern, who started on catching the first glimpse of

her countenance— for it instantaneously struck him
that he had seen her before. The where, the when,

and the circumstances, also flashed to his mind ia I

a moment: and he contemplated her with a more
earnest attention as she passed up the central

avenue of the church. Tliere was a mingled ex-

pression of astonishment and doubt in his features,

as he thus followed her with his eyes : and when
she reached the altar and her countenance was no

longer visiljlc, her back being now turned towartU
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him, he said in a low whisper to the Earl of Cur-

zon, " Is that Miss Trelawney ?"

" It is," replied the nobleman.
" Then I must be mistaken," thought Valentine

to himself: but resuming his seat in the pew and
bending his head forward, he gave way to the

reflections that w^re now uppermost in his

mind.

The clergyman and clerk had in the meantime
taken their places at the communion table ; and
the marriage ceremony commenced. Scarcely had
it begun when two more individuals entered the

church—one taking his place somewhat noisily in

a pew, and the other planting himself in the re-

motest angle of the sacred edifice. The former

was Captain Tash, whose nose seemed to indicate

that his morning draught at the Green Dragon had

been none of the iveakest : the latter was his man
Robin, who appeared quite astonished at finding

himself inside a church— especially the most
fashionable one of the West End.
The ceremony was completed—and Venetia be-

came the wife of Horace Sackville. The happy

pair received the congratulations of those who
belonged to the bridal party; and Sir Douglas

Huntingdon, advancing with a frank affability, re-

quested permission to offer his congratulations

likewise. As for the Earl of Curzon— he remained

in the pew for a few moments longer: then sud-

denly prompted by some thought, he followed the

baronet towards the altar.

Venetia had received the congratulations of Sir

Douglas Huntingdon in the same spirit in which

they were evidently offered : but the moment her

eyes met the looks of the Earl of Curzon, a

flush of displeasure appeared upon her counte-

nance.
" I congratulate you, Mrs. Sackville, upon this

happy occasion," he said, in a low tone and with

accents that were full of a malignant irony : then,

turning abruptly away, as Venetia drew herself up
haughtily, he took Horace aside for an instant

—

muttering in his ear, " I congratulate you also upon
your marriage with one who has abandoned her-

self both to Leveson and the Prince—and on the

same evening too
!"

He then turned away and walked out of the

church, followed by Sir Douglas Huntingdon.
Sackville, who was staggered for a moment, al-

most instantaneously recovered himself ; and
giving his arm to his lovely bride, he led her to-

wards the vestry, where the register was to be
signed. This ceremony being completed, the party
quitted the church.

Two carriages were waiting at the door to con-
vey the company to Miss Bathurst's residence in

Stratton Street, where an elegant repast was pre-
pared. Lady Wenlock, the Honourable George
Macnamara, and Lieutenant Apslcy of the Guards,
who had been invited, were already there ; and
the usual healths were drunk. Dr. Copperas, in

making a speech, observed that " it was assuredly
the happiest morning h« had ever passed in all his

life, with the one exception of the memorable and
never-to-be-forgotten day on which he first had
the honour of being introduced to that extraordi-

nary man—the ornament of his profession— Dr.
Thurston."

The breakfast was over— a footman announced
that the carriage was in readiness—and Ss'-'-ville

handed his bride into the vehicle. The serious-

looking old livery-servant and Jessica were seated

in the rumble behind : the trunks were packed
upon the roof—and, all being in readiness, the

postilion drove away at a rapid rate.

The happy couple were bound for Brighton,

where they intended to pass a few days. They
spoke but little until the travelling-carriage was
beyond the southern outskirts of London : but

they sate with their hands united in each other's

clasp, and exchanging fond looks. For Horace
adored and worshipped the charming creature

who had become his bride : and Venetia was not
indifferent to the fervid attachment, the personal

appearance, and the elegant manners of him who
was now her husband.

"Did not Curzon whisper something annoying
in your ears, Horace ?" inquired Venetia at length,

a slight flush appearing upon her countenance.

"Tell me what he said," she urged, seeing that

Sackville hesitated to reply.

" He said that he was aware of your visit to

Lord Leveson and also to the Prince ou the same
evening," answered Horace.

" And so were you," replied Venetia, laughing.

"But you were also acquainted with the particu-

lars of these interviews and the results of each."
" I was nevertheless startled at the moment, my

angel," said Horace : " because I could not pos-

sibly conceive how the Earl came to learn that you
had paid those visits."

"He employed spies to follow me," said Venetia,

her musical laugh sounding dcliciously upon her

husband's ears, although he felt deeply indignant

at the announcement which excited her gaiety.

" I discovered it all yesterday: his spies were even

in the church ere now. But let us converse on
other matters for the present : and I will tell you

about the spies on some future occasion."
' Be it so, dearest," said Horace, as he gazed

with inexpressible devotion on the lovely creature

who was now his own.

Meantime, Valentine Malvern had returned to

his own house at No. 20, Hanover Square, his

mind filled with the image of Venetia: and he

even reproached himself frequently during the re-

mainder of the day, for allowing the incidents of

the morning to divert his thoughts at all from the

painful topic on which they were hitherto wont to

be settled— namely, the unaccounted-for disap-

pearance of his father, Sir Archibald.

With regard to the happy couple, we might re-

cord all the tender and interesting things which

thuy said to each other during the ride to Brighton,

—we might say how they reached that fashionable

watering-place at a late hour in the evening,—how
they took up their quarters at the principal hotel,

—and how they both longed, with a secret rapturo

which they mutu;illy concealed, for tho arrival of

the moment that was to crown their wedded bliss.

But we must not dwell upon those details, nor pro-

long unnecessarily this portion of our narr.ativc. If,

however, we may penetrate for a single instant

into the nuptial cliamber, where Jessica hxsttly di-

vested her mistress of her apparel, we might ob-

serve that never, never had Venetia appeared

more transcendently lovely than when, with blush-

ing cheeks and heaving bosom, she heard iicr

faithful attendant expatiate upon tho handsome

appearayce of the bridegroom. We might add
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that in the meantime Horace himself was Traiting

with all possible anxiety in an adjacent dressing-

room;—and we might close our observations by

stating that when at length Jessica had withdrawn,

and the happy pair were clasped in each other's

arms, they both forgot any disagreeable circum-

stances which pertained to their union, and aban-

doned themselves to those delights which Milton

did not deem unworthy to be apostrophised and

honoured in his immortal verse

!

CHAPTER LI.

AN AEISTOCBATIO PAIB.

It was about noon—on the day of the marriage

just described; and a beautiful lady was lounging

negligently upon a sofa in a handsomely-fui-nisbed

apartment at a mansion in Grosvcnor Street.

She was about six-and-twenty years of age—of

middle height—and of dark but clear complexiou.

There was a peculiar beauty in tlie full lips of

bright scarlet; and these, together with her flash-

ing eyes and decisively pencilled brows, indicated

the warmth of her temperament.

Her countenance was of an oriental style of love-

liness, irradiated as it were with a dark yet glow-

ing lustre. Her hair was not precisely of sable

Dlackness, but had that purple and glossy hue

which made it shining, soft, and smooth as velvet

:

its luxuriance was i-emarliable—and, the lady's

toilette not having as yet been achieved, the

heavy tresses hung in massive clusters upon the

firm, plump, and polished shoulders. Her profile

was softly acquiline, without anything approaching

to prominency of feature, save in respect to the

li|)S, which were luscious and full, but not coarse.

The teeth which they revealed, when parting in

smiles that breathed a tender sensuousness, were

of pearly whiteness ;—and her looks were brilliant

and animated, with a provocative expression of

subdued wantonness.

Her bust was purely sculptural—the chest being

somewhat narrow, and the bosoms by no means
exuberant, but of sufficient developement to mark
the statue-like contours of her shape. They were

well detached, rising in perfect hemispheres, and

sustaining the beauty of their proportions by their

own firmness; for at the moment we are describing

this lady, she wore neither corset nor artificial

means of compressnre. An elegant morning-

wrapper was drawn loosely around her form, and
confined at the waist by a broad ribbon negligently

tied.

Her arms were not stout, but most symmetri-

cally modelled; and nothing could exceed the

beauty of her hand, with the pellucid nails seeming
like supporting arches to the taper fingers, and of

a rosy tint. Her feet were long and narrow ; the

ankles were not too slight, but perfectly rounded,

and swelling gradually upward into a fine develop-

ment of limb. Passion was in her looks—but a vo-

luptuous and dreamy langour was in her attitude

as she reclined upon the sofa.

The oriental duskiness of her complexion—ap-
pearing like the softest and most delicate tinge of

bronze—made her seem a warm and glowing crea-

ture, with the hottest blood running in her veins

and ready to mantle in crimson llus.i upon the

countenance at the slightest emotion. Then how
eloquent would become her features with those

ardent and passionate blushes—but eloquent only
of consuming sensuousness or some other feeling

equally intense. She did not seem a woman who
could love fondly, but furiously — not a being
susceptible of any lasting impression, but full of
erratic longings and desires. Nevertheless, as if

profoundly conscious of her own nature and un-
derstanding all the weakness as well as all the
strength of her soul, she assumed in society a
look of calm bashfulness and modest reserve,

which led even the most experienced observer to

suppose that she was a woman whose fervid tem-
perament was kept under becoming restraint by
an innate virtue and sense of propriety that rose

dominant above her passions.

Such was Editha, the Countess of Curzon.

Though the Aristocracy, generally speaking,

are licentious and immoral to a degree, there are

certain families belonging to that sphere who are

more than the rest notorious for hereditary profli-

gacy. Depravity would seem to run in tlieir

blood, and to be as traditionary as their titles and
estates. The factitious honour of birth and the

flagrant dishonour of conduct would appear to be

a concurrent heritage in these cases. To such a
family did Lady Curzon belong. She was one of

six sisters : all were heiresses— all were married

—

and Editha was the only one of the six who had
not proved faithful to the family character by
being convicted in a court of justice of being un-

faithful to her husband. The five sisters were all

livorced, and bad either married again or were
living in a disreputable manner with paramours.

Whether Editha was really faithful to the Earl of

Curzon, will presently transpire : at all events,

8c.]ndal had never breathed a lentence against her

reputation. Her mother had been a notorious

demirep—her aunts were all invested with tlie

same unenviable notoriety : and Editha was the

only female scion of her family who had reached

the age of twenty-six without figuring in a trial for

Crim. Con., or in a divorce case before the House
of Lords.

She was lounging, as already stated, upon the

sofa, when the door opened and her husband

entered the room. After having witnessed the

marriage of Venetia and Horace at St. George's

Church, he had taken a walk m the park to endea-

vour to dissipate his ill-humour and vexation : but

this condition of feeling was only aggravated, in-

stead of becoming appeased, the more he gave

way to thought. He accordingly returned home
at about noon; and, although he was not accus-

tomed to vouchsafe much of his company to his

wife, the phantasy nevertheless took hold of hiin

to seek her presence on this occasion.

" Well, Eilitha— all alone—and not dressed yet?"

he exclaimed, flinging himself into a chair at some

distance from where she was reclining on the sofa.

" It is too early for visitors, and 1 do not feel

inclined to go out in the carriage to-day," she an-

swered, in a manner not precisely cold, but indif-

ferent.

« By the bye, you asked me for aomo money

yesterday," observed the nobleman ;
" aud 1 pro-

mised to give you some to-day. Here are a couple

of hundred guineas. 1 borrowed two thouiand of

Emmorson, a bill-broker in the City."
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"Ah! I have heard the name before," said

Editha. " But what do you suppose I can do with

two hundred guineas towards paying all that is

owing ?"

" You must do what you can, my dear," replied

the Earl, with perfect unconcern. " I wanted the

remainder for my own special purposes."

At this moment a servant entered the room

bearing a letter on a silver tray, and which he

handed to the Countess. She took it languidly,

supposing that it was a note of invitation or fri-

volous correspondence from some female friend :

but the instant she caught a glimpse of the hand-

writing, she started slightly—in a scarcely percep-

tible manner—while a gentle flush appeared upon

her countenance. The Earl, who was observing

her at the instant, noticed that little movement

and this transient glow : and; he said, " Who is

your correspondent?"

"No one of any importance," replied Editha:

and having hastily scanned the contents of the

note, she thrust it into her bosom.

The Earl was neither astonished by the evasive

answer which she gave him, nor by the manner in

which she thus disposed of the letter—for they had

long ceased to be on terms of mutual confiilence

and were not accustomed to communicate, niucli

less peruse, each other's correspondence. But he

had noticed the start and the flush—and a suspi-

cion, faint as the first glimmer of dawn in the ori-

ental sky, gleamed in his brain.

This was the first time he had ever entertained an

idea derogatory to the honour of his wife. On the

contrary, he had hitherto believed her strictly faith-

ful to her marriage-vows. But now—he scarcely

knew why—a certain uneasiness crept slowly upon

him. That start, almost imperceptible as it was—
and that blush, faint and transient though it were

—had engendered a vague and undefined misgiving

in his breast. The next moment he found himself

reflecting upon the fact that Editha belonged to a

family notorious for its profligacy ; and he knew full

well that her own passions were of the strongest,

most fervid and insatiable description.

All these thoughts traversed his brain in a few

moments:—.but dissembling the incipient uneasiness

which be experienced, and suddenly determining

not to excite in her mind the suspicion that he even

entertained such a misgiving, he began to converse

upon a variety of ordinary topics. On the other

hand, Editha fancied that her temporary emotion

on receiving the letter had escaped his observation
;

and she discoursed with more gaiety and friendliness

than she bad for a long time manifested towards her

husband.

He would have given worlds to obtain a peep—just
one peep— at that letter: but the thing was imprac-

ticable. At one moment he was half inclined to

seat himself by her sid^ and begin to toy and dally

with her: but such a coarse, by being most unusual

on his part, would at once have excited her suspi-

cions as to his real object. He therefore abandoned

the idea, and resolved to watch her movements.

Luncheon was presently served up: and afterwards

Lady Curzon retired to her chamber to dress. Tiie

Earl went out to visit some friends; but they all

noticed that he looked gloomy and absent At six

he returned home to dinner ; and as there was no

company that day, he and his wife were alone to-

gether. He drank more freely than usual, and

forced himself into a gaiety which was after all so

well assumed that it entirely deceived the Countess.

"What are you going to do with yourself this

evening?" he inquired, when the dessert was placed

upon the table and the domestics had withdrawn.

"I was thinking of passing an hour or two with

Lady Lech mere," was the quiet response.

" But I thought you did not purpose to go out to-

day ?" said Curzon, regarding her furtively but with

earnest attention.

" I meant that I was in no humour to take my
usual airing in the carriage," observed Editha,

glancing towards the time-piece on the mantel.

"May I accompany you to Lady Lechmere's?"

asked the Earl, as he helped himself to claret.

"What an idea!" ejaculated the Countess, looking

hard at her husband : then, feeling convinced that

he suspected nothing, so well did he dissimulate, she

observed, laughing, "The world will fancy you have

become quite uxorious all on a sudden. Besides,

Lady Lechmere did not include you in the invita-

tion she sent me this morning— for that note which

I received when you were with me, was from her."

"Well, I do not press it," said the Earl, appa-

rently quite satisfied. "Only I thought that as we

have been a little more friendly to-day than for some

time past, it would be as well if such feehug were

to continue."
" And who first destroyed that feeling?" asked

Editha, with a slight accent of sarcasm in her

voice.

" I must confess that I have not-proved a model

of a husband," said the Earl :
" but then there are

allowances to be made. Remember the artificial

state of society in which we live, move, and brenthe,

—think of the tetnptatations by which a man of my
rank and position is inevitably surrounded

"

" Oh ! I have not time to discuss the point with

you now," exclaimed Editha, starting from her seat

and laughinginalively manner. "It is seven o'clock,

and I must hurry away. But I shall cheerfully

promote the friendly feeling which you say has

arisen betvveen us once more. So now adieu—I am
of!' to North Audley Street,"—where, we should ob-

serve, Lady Lechmere resided.

"And i shall go and pass the evening with

Leveson," said the Earl : " or else with Huntingdon,

if the Marquis should not be at home."

The husband and wife both quitted the dining-

room together. The former took down his hat

from a peg in the hall, and sallied forth at once

:

and Editha, having seen him thus take his depar-

ture, ascended to her own chamber.

But the Earl of Curzon, instead of repairing to

the Marquis of Leveson's, hastened to the nearest

hackney-coach stand—entered a vehicle—and re-

turned in it to the immediate vicinage of his own

mansion. He ordered it to stop nearly opposite,

as if waiting to receive a fare from the house at

which it thus drew up : and remaining inside, he

kept watch upon the door of his own dwelling.

His wife's carriage was already there: and in a

few minutes he saw the front door open. Then a

female figure, enveloped in a handsome cloak, and

with a thick veil over her face, descended the

stuiie steps and entered the carriage, which imme-

diately drove away.

Thrusting his licad from the window of the

hackney-coach, the Earl directed the driver to

follow the carriage at an easy distance : but when,
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ia the course of a few minutea, ho found that the

equipage which he was pursuing, turned into North
Audley Street, he said to liimself, " Well, after all

she is really going to Lady Lechmere's. Perliaps

1 have done her an injustice:"—and yet the dark

suspicion still remained in the profundity of his

soul.

The carriage stopped at Lady Lechmere's—the

hackney-coach halted a few doors off—and the

Earl again watched eagerly from tho wiftdow.

"Yes—she enters the house—and the carriage

drives away," he muttered to himself. " I will now
go and join the party at Lady Lechmere's—invent

some excuse for following Editha after what she

said upon the proposal I made to accompany her

—and endeavour to ascertain whether she expected

to meet some particular individual there."

The Earl was about to order the hackney-coach

to drive up to Lady Lechmere's door, when the

thought struck him that the course he was about

to adopt could not possibly fail to be seen through
by Editha. If she were really guilty, it would only

serve to put her the more completely on her guard

:

and if she were innocent, he would be rendering

himself supremely ridiculous in her eyes. No—lie

must continue to veil his suspicions, and watch her

movements until he should either obtain substan-

tial proof of her infidelity or else acquire the cer-

tainty that his fears were totally unfounded. Hav-
ing thus resolved, he ordered the hackney-coach to

take him back to Grosvenor Street ; aud alighting

at a short distalice from his dwelling, he disuiissed

the vehicle.

Consulting his watch by the aid of a door-lamp,

he saw that it wanted twenty minutes to ei^ht

;

aud not knowing what to do with hunself for the

rest of the evening, he re.iolved to proceed to

Lord Levesoti's in Albemarle Street. But a sud-

den idea struck him. The fact was that his wife's

principal lady's-maid, Gertrude by name, was a
very beautiful young woman, with a voluptuous

figure, a wanton countenance, fine teeth, and a
pair of the most wicked eyes that ever sent forth

flashing looks from pupils of the darkest jet.

The Earl had move than once flung furtive glances

of deep meaning upon the captivating Gertrude:

but she invariably appeared to take no notice of

his amorous oglings. This bashfulness on her

part, he felt assured, was only an affoctation of

strict propriety ; aud, being a very kandsome man,
as well as imbued with all the characteristic con-

ceit, arrogance, and vanity of the order to which

he belonged, he flattered himself that he had only

to become more explicit in his overtures to achieve

an easy triumph in that quarter. The opportunity

and the humour now alike served admirably : his

wife was from home— he was restless and uneasy

—

he wanted sonietliing to amuse an 1 divert his mind
"—and he resolved to enter upon the conquest of

the beautiful Gertrude forthwith.

Thus, only a few minutes after watching the

movements of his wife, and still smarting with the

suspicion of her infidelity,—an infidelity which, if

brought home to her, he was prepared to brand
with all the ignominy of exposure, prosecution, and
divorce,—this unprincipled aristocrat retraced his

way homeward with the deliberate intention of se-

ducing that self-same wife's confidential attendant.

But is this flagrant case an isolated one?—or ia it

a mere type of man's too frequent conduct? Alas !

yes
:
tho husband may sin with comparatiTe im.

punity—but if the wife, no matter how neglected
and ill-used at home, yields to temptation, there
is iiauglit but the highest chastisement and most
signal jienaliy for her! Truly, woman has her
wrongs which should encrage the thoughts and en-
list the sympathies of the philanthropist and
moralist in this age when all the w..vrld is crj-ing
out for political and social reform !

The Earl of Curzon retraced his way home-
ward : but just as he arrived in front of his house,
he beheld a female dressed in the well Itnown ap-
parel of Gertrude herself, ascending the area
steps. Yes— it was her cloak, which he had often
observed as becoming her so well—Aw bonnet,
which he had frequently noticed as being worn so
coquettishly ! But a thick black veil was drawn
over her countenance—a modest precaution which
all respectable and well-beh.aved young women of
her class were wont to adopt in those times when
the streets were comparatively unprotected with
the wretched guardianship of old watchmen, and
when roystering blades and impudent gallants were
accustomed to insult every woman whose unveiled
features happened to please their phantasy.

" Gertrude, my dear girl," said Curzon, as-

suming his blandest tones, " where are you
going ?"

But, instead of stopping as the Earl bad hoped
and expected, she brushed past him with evident

indignation and hurried along the street. He
was however almost immediately at her side again:

and, in a voice of gentle remoustrance, he said,
j

" Why are you so cruel ? You knew that 1 love

you, Gertrude — yes, ten thousand times better

than I love your mistress: my looks must have
told you so. Come, will you not speak to me ?

—

not a single word ? Throw up that veil—and let

me see whether you are really and positively

angry. I would wager anything that you are

smiling with a delightful wickedness behind that

thick screen. Gertrude, do you hear me ? Surely

you do not require so much coaxing ?"

But, instead of making any response to this

softly insidious language, she endeavoured to out-

strip him : then, finding that he persevered in

accompanying her, and evidently alarmed or else

profoundly indinrnant at his importunities, she

shrank against tho wall as if about to faint.

" Good heavens, Gertrude !' exclaimed the no-

bleman, looking uneasily up aud down the street,

with the fear that they might be observed and that

it would be supposed he was ill-using the female:
" you cannot mean that you arc reaily angry with

me? Give me your hand—take my arm—aud we
will convei-se quietly aud tranquilly as we walk

along."

Thus speaking, he endeavoured to take her

hand : but she withdrew it violenth', a faiut scream

bursting from her lips at the same moment. The
Earl was astounded : he had not anticipated such

opposition to his overtures. Suddenly the front

door of a house opposite opened—and several

gentlemen appeared on the threshold.

•'For God's sake, come away with me, Ger-

trude !" said the Earl, impatiently.

But she made a movement as if about to fly to-

wards the gentlemen at the door opposite : and the

Earl, dreading tho scandal of an exposure, beat a

rapid retreat towards his own mansion, while the
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object of his importunity hurried away in the con-

trary direction.

Baffled, enraged, disappointed, and humiliated,

the Earl of Curzon re-entered his dwellinfj : and
after drinking a tumbler of c'aret to cool the

throat which was parched with the fever of over-

wrouglit excitement, lie flung himself upon a sofa

and gave way to his uiipleasurable reflections.

Everything seemed to be going wrong with him

—

all circumstances were combining for his annoy-

ance. His pecuniary affairs were in no agreeable

position—he had failed to possess himself of Ve-
iietia, whoso charms had well nigh maddened hiin

—the suspicion which he entertained relative to

his wife, was siili strong enough to goad and tor-

ture him ci ueliy—and now the rebuff he had expe-

rienced from Gertrude crowned his humiliation

and annoyance. He was just in that humour when
a map woud give anything to be able to vent his

spite upon tin. head of some victim, either for a

real or an imaginary ott'euce.

23^=

Suddenly a thought struck liim. Flis .vife was
from home—and Gertrude was also absent. The
fiirmer would not, in all probability, return until

eleven o'clock or perhaps midnight; and tlie latter

had no doubt received permission to pass the even-

ing with her friends. What if the Eai 1 were to

search in Editlia's boudoir to see if lie conld dis-

cover the note which she had received in tho

morning, or any otlicr letters that might afford a
clue to her conduct?

Inspired with tlvs idea, Curzon hastened up-

stairs—entered the bouduir— and, closing the door,

beg m to search all tiie drawers. He however dis-

covered nothing of any consequence. Editlia's

writing-desk stood upon a table: butit was locked.

He took out his own bunch of Ui ys and li' ed
every one of them at all corresponding with the

.size of the lock. The last key was found to fit

—

anil the desk was opened.

One of the compartments was filled with letters,

which the Earl proceeded to examine with careful
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But they were chiefly invitations to . but again recurred the question—For what purpose
had she done this ?

There were no more papers to examine; and the
Earl returned all the letters and documents to the
compartment of the desk whence he had taken
them. The other compartment only contained writ-

ing-paper and sealing-wax. He locked the desk
again, and quitting the bourdoir unobseryedly as he
had entered it, retraced his way to :he dining-room.

parties—commuuications from the female friends

of the Countess or from her sisters—or dunning

applications from tradesmen. One note, however,

somewhat puzzled the Earl. It was from Lady
Lechmere—dated about three mouths back—aud

running as follows :

—

"I have received your hasty note, my dear Editha, and
send you back a reply hy Gertrude. Yes—I will be at

home all the evening, and will adopt the usual precautions.

^ou have notliing to fear on that account. The servants

shall receive orders to admit no one but Vie Countess of
Curzon. But are you certain that you can trust the girl ?

" Your affectionate friend,

"KATHEUINE LECHMEUE."

This letter, laconic though it were, was suffi-

cient to strengthen the Earl's misgivings. There
was evidently some secret understanding between

his wile aud Lady Lechmere. What usual pre-

cautions were to be adopted?—why was there

nothing to fear ?—and if tiie girl alluilcd to was

Gertrude, wherefore should it be necessary to

exercise caution in trusting her? Did Editha

receive a lover's visits at Lady Lechmere's? If

so, Avhat meant the orders to the servants to

ndiait no one but Editha herself? Lady Lech-

mere w;is a widow, aud had neither brother, uncle,

son, or male cousin, residing with her beneath

the same roof. Editha's lover, if she had one,

was not therefore an inhabitant of the house:

and how could she go thither to raeet him, since

none but herself was to be admitted?

There was a deep mystery in all this: and the

more profound the mystery, the stronger becomes
the suspicion. So it was in the present case;

—and while completely perplexed by the ambigu-

ous contents of the note, the Earl of Curzon
nevertheless regarded it as an item of evidence

against the Countess. At all events it was cer-

tain that whatsoever the secret might be, Ger-

trude was in the confidence of lier mistress : but

had he not mortally offended the lady's-maid by
his conduct that evening?—and could he hope

to propitiate her in such a way as to lead her

to divulge anything she knew?
Reserving this matter for after consideration, the

Earl continued his search amongst his wife's papers.

To his further surprise he presently discovered a

bill of exchange, accepted by himself. It was an

CHAPTER LIL

THE BILLS OF EXCHANGE.

.\t about a quarter past eight o'clock, 2.1alpas and
Mr. Emmerson entered Soho Square, and proceeded
direct to the establishment of Mrs. Gale, who, pre-

viously informed by the Colonel of the intended
visit, was prepared to receive them. In fact, the

Colonel had been with her in the morning; and
having found means to pay her the five hui.dred

guineas owing to her, together with a handsome dou-
ceur by want of interest, he once more stood in her
good books. For ]\lrs. Gale never cared what other

people might think or say of a person, so long as

she had reason to be satisfied with his conduct
The Colonel had told her in the morning exactly

what he wished to be done in the evening; and Mrs.
Gale had made arrangements accordingly. She now
therefore conducted Malpas and Emmerson up into

a suite of rooms which we must describe.

First, there was a handsome parlour, from which

a little cabinet opened at the side with a glass door.

This glass door had green blinds within, so that no

one could see into it from the parlour: whereas a

person stationed in that cabinet could easily observe

as he might also overhear, everything that took

place in the pailour. Beyond the parlour itselfthere

was a bed chamber, with a dressing-room adjoining.

Such was the suite to which Mrs. Gale conducted

the Colonel and the bill-broker; and the moment
she had retired, Emmerson ensconsed himself in the

cabinet, taking the key with him and locking the

door inside.

A few minutes afterwards Mrs. Gale re-appeared,

introducing the Countess of Curzon, whom she cere-

moniously assisted to lay aside her cloak aud bon-

net. The moment that the woman had retired,

Editha threw herself into the arms of the Colonel

old bill, which had been duly honoured by him on
i
and embraced him with the fervour of infatuated

arriving at maturity : bat it ought to be upon a file

in his library, instead of in his wife's desk. It might

however have come there by accident : and after all,

the incident was trivial in itself and could have no
connexion with the object of the search which he

was instituting.

At the bottom of the desk he discovered a slip of

paper, on which the name of Curzon was written

several times. He examined the writing attentively,

and soon saw that it was not in his own hand, as he

had at the first glance imagined it to be. But the

writing was evidently in imitation of his own ; aud

a more minute inspection convinced him that it

was Editha's. Had she, then, been practising his

signature? It appeared so: but for what earthly

purpose i The bill of exchange caught his eye :

and it instantaneously struck him that she had sur-

reptitiously possessed herself of it in order to copy his

signature. Yes—this was now apparent enough:

passion.

"I had some little difficulty in keeping this ap-

pointment which you gave me, my dear Percy,"

said the Countess, addressing the Colonel by his

Christian name. "Would you believe that the

Earl was seized with quite an uxorious fit to-day,

aud actually wanted to accompany me to Lady
Lechmere's? But no matter "

" You look somewhat flmTied, dearest Editha,"

observed Malpas, contemplatmg her with attention.

" lias anything occurred "

" Nothing of any consequence. I will tell you

presently," interrupted the ladv, as she sate down

by his side upox a sofa. "But you mus nrst

explain why you nished to see me so very particu-

larly this cveUing as your note sUUed. You
charged me to be sure and not disappoint you,

Percy. And by the bye, when I think of it, the

Earl was with me when your note
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"But he suspects nothing?" said Malpas,

anxiously.

"Nothing— absolutely nothing," replied the

Countess, emphatically. "Indeed, how can he?

All our precautions are so excellently taken. But

pray explain the urgent matter "

"You are well aware, dearest Editha," said

Malpas, " that I am always longing to be with you

—always unhappy unless in your society—and

never happier than when clasping you in my arms.

Therefore, it is not surprising that I should have

been so urgent to meet you this evening—especi-

ally as some days have elapsed since last we met.

But there was another inducement which prompted

me to be so pressing with regard to an interview

for this evening : in fact, I wished to have some

serious conversation with yon——"
"What about?" inquired Editha, qnickly: and

her large black eyes were fixed with a sort of un-

easiness upon the countenance of her paramour.
" Those bills, my dearest love," answered Malpas.

"Ahl" ejaculated the Countess, becoming

visibly troubled. "You surely do not require

any more assistance in that shape ?"

" Listen to me with patience for a few moments,

Editha," said the Colonel. " You are aware that

I obtained the money for those bills from a gentle-

man named Emmerson "

"Yes—and my husband has likewise received

money from that Mr. Emmerson," interrupted

Editha. "He told me so this morning. But it

was evident from his manner that he did not

know you had been dealing with the same money-

broker."
" He does not know it, Editha—and very fortu-

nate is it for me," added Malpa?, with a profound

seriousness of manner, " that he is thus ignorant."

" Of course it is, Percy," exclaimed the Countess,

—" very fortunate for us both. If he Imew that I

had given the bills to you, ne would as a matter of

course instantaneously suspect tnat there is some

very close intimacy between us. When you first

communicated tome yourextreme pecuniary embar-

rassments and stated that the Earl had refused

you the service of his acceptance to a bill ot ex-

change, 1 told you that I could procure his name
to a promissory note for my own use ^"

" And I promised you," observed the Colonel,

" that I would place that note in the hands of a

gentleman who would advance the money upon it

and not breathe a syllable to a soul relative to the

transaction. I kept my word "

"No doubt," interrupted the Countess: "and
you also undertook to provide the funds to redeem

the security even before it should become due, so

that the bill might not be presented to the Earl at

all ;—otherwise, if presented, he would of course

see your name upon it."

"True, my dear Editha," said Malpas. 'And
you gave me several bills at short intervals, with

the Earl's acceptance to them."
" But I cannot see the utility of this recapi;ulation

of circumstances so well known to both of us," ob-

served the Countess, with the glitter of uneasiness

in her luminous eyes. " The whole matter is summed
up in a few words. You were exceedingly pressed

for money, and required a collateral security. All

these things you explained to me, as I knew little or

nothing about bills and promissory notes previously.

I told you that 1 would undtTlake to w lie .'(lie the

Earl ont of his acceptance, alleging that I required

it to satisfy some preising liabilities due to my
jewellers and dreM-makers. Knowing that the Earl
would not be in a condition to meet tbe bill, I was

obliged to assure him that one of my sisters had
promised me a large sum of money in a month or

two, and that I would provide for the bill by the

time it should come due. This was the pretext:

but in reality I relied upon your obtaining the re-

quisite funds—and I sincerely hope you will be

enabled to do so. Tell me, Percy, is there any doubt
upon that point?"

" My dear Editha, I shall obtain the funds some
how or another," answered Malpas: "but that is

not the immediate question. I am afraid that

prompted by your aflection for me, and in order

to save me from arrest and degradation at the

time——"
" What do you mean ?" inquired the Countess,

with all the petulance of intense uneasiness.

" I mean, dearest," answered the Colonel,—"that

—

but do not be offended——that your husband did not

sign those bills
"

" And what makes you think so!" demanded
Editha, actually gasping with the vain and ineflectual

effirts which she mada to conceal her terror.

* Because Emmerson suspects something of the

kind," returned Malpas. "He has compared the

Earl's signature with that upon the bills which 1

placed in his hands "

" O God ! I am lost," cried Editha, no longer able

to keep down the effervescence of her harrowing

emotions: and covering her face with her hands, she

burst into tears.

" Compose yourself, for heaven's sake P' said the

Colonel. " Nothing is yet known—Mr. Emmerson
is agentleman and possesses a kind heart—evoryshiug
can be repaired and remedied ! Only do, I conjure

you, my Editha—do tell me all the truth."

" But is it yet time to prevent this storm from
bursting over my head ?" she exclaimed, removing

her hands from her countenance and gazing up pit-

eously in the face of her paramour.
" There is time, I can assure you, Editha,--plenty

of time !" answered Alalpas. " Do not give way to

grief, which is now uuavailing—but lee us look the

whole atlkir boldly in the face. Mr. Emmersou only

requires to have the payment assured—and he will

never breatlie a word relative to tbe transaction.

But pray tell me everythini; without reserve."

" I will," said the Countess, endeavouring to com-
pose her looks and her feelings. " You coiiuauni-

c:'.tcd your embarrassments to me—and I was dis-

tracted at the thought of seeing you borne off to a

debtors' prison. 1 therefore resolved to adopt a

desperate course in order to save you. And yet it

neither seemed to me so desperate nor dangerous

after all i because, from what you told me, I under-

stood clearly enoui^h that if you provided the funds

in time to take up the bills, tho Earl need never

know that his name had been made use of at all.

And that you would so provide the funds in due

season I felt confident. Well, I obt.iincl from the

Earl's file of papers an old bill which he had

honoured some time since; and I imitated his sig-

nature, after some practice, to the best of my ability.

You had previously told me that if I obiaincil his

acceptance to the blank stamps, you woulJ fill them

up. Now, you must forgive :ne, luy dear Percy,"

baid the Countess, in a tone of impassioned entreaty,
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—««forIdid all this entirely through devotion to

you."
•' Forgive you, dearest Editha !" exclaimed IMalpas,

much of whose enthusiasm of tone and manner was

aflected: "how can I do otherwise tlian forgive

you? You have risked much— I do not think

you are precisely aware how much— (or my sake:

and it is fortunate that we are in such hands as Em-
merson's. He is a perfect gentleman—possessed of

great influence in the City—and will soon be an

Alderman," added the Colonel, sententiously ; for

he was making these remarks in order to propitiate

the bill-broker whose close vicinage was so little sus-

pected by the Countess of Curzon.

"It is indeed fortunate that the bills are in such

hands," said the Countess, now bitterly repenting

the imprudence into which a passionate infatuation

had betrayed her at the tim?. " But does he

already know that you have received them from

me ?"

" I was compelled to confess the truth, Editha,"

replied Malpas : "or else he would have given me
into custody on a charge of forgery."

"Ah! then you hesitated not to sacrifice mij

honour in order to save your own!" ejaculated the

Countess, sutldenly starting from the sofa, while the

rich blood mantled in scarlet glow through the

transparent duskiness of her skin.

"Pai'don me, Editha," said Malpis, confused and

humiliated: "but what could I do?'

"Risked Newgate—death— anything, sooner than

betray tlie honour of a confiding woman!" exclaimed

tiie Couiitess of Curzon, fixing upon her paramour

a look of withering scorn and superb contempt.

" Did I risk nothing for you wlisn I forged my hus-

band's name to save you from a debtors' gaol?—
have I risked nothing in giving you that love which

could alone prompt me to such a perilous act ? It

was in a moment of utter contempt and indilierence

for all consequences, that I became a forger : and

that supreme recklessne^s was produced by my
devotion to you ! Now, sir, you have rewarded me
by betraying my honour into the hands of au

usurer
"

" For God's sake use no harsh words with respect

to Emuierson !" exclaimed the Colonel. " Your
honour is safe in bis keeping—he will not betray

you "

" Wretch !" ejaculated the Countess, bitterly.

"Much as I loved you a minute back, I now hate

and detest you! Viper—would to heaven that I had

the power of crushing you under my foot!"

"Editha, you are raving!" cried Ivialpas, his

countenance ghastly pale and his lips livid and qui-

vering. " Do you intend to quarrel with nie for ever ?"

"My pardon you can never obtain, sir!" an-

swered the Countess haughtily. " If my heart were

henceforth to feel one moment's tenderness towards

you, I would stab it to the very core. But enough

of this portion of the painful drama. One word
more—and I take my departure. Am I to under-

stand that you will arrange with Mr. Emmerson fur

these bills and that you will provide for them in due
course?— or will you crown your infamy by sufter

ingthe transaction to reach my husband's ears ?"

" I will provide for them—on my honour I will

provide for them?" exclaimed the Colonel. "But
hear me "

" Enough, sir!" ejaculated the Countess with im-

perious tone and haughty manner.

She took up her bonnet and cloak ; he advanced,

tremblingly and pale, to assist her in putting on the

latter ; but she repulsed him with a gesture of scorn.

He essayed to murmur a few syllables of abject

entreaty— but she darted upon him a look that

seemed fraught with the scathing powers of light-

ning.

A moment afterwards—and she was gone!

Throu^'hout this scene the bill-broker had re-

mained a hidden but profoundly interested observer
in the cabinet with the j^lass door. It was the first

time he had ever seen the Countess of Curzon

:

and he was astonished as well as enraptured at the

peculiar style of her loveliness. Her beauty ap-

peared to liim of the Mauritanian species which
haracteriseJ the Moorish women who once made
Spain their home, and the memory of whose
charms has been preserved in many a tradition,

legend, and romance. On throwing off the cloak

which enveloped her entire person, Editha had
appeared in a dark velvet dress, which seemed
most befitting her complexion : and the admirable
fashion of the costume set off the sculptural sym-
metry of her shape to its utmost advantage. Then
the power of her eyes, so luminous in their intense

darkness, and so splendid v.ith their long jetty

ashes—the rich hue of the flash that so often

mantled on her cheeks during the conversation

with her now discarded par.imour—the vivid red
of those lips tliat were so delicious in their moist

fulness and that seemed to breathe sweets even

when the words that passed through them were
sharp with scorn— the quick heavings of that

bosom which tlie low-bodied dress left more than
half exposed—the grace, the elegance, and the

dignity of her attitudes, all adapting themselves to

the style of the discourse she was hearing or

giving: utterance to at the time,—in a word, every

charm and every attraction that invested or sur-

rounded her, produced a powerful effect upon
Emmerson.
She departed in anger, as we have already de-

scribed: and then the bill-broker, unlocking the

door, came forth from the place of his concealment.

"Now, Emmerson, are you satisfied?" said Mal-
pas, still trembling beneath the intluence of that

withering, blighting, scathing look which Editha

had last thrown upon him.

"Slie is the only woman I ever saw whose love

is worth dying for," responded the bill-broker:

then, g:aziug upon Malpas with somewhat of that

scorn and contempt which he had caught as it

were by transfusion from the noble lady who had
just taken her departure, he said, "How feel you
now. Colonel, after the closing scene iu this drama,

as the Countess so appropriately styled it?"

" Whatever has happ<'ncd, Mr. Emmerson," re-

plied Malpas, moodily, " 'tis you who have driven

me to it. But now that you have heard my inno-

cence proclaimed from the lady's own lips—now
also that you know every miimte detail of the

entire transaction—what course do you propose to

adopt?"
" I am not decided at present," answered the

bill-broker. "You may however rest assured that

1 shall not take any step which may compromise

the Countess of Curzon. But you will come to

my oliioe to-morrow morning and give me your

own bill—mind, your own bill—for the amotint

which you owe me."
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"I will be with you punctually, at ten o'clock,

said M;ilpas, deriving- no small consolation from

tiie manner in wiiicli Emmersoa seemed disposed

to treat the affair.

They then took their departure from ^Irs. Gale's

establishment.

Meantime the Earl of Curzon had been lounging

in a restless manner upon the sofa in the dininjj-

room in Grosvenor Street, or else pacing uneasily

to and fro like a chafing lion in his cage: and

every now and then ho had recourse to tiie wine

decanter. But instead of soothing his agitated

thoughts, the juice of the grape added an artificial

stimulant to that natural excitement which was

torturing him; and though his spirit was so rest-

less, the lime hung insupportably heavy upon his

hands.

At length the time-piece upon the mantle struck

eleven ; and a few niiuutes afierwards the carriage

drove up to the front door of the house. The Earl

compoicd his features as well as he was able, and

went out into the hall to meet his wife -for he felt

anxious to have some conversation with her, al-

though he had not made up his mind what to say,

or how to turn the wished-for discourse upon any

topic which might suit hi? own purposes. But he

was in one of those humours when a man of ex-

citable temperament must have his say, even if

for no other end than to piclc a quarrel and fiud

an issue for his pent-up spleen.

" 1 hope you have paised a pleasant evening," he

said, accosting the lady, as siie was hurrying through

the hall, enveloped iu the handsome cloak and with

her thick veil drawn over her countenance^ just as

he had seen her when entering the carriage at half-

past seven o'clock. " Hey-day ! what does this

mean?" he exclaimed petulantly, as she swept

abruptly past hiiu— llitieii up stairs—and disap-

peared from his view all in a moment.

With another cause for ill-humour, he was retuin-

ing to the parlour when the sounds of light footsteps

and the rustling of garments met his t'ars : and look-

round, he caught a glimpse of the cloak of the pretty

lady's-maid, as the wearer was also hastening up the

icarble-staircase. The Earl hurried after her and
overtook her on the landing.

" Gertrude," he said, catching her by the arm and

speakinf; in a low rapid whisper, '' for heaven's sake,

do not mention to your mistress what occurred just

now :"—and as he uttered these words, he strove

with piercing looks to penetrate the tiiii:k veil which
was also worn by her whom lie thus addressed.

But breaking abruptly away from him, and with-

out a syllable of reply, she bounded up the next
flight of stairs.

" Perdition seize the women," muttered the Earl
to himself, as he slowly retraced his steps to the

dining-room. " What the devil posscssss them both ?

My wife sweeps past nie in the hall as if I had the

plague—and Gertrude bieaks away from me on the

landing as if contact with me were contagion. Then
this mania of wearing their veils up to their very bed-
rooms, as if they dared not look a man in the face!"
And the Earl walked to and fro in the parlour

with uneven steps and agitattd feelin(;s.

lie waited ten minutes in the hope that his wife

would coine down previously to retiring for the

night : but as she did net make her appearance, he

resolved to (jo up to her boudoir and either induce
her to jain him at the supper-table, or else remain
and converse with her in her own room. But as he
was ascending the stairs he met Gertrude face to

face.

The beautiful girl had laid aside her bonnet, veil,

aud cloak—and she could not helii encountering the

Earl's looks. A smile of inefiiible archness and
mischievous meaning appeared upon her pouting

lips, as she thus met his gaze: but she was hurrying

past him when he once more caught her by the arm
and held her firmly.

" You have not breathed a word to your mistress ?"

he said, in a hurried whisper.

"No, my lord—not a word," she replied, with a
singularly wicked and roguish look. " But you
deserve that I should have shown you no mercy
after your rude treatment."

"1 know you will pardon me, pretty Gertrude,"

he said. " But why would you not speak to me
just now on the lauding.

" Why, my lord 1" echoed the abigail :
" because I

heard other footsteps upon the stairs—at least I

thought so—and likewise because 1 was afraid her

ladyship would be angry with n:e for staying out so

late. I was ordered to be home by half-past ten

—and it was after eleven when I got back. The
carriage drove up to the door just as I was descend-

ing the area-steps."

"And where had you been, Gertrude?'* inquired

the Earl, thinking that the lady's-maid was not so

cruel after all, inasmuch as she now conversed with

tolerable freedom and apparent good-humour.
" I passed the evening with my parents, my lord,"

she replied, looking however as if she felt annoyed

by the question :
" and it was with the permission of

her ladyship," she added pointedly.

" Which is as much as to say that I have no right

to inquire into your movements," observed the noble-

man, alTecting to smile. " Come, tell me candidly

—

are you very, very angry with ine for my conduot

of this evening?"
" Let me go, my lord, and I will tell you," said

Gertrude.
" Now, then—you are free," observed the Earl, as

he let go his grasp ou her arm.

The lady's-maid Hung another look of unspeak-

able archness upon him, and flitted down the stairs

with the speed and lightness of a spirit.

"The little minx!" muttered Curzon to himself.

" But she is not q nte such a prude alter all—and

she shall yet be mine!"

The little interview with the lady's-maid, being of

a more satisfactory nature than his two former

tempts to engage her in conversation, put tJjo

nobleman into a somewhat better humour—espe-
cially as he had received from her lips theMsurance

that his conduct was not reported to his wife. For,

although he had not on previous occasions been

equally solicitous to veil his irregularities from her

knowledge, he did not wish to appear ridiculous in

her eyes as having met with so mortifying a rebuff

from her maid—nor was he desirous that such a cir-

cumstance should reach her ears at the very time

he was seeking for proofs of her own suspected iuQ-

delity.

C)i:e weight was therefore lifted from the Earl's

ind : and now, becoming capabl") of calmer rea-

soning than for the last two or three hours, he saw

the impossibility of as yet making any positive
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cliarge against his wife, or of even alluding to Lady
Lechnciere's ambiguous note without admitting that

he had searched the writing-desk in Editha's ab-

sence. Moreover, he had now hopes of winning

Gertrude to his interests : and as she was evidently

in the confidence ot her mistress, it was important

to glean from lier lips those secrets of which she

had a knowledge.

Such were the reflections which swept all in a

moment through the mind of the Earl, as he lin-

gered upon the stairs after Gertrude had flitted away
so abruptly: and no longer yearning to precipitate

matters with E.litha, he once more retraced his

steps to the parlour.

Hinging the bell, he ordered the servant who an-

swered tlie summons, to inquire whether Editha

was coming down to supper: and the response was

to the effect that the Countess had supped at Lady
Lechmere's, but would join his lordship in a few

minutes.

The nobleman therefore sate down to the repast
j

and his wife presently made her appearance, laugh-

ing and in the best possible humour.

"My dear Charles," she said, tapping him play-

fully upon the cheek as she passed behind him to

take a chair, " you must have thought it very strange

—very rude—and very unkind in me to hasten

away so abruptly when you spoke to me in the hall

as I came Irom the carriage ; but I was labouring

under a cruel misconception at the time. In fact,

I heard it whispered at Lady Lechmere's, about

nine o'clock, that you had just been seen at the Hay-
market Theatre in company with a female of noto-

rious profligacy. You may therefore conceive

how annoyed I was. But I have just learnt that

you have been at home all the evening—and there-

fore the accusation must have arisen in sheer wicked-

ness or downright error."

"But who could possibly have told you such a
thing?" demanded the Eprl, with mingled astonish-

ment and indignation.

" Now 1 am not going to get you into a quarrel

with any one," replied Editha, in the softest tone

and the most caressing manner. " Besides, it was
an elderly lady whom I overheard mentioning the

circumstance to another antiquated gossip ; and it

was not intended for my ears. So you must ask

me nothing more upon the subject. Sulfice it to say

that the imputation was a calumny."

"But if I had found Leveson at home and had
remained to pass the evening with him," said Lord
Curzon, "you would have believed the tale and

fancied that I was really at the llaymarket with a

bad woman ?"

" The affair would certainly have looked sus-

picious," observed Editha :
" but it only proves that

we should never be hasty in judging from appear-

ances."

" True 1" exclaimed the Ear), struck by the ob-
servation : then, after a few minutes' pause, during
which he drank a glass of wine, he said, " It is a
pity that husbands and wives ever keep any secrets

from each other: the habit breeds distrust— and
distrust embitters their existence."

" Are you Koing to turn over a new loaf?" in-

quired the Countess, laughing {jaily, " Your
whole manner, conduct, and language to-day in-

duce me to tlunk so."

" But if I have my secrets from you, Editha,"
said the Earl, attentively watohiug her counte-

nance as he spoke, "have you none which yon
keep from rae ?"

"None, that may properly be called secrets,"
she replied, apparently with the utmost sincerity:
and therefore the reader will perceive that she was
as thorough a proficient in the arts of hypocrisy
as we have already described her.

"I am glad of it, my love," exclaimed the Earl,
completely staggered by the candour of her
response and the ingenuousness of her lo^ks : and
again he reflected upon her observation relative

to the imprudence of judging rashly by appear-
ances.

CHAPTER LIIL

THE chandler's SHOP.

Mutton Hill is a small section of that large and
loathsome neighbourtiood which lies immciiately
behind the Sessions House on Clerkenwell Green.
At the period of which we are writing, a« well as

at the present day, it consisted principally of
second-hand furniture warehouses, old-clothes'

emporiums, and shops devoted to the sale of sweet
stuff, chandlery, shell-fish, coals and potatoes, and
cheap crockery.

The chandler's shop requires especial attention.

It was small, dingy in outward appearance, and
gloomy-loukmg internally. Over the door was
painted, in little white letters on a black ground,
the name of William Tagoarti ; and under this

name, in smaller letters still, were the words.

Licensed Dealer in Tea, Coffee, Tobacco, and Snuff.

The door, which was half glazed, usually stood

open as long as it was light: but when evening be-

gan to draw in, it was clo-icd—a tinkling bell being
suspended above to give notice of the entrance of

a customer. On a shelf, or ledge, which ran along

the middle of the window, appeared au array of
small glasses containing brandy- balls, peppermint-
sticks, bull's-eyes, hard-bake, acid drops, barley-

sugar, candy, horehound, lollipops, and other

sweets of the same school of cuutectiouery. On
the board iu the lower part of the window, appeared
bundles of fire-wood, Flanders' bricks, red her-

rings, a basket of eggs, a huge piece of Cheshire i

cheese, three or four ditto Gl j'ster, some bottles of

blacking, five or six bars of yellow soap, a few

loaves of bread, a piece of bacon, a bladder of

hog's lard, a box of "real havaunahs " made of
|

cabbage leaves, some jars of pickles, and a small

box of starch. Suspended to the wood-work ot

the windows, and dangling amidst the necessaries

and luxuries just enumerated, were divers bunches

of candles—sixes, eights, middling tens, and far-

thing rushlights.

On the shelves behind the counter were a few

canisters of tea and coff<»e—some jars of snuff and

tobacco—and a miscellaneous assortment of tinder-

boxes, tapes, laces, balls of cotton and worsted,

papers of pins and needles, brushes, balls of twine,

and "rounds" of matche? with sharp yellow points

looking like the beaks of callow birds—"lucifors"

not being invented in those times. The counter

itself was furnished witli drawers conUining sugars

of divers descriptions : and above it, to a horizmtal

beam, hung a farther supply of candles, forming a

thick fringe of tallow. At one end of the counter

. 1
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Stood more loaves, a block of salt, a. firkin of but-

ter, and a tia treacle-can. Against the wall rested

a nine-gallon cask of very small beer, with two or

three measures in readiness to serve out the poor

thin fluid ; and in one corner of the shop was a

group of mops, brooms, and brushes. A nest of

little drawers, with the labels thumbed and fiujjered

into perfect illegibility, but doubtless containing

pepper, mustard, spices, and such like articles, was

discernible in the other corner of this complete

and interesting emporium of commerce.
The sole proprietor of the establishment was

Mr. William Tatirgarty, as the name above the

street-door irrefragably proved. But who was tiie

happy owner of so compendious an assortment of

articles — or, as the brokers' advertisements in

newspapers would have described it, this snug

concern? "We are b)und, for truth's sake, to ad-

mit that the appellation of Taggarty was merely

an assumed one for convenience' sake, and that

the individual bearing it was none other than the

Kinchin-Grand alluded to by Jack the Foundling

in his C(mversatiou with Mr. Lawrence Sampson.

Behind the shop there was a small parlour—

a

very tiny place, just capable of holding a little

round table and ihree chairs, and quite filled

whenever those chairs were all occupied. If we

look into this parlour at about nine o'clock in the

evening, on the day after the occurrences chroni-

cled in the previous chapter, we shall find Mr.

William Taggarty seated in earnest conversation

with Richard and Sarah Melmoth.
These two last mentioned individuals have al-

ready been described : it is therefore only neces-

sary to observe that Taggarty was a man about

thirty-five jears of age — thin — with a sort of

shopkeeper's stoop in his gait—and having a cer-

tain greasy appeal anee, as if his head were con-

stantly coming in contact with the candles sus-

pended over his counter, and his hands were being

incessantly wiped upon his dingy apron.

Upon the little round table stood a bottle of gin

and three glasses : for Mr. Taggarty was regaling

his visitors, while discussing with them certain

matters of importance.
" And so you are quite sure that Jack didn't

peach agin the Hangman ?" said Taggarty, as be
refilled the glasses.

" I'm certain he didn't," replied Dick Melmoth.
" He was staying with Larry Sampson at the time,

as I've already told you "

" Then the more likely that he did blab," ob-
served Taggarty.

" How the devil could lie, when I tell you that

none of us knowed anything about the matter
until we saw it in the papers on Tuesday morn-
ing?" exclaimed Dick Melmoth. "Neither me
or Sal was told of it beforehand—and therefore

I'm sure Jack the Foundling wasn't. Mr. Colfin

kept it precious close to himself, and had no as-

sistants except the footman who was killed 1"

" Let mo see," said Taggarty, in a musing tone,

"it took place on Sunday night "

" Yes—and tins is Friday," remarked Jlelmoth.
"Jack ihe Fouudliiig came home on Tuesday, as
soon as he saw the aiF.iir in the paper. IIo

sneaked away unbeknown to Larry Sampsun: and
the mstant he came into the shop in Fleet Lane,
he burst out crying, saying to Sal and me, ' You
don't Ihink I had any hand in this ?' We knowed

what he meant; for we had just been reading the

account in the paper ; and we told him at ouco

that we didn't suspect him. He seemed quite

cheered by that assurance."

"Yes, that he did!" exclaimed Sal. "I'm sure

he had nothing to do with it :"—and what with

the effects of gin and grief, she began to whim-

per.

"Well, it's a bad business," said Taggarty,

shakiny his head. "And yet there's one consola-

tion," he added after a pause.
" What's that ? " demanded Sally Melmoth,

eagerly.

" Why, that a man who is drowned can't be
hanged," replied the chandler very seriously,

" Ah ! well, so it is," observed the woman, also

shaking her head : then, having drained her glass,

she continued in a whimpering tone, " Poor
Daniel's gone for ever ! Who'd have thought that

he was born to be drowned in the Thames ? I'm

sure I shall never drink another drop of that

water as long as I live," she added: and thus

speaking, she held out her glass for Taggarty to

refill it with gin.

" But who could have peached?" said this indi-

vidual, as he did the honours with the bottle.

" You see that the constables were concealed al-

ready in the house at Richmond "

"Perhaps the footman himself had either re-

pented, or else was a traitor all along," observed

Dick Melmoth: "and may be that Mr. Coffia

meant to shoot him, though the papers say he
aimed the pistol at Larry Sampson."

"Well, that's likely enough," said Taggarty.
" And now, what are you going to do? Shall you
keep the shop open in Fleet Lane?"
"To be sure," replied Dick. "How the devil

are we to live unless we do ?"

"Ah! that's right," said Taggarty. "Don't go
back to your old practices, unless it is in a quiet

way : but at all events keep the shop as a blind.

Look at me, my dear friends—I'm getting on well,

and without no danger too. I keep my hands
from wrongfully prigging: but if a feller brings in

a cheese to sell—or a ham—or a bit ot bacon—or

what not, I don't ask any questions but give him a
trifle for the giiods. lie may have filched them:
but no one can bring the thing home to me. Ah I

them was rum times when we was all togither at

the Kinchin-ken in Grub Street, and when the poor

Shickster was alive ! Wouldn't she have been

proud to serve behind that there counter in such

a snug concern as this?" added the chandler,

jerking his thumb over his shoulder in the directioD

of the shop.

"Well, it is a nice place—so compact!" observed

Dick Melmoth, glancing around from the parlour

towards the magazine of miscellaneous goods.

"By the bye," said Taggarty, "you haven't told

mc liow Jack the Foundling was treated at Larry

Sampson's."
" Oh ! like a prince," answered Dick. " He says

that lie feels all manner of kind and grateful

things towards Mr. Sampson ; and he was sorry to

be compelled to leave him. But he couldn't stay

after the business down at Riclnnond. He says

that ho knows Mr. Samiison only performed iiis

duty in that respect : but still he had not tin- heart

to remain with the man who may be said to be tho

cause of poor Coffin's deata."
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"Of course," observed Ta{?garty. "For if

Sampson and his people hadn't been planted there,

the Hangman wouldn't have run off and been

drowned in the river. That's quite clear."

" Quite clear indeed," whimpered Sally Melmoth,

again seeking consolation in the gin.

At this moment the shop-bell tinkled a3 the

glazed door was opened by some one entering the

place; and Taggarty, observing that it was no

doubt some customer, hastened from the parlour,

closing the door behind him. Immediately after-

wards, Dick and Sally Melmoth heard the outer

door shut again also: then an ejaculation of

amazement, bursting from Taggarty's lips, met

timir ears;—and this was followed by some liurried

and subdued whispering between that individual

and the person who had just entered the shop.
" Something's going on," said Dick Melmoth in

a low voice to his sister.

But before the woman could make any reply,

Taggarty re- appeared, followed by a man so muflled

up ill a great tiiick coat, a sliawl neckerchief, and

a slouched hat, that he was not immediately recog-

nizable. But a presentiment of the truth flashed

to the mind of Sally Melmoth: and starting at

once from her seat, she exclaimed, " It's Daniel !"

" Yes, it's me safe enough," said the Hangman,
in a surly tone, as he laid aside his hat and shawl

neckerchief: then having submitted somewhat im-

patiently to the caresses of his paramour, who was

quite maudlin with strong drink,—and after shaking

Dick Melmoth by the hand,—he sate down between

the astonished pair.

Taggarty hastened to bolt the street-door : then,

returniug into the parlour, he poured out a tumbler

full of gin, which he handed to Coffin, who at once

partook of a deep draught.
" Well, I suppose you're rather surprised to see

me," said the Hangman, gasping with the effects of

the potent fluid whicli for nearly a minute took

away his breath. " No doubt you thought I was
dead and gone ? I've seen the newspapers, and
find that the belief is I was drowned. Well, so much
the better. But it's a precious bad job, after all."

"Bad indeed," observed Sal. "1 suppose you
won't be able to come home again in a hurry ?"

"I don't see how the deuce I'm ever to come
home again at all," replied the Hangman, his coun-

tenance assuming an expression of diabolical fero-

city, ns if he thought the whole world had turned

against him. " Theie's only two cliances for me

—

and tiiey're not likely to come about."

" What are they V inquired the Mehnoths, speak-
ing as it were in the same breath.

" Wliy, one is the death of Larry Sampson," an-
swered Collin :

" because if he was out of the way,
the other constables could be easily bought over

to say they couldn't identify nie as the burglar.

I know 'em all well enough to be aware of what a
ten- pound note would do with each."

And what is the other chance ?" inquired

Taggarty.
" Why, if there's somebody to be hung and no one

to hang him, some fine morning,'' returned Coffin,

*'a free pardon for any past offences would be
offered to the individual that would take the place

of the executioner: and then I might come forward

and step easy enouf;h into iny old bertli. Those aie

the two cliances : but they're far away ofl'at present

and no mistake."

"Less probable things have come about," o

served Taggarty.

"Well, we shall see," said Cofan. "Where's i

Jack?" he demanded, abruptly.
j

" At home again," answered Dick. " You don't

suspect him at all ?"

" Not a bit of it," rejoined the Hangman. " He
wasn't aware that such a thing was iu contemplation

at Richmond at all. But I can guess how it was.

Me and the footman— poor fellow!—was foolish

enough to discuss our plans one night last week in a
tap-room at Richmond, where a country bumpkin
was getting his supper. We thought he went to

sleep after he'd gorged himself with bread and
cheese: but he must have shammed, and so over-

heard what we said. It was infernally stupid on our
part: it's cost the poor devil of a footman his life,

and made me a sort of exile and wanderer like Cain.

Perdition take the whole business!" added Daniel,

with savage earnestness,

"But what have you been doing all this time !"

asked Dick Melmoth: "and how did you manage
to escape drowning?"

" Oil ! the tide carried me ashore a little way
lower down than where I jumped in," responded

Coffin; "and then I cut across to Beechey Manor
—you know the place," he observed, with a si;}nifi-

cant glance at Dick Melmoth. " There I've i>een

iiiding until now : but I got so deuced tired of living

cooped up in a small bed -room, and the two old ser-

vants have shown so much uneasiness at my pre-

sence, that 1 could endure it all no longer. So I
got this thick coat, this broad-brimmed hat, and that

shawl neckerchief of the old fellow, and resolved to

come and pay my friend Bill Taggarty a visiL If
you two hadn't been here by accident, I should have
got Bill to run down to Fleet Lane and f^tch you up
to meet me. So now you know all about iu"

" But what are you going to do?— and where do

you mean to live?'" asked Sally Melmoth.
" Well, I haven't exactly made up my mind," re-

turned Coffin. "Y'ou must continue at the shop,

and let peuide fancy you still believe me to have .

been drowned. I have got plenty of blunt—that's

one good thing: and it's fortunate it was all in gold,

or else the soaking I enjoyed in the Thames would

have spoilt flimsy-notes beyond all redemption.

Perhaps I shall stay witb Bill Taggarty for a time:

—he's all alone in this house unt you, Bill .'"
;

"Yes—I'm all alotie," was the chandler's response

:

but it was given with an evident aversion to the pro-

posed sojourn of the Hangman at his house.

"Or else I shall go over to Benculi's crib at the

Folly Bridges," continued the Hangman, not choos-

ing to observe the disinclination of Bill Taggarty to

harbour him as a guest.

"Hark!" said tUe chandler, abruptly: "there's a
i

knock at the street door." I

" And rather an impatient one, too," added Daniel
'

Coffin, rising from his seat with evident trepidation.

" 1 musn't be seen here by any body, BJl, you
know."

I

"Then just step up-stairs along with Sal and '

Dick," saul Tagijarly, opening a door and tiius dis-

closing a flight of narrow steps formed as it were iu '

a recess. "'It may be some one that I must sea

—

and you'll be mote quiet up in my bed-room."
j

Tlie Hangman tooii up his hat and neckerchief

—

Sally Melmoth possessed herself of the gin — and
j

Dick laid hands ou tiie glasses : they then ail three
|
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AGATHA AND EMMA OWEN.

Hastened up«stairs, Taggarty shutting the door be-

hind them. He then proceeded to open the shop-

door; and the rays of die candle wliich he held in

his hand, fell full upon the countenance of Mr.
Larry Sampaon.
The first and most natural thought which instan-

taneomiy flashed to the mind of Taggarty, was that

the Bow Street OfScer had traced tlie Hangman
thither and was come to arrest him; and the

chandler's looks accordingly grew troubled, for he
felt that he was suddenly involved in no small

danger for harbouring the delinquent.
" Good evening, Mr. Taggarty," said Sampson, in

his usual quiet manner, and not appearing to notice

the confusion of the chandler. "I want to have a

little conversation with you if you are disengaged."

"With me, sir?" exclaimed Taggarty, Hinging a

rapid glance into the street and experiencing some
relief on obserring that the ofllccr was apparently

lioae, or at all Qvcata bad »ot a poise of constables

'at his bicL " With me, sir ?" he repeated, lu 9 less

incoherent manner.
" Yes—upon no professional business, however,"

replied Larry, emphatically: for he failed not to

observe that his presence was very far from welcome.
" Walk in, sir—walk in," said Taggarty, endea.

vouring to look as composed and unconcerned as

possible : and, having shut and bolted the door agaia,

he conducted the oOicer into his little parlour. " Pray

sit down, Mr. Sampson— let me take your hat—there*

make yourself at home, sir. And now, shall it bs

gin, rum, or brandy 1"

" Neitlier, thank you, Mr. Taggarty," wt» the

response. " I hope I am not intruding upon you at

this moment : but you appear to be all alone."

"Oh! yes— quite alone, Mr. Sampson," replied

the cliaiidler—but with just a sulliciency of lingering

uneasiness to throw some doubt upon the assertion:

and as he glanoed mechanically towards the dot,>C of

the staircase, Sampson at onco perceived that
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although the chandler might have been alone in that

room, he assuredly was not alone in the house pre-

vious to his (the ofBcer's) arrival.

" I want to speak to you upon a very particular

and important matter," said Larry, in a low and con-

fidential tone,—" a matter which, if you can serve me
in it, will put a hundred guineas into your pocket."

Taggarty instantaneously thought within himself

that Sampson wanted him to betray Daniel Coffin

into his hands ; and his mind was at once made up
not to have anything to do with an aSair that would

inevitably bring all the Hangman's confederates and

accomplices, from every part of London, like a hor-

net's nest, about his ears. He accordingly said, " If

ifs any dirty work, Mr. Sampson. I shan't do it."

" I do not think you will look upon it as dirty work

at all," responded the officer, still speaking in a low

and guarded tone. " But tell me frankly whether we
can converse in this room without the chance of being

overheard."
" Well, there's a young o'oman of my acquaintance

up-stairs, doing out the bed-chamber," answered

Taggarty: "and if she listens, she may overhear

ua."

" Then will you step round with me to the nearest

public-house t" asked Sampson.
" The truth is 1 am expecting a friend or two,"

replied the chandler ; " and I can't very well leave.

But just say in a whisper what the business is

about."
" It is relative to a lad called Jack the Foundling,"

rejoined the officer, looking Taggarty very hard in

the face.

"And what about himt" asked the latter, eagerly.

"That is just the question which I am goine to

put to you," said Larry. " Now, I want to ascer-

tain all the particulars I can possibly glean concern-

ing the infancy of that lad; and if you nill assist me,
there are a htmdred guineas in my pocket at your

service."

" A hundred guineas?" repeated Taggarty, his eyes

brightening: "1 must sell a great many pen'norths

of tea and slices of cheese to scrape that sum toge-

ther! Well, sir, what is it you wish to know ?" he

asked in a very subdued voice.

" I am already aware," responded Larry, " that a

great mystery envelopes the birth of the lad. He
was either found or stolen ; and it was a boy called

James Melmoth who took him, when a babe, to the

den in Grub Street, whence you have derived your
nickname of the Kinchin-Grand. I also know tbat

the present Richard and Sarah Melmoth, who have
been living with the deceased Daniel Coffin, are the

brother and sister of that James Melmoth of whom I

have spoken, but who has long been dead. 1 am
moreover aware tbat your late mistress, Shickster

Sal, brought up the Foundling."
" Then, if you know all this, Mr. Sampson," said

Taggarty, " what more can you expect to glean from
me?"—and the chandler now felt easier in his mind,

because he saw, from an observation just made by

Larry, that he really supposed the Hangman to have
been drowned, and that consequently his visit to

Mutton Hill at such a moment was purely an acci-

dental coincidence.

" I expect to glean from you any additional in-

formation which you may be enabled to impart,"

said Sampson. "In the first place, endeavour to

recollect the precise date on which the babe was
brought to the Kinchin-Ken in Grub Street."

" It was the 1st of June, 1795," answered Tag.
garty.

" How do you recollect the date so well ?" inquired
Larry Sampson.

" Because I remember that it was the dav before
James Melmoth's father murdered Sir Richard Stam-
ford in Windsor Park, and then blew out his own
brains," was Taggarty's response.

" It was not known for some time aftewards that
the assassin of the baronst was the same wretched
man whose previous enormities had so horrified the
metropolis."

"But I knew it was the same man," observed Tag-
garty, in a scarcely audible whisper ; " because hia
son, young James, told me so at the time. After-
wards I mentioned the circumstance to my pals—it

got talked about—and this was the way the public
at length knew that James Melmoth, senior, was the
assassin of Sir Richard Stamford."

" Now, was not the babe stolen by that man and
his son James ?" asked Sampson.

" He was," replied Taggarty. " I don't see any
harm in telling you the real truth now."

" Certainly not. And it was in Hyde Park that

the babe was thus stolen 2"

" It was. But you seem to know all about it,"

said the chandler, in surprise. " Yet I do not see

how you can possibly have learnt this : for I have
never divulged the secret until now. Neither Dick
nor Sal Melmoth knew so much about the business.

They were children at the time it happened: but
their eldest brother James made me his confidant to

a certain extent."

"Did he tell you whose child it wast" asked

Sampson.
" No. He had sworn a most solemn oath to his

father not to reveal the secret of the child's parent-

age until it was at least twelve years of age."

"Do you know why the Melmoths stole the child?''

demanded Larry.
" Because they had some dreadful spite against

its parents, I believe. But you are perhaps aware
that young James Melmoth died a violent death

within a few days after his father's suicide : and thus

in the interval he had not much leisure to be over-

communicate wilh me."
" Is this all you know ?" inquired Larry Samp-

son : then, seeing that Taggarty hesitated, he pro-

duced a bag of gold and counted do^n a hundred

guineas upon the table, saying, " If you can give me
any farther proofs relative to the circumstances of

which we have been speaking, this sum is yours."

"Stop a mcment," observed Taggarty. "If the

Foundling should turn out to be the son of wealthy

or great folks, how do I know but what I shall get

into trouble for having been a sort of accessory to the

harbouring of him after he was stolen ?"

" I will give you a written guarantee that no harm
shall befall you," replied Sampson.

" Your word will do, sir," rejoined the chandler.

"And now I will fetch you the only proofs that I

can put into your hands—but they will no doubt be

found convincing enough."

Having thus spoken, Taggarty rose and ascended

the staircase, shutting the door carefully behind him.

On entering the bed-room up-stairs, he found the

Hangman, Dick Melmoth, and Sally, engaged in

earnest conversation together upon their future plans

and proceedings under existing circumstances : but

they were all astouuded and alarmed when the
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chandler informed them that his guest was none other

than the terrible Lawrence Sampson!
In a few hurried words, however, and in a whis-

pered tone, Taggarty explained to them the object of

the officer's visit, whereat they were profoundly sur-

prised ; but the chandler did not vouchsafe to inform

them that Sampson's liberality had extended to a

hundred guineas. He was afraid they might claim

shares, the matter having reference to the Foundling,

in whom they were all interested. He tiierefore

coolly and quietly suppressed an 0,thus reducing the

reward from 100 to 10 guineas.

Having given these few hurried explanations, he

unlocked a drawer—took out a brown paper parcel

—and was about to descend to the parlour again

when Daniel Cofl&n clutched him abruptly by the

arm, saying in a hollow whisper, " Bill, are you man
enough to do me a service ?"

" What do you want ?" asked Taggarty, recoiling,

with an instinctive shudder: for the Hangman's
meaning flashed in a moment to his comprehension.

" Larry Sampson is below," replied Coffin : " and

those who might have seen him come in, won't be

waiting to observe if he ever goes out again," he added
with a look of diabolical significancy.

"No, no—I couldn't do it, Dan'el—I couldn't do
itl" answered Taggarty, his countenance becoming
pale as death, and his knees trembling under him,

" Coward l" ejaculated the Hangman, with bitter

ferocity, as he pushed the chandler away from him

:

then, instantly observing the malignant expression

of vindictiveness which appeared upon Taggarty's

countenance, he said, " Come, don't be angry, Bill

—

1 didn't mean it ! But you must make allowances

for one placed in such an infernal predicament as I

am."
" Yes, pray don't think any more of it. Bill," said

Sally Melmoth, in a tone of earnest entreaty : and
Dick also endeavoured to propitiate the chandler.

"You needn't suppose I should betray you,
Dan'el," observed Taggarty.

"But will you help me to—to——

"

" To make away with Larry Sampson ? No 1"

And with this emphatic reply, the chandler quitted

the room.

Descending to the parlour, he again carefully

closed the door of the staircase behind him ; and
resuming his seat, he opened the brown paper parcel.

But his hands trembled visibly—and his cheeks
were also still pale and ghastly from the mingled
sensations excited by the scene that had just occurred
'n the bed-chamber above. Larry Sampson, upon
whose keenness even the least perceptible emotion
was never lost, could not fail to observe an agitation

so marked as this : but he affected not to notice it

—

while all the time he was wondering what could have
produced such an impression upon the Kinchin-
Grand, and who the person or persons might be that

ad so produced it.

" What have you got there, Taggarty t" he in-

quired.

"The clothes the Foundling had on the day he was
stolen and brought to the Kinchin-Ken in Grub
Street," was the answer: then, as Taggarty proceeded
to open the parcel and display its contents, he said,

"Here's the hat and feathers—the little frock, all

covered with neat braiding, somewhat faded now not-

withatandmg—and here's the petticoats, the little

socki, and the tiny shoes. I've always kept them
things by ma thxough evary wioiiaitude : for some-
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how or another, I thought they'd be of service

sooner or later."

" You have acted well and wisely," said the officer.

" Take the hundred guineas—and I shall keep these

things. I suppose you meant me to do so ?"

" By all manner of means," replied Taggarty,

as he tied up the parcel again. "And now, Mr.
Sampson, won't you take a drop of summut short ?"

" I would much rather not, thank you," returned

Larry. " Good night."

The chandler having hastily gathered up the

money and consigned the coin to his pocket, pro-

ceeded to unfasten the shop-door to let Mr. Sampson
out : and as soon as the officer disappeared, he shut
and bolted it again.

But Larry did not immediately quit the neigh-

bourhood. He was resolved to wait and see who the

person or persons might be, that were secreted in

Mr. Taggarty's upper room. His mode of action

was decisively determined on, and promptly carried

into execution. Entering the shop of an old-clothes'

dealer, to whom he was well known, he remained
there only five minutes, and issued forth again com-
pletely metamorphosed from head to foot. In fact,

he was apparelled as an old woman, with a dark
brown cloak, and the hood drawn over his counte-

nance, which was further shaded by a dingy cap hav-
ing an enormous frill. He carried a bundle o!

matches in his hand—and in this disguise posted

himself exactly opposite the door of the chandler's
shop.

Nearly an hour passed : and no one came forth.

But several halfpence were thrust into Sampson's
hand by poor working-men and their wives return-

ing home, and who took him to be an aged beggar-

woman. He was sorry thus to receive the donations

of humble charity : but he could not refuse them,
for fear of exciting suspicion and perhaps leading to

detection and disturbance.

Time passed on—midnight was proclaimed by
the iron tongue of Clerkenwell church—and still

Larry stayed at his post. He would have remained

there till morning, if necessary : but observing no
lights in Taggarty's bed-room, he felt assured that

the chandler had not as yet retired to rest. Presently

the shop door opened — and Taggarty himself

appeared upon the threshold, looking anxiously up
and down. Sampson, in a whining voice, besought

charity: but the chandler, taking no heed of the

prayer, retired into the shop. Immediately after-

wards a woman came forth as far as the threshold,

and also looked intently up and down the narrow

street. A light from an opposite window gleamed

upon her countenance; and Sampson had no

difficulty in recognising Sally Melmoth.

She retired into the shop, the door of which still

remained open ; and in a few minutes Dick Mel-

moth, whom Larry also recognised, came forward

with the evident object of ascertaining if the coast

was clear. Sampson saw that something strange

was going on : but of what it was, he had not the

most distant suspicion. He nevertheless determined

to ascertain the point, if possible—and was rejoiced

that be had thus kept watch upon the chandler's

premises.

Dick Melmoth having retired again as the others

had done, there was another pause in the proceed-

ings: and then, at the expiration of about two

minutes, a man hurried forth and sped down the

hill towards the Sessions House. He was muffled
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in a great thick coat—wore a broad-brimmed hat,

much slouched over his features—and all the lower

part of his face was concealed in a thick shawl

neckerchief.
" Do, dear sir, for the love of heaven, bestow your

charity on a poor old woman," said Larry Sampson,

with the piteous whine of medicancy, as he passed

close up to the side of the man.
" Get out, you old crone 1" growled the fellow,

his eyes glaring savagely from beneath the broad-

brimmed hat : and, thus speaking, he bolted round

the comer—passed behind the Sessions House—
and gained Turnmill Street.

For the first time in his life Larry Sampson was

thrown quite aback for the moment. His purpose

was 80 far answered that he had succeeded in

catching a glimpse of the man's features : but his

amazement may be understood when he found that

the muffled individual was none other than Daniel

Coffin the Hangman 1 The unmistakable tone of

the voice simultaneously confirmed the fact ; and

if farther proof were wantin;?, it was at once seen

in the circumstance that Dick and Sally Melraoth

were at Tag^art/s when he issued forth, and that

such care had been taken to ascertain that the

coast was clear for his exit thence.

Speedily recovering his self-possession, however,

Larry Sampson instantaneously revolved in his

mind the difficulties of his position. His first im-

pulse was to fling off the old woman's garb and

hasten in pursuit : but a rescue was certain to be

effected in that vile neighbourhood the instant the

alarm of "an officer" should bo raised. More-
over, the disguise would be found—Coffin would

hear of it and suspect who the old beggar-woman

was—and, perceiving that his existence was known,

he would either double his precautions against

discovery, or else leave the country. On the other

hand, to retain the disguise and pursue him in it,

would only be to attract certain attention, without

frustrating the chances of Coffin's rescue or escape.

Sampson therefore retraced his way to his friend

the old-clothes dealer—laid aside the cloak and
cap—and proceeded homeward, with the intention

of losing no time in setting a watch upon all the

places and neighbourhoods where the Hangman
was likely to conceal himself^

CHAPTER LIV.

TB« JOraWBT TO PABI3.

Let us now return to Agatha, Emma, and Julia

Owen, who had embarked at Woolwich on board

a revenue cruiser, to be conveyed to France. They
were attended by an elderly gentlewoman who
served as a sort of dueuna, or guardian, and who
had long been intimate with Mrs. Owen, the young
ladies' delectable mother. She was a widow—her

name was Ranger— and, having no ostensible

means of income, was very glad to make money
by any means, no matter what intrigue or machi-

nation might bo involved in the service entrusted

to her.

6iie was not, however, entirely in the secret of

the young ladies' mission to the Continent. She
knew that they were to enter the houseliold of the

Princess of Wales: she was likewise well aware

that the Eoyal Princes had for some time past
been firequent visitors at the mansion at Rich-
mond;—and her idea of female virtue was not of
such an exalted character as to induce her to sup-
pose that a mere platonic friendship had subsisted
between the Misses Owen and the voluptuary-sons of

George III. The construction she therefore put
upon the matter was that the young ladies, having
bestowed tlicir favours upon the Princes, were re-

warded by obtaining, tlirough their indirect in-

fluence and recommendations, lucrative posts in

the household of the Princess of Wales.

Mrs. Ranger herself was the most plausible

woman in existence, though in reality a perfect

Hecate of iniquity. She was indeed ten thousand
times worse than Mrs. Owen suspected her to be.

This lady fancied that she was merely an astute,

clever, and shrewd woman,—not over particular

how she made money nor in what service she was
enlisted,—but fully trustworthy by an employer :

whereas Mrs. Ranger was in reality a thoroughly

unprincipled, artful, and abandoned wretch, capa-

ble of selling the cliarms and making a market of

the young girls confided to her care. She had
smiled inwardly when Mrs, Owen, on giving her

last instructions, had enjoined her to keep a care-

ful watch over the virtue of her daughters ; bat

externally she had assumed a matronly and duenna-

like air, confirming with the most sacred assurances

the impression which this staid and cautious aspect

had left upon the mothers mind.

Her personal appearance was as false as her

mind. She used cosmetics with so elaborate a
skill and so ingeniously supplied the faded charms
and wrinkled deformities of nature with the suc-

cedaneous remedies of art, that her withered form
assumed a buxom shape and her countenance bora

a richer bloom than ever had clothed it even in the

spring-tide of her youth. She was midway be-

tween fifty and sixty: but what with false hair,

false teeth, and the various artificial appliances

alluded to, she managed to pass herself off as at

least ten years younger.

It will be remembered that Mary Owen had
withdrawn herself from any farther share in the

secret conspiracy hatched under royal auspices

against the honour, hajipiness, and even life of the

Princess Caroline of Wales : Agatha, Emma, and
Julia accordingly embarked without their youngest

sister at Woolwich, under the protection of Mrs,

Ranger. As a matter of course, they were accom-

panied by no end of trunks, band-boxes, and pack-

ages—for, as the reader has already been informed,

large sums were expended in griving the young
ladies a handsome equipment for their new career.

A government vessel had been appointed to con-

vey them to Caliiis—for the power of steam was

not in thoso days applied to navigation, and the

ordinary moans of reaching the Continent was by
sailing-packet or hoy ft'om Dover.

We should here pause for a moment to obserre

that this «as the epoch of Napoleon's memorable

abdication of the imperial dignity in France, and
his rotroat to the little sovereignty of Elba.

Louis XVIII hnd been restored to his throne,

an infamous Bourbon bc'mg thus given back to

France : peace prevailed in Europe—.\iui nume- I

rous English tourists were taking advantage of the
i

cessation of hostilities to visit the contiaental I

countries. i
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The voyage from "Woolwich to Calais was per-

formed in about thirty hours, with a calm sea but

a wind not altogether favourable. Mrs. Ranger
was so ill, notwithstanding the smoothness of the

passage, as to be compelled to keep her berth the

whole time : but during daylight the three sisters

remained upon the deck, conversing gaily and

affably with the officers belonging to the vessel.

On arriving at Dessin's hotel at Calais, the party

was compelled to make a halt for a couple of days

in order to enable Mrs. Ranger to recruit herself

thoroughly ere sho entered upon the formidable

task of posting to Paris.

It was on a Wednesday afternoon that the Misses

Owen and their duenna embarked at "Woolwich

:

it was on the Thursday evening that they reached

Calais—and it was not until Sunday morning that

they proposed to resume their journey. Now, if

the reader will refer to earlier chapters, he will

find that it wm on the Friday Jocelyn Loftus bade
adieu to Louisa, with whom Mary Owen remained,

at Cinterbury; and we mnst add that it was ou
the Saturday that, having crossed in the sailing-

packet from Dover to Calais, he also took up liis

quarters at Dessin's hotel.

We must remind our reader that this amiable,

intelligent, ainl excellent young gentleman, ere

setting out on his chivalrous enterprise, had
pledged himself to Mary Owen not only to com-
promise her sisters as little as might be in the task

he had undertaken, but also to use every attempt
to persuade them to withdraw from the execrable

service in which they were engaged. It was there-

fore his settled intention, on setting out upon his

journey, to overtake them as speedily as possible

—

endeavour to form their acquaintance—and be-

come their travelling-companion if opportunity

should serve. For the farther development of his

plans he naturally trusted to circumstances and to

the chapter of accidents : but he was resolved to

leave no stone unturned in order to rescue the

Misses Owen from the abhorrent influences that

now ruled their career, or at all events warn the
Princess of Wales of the snake-like perils and in-

sidious snares that were scattered in her path.

On arriving at Dessin's hotel late on Saturday
evening, and on making inquiries of the waiter as

to whether certain ladies had passed that way
within the last day or two, Jocelyn was well

pleased to learn that they were actually at the

moment beneath the same roof. He also ascer-

tained that they were to leave in a post-chaise on
the following morning for Paris. He then asked
whether he also could be accommodated with a
travelling-chariot at about the same hour : but he
learnt to his mortification that in consequence of
the great influx of English visitors during the
week, every disposable chaise and carriage in the
town had been put into requisition, and that
tho one kept for Mrs. Ranger and the Misses
Owen was the very last which could bo obtained.

There was however the cliance of return-carriages

arriving; and tho waiter confidently promised one
for the ^Monday.

Jocelyn however assured him that it was of
the highest importance for him not only to depsrt
on the following morning, but also to travel on to

Paris without delay —and hence his desire to ob-
tain a post-chaiso instead of proceeding by tho

diligence^ or stage-coach. Tho waiter looked at

the young gentleman very attentively; and sus-

pecting that he wished to become the travellings

companion of the ladies, he adroitly hinted that
such was his belief. This hint was given with the
unmistakable manner of one who indirectly and
covertly proffers his assistance to forward the de-
sign into which he penetrates : and Jocelyn, know-
ing tho readiness of waiters in general, and French
ones in particular, to perform such little services,

at once said to the man, " Ten louis shall be your
reward if you can induce those ladies of whom wo
have been speaking to accommodate me with a
seat in their post-chaise."

The waiter spoke not a word, but with a signifi-

cant look quitted the apartment. It was time to
serve the ladies' snppor ; and as he attended upon
them at the repast, IMrs. Ranger enjoined him to
have the chaise in readiness at nine in the morning.
He promised due observance of her command;
and as she spoke French with fluency—as indeed
did Agatha, Emma, and Julia—she made many
inquiries about the condition of the roads, the
probable state of the weather, the best hotels to
stop at, and the chances of travellers being assailed

by robbers. The waiter responded to all these
queries satisfactorily enough, except the last; and,
with a considerable amount of apparent he.'iitation,

he observed that the recent disbanding of a large

number of the troops had thrown many desperate
characters idle upon the r.orld—that there were
certainly cases of travellers being stopped—lie was
not even sure but that the outrage sometime oc-

curred in tho broad day- light—and that at all

events it was much safer and more prudent fur

ladies to journey with a male protector.

These remarks, cunningly dropped, and instilling

fear rather by inucndo than positive averments,
produced the desired effect upon the ladies. Mrs.
Ranger declared that she would much prefer the
diligence to a post-chaise : Agatha would not hear
of the stage-coach, but regretted that "mamn)a'
had not provided them witti a male attendant;

—

Emma sided with Mrs. Ranger relative to the pro-

priety of travelling by the diligence—and Julia at

once expressed a wish that they were acquainted
with some gentleman who could accompany them.

It was now that the waiter, as if struck by a sudden
recollection, "took the liberty of observing that

there was an English gentleman at that moment
in the hotel, who was most anxious to travel post

to Paris, but who could not obtain a c mveyance :"

and then, as if quite in a style of indifferent com-
ment, the astute garqon continued to remark that

"the young gentleman was certainly the hand-

somest, most agreeable, and most fascinating

specimen of English travellers that had visited tlic

hotel since the peace."

All this was quite enough to enlist the interest

of the ladies on behalf of one who was so mucli

pressed for the means of rapid conveyance to

Paris: and moreover, they wanted a travelling-

companion. Julia thotight there could be no harm
in offering their fellow-countryman a seat in their

chaise : Emma expressed her opinion that it would

be rude not to do so;—and Agatha still more em-
phatically insisted upon the propriety of asking

him to join their party. Mrs. Ranger said in a

bland tone that she saw no objection, provided he

was a real gertUeman : and tho waiter's guarantee

beings taken ia this respect, the said waiter was
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duly and fonnally charged to conduct the nego-

tiation.

Accordingly, this important plenipotentiary

—

doubtless fancying himself no mean imitation of

the astute diplomatist Talleyrand— returned to

Jocelyn's sitting-room ; and the moment he made

his appearance, his looks proclaimed the success

of his enterprise. Loftus was well pleased thereat,

and cheerfully paid the promised fee often lotih;

which the waiter still more joyfully consigned to

his pocket.

Jocelyn then retired to his bed-chamber, and

soon fell asleep, to dream of his beloved and

lovely Louisa : while, on the other hand, Mrs. Ran-

ger and her three fair charges sought their own

apartments, well pleased with the prospect of an

agreeable travelling-companion during their jour-

ney to Paris.

On the following morning Mr. Loftus received

an invitation to breakfast with the ladies : and he

was forthwith conducted to the room in which they

were assembled. At the first glance which he

threw upon Agatha, Emma, and Julia, the senti-

ment of mingled pity and indignation was deep-

ened in his soul to think that such beautiful

creatm-es should have become entangled in such

detestable intrigues. He was however far from

suspecting that beneath the air of lively, good-

tempered artlessness which was natural to them,

and which corrupting influences had not as yet ma-

terially impaired, there lurked all the nascent ten-

dencies and inclinations towards that thorough

depravity which the denizens of fashionable life

are so skilled in veiling with smiles, affability, and

the glitter of fascinating manners—as the hideous-

ness of a corpse may be concealed with flowers.

He believed them to be the unconscious and be-

guiled victims, rather than the now willing instru-

ments, of the vilest machinations: and little sus-

pecting that even their very maiden virtue and

personal chastity had been sacrificed in the course

of execrable training which they had undergone,

he hoped to rescue them from the ways of in-

trigue and dishonour and render them worthy, as

they were certainly brilliant, members of society.

Such were the thoughts which swept through the

mind of Jocelyn Loftus on his introduction to the

Misses Owen: but as for Mrs. Ranger, he ex-

perienced a thorough and unmitigated contempt

for her ere he had been three minutes in her

society. Not that he at once saw into the depths

of her character : but he read enough, through the

veil of plausibility wherewith she invested her

words and her manners, to assure himself that

she was false, hollow-hearted, vain, and cunning.

This feeling of dislike he however studiously con-

cealed : for it by no means suited his purpose to

make an enemy of that lady at the very outset of

their acquaintance.

The impression which his own appearance pro-

duced upon the ladies was at once of the most
favourable character. His exceedingly handsome
person, endowed with all the beauty and graces of

youthful manhood— his elegant manners— the

tones of his voice—and the unaffected yet fasci-

nating style of his conversation and choice of

language, could not fail to prove agreeable to an
old coquette and three lively, animated, and im-

passioned girls. He was accordingly received with

an evident welcome, whose wai'mtli was only sub-

dued by that habit of external formality which was
rather practised from the ceremonial usages of
drawing-rooms than really felt in all its rigid

reserve.

The conversation at the breakfast-table was
sprightly and sparkling : but the meal was some-
what hurried as the chaise was announced to be
in readiness even before the party sate down.
Then came the hurry and bustle of the prelimi-

naries for departure : but as Jocelj-n attended to
the disposal of the luggage, a world of trouble, as
Mrs. Ranger observed to the girls, was fortunately

taken off' their hands.

French travelling carriages, or berlines, are spa-
cious and commodious vehicles, containing six per-
sons inside without the necessity of much crowding.

There was consequently ample room for the whole
party. Mrs. Ranger and Julia occupied the back
seat : Jocelyn was placed between the two elder

girls on the front one. He had Agatha on his

right hand, and Emma on his left : but though in

such charming conwct, his heart wavered not m
its allegiance to the loved and absent Louisa—and
he felt that it never would. Much rather would he
have been at this moment with his betrothed : bat
he had undertaken a certain duty—and his present

position was only one of the inevitable phases of

that enterprise in which he had so generously

and chivalrously embarked.
The equipage rolled out of the conrt-yard of

Dessin's hotel—the drawbridge of the ramparts

was crossed—and the vehicle, drawn by four horses

with two postilions, entered on the broad road
leading to Boulogne. JNIrs. Ranger now thought

it high time to let Jocelyn know that her three fair

charges were proceeding to Italy in order to enter

the service of the Princess of Wales : whereupon
the young gentleman observed that he also was
bound on a visit to the same sunny clime, giving

his hearers to understand that his was a tour of

recreation and pleasure, although in the first in-

stance he had some important business to transact

in Paris.

The eyes of the young ladies shone with unmis-
takable joy when they thus heard that their new
acquaintance was proceeding all the way to Italy

;

and Mrs. Rauger inquired how long he purposed

to remain in the French capital. He answered

that a couple of days would suflice for the business

which he had to conclude in that city : whereupon
Agatha remarked how singular it was that they

also intended to limit their halt in Paris to an
equally brief period. The observation was too

significant not to be seized upon as available for

Jocelyn's purpose ; and he expressed a hope that

he might be permitted the honour of escorting the

ladies as far as their destination in Italy. The
proposition was received with many expressions of

gratitude and much evident delight : but Jocelyn

was somewhat surprised as well as secretly vexed

and annoyed, when he observed that Agatha, the

eldest sister, gazed upon him with a certain sub-

dued tenderness as she breathed her thanks for

the proposal he had just made.

He could not even help looking earnestly at her

for a moment in order to assure himself that he

had rightly interpreted the meaning of her gaze

:

but as her eyes fell beneath his own, and a fleet-

ing blush appeared upon her cheeks, he foucied

that he must have been deceived, and regretted
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having thus regarded her in a manner which she

might consider as savouring of rudeness or im-

pertinence. But as the conversation turned upon

different topics, it became clearly apparent that

she had taken no offence : for she treated Jocelyn

with a friendly but well-bred courtesy, as much as

to imply that since it was agreed they were to be

travelling companions on a very long journey,

there was no necessity to regard each other as the

mere acquaintances of a few hours. At least, such

was the interpretation wliich the young gentleman

now put upon her demeanour, as well as on the

bearing of her two sisters and Mrs. Ranger : and

as it was his object to gain the good opinion and

the confidence of the three girls as speedily as was

practicable under the circumstances, he of course

encouraged all their friendly advances.

Thus by the time the party reached Boulogne to

lunch, the ladies were already on very good terms

with their handsome travelling-companion: and

when they stopped in the evening to*dine at Ber-

nay, it would have seemed as if they bad been

acquainted for a whole year instead of a single day.

Indeed Jocelyn was more than once inwardly and se-

cretly vexed at the somewhat meaning looks of ten-

derness which Agatha cast upon him : but as those

side-long and furtive glances were instantaneously

withdrawn when she saw that they were noticed, he

tranquillised himself with the hope that any feeliog

which the young lady might have so suddenly con-

ceived towards him, would not be conveyed by a

more marked demonstration.

After dinner the journey was resumed towards

Abbeville, where it was proposed to rest for the

night. The sun sank into its western home—and
obscurity veiled the road which our travellers were

pursuing. Mrs. Ranger got nervous about robbers,

upon the chances of an attack from whom she

would nevertheless persist in talking—while Julia,

already much wearied, dozed by her side. Jocelyn

sustained the conversation with the old lady and

Emma: but Agatha had gradually ceased to take

part in the discourse, and soon became altogether

silent.

It was very dark inside the vehicle: and Jocelyn

soon experienced a new cause for annoyance. For
while he was endeavouring to reason Mrs. Hanger
out of her fears, which, whether affected or not,

seemed to be augmenting, he felt Agatha's head
gently droop upon his shoulder. It was true that

she had on a plain travelling-bonnet, so that the

silk material alone came in contact with him : but

Btill his extreme sense of propriety made him
ehrink from anything that appeared to approach

an undue familiarity. He nevertheless fancied that

she must have fallen asleep, and therefore had un-

consciously lain her head upon his shoulder: and
as the circumstances of travelling may in such
cases somewhat mitigate the strict observances to

be followed on ordinary occasious, ho made due

allowances for the present little incident and offered

not to disturb his fair companion.

But in a few minutes he felt her head gradually

moving : then it became still again—and then .-she

suddenly, but noiselessly turned in such a way that

her cheek rested against his own. He started—but

not enough to compel her to shift her position : and
then astonished that she did not, he gently drew

back, so that while his face no longer touched her

own, her head nevertheless remained upon hia

shoulder. Mrs. Ranger ceased talking at the mo-
ment; and he listened attentively to ascertain

whether Agatha was sleeping or not. But her

breath came not as from the lips of a sleeper : and

shocked at an occurrence which he was now forced

to regard as a deliberate, intended, and most indis-

creet proceeding, if not a positive overture, on her

part, he drew still farther aside. Agatha thereupon

abruptly raised her head, and gave vent to an

ejaculation as if just awaking from a doze.

Jocelyn was now again bewildered, and in deep

perplexity what to think. After all, she might

have really been sleeping, though he fancied she

was not: and, prompted by his generous nature to

put the most charitable construction upon the

deeds of his fellow-creatures,—unwilling, moreover,

to be precipitate or rash in attributing aught sa-

vouring of gross indelicacy to a young and gay-

hearted girl,—he brought his mind to settle the

point in her favour. Still, when he reflected upon

all that Mary Owen had told him, his misgivings

were again aroused; and the painful conviction

was forced upon him that the training to which the

unfortunate sisters had been subjected by their

unnatural mother, was indeed sufficient to destroy

all their moral principles, even if its effect had not

as yet been to ruin their chastity.

But while Jocelyn was thus painfully giving way

to his meditations, and almost regretting that he

had joine 1 the company of the ladies, he soon be-

came sensible of another source ot vexation. For

be it observed that, in consequence of occupying a

place in the carriage between Agatha and Emma,
while he was withdrawing himself from the contact

of the former he was unconsciously pressing ag lins!.

the latter: then, as he drew more and more away

from the eldest sister in the manner already de-

scribed, his pressure againstEmma becam? all the

closer. This circumstance he did not immediately

perceive in the confusion of his ideas : but to

Emma that pressure appeared full of a tendjr

meaning. She felt his form coming in nearer con-

tact with her own—and a thrill of pleasure shot

through her entire frame. But still s-he stayed

perfectly still, in a tantalizing uncertainty as to

whether the occurrence were accidental or not. In

a few moments the pressure against her grew more
apparently decisive—and the wanton blood now
coursed like lightning through Emma's veins.

Jocelyn's left arm pressed against her bosom, which

heaved and swelled to a contact which she believed

Wiis intentional : and with a voluptuous ardour she

pressed against him ui return. At that instant was

it that Agatha raised her head and gave vent to an

ejaculation as if she were starting from a doze—
and then the pressure between Jocelyn and Emrai

suddenly ceased.

But still the impression remained in Emma's
mind that the occurrence which had just taken

place, was deliberate and intentional on Jocelyn's

part: and she waited a few miimtes in the anxious

hope that the presumed demonstration of tender-

ness would be continued. H was not, however

—

for Aijatha was now lounging back in her own cor-

ner, and Lofius was no longer inconvenienced for

room. Emma therefore gently and gradually

pressed towards him,—now pausing for the t icit

response 80 anxiously awaited—then preasingoloser

still, until the contours of her well-developed bust

heaved amorously against his arm. All in a moment
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the truth flashed to Jocolyn's mind—once more he

started abruptly—and the second temptress as

abruptly ehraak back into her owq corner, com-

plaining of the ruff^eduess of the road aud the

jolliiig of tlie carriage.

Almost Immediately afterwards the Tehiclo en-

tered Abbeville : and iu the bustle occa»ioned by

the examination of the passports at the town-

gates—the arrival at the hotel—the handiuK the

ladies out of the carriage—the duly of lookiugf

after their \\igga.gQ and his own—and then the task

of giving orders to the waiters, &c.,— in the excite-

ment of these manifold proceedings, we say,

Jocelyn for the tims lost sight of the previous topic

of his unpleasant meditations.

Almost immediately after their arrival at the inn,

the ladies withdrew to the chambers prepared for

them—and Loftus waa equally ready to seek re-

pose. Before he however fell asleep, the behaviour

of the two eldest, Misses Oweu recurred to his me-

mory; aud it was while still perplexinjj himself

with arguments for and against a deliberate inten-

tion on their part, that slumber visited his eyes.

Wlien the travellers were reunited in the morn-

ing at the breakfast table, neither Ajjatha nor

Emma appeared in any way confused on meetini^

his looks— nor was their behaviour at all changed

towards him, unless indeed it were that their tone

and manner increased in friendliness. But there

was no evidence of humiliated feeling on their part,

as if Ihey were conscious of having made overtures

wl icl» were met, with a tacit rebuke.

The journey was resumed,— Mrs. Ranger and

the youngest girl occupying the same seat; as be-

fore, and Jocelya being again placed between the

two eldest sisters, with their backs to the horses.

The young geutlcmau now endeavoured to turn

tlie conversation upon the Pi-incoss of Wales,

—

observing how harshly she had been treated by

her royal husband, the Prince Regent—aud re-

gretting, if it were only for the sake of theh- child,

the Princess Charlotte, that they did not effect a

reconciliation and live together. But he found the

three sisters very guarded in theii' replies and still

more sparing in their comments— while Mrs.

Ranger, who had passed a bad night, dozed in her

corner of the carriage. At length Agatha, •with

an appearance of natural liveliness aud versatility

of disposition, exclaimed, " Let us talk of some-

thing else—for this Lj an old and hackneyed topic

amongst us :"—and Loftus was accordingly com-

pelled to turn the discourse into another chanel.

He found the three sisters well-informed, ac-

complished, and intelligent: their good-humour
was patent beyond the possibility of affectation ;

—

they did not indulge in scandal, nor frivolous dis-

quisitions on dress—nor were they at all vain of

the intimacy which they had enjoyed with the

Royal Princes. They possessed many excellent

qualities, it was clear : but how far their morals

had been depraved and their principles under-

mined, Jocelyn trembled to conjecture. AVhen,

however, he thought of the admirable purposes to

which their minds and their dispositions might

have been trained under proper tutelage,— and
when he reflected that whatever might bo their

failings and faults, these poor gii-ls could scarcely

be hold responsible for them,— his heart was
moved to th« deoi)e3t commiseration, and he felt

that it >ruuld bo ti glouous ti'iuuipU ^ vc^puo tUom

from the evil influences that were hurryinj them
on to destruction.

The party stopped to dine at Beauvab in the
afternoon—and in the evening at Beaumont, to
take an early supper. Th« journey was then
speedily continued : and onca more did the shades
of night envelop th» landacape in •bscurity, and
plunge the interior of the carriage into almost
otter darkness. Jocelyn actually drew himself
into as small a compass as possible, so as not to
encroach in the slightest degree upon the space
allotted to his fair companions on the same seat

:

but he soon became aware of certain little tacit

overtures from either side—a pressure of the knee
against his own, or the heaving of a bosom against

his shoulder. He felt that his position was alike

false and ridiculou.s : and he became dispirited,
j

and even gloomy. He was surrounded by terapta- <

tions which he had ample strength of mind and
J

rectitude of principle to resist : and yet he had i

embai-ked ia an enterprise which compelled him to i

remain in this very position and subject to these

temptations. That the little overtures,—sly, artful,
|

and tacit as they were,—were intentional and deli-
i

berate, he could no longer doubt : and it became a I

question whether he was not compromising himself
,

too far, and entering upon the verge of outrage
j

against the pure love which ho felt for Louisa
,

Stanley, by remaining any longer in the company
of these syrens whose temperaments were evidently

so warm and whose morals were becoming every

instant more open to the gravest suspicion. ,

Finding that they received no encouragement
.

from the young gentleman, Agatha and Emma
presently desisted from their tacit approaches aud
silent demonstrations of tenderness towards him.

The discourse grew languid, and soon dropped alto-

gether—every one, save Jocelyn, falling off into a
doze. But he himself continued to meditate upou

1

the perplexing situation in which he was placed :
j

and there were but two alternatives for him to

choose between. He must either withdraw himself

from the company of the syren sisters, and thus

break the proiuise he had pledged to JLiry that ho

would endeavour to rescue them from their present

career : or ho must remain with them, even at the

risk of encountering overtures which pained, In-

sulted, and shocked him. In the former case, he

would have nothing more to do than hasten on to

Italy and give the necessary warning to the

Princess, leaving the three sisters to fulfil their

ignoble destiny : in the latter case, he might per-

haps find speedy opportunities of conversing with

each one alone and separately, and thence judge

whether the work of reform were really practicable

in reference to them, or whether they were tram-

melled and ensnarod by circumstances and influ-

ences beyond all hope of redemption.

Jocelyn decided upon the adoption of the latter

alternative of the two which we have named: at

all events lie determined to see what results the

couple of days' sojourn together in Paris would pro-

duce.

It was eleven o'clock when the post-chtise entered

the French capital: and it proceeded straight to

Meurice's Hotel, which was in those times situated

in the Rue St. Honoic. Wearied and exhausted

with the long journey of two dayi, Mrs. Rsnger aud

the three sisters lost no time in seeking repose : but

ece focelya r8ti;o(i tp rest, [is sale dojjrn ftiul penned



a long letter to ins well-beloved Louisa,—for he felt

a profound longing thus to commune with the dear

one, by committing to paper all the tender things

and fond assurances which he would have breathed

in her ears had they been together.

CHAPTER LV.

FASHIONABLE DEPRAVITY.

Mrs. Ranger and Julia occupied the same sleep-

ing-apartment at the Hotel Meurice; while Agatha
and Emma shared another.

Tlie clianiber-maid had been ordered to rouse

tbem at nine o'clock in tlie morning: and accord-

ingly, if we peep about half-an-hour later into the

cliamber tenanted by the two eldest Bisters, we shall

25 *

find them in the midst of the avocations oi t^e

toilette.

" Now what think you of our handsome travel-

ling companion, Mr. .Tocelyn Loftus?" inqmred

Agatha, as she combed out her long brown hair before

the immense mirror in which her wiiole person was

renected, as she stood with naked shoulders and

bare bosom in an attitude of indescribable volup-

tuousness and unstudied grace.

"I think th:it hi is ihe handsomest young mtiii I

ever beheld in all my life,'' answered Emmi, who

was lacing on her corset in front of anothef

mirror which reproduced with equal fidelity all tha

rich contours and One proportions of her own softly

sensuous form.

" But what else do you think of him, Emma?"
inquired her eldest sister.

" 1 scarcely know how to answer you," was tha

response.
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« Should you like to have him as a lover?"

" Yes—but not as a husband."

"And v»herefore not as a husband?" inquired

Agatha.
" Because I think he is too particular. He seems

a very moral young man," returned Emma, laugh-

ing.

" Ah ! have you been tempting him, then, you

wicked girl?" asked Agatha, also smiling roguishly.

"Have you?" demanded Emma. " Come—let

us confess. You and I have no secrets from each

other."

" I hope not," observed Agatha. " Well, I am
bound to admit that the contact of his liandsome

person did somewhat confuse and bewilder my ideas

and excite my passions—and—and— I sulFtfred him

to perceive that he was not displeasing to me. In plain

terms, I laid ray head upon his shoulder—this was

in the evening of the firfct day's journey "

"And did he reward you with a soft and noiseless

kiss?" asked Emma, her bosom heaving visibly in

the mirror where it was reflected, and the soft flush

of desire tinging her cheeks.

«0n the contrary— he seemed either not to un ;er-

stand my meaning, or else to be indifferent," an-

swered Agatha. " Nay—I am not quite sure that

he did not positively repulse me—but very gently—
and rather by withdrawing himself from me than

by pushing me from him."

"Oh: he withdrew, did he?" exclaimed Emma,

a light breaking in upon her mind. "Then did I

fall into a most cggegious error—foi" as he re-

treated from you, he pressed ajainst me, and I

fancied that the pressure vras intentional."

"And you returned it?" said Agatha, in a voice

full of deep iensuousness -for the nare idea of these

amorous overtures heated her blood and inHaraed

her imagination, so that the carnation deepened

up^n her cheeks—her hazel eyes swam in liquid

languor—and her fine bust swelled aud sank like

the undulating motion of the sea.

" I returned that pressure — in fact, I gave

Jocelyn Loftus to understand precisely what you

did," said Emma, in response to her sister's ques-

tion. " I let him know as plainly as I dared that

if he were bold and venturous, I should not prove

timid nor cruel."

"And the result?" exclaimed Agatha, hastily.

" The same as in your case," was the reply.

" Last evening, in the carriage, I renevred my
little artifices," observed Agatha; " and with an

equal futility. When we descended from tho

carriage and entered the room where the lights

were blazing, I scarcely dared look him in the

face: but I was resolved not to seem humili-

ated
"

" That was precisely the feeling which I expo •

rienced," exclaimed Emma. " But do you think

that Jocelyn is a perfect anchorite—or that he re-

jects our overtures because he is smitten with

Julia?"

"I scarcely Imow what to think," responded

Agatha. "But I do not fancy that he is inclined

to pay any particular attention to Julia : and as

for a young man of two or three and twenty years

being an anchorite, is not the most probable theory

to fall back upon. He may possess very lofty

notions of honour "

"He evidently dges possess them," observed

Emma,

" And is therefore loath to engage in an intrigae

with young ladies who are to a certain extent
under his protection," added the eldest sister.

"Very likely. Or else he is afraid of tha* old
harridan Ranger," suggested Emma. '

" Far from it," exclaimed Agatha. " He expe-
riences for her the most sovereign contempts
although he endeavours to conceal it. But I have
marked the curl of his beautifully chiselled lip

—

Oh ! what classic lips
"

"And such a faultless Grecian face, with that

clear rich brown complexion," observed Emma.
"His hair, too, is magnificent—dark as jet and as

glossy as a woman's. Then his teeth—your's and
mine are not whiter nor more even

"

" And that is paying ourselves a compliment at

the same time," -said Agatha, laughing so as to dis-

play the rows of pearl which shone between her

red and juicy lips. "But did you ever behold such
splendid eyes as Jocelyn's ? Ah I when I think ot

that fat, puffy, bloated Prince, and then fix my
thoughts upon Jocelyn, it seems as if I had sub-

mitted to the pawings of a great imp and now
vainly sigh for the embraces of an Apollo !"

" Nor can I reflect lovingly upon the Duke of

York's image," said Emma, " when ihat of Jocelyo

is uppermost in my mind. I wonder whether

Julia is smitten by him—and whether she thinks

of her Duke of Cumberland in constrast with our

handsome fellow-traveller. And yet," exclaimed

Emma, suddenly laughing gaily and turning to-

wards Agatha, "it is not every trio of sisters who
have had three Princes as their lovers

^

"Ami paramours," added the eldest girl : then,

with a subdued sigh, she obseived in a tone that

altered strangely all in a moment, " Do you know,

Emma, I am very much afraid
"

"Oh! I can guess what you are about to say!"

exclaimed Emma, with a subdued shriek and look

of dismay. " Heavens ! is it possible
?'

"I am iifraid so," replied Agatha, mournfully.

"But do not speak so loud— do not give vent to

ejaculations : we may be overheard ! And when I

think of it, don't mention it to Julia : for should

my fears prove correct, the fewer confidants the

better."

" How in the name of heaven will you manage,

my dear girl?" inquired Emma, still onteraplating

her sister with mingled anguish and dismay.

" Oh! if it be really the c^ise, I can conceal the

fact for a long time to come," answered Agatha

:

"and then I must trust to circumstances to point

out the means of avoiding eventual discovery. It

is not so I ifficult on the Continent as it is in Eng-

land to manage these matters : midwivea are more

accomplished in France and Italy—and also more

knowing and 'ess scrupulous," she added, with A
significant look.

" I understand you," observed Emma. " Bat *

"Do not let ns talk any more about it now, my
love," said Agatha, suddenly brightening np. '" If

the worst comes to the worst, the Prince Regent

nnist support his child—for his it assuredly will be.

You know, Emma, that I have never as yet yielded

to the embrace of any other
"

"An.ltbe Prince must know it likewise," was

the response. " For my part, I should be fearfully

shocked and alarmod if I thought thn' "^y amour

with the Duke of )Liitk w?r. !:!:.., t. b..^j ::* /i»o

disgrace."
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" And yet you are ready to plunge headlong into

an amour with Jocelyn Loftus," exclaimed Agatha,

laughing—for the natural gaiety of her disposition

soon returned.
" Ah ! but he is so very handsome !" murmured

Emma, with a deep sigh of mingled pleasure and

ardent longing. " It is however quite clear that

we cannot both win him to our arma—to one only

must the triumph and the happiness belong
"

"Let me have a fair opportunity of plying him
with the artillery of my fascinations," said Agatha:
•• and if 1 discover that his heart is proof, I will

abandon him to your seductive wiles."

" Agreed !" exclaimed Emma. " And after all

—

even supposing that you should be in the way to

become a mother—it is much better to raal£e up

one's mind to lead a life of pleasure and gaiety,

especially as we cannot hope to make very excel-

lent marriages : for our reputation has been assur-

edly damaged by our intimacy with the Princes."

"And therefore," added the eldest sister, with

the coolness of settled depravity, " if we have the

character of being no betier than we should be,

let us also have the eojoyment."

"Upon that point, Agatha," observed Emma,
"you and I have already agreed; otherwise we
should not be discoursing so confidentially, so

unreservedly, and so frankly as we are doing
now. But to return to the handsome Jocelyn

—

what opportunity do you require? and how can
I succour you?"

" Contrive to get Mrs. Ranger and Julia to

accompany you shopping this afternoon, if possi-

ble," replied Agatha: " and I will remain in-doors
with Jocelyn. He will not offer to escort you if

you expressly say you are going out shopping."
"Leave it to me," said Emma. "I suppose

that after breakfast we shall all sally forth in

company to see th^ lions : then we sliall return to
luncheon "

"And afterwards I shall feel too tired to go
out again before dinner," observed Agatha. "As
for Mrs. R inger, I am very certain that instead of
standing in the way of an intrigue, she would wiuk
at it— especially if a few guineas were slipped into
her hands. Oh ! I have fathomed that woman's
character far more deeply than our mother has
done."

" But mamma is vfry credulous in some things,''

observed Emma,—'= although so very astute and
cunning in others. The idea of throwing us con-
stautiy in the way of the Princes, and expecting
that we should pass with impunity throu«,'h the
fiery furnace V '

'• It was most preposterous !" exclaimed Agatha.
•' But here is Julia."

'•What! not dressed yet?" cried this youi:^'
lady, as -he entered the room, "i have brcn up
for the last hour-and shou d have come to chat
with you, if that dieadful old creature, Mrs. Ran-
ger, had not kept nie to help her put herself to-
gether. 1 never knew such a painted sepulchre as
she is—sucha in,i(ie-up specimen of self-modern-
ised antiquity. But, by the bye, I have not until
now had an opportunity of asking you both what
you think of our travclliiig-companion?"

"That is the very subject we have been discussing
for the last hour, Julia," replied Agatha. " We
both consider him uncommonly handsome, agree-
able, and fascinating. Indeed, for myself, I infinitely

prefer him to the Prince of Wales—Emma likes

him much better than the Duke of York "

"And I now regard the Duke of Cumberland as

a perfect ourang-outang of ugliness in couipari.son

with this Adonis of a Jocelyn," observed Julia, with

a gentle sigh.

" Has he exhibited any tenderness towards you ?"

inquired Agatha.
" Not the least!" she answered, in surprise at the

question. " What made you think so 1"

" Because he has rejected certain little overtures

which Emma and I have made towards him," re-

sponded the eldest sister: " and therefore we fancied

that he must either have experienced a preference

for you, or else must be proof against our witcheries

altogether."

" What! a handsome young man feel no passion
!"

exclaimed Julia: "and three pretty girls unable to

thaw the ice of his heart! Ii's too absurd."
" So we think," rejoined Agatha ; " and therefore

we are going to lay siege to him in our turns. I
first—Emma second—and you third, Julia, if we
fail."

" Be it so," said the youngest of the three sisters.

And after this delectable conversation, they de-
scended to the sitting-room, where Jocelyn was
already seated, deep in the perusal of a French news-
paper. Mrs. Ranger shortly made her appearance;
and during the repast the plans of the day were set-

tled. It was arranged that immediately after break-

fast they should all proceed together to visit some of
the principal buildings— that they should return to

luncheon at three—that in the afternoon those who
had purchases to make should go out shopping—and
that in the evening the whole party should visit some
theatre.

Jocelyn had beeu in Paris before—as had also

Mrs. Ranger : they were consequently well able to

conduct the young ladies to all the most remarkable

sights in the French metropolis- and a few hours

were thus passed agreeably enough. They returned

to Meurice's shortly after three o'clock : and during

lunch- time Emma inquired who proposed to accom-
pany her on a visit to the millint-rs', jewellers', and
other fashionable repositories. Mrs. Ranger was of

course indispensable to such a tour, which required

her knowledge of Paris—and Julia was prompt in

giving an aflinnative answer. But Agatha, pleading

a slight heud-ache, expressed her intention of re-

maining in-doors until the evening: and Jocelya

said not a word. He was however well pleased at

thus finding an opportunity of discoursing alone with

one of the sisters.

Mrs. Ranger, Emn)a, and Julia '.vent up to dress

again; and Agatha inquired gaily whether Mr. Lof-

tus meant to stay and keep her company. He re-

plied that he pruposcd to do himself that honour:

and Agatha tunicd suddenly away to conceal the

flush of mingled joy and sensuous anticipation which
she felt burning upon her checks. Observing that

she must Icare him fur a few minutes, in order to

iielp her sisier Emma at the afternoon's toilette, sho

hurried from the apartment.

"Jocelyn will remain with me," ghe said, in a
tone of triumph, as she entered the chamber to

which Emma had preceded her. "And now, then,

let me make the most of the charms which heaven
has given me."

She selected a dress which, without being too fine

or ia any way gaudy, was of surpassing elegauM)
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and being made after the most approved fashion of

the day, it was cut so low in the body as to leave the

shoulderg entirely bare and reveal so much of the

bust that the imagination had but little trouble in

filling up the remainder of the glowing picture. She

was not above the middle height, though a little

taller than Emma: but there was more dignity in

her gait than in that of her sister—and tlie sta-

tuesque carriage of her neck and shoulders gave her

bosom, naturally fine, the grandest development.

This she knew full well : and hence her selection of

a dress which displayed her charms to the most vo-

luptuous advantage. But she threw over her shoul-

ders a gauze kerchief— thus flimsily veiling the

beauties which, with all the accomplished artifices of

coquetry, she really intended to be seen.

Mrs. llanger, Emma, and Julia sallied forth toge-

ther; and Agatha returned to the sitting-room,

where Jocelyn had remained. The moment she

made her appearance in that seductive manner, her

aim and object flashed to the mind of Loftus; and,

though his looks betrayed not his sentiments, he

inwardly experienced a mingled pain and disgust at

this too brazen evidence of a deep depravity. For

an instant he was inclined to abandon the self-im-

posed task of reforming the three sisters as utterly

hopeless; but then the feeling of pity for their un-

happy destiny returned to his soul—and, likewise

remembering his pledge to Mary, he resolved to pro-

secute an undertaking which was nevertheless ac-

companied by so many incidents that shocked his

upright character and wounded his generous heart.

Throwing herself with a voluptuous negligence

upon a sofa, she darted a look ail vibratiufj with

desire upon Jocelyn Loftus, who, taking a chair

near her, paid no attention to the studied but ap-

parently involuntary display of charms and fasci-

nations the artillery of which was now directed

against him.

"Miss Owen," ho said, in a calm but serious

voice, and without looking at her, " I purposely

sought the opportunity of this interview."

"Indeed!" she murmured, her heart suddenly

beating with transport at what she instantaneously

took as an avowal, and which seemed at the moment

to promise her a far more easy victory than she had

expected : and the colour came and went in rapid

transitions upon her very beautiful countenance.

"I have behaved with some little duplicity

towards you," continued Loftus, still keeping his

eyes averted: " butthe moment forserious explan-

nation is now come."
" And why should they be so serious ? " asked

the young lady, in a low and tremulous tone the

tenderness of which at once struck Jocelyn and

convinced him that his prefatory remark had been

entirely mistaken.

For suddenly turning his eyes, in mingled amaze-

ment, pity, and pain, upon Agatha, he saw that the

kerchief had fallen away from her shoulders, and

that she was leaning towards him with all the nude

display of her luxuriant charms and with a profound

wantonness in her looks.

"Miss Owen," he at once exclaimed, turning

aside with an impatience almost amounting to dis-

gust,—" let us understand each other. It is purely

and simply upon a matter of business that I pro-

pose to address yon ; and the explanations I have

to give are of a very sorious character, I oaa assura

yoxx."

" But I am in no humour for serious discourse,

Mr. Loftus," said Agatha, in a tone of vexation:
and as the blood rushed to her cheeks, she bit her
lip nervously.

"When 1 tell you, Miss Owen, that I am ac-
quainted with your sister Mary," observed Jocelyn,

"you will perhaps condescend to listen to me."
"Ahl" ejaculated the young lady: and, the

keenest interest being suddenly excited in her
miud, she mechanically drew the kerchief over her
shoulders, as if abandoning-, at leastfor the moment,
her wanton designs upon Loftus.

"Yes— I have seen Miss Mary Owen," he con-
tinued: "and she has told me all—everything 1

It was by no accident that I fell in your way at

Calais, and that I became your travelling compan-
ion to Paris. I purposely sought the opportunity to

form your acquaintance, in the hope of being enabled

to point out to yourself and your two sisters the

lasting dishonour that will attach itself to your
name if you persevere in the course where the most
fatal influences have placed you. For if you re-

gard the matter iu its true light, you vf ill perceive

—

you cannot fail to understand, indeed," he added
emphatically, " that you are taking part in a shock-
ing conspiracy to ruin the peace and destroy the

character of a lady who never injured you. I allude

to her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales !

"

"Heavens! that little traitress, Mary, has in-

deed betrayed us!" cried Agatha, now seriously

alarmed, and totally losing sight of all the sensuous

thoughts which a few minutes before were upper-

most in her imagination. " But where is she, Mr.
Loftus?—how came you to fall in with her?"

" The day after she quitted you at Woolwich,
Miss Owen, did I encounter your unhappy sister in

the streets of London : and you may rest assured

that she is not only in a place of safety, but also in

honourable compauionship. I am comparatively

a stranger to you," added Jocelyn, with some little

significancy : "but I leave j-outo determine whether

from the first moment of our acquaintance the

day before yesterday, you have seen aught in me
that would warrant a suspicion against my princi-

ples and my honour. I am young," he continued,
—" perhaps too young to undertake a portion of

the task which I have imposed upon myself, and

which is the awakening of yourself and your sisters

to a sense of the enormity of that service wherein

you are embarked. But I cannot think—no—

I

dare not entertain so vile an opinion of human
nature, as to suppose that you will designedly, de-

liberately, and systematically undertake the ruin

of a Princess who has already suffered so much. I

beseech— I implore you. Miss Owen, to weigh the

matter well—to pause— to reflect—to decide on the

score of justice, honour, and humanity. You have

not yet compromised yourself too deeply to with-

draw from this atrocious service. Pardon me for

using harsh terms and strong language : but my
indignation will not permit me to speak in a milder

tone."
" What do you advise—what do you wish, Mr.

Loftus?" asked Agatha, nervously excited and

scarcely knowing what she said.

" If you would abandon the service in which you

have embarked," cxtlaimed the young man, enthu-

siastically, " I would love you as a sister !"

" Ah ! that is but after all a cold expression,"

murmured Agatha, with a tone and look of retlT
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ing tenderness. "There are perhaps terms on

which I mi?ht listen to you—there is a language

you might adopt that would prove irresistible
"

"Oh! do not talk to me thus, Miss Owen!" ex-

claimed Loftus: and as he turned his eyes re-

proachfully upon her, he observed that her own
were swimming in a soft sensuous languor and that

she was again performing the part of a syren-

temptress. "I will not affect to misunderstand

you, because it will only be prolonging a topic that

is unfit for us both. Know, then, that I love and

am betrothed to a young lady whose image is

never absent from my mind,—a being endowed

witK every virtue, and the purity of whose soul

shall never be outraged nor shocked by any word
or deed on my part."

" You are the most admirable preacher I ever

heard out of a pulpit, Mr. Loftus," said Agatha,

in a voice of bitter irony : but instantaneously re-

covering her wonted good-humour, she observed,
" If you fancy that I hoped to inveigle you into a

marriage with me, you are much deceived. But
you spoke of loving me as a sister

"

"I meant that if you would adopt a course

worthy of a high-spirited and humane woman," in-

terrupted Loftus, " I should experience that ad-

miration—should feel that friendship
"

" Which would doubtless be eminently flattering

to me," added the young lady, in a tone of good-
tempered sarcasm. "JBut if I give you no satis-

factory assurance on that point ?' she said inquir-

ingly.

" Then I shall have no alternative but to hasten

on to Italy and warn her Royal Highness of the

perils and the treacheries which are closing in

around her."

" You would not go to this extreme, Mr. Lof-
tus ?" exclaimed Agatha, now more terrified than
ever.

" It would be made compulsory on my part by
your perseverance in an unjust and dishonourable

course," responded the young gentleman. " In any
case I am determined to seek an interview with

her Royal Highness : but I should feel well pleased

not to be compelled to make any mention of the

name of Owen."
" But if my two sisters and I were to pledge

ourselves to observe a discreet, forbearing, and
honourable conduct towards the Princess?" ex-
claimed Agatha, interrogatively.

"Even on those terms, you could not accept
situations about her person with honour to your-
selves," answered Jocelyn.

"Ah! you mean to say that you would not be-
lieve us," cried Agatha, her countenance becoming
crimson. " But how cnn we retreat? Would you
have us return to England and tell our mother
that wc have thrown up these high situations and
renounced all these brilliant prospects? It is for

.,.«t to pause and reflect, Mr. Loftus. What would
))ecome of us? Our mother's door would be closed

against us : the i)ublic would fancy that something
injurious to our cliaractcrs had been suddenly dis-

covered, and tliat our appointments as ladies-in-

waiting to the Princess had been cancelled. Ruin
— utter ruin— irremediable ruin would overtake

us," exclaimed Agatha in a voice of despair.

" A more fatal destruction will entomb you, body
and soul. Miss Owen," said Jocelyn Loftus, with

(Jeop solemnity, " if you persist ia becoming the

instruments of a vile conspiracy. Besides, think
you that the Princess of Wales will receive you
into her establishment, if forewarned against
you ?"

" Will you make war upon three young ladies

who have not injured you, sir?" demanded Agatha,
with a mixture of indignation and reproach.

" Shall I suffer war to be made by three young
ladies against a Princess who not only has never
injured them, but whom so many high personages
in England are leagued together to ruin?"—and
as Jocelyn thus spoke, he fixed his gaze earnestly

upon Agatha Owen, that the seriousness of his

looks might confirm the decisiveness of his lan-

guage.
" Oh ! if my mother were here to counsel us !"

she exclaimed, bursting into tears : and the bosom
that ere now glowed with sensuous transports and
palpitated with the longings of desire, was con-
vulsed with sobs.

" It is a most painful thing for any one to speak
ill of a mother to the ears of her daughters," said

Jocelyn:" but you must be aware. Miss Owen,
that she who should have proved your best friend,

has been your greatest enemy—and fortunate will

it be for you, perhaps, that your mother is not now
here to influence your decision."

" And if my sisters and I renounce the service

in which we are engaged," said Agatha, when the
first convulsion of grief had passed, " what course
are we to pursue ?—whither shall we go ?"

"Return to England—seek your mother—and
tell her the whole truth," replied Loftus. "Say
that you had no alternative but to come back to

her, inasmuch as I was so resolute—so sternly re-

solute—in declaring that if you did not, I would
warn the Princess against you."

"But I must consult my sisters—I must also

consult with Mrs. Ranger," observed Agatha:
"and this blow has fallen so suddenlj--so un-
expectedly "

" Take as much time as you think fit. Miss
Owen," said Jocelyn : "and in the interval I will

keep aloof from you— I will even remove my
quarters to another hotel

"

" No—that would excite suspicions and create

scandal here," interrupted Agatha hastily : for,

notwithstanding the hostile and dictatorial attitude

which Loftus had assumed, she did not wish to

part from him.

"I will do nothing to increase your present

annoyance," he responded. " If you can still re-

gard me in a friendly light, after all that has just

occurred, I shali cheerfully remain in your com-
pany. Indeed, I shall consider your desire for me
to do so as an evidence of improved feeling on your

part, and a proof that you understniul and appre-

ciate the sentiments by which my conduct is actu-

ated. I shall now leave you, .^liss Owen, for the

present: and at six o'clock-, 1 shall have the plea-

sure of rejoining you at the dinner-table, when I

hope that no frowns or black looks will await me
on the part of any one."

Having thus spoken, Jocelyn rose from his seat

— bowed — and quitted the apartment, leaving

Agatha a prey to all the conflicting and unenvi-
able feelings which her own disappointeil sensuality

and tho young man's decisive conduct had so
deeply aroused in her bosom.

I\Irs. Ranger, Emma, and Julia shortly after-
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wards returned ; and the intelligence which Agatha

at once imparted, struck them with con.-ternation.

Thc-y were amazed—terrified—bewildered. But

Mrs. Ranker, who in an emergency was prompt at

laying aside the airs of an old coquette and looking

matters deliberately in the face, soon recovered

her presence of mind : and, consulting her watch,

she said, " It is now five o'clock: we dine at six—

and there is one hour before us. In that hour

I much may be done."

I

"But what can we do?" inquired the three
'

sisters, as if in the same breath.

I

" If we persist in continuing our journey to join

the Princess," proceeded Agatha, " Jocelyu Loftus

I

will fasten on in advance and poison the mind of

her Royal Highness, so that we shall be dismissed

in ignominy when we seek her presence : and to

abandon the enterprise without a struggle, would

be to compel our return in equal ignominy to

London."
" Agatha," said Mrs. Ranger, fixing her eyes

with a peculiar but unmistakable meaning upon the

eldest girl, "were there no means by which you

could have silenced this moralizing babbler? Ah

!

if I were of your age and possessed such sweet

lips as yours, they should have been employed as a

seal to set upon his mouth."

"He is beyond temptation," replied Agatha, the

blood rushing to her cheeks and suffusing its crim-

son glow on her neck and shoulders, down to the

very hemispheres of her bosoms.

"Ah I 1 understand," said Mrs. Ranger, now
observing the luxurious exposure of Agatha's

charms and comprehending the motive. "We
must adopt another course. Sit down at once and

pen a few lines to your mother—tell her what has

happened—demaud lier inunediate counsel—and

say that we shall remain in Paris for her instruc-

tions. I will in the meantime go myself and
arrange with the proprietor of the hotel for a

courier to become the bearer of the letter, as we
cannot wait the delays of the ordinary post."

"But Jocelyn must not know that we are

despatching a courier to London," observed Aga-
tha. " At least, it would be better that he should

not "

" Leave the affair in my hands—and lose not a
moment in penning your letter," said the old

Ilecate of iniquity. " In aalf-an-hour it must be
ready."

She then left the apartment.

"And so Jocelyn was proof against your
witcheries?" exclaimed Emma and Julia, the in-

stant the door closed behind Mrs. Ranger.
" His heart is of stone to j/,9," was the emphatic

response: "but he loves another. For my part, I

have done with him—at least I think so—and yet

he is so agreeable as a companion, that I should
be sorry to lose him altogether from us."

" Well, my turn is now come to lay siege to

him," cried Emma, her looks glowing with the
animation of hope.

Agatha now began to write the letter to her
mother : and in about twenty minutes it was con-
cluded. Mrs. Ranger soon afterwards made her ap-
pearance, followed by a French courier, ready booted
and spurred : the despatch was delivered to him—
and he instantaneously took his departure.

I At si.x o'clock the dinner was served up—and
Jocelyu made his appearance. Mrs. Ranger and

the girls were less cheerful than hitherto: but
there was no alteration in the Mendly tone of their
manner towards himself. Indeed, a glass of
champagne presently restored them all to some-
thing near their wonted liveliness;—and after
dinner Jocelyn escorted them to the theatre.
They returned to the hotel at about eleven o'clock,

and sought their chambers.

The following day—(this was "Wednesday, and
the same on which Venetia and Sackville were
married in London)—was passed in visiting the
various exhibitions and public buildings that re-

mained to be seen. Not a word was spoken rela-

tive to the all-important matter then pending:
but Jocelyn remarked that Agatha did not seem
80 anxious as before to keep near him when they
were walking, or sit next to him in the carriage

which was hired for the excursion;—whereas it

was now Emma who monopolised his arm and en-
grossed to herself all the attentions which the
rules of courtesy compelled him to display.

The next day (Thursday) was passed in a similar

manner,—still nothing more being said about the

important topic of Jocelyn's discourse with Agatha
—and Emma still constituting herself the monopo-
list of his attentions. The ladies all seemed to be

a trifle less cheerful than at first : and it was there-

fore evident that the affair had made some impres-

sion upon them. But why they took so much time
to arrive at a decision, Loftus could not imagine.

If he were however at a loss on this pvbit, he

had no difficulty in observing that Emma was as-

sailing his heart with a thousand Uttle seductive

wiles and insidious fascinations: but he feemed to

take no notice thereof— and he assuredly gave
her no encouragement.

This same Thursday brought letters from
England—some for the Misses Owen ; and othera

for Jocelyn. The former, written by the young
ladies' mother, made them acquainted with the

burglary which had taken place on the pre-

ceding Sunday at Richmond, and the death of

the footman. The correspondence for Loftus was
from his beloved Louisa, who gave him the fondest

and tenderest assurances of her unalterable at-

tachment. Before Jocelyn retired to bed that

Thm'sday night, he read Louisa's letters over and
over again, and sate up late to pen her a long

epistle in reply. He stated frankly that he was
still in company with Mrs. Ranger and the Misses

Owen—that he had broken the ice with regard to

the object of his visit to the continent—and that

he hoped to succeed in inducing >fary*s sisters to

abandon their nefarious enterprise of their own
accord, without compelling him to expose them to

the Princess of Wales.

The following day (Friday) was passed in the
same manner as the two preceding days; and
Saturday was slipping by in a similar way, when
Jocelyn thought it high time to express his hope
to Agatha that a decision would be promptly an-

nounced to him. lie accordingly found an oppor-
tunity of mentioning the subject apart to her;

—and she at once assured him that on the morrow
he should receive a final answer. A suspicion

which he had already conceived, to the effect that

the ladies were awaiting instructions from Eng-
land, now became strengthened in his miid : and
he frankly stated his thoughts to Agatlia. But
with an appearance of the most ingenuous sincerity.
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she vowed that the delay was caused solely by the

difficulty of coming to a decision on the point: and

she added that the morrow being Sunday, they had

resolved to devote the morning to an earnest de-

liberation on the course which was to be pursued.

Jocelyn was satisfied to wait four-and-twenty

hours longer;—and no more was said upon the

subject this day.

Having visited a theatre in the evening, the

party returned to the hotel at about eleven o'clock,

as usual ; and soon afterwards they sought their

respective chambers. But when Jocelyn entered

his own apartment, he found a note lying upon the

toilette-table : and on examining the address, he

perceived that it was in a beautiful female hand-

writing.

For a few moments he hesitated to break the seal,

suspecting that it was a communication from one of

the young ladies: but considering, on a second

thought, that indiscretion and indelicacy could

scarcely be carried so far, he opened the letter. His

charitable conclusion was however doomed to dis-

appointment ; for the contents of the note ran as

follow ;

—

"It is absolutely necessary that Agatha and I should

have a few minutes' conversation with you alone, and as

soon as possible. I am altogether of opinion that my
sisters and myself should retire from the false and pain-

ful position in whicli the influence and intrigues of

others have placed us : and for my own part I am re-

solved to follow the excellent advice which you so gene-

rously, disinterestedly, and kindly gave Agatha. In a

word, I shall resign my appointment as lady-in-waiting

to her Koyal Highness the Princess of Wales. Agatha
is also inclined to adopt the same course : but Julia can-

not be persuaded to fall into the same view—and Mrs.

Kanger is perversely bent in opposing it. This lady

watches us narrowly, in order to prevent any private

conversation with you upon the subject. To-morrow,
immediately after breakfast, we are to hold a consulta-

tion ; and a decision will be arrived at. But it is ab-

solutely necessary that Agatha and myself should have
the benefit of further counsel from your lips before this

consultation. Will you, then, have the kindness to meet
us to-morrow morning at eight o'clock in the Champs
Elysees ?

"EMMA OWEN."

" It may be written in full honesty and sincerity,"

said Loftus to himself, as he contemplated the note

which he had just perused : " but still I have my
misgivings. Nevertheless, I will not prejudge the

writer, biif will keep the appointment."

CHAPTER LVI.

ANOTHER PHASE OF FASHIONABLE DEPRAVITY.

Clear, bright, and beautiful was the Sunday morn-
ing, as Jocelyn Loitus issued from the Hotel Meu-
rice and bent his way to the shady avenues of the

Champs Elysees. This beautiful resort was not

above ten minutes' walk from the hotel;—and on
reaching the central avenue, Jocelyn was almost
instantaneously joined by Emma Owen.

" Where is your sister?" he inquired, with a some-
what serious air: for on finding tiiat she was alone,

his misgivings of the preceding night returned with

double force to his breast.

" She was so long in dressing that I feared to be

late," responded Emma, with an air of frank sin-

cerity: "and as we breakfast at nine, you know,

there was not a minute to spare."

" We will at once, then, proceed to the object of

our interview," said Jocelyn, offering his arm to the

young lady, and leading her gently along the

avenue.

We must here pause to observe that on the Sun-
day morning, in those times as well as at the present

day, large numbers of the working-classes were in

the habit of proceeding early to the villages in the

suburbs of Paris to pass the day in dancing, ram-
bling in the woods, water- excursions, pic-nics, and
other innocent recreations. There was scarcely a
Sunday without a ducasse, or fair, in one of these

suburban villages : and the Champs Elysees were

always sure to be thronged in the morning with the

pleasure seekers repairing to the scenes of their

amusement. Such was the case on the present

occasion : and it was evidently impossible to pursue
a serious and uninterrupted discourse in the central

road of the Chanij:- Klvsrfe^. Jocelyn was there-

fore compelled to t. t <in«t Lis fair companion into

one of the less frequented icitl.s; and indeed they

soon found themselves entirely alone in a secluded

avenue of trees.

Emma was elegantly dressed, and looked truly

beautiful. The morning air and the inward flutter-

ing of her feelings heightened the colour upon 'uef
cheeks and appeared to enhance the lustre of her
eyes. Few men could have been stoical enough to
resist the artillery of such charms; but Jocelyn
loved his absent Louisa with the purest, holiest, and
most fervid passion—and such a love is an arinour
of proof for him who experiences it.

" I have read your note with much attention, Miss
Owen, and with unfeigned pleasure," he began, de-
termined to take her at her word precisely" as' she
had expressed herself in her communication. « You
have resolved to resign your appointment—your
eldest sister is prepared, you tell me, to adopt a
similar course— but Miss Julia cannot so easily
abandon a post which she doubtless considers to be
invested with brilliancy and honour. Mrs. Ranger
is obstinately opposed to the course I have pointed
out : and she perhaps exercises considerable influ-

ence over Miss Julia's mind. Is this the actual
position of the afiair ?"

" It is," replied Emma : then, gazing up fondly
in Jocelyn's face, she said in a low and tremulous
tone, " It was a fatal day, Mr. Loftus, when you
first resolved upon your present enterprise, how-
ever generous and even chivalric may have been
your motive."

"What do you mean. Miss Owen?" he demanded,
surveying her in astonishment.

•' I mean, Mr. Loftus— and I implore you to hear
me with attention," she cried, grasping his arm
firmly with her elegantly-gloved baud, as if she
were fearful that he would escape her,—" I mean
that you have deprived me of my peace of mind

—

of all my hopes of iiappiuess in this world! You
have extirpated one idea from my soul— but you
have implanted another there, which is indelible.

You have destroyed the dream of grandeur which
I had pictured to myself in connexion with my ap-
jjointment to the little Court of her Royal High.
ne.«s : and you have left in the place of that golden
vision the image of yourself. Oh ! start not—
attempt not to withdraw your arm—you must and
you shaU hear me!" she exclaimed, with a wild
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energy. "For I am not the mistress of my own

feelings—I cannot control my own actions. I

have conceived for yoa a passion that is in itself a

frenzy "

" Miss Owen, I dare hearno more !" said Jocelyn,

resolutely and almost sternly. "Let it suffice for

you to learn and for mc to declare that I love an-

other
"

" Ah ! wretch that I am !" she cried, with a faint

shriek : "I cannot endure to live! By all that is

sacred I swear "

" Take no rash vow—calm yourself—tranquillise

your feelings '." exclaimed Jocelyn, cruelly embar-

rassed by this scene, and deeply, deeply regretting

he had kept the appointment: but more than half

suspecting that her frenzied manner was only

feigned, he said, "Remember how indiscreet—how
unlady-liUe—how unmaidenly it is on your part,

thus to address a young man who is almost a

stranger to you."

"A stranger!" cried Eiii.ra hysterically, as she

clung with force to his ai m " No—no : I am as

well acquainted with you n^ if I had known you all

uiy life. Your's are qualities so resplendent that

they take one by surprise, and seize as it were upon
the very heart. You must not blame me for what

1 have done—for what 1 am doing. Why did you

throw yourself in my way?—why did you seek our

companionship in this journey? It was not 1 who
sought you in the first instance. Had you been a

stranger passing me in the street, and if 1 had ac-

costed you, you would have beeu justified in spurn-

ing me from your presence : but it was far difi'erent.

You introduced yourself, as it were, to me—you

shone upon me in all the glory of your beautiful

person and your brilliant mind— and jou snatched

away my heart. It was not taken slowly and insi-

diously—it was ravished all in a moment. And
can I help this love—this immeasurable love

—

witli which you have inspired me ?—is it my fault

that I have succumbed to the magic of that voice

and those looks the influence of which has been

shed upon me ? And you—cruel that you are—you
reproach me for telling you that state of mind into

which you yourself have plunged me !"

Then, apparently exhausted by this torrent of

words which she had poured out with passionate

vehemence, Emma Owen sank upon a bench and
gave way to a flood of equally violent weeping.

Jocelyn threw a rapid glance around; and it

was some relief to his immense perplexity to be
assured that uo observer was nigh. Indeed, he
was most cruelly bewildered. The ardour of the
young lady's language—her impassioned manner
—her wild looks—and then her apparently deep
anguish, ail staggered him. Himself too little

versed in the treacheries and hypocrisies, the
feints and the artifices, of which the human mind
is capable, he could not believe that this scene was
all duplicity—all a studied tragedy—from the be-
ginning up to the present stage. And yet he could
not bring himself to fancy it entirely genuine and
real. Thus, tormented by uncertainty—fearful of
proving harsh on the one hand, and recoiling from
the idea of being made a dupe on the other— he
dared not withhold commiseration, and he dai-ed

not protter it.

" Miss Owen," he said, in a voice that was serious
without being severe, and in a manner that was
^served without being harsh, " I must beg and im-

plore that you permit me at once to escort yoa back
to the hotel. There is a duly which you owe to

yourself— there is a duty which you owe to me as a
fellow-creature. That is, to control your feelings,

to whatever extent they may be excited
"

" Oh ! this is maddening—maddening !" exclaimed
Emma, clasping her hands as if in despair. " How
can you preach patience, calmness, and duty to one
who is goaded to frenzy? You say that you love

another. Well— I seek not to interfere with the

happiness of that being whom you have blessed with

this enviable love. You have a whole life to devote

to her : can you, then, refuse me one single day—one

single hour of love—since you have stolen away my
heart? Ah! it is a dreadful confession to make—
and I feel the tingling of shame from the crown of

my head to my very feet : but this confession must
be made all the same! And it is that I love yoa
with a madness of passion—with a frenzy that will

prove my death : and that madness—that frenzy

must be appeased. Surely no woman ever loved so

wildly, so intensely, and so enthusiastically before!

My doom, then, is in your hands: give me one day
—one single day— of that blessed love of thine—and
I shall sustain myself on the memory thereof for the

rest of my life ! iN'ay— I shall even be happy—con-

tented—rejoiced : and I shall treasure up the recol-

lection of that one day's consummated bliss, as tiie

only genr that my soul covets. But refuse me, Joce-

lyn—refuse me," she said, the exaltation of her voice

and manner suddenly sinking into lowness ajid

gloom,—" refuse me, 1 say- -and the waters of the

Seine are deep "

"Heavens! what madness is this?" cried Loftus,

his perplexity now rising into the cruellest alarm.

''I have listened to you too long, Miss Owen—and
you have said too much,"

" Farewell, then—farewdl for ever \" she suddenly

exclaimed : and springing from the seat, she sped

along the avenue with the lleetness of tlie hunted

deer, towards the bank of the river Seine which
flowed hard by.

"Good God! she is serious— it is no artifice!"

thought Jocelyn : and, wild with terror, he bounded

after her, overtaking her near the end of the aveime.

She sank exhausted iu his arms: and as he bore

her to one of the numerous beuches scattered about,

he saw that her eyes were closing as if she wereg-oing

to faint, although the deep hues of overwrought ex-

citement rtimaincd upo.i her cheeks.

Placing himself upon the seat, which was a
mere common bench without any back to lean

against, he was compelled to support her in his

arms : and once more did he look up and down
the avenue, in the fear of being observed. But
no person was approaching, nor even visible from

that spot : and, somewhat relieved by this circum-

stance, he again bent his looks upon the coun-

tenance of the young lady.

" Ah ! it were sweet to die thus," she murmured
softly, as she opened her eyes and gazed up into

his countenance with ineftable tenderness. " But

wherefore did you pursue me—why did you hold

mo back, when iu another minute there would

have been an end to the woes, the anguish, and

the despair which you have implanted in my
bosom ?"

" Let us not renew the conversation now, Miss

Owen," said Jocelyn, gently raising her recmu-

bent form. " You have afilicted me sadly—you
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•*^^*'" ''"'f'iiii^ a^fi"-

have tcriificd me profouiully— and I must insist

tliat we return at once to the hotel."

"You will subject me, then, to the matchless hu-

miliation of having: besou^Mit an hour of your love,

and experiencing a refusal?" murmured Emma,
bending down her hazel eyes, upon the lashes of

which tiie tear- drops trembled—while the blush of

shame was now upon her cheeks, and her bosom
was convulsed with sobs.

" I scarcely think you comprehend the purport

of your own words. Miss Owen," said Loftus, em-
phatically : "and I hope to God that you do
not. Very, very painful would it be for me to

imagine "

" Oh !" she exclaimed, in another paroxysm of

frenzied exaltation : "you must imajjine the truth

—and of that truth I am not ashamed. For you
have filled my heart with a passion which is con-

suming me: and all my happiness—my very life

20 *

indeed-is staked upon the hope of appeasmtr it

Revile—scorn—loath—abhor me as you will,-

denounce me as unmaidenly—pi'oscribe me as a

disg-race to my sex,-but still you cannot alter the

condition of my heart. And surely when a fond,

a loving, and a devoted woman offers to abandon

herself to you, not only as a proof of that illimi-

table worship—that frenzied adoration,—but also

that she herself may have the recollection of that

liour of love and bliss to compensate her for the

loss of thee thereafter and enable her to sustain the

weight of the future years of her existence,—

I

surely, 1 say, you will not spurn her altogether 1"

I

Thus spcakintr, Emma fixed her fond and earnest

regards in profound entreaty upon Jocelyn Loftus,

I who, fhockcil at the dreadful depravity which was

I enveloped in such softly insiiiioiis languac", could

I

not prevent his looks from betraying the disgust that

filled his soul.
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" Take my arm, madam," he said, in a stern and

imperious tone, as he rose from the bench. " It is

time we should hasten homeward."

«'No—I will not move until I have your re-

sponse," exclaimed Emma, passionately.

"Then hear it, whatever be the consequences,"

rejoined Loftus. "Your wiles— your arts— your

fascinations are wasted upon me : I would sooner

perish than prove unfaithful to her who possesses

my love. Come, Miss Owen—I insist upon our im-

mediate departure hence."

Humiliated—baffled—disappointed—and almost

crushed with the overpowering sense of shame,

Emma saw that her seductive arts were indeed

thrown away upon this well-principled young man;
and mechanically taking his arm, she suffered him
to lead her from the secluded avenue where the

extraordinary scene just recorded had taken place.

Not a word was now spoken between them : nor

did Emma dare even to risk a furtive glance at his

countenance, for fear he should observe that she

thus regarded him. But there was in the depths of

her soul the intuitive conviction that his looks were

full of the expression of outraged feeling : and de-

praved as she was in heart, she nevertheless deplored

her folly in risking so consummate a humiliation.

She was also racked by the torture of unappeasable

desires : for although her conduct towards Jocelyn

had commenced in artifice and duplicity, it had

nevertheless acquired a certain amount of sincerity

from the inspiration of her licentious passions.

Thus the ardour of her language was not altogether

feigned: but it was created by the heart's own incen-

diarism of feelings, and not by the purer flame of

love.

In silence did they regain the hotel ; and the mo-
ment they entered the passage leading to the sitting-

room, Jocelyn stopped short.

"Miss Owen," he said, "I shall not betray to a

living soul the particulars of the interview which

has taken place between us. I will not add to your

humiliation by publishing your shame. If your

absence has been observed, I leave you to give what
explanations you choose. But I must decline the

honour of henceforth joining your party at table or

elsewhere. If your sisters and yourself have any
communication to make relative to the important

subject which I need only thus allude to, it can be

done in writmg. But if I hear nothing from you
in the course of this day, I shall to-morrow morning
continue my journey—but alone— towards Italy:

and her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales will be

duly prepared to receive the spies whom her unprin-

cipled husband has appointed to attend upon her."

Having thus spoken, Jocelyn Loftus bowed coldly

and turned away : and Emma, who had listened

with flushing cheeks, downcast eyes, and trembling
form, hastened up to her own chamber to give vent
to her .TRitated feelings in a flood of tears,

On thus leaving the young lady, Jocelyn issued
from the passage and passed into the court-yard of
the hotel, for the purpose of seeking the cofiee-room
where he intended to take his breakfast. But he
was accosted by an elderly, sour-looking French-
man, plainly though by no means shabbily dressed,

and the first glanne of whose eyes seemed intended
to pierce Loftus through .ind through.

" I beg your pardon, sir," he began, politely rais-

ing his hat; "but I wish to have a word or two
witli you on business of importance."

"We will inquire for a private room," said

Jocelyn, not much liking the man's appearance or
mode of address, and having a vague and undefined
suspicion of some impending treachery.

"It is not worth while, sir," was the response.
" In fact, I may as well inform you at once that I
am a police-agent—and those persons," he added
glancing over his shoulder towards two individuals,

also in plain clothes, who were lounging under the

gate-way, " are my comrades. You will have the

goodness, sir, to accompany me to the Prefecture of
Police."

" For what purpose ?—and upon what charge 7*

demanded Loftus, indignantly.

"Merely to give the Prefect some little explana-

tions, sir," replied the police-agent. " I dare say
it will be ail right: but you must come away at

once."
" Allow me to visit my chamber for a moment,"

said Loftus, " in order to fetch some papers and
documents that I may require, to prove my re-

spectability, if that be the point on which the Pre-
fect demands information."

"Your papers are already in my possession,

sir," returned the police-agent, drily.

" What I you have dared violate the privacy of

my writing-desk?" exclaimed Jocelyn, more indig-

nantly than at fiist.

" I had my authority, sir," was the cold and Ja-

conic rejoinder.

Jocelyn paused for a few moments: but well

aware that the Frencli police possessed extraordi-

nary powers, and reflecting how useless it would be
to defy them, he said, " I will accompany you."

The agent again raised his hat politely, and fol-

lowed Loftus from the court-yard of the hotel. On
emerging into the street, they entered a hackney-
coach that was ready waiting at a little distance

;

and the ofiicer made a sign to his two meu that

they need not follotr into the vehicle, as they were
about to do.

The hackney-coach rolled away aloug the Rue
St. Honoie ; and during its progress to the head-

quarters of the police, Jocelyn endeavoured to

glean from his companion a more special idea of

the cause of the present proceeding. But the

agent was so guarded in his replies that the young
gentleman was left as much in the dark as he was

before he put his queries—though, perhaps, his

own conjectures furnished him with some faint

glimmering of the real truth.

In twenty-minutes the hackney-coach turned

into the dark and gloomy gateway of the Prefec-

ture; and Jocelyn was immediately conducted by
the police-agent into the presence of an old gen-

tleman, who was seated at a desk in a handsomely-
furnished apartment. This functionary was the

Prefect of Police.

" Be seated," he said in a courteous tone : and
Jocelyn, as he took a chair, began to imagine that

there was no treachery in contemplation after all.

Meantime the police-agent had quitted the

apartment : but returning iu a few moments, he

hauded the Prefect a document which Jocelyn in-

stantaneously recognised as his own passport, and

which he had delivered to the landlord of the

hotel, according to custom, on his arrival in Paris.

" You know this paper ?" said the Prefect, dia-

pLiying it before Jocelyu's eyes.

"I do. It is my passport," he replied.
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" But it is made out ia a false name, sir," re-

marked the Prefect. " You do not deny this alle-

gation ?"

" I do not deny it," rejoined the young gentle-

man : " bat I will at once, and, I am sure, in the

most satisfactory manner explain to your Excel-

lency the reasons "

" I ask no explanations, sir," interrupted the

Prefect, more curtly and severely than before.

" With your motives I have nothing to do : the

fact, which you deny not, is sufficient for me. It

13 my painful duty to detain you in custody for the

present. You will have the goodness to accom-

pany the officer
"

" But, your Excellency, this outrage
''

"Silence, sir!" ejaculated the Prefect, now
speaking with unmitigated sternness.

" No, I will not remain silent !" exclaimed Loftus,

his couatenance glowing with indignation. *• As a

British subject, I shall demand the protection of

my country's Ambassador "

But the Prefect cut short the young gentleman's

words by abruptly quitting the apartment: and the

police-agent, tapping him upon the shoulder, said,

" Have the goodness to follow me, sir."

Loftus, perceiving that it was useless to remon-
strate with a subordinate who was obeying the

commands of a superior, accompanied him from
the room, and was conducted along a dark passage

to a small ill-furnished chamber, the windows of

which were defended with massive iron bars.

The door was then closed upon him : and as the

grating sound of the key turning in the lock, and
of the huge bolts shooting into their sockets, met
his ears, he thought of his absent and well-beloved

Louisa—and his heart sank within him!

CHAPTER LVII.

THE REUNION OP THE PARTY OF SIX.

A FORTNIGHT had elapsed since the marriage of
Horace Sackville and Venetia Trelawney ; and in

the evening of the 10th of October—(for, after

Byron's example, we like to be particular in dates)

—all was bustle and activity at the house of
Colonel Malpas in Great Marlborough Street.

The dining-room was brilliantly lighted : the
table was laid for six persons ;—the side-board
exhibited a splendid dessert in crystal dishes—and
the culinary process below-stairs gave promise of
a luxurious banquet.

At about a quarter to six o'clock Colonel Mal-
pas, dressed in full evening costume, descended
from his chamber and cast an approving eye over
the arrangements in the dining-room. Everything
was to his perfect satisfaction: and his butler re-

ceived due acknowledgments for tho taste dis-

played in the preliminary details of the entertain-
ment.

" It does you infinite credit, Plumpstead," said
the Colonel :

" very great credit indeed. By the
bye, how much am I indebted to you, my good
fellow ?"

" Only two years and a half's wages, at forty

guineas a-year, sir," was the response : but though
Mr. Plumpstead courteously introduced the word
only, it must by no means bo fancied that he was
well pleased at the existence of these long arrears.

"Ah! that's a hundred guineas, Plumpstead,"
said the Colonel. " "Well—I shall settle with you
to-morrow—you may rely upon it."

" I hope you will not forget it, sir," replied the
butler, with a low bow: then, as his master left

the room, he muttered to himself, " The cheating
scoundrel ! I don't believe I shall ever see the
colour of my money. I can take my oath some-
thing queer's going to happen—for I am certain

that fellow was a sheriti s-officer ivho called this

morning to ask if the Colooal was in town. And
by the bye, I forgot to tell master of it : but no
matter. To-morrow will be ti.a^ enough."
Thus mused Mr. Plumpsteaa, the butler,—while

the Colonel ascended the well-lighted staircase to
the drawing-room. There he surveyed himself from
head to foot in one of the handsome mirrors : and
as he caressed his moustache, he complacently ob-
served, " Well, I certainly am good-looking enough
to win the favours of even such a transcendent
beauty as Venetia Trelawney."
But still the Colonel was not altogether easy in

his mind. To speak more plainly still, he was
restless, nervous, and agitated. It was true that
he had succeeded in persuading his wife to pay a
visit for the occasion to her plebeian relatives in

the City—for be it remembered that he had mar-
ried the daughter of a retired butcher :—and he
had also managed to get the money to Provide the

sumptuous banquet about to take place. But the

satisfaction arising from these achievements was
more than counterbalanced by the desperate

hazards and risks he was about to run, and into

which his desperate circumstances had impelled

him. In fact, he was knave enough to concoct any
villany; but he was somewhat deficient in the

courage necessary to carry it out. Therefore,

the nearer the hour approached for executing the

scheme on which he was bent, the more nervous
did he become.
In addition to this, Emmerson had compelled

him to sign a note of hand, payable on demand,
for the amount of the forged bills. This note was
given on the morning after the scene with Lady
Curzon at Mrs. Gale's: thus a fortnight liad

elapsed—and the note was still unpaid. Two or

three days previous to the evening of which we
are now Avriting, Malpas received an urgent and
indeed threatening letter from .Mr. Emmerson:
but he had written to put the bill-broker oft' with

a solemn assurance to liquidate the whole sum in

the course of the week. His only hope of paying

the amount existed in the result of the scheme
which he had now in hand, and in furtherance of

which the banquet was to be given ;—and if this

scheme should fail, utter ruin woulil stare him in

the face, with the concomitant alternatives of

flight to the continent or a debtor's gaol.

Such was the position wherein Colonel I^Ialpas

was placed: and the reader requires not to be as-

sured that it was far from an euviable one. In-

deed, that self-sufficient survey of his person in

the mirror and that complacent caressing of the

moustache, were only the sickly attempt of an agi-

tated mind to persuade itself that it was not so

restless as it really was, in the same way that a
guilty person who trembles at every knock at the

door, endeavours to tranquillise his fears by con-

stantly saying, "After all, it is impossible I can be

found out.." Thus do men, in difficult and danger-
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0U3 circumstances, invariably strive to reason

themselves out of their most settled convictions,

and persuade themselves that the feelinjjs which

torture them are really not felt at all

!

But to retur.i to the thread of our story.

Precisely at six o'clock, a carriage dashed up to

the Colonel's house—and in a few moments the

footman flung' open the drawing-room door, an-

nouncing iu a loud voice, "Sir Douglas Hunting-

don !"

The Colonel hastened forward to receive him

:

and as they shook hands, the baronet said, v.-ith a

gay laugh, " Well, upon my word, Malpas, I was

never more surprised in all my life than when I

received your note of invitation to this banquet."
" Is there anything so very remarkable in my

having company ?" observed the Colonel, affecting

a happy and good-humoured smile. " Methinks,"

he continued, with his Avouted drawing-room drawl,

" this is not the first time I shall have had the

pleasure of entertaining you, Huntingdon : and I

am sure I hope it will not be the last."

"And so do I," exclaimed the baronet, flinging

himself upon a seat. "But your note enjoined mc
to lay aside any other engagement I might have

formed, inasmuch as this banquet was in pursuance
of the agreement entered into a month ago at

Leveson House. What, then, could I imagine,

but that after all you have been the successful can-

didate for the favours of the lovely Venetia ?"

"Well, you shall see presently," observed Mal-

pas, assuming a pleasant look of mingled signift-

cancy and triumph. " All in good time, you know :

the banquet first—and business afterwards."
" But how on earth could Sackville have married

her?" exclaimed the baronet, evidently bewildered

by the various thoughts that were agitating con-

flictingly in his mind. " Of course he did not
know that she had already been won by you : and,

if he comes to-night, I should think the scene will

be rather a painful, or at all events an extraordi-

nary one. He will have to be told to his face that

he married a woman who, with all her enchanting
beauty, was no better than she should be "

At this moment the door was again thrown
open— and the Earl of Curzon was announced.

" My dear Malpas," he exclaimed, "is it a fact?

—or is it a hoax ? It is assuredly no delusion that

you purpose to give us a banquet—for the dining-

room door stood open as I passed through the

hall; and to clear up the misgivings which had
haunted me ever since I received your note a few
days back, I peeped in and saw covers laid for six.

Pardi)n this impertinence on my part—but I really

could not help thus gratifying my curiosity and
appeasing my suspense."

" Well, I have been as much astonished as your-
self, Curzon," s:iid Sir Douglas Huntingdon, Avhile

the Colonel endeavoured to look good-humouredly
: knowing and complacently mysterious. "But I

was observing to JIalpas just as you came in, what
an ass Sackville has either made of himself or else

j

will be made to appear to-night "

!
"I don't think he will come," exclaimed the

j

Earl of Curzon. "In fact, he can not: he would
I never dare show his face amongst us. Ho will be

j

too much ashamed of himself, and will never stand
all tiie bantering he must expect for being so

I

egregiously duped. For my part, I think Venetia
is a deuced deal worse than he must even suspect I

after receiving Mai pas's note But, by the bye,

did you send him one ?" asked the nobleman,
turning towards the Colonel.

" To be sure I did," was the response. " Waa I
not bound to do so in accordance with the agree-
ment made at Leveson House ?"

" As a matter of course," observed Hunting-
don. "But what do you mean, Curzon," he in-

quired, evidently struck by something the noble-

man had said, "when you state that Venetia is

worse than her husband can even suspect her to

be after receiving Malpas's note of invitation ?"

" I mean," replied the Earl, •' that I am veT7
much mistaken if

"

But he stopped short as the door was again
thrown open and the Marquis of Leveson made
his appearance.

Malpas hastened to welcome the old debauchee,
who, after shaking hands with Curzon and Sir

Douglas, drew the Colonel aside, saying, "Pm
really afraid this will turn out an unpleasaut
business."

" How do you mean ?" inquired Malpas, a cold

terror seizing upon him.

"Because it must produce a quarrel between
you and Sackville."

"No such thing. If he were fool enough to be
gulled into a marriage with a woman who had pre-

viously surrendered herself to me "

" There is some force in your argument," in-

terrupted Lord Leveson: "but let us look well

at the matter so as to anticipate, if possible, any
dispute with Sackville, which might give publicity

to the thing "

" Oh ! for his own saiie, he will not let the world
know what a fool he has been," said the Colonel,

evidently anxious to escape from the colloquy into

which the INIarquis was drawing him.

"At all events let us talk it over, Malpas," per-

sisted the nobleman : and leading him still further

towards the extremity of the spacious drawing-

room, he proceeded to argue upon the neceisity of

caution— but evidently with the more interested

object of e.xtracting from the Colonel all the par-

ticulars relative to his presumed triumph over Ve-
netia.

Meanwhile Sir Douglas Huntingdon had drawn
the Earl of Curzon aside to the other extremity of

the drawing-room: and looking him earnestly in the

face, he said, " What was the observation you were

about to make when Leveson arrived ?"

" Well, I hardly know whether I ought to give

utterance to my suspicions," returned the Earl, in a

musing tone : " but in confidence between you and
me, I have every reason to believe that Venetia

abandoned herself to the Marquis of Levsson and
the Prince of Wales "

"And I have entertained precisely the same
suspicions," interrupted the baronet.

'The devil you have !" said the Earl in surprise.

" But how on earth
"

" I know what you are going to say," remarked
the baronet, with a smile of peculiar meaning :

" and

may I not also inquire how on earth you came to

glean yotir information ou those points .' Come

—

let us be candid with each other.

" Willingly," said the Earl. " In plain terms,

then, I bribed Tash and his man Robiu to watch

Venetia "

" So did I," responded the baronet.
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"Well! thia is excellent!" remarked Curzon.

"And they informed you that Venetia went to

Leveson House and Carlton Palace on the same
night?"

" Precisely so," returned the baronet. "But they

also gave me a version of Malpas's interview witli

Venetia in Lady Wenlock's grounds at Kew, which

does not very well tally with his boasted triumph

over her."

"And they gave me a similarly puzzling account

of that interview," rejoined Curzon. "In fact, it is

this that has so much perplexed me. I do not know
what to think. Either Tash or Malpas must lie

most tremendously."

"The affair is curiously involved," observed Sir

Douglas Huntingdon ;
" and its details are intricate

to a degree. Malpas never would be fool and scoun-

drel enough '

"I have no very exalted opinion of him," said

the Earl :
" and you must remembsr there are six

thousand guineas at stake. Leveson is treasurer

:

and we will not allow him to part with the money
unless Malpas can give us the most positive and
undeniable proofs that he really succeeded in being

the iirst to win the favours of Venetia. What
induces me to fancy that he might have done so, is

that Venetia evidently abandoned herself to Leveson
and the Prince—on the same evening too : and
therefore she is thoroughly depraved."

" But why should she have rejected you and me ?"

asked the baronet. " At all events, if money be her

object, you could have given her as much as Mal-
pas: and if good looks be concerned, I may add,

without flattery, that you ought to have stood a better

chance than he."

At this moment the door was thrown open ; and
the domestic announced his Royal Highness the

Prince Regent.

Malpas, instantaneously quitting Lord Leveson,
advanced to meet the Prince, who shook hands with

him as cordially as ever, despite the angry declara-

tion which he had made to Venetia, the night of her

visit to Carlton Palace, to the effect that the Colonel

was a sneaking scoundrel and would do well never

to show himself in his royal presence again. Thus
was it, however, that the royal presence was now
vouchsafed at the Colonel'* dwelling, notwithstand-

ing the menace alluded to.

After exchanging a few words with Malpas on
ordinary topics, and without the slightest mention of

Venetia's name, the Prince Regent suddenly turned

towards Leveson, saying, " By the bye, my dear

Marquis, I have a few words to whisper in your ear,

—on a political matter : and I hope Malpas will

excuse my rudeness in taking you aside."

" Your Royal Highness is the master here as

elsewhere," said the Colonel : and, caressing his

moustache, he proceeded to join the Earl of Curzon
and Sir Douglas Huntingdon.
The Prince took Lcve«on's arm and lounged witli

him towards the end of the room : then, in a low
tone, he said, " What the devil is the meaning of all

this?"

"I cannot understand it," responded the Marquis.

"It seems tolerably clear that Malpas has achieved

a triumph: and I believe it, because when Venclia

came to my house slie told me that the Colonel had
made her acquaiuied with all the particulars of the

love-campaign."

"She told me precisely the same thing," ob-

served the Prince: "but she spoke of M.ilpas at
the time in terms of contempt and disgust."

" That may have been an artifice," said Lord
Leveson. "Malpas assures me he shall produce
the most undeniable evidence of his success : but
what Uie evidence is he would not explain at pre-
sent. Venetia must be as deceptive and desij^'nin^j

as slie is beautiful."
•• I really begin to think so," observed the Prince.

"It was my intention to cut Malpas for ever: but
when I received his note of invitation to this

banquet, and understood the meaning it implied,

I was positively astounded. I therefore resolved

to suspend my opinion altogether until the events
of this evening should have transpired. But I am
seriously afraid that Sackville lias made a great
fool of himself, and is inveigled into a match with
an unprincipled adventuress—most probably head
and ears in debt, and only anxious to get a hus-

band in order to throw the burthen of her liabilities

upou his shoulders and thus save herself from
prison."

"It looks uncommonly like it," observed tha'

Marquis.

"By the bye, any news of the gossamer lady?"

asked the Prince with a smile.

"None, sir," responded the nobleman, his looks

becoming clouded all in a moment : but instanta-

neously recovering his composure, he said, " Does
your Royal Highness know whether Mr, and Mrs.

Sackville have returned to town?"
" I do not," answered the Prince. " But perhaps

Malpas can tell us :"—then advancing towards the

centre of the room, he said, " Colonel, do you
know whether the Sackvilles have returned from

Brighton ?''

" They came back last night, sir," exclaimed the

Earl of Curzon; "and proceeded to Acacia Cot-

tage."

"You had that information from our friend

Tash," whispered the baronet hurriedly. "He
sent Robin to me late last night with the same
intelligence."

"Do you think Sackville will join our party?"

inquired the Prince.

"I have received no answer to my invitation,"

said the Colonel.
" For my part. I do iiot think he will make his

appearance," observed the Earl of Curzon.
" Nor I," added Sir Douglas Huntin;,'dan. " He

must be heartily ashamed of himself, no doubt."

"And would not like to face us—eh?" said the

Marquis of Leveson.
" He fears, perhaps, a terrible bantering," ob-

served the Prince Regent.
" It is now half-past six," said the Colonel, con-

suiting his watch :
" and that is the time named in

the note of invitation. Shall I order dinner to be

served up ?"

But ere the Prince, to whom the question was

put, had time to answer, the door was again thrown

open—and the servant announced Mr. Hor.ica

Sackville.

C n A P T K R L V I 1 1.

IMF. B.VNQIIKT.

Venetia's husband advanced into the room with

the easy assurance and calm self-possession of
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Rood breeding', and as if there were nothing pecu-

liar either in his own position or in the circum-

stances of the present occasion. Having paid his

respects to Colonel Malpas, who could very well

have dispensed with his company, Horace turned

towards the Prince: and his Royal Highness

shook him with all his wonted cordiality by the

hand. The Marquis of Leveson and Sir Douglas

Huntingdon were equally warm in their greetings

:

whereas the Earl of Curzon was not only some-

what cold and distant, but likewise suffered a

partial sneer to curl his lips as he spoke. Sack-

ville did not however seem to notice this mani-

festation ot ill-feeling : but, turning again towards

the others, he proceeded to discourse, without

constraint or embarrassment, upon the principal

topics of the day.

lu a few minutes the domestic announced that

dinner was served ; and the party repaired to the

banquetting-room.

The repast was of the most succulent descrip-

tion, fully equalling that of which the same com-
pany had partaken at Lord Levcson's. The wines

were of the first quality; and the dessert was not

less commendable to the tastes of the convivialists.

During the banquet not a word was spoken in

reference to the object of the meeting—and not

an allusion made to it. But the discourse was
sustained, as if by common consent, on a variety

of other subjects. Nevertheless, everybody did in

his heart feel that unless these efforts wei-e made
to support the conversation uninterruptedly, the

damp of constraint would speedily fall upon their

spirits. As for Colonel Malpas, he drank large

quantities of wine in order to keep up an artificial

gaiety : but the nearer the moment arrived for

the grand act in the drama, the more nervous and
apprehensive did he in reality become.

At length the cloth was drawn— the dessert was
placed upon the table—and the domestics retired.

It was now about eight o'clock in the evening:

and Mr. Plurapstead, the butler, opening the front

door, looked up and down Great Marlborough
Street, by the light of the lamps. In a few mi-
nutes three persons descended from a private car-

riage at a little distance ; and, having directed that

the vehicle should wait for their return, they hur-

ried to the door at which the butler was standing.

These three persons were Venetia, Captain
Tash, and his man Robin.

The lady was elegantly dressed and looked en-
chantingly beautiful, as if she had even derived a
more brilliant loveliness from matrimony. Captain
Tash was iu full evening costume, with dress coat,

white waistcoat and cravat, and kid gloves : his

aspect was uncommonly fierce, as usual—but
blended therewith, was an air of supreme import-
ance. As for Robin, he was decently attired:

but the purple robes of Napoleon could not have
imparted dignity to his shambling gait and sneak-
ing looks.

"Hush!" said the butler, putting his finger to

his lips in a knowing manner, the instant Venetia
and her two companions ascended the steps : " it

is all right. Mr. Sackvillo has told rae of your
coming—and he's a real gentleman. He wouldn't
owe two yeais and a half's wages to a poor butler,

I'll be bound."
Having somewhat relieved his feelings by this

indirect cut at his master, Mr. Plumpstead ad-

mitted Venetia, Captain Tash, and Robin into the
house, gently closing the front-door.

" Now, ma'am, what can I do for you next?" he
inquired of Venetia. "Mr. Sackville has done
what's right towards me "

" He has proposed to take you into his service ?"

said Venetia.
" He has, ma'am : and therefore I already regard

you as my missus."
' Can you manage to leave the dining-room

door a little ajar," inquired Venetia, "so that 1

may overhear what takes place within ?"

"Certainly, ma'am," responded Plumpstead.
"Be so good as to remain here quite quiet: there's

no fear of any one coming out of the dining-room
—and if any of the other servants should see yon
in the hall, they won't say a word. I've given them
a hint upon the subject."

Thus speaking, Piumpstead cast a glance upon
the hall-table in search of some object which
should furnish a pretext for entering the dining-

room; and taking up a crystal jug, filled with

water, he threw his napkm half round it in the

true butler-fashion, and carried it in. As he
placed it upon the table. Colonel Malpas said,

" You need not come in any more until I ring."

"Very good, sir," replied Plumpstead: and he

paused for a few instants to open a large screen

and draw it round the door, apparently to keep out

the draught, but in reality to hide the door itsell.

Then, issuing from the room, he caused the door

to sound as if it were being shut— whereas he left it

ajar. Captain Tash, Venetia, and Robin were
thus enabled to overhear in the hall whatever took
place in the dining-room.

The critical moment had now arrived for Colonel

Malpas to carry out the daring scheme which he
had concocted : and when it became evident that

he was about to rise and speak, the looks of his

guests were fixed upon him with an expression of

intense interest.

Tossing off a bumper of Port, he rose and said,

"May it please your Royal Highness, and you, my
lords and gentlemen, it would ill become me to act

as chairman or president at a meeting in which I

am about to perform a somewhat prominent part.

I therefore suggest that our esteemed treasurer,

the Marquis of Leveson, shall preside over our

proceedings."

"A very excellent suggestion," observed ths

Prince Regent. " Of course you all agree. Good

!

Come, take the chair, Leveson."

Colonel INLilpas accordingly resigned his seat

at the head of the table to the Marquis, and

took the one which this nobleman had hitherto

occupied next to the Prince Regent.

"Now," said Lord Leveson, as he drew forth

his pocket-book and counted down six B ink-

notes, each for a thousand pounds,—afterwards

placing a purse full of gold upon them,— "here

are the six thousand guineas which I have held

as treasurer, and which I am prepared to pay

into the liands of the fortunate individual who
shall prove his right and title to the same, ac-

cording to the terras of eur compact. But I

must ofcservc, as your chairman, that I hope

our proceedings will be conducted with the ut-

most good-humour, aod that each aud all nill

preserve a calm temper, no matter what miy

transpire."
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"A bumper to ratify that most judicious senti-

ment !" exclaimed the dissipated Sir Douglas Hun-
tingiluii.

" And now," resumed the Marquis of Leveson,

when the glasses had been filled and emptied, "it

becomes my painful duty to ask our young and es-

teemed friend Mr. Sackville, whether, as the husband

of the lady whose name will have to be mentioned

presently, and whose image is doubtless in all our

minds, he has any remark to make ere our proceed-

ings continue any farther?"
" For the moment I have only a suggestion to

offer," replied Horace, speaking in a firm tone :

*' which is, that your lorship shall take the names in

the order they issued from the ballot, and each

shall answer yea or nay, as explanatory of the result

of his suit in respect to the lady alluded to."

" Be it so," said the Marquis of Leveson : " and

I think the suggestion is a good one. Accord-

ing to the ballot, the names stood in the following

order:

—

Monday—The Earl of Curzon.

Titesday— Sii Douglas Huntingdon.

ITednesday— Colonel Malpas,

Thursday—The Prince Regent,

Friday—The Marquis of Leveson.

Saturday —Mr. Sackville.

According, then, to this category, I call upon the

Earl of Curzon to speak first."

" I am bound to admit, frankly and candidly,"

replied this nobleman, " that I experienced no suc-

cess in the matter alluded to."

" Sir Douglas Huntingdon !" exclaimed the Mar-
of Leveson.

"With equal frankness and candour, I declare

thut I was as unsuccessful as Lord Curzon," an-

swered the baronet.

"Colonel Malpas!" exclaimed the Marquis.
" My lord," said that individual, rising from his

chair, and speaking in a voice which borrowed its

calmness from desperation ;
" I am bound, however

painful the announcement may be to any friend pre-

sent,—and seeing the peculiar nature of the circum-

stances which were initiated in an after-dinner frolic,

I hope there will be no loss of friendship on this ac-

count,—I am bound, I say, to declare that the result

of my campaign made me for the time being the

happiest of men."

Having thus spoken, the Colonel resumed his chair

and immediately tossed off a bumper of wine.

" Let the names be called to the end of the list,"

said Horace Sackville, whose face was white as a

sheet, but whose voice was nevertheless marked by

a firm decision.

"Be it so," exclaimed the Marquis of Leveson.

"The Prince Regent!"
"On my honour, as a man and a gentleman— set-

ting aside my rank for the present," returned his

Royal Highness, " I cannot boast of having been
blest with the favours of the lady alluded to."

The Earl of Curzon and Sir Douglas Huntingdon
exchanged rapid looks, expressive of surprise at this

announcement, the truth of which they could not

doubt: they tiierefore both fell back upon the belief

that Captain Tash must have deceived them in his

representation of Venetia's visit to Carlton House.
" My own name stands next upon the list," said

the Marquis of Leveson, "and my explanation is

precisely the same as tliat already given by his Royal
Highness:"— then, after a moment's pause, he ob-

served with a half-smile, " Mr. Sackville, am I to

call upon you 1"

"Most assursdly," returned Horace, his cheeks

now slightly flushing, and his voice remaining im-
perturbably calm. " I wooed Venetia—and I won
her. She is my wife. But if Colonel Malpas can
prove that previously to our wedding-day, he suc-

ceeded in obtaining the favours of her whom I have
thus made my wife, I cannot possibly, under the

very peculiar circumstances of the case, be offended

with him. Seeing, however, that so far as I am con-

cerned, a love-campaign which commenced as an
after-dinner frolic, has terminated in the most serious

and solemn manner for myself—namely, in mar-
riage,— I hope that Colonel Malpas will not stand

forward to blast the reputation of my wife without

having irrefragable evidence to produce in support

of his assertion : and I likewise hope tliat you, whom
I now address, will not consider that the present

scene is nothing more than another act in that same
after-dinner farce, but that you will treat the matter

with all the solemnity and seriousness that should

characterise a jury of honourable men."
There was a tone of deep feeling in this speech

which produced a visible effect upon all present

:

and the Earl of Curzon, now that his heart was
somawhat warmed by the generous wine, was the

very first to exclaim, "By heaven, Sackville, you
shall have fair play !" This sentiment v.'as echoed
by the Prince Regent, the Marquis of Leveson,

and Sir Douglas Huntingdon : while Malpas, whose
heart was sinking within his breast, tossed off two
or three glasses of wine in rapid succession.

But still sustained to a considerable degree by
the courage which often arises from the despera-

tion of a neck-or-nothing position, he rose from
his seat amidst a profound silence, and spoke as

follows :

—

" Far be it from me to make a declaration of so

serious and solemn a nature as that which I have

put forth, without being enabled to substantiate it.

Hitherto we have all of us been apt to deal liji^htly

enough with the reputation of women; and we
should doubtless have continued to do so in the pre-

sent instance, were it not that the lady in question

has recently married one of our party, and that

the husband himself is present. I will make no
lengthy comment upon what I may term the im-

prudence, if not the actual indelicacy, of Mr.

Sackville appearing amongst us under existing

circumstances: but I cannot help adding that

whatever statements he may now hear to shock

his feelings, he himself to some extent courts the

feelings they are thus calculated to excite."

He paused for a few instants : and those who
glanced furtively at Horace Sackville, saw that ho

was evidently labouring under the influence of

emotions which he had some little trouble to re-

strain. His cheeks had a hectic flush, like that of

fever, upon them— his eyes were fixed, but un-

naturally bright—and his lips were firmly com-

pressed. His whole appearance indicated the

inevitable bursting forth of a terrific storm : it

was the volcano .is yet sleeping, but surrounded by

the fever-heat that preludes an explosion.

"I will now proceed to my proofs," resumed

Malpas, who alone mistook Sackville's ominous

lool<s and guarded silence for the evidences of a

crushed and broken spirit. " You arc aware that

my day for tlie love-camiiaign was a Wednesday.
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On the previous day I chanced to call upon Lady

Wenlock at Kew ; and in the course of conversa-

tion her ladyshi]) mentioned that the most cele-

brated beauty of the day, Miss Venetia Trelawney

(as her name then was, previously to her marriage),

was to be at the horticultural fete announced by

her ladyship for the ensuing evening. Having al-

ready received an invitation, I resolved to be there.

On the Wednesday morning I met Mr. Sackville

by accident, and told him 1 should be at the fete,

in order to avail myself thereof to procure an in-

troduction to Miss Trelawney. Mr. Sackville

must remember the circumstance."

"Perfectly," said Horace, in a cold but un-

trembling voice.

"1 did repair to that festival," continued the

Colonel: "and I obtained the wished-for intro-

duction to Miss Trelawney, as she tlien was. I

need not enter into particulars : suffice it to say

that we walked together in a secluded avenue,

allowing the ladies who accompanied her—Mrs,

and Misj Arbuthnot, I believe—to proceed a con-

siderable distance a-head. My suit, which I

ple;ided passionately, was successful: and Miss

Trelawney gave me an appointment for the en-

suing Friday evening, at a place which I named."
" Friday evening !" ejaculated the Marquis of

Lovcson, exchanging a I'apid but meaning glance

with the Prince of Wales.

"Yes—the Friday evening," returned Malpas:

"and consequently before Mr. Sackville's marriage

with the l:idy, which marriage took place on the

ensuing Wednesday. One more word will suffice

:

Miss Trelawney met me on the Friday evening al-

luded to at the house of Mrs, Gale in Soho
Square "

"At what o'clock?' inquired the Marquis of

Leveson.
" At nine o'clock," responded Malpas.
•' And how long did she remain with you at Mrs.

Gale's ?" asked Lord Leveson, with another rapid,

but now astonished look at the Prince Regent.
" Let us have all the circumstances stated in detail

and accurately recorded," he observed, making
notes in his pocket-book.

"Miss Trelawney remained with me at Mrs.

Gale's from nine until past eleven on that Friday

evening," returned Colonel Malpas.
" But the proof of this ?" said the Marquis, in-

quiringly.

" Here is IMrs. Gale's own certificate of the fact,"

answered the Colonel, tossing a folded paper

towards the Marquis. " I have no more to say
:"

—and he resumed his seat.

The Marquis of Leveson opened the paper ; and
the astonisliment he already felt, was enhanced
when he recognised Mrs. Gale's handwriting,

which was perfectly familiar to him. He had ex-

pected to find tlie document a forgery : but tlicre

was no doubt it was genuine, although the circum-

stances detailed in it might not be true for all that.

"Yes— this is Mrs. Gale's handwriting," he
said :

" I know and can attest it."

He then read tlie paper, which set forth that

Colonel Malpas and INIiss Venetia Trelawney
(now Mrs. Sackville) h.ad passed two hours to-

gether at her establishment, between nine and
eleven o'clock, on the night of Friday, September
20th, 1814.

Malpas now felt assured that his triumph was

complete: for Horace Sackville still remained
silent and motionless, with the fever spots burning
upon his cheeks and his lips quivering.

The Marquis and the Prince once more ex-
changed looks of ineffable astonishment, as if

uncertain what course to pursue, and yet having
it in their power to make some startling revela-

tions: while the Earl of Curzon whispered
hurriedly to Sir Douglas Huntingdon, "You see
how that rascal Tash deceived us both !"

But all on a sudden, the door was thrown open
with such violence that the screen was nearly
upset;—and Venetia herself, followed by Captain
Tash, entered the room. Robin was not however
with them : he had been hastily despatched on
some errand, the nature of which will speedily
transpire.

Nothing could exceed the grandeur of Venetia's

beauty at this moment. Her splendid form waa
drawn up to the full of its noble height—and, as her
carriage now seemed statuesque as that of a sculp-

tured Juno, by her shoulders being thrown back and
her head being held erect, her superb bust displayed
its ample development to the fullest advantage. Up-
heaved in its luxuriant proportions, it seemed ready
to burst through the drapery that outlined its swell-

ing contours : while the glowing cheeks, flashing

eyes, dilating nostrils, and lips apart, threw the spell

of an almost Olympian majesty upon he. transcend-

ing charais.

Every one present, save Sackville, started from
his seat as the beauteous lady and her formidable-

lookingcompanionmade their appearance: while Ho-
race himself rose gently and leisurely, his features now
illumined with the radiance of approaching triumph.
As for Colontl Malpas, guilt and cowardice were as

legibly depicted upon his ashy cheeks and in his

affirighted looks, as ever the words themselves were
printed on the page of a volume,

"Your Royal Highness—my lords—gentlemen,"
said Venetia, in a tone which, though firm, was filled

with all the flute-like harmony of her soul-seeking

voice,—"you have listened to the tale of accusation:

now do me the justice to hear the defence."
" Most assuredly !" exclaimed the Prince RegenN

"My lord," he added, turning towards Leveson,
" whatever disappointment you may have experienced

relative to this lady, justice must be done her. Y'ou

are the chairman of the meeting—and I know you
will do your duty."

" Beyond all doubt," said the Marquis, who was so

dazzled and overpowered by the enchanting loveli-

ness and Juno-like majesty of Venetia's appearance,

that he forgot all th« resentment excited by the scene

which had occurred at his own house— he no longer

remembered the incidents of the treacherous chair-
but he felt suddenly inclined to do anything or every-

thing on behalf of that woman of superhuman
charms. "Let us all be seated," he exclaimed.

"Horace, hand your wife a chair—and Captain

Tash "

But the gallant officer had already dropped into a

seat and was stretching forth his hand to grasp the

nearest decanter, before the Marquis had time to

utter another syllable. The Captain likewise drew

towards him three or four dishes of cakes and fruit.i:

and as he began to eat and drink with as much cool-

ness and absence of restraint as if the house were his

own, he said, " Go on, my lord : I can always hear

best when profitably employed."
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Malpas made a last efTort to assume an air of

confidence : and by way of conciliating the formida-

ble Captain, wliom he knew to be his enemy, but

whose presence on this occasion he could not ac-

count for, he said, "Make yourself at home, and

don't spare the wine."

" Mrs. Sackville," exclaimed the Marquis of Leve-

son, " we are ready to hear you."
" It will be sufficient for me, my lord," answered

Venetia, "simply but emphatically to deny the ca-

lumnious aspersion thrown upon me by Colonel

Malpas. My husband is the proper person to con-

duct my defence."

" First of all, then," said Horace Sackville, " I

shall request Captain Tash to state whatever he
knows of the interview between Colonel Malpas and
my wife at Lady WenlockV

•' With much pleasure," observed the gallant offi-

cer, filling a tumbler with Port wine and draining it

at a draught—fox he contemptuously eschewed tiie

27 •

paltry size of an ordinary wine-glass. " On the piir-

ticular Wednesday night alluded to by Colonel Mal-

pas,—for I must tell you that I have been listening

outside the door to everything he has been saying,—

myself and my man Robin, who is a faithful crea-

ture, were concealed amongst the bushes in Lady
Wenlock's grounds. Why we were there, doesn't

matter," he continued, darting a sly look at Lord

Curzon and Sir Douglas Huntingdon: "it is enough

to state that we were there. It is true that Mrs. Ar-
buthnot and her daughter walked on in advanc •: but

it is also true that Mrs. Sackville, as the then Miss
Trelawney now is, treated the Colonel with mingled

scorn, contempt, raillery, and defiance, according to

the variations of language which he adopted towards

her. He hinted at some conspiracy that was sst on

foot against her, and declared that his own most

intimate friends were engaged in it He informed

licr that she was the object of a wager on the part of

s«me base and infamous voluptuaiiei. Those were
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his very words. He heard a rustling in the ever-

greens, and was startled. Ah ! he little thought that

Rolando Tash," added the Captain, with a look of

terrible ferocity upon the pale, trembling, and speech-

less Colonel, " was concealed in the evergreens, like

—like—an owl in an ivy-bush."

Here the gallant officer paused, and tossed off an-

other tumbler of Port wine.

" Well, my lord," he continued, addressing him-

self to the Marquis, " the Colonel proceeded to

threaten Miss Trelawney— Mrs. Sackville, I mean

—

in a frightful manner. My hair, though well oiled

and curling naturally, stood on end. He told her

that unless she yielded to his wishes, he would per-

secute her by all manner of means—destroy her

reputation—whisper to one and breathe in the ears

of another that she was his mistress—aye, and even

forge letters with her name appended, to prove his

tale. He gave her two weeks to deliberate
"

" Enough, Captain Tash," said Lord Leveson.

"I think," he added, glancing round the table, "that

we need not allow Mrs. Sackville's ears to be offended

with a further recapitulation of these atrocities."

"Certainly not," exclaimed the Prince Regent,

red with indignation. " Sit down, Tash, like a good

fellow—and drink your wine."

" Here's a bumper, then, to your Royal Highness,"

said the Captain, refilling his tumbler and tossing off

the contents. ' And inasmuch as my Lord Marquis
is an excellent chairman, I drink a bumper to him
also,"—suiting the action to the word. " And fjr-

asmuch as we have a beautiful lady present, I drink

a bumper to her health in particular and that of the

sex in general—for I don't know what the devil we
should do without them :"—then, having drained the

tumbler and refilling it, he observed, " But it would
be bad manners on my part not to drink to the other

lords and gentlemen present
"

How long Captain Tash would have gone on with

his succession of bumpers and healths, it is difficult

to say : but he was suddenly interrupted by the

entrance of Robin, leading in Mrs. Gale of Soho
Square.

A half-stifled groan now burst from the lips of

Colonel Malpas, who saw that no chance remained
for him, but that every available incident had been
pressed into the service of his opponents. Discom-
fited—crushed—almost annihilated, he sate ghastly

and trembling in his chair, unable to speak a word
—a wretched, wretched example of mingled guilt,

cowardice, and despair.

Mrs. Gale was evidently much frightened at being
brought into the presence of this formidable con-
clave : and Robin whispered to Captain Tash that if

he had not menaced her with a constable, she would
not have come at all. She now confessed, after some
hesi ition, and with many prayers for pardon, that

she I id been induced to draw up and sign the certi-

ficate, which was dictated by Colonel Malpas, on
condition of receiving the immediate payment of a

sum of money owing to her by him. She added
that the certificate was not drawn up on the day spe-

cified by the date, but some days later : and she ad-
mitted that Mrs. Sackrille had never visited her
establishment at all. She was then permitted to retire.

But scarcely had she left the room, when the foot-

man entered to inform Colonel Malpas that he was
wanted for a moment on very particular business.

"You must cotne back immediately, sir," ex-

claimed the Marquis of Levesou, sternly.

The Colonel murmured a faint " Yes," and hastily

quitted the room in a state of mind not even enviable

by a person about to be hanged.

On stepping into the hall, he was confronted by
two individuals whose looks proclaimed their errand.

One was a person of the Hebrew nation, with a cut-

away coat, knee-breeches, and top-boots. He wore
a spotted neckerchief with an enormous pin—a bunch
of gold seals dangled from his fob—and his silk

handkerchief hung half-way out of his coat-pocket.

His companion was a stout, elderly, shabby man,
carrying a huge stick, or rather bludgeon. He wore
a great-coat buttoned over his chest, a white hat with

a mourning band, and very clumsy boots.

Malpas, upon finding himself face to face with

these worthies, clenched his fists in a paroxysm of

rage;—and then, as the Hebrew gentleman produced

a writ, the miserable Colonel staggered back and
sank upon a chair.

" Five tousand guinish ish de sum, and tree gui-

nish ish de expensh, Colonel," said the bailiff—for

such he was. "Disleetle writ ish at de shoot of

Mishter Emmershon. My name ish Ikey—Moshea
Ikey, at your servish; and my housh ish in Fetter

Lane. Tom, keep de door."

" All right," growled the bailiffs man, planting

his back against the front door.

" Thunder and lightning !" roared Captain Tash,

now bursting forth from the dining-room, inside the

door of which he had been listening to what was
passing in the hall ; " the Colonel's going to quod-
but he must not escape condign punishment. You
sneaking, paltry, cowardly villain !" he exclaimed,

springing towards Malpas and seizing him by the

nose: "you are the greatest cur and the clumsiest

villain I ever knew in all my life ! So take that

—

and that—and this—and this—and that—and that!"

And, suiting the actions to the words, the redoubt-

able Rolando dragged the shrieking, yelling Colonel

ignominiously by the nose round the hall, bestowing

upon him sundry boxes on the ears and sidelong

kicks on the breech by way of chastisement. Then
suddenly releasing his victim, Captain Tash gave

him one parting kick which sent him flying across

the hall and ultimately sprawling on the door-mat.

The whole party, Venetia excepted, had in the

meantime crowded at the entrance of the dining-

room to witness this scene, which excited peals of

laughter;—and when it was over, they returned to

their seats—Captain Tash resuming his own chair

and addressing himself again to the fruit and wine

as calmly and composedly as if nothing had hap-

pened.

Then, while Colonel Malpas, crushed and con-

founded, was taking his departure in company with

Mr. Moses Ikey and his man Tom, the Marquis of

Leveson said, " We had better conclude our busi-

ness at once and leave the house of a vile impostor

as soon as we can."

" But where is Robin ? " inquired Sackville.

" Surely we may offer him a glass of wine ?"

" Oh ! there he is," observed Tash, coolly ; and as

every eye was directed towards the point indicated

by the gallant officer, a portion of Robin's form and

the tip of his nose were seen betwixt the opening of

the window-curtains.

It was with great difficulty he could be persuaded

to come forth and drink some wine: and when he

had tossed oil the contents of a glass which Sack-

ville handed him, he glided back again to bis lurk-
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in?-place, now completely disappearing behind the

curtains.

* We have heard an infamous accqsation trium-

phantly refuted," said the Marquis of Leveson:

"and if further evidence had been required on behalf

of Mrs. Sackville, his Royal Highness and myself

could have supplied it. For on that very Friday

night which the coward scoundrel and vile cheat

named as the period of his alleged success, and

between the specified hours of nine and eleven, his

Royal Highness and I can declare that we were

each honoured by a visit from Mrs. Sackville, then

Miss Trelawney ; and we both emphatically reneat

what we proclaimed ere now, that we had neithe, of

us any reason to imitate the presumptuous assertions

of Colonel Malpas."
*• My lord," said Venetia, her voice now sounding

tremulously for the first time since she had entered

the room, " I have every reason to thank you for the

noble candour and impartiality with which you have

conducted these proceedings:"—then, her counte-

nance suddenly lighting up with the irradiation of

good-humoured archness, she observed as she rose

from her seat, " Permit me to express a hope that

the next time you agree to lay wagers relative to the

result of a love campaign, you will take care whom
you admit into the compact and trust with the

secret Otherwise you may chance to be dishon-

oured by the companionship of another Colonel

Malpas."

Having thus spoken with a charming air of good

natured remonstrance, she bowed and moved towards

the door. The Prince of Wales instantaneously

sprang forward to open it for her : and as Venelia

passed him, he whispered tenderly, "Does our com-
pact hold good, ray angel?"

"It does," she replied, in her softest tone. "Next
Monday e/ening—nine o'clock—Carlton House."

And darting upon him a look o£ profound mean-

ing, she issued from the room. The Prince, scarcely

able to conceal the joy inspired by this response,

returned to his seat : and as the screen had hidden

Venelia and himself from the view of the assembled
'

guests during that hurried interchange of whispers,

the circumstance passed unnoticed.
" We have now," said the Marquis of Leveson,

" but one more matter of business to dispose of

—

and that is to decide who has won the sweepstakes of

six thousand guineas. I think there cannot be a

doubt upon the subject: and with your concurrence,

my friends, I shall hand over the amount to Mr.
Horace Sackville."

This proposal was agreed to ; and the Bank-notes,
together with the purse of sovereigns, were passed
round the table to Venetia's husband.

Horace consigned the notes to his pocket, saying,

"I thank you all for helping me to a wife and a for-

tune. As for this purse, I must beg Captain Tash
to accept it."

" It is in the nature of gifts that I never refuse,"

exclaimed the gallant officer. " And now," he con-
tinued, rising from his seat and lifting a tumbler
of wine to his lips, " I must drink to the health of

my friend Mr. Sackville—and long life to him!
But as it would be rude not to pay ray respects to

Sir Douglas fluiitingdon," he went on to say, refill-

ing the tumbler he had just emptied, " I must drink

to his health :"— then, after draining the glass, and
while replenishing it, he added, " Likewise the Riglit

Honourable the Earl of Curzon:"--aud after another

brief pause, during which he poured the draught
down his capacious throat, he said, *' Forasmuch as
there is but another tumblerful in the decanter, it

would be a pity not to dispose of it to advantage

—

and so I will drink it to the health of any whom
snch health may concern."

The Prince, the IMarquis of Leveson, the Earl,
and Sir Douglas had all drunk quite enough to be
in a humour to laugh heartily at Captain Tash'g
freaks: nor was Horace, though far more temperate,
and indeed perfectly sober, inclined to be less jovial

on the occasion. But so soon as the gallant oflBcer

had exhausted all the wine as well as his catalogue

of excuses for disposing of it, Sackville bade his

friends good night and left the room. Venetia was
waiting for him in another apartment, to which the
accommodating butler had shown her : and before

the newly-married couple took their departure io

the carriage that was waiting for them, they informed
Mr. Plumpstead that he might enter their service at

Acacia Cottage on the morrow.

The carriages of the other guests were soon an-

nounced—the party broke up—and when Mrs. Mal-
pas returned hon*e from her plebeian relatives in the

City, she heard that her husband had been soundly

thrashed in the first place and taken away to a
sponging-house afterwards.

CHAPTER LIX.

THE TRIAL.

On the morning that succeeded the incidents just

related, the Court-house of the Old Bailey was
thronged to excess : for j\Ir. Paul Dysart was to
stand his trial on the charge of feloniously kilUng

and slaying the Honourable George Sefton. A
second count in the indictment accused him of
fighting a duel and thereby breaking his Majesty's

peace—although, fee it observed, his Majesty was
a hopeless lunatic at the time and much more
likely to break the peace himself than preserve it.

Such however was the legal fiction and phraseo-

logy: and Mr. Dysart was arraigned accordingly.

His wife, Lady Ernestina, was not in court : but

she was close at hand—indeed, warming herself

comfortably by the fire in the drawing-room of the

governor of Newgate. She was a lady of rank, and
was therefore thus courteously treated by the

governor. Had she been a poor man's wife, she

would have had to stand all day in the open street,

or else at the public-house opposite the court—

unless indeed she had chosen to be present during

the trial.

But while the fiction of the so-called British

Constitution declares that all persons are equal in

the eye of the law, the administrators, functionaries,

and officials of the law take very good care that

such shall not be the case. Thius, inasmuch as

several of the witnesses ens:aged in the present case

were of aristocratic birth, they were accommodated

with seats upon the bench: and Lonl Herbert, the

princip;il witness, sate next to the Recorder and

chatted familiarly with him while the clerk was

swearing the jury. Now, had the witnesses been

costermongers or tinkers—or any other individuals

belonging to the working-class—they would not

have dared approach the sacred limit of the ja-

dicial bench.
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Moreover, as Mr. Dysart had married into an

aristocratic family, he was accommodated with a

chair in the dock ; and the turnkey who had charge

of him, was desired by the governor not to stand

too near "the unfortunate gentleman." We may

also observe that during the whole trial, he was

never spoken of, either by Judge, counsel, or wit-

nesses, otherwise than as Mr. Dysart : whereas,

had he been a working-man, the said Judge, coun-

sel, and witnesses would not have thought of

speaking of him otherwise than as the prisoner or

the accused. Such a fortunate thing is it to be

either rich or else connected with the aristocracy

in this country

!

Ah ! poor working-men—sons and daughters of

toil—producers of everything and consumers of

almost nothing—ye scarcely seem to know how

utterly, completely, and entirely ye are oppressed,

enslaved, and trampled upon by the arrogant, in-

dolent, and tyrannical aristocracy

!

Mr. Dysart, on entering the dock, bowed politely

to the Judge and jury, and then seated himself

with an air of confidence and composure : for he

felt assured that even if the jury should find him

guilty of the most aggravated charge, and the

bench should thereupon doom him to death, the

Prince Regent would accord him a full pardon.

He was therefore comparatively easy in his mind

looking upon the present ordeal as a great an-

noyance, but by no means as a predicament of

terrible danger.

The jury having been sworn, and the Recorder

having finished laughing at the joUe which Lord

Herbert had just whispered in the judicial ear, the

trial commenced. The Attorney- General appeared

to prosecute; and he contented himself with a

mere outline of the case, very considerately ab-

staining from emphasis on the strongest points,

and putting the weakest prominently forward as

if he were actually furnishing the jury with an ex-

cuse to acquit the prisoner. But on the previous

day he had prosecuted a working-man for sedition

:

and then how he exaggerated every minute detail

and by his eloquence invested the feeblest point

with an overwhelming power to crush the accused

!

But Mr. Dysart had married the niece of the Mar-

quis of Leveson— and so the Attorney-General

did not wish to send him to the scaffold.

The law-ofiBcer having opened the case, Lord

Herbert was sworn as a witness. He did not leave

his place on the bench near the Recorder—neither

did he rise from his seat, but gave his evidence as

comfortably as if lounging in his own drawing-

room. He was a tall, thin man—of about fifty-five

years ofage—with irou-grey hair—and a sprawling,

awkward, uncouth figure. He was immensely vain

—outrageously arrogant—fond of hearing himself

talk—and yet as empty-headed as lords generally

are. He had a habit of hesitating so much in his

speech, that it seemed like a natural impediment

and made it painful to listen to him. In fact, he

was a shailow-pated numskull ; and if he had not

been an aristocrat, would have been written down

an ass.

" I believe, ray lord," said the Attorney-General,

"you are acquainted with Mr. Dysart, the gentle-

man whose case is under investigation ?"

"Haw—hem—ah—Oh! yes—perfectly well ac-

quainted with Mr. Dysart," responded Lord Her-

bert, crossina: one leg over the other.

" And I believe your lordship gave a grand en-

tertainment to a party of noblemen and gentlemen

in the beginning of June, of the present year?"

"Hem—hah—haw—Oh! yes—a dinner-party.*
" At which Mr. Dysart was present ?"'

"Haw—aye—yes—haw— Mr. Dysart was pre-

sent—he—haw."
" And the lamented deceased, the Honourable

George Sefton, was likewise of the party 7"

"Eh—haw—hem—Oh! yes—George Sefton—
haw—hem—was there."

" I believe that when the cloth was removed and
the dessert was placed upon the table, a dispute

arose upon some matter?"

"Oh—ah—hem—a dispute about Tantivy, the

winner—haw—of the Oaks—hem—and also about

Old Fogey, another crack racer-haw."
"And Mr. Dysart gave the Honourable George

Seften the lie, I believe ?"

"Hem—hah—yes—I'm afraid he did. Then,

you know, high words—hem—haw—ensued—and
Mr. Dysart flung a glass of wine in Sefton's face-
haw—haw—and Sefton flew into a rage—haw—
and I don't know how it was—haw—orhowitcame

about exactly—hem—hem—but pistols were talked

of—and—and—and—pistols were got—haw—haw
—and then—yes, then

"

" Pray don't hurry yourself, my lord," said the

Judge : " there's plenty of time, and we have got

the whole day before us."

" Oh! certainly," observed the Attorney-General.

"Your lordship was explaining with your lord-

ship's wonted clearness and perspicuity, how pistols

were obtained "

"Ah—yes—haw—truly," exclaimed the noble-

man, lolling back in his seat and running his

fingers complaisantly through his hair, which stood

upright all over his head. "Well—as I was say-

ing, then—haw—he—haw—it was proposed to

fight—hem—hah—across the table—and I beUeve

—I'm afraid—hem—haw—I'm afraid Mr. Dysart

fired—hem—before the signal—haw—was given.

Sefton fell dead—haw—'twas a bad business—haw
—and that's all I know-hem—of the matter."

And having thus given his evidence, Lord Her-

bert indulged in a long yawn, stretching out his

sprawling legs till every joint cracked audibly.

Dysart's counsel rose to cross-examine the no-

bleman : but the Attorney-General threw a depre-

catory look upon him ; and the barrister, fearful

of giving offence to the great law-officer as well as

to the Judge upon the bench, contented himself by

asking some trivial question just to save appear-

ances, and resumed his seat.

The Honourable George :>L'icnamara, who sate

next to Lord Herbert, now gave his testimony to

the following purport :

—

"I remember the entertainment at my Lord

Herbert's. It was in the beginning of June.

About twelve or fourteen noblemen and gentle-

men were present. I was one of the guests : Mr.

Dysart was another;—and the Honourable George

Sefton was likewise there. A dispute arose rela-

tive to Tantivy and Old Fogey. These horses

both belonged to Mr. Sefton; and Mr. Dysart was

understood to have bet heavily upon them. From

a word that Mr. Sefton let fall, Mr. Dysart fancied

that he did not me.tn the horses to run; and he

called him a scoundrel and a cheat. Mr. Sefton

called him a liar. We were all pretty jolly— I may
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indeed say we were all drunk. Lord Herbert was

certainly not sober. Mr. Dj'sart challenged Mr.

Sefton to a duel across the table ; and Lord Her-

bert produced his pistols. Seconds were ap-

pointed ; and it was agreed that at a given signal

the hostUe parties should fire. This took place in

Lord Herbert's dining-room. Mr. Dysart and

Mr. Sefcon received the pistols at the same
moment; and Mr. Dysart instantaneously dis-

charged his pistol point blank at Mr. Sefton.

The signal was not given at all. Mr. Sefton ut-

tered a cry—sprang straight up at least a foot

from the floor—and then dropped dead. I am
bound to say that Mr. Dysart, when he fired, ex-

claimed, * Take that, you young villain .''—or words

to the same effect."

The Honourable George Macnamara, not being

a peer, was subjected to some little cross-examina-

tion: but his testimony was not shaken in the

slightest degree.

Lieutenant Apsley, who was also one of the

party at Lord Herbert's house, was next sum-

moned as a witness : and he not only corroborated

Mr. Macnamara's evidence, but clearly proved that

Dysart could not possibly have fired in the mis-

taken belief that the signal was given. For this

signal was to consist of the words, " One—two

—

three," deliberately uttered; and at the last word
the duellists were to fire : whereas Mr. Dysart had
discharged his pistol before even the first word of

the signal was spoken.

Some other evidence was given; and the case

for the prosecution closed.

The prisoner's counsel made as able a speech as

the damnatory nature of the evidence and his own
fears of offending the "big-wigs" would allow:

but he entirely glossed over the startling fact

which had come out in Macnamara's evidence

—

namely, that Lord Herbert had supplied the pistols.

Not that the point would have helped Djsart's

case at all : still it was one which a conscientious

barrister, unawed by the frowns of the bench,

would not have failed to touch upon.

Having concluded his speech, the counsel for

the defence called several witnesses to prove that

Mr. Dysart was one of the mildest, most forbear-

ing, amiable, and good-tempered men in the whole

world : and inasmuch as the said witnesses (none

of whom had ever seen Dysart before in their

lives) had been paid ten pounds a-piece to give

him this brilliant character, it must be allowed
that they could not well attribute to him fewer

virtues considering how handsomely they were
remunerated for their trouble.

The Attorney-General rose to reply. He began
by remarking that never in the whole course of
his professional career had it been his good for-

tune to listen to evidence so lucidly, clearly, intel-

ligibly, and impartially given as that of Lord
Herbert—one of the brightest ornaments of that
great and glorious Aristocracy which was the
pride, the glory, and the ornament of this free,

happy, and enlightened country. It was a pleasure
(continued the Attorney- General) to behold a man
of Lord Herbert's rank, leaving his sumptuous
mansion at the West End, and cheerfully coming
down to a public tribunal to further tiie ends and
assist the aims of justice. It had been stated in

tlie evidence of Mr. JMacnamara that the party of

nobiemea and gentlemen assembled at Lord Her«

bert's mansion on the melancholy occasion alluded

to, had indulged somewhat fieely in the use of the
grape: but surely a little excess in this manner
was not to be wondered at, when it was considered
how heavily the legislative duties attached to the

noble lord's proud position as a peer of the realm,

must at times press upon his lordship.

As the newspapers said next day, " the learned
Attorney- General then went carefully over the
evidence ;" but so carefully did the learned gentle-

man perform this part of his duty, that he pretty

nearly told the jury, at least in terms as plain as
he dared venture upon, that they would do well to

acquit Mr. Dysart.

The learned Recorder, who had been fast asleep

during the Attorney-Gene lal's closing speech, now
woke up : and, turning to his notes, he proceeded
to sum up the case to the jury. Imitating the

example of the prisoner's counsel and the Attor-

ney-General, the learned Judge made not the

sligtest allusion to the fact that Lord Herbert had
provided his own pistols for the duellists, and had
allowed so scandalous a scene to take place at his

own mansion and in his own dining-room : much
less did the learned Recorder think of telling this

same Lord Herbert that he ought to have been in-

cluded in the indictment, as an accessory to the

crime for which the prisoner was then in the pre-

sence of the jury. No such thing. But the Judge
did also imitate the Attorney- General by travelling

out of his way to eulogise Lord Herbert in particu-

lar and the Aristocracy in general : and he further

took a leaf out of the Attorney-General's book by
hinting that the best thing the jury could do would
be to acquit Mr. Dysart.

The jury, however, seemed to take quite a differ-

ent view of the matter: so that without much
deliberation, and also without leaving the box,

they returned a verdict of Wilful Murder against

Paid Dysart.

Every eye was turned upon the prisoner to be-

hold how he received the record which heralded
the crowning act in the drama— namely, the con-
demnation to death. A sudden pallor overspread
his features, as if a spasm convulsed him at iho

moment: but the next instant he was calm, col-

lected, and confident as before. It was at first a
frightful shock to be found guilty of murder, the

bare mention oi which terrible word was enough
to make the gallows and all the dread paraphernalia

of death spring up before his startled imagination

:

but this feeling was promptly relieved by the re-

collection that his wife held a ducument which
could compel the Prince Regent to open the

doors of his dungeon and recall liiin forth to free-

dom.

The Recorder put on the black cap, and in the

usual stereotyped form of verbiage pronounced
the awful sentence of the law—which was that

Paul Dysart should be taken back to the place

whence he came, and thence to a place of execu-
tion, where he should be hung by the neck uutil

ho was dead : and tiie Recorder concluded by ex-
pressing a hope that the Lord would have mercy
upon his soul

!

Execrable imposture!—vile barbarism!— dia-

bolical iniquity I Man proves merciless in his

vengeance, and yet hopes that God will be mer-
ciful. But should not Man follow the example of

this Almighty PoTrer whom ho invokes ?
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It was now four o'clock in the afternoon—Dysart

was conveyed back to Newgate—the Recorder

went to dine with Lord Herbert—the Common-Ser-

geant took his place upon the bench—and the trial

of petty felons occupied the rest of the evening.

The crowd dispersdl, each individual remarking to

his friend " I wonder when he will be hung !"

Meantime the governor of Newgate proceeded

to his drawing-room, where Lady Ernestina was

seated : and, inasmuch as it suited her purpose to

manifest the deepest anxiety relative to the result

of the trial, he fancied it to be incumbent upon him

to break the tidings as gently as possible. Then
she tell into a strong fit : and when she had per-

formed this little piece of tragedy, she wildly de-

manded to see her dear, dear husband

!

The governor accordingly conducted Lady Er-

nestina to Dysart's cell : and precipitating herself

into his arms, she lavished upon him the tenderest

caresses. The governor retired: and then the

lady grew calmer. Dysart was completely deceived

by her manner, her words, her looks, and her

tears ; and he fancied she experienced a return ot

all that enthusiastic affection which had formerly

induced her to become his wife.

" I don't altogether deserve so much kindness

at your hands, Ernestina," he said : " but I'll make
up for the past when once I am out of this cursed

place. Don't cry—the annoyance and vexation

are only temporary
"

"But to think that such a dreadful sentence

should ever have been passed !" exclaimed Ernes-

tina, with a simulation of the protoundest emo-

tion.

" Well, we wera not altogether unprepared for it

—at least I was not," said her husband : " and, thank

heaven, you have got a talisman which will speedily

open these prison-doors. Ah ! how surprised the

Prince will be to find that the lady of his romantic

adventure at Beechey Manor is none other than

the niece of his intmiate friend the Marqvus ot

Leveson !"

" And when shall I communicate with his Royal

Highness ?" asked Ernestina. " Since I have

returned to my uncle's residence, he has not once

called
"

"You must see the Prince to-morrow, Ernes-

tina," said Dysart, impressively. "There is no

time to be lost. The Recorder will make his report

next week "

" Yes— I will see the Prince to-morrow, if pos-

sible," observed Lady Dysart. "Shall I go to

Cai'lton House—or write and beg an interview ?"

" Whichever you think advisable. But of course

liis Royal Higlmess can do nothing officially until

after he has received the Recorder's reporS : before

that report is made, the Prince is supposed to know
nothing of the case. But privately it will be as

well not only to prepare him for what he will have

to do, but also to exact from him a promise that

he will comply with the terms of the solemn com-
pact he has signed."

" Yes—1 will see hira to-morrow, Paul," said Er-

nestina :
" and afterwards, if it be not too late, I

will hasten hither with the particulars of our in-

terview."

"And if it should be too late to-morrow evening,

you will come early on the following day ?" said

Dysart, interrogatively.

" Ah 1 1 shall be only too glad to bring you good

news," she answered, apparently with much emo-
tion. "But the result cannot be otherwise—for
the Prince Regent must and shall fulfil the terms
of his compact."

"It rests only with yon to compel him," observed
Dysart: then, in a solemn tone, he added, "Re-
member, Ernestina, my life is in your hands V
"And I will save it," she exclaimed, flinging

herself into his arms.

She then took leave of her husband;—and as
she returned in a hackney-coach to Leveson House
in Albemarle Street, she said to herself, "All sus-

picion on his part is lulled asleep—he places the

fullest confidence in me—and I must manage to

retain it until the very last
!"

Then, as she threw herself back in the vehicle,

she felt a cold shudder thrill through her form at

the thought that if her plans were carried out
with success, the ground which she had just

passed over in the Old Bailey would in a few short

days be covered with a densely packed multitude

to witness the crowning catastrophe in Dysart's

career : but, angry with herself the next moment
for giving way to what she deemed a weakness,

she murmured, "Yes— it is necessary: I must be
rid of this demon whom I conjured up to torment

me. Ah r it is the tenderest love which turns to

the bitterest hatred and seeks for the most ter-

rible vengeance !"

On arriving in Albemarle Street Ernestina

was informed that her uncle the Marquis was en-

gaged with Mrs. Owen of Richmond: and she

was therefore compelled to wait till this lady had
taken her departure, before she could see Lord
Leveson. We may observe that Ernestina knew
nothing of the conspiracy that had been hatched

against the Princess of Wales, and in which the

three eldest Misses Owen were engaged : and she

therefore attributed her uncle's intimacy with the

mother of those young ladies to an affair of gal-

lantry.

The Marquis and Mrs. Owen remained in pri-

vate discussion together for nearly an hour;- and
at the expiration of this interval, when the lady

had taken her departure, Ernestiaa had an oppor-

tunity of communicating to her noble uncle the

result of the trial at the Old Bailey.

"Now, then, Ernestina," he said, with a look of

deep meaning, " you will be enabled to carry i ut

your projects, as yoa have explained them to

me."
" I shall, my dear uncle," she responded : " but

they will require the utmost tact and caution—and

I must continue to play the hypocrite towards

Dysart with such consummate skill
"'

" Which you will be enabled to do, Ernestina,"

added the ^larquis, who seemed to be in a des-

perate hurry about something. "But I must
leave you to work out these schemes by yourself

—for I am compelled to undertake a journey to

France
"

"To France!" exclaimed Lady Dysart, ia as-

tonishment.

"Yes — and without delay, too—on very im-

portant business indeed," said tlie Marquis. " I

have ordered my travelling-carriage and shall d<>-

part in an hour, the moment 1 have eaten a

mouthful of dinner."

" You will travel all night, then?" said Ernes-

tina. " It is now past seven o'clock."
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" Yes—I shall travel without stopping to Dover,

where I hope to arrive at about three in the morn-
ing. I can then snatch a few hours' sleep, and

sail by the packet-boat at ten or eleven. Let us

sit down to dinner, then—for I am sure you must

be in want of refreshment after so exciting- and
disagreeable a day."

" Not disagreeable as to the result of the trial,"

observed Lady Dysart, significantly.

The uncle and niece now repaired to the dining-

room, where they continued their discourse as they

partook of the repast, until a domestic announced
that the travelling-carriage was in readiness.

The Marquis then took an affectionate leave of

his niece, in whose hands he placed a cheque for a

sum of money to meet her wants during his ab-

sence : and in a few minutes he was whirled as

rapidly away as four post-horses and a lightly-con-

structed vehicle could bear him.

Ernestina remained alone in the dining-room,

pondering upon the various circumstances which

had occui-red within the last few weeks, and re-

volving in her mind the plans and projects which

they had been so fertile in suggesting. In this

manner an hour slipped away—and the clock had
struck nine, when a footman entered to announce
that a person wished to speak to her ladyship upon
a matter of some importance.

"A person! Who is it?" she ejaculated, im-
patiently.

" A man, your ladyship : but he I'efuses to give

his name or state his business."

" Perhaps it is the Marquis whom he wants "

" No, my lady : I told him that his lordship had
just left London, and he said it was to your lady-

ship he wished to speak."

"Then show him in," exclaimed Ernestina, won-
dering who the individual could be.

The domestic bowed and withdrew—but almost
immediately returned, ushering in a man dressed

in a coarse style, with a great thick coat, a
neckerchief drawn up to his mouth, and a broad-

brimmed hat in his hand. The servant retired

—the man advanced—and as the light fell upon
his features, Ernestina instantaneously recognised

the individual who had dug the grave for her para-

mour I

CHAPTER LX.

UNPLEASANT VISITORS.

A COLD chill fell upon the lady, as if her flesh had
suddenly come in contact with the slimy coils of a

serpent : and the colour fled from her cheeks. She
was struck as if with an omen of evil—for the ap-

pearance of this man, whom she only knew by the

name of Jones, and which name she believed to be

an assumed one, was indeed but too well calculated

of itself, apart from any repugnant associations con-

nected with him, to arouse a mortal terror in her
soul.

"What do you want 7—what do you require?"

she demanded, in a voice that was nearly suirocated

by her emotionE.

" I just want to have a few words with your lady-

ship— that's all,^ said the man : and advancing to-

wards the fire, he coolly and deliberately took a seat.

Emestiua fell back in the chair from which she

had started on his entrance : but composing herself

as well as she was able, she made a sign for him to

continue.

" Your husband, ma'am—I mean your ladyship's

husband," he resumed, endeavouring to give his

hang-dog countenance an insinuating look, "has got

himself into a precious scrape—and if he don't mind
he'll be a croaker before ten days are over."

" But what do you want with me 2" demanded Er-
nestina, impatiently.

"I'll explain myself all in good time," he con-

tinued. " If you're in a hurry, I'm not particularly

so — and there's the difiereuce. Besides, you
shouldn't look so precious glum at an old acquaint-

ance. I suppose you know it was me that got up
the expedition that night when the Prince and the

Marquis were taken to the Manor : and of course

you know it was me that dug the grave at the

Blackheath villa. Well, I was treated like a genel-

man by your ladyship's husband—he paid me hand-
some—and now I want to serve him. That's the

object of my business."

•' But who are you?" demanded Ernestina, who
had shuddered visibly when the wretch alluded to

the digging of the grave.

"Ah! 1 recollect," exclaimed the man. "Mr.
Dysart told me when I was at Beechey Manor that

you only knew me by the name of Joues, Never-
theless, my name is no more Jones than your lady-

ship's is : and as there's no use for any disguise or

concealment that I can see, I may as well explain

to you at once that my proper name is Dau'ei

Coffin
"

"What! the Public Executioner!" cried the

miserable lady, springing to her feet and gazing

upon the man with horror depicted upon her

countenance : then, as the account of the burglary

at Mrs. Owen's, and which she had read in the news-

papers, flashed to her mind, she instantaneously

understood the circumstances in which Daniel

Coffin had sought refuge at Beechey Manor with

the pseudonym of Jones.
" Don't alarm yourself, ma'am," said Coffin, with

imperturbable coolness: "I ain't come to hang
you. But pray sit down again—you see I make
myself at home, because I want to speak to you
on very particular business; and the more you
won't hear me, the longer you'll keep me."

Struck by the truth of tliis remark, and
anxious to get rid of her dreadful visitor as soon

as possible, Ernestina reseated herself, and 8gaia

made a hurried motion for him to continue.

"Well, my lady," resumed Coflin, "as I was
observing just now, Mr. Dysart has got into a
precious hobble—and as tlie liecorder will make
his report at the beginning of next week, it will

be all dickey with your husband ten days hence if

so be notinng's done in the meantime. Now, as

I've watched Old Bailey cases for some years past

and am pretty familiar witli 'em, 1 can tell your

ladyship that there's no hope of a reprieve, much
less of pardon, seeing the jury didn't rccunimend

him to mercy. It's clear, then—and there's no use

in deceiving oneself— that he'll bo scragged on
Monday week : and so, as I've a great respect for

him, I want to know what you'll give if I help hiia

to escape out of Newgate."
" Escape r cried Ernestina, recoiling from th*

bare idea of a result which would fatally fruitr»t«

all her plana.
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"Ah! you may well be astonished at such a

proposal, ina'am," said CoiTui, entirely mistaking

the cause pf her sudden start and emphatic ex-

clamation. "But I don't thinlc it's altogether im-

possible. At least it's worth while to have a try

for it. You see that as your husband's a genelman

and connected with the aristocracy, he will be

allowed many indulgences which poor devils in

trouble couldn't obtain for either love or money

:

and as you can visit him without being searched,

you can easily take him a file and a jemmy. A
jemmy, ma'am, is a small crow-bar—a very handy

thing at times, as genelmen of the crack and
pannie profession well know. It's the best thing

to open a shop with, ma'am—a capital stock in

trade, as one may say, for an enterprising indivi-

dual anxious to set his-self up in business. Well, my
lady, if Mr. Dysart can get out of the condemned
crib and manage to reach the roof of the Stone

Jug—or even let himself into one of the yards—

I

could have a party of leary chaps all in readiness

outside, to help him to do the rest: and then, a

post-chaise and four spanking horses being close

at hand "

" I thank you," interrupted Ernestioa, who had

listened thus far with the tortures of impatience

:

"but your proposal cannot be accepted. My
uncle, the Marquis of Leveson, has written a

strong and appealing letter to the Prince Regent

on my unfortunate husband's behalf; and I have

every hope and confiiience therein. But should

Mr. Dysart endeavour to escape and be caught in

the fact, all chance of reprieve or pardon would

be frustrated. I shall give you five guineas for

your trouble in calling upon me "

But scarcely had Ernestina taken out her purse

as she thus spoke, when the footman entered the

room, saying, " Mr. Lawrence Sampson wishes to

speak to your ladyship."

Coffin had started up the instant the handle of

the door was heard to turn—and thus the domestic

did not observe that he had been previously sitting

in a familiar manner in Lady Ernestina Dysart's

company. But when the terrible name of the

Bow Street officer was mentioned, the Hangman
became visibly troubled. Ernestina saw in a mo-
ment that a scene was to be avoided in the pre-

sence of the footman : and, with admirable com-
posure, she immediately said, " Show Mr. Sampson
into the adjoining room."

The domestic retired : and the instant the door

closed behind him, the lady said in a hurried,

altered, and even hollow tone, '• Do you think he

has tracked you hither ?"

"It looks like it," answered Coffin. "And yet,

if he had, he wouldn't send in to say he wanted to

speak to you—but he would make a rush of it at

once wiih his ruimers—or else lie iu wait iu the

street till 1 went out again."
" But what on earth can he want with me?" said

the lady, trembling from head to foot, the thought

of the tragedy at the Blackheath villa being

uppermost in her mind.
" Oh ! he doesn't want you, ma'am, for any

harm," returned Daniel Coffin: "or else he'd have

come bang in and have taken you at once. I'm

up to all the dodges of these rum customers.

IViist likely, after all, he's got a scent of me ; and

not being quite sure of it, is come to ask whether

BQch 1 li^eueluiaa as Mr. Dan'el Coffin has paid

your ladyship a visit this eveniug. You'd better
not keep Uim waiting "

"No—it would be imprudent," said Ernestina:
then, somewhat reassured by the observations of
the Hangman relative to herself, she placed the
five guineas upon the table, observing, " You can
leave the house quietly in a few moments."

She then quitted the apartment : and summoning
all her courage to her aid, she entered the adjoin-
ing rooH^ where Mr. Sampson rose from a seat
and made her a profound salutation.

" Your ladyship will pardon me for intruding at
this late hour, and at a mtment when your lady-

ship's grief must be so acute after the sad result

of to-day," began the officer: "but I am sure that

when I mention the object of my intrusion, and
when I add that 1 shall not detain your ladyship
three minutes "

" You need not apologise, Mr. Sampson," inter-

I'upted Ernestina, now regaining complete confi-

dence, as she felt assured that neither his manner
nor his words deuoted a hostile intent. " I am in-

deed overwhelmed with sorrow : but you must not
think that I bear any ill will towards yourself.

I know that in an-esting my husband, you oniy did

your duty "

"Thank your ladyship for that acknowledgment,"
said the officer.

" Be seated, Mr. Sampson," continued Ernestina,

affably motioning towards a chair—but principally

exhibiting this courtesy iu order to gain sufficient

time to enable Daniel Coffin to elYcct a safe retreat

from the house : then, as she herself took a seat,

she said, " And now, Mr. Sampson, you can e.xplaiu

the purpose of your visit."

As Ernestina spoke, she aiFocted a profound
mournfulness : and now she held her handkerchief

to her face as if to conceal her tears on account of

her husband, but really to veil the emotion which she
might experience in case Sampson addressed her

upon any unpleasant topic. And it was well that

she took this precaution : for the very first words

which he proceeded to utter in explanation of his

visit, sent the blood with an ice-chill to her heart

and made her entire form thrill with horror and
alarm.

"Your ladyship is probably aware that in the

month of June last Sir Archibald Malvern, a

baronet living iu Hanover Square, disappeared

suddenly and in a most mysterious manner. His

son, Mr. Valentine—or Sir Valentine, as he ought

perliaps to be called—entrusted to me the duty of

milking all possible researches to ascertain the

fate of his parent : but my proceedings and in-

quiries in the matter have hitherto proved com-
pletely abortive. This evening, however, an inci-

dent has transpired which seems to tlirow a
glimmer of light—faint and feeble, it is true

—

upon the occurrence."

"But how can this possibly regard me, Mr.

Sampson?" inquired Ernestina, anxious to be

relieved from the tortures of an excruciating'

suspense; aiul removing her handkerchief from

her face, she threw a hurried glance upon him :

—

then, perceiving that there was nothing ominous

in his looks nor manner, she felt her courage

revive.

"It docs not regard your ladj-ship," w.is tlie

answer: "but it may regard Mr. Dysart."

"Good heavens! surely you would not attri-
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exc'l:ii(ued Ernestiua. "Is he not sufficiently

crushed "

"Pardon me, my lady," interrupted Sampson:
" but no suspicion of the sort has beun excited

with reference to your ladyship's Imsbaud. Grant
me a few minutes—and I will explain myself. I

must inibrm your ladyship, in flie strictest confi-

dence, that Mr. Dysurt's arrest took place at

Beechoy Manor in consequence of an a'.ionymous

letter sent early the same morning to Bow Street,

and which letter was instantaneously placed by
the magistrate in my hands."

" An anonymous letter !" exclaimed Ernestina,

with well allV'cted surprise and indijjnatiou.

"Yes—here it is," said Larry Sampson, as ho

produced Aer oi«n note and handed it to her—that

same note which she had despatched by old IJn-

derdown to the office at Bow Street, as the reader

cannot fail to remember.
26'^

She took tt with tremblinjr hands and pale

countenance : and as she pretended to run her

eyes over its contents—those w«;ll known eouteuta

—she made a despeiate strujjgle to rc^'aiu her

courag-e.

" Your ladyship may well be annoyed," observed

Sampson—for even the astute and cunnini; officer

was liiiblc to mistake the causes of emotion and

excitement now and then. " You are disgusted at

the treachery practised by the annonymous cor-

respondent—and you are shocked at observing tho

handwriting to be that of a lady, and evidently an

accomplished one."

"Ah! Dysart has proved false to me—and it is

doubtless his mistress who Ihas betrayed himl"

cried Ernestina, with all the appearance of tho

most genuine anguibli. " But what has this to do

with the disappearance of Sir Archibald Mal-

vern?"
"1 will tell your ladyship. This evening Mr.
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Valentine Malvern called upon me—as he often

does—to inquire whether I had made any progress

in my researches. I received him m a room where

a number of papers lay scattered upon a table.

This letter was unguardedly left amongst them: in

fact, it lay open. His eye happened to catch a

ghmpseofit: he seized it—greedily devoured iis

contents—examined the writing with the utmost

attention—and then cried out, ' Yes—'Us the same

—'tis the same !' To be brief, he explained to me
that amorigst his father's papers he had some

weeks back discovered a note iu a beautiful female

hand, but without date, address, or signature, alid

the contents of which, though worded with .1

caution amounting to ambiguity, indicated a gallant

intrigue. The handwriting of that tender epistle

and of this anonymous letter are the same—and

Mr. Valentine Malvern had instantaneouily recog-

nised the fact. What, then, is the inference which

he drew ? Why, that the writer of the anonymous

letter is most probably known to Mr. Dysart—
perhaps some ludy who has a spite against him

;

and if it could be ascertained who she is, it would

as a matter of course at the ssnie time establish

the identity of the fair nud frail correspondent of

tlie lost Sir Archibald Malverd. Not that even

this discovery might clear up the Ifljstery of his

disappearance: still there la just the possibility

that it would do so;— alid Mr. Valentine is na-

turally impelled by a resllons anxiety to leave no

stone unturned in the Investigation of his father's

fate."

"I understand, Mr, l§ampson— it is natural

—

very natural," said Ernestina, now terribly alarmed

lest the officer should take it into his head to jfo

and question her husband upon the subject and
}

show him the anonymous letter, the writiuy of

^vhich he could not fail to recognise as her own.
" But wherefore have you come to me?" she asked,

iu order to glean his views and intentions.

"Mr. Valentine Malvern begged and implored

that I would lose no time in seeing your ladyship

upon the subject : for he thought that painful as it

must be to either your husband or yourself to be

intruded upon at such a moment, it would uotwith-

standing be less improper or indelicate under

existing- circumstances to appeal to your ladyship

than to Mv. Dysart in the matter."

"The handwriting is altogether unknown to me,

IMr. Sampson," said Ernestina :
" nor am I aware

that my unfortunate husband had any reason to

fear a lady's rancorous reveujje. But iS you will

leave this note with me, I will break the subject to

him to morrow "

"Ah! if your ladyship would be so kind!" ex-

claimed Sampson. " 1 know it nmst be a painful

task for you to undertake, and that it cannot be

otherwise than repugnant to your feelings: but

when your ladyship reflects that a clue raiglit be

formed to the clearing up of a deep mystery "

" 1 am quite ready to sacrifice my own feelinp.-s

in the matter for the sake of a fellow-creature,"

observed Lady Ernestina Dysart: "and as I had
some slight acquaintance with Sir Archibald iMal-

vern, and his son is not altogether a stranger to

me, it will afford me a melancholy satisfaction, in

the midst of my jwu deep sorrows, to be in any

way serviceable in this matter."

"Your ladySiJp will ensure the lasting gratitude

jf Mr. Valeutine IMalvern," said Larry Sampson,

rising from his seat. "I will take the liberty of

calling to-morrow evening to learn the result of

your ladyship's interview with Mr. Dysart, so far

ixa this business is concerned."

The Bow Street officer then took his departure,

to the infinite relief of Lady Ernestina, who had
passed through an ordeal of haiTowing tortures,

bewildeiing sensations, and poignant memories
during this interview.

But the moment the door of the apartment
closed behind Mr. Lawrence Sampson, she flung

|

the anonymous letter into the fire : and as she be-
i

hold it iiume up and consume, she murmured tq
j

hefself, "Thus perish the only evidence that
]

existed of my perfidy towards Dysart." '

She then bethought herself of Daniel CoflSn the

Hangman : and returning into the room where she

had left him, she found it unoccupied and therefore

concluded he had taken his departure. Banishing

him from her thoughts, she now sate down to her

writing-desk and penned the ensuing note :—

"Leveson JIuuse, Oct. Uth, 1814.

** Lady Ernestina D/eart presents hef dutiful compli-

metlts to his VtojAl Highness the Prince Begent, and

humbly requests lliat his Royal Highness will henour her

with a cull lo-nlori'oir at eleven o'clouk (tUnotually.

Lady Ernestina is well a*rare that under ordinary cir.

cumstances this damandTVould Bavour of the mest Inso-

lent presuraption : but as the ciroumstanees are eztra-

ordinary and peculiar, she rehtures to hope that his

Royal Highness will vouchsafe compliance with her

prayer, and that the tisit thUi besought wul be paid with

as much privacy as possible."

Having sealed and addressed this billet, Er-

nestina gave it to a domestic to take at once to

Carlton House : and as it *a3 now past ten o'clock

and she was wearied with the exciting oGOurrances

of the day, she retired to her own chamber.

But in tlie mt;autime, what had really become of

Mr. Daniel CoiUn i'

\{hm left by himself in the dining-room, he

Ideuly fill into a profound perplesity how to

act. The visit of Mr. Lawrence Sampson was, to

ly tlie least, alarming ;—and despite all the rea-

soning whicli the Hangman conjured up to per-

suade himself that the officer's presence had no

reference to him, his evil conscience would not

allow this idea to be so easily relied upon. That

Sampson might have eutered the house upon some

pretext, but with tlie real object of making a re-
\

connoilie, was probable enough ; and iu this case

he had doubtless planted his followers in the

street. At all events, Daniel Coffin did not deem

it prudent to issue forth at once: wliile, oa the

other hand, he could not very well reiuain in the

dining-room, during Ernestina's absence, without

exciting the suspicions of any domest.c who might

cliaiice to enter it.

He knew not exactly what to do : and it was

without any fixed intention, but in obedience to

one of those vague and undefined impulses which

often prompt desperate men, that he gently opened

the dining-room door and looked out into the hall.

The porter had gone down to supper—not a living

soul met the Hangman's view by the light of the

lamp suspended to the ceiling in the hall,

A thouirht struck him 1 He had been told by

the domestic, on his arrival, that the Marquis of

Leveson was away from home; and Ernestina was

therefore mistress of the establishment in her noble
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uncle's absence. "What if he were to hide liunself

for a few hours—until the next ni^ht even—in one

of the unoccupied apartments of the spacious

dwellinof? "Were lie discovered, Eruestina must be

appealed to in order to decide how the intruder

was to be disposed of; and she dared not deal

harshly with him. On the contrary, he wouI<l be

safe beneath lier protection. But then, as to

food? He could very well wait foi>r-aud-twenty

hoiirs in a fasting condition when his personal se-

curity was concerned ; and at ^U events it would

be better to incur any risk or privation within the

house than stand the chance of encountering

Mv. Lawrence Sampson's myruudons outside the

threshold.

Rapid as thouijht alone can travel, did these re-

flections sweep through the brain of Daniel Coffin

3s he stood at the dining-room door, looking forth

into the hall. There was also something- in the

adventure that pleased him ; and his resolve was

soon taken accordingly. Hastily ascending the

great marble staircase, he reached the landing on
the first storey, and opened the nearest door. It

led into the Crimson Drawing-room which has

been mentioned in preceding chapters. The fire

was smouldpving in the grate—two wax candles

were burning upon the mantel-pieee—and a tray,

containing- a couple of decanters of wine and a
dish of biscuits, stood upon the table. This little

refreshment had been served up for !5ilrs. Owen
when she called upon the Marquis that afternoon;

and the tray had not been removed.

The Hangman was well pleased at the sight

thereof; and he speedily poured at least a pint of

sherry down his capacious throat. This was so

much to his taste, that he lost no time in paying
his respects with equal devotion to the Port ; and
in a few minutes the decantei-s were completely

drained. He then filled one of his ample pockets
with the greater portion of the biscuits; and
having thus self-appropriated the provender, he
proceeded to examine the room with more atten-

tion than at first.

To remain concealed here was hopeless. The
domestics, ere they retired for the night, would
come to put out the fire and extin^cuish the can-
dles. Whither should he go? Scarcely had he
asked himself this question, when his eyes settled

upon a door opposite to the one liy which he had
entered. He advanced to try it, but found it

locked. This was no particularly formidable ob-
stacle to Mr. Daniel Coffin. He felt in his pocket
—drew forth a bunch of skeleton keys—and
speedily opened the door. Taking one of the wa.\-
tapers from the mantel, he passed into the adjoin-
ing room: and now, as the rc:';Kler will no doubt
have already understood, the Hangman had en-
tered the first of that mysterious suite of apart-
ments which Venetia Trelawney was led to ex-
plore on tho evening of her visit to Leveson
House.

Having hastily glanced around the room, which
we have previously described aa small but luxuri-
ously furnished, the H.inginan observed that there
were wax-tapers upon tlie mantel. He accordingly
lighted one of them, and then took back the one
which he carried in his hand into the Crimson
Drawing-room. This he did to prevent its being
missed : and havinj; restored it to its place, he re-

traced his way into the other apartment, carefully
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locking himself in by means of the skeleton key
that had atlbrded him ingress.

He nf»v examined this room with i^dmiration and
delight, muttering to himself a wish that he was the

owner of that little paradise. Having attentively

surveyed the sofas ranged round the wall?, the vaseg

of flowers, and the various articles of furniture, his

eyes were uplifted towards the silver lamp that was
suspended to the ceiling, htit which was not burning
now. After contemplating it for about a minute, he
stood upon a chair to examine it more closely;

—

and thus convincing himself that it was real silver, be
muttered, "Old Jeremy would give me a pretty

penny for this ! Well, I don't think I need go away
empty-handed when I do take my departure."

Grimly smiling at this pleasant conceit, and already

regarding the silver lamp as his own, Mr. Daniel
Coffin descended from the chair— took a taper

front the mantel—and passed into the adjoining

room. This was smaller but more luxuriously fur-

nished than the one he had just left; and instead of

sofas, it contained a number of large and massive

arm-chairs, each provided with a cushion of im-

mense size. But there was no choice collection of

fruits, sweets, and wines now upon the table—nor

was the lamp with the ground-glass globe now
lighted—as was the case when we introduced Vene-
tia Trelawney to this apartment.

Without pausing many minutes, Daniel Coffin

proceeded to open the door which faced him; and,

still holding the taper in his hand, he entered the

gallery of pictures and sculptures. At first he was
not inclined to pay much attention to these works of

art : but their subjects speedily altered his mood,
turning his indifTereuce into eager curiosity, wonder,

and sensual delight. We have already in a previous

chapter depicted a few of the statuary groups and
glanced at one of the pictures : but we must now
observe that there were other groups and other pic-

tures the flagrant indecency of which would even

have broughc a blush to the cheeks of the inmates

of a brothel. From the entrance of this gallery to

the further extremity, the works of art became suc-

cessively more and more indelicate, as if the whole

purpose of the arrangement were gradually to lead

on the imagination from the first petty shock,

through all the phases of enhancing allurement, into

the crowning grossness of the most nude and undis-

guised lasciviousness.

" Well, 'pon my soul, these noblemen are precious

rum fellows to have such scenes as these in their

houses," thought Daniel Coflin to himself, as with

increasing amazement he passed along the gallery
" By goles! ii gets worse and worse! If any body
had told me he'd seen such a place in a nobleman's

mansion, I shouldn't have believed him. And now
that I recollect, this Marquis of Lsveson is always

holding forth in the House of Lords about the bad

morals of the lower orders and the desecration of

the Sabbath! Well, .some men are hypocrites-

rank impostors too! What statues— what paintings!

The farther 1 advance, the more I seem to learn in

the lessons of indecency. I suppose the Marquis
brings his ladies here sometimes. I wonder whftlier

his niece ILmestina has ever set foot in this gallery.

H :ihe has, she can't be much better than she should

be : and 1 dare say she's not too. In fact, 1 suppose

the Prince was enticed to BL-eciiey Manor that night

to be captivated by her charms. But Dysart kept

his real motive snug enough, wjjatever it was. Well,
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'pon my soul—my head begins to turn, and I feel

all no-how looking at these pictures and images.

Why, the purest virgin that ever stepped would

leave this gallery as corrupi in mind as if she had

passed throui^h twenty years of debauchery and pro-

fligacy. Nell Gibson, who frequents the dark crib

at the Folly Bridges, isn't so bad but that she'd be

made worse by a ten minutes' walk up and down

this gallery. And everything is so beautifully done

too— the paintings as well as the statues ! What a

mint of money all this must have cost—and whit

a lot of sculptors and artists must have been em-
ployed to furnish so many different things ! Aye,

and doesn't the old Marquis come at times and

gloat over them. What a many women have no

doubt lost their virtue in consequence of a visit to

this place : and what tales these walls could tell if

they only had the gift of speech ! But only sup-

pose that a poor devil was to be seen selling cheap

pictures and prints half so bad as these great ex-

pensive paintings—wouldn't the constables be down
upon him in a jiffey, and no mistake !"

While thus musing, Mr. Daniel Coffin brought
his inspection of the gallery to a close ; and issuing

forth, he returned into the room containing the

large arm-chairs.

" Well, I think one of these concerns will be even
more comfortable to sleep in for the night than the

sofas in the room beyond," he thought to himself

as he glanced slovviy around. " Besides, I always

sleep too heavy when I lay down—and I musn't
stand a chance of being surprised napping."

Having come to this conclusion, the Hangman
placed the wax-c-:.'dle upon the table, and then de-

posited himself ••' '"i of the arm-chairs. But
scarcely had he uropped his person upon the vo-
luptuous-looking cushion, when a sharp click, like

a clock giving warning, struck his startled ear ; and
at the same instant his wrists were caught in the
manacles and his shoulders were fast griped by
the strong steel bands that sprang forth from
the wood-work of the treacherous chair.

"Perdition!" ejaculated the Hangman, with a
desperate struggle to release himself.

But his efforts would not have been more vain
or futile, had a tremendous boa-constrictor sud-
denly wound its massive coils around him: the

manacles were immoveable—the steel bands held
his shoulders in an inextricable gripe—and the very
chair itself was solidly fastened by the legs to the
floor.

Finding that his endeavours were useless, and
exhausted by their unavailing strenousness, the
Hangman suddenly desisted from any further

struggUng with the treacherous chair and its po-
tent mechanism : and as a subdued imprecation
fell from his lips, the chill sweat of profound terror
burst forth all over him, saturating his very gar-
ments and making his shirt cling to him like the
cold clammy grave-clothes of lao dead I

\ CHAPTER LXI.

EUNESTINA AND THE PRINCE.

It was about eleven o'clock in the forenoon of the

day following the incidents just related ; and Er-
nestina was alone in the Crimson Drawing Room.
She was seated near a harp—and it was evident

from her looks and her manner that she was study-
ing a part which she had to play. We do not
mean aught in reference to mnsic, although tha
instrument was there close at hand—but in re-
ference to coquetry and seductive allurement.
Her hair was arranged in massive bands over

her alabaster temples, and gathered with a graceful
sweep in such a way that it showed the small and
well folded ears. She had selected a dress which
displayed her fine form to its most exciting and
sensuous advantage, leaving the white plump
shoulders bare, and allowing the grand fulness of
the bosom to swell in more than half its glowing
amplitude above the body of the robe. By a gentle
inchnacion of her figure towards the harp, she wag
enabled to give her bright and polished neck so
swan-like a curve that nothing could exceed the
beauty of its arching gracefulness ;—and, with an
admirable prescience of coquettish effect mingled
with a seductive languor, she knew that this position

would enable the eye of a beholder to trace the

symmetry of that sweet neck in its gradual and
downward expansion into the noble foundation on
which it rested.

The volume and voluptuous form of her bust
were in this manner developed to the fullest advan-
tage: and as she leant towards the harp with all

the seeming ease and gracefulness of this really

studied attitude, she threw into her looks a melan-
choly softness which added to the power of her
great beauty. Her whole figure was thus sen-

suously languid and voluptuously drooping: her
eyes were half-veiled by the long lashes beneath
which their expression became all the more wanton
—and the ripeness and fulness of her shape bespoke
a subdued passion as profound and as luxurious

as the looks that shone from under the softly

drooping lids.

It was a very cold, damp, raw October day, with
a leaden sky and a misty atmosphere: but the

air of the Crimson Drawing-room Avas warm and
perfumed. A cheerful fire blazed in the grate

—

and the porcelain vases exhaled a delicious fra-

grance that stole upou the sense without overpow-
ering it.

But why, just as the time-piece upon the mantel
struck eleven, did Lady Ernestina Dysart assume
that studied air of mournful pensiveness and sen-

suous languor, as she bent towards the harp?
Because a carriage had that moment stopped at

the front-door—and she was at no loss to conjec-

ture who the visitant was.

In less than a minute a domestic entered, an-
nouncing his Royal Highness the Prince Regent.
The man immediately retired, closing the door
behind him : but Ernestina retained that pensive

attitude, as if she were so profoundly absorbed in

her reflections that she heard not the entrance of

the Prince nor the annunciation of his name.
We must here pause for a moment to state that

his Royal Highness had called in compliance with

Ernestina's note. He was not aware that he had
as yet ever seen this lady: but he had heard much
of her beauty—and he was not the man to let pass

the opportunity of satisfying himself whether re-

port spoke truly in that respect. Besides, lio

fancied that her ladyship might have somethin;^

important to communicate from her uncle, tho

Marquis of Leveson, of whose abrnpt departure

for tho Continent he was already a»rare. Several
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reasons therefore induced him, even at some little

inconvenience, to comply with the terms of Lady
Ernestina Dysart's note : but now that he was

ushered into the room where she was seated, he

was somewhat surprised to observe the deep ab-

sorption and pensiveness of her attitude.

Her back was turned towards him, as she sate

bending over the harp. He stood still for a

few moments, struck by the dazzling whiteness of

her neck and shoulders—the elegant shape of her

head— and the flowing outlines of her figure.

Still she remained motionless. He advanced a

little, and now obtained a glimpse of the bust

which glowed in the imveiled luxuriance of its

charms against the harp. Upon that grandly de-

Teloped bosom did the eyes of the royal volup-

tuary settle : and at the same instant Ernestina,

affecting still to remain unconscious of his pre-

sence, and with half averted countenance, began to

touch the strings of the instrument.

She was an accomplished musician— and the

harp gave forth such sounds that ravished the ears

of the Prince. The melody stole softly and sen-

suously upon him, in unison with the voluptuous

feelings engendered by the beamteous form on
which his eyes rested. The very warmth of the

room and fragrance of the atmosphere increased

this melting effect, dissolvi«g all his soul into an
ineffable tenderness. He stood like one en-

chanted : his pulses thrilled—the colour deepened
upon his countenance—his eyes swam in passion's

liquid fire. It seemed as if some unknown para-

dise on earth were opening to his comprehension
at a moment when he had little expected that any
such blissful development was in store for him.
And now, gradually did the lady turn her coun-

tenance in such a way towards the harp, that he
caught her profile with that half-vanishing effect

which Rembrandt loved so well to depict upon his

canvass : and as the light, borrowing a roseate

tint from the hue of the crimson curtains which
shaded the windows, fell upon that faultless pro-
file, the Prince started with a sudden recollection.,

I

But the lady still affected to perceive him not

—

and at the Instant that he thus started, she made
the splendid instrument give forth such a glorious

volume of gushing golden melody that he was
again struck motionless and transfixed with in-

efiFable rapture.

But now he studied that profile intently: he
marked also the glossy light brown hair—the high
and polished brow. He saw the long silken lashes

he observed the dark eye flashing beneath—he
traced the outline of the aquiline nose, the well-

cut lips of vivid scarlet, and the softly rounded
chin. Then again did his looks settle upon the
grand exuberance of the bosom that was now
heaving visibly—white as stiow, but warm and
glowing to the eye : and then his looks onco again
travelled upward to the face which was gradually
turning more and more towards him. The sea-
shdl pink which naturally belonged to her com-
plexion was now deepening into the rich carna-

tion hue: the blush gradually descended to her
neck—thence suffusing itself over her bosom ;

—

and the longer the Prince gazed, the more con-
vinced did he become that his lips had ghied

themselves in impassioned kisses to those glowing

cheeks—that his hand had pressed and his head
been pillowed upon that heaving, swelling bosom

—and that the entire form had lain palpitating

with love and desire in his arms 1

Slowly now did Ernestina raise her head and
turn her eyes towards him,—those large lustrous

eyes looking up full into his, and swimming with

that oriental languor which he had observed and
which had ravished him before! Aye— and he
was no longer uncertain nor in doubt as to where
and when those seductive looks had previously shed

their elysian influence upon his soul : and falling

on his knees at the lady's feet, he exclaimed,
" Heavens ! are you my lovely unknown—unknown
no longer—but Ernestina Dysart ?"

"Oh! then you are not angry with me, beloved

Prince?" murmured the syren, flinging her snowy
arms around his neck.

"Angry with you—impossible!" cried the royal

voluptuary, straining her to him even as he knelt,

and covering her warm and glowing cheeks with

passionate kisses. " But what means this mysteryV
he exclaimed at length, rising and taking a chair by
her side. "Are you really Lady Ernestina Dysart,

the niece of my friend Leveson?—and if so, what
meant that scene of mingled outrage, mystery, and
love which characterertised the night of our first

acquaintance ?"

" I will tell you everything in good time, my
dear Prince," answered the lady, as she lavished

upon him the tenderest caresses with an appearance

of the fondest affection. " But whatever the ex-

planations may be, promise '

"I can promise anything—everything—to such

a charmer as you," interrupted the Prince, his head

already turning with blissful rapture, as on the

night at Beechey Manor. "Ah! how rojoiced I am
that we have met again !"—and he devoured her

cheeks, her neck, and her bosom with his burning

kisses. " But tell me what you have to say—and
then—and then— talk to me of love, only of

love!"

" Listen patiently if you will, and attentively if

you can, for a few minutes," said Ernestina, with a

smile of such delicious archness and with a look of

such wanton meaning that a lava-stream of fierce

and fiery passion boiled in the veins of the amorous

Prince : for her lips revealed rows of pearl and

seemed to breathe the ambrosial fragrance of para-

dise, and her glances went with an electric influence

to his very heart's core.

" Let me pillow my head here," he said, reclining

it upon her shoulder : "and now proceed. I am all

attention."

"In the first place, then," she resumed, "you
must know that I am really that same Ernestina

whom you have named, and that the Marquis of Le-

veson is my uncle. Before I married that wretch«d

being, Dysart, and when I was living beneath

this roof, my uncle would never allow me to meet

your Royal Highness when you called. He took

every precautiou to prevent me from being seen by

you "

"Ah! the sly dog," murmured the Prince : "he
knew that to behold you would b« to love you. But

go on, my dear Ernestina—go on."

" Moreover," she continued, " ho would never

permit me to attend any balls or parties at which you

were likely to be present—and he invariably found

some excuse for not introducing me at Court. After

my niurriage—my unfortunate, unhappy, hated

marriage——"
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"All! you do not love your husband, then ?" said

the Prince.

" I hate—Idotest— I abhor him!" cried Ernestina

emphatically. "Besides," she immediately added

in a subdued and murmuring tone, "I love you—
and you only

!"

•'Thanks for that assurance, my angel," said the

Prince, pressing her vrarmly towards him: and for

the time beiiisr, even the incomparable Venetia Tre-

lawney was forgotten by the rayal voluptuary. " But
what were you going to observe?—that after your

marriage "

" I was cut out, as it were, from that society in

which alone I was likely to meet your Royal High-

ness
"

"Do not Royal Highness me," murmured the

Prince. "Let me Oe George or anything else you
like to you."

"Dear, dear George," said Ernestina, pressing her

lips to his own. " But I will not weary you with

a long story. You are aware that Dysart killed

Sefton in a duel
"

" And he was condemned to death yesterday,"

exclaimed the Prince. " But what was that paper

which I signed
"

" Here it is—read it, George," interrupted the

lady, producing the document from beneath the

cushion of a sofa, and displaying it to the view

of his Royal Highness.

The Prince, sufferincf his curiosity to distract

him for a few moments from his dream of voluptu-

ous bliss, took the paper and read it. But when
he found that it was in fact an acknowledgment on
his part of a criminal correspondence with Lady
Ernestina Dysart, and a solemn undertaking to

grant a free pardon to her husband, whatever sen-

tence a criminal tribunal might pass upon him,—

a

feeling of indignation sprang up in h\° soul—and
turning his eyes reproachfully upon his fair com-
panion, he said, " And you were a party to this

XJrecious document?"
" Hear me. Prince—hear me, dearest George

—

and do not prejudge me!" Bhe exclaimed, re-

doubling the fond ardour of her caresses, and im-

mediately bringing all the wanton witcheries of

seductive artifice to play their artillery upon him
again.

"But let us first destroy this paper, my love,"

said the Prince :
" that is, if you really have any

regard and affection for me.''

" Destroy it if you will," observed Ernestina, her
manner suddeidy changing into coldness "but in

that case I shall be ruined, and you will be ex-
posed."

"What mean you? Speak!" cried the Prince.
" If the paper be destroyed, Dysart will proclaim

to the world all that occurred at Becchey Manor,"
responded the lady. " Thus my reputation v/ill be
wrecked—and your's will sustain no advantage."

" But do you wish me to comply with the guaran-

tee contained in this document ?" demnnded the be-

wildered Prince : " do you wish me to exercise my
prerogative as llogont and grant a free pardon to

your husband? 1 tliought you said just now that

you hated, loathed, and abhoiTcd him "

"And 1 repeat those expressions now," exclaimed
Ernestina. " Yes—I hate, loath, and abhor him

:

and it is precisely because 1 wish to leave him to

his doom, that 1, enjoin you not to destroy that

paper, but on the contrary help me in deluding '

and tii'guiling the wretched man to the very last,

By so doing, he will retain our secret—he will not
be goaded by rage or despair to proclaim it to the
world—and neither your reputation nor my own
need suiter."

" But what purposes have you iu view, Emesthia ?
—and how do you propose to carry out your aims ?"

asked the Prince, now beginning to comprehend
the v/ily lady's meaning.
" Listen attentively," she said, throwing her arms

about his neck and drawing him towards her in

snch a manner that his ear came close to her lips :

and then she whispered long and earnestly.
*' Yes—it can be managed in that way—and it

must bo done so," said the Prince, in a musing
tone, when she had ceased speaking. " But have
you the nerve—the tact—the courage to carry out
the plan to the very last moment?"
"By all the wrongs I have sustained at his

hands," returned the lady, in a low voice that was
full of concentrated bitterness, " 1 swear that I am
as rtinorseless in my vengeance as I am capable of
being fervid, enthusiastic, and devoted in love."

"1 believe you, dearest Ernestina—I believe

you," said the Prince, now again melting beneath
the influence of her blandishments. "And re-

member, I trust entirely to you—I confide in you
altogether "

" My love towards you is the proof of my sin-

cerity," murmured the lady, redoubling the ardour

of her caresses and exciting the Prince to tender

dalliance.

" We]], let me write what you require upon the

margin of that document," he said ; " and then, as

I cro now observed, we can talk of love—and only

of love."

Thus speaking, the Prince rose and placed

himself at a table on which there were writing-

materials.

" Now dictate to me, my charming preceptress,

what I am to say," he observed, taking up a pen
and preparing to write.

"Let the annotation run thus," said Ernestina,

bending over him, with one arm thrown about his

neck;—'7 ha^e re-perused this paper and reiterate

the promise made therein.' Now afiix the date and
jour signature. That will do."

"Well, it is done—and I am ^lad of it," ob-

served the Prince. " You do not know how I hate

trouble of any kind. I was formed and fashioned

to spend my existence pleasurably, and not in tiie

routine of business and serious ati'airs. Come, put

away that document, Ernestina—and tell me once

moM tliat you are really and truly very fond of

me."

The lady locked up the paper in the drawer

of a clwffoniej- standing in one of the window

recesses, and then took her seat upon a sofa, the

Prince placing himself by her side. At the same
instiuit his looks fell upon the door communicating

witii the mysterious suite of apartments : and, as

a train of recollections associated therewith gushed

through his memory, he said, "Ernestina my
darling, have you ever been in those rooms?"

"Never," she replied. "They are my uncle's

private apartmeiu's-and he does not allow any one

save his valet Stephen Brockman and tlie house-

keeper to enter them."

"And have you never been inspired with cu-

riosity sutiicient to induce you to explore tliose
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forbidden regions?" aslced the royal voluptuary,

now seized with an ardent longing to witness tlie

effect of the gallery's contents upon Ernustioa,

whose passions he hoped to see flame up to a

maddening pitch.

*'To speak candidly," she replied, "I have wished

to penetrate into the secrets of those apartments

:

but I have never fouud aa opportunity. Tlie door

has always been locked "

" Ah ! you little vixen," exclaimed the Prince,

patting her olieek: "you have tried the door,

then?"
"Bo you not know that woman's curiosity Is as

great as her capacity for love ?" said Ernestina,

laughing. "But have you ever visited those

apartments—you, who are so iutijnate with my
tiucle ?"

"I have, dearest Ernestina," responded the

Prince : " and 1 can assure you that they contain

the choicest specimens of statuary and painting.

t
Ah! how I should rejoice to become your guide

j

there 1"

I

" It is impossible," said Ernestina, rising from

I
the sofa and trying the door. " You perceive it is

I locked—and I dare not ask Brockman for the

keys, even if my uncle had left them in his pos-

session," she added, returning to her seat.

"Are you not aware that there is a secret en-

trance from the dressing-room of the Marquis ?'

inquired the Prince : then, without waiting for an
answer, he exclaimed, " But of course you are not

—otherwise yon would long ago have obtained

access to the apartments by that means of commu-
nication."

'• No doubt," exclaimed Ernestina, laughing, and
displaying the rows of pearl which embellished her

mouth. •' I will not affect a virtue which I do not
possess: and now that you have raised my cu-

riosity, you shall indeed become my guide and
companion in a visit to those rooms. But wait an
Instant, while 1 assure myself that the coast is

dear."

Thus speaking, the lady again started from her
seat by the Prince's side, and went to look forth

Upon the lauding. No otic was there—and she
beckoned his lloyal ilighnc5:s to follow hastily.

Ho at once obeyed—and tliey passed together

into her uncle's bed-chamber. This they traversed

and entered the dressing-room: but Ernestina
sa(t no trace of a door in the wall which separated
that dressing-room from the private suite of
apartments.

" You are more puzzled tlian if you were wil-

dered in the maze at Hampton Court," cried the
Prince, laughing: then, liaving prer.scd his lips

«pon her fair shoulder as he tlirew his arm for a
Kioment round her waist, he said, « Look here."
Thus speaking, he pressed his thumb upon a

particular spot on the i)aper—and a door imme-
diately flew open. Bounding past the Prince,
Ernestina sped into the room thus revealed to her:
t)ut a cry of mingled amazement and alarm burst
from her lips, as her eyes encountered the
never-to-be-forgotteo face of Dauiel ColBu the
BaDguiau.

I

CHAPTER LXII.

TUn PIUSOXEE IN THE CHAIB.

At that ejaculation of terror, the Prince sprang

forward from the dressing-room, just in time to

catch Lady Ernestina Dysart in his arms as she

was i-ecoiling from tlie hideous spectacle of that

man whom she never saw nor thought of without

associating nim with the ghastly horrors of death
and the grave : for the incidents of the night at

the Blackheath villa were impressed on her brain

as indelibly as if seared there with a red-hot iron,

"Who the devil is this fellow ?" exclaimed the
Prince, the moment/ his loolcs lighted upon the
Hangman: but the next instant he burst out into

such aa uncontrollable fit of laughter that all

Ernesthia's terror vanished, and she glanced
again towards the object of her aversion iu order
to discover the cause ot her royal companion's
sudden jocularity.

And now she saw what she had not at first per-
ceived—namely, the ignominious as well as lu-

dicrous manner in which Daniel Cofiiu was held
captive in the chau": and a smile wavered upon
her beauteous lips, despite the abhorrence and
loathing which she entertained for that man. The
whole truth flashed to her comprehension in a mo-
ment: for she was not so irinoceut nor so inex-

perienced as to remain long in doubt as to the real

uaes which that treacherous chair was intended to
serve :—and it likewise struck her tliat the Hang-
man, instead of leaving the houi^e on the pre-
cciiug evening, had stolen up iuto this suite of
apai-tmeuts and had fallen iuto a trap which her
precious uncle was wont to set for a fairer and
lovelier prey than that which it had now caught,

Oa his side, the Hangman had instantaneously

recognised the Prince Kegent, wliose persou was
no str;mger to him: and, momentarily aghast with
dismay, the wretch sate glaring wildly on his

Royal Highness. But speedily recovering- hia

wonted presence of mind—especially when ho saw
that the Prince treated the aflair as sucii a capital

joke—he growled forth, " Well, can't you release

a poor devil ? I have been fiiat hero ever siaoe

ten o'clouk last night ;"

" Oil ! the fellow will kill m»—positively kili me
with laugliing !" cried tiie Prince, actually writhing
with paroxysms of mirth as he leant against the

wall for support, while the tears streamed doim
his cheeks now purple from the same cause. "Oh!
this is too good—100 rich! Erucatiua, wh/ dou't
you enjoy it as I do?"
"Eujoy it, by golcs!" growled tJic HHngman,

savagely. "I don't think your Royal Highuees
would eujoy it very much either I It's no joke to

pass a night locked up iu an infernal chair tiiftt

is worse than the stocks, bavriuy the peUhiy of
the rotten oggiJ'
" Wjj!), I never laughed so much in all loj \U6f

exclaimed tlio Prhice, the Immorous fit now gra-
dually subsiding- : then, aa he closed the door open,
iug from the dressing-room, he said, "Ernestina,
do you know our captive friend liere? 1 can't

congratulate him upon the ploasjutness of hb
aspect—uud if men's countenances were to be
taken as bail, I am very euro his would never ih

accepted."
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"No—I am quite ignorant who he is," said Lady
Dysart, making Coffin a rapid sign not to contra-

dict the assertion thus boldly ventured. "But
I dare say he has found his way into the house on
some love-adventure with one of the female-ser-

vants," she added, thus furnishing him with a ready

excuse to account for his presence there.

"Egad, ma'am, you're quite right," exclaimed

the Hangman, with a grim smile. " It was just as

you say—and the girl deluded me into this place

where she very politely asked me to be seated

—

and lo and behold! I was lumbered and limboed
in a jiffcy. But I'll be even with her yet, the
husseyl Only, I hope you won't make no noise

about it."

"Rest assured on that head," Ernestina hast-

ened to reply. " But on your part, you will never

betray what you have experienced or seen within

these walls ?"'

"I dont want to be laughed at for a fool,

ma'am," responded Coffin ; " and therefore I shall

keep a still tongue in my head. But pray release

me."
" In a moment—all in good time !" exclaimed

the Prince, still with a smile upon his countenance
as ho surveyed the man who cut such a piteous

figure with his looks made haggard by a night of

restlessness and whose aspect was not improved
by his matted hair and unshaven chin. " Now, is

it really possible," continued his Royal Highness,
" that any girl in the service of Lord Leveson took
a fancy to so singular a gentleman as you are ?

'

" She pretended to, at all events," replied Coffin

:

"but don't you see, it was only to amuse herself

by enticing me into this trap."

" And right well must she have been amused,
too," rejoined the Prince, still with a bantering

tone. " But do you know, my good fellow, that if

any one asked me seriously and solemnly to guess
who you are, I could not possibly fall back upon
any other hypothesis than that you are Jack
Ketch."

"And by Satan !" exclaimed Coffin, with another
grim smile, " j-our Royal Highness wouldn't be far

short of the mark—and that's plain enough I"

" Heavens ! don't talk so horribly," cried Ernes-
tina, becoming very pale.

"Well, ma'am," contiimed Coffin, "the Prince
wants to know who I am— and as I am very cer-

tain ho won't betray me, I tell him candidly and
openly that I ajn—or at least M!a«—Jack Ketch,
until that cursed affair down at Mrs. Owen's "

" Ah 1 is this possible ?" ejaculated the Prince,

who at first thought the fellow was joking when he
acknowledged himself to be the Public Execu-
tioner : and the countenance of his Royal Highness
now became suddenly stern and severe.

"Let us liberate him and send him about his

business," said Ernestina, catching the Prince by
the arm and gazing on him with a look of entreaty.

"Yes—and the sooner he gets out of my sight,

the better," exclaimed George. "But, no!" he
suddenly ejaculated, as a thought flashed to his

mind. " This fellow may be of service to us," he
added, in a musing tone: then, drawing Ernes-
tina to the farther end of the room, he said in a
low whisper, " With this scoundrel's co-operation,
our plans relative to Dysart would be made secure
and safe enough 1"

"I at oucc £itliom your meaning/' responded

the lady, likewise lowering her voice to a scarc«ly
audible whisper: "but would you trust him?"

" And why not 7" asked the Prince. " He would
not dare betray us, because he must know full well

that not a human being would believe him, and
that he would be treated as a Bedlamite. Besides,

gold purchases the secrecy even of such ruffians as
this "

"True! But he is no longer the agent of the
law—he has ceased to occupy his loathsome office,"

observed the lady. " For, if I be not misuken, he
is the wretch who shot Jlrs. Owen's footman—and
therefore he himself lias become amenable to the

law."

" Ah ! I did not think of ihat at the moment,"
said the Prince. "But at all events, let us ques-

tion the villain and ascertain what his position and
prospects really are. One never knows what loop-

holes such scoundrels have to creep out of. In

any case there is no harm in questioning him : it

will only be at the expense of remaining a few mi-

nutes longer in his precious company."
AVith this resolve the Prince turned again to-

wards the Hangman, who had awaited in some de-

gree of suspense the result of the whispered col-

loquy between his Royal Highness and Ernestina.

As for the lady herself, it was with evident reluc-

tance that she again accosted the Hangman : nor

did she much admire the prospect of falhng even

more deeply into that ruffian's power tlian she

already was.

" Now tell me," said the Prince, leaning against

the secret door of the dressing-room, and fixing

his eyes soarchingly upon the Hangman, "what
prospect you have of ever getting out of the scrape

into which your crimes have plunged you."
" First tell me," exclaimed Coffin, " what motive

you have in asking."

" No unfriendly one," replied the Prince. " You
are well aware that it does not suit my purpose to

hand you over to the grasp of justice : Ihal calcu-

lation you have already revolved in your mind

—

and therefore you need no assurances from my
lips upon the point. But I have a particular reason

for wishing to know whether you entertain any
hopes of being shortly restored to the very plea-

sant and agreeable office which you are compelled,

it appears, temporarily to vacate."
" Does your Royal Highness mean the post of

Jack Ketch?" inquired Coffin, more and more
amazed at the turn the convei-sation was taking.

"To be sure I do!" exclaimed the Prince.

"Come—speak out, man: you know I can't—or
rather won't do you any harm—whereas," he added,

more deliberately, " I may do you some good."
"Ah! that's different," said Coffin, his looks

now brightening up. "Well, my lord—or Royal
Highness— I'll explain to you exactly the predica-

ment I stand in, Y'ou see I'm now playing at hide-

and-seek—afraid to go near my own house "

"And therefore you take up your quarters ia

other people's," added the Prince, drily. "But go
on. I suppose you are afraid of being arrested"/

" Just so," observed the Hangman :
" and there

is but two chances of my ever being comfortable

again. One is the death of my sworn enemy, Larry

Sampson "

"That is the famous Bow Street officer-eh?"

said the Prince.

"Lor', how your Royal Highness does know
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'0''\ ^:

everything!" exclaimed Coffin. "One would really
|

think you'd been a gonnofl" or cracksman* yourself I

in your day—and perhaps you would too, if you ;

hadn't been bom a Prince."
" Well, go on," said his Royal Highness, who

!

could not help smiling at the conceit. "You have
told me one of your chances of getting what you
call comfortablo again : now tell nie the other."

" It is just this," rejoined Daniel Coffin,—"that
;

if so be there's a man to hang some fine Monday '

morning, and no one to hang him, the sheriff will

make proclamation of free pardon to any enter- :

prising imlividual, no matter what his crimes may '

have been, who shall step for'ard and offer himself '

for the dooty."

" Ah r ejaculated the Trince, with a rapid glance

of intelligence at Erncstina. " Then you really do

29
Thief or burglar.

expect that sooner or later you may resume your

favourite post "

'' If it wasn't an unpleasant subject, Prince," said

the Hangman, looking towards the lady in a mean-

ing manner, " I might perhaps let you into the real

secret of my hopes on the point we are discussing."

"Do not mind me," observed Ernestina. "Speak
candidly and openly to his Royal Highness, what-

ever you may have to say :"—and she walked to-

wards the end of the room, still however remaining

within ear-shot, as the chamber has already been

described as of narrow dimensions.

" Well, then, since I am to speak out, I will,"

continued Daniel Coffin, fully convinced in his

own mind that all this questioning did not arise

from mere curiosity alone on the part of the Prince,

but was connected with the topic of his recently-

whispered colloquy with Ernestina, whatever that

topic might have been. " The fact is, your Royal
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Highness, Mr. Dysart will have to figure at Tuck-
up Fair next INIonday week, if so be your Royal

Highness doesn't mean to let him off. And some-

how or another a little bird whispers in my ears

that you won't let him off— •

—

"

"Ah!" cried the Prince—and the ejaculation

was echoed, but in a lower tone, by Lady Ernestina

Dysart. "What makes you assume <Aa<, fellow?"

he demanded sternly.

" Oh ! simply because I see your Royal Highness
and her ladyship on such very comfortable terms
together," replied the Hangman,—"coming into

this pleasant range of apartments, for instance-
very likely to take a peep into yonder gallery—
and at all events whispering together, exchanging
sly glances, and seeming on such capital terms
that a husband is better out of the way in such a
case."

As CoiBn thus spoke, Ernestina turned aside

her countenance that was crimsoning with mingled
indignation and shame : but it did not strike her
that it was her own fault if the ruffian thus were
enabled to allude with coarse flippancy to her
amour with the Prince. As for her royal para-
mour himself, he was for a moment inclined to

give way to his anger at the fellow's remarks : but
perceiving that any display of wrath would be
alike useless and ridiculous, he bit his lip and held
his peace.

"So you observe," continued the Hangman,
" that I'm rather a far-seeing covey after my own
fashion : and to return to what I was saying, I'm
now in hope that, if so be Jlr. Dysart should be
tucked up next Monday week, I may have the
opportunity of getting a free pardon and going
home all comfortable again to my crib in Fleet
Lane, where I shall be happy to shave your Royal
Highness any day for nothing."

" And such is your hope," said the Prince, in a
musing tone :

" and you expect it will be gratified

on Monday week. Now, can you keep a secret?-
and do you want to earn a couple of hundred
guineas ?"

" Yes, to both questions," replied the Hangman,
joyfully.

" Ernestina," said the Prince, " retire into that
room, and close the door. I would rather speak
to this man alone. It must only be painful to

your feelings," he added, in a whisper, as he con-
ducted the lady into the luxuriously furnished
apartment which has already been described as
forming the first of the suite.

Ernestina accordingly remained in this room
while the Prince concluded his discourse with
Daniel Coffin. What farther passed between
them, we need not now relate : suffice it to say that
having been closetted alone with the Hangman for
upwards of ten minutes, his Royal Highness re-
turned to the lady in the apartment to which he
had conducted her.

" Well, my angel, it is all right," he said, in a
low mysterious tone, as ho closed the door behind
him. "The fellow has entered into my views—
and I am glad that the thought struck me."
"But where is he?—have you released him from

the chair?— is he gone?" demanded Ernestina,
trembling with the excitement into which the pro-
longed train of incidents had thrown her.

" The rascal could not very well leave the house
in broad day-light," said the Prince,— "to be

stopped by your servants as a prowling robber, or
to be snapped up by some constable or informer in

the streets. No—he must remain here until dusk.
I have liberated him from the chair—and he is

busy in devouring a quantity of biscuits with
which his pocket is crammed. But you look pale
-111 "

" I shall be better presently, my dearest George,"
answered Ernestina, with a fond look. " But let

j

us leave these apartments and return to the
;

Drawiijg-roora. We have already been too long
away—and if any of the servants should have
entered during our absence, what must they have
thought ?"

" That I know how to appreciate the beauties of
an angel !" replied the Prince, caressing her. i

"We will return to the Drawing-room since you
desire it : but we must retrace our way through
your uncle's chambers "

"By what means did that dreadful man obtain

access to these rooms, I wonder?" said Ernestina,

the thought now striking her for the first time.

"By aid of a skeleton-key, he tells me,"

answered the Prince :
" and I have no doubt hia

intention was to rob the house. But we will not
trouble ourselves any more about him : he will be

useful to us — and that is sufficient. Come—let us

retrace our way to the Drawing-room."

The Prince accordingly led Ernestina back into

the adjoining apartment, where the Hangman was

now walking to and fro to stretch hia limbs, which
were horribly cramped by his long prisonage in

the treacherous chair. Opening the secret door
by pressing his hand on one of the roses that

formed the pattern of the paper, his Royal High-
ness and Ernestina once more gained the dressing-

room. The secret door was carefully closed again

;

and from the dressing-room they passed into the

bed-chamber.

But, to tell the truth, they paused there awhile

:

and nearly another half-hour elapsed ere they re-

turned into the Crimson Drawing-room. Then th£

lady's cheeks were flushed and her eyes swam in a
softly sensuous languor—while the countenance

of the Pi'ince was radiant with satisfaction and
triumph. Alas 1 Venetia was still forgotten by the

royal voluptuary!
" Farewell for the present, my charmer," he said,

straining Ernestina to his breast. " We shall soon

meet a^ain—the sooner the better!"

" That depends entirely on yourself, my dear

George," whispered the lady, in her soft musical

tones and with a look that was in itself a whole

world of blandishments.

The Prince now took his departure—and Ernes-

tina, having ordered the carriage, ascended to her

own chamber to dress for going out.

CHAPTER LXIII.

NEWGATE.

It was about three o'clock in the afternoon, as a

beautiful girl, seventeen years of age and neatly

though plainly dressed, reached the visitors' gate at

Newgate. Her countenance was pale as marble—
her eyes were somewhat red with weeping—and the

nervous quivering of her lips showed how strong

and painful were the eilurts which she made to crush
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and stifle the grief tliat was swelling so agonisingly

in her bosom. Her slight form was modelled to the

most graceful symmetry: innocence shed its soft

halo even upon her profoundly mournful looks ;—

her retiring, timid, and bashful manner unmistak-

ably denoted the purity of her mind.

Ascending the steps leading to the gate, or half-

door, surmounted with its bristling fringe of iron

spikes, her looks plunged affrightedly and recoil-

ingly into the dark gloomy vestibule within: and

tlie next moment a turnkey looked over the well-

guarded barrier.

" What is i(, young o'oman ?" he said, in a short

surly tone—for he was discussing his dinner and a

pol of porter at the moment of her arrival.

"I believe— I am afraid," she answered tremu-

lously and timidly, "that a young gentleman named

Theodore Varian has been brought hither this fore-

noon "

" We've no young genelmen here. Miss," said the

turnkey, gruffly. " A young man has been brought

in this mornin', committed by the Lord Mayor for

trial
"

" May I see him ?" asked the girl, the syllables

which formed the request seeming as if they issued

from a breaking heart. " He is my brother :"—and

she burst into tears.

"Well, I'm sorry to be obleeged to refuse you, my
dear," said the turnkey, somewhat softened :

" but

it's after the 'ours for wisitors, and its agin the rules

to let anybody enter now. I'm wery sorry, I say

—

but you must come to-morrow mornin' at eleven

o'clock."

" Oh ! can you not let me see my poor brother

—

if only for a moment?" asked Ariadne Varian, in a

voice that was convulsed with bitter, bitter anguish.

" It can't be done, Miss," said the turnkey :
" but

you can ax the guv'ner. Go on a little further, and

ascend them steps which leads to the door of his

house."

Then, having waved a huge key in the direction to

which he had alluded, the man disappeared from

the gate— and poor Ariadne, hastily wiping her eyes,

passed along tlie front of tlie frowning prison until

she reached tlie door of the governor's dwelling.

The knock which she gave was low and timid—for

there was in her soul a sense of such deep, deep

humiliation, that it seemed to her as if her prayer

would only be granted by a display of abject ser-

vility on her part, and that even too loud a knock

would ensure a refusal. Alas! this poor young girl

was already doomed, at so tender an age, to expe-

rience the degradation which even innocence feels

when visiting the abode of the criminal

!

A woman-servant answered the door—and the

instant Ariadne began to make known her business,

the governor himself issued forth from an office

close by.

" I'm sorry I can't help you, young woman," he

said : " but it is altogether against the rules to admit

a visitor after the proper hours. It is more tlian 1

dare do. You must come to-morrow morning.

But what case is it?"

"I am the sister of Theodore Varian, sir," replied

Ariadne, again bursting into tears, and leaning

against the entrance for support.

"Ah! I recollect," cried the governor. "Com-
mitted just now from the Mansion House— eh ?

Embezzlement and fraud-my friend Einmerson
the prosecutor? Ah! young woman, it is a bad

case : your brother should have known better.

There, now—don't cry like this—people will think

I am ill-using you, perhaps. Come to-morrow at

eleven,"

With these words the governor closed the door of

his house—and Ariadne turned slowly away from

the prison, weeping as if her heart would break.

A few minutes afterwards a carriage dashed up to

the governor's dwelling ; and a livery servant, leap-

ing down from behind, gave a long thundering

knock which raised every echo in the Old Bailey.

The front-door was thrown open — the governor

himself rushed dov/n the steps—and, assisting Lady
Ernestina Dysart to alight, he conducted her with

the profo'indest manifestations of respect into his
|

own drawing-room.
i

" I wish to see my unhappy husband," said the

lady, assuming an air of intense aflliclion.

" Well, your ladyship, it is a leetle after the usual

hours," obs'erved the governor, with his blandest tone

and utmost suavity of manner :
" but of course I

could not fcr a moment think of enforcing the gaol-

regulaiions in respect to your ladyship. Will your

ladyship see Mr. Dysart in this apartment ?"

" No, sir, I thank you," responded Ernestina.

" It is in the gloom and dreariness of his own cell

that he requires consolation—and thither I shall

trouble you to conduct me. But I may as well in-

form you," she added, with a mysterious look, " that

I cherish every hope of obtaining a reprieve and a

pardon for my unfortunate husband."
" I am delighted to hear it, my lady," exclaimed

the governor. " It is indeed an afl'air demanding

the exercise of the royal prerogative of mercy,"

added this gentleman who a few minutes bef'Jie

had pronounced Varian's case to be so very black.

" Is there anything 1 can do to cheer Mr. Dysart's

spirits—anything your ladyship can suggest ?"

" I thank you most sincerely," answered Ernes-

tina, with a smile so gracious and condescending

that it quite ravished the governor, who was one

of those persons that consider the favour of aris-

tocracy to be an inestimable benefit, and who
would sooner lose their ears or their eyes than

incur the displeasure of this said aristocracy.

"Yes—I think you can do something to cheer

poor Dysart," couthmed the lady: "and I shall

not forget to mention your kindness in terms of

gratitude to my uncle the Marquis of Leveson."
" What can I do to oblige your ladyship ':'" asked

the governor, now lifted up to the seventh heaven

of delight.

" You may cheer my poor husband's spirits from

time to time by assuring him that he is certain of

a reprieve and eventual pardon," continued Lady
Ernestina Dysart. " Ue will be more tranquillised

and more confident by receiving such assurances

from your lips, because lie may fancy that when
coining from me they are rather the expression of

what 1 hope and desire than what 1 am certain of.

Do you comprehend me ?"

"Perfectly, my lady," replied the obsequious

governor. " 1 will seek every opportunity to visit

.Mr. Dysart for a few mouients, and will hint my
conviction that he has nothing to apprehend, but

everything to hope."
" You may do this with the greatest confidence,

I can assure you," said Ernestina, inwardly rejoic-

ing at tlic Ciise with which the man's sycophancy
made him lior tool in the matter : then, ;ippa-

|
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rently in quite a casual way, she observed, "I can

only say, my dear sir, that Lord Leveson will

always be most happy to see you in Albemarle

Street, and that henceforth no guest will be re-

ceived at his table with a more cordial welcome

than yourself."

The governor was now so enchanted that he

knew not whether he was standing upon his head

or his heels; and he literally confounded himself

in bowings and scrapings. Ernestina rose from

the chair which she had taken on entering the

room; and the obsequious governor forthwith

conducted her to the cell in which her husband was

confined. He then withdrew—and Ernestina re-

mained alone in the company of Paul Dysart.

" "What intelligence have you for me ?" he de-

manded with breathless impatience.

" Good," she replied : then taking from about

her person a document which her husband instan-

taneously recognised, she pointed to some wi'iting

on the margin, saying " Read this
!"

Dysart's looks at once settled with all the avidity

of suspense upon the writing thus indicated; and

when he beheld that solemn recognition of the

pledge contained in the document, with the

Prince's signature affixed thereto, he exclaimed

in a jiiyous tone, "Thank heaven ! I am saved !"

« Yes—you have now nothing to dread, Paul,"

said Ernestina, appearing to participate in his

enthusiastic delight. " The Prince was with me

for an hour this morning—and he did not hesitate

to pen of his own accord that annotation on the

margin of the paper. But he nevertheless feels

that the matter is a delicate one, and must be

managed with tact and judgment, so as to prevent

the public mind from being outraged by a leniency

which is not warranted by the circumstances.

These are the Prince's own words: and he has

accordingly hit upon a plan "

"And that plan?" exclaimed Dysart, im-

patiently.

" I will explain it to you," said Ernestina, with a

winning air of apparent sincerity, all the more

deeply simulated in proportion to the ticklish

nature of the ground upon which she was touching.

"The Prince's idea is that things must be left to

take their usual course until the very last mo-

ment "

"Ah! I understand you," interrupted Dysart,

becoming ghastly pale. " He means to treat me
like one of those common malefactors who are

made to ascend even the very j)latform of the

scaffold before the reprieve is produced !"

" Do not be impatient—and do not give way to

passionate feelings," said Ernestina, as she agam

secured the document about her person. " The

Prince has desired me to submit two alternatives

to your consideration. The first is that you

receive a respite at once, and this to be followed

by a commutation of the sentence to three years'

imprisonment in Newgate : the other is that 3«ou

receive the respite on the scaffold, and tiiis to be

followed by a free pardon within a day or two.

In either case appearances will be saved, and the

public will have no room to suspect that any

private influences or intrigues of an extraordinary

nature have been brought to bear upon the mind

of the Prince Regent."
" Yes—I see the difiiculty in which he is placed,"

said Dysart ; " and I was not altogether uupre-

pared for something of this sort. "Well, the alter-

natives do not require a moment's reflection: I

accept the latter, as being the shortest though the

most painful ordeal. As for remaining cooped up
in this infernal prison for three years, I'd sooner
be hanged straight off at once. And, after all,

there's no great harm in mounting the steps of a

gibbet when one knows that the sheriff has got the

reprieve in his pocket."
" This is the course I should have recom-

mended, had you asked my advice," said Ernes-
tina :

" because in ten days all will be over, and
you will be free again."

"And then we will return to the Continent, or

go anywhere you like," observed Dysart, anxious

to show a conciliatory spirit towards his wife, for

he more than suspected that the Prince had
exacted from her certain favours as the reward of

the acknowledgment written on the margin of the

document. " What do you say, Ernestina ?"

" Oh ! by all means let us repair to France, at

least for a time!" she exclaimed, appearing to

catch with avidity at the proposal. " You have

plenty of ready money in your possession—and
1 shall manage to get a thousand or two from my
uncle."

" So much the better. By the bye, what did the

Prince say when he found that the heroine of his

midnight adventure and Lady Ernestina Dysart
were one and the same person ?"

" If I told you that he was very sorry to meet
me again, I should deceive you, Paul," she re-

sponded, with an arch look. " Personally, I hate

and delest him—but I was prepared to make any
sacrifice for your sake. However, do not let us

talk upon that subject. You must now keep up
your spirits as well as you can

"

"Oh I 1 shall be happy enough, my dear," ex-

1

claimed her husband. " Are you to see the Prince

again shortly?"

" Yes—in a day or two," she replied. " He made
me promise

"

" That's right !" observed Dysart. " Stick close

to him. Not that he can possibly fly from his

word "

"He would not have ratified the document if

such had been his intention," Ernestina hastened

to answer. "But I can tell you something more,

Paul "

" What is it ?" he demanded eagerly.

" The Prince has promised that a private inti-

mation shall be sent to the governor to the effect

that the extreme sentence of the law is not to be

carried out in your case : and his object in doing

this is that the governor himself may give you a

secret assurance of your eventual safety."

"Ah ! now the last remaining scintillation of un-

easiness has become extinguished in my mind I"

exclaimed Dysart, rubbing his hands joyously.

" Upon my word, my dear Ernestina, you have

managed all this admirably—and my I'utui-e con-

duct shall show my gratitude towards you."

The lady embraced her husOand, and then toole

her departm-e. Returning to the governor's room,

she again thanked this functionary for his courtesy

and kindness; and entering the carriiige, drove

home to Albemarle Street, rejoicing at the success

of her interview with Dysart and the security of

mind into which she had so completely but so art-

fully lulled him.
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In the course of the afternoon the governor

visited the prisoner's cell ; and having inquired with

all possible respect and courtesy after his health,

he said, "I think, Mr. Dysart, that I shall not ex-

ceed the bounds of duty by dropping a hint that

may serve to tranquillise your mind."

"You are very good, my dear sir," exclaimed

the prisoner. " And this hint
"

" Is to the eifect that you need not apprehend a

very severe carrying out of the law," responded

the governor, with a knowing look. " The fact is,

sir, I am a little in the confidence of certain per-

sons high in authority
"

" Ah ! I understand," said Dysart, seeing in this

mysterious hint on the governor's part the realiza-

tion of the announcement made to him by his wife.

"It has been whispered to you that a reprieve and

pardon may be confidently relied upon !"

" Hush !" observed the governor, placing his

finger to his lip in a meaning manner.

« Say no more !" exclaimed Dysart, joyfully.

"I understand you, sir."

" But not a word to the turnkeys—not a word

even to your friends," said the governor ; " for

this is of tiie nature of a State secret, Mi\ Dysart

— and if I have ventured to drop a hint, it is be-

cause I do not like to see you linger in suspense."

Thus speaking, the governor withdrew—and Mr.

Paul Dysart sate down to his dinner as pleasantly

and as comfortably as if his pardon had already

been proclaimed to the world.

Meantime Lady Ernestina had returned home to

Albemarle Street : and she also enjoyed her dinner

that day with as much zest as her husband expe-

rienced in Newgate. At about nine o'clock in the

evening Mr. Lawrence Sampson was announced;

and the lady received him with her wonted affa-

bility.

"Sit down, Mr. Sampson," she said, with a

gracious stoop from the pedestal of her aristocratic

hauteur,—" and take a glass of wine. 1 have seen

my poor husband to-day, and broke to his ears the

matter which you mentioned to me last evening.

I assured him that if he had really indulged in any

love-afifair or amorous intrigue unknown to me, I

would freely and cordially forgive him; and I be-

sought him to tell me the truth for the sake of

Mr. Malvern, who was inconsolable on account of

his father's still unexplained and unaccountable

disappearance. But Mr. Dysart assured me that

he had no reason to suspect any female of

treachery towards him. 1 then showed him the

anonymous letter which had given the information

leading to his arrest—but he did not recognise the

handwriting. His manner corroborated his words,

have therefore done all 1 could for you in the

affair, Mr. Sampson—aud in one sense 1 am sorry

that the result is not more favourable to Jlr. Mal-

vern's hopes of discovering a clue to his father's

fate ; while, on the other hand, 1 rejoice that my
husband has proved guiltless of any unworthy treat-

ment calculated to evoke a female's vengeance."

I thank your ladyship for the trouble you have

taken in the matter," said the officer. " Would
you have the kindness to give mo back the anony-

mous letter ? It may serve on some future occa-

sion
"

"I have locked it up in my writing-desk, Mr.

Sampson," observed the lady, with the most perfect

self-possession, although, as the reader will recol-

lect, she had consigned the document to the
flames : "but the desk is up-stairs in the drawing-
room, arid I will fetch you the note," she added,
rising from her seat.

" I could not think of giving your ladyship so
much trouble," exclaimed Sampson. "Perhaps
you will have the goodness to remit the letter to
me by post at your ladyship's convenience?"

" Most assuredly, Mr. Sampson," said Ernestina

:

then, so soon as Larry had taken his leave, she
murmured to herself, "Ah ! even the cunning Bow
Street officer is made a dupe by me I"

Lounging in an arm-chair drawn near the fire in
the dining-room, Ernestina sate meditating upon
her various schemes and plots until past eleven
o'clock : then, so soon as the domestics had retired
for the night, she proceeded to assist Mr. Daniel
Coffin in taking his departure from the mansion.
Entering her uncle's dressing-room, she opened
the door by means of the secret spring ; and the
Hangman instantaneously came forth from the
apartment which was furnished with the luxurious
sofas, he having experienced no inclination to en-
trust himself again to either of the arm-chairs in
the central room of the suite.

Guided by Ernestina, Coffin descended the stairs

on tip-toe—and when they reached the hall, he
said in a low tone and with a cunning leer, " Ah I

my lady, your friend the Prince is a precious rum
customer. He's down to a dodge or two, he is !"

" But he pays well those who serve him," replied

Ernestina, with a look of deep meaning : " and he
is remorseless in his vengeance against those who
deceive him."

"I shall be one of them that he pays well,

ma'am," answered CoflSn.

He then stole out of the house;—and Ernestina,
infinitely relieved by the departure of a man whose
looks always produced upon her the impression of
a hideous reptile's gaze, tripped up-stairs to her
own chamber.

But as she passed the door of her uncle's room,
she was seized with a sudden inclination to return
into the mysterious suite of apartments and ex-
plore them fully. The deep silence that prevailed
through the mansion, struck however ominously
to her soul : and, continuing her way to her own
room, she decided upon postponing the gratifica-

tion of her curiosity until another occasion.

CHAPTER LXIV.

A CHAPTER TO WHICH WE CAN GIVE NO TITLE.

It was nine o'clock on the Monday evening which
Venetia had named for her appointment witii the
Prince Regent ; and his Royal Highness sate alono
in a small but sumptuously-furnished room at

Carlton House. A side-door communicated with
a bed-chamber, which was fitted up with even a
surpassing luxury : but that door was closed for

the present.

The Prince reclined upon a sofa in the first-

mentioned apartment ; and he was giving free rein

to all the voluptuous thoughts which the image of
Venetia could not fail to conjure up in his easily

excitable imagination. 'Within reach of his baud
stood a table spread with wines of many exquisite
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descriptions and a choice dessert : a cheerful fire

blazed in the grate;—the heavy hangings were

drawn over the windows—and the atmosphere was

warm and perfumed. A lustre suspended to the

ceiling diffused a rich and mellow light through

tlie room; and the general aspect of luxurious

comfort was enhanced by the velvet drapery which

covered the doors—as if not even the faintest

thrill of a wintry air should be allowed to penetrate

thither

!

"We said that the Prince was yielding himself up

to the pleasures of imagination, as a meet and pro-

vocative prelude to the more real joys tliat were to

come. For he had no doubt as to Venetia's keep-

ing her appointment, inasmuch as she had written

hini a note iu the morning reiterating in her own
beautiful calligraphy the hurried promise she had
made on the evening of the banquet at Colonel

Malpas's house.

As he thus reclined upon the sofa, confident in

the sincerity of his expected charmer, the Prince

insensibly found himself entering into a comparison

between her beauty and that of every other lovely

lemale who liad submitted to his embraces. Their

immber was legion, it was true : but still in a rapid

survey did he glance at them all—not forgetting

Octavia Clarendon, Mrs. Fitzherbert, Lady Letitia

lidde, Mrs. Brace the milliner, the Countess of

Jersey, and the Duchess of Devonshire ;—and he

came at length to the conclusion that none was to

be compared with Venetia ! Nor in this mental

review of his almost countless conquests amongst
beauties of all grades and ranks—fioni the Duchess

to the milliner, from the Countess to tlie ballet-

dancer, and from the haughtiest dame to the hum-
blest servant-girl,—nor in this category, we say,

did he forget to include Miss Bathurst, Agatha
Owen, and Lady Ernestina Dysart. He remem-
bered that the first-named had once been emi-

nently beautiful : his mind still retained pleasurable

impressions of his amour with Agatha :—but
cliiefly did his fancy gloat over the superb and vo-

luptuous charms of the impassioned Ernestina.

Between this lady, then, and Venetia did he hover

in a few moments' uncertainty ; his memory com-

paring their respective charms—the eyes, hair,

(complexion, and bust of Ernestina, with the eyes,

hair, complexion, and bust of Venetia : but at

length, as above stated, he gave his decision in

favour of the latter. Yes—for about Venetia there

was all the first freshness of youth—the bloom
u[)on the peach that has scarcely come in contact

with the rude hand of man !

And now, as the image of the beauteous crea-

ture had Ijecome paramount in his mind, to the

exclusion of all the rest, he felt his impatience for

her arrival augmenting every instant. He looked

at his watch: it was tea minutes past nine—was
siie not coming ? Yes : for scarcely had he asked
liimself the question, when the door opened from
llie landing without— the velvet drapery was
pushed aside—and Venetia was ushered into his

presence. The curtain fell again—the domestic

wlio had escorted her thither, closed the door

behind her—and the Prince Regent sprang for-

ward to clasp iier in Ids arms.

Venetia had made her appearance closely veiled

nnd enveloped in an ample cloak, so as to avoid

being recognised by the Prince's servants: but she

now hastily tiirevr uft' her bonnet and veil—dropped

her cloak—and fell in all the grandeur of her beauty
into the outstretched arms of her royal lover.

" Oh ! how magnificent you look 1" murmured the

enraptured Prince, as he conducted her to a seat

after fondly and fervidly embracing her : then,

placing himself by her side, he contemplated her

with the earnest looks of a devouring sensuous-

ness.

As the light shone upon the beauteous creatare,

enhancing the brilliancy of her charms into positive

radiance, she seemed a being of celestial mould
and nature. Her very presence was dazzling and
overpoweiing : for every feature and contour ap-
peared to possess its own light,—the lustre of the

eyes, the alabaster olthe forehead, the vivid redness

of the lips, the snowy whiteness of the neck and
bosom, and the auburn glory of the hair !

Slie was dressed in a crimson velvet robe, with a

low boddice fitting tight to her shape—and her

arms were naked. The gentle agitation which she

experienced had deepened the rich bloom upon
her cheeks; and altogether she looked so tran-

scendently lovely that the Prince felt as if he could

surrender not only his present rank but also the

hope of some day wearing the British crown, rather

than resign the certainty of possessing her this

night!
'• Dearest—ever dear Venetia," he said, passing

one ami round her neck, and drawing her gently

towards him, "is it indeed possible that the happy

moment has arrived for me to enjoy your love?

—

or am I plunged in a delicious dream which is to

know the waking of disappointment ?".

"Faitiiful to my promise, I am here," murmured
Venetia, in the melting tones of her sweet limpid

voice. " Do you remember all the conditions of

our compact ?"

" You shall recapitulate them, my angel," replied

the Prince : " and there is nothing you can demand
to which I shall liesitate to assent."

"First and foremost," said Venetia, "it was

agreed that I should marry in order to save my re-

putation—and 1 have done so."

" Ail ! happy Horace Sackville !" exclaimed the

Prince. " But tell me, dearest—was he already en-

gaged to you on that day when we agreed that you

should marry ?"

" Assuredly not," answered Venetia. " But I was

aware that he formed one of the party of six who
had leagued, or rather wagered in the love-cam-

paign—I likewise knew that he had seen me often

and was inspired with an affection for me—and I

consequently fell certain that he would accept my
hand in marriage."

" But does he know—is he aware "

"That! am come hither this evening? Yes:
before we were married I explained to himthatshe

whom he took as his wife was pledged to become
the mistress of the Prince."

" Truly, he must be infatuated with you, my Ve-
netia! But this is not wonderful—thou art the

loveliest woman that ever trod upon the earth !"

" O flatterer !" cried Venetiit, with playful re-

monstrance. "But I have before told you how
readily and fiuently these compliments glide from

your tongue."

•'By heaven! they are truths when applied to

thee !" exclaimed the Prince, first devouring her

with his regards and then covering her face,

shoulders, and bosom with frenetic kisses. " But
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you were recapitulating the terms of our compact ?

Go on—and let us finish all details savouring of

business, that we may devote ourselves wholly and
solely to the enjoyments of love."

" It was agreed," continued Venetia, " that you
were to find some ofiBce for my husband about your

royal person, so that we might have a suite of

apartments allotted to us at Carlton House."

"To-morrow Horace Sackville shall receive the

appointment of Lord Steward of my household,"

said the Prince. "The post lias been vacant for

these last ten days—and I cannot more worthily

fill it up than by the nomination of my charming

Venetia's husband."
" And the name which I bear was also to be

gilded with a peerage," murmured Venetia, now
displaying all her most winning seductiveness.

" That condition shall likewise be kept, angel

that thou art!" cried the Regent, straining her in

his arms. " Hast thou aught more to demand ?"

" Nothing," responded Venetia, her countenance

radiant with joy and triumph.
" And thou art mine ?" said the Prince : " tell

me that thou art mine !"

"Yes— I am thine," she murmured, her voice

suddenly sinking to a dying tone, as her head

drooped upon his shoulder and she fell upon his

breast.

It was still dark, at an early hour in the morn-
ing, when Venetia stole forth from the private

door of Carlton Palace. She was enveloped in her

ample cloak and the thick veil was drawn completely

over her countenance, so that not even the most
prying eye could discover the brilliant heroine of

our tale through that deep disguise.

Hurrying to the nearest hackney coach stand,

she entered a vehicle and ordered the driver to

proceed towards Knightsbridge. When within a

short distance of Acacia Cottage, she stopped the

coach and descended, performing the rest of the

way on foot. Immediately upon reaching her.

home and tapping gently with her hand at the front-

door, it was opened by Horace : and passing in,

she stole noiselessly up-stairs, followed by her
husband.

The moment they were together in their cham-
ber, and Venetia had thrown aside her bonnet and
cloak, she flung a rapid and anxious glance upon
her husband, by the light of the caudle which
was burning upon the toilette- table. She saw
that his countenance was very pale, but that he
endeavoured to subdue the emotion which he felt:

and throwing herself into his arms, she gave vent
to a violent fit of weeping.

" For heaven's sake, tranquillise yourself, my
dearest Venetia," nmrmured Horace, in a soothing
tone as he strained her to his breast. " These
sobs will be overheard—the domestics will soon ])e

about in the house, and they will catch the sounds
of your grief."

" But do you not now hate—loathe—and despise

me?" asked Venetia, suddenly wiping her eyes and
gazing anxiously up into his countenance.

" Do you not hate—loathe—and despise me for

having permitted this ?" he inquired, with some
degree of bitterness in his tone. " But let us not
enter again, and again, and again upon the dis-

cussiou of a subject ou which wc liave already

talked so seriously and so often—and which
indeed," he added, "has now proceeded too far

to admit of recall
!"

" Yes—but has it left uo regret behind, Horace ?"

asked Venetia.

"In one sense, certainly!" he exclaimed. "But
the necessity which has ruled us, was almost as

inexorable as destiny itself. Indeed, it was our
destiny— and therefore regret is useless. Rather
let us look to the brightest side "

"Oh! yes— if you really have the heart to do so!"

exclaimed Venetia, joyfully. " Well, our ambition
will be gratified—our hopes will be realized—and
this day's Gazette will elevate you to rank and to
honour."

" You are to be a Peeress, then, Venetia !" said

Horace, caressing her fondly.

" Yes—because you are to become a Peer," ske
replied.

" And are we to remove to Carlton House ?"

" Immediately. The post of Lord Steward is

your's."

" Oh ! now you will shine as the most brilliant

star in the courtly sphere, my charming Venetia
!"

" And you will have an opportunity of shining

also, my handsome Horace!"
" These are indeed dazzling and brilliant pros-

pects," exclaimed the young man; "and I sup-

pose it is mortal destiny that no ambition can be 1

accomplished without the sacrifice of some of our

best feelings."

" But if we do not lose our love for each other,

Horace," said Venetia, " may we not be happy-
even though our happiness be purchased by my
dishonour?"

"We will make ourselves happy," observed the
j

husband, emphatically : but still he sighed as he
\

spoke these words, and the forcefulness of his ac-
|

centuatiou was only assumed suddenly to drown i

that sigh.
I

Venetia sighed also—for she was not so far
|

tainted with depravity, especially after this her
|

first fault, as to be otherwise than keenly sensible

of the fact that it was now a polluted woman whom
her husband Avaa clasping in his arms. They re-

tired to rest—for it Avas still too early to go down
j

stairs : and Venetia was glad when the candle was i

extinguished and she could conceal her coun-
j

tenance from the eyes of Horace—for it was i

suffused with burning blushes.
|

But they slept—and at a late hour they rose :

and now tlio first feelings of embarrassment, con-
|

fusion, and even grief had subsided. They began i

to look their shame more boldly in the face—and
the result was that they could soon look at each I

other also without blushing. The forbidden firuit

was plucked and eiiteu—they had quitted the para- i

disc of nuptial purity—they now knew all their !

moral nakedness, and speedily ceased to be ,

ashamed. It appeared as if by a mutual but tacit

resolve they had suddenly determined to avoid the I

topic altogether : and they now looked forward to

the happiness that was to be derived fiom briU
}

liaiicy of position, rather than from the sweet and ,

uiiim])aired domesticity of the married state.
|

i\I]S. Arbuthnot and Penelope were staying
;

with Miss Bathurst in Stratton Street: and thus
i

the newly-married pair had no one to observe the
j

changing condition of their minds. The servants .

were of course ignorant that Venetia had paased
j
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the greater portion of the night away from home :

and thus her honour was likewise safe.

In the course of the day two official documents

were delivered at Acacia Cottage. One contained

the patent elevating Mr. Horace Sackville to the

rank of a Baron of the realm, by the style and

title of Lord Sackville : the second appointed him

to the post of Lord Steward in the household of

his Royal Highnes< the Prince Regent.

The entire fashionable world was struck with

astonishment at these announcements, when they

appeared in the Gazeite : and there was no diffi-

culty in attributing them to the fact that the

newly-created nobleman possessed as his wife the

most beautiful woman in England. But scandal

dared not raise its voice too loud—much less

openly point a scornful finger at Lord and Lady
Sackville,—inasmuch as the matrimonial gloss was

shed upon whatever amount of frailty there might

be in the matter. The consequence was that for

several days running Acacia Cottage was crowded
with visitors who called to congratulate the noble

pair, and the Knightsbridge road was thronged

with the carriages of what is called the elite of the

aristocracy hastening thither to pay their court to

the new Lord Steward and the Prince's new mis-

tress.

At the end of the week Horace and Venetia re-

moved to the apartments which had been proviJed

for them in Carlton House,—the faiihlul Jessica,

Piumpstead, and the serious-looking footman still

remaining in their service.

CHAPTER LXV.

THE GIBBET.

Between nine and ten o'clock on Sunday evening

several groups of persons began to collect in the

Old Bailey, but chiefly in the wide open space op-

posite Newgate. During the past week the Recorder

had made his report to the Prince Regent relative

to the state of the prison ; and in that report one in-

dividual was named as being under sentence of

death. In the case of this person it appeared as if

the law was to be allowed to take its course; for a

warrant had been issued for his execution—and
heuce the assembling of the groups of idlers on the

eve of the fatal MonJay !

The person thus alluded to was Paul Dysart.

Chill and misty was this Sunday evening—dark,

sombre, and awe-inspiring was the aspect of New-
gate through the deepening gloom. Sliivering, rag-

ged, half-starved wretches gathered near the debtor's

door, whispering, as they pointed to it, •' That's the

place the man who's to be hung will come out of to-

morrow morning!" Others posted themselves on
the very spot close by where the scafl'old would be

placed, saying in subdued voices, " II is just here

that the drop will fall beneath his feet!" Farther

on, other groups were collected near the entrance of

the press-yard, observing smoiigst themselves, "The
gibbet will be wheeled out of this place !" In fact,

there was not a scene, a spot, nor a detail connected

with the awful tragedy of a public execution, that

escaped comment or explanation on the part of the

idlers who were already gathering to the theatre of

the forthcoming spectacle.

Soon after ten o'clock on this same Sunday evening

a private carriage drove up to the Saracen's Head
on Snow Hill ; and six gentlemen alighted.

" You can come for us to-morrow morning at nine

o'clock," said one of the party, addressing himself

to the livery-servant in attendance upon the car-

riage.

" Yes my lord," was the reply.

" What makes you say nine, Curzon ?" demanded
another of the party. " It will be all over at five

minutes past eight,"

"But we shall stop to see the body cut down after

hanging an hour--eh?" exclaimed the Earl.

"Ah! that's different," observed the other. "I
forgot this portion of the ceremony," he added coolly

as he whiffed his cigar. "To be sure! we won't
miss any act in the Newgate drama."

His companions laughed : and as the carriage

drove away, they all entered the coffee room of the

Saracen's Bead, cracking jokes and indulging in a

variety of witty savings and repartees as they tra-
|

versed the inn-yard.

The party consisted of the Earl of Curzon, who is

already well known to our readers,— the Honoura-
ble George Macnamara and Lieutenant Apsley,

both of whom have been previously mentioned,

—

Lord Plantagenet Tithtide, a young nobleman who
had just come of age and just got into the House of

Commons for a pocket-borough in the gift of his

father, the Duke of Addlebranes,—the Marquis of

Brandyford, a peer of the realm, and who intinitely

preferred the excitement of wrenching off knockers

to taking part in the prosy debates of the Upper
House,—ani Count d'Orsayville, a foreign adven-

turer who had worked his way into the very best

society, so that he set the fashion for all the male

members of the higher class, and was an immense
favourite amongst all the ladies of the same sphere.

The Count sported a beautiful moustaciie, was

really very handsome, possessed the most fascinat-

ing manners, and wore a semi-military cloak the

cut of which was the envy of all his male ac-

quaintances.

On entering the cofft?e-room, this delectable party

flung themselves each upon a chair—one yawning,

another sprawling out his legs, a third putting hit

legs upon an adjacent table, a fourth laughing

heartily at nothing, a fifth uttering an oath by way
of amusement (for he had really naught to swear at),

and the Earl of Curzon (who made the sixth) ring-

ing the bell so furiously that the wire snapped in

twain.

" Now, waiter," said this last-mentioned person-

age, when the tavern- functionary made his appear-

ance, " we want a private sitting-room for the night."

" Y'es, my lord," responded the waiter, to whom
the Earl of Curzon was known.

"And no end of whithkey punth," cried Lord
Plantagenet Tithtide, who had the misfortune to

lisp somewhat—a circumstance which did not dis-

qualify him from becoming a ilember of Parlia-

ment, because he was a lord.

"And a box of the best cigars, wai-tar!" roared

out the Marquis of Brandyford. "Now mind they're

good, you unhung scoundrel, you—or, by Jove ! I'll

punch your head into a jelly for you !"

" And a demn'd good fire bethidth," added Lord

Plantagenet. "But don't neglecth the whithkey

punth, you pwethiouth wathcal 1"

" Vot you call de viskey pohnch rare good—rare
good," observed the Count d'Orsayville.
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The waiter promkod instantaneous compliance
with all the instructions he had received ; and as

he retired from the room the Marquis of Erandy-
ford sent the cushion of a cliair spiuninj^ after him
—but the domestic, who was well on his guard
against his lordship's tricks, nimbly avoided the
missile. The freak however caused the entire
party to laugh immoderately; and Lord Tlanta-
genet Tithtide declared that it was " ckthellenth
sporth;'' while the Count exclaimed, " Vare good!
vare good 1"

In the course of half-an-hour the private sit-

ting-room was announced to be in readiness ; and
thither the aristocratic company repaired, the
Marquis of Brandyford tripping up a commercial
traveller whom they met upon the stairs, and then
gravely apologising to him for the "accidental
occurrence." This proceeding excited another
burst of uproarious laughter, which was prolonged

by the circumstance of the said humorous Mar-

quis kissing an old charwoman of govonty who was

clearing away some thing* upon tho landing.

The room to which the waiter eseorled tho

party, was the best in the house : for although the

landlord was fully jwcpared to find everything

smashed to pieces in tho morning, he was equally

aware that his bill for the damage would be libe-

rally paid — and indeed, ho was not altogether

sorry at the prospect of thus having an oppor-

tunity of ftirnisiiing that particular apartment

anew. A blazing fire roared half-way up tho

chimney—dessert, wine, and materials for i)unch

were spread upon the table—and a bo.\ of cigars

likewise greeted the view of tho aristocratic con-

vivialists.

" Now we'll make ourselves comfortable till tho

morning," said the Honourable Georgo Macna-
niara.

"And I'll brew tho punch," exclaimed Lieu-

tenant Apsley, tucking up his coat-slcovca.
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" No bwandy nor wum, Apthley.inind!" observed

Lord Plantayeiiet: "ouly wliithltey—and be thure

and qiieeth loth of leiaontli."

" I'Jl be hiuiged if I'Jl drink any of your infernal

concoctions," vociferated Lord Brandyford. " True

to my name, I mean to get as drunk as blazes on

brandy."

"V'are good, Markee—vare good!" exclaimed

the Count. " You shall have de true English

taste. But why for you not have de portare?

Wot you call de pot of portare most best for you,

Markee, me tink."

" Oil ! deuce take the swipes when one means to

get jolly," said the Manjuis.

"Tliolthay," cried Lord Plantagenet. "You
thould wub the lumpth ot thugar againtli the peel

of the lemouth, Apthky. If you don't, you'll not

thucktheed in bwewing punth at all dwinkable."
" Leave Apsley to manage it, Titlitide," said the

Earl of Curzon. " He always brews for the

Guards'-mess—and no one cau do it better. 1

wonder what the devil Dysart is thinking of now.
He little suspects tiiat so many of his friends are

at hand to see him dance bis last tling."

"Vare good! vare good!" ejaculated the Count.

"But if a wepwieve thould come at the lath mo-
ment, we thall be mithewably baulked and dithap-

poiiited. It would weally be too bad of Dythart to
acthept it after all the twouble we've givea our-
thelvth."

" Dat vare good, milor—vare good I" cried the
Count, almost going into ecstacies.

"1 saw the Prince yesterday," said Curzon;
"and he assured me that, as the jury did not re-
commend Dysart to mercy, he had no alternative
but to allow the law to take its course."

"Oh! if the Pwinth said that," cried Lord Plan-
tagenet, a considerable weight now taken fi-om his

mind, " we are all thafe. I never yet thaw an ek-
thecuthion, and wouldn't mith the pwethent
occathion for a thouthand guineath."

" Vare good !" cried the Count. " 'Tis de fine

old English custom to hang up as many of de
English people as de law shall allow "

" Ah ! we beat you. Count, you see," exclaimed
the Marquis of Brandyford, " in our public execu-
tions. Give me the excitement of one good hang-
ing-scene in preference to all your guillotining."

"Tholthay," said the lisping nobleman, who
was amazingly fond of hearing himself talk. "But
I am athtonithed that the influenth of Lady
Ernethtina and the filarquith of Levethoa did not
thucktheed in getting Dythart off."

" The Marquis hates him," said Curzon. " More-
over, he is on the Continent—and I have no doubt
he went thither to be out of the way at the present
time."

" Well, I cannot say that I ever liked Dysart
much," observed Lieutenant Apsley, as he squeezed
the lemons into the punch-bowl. "Besides, that
aCfair with young Sefton was a doiraright murder."

" To be sure," exclaimed the Honourable George
Macnamara: "and he deserves to be hanged for
it. But, by the bye, we must tell that scoundi-el

of a waiter not to go to bed all night, as we shall
want breakfast at six or seven o'clock in the moru-
iug."

" And let us send him to hire a couple of win-
dows for us exactly facing Newgate," suggested
the Marquis of Brandyford.

" Yeth—we muth take care and wetain fwont
theath to witneth the performanth," cried Lord
Plantagenet.

" Vare good—vare good F' exclaimed the Count.
The waiter was accordingly summoned; and

having received his instructions in pursuance of
the resolves just adopted, he departed at once to
secure a couple of windows at some house fronting

the prison. In about ten minutes he returned
with the gratifying intelligence that he had sue-
ceeded in retaining a first-floor room opposite
Newgate, for the moderate sum of ten guineas.
This bargain was pronounced " dirt cheap " by the
aristocratic band of elegants ; and the Marquis of
Brandyford flung his purse at the waiter's head,

bidding him "go and settle for the room, and
keep the rest for himself." The purse hit the

waiter upon the riglit eye, which it completely
bunged up : but as the use of the left optic still

remained, and as the heaviness of the purse con-
vinced the waiter that it contained a tolerabla

quantity of golden salve, he took the joke with

a proportionate amount of good humour.
But leaving the aristocratic party to the enjoy-

ment of their punch, diicourse, and practical

freaks, we will penetrate into the prison of Newgate
and glance at Mr. Dysart in the condemned cell.

It was now eleven o'clock—and the criminal

was alone in that dungeon. Upon the little round
table stood a cold fowl and a bottle of wine, to

which he was paying his respects with all imagi-

uable ease and comfort: for the nearer the kour
approached for him to mount the scaffold, the mora
joyfully tiid he look forward to it as the term of the

ordeal through which he was passing. In plainer

terms, he was so well convinced that the reprieve

would be produced the moment the halter was affixed

to his neck, and that a free pardon would follow as

a matter of course in a few days, that he was actually

impatient for the hour which would terminate what
he now looked upon as mere " bother, excitemant,

and annoyance."

Ernestina had visited him daily since his con-

demnation ; and on each occasion she had some new
proof to offer of the Prince's kind feelings towards

him. Moreover, the governor, entirely misled by
her representations and obsequiously anxious to

oblige her, had given Dysart the most positive assur-

ances that the sheriff would produce the reprieve

upon the scaffold. He had even gone so far as to

hint the same to the chaplain ; and this reverend

gentleman, while discussing a bottle of wine with

Mr. Dysart in his cell, had reiterated the governor's

assurances. Under all these circumstances, therefore,

the prisoner entertained no fear as to the result ; and

while the gathering crowds in the Old Bailey were

observing amongst themselves how dreadful his

feeluigs must be, he was comfortably regaling his

appetite on a cold capon aud an excellent bottle of

sherry.

Having partaken of his supper, Dysart undressed

and retired to bed, where he speedily fell into a sound

sleep. As the night advanced, the multitudes in-

creased outside the gaol ; and at five o'clock in the

morning the carpenters made their appearance to

erect the barrier around the debtor's door, in order

to keep back the pressure of the crowds. Despite

the noise of their hammers, the criminal slept on I

At six o'clock the platform of the gallows wa«

wheeled out of the prMS-yud« and lUtioneU on the
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verge of the pavement at the debtor's door. The
carpenters then proceeded to fix tlie ladder and

erect the huge beams of the gibbet,—all their ope-

rations bein<? viewed with intense curiosity and deep

interest by the multitude that was swelling in bulk

and volume every moment.
From an early hour a black fellow, roughly

dressed and carrying a huije club in his hand,

had been lurking near the debtor's door : and when

the barrier was put up, be elbowed his way to a

place as near that door as possible. There he re-

mained fixed like a statue—leaning with his arms

upon the barrier, and neither addressing a word to a

soul nor appearing to pay any attention to the dis-

course that was going on in his hearing.

It was seven o'clock in the morning before Dy-
sart awoke from his slumber : and he would per-

haps have slept on, had not the entrance of the

chaplain disturbed him. He inquired the hour,

and on being informed, was astonished to hear that

it was so late.

" You have slept well ?" said the chaplain.

•' Never better in my life," responded the criminal,

gaily. " 1 will now get up "

" And iu ten minutes I will return," said the

chaplain.

The reverend gentleman then quitted the cell

—

and Dysart proceeded to wash and dress himself

with as much unconcern as he had displayed wheii

eating his supper over night. On tlie return of tiie

chaplain, he asked if the sheiil-i' had yet arrived ;

but the response was in the negative. The Ordinary

then hinted that it would be proper for them to join

in prayer : but Dy sart exclaimed, " You don't think,

sir, that it is at all necessary just now—do you ?"

* Prayer is always seasonable and of much avail,"

was the chaplain's response.

" But you feel convinced that I shall be re-

prieved ?" said Dysart, with some little manifesta-

tion of uneasiness, or rather perhaps of impatience.

" The governor has assured me that such will be

the case," answered the Ordinary, "and I believe

him to he far too cautious a man to venture such a

statement unless on good authority."

" When the s"ierifi' comes 1 can ask him," ob-

served Dysart. '

" My good friend, that will he a breach of con-

fidence," said the chaplain, in a tone of remonstrance,
—" and would probably lead to ilie loss of our situ-

tions for both the governor and myself."

" True ! I had forgotten that .'
" exclaimed Dy-

sart " Will you be so kind as to ask the governor to

come to me ?"

"Certainly," replied the chaplain: and he once

more quitted the cell.

j

When left alone, Dysart walked backward and

j

forward with a restlessness that he had not before

experienced. He endeavoured to shake ofi" the

feeling—but it was rapidly growing upon liim.

Horrible thoughts began to spring up in his mind.

What if the Prince should have been playing him
false all along— or alter his resolve at the last mo-

1
ment ?—what if Eruestina had been deceiving him ?

j
—or suppose that every init-ntion and every assur-

I

ance had been sincere in those quarters, might not

I

the reprieve come too latu ? These tiioughts were

dreadful. The unhappy man, hitherto lulled into

coiuplete security, had now suddenly awakened as

I it were to a galling, goading, agonizuig sense of the

tremendous fact that his life hung to a thread!

He would have screamed out,—he could have yelled

with mortal anguish : but at the instant the parox-

ysm reached its crisis, the chaplain returned to the

cell, followed by the governor.

The expression of the two functionaries' coun-

tenances instantaneously relieved Dysart's awful

terrors. The effect vv;i.s the same as the suddea

pouring of oil upon the racing billows : and even

before a word was spoken, he felt angry with him-

self for having yielded to the intlueace of such

ag'onising alarm.
" Good morning, ]\Ir. Dysart," said the governor,

taking him by the hand : then, in a lower voice he

added, "A sealed i):vcket fVooi the Home Office,

directed to the sheriff, has just arrived. But for

heaven's sake do not appear to know this fact: it

is as ranch as my place is worth to have told you."

" Not on any consideration would I injure you,

my dear sir," answered Dysart, joyfully pressing'

the governor's hand, " after all your kindness to

me. But is the sheriff come ?— ha<i he opened the

packet?—does it contain the reprieve?"

"It cannot possibly be anything else," returned

the governor. "The sheriff will not be here till

a quarter to eight—nor will he open the packet in

my presence. I dare not even ask him what it

contains: but I have not the slightest—no, not

the slightest doubt "

"What o'clock is it now?" demanded the crimi-

nal, hurriedly.

"Half-past seven. Will you take some break-

fast ? Indeed, you must appear as if you antici-

pated the very worst," said the governor, with

marked emphasis.
" Since I have nothing to apprehend, I can as-

sume an air which shall pass for firmness," replied

Dysart. "Yes—let me have some breakfast: it

will warm me."

Leaving the interior of the prison for a fow mo-

ments, we will again glance to the aspect of tho

scene outside.

The morning was dull and gloomy: and soon

after the break of day, a fine mizzling ram had
j

begun to fall. The crowd was immense. To the ij

farther extremity of the Old Bailey in the on« >

direction, and to tne very verge of Smitlifield

market on the other, it was a complete ocean of

human faces. Men and women—numbers of tho

latter with young cliildreii iu their arms,—boys

and girls, even of a tender age,— all were packed

as densely as tho aggregation of such a mass of

life could possibly become. Every window and

house-top commanding a view of the gaol's front

and the looming gallows, had been put into requi-

sition by the anxious spect'itors. Precisely oppo.

site the gibbet, a tirstiioor apartment was tenanted

(or the nonce by the aristocrats who had passed

the night at the Sarucen's //wfrf ;—and having

well breakfasted oil" devilled kidneys coflfee, and

toast, these worthies found themselves in an ex-

cellent humour to enjoy tho drama about to be

enacted.

At a quarter to eight one of the sheriffs, the

two under-sheriir.-*, and a couple of aldermen

arrived at tlio gaol. Tiiey were immediately

usheied into the governor's drawing-room; and

the sealed packet from tiie Homo Ollice was do-

live-cd to the sheriff. Ho at once retired into a

private room to opuuit: and having perused i ho

contents, which were laconic cnou;li. In* cnct'n'.iy
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i consigned the despatch to his pocket. On re-

turning to the drawiug-roora, his countenance

;
remaining as composed as before, afFordcd not tlie

j

least indication of the nature of tlie official docu-

ment which he had received—while etiquette for-

I bade even the under-sheriffs to venture au inquiry

upon the point.

I

" I understood you on Saturday," said the sheriff,

i addressing himself to the governor, "that there

' was no person then engaged to officiate as the

I

functionary of the law."

i
" And such is still the case, sir," replied the go-

vernor. " I believed that some criminal within the

walls would hare accepted the post of Public Exe-
cutioner : but only a few miautes before your arrival

the turnkeys assured me that not a single soul

,

would undertake the office."

I
•' Then a proclamation must be made to the mul-

I

titude outside the prison," said the sheriff. " I will

1 proceed to fulfil that duty at once."

i

Accordingly, followed by the under-sheriffs and

j

the governor, the high civic functionary repaired

j

to the debtor's door ; and ascending tlie steps of

i the gallows, he mounted the phitform. A dead

silence fell upon the congregated mass of people,

the murmuring of their myriad voices suddenly

ceasing, and the oscillation of ihelivi ig waves sub-

siding into a calm. Every eye was li-^ed with an

expression of curiosity and suspense upon the

sherilf, as he proceeded to make the proclamation,

which was to the effect that an individual was re-

quired to undertake the office of Public Execu-

tioner, and that should such volunteering individual

have in any way rendered himself amenable or ob-

noxious to the law, he (the sheriff) was empowered

to offer him a free pardon for his offences.

Scarcely were the words spoken, wheu a loud

voice exclaimed, "I accept the proposition !"—and

the savage-looking black fellow already mentioned,

jumped upon the barrier and scrambled up to the

platform of the gallows.

" Hooray !" shouted the multitudes, which for a

moment had feared that they were to be baulked

of the spectacle they had crowded thither to

behold.

Nor less were the aristocratic exquisites at the

two windows opposite, rejoiced to find that the

drama would proceed without the interruption that

had for au instant appeared to threaten its tragic

development.

The sheriff descended from the scaffold and re-

entered the prison, followed by the under-sheiiffs,

the governor, and the volunteer hangman: and,

the clock having now struck eight, they all pro-

ceeded to the condemned cell, where Dysart aud
the chaplain were together.

The criminal, fully satisfied that his reprieve

was in the sheriff's pocket, presented an aspect of

firmness and bowed courteously to the civic autho-

rities. These functionaries remained in the pas-

sage outside the door of the cell which was now
left open ; aud the sheriff, addressing himself to

the chaplain, said, "I wish to speak to you a
moment"
The Ordinary hastened out of the cell ; and ns

the sheriff drew him aside a littlo way down the

corridor, Dynart perceived that he drew forth from
his pocket a despatch of the iuvariablo odicial shape
ond bearing a large seal.

" That is my roprlere t" thought Dysart i aad the

flood of life circulated with a more rapid liow ia

his veins.

" Beg pardon, sir," said the volunteer hangman, ;

producing his whipcord to pinion the criminal's
'

arms : thei), as he drew the criminal gently aside '

towards the farther extremity of the cull, he hastily '

whispered "You've nothing to fear, Mr. Dysart.
'

The sheriff has got jour reprieve—and / have teen

it ."•
)

The criminal had recoiled loathingly from the '

first touch of the hangman—and the more so on
!

account of his repulsive look, for the fellow's face 1

was black as that of a negro : but the voice in-

stantaneously sounded familiar to Dysart's ear—
|

and surveying the wretch's countenance attentively, ,

he recognised through the soot and grime that

covered it, the features of Daniel Coffm !

Glancing towards the door, and observing that

no one was noticing him particularly at the instant,

Dysart gave the Hangman a nod of recognition :

then, in a scarcely audible tone, he said, "You
have positively seen the reprieve ?"

"I saw the sheriff show it to the under-sheriff*,

and even heard him read the private instructions

on the margin," returned Coffin, ii: an equally low

voice, as he pinioned the arras of the criminal.

"And those instructions—what are they?" de-

manded Dvsart, with nervous impatience.
" That the reprieve is not to be produced till the

j

moment the drop is ready to fail,"' responded the i

Hangman. " So you needn't be alarmed, sir : and
in a quarter of an hour you will fiud yourself safe

j

and sound back in this cell again."
|

"You are a good fellow, Coffin, for being anxious i

thus to reassure me," said Dysart, trembling some- 1

what with excitement, but not from actual fear.

" You've always behaved like a jjcntleman to met

sir," replied the Hangman :
" and 1 should have been

sorry indeed to tuck you up. Cut now's the time
,

to move for'ard."
j

Having thus spoken in a hurried whisper, the
\

Hangman signified aloud to the governor that
|

everything was ready : and the proces^ion was

formed. The chaplain and sheriff, who had re-
I

maincd outside together conversing in the passage,

went first. Then came Dysart, with his arms

pinioned, and closely followed by the Hangman,

—

the governor, under-sheriffs, aldermen, and a few

of the gaol officials bringing up the rear.

Along two or three stone passages did the

mournful procession ailvance: and now the tolling

of St. Sepulchre's bell became more and more
plainly audible to the ear. Again did a sudden

terror strike to the very heart's core of the criminal.

Heavens ! if the reprieve—the assurances that had

hitherto sustained him—the promise of life, par-

don, and liberty,—O God ! if all these were but

the delusions of his brain—the phantoms of his own
imagination ! That knell which rang so ominously
— the solemn tread of the procession through the

vaulted passages—the murmuring of the multitudes

without—and now the deep voice of the chaplain

commencing the service for the dead,—Oh ! what

could all this mean ?—what did it signify ? Where-

fore this tremeudous parade—this pomp and dis-

play of death itself— if all were to end in a con-

tinuance of lifo ? And that chaplain's voice—did

it breathe au accent of hope? Oli ! no—no: it

was profound—solemn—even sepulchral, as if warn- i

ing him in uiiuiiatakable tones that this was indeed I
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no mockery, but aa awful, appalling-, stupendous

reality! Yes— there was death in all this— death

—death!—and the hideous conviction struck to

the soul ofDysartthat he was duped—deluded—
deceived,—aye, unto the very verge of that grave

which was already yawning at his i'eet

!

Such were the thoughts that swept, ghastly as a

train of spectres and swift as a flight of birds,

through the imagination of Dysart. But the next

instant his presence of mind returned: and all in a

moment did he marshal and review in his fancy the

circumstances that were favourable to him. The
governor had solemnly affirmed that a despatch

had arrived from the Home Office: he himself had

seen the sheriff produce this despatch in order to

display it to the chaplain ;—and Daniel Coffin had

given him assurances relative to the nature of its

contents. It must be, then, a reprieve—it could

be nothing else: oh! no—it could be nothing

else

!

But this hideous uncertainty !—the agonies, the

tortures, the excruciations of a thousand racks

were comprised therein ! Oh ! if he had not been

so rash—so precipitate in trusting to others—if he

had accepted the alternative of the three years' im-

prisonment—he would at least have been spared

these immitigable horrors—these rending agonies!

But was it too late? No : he would tell the sheriff

and the governor everything—how his wife held

the solemnly recorded pledge of the Prince Regent
—how the compromise of three years' imprison-

ment had been offered him—and how he would
now rather accept this proposal than proceed any

farther in the pathway which terminated at the

But, oh ! miserable wretch that he was—his

tongue clave to the roof of his mouth—he could

not speak—he felt as if burning ashes were in his

throat ! Horror of horrors ! what was he to do ?

Fleet and fast did his thoughts thus travel through

his brain. Travel! they swept along quicker

than the lightning ! A whole volume would not

contain the retiectious which he thus made in the

time that his feet were only taking a dozen steps !

The page which now affords a succinct outline of

those thoughts, sinks into utter insignificance

when compared with the vast folios and bulky

tomes that these ideas, if chronicled at length,

would fill! His brain was on fire: it whirled

—

whirled—and yet he could not give utterance to a

single one of those myriad million thoughts that

were thus sweeping—dashing—Hying—gushing

—

tearing through that maddening brain

!

And now the breeze suddenly blows more freshly

upon his countenance—and at the same instant his

eyes, plunging through the opening of a low narrow

doorway, recoil as it were from the sinister object

which bursts upon them. For he is now traversing

the little kitchen wliich is just inside that ominous-

looking door whereon no eye ever fails to linger a

moment when passing along the front of New-
gate!

"Courage!" whispers a voice in Dysart's car:

he looks aside for an instant—and beholds the

blackened countenance of the Hangman.
Kecalled to himself, as it were from a hideous

dream in which he appeared to have been walking,

Dysart does summon all his courage to his aid : and

fortunately for the complete gatiiering of his pre-

Beaee of mind at this supreme moment, ho obaorveH

something white projecting from the sheriff's
|

pocket. Ah! it is the reprieve— the reprieve

which he has placed thus handy, so that it may
[

be drawn forth in a moment. After all, Dysart
feels that he is safe : and he ascends the steps of !

the scaffold, pinioned and trussed for death, with

the conviction that he shall speedily descend those

steps again to enter upon a new lease of life

!

A solemn stillness once more falls upon the

crowd—and not a murmur is heard. His is not a
crime which calls for the expression of public

opinion in yells and execrations : and therefore not
a reproachful voice is heard—not an abusive syl-

lable is uttered

!

A dimness comes upon Dysart's eyes: he closes

them hard—then opens them promptly again—and
his sight has now a horrible clearness. The rapid

glance which he flings right and left, shows him
the countless myriads of human faces all turned
towards that black funereal eminence on which he
stands. The knell of St. Sepulchre's church falls

like a sledge-hammer upon his brain. The eyes of

the multitudes seem to pierce him through and
through. And these are his sensations during the

first quarter of a minute that he stands upon the

scaffold: but then in that quarter of a minute are

concentrated whole ages and ages of sense, feeling,

faculty, and circumstance!

He is now recalled to a livelier and keener appre-

ciation of his pjsition by the touch of the Hangman,
who nevertheless again breathes the word " Courage"

in his ear. He strives to speak: but at the instant

his lips are wavering, the halter circles his neck: a

shriek rises to the very tip of his tongue—but it is

stifled by the sudden drawing down of the night-cap

over his face. Then the fingers of the Hangman
are lifted from him—and he hears the wretch hasten

away, his heavy feet stamping upon the hollow

platform and then rushing down the ladder.

For never, never were all Dysart's faculties and
organs of sense so acute as upon the present occa-

sion : his very looks can penetrate dimly through

the cotton night-cap drawn over his face !

But ah! the sudden sound as of a bolt touched

beneath his feet, came thrilling up to his ear: and

now again—but oh! with what an overwhelming

force—struck upon his soul the conviction that he

was betrayed ! Yes—now 'twas sure—certain

—

beyond all doubt : O horror, horror—horror of hor-

rors! he was there on the drop—'twas giving way
beneath his feet

It fell!—the blood gushed upward like lightning

into his brain— strong spasms convulsed him—and

in a few moments he hung a lifeless corpse!

The aristocratic party at the windows opposite

remained until nine o'clock, when the body was cut

down. They then returned to the Saracen's Head,

paid the bill liberally, and took their departure iu

the Earl of Curzon's carriage towards the West

End.
But in the meantime the Governor of Newgale

was entertaining the sheriff, the under sheritrs, and

the chaplain at bre.ikfast, according to the custom

which prevailed in those times relative to the

mornings of public execution.

" Poor Lady Erncstina !" said the governor, "she

will be dreadfully cut up. She all along made sure of

her husband bi ing reprieved : and when »he left liim

last evening she expressed licr conviction that she

should miut him again to-dey. From wb«t «ho eon-
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descended to tell me, I also made certain that the

extreme sentence would never be carried out"

" Such s\ho was my opinion," ob^ervfd the cliap-

{
lain. " In fact, when you, sir."—addressing himself

to the slieriff,—" called me out of the prisoner's

cell and produced that paper from your pocket, I

made sure that it was the reprieve. You might

have observed how startled I was when I looked

over its contents."
" I did not pay particular notice," said the sheriiT,

with an air of indifference as he ate his mnffiu.

" But, by the bye, you did not see it," he observed,

turning towards the governor and the under-

sheriffs.

Thus speaking, he tossed the paper across the

table ; and the individuals to whom he had last ad-

dressed himself, hastened to make themselves ac-

quainted with its contents.

It ran as follows :

—

" Home Offi,ce, Saturday Evening, Oct. 20«*.

" SiK,

"I am desired by the Secretary of State to direct your

attention to the deraoraliziii),' ttt'ect of capital criminala

addressing observiiiions from the scaffold to the assem-

bled crowd; and It is requisite tliat this display, which

has been much too common of late, should be pi evented.

I have ihprefure to request ihat henceforth the scene

outside ihe gaol of Kewgate, on the occasion of a put>lic

e.xeculion, thall be abbreviated as much as possible ; and

I have farther to desire that vou will have the goodness

to communicate this letter to the Reverend Ordinary of

Newgate.
"I have the honour to remain, &c. S;c.

" To the Sheriff of London."

This despatch was duly signed by the Under-

Secretary of State for the Homo Department.

The governor, on readnig it, exchanged siguiiicant

glanies with the chaplain, as much as to imply

their regret at having been led by circumstacces

to buoy up Dy.<art with the hope of a reprieve

until nearly the last minute : but they nevertheless

kept the matter scrupulously t-ecrec in their own

breasts. Nor did the governor entertain the

slightest suspicion that he had all along been made

a tool in the liauds of Lady Ernestina Dysart, in

thus lulling her husband into a falso security.

CHAPTER LXVI.

THE PREFECTURE OF POLICE.

A MONTH had now elapsed since Jocelyn Loftus

was so suddenly consigned to a mysterious im-

prisonment in Paris, on the ground of some defect

or error of nomenclature in his passport; and it

will be remembered that he was thus held captive,

by order ot the Prefect of Police, at the Mansion

of the Prefecture itself.

The room to which he was conducted has

already been described as small and indifferently

appointed. A tent-bedstead in an alejve, or

recess,—a table—a couple of chairs— a washing-

stand—and two or three other necessaries, con-

Btituted the furniture. There were two windows,

each well protected with iron bars, and looking

down into a gloomy court-yard surrounded with

the high walls belonging to other portions of the

same building—so that escajio in that quarter ap-

peared to be imposaible. The door was massive

and studded with large iron nails : bolts had
|

creaked and chains had rattled outside when it
|

was closed upon the prisoner ;—and indeed every

circumstance but too plainly indicated that this
j

was in all respects a prison-chamber. Let us
j

add that it was on the first storey and was ap- '

proached by a long dark corridor, in which
Jocelyn was occasionally allowed to walk — and
our description is as complete as the purposes
of the narrative require.

We stated that while Jocelyn was being conveyed
in the hackney-coach to the Prefecture of Police,

his own conjectures furnished him with some faint

glimmering of the real truth as to the cause of h-s

arrest. The brief examination he had undergone

before the Prefect himself, confirmed those sugpi-

cions which he had already entertained : nor had

be much difficulty in divining who was the real

author of his present imprisonment He therefore

now blamed himself bitterly for having rushed so

precipitately on the enterprise with the name of

Jocelyn Loftus!

But let us now specially note the incidents of his

first day's incarceration. At about one o'clock a

<iomestic in the Prefect's livery brought in a tray

furnished with copious materials for a succulent re-

past: but it rnay be well understood that Jocelyn

was in no particular humour to partake of it. The
man, without being precisely stern-looking, was

evidently of a cold and reserved disposition—a cha-

racter well suited for such a place as the Prefecture

and such functions as those which he had to fulfil.

Jocelyn did not question him: for, in the first place,

he was tolerably well convinced that this menial

could know nothing of the secrets regarding bis

captivity—and secondly, even if he did, he was still

more certain not to betray them.

Before quitting the room, the domestic said in a

tone that was coldly polite, " I am commanded, sir,

to wait upon you with your meals three times a day;

and ou each occasion whatever orders you may
wish to give, shall be obeyed— consistently with the

regulations of the place. Books and writing ma-

terials you can have
"

"Yes- bring me books and writing materials,"

exclaimed Jocelyn, to whom it was at least some

consolation to perceive that he was not to be treated

with any extraordinary degree of severity.

The domestic retired—and shortly afterwards

reappeared, bringing with him a large parcel of

books and an ample supply of writing materials :

but as he deposited them in the recess of one of

the deep-set windows, he remarked, " You are at

liberty, sir, to write as much as you choose withvi

these walls: but I must beg you to understand

that not a scrap of paper can pass hence without

being previously examined by his Excellency the

Prefect."

Having thus spoken, the man again departed,

carefully locking and bolting the door behind him

:

and when once more alone, Loftus began to exa-

mine the books which had been brought him.

They belonged to almost every branch of literatm-e

—novels, poetry, travel., voyages, history, politics,

science, and art: but he started back in sudden

dismay from this perfect cyclopedia of amusement

and instruction— for the thought flashed to his

mind that here was indeed enough reading to while

away the time of a twelvemonth's imprisonment '.

The next luoment, however, ho felt angry with
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himself for having allowed the incident to operate

as an omen or a presage : and he murmured half

aloud, " The domestic who brought those books,

could not possibly be aware whether my captivity

is destined to last days or years !"

Then, with characteristic courage, Loftus con-

jured up every possible reflection of a soothing,

hopeful, or consolatory nature.

In the evening the domestic reappeared, with

the prisoner's supper, which also consisted of

several dishes and a liberal supply of wine. Candles

were furnished without restriction as to the period

of their use—so that Loftus could burn them
throughout the night if he felt disposed. In the

morning the breakfast that was served up to him

was as copious as the other meals : and when he

had partaken of the repast, an old woman was

introduced by the domestic to make the bed and
sweep out the room—during which process, Jocelyn

was permitted to walk up and down the long dark

passage outside.

We have now afforded an idea of the routine of

Jocelyn's first day at the Prefecture—and thence

an estimate may be drawn of the monotonous
nature of his imprisonment during the month
which we must suppose to have elapsed since the

date of his arrest. It will however be seen that he

was treated at the Prefecture of Police with as

much consideration as was compatible with the

circumstances of personal restraint. But was he

happy? Far—very far from that! His natural

courage, noble fortitude, and elevated spirit enabled

him to bear up as well as the most heroic of men
could do, against the misfortune which had over-

taken him: but still there were moments when he

could scarcely restrain an outburst of bitter

anguish, as he thought of his much-loved and far-

off Louisa 1 What could she think of a silence so

unaccountable and an absence so prolonged?

—

must she not either believe him false, or else that

some terrible calamity had befallen him? In
eitlier case, he pictm-ed to himself all the anguish
which that charming creature was thus doomed to

endure: and it went to his soul to reflect that so

young, so luvely, and so aii'ectiouate a being should

be plunged into such deep distress.

On several occasions he had written a letter to

the Prefect, beseeching that any correspondence

which should have arrived for him at JNIeurice's Hotel

or at the General Post Office of Paris, might be

given np to him: but the verbal answer which the

reserved domestic invariably brought back, was to

the effect, " that no communications had been re-

ceived at all, at either place, addressed to Mr.
Jocelyn Loftus." These announcements the young
gentleman knew full well to be false : for he was
convinced that Louisa would have unweariedly and
incessantly written letter after letter, craving, im-
plormg, and beseeching a response;—and it was
therefore with as much bitterness of spirit as indig-

nation of feeling, that Loftus came to tlie conclujiion

that the same arbitrary police power wiiich had
violated the sanctity of his private papers on the
day of his arrest, had likewise taken possession of

all corrciiponilence tiiat had subseciuently arrived

for him irom England.

Our young hero's state of mind was not therefore

very felicitou:! : and a mouth had thus passed in

deep uncertainties, varyiui; eKcitemeaU, and per-

plexing; anxieties.

One night Jocelyn had retired to rest earlier

than usual : for his health had begun to fail him in

the close captivity of that chamber—and moreover

he had boen giving way with a very painful inten-

sity to the poignancy of his thoughts during the

evening. The clocks in the thousand towers of the

sovereign city of France were proclaiming the hour

of nine, when having extinguished the light, Joce-

lyn thus sought his couch, exhausted alike in mind

and body. A deep slumber fell upon him : and he

was gradually borne into the elysian mazes of a de-

licious dream.

He fancied that he was sleeping on a splendid

sofa in a magnificently-furnished apartment:

—

he thought he saw himself thus reclining full dressed,

as if it were in the day-time that he had lain down
in this manner to rest for a short while. The saloon

to which imagination had thus wafted him, was

flooded with a golden light—a more than earthly

radiance that penetrated throughout—a celestial

lustre that rendered each nook and corner as clear

and shadowless as the centre of the room itself.

And now, in the midst of that transcendent glow,

it appeared to Jocelyn as if angels were passing

through the ambrosial air—beauteous forms dis-

playing a lilhe and slender symmetry in the ^cant

azure drapery that floated with the grace which no

sculptural skill could ever illustrate in the massive

marble ! Some of these empyrean beings were

crowned with stars: others bore lutes which seemed

to send forth a delicious music, realizing the sweet

superstition of the harmony of the spheres ;—while

others, again, carried garlands of flowers in their

hands, or scat;tered wreaths and posies through the

translucent atmosphere. But as the celestial train

swept past, every angelic countenance was bent with

an expression of sweet encouragement and smiling

hopefulness upon the sleeping form of Jocelyn

;

and as he slowly awoke from this delicious dream,

while the glory of the vision itself faded tlowly

and gradually away iVom his mental perception,

he could not help thinking that it was an intimation

seiit from heaven to ciieer his soul.

While in the fervour of his grateful piety he
was silently breathing a prayer to his Maker, he
was suddenly startled by a singular noise which

seemed to come from within the wainscotting of

the alcove or recess that contained the couch
whereon lid lay. He listened : the noise ceased—

{

he concluded that he had been mistaken—and he
j

endeavoured to compose himself to slumber again.

But just as his eyelids were closing beneath the

bat-like wing of drowsiness, that strange sound i

was repeated.
;

He started up—held his breath—and listened .'

more attentively than at first. The noise was like
j

that of some one endeavouring to pierce through
|

the masonry by means of an instrument that
!

worked tediously in a stealthy, scraping manner,
|

rather than Avith a boldness which cared not for
|

discovery. The thought instantly struck Jocelyu i

that some prisoner in the next apartment was ou- '

deavouring to escape : and this idea thrilled with '

a sensation of joy to his heart,—for the same I

means which could aflord the hope of fli^^it to a
foUow-captive, would avail also for himself.

The noise continued—and Jocelyn was on the

point of knocldng gently in order to lead the

idividual, whoever it might be, into conversation

—supposing that a sufficient depth of excavation
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in the wall liad been made to render their voices

audible to each other :—but the younj^ gentleman

checUed himself and paused to reilect ere he took

any step whatsoever in the matter. Once more

reposing his head upon his pillow, but still listen-

ing attentively, he reasoned in the following

strain :

—

" If this be s(ima fellow-captive who is endea-

vouring to make his escape, he may perchance

have been led to believe that the wall through

which he is boring, opens either into an empty

room or an unfrequented passage—or even per-

haps into some court-yard or actual outlet. Such

may be his impression : and therefore if 1 disturb

liim in the midst of his labours, he may become
alarmed and desist. It will be better for me to

allow liim to proceed so far with his work tli.it

he will ascertain for himself into what place lie is

penetrating : and then it will be time enough to

make known to him the presence of a feliovv-

prisoner in this room, supposing that he is now
una\v;ire of its being tenanted."

Having come to this conclusion, Jocelyn Loftus

dill not attempt to make himself heard by his

neighbour: but he nevertheless continued an

attentive listener to the work that was going on.

The longer ho thus listened the more convinced

he became that his first conjecture was well

founded, and that it was indeed some fellow-

prisoner stealthily pursuing the means which he

hoped would lead to escape. For two hours did

the work thus continue; and by following it mi-

imtcly with his ears, the young gentleman was

enabled to comprehend its details. Thus was it

that he could distinguish when pieces of mortar

were removed or portions of masonry detached

and taken out of the e.Kcavation ; and at the ex-

piration of those two hours, he heard his neighbour

replacing all the mortar, stones, and bricks in the

hollow thus mailc between the wainscot—doubtless

to conceal ihe night's work from the eyes ot the

morning's visitors.

All was now still : but Jocelyn could not again

very speedily settle himself to slumber—for an in-

cident had thus arisen not only to break the

hitherto monotonous routine of his imprisonment,

but also to excite sudden and fervid hopes of

escape.

Nevertheless, after a while sleep once more re-

visited his eyes; and when he awoke in the morn-
ing it was some time before he could persuade

himself that the occurrence of the past night was
not part and parcel—although perhaps another

phase—of that dream which had visited him soon
after he had retired to rest.

Having risen from his couch and dressed him-

self, Jocelyn awaited the arrival of the serious-

looking domestic : and when that individual made
his appearance at nine o'clock with the breakfast-

tray, the young gentleman inquired, with an ap-

parent air of indifference, whether there were
many other prisoners in the Prefecture.

I

"I do not know, sir," was the laconic answer:

and Jocelyn felt annoyed within himself for having

j

condescended to even so slight an attempt to

gratify his curiosity through the medium of his

reserved and flinty-hearted jailor.

After breakf'iist, the livery-servant returned—ac-

companied, as visual al this hour, by the old char-

woman ; and while she was occupied in putting the

I

room to rights, Loftus walked, as was his wont, in

the adjacent corridor. This passage has already

I been described as long, dark, and gloomy : it had a

I
door at the end communicating with the staircase

—

I and from the side opened at least a dozen doors into

I no doubt as many prison-chambers. Wliile walking

in this passage on the present occasion, Loftus

paused at the door of the room next to his own, and
listened to hear if he could catch any sound : but

all was still.

In a few minutes the old woman appeared upon
the threshold of his apartment, with the intimation

that she had finisiied her avocations therein.

Tills was a signal for him to return to its solitude ;

and as he did so, the old crone hastily and fur-

tively slipped a note into his hand. He clutched

it tight—Oh! as tightly m the rope is clutched

that is thrown out to the shipwrecked mariner

struggling in the waves amidst the boiling surges

of an infuriate ocean. The old woman hurried

onward—and the serious-looking domestic, who
had been lounging at the end of the dark passage,

now came to close the door upon our hero ouce
more.

The instant that Jocelyn was again alone, he
hastened to examine the note that had so strangely

been given to him. It was not addressed to any
one : it was not sealed—but merely folded up into

a small compass;—aud its contents, which were

written in a beautiful female hand, and ia the

English language, were as follow :
—

"FELLow-PBisoNBtt,—If you valuc your liberty and are

desirous to escape fr )m this dreadful place, lend your as-

sistance to o:ie who is already working to the same end.

Be not alarmed, therefore, at any unusual noise which
you may hear, or at any stranifo occurrence that may take

place, during the coming night: but be in readiness to fultU

any instructions that you may receive. I am told that

you are an Englishman : and you will see by this that it is

a fellow-couutrywoman who thus addresses yon."

The astonishment of Loftus at thus discovering

that his bold and venturous neighbour was a female,

may be more readily conceived than described.

Ye.s—and by her writing she was evidently a lady

of good education. That the old charwoman was
an accomplice in her project of escape, was evident

enough : but how this lady could hope to elTect this

escape by simply passing from one room into an-

other, Jocelyn was at a loss to imagine. Howevei,

that some explanation would take place during tlie

next night appeared tolerably evident— tlie lady

having no doubt been enabled to calculate that it only

required a little more labour to pierce entirely

through the massive partition-wall.

Slow and tardy as the lime ever passes to persons

in captivity, yet this was the slowest and most tar-

dily lingering day that Jocelyn had yet known in

the Prefecture of Police. He thought the evening

would never come : but when at last the sombre

shades of twiligiit obscured his chamber, he even

then calculated with considerable impatience that

it yet wanted several hours of midnight. However,

as nearly everything must have an end sooner or

later, so did this wearisome day terminate at last:

nine o'clock struck—the serious-looking domestic

having brought in the supper-tray, retired with his

wonted coldly courteous " Good night"—and now

Lofius felt that he was free from any further in-

terruption on the part of his crabbed janitor.

Candles had beeti lighted soma time: he eudea-
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Toured to read, but could not settle his mind to any

one subject of all the depiirtinents of literature

contained in the books at his disposal. He there-

fore rose from his cliair and paced the room in an

agitated manner; then lie sat down again and pe-

rused for the hundredtii time that day the myste-

terious note which he had received in the morning.

Yea—it was indeed a beautiful hand-writing

—

fluent, clear, and delicate as that of an educated
Enjjlidiiworaan. But, ah ! if it had only been the

writing of his Louisa, what transports of happiness

would he now have enjoyed I However, if the

present adventure upon which his neighbour had
embarked, and in wliich he himself was about to

participate,—if this adventure, we say, should end

in the accomplislnncnt of an escape,—then, within

a very few days might ho fold in his arms that

beloved Louisa whoso image was ever uiipcrmost

in his mind, and ou whose behalf ho experienced

80 much anxiety.

81*

The clocks had struck eleven some time, >vhpffi

Jocelyn suddenly becanie aware tliat the sounds

of tiio previous night were recommencing in the

wall of the alcove, lie throw himself upon the
{

bed -applied his ear to the wainscot—and listened
I

attentively. Yes—his adventurous neighbour was I

evidently taking out all the loosened mortar and
masonry from the aperture : and in a few minutes

|

he was satisfied that she was continuing the pro-
|

cess of perforation by whatsoever instrum.ont it
j

w;is tliat she used. Jocelyu continued to listen

with breathless attention, until presently he heard
the instrument itself come in contact with the

I

wainscot to which his car was applied. Then sud- I

dcniy all was still.

"Is that wood-work?" suddenly inquired a soft
j

female voice from tlie other side. I

Jocelyn answered in the aflirmativo. i

" Tlien if you are indeed anxious to escape," '

resumed that same musical voice, " or if you will
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at all events assist me to escape, you must con-

trive to remove a portion of the wainscot."

Jocelyn at once gave the lady such assurances

that nmst have satisfied her both as to liis own

desire for self emancipation and his readiness to

succour all her heroic attempts. He then drew

forth the bedstead from the alcove ; and by means

of the knife which had been left with liis supper-

tray, he speedily loosened a panel of the wood-

work and lifted it from its setting. He now per-

ceived that an excavation had been made of

nearly two feet square through a wall upwards of

a foot thick.

"Take all these implements—haste !—quick!"

said the lady in the adjoining room: and as she

thus spoke impatiently, but with the rich melody

of youthfuluess in her voice, she thrust several

articles through the opening.

These consisted of a ladder made of twisted

silk and pieces of fire-wood—two or three files—

a bottle containing a yellow fluid—three or four

skeleton keys—and a very diniinutive crowbar,

the whitened end of which showed that it had been

the instrument principally used for making the

opening in the wall. The articles were speedily

taken charge of by Jocelyn ; and the appearance

thereof instantaneously confirmed his former sus-

picion that an escape was to be attempted that

night. But he had little leisure for reflection, in-

asmuch as everything was now haste, bustle, and
impatience with the heroic lady. Indeed, no
sooner had he removed the above-mentioned ar-

ticles from the opening through which she had
thrust them, than in the hurried but harmonious
accents of her voice, she said, " Now help me to

pass into your chamber."

At the same time a pair of well-rounded, plump,

and snow-white arms were thrust through the aper-

ture : immediately afterwards came a head covered

with a thick black veil—followed by a bust whose
proportions were fraught with all the first freshness

of youth. In fine, our hero taking hold of the lady's

arms, assisted her as well and as delicately as he was
able to pass her entire form through the opening.

When this was done and the heroine of the ad-

venture, being raised upon her feet, stood before

Jocelyn, the rapid glance which he threw upon her

naturally expressed a certain amount of curiosity.

He observed that she was of the middle height

—

with a form of youthful appearance, perfectly sym-
metrical in shape and characterized by much lady-

like elegance. But her head, as already stated, was
closely enveloped in a thick black veil ; and al-

though she could no doubt see perfectly well from
behind the invidious screen, yet it was not equally

easy for the eyes of an observer to penetrate tluough
to her own countenance. That she studied Jocelyn
earnestly and attentively for several moments, he
could judge from the steadiness with which her
veiled countenance was fixed towards him : but on
his side he could positively distinguisii neither trait

nor lineament of her countenance at all. We should
add that the dark veil, two or three times folded,

was not merely thrown loosely over her head, but
was tied in such a way round her neck that it served

as a perfect ma3k and was not liable to be displaced

by any motion or gesture on her part.

" You are doubtless astonished to see my counte-
nance thus veiled?" said the lady, in the softest and
most uieltiug tones of her mubical voice : *' but it is

in consequence of a solemn vow which I have
made."

" A vow !" exclaimed Loftus, in astonishment, and
almost with an accent of incredulity and suspicion.

"Yes—it is a vow," answered the lady, with a cer-

tain dignity in her tone and a drawing up of her form
as if she resented the incredulous manner of our
hero :

—" a vow rashly and precipitately made, it is

true—a vow pledged in the moment of despair—but

to which I am not the less bound to pay implicit de-

votion."

"But wherefore so singular a vow?" inquired

Jocelyn, now fancying that if the lady were not

some adventuress, she was probably of unsettled

intellects.

" You think that I am mad V' she said, thus evi-

dently penetrating his thoughts once more, but now
speaking in a milder and mournfuller tone :

" it

would be perhaps a blessing for one so profoundly

acquainted with sorrow as I am, to sink into the

oblivion of a benighted intellect, or become a prey

to the fanciful vagaries of dreams! But, alas! alas!

life has already been and still is too stem a reality

for me. Under such circumstances, and consider-

ing the absolute necessity which exists for me to give

you some explanation,— so as to convince you that

you are not embarking in this night's enterprise with

either an adventuress imprisoned for wrong-doing, or

a mad woman confined on account of her malady,

—

for these reasons, 1 say, you will not deem me vain

or frivolous in declaring that it is the beauty of this

now veiled countenance which has been the cause of

all my misfortunes! Yes—that beauty which, I

solemly declare, I myself value not, has rendered

me the object of persecution and even of vengeance

on the part of a host of great, noble, and powerful

admirers to whose honied words I would not listen.

Being my own mistress— or I should rather say,

being a friendless Englishwoman, thus tormented by

a hornet's nest of French princes, dukes, marquises,

counts, viscounts, aud barons—aye, and by even the

very Prefect himself," she added with a bitter signi-

ficancy of tone and with a gesture of deep meaning,
—" I have passed through an ordeal

''

" Ah ! then it is because you would not listen to

the overtures of all those great personages—bat

the Prefect especially," exclaimed Loftus, now be-

lieving the tale and becoming indignant at the

outrage thus offered to a lady and a country-

woman,—" it is for all this, 1 presume, that you have

been imprisoned here?"
" Such is indeed the truth," answered the lady.

" And now can you wonder if, when snatched from

my home, aud brought a prisoner hither three

weeks ago, 1 should in my rage, my fury, and my
despair, have made a vow to the eflFect that never,

never again will I reveal my countenance to a

being in the form of vian! No—never, never,"

she exclaimed, with a sort of frenzied petulance,

" until I encounter some one who shall have learnt

to love me, 7iot for the beauty of my countenance,

or the magnitude of my fortune, but for those

gentle, endearing, aud more sterling qualities which

as a woman I possess. Now therefore," she added

with the hurried tone of one who was well pleased

at having finished a most painful explanation,

" now, therefore, let us to work—and endeavour to

insure our escape !"
l

" That is, after all, the essential point," said Jo- !

celyu, uot thinking it vortb while to trouble
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farther concerning the eccentric lady's history, as

every instant that was lost in the gratification of

mere curiosity could only tend to diminish the

eventual chances of success. " But tell me "

"One word!" she interrupted, with a sort of

petulant impatience that appeared to be charac-

teristic of her : " we must at all events know how

to address each other during the short time we
remain together. What is your name ?"

" Jocelyn Loftus," was the answer.

"And mine is Laura Linden," she immediately

rejoined, in a tone so fuH of ingenuousness and ua-

afi'ected simplicity that our young hero was angry

with himself for having in any way suspected her

even for a moment. " Perhaps you have heard of

me before ?"

« No—never," answered Jocelyn. "But permit

me to observe that since your enemies appear to

be sq very rancorous, and for such unworthy or

rather scandalous causes, it will become my duty

to propose to you, on our escape hence, such escort

and protection as I may be enabled to afford."

" Which I shall accept cheerfully and thaniifully

back to England," rephed Laura. " And now let

us apply ourselves earnestly aud vigorously to

work."
" But have you already any settled plan which

you are pursuing. Miss Linden ?" inquired Loftus.

"I have ascertained the whole geography of the

immense range of buildings which constitute the

Prefecture," replied the lady. "The old char-

woman, yielding to heavy bribes and to the still

more munificent promises which I made her, has

been won over to my interests. It was she who
supplied me with such implements as I required

:

and she also described to me the situation of every

part of the entire structure. There is not a room,

nor a corridor, nor a courtyard, the topography of

which remains unknown to me. This knowledge

made me aAvare that if I succeeded in escaping

from the windows of my own room, I should have
to descend into a courtyard where detection and
arrest would be inevitable. I therefore resolved—
on learning that my neighbour (I mean yourself)

was an Englishman—to penetrate into tliis room
and achieve my flight by means of one of those

casements. There is no sentinel in the court

below : I know all its outlets—and with a coura-

geous spirit to succour us, we may be free long ere

the first ray of dawn shall glimmer in the eastern

horizon."

" I presume," said Loftus, glancing upon the

various articles laid upon the table, " that we are

to file away the bars of the window—descend by
the silken ladder into the courtyard-and make use

of those skeleton-keys for any door that may bar

our progress 2"

" Such is the course which I propose," answered
Laura.

" But this bottle of yellow fluid V said Jocelyn,

inquiringly.

" It is nitric acid to moisten the iron bars, and
render the filing of them more easy. But quick

!

quick I" she again cried with petulant impatience:
" let us to work !"

" It is now half-an-hour past midnight," observed

Loftus, consulting his watch : " let us see if we have

sufficient time before us to execute all that is to be

done."

Thus speaking, he gently and noiselessly opened

one of the casements : and holding a candle close

to the bars, he examined them attentively.

" Yes, Miss Linden," he observed, " I will under-

take to remove a couple of those bars in two hours

—

an hour for each. Then judging from your ideas of

the topography of the place, shall we have sufficient

time to accomplish all that may afterwards remain

to be done ere daylight i"

"Yes—undoubtedly," answered Laura, with all

the nervous trepidation of a captive impatient to be

free.

But scarcely was this rapid colloquy interchanged,

when a gruflf voice, coming from the courtyard

below, exclaimed in French, " Shut that window up
there, and put out the lights directly!"—and at the

same time the rattling of a bunch of keys was

heard.

" Good heavens !" murmured the lady, clasping

her hands as if in despair : " it is the watchman
going his rounds, who has thus observed us !"

"And now," said Loftus, in a tone of bitter dis-

appointment, "we must look upon all our hopes as

annihilated!"

" Not so—not so," ejaculated Laura, as ifsuddenly

inspired with new courage :
" but we must assuredly

abandon our project for this night—and in the

morning I will ascertain from the old charwoman

the precise hours at which that watchman goes his

rounds. We can then conduct our operations ac-

cordingly to-morrow night."

" Be it so," said Loftus, well pleased to observe

that Miss Linden, who evidently knew far more

concerning the arrangements of the Prefecture

than he did, was not disposed to resign herself to

despair.

" Now then, Number 15 there ! are you going to put

out those lights ?" exclaimed the gruff voice of the

watchman from the courtyard below : and again

did he clank his keys, as if backing his words by

the sounds of the emblems of autliority.

" My good friend," said Jocelyn, approaching the

casement, which still remained open, "this is the

first time that ever I have been ordered to extin-

guish my candles
"

" But if you have been allowed to keep them

burning, it was only through an indulgence, and not

as a right," interrupted the watchman, doggedly.

" Is it because you observed the window open,

that you now seek to curtail that indulgenceV asked

Loitus, in as mild and as conciliatory a tone as he

could possibly adopt.

" Well, I must say that it does look rather suspi-

cious," returned the watchman, curtly: "and there-

foip, if you want to avoid being reported to the

Prefect in the morning, you will at once do as I bid

you, by shutting that window and putting out those

lights."

" For heaven's sake, keep not the man in parley,

Mr. Loftus!" murmured Miss Linden, from the

corner of the room into which she had shrunk:
" he will suspect something—and all our hopes will

be ruined !"

" Good night, my friend," said Loftus, speaking

from the casement to the watchman below. " Your

wishes shall immediately be complied with :"—and

having closed the window, he blew out the candles.

The room was now suddenly plunged into total

(hukncss: and tiie reader will not require to be in-

formed that .loctlyn was placed in a very singular

and awkward predicament. There he was, alone—in
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the Utter obscurity and in the depth of the night—

in a bed-chamber, with a young and no doubt beau-

tiful woman—a situation in which most men would

Lave envied him. But his own high principles of

honour and integrity— his fidelity towards Louisa

Stanley, amounting positively to a devotion and a

worsiiip — and likewise the generous and manly
considerations which he experienced on behalf of a

young, eccentric, but heroic being whom circum-

stances had thus so suddenly thrown in his way

—

all these combined at once to raise him as it were

above the embarrassment of his position and render

him superior to its awkwardness, perplexity, and be-

wilderment.

"Miss Linden," he said almost immediately, "I
am far more distressed on your account than on

my own, that this enterprise should have experienced

80 sudden a check, after all the anxiety, toil, and fa-

tigue which you have undergone."
" Oh ! that is nothing—nothing, Mr. Loftus," she

said, " provided success will smile upon the under-

taking to-morrow night."

As she thus spoke our hero could judge by the

sound of her voice, the slight rustling of her silk

dress, and the gentle tread of her footsteps, that she

was approaching towards him: and in a few mo-
ments he felt a hand laid gently upon his arm.

" You are endowed with an extraordinary cour-

age," he observed, by way of response to her last

observation.

" Yes—it is indomitable, so long as it is sustained

by the excitement of the enterprise," answered

Laura :
" but a reaction soon comes on—and then,

alas ! I melt into all a woman's weakness. Guide

me to a seat, Mr. Loftus : for a sudden faintness is

coming over me," she murmured in a tone of tremu-

lous entreaty: and at the same time she clung to

our hero with her warm naked arms, as if to prevent

herself from falling.

Jocelyn hastened to conduct her to the chair

which he knew to be nearest : and she sank upon

it like one overcome by physical and meutal

exhaustion.
•' This veil suffocates me," she said, with that

petulance which appeared the characteristic of her

disposition :
" thank Heaven, a pitchy darkness

prevails at this moment—so that 1 can take it off

and bi-eathe fresh air '."—then by the sound which

met his ears, Jocelyn knew that she was removing

the veil from her head. "Now give me a glass of

water, Mr. Loftus," she said, after a few moments'

pause.

He felt his way to a shelf on which a decanter

and glasses stood: and filling a tumbler with

water, he returned to where the lady was seated.

"Place the glass to my lips," she s.aid, in a faint

and dying tone, so that Loftus became very

seriously alarmed lest she should swoon outright.

He hastened to comply with her request, and by

raising the tumbler to her lips, enabled her thus

to imbibe the cooling beverage.

"Enough, enough," she murmured, in a voice that

was now scarcely audible : and her head drooped
comjilctcly against Jocelyn's breast, as he stood

close by the chair in which she was seated.
" Heavens 1 what can I do for you, Miss Lin-

den?"' he inquired, now truly perplexed and most
cruelly bewilderered.

" Nothing, nothing—I shall be better presently,"

eho said, still very faintly, but somewhat more

audibly than before : " it is a passing indisposition

—let me repose for a few minutes upon your
couch, and then I shall be so far restored as to be
enabled to creep back into ray own room."
As she thus spoke, she clung to Jocelyn in such

a manner that he was compelled to raise her in

his arms, and sustain her — indeed, we might
almost say carry her--towards the couch. But
these attentions he bestowed upon her with as

much tender delicacy as a brother would exhibit

towards a well-beloved sister : and it might have
also been with that sisterly reliance on her part

which present circumstances were so well calcu-

lated to inspire,— it might have been, we say, ia

that same artless, ingenuous, and unsophisticated

spirit, that Laura Linden herself clung so tena-

ciously to our hero. At all events, full certain

was it that her round plump arms encircled his

neck—her full and well developed bust was in the

closest contact with his chest—her head lay

droopingly upon his shoulder—and her whole form

was yielded up, as it were, in the utter abandon-

ment of exhaustion and faintness, as a sleeping

child is borne in the arms of a father. He felt her

warm cheek against his own—her fragrant breath

fanning his face—her silky tresses commingling

with his own hair : and as she heaved quick short

gaspings, like half-suffocated sobs, the firm bosom
palpitated with rapid undulations against his

breast. Thus, had there been aught of grossnesa

or impurity in his imagination, he must have

yielded to such exquisite temptations: for as-

suredly that position was seductive enough to melt

the stoicism of an anchorite or vanquish the virtue

of an angel.

Gently depositing Laura Linden upon the couch;

Jocelyn inwardly hoped, by everything solemn and
sacred, that she would not fall off into a complete

swoon, but would speedily recover. He remained

standing by the couch, in that same brotherly

spirit of readiness to minister any attention that

might be required : nor could he very well have

retreated, even had he been so disposed—for the

lady, apparently with the nervous tenacity of one

whose ideas are thrown into confusion, had caught

hold of his hands and retained them clasped ia

her own.

"Do you feel better. Miss Linden?" asked

Jocelyn.
" Yes-much better, I thank yon," she responded,

pressing his hands as if in gratitude to her bosom.
" You have been kind—very kind to me," she mur-

mured in a tremulous tone: "no brother could

have been kinder or more affectionate ;"—and she

imprinted a kiss upon the hand which was nearest

to her lips at the moment.

Jocelyn started perceptibly at what seemed to

him an uncalled-for manifestation of a too tender

gratitude : and the next moment Laura suddenly

abandoned the hold which she had upon his hands,

exclaiming, " I feel so much better now, that I will

return into my own room. But you must assist

me to pass through the aperture," she added with

that musical vibration of tone, which showed that

she was smiling at the idea.

Rising slowly from the couch and in a manner

which seemed to indicate that she was still weak

and feeble. Miss Linden felt her way towards the

opening in the wall- Jocelyn following close behind

her. After three or four vain and ineffecttml tn-
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deavours to pass her form through the aperture

she said in a voice apparently trembling with

alarm, " Good heavens ! I cannot possibly accom
plish my purpose! You remember that you had

to drag me through into your own room—and

therefore I cannot pass back into my chamber,

unless similarly assisted by some one there. What
is to be done?" she demanded impatiently.

" Compose yourself, Miss Linden—and try once

more," responded Loftus. " It is absolutely neces-

sary that you should get back without delay, to

remove all traces of our proceedings : otherwise

the Prefect's livery-servant, when he visits our

rooms in the morning "

" Oh ! yes—the chances of detection have now
become fearful!"' interrupted Laura, clinging as if

in despair to our young hero. " But it is no use

for me to try and pass through that aperture : I

can not—it hurts me—it lacerates my fiesh
"

"Then wiiat in heaven's name shall we do?"
asked Joce'yn, more cruelly bewildered and per-

plexed than ever.

" There is no alternative, I fear," replied the lady

in a tone that suddenly became solemnly serious

—

for the preiJicament in which she was placed indeed

seemed but too well calculated to shock the feelings

of a modest damsel :—" there is only one alternative,

I say," she repeated; "and that is to await as

patiently as we can until the first dawn of morning
shall afford us a glimmer of light by which we may
enlarge the aperture. This will not take long to do,

and will still leave ample time ere the coming of our
jailor, to replace all the masonry and wood-work, and
thus remove every trace of our proceedings. I fear,

Mr. Loftus, that there is no other alternative than
the course I have pointed out."

"It indeed appears so," observed Jocelyn, in a

tone which expressed all the cruel embarrassment
which he so keenly felt.

Our young hero and the bjauteous Laura Linden
therefore found themselves doomed to remain to-

gether for several hours in the darkness of the cham-
ber and surrounded by all the temptations of this

strange predicament.

CHAPTER LXVIL

LORD AND LADY SACKVILLE.

Leaving Jocelyn Loftus and his eccentric com-
panion for a while in the prison-chamber at the
Prt-fecture of Police, we must now return to the

English capital.

In a magnificently furnished saloon at Carlton
House, and between ten and eleven at night, Lord
and Lady Sackville were seated together upon a
sofa. Nothing could exceed the splendour by which
they were surrounded : and if every thing that was
luxurious, gorgeous, and superb, could render exist-

ence supremely blest, then must this young and
handsome pair have been pre-eminently happy.
The gilded furniture—the rich draperies—the

thick carpets— the ornaments of rarest porcelain—
the tables covered with all those fashionable trinkets,

trifles, and nick-nacks, which, though mere useless

nothings, are nevertheless so pre-eminently costly,

—

all these features, phases, and evidences of consum-
mate splendour and refined lu.xury characterised the

aeir abod« of Lord and Lady SnckTillb ludeed, one

of the handsomest suites of apartments in the Prince
Regent's palace had thus been assigned to them

:

and yet, although they were the envy and admira-
tion of the entire fashionable world, we now find

them seated mournfully together in that splendid
saloon !

Nevertheless, Venetia looked trauscendently lovely

in the gorgeous dress that she wore ; and her hus-
band, as he gazed upon her, might well have been
proud of possessing such a wife. On the other
hand, never had Horace himself seemed more truly

handsome; and any wife might have been proud of
such a husband. Besides, was not their name
gilded with a title ?—did not the glory of a patri-

cian coronet encircle their brow ? Had not a pen-
sion of three thousand a year been conferred upon
the newly -created peer, in order, as the cant phrase
goes, "that he might be enabled to support his
rank:" had he not an additional income arising from
the office of Lord Steward in the Regent's House-
hold 2—and did not the tables in that very saloon
groan beneath the evidences of the lavish profusion
with which the Prince showered down the clioicest

gifts upon Venetia? Wherefore, then, was this

noble couple a prey to melancholy ? wherefore had
a cloud settled upon their countenances. Had they
not all that honour, wealth, splendour, and distinc-

tion could contribute or combine to ensure their

felicity ?—were they not the idols of the fashionable

world ?—was not Horace courted, flattered, and
smiled upon by the proudest Dukes and haughtiest
Earls?—and did not the stateliest Duchesses and
the most exclusive Countesses regard Venetia as a

'

being second only to a (iuten ? In a word, was not
{

Lady Sackville caressed and fawned upon by the 1

whole British Aiistocracy, because she was the mis-

tress of the Pxince Regent?—and was not Lord
|

Sackville similarly courted because he was the lius-

band of that royal harlot ?
|

Yes—it was precisely because Venetia was thus
the mistress of the Prince, and it was because her

husband was the pander to her shame—for these

reasons was it they were mournful now. This was
almost the first time they had found themselves

alone together since the whirl of pleasure, gaiety,

and fashionable dissipation had commenced imme-
diately after Venetia surrendered herself to the

arms of the Prince. But on this particular occa-

sion his Royal Highness was engaged with the

Ministers ; and it happened that Lord and Lady
Sackville were invited to no fashionable re-union for

the evening—nor had they company in their own
apartments. The consequence was that when the

royal dinner-party had broken up, Horace and Ve-
netia found themselves thus alone—thus as it were

j

compelled to look each other in the face despite the

feelings of shame that were sirug-img iu their
j

hearts. For be it understood that tliey were not yet I

so inured to depravity, nor so thoroughly steeped in '

profligacy, as to have become altogether callous to the

whispering of the soul's innermost voices and the

influence of the heart's better feelings.
!

" Venetia, my dearest wife," said Horace, taking
|

her hand and pressing it to hit lips, " tell me—
are you happy ?"

" Nay— answer me the same question first" said

Venetia, looking in his face for a moment—then
:

colouring deeply, and casting down her beauteous

eyes, as jf ihu lids were oppressed with a weight of

shamek i
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"Did we not agree," asked Lord Sackville, "on

that memorable night—or rather morning—when

you returned to Acacia Cottage from Carlton

House "

" Oh ! allude not thus particularly to that night
!"

said Venetia, with a strong shudder which swept

visibly over her entire form, as a rapid breeze ap-

pears to bear a sudden ruflde along the surface of

the lake.

"Pardon me, my love, for being too CKplicit,"

exclaimed Horace, noticmg that cold tremor :
" but

I was merely desirous ot reminding you of a special

occasioa on which we agreed that we would make

ourselves happy in spite of all circumstances."

"Yes—I remember full well," returned Venetia:

"and heaven knows that I have endeavoured to

make myself, and also to make you, as happy as

possible I But "

"But what?" ejaculated Horace, starting from

the sofa, and speaking with the nervous abruptness

of a man who is irresistibly impelled to court ex-

planations which he nevertheless dreads to hear.

"Sit down, Horace—sit down," said Venetia;

"and I will tell you what I mean."

But instead of resuming bis place by her aide

on the sofa, he seated himself upou a footstool-

pillowed his head upon her lap—and said, " Now
speak frankly, Venetia—and tell me all that you

have to impart."
« Ah ! this position which you have taken—this

attitude which you have assumed—here—sitting at

my feet," exclaimed Venetia, powerfully moved

and profoundly touched, " reminds me of the da>s

of our honeymoon—that honeymoon which was so

short—yes, 'short but beatific like a glimpse of

Paradise I Then we were all love—all confidence

—all childish playfulness: we could look each

other in the face, only to smile—and not to blush !

But now—now, how altered is it all—what a change

has come over us ! By rising to an elevation which

makes us envied, flattered, fawned upon, we have

been made to loath, detest, and abhor ourselves—

Oh ! may God grant that we shall not end by

loathing, detesting, and abhorring each other
!"

"Heavens, Venetia! to hear thee talk thus,"

exclaimed Lord Sackville, "drives me mad. "Why

—even within a few hours after what may be

termed yourfall—yes, even the very next morning

—we could look each other in the face without

blushing 1 But now it seems as if the pangs of

remorse and the poignancy of shame have sprung

into keen vitality again—as if memory, instead of

being blunted with the lapse of days and weeks, is

actually becoming sharpened—as if pleasure could

not drown that memory in its roseate floods—as if

luxury could not lull our recollections into repose

—and as if honours, riches, adulation, and rank

could not appease us for what we have done !"

"Oh! look up at me, Horace—look up," ex-

claimed Venetia, in the melting harmony of that

delicious voice which penetrated like a strain of

celestial music into the soul : " look up to me a

moment, my beloved husband! Let us forget what

we are—let us forget what has passed—let us forget

also what is to come—and think only of this present

moment! For we are here alone together: and

Oh ! let us concentrate our thoughts into a dream,

if it may not be a reality of bliss!—let us indulge

in an embrace as warm, as tender, and as affection-

ate as those in which we were wont to steep our

senses ere the date of what you just now so trath>
|

fully denominated myfaU !"
j

"Yes— Oh! yes— let us embrace thus," cried
|

Horace, suddenly inspired with all the enthusiasm i

of adoration and devotion for his young and beau-
[

teoui wife : then, as he knelt at her feet, he gazed
u{i passionately into her glowing countenance-
while she looked down with equal tenderness upoa
him ;—and then their lips met in a kiss more deli-

cious than any in which those lips had joined since

the memorable date of Venetia's fall.

But now as Horace, resuming his place upon the
footstool, gazed up at his wife—now that he sur-

veyed her with a fondness as fervid and as impas- ,

sioned as ever he was wont to display previous to
,

that night of her degradation and her shame,—he
could not help feeling rejoiced at possessing a
woman of such transcending beauty, even though
he was compelled to abandon her at times to the

arms of another ! But as his eyes slowly travelled

over her entire person,—commencing with that

superb auburn hair which lay upon her brow like

dai'k gold on alabaster,—then lingering on that

countenance every feature of which was so fault-

less in its chiselling and so classic in its style of

beauty—those eyes of such tender melting blue

that not even the hyacinth on India's fields could

compare therewith—those lips of such delicious

redness and dewy moisture, ever remaining the

least thing apart so as not only to give a softly

sensuous expression to the countenance, but also

to afi'ord a glimpse of teeth whiter than the pearls

of the East,—then, continuing this survey, to trace

the swan-like curvature of that snowy neck— the

voluptuous fulness of those sloping and softly-

rounded shoulders— the grandeur of that bust

which swelled into a luxuriance more ample than

sculptural richness ever set forth, rismg like hemi-

spheres of polished alabaster in their well- divided

contours, yet with that hue of life wherein the

marble can never rival the living form, and appear-

ing to the look full of glowing ardour, warmth,

and passion,—then, still proceeding with the sur-

vey, to mark the wasp-like synmietry of the waist,

and the robust proportions of the naked arms, so

admirably rounded, so polished, and so white,

—

then, with descending look, to gather from the

folds of the drapery an outline or shadowing forth

of the splendid symmetry of all the lower limbs,

and to finish the survey with a view of the well-

rounded but slender ankle, and of the long shapely

foot resting on the very ottoman where he sate— I

Oh thus to wander over the beauties of that

woman and linger on all her charms in detail from
head to foot,— was it not indeed sufficient to crown
the happiness of any man, to know that this tran-

scendent being was his own?
" Now 1 feel happy once more—as happy as I

was wont to be," said Horace, taking his wife's

hands in both his own and playing with the long

tapering fingers so beautifully crowned with the

arching nails of pellucid rosiness. " Thou art in-

deed wondrously beautiful, my Venetia : and I am
rejoiced that, amidst the whirl of pleasure and dis-

sipation, we have at length found an hour's leisure

to be alone with each other thus."

" Yes— 1 love thee, my Horace—O God I I love

thee," exclaimed Venetia, suddenly throwing her

arms round his neck as if with the impulse of

frenzied violeuoe : then as a strong shudder a^faia
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swept through her form, she cried, almost with

accents ot despair, "Ah! would to God that I

never more should be clasped in any arms but

thine own !"

"Now tell me what you mean, Venetia," said

Horace : " come, let there be confideuce between

us. I see that something is dwelling in your mind

—and it will ease thee to disburden thyself to the

ears of thy husband."

"Listen then, my beloved Horace—and I will

tell thee," said Venetia, in a low and stifling tone,

as if her very thoughts were choking her ere she

gave utterance to them. " But there — pillow

thy head upon my bosom, with thy face downward

—so that I may not meet thy looks while I proceed

to unveil the secret cause that makes me shudder.

It is," she continued in a low, deep, almost hollow

tone, as if her voice had suddenly lost its wonted

harmony—"it is that I loath, hate, and abhor

that Prince to whom I have been sold—or rather

to whom I have sold myself:—it is that I detest

the hypocrisy which compels me to smile upon
liim, to appear to receive his caresses joyfully,

and to be compelled to lavish upon him the ten-

derest caresses in return ! But worse, worse than

all thxU" added Venetia, bending down her head so

that her lips touched her husband's ear as his own
head reposed upon ner bosom: then in words that

seemed to hiss as if coming from the mouth of a
snake, she whispered, " It is, Horace, that I would

sooner submit to the hideous pawings of an imp,

than to the loathsome embraces of that filthy sen-

sualist I"

Horace started up, with a violent sob suddenly

bursting from his breast : and beginning to pace
the room in a manner fearfully excited, he ex-

claimed, " O horror ! that my own wife should be

doomed to make such a revelation as this to my
ears !—Oh ! that one whom I have loved so fondly,

madly, devotedly—and whom I still love so well

—

should be consigned to so hellish a fate—so dam-
nable a destiny ! But it is all my fault—my fault."

he repeated, striking his breast forcibly : "it is I
who could have saved her while she was as yet far

off from the precipice—it was 1 who could have
rescued her at the moment she was trembling
above it! But, no—base villain that I was! I

suffered her to fall."

"Reproach not yourself, my dearest husband,"
murmured the well known voice which had now
regained all its wonted sweetness and characteristic

melody—and at the same instant a beauteous
white hand was laid upon his shoulder. " It is not
your fault! I was fore-doomed and predestined
even before you and I first met ! You know it

—

you know it, Horace," repeated Lady Suckville;
"and long before you agreed to marry me you
were aware how inextricably I was eatanglcd—by
what solemn vows I was engaged—by what pledges
I was bound—and under what inlluences I was
conirolled! You knew that all the appearances
of ease, comfort, and wealth, wliich surrounded me
at Acacia Cottage, could have been swept away in
a moment had 1 dared deviate from the path
which had been chalked out for me to pursue

:

you were likewise aware that iMrs. Arbuiliiiol lier-

sdf was a spy upon my actions, reporting every
look, word, and deed of mine to the supreme au-
thority in Stratton Street. Such was my condition
before my marriage with you : and since ^

" Ah I since," ejaculated Horace, with passionate

vehemence : " it is this that goads me to desperation

!

For when once you were my wife, I could have res-

cued you from those trammels which had previously

enthralled you— I might have turned round upon
those who had thus enmeshed you in their toils—

I

could have said, ' This lady is my wife, and shall not

be the slave of your intrigues,'—all this could I have

done—and you would have been saved—and we
might still be enabled to look each other in the face

without blushing at the thought of that crowning
degradation to which you, my unfortunate wife, have
been doomed to submit !"

" Not so, not so, Horace," said Venetia, now evi-

dently taking upon herself the task of consoling,

reassuring, and tranquilizing her husband: "for

had we dared, when our hands were joined in ma-
trimony, to rise up boldly against the authority

which I had previously sworn to obey—that very

authority, too, which assented to our union only on
express and positive conditions—all the past would
have been pitilessly and remorselessly made public

in order to stamp me with the reputation of an ad.

venturess !"

" They could not have done it—they dared not
!"

cried Horace, stamping his foot with indignation.

" There was no ground for it : you were no ad-

venturess—if you were, 'twas by others you were
made so "

" Ah !" said Venetia, with a peculiar look, "you
forget into whose hands I fell, and who first intro-

duced me "

" Enough, enough of all this !" ejaculated Horace,
suddenly. "I see tnat you are right: we could
not have acted otherwise than we have done

!

And after all," he added, abruptly, "we are fools

to make ourselves miserable. I am Lord Sackville

—you are Lady Sackville : I am a Peer of the
Realm—you are a Peeress : we possess titles and
pensions which cannot be taken away from us

—

our fortunes are therefore made for hfe ; and it is

now our bounden duty to endeavour to enjoy that

life as well as we are aole."

"Yes—we must make up our minds to adopt
this course," said Venetia. "And indeed," she

cried, with a sudden access of that callous, selfish,

heartless feeling which maices the thorough woman
of the world,—"we possess all the realities and
substantials—the essentials and tne materials—to

make existence thoroughly happy. It will there-

fore be our own faults if we allow sentiment and
feeUng to interfere with that happiness."

"Yes," ob-erved Horace, readily arming himself

with the buckler of that cold selfishness which

Venetia had just assumed: "it will only be a false

feeling and a maudlin sentimental ism that can be

allowed to interfere with the realities of our happi-

ness. Let us then agree, solemnly agree," con-

tinued Horace, " never more to talk softness and
tenderness to each other—but to look, speak, and

act as tiie thorough man and woman of the world."
" Yes. cheerfully do I subscribe to that agree-

ment," responded Venetia.

" Then henceforili our very love shall cease to be

a seulimcnt," continued Horace, "and shall merely

be a sensualism. We will have no jealousies

—

piques—vexations "

"No boyish and girlish dalliance and romance,"

added Venetia;—"no poetry of the feelings
"

"Naught save passions, cravings, and impulses
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Ihftt become men and women of the world," ex-

claimed Horace. "And now, my beautiful wife

—

as thou art indeed more ravishingly beautiful than

ever this evening— especially with that rich glow

upon thy cheeks,— let us retire to our own chamber

that in each other's arms we may taste the joys of

paradise."

With the wanton glow deepening upon her coun-

tenance, and with a soft and sensuous lustre stealing

into her swimming eyes, Venetia was extending her

hand towards her husband, when the door suddenly

opened—and the Prince Regent burst somewhat
unceremoniously into the room.

"My dear Horace—my dear Venetia," he said,

tapping the former familiarly upon the back, but at

once Hinging his arm round the waist of the latter,

—" I tliouglit I should have been kept up by the

Ministers till two or three o'clock this morning:

fortunately, however, I have got rid of them—and

now I am my own master once again."

Thus speaking, he gave a significant nod to

Lord Sackville, who was compelled to obey it by

at once leaving the room. But as he turned away
to seek the door, the colour came and went upon
his cheeks in such rapid transitions, and he bit

his ashy lip so violently, that the poignancy of his

emotions may be better conceived than described.

Venetia remained in the gorgeous saloon with

the Prince—while her husband, not only baffled in

the anticipation of enjoying the company of his

own wife that night, but also compelled to sneak

like a vile cur away, retired to his solitary cham-
ber. There he was compelled to gloat upon his

titles and his honours, in order to sooth the sense

of shame and degradation that rankled so bitterly

in his mind.

Whatever annoyance Venetia might have felt at

being thus forced to yield to the whims and minis-

ter to the phantasies of his Royal Highness, she

nevertheless most artfully and successlully veiled

her emotions beneath a smiling aspect.

"Do you know, my angel," said the Prince, who
had evidently been drinking with tolerable freedom,

and whose vinous breath was most sickly and
nauseating to Venetia as he bestowed hot kisses

upon Iter countenance; "do you know," he said

"that those cursed Ministers, by coming so suddenly

and so unseasonably to pester me on State affairs,

deprived me of a little pastime which certain young
ladies had contemplated for my diversion ? How-
ever, it is not yet too late," he exclaimed, starting to

his feet: "and If you choose, you shall be a specta-

tress, thouj^h an unseen one, of the amusement."
" Of what nature is this pastime?" inquired Ve-

netia, eagerly catching at any thing that seemed
calculated to release her Irom the loathsome
caresses which the Prince was now lavishiuj; upon
her.

" Como and see," he replied : and giving her
his arm, he conducted her across the principal

landing, duwn a long passage, into an ante-chamber,

at the extremity of which was a glass-door commu-
nicating with another apartment.
"Remain here, my love," said the Prince: "but

if the phantasy should seize you to come and join

our sport, pray do so without ceremony."
Having thus spoken, and bestowing another

parting caress upon Venetia, the Prince hastened
by the glass-duor into the adjoining apartment.

Lady Sackville now approached this glass-door;

and peeping between the crimson blinds in such a '

way that she could see everything without being
j

seen herself, she plunged her looks into the in- :

terior of the m;»gnificent saloon which his Royal
i

Highness had just entered. For magnificent it i

indeed was—furnished in the most loxurious style,

and flooded with the light poured forth by nume-
rous chandeliers and lamps. But what chiefly

interested Venetia, was the circumstance that five

or six young ladies, all of whom she recognized as
belonging to the proudest families of the Aristo-
cracy, had gathered round the Prince, and were
assailing him with all the artillery alike of their
charms and their wit. Venetia was not jealous

at the position in which her royal lover was thus
placed : she loathed and detested him too cordially

to experience a .<*entiment which though in itself a
noxious weed, yet can only flourish when moistened
by the dews of love ;—and she likewise despised

and contemned him more than ever for having
brought her to behold the present spectacle.

"He believes me to be utterly and thoroughly de-

praved," she thought within herself, " and that I
take delight in all kinds of profligacy. Well, per-

haps the time may come when I shall do so. At all

events, henceforth I shall never hesiia'e to follow

my own inclinations, and gratify any caprices that

may take possession of me : for I perceive full well

that virtue is a mockery—delicacy a laughing-stock

—and propriety an imaginary thing, within the pre-

cincts of a Court!"

Venetia was thus musing to herself, when she

became aware of footsteps behind her. She turned

abruptly round— and beheld Sir Douglas Hunt-
ingdon.

Now, it will be remembered that the baronet,

when availing himself of his turn to prosecute the

love-campaign against Venetia (then Miss Trelaw-

ney), had proposed marriage to the lady ; and
though she had declined the proposal with a consi-

derable amount of raillery and smart rapartee, they

had parted most excellent friends. It is true that

Venetia was fully aware of Huntingdon's having

employed Captain Tash to watch her movements :

but as she had subsequently derived a positive and

considerable advantage (in the Malpas aflair) from

that circumstance, she was by no means inclined

to cherish it as a grudge against the baronet. More-
over she did not forget that he iiad been one of the first

to congratulate her at St. George's Church upon her

marriage. Altogether she rather liked him; for he

was excessively good-tempered—and we have al-

ready said that he was of handsome though dissi-

pated appearance : but then it was that pale and
interesting aspect of dissipation which is not without

its admirers amongst ladies iu the fashionable

walks of life.

From these observations the reader will not bo

surprised to learn that Venetia extended her hand

in a most friendly manner and smiled very gra-

ciously, as she thus found herself face to face with

the baronet.

" Ah I Lady Sackville," he exclaimed, evidently

astonished to meet her in that ante-room. " It is

always a pleasure to encounter you anywhere: but

may I ask what on earth your ladyship is doing

here?"
" The Prince—with that exquisite taste which so

often characterises him," replied Venetia, an ex-

pression of peculiar contempt curling her lovely
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lip,—"bixui-'it mo hitherto behold some drama in

which he is doubtless to perform the principal

part."

"It was precisely to take a share in this said

drama," observed the baronet, "that the Prince

invited me hither also. It is true that I am some-
what behind time : but I cannut ruy:ret a delay

which has produced me the pleasure of mectiii;^

your ladyship."

"You Icnow," said Venetia, in a tone of good-
humoured raillery, "that 1 always take compli-

ments for precisely what they are worth."
" If the syllables which fall from my lips were

diamonds," answered Sir Douglas Huntingdon,
"they would still be of infinitely too poor a value

to form a sentence that should adequately proclaim

your praise."

•• That is assuredly the most costly Hattory that

has ever yet been offered up to nip," observed

La iy Sackville, with one of her sweetest smiles.

32 •

"But arc you not goinj: to enter the room where

your presence is doubless wanted?"

"I would much rather remain here, if your

ladyship would permit me," replied the baronet,

his looks settling upon her with an admiration

which though fervid was full of respect.

" I cannot possibly refuse such a;;reeable com-

panionship," answered Venetia : and suffering her

eyes to linger upon him for a moment, she gave

him as it were that coijucttish kind of encourage-

ment which may in reality mean nothing, but

which an enthusiastic admirer is sure to interpret

far otherwise.
" But will you remain here?" asked the baronet,

glancing towards the door Icadhig into the sa-

loon.
" Most assuredly," returned Venetia. " I am

anxious to behold this drama in which you were to

})erforni a part: and there can certainly be no

harm in my contemplating the scene, inasmuch as
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1 recognise five or six young ladies of the highest

rank about to join in the diversions."

While thus speaking, Lady Sackville stooped

slightly down, and peeped between the blinds.

Sir Douglas Huntingdon followed her example;

and their heads thus came in gentle contact. The

baronet was not likely to withdraw from so pleasant

a vicinage; and Lady Sackville did not. Their

heads thus remained touching each other—their

hair mingling; and in this position did they

contemplate what was passing within the gor-

geouiily furnished and brilliantly lighted saloon.

The young ladies of aristocratic birth were clad

in the light and gauzy apparel of figurantes, with

their hair tastefully arranged—so that it appeared

as if their forms were arrayed and their toilet

chosen with a view to produce a dramatic effect.

Very beautiful indeed were these young ladies:

but it was evident from their burning looks and

wanton attitudes, that modesty with them was but

a garment of convenience.

A strain of music stole softly through the room
— issuing from a piano the position of which was

unseen by Lady Sackville and Sir Douglas Hun-
tingdon at the glass door : and now the aristo-

tocratic young ladies timed their graceful steps to

that delicious haimony. Taking from a sideboard

several garlands and wreaths of artificial flowers,

they raised them with their bare arms above their

heads, playing with them as it were in a manner

that enabled them to show off the beauties of their

forms in attitudes more classically graceful, more

stuiliously indelicate than the most reckless ballet-

dancer or figurante of the present day. Then
suddenly quickening their pace, they whirled round

and round the Prince—flinging the garlands and

the posies at him—endeavouring to trip him up

with the wreaths—and finally making him the butt

of a variety of practical jokes, more calculated

however to excite than to hurt him.

On his side, the Prince Regent amused himself

in several ways. Sometimes he raced and chased

after the young ladies— at others he threw himself

panting and pulfing upon a sofa, one of the aristo-

cratic beauties acting the part of Hebe and bring-

ing him a delicious beverage in a crystal cup. Or
else, he would suddenly assume a thiiughtful and
sentimental demeanour,—either taking a seat at

a distance, or else leaning pensively against a

pillar,— so as to entice the ladies towards him:

and then, as they gathered around him again, he

would abruptly seize hold of the nearest—fling his

arms about her—aud cover her with kisses, amidst

the pealing laughter and delighted cries of all the

rest.

For upwards of ten minutes did Lady Sackville

and Sir Douglas Huntingdon continue peeping

through the blinds— their heads still remaining in

that contact which we have before noticed. The
spectacle within the saloon was, of a surety, suf-

ficient to inflame their imaginations : and it cer-

tainly produced tliis effect. iMoreover, on the one
hand Sir Douglas Huntingdon was in such an atti-

ttide that by ciisting down his eyes he could plunge

his looks amidst the treasures of Venetia's glowing

bust : and on the other hand, the lady herself, by

casting an occasional sidelong glance at her com-
panion's profile, was led to the reflection that he

was really much handsomer than she had even

supposed him to be.

" What think you of that spectacle ?" she sud-
denly exclaimed, raising her head from the bhods

;

and as her looks met those of the baronet, the
colour deepened upon her cheeks.

" I can only say that I regret we have not some
artificial flowers here in this ante-room," replied

Sir Douglas :
" as your ladyship might m that case

condescend to practise the same innocent pastime
with me."

" It is a punishment, and not as a jest, that I

throw this at thee," exclaimed Venetia, suddenly
detaching a bouquet from the corsage of her
dress, and tossing it towards the baronet.

" Ah ! then it is as a revenge, and not as a mere
insolent liberty, that I. treat your ladyship thusP

returned the baronet : and suddenly throwing his

arms around Venetia's neck, he pressed his lips to

her's.

She received the caress without resentment,

certainly—although perhaps she did not exactly

return it. But in the look which she flung upon
the baronet, as she disengaged herself from his

arms, there was something which elevated his

hopes to a frenzied height.

" Begone now," she said hastily :
" let not the

Prince suppose that you have been Uogeriug here

with me."

This very remark at once seemed to place the

lady and the baronet upon the most familiar foot-

ing, by implying as it were that a secret had sud-

denly sprung into existence between them. In-

toxicated with the thought that Venetia— the

brilliant, beauteous, incomparable Venetia—would

yet bestow her favours upon him, Sir Douglas

Huntingdon snatched up her hand—pressed it to

his lips—and then hurried from the room.

Almost immediately afterwards the Prince came
fortii from the saloon, carefully closing the glass-

door behind him : and perceiving Venetia's flushed

cheeks and palpitating bosom, he attributed her

excitement to no other cause than the voluptuous

spectacle which he had indeed purposely brought

her hither to view iu the hope that it would in-

flame her passions to a maddening height.

" Come with me, adored one," he murmured, as

he pressed his mouth to those lips that still bore

the imprint of the baronet's far more welcome

caress : then fixing upon her a look all burning

with desire, the royal voluptuary led his mistress

away to his own suite of apartments.

CHAPTER LXVIIL
THE king's bench.

At the period of which we are writing, the autho-

rity of the Secretary of State had not invaded the

King's Bench Prison with those innovations, en-

croachments, and changes which have since robbed

that establishment of all its peculiar glory. The
immense enclosure had not then been divided into

dift'erent compartments and yards, respectively

appropriated for the degrees and grades of insol-

vency and indebtcdtiess : but the Bench was then

indeed iu its glory—as the cesspool of the West-

end of London

!

llesembling an enormous barrack standing in

the midst of spacious grounds, girt by a wall of

the same height as the edifice itself^ aad covered
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with those revolving iron-spiltes tiiat are techni-

cally termed chevaux-de-frise,—havinj,' also several

detached buildings, such as the State House, the

Coffee House, and the Kitchen,—and with the

principal portion of the grounds themselves di-

vided into racket couits—such was the King's

Bench Prison.

But there were many features connected with the

place which were celebrated <Ae?i— have been cele-

brated until very late years—and still remain doubt-

less memorable in the minds of thousands and

thousands who have passed through the ordeal of

captivity there. For instance, there was the strong

room, in which obstreperous prisoners were con-

fined,—the chapel, where the parson preached to

the clerk, and the clerk said " amen" to the parson,

for want of a congregation,—the little market-place

close by the kitchen, — and the three pumps which

marked the limits ot each racket-ground, the cen-

tral pump being dignified with the name of the

Dolpliiu. Then there was the Tap, where the

genuine beverage brewed by Barclay and Perkins

found shoals of customers from morning to night :

and at the other extremity of the building, there was

another public room for the sale of beer, and bear-

ing the sign of the Brace. Moreover, in the cofiee-

house there was an apartment enjoying the aris-

tocratic distinction of the Wine lloom, although

considerably smaller and a trifle less comfortable

than the parlour of a fifth rate pot-house out of

doors.

These and several other features connected with

the Bench, are cherished in the memories of thou-

sands and thousands up to the present day : and

now, as some old prisoner takes his lonely walk up

and down the melancholy parade, he sighs as he re-

cals to recollection those times when that parade

and the adjacent racket-grounds were swarming with

life—when the whole scene was rather that of a fair

than of a prison— and when the voices of revellers in

the tap, players and betters at racket, merry fellows

shouting from the windows, and itinerant venders

of all kinds of comestibles, mingled strangely

together and filled the air.

There were, also, until late years, some curious

characters within the walls of the King's Bench
Prison. First and foremost was a stout, bluff-look-

ing, red faced man, not unlike a sailor in his build

and rolling walk. This was Yorke, the crier,

—

whose avocations consisted in escorting visitors to

the rooms of friends whom tiiey came to see— cry-

ing things that were lost, or making announcements
of festivities that were to take place eiiliLT at the

Tap or the Brace—and performing all kinds of odd
jobs for anybody who was able to pay hiir.. Next,

as the presiding genius of the Market-place, might
be seen a tall, gaunt, scraggy old woman, with a

very weather-beaten face and a nose and chin that

nearly met, like the profile of old Mother Hubbard
in the picture-books. The female of whom we
are speaking, was known as Old Nanny: and she

6old fish, vegetables, and anything else by which

»he could turn "a decent penny." She generally

wore either a man's great coat or else an old

brown cloak ; and a black bonnet as rusty as a ja-

panned coal-scuttle that has been very much neg-

lected, was perched so airily and jauntily on the

top of her head that one would really have thought

Old Nanny was a coquette in her way.

In a sentrv-box at tlie entrance of the innermost

lobby, invariably stood from morning to night a

most dreadful- looking old man, with his face twist-

ing itself up into all kinds of malignant, spiteful,

and ferocious expressions. He wore upon his

head a great fur cap which gave him, when viewed

from a considerable distance, a false air of the

Lord Mayor's Swordbearer. This nasty-looking

veteran-prisoner was called Old Sims, and he posted

himself in that sentry-box that he might obtain

alms from visitors entering the place, to attract

whose notice he was wont to shake a few pence

in a great tin box with a hole in the top to receive

any additional pence which the hand of benevolence

might drop in.

Several other remarkable characters were there

;

—and to a new comer entorin? the place as a pri-

soner, as well as to every one havin;; business there

as a visitor, were all the above local features and

human curiosities duly pointed out. Of the latter

species we must not forget to observe that there

were several rare specimens in the shape of gen-

tlemen who had been there for ten, twenty, or even

thirty years, and who could get out at any mo-
ment they chose, but who unaccountably pre-

ferred dwelling within those spike-crowned walls.

Such was the King's Bench in the time of which

we are writing ; and indeed, the description would

hold good down to a period of about eight or ten

years ago. But, as we have above hinted, tlie

ruthless hand of official authority suddenly anni-

hilated all indulgences and liberties with one fell

swoop. Were an equally sweeping reform to

be applied to all the great institutions of this

country, incalculable advantages would be the

speedy result.

On being arrested at the suit of Mr. Emmerson,
the bill-broker, for the sum of five thousand

guineas. Colonel Malpas was borne off to the

spunging-house of Mr. Moses Ikey in Fetter Lane.

There he remained for nearly three weeks, in the

hope of being able to come to a settlement

with his creditor : but vainly did he apply to his

wife's relations—they sent him no answer. Vainly

also did he address himself to some of his fash-

ionable friends : the .-iffair at tlie banquet and the

chastisement he received from Captain Tash had

got whispered abroad, and the Colonel found him-

self cut accordingly. The propositions which he

made to Mr. Emmerson were likewise treated with

silent contempt ; and when he wrote a letter full

of penitence to the Countess of Curzon, it was re-

turned to him unopened in a blank envelope—the

handwriting of the address having been to her

ladyship a sufficient indication from whom the

missive came.

Perceiving, therefore, that he had no immediate

chances of extricating himself from his difficulties,

and finding it too expensive to remain any longer
j

at the establishment of Mr. Moses Ikey, where the

meanest and nastiest fare was served up at tlio

dearest and most exorbitant rate,—the Colonel

resolved to move over to the King's Bench. His

solicitor accordingly obtained the necessary writ

of Habeas Corpus : the Colonel and his portmau-

tcau were consigned to a hackney-coach, under

the caro of a tipstiiff;— and in due course tho

aforesaid Colonel and portmanteau were deposited

in the upper lobby of the far-famed prison. There

he was at once called upon to pay a certain

amount for gate-fees: and liaving done this, it
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was supgestt d to him that " all gentlemen as called

themselves gentlemen were accustomed to behave

as sich and treat the turnkeys." To this farther

drain upon his exchequer the Colonel likewise

submitted; and he enjoyed the supreme satisfac-

tion of having his health drunk by the three

thirsty- looking turnkeys belonging to the upper

lobby, and the two hungry and thirsty- looking

turnkeys annexed to the lower lobby.

He Avas now escorted to the coffee-house, where,

upon inquiry, he found that he could be accommo-

dated with a bed-room—which bed-room, upon

inspection, turned out to be about the same di-

mensions as an ordinary clothes-press. How-
ever, the Colonel was compelled to submit to the

necessity of the case : and it being now five o'clock

in the afternoon, he inquired what he could have

for dinner. The reply was "anything he chose to

order:" but it subsequently proved that a steak

or a chop would come most conveniently within

the culinary capabilities of the establishment.

Having accordingly agreed upon the materials

for his dinner, the Colonel sate down, dolefully and
despondingly enough, to read the newspaper in the

wine-room. But scarcely had he commenced the

perusal of a ponderous leading article on nothing

at all, when he was startled by the sudden bursting

forth of a stentorian voice just outside the window.

He listened, and heard the following announcement
duly and deliberately made:

—

" O yes ! Oyes! Oyes! This is to give no-

tice that if any body has found an old pair of black

breeches, new seated, which was took from the

winder of Mac Hugh the tailor's room, Number 3

in 10 Staircase, and will bring them to the crier, he

shall receive a pot of half-an-half for his trouble

and no questions axed. God save the King !"

Old Yorke—for he it was who gave forth this

very interesting and exciting announcement-
paused for a few moments—cleared his voice from

a little huskiness that had seized upon it through

too powerful a vociferation— and then commu-
nicated another piece of intelligence to the ad-

miring denizens of the Bench :

—

" Oyes ! O yes ! O yes ! Know ye all whom it may
consarn, and take notice, that a Free-and-Easy
will be held to-night in the Brace, for the benefit of

Mr. Peter Sniggles, who had the misfortuue to cut

Jiis head open by falling dead drunk down No. 10

Staircase. The cheer will be taken by Mr. Joseph
Tubbs at 8 i*'clock precisely, when several comic
songs and other wocal harmony will take place.

God save the King!"
Old Yorke then passed on from the vicinage of

the Coffee House to repeat the announcements in

other parts of the building ; and the Colonel learnt

from the waiter who brought in his dinner that

those announcements were really genuine and
seriously meant, and not a mere hoax, as Malpas
had at fiist imagined them to be.

Halving partaken of his meal, and while sipping

the first glass of an execrable pint of Port, the

Colonel was informed by the waiter that a gontle-

meu wished to speak to hira,

" AVho is ho ?" inquired Malpas.
" Well, sir, he's a lawyer as is well known in this

here place," answered the waiter, "and does a sight of

business for genelmen in difliculties. He whispered
to me to that he could get you out of quod in three

or four days "

"Indeed!" ejaculated Malpas, his countenance
brightening up. "What is his name ?"

"Mr. Joshua Jenkins," answered the waiter.

" Shall I tell him to walk in?"'

" By all means," responded the Colonel : " and
bring a clean glass, as perhaps Mr. Jenkins will do
me the favour to take some wine with me."
The waiter slid out of the room with a most

praise-worthy alacrity, considering that he had to
drag with him a pair of shoes down at the heels and
a great deal too large for his feet. In a few
minutes he returned, escorting a short seedy-
looking individual, with very dirty linen and an
unmistakable Jewish countenance. In fact, thi

personal appearance of this gentleman was by no
means such as would have induced a cautious indi-

vidual to trust him to get change for a five-pound
note. The Colonel, therefore,—surprised and dis-

gusted at this unpromising aspect of the man of

business,—received him in a somewhat frigid and
haughty fashion, just barely inviting him to be
seated, but not choosing to take any notice of the
circumstance of an extra glass being placed upon
the table. Mr. Joshua Jenkins was however a
gentleman of the free and easy school ; and at

once drawing a chair close up to the table, he ob-
served, " Well, Colonel, so you are lumbered at

last
!"

"You speak as if you knew me, sir," remaiked
Malpas, surveying him with undisguised disgust.

"Oh! I know everybody by name about town,"

replied Mr. Joshua Jenkins, with a cunning leer :

"and therefore it was not likely that the fashion-

able name of Malpas should remain strange to me.
In fact, I knew when you was locked up over at

Ikey's ; and I should have come to see you there,

but I thought by your stopping at such a place

you was making arrangements to get out. Now,
however, that you have come over here I thought

it high time to introduce myself. So here's better

luck to you, Colonel," added Mr. Jenkins, coolly

filling the glass and raising it to his Ups: then

with a familiar nod across the table, he tossed off

the contents.

" And pray, sir," inquired the Colonel, sinking

back perfectly aghast at this King's Bench case

and hail-fellow-well-met unceremoniousness,

—

" and pray, sir;' he repeated in his usual drawling

tone, "what can you do for me?"
" Get you out of quod," replied Jenkins, with a

knowing wink as he refilled his glass.

" Do you, then, know anybody who is likely to

lend me five thousand guineas ?"' inquired Malpas,

surveying the seedy-looking lawyer with an expres-

sion of mingled incredulity and superciliousness.

"Not I indeed," returned Jenkins. "I suppose

you would not pay the debt if you could ; but

would rather get out, snap your fingers at yonr

creditor, run over to France, and make him take a

farthing in the pound."
" But is it possible to manage this ?" exclaimed

Malpas, somewhat staggered by the air of decision

which the attorney assumed.
" To be sure it is," was the still more positive

response.

"And how?" demanded Malpas, looking and

speaking more civilly.

"By bail," rejoined Mr. Jenkins: and he tossed

off two glasses of wine in r.ipid succession.

"Ah ! I have heard, by the bye, that something
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could be done ia this way," said Malpas, catching

eagerly at the suggestion.

" To be sure it can," continued the attorney

:

then tapping his prominent nose mth his very

dirty forefinger, and looking? what may be termed
greasily knowing witli his oily countenance, he

said, " You are arrested on mesne process ; and of

course by putting in au appearance and plea you
can keep off judgment. Well then, by appearing

to the writ it is as much as to say that you mean
to defend the action and go to trial; and by
meaning to go to trial, you can put in bail in the

interval. This is what is called justifying : and
it's easy done noAv, as the bail would have to go
before the Judge in chambers "

"But I cannot get any two persons to put bail

in for me to such au amount," observed Malpas.

"Remember that I am detained here for five

thousand guineas "

" Well, and you must have two bail each able to

prove himself worth ten thousand," returned Mr.

Jenkins.
" Two men worth twenty thousand guineas be-

tween them !" ejaculated Malpas, in despair. " I

cannot obtain such security."

" But I can," said Mr. Jenkins, slily and drily.

"You can?" ejaculated Malpas, starting with

joy-

" Yes — to be sure," responded Jenkins. " In

fact, I brought in with me just now a couple of

bail for you to look at : and I think they are just

the very thing."

" Good heavens I" cried the Colonel, in amaze-
ment: "do you inspect bail in the Bench just as

you do horses at Tattersah's ?"

" Aye—and a precious sight keener too, when
you want to see whether they will pass muster,"

said Mr. Jenkins. " So if you like to give me a

hundred guineas—that is to say, forty for each of

the bail to put in their pockets, and twenty for my-
self—the job shall be done; and in less than a
week you shall be out."

•* But is it possible," cried the Colonel, more and
more bewildered, " that any two wealthy gentle-

men, worth ten thousand guineas each, can be
moved by such a paltry consideration as forty

pounds, to incur so vast a risk on my account ?"

" O yes," said Mr. Jenkins, with a peculiar smile

:

"the two chaps tliat I have got along with me here

this evening, would bail the devil if he would only

pay them for it."

" You surprise me !" cried the Colonel. " But
where are these two immensely rich money-making
gentlemen ?"

" I left them in the Tap, eating bread and cheese
and onions : and I paid for a pot of half-and-half

for tlicm to enjoy themselves," coolly answered
Mr. Joshua Jenkins.

The Colonel started with the sudden indignation

of one who thought he was being bantered : but
as a sudden idea struck him and tiie real truth

flashed'to his comprehension, he said, "I suppose
then that these people are what you call straio

bail .*"'

"Just so," replied Mr. Jenkins. "I am aston-

ished you did not twig it all along. Lord blc.is

you, it's as easily done as pos.sible. I'll give you
a proof. About a year ago a nobleman owing
three thousand pounds w.is arrested by Simon the

money-lender up at the West End. The noble.

man's father offered Simon fifteen shillings in the
pound : but Simon obstinately refused anything
less than the whole. Well, so the nobleman sent
for me. I dressed up a tinker and a dog's-meat-
man in fine clothes—paid their rates and taxes for

them—took them up before a Judge—made them
swear they were each worth six thousand pounds
—and so justified bail for the young nobleman.
He was let out and bolted to Guernsey, where he
remained while I made terms with Simon for him.
And now, sir, how much do you think that Simon
was glad to take after all ?"

" 1 really can't say," returned Malpas: "perhaps
seven and sixpence in tire pound ?"

" Nonsense !" ejaculated Mr. Jenkins. " I made
him take five farthings in the pound and stand a
bottle of wine into the bargain. So you see hovr
easy these kind of things can be done."

" I do indeed," replied the Colonel. " But is it

possible that the Judge could be so easily duped?"
" Not he !" exclaimed the attorney. " His lord-

ship knows devilish well that when bail go up to
justify for ten thousand pounds, they are not really

worth ten pence: he knows too that the very
clothes they wear at the time are only lent them
for the occasion :—but he is obliged to take their

oaths that they are worth so much, provided the
solicitor on the other side can't show the contrary.

And we take devilish good care, Colonel, that no-
thing of the kind sJiaU be shown at all ! Whj',
would you believe it, I have had that tinker and
that dog's-meat-man up for bail so often, any time
during these last fourteen years, that their faces

ai-e as well known to every one of the Judges and
every one of the Judges' Clerks, as they are to me
or to their own wives : and it is really quite amusing
to see how solemnly the Judge always looks these
fellows in the face, as if he had never seen them
before in all his lite, and how he appears to take

in as gospel all they tell him about their immense
resources. But I don't always take up the same
bail : that would be coming it rather too strong

—

particularly as there is always something different

as to their profession or trade every time they do
go up. I have got a dog-fancier—I might even
call him a dog-stealer, without telling a he—and
he's a capital bail, with the impudence of brass.

The week before last ho went up, and the Judge
says, ' Well, sir, what are you T— ' ^1 mer-chant, my
lud^ was the prompt answer: and then he went
on to describe of what his merchandize consisted,

heaiiing together more silks, brocades, and costly

stulVs than you read of in the Arabian Nights.

Well, last week he went up again ; and it happened
to be the same Judge in chambers. ' Now, sir,

what are you .'' a.skcd the Judge, looking for all

the world as if he had never seen such a face be-

fore.— ' / am afarmer and grazier in Scotland, mij

lud,' was the dog-fancier's instantaneous reply:

and he went on to describe the thousand head of

cattle that grazed upon his hills, and the ten thou-

sand sheep that fed upon his pastures. So of

course it was all right again. Well, at the begin-

ning of this week I took him up once more ; and
it happened to bo the very self-same Judge as on
the two former occasions. 'Now, sir, what art

you ?' asked his lordship, so polite and civil as if

he no more saw through the dodge than the babe

unborn.—' / am an Oporto wlne-merchtnt, my lud,'

replied the cc(|^-fancier, coolly ; and he went on to
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describe how he had got fifty pipes of Port wine

in the Channel Islauds, ready for the English

market, and how he liad already lefused sixty

guineas a-piece for them. Of course he was ac-

cepted : and so you see, Colonel Malpas, that I

am pretty successtul in the bail that I take up.

In fact, I can give you plenty of references to

prove that I am the best Straw Bail Agent in Lon-

don. Aud now, with your permission, I'll ring the

bell for another pint of wine."

No sooner said than done: the wine was brought

—aud while Mr. Joshua Jenkins discussed it, the

bargain was confirmed relative to the bail by the

Colonel paying twenty guineas down and agreeing

to deposit eighty more in the hands of the master

of the coffee-house, to be duly handed over to Mr.

Jenkins aforesaid on the bail passing the scutiny of

the Judge. Mr. Jenkins then took his leave; and

Colonel Malpas remained for a short time alone,

to ponder over the singular statements he had heard

from the lips of the lawyer.

But in a few minutes the door was suddenly

burst open ; and live or six individuals, of shabby

genteel appearance, rushed one upon the heels of

another into the Wine-room. They evidently

thought that this noisy and unceremonious mode
of entrance was highly diverting— for they laughed

boisterously, as they flung themselves upon the

benches at the table nearest to that where the Colonel

was sitting.

Almost immediately afterwards the waiter made
his appearance, saying, " Now, genelmen, give your

orders"— but in a tone which showed that he did not

highly admire his customers.
" Well, what shall it be ?" cried one, appealing to

his companions.

"Oh!" glasses of negus round," said another.

" There are six of us. Come, waiter—half-a-dozen

glasses of negus. Look sharp
!"

'• O yes, sir, I am looking sharp enough," re-

sponded the waiter: •' but I want to see the money
before I serve the lush."

"What cursed iufernal impudence!" ejaculated

the one who had first spoken. "Who the devil

ever thinks of asking a gentleman for money?
For my part," he added, " I have left my purse up
in my room—which is deuced imprudent, by the

bye, seeing it is full of gold and bank-notes."
'• And as for my purse," remarked another of

the delectable party, fumbling in his pocket, " it

has got through a hole down into the linings of

ray breeches, and I sha'n't be able to fish it up

until I take my small-clothes off. It"s deuced

provoking : for I've got at least five pounds of

small change in it, and should have been delighted

to stand treat."

"Well, upon my word, we seem to be out of

luck," exclaimed the third member of the party

:

"for I've got nothing but a bank-note for a

hundred guineas," he continued, drawing out an

old brown silk purse with a playbill rustling in one

end: "and there's no chance of getting change
for such a heavy piece of flimsey in this place

to-night."

"Deuce take it!" cried the fourth: "if I had
known that you were all exposed to such incon-

1
veniences as these, 1 would not have lent that

I

twenty guineas just now to Lord Smigsraag. But
I really it was impossible to refuse his lordship under

! the circumstances."

" Oh !" exckimed the fifth : " don't make your-
selves uneasy, I've got plenty of money about
me !"—and thus speaking, he thrust his hands with
all confidence into his breeches' pocket : then sud-
denly starting as if alarmed by a chimney falling

or a cry of fire, he vociferated, "By heavens!
I liave lost my purse—I have lost my purse '"

—

and he affected to be in a tremendous rage.
" Now, was there ever anything so regularly un-

fortunate ?" exclaimed the sixth member of this

precious group, drawing forth the remains of a
cheque-book from which a great number of drafts

had been cut out. " Here am I, not only able but
also willing to write you a cheque for a cool

hundred or two, just as you like: but now it is

after business hours in Lombard Street—and so

it's all the same as if I had not a twopenny-piece

in all the world at my banker's."

"Well, it raly is wery provoking," exclaimed

the waiter, with a covert sarcasm in his tone, " to

see six genelmen all so well-to-do in their circum-

stances aud so full of blunt as you are, and not
able just at this present speaking to raise six

shilhngs between you all."

"It is provoking—very," said one of the party,

looking full at Malpas; "and if I knew any
body who would just lend me as much as six shil.

lings till to-morrow morning, I would send them
into him with my card and a note of thanks just

as he sate down to his breakfast."

The Colonel, who was too mde-awake not to see

through the characters of the six gentlemen, made
no remark, and indeed affected not to observe

that any hint had been thrown out towards him-

self.

" Did you speak, sir ?" said the foremost of the

party, now boldly addressing the Colonel, but with

a very blaud look and polite bow.
" No, sir—I said nothing," repUed Malpas, some-

what sulkily.

" There — by heavens ! the gentleman is a
trump," vociferated the previous speaker: "he
offers to tre.it us to glasses of negus round

!

Come, waiter, look alive: the gentleman is anxious

to pay his footing—aud we are anxious to drink

his health."

The Colonel was so taken aback by the cool

impudence of this proceeding, that he could not

return a negative to the inquiring look which the

waiter threw upon him : and this tunctionary, act-

ing upon the principle that silence gives consent,

at once shuifled away to execute the order.

" New-comer, sir?" said one of the party to the

Colonel.
" Yes—I am sorry to say so,"' responded Malpas,

not deeming it prudent to treat his fellow-prisoners

with any marked coolness.

" Going to stay here long ?" asked another.

" In for much ?
" blandly inquired a third.

"Going through the Court?" mildly asked a

fourth.
" Or going to bail out ?

" said a fifth.

" If you stay here any time," observed the sixth,

" you'll want a room. Now, as there are only about

a hundred aud twenty rooms in the place, each not

largo enough to swing a cat in, and seven hundred

prisoners to live in them all, it's rather a difficult

thing to get a room to cue's self at any price.

But as you seem to be a regular gentleman and

are standing this negus iu so handsome a manner,
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I shouldn't mind letting you have my room for

iibout a couple of guineas a week."

But before the Colonel had leisure to answer a

single one of the above questions, or give any

reply to the proposal concerning the room, the

waiter made his appearance with the negus ; and

the conversation thereupon seemed to take a new
impulse and flow into a variety of other channels.

"Now, my good fellow," said the foremost of the

party, addressing himself to the Colonel in terms

as familiar as if he had known him from childhood,
—" while drinking your health I must beg of you

not to take on too much on account of this im-

prisonment. Lord bless you! it's nothing when
you are accustomed to it ! Look at me now."

Colonel Malpas did as he was desired, but could

not help thinking that there was nothing very

agreeable or pleasant to contemplate in the appear-

ance of a bloated, dissipated, rakish-lookiug fellow,

with long dry dirty hair, and linen that seemed to

imply that he had forfeited the confidence of his

washerwoman.
" Well, you see me ?" continued this individual

:

"and such as you see me, so I am," he added,

thus enunciating a self-evident proposition. " I

am just twenty-seven years old, and I've been six

years in this place. When I came of age I had

twenty thousand pounds, all of which I spent in

nine months. For three months I played at hide

and seek— then I got taken and locked up here

—

and here I've been ever since, and am likely to

remain God knows how much longer. That's what

1 call life
:"—and he burst out into a fit of up-

roarious laughter, in which his five companions as

boisterously joined.

" Well, I've seen a little of life too," remarked

the second. " When I came of age I had a thou-

sand pounds, and made everybody believe that I

had got a fortune of fifty thousand. So I lived in

glorious style—got into debt as much as people

would let me — kept hunters, race-horses, and
hounds—drove my four-in-hand -gave champagne
parties—had a town-house, a country-house, a crib

down at Neivmarket, anotlier at Melton, and a

shooting-box in the Highlands—and thus kept up
a roaring game for two years. At last the smash
came. Everthing went to the dogs—and I was
brought over here. That was eignt years ago

:

and here I've been ever since. Now, wasn't that a

larkV" he exclaimed, laughing most joyously at

this unblushing revelation of his rascality, while

his boon companions joined in his mirth.
" Well, I did even better than that," said the

third :
" for when I came of age I hadn't a blessed

farthing in the world. But I bought a precious

large pair of whiskers and mastachios in the Bur-
lington Arcade—clapped a long jingling pair of

spurs upon my heels—wore a frogged coat—stuck
my hat jauntily over my right ear—and called my-
self Coptain. Thus decorated personally and titu-

larly, 1 took up my abode at Long's Hotel and
lived in the most sumptuous manner. The fashion-

able jewellers were deli[;hted to supjily the Capinin

with all he wanted in the shape of watches, chains,

rings, and so on : and the Captain borrowed their

full value on them from that acoommodating rela-

tive— /r/.v uncle. Tilings went on well enough in this

manner for nearly a twelvemonth ; and 1 was on

the point of marrying an heiress with a hundred

thousand pounds, when the very night before the

happy morning, I unfortunately left my pocket-

book behind at the house of my intended. Her
papa and mamma—like prying old folks as they

were— could not resist the curiosity of peeping

inside, just to catch a glimpse of the Captains little

secrets : when, lo and behold ! to their astonishment

and dismay, they found the said pocket- book

crammed with pawnbrokers' duplicates. Early next

morning—just as I was dressing for my bridal—not

having previously missed the pocket-book, nor sus-

pecting the storm which was about to burst over my
head,—a parcel was put into my hand by the head

waiter at Long's. I tore it open—and out dropped

the fatal pocket-book, accompanied by a note from

my iutended's papa, couched in terms which always

make me feel very uncomfortable when I think of

them. Of course it was all up with the matri-

monial scheme: the landlord of Long's arrested

me for my bill— I was brought to the Bench—and

here I have been vegetating for the last four years.

How the devil I shall ever get out—not darmg to

face all those jewellers in the Insolvent's Court—

I

really don't know—nor yet particularly care :"—and

this conclusive observation was the signal for

another uproarious burst of laughter.

"Ah ! my career was equally short—perhaps not

so brilliant—and most assuredly ten thousand times

more foolish," exclaimed the fourth of this delectable

party, when the laughter had again subsided. " On
coming of age I received thirty thousand pounds ot

my own fortune, and married a young lady who had

fifty thousand pounds as her fortune. But within

three months alter this marriage I was introduced

to Madame Profligata, the celebrated actress: and

though she is not half so good-looking as my own

wife, yet I was fool enough to fancy that it was a

very grand thing to have such a woman as my
mistress. I accordingly made overtures, and

came to an agreement to allow her a house, car-

riage, and five hundred a-year : but the very day

afier she was installed in her new dwelling, she toid

me that she could not possibly stir out for want ot

diamonds. I accordingly sent to the most fashion-

able jeweller to bring up some sets of brilliants;

and I oflered Madame a present of gems valued at

about a thousand guineas. Thereupon she hurst

out laughing in my face, and told m-e if I meant to

do things in a chandler's shop style we had better

cut it at once. 1 trembled at the idea of being ridi-

culed before all the world by losing my mistress for

such a trillc, and therefore allowed her to select

diamonds to the amount of six thousand guineas.

To be brief, ^Madame required so many valuables of

all descriptions—had so many long-standing debis

which must be paid—and went out shopping so in-

cessantly—that in less than tiiree months she posi-

tively wheedled me out of twenty thousand pounds.

Her extravagance grew more unbounded as she per-

ceived that 1 was soft and yielding; so that before

we had been a-year together she had swallowed up not

only my own fortune, but also my wife's. And now,

speaking of my wife, I may as well state that she

returneil home to her friends, while Hived altogether

with .Madame. All my ready cash being gone, my
insatiate mistress taught me how to raise money

upon bills : andstrange—ahnnst incredible .ns it may
seem— I negotiated in one year my own acceptances

to the tune of eighty thousand guineas, for which

all the value that we obtained was about three thou-

sand iu money — ten thousand in wine, r.hich no-
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body could drink— ten tliousand in pictures, the

veriest of daubs—and all the rest was^ absorbed in

what was called discount and commission. At last,

when my name was so regularly worn out that not

a discounter would look at it, Madame picked a

quarrel with me, and we parted. The very next day

I heard that she had picked up another flat whom

she took to live with her. As for myself, being im-

mediately arrested on some of the bills falling due, I

was brought over to the Bench ; and being uneom-

monly hard up, I pocketted my resentment against

Madame, and wrote to her to lend me fifiy pounds,

as I happened to be well aware that she had received

five thousand two days before from her new lover.

But she laughed in my messenger's face, and told

him to go about his business. To conclude, I have

been three years in this place— and during that

period have beheld the arrival, not only of the flat

who succeeded me in the favours of Madame Pro-

fligata, but also of four others who during the in-

terval have successively been her paramours and

her dupes. But never mind," he exclaimed, as-

suming an air of jollity which was not after all quite

natural : " we must take things as we find them, and

fling care to the dogs !"

«' Yes—that's the only maxim to be followed in a

place like this," said the filth individual. " I sup-

pose we have all been very gay and very foolish in

our time. For my part, although now only in my
twenty-sixth year, I have run through three for-

tunes amounting altogether to a hundred and fifty

thousand guineas. The first was left me by my
grandfather—the second by an uncle-and the

third by my father : but 1 had a mania for aris-

tocratic acquaintances—and what with playing at

dice with Dukes, at ecarti; with Earls, at cribbage

with Counts, and billiards with Baronets, I got so

coiupletely plucked that 1 at last found myself

here, and not a feather to fly with."

" And I suppose not one of your fine acquaint-

ances has ever been in to see you?" observed the

sixth individual. "Ah! that is jur.t like them.

Five years ago, on coming of age I inherited a

fortune of fourteen thousands pounds ; and a cer-

tain fashionable friend honoured me witii an intro-

duction to his Koyal Highness the Prince Kegent.

His Royal Highness, hearing I had come of age

and inherited property wliich was at my own dis-

posal, was pleased to smile upon me most gra-

ciously. The next gracious mark of the princely

favour was a very gracious invitation to a select

supper at Carlton House, where 1 was introduced

to five or si.x of his Royal Iliglmess's boon com-

panions. After supper his Royal Highness was

most graciously pleased to propose dice ; and while

playing with me, I could not help noticing that his

Royallaighness was no mean adept at securing a

die—or in other words, cheating most flagrantly.

But who could tell a Prince that he was a down-

right sharper— especially such a gracious Prince

as that, who robbed you before your very eyes in

a style so well becoming the first gentleman in

Europe ! As a matter of course I submitted with

the best possible grace to be thus graciously

fleeced of all I possessed : and after five or six

select little suppers at Carlton House, I was as

thoroughly cleaned out by that same gracious

Prince as it was possible for man to be. Finding

myself thus agreeably and pleasantly ruined, and

calling to mind the numerous promises \y\uc\\ his

Royal Highness had so graciously made to provide
for me, I ventured to call at Carlton House and
explain my exact position to that gracious Prince.

He listened with his wonted suavity of look while

1 frankly declared how penniless I was and be-
sought him to lose nc time in fulfilling his gene-
rous intentions by bestowing a situation upon me.
' And so you have got no more moivy T his Royal
Highness was most graciously pleased to observe.

—

• Not a farihinij, sir,^ I answered.—' Then, damn
your eyei,' he exclaimed, becoming quite purple in !

the face, ' wltat the devil business have you here T
—and turning upon his heel, he rang the bcil for I

me to be shown out. Reduced to despair by this
j

proceeding, and being painfully brought to the

conviction that his Royal Higlmess was the most
jtngracious Prince in the world, I plunged head-

long into all kinds of dissipation to drown care.

Dissipation led to extravagance—exti-avagance to

debt—and debt to the King's Bench, where I have

been for the last four years, and mean to stop be-

cause I can manage to pick up a guinea by hook
or by crook within these walls, which I should be

somewhat puzzled to do outside."

Our readers will not have failed to observe that

despite all their previous hlusterings, vapourings,

and boastings about well-filled purses, lost purses,

lent money, cheque-books, and so forth, the half-

dozen gentlemen really and truly were reduced to

the sad alternative of living upon their wits, even

within the walls of a debtor's gaol, where it might

be thought that every body's wits were too sharp

to permit the possibility of being lived upon by

any save their owners. It will likewise have been

observed that when once the half dozen comrades

had induced the Colonel to treat them to the

negus—or rather, had succeeded in obtaining it in

his name—they very freely put him in possession

of the incidents of their p;ist lives. Finally, as

their tales and conversation served to while away

the Colonel's time, he encouraged their garrulity

by a fresh supply of negus ; and in this manner
did the party continue chatting and drinking until

eleven o'clock, when the lights were put out in the

Coft'ee-room.

Malpas then went up to bed : and the six friends

strolled forth " to make the tour of the whistling

shops"-or in other words, to visit every room

where gin (prohibited by the gaol-regulations) was

sold on the sly.

CHAPTER LXIX.

A SCENE IN THE DARK.

We iTiust now return to Jocelyn Loftus and Laura

Linden, whom we left togetlror in the dead of night

and in the utter dai kness of a chamber at the Pre-

fecture of Police.

The reader will remember that the young lady

declared it to be utterly impossible for her to pasa

through the opening into her own apartment : and

it had been agreed that she was to remain in our

hero's chamber until d.iyligiit should enable ihcm

to enlarge the .ipertm-e—for be it recollected that

they dared not light the candles again after the

peremptory command and undisguised menace of

the watchman.

The moment Jocelyn thus found that it was ab-
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solutely neccsssary—or at least, to all appearances
j—that Laura should remain until dawn in his

npartment, he again rose as it were superior to

the perplexities of his situation; and in the calm I

and courteous tone of a gentleman who wishes to
j

show that his aim is to observe the most delicate

Consideration towards a female-companion, he said,

" Miss Linden, I pray you to use my couch as a

sofa—and I will envelope myself in my cloak and
repose in the arm-chair between the windows."

This observation was significant enoiij;!) ; inas-

much as the position which Loftus thus speciiiod,

and to which he at once felt his way in the dark,

placed the whole length of the room between him-

self and Laura Linden. Accordingly, enveloping

himfclf in his mantle, Loftus threw himself in the

arm chair: and ior a few minutes a profound si-

lence reigned in the apartment.

" Is not this a most romantic and iingular ad-

venture ?" said Laura at length— in that low, tre-

mulous, and half plaintive vo'.ce which is ort-times

woman's most dangerous weapon, inasmuch as it

steals insidiously into that heart from which the

more boldly played artillery of other charms has

innocuously reboimded.
" It is one of those incidents which are more fre-

quently encountered in novels than in real life,"

answered Loftus; sorry in his heart that the pre-

viously prevailing silence was thus broken by re-

newed discourse: and at the same time it struck

him that the young lady's voice had undergone

some slight change since she had last spoken;— in-

deed a vague and undufined suspicion stole gradually

into the breast of our young hero, that this voice,

as he had last heard it, was not altogether unknown

to him.
" What would the world think if it knew of this

adventure?" continued Laura, her voice appearing

us if it were passing from a previously feigned to

a now more natural tone—as if tdie either forgot
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that she had previously been disguising that voice

somewhat, or as if she were now purposely allowing

it to resume its wonted intonation.

"The world will never know from my lips any

thing that might bo disagreeable or unpleasant,"

observed Jocelyn, a vague feeling of uneasiness now

coming over him as his suspicions relative to the

voice grew stronger and stronger.

Not that he could j et call to mind where he had

ever heard that voice bei'ore, even if he had really

ever heard it at all until this night : but he was full

certain that it was undergoing a gradual change

from an assumed melody to its natural one.

"Ah! you do not think, Mr. Loftus," observed

Laura, her voice becoming more tremulous, as if

vibrating with some strong feeling or growing pas-

sion,—" you do not think that the world would give

us credit for being such a good girl and boy as we

really are ? You fancy that the world, hke a too

suspicious parent, would be certain to believe that

we have been naughty children ?"

" Heavens, Miss Linden !" exclaimed Loftus,

shocked at the gross indelicacy of the remark, and

therefore speaking in a tone of unmistakable dis-

pleasure, "let us not talk in this strain! Indeed,

unless you compose yourself to sleep, you will be

thoroughly exhausted w'th fatigue and totally unfit

to encounter all that we may have to accomplish

tomorrow night."

" It is impossible to sleep with a strong current,

of air coming through this aperture," said Laura :

and Jocelyn could hear by the elastic bound of her

feet alighting upon ttie floor, that she had leapt

from the couch.
" Permit nie to do my best to stop that aper-

ture," he said, rising from his seat and slowly ad-

vancing through the darkness towards the alcove.

••Perhaps I can replace the panel of the wainscot

in sueh a manner as to protect you from the

draught."
" i do not believe it possible," said Laura, in a

tone which evidently came from lips that were

pouting with subdued ill- humour at the moment.
" Then let us light a candle at any risk

"

" Ah ! doubtless for you to see my face, now that

you know the veil is off !" she cried, with a merry

laugh.
" I can assure you, Miss Linden, that I have no

impertinent curiosity of such a nature," answered

Jocelyn, in a voice coldly expressive of displeasure

" Oh 1 no, no," ejaculated Laura, her humour sud-

denly changing again—and this time into a bitter-

ness which she did not attempt to conceal: "you
liave no curiosity of any kind, Mr. Loftus—your

heart is ice—ice to the very core ! I declare that

it is almost an insult to a young and beautiful wo-

man, as I am, that you liave not spoken to me a

single word such as young gentlemen do speak to

young ladies ! There—you know what I moan

—

but 1 cannot explain myself any better. At all

events, 1 feel slighted—neglected! Why don't you

answer me, sir ?" she exclaimed, with a petulance

almost amounting to rage as she stamped ber foot

upon the floor.

" Heavens 1 what a little demoness," thought Jo
celyn within himself : but iu a cold and apparently

unmoved manner, he said, "Miss Linden, you
thanked mc just now for the brotherly kindness

which, as you were pleased to observe, 1 manifested

towards you when you felt unwell : and therefore
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you will perceive the inconsistency of at present
accusing me of deliberately slighting you."
" Answer me one question, sir," exclaimed Laura,

hastily and impetuously: "do you wish to escape
hence?"

" Most assuredly," replied Loftus. " But where-
fore a question, so singular under the circum-
stances?"

"Because you cannot escape without my assist-

ance," returned Laura :
" and that assistance you

are r.ot so certain of having as you were just now."

"Good heavens!"' exclaimed Loftus, bewildered

and chagrined: "is it possible that I have really

oflended you ?"

"I have already told you," said Laura, in a voice

that again became low, deep, and tremulous,—but

whether with real or affected emotion .locelyn knew
not,
—

" I have already told you that men of the

highest rank and most brilliant position have be-

sieged me with their overtures—some upon honour-

able terms, others upon dishonourable—and while

I have spurned the latter, I have steadily refused

the former. But wherefore ? Because in my own
heart, I had already conjured up the ideal image of

such a being as alone could win my love! To that

idealism have I clung: it has been to me a dream and

a worship—until at last I have felt that my very

happiness depended upon its realization. I have

))ondered and pondered upon that image until I

have led myself as it were to become desperately

enamoured of it—and I have vowed that never,

never, would I bestow my afTections upon any one

who did not realize in his person and his mind all

that was beautiful, attractive, and endearing in that

creation of my fancy. Conceive, then, my astonish-

ment and my delight, when on passing ere now into

this chamber, I beheld in yoit the personification

of that delicious idealism!"
" Miss Linden, not another word—not another

syllable iu this strain, 1 conjure—1 command you!''

cried Loftus, in' a tone but too plainly indicative of

outraged feeling. "This scene reminds me of

temptations, arts, and wiles to which I was exposed

ere my captivity : and did I not believe that the

three ladies to whom I now allude are fiir, far away

from Paris, I should actually fancy that you were

one of them," he added vehemently. " Therefore,

Jliss Linden, for heaven's sake, let us have uo

more of a scene which in truth is as derogatory to

you as it is painful and revolting to me !"

" Mr. Loftus," interrupted Laura, suddenly as-

suming a tone of decision,—" I see that it is now

necessary we should thoroughly understand each

other : for you are more flinty-hearted than I had

at first imagined."
«' Yes — let us understand each other," said

Loftus,—" since it would seem that we had mis-

taken each other's character,— T, iu believing that

you were a young lady of discretion as well as

magnanimity—and you in supposing that I am
unmindful of my duty alike to you and to my-

self."

" Oh ! that we had a light !" exclaimed Laura

Linden, sarcastically,—"so that I might see your

contenance Hushing with the virtuous indignation

that is doubtless now reddening it."

"But for the explanations'.'" said Loftus, im-

petuously.
" They will soon be given, so far as I am con-

cerned," answered Laura. "Anxious and longing
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as I have been to effect uiy escape hence, yet that

aspiration has now become secondary indeed to

another hope which I have conceived, and on the

fulfilment of which the former shall even be made
to de[)end. For I am self-willed, Mr. Loftus,—yes,

sell-willed and headstrong as I am petulant and

impetuous : and therefore you must linow, in one

word that I love you—and that if you scorn this

love of mine, it shall turn to the bitterest hatred 1"

" Miss Linden," observed Loftus, coldly indig--

nant,—"you will provolce me to say things to

which I should be sorry to give utterance."

"Mr. Loftus, if you mean war to the death,

then war let it be !" cried Miss Linden :
" but in that

case, remember that I shall not hesitate to sacri-

tice myself in order to be revenged on you. 1 will

therefore confess to the Prefect's servant in the

morning all the preparations for escape which have

been made "

"Foolish young woman! you will draw down
.1 terrible punishment upon yourself," ejaculated

Loftus. "You will perhaps be moved to another

and far more dreadful prison
"

" Wliat of ail that, so long as I gratify my re-

venge ?" exclaimed Laura. " It is for you to

decide whether you will provoke that vengeance,

—whether you will continue to scorn, slight,

and even insult me—or Avhether you will consent

to gratify this whim I have conceived by becoming

iny lover for a weeic—a day—or only an hour, as

you may choose? O Mr. Loftus, do not remain

thai hardhearted !—remember that I am beautiful

—very beautiful—and the world will linow naugiit

of what taltes place between us in an hour of

yielding tenderness "

" Temptress, who art thou ?" exclaimed Jocelyn,

HOW becoming angry and almost enraged : " thy

voice is familiar to me—I am certain I have heard

it before "

" Yes," interrupted Laura, in a low tone :
" and I

have seen thee before—and I know more of thee

than thou thinkest—and I could breathe in thy ear

the name which ought to have been in the pa.'^s-

port
"

" Then, who art thoa ?—tell me who thou art !" ex-

claimed our young hero, becoming more and more
excited: "for there is something so strange--so

mysterious in all this
"

"Stay— let nie wiiisper a word to your ear," said

Laura; "and you will then see that I know every-

thing concerning you "

"Speak aloud, Miss Linden 1" cried Jocelyn, who
perceived by the rustling of her dress tiial she was

approaching him through the pitchy darkness

which prevailed.

"Ah! you are afraid of me?" she exclaimed,

scornfully. "Oh! what sickly sentiTuentalisui-

wiiat a maudlin affectation of virtue is all this!

Even tiie beauteous Louisa Stanley herself," siie

continued with a marked accentuation upon a

name which made Jocelyn stirt suddenly, —
" could scarce think well of one who seems not

to be made of tiesh and blood !"

" iou have alluded to a young lady," said

Loftus, " whose example it were well. Miss Linden,

if you would follow. But let me beseech and im-

plore you to put an end to a scene as derogatory

as it is painful—as immiliating ;is it is ndicu-

loua
!"'

There was a dead silence of nearly a minute :

and then the lady's voice suddenly vibrated upon
Jocelyn's car, exclaiming, " Oh ! I love thee—

I

love thee!"—and the next instant he he.ard her

come bounding towards him like a serpent flinging

its oils through the utter darkness at some ob-

ject which a mysterious instinct impelled it to

seize upon : so that ere Jocelyn had leisure to step

back even a couple of paces, he was clasped in

the arms of his midnight companion.-

A'lolent was that embrace, as if the young lady's

impassioned nature were wrought up to a frenzied

pitch. Tlie plump white arms were thrown so

suddenly around his neck and held him in so firm

a clasp, and the lips of the temptress were instan-

taneously glued to his own with so burning an in-

tensene.ss, that it seemed as if it were impossible

for him to cjcape from the empire of such an
amazonian assailant. But immediately recovering

his presence of mind, he endeavoured to disen-

gage himself from lier embrace, in which however

she held him with all the greater tenacity. He
used a little more violence—and then she clung to

him with the force of desperation.

" Miss Linden—take care— 1 shall do you a ujis-

chief!" cried Jocelyn.
" You would not ill-use a woman," replied Laura:

and she covered his face with frantic kisses, as if

hurried away by the torrent of raging passions

which she could not control.

"By heaven, this is intolerable!" cried Jocelyn.
" O shameless young woman !"

" A.ii I revile— abuse me as you will,'" said Laura,

with a triumphant tone : "but 1 will either perish,

or compel you to fall vanquished into the arms of

my consummated desires
!"

" You force me to extremes !' cried Loftus, now
seizing both her arms and somewhat violently dis-

engaging them from about his neck.

Laura struggled desperately to retain her hold—
and Jocelyn could hear her gasping and moaning
with rage, like a subdued tigress, when she found

herself baffled and defeated in the conflict. But
be it well understood that he exhibited not the

slighte.3t unnecessary violence towaids her: he

merely put forth his strength to a sutHcieut degree

to unlock h(.'r arms from liis neck. Tlie struggle

was nevertheless a difficult one, inasmuch its it

took place in the depth of a pitchy darkness : and
it was tlierefore no fault of our hero's, if Laura,

suddenly tripping over a rug, fell heavily upon the

floor—where she remained senseless.

For a few moments Loftus, though deeply

grieved at this nicident, fancied that her inunove-

ability and silence were only a pretence : but find-

ing that she continued thus still and speechless,

he stooped down and laid his liand upon lier fore-

head. It was cold—and there was a clammy per-

si)iration upon it. Beginning to be seriously

alarmed, he placed his liand upon her heart, and

felt that tliough it beat, the pulsation was never-

theless slow and feeble. A mortal terror now
seized ui)on him—for he feared that she migiit ho

in reality seriously injured and perhaps about to

die; and for a few instants he felt so heivilderud

as scarcely to know wliat course to pursue.

But suddenly it struck him that under such cir-

cumstances he nmst not hesitate to procure a light

at any risk. The resolve was adi)pted and f xe-

cutcd—tinder, flint, steel, and matehoi were at

hand — in another moment they were pat into
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requisition—and he accordingly at once proceeded

to strike a light.

The candle was lighted—he held it over the

countenance of the lady who was stretched upon

the floor—and an ejaculation burst from his lips !

Heavens—was it indeed possible?—and was the

half- suspicion which he had ere now expressed, so

signally confirmed?

But at that cjiiciilation which thrilled from his

lips, the lady herself opened her eyes—looked up

and then gave vent to a wild cry of mingled dis-

appointment, rage, and terror: for she saw that

detection had overtaken her sooner than she had

purposed or anticipated;—and thus did accident

reveal to Jocelyn I.oftus the identity of the false

Laura Linden with the depraved though beautiful

Julia Owen

!

CHAPTER LXX.

Tin-: I'llEFECT AND HIS GUESTS.

We must now inform our readers that on this

same memorable night when Jocelyn Loftus and

Laura Linden— rt/w* Julia Owen—were thrown

together, the Prefect of Police entertained a few

special friends at a choice supper in the saloon

belonging to his own magnificeut suite of apart-

ments.

The Prefect himself was in uniform, he having

attended the Legislative Assembly that day in his

ministerial capacity ; and the gentlemen whom he

was thus regaling with the elegant little banquet,

consisted of his own two Private Secretaries, the

Under-Secretary of State for the Department of

the Interior, and three well-dressed young men
who had no ostensible profession nor any visible

sources of income, but who nevertheless lived well

and cut an excellent figure in the French metro-

polis. In plain terms, these last mentioned indi-

viduals were pen.'^ioned spies, or mouchards, secretly

attached to the Prefecture of Police.

We need hardly say that all the guests thus

assembled were Frenchmen ; and the conversation

flagged not during the meal, as it usually does with

Englishmen when similarly employed. On the

contrary, the gastronomic i>roficiency of the Pre-

fect's cook, displayed as it was in substantial

specimens of the art now served up on massive

silver dishes, aff'orded not only dehcious food for

the palate but also for the discourse. The wines

were of the most exquisite description and circu-

lated freely : but with true French refinement in

apician indulgence and epicurean luxuriousnesa,

the party lingered a long time over the banquet,

drinking the healths of all the most beautiful

women of the day, and pledging each other with

brimming glasses and fervid pressures of the hand,

in the true French stjle of cordial, heartfelt con-

viviality. Now, as it was eleven o'clock before this

festival commenced, it was some time past mid-
night ere it terminated. The Prefect and his

companions then passed into an adjoining saloon

wnere the table was spread with a choice dessert—
another and still more rare selection of wines

—

coffee—and burnt punch.
"1 thought, my dear friend," said the Under-

Secretary of the Interior, addressing tlie Prefect

of Police, " that you promised to have that enor-

mously rich English nobleman, the Marquis of
Leveson, here to-night?"

" Such was my intention," responded the Prefect;

"and 1 believe it will yet be fulfilled. The Mar-
quis would have joined us earlier, but is obliged to

be at the ball given by the British Ambassador
to-night. He however promised that he would
get away soon after twelve and then come and join

us
"

" Is he making a long stay in Paris?" asked the

Under-Secretary of State, whose name was Jules
Martigiiac.

" He has been here about a fortnight, on business

of a somewhat particular and delicate nature," re-

turned the Prefect, with a meaning smile.

" No doubt ]\L Jules jMartignac is as well ac-

quainted with that business as ourselves," observed

one of the Prefect's Private Secretaries,

" No, indeed I am not," exclaimed the Under-
Secretary of State. " Of course I could be if I

chose, inasmucn as there are no secrets at the Pre.

fecture which are not known at the Ministry of the

Interior, But to tell you the truth, I have been so

very gay lately
"

" Ah ! J ules, you have doubtless found a new mis-

tress V exclaimed the Prefect, laughing, " But was
there ever such inconstancy as yours !"

" It is not in my nature to remain long faithful to

any woman," observed Martignac, who was as vain

and conceited as he was really handsome in person

and ele^'aiu in manners. " But I was telling yoa
that I have not lately had time to look over the secret

reports from the Prefeoture to the Ministry of the

Interior— and therefore I am not entirely acquainted

with the object of Lord Levesou's visit to Paris. Au
inkling thereof I have gleaned, it is true, from what
has been said in my presence on two or three occa-

sions, by the Minister and his Confidential Secre-

tary
"

"Well," exclaimed the Prefect, who from the first

moment he sate down to table with his friends, had
thrown oil" all official reserve, and who now laughed

heartily at the thoughts which the present discourse

had conjured up in his mind,—" with regard to Lord
Leveson's visit to Paris, I can safely say that of ail

the amusing incidents which ever came to my know-
ledge, certain matters involved in this aflair are the

most eminently diverting 1"

"I presume his lorilship's visit to our gay capital,"

said Jules Martignac, "is in some way or another

connected with the mission of those three young
English ladies— the Alisses Owen, I mean—who
were appointed to proceed to Italy in order to

occupy certain situations about the person of her

Royal Highness the Princess Caroline?"
" That is to say, the wife of the present Prince Re-

gent "of England," added one of the gentlemen-
spies.

" Precisely so," continued the Prefect. " Well,
and then these three girls—these Misses Owen—fall

in with a certain young gentleman calling himself

Jocelyn Loftus: and he, with more generous candour
than astute discretion, tells them in plain terms that

he has embarked in the Quixotic enterprise of

thwarting all their schemes and preventing them
from proceeding to Italy to fulfil their mission."

" The insensate Englishman I" e.\claimed Jules

Martignac " But after ail, whether he had thus re-

vealed his purposes to the young ladies, or not, would

scarcely have signified in the.long run: for the uio-
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ment he set foot in Paris, every act and proceeding

on Ilia part was snre to become known to the autho-

rities and be duly chronicled in the Black Books at

the Prefecture. Ah !" added the handsome but

affected official, " what a blessing it is to have such

a well-ramified system of police as we have got!"

•' But you must observe in this case, Jules," said

the Prefect, "that it was not my busmess to trouble

myself about Mr. Jocelyn Loftus or the Misses

Owen unless in pursuance of the special wish of

certain parties in England: and such wish was

speedily intimated to our government. I need not

remind you, my friend?, that at the restoration of

his Majesty Louis XVIII to the French throne

in April last, a secret compact was made between

this august monarch and the illustrious Prince

Regent of England, to the eflect that they sliould

mutually forward, advance, and succour each other's

interests, aims, and purposes to the utmost of their

power. Hence it followed as a matter of course,

that whatever project the Prince Regent of England

miglit put in force with regard to his wife now in

Italy, was certain to be privately aided and abetted

by the government of his Majesty Louis XVI I

L

Now, when Mr. Jocelyn Loftus, with more can-

dour than discretion, made known his chivalrous de-

signs to the three Misses Owen, they at once wrote off

to England for instructions : and the immediate con-

sequence was a private communication from the

Prince Regent to our own most gracious Sovereign,

requesting that the person calling himself Jocelyn

Loltus might be immediately arrested and detained

in some secure place. As a matter of course, our

excellent King, mindful of his compact with the

Prince Regent, lost no time in complying with the

detnand : and the order to take the necessary steps

in the matter was foriiiwith sent to me from tne

palace. Hereupon, I lost no time in causing the

young man passing under the name of Loftus to

be apprehended, on the ground that he was resi-

ding in France with a passport made out in a false

name."
" And did not the police agent take possession of

all the young Englishman's papers at Meurice's

Hotel?" inquired Jules Martignac. "Methinks I

heard something of the sort mentioned at the Mi-
nistry of the Interior

"

" As a matter of course," replied the Prefect

:

"all liis correspondence was taken possession of

and brought hither. The contents of those letters

were not however very important, chiefly tending

to show tliat Mr. Loftus was engaged to be married

to a young lady named Louisa Stanley, who resides

at Canterbury
"

"Ah! that's the capital of the beautiful county

of Kent," exclaimed Jules Martignac. " For you
know that I have visited England ? Well, and I

have passed a few days in that fine old city of Can-
terbury. Its cathedral is sublime! But pray proceed.

What else did the letters and papers show?"
" That tiiere was a Miss Mary Owen — the

youngest sister of the girls whom we have already

been speaking of
"

" Well—what of tliis Mary Owen ?"

"Simply that she had run away fronr liome, I

believe^or else deserted liur moiiier and sisters in

some peculiar manner—and had found a refuge with

that same Miss Louisa Stanley at Canterbury.

Tliese were the principal points developed by the

letters and papers seized at ^Icurico's iloiel," con-

tinued the Prefect : "and not knowing how service-

able they might prove, I at once despatched them
all to his Royal Highness the Prince Regent in Lon-

don."

" But the three Owens who were on their way lo

Ital}'," inquired Martignac,—" have they not con-

tinued their journey ?"

"Two of them have," responded Uie Prefect : "and
have joined her Royal Highness the Princess of

Wales by this time. They travelled under the es-

cort of a certain ISIrs. Ranger, who had charge of

them ~"

" But first, your Excellency should recollect," ex-

claimed one of the Prefect's Private Secretaries,

" that even after the arrival of the instructions from
England to arrest j\Ir. Loltus, it was deemed advis-

able that the three sisters should remain in Paiis

a few days, so as to await any fresh commands from

England that might follow after the receipt of the

letters and papers which were sent over to the Prince

Regent."
" Exactly so," observed the Prefect: " and in due

course the Marquis of Leveson came over himself."

" The London piipers hinted at the time," re-

marked one of the gentlemen-spies, "that his lord-

ship left England so suddenly to be out of the

way while his niece's husband—a profligate fellow

of the name of Dysart— was tried and hung.

The statement was copied into all the French
papers

"

" To be sure !" exclaimed the Prefect " It was an
excellent excuse for his lordship's sudden departure

from England and visit to Paris. ]5ut I can assure

you, from what I have heard the Marquis himself

say, that he felt not the slightest sympathy on ac-

count of his niece's husband : and we know that his

lordship really came over to Paris about this affair

of the Owens and Jocelyn Loftus. Weil, the day
after his arrival he sent the two eldest young ladies

— I\Iiss Agatha and Miss Emma, I think their

names are—he sent them, I say, post-haste forward

on their journey to Italy, along with Mrs. Ranger.

But he kept the youngest of the three girls, whose
name is Julia

"

"Ithoug'ht you just now said il/ar?/," observed

Jules JIartignac.

"No, no," replied the Prefect. "Mary is the

youngest of all, and is livin;^ witii Miss Lonisa

Stanley at Canterbury. It is Julia, the youngest

of the three over in France, whom the Marquis

kept with him."
" The wicked old fellow 1" exclaimed Jules.

"But I have heard that these Owen girls are

ravishingly beautiful
"

"True! But you are quite wrong in your

present suspicions," interrupted the Prefect : "for

the very same day that Mi.M Agatha and Miss

Emma departed for Italy, Miss Julia was cof

signed a prisoner to the Prefecture "

"Ha! ha! capital—was it not?" exclaimed the

three gentlemen- spies and tlie two Private Secre-

taries, all rubbing their hands with the air of men
who were rolisliing an excellent joke. " Only
fincy that sweet pretty girl Julia t)wen, being

locked up in a gloomy room in the Prefecture!"

"Indeed! and what wns that for?" demanded
Jules Martignac, now completely at fault as to

the moaning and motive of the circumstances just

iclnted.

"Yuu must know iu the first place," said ou« of
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the gentlemen-spies with a peculiar look, " that it

was entirely of her own accord."

"And after full deliberation with Lord Leveson,"

observed another of the mouchards.

" And it must be borne in mind that the room

in which she is placed," added the third spy, " is

next to that of the handsome young Englishman

who chooses to pass under the very euphonious and

romantic name of Jocelyn Loftus.''

"By all means tell us about this!" exclaimed

Jules Martiguac. " It seems to be one of the

most thoroughly romantic atfairs I ever heard of."

" Well," said the Prefect, now resuming the dis-

course, " I must observe, en passant, that the Eng-

lish people, with the disgusting pride and arrogant

self-conceit that is so natural to them, are exceed-

ingly fond of denouncing the French as being

utterly demoralized : but from the very incidents

of which we are speaking, and a variety of others

which have come to my knowledge, I can assure

you my candid and honest impression is that the

aristocratic and higher classes of English society

are the most depraved, profligate, and licentious

in all the world."
" But the affair of this Julia Owen and Jocelyn

Loftus?" exclaimed Jules Martignac, who did not

want a lecture upon morals :
" is it so very

racy ?"

" You shall judge for yourself," replied the Pre-

fect. " It appears that this same young gentleman

whom we shall still continue to call by his pseudo-

nym of Jocelyn Loftus, professes a stoical degree

of virtue which has naturally given great offence

in certain quarters, where licentiousness is thereby

put to the blush. Now, when the Marquis of Leve-

son came over to Paris, it was privately whispered

in his ear by Mrs. Ranger, that all the three sisters

had become desperately enamoured of Jocelyn—

but that Agatha and Emma had vainly attempted

to thaw his ice-cold heart. The Marquis, having a

particular reason for breaking down all the ridicu-

loMS scruples which have taken such a hold upon

Loftus, became much interested in what Mrs.

Ranger told him; and summoning the three sisters,

he succeeded in wheedling out of the two eldest a

confession of all the wiles, manoeuvres, and arti-

fices which they had adopted to ensnare the pbject

of their passion ;—while i'rom young Julia's lips

he elicited the avowal that she had not found an

opportunity of trying the effect of her charms, but

should rejoice at being enabled to enter on such a

love-campaign. The mind of the Marquis was at

once made up— his plans were settled— and he pro-

ceeded to put them into execution. Agatha and

Emma were sent forward with Mrs. Ranger, as I

have already told you, to join the Princess Caro-

line in Italy : and the Marquis then came to me
with a request that Julia Owen might at once be

placed in the next room to Jocelyn Loftus. As a

matter of course his lordship explained his reasons

for a proceeding which at the first glance struck

even me as extraordinary. He represented how
necessary it was to undermine that stoical virtue

which led Jocelyn Loftus into such Quixotic ex-

tremes, and which would inevitably lead him, when

lie regained his liberty, not merely to thwart, but

also blazon forth to the whole world the long -con-

certed plots and deeply-ramified intrigues that are

now in progress relative to the Princess of Wales.

It was quite clear, as the Miirquis observed, that

Jocelyn knew too much on that point; and the only

way to render him powerless was to retain him in

prison, or else drag him down from the pedestal of his

exalted virtue. Now, to keep him for a very long time
in custody would be to stand the risk of incurring
great scandal : the thing might get mentioned by
some Opposition Jlember in the Legislative

Chamber; and the enemies of the government
would make much of it. Therefore, as the Mar-
quis reasoned, what scheme could be better than
to inveigle the young man within the circle of
those temptations to which he was more likely to

become susceptible in a state of captivity than when
free. ' He must be looked upon as a serpent whose
sting ishis virtue,' said the Marquis: 'let itsroh hint

of that sting, and we render him powerless. JVe may
thus defy him, whereas at present he is dangerous

to a degree.' Thus reasoned the Marquis of

Leveson ; and I not only understood his views, but
cheerfully consented to assist them to the utm .st

of my power. Julia Owen was to be the temptress

to allure the young man from the pinnacle of his

lofty virtue : she was the sorceress whose spells

were to entice him from the pedestal of his exalted

chivalry. The first step in the singular drama was

therefore to assign her to the chamber next to

Jocelyn. This was done—and the girl entered

witli romantic delight upon the task, all the details

and arrangements of which she promptly p'anned

and chalked out. Knowing that it was vain to en-

deavour to work at once upon his animal passions,

she resolved to appeal to his refined and delicate

sentiments. She therefore purposed to introduce

herself to him in the light of a heroine—secure

his admiration— win his confidence— and thus

establish herself firmly in his favour before she

allowed him to discover who she really was. The
char-woman who waits upon the prisoners in that

gallery, was secretly ordered by me to further the

designs of IMiss Julia to the utmost of her power.

To be brief, a variety of implements were supplied

the young lady, to enable her to excavate au aper-

ture in the wall, so that she might obtain entrance

into Jocelyn's apartment. She would thus appear

before him as his good genius—the heroine of an
adventure promising escape for himself as well as

for her
"

" Ah ! then she would be revealing herself too

abruptly," exclaimed jMartignac, — "and before

she was well assured of obtaining a strong hold on
his confidence."

" All this was well weighed, considered, and cal-

culated before-hand," returned the Prefect :
" and, as

a heroine ought to be a somewhat mysterious charac-

ter, in order to inspire a deep interest as well as other

engrossing sentiments, Miss Julia purposed to con-

ceal her countenance in the folJs of a thick veil-

to disguise her voice—and to assume the sweetly ro-

mantic name of Laura Linden. The plan was
altogether well-digesied. Conceive an heroic young

lady breaking at midnight through the wall into a

young gentleman's chamber—amusing this young
gentleman witli some romantic tale to account for

her captivity and anxiety to escape— seeking every

little opportunity to play upon his senses and be-

wilder him with a strange mystification—then hold-

ing out to him the promise of immediate fligiit from

dreary prisonage,—conceive all this, I say, and then

you will admit that it must indeed be a heart of

stone on which such seductive influences could fail
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to make an impression. And now, Jules," con-

tinued the Prefect,—"and now what will you think

when I tell you that this is tiie very night on which

Julia Owen and Jocelyn Loftus are thus to meet.

Yes— this very night is the curtain to rise upon the

first act of the well-conceived drama : and indeed,"

added the Prefect, as he consulted his watch, " it is

probable that they have already met—for 'tis near

one in tile morning 1"

" But they are not really to escape together ?" said

Jules Martignac, inquiringly.

" Do you think me mad ?" exclaimed the Prefect.

" No, no—Jocelyn will remain here as long as his

virtue continues stubborn : but if he yield to the

temptations of the syren Julia, then may he go about

his business—and welcome !"

" And how is the pretended endeavour to escape to

be contravened ?" asked Jules Martignac, delighted

with the whole narrative.

" Not a link in the chain of the proceedings is

deficient," respondpd the Prefect: "everything is

duly weighed, considered, and pre-arranged. For
instance, the watchman, as he pfoes his rounds,

will suddenly command the lights to be extin-

guished in Jocelyu's chamber. The order will be

given authoritatively and accompanied with me-
naces : and therefore the light must be put out.

Now, what is the result ! The young gentleman
and the young lady are left together in the dark

—

and heaven only knows with what wiles, seductions,

and blandishments the false Laura Linden will

assail her very virtuous companion ! At all events,

this young man must be something more or less

than human, if he resist the combined influences

of such circumstances, temptations, and oppor-

tunities !"

" I think so too," observed the Under-Secretary

of State, in a laconic tone, but with a salacious

smacking of the lips. " And therefore, you say

that if he does really succumb either this night,

or on some early occasion "

" Oh ! once let him sink vanquished and over-

come into the arms of Julia Owen," cried the Pre-

fect, "and be can no longer hold up his head as the

champion of virtue ! Ashamed, disgraced, and de-

graded in his own estimation,—pulled down from
the pedestal of his austere rectitude and immacu-
late chivalry,—he will either be glad to conceal

his diminished head in some solitary nook,—or

else, in an access of despair, will plunge deeper
into the fount of bliss ! And this latter theory is

the more probable : for if the wiles, artifices,

and seductions of the syren Julia once triumph,
he will henceforth yield to the current of so irre-

sistible an infatuation and devote all his thoughts
to the beautiful mistress whom he will thus have
gained—neither thinking of interference with the
designs of the Prince Regent on the one hand, nor
remaiuinjj bent upon contracting an unequal
marriage with Louisa Stanley, on the other !"

"Ah! then there is an objection to this mar-
riage, is there ?" exclaimed Jules Martignac.
"Yes— 1 believe bo," responded tlie Prefect.

" But that appears to be altogether a minor con-
sideration in comparison with the one grand aim
of disarming him as to his iaterferenco with the
mission of the Owens."
While the Prefect was yet giving utterance to the

latter portion of this sentence, a valet enfertd the

loom : and the moment bis master had ceased

speaking, the servant advanced and whispered a few

words in liis ear.

" Good," said the Prefect: then waiting an instant

until the valet had withdrawn, he observed, "Well,
my friends, it is as I had anticipated : for the watch-

man has just sent in word that he saw Mr. Loftus

examining the window, and that Hpon raising his

voice to command the lights to be put out, he beheld

the shadow of a female form reflected upon the op-

posite wall, as it flitted across the young English-

man's chamber."

"Oh! happy fellow," cried the Under-Secretary

of State, "if he will but avail himself of the happi-

ness within his reach !"

The door now again opened : but this time it was
to usher in the Marquis of Leveson, who made his

appearance in full evening costume, he having just

quitted the mansion of the British Ambassador.

As soon as the wonted greetings were exchanged

between himself and the Prefect, and when also

the nobleman had been duly presented to the

assembled guests, he glanced significantly at the

great police authority as if to inquire what news he

had to impart relative to the afiair thnt so particu-

larly interested himself.

" We are all friends here, my lord," said the Pre-

fect ; "and being all as it were officially connected,

there are no secrets between us. My two Secretaries

are of course acquainted with all that transpires at

the Prefecture : these three gentlemen," he con-

tinued, glancing towards the spies, "hold secret

offices of great trust in connexion with the establish-

ment : and that gentleman," added the Prefect, look-

ing towards Jules j\Iartignac, " as the Under-Secre-

tary of State for the Home Department, enjoys of

course a complete insight into every thing that re-

gards the police. But although, my lord, so many
persons are thus acquainted with your special busi-

ness in Paris and with all that regards the mission

of the young English ladies in whom you are in-

terested,—yet ti>e secret itself is as sale as if it

were locked up only in your own breast: for the

Police Establishment of this great capital sees but

with the same eye, hears with but one ear, speaks

with but one tongue, and thinks with but one brain.

Although consisting of many parsons, therefore, it is

one great and indivisible whole, and impossible of

proving faithless to itself."

" I thank your Excellency for these explanations

and assurances," replied Lord Leveson ;
" and I

entertain not the least apprehension for the safety

of my secret. Since, then, we arc all acquainted

with its nature," he continued, glancing with an

urbane smile round the board, " we may discourse

without reserve thereon."
" Most assuredly," replied the Prefect. " And

now, my lord, 1 have the j)leasure to announco to

you, from information which I received a few mo-
ments before your L-rdship's arrival, that the

grand scheme has reached its crisis—the point at

which it will cither succeed speedily, or fail sig-

nally !

"

"Ah!" exclaimed the Jlarquis, his countenance
lighting up with joy : "do you mean really to tell

me that Julia Owen is at this moment with your

prisoner? This is excellent, especially as I have

brought some one with me "

" Did I not assure your lordship this morning,"

interrupted the Prefect, not Iiceding the last words

of the nobleman, "that it would be for to-uight?'
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"Yes," icsponded Levcson : "and re'jiiijj upon
the accuracy of your Excellency's iniormation, I

liave brought a certain person with me whom I

wish to become a spectatress of her beloved Joee-

)yn in the arms of the seductive JuUa."

"Ahl" ejaculated the Prefect: "js it possible

that you have caused JNIiss Louisa Stanley to come
all the way from England to view her lover's infi-

delity ?—supposing that such infidelity shall really

take place.''

"And wherefore not kill two birds with one

stone?' said the Marquis, with a knowing look.

" The opportunity was too good to be lost—and I

accordingly availed myself of it."

"'Tis an admirable stroke of policy !" exclaimed

Jules Martignac. " Yes—an admirable stroke of

policy if your lordship be indeed anxious to break

(jff the contemplated match between Louisa Stan-

ley and this Jocelyn, And, by the bye, since I

have heard tliat tliis Louisa is so l)eautiful," con-

tinued the vain young rrencluuan, with a self-

tuiTicient air, " perliaps your lordship would afl'jrd

mo an opportunity of malcing myself agreeable to

her: for 1 should really like to have an English
mistress."

"I am sorry that I cannot gratify you in this

rpspect," returned the Marquis of Leve&on, smiling:
" but the fact is that Louisa SUinlcy is such a per-

fect aiisel of beauty I intend to try my owu for-

tune with iier first."

"But where is she?'' inquired thePrefeet.

"On leaving' the ambassador's just now," re-

sponded the Marquis, " I drove round to the

hotel where she is staying with me, and brought
her liither iu my carriage. She is uow in the aute-
rooin "

"And Mary Owen, who was staying with her at

Canterbury ?" said the Prefect.

"'Is still remaining there," answered Leveson,
" in order to take care of Louisa's sick aunt during
lier absence. Mary is harmless enough while thus
employed, and while thus buried in that seclusion.

But let us now take a peep into Jocelyn's chamber,"
added the Maiquis, turning his eyes upon the Pre-
fect as lie rose from his seat.

" 1 am at your service, my lord," said that func-
tionary. " Gentlemen, you must excuse us for a few
minuies—we cannot take so large a party with us,

especially as it appears there is a young lady to ac-

company us."

The Marquis of Leveson and the Prefect, now
quitting the saloon together, passed into the ante-

loom where Louisa Stanley was waiting. Her form
was enveloped in an ample cloak ; and a large bon-
net, of the Swiss shepherdess-hat style then in

vogue, shaded her features. But at the first glance
which the Prefect threw upon her, he was iiulced

struck by the extraordinary beauty of her counte-

nance—although the pallor of grief and the restless

expression of acute suspense were upon every

feature. Nor less was he enabled to lemark
that the very drapery which concealed her iigure,

also developed its matchless symmetry : and beau-
tiful as the Prefect liad fancied Julia Owen to

be when he saw her on the day she was in-

troduced to the Prefecture, he was now instan-

taneously struck with the fact that hf.r charms
were thrown completely into the shade wheu com-
pared with the transcendent loveliness of Louisa

Prefect's brain, that it w ould really after all lie but
a little matter of wonder, if the mere image of the

pure-minded, innocent, and angelic Louisa should
preserve Jocelyn's fidelity immaculate and intact

against all the seductive wiles and wantoa fascina-

ti'jiis of Julia Owen.
" This gentlemen, Miss Stanley," said the Marquis

of Leveson, introducing the French official to ihe

youig lady, "is his Excellency the Prefect of Po-
lice: and he will now explain to you— painful

though the subject must be—that the individual

whom you have known and unfortunately learnt to

love as Jocelyn LoftU:?, has been iucarierated in

the Prefecture on account of his grievous immo-
ralities and wild excesses."

" Oh ! heavens, if this be indeed true !" ex-

claimed Louisa, clasping her hands and bursting

into tears : but almost instantly wiping away those

crystal drops of bitter, bitter anguish—and with a
sudden resumption of an air of maiden dignity

—

she said, in a tone of forced calmness, "But 1 am
nerved to hear the uor.st, after all the terrible

things that your lordship, with so much disin-

terested aud indeed paternal kindness, has told

me!"
While giving utterance to this latter portion of

her sentence, with a frank and artless confidence

in what she believed to be the good feeling of the

JIarquis of Leveson, the maiden fixed her blue

eyes mournfully upon him: and then she turned

those plaintive regards upon the Prefect, with a
look that seemed to implore him to state all he

knew at once and with as much brevity as pos-

sible.

"Young lady," said the Prefect, now also think-

ing it right to play the paternal, and therefore

assuming an air and a tone whicb seemed to imply

that he was perfornung a very painful task aud
accoiniilisliing a most disagreeable duty,—"young
lady," he repeated, "it is better that you should

hear at once the real character of him who has

gained your affections, than tiiat you should make
so important a discovery when it has become too

late to retreat from an unfortunate marriage.

The plain truth is, that you have been wooed and
your heart has been won by a mere adventurer

living under a feigned name, and pursuing a ca-

reer of reckless extravagance, deep dissipation,

and inveterate profligacy."

"O God! have mercy upon me," murmured
the unhappy Louisa: and then she compressed

lier lips forcibly to keep back the scream that

rose up from her anguished heart to the very tip

of her tongue. " But pray go on, sir—go on," she

cried, with nervous tripidation, as she once more
wrestled successfully against the harrowing poig-

nancy of her feelings,—or rather fortified herself

with the unnatural composure of despair.

"It is too true, then. Miss Stanley," said the

Prefect, encouraged by the significant signs a)id

nods which the JLarquis gave him, unperceived by

the unfortunate girl whom the two wretches were

thus basely torturing,—"it is too true that Jocelyn

Loftus has conducted himself in such a manner

since his arrival in Paris as to scandalize society :

and the strong arm of the law has been compelled

to interfere to jumish him for his excesses. Not

that he has committed any positive crime ; but his

debaucheries, his seductions, and his moral offences

ioUnley. The thought therefore traversed the I have brought dishonour on the name of English-
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men. Therefore, availing mysfilf of the fact that

he was sojouniiug' in BVaiice under a false name,

—

a circumstance renderinj;' him amenable to tiie

law,— I have been compelleil in my capacity as

guardian of the public morals, to incarcerate iiim

within these walls."

"I dare not disbelieve you, sir—I cannot doubt
your word," said Louisa, gazing vacantly around,

as if lipr sense.s were abandoning her :
" but yet it

appears to nie so impossible—indeed, it looks so

like a monstrous dream "

" Alas I my dear youn(f lady," said Lord Leveson,

as he took her hand, with much apparent kindness,

"you perceive that it is but too true! Besiiles

which, so hi(jli a functionary ami so honourable a

man as the Prefect of Police would not possibly be

g:uiUy of an iijiistice, on the oue liand, towards ihc

person calluiK himself Jocciyn Luftiis— nor, on the

other hand, would he so useles-'ly deceive, or so

wantonly afllict a younjj damsel like you."

34 •

JIARY OWEK.]

" Assuredly not," exclaimed the r-'ef-'ct. " But

I forjrive these doubts—this uncertainty— this iu-

credulity, which Mi^s Slinley displays. Tiiey are

the evidences of that t'enerous confidrMice ami sub-

lime trust which the lovinjc heart natur.aliy reposes

in the object of its artVcti^.ns. But as it is my

painful duty to put an end to all your doubts, come

hither, vouu*; ladv—coine hither !"
,

Tlius"s|io:iliin!,', the PrefoC. opened a side-door,

and led the way into a little cabinet, or office, whero
[

a lamp was buniin;,' on a table. And upon this
j

same tabic lay an enormous book with a black
|

cover. It was rhicker and lai^'cr than the thickest

and l.ir;,'est Bible ever used in a Protestant Church:
i

and upon the back of the biiidii.pr, which w.is at
!

least a foot wide, were stamped in din^'y irohl let- i

ters these wor.ls—/.c Livre Noir ; which, beiiiR

traiiHlaled itito Iviiflish, mean, " Tlie Blaek U.)ok."
j

Oiiunin;,' this hn;fe volume, and hastily turning

over the leaven, which »fcre full of manuscript on
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tries in as many diCFerent styles of writing as it is

possible to conceive, the Prefect paused at a par-

ticular page—ran his finger down a certain column,

—stopped at a special entry—and said, "Behold,

Miss Stanley, the record of toe arrest I"

Louisa threw her shudderinjf looks upon the

ominous page, and hastily scanned the particular

lines which were pointed out to her. Ttiose lines

comprised an entry which if translated into English,

would read as follows :
—" An En{^li?iiiinan ; agod

about three-and-twenty; arrested for having his

passport made out in the false name of Jocelyn

Lvftus : his real name is known to the P.-efect, but

foi- special reasons is not mentioned here. SfC,

however, Preftds Private Minute Booh. Folio 2011,

second column, 15ih line from the top."

" 1 wish to see no more," nmrmured tlie unhappy

Louisa, in a dying tone. " I have already aeea too

much."

"And yet, young lady," said the Marquis,—" for

your own complete satisfaction you will consent to

behold the crowning proof of yuur false lover's

Wickedness and depravity— that crowning proof

which I have brought you hither at this late hour

to witness I By your Excellency's permission,"

continued the Marquis, turning towards the Pre-

fect, ** we will now rcpaii-
"

" I understand," interrupted the Prefect, " Como
with me."

Thus speaking, he led the way from the little

cabinet, the door of which he carefully locked be-

hind him : then, passing out of the ante-room, he

took a hunp in his hand and conducted the Mar-

quis and Louisa up a staircase, at the summit of

which there was a massive door. Having noise-

lessly and cautiously opened this door by means of

a key which he had wiih him, he led the way down

a long gloomy passage containing a row of doors,

at ilie last but one of which he stopped short.

" Now follow me with the utmost caution and ou

tiptoe," he said, spexking in a low whisper to the

Marquis and Louisa : then, having opened the door

with an evident desire to avoid the chance of even

a hinge creaking, he deposited the lamp in a uiche

in the passage, and stole into the chamber.

Louisa Stanley now hung back, and staggered

against the wall, as if a faiutuess was coming over

her : for shocked, afflicted, and also indignant as

she was at the thought of her loTer's profligacy

and perfidy, her pure soul nevertheless revolted

from the idea of becoming a witness of any proof

of his guilt.

" Go on, young lady—go on," whispered the

Marquis ofLeveson, in a hurried tone : "you must

see out this matter to the end, and sustain your

courage until the very last!"

Siartled iuio a feverish excitement rather tliau

inspired with any real fcelmg of curiosity, Louisa

Stanley passed into the chamber,—whither how-

ever the Marquis did not follow her. But he re-

mained upon the threshold, as if contented to hear

the report which might presently be made to him,

instead of witnessing with his own eyes the scene

itself.

Noiselessly and rapidly did Louisa glide into that

chamber : but scarci'ly had she advanced half a

dozen paces, when through the gloon» which pre-

vailed she beheld a light shining dimly in as it

were from the depihs of some recess. At thit<

moment the Prefect took her by the hand, and

hurried her forward in the direction where that

light seemed to be burning. A few paces more

—

and Louisa now saw that this light was really in aa
adjacent chamber, whence it emanated through aa
aperture in the paitition-wall.

Clone up to this opening did the Prefect hurry
the affrighted maiden—for affrighted she really

was at an appearance of so sin.ster a nature, inas-

much as it really seem«d at tne moment as if

through the vista of gloom her eyes were resting

upon a light coming from a vaulted sepulchre.

But at tie same instant that this thought traversed

her imagination, a well-known voice struck upoa
her ear,—aye, struck upou her brain— vibrating

down every chord that led even unto her heart's

core: and this voice said in a tone of impassioned

remonstrance, " Oh I ycM will drive me mad—you
will drive me mad 1"

A shriek rose to the very margin of Louisa's

lips—even as a fountain, when disturbed at its

depths, babbles up to the very brim. But the

sound was instantaneously stifled and subdued
before it burst forth: for an overwhelming sense of

utter misery fell crushingly upon the maiden like

an awful consternation, as she heard the melodious

tones of a female voice replying with the fervour of

pa»5ion, "OJoceljn, dear Jocelyn—thoa knowest

Uiat I love thee I"

Louisa heard no more. The consternation which

stifled her scream, struck another blow and de-

prived her of consciousness— so that she reeled

half round and fell heavily upon the floor.

"Good heavens!" exclaimed Jocelyn from 4ho

inner apartment; "what sound was that? "—and
seizing the light from the table, he sprang tovraidi

the aperture.

Thrusting the lamp to the entire length of his arm
through the opening, its rays fell full U4ioa the

countenance of the damsel whom the Prefect was

now hurriedly raising from the floor. But, oh I

what words can depict the hurricane of amazement
and the tornado of agonizing thoughts and wilder-

ing ideas which swept all in a moment, like a flight

of barbed arrows, through Jocelyn's brain, whea
the glare of that lamp fell upon the pale, inani-

mate, but ever lovely couutenauce of his own
Louisa?

A cry of rage—a yell of madness burst furiously

from him: but, quick as thougiit, the Prefect bore

the senseless maiden from the room, the door of

wliich was immediately closed. In the frenzied

excitement to which he was uow a prey, Jocelya

dropped the lamp from his band; and it was

instantaneously extinguished as it fell upoQ the
j

floor of the aiyacent chamber, into which he had I

thrust it thiough the aperiure.
\

"Heavens! what is the matter?" exclaimed

Julia Owen, startled and affrighted by the sud-

denness of the scone which thus terminated alliu a

moment in utter darkness.

"Oh I wretch— prufligaie—demoness that thou

art!" cried Jocelyn, in a voice indicative of a

rending anguish : " thou hast ruined me in the

eyes of my beloved !"

And as the liist word thrilled from his lips with

all the wildness of delirium, he fell heavily upou

the floor.

"Jocelyn, Jocelyn—speak to me—speak to me!"

shrieked Julia Owen, a morUl terror uow seizing

upon her—for this scene was dieadml in the depth
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of that pitchy darkness. "Good heavens t he

does not answer me !" — then groping her way

to tiie spot where lie had fallen in the alcove

wheuce the bed, it will be remembered, was drawn

out, she stooped down and placed her baud upon

his face.

His features were motionless, though bathed in

those cold damps that send a. chill through the warm

living flesh that comes in contact with them: and

her teiTor now increasing almost to an agony, she

placed her ear to his lips. But she could catch

the sound of neither breathing or gasping; and

while her brain reeled and she felt as if she were

gomg mad, she placed her hand upon his heart. It

throbbed not—no pulsation could she feel,—and

with a loud cry that rang forth tiirillingly and wild

upo;i the night air, she said, "He is dead—he is

deadl My God ! 'tis 1 whose wickedness has killed

him. O God ! O God !" — and then all con-

sciousness abandoned her.

CHAPTER LXXI.

THE HANGMAN IN HIS GLOUY AGAIN.

It was about ten o'clock in the morning ; and Mr.

Daniel Coffin, having disposed of the beards of all

his customers, proceeded to scrajie off his own.

Seldom was the ludicrous more singularly blended

with the ferocious, than in the expression of that

man's countenance, as he stood before the glass

making those grimaces which usually accompany

the progress of the razor over the parts whence

the capillary stubble is to be removed. Having

shaved himself as closely and neatly as he could,

the Hangman ascended to his bed-chamber, where

he proceeded to dress himself in his Sunday's ap-

parel : and his toilette being completed, he went

down again to his parlour, where he ordered Sally

Mehnoth to give him a dram of brandy " to keep

the cjld out of his stomach."

"And where are you off to so smart this morn-

ing?'' she Luqaired, as she handed him the liquoi'.

" Aye—where indeed?" asked her brother i>ick.

" Well, you'll be surprised perhaps when I tell

you," returned CofBin: then looking hastily round,

and observing that Jack the Foundling was not in

the room at the moment, he said in a low voice,

" I am going to call on our friend Mr. Larry Samp-

son."

** Larry Sampson 1" ejaculated the brother and

Bister, with looko of amazement. " What on earth

can you w;int with him ?"

•'Well, I suppose you are not afraid of my going

to his place," observed tiie Hangman, with a grim
smile of mingled cunning and ferocious satisfac-

tion : "it's no longer the lions den into which a

fellow situated as I was, didn't dare poke his head;

and though Larry himself was for a short, time a

lion in my path, yet he has lost his claws and his

teeth now so far as 1 am coneerneii. lie can't

bite or yet scratch : the royal pardon," added

Coffin, tai)ping his pocket signilicantiy, "has

made me proof against all dangers in that quarter."

"Of course -we know tliat,"' observed Sally

Mehnoth. " 13ut why go near such a person at

all? The very look of him must be odious after

all you suffered on his account—playing at hide

and seek as you was, and all the latter part of the

time not daring to go to your old haunts either at

the Folly Bridges, or Polly Scratchem's, or any
of the tiash cribs, because we got the information

that they were all being watched by Larry's

men "

" Well, well—what's the use of recapitulating

all these things that we know so thoroughly?" ,

cried the Hangman. " The fact is, Larry got

scent some how or another of my being alive and
kicking: and, by jingo! now that the thought

strikes me," ejaculated the man, his countenance

suddenly assuming a look terribly ferocious,—"I
do really believe that I can guess who it was that

gave Larry a hint of my having escaped the

Thames and being still in the land of the livinff."

" Ah ! who do you think ?" exclaimed Dick Mel-

moth.
" Not the Foundling—eh?" said Sally.

" Not at all," answered Coffin. " 1 know poor
Jack is staunch. But who was the first person

that I went to after leaving Beechey Manor "

" Taggarty, to be sure 1" cried both brother and
sist«r as it were in the same breath.

"Aye— that's it," said Coffin, with a look

gloomily ominous. "Don't you recollect the fel-

low wouldn't either have me in his house to live a
short while—nor would he lend a hand in putting

Larry quistly and comfortably out of th« way
ATlien there was such a capital opportunity. Be-
sides, the very fact that Larry was there that

night
"

" Yes—but that was about Jack the Foundling,"
|

observed Dick Melmoth.
" Ah 1 but when once a fellow gets any way in

|

league or connexion with a Bow Street runner,"

exclaimod the Hangman, dogmatically, "you
never can tell what he may be enticed into. At
all events, it's very certain," he continued, " that

from the moment I went and showed myself at

Taggarty's, all the flash cribs and boozinjr-kens

were closely watched by Larry's spies."

" To be sure ! The information was deuced soon

passed round to all the knowing ones," observed

Dick Melmoth : "and so we lost no time in putting

you up to what was going on. Why, tLere was

Joe Parkes's on Saffron Hill— Sharp M.iwley's

over in tlie Mint—Meg Blowen's in tho Almonry
— Polly Scratchem's down in Whitechapel— and

BeucuU's crib in Jacob's Island,—they were all

close watched day and night, without ce;isuig
••

"And devilish lucky it was, then, that I hadn't

gone to either," sai.l Daniel Coffin, " as was my
original intention. But by going and staying first

with Old Jeremy Ilumpage in Whitechapel—then

with the Swag Chovey Bloak in St. George's Fields

— I managed to escape all Mr. Sampson's devices

till the very day that Dysart was to be hung and

I was wanted again at the Old Bailey. Come

—

give me another glass of lush," he exclaimed with

a chuckle that sounded like the subdued (frowl of

a hyaena: "for after all, I like talking of these

things when they are all past and gone and the

danger's over."
" And so you really do suspect Taggarty ?' said

Sally Mehnoth, as she idtilled the Hangman's
glass.

"Well, I don't see how the devil I can help

suspecting him," returned Coffin. "Tho idea

flashed to my mind all in a moment: but it at

once took a deep root there—and now let mo tell
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you that if I was to think over it a hundred years,

I couldn't be more convincd than 1 am at this

instant that it was Taggarty who must have

peached."
" But what are you going to Larry Sampson's

for this morning ?" asked his mistress.

" Why, there s five or six fellows to be tucked

up down in tiie country," answered the Hangman,
with a sinister leer; "and I was going to ask

Larry just to drop a note to the sheriffs of those

counties and recommend me as a gentleman which

docs his business in a neat, agreeable, and work-

manlike manner in tlie hanging line :"—and he

gave another low chuckling laugh the mirth of

wliioh was as pleasant as that of a hyaena.

" But you don't want such country custom, do

you?" asked Sally, in surprise.

"No such thing," returned Coffin: "but what

I do want is an excuse to have a chat with Larry

Sampson. I dare say he'll let bygones be bygones

and talk pleasant enough when he sees that I am
civil on my side. Larry isn't a fellow to bear

grnilges: but 1 am though—desperately—infer-
nally !" he added with terrible emphasis.

" And what do you want to talk to him about?"

asked Sally, now questioning the Hangman with

more timidity than at first—for his temper ap-

jiearcd to be lowering. " But perhaps you hope

to be able to worm out some secrets from Larry

Sampson?

'

"A little in that way," responded the Hangman,
with a grim smile, which reassured his mistress

.•lud her brother as to the condescending and com-

municative humour he was in. "What I chiefly

want to see is whether Larry will speak to me
about Jack the Foundling at all. For don't you

see that it was so odd he should get all that infor-

mation from Taggarty—drop so many hints about

the lad's probably being the son of well-to -do-

parents—and then suddenly take no more notice

of the matter than if he had never made any such

inquiries at all? So I mean to try and draw

blaster Larry out in that respect."

" And how shall you do it?" inquired Dick Mel-

moth.
" Don't you see, I've got my excuse all ready cut

and dried for Larry," continued tlie Hangman :
" and

I shall tell him that the reason 1 want to get these

country execution jobs is to have an opportunity of

letting the Foundling try his hand at tucking the

chaps up— as I shall say that I mean to make a Jack

Ketch of him. So now don't you see that if there is

any truth at all in the idea of the Foundling belong-

ing to a respectable family, Larry will deuced soon

he horrified at the idea of the young fellow taking to

the gallows-functions: and he'll tell me to wait a

while or thu.k better of it, or something of that soit

—and if he does this, then we shall really know that

he didn't make all those inquiries about the lad Jack

for notliing at all."

" Well really, Daniel," said his mistress, coax-

ingly, " I always knew you v!A^ a wide-awake fellow

—but I didn't give you credit for so much cunning

aa all this."'

" Nor I," observed Dick Mehnoth :
" and I do

believe you'll succeed in getting something out of

Larry after all."

]
" And i( you do find that Jack is the son of re-

j
speclable psrents," observed Sal, " you'll bo able to

1 Mi.dte a pretty j)enny of the business— eh ?"

"Well, we shall see:"—and tiie Hangman was
about to sally forth, when suddenly recollecting

something, he felt the pockets of his coat, and then

exclaimed, " By Satan ! I was going without my
tools—and that's a thing I don't often do, seeing that

ihey very frequently come into use at a moment
when it's least expected that they'll be wanted at

all."

Dick Melmoth hastened to open a cupboard,
whence he took forth a bunch of skeleton keys,

which he wrapped up in paper so as to prevent them
from jingling. He next produced from the same
place a small "jemmy," or crowbar, about a foot

and a half long, and about the thickness of the thumb
—but of the strongest wrou;;ht iron, and admirably
shaped for burglarious purposes. He then drew forth

a small tin box an inch and a half in diameter, and
filled with wax, which was used to take the impres-

sion of a key should such process be required for

ulterior purposes. Lastly, Dick Melmoth produced

a couple of knitting-needles, pointed in a particular

manner, and used for cutting panes of glass ia the

same way as a glazier's diamond.

All the articles just detailed did Mr. Daniel Coffin

secure about his person; and as he wore a sort of

shooting-coat, the crowbar lay easily enough length-

wise at the bottom of one of iiis capacious pockets.

But it must not be supposed that the Hangman had
any special purpose now in view in thus arming him-
self with the implements of his secret profession.

The fact was that he seldom if ever stirred abroad

without those little articles which might at any mo-
nient come unexpectedly handy : and as habit is

second nature, he positively would not have felt

comfortable had he omitted his usual practice in

this respect. .

Sallying forth accordingly, with the royal pardon
in one of his pockets and the implements of burglary

distributed about in all the others, Mr. Daniel Coffin

took his way to Long Acre. On knocking at the

door of Larry Sampson's house, his summons was
answered by Dame I^Iargery, the officer's house-

keeper, to whom the person of the Hangman was

not known. Not that she was however at al! prepos-

sessed in his favour : for, as the reader is already

aware, he had a most hang-dog look about him, even

when attired in his best apparel.

"Is Mr. Sampson at home?" he asked,

" No, he is not," responded Dame Margery, eyeing

him askance, and keeping the door half closed.

" But 1 want to see him very particularly," said

the Hangman. " Indeed, it's about professional busi-

ness," he added, with a significant look.

" Then who are you ?" inquired the woman.
" Lord bless youl" returned the Hangman : "my

functions are up tiiere in the Old Bailey :"—and as

he spoke, with a still deeper significancy of look, he

jerked his thumb over his ieft shoulder in the direc-

tion of the locality which iie had named.

Now it instantaneously struck Dame Margery that

the feilow must be a turnkey from Newgate; and, with

this belief, she had no longer any hesitation in admit-

ting him into the house. She accordingly requested

him to walk in and wait a short time,— observing that

it was more than probable that Mr. Sampson would

not be long before he returned. Daniel Coffin at

once accepted the invitation, and was forthwitij con-

ducted into the breakfast-parlour, where Dame Mar-

gery left him. But alter waiting upwards of three

quarters of an hour, the Hangman got tired of re-
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maining there doing nothing; and lie thought that

he might as well repair to the nearest public-house

and regale himself until Air. Sampson should return.

He accordingly issued forth from the parlour with

(he view of telling the housekeeper whither he was

going, and requesting that a message might be sent

to inform him when her master came back: but

though he coughed, hemm'd, and stamped with his

foot, in order to attract the attention of Dame Mar-
gery, no response was given to his summons. Fan-

cying she might be up-stairs, he coolly and quietly

ascended to the storey above ; for Air. Daniel Coffin

was not accustomed to be over nice or delicate in the

observance of ceremony and the punctilios of eti-

quette.

" Hem I hah!— I say, now then!— will nobody

answer ?" he exclaimed, on reaching the landing

of the first floor : but all was silent— for the very

simple reason th&t Dame Margery was down in the

kitchen attending to her culinary duties, and being

rather deaf, she heard not the Hangman's voice.

As for the servant-of-all-work, she had gone out

upon an errand : and thus did it happen that

no attention was paid to Mr. Coffin.

" Well, I suppose the place is deserted," he

muttered to himself, in that low growling tone which

was peculiar to him when vexed or annoyed : and

opening the door that was nearest, he looked in and

perceived that it was a handsomely furnished

drawing-room. " Upon my word I Jklr. Sampson is

quite a gentleman. Ah ! he must have made a

good thing of his business—no doubt of it !" added

the Hangman, as he glanced around the well-ap-

pointed aparlment : then stepping forth upon the

landing again, he closed the door behind him. " I

wonder what this room is," he now said, as he

grasped the handle of another door ; but it was

locked.

Obedient to some strange and scarcely ac-

countable impulse, Daniel Coffin stooped down to

peep through the keyhole : but he found it imper-

vious to his view, being closed on the inner side;

—

and he muttered to himself, "Well, this is a pecu-

liar lock, made on purpose to prevent anybody from

looking through it."

Such a circumstance was quite enough to arouse

the curiosity of the Hangman; and without any
I more ado he at once took forth his skeleton keys, and

thrust one of them into the lock, in which it turned

without difficulty. The door was opened accord-

ingly ; and Coffin entered the apartment.

And now it would be difficult to describe this in-

dividual's amazement at the first glance which he

cast around the room : for the walls were studded

with innumerable pegs, to which hung an infinite

assortment of male and female dresses. These
were evidently intended and used as disguises ;—and
as the Hangmau contemplated this singular ward-

robe with a closer scrutiny, he observed that it con-

tained the specimen of almost every costume then

existing in England. There was even the Court
dreis, as well as the soldiei's uniform : the fashion-

able suit of a West End dandy was side-by-side

with the lace-bedizened livery of a domestic servant.

'The complete costume of a sportsman was sus-

pended next to the ragged garb of a bepf,'ar : the

dress of astbne-inason was in contrast with that of a

swtep. The characterestic appan-l of a parish beadle
j

hung next to the mud-besmeared garb of a peasant

;

—and the rough dress of a sailor was close to the

modest uniform of a postman. In fine, the dresses

of all grades and classes, as well as of both sexes,

were comprised in this perfect museum of costume:
—and it was quite clear that the individual possess-

ing such an extraordinary collection, could at any
moment transform himself into the semblance of

a peer or a peasant—a parson or a postman—

a

sportsman or a soldier— a tailor or a tinker—

a

gentleman or a gipsy—a mariner or a pickpocket—
a rollicking highwayman or a mean petty thief—

a

substantial farmer or a needy mendicant—a coster»

monger or a ballad singer—a fortune-teller or a

match-woman- a fish-fag or a gipsy, — or in fine,

any member of any grade, class, or section of

society.

But these transformations were not to be made
only by means of the various dresses suspended
around: other auxiliaries and accessories were
lilcewise at hand in this apartment. Thus, upon
a long shelf stood a row of barber's blocks, each
surmounted with a m-g: and as a matter of course
these wigs vrere of different co'ouvs, shapes, and
qualities, affording specimens of all the varieties

of the peruke species. Then, on another shelf

there were false whiskers, mustachios, and beards,

yes, and even false eyebrows : and oil a third

shelf were pots of rouge, hair-powder, paints,

colours, and dyes of all shades, degrees, and de-

scriptions.

There was one more feature of interest in this

room which came in for a due share of the

Hangman's attention : and this was an enormous
book, as large as a church-bible, and the contents

of which were divided into three specific depart-

ments. The first was a list of all the bad cha-

racters, male and female, infesting the metropolis :

and against every name was affixed the date of its

entry in that book, thereby showing how long each

individual in the category had been under the sur-

veillance of Mr. Lawrence Sampson. The second
compartment contained a list of all the flash cribs,

boozing-kens, fence-shops, low lodging houses, and
places of vile resort in which the metropolis

abounded ; and so complete was the information

given by this list, that to every den thus specified

was added the name of the person keeping it, fol-

lowed by memoranda of what sort of characters

frequented it, the sums paid for accommodation or

refreshment, and all other particulars calculated

to be of service to a Bow Street officer. The third

compartment of this extraordinary book consisted

of a journal, or diary, in which i\Ir. Lawrence

Sampson was wont to enter minutes of his proceed-

ings, remarkable incidents, gleanings and expe-

riences, personal adventures, or any other matters

worth recording in eonnexion with his avoca-

tions.

The reader will naturally suppose that on dis-

coveiing this book of mysteries, the curiosity of

the Hangman was instantaneously excited toaseor.

tain first of all whether his own name figured in

the category of bad characters: and on turning to

the proper page and column, according to the

al]>habetical arrangement of the entries, he not

only found t!ie name of Daniel CorriN duly

chronicled, but also the startling fact, as proved by

the date annexed, tliat Mr. Lawrence Sampson had

lieon aware of his real character for some years

liast.

As a nialtor of course all the low cribs and
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boozing-kens, as well as all other vile haunts and
infamous receptacles throughout the metropolis

were chronicled in the second compartment. But
as the reader may perhaps be carious to learn the

manner in which Mr. Sampson kept his ledger of

demoralization, debauchery, poverty, mendicity,

and crime, we will quote a few miscellaneous ex-

tracts from this division of the great book :

—

"Hose and Crown, Church Lane, St Giles's. "Weekly

club held here ; chiefly of street hawkers, costermongers,

labourers, cbimncy-sweepers, and beggars: the women
frequenting this place are nearly all Irish. A young fight-

ing fellow in a flannel jacket (name forgotten) generally

prwides ; always has a plate before him containing the

subscription- money to pay for the gin, beer, and tobacco.

'Sometimes the company amuse themselves by dancing

reels ; or else a fellow named Garry, formerly in the 18th

Hussars, gives an eihibilion of the shiUelah dance. The
landlord's name is .

''Sidney Smith, Dock Street, Whitechapel. Evening

concerts; dreadful low class of women, .always on the look

out for sailors flush of cash. Dancing as well as music

:

each person •who dances pays twopence for the benefit of

the musician.
" The Black Bull, Windmill Street, Haymarket. Music

and dancing :il this place; singing to a piano accompani-

ment. Most of the men frequenting this house are cross-

coves, thimble-men, or swell-mobsmen : the females are

women of the town. A great many juveniles visit this

house, young thieves with their girli. The waiter is a
comic fellow, sings comic songs, is on good terms with

every body, and sips wf every body's brandy-and-watcr

with the most condescending friendship: always calling

out fuir 'ladies and gentlemen, to give their orders.' The
songs sung ut this place are not indecent; mostly humour-
ous. One of the most favourite flash songs begins in this

way:

—

A cross- cove is in the street for me,

And I a poor girl of a low degree;

If I was as rich as I am poor,

Vo never should go on the cross no more.

CHOBUS,

lie's a right down chap, a chickle leary chap, and a
lo\'ing cove

!

" Penny Theatre, Shorts' Gardens. Frequented by boys,

girls, and all kinds of juvenile thieves and prostitMtes :

always dreadful bad language before tho curtain draws

up. The la.st night I was there saw a drunken combat
as an interlude between George Barnwell and a scene from

the Beggar't Opera. Terformers about ten in number;
most of them go about attending fairs and shows in the

season.

"Red House in the Mint : two people sleep in each bed,

threepence a night. The grossest scenes of immorality

constantly occurring in this place.

" Tilt Mogul, Drury Lane. Large room holding several

hundred persons: concerts and perfonnancos every night:

frequented by all kinds of people ; great numbers of disso-

lute livery servants meet here ; also young apprentices

and their girls. The landlord keeps it as respectable as lio

possibly can.

" Thompson's Lodging Homes, Castle Street, Long Acre.

Nos. 23, 24, 25. Make up between 60 and 70 beds between

them. Thompson has similar houses over in Mint Sireet

;

most detestable places, frequented by the worst of charac-

ters—every feeling of decency totally lost sight of, persons

of both sexes and all ages sleeping promiscuously : grown
up brothers and sisters thus sleep together.

" Stiithgute's Lodging Homes are in Jlitre Court, St.

John's Street; New Court, Cow Cross, Smithfield ; Turn-

mill Street, Clcrkcnwell; and on Sall'ron Hill; altogether

making up 300 beds every night.

" Grout's Lodging Houses in St. Giles's are filled with
low truckle beds, supplie<l with a straw mattress, two
coarse sheets, and an old rug. Here the poor but honest

liibouring man is in nightly company with the professional

thief; while perhaps his wife and grown up daughters arc

compelled to herd with the vilest prostitutes. As a matter

of course the people frequenting these lodging-houses con-
sist of various descriptions ; and each description may
again he subdivided into various classes. It is a most
truthful remark which I have heard, that ' the mirroscope
shows the tubdivision of atoms, and a minute inquiry into
various clatses subdivides society into unimagined grades.'

"No. —
, Wentworth Street, Whitechapel, is a kinchin-

ken. The fellow who keeps it is called the tidsman : he
boards and lodges young boys, training them up to be
thieves

; always has at least twenty boys in his establish-
ment : the young ones are instructed by the elder, and are
never allowed to go out before they arc quite perfect."*

These and numerous other entries, especially
those regarding the Hangman's favourite haunts,
met his view; nor did he fail to observe that Tag-
garty's shop on Mutton Hill was mentioned in toe
category as a place where cheeses, flitches of bacon,
bladders of lard, and all kinds of chandlery were
purchased " without any questions being asked."
But no words can describe the amazement, the
con<;ternatiou, and even the stupefastiou which
seized upon Daniel Coffiu, when on searching for I

the entry relative to Bencull's Dark Crib iu

Jacob's Island, he found the following memo-
randum appended :—" See my journal, Widnesday,
Sept. 19, ISl'ij/or the account of how I visited thit

place disguised as a knife-grinder, and how 1 was
throiun into the black ditch, escaping with my life in

a manner truly miraculous.
"

Yes—stupilied indeed wa"s the Haogman as these

words met his view. Ail his thouijhts were sud-

denly congealed—all his ideas wcie frozen in a
moment I But when he somewhat recovered him-

.self, and his reflections once more fljived on in

tlieir proper cliaimel, mystery after mystery was
cleared up relative to past incidents, and truth

after truth revealed itself to his coujprehension.

Yes— for when he glanced around and beheid all

those varied and admirably contrived disguises, he
was no longer at a lo.-^.s to understand how the

whole plot relative to the burglary at Mrs. Owen's

had been discovered by L»rry Sainpiou: for that

the knife-grinder and the officer were identical,

was a fact now placed beyond all possibility of

doubt : and what, then, was more probable bat

that the country bumpkin in the tap-room of the

King's Arms at Rictuiiond, was also the ubiquitous

and protean Lawrence Sampson ?

But while he was still porsniug his hurried .ind

startling reflection.s in this mauntr, Daniel Cof&n

hastened to turn to the third compartment of tue

great book : aad there, sure enough, he discovered

a detailed accjuut of all the ofiBcer'-s proceedings

while engaged in prosecuting his inquiries and re-

searches into tlie outrage offored to the Prince

Regent and the Marquis of Leveson, as detailed ia

earlier chapters of our narrative. A farther in-

vestigation iati Mr. Simpson's diary showed

Daniel Coffii that Taggarty had not betrayed

him to the olHcer, but that the seeming beggar-

woman who had .so importuuaieiy solicited aims of

him as he issued from T.iggany's house on the

night iu quopii )n, was m reality Liwrence Samp-

son. Otiier facts did the Hatigmau also ascertain

concerning matteri that either interested himself

or ti.ostt persons with whom he was connected:

but we shall not pause to enter into minuter details

• Some of this information is actu;illy chronicled upon

the authority of entries .ind mciiioranda In a polico-boo

;

to which we have been allowed access.
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now. Suffice it to say, that without for an instant

recollecting the possibility—or indeed the proba-

bility of being interrupted while pryin^f into the

mysteries of the bulky volume, he continued to

study its contents with the deepest attention ; and

the more profoundly he examined into it, the more

was he astonished and bewildered at the extraor-

dinary mass of information which Lawrence Samp-

son had acquired relative to all the bad characters

and flash houses in London. Nor less was the

Hangman astounded at the remarkable perse-

verance, the unflinching dauntlessness, the ex-

quisite skill, and the reckless indifference to

danger, which characterised the Bow Street offi-

cer, and which qualities were made apparent

enough by tbe various ailventures, enterprises,

and proceedings chronicled in the diary.

We must, however, leave Daniel Coffin for a few

minutes to peruse the entries chiefly regarding

himself or his companions in iniquity, while we

proceed to furnish our readers with a few speci-

mens of those parts of Mr. Sampson's juurn»l

which may be termed his comments or experiences.

And therefore, without farther preface, we quote

the following extracts :

—

" Parliament being over, moat of the beggars are going

out of town to make the round of tiie country-seats of tho

nobility and gentry. A great m»ny of them are dressed

like old soldiers or sailors; and they are all well provided

with lists of those houses and estates where military or

naval officers dwell. Be it observed that before the beg-

gars go out into tho country upon these expeditions, they

meet at certain cadgers'- haunts, low lodging-houses, or

boozing-kens in London, and exchango information as to

what country-seats are good to call at. Because a» the

game parties cannot call twice at the game place during

the seasan, they lose nothing by giving each other sucli in-

formation. In fact, it is a constant practice with beggars

to compare notes in this manner. When once out in tho

country in Autunm, they remain out while the hare- skin

time is on; because while buying and selling hare-skins,

they are able to pass away a great quantity of bad money.
" Women hire infants for fourpence or sixpence a day

eacli, and make at least five shillings a day by carrying

them about—particularly if a woman hires two children

at the same time and represents them as twms.
" There are some beggars who know every good house

In the country. Some who go the highjly, or play the part

of broken-down gentlemen, manage to make ten or fifteen

pounds a, week. Sometimes they take drawings with

them, which they present to tho ladies whom they see at

parloitf-windows, or walking in gardens, or on lawns, at

country-seats, leaving tho reward to their generosity.

Sometimes they bribe gentlemen's servants to take in their

begging letters, and just throw in any little word of com-

miseration that may assist their case. Just tho opposite of

these are tlie beggars that go upon tlie ihallow—lhat Is,

half- naked. They obtain from compassionate persons

quantities of left-off clotlies, by which they make as much

j

sometimes as twelve or fifteen shillings per day. This is

I

one of tho most lucrative systems of beggary ; but it of

course succeeds best in tho cold weatlier, wliea the hcgg:

manat;o to shiver and shako like aspens, and thus attract

a vast amount of sympathy. Tho system of hawking is

also excellent : many small shopkeepers do not make in a
day so much as some of those itinerant venders. Take for

instance a pair of knit cotton braces: the hawker buys
them at fourpence, and sells them at one shilling and two-

pence—or at all events a sliUling. Ho puts on tho extra

halfpence expecting to be beaten down.»
"Beggars not only provide themselves with lists of the

residences of benevolent people in town and country, but
|

also have lists of all charitable Societies and Institutions,

to which they constantly apply in the winter ; such as for

coals, potatoes, &c., which they always sell as soon as ob-

tained, for half their value. Women get baby-linen, tickets

of admission to lying-in-hospitals, &c, all of wliich they im-

mediately sell for what they can get.

" Of an evening in London, the beggars meet at their

favourite haunts, where they eat and drink of the best.

At night they generally stay in doors and get drunk ; but

a few of them dress themselves out in decent stylo and go

to the cheap concerts or to low gaming-houses. In Petti-

coat Lane, Whitechapel, thero aro several low gaming-

houses, kept by Jews ; and as it is chiefly here that tho

beggars sell tho clothes which they obtain when out

on the shallow, so It is hither they come to lose

their ill-got money again at tho gaming-table. Nearly

all the Jews in Petticoat Lane aro receivers of

stolen goods, or fences; one or two of them keep

fence-shops up at the West-End as branch establish-

ment's and oven sometimes send large quantities of

stolen property abroad. Thero are a great many
publicans who buy stolen property, and then sell it

again at a profit to tho Jew-fences. Some of these Jow3

go into the country once or twice a year, travel from to\\^l

to town, and sell to country-dealers tho plunder of tho

metropolis. There aro many Christian jewellers and silver-

smiths who buy property direct from thicvei; and it is

common enough ^vlth refiners, who never ask any questions

at alL Tho wealthiest Jew-fences have agents, and are

themselves but seldom seen in tho transactions.

"Another dangerous class of persons who profit by tho

crimes which they do not directly commit themselves, aro

the putlors-up of burglaries; and these are very often

marine-store dealers, or elte flashy-looking fellows frequent-

ing public-houses. Tliis latter class is specially dangerous .

they get hold of servant girls who come to fetch the beer,

pretend to court them, worm out of them tho secrets of

U\a houses to which they belong, and then give the requi-

site information to the cracksmen or burglars Livery-

servants are frequently putters-up of burglaries. The

cracksman or burglar generally dresses shabby, like a dis-

tressed tradesman : they remain all day in low public-houses

or boozing-kens, drinking or playing at skittles.

" At the bottom of Ked Lion Street, Clerkenwell, Is

Capel Court; and there liv^is a blacksmith who makes

housebreakers' implemems. Cracksmen go to him and

give their orders : ho tells them when the implements vrill

bo ready, and appoints to meet them at some boozing-ken,

•perliaps quite in another part of London. The sum agreed

upon is paid at this interview ; and the blacksmith liands

over a brown paper parcel, containing all the implements,

stating that the packet has just come up from the coun-

try." •

Having tlms afforded oar readers a specimen of

Mr. Larry Sampson's diary, we will now return to

the Hangman, whom we left busily engaged in

consulting those entries and statements which spe-

cially regarded himself and tho members of tbe

gang to which he belonged.

Ho was still deep in his somewhat unpleasant

though interesting studies, when the thought sud-

denly floated to his mind that ho was incurring a

great risk of detection by prolonging his intrusion

the privacy of the oiricer's sanctum. He lliere-

* India-rubber braces cost 12s. a dozen ; and tho hawker
sells them at 2s. a-picce. Steel pens can bo bought as low
as 4d. a gross—thai is, twelve dozen; and tho hawker can
sell three or four pens for a penny.

• Tho preceding information is given upon tho authority

of tho police-book referred to In t.c aimotation at page

270 ; and relativo to Petticoat Lano wo wcro particularly

struck, fcy tho fuUowhig remarks :—" The Jews hero can

raise money to purchase any amount of property. Tliero

is ono Jew, L L , who has bought as much as 12001

worth of stolen property at ono time. If tho royal crown

and all tho jewels wcro stolen from the Towor and taken

down to Petticoat Lane, tlie money would bo raised in less

than a cou|>lo of hours to buy them all. The great mer-

chants could not raise a foreign loan quicker upon

Change."
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fore resolved to beat a prccipiiate retreat: and

closiiifj the boolc, lie Suole forth from the room—
sliut the door behiud him—rc-locked it by means
of the skeleton-key which liad ere now opened it—

and then crept stealthily dovrn-stairs iuto the break-

fast-parlour.

Fortunate indeed wa? it that he took this step

just at the moment: for scarcely had he seated

himself in the parlour, when Dame Margery made
her appearance.

"Mr. Sampson," she said," has this moment
sent up from Bow Street, to inform me that lie

shall not be home to dinner, and indeed that I

must not expect to see him before the Gven\ug, as

some pressing business has transpired to demand
his immediate atter.tion eUewhere."

" Oil! very well, ma'am," said Daniel Coffin, in-

wardly rejoicing to think that he had not been

surprised by the old dame up in her master's pri-

vate room. " Then I needn't wait any longer

—

and so I'll call another day."
" Who shall I say has been ? " inquired the

housekeeper.

The Hangman hesitated a moment whether he

should give his name : but immediately recollect-

ing that the woman need only describe his personal

appearance in order to make her master under-

stand who the visitor was, he said boldly, " Mr.
Dan'el Coffiu orTieet Lane."

" Ah !" stie ejaculated, her looks filling with evi-

dent disgust and horror as the mention of that

nsme, siriumg upon her ear like a pestilence upon
the entire frame, revealed to her the fact that she

stood in the presence of thu public executioner.

"Good morning;—^ood morning," she hurriedly

observed, as she flew to open the front door with

an undisgused longing for the departure of so un-

welcome a visitant.

" Good morning, ma'am," said Coffin, not choos-
ing to take any notice of her altered manner: and
be issued from the house.

CHAPTER LXXH.

THE CONSULTATION.

It was between eight and nine o'clock in the even-

ing of the same day, that the Hangman knocked at

the door of Ben cull's dark crib in Mill Street,

Jacob's Island. He was no longer apparelled in

his Sunday's best—having put off his gala-garb on
his return home from Larry Sampson's house; and
ho was now atiired in his usual coarse and ruffian-

looking style.

" Who's there ?" demanded the well-known voice

of Benculi from within.

" iMr. Dan'cl Coffin," was the answer, accompa-
nied by a peculiar whistle.

•'All right!" said Benculi: and the next mo-
ment the door was opened.

" Anybody here yefi"' demanded ths Hangman,
as he entered the passage of that ominous-looking
house.

" No—nobody yet," replied Benculi, as he closed
and bolted the street door.

*' So much the better," observed Coffin :
• be-

cause 1 want to speak to you very particular in-

deed."

The two men prococdcd iuto the back room

which has been described in a previous chapter :
}

liquor and pipes were produced ;-and when the
glasses were filled and the blue wreaths of the
tobacco-smoke were curling upward, Benculi said,
" Now, old fellow, what is it?"

" Well, my worthy friend," responded the Hang-
man, looking moodily solemn and savagely seiions

as he spoke,—"I've made a discovery to-day that

regards me—you— everybody pretty nearly that
we know—and thousands of folk besides."

" What the devil do you mean, Dan'el ?" ex-
claimed the landlord of the dark crib, taking his

pipe from his mouth and gazing with mingled
astonishment and alarm upon his companion.

" Why, I mean that there's a man in existence,"
i

replied Coffin, "who for years past has been spread-
j

ing out a great web until he has covered the whole
of London with the invisible meshes. And in the

middle of this web does he sit like a sharp cunning
spider; while hundreds of flies are getting en-

tangled in it without knowing it, as one may say

—

so that this great spider has got nothing to do but
to come forth at any moment and seize upon any
one of the flies that it fancies for its own precious

picking. Or else maybe it will bide its time and
pounce upon half-a-dozen or a dozen at a time,

and of course make a terrible smash of them all."

" 1 say, Dan'el, I can patter flash as well as any

cross-cove going," observed Benculi: "bat, by
jingo, if I can understand a single word of all

this gibberish that you've been jabbering I Come
now, let's have a bit of English: 'cos why, all that

there is Greek to me."
"1 can deuced soon explain myself," rejoined

the Hangman. " Only fancy that Larry Sampson
is this precious great spider, and that all the cross-

coves, macers, magsmon, prigs, and cracksmen in

London are the flies. Now do you understand

me ?"

"I begin to do so,"' answered Benculi; "but

only just as a feller has a wacant idea of what he's

about just when he's getting sober after a deuced

good booze."
" Then listen," said the Hangman. " Larry

Sampson has got a thundering big book, divided

into three parts. In the first part he puts down

the names of all people that the law looks with a

sus])icious eye upon ; and 1 need hardly tell you

that your name and mine ain't omitted. In the

second division of the book, there's a list of all the

flash cribs, fence-shops, and travellers' houses* in

London ; and again I need hardly say that your

establishment isn't forgotten. But what's more,

every soul frequenting it is also put down in Larry's

book: so there's mc to begin with—then Jeremy

Humpage—ne.\t the Swag Ciiovey Bloak—then

Bob the Durrynackcr—the Mushroom Faker—the

Highflyer of Fakements—the Buttoner—Nell Gib-

son—-and in fa^t all the select company that honour

Mr. BcncuU's house with their presence."

" Well, I'm not over and above surprised to hear

this," observed the landlord of the dark crib. " Of

course, Larry Sampson knows all these things : his

spies arc everywhere
"

" Wait a moment, old fellow," exclaimed Coffin,

" and just liear what the third part of this great

book says. It's a sort of narrative or journal of

all Larry's proceedings, adventures, and enter

-

• The low loJginar Houses ara thus cillcJ.
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prises ; (tnd what will you think when I tell you
that that knife -grmdiiig fellow whicli we chucked
over into the ditch, was never drowned at all, but
is alive and kicking at this moment !"

*• No—by jingo! is this true?" cried Bencull,

turning deadly pale. "Why, 'tis enough to hang
us all '."—and he put his hand to his tliroat, as if

he already experienced the unpleasant sensation

produced by the contact of a halter.

" / can't be hanged for it, at all events," ex-
claimed Daniel Coffin, "seeing that I've got the

royal pardon safe and sound in my pocket. But
you haven't heard quite all yet: for if you are

astnnislied at what I've already told you, I don't
'

know how you'll feel when I tell you that, the knife-

}>'rinder and Larry Samusou were oue and the same :

person!"

"Nonsense!"' ejaculated Bencull, half starting i

from his chair, and chucking down his pipe so
j

abru;)tly ur?oa the table that it broke inio a dozen I

35*
"

pieces. "You are either mad or drunk, Dan'el:

which the devil is it ?"

" Neither, you fool," answered the Hangman, with

one of his characteristic growls. '• What 1 tell

you is true : and more than that, 1 have read in

the great book sufficient to show me that Larry

Sampson is acquainted with the secrets of nearly

the whole lot of cross-coves in London."
" But why doesn't he taUe us up by hundreds,

and have us hung by twenties at a time';"" asked

Bencull, gathering courage from the rellectiou

which prompted the query.

" Wiiy, don't you see," excl.iimed Coffin, impa-

tiently, "that there's a wide deal of ditforeiic^

between knowing all these kind of things, and
being able to get t;>gotlur the necessary evidence

ti) convict a chap at the Old B.iilcy ! But you do

see that Lany is constantly nabbing fellows under

extraordinary circumstances. L jok iiow he fernU
them out— traces their wholo proceedings—foUow'*
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them as one may say step by step, from the mo-

ment they plan a crime till the instant it is com-

pleted b^in^^s the whole mass of evidence to burst

like a storm around them—and sends them to the

scaffold at last! Don't you see this constantly

being done, I say?—and isn't it often a matter of

wonder how Larry dees contrive to bring things

home to people ? Well then, now it ceases to be a

matter of wonder, after all that 1 have seen and

learnt to-day."

The Hangman then proceeded to inform his

friend Bcneull how he had penetrated into Larry

Sampson's private apartment, and how he had be-

held there all the costumes and other accessories

for an infinite variety of pomplete disguises. Ben-

cull was as much amazed and as thoroughly petri-

fied with wonder at hearing this recital, as Coffiu

himself had been when first entering that myste-

rious apartment at S;unpsou's house. Indeed, seve-

ral miimtes elapsed ere BencuU could recover in

the slightest degree from that stupor into which

he was thus plunged.
" Well, there is one thing I can't understand,"

he said at length, when he had lighted another

pipe and taken a few whiffi. " How was it that

within an hour after Larry Sampson escaped from

the ditch behind thiu house, he did not have you

and me and all the others taken up and lodged in

Newgate at once?"
" Oh ! I can understand his reason full well,"

returned the Hangman. "You was one of the

party that did that job with the Prince and Mar-

quis of Levesou at Beechy Manor—

"

"Well, what of that?" exclaimed Bencull.

" Only that Larry Sampson, as it appears by his

book, was employed to sifc th;it affair tj the bot-

tom," continued Daniel Cofiin ; "and tiie better to

follow out his researches, he took tlie dis>juise of a

knife-grinder—first going down to Kiehmoad to

make inquiries there, aud then coming down here.

Now, if he had haudecl us all ovor to justice,

he would have had to say why he came to the davk

crib, so a* to make out his tale ;—and that would

have been to tell on what special service he was

engaged at the time, and consequently to pro-

claim to the whole world what had happened to

the Prince and the Marquis of Leveson on a cer-

tain memorable night. But as neither the Prince

nor the ]\Lirquis wanted it known at all,—but on

the contrary, had certain reasons of their own for

wishing it to be kept deuced quiet,—Larry Samp-

son thoughtit best to hold his peace about his ad-

venture down here."

" Well, all this may be likely enough," said Ben-

cull: " but still it's quite clear that Larry knows a

great deal more than is convenient. And now I

recollect, the night when he was down here dis-

guised as a knife-grinder, he went up-stairs and saw

old Jeremy Humpage ^"

"Well, well," interrupted the Hangman: "never

mind anything about the details of what happened

on that particular night. What we have chiefly to

think about at present, is whether we are to take

any step to insure our safety for the future."

"In what way?" asked Bencull, with that kind

of ominously significant look which showed that he

had caught an inkling of the idea then uppermost

in the Hangman's mind. " Come, speak ouf,

Danel : you and me are old pals, and can trust

each other."

" Then my mind is made up as to Larry Samp-
|

SOD," answered Coffin. " It's quite clear that no 1

business is to be done in future with any degree
of safety, as long as Larry is alive. He has got a

I

halter round your neck—and round the necks of all I

our pals and confederates—and he won't be long !

before he gets one round my neck again also. And '

when it is considered that he can pull these halters
'

tight at any moment he chooses, by Satan ! to make I

away with such a fellow would be conferring a bless-
'

ing on the whole fraternity."
i

"You and me, Dan'el," observed Bencull, jerk-

ing his pipe towards the back of the house," have 1

shoved out more than one stiff 'un into the black
j

ditch; and therefore I don't see why we should

hesitate in making a croaker of Mr. Larry

Sampson."
" To be sure not—and it shall be done !" cried

the Hangman. "But we must also take measures

to get possession of his book at the same time that

we do his business for him: or else, if that great

volume fell into tlie hands of another officer, it

would soon put him into the right way of becoming

as knowing—and consequently as dangerous as

Larry Sampson himself."

" Well, have you got any scheme in your head ?"

demanded Bencull.

"Larry Sampson must be enticed down here,"

said the Hangman, " by some means or another

;

and while you and two or three of our most trust-

worthy pals ate doing his business for him, I will

call at his house in Long Acre on some pretence and

get possession of the great book,"

" Well and goo^," said Bencull. " But how the

deuce do you hope to entice Larry to trust himself

again in the daik crib?"

" Cunning as he is, let us see if we can't be more

cunning still. What think you of planting some

woman upon him to make him believe that through

revenge she wants to betray a scheme in which her

flash man is engaged? This looks so devilish

nat'ral, if we could only get a blowen of the right

sort to carry it out."

" What say you to Nell Gibson?" demanded Ben-

cull. " She's the most artfuUest gal which I ever

happened to be acquainted with—besides which, she's

got such a way of looking so precious innocent and

sincere when she's really plotting the deepest mis-

chief."

" Yes—we'll make use of Nell Gibson in this mat-

ter. But are you quite sure that Nell is the most

trustworthy young woman that we could employ in

the matter ? You know her better than I do."

" Why, my maxim always is never to trust any

woman farther than you can see her," replied Ben-

cull: "and therefore it's my advice that while set-

ting Nell Gibson to work against Larry Sampson,

we should also set somebody to watch Nell Gibson."

" A very capital plan of your's, old fellow," observed

the Hangman. "And now, taking it for granted that

Nell Gibson will embark in this business, who shall

we plant in turn upon her?"
" Well, of all covies that ever come to this house,"

answered Bencull, after a few moments' reflection,

" that BuHoner, or thimble-rig feller, is the downiest.

Besiiles which, he's been rayther sweet upon Nell

Gibson for some time past: but Nell won't have no-

thing to say to him because he's down in his luck,

and hasn't done over well lately. If we was only to

rig him out with new toggery from head to foot—give
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him a few coolers to flash about with—and set him

up in Swell Street, Nell would precious soon take

up with him, 'cos he's not a bad-looking chap b}' no

means."

"Well, I don't mind venturing fifteen or twenty

guineas for this part of the business," observed the

Hangman ;
" and you can therefore make it all right

with the Buttoner."

" Agreed," said Bencull.

The Hangman accordingly produced his pocket-

book and drew forth bank notes to the amount of

twenty pounds, which he iianded to his accomplice

:

then rising from hia seat, he said," I will go and see

Nell Gibson at once. She lives at Mother Young's

—uon't she V
« Yes—where that old witch Mother Franklin is,"

replied Bencull.
" To be sure,— I know all about it. I've been

there often enough before. So I'll just go and make

it all right with Nell, and will then come back to

take another glass with you. Perhaps I shall bring

her with me."

Daniel Coffin then quitted the dark crib.

, CHAPTER LXXIIL

NELL GIBSON'.

Turning abruptly out of Mill Street into the narrow

passage that went shelving down towards the black

ditch, the Hangman hastily traversed the ricketty

old wooden bridge—pausing only for an instant to

cast a look down on that stagnant water, the surface

! of which seemed like black marble as the feeble

j
moonlight played upon it. Cutting straight through

the fearful rookery constituting Jacob's Island, he

passed over another bridge on the farther side, and

at once plunged into the maze of vile, narrow, dark,

I
and filtliy streets in the immediate vicinage.

j
In a few minutes Daniel Coffin reached a street

j
somewhat wider and lo all appearances more respect-

able than the rest ; and presently he paused at a

house whose shutters, blinds, and door were all

green. A subdued light shone forth from every

window; and the sounds of several female voices

emanated from the front room on the ground-floor.

The Hangman knocked at the door, which was

opened by a very stout red-faced woman of fifty.

Slie was dressed in a shabby black silk gown : a

faded neckerchief, that once had displayed the

gaudiest colours, was thrown over her immense
shoulders ;—and a dirty cap, adorned with tawdry

ribands, was set awry upon her head, cither

through a lingering sentiment of coquetry which

I had not deserted her though she had fallen into

the sere and yellow leaf,—or else for the less ro-

mantic reason of having been thrust aside in some
suuflle. She wore a false front to conceal the hair

which years of debauchery had tended even more than

time to rob of iis pristine darkness : the tip of her

nose was rubicund and shining ;—and if any other

evidence had been wanting to prove her devotion

to the bottle, it might have been perceived in the

strong odour of the juniper which infected her

breath. A trumpery mosaic ciiain hung round her

great thick neck; and two or liiree flaring rings of

base metal, set with great pieces of coloured glass,

were stuck upon her very dirty fingers.

She held a candle in her hand : and the moment
the light fell upon the Hangman's countenance,

she -ixclaimed, "Ah! ^Ir. Coffin, is that you?

Well, I raly am delighted to see you alive a;4;iin,

after hearing as how you was dead and feed-

ing the fishes in the Thames. But howsomever you

are not looking the wuss for your late adventures."

"Not a bit, mother: they did me good, on the

contrary," observed the Hangman, with a low

chuckle, and with as amiable a look as such a hang-

dog countenance as his own could possibly assume :

"besides which, you see, I've resumed oflace at the

Old Bailey again."

"I read all about it, Mr. Coffin, in the news-

papers," returned the woman; " and I was struck

ad of a heap when I seed how sudden you turned

up again. But I hope," she added with a leering:

smile of coarse familiarity, "that if so be I should

come to Tuck-up Fair to dance upon nothing,

you'll treat mc as a lady should be treated at a

gentleman's hands."
" That I will, mother," exclaimed Coffin, with a,

laugh which almost sounded ominous to the woman's

ears, and made her repent of lit r joke as it sent a

shudder coldly quivering through her frame. " De-

pend upon it that if ever you come to be taught

the fall of a leaf in the Old Bailey, I'll make the

hempen neckcloth as comfortable for your old neck

as possible; and I'll let the drop fall so gentle

under your feet, that you shall slide down as easy

as a boy off a haystack."

"Well, come in—come in, Mr. Coffin," said Mrs.

Young, somewhat impatiently, as if she had had

quite enough of that terrible tragi-comic jesting.

" Come in, I say, and wash your mouth out with a

drop of summat short."

Thus speaking, the woman led the way into the

little front parlour, where an immense fire blazed

in the grate, giving forth a stifling heat. Huddled

together on an old faded rickeity sofa, sate four

young women, whose faces highly coloured with

rouge, shameless exposure of the bosom, and im-

modest looks, but too plainly announced their avo-

cation. Lounging in an arm-chair near the fire,

sate Nell Gibson, with one of her feet upon an old

footstool, and the other resting upon the hob—whilo
her form was thrown back with a lascivious aban-

donment minified with reckless indolence. She was

however dressed more neatly and carefully than

the girls upon the sofa, whose apparel was a

mixture of poverty-stricken meanness and scanti-

ness, disguised and embellished as much ;is possible

by tawdry finery. But Nell Gibson wore a good

stuff dress, cut very low in front so as to display

the really fine bust which had not yet entirely lost

the first freshness of youth. Her arms too were

bare : but they were plump and white ;—the hai.dd

were not only well made, but also scrupulously

clean; -and her well shaped legs were provided

with clean white stockings iind a new pair of shoes.

In fine, this young woman was altogether of a

beauty that shone in remarkable contrast with the

faded forms and worn-out looks of the girls upon

the sofa. For, alas ! although these latter females

were still but mere girls as to age, yet were they old

women—yes, old, old women in sad experience,

and also in the waste and ruin of those charms

which, even at tlie age of one or two-aiid-twenty,

required cosmetics to conceal the ravages of dissi-

pation I
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Having paid his respects to Nell Gibson and the

other females, the Hani^'man desired Mrs. Young

to produce a couple of bottles of wine; and as he

threw dovyn a guinea at the same moment the

woman bustled about with alacrity to give the

necessary order. An old harridan of nearly ninety,

bent double with age and who had passed the whole

of her long life in houses of crime, acted as Mrs.

Young's servant; and she was accordingly de-

spatched to the nearest public-house to fetch the

wine. When she returned and placed the bottles

upon the table, the Hangman exclaimed in a ban-

tering tone, "Halloa! Mother Franklin, are you

still alive?"
" Yes, you see I be," answered the old hag, wag-

ging her toothless jaws with a merry laugh.

"Why, how old are you now, you witch?" de-

manded the Hangman.
"Eighty-nine, come next Febiverry," responded

rtie hag; "and you'll never reach that age, Mr.

Coffin— for you're doomed to go out of the world in

the same way as you've helped a many others to

quit it:" and she laughed with a hideous cackling

sound that presently merged into a choking cough

which brought the scalding rheum into her bleared

eyes.

"By Satan!" exclaimed CofBn, ferociously, "I

shall have the satisfaction of tucking you up before

I die, you infernal old beldame ! Why, I don't be-

lieve you were ever in a respectable house in your

life ?"

" That's true enough," answered the hag, with her

horrible chuckle. " I was born in such a house as

this— 1 was bred in it— I became prematurely old

in it," she continued, glancing significantly towards

the girls upon the sofa. " I have been the child of

crime—the mother of crime—and the widow of

crime: and now I may say lam the great, great

grandmother of crime! Lord bless ye, you won't

see one in a thousand— no, nor yet one in a million

—that comes to my age alter passing all one's life

in such houses as this here! Tliey mostly die in

ditches—or on dunghills—or in hospitals or work-

bouses—long, long before they come to even half my
age!"

" Hold your tongue, you old witch !" ejaculated

Nell Gibson, half starting from her chair in a rage.

"I declare if you're allowed to let your tongue run

on like this, I'll leave the house."

" li's shameful to let Mother Franklin talk just

as she likes," observed the young females upon the

sofa: but they did not threaten to leave the house

—for they were entirely in Mrs. Young's power;

whereas Nell Gibson was totally independent of the

woman.
" There—take that, you old beldame, and be

off!' said the Hangman savagely, tossing her a
shilling.

Mother Franklin, who had thrown a look of dia-

bolical spite upon Nell Gibson when she threatened

to leave the house, now fastened the same malig-

nant look upon the Hangman, muttering to herself,

" What ! only a shilling—a beggarly shilling, for

fetching that wine and standing all this abuse:"

then suddenly picking up the coin, she bustled out

of the roimi, laughing with that hideous laugh

which was between a cackle and a cough.

The Hangman, perceiving that he had just

drawn the ancient harridm into a cnnversaiiou

which had thrown a damp upon the spirits of those

present, hastened to pour out the wine and pass

round the glasses, the contents of which were

speedily disposed of. The girls upon the sofa were

specially prompt in emptying their glasses; and
they looked particularly satisfiod when Mr. Cotfia

refilled them. Then, after chatting on various

subjects for about a quarter of an hour, the Hang,
man said to Nell Gibson, "I want to speak to you
upon very particular business."

She looked at him for a moment with a strange

gaze, in which astonishment, indignation, and dis-

gust were all c'early and plainly blended : then

suddenly bursting out into a loud laugh, she said,

" No, Mr. CofiiQ^any living soul but the public

exucutioner!"
" What does the girl mean?" growled the Hang-

man, his countenance all of a sudden assuming a
look of diabolical ferocity : but the next moment,
recollecting that it was his policy to conciliate in-

stead of angering Ellen Gibson, he said in as mild

a tone as it was in his nature to adopt, " I didn't

mean any tender proposal, Nell : but it's on a mat-

ter of business I want to speak to you— and so if

you'll just put on your bonnet and shawl and step

out with me, we can chat as we walk up and down
the street: or may be you would step round as far

as BencuU's for half-an-hour or so."

"No— I don't want to go out to night," said Nell:

it's raw and damp, and I've got a cold. But we can

talk here :"—and she made a sign to ]\Iother Young
and the four girls, who all took the hint accordingly

and quitted the room. "Now, then, what is it i"

inquired the young woman, still retaining her in-

dolent attitude as she lolled in the arm-chair near

the fire.

" And so you wouldn't have accepted me as your

lover ?" said the Hangman, with a jocose look, as ha

really began to feel somewhat excited by the provok"

ing abandonment of the young woman's fine peKon
in that attitude of indolent wantonness.

" Faugh ! there is a smell about you as if you
had been touching dead bodies," replied Nell, who
was of a very independent spirit and did not nimd
saying what she thought: indeed, vile, depraved,

remorseless prostitute as she was, and ready also

to sell herself to even the most disgusting old men
so long as she was adequately paid, she neverthe-

less recoiled in unfeigned loathing and aversion from

the idea of such contact with the public executioner.

"Well, at all events you are candid, Nell," said

Daniel Coffin after a brief pause, during which he

bit his lip almost till the blood came, so desperate

for a moment was his vexation at the disgun with

which the young woman regarded him. " But come,

—it's no use for you and me to wrangle while there's

business to be done : so I suppose we are all good

friends again ?"

" To be sure," answered Nell, instantaneously

recovering her good humour: "so long as you

don't talk to me in a particular way, we shall be

the best friends in the WDrhi, as we always have

been hitherto ;— and if there's anything to bo done

in which my services cau be made handy, you

know very well that you can command me."

" I am glad to hear you speak in this sensible

way," said C>iffin, laying aside all his recent resent-

ment: "because there ready is something im-

portant on hand. You recollect that uiglit, down

at the dirk crib, when you cmiceJ a young lady

there
"
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" To be 8ure !—and she had plenty of trinkets

and a well-filled purse," exclaimed Neil, " out of

all which we were shamefully bilked. But what of

her ?

'

" Oh ! nothing about her : but you remember
that rascally knife-grindingf fellow that undertook

to send her into kingdom-come ?"

" As if it was possible to forget that man whom
we sent to sleep at the bottom of the black ditch,"

said the young woman, her tone and her looks

both suddenly becoming serious.

"Yes—but what will you think," exclaimed the

Hangman, " when I tell you that the fellow does

not sleep at the bottom of the black ditch at all—
but on the contrary must have been awoke into

consciousness and life when plunged into that slimy

pool ?—and what else will you think when I tell

you that not only is that knife-grinder safe and

sound in the land of the living, but that he is

none other than our mortal enemy Larry Sump-

son ?"

With a surprise that rapidly increased into a
speechless wonderment, did Nell Gibson hear the

announcements thus made by Daniel Coiun : and
even before she could so far recover from this

stupefaction as to be able to give utterance to a

word, did the Hangman proceed to recite the same
account as he had already given to Bencull con-

cerning his visit to Larry Sampson's house and
the discoveries he had made through the agency
of the great book. We need hardly say that

Neli Gibson's surprise soon became commingled
with alarm and dismay : for there were many epi-

sodes in her career which she had hitherto fancied

to be utterly unsuspected by the myrmidons of

justice, but which, from what the Hangman now
told her, were indeed too well known to Larry

Sampson. It was true that, save and except her

share in the attempt to murder the officer when
disguised as a knife-grinder, there was no enor-

mous crime which could positively and unques-

tionably be brought home to lier : otherwise,

perhaps, Larry would not have allowed her to re-

main at large so long ;—but it was quite clear

that he knew more about her than was pleasant to

be thus known, and that such knowledge of her

antecedents would render her future career an

object of constant suspicion and surveillance,

thereby planting as it were a thousand hidden

dant^ers in her way.

When, therefore, the Hangman proposed that

she should embark in some enterprise the aim of

which was nothing less than the murder of the

Bow Street Officer, she experienced no compunc-
tion in giving a prompt and even cheerful assent

to the scheme. Coffin then proceeded to develop

his views, in the discussion of which the extraor-

dinary keenness and astuteness of the young
woman afforded no inconsiderable help, leading to

many practical suggestions of importance to the

infernal project. Finally, after a lengthened do-

liberation, the Hangman and Nell Gibson came to

a complete understamling together; and the for-

mer, taking leave of Mother Young's establish-

ment, returned to the dark crib in Jacob's Island,

to report to Bencull the success of his mission.

But little (lid either Daniel Coffin or Nell Gibson

Buspeut that tltrougliout ilieir private interview and

important colloquy, old Mother Franklin— the tooth-

less harridan belonging to Airs. Young's establish-

ment—had been listening eagerly and breathlessly

at the key-hole of the parlour door.

CHAPTER LXXIV.

VENUTIA AND IIIiK ADMIREBS.

A FORTNIGHT had elapsed since the occurrences

just related ;—and it was now the Jiiddle of Novem-
ber— that month of short days and dark fogs in which
Englishmen are reputed to show a greater predilec-

tion for suicide than at any other season of the year.

On the particular evening of which we are about
to write, the Prince Regent was entertaining at his

dinner-table Lord and Lady Sackville, Sir Douglas
Huntingdon, and the Earl of Curzon. The reader

will therefore perceive that it was quite a select little

party ; and Veuetia, being the only lady present,

was of course compelled to render herself as agree-

able as possible. We were wrong, however, to use

the word compelled : beciuse the beautiful creature

possessed that admirable tact, lady-like discernment,

and natural flow of spirits, which always enabled her

to be affable and agreeable without an effort ; and
the spells of fascination seemed to belong as natu-

rally to her manners as loveliness hung like a charm
upon her person, or as the sweetest and richest

melody poured itself forth in the tones of her voice.

It will be remembered that the Earl of Curzon
had cherished a great deal of animosity towards
Venetia, not only for having rejected his advances,
but also for having bestowed her hand upon Horace
Sackville : and the reader may likewise suppose
that Venetia on her side did not immediately forget

the cowardly threats which the Earl had held forth

when he visited her at Acacia Cottage, or the

malignant irony of his manner when he congratu-

lated her immediately after the ceremony at St.

George's, Hanover Square. But when Horace and
Venetia became not only Lord and Lady Sackville,

but also took up their quarters at Carlton House
and were at once admitted by the acclamation of

the whole fashionable world to be the idols of the

day,— no sooner, we say, were the newly-married

couple thus elevated on so lofty a pedestal, than

the Earl of Curzon was one of the first to pay his

court to them. For he felt that to be at war with

Horace and Venetia, would amount to total exclu-

sion Irom the banquets, the balls, and the soirees

at Carlton House; and to such exclusion the Earl's

vanity would not permit him to submit. Swallow-

ing, therefore, his resentment and putting the best

possible face upon the matter, he had hastened to

make his peace witii the Saekvilles ; and they had

succeeded too well in their ambitious projects not

to lie able to afford forgiveness in this respect.

Indeed, it had become a part of the conventional

tactics of Horace and Venetia not to make enemies

if they could prevent it, and to disarm all existing

hostilities, so as to afl'ord as little impulse as pos-

sible to the ill-natured things whic i wero certain

to be said relative to individuals who had experi-

enced so su'iden and remarkable an elevation to

lank, fortune, and power.

The Earl of Curzon was a consummate hypo-

crite when it suited his purpose to act with dupli-

city; and no sooner had he made his peace with

the Sackvillcs, wlicn ho became most fervid in his
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demonstrations of frientlsliip towards them. lie

made Lord Sackviile a present of a splendid horse;

and he now and then sent Venetia beautiful

bouquets of flowers, the newly-published prints,

and such gifts as a gentleman may without indis-

cretion proffer to a lady. All this he did without

any obtrusi\eness or any apparently interested

motive : his visits were not more frequent than

they ought to be ;—and he invariably behaved with

the most courteous respect towards Lady Sack-

viile. The result was that his past conduct was

at length pretty well forgotton ; and though he was

not perhaps regarded in the light of a friend, he

at all events was considered as a very intimate ac-

quaintance.

And now a word or two with regard to Sir

Douglas Huntingdon. Upwards of a fortnight had

elapsed since that memorable evening on which the

Baronet and Veueiia had met iu the ante-room

leading to the salooa where the aristocratic young

ladies had made a pastime of dancing and throw-

ing flowers around the Prince. During this

fortuiglit Sir Douglas, emboldened by the en-

couragement which Venetia appeared to give him

upon that occasion, had become a more fre-

quent visitor at, the suite of apartments which

she and Horace occupied at Carlton House ; and

it is quite certain that he received no discourage-

ment on the part of Venetia. On the contrary,

she always managed to be " at home" to him ; and

when he took his leave of her on each occasion,

she generally contrived to give him a hint as to the

mostcocvenient hour for hiiu to call the next day.

At the outset of these visits, he had ventured to

press her hand to liis lips ; and the chiding he re-

ceived was so gentle that it did not prevent him from

snatching a kiss from the dama;k cheek. At the

next visit, iheiefore—as this bulaness on his part

had excited butamoderate degree of resentment,

—

he was venturous enough to cull the sweets of her

delicious mouth. Tiiis liberty experienced no very

cruel chasti-ement; and therefore Sir Douglas fe.t

himself justified in cherishing the fervid hope that

ere long these little favours which he obtaineil iu

detail would be crowned by the complete surrender

of the fortress.

Thus stood matters at the time specified at the

opaniug of this chapter ; namely, on that evening

in the middle of November when we thus find the

Sackvilles, the Earl of Curzon, and Sir Douglas

Huntingdon dining witli the Prince llegeut.

It was about nine o'clock—the dessert had just

been placed upon the table— and the wine was

beginning to circulate pretty freely, save with

respect to Venetia herself. Nevertliele^s, a little

champagne whicti she had taken at dinner, and the

gla^s of fine old port which she was just sipping

now, had slightly enhanced the bloom upon lier

cheeks— deepening it into a richer carnation

—

while her beautiful blue eyes appeared to swim

in a more softly sensuous and melting lan-

guor. Delicious, too, was the dewy moisture of

those lips which seemed to invite the tenderest

kisses, and to be able to give them back again;—
and as the lustre of the lamps shone upon her rich

auburn hair, ciowning her with light and setting

forth the grandeur of Her foreliead in all its alabas-

ter purity, she appeared to be one of those beings

wiio cau only have an ideal existence in the verse

of the poet or the page of the novelist.

THE MYSTERIES OP THE COITRT.

It was about half past nine, when a footmaa
entered and whispered something in the ear of the

Prince.
" Show his lordship up immediately," exclaimed

his Royal Highness aloud : then, so soon as tlie ser-

vant had retired, he observed, " It is Leveson,

who has just come back from Paris : and as a

matter of course he will be welcome amongst us."

" Oil ! assuredly," exclaimed the Earl of Cur-

zon. " But what did he go to Paris for ?"

"Ah ! that, I suppose, is his secret," replied the

Prince, who however knew full well wherefore the

Marquis had gone so suddenly abroad more than a

mouth previously, and why he had remained so

long in the French capital.

The Marquis of Leveson now made his appear-

ance ; and when the usual greetings and compli-

mentary phrases were exchanged, he took aseatoa

the left hand of the Prince,—Venetia being on the

right of his Koyal Highness. The conversation

was continued upon general subjects for some time

:

but presently, when Lord Sackviile, the Earl of

Curzon, and Sir Douglas Huntingdon had be-

come involved in a warm though friendly discus-

sion upon some moot- point, to which Venetia was

listening with great interest, the Prince and the

INIarquis of Leveson seized the opportunity to ex-

change a few hurried ani whimpered observations.

" What news ?" inquired the Prince.

*' Did you not receive letters from me yesterday,

stating that 1 should be home to day V asked Le-

veson.
' Yes," replied the Prince. " And nothing, I

suppose, is changed since the date at which you

Wi-ote those letters ?"

" Nothing," returned the Marquis. " As you are

aware, Julia Owen has gone on to rejoin her sisters

in Italy
"

" Yes—that I know well enough," interrupted the

Prince : " and she must have reached them by this

time. Why, it is a fortnight since you despatched

her from Paris, on the failure of that precious

afiair between her and the falsely styled Jocelyn

Loftus."

At the mention of this name, which caugbt Ve-

netia's ear, she gave a start—though it was unper-

ceived by any one present. Then, while apparently

continuing to listen with interest to the discussion

between lier husband, the Earl, and the Baronet,

she in reality lei:t an earnest and attentive ear to

the wliispered and confidential discourse that was

going on between the Prince Regent and the Earl

of Leveson. The latter proceeded to make certain

observations relative to Jocelyn Loftus, which re-

vealed to the ears of Venetia a remarkable secret in

connexion with that young gentleman,—s-iowing to

her how it was that the Prince had ere now spoken

of him as the falsely styled Jocelyn Lojtus.

But why is Venetia interested in aught that con-

cerns Jocelyn Loftus ?—does she know him ?—has

she ever seen him ? In a word, wherefore has her

heart begun to fiutter like a frightened bird in its

cage ?—and why does it need all her resolution—all

her firmness— all her presence of mind to prevent

the betrayal of those emotions which the mention of

this name has suddenly excited within her bosom ?

We cannot answer these questions at present:—

and therefore must we pursue, without delay, the

thread of our narrative.

" And is he still in the Prefecture?" inquired the
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Prince, continuing the whispered discourse with Le-

veson, while Venetia was straining every sense to

catcli each word that passed between them.
•' Yes," returned the Marquis. " "What else

could possibly be done with him? He is proof

against all temptation : his virtue would put the

old Stoic philosophers to shame ;—and if he were

set at large he would blow to the winds all that

fine sciieme which, if successful, will relieve you
from the trammels of your accursed marriage."

"But will tlie French Government consent to

retain him a prisoner much longer?" asked the

Prince. "Seeing that the pretext is so shallow,

I fear lest it should be under the necessity of

setting him at liberty."

" Not at all," returned the Marquis. " King
Louis acknowledges his obligation to succour your

Koyal Highness to the utmost of his power—and
he pledged himself to me to do so."

" Then the imprisonment of that madbrained,

obstinate young man is likely to be prolonged

indeed?" said the Prince. "But what have you
done with that beautiful Louisa Stanley of whom
you wrote to me in such glaring colours?"

" Would you believe it, sir— I have brought her

back from Paris and managed to entice her to

Albemarle Street," said the Marquis, with a leer

] of most sensual satisfaction.

" Do you mean to say that you have already

won that prize ?" asked the Prince.

"No—no—not yet. I have been playing the

paternal—and she looks up to me quite as a father.

She has got a sister somewhere in London : but she

has evidently mistaken the address of this sister's

residence. However, I will tell you all about this

another time: suffice it to say that Louisa is a

charming creature—and I have obtained such in-

fluence over "

The whispered dialogue between the Prince and
the Marquis, aad the animated discussion on the

part of Sackville, Curzon, and Huntingdon, were
both alike incerrupted at this particular moment
by the circumstance of Venetia suddenly upsetting-

hur wine-glass by a too abrupt movement which
she made : and as the wine was spilt upon the rich

satin dress that she wore, she started from her

seat, evidently much confused and chagrined at an
accident which had drawn all eyes upon her.

Then faltering forth a few words of apology, she
huri icd Irom the room.

Hastening to her own chamber, she threw her-

self upon the sola and fell into a profound reverie.

Painful it no doubt was ; for her troubled spirit

seemed to look through the eyes that were bent
down fi.vedly, beaming not with a voluptuous
languor now :—painful, too, that reverie was, bc-

cau^e the colour had fled from her cheeks and an
unrelieved pallor sate upon her countenance. Pre-
SLMiily she pressed her hand forcibly to her heart,

as if to Still its throbbirigs : and that superb bosom
which was wont to swell so warmly and glowingly
with amorous emotions, now appeared to palpitate

beneath the empire of other and far dilfereut

thouf^lits.

But suddenly starting from the sofa, she assumed
a look of force i comiiosuro—that look which an
energetic woman puts on, when, in tiie presenoo of

dangers, difficulties, or annoyances suddenly start-

ing up before her, she resolves to adopt a liccisivc

Course. Ringing the boil to summua her faithful I

attendant Jessica, Venetia hastened to put off the

soiled dress and array herself in another robe.

Then, ere she quitted the chamber, she said to

Jessica—" You must hasten up to Stratton Street

at once, and tell Miss Bathurst that it is probable

inquiries may be made for a certain person and
that she must be upon her guard accordingly^.

Whisper this much in Miss Bathurst's ear : or if

Miss Bathurst should not happen to be at home,

tell it to Mrs. Arbuthnot, and the meaning of the

message will be thoroughly understuod."

Having given these instructions, Lady Sackville

descended to the saloon belonging to the suite of

apartments which she and her husband occupied

at Carlton House;—and after remaining there for

a short time, until she had entirely regained an
outward appearance of calmness as well as same
of the lost carnation hues upon her cheeks, she

rang the bell and ordered her serious-looking

valet, who answered the summons, to go and in-

form his Royal Highness and his guests that she

should be happy to see them to take c jffee witb her.

Half-an-hour afterwards, the Prince, the Mar-
qui-, the Earl, and the Baronet, accompanied of

cour=e by Lord Sackville himself, repaired to the

saloon where Venetia was thus awaiting their pre- 1

sence : and as the company partook of the fragrant

coffee and the choice liqueurs which followed, she

conversed as gaily and as cheerfully as if she had

experienced no sudden paroxysm of low spirits

during the entire evening.

Sir Douglas Huntingdon had seated himself next

to her at the tea-table : and tlie influence of the

wine he had drunk, mingling with that of her

transcendent charms and the melody of her fluid

voice, filled him with a species of delirious in-

toxication which rendered all control of bis feel-

ings a matter of utter impossibility. Availing

himself, therefore, of a moment when no one else

observed him, and hurried along by an irresistible

current of ecstatic emotions, he whispered, " By
heaven I Venetia, you are adorable to-night! O
for one hour of your love—and I would cheerfully

resign all the remainder of my existence to enjoy

it!"

" Are you serious?—and would you do me a great

—a very great service?" she inquired, in a low deep

whisper, accompanying her words by a look which

seemed to blend a profound earnestness of purpose

with a tender intimation that she was willing to pay

the highest price wliicli woman can give for the

service to which she had just alluded.

"Tell me what I can do for you, adorable being!"

murmured the enraptured Baronet: "and I will

peril my life in your service."

Venetia threw a hurried glance around; and per-

ceiving that this rapid and whispered colloquy at

the tea-table was still unobserved, she darted a sud-

den look of vivid intelligence upon the Baronet, say-

ing in an equally hurried but low-breathed tone at

the same time, " I will write presently upon a slip

of paper that which I should blush to say in your

presence 1"

H iving thus given a sort of promise to which

the Baronet instantaneously attached the tender-

cst and most delicious interpretation, Venetia

rose from her seat ; —and croasing the room, she

threw herself upon a sofa at the fartiier end, as if

to get ;is far as possible from the heat of the very

largo ftro that was blazing in the grate.
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Tlie E:irl of Curzou now approached her ; and
[

negli^'ently tiikiiij u seat by her side, he began to

converse upon a variety of those topics which

multe up tlie sum of fasiiionable discourse. Eut

Venctia was pre-occupieJ with other and more im-

portant matters,—so that at times she fell into a

pensive mood, from which she would suddenly start

and then gaze upon the Earl with a look of vacant

inquiry, as if in wonder at what he had been say-

ing'. In fact, there was altogether a peculiarity in

her manner which she could not control, and which

she even rendered more strange by attempting to

subdue it, or to repair the awkwardness of its

effects.

Now the Earl of Curzon had been drinking

freely: and tiie wine had produced upon him a

certain excitement which the magic of Venetia's

charms speedily enhanced to an almost frenzied

degree. Thus, losing his head as it were in the

fumes of the generous grape and in the intoxicat-

ing iufluenco^ of his own desires, he mistook that

peculiarity of \'unetia's manner for the embarrass-

ment and confusion atteudaut upon a favourable

feeling experienced towards himself. His vanity

assisted this belief: and thus blindly abandoning
himself to it, he ventured to touch Venetia's hand
with a significant tenderness. She perceived the

circumstance and threw upon him a glance which was
about to shoot forth the fires of indignation, when all

in a moment the truth flashed to her mind. She re-

membered that her manner had been strange and
pre-occupied ; and this recollection furnished her

with the key to the mystery of the Earl's conduct.

Yes—it was quite clear: he fancied she was in

love with him, and that all tlie last half-hour's

absence of mind and pre-occupatioa were the

proofs of this affection oa her part!

Thus was it that tlie sudden flashing of the

truth to her comprehension checked the indigna-

tion which her looks were about to pour forth

upon the Earl ;—and at the same moment anotlier

thought sprang up in her mind. But this second
thought was of importance to herself,—suggestive

as it w;is of a means by which she could re nder

the Earl serviceable in certain matters upon which
she had this night resolved.

Suffering, therefore, her hand to remain in con-

tact with his own, she bent upon him a look into

Avhich she threw as much tenderness and encour-

a',^ement as she dared without incurring the risk

of being deemed too roady to accept his overtures

and too willing to fling herself into his arms.
" Have you forgiven me for the insolence of my

conduct on the first day of our acquaintance ?" he
inquired, in a low voice.

" Most assuredly," she softly answered. " Has
not my conduct proved this much ?"

•' Ah ! if 1 dared to hope," murmured the Earl,

with a sigh.

" If I were to bid you hope," whispered Vcnetia,

after a few instants' pause, and speaking as if in

obedience to tlie sudden impulse of a feeling

sti-onger than herself,—" would you be ready to

perform any service which I might demand ?
"

"Did you order me to kill myself at your feet

as a pioof of my devotion," responded the Earl,

transported with raptures und incredulous even
to the amount of that happiness which the
present discourse inspired,—" 1 would do it un-
hesitatingly- -Oh I uuhesitatingly this moment T

"And you swear by your God, and by your
honour as a man," whispered Yenetia, earnestly

and even solemnly, "that you will keep secret

whatever may pass between us ?"

" I will—I will," answered the Earl. " I would
sooner die than deceive you I"

Venetia appeared satisfied wiili this reply : for her

looks brightened up, and she threw upon the noble-

man a glance of mingled gratitude and tenderness.

Then, after reflecting deeply for a few moments, she

said, "I cannot tell you more now—but presently I

will slip a note into your hand."

Having given the Earl this asiurance, which
seemed to promise joys and favours that should
crown him with a triumph and a bliss which even
an hour before appeared to be not merely incalcu-

lably remote but scarcely probable or possible at all

—having thus breathed those honied words of hope,

we say, Venetia rose from the sofa and advanced to-

wards the Prince and the others who were standing

in a group before the fire and conversing upon some
animated topic of politics.

But as Venetia thus drew near, that topic, usually

considered to be so unwelcome to ladies, was in-

stantly abandoned; and the Prince, fixing his eyes

upon his beautiful mistress, said, " Is your ladyship

inclined to favour us with music? or are we to be-

take ourselves to cards ?"

" I am somewhat indisposed this evening, sir,"

answered Venetia, "and cannot sing. Indeed, it is

my intention to retire early : but if you will agree

to amuse yourselves with cards, I am sure that

Horace will himself make you a bowl of curtc^oa

punch according to that receipt which you have all

on former occasions pronounced to be so fine. I

presume your Royal Highness does not wish us to

stand on ceremony?" added Venetia, with one of her

most winning and fascinating smiles :
" and no one

beyond these walls need know that the Lord Steward

of the llegenl's Household condescends to manufac-

ture punch."

There was a great deal of laughing and joking at

this proposition so goodnaturedly aud humorously

made ; aud we need hardly say that it was at once

accepted. The Prince, the Marquis, the Earl, and
the Baronet sate down to whist; aud Lord Sack-

viile retired into his dining-room to make the

punch. Thither he was presently followed by

Venetia; and as she assured herself that he had

every ingredient he required, she observed in a low

tone aud with a sudden pouting of her beautiful

lips, " After all, I ain sorry that I proposed this

very inebriating mixture."

"Aud wherefore?" asked her husband, asto-

nished at the remark.
" Because," she replied, with a dowueast look and

a glow upon her cheeks, " as 1 just quitted the

saloon, the Prince made a sign which 1 could not

but too well uuderstand
"

*• Ah ! I know what you mean," observed Sack-

ville, biting his lip. " The Priuee means to pass

the night with you."

But the blush almost immediately passed away

from Venetia's countenance, and the pang which

shot through her husband's heart w;is only momen-

tary : for the delicacy of feeling which liad cou-

j ured up the former and produced the latter, was

almost coniplotcly extinguished within their I rciists

so far as their connexion as man and wife was con-

cerned.
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Alas! alas! that such dread depravity should

have prevailed where there was so much beauty,

such intelligence, and such naturally god-like

qua'i.ies on either side!

Veiietia now left her husband to continue the
manufacture of the punch, while she hastened up
to her own boudoir: and sittinnf down to her
writing desk, she penned the following note, which
she intended for the Earl of Curzon:—

"I promised that I would slip a few lines into your
hand ; and I keep my word. The reason why I thus com-
mit myself to paper is to furnish you with a proof of my
iincerity, so that in return you may hesitate not to render
me the great and important service which I require at your
hands. Come to me to morrow morning ut eleven o'clock.

1 will receive you in my boudoir, where we may converse
for half-an-hour without restraint

"VEXLTIA."

Having penned this note in her beautiful fluent

baud, Lady Sackvilic took another piece of paper
36*

and wrote thereon the following words, intended

for Sir Douglas Huntingdon :

—

" I promised that I would slip a note into your hand thin

evening ; and I keep my word. Ves—I love thee ;
and I

accept thy love in return! The reason why I write these

lines is because I can make upon paper that appointment

which I should never have dared to breathe with my lips

The punch will he strong: you can all'cct to be overcome

by it; and Sackville will otfer you a chamber for the night

in our suite of apartments I shall be alone in my Iwudoir,

the door of which faces the marble statue of Diana in the

gallery.
" VENtTIA."

Having concluded thi^ second billet, Venetia

proceeded to fold each up into the smallest possible

compass ; and thrusting one into the right bosom

of her dress and the other into the left, she re-

turned to the saloon. There she found the card-

playing going on and the punch .-ilready served

round. At that moment, too, the Earl of Curzon
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was rising irora tlie card-tables to make room for

Horace, wlio accord iiiy:ly -sat down to take a hand

ill tlic fjamc; and Veiietia now tliorefore found a

bpceily opiiortuuity of tlnusting one of the notes

inio tiie hand of the Earl of Curzon. This ma-
iiceuvre was of course uiiperceived by everybody

else ; and the Earl, after flinging a look expressive

of fervid gratitude upon lier ladyship, quitted the

room.
In a few minutes he returned; and she read in

liis looks the iuuii'.ible delight which filled his soul.

She accordingly understood full well tliat lie had
.sought an opportunity to read her billet, and that

he could know not a greater happiness than that

of complying with its contents.

Ill a short time Sir Douglas Huntingdon rose

from the table, declaring that "he was iu no
humour to play at cards to- night;"—and the

Prince Itegeiit accordingly deaived the Earl of

Curzon to join the whist party again. To this

request, which was a command when coming from

lloyalty, the nobleman immediately yielded; and
Sir Douglas went and placed liimself by the side

of Venetia, who had taken a chair at some little

distance.

Watching her opportunity, when the oavd'
players were most intent on their game, Lady
Sackville slippeci the other n<jte into tlie baronet's

luuui;—and soou afti.rwarda, it being now past

midnight, she retired to her own chamber.

CHAPTEll LXXV.

THG BOUCOtn.

On thus retiring to her elegant boudoir, Venetia
neither rang immediately for her maid to help her

to lay aside lier apparel, nor did she commence
her night-toilette alone: but flinging herself on
the sofa near the tire, she gave way to her reflec-

tions.

A deep melancholy crept over her—and tears

even stole fonh upon her long dark lashes : then,

as if it were a positive luxury to escape from the

hollowness, the falsity, and the demoralization of a

Com t life even for a few minutes, and to indulge in

the unrestrained thought which the solitude of her

own chamber permitted, she murmured audibly,
" Yes—let me weep—let me weep !"

And Venetia wept—not violently, like the rains

pouring forth from an angry heaven to beat down the

fairest flowers and crush the sweetest buds of pro-

mise—but softly and gently, like the April showers
desuending with a genial influence to give fresh-

ness to nature's expanding verdure in garden,

grove, and field. Thus did Venetia's tears fertilize

as it were der memory and her heart for the time
being;—and all the tendercst recollections that

the former cherished, and all the sweetest feelings

of woman's nature which the latter harboured,
were revived into Ireshness and wooed into bloom
by the gentle shower that fell from the deep blue

heaven of her eyes.

Presently she rose from the sofar-passed behind
a low screen which partitioned off one corner of

the eK'gantly furnished boudoir—and opened a
.splendid bureau or cabinet made of ebony inlaid

with mothcr-ol'-pcarl. Thence she took forth her

jewel- box: but her eyes shone not wiih pleasure

at the view of the flashing gems which the box
contained. No : for these she recked not now

—

and the object of her search was nothing more
than a small packet of letters tied round with a
simple white riband. Returning to her seat upon
the sofa, Venetia began to examine these letters,

which were all written in the same hand—and this

hand was a beautiful female one, closely resembling
her own fluid and elegant writing.

But as she ran her eyes over certain passages in

that correspondence, the tears rained donn her
cheeks ; and at length she wept so copiously that

through the half blinding floods she beheld the

paper and the writing on it as through a mist.

But this outpouring of her hearts long pent-up

feelings proved ai> immense relief—an incalculable

solace : and wiping from her eyes the last pearl-

dropa which hung upon the long, dark, softly

curved la.shes, she tied up the packet of letters

with the white riband and restored them to the

jewel-box. Thew, having consigned the box itself to

the secure keeping of the ebony-cabinet, she rang

the bell for Jessica.

The summons was not answered with the abi-

gail's wonted promptitude— and after allowing

three or four miuuteo' iicenie, Venetia rang again.

This time the summons was speedily responded

to ;—and Jessica came hurrying into the boudoir,

with an apolo^ and an expUuatton upon her lips

for the previous neglect and delay.

" 1 beg your ladyship's pardon most sincerely,"

she said : " but 1 was busily engaged at the mo-
ment yonr ladyship's bell rang the lirst time, iu

seeing that the tipar^ bed-room was put into

order "

'The spare bed-rootnl" ejaculated Venetia,

afl'ecting surprise.

"Yes, my lady," returned Jessica: "it appears

that one of the guests iu the saloon has taken the

least drop too much "

"Ah! indeed," said Venetia. "And who is it

that has thus forgotten himself?"
" 1 don't know which of the guests it is, my

lady," replied Jessica: "indeed, 1 didn't hear his

name mentioned at all. My lord," she continued,

alluding to Horace, "came out and gave the

hurried order that the spare bed-room was to be

got ready immediately—and that was the reason

1 did not fly to answer your ladyship's bell when it

rang the iirst time."
" 1 am not angry, Jessica," said Venetia, smiling.

"And while I think of it, 1 may as well observe

that as I do not feel very well to-night, I shall per-

haps take breakfast iu bed iu the morning. At all

events you need not come to me until 1 ring."

" Very good, my lady," observed Jessica, as she

combed .out Venetia's magnificent auburn hair,

which was glossy and smootli as velvet, and shin-

ing as dark gold—so luxuriant that it could be

spread like a veil all over her shoulders and her

bosom—and so long that it reached far below her

waist.

" And you will tell the footman in the morning,"
|

continued Venetia, "in case I should forget to

mention it again, that any one who calls at eleven

o'clock in the forenoon punctually is to be shown

atraiglit up hither— as i expect some one ou

business or importance."
" Your tadysiiip's commands shall be atteuded i

to," said Jessica.
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The night-toilette progressed: the masses of

silken, auburn hair were gathered loosely up with

a sort of graceful negligence beneath an elegant

lace cap :—and having laid aside her apparel, Ve-
netia dismissed her attendant for the night.

Putting on a muslin wrapper, beautifully worked,

and edged with the costliest lace, she threw her-

self upon the sofa;—and as she lay half-reclining

there, the dark-purple velvet of that sofa formed

a back-ground to throw forth her superb form in

all its grandest and most voluptuous eftects.

The gorgeous contours of the bust, left half-ex-

posed in their dazzling whiteness by the loose

wrapper,— the fine moulding of the form and

the admirable proportions of the limbs, displayed

by the folds of the very muslin which enveloped

them,—constituted a picture so exquisitely beau-

tiful and yet so sensuously luxurious that a saint

must have worshipped Venetia as the idol of de-

votion, and mast have sunk into her arms even

though it were tasting the forbidden fruit that

would entail the loss of Paradise

!

But what were Venetia's thoughts as she thus

lay half-reclining upon that sofa, in all the volup-

tuous abandonment of a rich glowing form draped

only with the night-gear and the loose muslin wrap-

per, and in an atmosphere that was warm and per-

fumed? For the fire of red-hot coals was heaped
high up in the grate ; and three or four porcelain

vases exhaled a delicious fragrance. If anything

were calculated to encourage sensations of softly

longing wantonness,—the very attitude, the dress,

the warmth, the perfume, the luxurious aspect of

the boudoir, the silence of the hour, the mellow

light shed by a lamp placed upon the table,—all

these circumstances and influences were of them-
selves sufficient to produce that effect upon a

woman of glowing temperament and who had ab-

jured all notions of prudery. But when to these

provocative and exciting causes was superadded
the fact that she had given an appointment to an
admirer, and that she was now every moment ex-

pecting this admirer's presence, it may well be sup-

posed that Venetia's heart was already fluttering

with desire, and that her cheeks were flushing,

her eyes looking languid, and her bosom palpitating

in the expectation of that deeper delirium and
more frenetic whirl of pleasure into which the en-

joyments of love would shortly plunge her.

But such would not have been her sensations

were she expecting the Prince Regent instead of

Sir Douglas Huntingdon. And here let us observe

that His Royal Highness had in reality given her
no intnnation, ere now in the saloon, that he pur-
posed to inflict his presence upon her this night

:

she had merely made the statement to her husband
in order to ensure the uninterrupted privacy of her
boudoir for herself and the Baronet. But now the
reader will possibly ask whether Venetia experienced
any genuine or sincere affection for Sir Douglas
Huntingdon. No—not at all. It was but a passing
whim and a phantasy of the moment that had in

the first instance led her to give him the slightest

encouragement on that night when they met in

the anto-roora and became companion spectators

of the scene that was passing the other side of

the glass door oa that occasion. Since then she
had gone on encouraging him in the frequency of

his visits—she had allowed him to become more
and more familiar with her—she had also permitted

him to bestow those little caresses upon her which
she received without chiding,—all this she had
done, we say, simply because, the barrier of virtue

once broken down, she neither had the courage,

the inclination, nor the self-respeot sufficient to

check the development of that natural wantonness
which was hurrying her on into actual profligacy.

Nor was it indeed likely that a young and lovely

woman of fervid temperament, who had abandoned
herself to the Prince, whom she loathed, in order
that she might further her ambitious projects,

would now hesitate to gratify a longing, however
transient it might be, in which a really handsome
and agreeable man like Su- Douglas Huntingdon
was concerned. Moreover, Venetia required his

services in a very important and delicate matter
;

and she therefore was willing to bestow upon him
the tenderest and most precious mark of favour

which a woman can possibly concede.

The reader has already seen that Venetia mar-
ried Horace Sacltville rather as a matter of con-

venience than through any other cause ;—and
therefore the impression which his handsome per-

son, his fascinating manners, his fine intellect, and
his ardent but short-lived devotion had made upon
her during the first two or three weeks of their

engagement and marriage, was rather an influence

acting upon the senses than on the sentiment. It

was the first stirring up and development of those

naturally strong animal passions which she pos-

sessed; and therefore, as no deeper nor more
tender or enduring tie bound her to her husband,

it cannot be astonishing that she should so soon
have turned her wanton regards elsewhere. More-
over, even if she had really and truly loved Horace
at all, this affection must naturally have received

a ruinous shock by the fact that within three weeks
after her marriage, he—the husband of this woman
of transcendent beauty—had permitted her to re-

sigQ herself coldly, systematically, and deliberately

into the arms of the Prince ! True, all this was
arranged, foreknown, and agreed upon, even be-

fore their marriage ;—true, it was a joint-stock

patchwork of ambitions, with deeper ramifications

however than the reader has yet learnt, that had
to be based upon this marriage ;—true also, that

after Venetia's fall there were occasional intervals

of compunction, remorse, weepings, and consoliugs,

between the guilty wife and her pander-husband;

—true likewise, that their first pluugingt into de-

pravity and selfishness were characterised by oc-

casional bursts of maudlin sentiment as well per-

haps as of that genuine feeling which was not

altogether crushed beneath the weight of conscious

infamy ;—yes, true enough were all these circum-

stances and phases in the history of Horace and
Venetia : bat still, in their sober and serious mo-
ments, the wife could now only look upon the hus-

band as the willing accomplice of her shame, and

the husband could only regard the wife as a pol-

luted profligate I

If we have paused to place all these explanatory

details upon record, it has only been for the pur-

pose of showing that Venetia was not likely to

experience remorse or c impunction while awaiting

the presence of tlie admirer whom she was now
expectmg. O.i the contrary—as she lay pillowed

upon the flocculcni. cuihious of the sofi, cradled

in tlie soft seuiuousues^i of her own thoughts

—

receiving upon her slit^htly clad porson the warmth
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of that bright red fire,—in an atmosphere flooded

vvi'.li the serenely mellowed light, and filled with a

(ieliciou-i frajj^raiice,—she seemed resolved as it

were to abandon herself wholly to the pleasure of

the presi ni m )ment iu order that she mii^ht the

more deeply luxuriate in the enjoyments that were

soon to come. Thus were her passions gradually

exciting themselves and her desires being worked

up to the highest degree, not only by the seopa

which she allowed her imagination to take and the

bliss in which she permitted her fancy to run riot,

but also by the surrounding inflaences of the

scene.

At length, when she was becoming absolutely

impatient of delay and wondering wherefore Sir

Douglas Huntingdon came not, a gentle tap at the

door reached her ear and thrilled like a galvanic

flood of ecstacy through her entire frame. She rose

—she unlocked the door—and then she flew back

to the sofa, a sudden but momentary feeling of

shame seizing her at the idea of appearing in that

semi-nude condition in the presence of one to whose

embraces she was as yet a stranger.

She heard him enter—close the door—then lock

it again with strictest caution ; and a moment
afterwards he was by her side, snatching her in

his arms and covering her with caresses. But,

heavens ! what words can depict the surprise—the

amazement— naj, even the consternation which

seized upon her, when instead of being strained to

the breast of Sir Douglas Huntingdon, she found

herself in the arm* of the Earl of Cuizon !

But at the same instant—yes, at the very same
moment that she made this discovery—did the truth

Hash to her comprehension. She must have given

the wrong letter to the Earl ! There could be no

doubt about it : it was the only way to account for

the present occurence—and moreover, it was an ac-

cident that after all might so easily have happened,

seeing that neither note was addressed to any parti-

cular individual.

Thanks to that consternation which thus seized

upon Venetia at the moment she found herself

clasped in the arms of the Earl of Curzon, she

gave vent to no cry—no ejaculation : and her pre-

sence of mind instantaneously returning, her resolve

was taken almost as soon as the discovery of the

misadventure itself was made. This resolve was to

resign herself to circumstances ! Refusal would be

impossible as well as ridiculous in respect to a man
who not only had her at this instant in his power,

but who doubless could also produce the letter in

pursuance of which he had come thither. Besides

which, the ardent kisses that Curzon lavished upon
her, speedily renewed those sensuous feelings which

she had herself been irritating fay her imagination

and fostering by her fancy : and thus was it that in

a very few moments the Earl became the object of

all those desires with which the image of the Ba-
ronet had inspired her I

It was between eight and nine o'clock in the

morning that the Earl of Curzon stole forth from
Venetia's boudoir and crept back to the chamber
which had been allotted lo himself. To say that he

was happy were to say nothing: his countenance

was radiant with triumph I I'ecuniary embarrass-

ments—troubles for the present—anxieties for the

future—and the dark suspicion that still rankled iu

his mind relative to his own wife,—all, a.l, were

forgotten— all utterly lost sight of— iiU absorbed as

it were in the one grand ecstatic reflection that Ve-

netia—the incomparable Venetia—had abandoned

herself to his arms.

But how strange—bow passing strange was this

consummation—this sortof realization of the pledge

which he had made two months back when he

stood in her presence at Acacia Cottage ! He
had then said, " I have sworn to possess you, and

I will keep my vow. Be you guarded by all the

angels of heaven, I will invoke all the devils of hell

to succour me iu carrying out my resolve !" But

without violence—without craft—without the suc-

cour of any of those infernal powers which he had

threatened to enlist in his service, he had obtained

the object of his wishes. It was scarcely a triumph :

no—it was not a triumph, because there was no

preliminary resistance offered. He had been in-

vited to take possession of the citadel at a moment
when he had not been dreaming of making warfare

against it; and it had surrendered not merely at

discretion, but willinjjly, cheerfully, joyfully !

Such were the Earl's thoughts on regaining the

chamber which had been assigned to him. But

perhaps his vanity would have been somewhat

shocked, although his sensuous satisfaction might

not have been less, had some little bird whispered

in his ear the secret that it was purely and simply

through a mistake he had been blessed with Vene-

tia's love that night 1

Immediately after the Earl of Curzon had stolen

forth from the boudoir. Lady S.ickville rose from

the couch of illicit pleasure and rang the bell.

Jessica speedily made her appearance; and the

business of the toilette then commenced. Still

bent upon retaining that empire which she had

already gained, over the mind of Sir Douglas

Huntingdon, Venetia took considerable pains witli

herself in order to set off her charms to the greatest

advantage. She irdered Jessica to allow her hair

to fall in long flowing masses over her shoulders

and down her back;—and she chose a dress which,

fitting close to her shape, developed its noble con-

tours in their luxuriant fulness and their rounded

plumpness. Nor did Jessica, who loved her mis-

tress and was proud of her,— more thau ever proud

of her, indeed, since she had become a peeress and

also the favourite of the Prince Regent, — Jes-

sica, we say, did not fail to lavish her usual

praises, encomia, and compliments upon Venetia's

charms.
" Assuredly your ladyship has the finest hair I

ever saw," observed the abigail. "Here it is a
shining mass of gold where the light falls upon it.

—there it is of a glossy velvet darkness where the

shade remains. If your ladyship were a queen,

this glorious hair would render a crowu needless.

And your ladyship's neck—it is of dazzling white-

ness—arching so gracefully too. Permit me to

arrange the body of your ladyship's dress. There t

now it exhibits the fine slope of the shoulders

:

Irow ravishing a picture to the eyes of a mala

admirer ! Pardon me, my lady, for venturing the

observation—bat your bust is the grandest—the

finest-the most superb that ever woman pos-

sessed. There is but one lady I ever saw who can

at all compare with your ladyship in this re-

spect "

'^ A.nd who Ls that?" asked Venetia, with a sm'da
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ments.

"Lady Ernestina Dysart," responded Jessica.

" But though her bust is certainly very fine, it is

not equal to your ladyship's. And now, if your

ladyship would permit me to suggest that a fan

has become an elegant appendage to even a morn-
ing costume "

"To be sure!—a fashion just imported from

France," observed Venetia, as she negligently took

the fan which Jessica presented to her.

But we will not linger upon this portion of our

narrative. Suffice it to say that it vtas eleven

o'clock by the tune Lady Sackville had finished

her toilette and partaken of breakfast : and punc

tually as her watch indicateil that hour, was Sir

Douglas Huntingdon ushered up into the boudoir.

Now be it understood that Venetia was guilty of

no indiscretion, according to the notions then pre-

valent in the fashionable world, in thus receiving a

I male visitor in her private apartment. It was then

j

a common custom, borrowed from the French; and

i

therefore Lady Sackville did not compromise her-

self before her servants by thus granting an audi-

j

ence to the Baronet in that boudoir.

Receiving him with the most winning and en-

I

chanting aifability, she seated herself near the

! toilette-table and pointed to a chair close by, which
I he immediately took.

j

" 1 am punctual to the appointment with which

I

you have honoured—may I not rather say yauowred

i

me!" he observed, gazing tenderly upon her : and

;
this remark was a further proof, if any additional

j
one were wanting, that she had made a mistake in

I

delivering the notes on the preceding evening.

I
" My dear Douglas," she said, for the first time

!

addressing him thus familiarly, by his Christian

I

name,—" there is nothing you can ask of me which

j

I will not grant, provided you consent to do me
I that great and essential service to which I alluded

Jast night."

" Have I not declared that you may command
me even unto the very death?" exclaimed the

Baronet, taking her hand and pressing it to his lips.

"Yes— yes: and I believe you,' she murmured:
then suddenly assuming a serious look, and speak-

ing in a solemn tone, she said, " My dear Douglas,

1 am about to confide to you a secret which will

, prove how thoroughly I trust in your honour—how

I

completely I throw myself upon your goodness

—

' and how implicitly I confide in your discietion.

But the world says you are giddy—dissipated

—

reckless "

" By heaven ! Venetia," exclaimed the Baronet,
whose countenance had been rapidly lighting up
with the most enthusiastic joy while the lady v/as

speaking,—'- think you that I am capable of allow-

ing any act of madness or deed of folly on my
part to entail injury upon you ? No—by the living

God ! I could forswear wine—pleasure—recrea-

tion— aye, even the most innocent amusement, if I

read disapproval in a word or look of tiiine ! Be-
sides, a man must be the basest of t!ie base and
the vilest of the vile, who would not do anything—
even to Uic making of the largest sacrifices—in

order to merit the confidence of such a being as

thou art
!"

" Thank you—Oh ! thank you, Douglas, for these

assurances," said Venetia, in that tielicious voice

which sank low, deep, ami melodious into ihe very
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depths of the soul. "And now learn that where I

give my confidence I also bestow my love : and this

love, then, as well as that confidence I accord unto
thee !"

"Oh! it is forme—it is for me to express my
thanks— my illimitable gratitude, dearest, dearest

Venetia!" exclaimed Sir Douglas Huntingdon, again

seizing her hand and pressing it to his lips : then as

she bent towards him, her very look and attitude

encouraged him to venture farther still ; and snatch-

her in his arms, he covered her lips—her cheeks—
and her forehead with kisses.

Gently disengaging herself from his embrace
after lingering in it a few moments—sufficiently long
indeed to convince him that she resented not this

liberty which he had taken, and that he might hope
in due timj for the crowning favours of her love

—

Venetia said, "I will now impart to thee that great

secret which I have promised to reveal
: '— then, after

a brief pause, during which she reflected profoundly,

she said, "Go and unlock the ebon cabinet behind
that screen, and bring me forth the jewel case which
you will find therein."

Thus speaking, she placed a key in the Baronel'a

hand ; and be at once proceeded to execute her in-

structions. The lock being low down in the door of

the cabinet, he had to stoop even to his knees in order

to introduce the key, the screeii rendering that nook
of the boudoir comparatively dark But at the very

moment that he was thus kneeling down behind the

screen, the door of the boudoir was gently opened

and the Earl of Curzon made his appearance.

He had performed all the lietails of iiis toilette

save with respect to putting on his coat,—instead of

which he wore an elegant dressing-gown that had

been placed in his cliamber for his use. Now, had
he entered the boudoir properly dressed, there would

not have been any impropriety or cause of suspicion

in his visit: but the fact of thus introducing Inmself

in a dressing-gown was naturally indicative of a niore

than ordinary familiarity existing between himself

and Venetia.

Such was the thought that instantaneously flashed

to her mind as he made his appearance ; and she at

once, with admirable self-possession, threw her arm
over the screen with what to Curzon seemed a mere
negligent and unpremeditated gesture, but with a

wave of her hand which to HunimgJon behind tliat
|

screen was a significant intimation that he must re-

main concealed there. Keeping therefore in his

kneeling attitude, so as to continue unseen, the

Baronet gently and noiselessly kissed the lips of the

fingers that tlius hung over that bariier which con-

cealed him;—and this little tendsr proceedmg on

his part was meant to convey tj Venetia not only

an assurance that her hint was understood, but that

it sliould also be obeyeil.

At the same moment—for indeed all these little

details in the embarrassing episode were the work of

only an instant— the Earl of Cuizon hastened to

throw himself at the feet ot Venetia, to whom he

s about to pour forth his gratitude for the hours

of love he had passed in her arms: but she sud-

denly checked the flood of language ero even a

syllable had time to escape his lips—for, tapping

iiim good-naturedly with her fan, an. I bending upon
him an arch look, she said, " 1 know you have come
to bid me 'good morning' before you take your de-

parture homeward ; and you are now kneeling at my
feet in mock humility "
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"On my honour 1" ejaculated the Earl, somewhat
surprised at a tone and manner which were rather

roguishly jocular than tender and loving as he had

expected.
" Not a word, my lord !" she again interrupted

him : and with a rapid gesture she pointed towards

the door, accompanying the movement with a look

suddenly and earnestly significant, as if to warn

him that danger was nigh and that he was compro-

mising her. " Yes—I know," she continued, still

in that jocular tone which she had previously as-

sumed, " that you are kneeling here to beg pardon

for having partaken too generously of my hus-

band's punch. But as I am every moment ex-

pecting a visit—from his Royal Highness "

The Earl started to his feet : and without utter-

ing a word, he pressed Venetia's hand tenderly

—darted upon her a look of mingled tenderness

and deep meaning—and then hurried from the

room.

An immense weight was now suddenly lifted

from Venetia's mind ; and she breathed freely once

more. Her object was gained—her purpose was

M'on : she had not only prevented the Earl from

addressing tier in a manner which would betray

their amour, but she had likewise kept Huntingdon

behind the screen so that he did not observe that

Curzon had on the dressing-gown.

"Now you can come forth again, my dear

Douglas," she said, starting from her seat and
looking gaily and roguishly at him over the screen

as he rose to his feet. " To tell you the truth,"

she continued, " as you were behind the screen at

the moment the door opened 1 thought it best for

you to remain there : hence the sudden sign which

I made you to keep concealed: for had you come
forth as the Earl entered the room, he might have

fancied that it was a lover startled from his hiding-

place "

"And am I not a lover?" asked Sir Douglas

Huntingdon tenderly, as he embraced Venetia

over the screen : for she gave him those explana-

tions with an air of such artless candour that he

did not for an instant suspect her sincerity ;—and
indeed as he had not observed that the Earl was
clad in a dressing gown, he of course saw nothing

more in his visit than the interpretation which

Venetia had so artfully put upou it at the time-
namely, that he had come to bid her " good morn-

ing" and apologise with good-humoured gallantry

for having committed such a solecism in good
manners as to drink too much punch.

"Yes, you are indeed my lover—and a beloved

one also," said Venetia, in reply to the Baronet's

question. " And now come forth from behind that

screen, and bring me the jewel-case."

The Baronet did as he was desired ; and Venetia,

opening the jewel-box, drew forth the packet of

letters tied round with the white riband, and over

which we have seen her weeping so bitterly. "Un-

fastening the riband, she selected two or three of

the letters and requested Sir Douglas Huntingdon
to glance his eye over their contents. He did so

:

—a quarter of an hour or perhaps twenty miimtes
were thus absorbed; and while he was perusing

those letters, Venetia sate pensive and mournful,
watching his countenance.

" Now that you have read those letters," she
said, when Sir Douglas laid down the last one which
she had given htm to peruse, " you have acquired

some insight into the character of a being in whose
behalf I am about to eulist your services."

Having thus spoken, Venetia took the letters

and locked them up in her jewel-box again : then,

after a long pause, during which all her thoughts
appeared to be held in deep abstraction, she began
to address Sir Douglas Huntingdoa in a low and
solemn tone of confidence.

But what she then said to him— the revelations

which she made and the service which she exacted
—must remain at present a mystery to our readers :

and therefore do we at once drop the cortain upon
the scene.

CHAPTER LXXVI.

THE tAMB AMONGST THE WOLVES-IN-SHKBP'S-
CLOTHING.

Turn we now to one of the many handsome apart-

ments of Leveson House : and there we shall find

the beautiful Louisa Stanley seated in company
with Lady Ernestina Dysart.

Her ladyship was clad in the weeds of widow-
hood,— the sable garb becoming her admirably,

and setting off the whiteness of her polished skin

with dazzling effect. She even wore the widow's

cap with a certain air of coquettishness—not suf-

fering it to conceal altogether her light brown hair,

which now instead of showering in tresses over het
shoulders, was arranged in simple bands.

In sweet and innocent contrast with Ernestina,

sate the charming and beautiful Louisa Stanley.

When describing her in an earlier chapter, we said

that her cheeks were not exactly of a rose-colour,

but of an animated white, so that without l)eiDg

absolutely pale, they were of the delicate bloom
which deepens only through emotion or exercise

into the vermeil of the peach. Such was Louisa's

complexion then—lit the time of her first introduc-

tion to the reader : but noir—alas ! nmc, it was
really and truly pale, the hand of grief haring

even effaced the health-tint of her youthful bloom !

Indeed, it was only necessary to look for a mo-
ment into the depths of her blue eyes, to perceive

that the remorseless iron of care liad penetrated

deep, deep into her son! : but in the pensiveness of

her mien and the fixity of her desponding gaze, it

was also easy to observe that a true Christian for-

titude so far attempered and restrained htr giief

as to prevent it from bursting forth into frenzy or

settling down into a blank despair.

It was about mid-day when we find Lady Er-
nestina Dysart and Louisa Stanley thus seated

together in one of the elegantly-furnished drawing-

rooms of Leveson House. The damsel had ar-

i-ived there, in company with the Marquis, on the

preceding evening; and she instantaneously be-

came the object of so much kind attention and
sisterly regard on the part of Ernestina, that she

had already conceived a profound affection for her
ladyship). To one of her artless simplicity and un-

suspecting character, such a sudden fancy was

natural enough ; and as she had previously heard

from Lord Levesou how his niece Ernestina had

very lately lost in so shocking a manner a husband

to whom she was devotedly attached, Louisa's sym-
pathy was already excited towards the affiicted

lady before they even met. Indeed, the touching
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and pathetic tale which the Marquis had told

Louisa upon that subject, was so artfully conceived

as to appeal to all the tenderest feelings of the-

maiden, and thus predisposed her naturally affec-

tionate disposition to entertain a deep liking for

Lady Ernestiua.

Thus was it that though Louisa Stanley bad
only been a few hours beneath the same roof with

Lord Leveson's niece, the latter had ah-eady ob-

tained a strong hold upon the unsuspecting girl

and had insinuated herself entirely into^her confi-

dence. Therefore, as they now sate together,

Ernestiua was bending the kindest looks upon
Louisa and conversing with her in the softest and
tenderest tones— while the maiden felt as if the

music of that voice, so lull of angelic commisera-

tion and soothing gentleness, flowed like an ano-

dyne into the recesses of her wounded heart.

" My dear yomig friend," saii Lady Ernestina,
" you are doubtless most anxious for the return of

my uncle "

" Ah 1 dear lady," cried Louisa, " can you not

understand that I long to fold a beloved sister in

my arms—a sister from whom 1 have been sepa-

rated for so many months !"

" But I fear that there must be some mistake

relative to your sister's address," observed the

patrician lady. " However, we shall see in a few

minutes : my uncle has been gone nearly an hour
—and we may therefore expect his return every

moment. Indeed, I wonder what keeps him so

long."

'•Is Stratton Street far from hence 2" inquired

Louisa.

"Far!" ejaculated Lady Ernestina. *'01i! no

—

it is not five minutes' walk ; but I bad forgotten that

this is the first lime you ever visited Loudon. When
you were giving me that rapid outline of your his-

tory this morning, you mentioned the name of Beck-
ford, and observed that your sister was staying with

a lady and gentleman of that name "

"Yes : it is not long that they have removed into

S. ration Street," relumed Louisa: "they used to

live at No. 20, Hanover Square."
" No. 20, Hanover Square !" ejaculated Ernestina,

stricken with surprise, and even startled by tlie men-
tion of an address which instantly conjured up fear-

ful and mysterious associations in her mind : " that

is the abode of the Malverns 1"

" But have you not in London many streets bear-

ing the same name?" inquired Louisa.

"Yes— to be sure: and there may be several

Stratton Streets—but certainly only one at the West
End of the town. There may also be another Han-
over Square, for anything that 1 know : but there

is assuredly only one of that name in the region of
fashion. However, there is no doubt but the Mar-
quis will find out your sister, whatever Stratton Street

she may be residing in."

Louisa's lovely countenance brightened up at these

words; and with a look did she thank Lady Ernestina
for the assurance. A brief pause then ensued in tlie

conversation : for Louisa began to wonder within

herself whether Clara would chide her (or having so

long abandoned their afflicted aunt to the care of a

comparative stranger, and for hurrying in the first

place to Paris relative to her lover,aud now coming up
to London expressly to behold and embrace a sister.

On the other hand Lady Ernestina was just think-

ing how she should enter upon a certain task which

her delectable uncle had set her. For every barrier

of delicate feeling and pure sentiment was so far

broken down between the uncle and niece, that they
no longer sought to practise towards each other any
concealment of disposition or principles. On the
one hand the Marquis knew that his niece had been
a very profligate and abandoned demirep, first with
a lover of her own choice—then with the Prince
into whose arms she was forced : he had seen her
so far forget herself as to visit a house of ill-fame in
the expectation of meeting a wealthy admirer;—he
knew likewise that she had actually been the means
of consigning her husband to the scafiold, whereas
she might have saved him had she chosen 1

On the other hand, Lady Ernestina had experi-
enced positive proof that her uncle employed a pro-
curess—the infamous Mrs. Gale—to entice young
females to her house in order to appease his brutal
lusts. Moreover, during his absence in Paris, and
since the adventure with the Hangman in the
treacherous chair, she had penetrated into the gal-
lery of paintings and sculptures, and had thus
obtained a deeper—aye, tlie deepest insight into the
hideous sensuality of her uncle's character. Con-
sequently, knowing all these things of each other

—

and mutually aware too that all these things were
thus known—it would have been the most absurd of
mockeries to maintain any longer the semblance of
delicate feeling, propriety, or virtue; and therefore

it seemed as if the Marquis, the moment he re-

turned from Paris, was fully prepared to throw off

the mask altogether. Such indeed was his intention ;

and such was the interpretation that Ernestina put
upon his conduct, when he whispered the following

words in her ear after Louisa had been conducted to

her chamber :—" I need not tell you wherefore 1
have brought this girl hither. She is innocent as a
lamb, and artless as a child : it is for you to initiate

her in the mysteries of life, so that when I choose
to address her in the language of passion, she may
not colour with shame, but with desire."

Thus had the Marquis spoken to his niece on
the preceding evening, after having consigned
Louisa to her care, and just before he went to pay
that visit to the Prince at Carlton House which
has been mentioned in a preceding chapter. It was
a hideous thing for an uncle thus to address a
niece—a still more hideous thing that a niece

should consent to obey such instructions on the
part of an uncle. And it may seem the more
dreadful, too, inasmuch as not many weeks had
elapsed since that uncle and that niece were sitting

shamefaced and weeping in the presence of each
other, at the mutual discoveries of frailty and de-

moralization which were then made. But the

instant the mask thus fell from their counicnancea

the barrier of delicacy was speedily aimihilated

between them;—and moreover, be it observed

that in the aristocratic mind the rank weeds of

vice and crime spring up, when once they have
germinated, with an astonishing rapidity, and
speedily bloom in all their poisoned luxuriance iu

the heated atmosphere of fashionable life.

The brief pause which followed the observations

relative to Stratton Street, Hanover Square, and
Louisa's sister, was interrupted by Lady Ernestina

Dysart observing, " My dear girl, I cannot suffer

you to look thus dull and miserable."
" Ah ! dear lady," said Louisa, with a profound

sigh, "I have so much to render me unhappy 1"
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" Nothing—absolutely nothing," returued Lady

Ernestiiia, "but the loss of a young luaa who

appears to be utterly unworthy of the love you

bestowed upon liim."

" Oh ! treat not the circumstance so lightly 1"

exclaimed Louisa, both shocked and amazed at

tlie remark : for all Ernestina's previous allusions

to the subject had been expressive of a tender

condolence and delicate sympathy.

"Dearest Louisa," cried the arlful patrician, "not

for a moment did I mean to vex or startle you: but

I was merely about to introduce a truth which you

yourself will recognise sooner or later— namely, that

the self-styled Ji;celyn Loftus is not the only hand-

some, intelligent, and fascinating young gentleman

in the world."

" O Lady Ernestina! if a stranger had made that

observation to me," exclaitned Louisa, now more

painfully surprised and deeply shocked than at first,

"I should have regarded it either as an insult or else

as a sign of ur.feeling thoughtlessness!
"

" 1 am addressing you, my dear youug friend,"

said Ernestina, " as a woman of the world should

address a young and inexperienced girl."

"Ah! lady," said Louisa, with a look of angelic

frankness,—" never, never shall I obey the dictates

of any influence save the natural impulses of my
own heart. I have loved Jocelyn tenderly and well

;

and. Oil ! despite his deep, deep criminality, I love

him—yes, love him as tenderly and devotedly still!

But there is within me, lady, a feeling superior e<en

to that fond and now hopeless love of mine; and

this feeling is a sense of duty which tells me that

henceforth Jocelyn must ever remain a stranger to

me in the world, no matter how fondly his image

ocay be cherished in my heart!"
" This is the way young maidens always talk when

disappointed in their first love," said Ernestina,

watching Louisa's countenance attentively to see

how she took the remark, and whether it would be

prudent to venture any farther at present : then per-

ceiving that the damsel became thoughtful, as if

weighing the matter seriously in her mind, Ernes-

tina continued to observe, " If you were to remain

long with us in London you would soon perceive

that what you call love performs but a very second-

ary part in genteel marriages. 1 will give you an

example. It is not two months since the beauty of

the fashionable world, Venetia Trelawney, married a

very handsome, intelligent, and fascinating young

gentleman, named Horace Sackville. Their honey-

moon was short indeed; and at its expiration they

were suddenly created Lord and Lady Sackville.

But that was not all. His lordship was at the same

time nominated to a high official situation in the

household of the Prince Regent : and accordingly,

the newly-married couple gave up their beautiful villa

at Knightsbridge and took possession of a suite of

apartments in Carlton House. Now Carlton House,

my dear Louisa, is the Prince Regent's Palace;

and perhaps you may have heard that the Prince Re-

gent himself is a very naughty wicked man, and

much too fond of the ladies. But, in plain terms,

the reason why Lord and Lady Sackville thus took

up their abode at Carlton House, was in order that

her ladyship might be under the same roof with the

Prince vih^)Si:Jhvo^crite she has become. Thus, you

see, although it is most probable that Lord and Lady
Sackville married in the first instance for what is

called luve, they hesitated not to make the sacrifice

of that feeling when titles, pensions, and places were
offered them. As a matter of course, then, this Ve-
netia of whom I am speaking to you, is the mistress

of the Prince
"

"Enough! enough 1" exclaimed Louisa, the

colour mounting to her cheeks as her pure soul

revolted from tlie narrative the miin point of which
had only just that instant flashed to her compre-
hension. "Oat if such detestable creatures as

this Venetia constitute the charm, th« glory, and
the wori^hip of your fashionable world of London,
how little do I envy the rich and the great oue» of

this metropolis ! Better, better far is my owa
humble cottage situated ia a retired suburb of

Cduterbury !—and more welcome to me would

prove a chaplet of the roses that bloom in summer
over that cottage portico, than the most bndiaut

coronet glittering upon the brow of your titled

lady of the metropolis '."

Ernestina wai about to respond to these obser-

vatioDs, wbeu the door opened and the Marquis of

Levesoti eutered the room.

"What tidings, my lord?" exclaimed Louisa,

springing from her seat and bouudiug towards him
with the most eager curiosity.

" Patience, patience, young lady," answered the

nobleman, assuming a playful manner. " Your
sister Clara does indeed reside at the address you

mentioued in Straitou Street, and also with those

worthy people, Mr. and Mrs. Beckford, whom you
named."
As the Marquis thus spoke. Lady Ernestina

contemplated him with the profouudest astonish-

ment, which was not however observed by Louisa,

wiio was gazing intently upon the nobleman, but

with her suspense now relieved by a gradually

expanding gleam of pleasure.

" Yes," continued the Marquis, in a tone which

seemed candid and frank enough to Louisa^ but

which nevertheless now satisfied Ernestina that

he was practising some artifice upon the maiden,

—

" yes, my dear girl," he continued, " I am delighted

to have ascertained for your sake that there really

is no error in your sister's address ; but I am sorry

to inform you that she is out of town with Mr. and

Mrs. Beckford for a few days—possibly a week."
" Oh! how unfortunate I am," ejaculated Louisa,

a sudden cloud lowering upon her lorely counte-

nance, and the tears starting forth upon her louff

lashes. " But are they gone far from Loudon ?

—

can I not hasten after them ? Oh ! I feel con-

viuced that my sister will be so rejoiced to see

me "

" Unfortunately," said the Marquis, « the ser-

vants in Stratton Street are not aware whither

their master and mistress, togetlier with Miss

Stanley, are gone. It is however certain that they

will all returu home again in a week or ten

days "

" Oh ! did I not say that I was unfortunate?" ex-

claimed Louisa, clasping her hands together and

now bursting forth into a flood of tears. " I dar»

not—must not remain away from Canterbury : I

have already deserted my poor afflicted aunt too

long ! The thought of thus abandoning her fills mo

with remorse; and therefore I must hasten back

home, and postpone the hope of an interriew with

my sister until some more auspicious occasion."

"You have already admitted, my dear young

lady," said the Marquis of Leresou, " that I have
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given yon the best possible advice ever since you

placed yourself under my paternal guardianship.

Now, 1 beg of you to do nothing precipitately.

You Icnow that your aunt is kindly treated by the

young lady whom you liave left to lake care of her

;

and therefore you would do well to remain here in

London until the return of your sister, who, depend

upon it would never forgive you if you did not fol-

low nay advice in this respect. My bouse shall be

your home; and you know that in me you possess

a sincere well-wisher, although our acquaintance

has been so short, and although you had likewise

heard statements from the lips of Miss Mary Owen
prejudicial to my true chnracter."

Artless, unsuspicious, and confiding though the

young danis.el naturally was, yet there was some
thing in this speech which displeased her. She

knew net what it was that thus seemed to grate upon

some mysterious chord in her heart—nor could she

tiave pointed outnhicU particular seutence or phrase
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it was that excited a feeling of uneasiness within

her. But certain it was that alarming suspicions

suddenly took possession of her mind ; and the

moment the Marquis endeavoured to impress upon

her the conviction of his sincerity, some secret

voice appeared to whisper from the deptlis of her

soul that he was deceiving her. The how or the

whercfjre did not strike her— nor did she pause to

conjecture: for now that the train of her suspicions

was once fired, it blazed up with astonishing speed.

Back, back to her remembrance came vividly and

forcibly a thousand little things which Mary Owen

had let drop relative to the Marquis of Leveson

:

she bethouiiht herself also of a certain peculiar ex-

pression which she had frequently noticed in the

regards that he fixed upon her when they were in

Paris or travelling together; and to her memory re-

turned the singular discourse in which Lady Er-

nestina Dysart had indulged just previously to her

uncle's entrance.
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"Aly lord," shs saiii, endeavouring to veil her

fears and therefore lier suspicions as well as she was

able, '• I thanic your lordsliip for all the kindnesses

I have experienced at your hand: I thank her lady-

ship also for the generous sympathy 1 have received

from her during the few hours I have been beneath

this roofl But you must not deem me ungrateful

for so much hospitality, if I declare at once that I

am determined to leave London without delay for

Canlerliury
"

" Louisa, my dear girl !" exclaimed the JlarquiSj

evidently astounded and almost dismayed by this

resolve i^o decisively expressed,—and, at the same

time, there was in his look souietliinj so sinister

that, unsophisticated as Louisa was, she at once

read therein tiie cunfirmaLiuii of her suspicions:

"you cannot tliiuk—you must not eiiter.t^iiu—no

—

really," stammered the nobleman,—"I will not per-

mit
"

'My lord, I am determined to hasten home
without delay," interrupted Louisa, her couratje

rising in proportion as her position seemed to be-

come more menacing and dangerous. " It is not

yet an Hour past noon : perhaps your lordship will

allow one of your domestics to order a post-chaise

to he in uuniedi ite attendance for me ?"

"The haste—the precipitation, with which you are

thus about to depart, uiy dear young friend," saiil

Lady E nestina Dysart, rising from her seat and
taking Louisa's hand, "would almost amount to an

impeachment upon our hospitality—or indeed a

mistrust of our friendship towards you."
" Pray do not deem me ungrateful, nor thus pre-

judge my motives," said Louisa, with a toll-tale

blush upon her cheeks which showed that her

thoughts were in reality precisely ;;3 Ernestina had
interpreted tliem. " Accept all my thanks—and if

you would add to the obli;iations which you have im-

posed upon me, then suffer me to depart at once."

And liaving thus spoken, Louisa hastened to the

bell -pull and rang it somewhat viulent'y.

At the same instant the .Marquis and his niece

exchanged rapid glances, expressive of the con-

viction that it was useless to try farther argument

or persuasion : and then the significant look which

tlie nobleman assumed, made Ernesiina aware that

his lordship had determined upon strong and coer-

cive measures.

A footman promptly answered Louisa's sum-

mons; and in a tone of complete confidence, she

said, " Will you be so kind as to order a post-chaise

to be immediat -ly procured."

The domestic bowed a respectful assent : but as

he raised his eyes again, at the moment of turning

to quit the room, he saw Lord Leveson shake his

head at him, unpereeived however by Louisa,—and

the footman accordingly understood that he was

not to order the post-chaise.

" With your permission," said Louisa to Lady
Ernestina, the moment the servant had retired, "I

will now ascend to my chamber and prepare for

departure."
" I will join you there in a few moments, Louisa,"

was the reply, " to see whether I can be of service

to you, since you are determined to quit us."

Louisa Stanley then left the room ; and the mo-
ment the door closed behind her, tlie Marquis ad-

dressed himself in hm-riedaud excited terms to his

niece.
•' Eraestina," he said, " you explained to me this

murning how, during ray absence in France, :i

ruffian introduced himself into this house—and
how he concealed him-elf in my secret suite of
apartments. You likewise confessed to me how
you and the Prince proceeded tiiit"er, and how
you found that burj;larious villain held captive ia

one of ray mechanical chairs. You fanhor told me
how this man turned out to be the public execu-
tioner—and how the Prince, with a heavy bribe,

e!;surcd his services to buoy up Dysart till the very '

last moment with the hope of a reprieve."

" But wherefore, in the name of heaven! recapi-

tulate ail these details ?" exclaimed Ernestina, sur-

veying her uncle with astonishment.
" Because," he responded, in a hoarse thick voice, :

as if the profound concentration of a burning pas- |

sion was iinpell.ing him into extremes at which he 1

trembled and was afraid, and forcing him to hold a
language to his own niece at which he was both

ashamed and shocked,—" because," he said, "since

you have chosen to enter those rooms for your own
pleasure, you may now revisit them for mine : and
because, since jou found seated in one of those

,

chairs a m^u who afterwards helped to rid you of
|

a detested husband, you may now inveigle into that

same chair this young girl on whom I have set my
lieart."

"Bat, good heavens!" cried Ernestina, '-'she is

too pure—too innocent!—and this outrage caunot

be perpetrat-d with impunity."

"Do not reason with me," cried her unc'e, im-

petuously. " You s?e that she is escaping from

my toils—she is bent upon leaving us—she evidently

suspects something—and it is only by clipping

the angel-wings of her innocence that we cau pre-

ve.jt this startled dove from flying away !"

" Well, he it as you will," said Ernestina. " Yea
doubtless foresee all the consequences—and I will

do as you command. But tell me—one word—
what is all tikis mystery about her sister, these ua-

knowu Beckfords, and Stratton Street ?'

" Oh ! sucli a mystery indeed -such a secret aa

I have learnt this day !' exclaimed the JLirquis.

"But I caimot explain myself now: on another

occ isiou I will tell you all—everything—and thea

you will indeed be as much astonished as 1 was.

But now hasten and do as I have bid you. Here

is the key of the door opening from the Crimsoa

Drawing Room."
Ernestina darted a look of intelligence upon her

uncle as she took the key,— a look which told him

as plainly as possible that all which depended oa

herself should be done to facilitate his designs.

Then, quitting the apartment where this colloquy

had taken place, she repaired first to the Crimson

Drawing llooiu to unlock the door leading into the

secret chambers, aud then hurried up-stairs to

Louisa's room.

CHAPTER LXXYIL

THE WOT.VES THROWIXQ OFF TTIZIR DISOUISB.

In the meantime Louisa had sought the chamber

whore she had passed the preceding night; and

she immediately t.egau to pack up her trunk for

departure. Not for an insUnt did she suspect

that the Marquis of Leveson had dared negauve
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her onler3 to fetch the post-chais9 : but still she

felt that she should breathe more freely when be-

yond the threshold of this grand aristocratic man-
sion, the very atmosphere as which seemed heavy,

bpj)ressive, and ominous of the dead lull and sti'.iin<j

closeness which pervades the outbm'st of the

storm.

Scarcely had she finished packing her trunk

when T^ady EriiestinaDysart entered ti:e chamber.
" My dear Louisa," said the artful woman, as-

sumiii"' a loolj of such well-feijjnfd sorrow that the

maiden was completely thrown off her guard there-

by, and began to fancy that she had wronged even

the Marquis himself by h r suspicions,—" my dear

Louisa," repeated her ladyship, in the most sooth-

ing:, endearing, and sympathetic tone, " I am truly

vexe! that you purpose to leare us thus suddenly:

but my uncle desires me to say tiiat he will watch

for your sister's return home in compiiny with her

kind friends Mr. and Mrs. Beckford, and he will

let you know thruu;(h me when you can come back

to London with the certainty of meeting her."

"I am truly grateful," said our heroine, "for

this proof of kind consideration on the part of his

lordship and yourself:"—but still Louisa spoke

witli a certain degree of restraint, for she could

not give facile utterance to words that came not

wholiy from her heart.

"On! do not thank me for anything which I

may do for you," exclaimed Ernestina": "it is a

real pleasure to serve so sweet a girl as yourself.

And now, my d^ar Louisa, as it will be a quarter

of an hour at least before the post chaise is ready,

1 have ordered reiresliments to be served up in

my own chamber: and tliither must you accom-
pany nie, so that we may have a fdw minutes' tele-

ci iete before you leave."

Tins proposal was made with so much friendly

candour and winning aff ibility, that Louisa did not

hesitate to accept it. Lady Ernestina accordingly

led the way ftrsc into the Crimson Drawing Hooui,

and thence into tlie adjoining apartment, tiie

elegance of which naturally excited Louisa's admi-
ration, notwithstanding the claims which other and
far more serious matters had upon her thoughts.

Eat her patrician guide did not allow her much
leisure to conM-mplate this room, with its luxurious

solas ranged all round the walls, its splendid por-

celain vases exhaling delicious perfumes, and its

exquisitely ch .sed silver lamp suspi.-nded to the
ceiling. Opening the door at tiie farther extremity,

Ernesiina conducted the maiden into the next
room, wliere, as the reader will remember, the
carpet was the thickest ever trodden upon, and
where the arm-cha>rs were the most massive ever
seen,—prov.ded too with cushions of corresponding
proportions.

"Tills is the ante-room to my own chamber,"
said the false-speakuig and evil-intentioned Er-
nestina; "and I ordered the refreshments to be served

up here. I suppose the footman must have inis-

uinit rsiood me," she continued, assuming a tone of

vexaiioii. "Sit down, my dear girl," she added,

ailMily pointing to a chair: "and I will ring the bell

for luncheon."

L luisa unhesitatingly proceeded to place herself

where the tre.iclierous lady thus pointed: but

scarcely liad the young viifjin's form in ule its im-

print upon the floceulent cushion, when tlie sudden
click of the secret niecfianisin was heard; and slie

found herself strangely but alarmingly held captive

by means of the springs th:*t clasped her wrists and
the steel bands that fastened their gripe upon her
shoulders.

The terror of csnsternstion for a few moments
sealed her lios: but as she beheld Lady Ernestina

suddenly disappear through a door which opened in

the wall exactly facing the treacherous chair, the un-
fortunate girl saw indeed too well that she was be-

trayed, and a piercing scream burst from her lips.

Biit almost immediately after Ernestina had flitted

away so abruptly, and while that rending scream
was still vibrating throogh the suite of rooms, the

Marquis of Leveson stood before his intended victim !

He had entered by that same door through whicii

his niece had fie 1 ; and closing it behind him, he at

once said, in a low but earnest tone, '• Louisa, your
cries are unavailing : no mortal ear do they reach

beyond the four walls of this room ;—and therefore

I need scarcely observe that you are in my power !"

"My lord, ray lord," faltered the miiden, in a

dying tone, wiiile her brain grew dizzy and a film

came over her eyes " take pity upon the friendless

orplian who never injured you!"

"O Louisa !" exclaimed the Marquis, fixing upon
her those satyr eyes that were burning with desire

—

"to ask mercy for yourself is to tell me to make an im-
possible sacrifice ! Listen to me, dear girl—do not de-

spair—do not give way to grief—do not look thus

wiidly, thus vaguely upon me! You know that I

bear one of the loftiest and proudest titles in Eng-
land—that my riches are immense: you have seen

enuug'aof this muision here to kno.v that it is spa-

cious and magnificent ;—and I may add that in the

loveliest spots of England tliere are country-seats-

perfect paradises in themselves—of waich 1 am also

the possessor. Of this lolly title, then will I m.ike

thee the shaviu-—of th:s weulih will I mnke tiit-e toe

misiress : my mansions, my domains, my rural

villas—all shall be thine, Louisa, if thou writ give

me thy love !"

Our heroine heard the tones of the nobleman's

voice, but comprehended not what he said. There

was a hurry in her brain that made her ihoughts a

whirlwind and threw her senses into confusion. All

she knew was that some tremendous danger me-
naced her, and that she was sinkmg beneath the

weight of an ineffable consternaiion.

The Marquis saw that she was thus overwhelmed

—that her head was drooping—and ttiat her senses

were slowly abandonin,' h^r ; and he thought witliin

himself, " i will not excite nor arouse her—I will let

her sink into insensibility—and then
"

The instant Lady Ernestina Dysart had per-

formed her treacherous part towards poor Louisa

Stanley, she disappeared from the presence of the

outraged maiden in the maninT already described.

Toe reader will have comprehended that she

touched the secret spring and opened t;ie invisib'e

door commuuicaiing with her uncle's room, where

indeed his lordship had been awaiting the issue of

the adventure.

Ha-tily tolling him that the deed was done,

Erno-tina traversed the bed-chamber and hurried

into the Criin-.on Draw ng Room, where she threw

hers df u;ioii a sufa, palpitating wiih excit^-Midnt.

For bad, depraved, and unpriiiciplod tliougli she

was, she neverth 'less felt skocted and f.i.;hteiicd
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in the presence of this tremendous iniquity to which

she had lent herself.

Not many moiiientr?, however, did she thus ^ve

way to her painful rofluctioiis, ere she was startled

by the entrance of a footman, sayinjf, "Sir Douglas

Huntingdon requests an immediate interview with

either my Lord Marquis or your ladyship."

Ernestina was about to desire the domestic to

say that neither she nor her uncle ivas at home,

when the Baronet, who had followed close behind

the footman, now walked unceremoniously into the

room,
Tlie lacquey accordingly retired : and this sin-

{,'ular behaviour on the part of Huntingdon so

increased, or indeed so completely crowned Ernes

-

tina's agitation that, all woman of the world though

she was, she felt covered with confusion.

" Pardon this intrusion, my lady," said Hunt-

ingdon, who spoke in the tone and witli the air of

a man bent upon the performance of some deci-

sive part: "but I must see the Marquis imme-

diately."

"My uncle is particularly engaged," faltered

Lady Eruestina, a deep blush suffusing her clieeks

and running up even uuto her forehead, so that it

was lost beneath the massive bands of her light

brown hair.

" If 1 cannot see the Marquis, then," resumed

Sir Douglas Huntingdon immediately, "your lady-

ship will perhaps have the kindness to afford me
au interview with Miss Louisa Stanley, who is now
staying at Levesoii House."

Ernestina gave a visible start as this demand

smote her ears : aud with the instinctive impulse

of a guilty conscience, she cast her eyes rapidly

towards tiie door communicating with the private

suite of apartments.

Sir Douglas, who was keenly alive to every look

or gesture ou tlie part of the lady, and wlio s.iw in

her increasing confusion sometliiag calculated to

excite the most alarming suspicions, failed not to

observe that glance which she involuntarily flung

towards the door. He was no stranger to the

existence of that suite of apartments : as one

of the most iutim.ite friends of Lord Leveson, all

tlie treaclierous or licentious mysteries thereof

were weil known to him;—and it was therefore

natural that he should now suddenly argue the

vciy worst. He had been told that Leveson was

particularly engaged—his visit had evidently over-

whelmed Lady Ernestina with confuaion and dis-

may—and that tell-tale look which she had tlung

at the door of the private chambers, at once seemed

to afford a clue to all that was passing.

"Ah! I understand," exclaimed the Baronet:

'my friend the .Marquis is in tlio.se rooms—and ;is

1 am no stranger to the mysterius of his mansion,

I will, with your ladyship's periuissiou, at once

.ieek him there."

As he tlius spoke. Sir Douglas Huntingdon

hastened towards the door of tUe private apart-

ments : but Lady Ernestiua sprang after him aud

cauglit him by the arm, exclaiming, " No, sir—you

must not intrude upon my uncle's privacy I"

" i am well aware, as a matter of course," said

Huntingdon, "that my behaviour may seem some-

what extraordinary ; but it will be your ladyship's

fault if it now merge into downright rudeness."
" lludeness! what do you mean, sir'?" ejaculated

Ernestina, a deeper crimson than before suffusing

her face, and her eyes flashing angrily : " you
surely, as a gentleman, are incapable of rudeness
towards me, a lady ?"*

"Then, as a lady," cried tlie Baronet, in a stern

and even imperious tone such as perh:ips he had
never used in his life before,—"conduct yourself

like a lady, and depend upon it I should never
dream of treating you otherwise."

"' Again I demand of you, sir, what yon mean by
this insulting observation?" cried Ernestina, now
labouring under a terrible cxc tement.

" i mean," responded the Baronet, with a, signi-

ficance of look and a determination of manner that

made her quail and recoil in dismay,—"I mean
that if you prevent me from entering those rooms,
I shall suspect that you are acquainted with all

the mysteries which they contain ; and this will not
be highly creditable to you ! Moreover, if I dis-

cover that anything outrageous or rile is now
passing in those rooms, I shall be justified in set-

ting you down as the accessory and the accomp'ice."

Ernestina fell crushed and annihilated upon a
ciiair, burying her face in her hands : for it ap-

peared to her as if her whole heart was suddenly

laid bare in its boundless depravity to the view of

that man who addressed her in a tone of such

haughty confidence, stei'n remonstrance, and ter-

rible menace.

The Baronet, having thus silenced and subdued
that lady whose complicity in her uncle's licentious

proceedings was now too evident, lost no time in

opening the door leading into the secret apart-

ments, and which Ernestina had ere now left un-

locived after conducting Louisa thither.

Meantime the ^Lirquis of Leveson, perceiving

that Louisa Stanley was rapidly losing her con-

sciousness, and that she was indeed fainting io

that chiiir which so treacherously held her captive,

stood for a few moments gloating upon the charms
of wliich he hoped so soon to become the master.

Her head hung down upon her bosom, of which his

I lustful eyes caught a slight glimpse ; and ihe

bands, clasping her shoulders, held her back in such

a manner that though her charming head thus

drooped like a flower on its tall slender stalk, yet

her form wjis retained upright in the chair.

Thei-efore his gaze could slowly wander over the

graceful symmetry and virgin contours of that ex-

quisite shape,—a shape that possessed all the light

and airy elegance of the sylph, with just sulRcient

iulness to denote that the last stage of girlhood

was bursting into the luxuriant bloom and ripeness

of womanhood.
But just at the moment when the Marquis of

Leveson fancied that our heroine was sinking into

a profound insensibility, and while all his detestable

passions were boiling up to a frenzied degree at

what appeared to be the close consummation of

his diabolical project,—^.just at the instant, in fact,

that lie believed himself to be touching on his

crowning infamy,—Louisa appeared to be startled

suddenly back to full consciousness.
|

liaising her head, she gazed for a moment—
j

a single moment— wildly around her: then, all th«

tremendous truth flashing to her recollection and

all the incidents of hor position recurring vividly

to her comprehension, she gave Tent to another

loud, long, and piercing scream.
j
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" Foolish girl ! I have told thee that thy cries

are vain," said the Marquis, going straii^ht up to

her and looking her full in the face. " Will you be

mine, I say, voluntarily?—will jou yield of your

own accord, and accept my hand—my fortune—my
title

"

But soream upon scream thrilled from the

maiden's lips; and the Marquis, stamping his foot

with rage, was bursting forth into violent threats

—

when suddenly the door between this and the first

room of the suite was thrown violently open, and

Sir Douglas Huntingdon sprang into the presence

of the startled noblemiu and iiis intended victim.

"Release this young lady immediately," ex-

claimed the Baronet, laying his hand upon the

collar of the Marquis.
" What ! you, Huntingdon, thus to interfere with

the pursuits of an old friend ?" faltered Leveson,

not knowing what to think of the intrusion.

"Let us not bandy words," said the Baronet,

sternly: "you see that I am resolute! Come—

I

understand not precisely the mecliauism of this

ehair—but I command you to release Miss Louisa

Suinley forthwith !"

Tiie nobleman saw that Huntingdon was not

only in earnest, but also fully bent upon the deli-

verance of tlie m liden : and aejordingly, with a

hand trembling as if suddenly palsied, the .Marquis

touciied the spring which instantiaeously released

our heroine from her captivity.

Falling at tlie feet of Sir Douglas Huntingdon in

the enthusiasm of her joy at tliis sudden and pro-

vidential liberation, Louisa took his hand and
pressed it with ail the fervour of her young heart's

gratitude. The Baronet hastened to raise her;

and fi.viug his eyes upon the Marquis, who stood

by pale and trembling with rage, he said, " Nothing
of all this shall be known if you permit Miss Louisa
Stanley ti depart from your house without any
farther attempt at molestation. But if a finger be
raised to impede her passage, I will adopt any
measure—no matter how mucti calculated to ex-
pose you "

"Retire then—go—depart," faltered the Marquis,
with a strong effort to subdue the vio eiice of his

passion: ''bull beseech— I implore .Miss Louisa
Stanley not to betray me—and above all things

not to breathe a wonl to the ruin of my niece I"

Our heroine's heart was too full of joy at her
happy deliverance to allow her tongue to utter a
word: but Sir Douglas Huntingdon said empha-
tically, " I promise you, Leveson, on my honour as

a gentleman, that nothing of all this shall be re-

vealed elsewhere."

Having thus spoken, the Bironet hastily con-
ducted Louisa Stanley into the Crimson Drawing
lioom,— clo^ng behmd them the doors through
which they passed. Lady Ernestina was no longer
there: she had retired in shame, terror, and grief,

to her own apartment, leaving the perplexing and
menacing adventure to take its own course.

•'jNIiss Stanley," the Baronet now said, the mo-
ment they were together in the Crimson Drawing
lloom ;

" have the good.iess to read this note."

The damsel instantaneously took the billet which
was pi-esenied to her; and an ejaoulation of joy

fell from her lips as she recognised her sister's

handwriting. Tearing open the note, she read the

following words :

—

" 13, Stratton Street.

"Mv. Uth, 1814.

"Tlie bearer of this, my ever dear Louisa, is a gentle-

man in whom you may confide. He will take you away
from a place where you are surrounded by manifold dangers,

and will bring you at once to me.

" Your affectionate sister,

"CL.VRA."

Words are incapable of describing the delight

and happiness whicn now sprang up in Louisa's

bosom, even to the absorption tor the time being of
her grief on account of her lover's presumed in-

fidelity.

"Then my sister—my beloved sister—is indeed
in town," she exclaimed ; " and the Marquis de-
ceived me I"

"No, Miss Stanley—he did not altogether de-
ceive you," answered the Baronet : " for if he had
not called in Stratton Street ere now, your sister

could not of course have kiiown that you were at

Leveson House or even in London at all. But the

truth is this—your sister was indeed absent from
town with Mr. and .VI rs. Beckford ; but she came
back suddenly and alone, in order to execute some
little commission for Mrs. Beckford. She arrived

in Stratton Street only a few minutes after the

Marquis had left. Knowing t>is evil reputation,

she was shocked and horrified at the idea of her

sister being beneath his roof; and as I happened
to call at the moment, she besought me to come
with this note which you have just road. .My car-

riage is at the door ; and so soon as you are ready,

1 shall have much pleasure in escorting you to

Stratton Street."

Louisa hastened up-stairs for her bonnet and
scarf, with which shu speedily returned to the

Crimson Drawing Room, well pleased at encoun-
tering neither the Marquis nor Lidy Ernestina

upon the stairs. Having rung the bell, she ordered

the footman who answered the summons to have

her trunk taken down to the Baronet's carr age,

which was waiting at the door : and wntin, in a few

minutes, the domestic announced that her com-
mands had been executed, she accomp mied Sir

Douglas Hnntingdon from Leveson House.

And now who can describe the feelings of this

young, beautiful, and artless girl as she took her

seat in the vehicle which was to convey her to

tiiat sister from whom she had been separated for

five long months? Yet while rolling along in the

handsome equipage, ^<he did not forgot to renew

her thanks to Sir Douglas Huntingdon for the

immense service which he had rendered her: but

he assured the charming girl that he was only too

happy in having arrived at Leveson House so

seasonably as to rescue her from the peril in which

the darkest and deepest treachery had placed her.

Indeed, to tell the truth, as Sir Dou,'las Hunting,

don contemplated with respectful admiration the

lovely damsel by his side, lie could not help think-

ing that there was even in the world a pleasure

miiro genuine and more sweet than to triumph

over innocence,—namely, to roscue it from im-

pending ruin I

But neither the Baronet nor Louisa h^d many
minutes for rtfiection or conversation, ina-inuch

as the carriage soon dashed up to the door of a

handsome house in Stratton Street ; and looking

forth from the wiadovr of the veliicle, our hecoine
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beheld the countenance of her sister at one of the

casements of the drawin-j-room.

In another minue Lniisa was clasped—firmly,

fondly clasped—in the embrace of that affectionate

sister: and not only their kisses, but also their

tears were mingled

!

CUAPTER LXXVIIL

THE SISTERS.

TnE drawing-room where the sisters thus m't,

was very handsomely furnished, and bore all tlie

evidences of a re fine i female taste. Itvras the same

room whtre JocelyuLoftus had seen Clara Stanley

on the occasion of his visit to London, and where

she had given her approval of his suit in respect

to Lou sa.

Tlie sisters were now alone together;—for Sir

Douglas Huntingdon htKl not followed our heroine

up iiito that room, but rem lined in an ap .rtment

below. "When the first effusion of joy was over,

and the first transports of delight at this meeting

were somewhat subsded, Clara and Louisa sate

down side by side upon t'le sofa, and began to

contemplate each other with the deepest, teuderest

interest.

On the one hand, Clara beheld her younger

sister beautiful as ever, and with all that ineffable

sweetness of look and innocence of mien which in-

dicated the stainless purity of her soul : slie saw
her, too, at grant advatitage—for the pallor and
the pensiveness previously occasioned by Jocelyn's

Buppos-'d perfidy, had now yielded to the roseate

tinge of joy and the briglitness of look which re-

flected the heart's holiest satisfaction. Clara

therefore beheld her sister lovely and lovcable as

Bhe was when they parted,—one of the chastest

and most charming ornaments which the sex ever

bestowed upon this world—an incarnation of all

the sweetest, truest, and most ethereal attributes

which piety or poesy ascribes unto angels!

On the other hand, Louisa heheid her sister

more grandly beautiful, moi-e superbly handsome
than when they parted under the rose-covered

portico of their Kentish cottage. She saw in

Clara a magnificent woman the glory of whose
charms seemed to have expanded into a finer and
more dazzling bloom in the hot-house of London
feshion. Nor less did it strike Louisa that ever^--

thing at all girlish which might have lingered in

the maimers or looks of Clara some months back,

had now totally deparied. Tlie finest gloss of

courtly elegance seemed to rest upon her like a
chaim and hang about her like a spell: there was
a grandeur in every movement -a brilliancy in

every gesture, sol'tcned and subdued only by the

polish of an exquisite refinement, and more so by

the tenderness of feeling whicli she uow expe-

rienced at this meeting with her sister. In a word,

our f.iir young heroine, altliough she had ever

been accustomed to look up to Clara as an elder

sister, now regarded her with the deference that

mingles in the affection which a daughter expe-
rieuces for a mother. For Louisa still felt herself

a mei-e girl ; whereas Clara looked in every re-

spect, not only the brilliant woman, but also the

great lady. Tim* Louisa, with her uineteen years

and a half, felt ai if she were a raiss of fifteen or

sixteen in the presence of this elder sifter,—who,
though only twenty-one and a half, posse.'^sed ^ll

the worldly demeanour as well as the luxuriance o^
charms which characterise the superb matron of
at least five or six years older.

Such were the impressions respectively made by
this meeting of the sisters ; and when t'ley had
gazed long and with earnest fondness Ui,on each
other, Louisa suddenly exclaimed, "O Cara! are
you angry with me for having abandoned my home
—for liavmg gone to Paris—and now for having
come up to London?"

" Du not talk of anger, dearest gir'," said Clara,
"while our hearts are yet throbbing with all the
first transports of joy at this meeting. Angry with
you, deai est Louisa ! No, no—it were imjioss^ble I

Not for worlds would I biing a tear into your eyes
or change into gloom those smiles which now gleam
so sweetly upon your lips! Ah! dearest l.ou-sa,

it is as if I were tiiy motlier instead of thy sister

that I am now talking to thee : and it is with such
a feeling that I rejoice—Oh ! I rejoice unfeignedly,

to be enabled to poiu: balm into thy wouuded
heart !"

"Oh! dearest Clara," interrupted Louisa, sur-

veying her sister with mingled am;izem?nt and
suspense,—" to what do you allude ? Al.is ! you
cannot as yet know my sorrows ; because, when I
sate down in Paris to commit them to paper and
send you an account of all that had occurred, the

pen dr.pped from my hands! Yes—vainly did I

commence letter after letter : esch fresh attempt

only rendered my heart's-wounds more painfui—
it was like pouring molten lead upon the seared

and lacerated flesli ! Pardon me, thertfjre, dear

sister, for having thus preserved a silence which

may seem unkind—naj", even improper "

"Enough— enough! dearest Louisa," exclaimed

Clara, throwing her arms round her young sister's

neck and drawing down that innocent head until ib

reposed upon her bosom: "from your lips 1 need

no apology — no excuse, — especially as I am
well acquainted with much that has occurrecjf.

Ai;d to keep you no longer in suspense, let mo
assure you that Jocelyn is innocent!"

"Innocent!"' echoed Louisa, her own sweet lips

thus repeating in ecstatic joy an assurance which

other sweet lips had juit breathed in tende.iiess;

" innocent !" she repeated, raising her head sud-

denly from her sisters bo.-om, her looks beaming

and i^littering with ming ed joy, hope, and suspense.

"Oh! if this were true—it this were true!" -and
she clasped her hands with a gesture expressive

of ineff.ibie emotions.
" It IS as I iissure you, my beloved sister," ro-

joined Cl.ira Stanley. " 1 would not deceive you
for a moment in sucii a case : no—not for worlds

would I deceive you where your heart's best and
purest affections are engaged."

"Oh! this is happiness—this is happiness in-

deed !" murmured L.>uisa : and flinging herself

into 111 r sister's arms, she wept tears of love, and
gratitude, and joy, upon her bosom.

"Dear Louisji, this is the sweetest moment that

I have experienced for numths past," murmured
Clara, in a voice that was tremulous and low.

And then she also wept : but wc cannot say

whether tlie tears that now streamed down her

cheeks, welled fortlifnnn f.elingsas unalloyed with

pain and as unmixed with self-reproach as those
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which her sister experienced -that fair, bright,

and innocent sister whose tears were moislenin>;

Clara's lieaviri": breast with their crystal purity !

"And are you sure—very sure of all this, dear-

fst Clara?" inquired Loui.-^a, ajjain raisinjf her

head and bending upon her sister a countenance

beaniinfj with smiles of innocence and deliglit.

"But, Oh! yes— 1 see tiiat you are confident, and

I will not ask you ti) repeat your assurance !"

"Hely upon what 1 say, dearest Louisa," an-

swered Clara. " If I were not thus confident upon

the suhject, I would not for a moment venture the

assei tion : if a doubt existed in my mind, I would

rather iiave left you in the belief of your lover's

infidelity, than eucoura<je a hope which after all

mijjrlit turn out to be delu-ive ! Not only is your

lover innocent, dearest Louisa—but he is one of

the most injured and persecuted of men in all that

concerns his imprisonment in the Prefecture of

Police, and one of the most virtuous and honorable

of yuunij raeu in all that regards his fidelity to-

wards you and the temptations to which he has

been subjected."

"O Jocelyn, Jocelyn! to think that I should

have misau.>iod thee so profound y !—to think

that 1 should have wronged thee so immensely !

'

murmured Louisa, shaking her heud in despair.

"And yet heaven knows that the circumstantial

evidence which told against thee, Jocelyn, was to

all appear.iuces crushin;,' and overwhelmnigl For
did not the Prefect himself assure me of dreadful

things?—did I not behold with my own eyes a

scene too well calculated to make me mistrust

thee?—did 1 not even hear that females voice

proclaim her love for thee ?"

" Ah ! now, my dearest Louisa," exclaimed

Clara, "you are torturing yourself with misgiv-

ings, in spite of the certainties which 1 have
breathed in your ears. It is true that 1 am not
acquainted with all the minute details of these

matters to wiiich you arc alluding: but in general

terms 1 can a>sure you that your lover is innocent

—that he is even of the must rigid virtue— that

his purity is incorruptible—and th it whatever com-
plex.ou circumstantial evidence may have been
made to assume against him, he will be enabled to

clear up every thmg 1"

"But one word more, Clara," exclaimed Louisa

:

"cue word more—and then farewell to all mis-

givings I Is he really living under a false name ?"

"Yes—that most assuredly he is," exclaimed
the elder sister ; " and to his lionour and credit is

this very fact which has been uuide uot only the

cause of his arrest, hut also one of the grounds of

his reproach. But 1 S:iall leave to him, Louisa,

when the lime comes, the duty of explaining to

you wherefore he has assumed this name of Jocelyn

Lufius and what his real name is. For 1 feel as-

sured that these revelations wi;l flow more sweetly

upon your ears and sink down more deliciousiy

into your heart, when coming from the lips of a
lover, even than from those uf a fond and aftVc-

tiouate si ter. And now one word more relative

to Jocelyn, as we must siill continue to call

biiu
"

" Oh ! what else have you to say upon tliis sub-
ject?" asked Louisa with renewed suspense.

"That in a short time—a vefy short time, I

hope—he will be free," returned Clara. "Indeed,
I am convinced that he will soou be liberated : and

then, dear giil, he will no doubt rejoice to give

you all those explanations which must trium-

phantly prove his own innocence and dispel all the

misgivings that still perhaps lurk in the depths

of your si uU"
" He will be free—O heavens ! that there may

be no disappointment or delay in the fulfilment of

this liope !' exclaimed Louisa, once more clasping

her hands and now gazing upward with a fervid

enthusiasm, so that it was easy to perceive that ia

the depths of her soul she prayed to heaven to

verify her sister's assurance.

"Whatever 1 tell you, dearest Louisa, you may
rely upon," r joined Clara. "And now that I have
relieved you from so much anxiety and chauj^ed

your sorrow into heartfelt joy, you must give me
all the particulars of what has occurred to you
relative to that journey to Paris and this visit to

London."
" 1 will tell you everything, dear sister," answered

the young maiden. " You are well aware, from the

letters which I have so constantly written to jou,

that in the mouth of September Jocelyn brought

iMiss Mary Owen with him from London and de-

sired that she might find a hoiBe at the cottage?"

"Yes—while he proceeded to the Continent,"

said Clara, taking up the thr,.-ad of her si-ter's

discourse, " in order to defeat certain machinations

which had been devised against tlie Princess of

Wales, and in which the Owen family was ecu-
cerned. On all these points your letters were
explicit enough."

"And I aLo told you," continued Louisa, "that
Jocelyn wrote to me a letter full of love and ten-

derness from the French capital, stating how he
had arrived there in due course and how he had
fallen in with ilary's three sisters at Calais whom
he had escorted to Paris. I answered h;s welcome
epistle ; and he wrote to me another as affectionate

as the first. But that was the last letter which

1 received from him : and then his correspondence

suddenly ceased. This was at the end of Septem-
ber."

"And throughout the month of October, 'ob-

served Clara, "your letteis to me were mournful
indeed. You seemed to fancy that your lover had
altogether abandoned you "

"Ko, no—dearest Clara," exclaimed Louisa,

blushing. "1 did not then suspect his fidelity:

but I was afraid—indeed, I was haunted witii the

idea, that some terrible calamity had overtaken

him "

" Well, and did I not send you all the consola-

tion m n>y power?" asked Clara: "did I uot con-

jure you to cherish hope and avoid despair?

—

altlic^gh at the time heaven knows thai 1 was
utterly ignorant of what had really become of

your lover I"

" Had it not been for your soothing and conso-

latory letters," said Louisa, " 1 should liave become
dehnous with anguish, or else have been plunged
into a blank despair. Wei , in this manner did the

mouth of October p:iss mournfudy on: and just

as it was drawing; to a close, 1 received a let;.er,

dated from Paris, and stating that it was uf tiia

highest consequence to me to repair tliitiier with-

out delay in order to learn certain calamitous

truths relative to Jocelyn Lofius. That letter,

which bore the signature o{' An Unknoxcn Friend'

desired me to proceed at once to the British Con-
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sul on my arrival ia Paris, ami ho would ^ive me
farther information. Coiicuive, my dear Clara,

the state of mind into which this letter tlirew mc

:

and, Oh ! you were not ni;,^li to counsel me ! I felt

that it was wronff to leave our poor aunt to the

care of a comparative strans;er: but on the Ocher

hand it would iiave been madness or perhaps death

for me to have remained at home, a prey to the

most excruciating suspense !'

"Poor girlf said the elder sister, hastily wiping

her eyes. " No—I was not there to succour you

with my advice, although 1 ought to have been

!

But go on, Louisa—go on," she repeated, with a

sort of nervous impatience. " I can understand

full well how it was that you yielded to the impulse

of your feelings and resolved upon repairing to

Paris. Under the circumstances I should have

done the same: and therefore I do not blame you."
" Thank you, dear sister—thank you for that as-

surance I"' exc aimed Louisa, smiling through the

tears which had started forth upon her lashes as

she spoke of her aunt. " Yes— it is as you have

said ! Driven wild with fearlul misgivings— half

frenzied an J delirious—hurried along as it were by

an overwhelming torrent of feeling, 1 became power-

less for anything like calm deliberation. Mary Owen
premised to bestow the most unwearied attention

upon my aunt, and to take my place in all tender

luiiii.-tialions towards her. I knew that my young
Iriend was kind-hearted, ;ifllctioiiate, and sii:cere ;

and I entertained not the slightest apprehension that

our afllicted relation would experience neglect at her

liands. Thus, after a few very brief preparations,

my departure was taken hurriedly ; and without any

aoventure worth relating, I arrived safely in Paris.

Immediately on reaching the French capital, I re-

paired to the British Consul: and when I mentioned

my name, he treated me with a kindness of man-
ner so fully reassuring and even paternal that I was

struck witli the idea that he himself must be the

author of the letter which was signed by anunknown
friend. But in this respect I was speedily unde-

ceived ; for, after a few observations to the purport

that an excellent and kind hearted English nobleman
was really the author of that letter, and was interest-

ing himself in my behalf, the consul directed me
to an hotel close at liand. where [ was to iinquire

for the Marquis of Leveson. You may well under-

stand, my dear Clara, that the moment this name
struck upon my ears, it carried a vague and un-

known terror into the depths of my soul: for al-

though I had heard but little of this nobleman from

the lips of Mary Owen, yet thi« little was not in

his favour."

Here we must pause for a moment to remind
Gur reader that when Jocelyn had introduced

Mary Owen to the cottage at Canterbury, he had
carefully forborne from mentioning to Louisa any-

thing beyond the mere outline of the atrocious

conspiracy that was a-foot against the Princess of

Wales. Especially did he avoid alluding to the

infamous means which had been adopted to de
moralize the minds of the fair daughters of Jlrs.

Owen: and IMary herself, with a proper feeling ot

delicacy, never subsequently enlightened Louisa
in tiiat respi ct. Tims the reader will understand
that when Loui>a heard the name of the Marquis
of lieveson mentioned by the British Consul, she

knew nothing of the tcorst phusts of his char.icter,

Dut only tliat he was one of the Priuce llegout's

I

confederates in respect to the conspiracy again-t

the Princess of "Wales. These circumstances
being duly borne in mind, it will be the more easy

to comprehend the ensuing details of Louisa
Stanley's narrative.

«' Yes—on hearing that name of Leveson," she
continued, after a brief pause, " I felt that it was
indeed probable he might know something of

Jocelyn and of Jocelyu's proceeding, since his

lord<liip was so intimately c nnected with the
machinations and designs of the Prince and so
well acquainted with the !\Iisses Owen. There-
fore, after thanking the British Consul for his

kindness, I at once repaired to the hotel which he
had named ; and on inquiring for the Marquis of

Leveson, I was introduced to his presence. If

you have ever seen him, Clara "

" Yes—I—I think I must have seen him," ob-

served the elder sister, with a slight appearance of

confusion. "But go on. What were j'ou aboat
to say ?"

"1 was on the point of observing that his lord-

ship is an elderly, if not an old man," cmtinued
Louisa ; "and liis age, added to the paternal kind-

ness with which he received me, naturally inspired

me with confidence. Besides, I was too anxious

to be relieved of my dreadful suspense relative to

Jocelyn, to give way to much misgiving on mj
own account; and as he doubtless saw by my
looks how torturing that suspense was, he at once
entered on the painful topic alluded to in his

pseudonymous letter. After a suitable preface,

he proceeded with every appearance of gen-
tleness and considerate caution, to unfold a
long tale of charges and accusations against

poor Jocelyn. Thus at his very first words 1 was
so far relieved as to learn that the object of my
affections had neither sustained personal injury

nor was dead,—between which calamities my
frenzied fancy had been cruelly alternating. But,

Oh ! if 1 were indeed relieved from that poi.oi-naut

suspense and excruciating alarm, it was only to

hear sufficient to prove, as I then thought, that

henceforth Jocelyn was unworthy of the iove which
I had bestowed upon him ! Nevertheless, I could

not— 1 would not—I dared not—put implicit faith

in the bare word of the Marquis of Leveson, with-

out corroboration and without proof. Nor did he
for a moment appear to believe tliat I should rest

satiffied with mere statements unsupported by
evidence. He assured me that his only aim was
to save me from becoming the victim of an adven-

turer, and that his conduct towards me was
inspired by the feelings which a father might
cherish tortanis a daughter. In a word, my dear

Clara, he spoke so kindly, so reasonably, and sa

conscientiously to all appearance—and then, too,

i was so very, very unhappy, so lonely, and so

much in want of a friend and adviser—that I

readily [iromiseJ to be guided by his counsel. Ho
bade me remain at the hotel, assigning me to tlie

care of the landlady and her daughters, who were

worthy people, and seeing that 1 was unhappy,

did their best to console me in my afiliction. To
be brief, the Marquis t,<ok me late that same night

in his carriage to the Preltcture of Poicc: and

there, as it appeared to me, 1 received the Jullest,

the cruellest, and, Oh ! the most fa.al confirmation

of all tliHt hii lordship had previously toid me !"

Louisa Siiinlcy now related to her sister the



details of all that she had heard or seen at the

Prefecture of Police, and which are ah-eady well

known to the reaJor.
" My dearest girl," said Clara, " I have already

told you that your intended husband does really

bear a false name, but that he has assumed it

throufjh no dishonourable motives. Thereforp, the

entry in the Prefect's Black Boole is virtually

nothinjj more nor less than a record of a base

pretext for a most arbitiary arrest. That the

Prefect should have repeated to you the calum-

nies previously levelled against Jocelyn by the

Marquis of Lovcson, can be explained either by

supposing the French functionary to be as vile as

the English nobleman himself, or else to have been

easily misled and deceived by that nobleman. Then,

with regard to tlie third incident which appeared

to you a corroborative proof of Jocclyii's perfidy

—namely, the occurrences of the prison-chambers,

—all this doubtless arose from circumstances pur-

38*

^Hoo^e-

posely arranged and cunningly combined at a

special moment to produce particular elfects. There

was an aperture, you say, in the wall between two

chambers, and you were led to believe that this

aperture had been formed as a means of commu-

nication and intercourse between Jocelyn and the

female captive who was his neighbour. But, Ah

!

Louisa, did you pause to ascertain that Jocelyn

was a guilty wretch instead of a victim—the creator

of the circumstances in which you found him

placed, or the victim of them;' In fine, had lie

iuvited that female to his chamber?—or had she

forced herself upon him ? You tell me tiiat when

you heard him speak within that second chamber

whence the light streamed through the aperture,

his words were an ejaculation to the eifeet thai he

shmdd he driven viad. But was that tho cry of

love or of despair?—was that the language of a

passio!) traitorous to yim, or of a bitter persecu-

tion endure. 1 by Uhnaclf? Aud then, that ro.-iponse
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from the female to the effect tJmt she loved him and

that he knew she thus loved him,—might it not have

been addressed to him as a reproach and a remon-

strance for coldness, aversion, or inaccessibility on

his part? Depend upon it, Louisa, as I ere now
said, Jocelyn will give, when you meet again, the

fullest and most satisfactory explanations upon all

these points."

"Yes, dearest Clara," answered Louisa, in a

voice tremulous with emotion, "I indeed see all

those incidents in a new light. But what could I

think of them at the time? Oh ! I was stricken

down as if the hand of death had suddenly been
laid upon me: I was borne away from the spot

—

and for several days I remained in a state of de-

lirium at the hotel. But the kindest attentions

were shown me by the landlady, her daughters,

and the medical attendant : and thus, when my
mind began to emerge from the wild confusion of

its ideas, I found myself the object of the tender-

est solace and sympathy. I wished to hasten back

to England—to return home : but the Marquis re-

presented to me the impossibility of my travelling

in the nervous and excited condition that I then

was ; and this representation was warmly seconded

by the worthy females to whose care I was as-

signed. Weak as I was in body and attenuated as

I felt in mind, I was over-persuaded without much
difficulty. And I have already told you, Clara,

how vain were the attempts I made to commit my
woes to paper and correspond with you! Thus
did day after day pass : and all this while the con-

duct of the Marquis was so kind, so respectful, and
at the same time so fixtherlj', that I felt assured

his character must either have been mistaken or

unjustly treated by Mary Owen. To be brief,

I experienced the deepest gratitude towards his

lordship : I felt that I was indebted to him for

being rescued from the snares and influences of

an adventurer. But, Oh ! while thus I thought in

a strain so depreciatory of poor Jocelyn, the scald-

ing Uiars flowed down my cheeks and I felt as if

my heart would burst ! It was a relief for me to

quit Paris—that place which appeared to be the

scene of the fatal rock on which all my fondest

hopes were shipwrecked! The Marquis, with

a delicacy which entirely confirmed the good
opinion 1 had i-ecently been forming of him, ar-

ranged that the landlady's eldest daughter should

accompany us as far as Dover, so that I might not
be left without female society during the journey.

On arriving at Dover, this young Frenchwoman
left us to return to Paris, liberally rewarded by the

Marquis. Up to this moment, Clara, the idea of

proceeding to London had never entered my mind.

But as I was journeying with the Marquis from
Dover to Canterbury, he represented to me the

propriety and even the necessity of consulting my
sister—yourself^ beloved Clara—and pouring my
sorrows into her bosom after all that had
curred. Ah ! need I tell you—need I assure you
that it required but little argument to persuade me
in the adoption of this course ? I nevertheless in-

sisted upon halting at Canterbury to assure myself
tliat our atllicted aunt was properly cared for.

'Mary Owen,' then said the Marquis, 'is deeply

prejudiced against vie, andfancies that Iam engaged
in a conspiracy which has no other existence than in

her oion imagination. She wiU therefore believe, if
you tell her you are iruvelting witji me, that I shall

snatch her awayfrom her present retreat and bear
her back to her mother. But as I do not nish to

interfere with the poor girl, it will be needlessfor
you to create any alarm in her mind. Jf'ou'd it not

then be prudent to forbear from mentioning my name
to her at all?'—I yielded to these representations,

which appeared to me so natural at the moment;—
and besides, my mind was so attenuated that I
really had neither the courage nor the power to
think for myself, and was therefore easily led to
follow any advice that was given to me at the mo-
ment by one whom I deemed a friend. I went to

the cottage: I learnt privately from the faithful

servant-girl that Mary Owen had filled my place

with the utmost tenderness towards my afflicted

aunt:—and Mary Owen herselfgave me the assur-

ance that she had neglected nothing in the fulfil-

ment of the duty entrusted to her. Few and rapid

were the words that passed between us. I told

her that Jocelyn was faithless to me, and a mere
adventurer in society. I told her also that her
sisters had proceeded to join the Princess of Wales
in Italy : and I assured her that I had the best

possible means for believing that the conspiracy

against that angust lady had in reality no actual

existence, Mary Owen was astonished at this de-

claration on my part : she shook her head gloomily

—but evidently was at a loss what to think. I told

her to suspend all opinion until my return from
London, when I would enter into the fullest and
minutest details. Then, after this flying visit to

the cottage—a visit which lasted for a brief half-

hour—I returned to the Fountain Hotel where the

Marquis of Leveson's carriage had stopped. Our
journey was then pursued towards LonJou, where
we arrived last evening."

Louisa Stanley now proceeded to relate the

treatment she had experienced at Leveson House
—how the Marquis and Ernestina had suddenly

thrown ofl:' the mask, and how the seasonable and
sudden arrival of Sir Douglas Huntingdon had
saved her from the treachery and outrage which

the profligate nobleman had dared to contemplate.

The elder sister was more than indignant—she was
positively enraged at hearing this recital of the

crowning dangers through which Louiea had that

morning passed; and she murmured to herself,

" Lord Leveson shall repent of this black atro-

city I

"

" And now, dearest Clara," said Louisa, throwing

her arms around her sister's neck, and gazing upoa
her with all her young heart's innocent aod enthu-

siastic devotion,—" tell me, dearest Clara, are you
yourself happy ?— do you like the gaiety and bustle

of the metropolis?—or do you long to return to

the peaceful retreat at Canterbury? Tell me, in

fine, all—ever) thing that regards you."
" Yes, dearest Louisa," answered Clara, embrac-

ing lier fondly: "I will tell you everything—and
you will perceive that 1 have all possible reason to

be happy. In fact, dearest Louisa, if I have kept

until some such occAsion as this—I mean until we

should thus meet and I could speak to you con-

cerning many, many things which I could not so

well have committed to paper— if 1 have kept all

this till now, I say, you wid not be angry
"

"Ah! my deaiost siste:, you have made me bo

happy," cried Louisa, " by your assurances relative

to Jocelyn, that I am in a humour to behold every,

thing in this world in the b.ightest and gayest oo-
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lours. Yes—a roseate atmosphere now appears to

surround me, displacing the murky mist in which

1 have been living, breathing, moving, and also

losing myself as it were, for the last fortnight.

Tell me, then, that you are happy, dearest Clara

:

and that assurance, coming from your lip^, will en-

hance—Oh ! unspeakably enhance—the joy which

I myself now feel.
' Yes—and I shall be the more

happy, too, if it be possible, because such assurance

will convince me that you, my dearest sister, have

Dot experienced the blighting, withering influence

of that atmosphere of fashion in which you have

been moving."
" What mean you, Louisa?" asked Clara, gazing

upon her sister with so singular an expression that

had the young maiden been more experienced in

the world's ways, and more deeply read in the

science of the human heart, she would immediately

have felt uneasy—perhaps dismayed—by that look

which Clara fixed upon her.

" I mean," responded the artless, innocent, un-

suspecting girl, " that Lady Ernestina Dysart drew

ere now such a shocking picture of fashionable

life, that she made me shudder."

"Ah ! what did she tell you?" inquired Clara.

" Oh ! it was indeed very shocking," answered

Louisa, " and filled me with a sudden aversion for

what is called the fashionable world. Lady Ernes-

tina spoke to me of a certain celebrated beauty

—

I forget her name at this moment "

' Try and remember," said Clara, throwing her

arm in such a w.ay round Louisa's neck that she

drew the young virgin's beauteous head down upon

her own fine bust,

" Oh ! I recollect now," cried Louisa :
" it was

Venetia Trelawney."
" Ah !" said Clara. " And what did Lady Ernes-

tina tell you about her?"
" That she was as depraved as she was beauti-

ful," replied Louisa, whose cheek still remained

pillowed against Clara's bosom. "But doubtless

you are acquainted with everything regarding this

Venetia, since lier story appears to be the topic of

the fashionable world. Only conceive such dread-

ful depravity as to marry a young, handsome, and
clever man, and immediately after the honeymoon
lend a willing ear to the improper overtures of that

wicked, wicked man the Prince Regent ! O Clara,

if you ever meet this Venetia—or Lady Sackville,

as 1 believe she is now called—I do sincerely hope

you will never speak to her. It positively makes
my cheeks glow with indignation and also with

shame, when 1 think that the entire sex to some
extent shares in the infamy of such creatures.

Ah! and your cheeks glow also, my beloved

Clara," exclaimed the beauteous girl, suddenly

raising her head and observing the deep carnation

which overspread her sister's countenance. " Oh!
1 was well aware that your noble heart would feel

as indignant and also as humiliated as I, to think

that the name of Woman should be disgraced by
such a shameless profligate as that Venetia."

"Let U5 talk no more of this," said Clara, the

deep carnation hue suddenly sweeping away from
her cheeks and leaving them very pale. "Yes-
yes—the atmosphere of London is indeed unfitted

for a flower of innocence and purity such as thou

—and therefore must wo part soon, dear sister,

and you must lose no time in returning to Canter-

bury. Sir Douglas Huntingdon's carriage will

take you to Blackheath or Dartford, where you
can obtain a post-chaise : and as it is now but two
o'clock, you will reach Canterbury to-night ere it

be very late."

"You seem, dear Clara, as if you wished to I

hiu-ry me suddenly away?" said Louisa, the tears

rolling down her cheeks.
" No—do not think me unkind, my sweet sister,"

returned Clara : " but I feel that London is not

fitted for you—Oh ! no, it is not fitted for you—
and God in his mercy forbid that it ever should

be," added Clara, with a strong emphasis.
" Well, dear sister," observed the younger girl,

as she wiped away her tears, "1 will do as you
desire. But recollect that you have not as yet told

me one word relative to yourself: and j-ou ere now
led me to believe that you had many things to tell

me—yes, even secrets, which you had not chosen

to commit to paper, but for which you awaiied the

opportunity of our meeting."
" Oh ! I have nothing to tell you of such great

importance as you seem to imagine," said Clara,

with a smile, which did not however appear to take

its inspiration from the full glow of a heart's un-

alloyed happiness. "You know that fond, loving,

and affectionate sisters such as we are, always

have a hundred little trifles and sweet nothings to

tell each other, and which they treasure up for the

day of meeting
"

" Then you have really nothing of importance

to tell me ?" said Louisa, with a tone and look of

disappointment, " I thought you were perhaps

going to reveal to me some matters indicative of

your own complete and consummate happiness."

" No—that is to say—I mean yes," ejaculated

Clara, somewhat falterlngly: then in a hurried

tone, she added, " But I have already told you, by

the bye, in my letters, that my dear kind friends,

the Beckfords, have adopted me as their daughtir,

and mtend to leave me all their fortune."

"Yes—you have already told me this," said

Louisa; " and 1 have congratulated you in return :

for of course you are well aware, Clara, that your

happiness is as dear to mc as my own— or even

dearer : for I would endure anything sooner tlwn

be compelled to hear that you were unhappy."'

" Dear Louisa—dear, dear girl," cried Clara,

embracing her fervidly and fondly: "and be as-

sured—Oh ! be assured, that 1 entertain precisely

the same feeling for you ! But we must now part,

Louisa— we must indeed: for it is time tliat you

sliould return homeward ; and I am also compelled

to leave town again immediately to lejoin Mr. and
Mrs. Beekford—otherwise I would accompany you

part of the distance. But I repeat. Sir Douglas

Huntingdon will escort you in his carriage as far

as Blackheath— or perhaps Dartford—where he

will see you safe in a post-chaise."

The sisters now separated with many reiterated

embraces, and also with m;iny, miny tears : and
onca more was Louisa consigned to the care of Sir

Douglas Huntingdon. We need only add that the

Baronet fulfilled his mission with delicacy and

fidelity. Ho escorted her to Dartford, where ho

procured a post-chaise for her accommodation

;

and on parting from the lovely girl he experienced

a sensation of im ll'dble joy to think that he had

never once regarded her otherwise than with the

utmost respect, 'Tis said that tlie lion crouches

at the feet of a spotless maiden : and assuredly
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tlio ffAy libertine—the lion of human Fociety—ac-

knowI«l(,'r(l the power of virtue and the empire of

innocence on the present occasion!

Louisa reached home between ten arid eleven

o'clock at night, without experiencing any further

adventure worthy recording: but it was far other-

wise with Sir Douglas Huntingdon, as will appear

in the following chaptar.

CHAPTER LXXIX.

SHOOTERS HILL.

Having acquitted himself thns honourably of the

duty confided to him, the Bsronct remained to

dine at the principal hotel at Dartford ; and as his

horses had done good service during the day, they

required ample leisure for bait and rest. He did

not therefofe hurry hira»elf (le to tiio hour of de-

parture ; and moreover, he fell in with agreeable

company in the coffee-room of the tavern. For
there had been a steepl&-chase in the neighbour-

hood in the morning ; and several sporting charac-

ters who had taken pnrt in the barbarian "amuse-
ment," were now winding up the day's diversions

with a good dinner and a jovial glass at the hotel.

The Baronet, who liked such company and loved

his bottle also, was therefore induced to remain
with the convivialists until a somewhat late hour:

indeed, it was considerably past ten o'clock when
be ordered his carriage to be got ready—and an-

other half-hour elapsed ere he had finished his

wine, paid his bill, and set out on the journey
homeward.
The footman who was in attendance on the

vehicle sate next the coachman on the box ; and
as the night was very dark, the carriage-lamps

had been lighted. But a dense mist, arising from
the Thames, was borne by a sluggish northerly

breeze over the southern bank of the river, en-
veloping the main road which the equipage was
pursuing. The lamps accordingly shone as dimly

as if through the dullest ground-glass; and the

feeble glimmering thus thrown forth, was barely

sufficient to enable the coachman to avoid the

hedges, banks, ditches, or fences, which by turns

skirted the road.

The carriage accordingly proceeded at a lei-

surely pace ; and Sir Douglas sank into a sound
sleep under the influence of the liquor he had
imbibed at Dartford. It was close upon midnight
when the equipage began the long, tedious, and
gloomy ascent of Shooter's Hill—that spot which,
until a very recent period, was so memoraWe tor ine
exploits of highwaymen. Still the Baronet dozed
on upon the comfortable cushions of the carriage

:

but all in a moment he was startled from his sleep

by the abrupt stoppage of the vehicle, followed
by the instantaneous plunging of the horses, to-

gether with several rough voices speaking me-
nacingly.

Letting down the window, the Baronet became
aware that his carriage was attacked by robbers

:

and having no weapons of any kind with him, he
was unable to offer the slightest resistance. Be-
sides which, the night was of such impenetrable
gloom that he could literally see nothing of what
was going on : but the voices which he heard enabled
^im to comprehend in a moment that his servants

were overpowered, and that the ruffians were m«>
naeing them with death if they dared make any
farihtr noise.

Thus far all that had happened since the Baro-
net was startled from his nap, was the work of a
few seconds: and putting forth Ids band, he was
about to open the door when a couple of fellows
came up to the window. One of them immediately
seized the carriage-lamp »n that side, and thrust
it into the vehicle, turning it in such a way that
its li^ht fell full upon the Baronet's countenance.
"He's a good-natured looking feller," said one

in a gruff voice: "and so I suppose he'Jl itand
sumraufc handsome."
" To be mre he will, Bob " answered the other

ruffian. "Now, sir,'' he continued, addressing
himself to Sir Dongias, "yonr watoh, your rings,

your diamond breast-pin, and as a matter of course,

your purse I If not by fair means, wo will have
them by toul :"—and he placed a double barrelled

pistol so close to the Baronet's forehead as to
C3u.<^e liim to tremble in spite of himself.

" Now, then, be quick, you sir," tiaid the other
mflian, who liftd been addressed as Bob. " Don't
frighten the genelman out of his senses, BuV-
toner."

" Well, I don't want to, if so be he 'II only mako
i2CPtc," observed the individual thus addressed, as

lie withdrew the pistol from the close vicinage of
the Baronet's countenance.

Sir Douglas, perceiving that resistance was vain,

nevertheless hoped that if he could only keep the

villains in parley, succour might arrive.

" Now, my good fellows," he accordingly said,

surveying their countenances by the dim light of
the carriage -lamp, and observing that one was a
villanous looking man with a black patch over the
eye, and that the other, who was called the But-
toner, was a jovial, well-favoured person,—"now,
my good fellows, I am quite ready to surrender up
everything I have about nie, if you like : but as I

value my watch and my rings, I will pay j-ou a
fairer price for their ransom than you will get for i

them if you take them from nie."

" Well, let's first look at the purse," said Bob

—

the fellow with the black patch over his eye, and
who was no other than the Durrynacker to whom
the reader was introduced at BeucuU's dark crib.

The Baronet accordingly drew forth his purse,

which was found to contain something more than

twelve guineas.
" Well, this -lere ain't no great shakes," cried the

Buttoner. •* I say, Ben," he exclaimed, raising his

voice auJ turning his head away from the window,
" Llie genelman proposes a compromise for the

yack, the fawnejs, and so on." *

" Well, let it be so," said a hoarse thick voice in

reply : and this indeed was none other than Mr.
Bencull speaking, and who was mounting guard oa
the box over the coachman and footman.

" Wcry good," said the Buttoner. " Now, sir»

please to step down :"— and thus speaking, he
opened the door of the carriage and lowered the

steps.

"But where am I to go?" demanded the Ba-
ronet.

Never do you mind," answered the Buttoner

:

" come along with us—that's all."

• Tack, watch—fkwneyis ring*.
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" oil ! if it be necessary to go any distance, I

would sooner give up my personal property at

once," said the Baronet, viho had thus involved

himself in a dilemma which he little anticipated

when proposing the compromise : " or else, can I

not write you a cheque upon my banker on a leaf

torn out of my pocket-book."
" No, no, sir—we don't do business in that way,"

responded the Buttoner, sharply, " You was the

first to propose the compromise ; and therefore

we'll stick to it. Now then, how is it to be ?" he

demanded, again appealing to his confederate on

the box.
" Oh! let your young woman manage it," replied

Bencull.
" Be it so," said the Buttoner : then addressing

himself in hasty and imperious terms to the Ba-

ronet, he continued, •' Now, sir, yuu will give your

servants orders to pay a hundred guineas to the

bearer of a letter from you to that effect to-morrow

moiniug; and you will tell them that if so be the

young woman doesn't come back with the money

by one o'clock to-morrow afternoon, we shall take

it for granted that there's been foul play and that

she's been took into custody : so that without more

ado we shall draw a knife across your throat—do

you understand, sir?"

•' Yes—yes— perfectly well," replied the Baro-

net, uncommonly annoyed at the turn the adven-

ture was taking, and inwardly cursing himself for

not having surrendered up his jewellery without the

suggestion of a compromise. " But you surely

don't intend to hold me as a hostage until to-mor-

row afternoon ?" he said, in a tone that betrayed

bis vexation.
" By jingo, but we do though !" exclaimed the

Buttoner. " So no more palaver—but give your

orders to your servants, and let the carriage de-

part."

" Well, since there is no help for it, be it as you
say," observed the Baronet, with a philosophical

resignation to an adventure which after all threat-

ened to be more inconvenient than perilous : then

addressing himself to the footoan, he said, " James
you have heard what has taken place, and you will

tell the housekeeper to pay the hundred guineas to

any person who shall present a letter from me to.

morrow morning to that effect. You will likewise

tell Mrs. Baines that the person presenting such

letter is to receive no molestation nor hindrance."

The footman promised a faithful attention to his

master's orders : whereupon BencuH relieved that

lacquey and the coachman from tiie terrors of his

presence on the box and the imminence of his pis-

tols;— and the instant he alighted the carriage

drove rapidly away.

The whole of this scene did not occupy above
five minutes, the colloquy which has taken us so
long to record having passed with all tiie haste and
hurry of the accompanying excitement.

And now, while the carriage was proceeding on
its course, with the coachman and lacquey congra-
tulating themselves on their escape, the Baronet
was seized upon by the three ruffians and hurried

into the thicket skirting that side of the road which
was fc; i,ne»t from the Thames. Through the deep
impenetrable darkness did the rolibers conduct
their captive, to whom it was evident, by tlie rapid

and unhesitating pace at which they advanced,

t(iAt they were perfectly familiar with tiio locality.

Such indeed was the case : for they were puisuiiig

a beaten pathway througii the wood, and iu which

they were enabled to keep with precision, inas-

much as the sinking of their feet on the damp
ground on either side at once made them aware

when there was the slightest divergence from that

well-trodden path.

For upwards of a quarter of an hour did they

thus proceed at a rapid rate. No violence was
offered to the Baronet: but a firm grasp was kept

upon him, in order to prevent his escape. Scarcely

a word was spoken as they thus proceeded through

that night of pitchy gloom; and at the expiration

of the interval just named, a dim light was ob-

served twinkling a little ahead. In two or three !

minutes the party halted suddenly at the door of !

what appeared to be a cottage, or hut, and whence '

the light had emanated.
j

The door was opened by another ill-looking I

rascal, who, we may as well observe at once, was
]

the Mushroom Faker—another of the delectable i

company whose acquaintance our readers have
j

made at Jacob's Island. '

The Baronet was now introduced into a rudo

and dilapidated room, furnished with one or two I

benches and a couple of tables made of the rougii-

est materials. The entire aspect of the place was

of the most wretched and cheerless description.

On one table stood a bottle, a glass, a plate, and a

huge knife with a buck-horn handle ; for the Mush-
room Faker had only just concluded his sujjpcr at

the moment when his companions arrived with

their captive.

" Sit down, sir," said the Buttoner, " and make
yourself at home. I suppose there's some kind

of lush here," he continued, taking up the bottle

and holding it against the flame of a tallow candle

with a long flaring wick. " Yes, to be sure there

is
:"—and filling the glass with brandy he tosscil

the dram down his throat. " Now, sir, pray help

yourself to this here lush ; and I can promise you'll

find it excellent. In fact, you must make yourself

as comfortable as you can, while I go and see v.hat

my young woman can do towards accommodating
you for the night."

The Baronet made no reply, but threw a look of

bitter annoyaace round the room, and of disgust

upon the Buttoner: then seating himself on a

rough stool at the clumsy table, he once more en-

deavoured to sooth his annoyance and resign

himself to the temporary inconveniences of his

oosition.

The Buttoner opened a small door and ascended

a narrow staircase, which creaked and groaned be-

i;;'ath his heavy tread— while Bencull, Bob the

Durrynacker, and the Mushroom Faker sat down

at the second table and began drinking as fast and
j

furiously as if they had never tasted strong waters

before in their lives. It was notwithstanding pretty

evident that there was no lack of the alcoholic

fluid in the hut, as indeed the numerous bottles

which appeared on the shelves of an open cupboard

satisfactorily proved.

In a few minutes the Buttoner came down-stairs

again ; and presenting a sheet of paper, writing

materials, and sealing-wax to the Baronet, he said,

"Now, sir, you'll please to draw up at once that
j

there letter which is to be delivered to your house-

keeper—Mrs. B;unes, as I think you called her:

cos why, my young woman will get up prccio^.s
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early in the morning', so as to be at your house in

town, wherever it is, by eight or nine o'clock."

Sir Douglas Huntint,'(lon immediately proceeded

to pen the requisite instructions for the payment

of the hundred guineas to the bearer; and having

affixed his signature to the letter, he was about to

seal it when the Buttoner leant over his shoulder,

observing in a coarse tone of familiarity, "Beg
pardon, sir—but I must see what you have wrote,

if you please."

" By all means," observed the Baronet, scarcely

attempting to conceal his disgust. *' But if you did

not mean me to close the letter, why did you bring

the sealing-wax."

"I fancied you would rayther seal it," was the

reply; "so that when delivered at your door to-

morrow morning, it won't be read by no one but

her as it is addressed to. But all this isn't no

reason why I shouldn't see aforehand what the let-

ter really contains, Howsuraever, it's all right

—

and so now you can seal it."

Sir Douglas Huntingdon accordingly secured the

letter; and having duly addressed it to Mr.s.Baines,

his housekeeper in London, he gave it into the

hands of the Buttoner. This individual once more
hurried up the narrow ricketty staircase, at the

top of which was a bedroom—if a place with a

quantity of dirty flock scattered upon the floor, a

wretched coverlid, a rudely-constructed table, a

chipped bason, and a cracked ewer, deserves such

an appellation.

In this wretched apartment Nell Gibson was
seated. A bottle of spirits and a glass stood upon
the table ; and as the light of the solitary candle

played flickeringly upon her countenance, it showed
that her features were slightly flushed with drink-

ing. Her apparel was in slrikinjf contrast with the

miserable aspect of the place. She wore gold ear-

rings : a silk boddice, fitting close to her shape,

displayed the luxuriant proportions of her figure ;—
her arms were bare to the shoulder—and the short

skirts of her dress revealed her well-formed ancles

up to the swell of the leg. A handsome bonnet

and scarf lay upon the bench where she was seated;

and when the Buttoner re-appeared this second

time in the chamber, she was counting a few

guineas which she had taken from a new silk

purse.

We have already informed our readers that there

had been a grai;d steeplechase in the neighbour-

hood that mariiing; and great numbers of persons

had been attracted to the vicinage of Shooters

Hill, not only from the adjacent towns of Dartford,

Woolwich, and Greenwich, but also from the me-
tropolis. To take advantage of this opportunity

of displaying their particular genius and exercising

their craft, BencuU, the Durryuacker, the Buttoner,

and Nell Gibson had appeared upon the scene :

while the Hangman, Sally IVIelmoth, and Jack the

Foundling had likewise paid a visit to tlie same
neighbourhood and for the same purpo-e. Of
course the two parties had thus met in pursuance

of previous arrangrnient : hut wo shall not pause

to describe the vaiious ways in which all these

worthier, male and Uinale, turned the proceedings

of the d:iy and the pri.'sciKv) of a large coiicom-sc

of people, to their own special advantage. Suffice

it to say that they managed to reap a very toler-

able harvest; and when evening came the two
parties took a very friendly leave of each other.

On the one hand, Daniel Coffin, Sally Melmoth.
and Jack the Foundling repaired to a small, lonely,

but convenient ale-house at a short distance
amongst the fields, to take up their quarters till

morning: while, on the other hand, Bencull, the
Buttoner, the Durrynacker, and Nell Gibson had
already arranged to pass the night at the rude hut
in the immediate vicinage of Shooter's Hill.

Now this hut belonged to no less a personage
than the Mushroom -Faker, The reader will

scarcely require to be told that it was a very con-
venient haunt for such personages as those just

named : and accordingly, when business was slack

at Jacob's Island, they often sought the rude
hut for the purpose of seeing what they could

pick up by nights on Shooter's Hill. It was also a
retreat for any member of the fraternity whom
circumstances compelled to " keep out of the way"
for a while ;—and suspicion was averted from the

place by the maintenance of an air of the most
abject poverty. The gamekeepers of the district

fancied that it was occupied only by a poor inoffen-

sive umbrella-mender, who was frequently absent

on long journeys : whereas, in reality, it was the

scene of many crimes and the hiding-place of many
criminals. I

We need only add in explanation of present in-
j

cidents, that Bencull, the Durrynacker, and the i

Buttoner, flushed with the success of their pro-
|

ceedings amongst the crowds collected for the
i

steeple-chase in the morning, had resolved not
j

to allow the night to pass without " trying their

luck" on Shooter's Hill. Hence the stoppage

of the Baronet's carriage, and the circumstances
]

which led to his introduction to the hut.

We stated that upon ascending the stairs a

second time, the Buttoner found Nell Gibson

counting her money: and as he tossed her the

letter which he had just received from the Baronet

down-stairs, he said, " Here, gal, is the dokiment

that will produce a hundred guineas to-morrow-

morning."
" So much the better," obsen-ed the young

woman, with a smile of satisf*ction :
" this is some-

thing like a night's adventure. Let me see

—

there's five of us—that will be twenty guineas

apiece : because although you and me are now as

good as one, yet we go shares as two."

"Oh! to be sure," said the Buttoner: "that's

understood I You'll have to start off precious early

in the morning, Nell, so as to deliver that letter by

eight or nine o'clock, and make sure of the money.

Not that it matters much, so far as the swell cove

hisself is concerned: for wc don't mean to part

with him quite so easy. In fact," added the But-

toner, lowering his voice to a whisper, " we don't

mean to part with liim at all."

"Then what do you mean?" asked Nell, in lier

usually quiet way, as if it were impossible for her

to be surprised, startled, or alarmed by auy an-

nouncement that could be made or any plan that

could be revealed.

" Why, the swell cove has got such a handsome

yack and chain, such beautiful fawneys, and such a

sweet breastpin—besides which, his toggery is so

precious good—that it would raly be a sin to let

such wallyables slip through our fingers. And
therefore," added the Buttoner, in a still lower

whisper and with an ominous look, " we mean to

put him wery comfortably out of the way. Be-
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sides, dead men tell notales—and since he has seen

all our precious faces aud would have no trouble

in recognising' us again, it's much belter to give

him his gruel."

"Who is he?" asked Nell Gibson. "Do you
know his name? Because if he happens to be any

great person, there would be such a precious piece

of work that no stone would be left unturned till

his fate was discovered."

" To be sure I know who he is," returned the

Buttoner. "You don't think I should have been

fool enough to let him seal up that there letter

afore I read it through? But I say, Nell, you

don't object to having this swell cove made away
with—do ye ?"

"Not I indeed," returned this young woman
who beneath a handsome exterior concealed the

implacable and remorseless spirit of a fiend. " And
even supposing I did object, I know very well that

if Beneuli has once made up his mind, neitherheaven

nor earth could move him to the contrary."

" Well, he has then, I can tell you," returned

the Buttoner: "for although not a word has

passed our lips on the suliject, yet me and him

and the Durrynacker and Mushroon Faker, have

settled the pint with our looks."

" I suppose you will wait till I come back to-mor-

row to say whether I have got the money or not?"

observed Nell Gibson.
" There's no use waiting at all," answered the

Buttoner. " Whether he's alive or dead at eight

o'clock to-morrow morning, won't make no tiiffer-

ence in your getting the money : and as for stick-

ing a knife in a feller in cold blood during the day-

time, I raly couldn't do it. It's all wery well at

night, when one has had plenty of lush to make
one plucky "

" Well, you know best—and it's quite the same
to me," interrupted Nell Gibson, with a yawn.
" But after all you havn't told me what his name
is," she observed carelessly, as she turned the

letter over and over in her hand.

''Douglas Huntingdon the signature is," an-

swered the Buttoner. "But what's the matter,
Nell?" he demanded, as she suddenly dropped the

letter on the floor.

"Nothing. Why do you ask?" she inquired,

stooping down to pick up the letter : then having
done so, she looked up in the Buttouer's face,

saying, " Why did you ask me that question, 1
repeat?"

"Because I thought you started and looked
queer all of a sudden," was the response.
"Not I indeed," she observed in an off-hand

manner, as she steadily met the keen searching
gaze which the Buttoner fi-^ced upon her for a few
moments. "Do you think he suspects he is in

any danger?" she asked : " because if so, it would
be well to lull him into security."

" That's just what I want," responded the But-
toner. " I siiouldn't like for us all to have to set

upon him while he's awake, and so massacre him
as one may say. I had much raythcr that he
would lie down and go to sleep—and then we could
do his business all quiet and comfortable, without
leaving no tell-tale stains about the place. In fact,

I told him just now that 1 would come up-stairs

and see what acconmiodation my young woman
could make for him."

" Well, why don't you go and tell him ho can

have a bedroom, such as it is?" said Nell Gibson.
" Or I tell you what," she added, a thought sud-

denly appearing to strike her, "if you like I'll go
down stau-s and invite him to come up here."

" Well, do so if you fancy you'll succeed," re-

plied the Buttoner. " There's no harm in trying

it on."

" No harm at all," echoed Nell Gibson : and with

this observation she descended to the room below,

the Buttoner remaining up-stairs.

The moment she made her appearance in the

lower apartment, she threw a rapid look of intelli-

gence upon Bencull, the Durrynacker, and the

Mushroom Faker, who were boozing at one table,

while she advanced towards the Baronet who was
still seated at the other. The three villains under-
stood by this look that she had some project in

hand ; and they therefore aifected to take no par-

ticular notice of her. This was precisely what she

wanted: her object was to divert their atteutiun,

or at all events cause them to look aside for a mo-
ment, while she had an opportunity of making a
sign of intelligence to the Baronet. Indeed, iiad

she not by such a sign enjoined him to hold his

peace, an exclamation of astonishment would have

burst from his lips : for Nell Gibson was indeed no
stranger to him—and he had instantaneously re-

cognised her

!

Yes—her form was fuller and grosser, her looks

were bolder, and her mien was more brazen than

when he saw her last : nevertheless, he failed not

to recognise in an instant that countenance which
he had once admired, and that form whose virgin

charms had been despoiled by him!

The ejaculation, then, of amazement which was
about to burst forth, died upon his lips as he caught

that signal which she made him : and instantly per-

ceiving by her manner that she had in view some
purpose which she wished to conceal from the ruf-

fians at the other end of the room, he suddenly as-

sumed an air of perfect composure, so as not to

betray that any secret intelligence existed between
them.

" You are sure, sir," she said, holding up the letter,

" that this document will meet with proper attention

to-morrow morning 1"

" I am certain of it," he replied. " The men who
brought me hither, overheard the instructions which
I gave to my servants ere they departed with the

carriage "

But while Sir Douglas Huntingdon was thus,

speaking, Nell Gibson said in a low rapid whisper,
" Fly hence, I conjure you /"

Startling as these words were, inasmuch as they

revealed to him in a moment all the dangers of his

position, he nevertheless had the presence of mind
to continue speaking the sentence which we have

recorded ;—and thus his voice drowned the whispered

accents of the female.

" Well, sir," she said aloud, as if in answer to the

observation which he had made,—" I do hope that it

will not be a wild-goose chase that 1 shall have to-

morrow morning. And now, sir, as you have got to

stay here all nlKht, I am sent to propose that you
walk up-stairs and lie down.''

But as she thus spoke, she gave a slight and
just perceptible sliake of the head, as much ;is to

tell him iu)t to accept her oiTer.

" Thank you, young woman," ho said aloud, with

a look which showed tiiat he not only experienced
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a full sense of the danger of which she had made
him aware, but Kkewiso the deepest gratitude to-

wards herself,—" thanic you, young woman, 1

would rather not. Presently—when I feel tired

—

1 will avail myself of the offer."

And while Sir Douglas was thus speaking, in

such a manner as perfectly to cover Nell's

whispered accents, she breathed iu the lowest tone

the following words:—" The door is not /listened—
w((ich your opporlunity— seize that knife— and

escape!"—then, immediately afterwards, she said

aloud, and iu a calm placid voice, " Would you
like anything to eat, sir? We have provisions in

the place ; and because you arc a prisoner lor a

few hours, there's no reason why you should be

starved."

" No, I thank you—I require nothing," re-

sponded tlie Baronet: and as he threw a rapid,

furtive, sidelong glance towards the three men at

the other end of the room, he saw in the sinister

signs they were making together, a horrible con-

firmation of the dire alarms which Nell Gibson

had excited iu his breast.

" I wish you good night, sir," she said : and dart-

ing upon him another look of intelligence, she

turned away.

Ascending the staircase to the chamber above, she

rc-appeared in the presence of the Buttoner, who
was paying his respects to the brandy-bottle there.

"Well, gal—1 see it's no use 2" he observed.

" The swell cove wouldn't be enticed up here—eh V
" But he doesn't suspect anything wrong," re-

turned the young woman with the most perfect com-
posure of countenance. " It is quite clear he fan-

cies himself safe enough from danger, and that he

will be let loose again to-morrow when I come back

with the money."

She then sat down by the side of the Buttoner,

with an air as composed and self-possessed as if she

had betrayed nothing of the contemplated hor-

rors.

In the meantime Sir Douglas Huntingdon had

remained sitting at the table in the apartment below.

Co'd— ice-cold was the tremor that seized upon him
as he reflected on the appalling perils by which he

was surrounded. Though no coward, he could not

help shrinking in dismay from the chasm on the

brink of which he appeared to stand. As he glanced

furtively around upon the three men who were booz-

ing at the other table, he fancied that murder was

written upon their very countenances. Averting his

eyes in dread horror, he cast them down upon the

floor: and, behold! they settled on stains which
instantaneously struck him to be those of blood.

His looks were startled away from that hideous

point ot view : and as they swept in frightened ra-

pidity around, they caught other stains upon the

wooden wall, which likewise appeared to be the

marks of blood 1

Slmddering to the very confines of his being, the

Baronet felt as if he were indeed looking Death face

to face. Tlie pitchy darkness of the night that hung
like a sable pall against the cottage-window— the

awful stillness that prevailed around—the utter lone-

liness of that hut— the evil reputation of the

neighbourhood — the deep solemn hour of mid-
night — and then those villanous countenances,

which seemed more sinister and diabolical still as

the faint flickering light played upon them,—all

these influences and circumstances combined to fill

his soul with a fearful consternation and a horrible

dismay!

Scarce a quarter of an hour had elapsed since

he had refused in disgust the dram of brandy which
the Buttoner had offered to hiin : but now he
hastened to pour it out and greedily swallow it to

revive his drooping courage, in a moment the

burning fluid appeared to flash like ligiituing

through his veins : it was the spark to a whole train

of excitement which had been subdued for a fe.v

minutes by the weight of an overwhelming con-

sternation.

Yes—all was now haste in his thoughts—hurry

in his ideas—a dizzy Avhirl in his brain. The red

right arm of murder seemed to be extended over

him : the gleaming blade appeared to be ready to

plunge down into his heart;—and his eyes swept

wildly around to assure himself that the ruflians

were not already standing behind him, or creeping

stealthily towards him. No—they were still seated

at the table, drinking and talking. The man Beu-

cuU had thrown otf his coat and appeared in his

shirt-sleeve=. This in reality was because the

night was close, the room was hot, and mucli liquor

had made him feverish : but to the excited imagi-

nation of Sir Douglas Huntingdon it appeared as

if the fellow were preparing himjc.f to do the work

of murder, as a butcher prepares for the slaughter

of an ox ;—and now wrought up to a pitch of des-

peration, the Baronet snatched up the knife—made
but one bound from his seat to the door—lifted the

latch—and darted forth into the pitchy blackness

of the night. I

"With ejaculations of amazement and fury, I

Bencull, the Durrynacker, and the IMushrooii-
|

Faker rushed after the fugitive : and those cries of

rage, reaching the chamber above, told NeU Gibson

that the Baronet had escaped, and startled the

Buttoner with the conviction that something w;ia

wrong. Rushing down the stairs, he found the lower

room empty and the door wide open : and he wa»

about to dart forth and join in the pursuit, wheu

an idea that flashed to his brain, struck iiim as it

were with the sudden blow of a hammer, and made
him stop short in the midst of his furious excite-

ment, as a drunken man is sobered all in a moment
by some fearful announcement.

CHAPTER LXXX.

THE FAIR STRANGER.

The thought which thus suddenly arrested the steps

of the Buttoner and transfixed him to the spot,

was that Nell Gibson had betrayed the murderous

project to the Baronet.

Our readers will remember a certain conversation

which took place a fortnight previously to the pre-

sent date of our story, between Bencull and the Hang-

man relative to the employment of Nell Gibson to

lead Larry Sampson into a trap. It will likewise be

borne in mind that "to make sure doubly sure,"

in a scheme of so dangerous and delicate a cha-

racter, they had resolved to plant the Buttoner as a

spy upon Nell Gibson's actions. Being well pro-

vided with cash and good clothes, the Buttoner

had found these proof* of prosperity to be imme-

diate passports to the favour of Miss Gibson; and

he accordingly took up lus abode with lier at Mis.
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He and Nell were therefore living as husband and

wifetoi^ether; and we have already shown how it

was that they happened to be at the hut near

Shooter's Hill on the night of which we are

writing.

Now, be it observed that the Buttoner was ex-

pressly enaployed and also bribed by Bencull and
tlie Hangman to watch Nell Gibson's conduct.

This circ'jnislance was alone sufficient to render

liim far more susceptibleof misgiving than he other-

wise would have been, and more liable to entertain

suspicion at the slightest appearance of anything

mysterious or sinister. Thus, when ha suddenly

recollected how Nell Gibson had started, and how
strange she hail looked for a moment, when he men-
tioned the Baronet's name to her, ho was struck by

the idea th.it siie had played the traitress.

Instead, therefore, of rusiiing out in pursuit of the

fugitive, the Buttoner turned back from the thrcsh-
39*

old of the hut, and faced Nell Gibson just as she

reached the bottom of the stairs down which she had

followed him.
" You see this swell cove has escaped," he said,

fixing his eyes upon her with a keenness that ap-

peared to penetrate her through and througli.

" I see it indeed," she answered, encountering his

gaze with an unwavering steadiness, although upon

her cheek there seemed to be a slight, slight chang-

ing of colour, and on the lips th« least, least

twitching of nervousness.

"Wh;it did you say to him just now, Nell?"

inquired the Buttoner, scarcely knowing what to

think, but at all events too uncertain as to her

manner to feci justified in accusing her point blank

on the s[)0t.

" I merely aslcpd him whether he was sure that

the money would be paid to-morrow morning," re-

plied Nell, percciviuff that she was suspected, but

still ruaiutaining au air uf perfect self-posscssiou;
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' "and when he had assured me that there would

I

be no mistake on that head," she continued, "I
! asked him whether he chose to lie down to rest or

I
to partake of any refreshment."

i

"And that was all that took place?" said the

I

Buttoner, still keeping his eyes steadily fixed upon

I her.

I "That was all," she answered, the colour neither

I

coming nor going now upon her cheeks, nor her

j
lip betraying even the slightest uneasiness. "But
whatever mischief may follow from this escape,''

I

she observed in a tone of vexation mingled with

i reproach, "you and the others have only got

!

yourselves to thank for it. You should have made
the door fast, and not left the bird an opportunity

to fly out of his cage."

" By jingo ! what you say is true enough, Nell,"

exclaimed the Buttoner, feeling how justly merited

was the remonstrance: then advancing to the door,

which still stood wide open, he listened with sus-

pended breath, while with straining eyes he en-

deavoured to penetrate the pitchy blackness of the

ni!,'ht.

"Well, can you hear anything?" asked the young

woman, as he turned back again from the door,

leaving it however wide open.

" Nothing — not even the rustling of the

branches," he replied, with a terrible imprecation.

" Do you know, Nell, this is a very serious busi-

ness and may end cursed badly ? Like infernal

fools that we were, we once or twice let slip each

other's names ; and so, what with knowing these,

and being able to describe our precious faces, this

swell cove, if he mal<es good his escape, will be

able to give such information against us as shall

make London too hot to hold us. Then, my eyes !

i

won't Larry indeed have something to be down

j

upon us for !"

"How provoking," ejaculated Nell Gibson;

"and just at the time, too, that i was getting

j

Larry Sampson into such a nice state of cre-

;
dulity, that a few days more would entice him

j
into the trap as safe and sure as possible I"

I "Yes—it is deueedly provoking," growled the

Buttoner : and once more he went to the

threshold and listened attentively. " There's not

a sound, not even the waving of the trees :" and

again turning away from the door, he tossed off a

bumper of brandy.
" What must we do?" inquired Nell, appearing

to be very uneasy, althougli in her heart she knew

full well that the B;»ronet would not be guilty of

such black ingratitude as to give any information

to the authorities calculated to compromise her-

self.

" What must we do ?" echoed her paramour

:

" why, if our pali> come back without the swell cove,

we must get away from here as quick as ever we

can. Who knows but what ho may cut across to

Greenwich and come b:ick at once with a whole

posse of constables ? Or perhaps he may meet some
travellers on the road "

" Aye, truly I" cried Nell, affecting to be very

seriously alarmed. " Let us go away at once.

There's no use in staying here to be taken. Beii-

cuU and the others will know very well how to shift

for themselvM. Suppose we go down to the

Jolly Waggoner, wiiere Daniel Cofl'in and his

party are."

" Well, go up-stnirs and put on your toggery,"

interrupted the Buttoner, really beginning t

think that it was high time to make themselves
scarce.

Nell Gibson accordingU tripped up to the room
above : but scarcely had she adjusted her bonnet
and thrown her flaunting scarf over her previously
much exposedshoulders and bosom, when she heard
the sounds of voices below—and recognising Ben-
cull's hoarse tones, she hastened down-stairs again,
sick at heart with the apprehension that Sir
Douglas had been re-taken,

Bencull, Bob the Durrynacker, and the Mush-
room Faker had indeed returned, as Nell had just
expected: but instead of being accompanied by
the Baronet, the first-mentioned of the three
ruffians bore in his arms the inanimate form of a
beautiful girl, while one of the othefs carried in

his hand a bundle tied up in a shawl.

"What in the devil's name does this mean?**
demanded the Buttoner, surveying his comradeg
with surprise and the senseless damsel with a look
of admiration.

" Here's a present for Nell," said Bencull, with a
salacious leer as he looked down upon the still and
placid countenance of his fair burthen. "Nell
will break her in, in the usual style

"

"Aye, that will li" exclaimed the young wo-
man, who was not only immensely relieved at

finding her fears unfounded with regar4 to the re-

capture of the Baronet, but who wa* »lso much
struck with the sweet, touching, «a4 iateresting

beauty of the fair stranger, whose oh«rais she

already resolved upon turning into gol<J. " Mrs.

Gale will give twenty guineas for this yaung crea-

ture : and [ daresay the Marquis of Leveson, who
is Mrs. Gale's best patron, will give her at least

five times as much. Bnt come—bring her up
stairs and lay her iJovTa on the bed : for this

swoon is so deep that it may be dangerous."

Bencull accordingly bore the beauteous girl in

his arms to the chamber above ; while Nell Gibson
followed with the bundle which she took from the

Mushroom Faker who was carrying it. The fair

stranger was deposited softly and gently upon

the heap of flock ; aud Nell Gibson, stooping down,

unfastened her bonnet, which was much crushed,

so as to give her air. A luxuriant profusion of

soft and fine flaxen tresses now flawed over the

wretched coverlid, whereon reclined the damsel's

beauteous head: and though all tint of vital

colouring had fled from her countenance, leaving

it marble pale, and her eyes were closed as if in

death, so still were the long brown lashes that

rested on her cheeks,—yet was there an air of

such Madonna- like sweetness and angelic beauty

about this lovely girl, that only a heart so in-

tensely selfish as that of Nell Gibson, or so

brutally ferocious as that of Bencull, could have

remained inaccessible to the soft stealing influence

and silent magic of such charms.

The damsel was tall, slender, and of sylphid

symmetry. Her apparel, though exceedingly

plain, was very neat: and as she lay stretched

upon that sordid coucli, her drapery, humble as it

was, seemed to have settled itself in purely classic

folds, developing the flowing outlines of the form

which it concealed, and displaying the exquisite

shape of the beautifully m»delled limbs.

It was not however in such an aesthetic light

that Nell Gibson contemplaUd the sweetly re-
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posingf form of the inanimate maiden : but she did

not fail to appreciate all the touching^ softness and
all the tender interest that enveloped the fair

stranger as with a halo ; so that when she had re-

moved the bonnet and beheld all that silken rich-

ness of the flaxen hair, setting off a countenance

of virginal innocence— shoulders beautifully

rounded and gently sloping— and a bust whose
nascent ©harms were proportioned like a Grecian

statue,—the young woman threw upon BencuU
a look of delight, as she whispered, "This is in-

deed a prize that you have brought here
!"

"Well, you may thank the night- coach for up-

setting just at the brow of Shooter's Hill," returned

BencuU.
" What on earth do you mean?" demanded Nell

Gibson, surveying him with a look of astonishment

at such a singular remark.
" I mean just this," answered the man : "that as

me and the tvro pals reached the hill in search of

that feller Huntingdon, we heard a noise of voices

calling out, horses plunging, and all kind of con-

fusion ; while lights was dancing about on the spot

that the noise came from. So we crept up to the

place; and we soon found out what it was. The
night-coach for Dover had upset ; and there was a

rare scene, if so be all that took place in the dark

can be called a scene at all. But it wasn't quite

in the dark neilher ; for the coachman and guard

had got down the lamps and was moving about to

see the extent of the mischief done. ' Here's this

swet young gal,' says the guard, * which sat next to

mejust now : she's pitched right on this bank, and is

either stunned or dead ;'—and as he spoke he threw

the light on her face and figure in such a manner
that me and the two pals caught a full view of her,

for she was laying within a couple of yards of the

spot where we was hid in the shade. We saw quite

enough of her to convince us that she was a sweet

pretty creature ; and the Mushroom Faker whis-

pered in my ear, 'My eyssi ifNell Gibsononly had
that young gal in her hands )ura week or so.' These
words was a hint ; and without any more ado I

took the young gal up in my arms the moment the

guard turned away to attend to a inside passenger.

Finding that her heart beat, I carried her right

clean away from the spot, no one seeing the dodge
in the darkness and the confusion. The Mushroom
Faker kicked against a bundle which he accord-
ingly picked up and brought with him ; and as it

was quite close to the place where the young girl

was laying, I suppose it is her's."

" Well, the occurrence is a fortunate one," ob-
served Nell Gibson: "for Mrs. Gale will pay hand-
Bomely for this young creature. She's delicate

looking but beautiful as an angel, though I say it

who know so little about angels — and perhaps
never shall know any more. But what about the
Baronet?" she demanded abruptly.

" Oh ! he's a Baronet, is he ?" exclaimed Ben-
cull. "Yes—to be sure, I recollect there is a
Baronet of the name of Huntingdon at the West
End— I've heard of him afore : he's a pal of the
Prince's. Well, I suppose he has got clean off:

and precious awkward it is, too. I must go down
stairs and see what our pals say about it. So I'll

leave you to take care of this young gal."

With these words the ruffiau quitted the cham-
ber : and when the door had closed behind him,
^ell Gibsoa took some water and sprinkled it

upon the young damsel's countenance. The effect

was soon visible—and slowly did the fair being
begin to recover : her bosom rose and fell with
the long and painful undulations of returning con-
sciousness ;—and opening a pair of the finest

azure eyes that ever reflected the pure soul's light

of innocence, she gazed np with a look of vacant
inquiry into the eouatenance tfiat was bt-uding
over her. Then, as her recollection gradually re-

vived, and all the circumstances of the recent ac-

cident were recalled to her mind, she glanced
around with an expression rather of gratitude than
astonishment : for it naturally occurred to her that
she was experiencing the hospitality of some
humble dwelhng near the scene of the coach-
accident.

"Are you injured?—do you feel hurt'?" in-

quired Nell Gibson, in a tone so kind and re-
assuring that it precluded the springing up of any
immediate alarm or suspicion in the maiden's
mind.

" No—I do not feel that I have sustained any
serious injury, beyond a severe shock," answered
the beauteous stranger, in a voice of Utt: most

|

touching melody : and as the colour came back '

with the delicate tinge of the rose-leaf to herclieeks,
{

but with the deepest hue of that blushing flawer to '

her exquisitely chiselled lips,—and as these lipa

revealed teeth white as oriental pearls, and exhaled
!

the balmiest breath,—Nell Gibson could not help '

thinking that she had never seen a lovelier crea- i

ture than this fair girl. i

" You are welcome where you are, young lady,"
|

said Neil : "and if you can put up with such poor I

accommodation as 1 am able to afford, 1 shall be
truly happy." i

" My best thanks are due for your kindness," !

answered the damsel : and it was with a sort of
!

ill-subdued shudder that she cast her eyes around
i

that wretched, cheerless, poverty-stricken cham-
ber. " But I must pursue my jouruey this night
—I must return to the coach, which will no doubt
continue its way "

j

"The coach is so much injured," interrupted
i

Nell, "that it will not be able to go on till the I

morning: and therefore you must make up your '

mind to stay here. Is that your bundle, Miss ?"
|

" Yes—I thank you," was the answer, as the fair i

stranger glanced towards the object thus indicated. '

" But indeed—oh ! indeed," she cried, in accents I

that bespoke a painful and increasing agitation, " I |

must even pursue my way on foot—for I have pro- j

mised to be at Dover by a certain hour to-mor- I

row :"—and as she thus spoke, she endeavoured to

rise from the flock bed : but sinking back again

with the weakness and e.^haustiou consequent i

upon her fall from the cuach-top, she clasped her

hands in a despairing manner—murmuring, " O
God ! what will he think ?"

Then a faintness came over her—and she sank
down again upon the wretched couch, deprived of

cousciDusno''."^.

Meantime, in the apartment down stairs, Bob the

Durrynacker and the Mushroom Faker had ex-

plained to the IJuttoner the accident relative to the

niglit-coacli, and tlie manner in which the fair dam-
sel had fallen into their hands.

" Well, I've no doubt but wh*^ my young woman
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will turn her to precious good advantage," said the

Buttoner. "But wouldn't it have been much better

to go on looking after the swell cove, than to bother

one's-self about young gals pitched from the top of

stage-coaches ?"

"This Huntingdon chap, you see, has slipped be-

twixt our fingers," said the Mushroom Faker:

"and to think of looking any longer for him in the

midst of this dark night was about as wise as to

hunt for a needle in a haystack."

"Then we must all bolt oil at once," said the

Buttoner: "or else the swell-cove will p'r'aps come

back with a posse of beaks at his heels."

" Now, then— who's giving way to idle fears like

that there?—and where the deuce is the swell cove

to get assistance or raise an alarm at this time of

night?" demanded BencuU, who had just descended

from the chamber above. " The circumstance of

his knowing our precious names and having seen all

our beautiful faces is the worst: cos why, it will

make London too hot to hold us. Now then, I tell

you what ws will do," he continued, speaking with

great rapidity. "There's no doubt this Baro-

net
"

" Baronet !" ejaculated the BiAtoner. " How
d'ye know he's a Baronet ?"

" Why, your young woman says so," answered

BencuU.

"Ah! Nell said so, did she?" observed the But-

toner, all his suspicions flaming up again, more

vividly than ever, in his mind : but not deeming the

present time a favourable opportunity to mention

his misgivings, he said, "Well, go on, BencuU:

what are we lo do ?—what do you advise ?"

" Why, I should think," continued the landlord

of the dark crib at Jacob's Island, " that the Baro-

net must have got down into the main road by this

time : so either he is making for Dartford or else

for Greenwich. Whichever it is, he must be over-

took and done for, come what will. Now then, you

and me, Buttoner, will cut right through the thicket

and take the Dartford direction—while you two," he

added, addressing himself to the Durrynacker and

the Mushroom Faker, " set oft' towards Greenwich.

This is what we ought to have done at first : but it's

better late thaa never—and we're pretty sure to

overtake him."

" I'll just run up and let Nell know what we are

doing," said the Buttoner.

"Don't stay a moment, then," observed BencuU.

The Buttoner hastened up-stairs and found Nell

Gibson hanging over the fair stranger, just at the

moment that the latter had sunk down again into

a state of insensibility, as already described.

" I'm going off in pursuit of that swell cove,

Nell," said the Buttoner, in a hurried manner and

without suffering her to perceive that his sus-

picions were aroused again :
" for BencuU says it

j

must be done, and so wo mean to dog him until we

1
find him. You must stay here till wo come

I

back."

I

Nell Gibson dared not venture a word of remon-

i
strance against this renewal of the pursuit after Sir

j

Douglas Huntingdon : aud on the other hand she

j

experienced in reality no fears for her own safety

in remaining at the hut, inasmuch as we have al-

; ready said she was well convinced that the Baronet

j

would adopt no extreme course calculated to com-

promise herself.

The Buttoner, having made her acquainted with

the intended expedition, paused not to speak
another word, but hastened down to rejoin his

companions. They then all four issued from the

hut, leaving Nell Gibson alone with the fair

stranger.

CHAPTER LXXXI.

" THE JOLLY WAQGONEE."—BBE3H FEBILS.

We must now return to Sir Douglas Hunting-
don, who was destined this night to pass through
so many strange and perilous adventures. At the

moment he bounded forih from the hut in the

manner already described, he knew full well that

pursuit would be instantaneous. Accordingly,

instead of rushing away straight a-head and plung-

ing into the thicket in the direction of the road,

he at once passed round to the back of the cot-

tage and there posted himself, remaining as still

and motionless as a statue. At the same time he

heard his pursuers rushing forth from the door on
the other side of the building; and as they at

once made for the road, the Baronet had reason

to congratulate himself on the succe.'^s of his ma-
noeuvre. Not for an instant did the ruflSans sus-

pect that he had remained so near: and not only

were they thus thrown completely off the right

scent, but they could hear noihing—not a footfall

amongst the dried leaves, nor the snapping of a
twig—to mark the course which the fugitive Ba-
ronet might have taken.

Having suffered several minutes to elapse^ jsir

Douglas Huntingdon stole away from the vicinity

of the cottaije : and securing about his person thu

knife which he had brought with him, he proceeded

at random through the intense blackness of the I

night. The reader will therefore understand that

Sir Douglas was now advancing in the very oppo-

site direction from that which his pursuers had
taken : and while they had become engaged in the

adventure of the overturned coach, as already

statetj, the object of their search was speeding

across the fields towards a light that glimmered ia

the distance.

Cheered by the appearance of this ray, which

he hoped would prove tlie beacon of hospitality as

well as the harbinger of safety for the rest of tha

night, Sir Douglas iucroased his pace : but still ha

was compelled to advance with considerable cau-

tion, lest in the deep darkness which enveloped him

he should fall into some pit, pond, or ditch. Ia

about ten minutes he reached a stile, over which

he clambered : and he now found himself in what

appeared to be a narrow lane, on the other side of

which, exactly facing the stile, stood a small build-

ing from one of whose lower windows glimmered

the light that had guided him thither. He ad-

vanced up to the door : and now through the dark-

ness of the night he beheld an object hanging,

darker than the darkness, over its head. For the

moment an indescribable feeling of alarm thriUed

coldly through his frame : for it struck him Xhut

it was a human corpse thus suspended over-head.

But the next instant he perceived by its shapf,

and also by the croaking sound it sent forth, that

it was notliiug more nor less than the projecting

sign of an inn, or rather alehouse.

Enco uraged by this discovery in proportioa a
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he had just previously been terrified, the Baronet

felt assured of obtaining an asylum for the rest of

the night ; and on knocking at the door it was al-

most immediately opened by a stout red-faced

man, with a rubicund nose and a drunken leer,

both alike indicating a love of strong liquor.

There could consequently be no mistake that

this was the landlord; and Sir Douglas at once re-

quested accommodation for the night.

" Well, I don't exactly know how that can be,"

answered the Bontface, keeping the door only

half open, with his own burly form filling up the

interval — while the light from witliin streamed

with a sort of Rembrandt effect upon the Baronet,

whose personal appearance was thus plainly

visible to the landlord.

« How do you mean you do not know whether

you can accommodite me?" cried Sir Douglas,

"Is not this a house of public entertainment?'

"To be sure it is. The Jolly Waggoner is

well knowed in these here parts : but there's been

a steeple-chase in the neighbourhood to-day—and

so, you see, I have got as much company as I can

well accoiniuodate."
" But is ihere another inn or tavern near?" asked

the Baronet, in a tone of deep vexation.

"No—that there isn't," returned the landlord,

still keeping fast in the dooriYsy. " But where do

you come from?—and how is it you are out so

late ? You seem a stylish kind of gentleman, not-

withstanding."
" The truth is," answered Sir Douglas, " I am a

man of rank and fortune. My carriage has been

stopped by a set of ruffians on Shooter's Hill ; and

I was dragged away to a hut close by. There I

should have been murdered, were it not for secret

intimation given me by a young woman, of her

companions' diabolical intentions. Thanks to her,

my life is saved. I escaped—and wandering

through the darkness, caught a glimpse of the

light shining from! your window. Now, then, will

you refuse me admission ?—for depend upon it,

the accommodation which I seek will be liberally

recompensed. If you wish to know who I am, my
name is Sir Douglas Huntingdon."

We must pause for an instant to acquaint our

readers that every syllable of tliis explanation

was irerheard by the Hangman, Sally Melmoth,

and Jack the Foundling, who had established their

quarters at the Jolly IVcggoner for the night.

They had not as yet retired to rest, but had been

caiou.iing with the landlord until the moment the

Baronfit knocked at the front door. As he gave
the above account of his adventures, the Hang-
man anl his companions at once comprehended
that it aust have been Bencull's party who had
waylaid t.J> carriage; and they likewise under-
stood that it was to the Mushroom Faker's hut

the Baronet had been dragged. But no words
can depict their astonishment, when they furtner

gleaned from his explanations that it could have
been none other than Nell Gibson who had given

him the private information which induced him to

escape. The Hangman and Sally Jlelmoth ac-

cordingly exchanged looks of ominous signifieancy,

as they both muttered the name of Nell (iibson :

and Jack the Foundling seemed equally amazed
and indignant at the evident treachery of that

young woman.
Now the landlord of tho Jolly Waggoner was

neither more nor less than oac of the members of

Daniel Coffin's extensive brotherhood of despera-

does ; and therefore, as the Baronet revealed the

details of his adventures, the fellow at OL.ce un-

derstood how he ought to act. But if he expe-

rienced any indecision on the point, it speedily

vanished as the Hangman's voice reached his

ears, in a gruff whisper from the fireplace where

he was seated, — saying, "Let him in by all

means."

The landlord coughed aloud in o:-^er to prevent

that whisper reaching the Baronet : and assuming

an air of profound civility, he said, " Pray walk

in, sir. I am sorry that a gentleman of your rank

and consideration should have been so scurvily

treated in this here neighbourhood."

Sir Douglas Huntingdon accordingly entered

the place; and as there was no passage of any
kind, he at once found himself in what may be

called the parlour or tap-room of that little ale-

house. There were numerous Windsor chairs

ranged round the walls—a huge deal table in the

middle of the room—several spittoons upon the

sanded floor—and a cheerful fire blazing in the

grate. On the table were jugs of ale, a tray of

pipes, and a paper of tobacco : and seated round

the hearth were the Hangman, Sally Melmoth,

and Jack the Foundling.

Daniel Coffin was the first to make way for the

Baronet : and so very polite and civil was he, that

Sir Douglas failed to receive any evil impression

from his particularly sinister countenance. The
landlord, remarking " that it was very cold, and
that his guest would no doubt like something

warm," hastened into a little bar-parlour opening

from the end of the room, and speedily returned

with a reeking tumbler of brandy-and-water.

"And so, sir, you was unfortunate enough to

get robbed, was you ?" said the landlord, as he re-

sumed his own seat in the chimney corner. " Only

think," he continued, addressing himself to the

Hangman, "of the gentleman being compelled to

fly for his life. But what a good young woman it

must have been that gave him such a hint."

"Yes," observed Daniel Coffin: "I heard the

gentleman telling you the story at the door a

minute ago; and I thought to myself what a

lucky thing it was he got off so nice. But I

really tremble for the poor young woman, in case

she should be suspected by her companions "

"Ah! you may well say that,'' exclaimed the

landlord, taking his cue from the Hangman's

words. " The rascals that infest this here neigh-

bourhood, are the most murderous cut-throats that

ever was; and if they only once suspected the

young woman "

" Oh I don't talk of it !" cried Sally Jlelmoth,

pretending to be fearfully shocked: "the bare

idea is enough to make one's blood run cold."

« Yes—it would indeed be very shocking," said

the landlord, shaking his head with awful so-

lemnity, "if the whole neighbourhood was fright-

ened to-morrow morning by hearing that the poor

creature was murdered in that terrible lonely hut."

"Good heavens!" cried Sir Douglas Huntingdon,

who had listened with increasing horror and dis-

may to this colloquy-so that his hair literally

stood on end :
" is it possible that such a frightful

atrocity
"

"rossiblo indeed!" ejaculated the Hangman:
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"aye—and very probable too. You see, sir, I am
a farmer, living in these parts ; and I have heard

too much already of the dreadful character of the

villains that infest Shooter's Hill."

" Villains indeed, Lord have mercy upon us !"

said the landlord, looking as grave and solemn as

his semi-intoxicated condition would permit.

"Poor thing, poor thing!" observed Sally Mel-

moth, clasping her hands in apparent dismay at

the picture which her imagination was conjuring

up: then fixing her eyes witli fearful meaning

upon the Baronet, she said, " Ah I sir, it would be

a dreadful thing indeed if the poor young woman
who has just saved ]ioiir life, should lose her own
on that very account!"

" By heavens, you have filled me with excru-

ciating terrors!" exclaimed Sir Douglas, starting

from his seat. " I did not think the young woman
would run such a dreadful risk— or else not for

worlds would I have abandoned her in a cowardly

manner. But I see that you are right—they are

indeed mm-derous miscreants—and if they should

suspect the poor creature
"

" I can't sit here quiet," interrupted the Hang-
man, also springing from his seat, " while perhaps

murder is being done. No—I can't do it," he cried,

with an air and tone of blunt honesty. " I'll go,

even if I go alone—and prevent bloodshed there."

" No, brave man—you shall not go alone," ex-

claimed the Baronet, seizing Daniel Coffin's hand

and pressing it with an eiiusion of the warmest

admiration and gratitude. " We will go together

— we will save that young woman if she be in

danger : and at any rate we will take her away

from her vile companions. See—I am armed with

a knife," he added, unbuttoning his coat, and dis-

playing the weapon which he had brought away

with him from the hut.

" And I've fortunately got my barkers with me,''

said the Hangman, producing a pair of pistols.

"But come—let us be off. Jack," he added, turning

to the Foundling, " of course you will come with

us. The more we ai-e, the stronger we shall

be "

" Oh ! you shall not leave me behind," exclaimed

Sally Melmoth. " I shall go with you. I long to

be able to say a kind word to a woman who, though

the companion of murderers, has dared to save a

fellow creature's life at the hazard of her own."
" Well, you are a brave woman, wife," said the

Hangman, pretending to tap her atfectionately

on the countenance; "and so you shall come.

Now then, let us all be off."

The wliole of this colloquy—indeed the entire

scene, from the instant Sir Dougla« Huntingdon

crossed the threshold of the JoUy Waggoner until

he issued forth again— scarcely occupied ten

minutes. The theme of the discourse was full of

excitement for the Baronet; and lie found himself

hurried away by a torrent of terrible mi-*giviiigs

relative to Nell Gibson on the one hand, and a

chivalrous anxiety to redeem his character from
.•inyini))utation of cowardice on tlie other. Jlis

feelings, therefore, being kept in a whirl the whole

time, he neither had calmness enough to perceive

that there was anything sinister in the looks of his

new acquaintances, nor leisure to rofl'Ct upon the

honesty of their motives. But yielding to the im-

pulse whcli they had so avifuUy nivea to his feel-

ings, he unhesitatingly sallied forth in company

with the Hangman, Sally Melmoth, and Jack the
Foundling.

They all proceeded across the fields the Hang,
man acting as the guide; and it was quite evident
that, despite the Egyptian darkuess which pre-
vailed, he was well acquainted with the path. Bat
then Sir Douglas Huntingdon remembered that
the man had represented himself as a farmer be-
longing to the district; and it was therefore na-
tural enough that he should be thus familiar with
every inch of the locality'. They advanced at a
pace which was so rapid as to sustain the harry of
the Baronet's thoughts and the excitement of his

feelings : and thus he had neither leisure nor scope
for those reflections which would periiaps have en-
gendered suspicions in his mind relative to the in-

tegrity of his present companions.
" There's the hut !" said the Hangman, as they

presently beheld a light glimmering a-head,
" Had we not better approach with considerable

caution?" inquired the Baronet.
" Yes—let us creep as quiet as we can up to the

place," relu-ned Coffin.

They accordingly advanced stealthily: and as

they drew nearer, they observed that li'^rhts were

burning in the room above as well as in the apart-

ment below. On reaching the hut, they peeped
through one of the windows on the ground floor :

the candles were flaring with long wicks on the

tables—but no one was m the apartment.
" I suppose the ruffians are all out looking for

me," said the Baronet, in a low whisper.

"Most likely," responded the Hangman. "Let
us enter the cottage."

He accordingly opened the door and passed in,

followed by the Baronet, Sally Melmoth, and Jack

the Foundling.

But scarcely had the party thus entered the hut,

wheu the Hangman sprang at Sir Douglas Hunt-
ingdon like a tiger darting at its prey, and dashed

him on the floor with such violence that he was

stunned by the ruffianly outrage. The Hangman
then tore open the Baronet's coat; and taking

away the knife which Sir Douglas had concealed

about his person, the ruffian fluug it to a distance.

His next proceeding was to draw forth a piece of

rope from one of his own capacious pockets, in

order to bind the Baronet hand aud foot.

"I'll go up-stairs and see who's there," said

Sally Melmoth, while her paramour was thus em-

ployed. "Perhaps that traitress Nell Gibson is

up above, as a light is burning there," she added.

"You had better take care," observed the

Hangman. " If she suspects that she's found out,

she may do you a mischief: for she's not a woman
to give iu easy, I can tell you."

" Ah ! then I had better prepare for a battle ?"

exclaimed Sally : and flinging off her bonnet and

cloak, she seized the knife ia one hand and a

candle in the other, her whole appearance suddenly

denoting the natural ferocity of her disposition

when her cholor was once excited. "Now if that

she- devil, who I always hated and also suspected,

should attempt any of her nonsense, I'll plunge

this deep down into her heart :"—and she bran-

dished the knife menacingly, her countenance,

whicli was by no means bad looking, being now

distorted with the workings of diabolical pas-

sions.

" Go with her, Jack," said Daniel Coffin, who
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was still employed in binding the Baronet's limbs.

" I must make this fellow fast, so that he mny give

no trouble when he comes to himself. But 1 say,

Sal,—and you too, Jack,—mind—no murder up

above there! If you find Nell Gibson, which I

don't suppose you will, as the place is so quiet

—

but if you do, I say, make her your prisoner : be-

cause we will wait till all the other fellows come
back before deahng with either her or this Baronet

here."

But before he had even finished speaking, Sally

Melmoth had ascended the stairs, closely followed

by Jack the Foundling. On reaching the top,

they pushed open the great clumsy door: and

bursting in, they were struck with amazement on

beholding a young creature of about seventeen,

and of exquisite beauty, sleeping tranquilly upon

the wretched couch spread on the floor.

We should mw observe that when the fair

stranger had relapsed into a state of unconscious-

ness, in the manner already described, Nell Gibson

had done her best to restore her to life. She soon

succeeded : but so weak and exhausted was the

lovely damsel in consequence of the fall she had

sustained from the coach- top, that she only awoke

from a state of insensibility to fall into one of pro-

found slumber. Finding that she thus slept

calmly, Nell Gibson had returned to her seat at

the table, where she regaled herself with another

glass of brandy. The effects of ilie liquor which

she had imbibed so copiousi'.y, soon exhibited

themselves in a deep drowsiness : and she fell fast

asleep in a sort of nook or recess where the table

stood. So sound was her slumber that she had

not heard the arrival of the Hangman's party—nor

even the noise of the outrage upon the Baronet in

the room below : but when the door of the upper

chamber was burst open by Sally Melmoth and
Jack the FouudUng, Nell Gibson awoke from her
nap.

In the dulness and drowsiness which hung about
her after so insufficient an amount of sleep, and
with the fumes of liquor still obscuring her brain,

she did not immediately observe who the persons

were thus entering the chamber. But in a few
moments her sight grew clearer—her ideas more
collected: and rising fi'om her seat, she beheld
Sally Melmoth and Jack the Foundling.

" A.h t what—are you here ?" she exclaimed,
addressing herself familiarly to the Hangman's
mistress : but instantaneously perceiving that this

woman carried a knife in her hand, and that her
countenance was positively hideous with the dis-

tortions and workings of dire passion, Nell Gibson
saw that something was wrong : with admirable
presence of mind, however, she said, " What is the
matter ?"

"Who is that girl?" demanded Sally, glancing
down towards the fair stranger.

,
"What do you mean by coming up here to mo

*rith that knife in your hand, and with these fero-
cious looks?" asked Nell Gibson, her own spirit

rising and her eyes flashing fire upon the Hang-
man's mistress.

But before any further words were exchanged
between the two women, the Hangman himself,

having finished binding the Baronet's limbs, made
his appearance in the chamber, and was as much
struck as Sally Melmoth and the Foundling had
been on observing the sweet girl, who, startled by

the sound of angry voices, was now opening her
eyes in alarm.
" Here is the traitress !" exclaimed Sally Mel-

moth, pointing savagely with the knife towards

Nell Gibson.

"Traitress! who do you dare call a traitress?"

cried the young woman, fortified—or rather ren-

dered desperate—by the brandy she had imbibed

so plentifully.

" Ah ! we have got your Baronet, jNIiss Nelly

—

we have brought him back with us, 1 can tell

you '." exclaimed the Hangman's mistress in a
jeering and taunting tone.

A livid paleness overspread Nell Gibson's coun-

tenance as she saw that her proceeding of that

night with regard to Su- Douglas Huntingdon,
was thus positively known : and bold though she

naturally was—armed too as she now likewise

was with an artificial stimulant—she nevertheless

felt her heart sink down completely within her,

for she knew full well that her's was a treachery

which her companions in crime seldom forgave,

and the punishment of which was death !

" Ah ! you see that she is guilty—her looks be-

tray her!" yelled forth the infuriate Sally Mel-

moth : and raising her knife, she sprang like a

tiger-cat towards Nell Gibson, who, cruelly

alarmed, fled screaming horribly into the nook
where the table stood.

"Do not murder her, Sal!" cried the Hang-
man, in a voice of thunder, as he seized upon his

enraged mistress and threw his arms round her

to hold her back, while Jack the Foundhng pro-

ceeded to wrest the knife from her grasp.

But here we must observe that although only

just awakened from a profound slumber, the fair

stranger was nevertheless startled into the fullest

consciousness by the fearful scene that thus sud-

denly burst upon her vision. Instantaneously

comprehending that instead of being beneath
some hospitable roof, she was in a den of murder-

ous miscreants, the affrighted girl sprang up from

the bed and rushed to the door. Terror—the

keenest, acutest, most poignant terror—gave her

wings that made her movements rapid as the

lightning-flash : and all her senses being suddenly

endowed with the most vivid clearness, in this mo-
ment of life or death, it was no wonder if she

observed that on the outer side of the chamber-

door there was a large bolt. With admirable

presence of mind she dashed the door to, and with

her taper fingers shot the bolt into its socket:

then precipitating herself down the stairs, not

knowing what obstacles she might have to en-

counter, she alighted in the chamber below.

At first it struck her as being empty : but an

ejaculation of mingled surprise and entreaty

reached her ears—and then her eyes fell upon the

Baronet who had just returned to consciousness.

Without wasting a single moment in words, the

courageous girl proceeded to action : and observ-

ing that a cupboiird stood open, she threw a rapid

glance upon its shelves. A knife was what she

sought for—and a knife did she find accordingly.

In another instant she was upon her knees, cutting

the cords which bound the Baroncfs limbs.

It was a moment of awful suspense aud excru-

ciating alarm for both. The Hangman was thun-

dering at the door above, evidently dashing himself

with all the weight of his form against it,—while the
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process of cutting the cords was calculated to occupy

nearly a minute. A minute!—All! it is nothing in

the ordinary events of life: but it is an age—an en-

tire age—when life itself is trembling in the balance

or hanging to a thread !

But now the last piece of cord is cut— the bonds

fall off the Baronet's limbs—and starting to his feet,

he grasps the hand of his fair deliverer with an

effusion of gratitude that is in itself a love—a wor-

ship—a devotion!

"Away, dear girl—away 1" he cried, retaining

that fair hand in his own that he might guide her

from the huU
At the same instant the door of the chamber

was burst open : but with such fury did the Hang-
man precipitate himself down the stairs, that

missing the steps he fell heavily from top to bottom.

To this circumstance, perhaps, did the Baronet and
his fair companiou owe thehr safety : for as they

darted forth from the hut, plungiui:; into the utter

darkness of the night, they had the advantage of the

few moments which were lost by Daniel Coffin in

picking himself up and trying his limbs to feel if any
were broken. Then forth he sped in pursuit of the

fugitives,— Sally Melmoth and Jack the Foundling
remaining behind him to keep guard over Nell Gib-
son.

Sir Douglas proceeded at random as he guided his

fair companion, thinking less of taking any special

direction than of placing as great a distance as pos-

sible between themselves and the hut. Speedily

emerging from the thicket, he paused for an instant

to listen whether thero were any sounds of pursuit;

but he could hear nothing save the heart-beatings of

that young girl who now clung with apparent ex-

haustion to his arm.
" We are not pursued," he said in a hurried

whisper :
" do you think you can walk a little way

farther—only a little way ?—and then perhaps we
shall reach some place of safety."

"Yes—O yes!" she murmured, in a tone that

nevertheless was fraught with the accents of des-

peration. " I feel that I am sinking—and yet I must
proceed—our lives depend upon it!"

" Oh ! for God's sake, make an elTort-make an
effort:" whispered the Baronet, in a tone of intense

earnestness : and scarcely caring for himself at the

moment, he felt as much—yes, as profoundly—for

this sweet girl as if she were a beloved sister or one
whom he had long loved and who was to become his

wife.

They advanced again, his arm thrown round her
slender waist to support her; and in this manner
they proceeded for about ten minutes. Their eyes,

growing accustomed to the deep darkness, enabled
them to distinguish the obscure outlines of the path
which they were pursuing ; and to the joy of the
Baronet, he found that they were rapidly nearing
the main road. But his fair companion now grew so
faint that she clung to him like a dead weight: and
he bad to carry rather than support her. That sud-
den flaming up of her courage, her spirit, and her
presence of mind in the hut, had led to a reaction
which was gradually prostrating her completely;
and by the time they emerged from the fields into
the high road, the Baronet was made painfully aware
that she was fainting in his arms.
At this moment tlio sounds of rapidly approach-

ing wheels were lioard, and couiini,' too in the
Bainc direction which thoy were pur.suiuj^. In a

few moments the lights of a vehicle appeared

;

and on the Baronet hailing it, to hi.s joy it proved
to be a return post cliaise journeyiujj eTii;)ty to
London.
We need hardly say that he took immediate

possession of it, carefully placing his fair com-
panion upon the cushions inside : and on reaching
London, she was consigned in a state of alarming
exhaustion to the care of the Baronet's house-
keeper Mrs. Baines.

CHAPTER LXXXII,

THE INTERESTING INVALrD.

After a profound slumber of some hours' dura-
tion, the f.iir stranger awoke to find herself lying

on a comfortable couch, in a handsomely fornished
\

chamber, and with a motherly-looking person
standing by the bed-side. The heavy curtains

were drawn over the windows, and the room was
darkened evidently for the purpose of preventing

the invalid's slumber being disturbed by a glare of

light: but through an opening in the drapery
stole a golden beam of the sun—and thus the

damsel knew that it was broad daylight without.

Then, as a crowd of memories rushed into her
brain, a strong shuddering shook her; and it

seemed as if some source of ineffable anguish were
rending her very heart-strings.

" My poor girl, what ails you ?—what do you
feel ?" asked Mrs. Baines, bending over her and
speaking in a tone accompanied with a look of

such true maternal kiadncis that the tears gushei
out from the maiden's eyes as if all the founts oi

hor tenderest and deepest feelings were opened.

"You have something that troubles you very

much, my dear child—something that afflicts you
sorely," continued the housekeeper. "I do not

ask you to reveal to me your secrets ; but re-

member that you saved the life of my master. Sir

Douglas Huntingdon; and therefore, through a

feeling of gratitude—if for no other motive—am I

anxious aud ready to do anything to serve you."

The fair girl gazed up with a look of unspeak-

able feeling at Mrs. Baines; and then her lips

moved as if a revelation were wavering upoa
them; but whether it were so or not the good
woman could not precisely tell. At all events,

before the invalid had time to utter a word,

the door opened and Dr. Copperas entered the

room.
" Ah ! here is the doctor," whispered Mrs.

Baines to the invalid: then turning towarcfe ttie

physician, she said, "I am glad you have come,

sir—for this poor dear girl here seems dreadfulfy

exhausted."
" Well, Mrs. Baines, we shall soon put her to

rights," said the physician, seating himself by the

bedside and proceeding to feel the damsel's pulse.

"Sir Douglas sent for me three or four hours

ago—indeed at nine o'clock this morning, I

believe "

" Yes, sir," observed Mrs. Baines : "and now it

is past mid- day."
" True : but I was at a consultation with that

very remarkable aud extraordinary man Doctor

Thurston. Indeed, .Airs. Baiues, if it were pos-

sible to change conditions in this world, aud if I
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Imd my choice, I tliiiik I wnnUl sooner be Doctor I

Thurston than any one I know."
" Well, sir, this is most siiiijular," observed the

{

housekeeper :
" for 1 remember that about six

week;» a(;o, when our coachman broke his ieji^ and

you were out of town at tlie time, Sir Doujjlas

called in Doctor Thurston, and 1 recollect that

the Doctor whispered to me after he had given his

opinion on the case, that it was precisely one which
yoi/, sir, ought to have superintended."

"Did hethou;ili? AVt;ll, that is very remark-
able," cried Doctor Copperas, affoctin;? to he quite

amazed : then turniuu to the fair stran;jer, he said,

"Sir Douglas Iluntioffdon has just explained to

me all the incidents of the pr«ce<ling ni^'ht so far

as they relate to himself. HjkI you been lonjj in

that hut whence you both escaped som.irvellously '.'

—and hiid you been ill-treatcd during your stay

there ?"

" 1 had not been there, sir, more than an hour
40*

or two,'' was the answer, " when the incidents tc-

curred which led to our Odcape ; and I certainly

received uo harsh nor severe treatment :'—then,

after a short pause, the damsel continued to ob-

serve, " 1 had taken my place on the outside of ilie

nij^ht-coach for Dover—it was upset on Shooter's

Hill—and 1 must have been stunned by the fall,

for I remember nothing' more until I awoke in that

hut."

" Excuse the question I am about to ask," said

Doctor Copperas. " Had you previously beeu

sufferinsr from privations or surrows ?"

But the damsel suddenly burst into tears: and

the physician, although by no means of tendi^r

disposition, was touclu:d by this eloquent yet

silent I espouse to his query.
" Ah ! poor jfirl—exliau'ttion—(rcneral debility

—

too great excitenii.'iit—feirful reaction," muttc-ie'l

the doctor to hmiselt. " Well, yon will be taken

care of here ; aud I shall co^ae aud see you atcain
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in the evening. Now, Mrs. Baines, pen, ink,

and paper, if you please, and draw the curtain a

little."

The houseko«per hastened to obey these in-

Btructions; and Doctor Copperas proceeded to

write the prescription, observing as he did so,

" that lie felt convinced he was about to adopt the

very same treatment which that eminent and re-

markable man Doctor Thurston would have re-

commended had he been called in."

Having concluded his Esculapian hieroglyphics,

be turned towards the bed, saying in a bland tone

of inquiry, " And now, what is the name of my
interesting patient?"

At the instant that the doctor began the first

words of his question, the damsel's cheeks were

colourless as alabaster: but fcaicely had the final

syllables fallen from his lips, when all the blood in

her veins seemed to rush to her countenance, suf-

fusing it with the deepest crimson.

"Ah! my dear child," cried Mrs. Baines, " if

the Doctor has said anything indiscreet, do not

annoy yourself. God knows you can bear no more
excitement! I am sure when you were brought,

home here at three o'clock this morning, in such a

state of exhaustion that you could not speak, and

your very reason seemed to be abandoning you
But, heavens !" ejaculated the housekeeper,

suddenly interrupting herself as a fresh torrent of

tears now gushed out from the poor girl's eyes

:

" what ails you, my dear child— what ails you?'
The damsel could however give no response,

even if she wished to do so: her voice was lost in

deep and suffocatinfj sobs ;— but looking up with
an expression of ineff.ible gratitude upon her coun-
tenance, she took Mrs. Baines's hand and pressed
it to her lips.

" There, there," said Doctor Copperas, " I am
afraid I said something indiscreet: but I would
not wound the poor girl's feelings for the worhi.
As for the prescription, I have made it out in the
name of Miss Smith, which by the bye is the name
that in similar circumstances is invariably adopted
by that ornament of the profession. Doctor Thurs-
ton."

Doctor Copperas now took his leave; and when
he was gone Mrs. Baines addressed the invalid in

the kindest and most endearing manner that she
could possibly adopt: for the housekeeper was
indeed an excellent-hearted and worthy woman

;

and (hough in the service of a mister renowned
for his dissipated habits and rakish conduct, she
herself was of unimpeachable respectability.

•'Now, my dear girl," she said, bending over the
couch and whispering with soothing softness of
tone in the invalid's ear, "you have some secret
grief which is gnawing at your very heart's core.

1 do not ask you to tell me what it is : but I do
ask you to tell me if there is anything that can be
done to alleviate it. Should you choose to trust
me, you would find that I would go fifty miles to
serve you, but not raise a finger to injure you.
I saw plain enough that you did not like to mention
your name ; but I am sure that if there is any
harm attached thereto, it is not you yourself who
have brought the stain upon it. No—there is in-

nocence in your looks—tlie candour of purity upon
your brow—Ah 1 and the manner in which you
now regard me proves that I am right in believ-
iug you to be the dear good girl I hoped and

wished the first instant I saw you. But even if

you h'xd done anything wrong, there is forgiveness

to be obtained. Oh ! now I gee again, by that

deprecating look so softly earnest, that it is not

so. No—you are all that is good—I am certain

you are. Tell me, then, dear child, wiiat can be
done for you: and recollect that my master owes
you so deep a debt of gratitude, theie is no
trouble he would shun and no expense he would
spare to render you a service and lighten your
heart of the load of affliction."

" My kindest, best friend," exclaimed the in-

valid, throwing her arms around the neck of the

good housekeeper, " 1 will tell you everything.

Yes—I will tell you all : and then you will com-
prehend wherefore I am unhappy—why I am tor-

tured with a devouring suspense—and also why I

hesitated to mention a name which nevertheless,

God knows, has never been disgraced by me.

But Oh ! before I commence my narrative—let me
beg of you—let me implore you to grant me a
boon "

"Speak, dear child !" exclaimed the housekeeper:

"what is it?"
" Will you procure me a newspaper of to-day ?"

said the fair stranger in a low soft tone, as if she

even hesitated to solicit so trifling a favour.

" In a moment," cried Mrs. Baines : and disap-

pearing from the room for a short time, she re-

turned with a morning journal, saying, " Sir Dou-
glas always takes this newspaper, and therefore it

was handy in the house at the moment."

But while she was thus speaking, tne invalid,

with a sudden access of frenzi d excitement, had

snatched— or indeed, rather torn the journal from

the matron's hand ; and sitting up in the bdl, as if

that feverish excitement had nerved her with

sudden strength, she ran her eye over the columns

with the breathless suspense and excruciating un-

certainty of one who is about to behold the clear-

ing up of a matter of life or death.

• " Thank God !" she exclaimed, " he is safe I"

Then, as if this sudden acquirement of a cer-

tainty and abrupt, term to a harrowing sus-

pense, were to be followed by a re-action propor-

tionately strong and paiuful, she fell back in a
state of utter prostration alike of mind and body.

Mrs. Baines hastened to administer a cordial

and apply other restoratives: but houis elapsed,

and evening was drawing its veil of ob.-curity over

the hemisphere, before the iuv.ilid liad so Jar re-

covered as to be enabled to converse again. Then
with only a few brief words of preface, to the effect

that she yearned to unbosom the secrets that lay

heavy upon her soul, the poor girl poured forth

her revelatians to the frieud.y ear of the matron.

Two hours later—indeed, at about nine o'clock

that same evening—Mrs. Baines and Sir Douglas

lluntingdou were closetted together in earnest de-

liberation.

" Ariadue Varisii," said the Bironet, repeating

the words several times. " How prettily the name

sounds: it is really most appropriate for sucli a

charming creature. Do you kii w, Mrs. Baines,

that I ready feel But no matter," he exclaimed,

suddenly interrupting hiiuscf.

" Ah! sir, I know what you were going to say,"

observed the housekeeper: "and reahy if you
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would not think it rude nor unbecoming on my
part, I should so earnestly advise you to think of

marriage "

« Well, well," said the Baronet, laughing ; " I

suppose I must think of it some day or another.

But let me read over a^aiu this paragraph relative

to poor Ariadne's brother; and then you shall tell

me at full lengrth and iu detail, all those inci-

dents that you have gleaned from her lips and

which you have as yet only sketched so briefly to

me."
" Please to read the passage aloud, sir," said Jlrs.

Baines: "for I only glanced hurriedly over it just

now."

Sir Douglas Huntingdon accordingly took up

the newspaper and read aloud the ensuing pas-

sage:—
" It will T)e in the recollection of our readers that at the

last sessions of the Old Bailey, a respectable-looking and

genteel young man, named Theodore Varian, was sen-

tenced to transportation for seven years for embezzling

monies and falsifying accounts while m the service of Mr.

Emmerson, the well known stock-broker of Birchin Lane.

On the trial, it will be borne in mind, the young man
pleaded guilty, and told a somewhat pathetic tale relative

to having made free with his master's money to pay debts

contracted during a beloved sister's illness. Up to this

point the sympathy of the whole court had been evidently

in his favour ; but it will be remembered that he proceeded

to accuse Mr. Emmerson of having held out threats and

made infamous proposals relative to his sister. As a
matter of course, Jlr. Emmerson indignantly denied the

imputation; and the learned Recorder, to whom Mr. Em-
merson's high character in the City is of course well

known, told the prisoner very plainly that all previous

sympathy excited in his behalf, was not merely destroyed,

but was succeeded by loathing and contempt for this base

endeavour to calumniate his employer. Hence the severe

sentence of seven years' transportation which his lordship

deemed it right to i ass upon the prisoner.

" We have recapitulated these facts which were before

published in our columns, in order to remind our readers

of the artful cunning and unprincipled disposition of this

young man, whose external appearance and genteel man-
ners at first enlisted so much sympathy in his favour. And
If any farther proof were wanted of the right estimate

which the learned Recorder formed ef his consummate
duplicity, such proof will be found in the occurrence we
are about to relate. In a word, this Theodore Varian es-

caped from Newgate last night in a very Femarkable man-
ner. It appears that duruig the day the order had been
received for the removal of himself and other convicts to

Woolwich, preparatory to their departure for the penal
settlement. As the order arrived suddenl,< , tho convicts

were permitted to see their friends unt.l a late hour last

evening ; and it is remembered by the gaol authorities

that Theodore Varian was visited by his sister, who was
clad in an ample cloak. At nine o'clock the bell rang as a
signal for all visitors to depart ; and as there were some
fifty or sixty strangers, male and female, at tho rime, it

is supposed that Varian must have suddenly slipt on his
sister's cloak, and probably a bonnet and veil which it

would have been easy for her to conceal under that cloak.
At all events, shortly after tho strangers had departed,
Theodore Varian was missed ; and the above explanation
is the only solution that can be given as to the mode of
escape. Up to the hour of going to press, we have not
heard of his recapture."

"And the conjecture, then, relative to the method
of the escape, is the right one," said the Baronet,
as he laid down the newspaper. " But you must
now give me all the details of Ariadne's narra-
tive."

« With much pleasure, sir," replied Mrs. B.iincs.
'• It appears that Theodore and Ariadne are

orphans, and that they entertain tho siucerest

affection for each other—an affection not only
natural in consequence of the ties of brother and
sister, but also strengthened by the keen apprecia-

tion of that orphan lot which they have together

endured from childhood. It is true that Theodore
self- appropriated some of ilr. Emmerson's money;
and I feel confiJent it is also true that the hard-
hearted, griping, greedy cit zen did tell the unhappy
Theodore that if within three days he did not pre-
pare his sister to surrender her honour, the worst
should ensue. This was towards the close of Sep-
tember; and for the three following diys Ariadne
says that her poor brother seemed to be frenzied

with grief. It was not until the third night that

he revealed to his sister the horrors of his position

and the deeper infamy into which Emmerson tried

to plunge them both. Ariadne was at first dis-

tracted: but in a short time the natural strength

of her character enabled her to speak with calm-
ness upon the position in which herself and un-
happy brother were involved. To be briet^ they

saw no alternative but flight;—and having hastily

disposed of everything saleable, and thus reduced
the amount of their world'y possessions to tho

compass of two small bundles containing changes
of raiment, they fled from the metropolis."

" Pour orphans !" said the Baronet, in a low tone
and with an iuvjluntary sigh. " But go on, Mrs.
Baines—go oa."

" Tney got a lift in some vehicle as far as Hoan*
slow, where they passed the night. In the next
room to the one where Vaiian slept, two persons
of evidently queer character were lodged; and
not being aware that the partition was so thin as

it was, they conversed unrestrainedly. Theodore
could not help hearing every word they said; and
he found that they were two highwaymen. They
were boasting of their exploits ; and from what
they said it appeared that there was always a
much better chance of an offender against the laws

concealmg himself in London than in any
country districts. In fine, their discourse made
such an impression upon Theodore, that he re-

solved to retrace his way to the capital. In the

morning he communicated to his sister all he had
overheard, and the resolution he had formed in

consequence ; and accordingly, when night came
again ihey returned to London. Hiding themselves

in a garret in some low Dcighbourhuod, they passed

a fortnight in a state of continual terrors, ap-

prehensions, and alarms. They also lived most
frugally— even miserably— in order to eke out
their scanty resources. Poor orphans I how often

and ofien must their tears have been mingled as

they thought of the present and the past, but
dared not look forward to the future I Oh ! it

makes my heart bleed to think what this dear

sweet girl must have suffered. Is it not shocking,

sir, that such a heavenly creature—such an an-
gelic being — should be doomed to know such
bitter alHiction? Only fancy those soft azure
eyes weeping such bitter tears— only fancy those

lovely pale cheeks, just like damask, being scalded
with floods of anguish !—Ah! and fancy too, that

those lips which look like rose-buds, should ever
wreath otherwise than ia tho sunniest smiles."

" .Mrs. Baines, you are growing quite poetical,"

said tho Baronet, who was iu reality deeply

affected. "Come, pray proceed," he observed
hurriedly : "you were telling me how this poor girl
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and her brother lived for a fortniijht in that

wrptched garret. Psha !" he suddenly cried:

" what the deuce U the meaning of thia ?"—and he

dashed a tear from his eye.

"Shall 1 j^ive you a glass of wine, sir ?" aRked

Mrs. Baine", porceivin^' that he was profoundly

touched, and thialciuif that he required something

to console him.
<' No—not a drop. I thank you—I never was less

jn a humour to drink in my life," he exclaimed.

"Pray >iO on."

" Well sir, at the end of that fortnight the young

man resolved to make an eudeavour to find employ-

ment under Hnother name. He accordingly went out

to seek for auch employment ; but as several hours

passed and he did not return, poor Ariadne could

no longer resti-ain the terrors that were devouring

her. She rushed forth wildly to seek for him— to

make inquiries after him: and she soon learnt the

fatal truth. He had been arrested—taken before

the Lord Mayor— and committed to Newgate!

O God I I can enter fuHy and deeply into the

anguish which the poor girl must have experienced

as these terrible tidings burst upon her ! Of
couiso I need not f^ay that from the day of his

arrest to that of his escape, she visited him as

often and remained with him as long as the prison

regulations would allow. The sessions were being

held at the time when he was arrested; and he

was tried a few days after. This was a month
ago. You have seen, sir, by the newspaper that

he pleaded guilty, and that he wis condemned to

seven yeais' transportation. If he had not told

the truth about E'.nmerson's infamous proposa's, he

would perhaps only have had two years' imprison-

ment : b.rt heoiuse he boldly endeavoured to un-

mask the villain, the Jud^'e threw aside all sym-

pathy."

"You see, Mrs. Barnes, Emmerson is a man of

wealth," observed the Baronet,—"a man of high

standing in the City—a member of the Common
Council, too—and what is more, a staunch Tory.

Besides which, he has got a splendid house .it Clap-

ham; and no doubt the Recorder frequently dines

with him. So you perceive it is easy to account

for the Judge's bphaviour on the bench in Theodore

Varian's case. But now for the rest of your narra-

tive."

" A few more words will conclude it, sir," saia

Mrs. Baines. " From the moment of Varian's con-

demnation, he and his sister never lost an opportu-

nity of discussing the possibility of his escape. The
hope of eflecting this alone sustained them. Ariadne

tells me that she has lain awaka whole nights, pon-

dering upon the chances for and against such a con-

summation. She says that for hours and hours her

thoughts have never wandered away from this one
subject. At length the plan was settled ;—and yes-

terday was the day for carrying it into execution.

Havmg half-starved herself to eke out her sea ity

resources, the poor girl had just sufhcient to enable

her to pay her own coach- fare to Dover, and afford

her brother a few shillings to purchase food during
his jmirnoy thither. The newspaper tells you how
the escape was accomplished. No sooner did

Ariadne find that the project had succeeded, and
that her brother, disguised in the cloak and bonnet,

w.-is safe outside the terrible doors of Newgate, than
she almost went mad with the delirimn of joy. But
tyhv Was co-.np'jiled to pirt iiuincui.itily from Theo-

dore, for fear of exciting suspicion and affording a
trace for pursuers: and while he set off on foot on
his journey to Dover, the young maiden took her

place outside the night-coach. Of coursp their ulti-

mate indention was to escape over to France, the

captain of one of the hoys plying between Dover
and Calais being well acquainted with theV.rians
and well disposed towards them. In conclu.sion,

sir," added Mrs. Baines, "let me observe that when
poor .\riadne cntrejited for a sight of the newspaper,

it was to ascertain whether her brother had got safe

away or had been re-captured after aba parted from
him."

" And you have got the exact address where ahe

was to meet her brother at Dover 2" said the Baronet

inquiringly.

" I wrote it down on this slip of paper, from

Ariadne's own lips,"jjre3pouded Mrs. Baines : " and
here it is."

" Well, I.wonder now whether that fellow James
is ready to lake his departure," cried the Baronet,

looking at his watcl'. " It is nine o'clock."

But at this moment the door opened ; and the

valet James made his appearance, muhlsd up as for

a journey.

" Now, James," said Sir Dou-las Huntingdon, in |

a serious tone, " I can of course rely upon you, as I

this matter is one not only of delicricy but also most

confidentially sacred. Y'ou will travel with all pos-

sible speed to Dover; and there ycu will seek ibis

address," continued the Baronet, placing the slip of
|

paper in tli*; servant's hands. " Y'ou will ask for I

Theodorti Vannn : and when you mention the
j

name o{ Ariadne as a pass-word you will obtain ac-

cess to this same Theodore. Y'ou will then give

him this purse ; and urge him to lose no time in es-

caping to Calais, Tell him that his sister has found

kind friends in London—and that moreover mea-

sures will be taken to obtain a free pardon for him-

self. Y'ou may add that in the course of a day or

two his sister will write to him full particulars, ad-

dressed to the Post-O.Tice in Calais."

The Baronet placed a heavy purse in the hands of

his faithful servant, who forthwith took his depar-

ture in a post-chaise for Dover: and the moment he

was gone Mrs. Biines returned to Ariadne's cham-
ber. The fair invalid was just awaking from a deep

slumber, in which the good housekeeper had left her

ere now:— and the assurance that the messenger

had departed to meet her brother at Dover, relieved

her gentle breast of its chief anxiety. Doctor Cop-
peras presently paid her another visit, and declared

that she was going on as favourably as he could ex-

pect, adding aside to Mrs. Baines, " that he did not

think sbe could have progressed better since mid-

day, even if under the care of that eminent and dis-

tinguished man, Doctor Thurston."

CHAPTER LXXXIIL

THE R.-^KI! AND THE R.\KE'S VICTIM.

Scarcely had Mrs. Baines quitted the apartment

where she had been conversing with the Baronet,

when a domestic entered to state that a female de-

sired to spe.ik with him upon important business.
^

Not knowing who she niiisht be, and never refusing

a female visit. Sir Doughs Huntingdon ordered her

to bt) aJi.miuJ. A woman, somewhat ilauutinjjlv
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dressed and with a dark veil over her couiUenauce,

was shown in : but the instant she crossed the

threshold, and even before she raised the veil, the

Baronet guessed who she was. Nor was he mis-

taken : lor advancing towards liitn, she lifted her

veil and disclosed the features of Nell Gibson.

"Ah! I am glad you are come—I am delighted

to see you are safe and sound," he exclaimed, with

the most unailected sincerity. "Bur, good heavens'.

Iicw did you escape from those murderous wretches ?

1 have been tortured with the cruellest alarms con-

cerning you. At one moment I was resolved to

give information at Bow Street of all that had oc-

curred: but then I feared that if you had really

escaped after all, I should only be compromising

you — and that, for many reasons, you are well

aware I would not do for the world. Besides which,

I felt assured that if you escaped the dangers and the

violence that were imminent at the moment I left

the hut, you would escape altogether."

tate ?" exclaimed the Baronet. « I will give you
the hundred sifuineas wherewith to appease those
vile men; and I will give you another hundred
guineas—aye, or even tliree or four hundred, for
yourself."

"No—not a shilling'—not a farthing," paid Nell
Gibson, firmly and decisively. " Since the day I

left you, never, never have I sought succour at
your hand: and I would sooner perish—yes,

perish miserably—than receive such succour from
you !"

"But wherefore, Ellen?" saiil the Baronet, ia
amazement. " There is something unnatural

—

something perverse in this."

" No—it is natural enough, if ynu do but under-
stand the mind of a woman. Since I left you I
have endured many and many privations : 1 have
known what it is to want bread—aye, 1 have known
what it is to feel starvation ! Or else do you
think, if it had not been through some desperate

rapidly uttered expressions. Nell Gibson seated her-

(
self near the fire, and gazed upon him with a species

I

of tender interest that seemed strange indeed with
' one who led such a life and possessed such a heart

as she.

"And how knew you," ihe said, in a gentle and
! even tremulous voice, " that such dangers menaced
me?"

'* In the first place because I discovered, when it

was too late, that I had revealed to a set of mis-

creants the kindness you had shown towards me,"

answered the Baronet;—"I mean that man, that

woman, and that youth whom I accompanied back
to the hut. Moreover, when I recovered my senses

while bound hand and foot in the room below, I

overheard the accusation of 'traitress' levelled

against yourself, and then your piercing screams.

Ah ! Ellen, 1 can assure you that those screams

have rung in my ears ever since 1"

"And the yoiinp girl whom you brought away
with you?" said Nell Gibson, inquiringly.

" Oh ! she is safe and will be taken care of,"

returned the Baronet. "But wherefore was she
borne to the hut?"

"Do not ask me," said Nell Gibson. "For no
good, you may be sure ! Ah ! you do not appear
satisfied with what 1 say? Well then, it was to

make her as bad as I am."

"Enough !" ejaculated Sir Douglas Huntingdon,
with a shudder ; and then he fixed his eyes upon
Nell Gibson, as if to scrutinize thoroughly her
enm\; appearance.

" Ah ! you may well look at me," she cried in a
tone of bitterness : " 1 am no doubt changed since
first you knew me. That w.is four years ago. 1

was then a merry laughing girl of between fifteen

and sixteen— yes, and an innocent girl too "

"Do not thiidc of the past, Ellen," said the
Baronet, scarcely able to suppress a sigh as ho
mentally compared the young woman as she how
appeared with the young girl as she was a few
years back. " You last night perilled your life to

save mme: tell me, then, what cau I do for

you ?"

"You will give me the hundred guineas for this

letter," she said, producing the one whicli he had
written at the hut. "Tiiat is all I ask of you—
and it will bo the means of saving my life."

"Cau you fear for a moment that I sliall hosi-

While the Baronet was giving vent to these necessity, I should ever have fallen into the com-
pany in which you found me last night? But even
when perishing a'? it were with famine, I never
once applied to you."

" But you were wrong, Ellon—you were wrong,"
said the Baronet. " Whatever had occuired, my
purse would always have been open to you."

" Oh ! yes—I knew that ; and it was the thought
of your kindness that stung mo to the very quick.

A'id therefore, so fir from being wrong," she ex-
claimed, suddenly assuming a proud look that !

for a moment rendered her really and truly hand-
some—"so far from being ia the wrong," she.ro-

peated, "I was in the right: for although fallen

so low and become so debased, degraded, and
vile, I still had my own little feelings of pride ^

" With what wretched sophistry have you de-

luded yourself!" interrupted the Baronet. " Was
I not your seducer?—did I not inflict the most
terrible wrong upon you which selfish man can
possibly perpetrate towards cotifiding woman?"
"Aye—if we had always stood in the light of

seducer and victim," said Nell Gibson, "it would
have been different. Then I should have had a
claim upon you, and would not have hesitated to

assert it. But it' yon inflicted the first wrong upon
me, I subsequently inflicted another upon you. I

proved faithless to you when you loved me so well

and cherished me so fondly : 1 deceived you most
rossly—and there was something vile—yes, be-

yond all expression vile, in my conduct when I

robbed and plundered you to expend the iiroceeds

of my iniquity upon a paramour. Well then, in-

stead of remaining your victim I became a wrong-

doer towards you : and every claim that I might

have possessed upon your consideration was for-

feited. Y'es— I felt all this ; and again I tell you
that I would sooner have died—nye, have perished

miserably—than have received as the pittance of

cliarity, that which onc« came from a noble

bounty ! R:ither would I have sunk down through

famine, than have obtained from y.iur pity that

which I once received from your fondest love !

Bc'siilcs, when I left you I w.is clothed in silk and
satin—and no earthly consideration would have in-

duced me reappear before you iu the rags of beg-

gary."
" But still," observed the Baronet, much moved

by the language which thus poured with such un-

doubted sincerity fro n the young woman's lips—
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" but still in the depths of your soul remained a

certain fuudnoBs and afTjctiou for me : otherwise

you would not have perilled your life to save

mine last nijjlit."

" Listen to me," exclaimed Nell Gibson ;
" and

I will unfold to you the maze and mysteries of a

woman's heart—not merely of one woman, nor of

my heart alone—but the feeling which is peculiar

to us all! In the bosom of the vilest, most de-

graded, and most crime-siained of the unfortunate

women whom the lust of man or the iron sway of

poverty has flung upon the streets,—yes, in the

bosom of even the foulest, lowest, and vilest pros-

titute, there is one small sanctuary in which an

image is treasured up as the idol of a worship :

and this is the image of the seducer ! In retrospect-

ing over years of crime, the unfortunate woman
carries her recollections back to the period of her

girlhood and her first virgin love. Even though

it was the love which robbed her of that virginity

and steeped her in disgrace, it is nevertheless the

one bright spot in her chequered career. Yes—if

we look back tlirough a vista of rags, and filth, and

poverty, and wretchedness, and crime, still do we
behold at the beginning that bright and sunny
period when hopes were golden and the heart

gushed forth with all the freshest feelings of

youth. Then is it that the image of the loved one

—though perhaps no longer loved— is reproduced

vividly to the memory: nor is he thought of as a

mere seducer—no, nor is that past spring-tide of

joy looked back upon as the very source whence
all subsequent pollutions have flowed. Now, then,

do you understand me? Since I fled from you I

have received t' 3 embraces of many many men

—

1 have been glad to sell myself for gold or for

silver ;—1 have given myself up to suitors in mo-
ments ofsensuality ;—at other times, almost without

passion and without impulse, I have abandoned my-
self to strangers through mere profligacy. And
yet, though thus drinking tl)e cup of vice to the

very dregs, and dragging myself as it were through

all kinds of moral filth and pollution, there has

still always been one image that I have cherished

in the sanctuary of my heart, and which no stains

of vice nor shades < f misery could possibly efi^ace.

That image is ijours : and you are the only living

being for whom 1 would have perilled my life last

night, or would peril it again ! Nay—had you
been any other person, I should have seen you
killed without pity and without remorse."

Sir Douglas Huntingdon had listened in speech-

less amazement to this address, which the young
woman delivered with an impressive seriousness

that precluded all doubt as to her sincerity. Be-

sides which, her actions at the hut had fully proven

the existence of that sentiment with regard to her

seducer which she now explained : and as with

rapid glance the Baronet's mental vision swept

!
over the past he comprehended full well how such

a state of feeling as that which she had described,

could be.

Four years had elapsed since he had first en-

countered EUeu Gibson upon one of his estates in

a distant county. Her parents were dead : she iuid

no relatives, but was living with friends. Her
education had been tolerably well cared for : in-

deed, she had been reared in a maimer above her

means or her expectations. The Baronet saw her

and loved her: and she loved him in return*

Marriage was not spoken of between a man of
rank and wealth and a young ffirl of rustic parent-
age : but she became his mistress. He brought
her to London—lodged her in a sumptuous mansion
—gave her carriages, horses, Sf-rvants—in fine, all

the luxuries and elegancies of life. But she Soon
formed other connexions; and her profligacy,
developing itself with remarkable suddenness,
hurried her away with a sort of frenetic speed. Sir
Douglas discovered her infidelity, and wrote to re-

monstrate—even offering her forgiveness : for he
was infatuated with her at the tinie. But instead
of answering his note, she sold o£F the entire con-
tents of the mansion, the carriages, horses, even
to his own plate which she had with her at the
time : and taking her departure, she lavished the

produce upon a paramour who had not a single

quality, personal, mental, or social, that could com-
pare with those of the Baronet. Since that period
her career had been one of those rapid downward
ones which furnish so many a history of female
crime: and therefore seeing what she now was,

and what she once had been, Sir Douglas Hunting-
don could scarcely feel astonished if from the dark
depths of her present position she occasionally

cast wistful, longing, and even loving eyes back-
ward upon that epoch which formed the brightest

page in her life's history.

"But wherefore," he said, after a long panse,

"should you go back to those dreadful men ? Tell

me—would you like to abandon the sort of exist-

ence you are now leading?"

"God knows I would!" returned the young
woman, in a voice expressive of the deepest feel-

ing. " But it is impossible— it is impossible !" she

immediately added, shaking her head, while an ex-

pression of unutterable despair swept over her

countenance.

"Why impossible?" demanded the Baronet, in

amazement: "can you not to-morrow if you
choose retire into some agreeable seclusion?

What if I were to go early in the morning and

take a nice respectable lodging for you "

"Oh! no, no— it is impossible!" interrupted

Nell Gibson, impatiently. "You are not aware

—

you cannot imagine how difiicult it is to extricate

one's-self from the meshes of crime
"

i

"Do you mean to tell me," said the Baronet, I

contemplating the young woman in dismay,—
[

" solemnly and seriously tell me, that you are so

inveterately wedded to this shocking course of i

life
"

"My God! no—ten thousand times no!" inter-

rupted Nell Gibson, a sort of agony sweeping over

her features. " Have I not told you that I would

abandon this wretched, wretched mode of life if I

could? And, oh! words have no power to tell the

deep, deep horror—the intense loathing— which I at

times feel for such an existence. Ere now I spoke of

my depravities, and I said that often when neither

tempted by gold or prompted by passion, I flung

myself into the embraces of the merest strangers.

Well, perhaps if I had described my humour on such

occasions as the recklessness of despair, instead of

the wantonness of sheer depravity, I should hara

been nearer the mark. Yes—to drive away thought

1 must always have some kind of excitement. I hale

brandy ; but I drink it often and often— I feel that

it hardens me. I am always ready to do anything

wrong—aye, even to commit unnecessary orunprofit-
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able crimes, sooner than do nothing: and for the

same reason do I seek the excitement of all possible

profligacies. By these means do I expel thought,

and thus manage to maintain a calm and evenhappv
exterior."

"But wherefore, I again ask," said the Baronet,

"should you not abandon this cours<3 of life if you
wish? Wherefore return to those horrible com-
panions ?"

" Because I am so utterly and completeljr in their

power," answered the young woman. " Wherever I

might hide myself, they would seek me out :—aye,

even did I fly to the ends of the earth, they would

pursue me—they would discover my retreat— they

would murder me ! When once a person gets deep

in with such companionship, it is impossible to ex-

tricate one-seif No— it cannot be done. You see

how eomoletely I aai in the power of those wretches,

by coming here for these hundred guineas to pro-

pitiate them."

"Ahl and this reminds me to inquire," said the

Baronet, '* liow you saved yourself from their fury,

and what colouring you gave to the adventure."

'• That man wlio enticed you back to the iiur, was

none other than the Public Executioner," replied

Nell Gibson- " There— start not— speak not—what

matters it now who he was? I tell you all this, of

(jourse being well aware that you will take no advan-

tage of it. The woman who pume with him is his

mistress: and the lad is his apprentice. S.ill>- Mel-

moth— that is the woman's name—has long had a

spite against me, because she fancies I have been

over intimate with lier flash man. But no—not for

the world ! Base and profligate as I know 1 am,

there is a lower depth even than the lowest to which

I have sunk: and that is the arms of the public

hangman. But to return to last night's affair. The
Hangman and the apprentice prevented the infuriate

woman from doing me a mischief: and while the

Ilangmanlnmself burst open the door and rushed

after jou and the young girl, his mistress and the

lad kept guard upon me. Presently the Hangman
came back, after a fruitless search : and almost at

the same time the other men returned from an
equally unavailing hunt after you. They were all

savage enough ; and I tliought that everything was
over with me. So I prepared for the worst. The
Hangman told tlie oiher men how you had sought

refuge at the public-house in the bye lane—how you
had iiniocentiy let slip the admission that y6u owed
your life lo me—and how he had enticed you back
to the hut to be disposed of as the whole gang should

think fit. The man that I am now living with—he who
brought you downthe writing paper an i who is called

the Butloner—then declared that from the tir.U mo-
ment he suspected 1 had given you such inlormation,

and this suspicion on his part had been coufiruied

by the circumstance that I had accidentally let

out to that .stout man whose name is B'.'ucull, that

you were a Baronet, tliia circuinstanc! j roving
that I UnevT you before. All these statements
and remarks were made in my presence ; and fero-

cwan looks glared upon me from every eye. I

saw that notliinif but the su<iduu exertion of all

my prc,-eiice of mind could save me; and I accor-

dintfly exclaimed, " Well I confess that all you have
sailI is true; but the man wUuse life I luive this

night sewed, was my first Utv:—indeed the only man
J ever sincerely and truly did love. I hn-w it tons

vain and uselesi to bey his life at your hands ; and

therefore J gave him the whispered information

which led him to flee. You may kill me ifyo'i like ;
but I would do so over again this moment, in spite of
all consequences. That is however no reason why
I should betray you in other things ; and you know
right well that I would not'—Tney were all mucti

struck by the^e remarks, but. more so by the bold-

ness of luy manner. I thereupon proceeded to

assure them that you would not take any proceed-

inj^s against tl.em, for fear oC cumpriim sing me.
As a proof thereof, I offored to come to your house
to-day and obtain from you these hundred guineas

for them. Tlie-<e assurances sitisfied the whole
party, the Hangnnns mistress alone excepted.

Three of the men have now accompanied me as

far as you- door, and are waiting at. this m'jinent

in the street. You see, therefore," added Ned Gib-
son, with that calmness whioli was her ou<icard cha-
racteristic, "how true I spoke when I dccared
that it was impossible to escape from the tram-
mels of crime and the meslies of such Cum^auion-
ship."

Thus ended the colloquy between this youiij;

woman and her seiiucer. Slie recdved the hun-
dred guineas for which she had called: but agwn
did she em|>h.itically decline any boon org fc for

herself. Tae Bironet accoiupanled her as far a<

the front door of his house; and stan<liiig upon
the threshold fir a few minutes to look afier her,

he observed by the light of the lamps that she joined
three men at the corner of tne 'Street.

" Women are strange creatures 1" thought the
Baronet to liiinseir, as he retraced his way to his

own cheerful fiieside.

CHAPTER LXXXIV.

MORE PLOTTING AND COUNTEK PLOTTINQ,

The three men whom Nell Gibson thus joined,

were the Buttoner, Bencull, and the Hangman:
and passing rapidly away from t'le fashionable

street where Sir Dousjlas Huntingdon lived, they
plunjced into a low district in the clo^e vicinity.

For be it observi-d that in L mdon the back win-

dows of the palaces of the rich often look upon
the noisome dens where the poor-^AetV victims

—dwell.

Entering a vile public house, or boozing ken,

the three men and Nell Gilison proceeded to the

taproom : and as tlu-re was no one else there

at the time, they were enabled to converse at their

ease.

" Now, Nell," said the Buttoner, 2s soon as an
order h.'id been given for some liquor ' *nat news?

I 8uppo.se you succeeded w.th ^uur pal, the Ba-
ronet.'

" Here is the money," she observed, quietly

producing gold and Bank-notes fur a hundred
guinejis.

" And you couldn't get no more out of him?"
observed Bencull, .savagely.

"Not a firluing," answered Nell Gibson. "I
had a great deal of diQiculty in getting thi«."

"Then he was deuced ungrateful," said the

naii'.,'man, "after all you did for him List night."
" Yes—very," replied the young wDinan.

"And didn't you learn notliinlc about that

sweet young gal,'' demanded BeucuIL
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"Only that Sir Douglas, on .iscertaining' who

she was, restored her to her friends;"— and in

givinff this answer Nell Gihson was prompted by

the same feelin;? which had inspirAl her conduct

throughout towards the Baronet—namely, to do

nothiug that sliould in any way injure or annoy

him, but ou the contrary anythinjj she could tu

serve him.
« Well, this is perwoking," exclaimed Bencull,

—

" to lose that young; gal after all the trouble I had

in getting possession of her ! But there's one more

question—and that is, whether there's any chance

of a safe crack in the Baronet's house ?"

" Eh ! that's tlie question," said the Hangman,
instinctively tapping his capacious pocket to show

that he had his burglarious apparatus concealed

about his person.

I

"I examined the hall well, as I went in and

came out,"' said Nell Gibson ;
" but 1 don't think

that an entry can be made in that quarter. In

fact, I scarce think from what I saw that it would

be worth while to attempt it at all."

I

"Now mind you, I think just the contrary,"

cried the Hangman, with an oath : for he had

been watching Nell Gibson's countenance from

I under his overhanging brows, and he felt con-

i

vinced in his own mind that she was doing all she

I

could to shield the Baronet.
" I say let us try the crack," exclaimed the

I
Buttoner, shaving the Hangman's suspicious.

I

"And I say," added Bencull, " thai if I do it

!
alone, it shall be done. There's a coach-house

j

and stable adjoining tlie Baronet's mansion : and

I'we can easy get through that way to the back

of the premises. TiiCTi, when once at the back of

a house, I should like to see the doors or windows

that would keep mo out."

<'Well then, it's agreed," saiii the Hangman.
"Let me see," he continued, lookiug at a great

silver watch which he pulled from his fob: "it's

uow half-past ten o'clock. We will wait here till

twelve—and that shall be the hour. The lush is

good at this ken, and the landlord Unows me."
" Will you stay here, then, Nell ?" inquired the

Buttoner; "or go home to Bermondsey and get

to bed comfortable, while I stay to do the trick i""

" Just as you like," answered Nell, with apparent

indifference: though in her heart she was most
anxious to get away at once.

" Well then," said the Buttoner, also affecting

the utmost carelessness in the matter, " 1 should

think you had better get home as quick as you
can."

" So be it," said Nell Gibson, rising from her

seat ; then, with a laugh, she observed to her para-

mour tlie JS'Honer, "Mind in divicJins that swag

you remember ii»/ regulars :"—and she pointed to

the money on the taoic.

"All right, Nell," said the Bn'toner: and the

young woman then took her departure.

" What did you let her go for?" ilernanded tjie

Hangman, savagely, the moment the door flosed be-

hind her. " Curse me if I don't think she's betMi

playing us false again with this Baronet "

" That's just my opinion," interrupted the But-

toner, starting from his seat :
" ami it's cos why I think

so that I persuaded her to be off so that I may have

an opportunity of watching her. I shall be back at

midnight at all events, if not sooner."

Having thus spoken, he turned up the collar of

his coat, slouched his hat over his countenance, and
then hastened from the boozing-ken. On emerging

into the street, he caught a glimpse of Nell Gibson

by the light of a lamp, just as she was turning round
the corner: and having once got upon the right

track, he had no difficulty in keeping her in view,

—

still leaving such a distance between them as to pre-

vent her from perceiving that she was thus dogged.

At first, however, she kept halting, turning round,

looking and listening, every two or three minutes:

but at length, being perfectly satisfied that there was
no watch set upon her, she increased her pace, and
made straight for the Almonry in Westminster,

which was about a mile from the boozing-ken she

had io recently left.

The Almonry is one of those dreadful neighbour-

hoods where pauperism is most intense, squalor most
hideous, demoralization most depraved. It consists

chiefly of brothels and such like dens of infamy, and
forms part of the domain belonging as an endowment
to Westminster Abbey ! But inasmuch as loath-

some hot-beds of vice and moral lazar-houses of

that kind usually produce a good lent, the Dean and
Chapter could not of course think of purging h
neighbourhood which yielded them such iarg« re-

venues.

In the midst of that morass so densely peopled

with human reptiles, and exhaling so pestilential an
atmosphere, was situated a low boozing-ken known
as Meg Blowen's crib. It differed from Bencull'i

establibhment in Jacob's Island, inasmuch as it had
not the appearance of a private dwelling, but was
open like any other public-house, and had a large

room on the ground-floor always fiiled at night

with the viles t of the vile and th« lowest of the

low.

To this place did Nell Gibson wend hec way,—the

Buttoner still following at a dis'ance. Entering the

estab'ishment, she tarried for a few minutes in the

public room to exchange some friendly observa-

tions with her acquaintances there : u;id having

thus dispensed her courtesies to the leading mem-
bers of the gang, she passed into -Meg Blowen's

—

that is to say, the landlady's—private room behind

the bar. If we follow her thither .nnd peep in at

her procf-edintr^, we shall observe that she re-

quested to be furnished with pen, ink, and paper;

and having written a letter, she summoned into

her presence a lad whom she believed to be the

most trustworthy amongst the juvenile portion of

reprobates there .issembled. flaking him secur*

about his person the letter which she had written,

she bade him hasten and deliver it at an address

which she named, and to depart from the house

the moment he placed the letter in the hands of

the servant answering the door. Having thus

explicitly given her instructions, she placed five

shillings in the lad's hands : and ho set forth with

great glee to execute his commission.

But to return to the Buttoner, we must observe

that on seeing Nell Gibson enter Meg Blowen'a

he was more than ever convinced she had some

artifice in view: and looking througk the win-

dow, he first saw her couverse with her ac-

qiiaintances in the public room, and then pass

into the private parloiu- behind the bar. He next

saw Meg Blowen reach down the pen and ink

from a shelf, take a sheet of paper out of a drawer,

and then carry these writing materials into the

parlour. It would have struck any individual even



far less astute than the Buttoner, that Nell Gibson
\v;is g'oing to send a written coinmunieation soiiie-

Avhere: and he therefore remained intenily upon
tlie wateh. In a few minutes he saw Nell Gibson
appear at the door of the parlour, cast her eyes

searchin^ly around upon the motley assenib!a;,'e,

and select one of the lads. The youth tiius

sin^'led out was (as already stated) summoned by
her into the parlour; and in a sliort time he re-

appeared. But instead of rejoininjj hib com-
panions at the table in the public room, he at

once issued forth from the establishment.

The Buttoner followed him until they were at

a convenient distance from the place: then look-

ing back and perceivinjj the coast was clear, he
overtook the boy, and clutching him by the collar,

said, in a fierce tone, " Now, ray lad, a word with

you."

"Holloa! Mister Buttoner," e.xclaimcd the youth,

catching a glimpse of the mau'a countenance by
41*

the lig;!it glcjuuing from a wimlow. " What do
you mean by stoppiii;.? nn; like tliis here ?"

"Oh! you know mo, do you, young feller?"

cried the Buttoner. "Well, so much tlie better:

j

we shall sooner come to an understanding. Now
I then, you have nothing to fear; because 1 shall let

you keep whatever the young woman has just

!
given you, and I will give you double myself into

the bargain."

" Well, siic gived mo a guinea," said the boy,

j

prompt with a lie and ready with a cheat.

[

" Wery good," observed the Buttoner. "Then
of course you can sliow it me ?"

j

"Won't you take a genelman's word?" asked
the lad impudently.

"No nonsense," responded the Buttoner, be-
1 stowing a hearty shake upon th& youth. " Comi-,

show us wliat Nell Gibson gave ycr— and I'll

double it."

« Well, by goles I it's turucd into a crown," BuiU
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[

the boy, producingf a five- shilling piece. "It's the

: re^c'lar counterfeit crank she's ome over me !"

j

" Nonsensi'," int"rruptcd the Buttoner : then

pullin? a handful of silver from his pocket, and

countin(ir out ten shilling's, he said, "Now give

me the letter you've got about you—walk about

I

for half-an-hour or so—aud go back and tell the

]

young woman that you've done her commission

!, quite faithful."

I

The ten sliillinpfb chinked in the boy's hand

—

j

the Buttoner grasped the letter—and they sepa-

I

rated,— the latter returning to the boczing-ken

j

where he had left the Hangman and BencuU. In

I
a (ev! hasty words he explained to them all that

i had occurred ; and on opening the letter, which

I

was addressed to Sir Douglas Huntingdon, the

I

contents were found to be as follow :—

' Look well to your premises to-night. A burglary is

;
contemplated by some of the men you saw at the hut on

I Shooter's Hill. 1 .-said all I could to prevent this further

! annoyance towards you ; . but I could not succeed in stav-

ing it off. I am very much afraid that they suspected I was
playing a part; if so, all these causes of suspicion will

make it go hard with mo sooner or later. But no matter

:

whatever is to happen must take its course, I would
have come back to warn you of the attempt that will be

j

made; but 1 am so fearful that one of the men might go
and watch the street. So I prefer writing, and have found

j

a trusty messenger. 1 think the men will enter by the

j

coachhouse and get round to the back of the premises

;

but you must keep watch at all points. One thing how-

I

ever 1 conjure you—that is not to adopt any means to
take tliem into custody, nor yet to do them any un-

j

necessary hurt: only just to defend and protect your-
self. This is most likely the last time yon will ever hear of

j
o;r from

" ELLEN."

I The rage of the Hangman, BencuU, and the

i
Buttoner, on reading this epistle, may be bet-

I

ter conceived than described. Daniel Coffin mut-

{
tered such awful threats against the young woman,
that if his two companions had not been kindred
fiends, ther bloo/i would have run col^. But
when the first ebullition of their diabolical Tfrath
was expended, they agreed after calmer and
cooler deliberation, to conceal for the present
their knowledge of this additional treachery on

Gibson's part, with a view to ascertain by
some means or other whether she were also be-
traying them in respect to the plot initiated against
Larry Sampson,
By the time this resolution was fairly discussed

and adopted by the three villains, the Hangman's
watch showed that it was midnight. They accord-
ingly tjssed off bumpers of brandy to drink suc-
cess to their undertaldng ; and thus inspired with
a more than natural amount of brute courage,
they repaired in the direction of Sir Douglas Hun-
tingdon's mansion.

Although the street where the house was situated
was a fashionable one, it was no great thorough-
fare

; and by the aid of the Hangman's skeleton
keys th- coachhouse door was soon opened. The
three ruifians, having thus let themselves into this
portion of the establishment, locked the door be-
hind them, and then proceeded to light a " darkey,"
or lantern, which also formed part of the invariable
tackle of a cracksman. In the rear of the coach-
house were the stables, in which there were several
horses; and there was a door behind, leading into
a yard at the back of the house. The three bur-
glars accordingly enrered the stable for the purpose

I ......

I Nell

of passing through by the way described : but two
)

of the horses .exhibited such manifestations of I

terror by kicking and plunging, as if instiuctivcly
j

aware of the presence of intruder', that a groom I

who slept in a. chamber above the coach-house was
j

aroused from his repose.

Leaping from his bed, and arming himself with
'

a pair of pistols, the groom sprang down the ladder !

leading to his chamber: but he was instanuneously
]

seized by the three burglars, against whom he '

made a desperate resistance. T|ie lantern was
dashed out of the Hangman's hand, and the glass I

broken against the wall: it then fell upon a heap i

of straw, the light remaining unextinguished.
|

The same blow which dashed the lantern from '

CotHii's hand knocked him violently down ; and he
lay half-stunned upon the floor for nearly a
minute, during which BencuU and the Buttoner
succeeded in overpowering the groom.

"Let's give him his gruel, Ben," cried the

Buttoner, as they both dashed the unfortunate

man with all their strength against the wall ; so

that he groaned heavily once, and then fell—lying

motionless, either dead or else stunned beyond ail
|

hope of recovery. i

But scarcely was this crime accomplished, when '

the sudden blazing of the straw on which the Ian-
j

tern had fallen, startled the burglars. From the
j

Buttoner's lips burst the cry of " Fire I"*—the '

Hangman, who had just recovered his senses,

sprang as if galvanized to his feet;—and BencuU
at once began to throw pails of water upon the

burning material, there being a pump in the

coach-house. But tbi^ endeavour to extinguish I

the flame speedily proving utterly ineffectual, the

three burglars were compelled to depart as stealthily

and promptly as they could.

Sir Douglas Huntingdon had not as yet retired

to rest. The story yrhich he had heard from the

lips of his housekeeper relative to the troubles of

Theodore and Ariadne Varian — together with
j

the singular and touching features of his interview
j

with Nell Gibson,—had furnished him with so
I

much food fur reflection that he remained sitting
}

by his cheerful fireside, lost in serious meditation. |

All the rest of the household had retired to their
j

chambers : a profound stillness reigned through ;

the house ; and not a sound reached his ears from
j

without. But all on a sudden this dead, deep si-

lence—this awe-inspiring solemnity of the mid-

night hour—was broken by that most terrible of

all alarms, the cry of " Fire !"

Startled from his reflections as if by the voice

of doom thundering in his ear, and springing from

his seat as if stung by an adder, Sir Douglas Hun- !

tingdon rushed from the room and bounded forth
j

to the front door to ascertain whether the alarm

were real and where the lire was. In an instant he

acquired the dreadful certainty that it was neither

a cruel jest nor a false rumour : for the moment he
|

opened the front door, the vivid light flashed upon i

his eyes, and he beheld the flames bursting forth I

from the windows of the rooms above the coach-

house. Already, too, were crowds hurrying thither

—the alarm was spreading to the neighbouring

dwellings—and all the usual features of such a scene

were manifesting themselves in their variety, con-

fusion, and excitement.

Several persons sprang towards Sir Douglas—
j

some proffering their advice—others demanding
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liow many people slept in his house, and in which

rooms they were. In a moment he was overwhelmed

with multitudinous questions and bewildered with

conflicting counsels. Then came a couple of watch-

men sprins;ing their rattles : next appeared three or

four hulking fellows bearing along a ladder and

knocking down all who got in their way—and all

this while the crowd was collecting and the flames

were bursting forth with increasing fury.

But Sir Douflflas Huntingdon soon recovered his

presence of mind: and rushing back into the

house he raised the fearful alarm oifire, which did

not appear as yet to have reached the ears of any

inmate save himself. In a few moments all was

bustle, confusion, and dismay within the walls of

the mansion. Mis. Baines came rushing down in

her night-clothes; and overcome with terror, she

fainted m the hall. Some of the other servants

soon made their appearance also; and as thefl[ames

had now spread from the coach-house to the man-

siini itselt; several active persons amongst the

crowd began rapidly to remove all the most port-

able articles of furniture into the street. The

ladder was raised against the front of the house iu

case of need, to facilitate escape from the upper

storeys : aud messengers were despatched for a

fire-engine.

Meantime the Baronet, struck with horror at

the i'iea that his groom slept over the coach-house,

—and having satisfied himself that the other

servants were all safe,—rushed to the back of the

premises and opened the door leading from the

yard to the stable. Several persons followed him

:

but the instant that stable-door was opened, two or

three of the horses sprang madly forth, trampling

down those who were iu their way. Sir Douglas

liiiuself was thus much hurt by one of the af-

frighted animals : but rushing forward, he sought

to penetrate into the stable. A volume of flame,

bursting forth, drove him back;—aud to his horror

lie heard the piteous sounds of dying agony which

proved that several of his horses were perisiiing in

the flames. But tlie groom—the poor unfortunate

groom—where was he? Again did Sir Douglas,

spring forward iu order to penetrate into the coach-

house: but again did a volume of smoke drive him

back. A th.rd lime did he make the attempt ;

—

and now the ceiling of coach-house and stable fell

in with a terrific crash ; aud if two of the men
who had followed tiie Baronet hither had not sud-

denly pulled him back as they heard the rafters

giving way, he would have been buried in the

ruins.

For a few moments the flames seemed stifled in

this part of the premises : but as a long tongue of

fire suddenly shot up, lambent and lurid again, the

Baronet observed by the light that the fall of the

ceiling had brought down with it a considerable por-

tion of the partition-wall separating the stabling de-

partment from the mansion itself. A large portion

of the interior of the dwelling-house was thus re-

vealed, including a back-staircase leading up to the

bed-chambers.

At tliis moment the recollection flashed to the

Baronet's mind that he had not ere now seen

Ariadne Varian amongst the oilier inmates of the

mansion whose safety was assuieil. Indeed, the

poor girl had been furnollen : Mrs. Baines had

swooned, as already stated, and had been borne to a

neighbour's house where she fell into alarming hys-

terics: and, on the other hand, Sir Douglas Hun-
tingdon's attention had been mainly directed towards

the coach-house and stabling. Thus was it that the

only two persons who were likely to think of poor

Ariadne, were prevented by circumstances from do-

ing so, until the sudden laying bare of the private

staircase to the view of the Baronet, led him to pass

in rapid array in his mind every chamber to which
that staircase led.

Ttie instant that the image of Ariadne thus flashed

to his recollection, he gave utterance to a cry of

mingled anguish and despair: then springing for-

ward, he clambered through the vast aperture which

the falling in of the partition wall had caused ; and
he thus gained the interior of the dwelling-nouse.

Passing into the hall, he found his servants and
many strangers busy iu removing the furniture. He
made rapid inquiries concerning Ariadne ; but the

servants had forgotten her, and the strangers had
seen no young damsel answering to her description

descend the stairs.

Horrible uncertainty ! All the upper part of the

house was in a perfect conflagration : the street was

as light as if it were daytime;—and one wretched

engine was making the most intffectual attempts to

quench the fire. The ladder itself had caught the

flames gushing forth from the upper windows. And
here we may observe that the crowds augmented :

and amongst them were the Hangman, Bencull, and
the Buitoner, all three hovering about to see what

piece of good luck the chapter of accidents might
throw in their way.

From all that has been said, hurried and brief

though the description be, the reader will understand

that the flames had spread like wild-fire in an incre-

dibly short space of tiiHe. Catching the chambers

above the coach-house, they had thence burst into

the mansion, all the upper part of which was now
enveloped in a terrific blaze. To ascend therefore

to the rooms above, appeared an act of frenzy or of

desperation. But Ariadne's life was at stake: and

this thought was sufficient to nerve the Baronet with

the strength and courage of a thousand !

Retracing his way from the hall to the back
staircase, he rushed up it. It was the .'•ame as a

besieger scaling the walls of a town, wlule all kindj

of igueous missiles and combustibles are sliowered

down upon him. Sir Douglas had literally to

ascend through gushing flames and volumes of

smoke,— flames that scorcaed and smoke that

blinded : but he v/as resolved to rescue Ariadne,

or perish iu the attempt! a few seconds he

reached iier cliamber-door. Bursting it open, he

beheld her lying seui-eless on tlie carpet. Through

the waii.scotled wall the flames were already gush-

ing: the heat was intense—the smoke stdling. Iu

les^ than a minute the maiden would have been

suil'icated—whereas she was as yet un.'cathed by

tne fire, and had most probably fainted lliruugli

tenor when endeavouring to escape from her rojin

on the first al.irin of fire.

To suaich her up iu his arms and bear her forth,

was the work of a inomoiil. Uer head drooped

back upon the Baronet's nhoulder ; and she con-

tinued scnseie.si, as he rushed with her down the

stairc.ise. liuslied imiced!— it was plunging as ic

were into a fiery furnace : aud rapid as the light-

ning ll.ish did the tliouglit sweep through the

Baronet's mind that it would be a miracle if he uud

hii fair burdjii reacheil the street iu safety. Vast
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masses of the partition wall kept falling in ; and it

seemed as if the whole buildintr were about to give

way and bury himself and Ariadne in the smoking,

burning ruins. Great pieces of limber—especially

rude planks belonsiug to the lofts above the stables

—came crashing down : and thus, in the space of

three or four short minutes, did the Baronet and

the unconscious Ariadne pa3s through countless

perils of an appalling character. But at length the

damsel's brave deliverer reached the foot of the

I staircase : and as he rushed with his burthen

through the hall and appeared with her at the

street door, a tremendous shout of applause arose

from the assembled multitudes.

At the very instant that Sir Douglas Hunting-

doa thus reached the threshold of the mansion

with the still inanimate Ariadne in his arms, and

in the strong glare of the terrific conflagration,

the maiden was recognised by Boncull. This dis-

covery of the fair slrayiger of the hut was in a

moment comtnunicated by the ruffian in a hurried

whisper to the Buttoner and the Hangman : and

they all three instinctively pressed forward towards

the fionl-d'jor steps. At that very instant Sir

Douglas Huntingdon felt a sudden faintness come
ovtr him,— doubtless in consequence of the tre-

mendous excitement as well as painful exertions

through which he had just passed.

" Who will take care of this young lady ?" he

cried, as one of his footmeu threw au ample cloak

over the half-naked form of Ariadne,

But scarcely were tli3 words spoken by the

Baronet, when some large portion of the interior

of the mansion fell in with such a terrific crash

that the crowd retreated in sudden dismay and

with cries of alarm : while those who were remov-

ing the furniture, rushed out of the house with such

haste that the Baronet was thrown violently for-

ward, lu that moment of confusion, Bencull

caught Ariadne V;irian in his arms : and as if it

were written in the book of destiny that circum-

stances were to favour the ruffian's designs in car-

rying off the still inanimate maiden, the whole roof

of the house fell in at tlie very instant that he

seized upon her. The consequence was that the

fire was extinguished, or rather smothered, for the

moment as completely as if a deluge of water wire

poured upon it: and darkness fell upon the scene

—a darkness all the more intense through suc-

ceeding the glare of the conflagration. Confusion

became worse confounded amongst the crowd : and

while thi> whole living mass fell back from the

vicinage of the falling house, as the sea sweeps

away from the shore upon which it has just dashed

its boiling billows, it was no difficult matter for

Bencull to hurry away with Ariadne in his arms.

The Hangman and the Buttoner kept close at his

heels—an empty hackney-coach was encountered

at the corner of the street—and the three villains

entered it with their lovely burden.

But when the driver asked whither he was to

go, the men were thrown into a suddyn perple.xity.

Bencull, however, hastily whispered, "Didn't Nell

Gibson talk of a certain Marquis of Leveson who
was Mrs. Gale's best customer?"

"To be sure," whispered the Buttoner. ""Why
not take her direct to him ?"

" Ah ! do you think of selling her to that Mar-
quis i^'i^aid the Hangman. "Well, I know where

he lives— I. have been In his hou'-e:"— then turn-

ing to the coachman who s'.ood at the door, and I

thrusting some silver into his hand, Daniel Coffia I

ordered him to drive to Albemarle Street.

In a few minutes the vehicle etopped at the

door of Leveson House: and it happet ed that I

just at the same moment Brockman, the favourite
j

valet of the Marqui?, was entering the mansion. I

Seeing the hackney coach stop, he inquired of i

those inside what their business was: and as it '

was pitch dark within the vehicle, the valet did

not observe how villanous were the countenan-
ces of the fellows whom he thus addressed.

"The fact is," said the Hangman in a rapid

whisper, "we have got a young gal that is in-

tended for his lordship. She's in a fit: and so

you can just hft her into the house without fear-

ing any noise—and one of us will call for the re-

compense the first thing to-morrow morning."

Brockman naturally concluded from this state-

ment that the fellows had been hired by his master,

or else by some one in his lordship's interest, to

perform this particular service: and he iheretbre-
{

at once consented to receive the maiden without

asking another questien. The housekeeper who
j

was sitting up for Brockman, was summoned : and 1

with her aid the valet lifted Ariadne out of the i

coach and carried her into the mansion. '

The vehicle then drove away, the three ruffians

congratulating themselves not only on having

done something to annoy Sir Douglas Hunting-

don, whom they regarded as a sort of enemy, but

likewise on having adopted so bold a step as to

C'lnvey the damsel direct to tne spot where her
:

charms were marketable, instead of c jnducting the ;

bargain through the medium of a middle-woman,

such as Mrs. Gale. But not for a moment did tuose

ruffians experience the slightest remorse for having

caused so terrible a couiiagratiou in that house

beneath the ruins of which the charred and

blackened remains of the unfortunate groom were

indubitably buried.

Meantime Sir Douglas Huntingdon, who had

been thrown down and stunned by the rush of

people from the front door of his mansion, was

borne to a neighbours house, where immtduUe

restoratives were applied. Ou coming to hiuiself

his first inquiry was lor Ariadne : but those by

whom he was surrounded, could give him no in-

formation on the subject. Supposing that the

had been taken to some other house in the vici-

nage, he sallied forth into the street again to

make further inquiries, on the subject. But nei-

ther from his own servants, who were watching

over the property removed out of the house—nor

from any of the crowd-could he obtain a satis-

factory answer. In fact, no tidings could he

glean of Ariadne from the moment that he sank

down insensible in front of his own door.

Tortured with cruel misgivings, he sped from

house to house prosecuting his inquiries, up and

down the street—but all in vain. At length he

was compelled, through ^hcer exhaustion, to aban-

don any farther research for the present, aud

retire to a neighbouring hotel where he took up

his temporary quarters.
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CHAPTER LXXXV.

ANOTHER LAMB IN THE LION'S DEN.

On recovering her senses, Ariadne Varian found

herself in bed ; and sweeping her eyes rapidly

around, as a flood of recollections poured in unto

her brain, she at once saw that it was not the same

chamber which she had occupied at Sir Douglas

Huntingdon's. Handsome as that chamber was,

this was far more elesjantly furnished, and denoted

a more exquisite refinement in taste, or rather in

luxury.

A middle-a^ed woman, looking like a house-

keeper, was seated by the bedside: and though

the instant Ariadne opened her eyes, this female

endeavoured to look kindly and speak soothingly,

yet it was not with the same motherly tenderness

evinced by Mrs. Baines.

No suspicion of treachery, however, entered

Ariadne's mind. Collecting her ideas, she remem-

bered that she had been alarmed with cries of

"Fire"—that springing from her couch she had

beheld the ominous glai-e at the window of her

chamber—and that the noise of the gathering

crowds in the streets had reached her ears. She

also recollected that, overcome with terror, she

had felt her limbs failing and her strength aban-

doning her : and as she remembered nothing more

until the instant she awoke iu this scrange apart-

ment where she now found herself, she naturally

concluded that her remiuescences had been inter-

rupted by a long swoon.

Utterly unaware, therefore, how her life was

saved, and who had saved it,—unconscious, indeed

of every feature and detail of the terrible con-

flagration,— her first hurried questions were to

inquire where she was, what extent of damage had

been done, and whether any lives wore lost. Then
before even a single one of these queries was

answered, she exclaimed with looks and accents of

torturing suspense, "Tell me, is Sir Douglas
Huntingdon safe ?"

The questions so hurriedly and excitedly put
were each and all equally puzzling to the Marquis

of Leveson's housekeeper, who was even more
ignorant than Ariadne herself relative to what had
occurred—seeing that she of course did not know
\iho the damsel was, whence she had been brought,

or that any particular house had been on fire.

Being however of an astute and cunning disposi-

tion, as the housekeeper of such a nobleman ought
to be, the woman gave Ariadne such vague and

I general, but at the same time reassuring answers,

j

that while she tranquillized the maiden's mind on
the one hand, she elicited on the other fresh

questions which iu themselves were explanations
of what had occurred.

"You assure me, then, that my kind-hearted
benefactor. Sir Douglas Huntingdon, is safe?"

said Ariadne.
" Yes—quite safe."

"Is the house totally consumed ? and am I in-

debted to a neighbour's hospitality for this

asylum?"

"I am afraid the damage is great—and you are

freely welcome here."

" Was it the Bnrcnet who saved me ?" inquired

Ariadne, secretly wishing in her heart that the re-

sponse would bo in the affirmative.

"Yes—he rescued you. You were senseless, I

suppose ?'

"I had fainted through terror the moment I

heard the alarm of fire,"

" Ah ! poor young lady, and enough too to

frighten you ! 1 presume you are some relation to

Sir Douglas Huntingdon?"
" Not the least," returned Ariadne. " He is my

benefactor—that is to say, he has behaved hand-

somely, kindly, and nobly towards me, although I

have only known him for I may say a few hours—

indeed since last night. But this reminds me that

his excellent housekeeper, Mrs. Baines, has be-

haved like a mother to me : do you know whether

she is quite safe ?"

" I have already told you," answered Lord Le-

veson's housekeeper, "that no lives have been

lost."

•' Is Mrs. Baines here in this house ?"

" No—but at a neighbour's."

" Ah ! I understand," said Ariadne :
" when so

dreadful an occurrence as a fire takes place, in a

house, the inmates speedily become dispersed

throughout the neighbourhood."
" Yes—that is always the case."

" And now tell me beneath whose roof I have

found an asylum?" asked Ariadne.

"Have you ever heard of a nobleman named
Leveson—the Marquis of Leveson?" inquired

the housekeeper, with becoming caution.

" No, never—Oh! yes— I answered too hastily,"

said Ariadne, suddenly correcting herself, as she

remembered having read that the Mr. Dysart who
w-as hung a short time back was the husband of

the Marquis of Leveson's niece. "1 have heard his

lordship's name mentioned, now that I think of it

—but quite in a casual manner !"

"Well, then, should you be pleased or other-

wise,' asked the housekeeper, " if you heard that

you were beneath the roof of the Marquis of Le-

veson ?"

"I should esteem myself highly honoured," re-

turned Ariadne, with that simplicity of prejudice

in favour of the aristocracy which was natural with

one who had never been taught either by lessons

or by experience, to loath, hate, and aboiniiiate

that aristocracy as the greatest curse that God in

his wrath or Satan in his malignity ever inflicted

upon a country.
" Well, then," said the housekeeper, " this is

the mansion of the Marquis of Leveson : and I

occupy an important pose in his lordship's house-

hold. His lordship is an excellent man, and I am
sure that you will like him amazingly when you

come to know him. Besides which, he is certain

to feel a great interest in you after your adventure

of this night. And then, tjo, there is his beau-

tiful niece Lady Ernestina Dysart—one of th«

handsomest and finest women in England. Ah

!

how unfortunate she h;is been," added the house-

keeper, shaking her head with much apparent so-

lemnity.
" Yes, I know to what you allude," said Ariadne,

with a profound sigh, as the thought of Dysart's

fate, by a natural association, conjured up ideas of

Newgate, and forcibly reminded her of her brother

Theodore's recent misfortunes. " It was when

reading certain circumst.ances in the newspaper

that 1 first became acquainted with the name of

the Marquis of Leveson."
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•Well, my dear yoang lady," said the house-

keeper, " I need not tell you that it was a sad and

shockinjr blovr for h s lordship and his lordship's

niece. But I see that I must not chatter in this

way to you any long-er. Pray compose yourself to

rest. I will leave a light in your room : and on

this table by your bedside you will find cordials,

restoratives, aud various kinds of refreshment,

should you feel exhausted or faint. 1 will visit you

early in the morning, and hope to learn that you
have slept off the effects of the alarm and nervous-

ness produced by the fire."

The housekeeper then withdrew : and Ariadne

speedily sank into a profound slumber, little sus-

pectini; into what a maze of perils she had been so

perfidiously betrayed.

The first thing in the morning Brockman ac-

quainted the Marquis with the arrival of a young
lady in the middle of the night : and as the valet

had been conversing with the housekeeper only a

few minutes before he repaired to his master's

chamber, he had gleaned from her lips all that she

herself had gleaned from Ariadne's. The Marquis

of Leveson was unfeignedly astonished when he

heard of this arrival : and Brockman saw at once

that his master had really nol expected any such

occurrence.

But while they were still deliberating upon the

event, and the valet was explaining to the Marquis

how the fair stranger had spoken of Sir Douglas
Huntingdon and the fire whicti had occurred at

his house, a footman knocked at the door to an-

nounce that a man, who declined giving his name,
solicited an immediate audience of his lordship.

That this was one of the men who had brought

the fair stranger to the mansion during the night,

was presumable : and the Marquis, anxious to

learn more of the matter, at once proceeded to

the room where the individual was waiting.

The visitor was none other than the Hangman,
dressed out in his very best apparel : but his ill-

favoured countenance and sinister look were not

much improved by the advantages of a Sunday
garb. However, the Marquis did not expect to

encounter an elegant gentleman in the individual

who had brought the fair stranger to his house :

but at the same time he little suspected that the

ruffian who now stood in his presence was the

Public Executioner— tlie man wlio had been ad-

mitted into the joint confidence of his niece Ernes-

tin* and the Prince Regent relative to the affair

of the deceased Paul Dysart

!

" Well, and what is your business ?'' inquired the

nobleman.
" I called about the young girl that me and a

couple of pals of mine left here last night," said

the Hangman, with tlie most brazen effrontery.

"And pray," demanded the Marquis, assuming
a stern looic,

—" what made you bring that young
female hither ?"

"You see, my lord," replied Daniel Collin, " Sir

j

Douglas Huntingdon's house was burnt to tiie

j

ground during the past night. Me aud ray pals

I happened to be mingling quite promiscuous in tlie

I crowd that the fire collected ; and, lo and behold !

the Baronet brought down a young lady in his

arms, half naked and in a tainting state. So,
seeing that she was beautiful iis an angel, we got
possession of her—whipped her into a coach—aud
brought her here "

" But wiiy did you bring her hither?" demanded
the Marquis :

" that is the point I want you to
clear up."

" Oh ! there's no gammon about mo, my lord,"

exclaimed Coffin. "The fact is, I've been in those
secret chambers of your lordship's, and have looked
at all the pretty things in the shape of statues and
paintings "

"Ah !" ejaculated the nobleman, the truth flash-

ing to his comprehension : " then you are "

"Dan'el Coffin, at your lordship's service," was
the reply. "If your lordship wants references,"

added the fellow, with cool self-sufficiency, " I caa
give 'em either to Lady Ernestina or the Prince
iiego.nt."

" Well, I know now who you are and all about
you," said the Marquis, scarcely able to conceal
the sensation of utter loathing which he expe-
rienced as he gazed upon the public executioner.
" In plain terms, then, you fancied that in conse-

quence of having seen my private apartments, you
would not be doing wrong in bringing the young
girl to me ?"

" That's just what it is, my lord," answered the

Hangman.
"But do you know who she is ?" inquired the

Marquis : " what is her station in life ?—is she the

mistress of Sir Douglas Huntingdon—a relative

—

or a servant? lu fact, tell me ail about her."
" She's not a servant, but loolcs like a very gen-

teel young person—almost a lady, I should say.

But one thing is very certain—she's not the Baro-
net's mistress: for I happen to know that she
hasn't even known him many hours."

"But a few minutes are enough to ruin a
woman's virtue—let alone a few hours," said the
Marquis. "However, that is of little consequence,

since tlie girl is really beautiful. And now aft?r

all you have said, do you mean me to understand
that you are not well acquainted with her'? Of
course you are ! What is her name ?'

"I ciii't tell your lordship—I know no more
than Adam," was the reply. " The fact is, in a
few words, me and my pals were at Siiooter's Hill

on a little business the night before last ; and Sir

Douglas Huntingdon, who was travelling that way,

fell into our hands. Within the same hour, another

accident also threw this young lady in our way:
and to be briet^ they both succeeded in effecting

their escape and getting off' together. So it was

natural that the Baronet should give the young girl

an asylum : and that's the way she came to be at his

house. But hasn't your lordship seen htr yet ?"

" iSot yet. I am however told that she is really

very beautiful," observed the Marquis.
" Beautiful !" cried the Hangman, with a diabo-

lical leer : " she's so sweetly pre tty that if I hadn't

thought your lordship would give a good price for

her, I should have kept her for myself. I don't

know much of these matters ; but I must say that

you need only look in her face to sec that she's

innocence itself."

" Well, and so now you are come for your

reward ?" said the INIarquis. " What do you

expect ?"

"Fifty guineas won't hurt your lordship," an-

swered the Hangman.
" There—take that," said the JIarquis, throwing

down his purse, which he knew contained more

han the sum demanded.
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Daniel Coffin picked up the purse from the table

vrhere the nobleman had tossed it, and then took

his departure, -well pleased with the success of his

visit.

CHAPTER LXXXVL

A CATASTROPHE.

The chamber to which Ariadne Varian had been

consigned at Leveson House, was the one that

communicated with the dressing-room whence a

secret-door opened into the private suite of apart-

ments already so often referred to in our narra-

tive. This bed-chamber was sometimes occupied

by the Marquis himself; but he as frequently

slept in a room on a higher storey, for the sake of

the convenience offered by contiguous baths.

Thus, on the particular occasion now referred to,

the nobleman had spent the night in this last-

mentioned chamber: and therefore was it that

the housekeeper, with fiendish forethought, con-

signed Ariadne to the one whence the communi-
cation led to the private suite of apartments.

On awaking after some hours of refreshing

sleep, Ariadne recalled to mind everything that

had occurred during the past night: but still it

was without the slightest misgiving or suspicion

she remembered that she was now beneath the

roof of the Marquis of Leveson.

"While she was thus collecting h er ideas, the house-

keeper entered the room, bearing a tray, contain-

ing the young maiden's breakfast.

" Is it very late ?" inquired Ariadne, fancying

that she must have slept a long time.

I

"It is a little past ten o'clock," replied the

j

housekeeper :
-" but you will do well to take your

I

breakfast in bed as you have passed through so

I

much excitement and alarm during the past

i

night. Moreover, you have no apparel of any
1
kind here—and I must see about getting some

i

clothes presently. Ilis lordship will come and pay

I

you a visit immediately, and will then confer

j

with you on your plans and prospects."
" What, here !" ejaculated Ariadne, surprised at

[

the remark and conceiving that she had not pro-
perly understood it.

" And why not ?" asked the housekeeper, with a
smile. " The Marquis is old enough to be your
father: indeed you are a mere child to him.
Moreover, I am going to remain here with you,
my love 1"

Still Ariadne experienced a secret displeasure at

the idea of a stranger visiting her bed-room. Iler

pure-mindedness and natural delicacy shrank from
the thought : but she scarcely dared to venture any
farther remonstrance, as she felt that she was under
greet obligations to those who had given her an
asylum beneath that roof. Besides which, as she
had no garments to put on—not a stitch nor rag in

the whole world beyond the night-drapery that she
wore— she could not rise and dress herself to receive
the Marquis; and it was natural that he should
wish to know whom he had beneath his roof. But
this reflection suddenly gave rise to another: namely,
what account could she render of herself?— what

1 name should she pass by ? To refuse all replies to

j

the questions that might be put, would seem not

pnly suspicious but rude to a degree : and yet, on

the other hand, how could she tell the truth ?—how
announce the name of Ariadne Varian ? Ah! the
poor girl was indeed unused to the arts of deceit and
unskilled in the ways of duplicity

!

She was sitting up in bed, pondering mournfully

upon these points, and partaking of some chocolate

which the housekeeper had poured out for her, when
a gentle knock was heard at the door. The house-

keeper at once opened it ; and the Marquis entered

the room. Ariadne instinctively shrank beneath the

bed-clothes, while her cheeks were suffused with

blushes.

" How is the fair guest with whose presence cir-

cumstances have thus honoured me ?" said the

Marquis, assuming his softest voice and blandest

manner. " Really the incidents which have thus

brought you, young lady, within these walls are so

romantic, that they invest you with additional

charms."

Ariadne said nothing : she was overwhelmed with

confusion. But averting her blushing countenance,

she felt such strange sensations come over her—sen-
sations of mingled alarm, outraged modesty, and
bitter annoyance—that she was ready to burst into

tears.

" You are welcome to my house, young lady," re-

sumed the Marquis,—" most welcome 1 Indeed the

longer you grace it with your presence, the happier

I shall feel. My excellent housekeeper here will see

that your slightest wants shall not merely be at-

tended to, but even anticipated
"

"I thank your lordship," murmured Ariadne,

now recovering the power of utterance : " but I shall

not intrude on your lordship's hospitality much
longer. Indeed if your lordship's housekeeper will

only be kind enough to furnish me with apparel, I

shall at once prepare to take my departure," she

added, her sense of violated decency now triumphing

over her fears and imparting firmness to her tone.

" Well, well, my dear young lady—you are your

own mistress, no doubt," said the Marquis, believing

Ariadne's conduct to be nothing more nor less than

mere aflectation : for he could not fancy that it was

possible for her to have passed even a few short hours

in the dwelling of Sir Douglas Huntingdon and
have come forth pure and chaste. " But methinks

that this precipitation on your part to leave my man-
sion, where there is every disposition to treat you

kindly "

" My lord," interrupted Ariadne, now turning her

eyes towards the Marquis while her countenance was

flushed with indignation :
" I know not what may be

the manners and customs of fashionable life; but in

the sphere to which 1 belong, your presence in my
chamber would not only be deemed a violation of all

the rules of hospitality, but a positive outrage and

insult"

" Upon my honour, you take my conduct most un-

kindly!" exclaimed the Marquis. "But I will

withdraw for the present, since you appear to wish

it."

He then quitted the room, making a rapid sign to

the housekeeper : and the moment the door closed

behind him, Ariadne burst into a flood of tears.

"My dear girl, don't take on like this," said the

housekeeper. " Why, I am really surprised at you!

His lordship did not mean any offence-how could

he ? He perhaps spoke in rather an off-hand man-

ner : but then that was his familiarity of tone towards

one in whom he felt interested. I can assure you
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that the Marquis is generosity and liberality personi-

fied. If you askeJ him for any boon on which you

set your mind, you would have it. And young

ladies have their little whinas and caprices, you

know "

"Good heavens! what means this strange lan-

guage?" cried Ariadne, all the suspicions and mis-

givings which within the last few minutes had been

aroused in her mind, now becoming excited to a

painful degree. "If you really wish to befriend

me "

" What can I do, young lady ? Speak !"

"Procure me some apparel. I cannot offer to

recompense you at this moment : but in the course

of the day—when once I shall have seen Sir Douglas

Huntingdon "

,

" Ah!" ejaculated the housekeeper, now perfectly

convinced in her own mind that Ariadne was the

Baronet's mistress. "But wherefore should you be

in such haste to quit this mansion? Do you desire

to return to that Sir Douglas Huntingdon of whom
you have spoken V

" I do—he is my only friend!" exclaimed Ariadne,

with passionate vehemence, and not reflecting for a

moment what interpretation might be put upon

the manner in whicli she spoke of the Baronet.

" But will you—will you, my good woman, procure

me some fitting apparel? Surely Lady Ernestina

Dysart would t.ike compassion upon me—or one

of the female servants might lend me a gown—

a

shawl— a bonnet- iu tine, the barest neces-

saries "

"To be sure, my dear girl," said the house-

keeper: "I will procure all j'ou want ia good

time."

"At once!" cried Ariadne, springing from the

couch. " Procure me some raiment—I will dress

myself with all possible haste and will then in-

trude no longer "

" Ah ! you are wrong to speak of intrusion,"

interrupted the housekeeper. " But come into

this dressing-room : here are all the requisites of

the toilette—and I will soon procure you fitting

apparel."

"Oh! then I shall thank you indeed!" exclaimed

Ariadae, somewhat tranquillLsed by this assurauce.

But while she was combing out her beautiful

long flaxen hair iu the dressing-room adjoining

the bed-chamber, the housekeeper took advantage

of a moment when the maidon\s back was turned,

to touch the secret spriug and open the door lead-

ing into the suite of private apartments.

" 1 asked you just now whether you really

wished to return to Sir Douglas Iluutingdon,"

resumed the wily woman : "aud you declaimed that

such was your desire."

" He is my benefactor— I have already told you

as much," said Ariadne. " I am under obligations

to him—deep obligations," she repeated with a

profound sigh, as she thought of her brother to

whona the Baronet had despatched his valet James

with reassuring messages and with money.
" You are wrong, young lady —you are wrong,"

j

continued the housekeeper, "to think of returning

to Sir Douglis Huntingdon, when you may be so

much happier at the house of the Marquis of

Lcveson. Behold, my <Jear girl— behold this

splendidly furnished apartment into which the

(
dressing-room opens," she exclaimed, drawing

< back the secret door. " All these rooms that you

see shall be youi's—with domestics to wait upon
you- if you will only consent to remain here!

Ah ! my dear young lady, 1 aai sure I shall not
supplicate in vain !"

The amazement produced by these words over-

whelmed as it were the alarm previously excited

:

and Ariadne, desisting for a moment from the

operation of combing out her hair, turned upon
the woman a look so full of wonder and startled

inquiry, that it even expressed her feelings more
eloquently than the words to which she simultane-

ously gave utterance.

" Wherefore should you invite me thus to remain
within these walls?— wherefore should you offer

me the inducement of these elegant rooms? In-

deed, what know you of me, that such a proposal

should have emanated from your lips ?''

" Ah ! young lady," said the housekeeper, adopt-

ing a tone of gentle persuasion, " did you not

observe that the Marquis surveyed you with admi-

ration ! And surely, surely you will not be so

cruel as to treat him with indifterence or scorn?"
" Good heavens ! what words are these that I

hear !" exclaimed Ariadne, the colour coming and
going in rapid transitions upon her cheeks. " It

is impossible that this can be the house of the

Marquis of Leveson !—impossible that any noble-

man would have intruded into the chamber which

his hospitality had afforded to a young and friend-

less girl !—impossible that any female in his service

would dare to address me iu the language which

has just fallen from your lips
!"

" Now, if it comes to the matter of that," ex-

claimed the housekeeper, suddenly throwing off

the mask and speaking in a tone of coarse inso-

lence, " I don't see wiiy you should pretend to be

so very particular. Come, come, young woman

—

here's enough of this nonsense : and I have

already adopted the coaxing tone too long. I

suppose you meant to sell yourself to Sir Douglas

Huntingdon, even if you have not done it aln-ady.

But let me tell you that the Marquis of Leveson

will prove more profitable to you. I saw just now

by his lordship's words that he does not regard

you as the stubbornest of prudes, or yet as a

drjgoa of virtue ; and I know his humour well

fcuuugh to feel assured that he won't waste much
time iu coming to the point with you. Indeed he

has only retired for a few minutes, just to give me
the opportunity of being explicit with you."

A mortal paleness gradually spread itself over

Ariadne's countenance, as these words smote upon

her ears, c irryiug a.: it were the blight of a pesti-

lence down into her very soul: and staggering

towards a scat, she sank upon it crushed and over-

whelmed by a terrible consternation. A faiutness

seized upon her—a film spread rapidly over Ijer

eyes—and she felt that her senses were aban-

doning her,—when the sudden sound of a door

opening and shutting recalled her to herself.

Startled back as it were into complete conscious-

ness, she threw her affrighted looks around, and

perceived that she was now alone. The house-

keeper had left her—aud it was the sound of the

outer door of the bedchamber that she had heard

opening and closing so abruptly. But that door

almost immediately opened again : and now it was

the Maiquis of Leveson who re-appcared.

A scream of terror burst from the lips of

Ariadne : and not only did alarnl, but also a feel-
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ing of outraged modesty prompt her to fly from
his presence : for be it understood that she was in

a state of serai-nudity, having on nothing but the

uight-gear which left her neck and bosom all ex-

posed. As she turned thus abruptly away from
tiie approaching Marquis, she beheld the dour

which the houselceeper had left open when she dis-

played the handsomely-furniihcd apartment to

which it led.

" Beautiful girl !" exclaimed the Marquis, catch-

ing sight of her naked charms and instantaneously

iiiilaincd by the view. "Resistance is vain!—be-
sides, wlierefore prove so coy—so cruel

'

But Ariadne had rushed forward into the apart-

mont to which the secret door opened : and ;us she

shut it promptly behind her, she turned round in

eager search far the lock, that she might secure

herself against the Marquis. But what was her sur-

prise when she beheld nothing but tiie uniform and

uotroken surface of the handsomely papered wall,

42*

—no lock—no handle—not even so much as a

keyhole, to indicate the presence of a door ! Tho

thought dished to her mind that she had fallen

into some new snare : and overcome with a sense

of terror now wrought up to an excruciating pitch,

she sank down into one of the splendid arm chairs

with which the apartment was furnished. But at

the same instint did another rending scream burst

from her lips, as the sharp click of the perfidious

mcchaiiism fell upon her ears, and as her arms and

sliouiders were elapsed by the springs that sUrted

foi til from the chairs 1

At the same time tho invisible door by which

she had entered that room, was opened—and tho

Marquis of Lcveson made his appearance. In-

stantaneously shutting the door behind him, ho

stood feasting lii^ eyes upon the cliarms of his in-

tended viciiiii. But, Oh! his hard heart melted

not with pity as that sweet countenance waa up-

turned with an expression so earnestly imploring,
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SO pathetically entreating towards his own: no pity

nor remorse had he for that damsel's sake ;—all his

ideas, all his aspirations were concentrated ia the

butninj? heat of one absorbing passion !

" My lord, my lord," murmured Ariadne, " have

mercy upon me !"

But as the maiden uttered these words in a dying:

tone, her heard drooped forward—the a^aspiiitj.s of

her breath ceased—and the palpitations of her

snowy bosom were no lonj^er perceptible.

"She has fainted," said the Marquis to hiinself.

"But she is not the first who
"'

The nobleman's rerlection was suddenly cut

short by a mortal alarm which seized upon him .

for as he stooped down and looked at Ai'iadue,

it suddenly struck him that she was dead;

He hastily placed his hand upon her heart : but

it beat not;—and the bosom which his hand thus

pressed iu its nudity, was as still as if death were

indeed there. With a cold shudder running

through his entire form, he touched the secret

spring which released her from the grasp of the

mechanism : and lifting her iu his arms he bore

iier back into the bed-clianiber and laid her upon

the couch. Still did she continue senseless : and

if that were not the sleep of death, then as-

suredly was it a swoon of a most alarming cha-

racter.

Vainly did the Marquis sprinkle her counte-

nance with water and apply a scent-bottle to her

nostrils. She moved not— her. heai't was still—

her pulse imperceptible ;—and all vital colour-

ing was disappearing from her lips. Her
nails — those beautifully shaped nails, so pel-

lucid with their roseate tint a few moments
before—now were becoming of a bluish appear-

ance : and this circumstance gave a still deeper

shock to the soul of the Marquis, for he regarded

it as the unmistakable sign of death

!

He rang the bell—and the housekeeper answered

the summons. Nothing could equal the woman's

dismay on beholding Ariadne thus stretched life-

less on the couch ; and the Marquis saw by the

sudden horror which seized upon her what she

also thought—his worst fears being then confirmed,

that the maiden was indeed dead !

Almost wild with alarm, he bade the house-

keeper hasten and fetch Lady Ernestina thither;

and in a minute or two the woman returned ac-

companied by his lordship's niece. But Ernestina

.•\t once declared that all human aid was unavailing,

and that the damsel was no more

!

Nothing could exceed the excruciation of alarm

which now reigned iu that chamber. What was to

lie done?—how dispose of the corpse?— liow ac-

count for the presence of the young female iu the

house at all? The Marquis p:;ced to and fro in

liie chamber like a madman: the housekeeper fell

upon her knees by the side of the bed, and began

Hiving way to the bitterest lamentations ;—while
Lady Ernestina, conquering her emotions some-

what in the presence of the awful dilemma, stood

;;-:'.zing upon the beautiful face of tlie dead, revolv-

ing in her mind a thousand different schemes for

liie disposal of the corpse.

"Good heavens! what a calamity — what an
iiwful calamity!" exclaimed the Marquis, wringing

his hands at one moment, and then gesticulating

with them frantically the next.

" Oh I it is enough to hang us all," groaned the

housekeeper. "What on earth will become of
us?"

" Calm yourselves, calm yourselves— I beseech
you!" said Ernestina. "It is only by extreme
prudence, circumspection, and caution tiiat we
shall avoid discovery—that is to say, if the oc-
currence must be concealed. But why not let

it ba avowed? The girl was not murdered

—

at least not murdered iii the positive meaning of

the term "

" But there must be a coroner's inquest, and all

the aunoyances and dangers of an inquiry 1" said

the Marquis. " How am I to account for the girl

being here?— under what circumstances am I to

say she died? If recognised and identified as the
one who was rescued last night from the fire at

Huntingdon's house, how came she here ? Where-
fore was she brought to such a distance, instead of

being taken to some dwelling close at hand ? Ah I

the case is fraught wth terrible suspicion, Ernes-
tina—you must see that it is !"

" Oh ! yes," said the housekeeper, with bitter

lamentations : " it must be hushed up—it must be
hushed up !"

" Then do you know what is to be done," said

Ernestina, a sudden idea striking her. "You
must send for Sir Douglas Huntingdon—tell him
all that has happened—and tiirow yourself upon
his mercy. There is nothing else to be done."

" But if this girl was his mistress," exclauned

the Marquis, '-he might seek a cruel revenge.

And yet it is hardly possible that he can care

anything for her, seeing that their acquaintance

has only been of a few hours Yes, ves," he ex-

claimed, suddenly intenupting himself: "your
advice must be adopted, Ernestina. Huntingdon
would not ruin an old friend

!"

"Besides," observed the nobleman's niece,

"you will ascertain who the young gu-1 was, and

whether there will be much inquiry made by rela-

tives or by friends into the circumstances of her

deatli."
'• Be it then as you say," observed the Marquis.

" And now, Ernestina, for God's sake take ihis

distracted woman away with you, and endeavour

to console her—or at all events to make her hold

her peace—while I send for Sir Douglas Huntmg-
don."

Lady Ernestina accordingly persuaded the

housekeeper to accompany her away from the

chamber of death ; and the Marquis, quitting the

room 'also, and locking the door behind him,

hastened to make a confidant ol his valet Brock-

man, whom he despatched forthwith iu seiirch uf

the Baronet. In about ha'.f-an-hour Brockman
returned accompanied by Sir Douglhs, whi>m he

hud found at an hotel in the immediate neighbour-

hood of his own ruined mansion: and as the

valet had not given the Baionet the least intima-

tion of wherefore his presence was required iu

Albemarle-street, he was naturally much surprised

at being thus peremptorily summoned thither.

At first, indeed, ho had refused to yield to Brock-

man's request, fancying that some treacherous or

spiteful trick might be meditated againt him in

revenge for the part ho had played in rescuing

Louisa Stanley from the power of the JIarquis of

Lovesou. But perceiving, by Brockmau's manutr,

that the afl'air was urgent, although the valet do-

cliucd entering into explanatory p-uticulai-s. Sir
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Douglas ultimately agreed to accompany him to

Leveson House.

On arriving there, the Baronet was at once

conducted into an apartment where he found the

Marquis alone, but pacing to and fro in a state of

dreadful excitement and agitation.

" Good heavens, Levesou," he exclaimed, "what

ia the matter ?"

" Tell me, Huntingdon—tell me, before I speak

a word to the point,"' said the Marquis of Levesou,

advancing hurriedly, and seizing the Baronet by

the hand,—" tell me whether there is any ill feeling

i on your part towards me ?"

j

" Not a whit 1 " cried Sir Douglas : " on the
' contrary, I was fearful that you would break off

I
your friendship with me on account of my in-

I

trusion upon your proceedings at so critical a

I

moment the day before yesterday. But, my dear

I Leveson, as you called at Strattoa Street and saw

Miss Bathurst on that morning, you are of

course acquainted with the entire mystery re-

lative "

I "Ah I mydearHuntingdon.alltheMissBathursts,

and Clara Stanleys, and Venetias in the world

are at this moment nothing to me," interrupted

j

the Marquis: "for you see before you one of the

most miserable of men "

j

"Indeed! I do observe that you are pale and
! agitated—very pale," cried the Baronet. "But

I

what is the matter ? Is there anything I can do

I

for you ? Though having troubles enough of my
own at this moment—what with the burning down
of my house—the loss of a young lady in whom I

had suddenly conceived the deepest interest "

" Oh ! now, now I am more wretched than ever
!''

exclaimed the Marquis. " Huntingdon—my ho-

nour, almost my life, is in your hands "

"Good heavens! what mean you?" cried the

Baronet, nearly as much stunned as he was be-

wildered.

" Will you swear to screen me—swear to hold
me harmless—swear not to betray me "

"Yes, yes— I will swear anything, if you only
relieve me from this torturing suspense."

"Know, then, that the young lady whom you
have lost

"

" Good God! has she fallen into your hands ?"'

"Yes—but I knew not "

""Where is she?—where is she?" exclaimed Sir

Douglas Huntingdon, seizing the Marquis by the
collar of his coat. "Oh! if you have dared to

harm a hair of her head "

" Heavens ! how shall I tell you the dreadful
truth !" almost yelled forth the wretched Marquis
as he writhed in the grasp of the Baronet.

" "Villain, you have ravished her !" thundered Sir
Douglas, hurling the Marquis from him with
terrific violence: then dashing his open palms
forcibly against his brow in all the wild fury of
excitement, he exclaimed, ""Would to God! that lio" o^ ii»"e, to the side of the couch, Sir Douglas
you had reported her death to me, rather than Huntingdon beheld all that remained of Ariadne
this

!"

"Her death—her death!" repeated the Mar-
quis, leaning upon the chair against which the
Baronet had flung him: "yes—it is her dniuh
that 1 have to report for she is a spotless vir-

gin so far as I am concerned !"

The Baronet staggered back a few paces, and
then reeled as if seized with a sudden vertigo

;

for despite the confusion into which his ideas

Variaii, stretched like a beautiful statue before his

eyes. Her light hair, swept entirely away from her

browf, fell back over the pillow upon which her

head rested,—thus revealing the whole of that

bweet countenance, with the dehcately chi-elled

and faultless features on which a smile of angelio

resignation appeared to rest, as if in the very mo-
ment of dissolution she had experienced the cer-

tainty that she was about to pass from the woes of

were suddenly thrown, still was there a strong
lurid beam penetrating them with a horrible clear-

ness, bringing forth in dread relief the fact that
the young girl was no more

!

"Dead!" he at length muttered between his

teeth :
" dead, do you say ?"' he repeated in a low

thick voice, as with a pale countenance and with
wiidness in his eyes he gazed upon the Marquis. I

" Yes—she is dead," answered Leveson : " aud if
j

all my fortune could bring her back to life, it '

should be surrendered up." I

" Toll me how this happened," said the Baronet, '

pressing his hands to his brow as if to steady his

reeling brain : then sitting down, he appeared to
await the explanations with the vacancy of look
and the abstracted manner of one whose senses
are in a whirl.

" I will tell you all—everything," said the Mar-
quis, in a hurried tone of breathless agitation:
" and then must I throw myself upon your mercy.
In the middle of the night some men brought that
girl hither—I knew not who she was— I never saw
her before—I had not bargained with them fjr the
service which they thus thrust upon me. The men
told some tale about you and the young girl hav-
ing been together at a hut on Shooters' Hill."

"Ah ! then I understand who the villains were,"

exclaimed the Baronet, indignation once more
bringing back the colour to his cheeks. " But go
on—go on."

"They brought the girl here, then, after the

fire at your house," resumed the Marquis ; " and
she was received into the mansion. Believing her,

in plain truth, to have been your mistress, 1 fan-

cied that her coyness was assumed : and perhaps
1 was too hasty—too importunate. At all events

she sought refuge in that very room which con-
tains the chairs—you know what chairs I mean

—

aud sinking into one, the fright 1 presume was too

much for her—and—and she died
!"

"Poor Ariadne !"' murmured the Baronet to

himself : and averting his head, he dashed away a
tear.

" On my life," continued the Marquis, " I have
told you the truth, Huntingdon. I have explained

the events precisely as they took place; and I

need scarcely say that every possible remedy and
restorative was applied

"

" Enough, enough !

' ejaculated Sir Douglas,

suddenly. " Let me see her."

This command, uttered with a stern and abrupt

imperiousnes , was at once obeyed by the Marqiiirt

of Levesou ; aud he conducted the Baronet to the

room where Ariadne lay. On the threshold of the

chamber, Sir Douglas turned suddenly Vound and
motioned the Marquis not to follow him : then

closing the door abruptly, ho remained alone in

the chamber with tlie dead.

Advancing slowly, hesitatingly, and with a scnsa-
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earth to the joys of heaven. Her eyelids were

shut close, with the browa lashes resting upon the

alabaster cheeks ; so that she appeared as if she

were only sleeping. The lips had remained sli<;htly

apart, affording a glimpse of the pearls within, and

thus strengthening the impression that she was not

dead, but only slept. The slight drapery which

she wore, had settled ia such a way as to develop

the gentle undulations and softly swelling contours

of her sylphid form: the arms remained grace-

fully rounded, like those of one in a slumber, and

not with the rigidity of the last sleep from which

tliere is no awakening upon earth ;—and the sym-

metrical beauty of the lower limbs was likewise re-

vealed by the plaits of her virgin vesture. Alas !

that this should be the raiment of the dead

!

Sir Douglas Huntiiigclou gazed upon her with

a sort of incredulity that she was really no more;

and for nearly a minute he thought she was only

sleeping. He hoped so—and he earnestly prayed

within himself that ^uch might be the case. Yet

the longer he looked down upon that alabaster

countenance, the fniuter gre^v that hope; while the

stronger became the conviclioa that she was in-

deed no more

!

" Yet— lier spirit has fled for ever," he inwardly

mused: "the young, the innocent, the beautiful

has gone to that heaven which is her fitting home.

She looks as if she did but sleep : and yet there is

the absence of all vital colouring from those cheeks

—and the breath comas not from between those

lips. Her form ii motionless, though not vet

stricken with the rigidity of death. O Aria ins I i

knew thee but for a few hours : and yet in that

short time But this is childish on my part,''

ejaculated the Baronet aloud, as he made a sudden

effort to master his emolious : then feeling that

his eyes were dim and that tesrs were trickling

down his cheeks, he no longer sought to check the

natural current of his grief; — and sitting down
on the edge of the couch, he took the hand—the

small cold hand— of Ariadne in his own; and

averting his eyes from her marble countenance, he

eaid aloud, and with a passionate outburst of

feeling, "I cannot bear to look upon that in-

animate countenance, which was so lovely iu its

animation
!"

Then for upwards of a minute he remained in

that position, wrapped up in the deepest thought

;

until at length regaining somewhat of his lost firm-

ness, he rose abruptly—threw one last lingering

look upon the deceased—and then quitted the

room.

On the landing outside he found the Marquis
waiting fur him ; and in silence did they proceed

back to the apartment where they had previously

conversed.
" That young girl. Lord Leveson," said the Ba-

ronet, in a deep and solemn tone, " has a brother

who will sooner or later come to demand an ac-

count of his sister. Of me will he demand that

account, inasmuch as 1 had written to him to state

tliat she had found an asylum—an honourable
asylum—with me; and when he comes therefore

to inquire for her, what answer am I to give?"
* Yuu will not conipromise me ?" said the Jlar-

quis, in a tone of earnest entreaty. " Can it not
be avt^rred tliiit, rendered houseless by the fire,

the damsel was consigned to the care of my house-
keeper or niece, whichever you liUo to namo— but

that she died of the fright produced by that con-
flagration 7"

" Yes— this tale must indeed be told," said the
Baronet. " And now let inatruclioui be given for

the funeral of the poor girl."

"And what name is to be placed upon her cofiSn ?"

asked Lord Leveson, inwardly rejoiced to find that

no exposure was to take place.
*' What name ?" repeated the Baronet. " There

is no reason now why her real name should be con-
cealed—therefore upon her cofiBn-lidhave inscribed

the words, Ariadne Varian."

"What!" ejaculated the Marquis, immediately

struck by the name : " surely this poor girl
"

" Yes—I know what is passing in your mind,"

said Huntingdon, in a mournful tone: "she was

the sister of him the narrative of whose escape you
have read in the newspapers."

"But her brother," exclaimed the Marquis—"ia

he not a fugitive? and will be ever come to claim

his sister ?"

"If I can obtain for him a free pardon, for

which I am about to interest myself," returned

the Baronet. "But of all this no matter;—suffice

it fur you. Lord Leveson, to know that I am inte-

rested in the young man's behalf. Would to God
that it were within the range of mortal power to

recall his sister to life '."

With these words Sir Douglas Huntingdon hur-

rie^l away in a state of mind such as he had never

experienced befoc

CHAPTER LXXXVII.

SYNCOPE AND TETANOS.

Dimly and feebly did a sense of returning con-

sciousness steal into Ariadne's mind,—slowly, slowly

as the glimmering of dawn struggles against the

mists of night in the eastern horizon. Whether she

had fainted or slept she knew not : nor indeed had

she the power to reflect upon the point— for her

thoughts were all in confusion—not painfully agi-

tating in the brain, but iu dull, numb, inert chaos.

That there had been a period of oblivion she bad

something like a distinct notion : but whether it had

lasted lor days, hours, or only minutes, she knew

not—nor had she suflBcieut clearness of mind to

conjecture.

But as the sense of consciousness came back—as

this re-awakening of the intellect began to take place

—she became aware that there was somebody in the

room. She endeavoured to open her eyes—but

could not. Nevertheless, she felt that the light of

day was upon those closed lids, and that it was not

a stupendous darkness that weighed them down.

Amidst the dull and stagnant chaos of her thoughts,

flickered in upon her intellect a somewhat brighter

beam than the primal one of returning conscious-

ness ; and this new ray of intelligence seemed to

enlighten her the least thing more distinctly as to her

exact condition. She became aware, indeed, that

she was stretched upon a couch ; but after that ram

attempt to open her eyes, she remained for perhaps

two or three whole minutes without any farther en-
j

deavour to move. Then hearing a voice suddenly
|

speaking near her, the tones flowing munnur-

ingly upon her ears without her being able to un-

derstand the words uUered, she instinctively at.
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tempted to turn round towards the speaker. But

no !—she was bound hand and foot by some inrisible

and unknown spell—enchained by some stupendous

and indomitable influence— turned into a statue so

far as her physical being was concerned, and ani-

mated with only just a sufficiency of the spiritual

essence to give her a dim and twilight idea of her

own condition.

Still was her appreciation of this condition too in-

distinct, too vague, and too obscure to produce any

poignant feeling. Sensation she had, it was true-
but so lulled, 80 steeped in a mystic lethargy, so dull,

numb, and sluggish, that it had not sufficient vita-

lity for any keenness of reflection, whether painful

or otherwise.

Gradually the idea began to become strengthened

in Ariadne's mind relative to the presence of some
one near lier; and at length it seemed as if an inspi-

ration dawned in unto her soul, whispering the

name of Douglas Huntingdon. Then she appeared

to acquire a knowledge that there was such a person

as he in the world ; but how or when she had known
him before, she had no distinct comprehension. She
heard him breathing syllables of sorrow near her;

and then she felt him take her hand in his own. A
pulse seemed to thrill through her entire frame at

that contact,—yes, thrill even pleasurably, as if it

were the touch of life giving back animation into

one on whom death sat heavy and cold; but yet

that thrill was only faint and feeble—and it imparted

not complete vitality nor broke the spell that en-

tranced the maiden.

She felt her hand clasped in that of Huntingdon;

and she fell, too, by the touch that /us hand burnt

with the fever-heat of excitement, and that her own
was as cold as ice. She longed—Oh ! how she longed

to return the pressure which she felt : for now a

strange, vague, and ill-defined perception of the real

trath of her condition stole into her mind, and made
her feel a desire to make known the fact that she

wasindeeda/iue/ But not in the slightest—not in

the faintest—not in the remotest degree could she

return that pressure : not a muscle could she move
—not a nerve quivered in response to her will. The
faintest breeze has more power to shake the state-

liest tree, than her volition could exercise over her

own faculties of motion. Still as death—motionless
as a statue, she lay—with a gentle glimmering of

the spark of life that was just conscious of its own
existence, but could not make this existence known
to another. And now therefore arose in her mind
the conviction that she breathed not though she
lived—and on the other hand, that she was not dead
though animation was all but utterly suspended.

A still brighter clearness shed its influence upon
her mind—that mind which thus, after having first

awakened as it were in the midst of a vast hall

where a single lamp burnt dimly in the midst of

the blackness, now felt as if additional lamps were
being lighted up one by one so as to set forth hy
these slow degrees some fresh features of the place.

She heard those words to which the Baronet gave
utterance with so much feelinjf

—
'• / cannot bear to

look upon that inanimate countenance which wcu so

j

lovely in its animation!" Yes—she heard, she un-
derstood these words : slie even perceived the im-

]

passioned vibration of tone which characterised

I them— the amount of anguish which they ex-

j

pressed! And again did she experience a thrill

of the pulse through her entire frame—but a thrill

that was felt not by him who held her hand and
who believed it was the hand of the dead. Tnea
this hand of hers was quitted by that of the Baro-
net: the contact had ceased—the fevered flesh and
the marble-cold flesh touched each other no more
—and instead of the thrill of the vibrating pulse»

it was an ice chill that struck to the very core of
the maiden's heart!

But now she felt—intuitively, instinctively felt

—that Sir Douglas Huntingdon was gazing upon
her. Her eyelids were closed, as we have already

said; but it was in looking upward as it were from
the mind itself—by the exertion, so to speak, of an
inner sense of vision— that she thus felt that he
was looUiug upon her. She could even understand
the look—she could comprehend its nature — lin-

gering, longing, sad, and mournful. But, O God!
why did she not return it?—just heaven! why
could she not?

She heard the door close : and now she knew that

she was alone. The silence suddenly struck her
as being awful, awful in the extreme : and then
too, at the same instant, a more horrible cle irness

sprang up in her mind—a fearful light Aiming up
iu her soul! lu a word, she unde-stood ail in a
moment,—that she was ia a spec es of trance—

a

syncope—and that she was believed to be dead!

Dead!—great heaven, what awful thoughts now
sprang up in her imagination! Was the hand of

death ia reality upon her?—was .she dying?

—

would she soon be really dead ? Death ! its bitter-

ness was not past— its sting was there—and the

grave perhaps would soon assert its victory. But
to die— Oh! to die while she felt that ghe was so
young—for her thoughts were now every instant

becoming more vividly clear and more "keenly per-

ceptive,— to die so young, it was terrible, terrible t

Tnen her brother, too—for she now remembered
him and thought of him—yes, his image suddenly

sprang up clearly and tangitdy as it were before

her,— this well beloved brother, what would he

think, what would he say when he henrd that she

had died thus prematurely, thus suddenly ? But
no—she could not die—she must not die yet ! In-

nocent, stainless of crime—aye, even iraraaculato

though she were in mind as well as in body—she

was not prepared to die! She would move her

limbs—she would turn round on that couch—she
would raise herself up—and she would exhibit all

the powers of full, living, breathing, moving viuU
ity! Alas! vain, Tain were the thoughts— vain

the aspirations—vaiu the endeavours : so far frooi

stirring hand or foot, she could not even move a

muscle of her countenance—nor unclose an eyelid

—nor feel her lips quiver with the breath of lire!

We said that her mind had now a horrible clear-

ness: and such indeed it was. For her thoughts

began to flow in still more frightful and hideous

channels—depicting all the paraphernalia of death

—the laying out of the corpse (iu Acr case perhaps

a seemiiuj corpse)—the putting on of the raiment of

the dead—the enclosing in the shell—the screwing

down of the lid of the cofiiu—the consignment to

the grave—and the shovelling in of the damp and
wormy clay ! Heavens I as all these harrowing

thoughts swept through the brain of the poor

young girl, she endured an agony of agonies inef-

fable for human language—an agony all the more
agonising because endured by one whose form was

motionless and could not bend or yield as it were
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with recoil, tremblins^, or shudder, to the dreadful

influence of those thoughts. And now, with the

extremest poignancy was the fact presented to

her mind that she was not oven nearly dead, but

that her state was one presenting that phenomenon

so strange, so awful, and so terrible in the history

of human nature

!

The horror produced by all these thoughts

gradually merged into the more stupifying state of

consternation; and then a dreamy repose stole

over the young maiden. Oblivion supervened;

and thus for a while were her senses steeped in

forge tfuln ess. How long this interval lasted, she

however knew not ; and when she returned to con-

sciousness she became aware that her posture on
the couch was somewhat changed. She was now
lying completely on her back; and she felt that

her arms were placed close by her sides, and that

her feet were likewise in close and parallel contact.

Next she perceived, by the sensation, that some-
thing was fastened under her chin ; and as she be-

gan to ponder upon the meaning of all this, the

recollection of what had passed just previously to

the last interval of oblivion slowly came back to

her mind, until at length the awful—the crushing

—the appulling thought settled in her soul, tliat

she was laid out as a corpse

!

Horror of horroi-s! With full, poignant, and
vivid keenness, did all her consciousness return :

and she once more became possessed of every

faculty of perception. There was no doubt as to

her actual position : she knew it—she understood
it—she felt it all. She was believed to be dead-
she was laid out in the usual manner ere being

Qonsigned to the coffin—and the winding-aheet

already wraipped her form ! The thought of all

this was maddening, maddening. Her brain ap-

peared to be on fire—and the sensation of gnawing
flames had she also at the heart, though that heart

beat not. Her eyelids were closed—nor could she

open them: nevertheless lightnings appeared to

flash before her vision. It was horrible, horrible,

to experience all this, and yet not be able so much
as to relieve the harrowed feelings with a shudder

or a sliriek. For when something dreadful meets

the eye or strikes upon the mind, it is a relief to

shudder in recoil or to send forth an ejaculation

from .the lips. But here was the unhappy girl

bound as it were in the adamantine chains of utter

petrifaction —a marble body with a soul of fire

—

incapjible of performing the least function of life,

and yet inspired with all life's keenest and acutest

sensations

!

All the faculties belonging to the mind seemed
to have concentrated in themselves the vitality

which naturally belonged to the body; and all the

senses were sharpened to even a painful degree.

Thus she could hear sounds the faintest and
slightest imaginable—such as insects picking in

the wood of the bedstead with the noise of the

deathwatch ! She could smell the clean linen

which wrapped her as a winding-sheet, and which,

perhaps from the nature of the soap used in wash-
ing it, had a certain earthy odour that made it

indeed appear the raiment of the dead. She
could feel all the plaits and folds of these cere-

ments as they lay loose upon one portion of her

form and tighter on another : she could feel the

linen passing round her head, and the cambric
that was tied us a bandage to hold up her cliia-

Through her closed lids could her eyes perceive the
light of the sun streaming through the curtains of
the window facing the couch—those beams which
borrowed a deeper i-edness from the hue of those
curtains! Thus were her senses acuminated to

the keenest edge; and as the body was left mo-
tionless, those faculties appeared to exercise

themselves with all the concentration of vitality

which they had absorbed as it were from the
physical powers.

In the midst of her harrowing thoughts she
heard the door open, and the housekeeper's voice

say in a low and mournful tone, " Walk in—walk
in, Mr, Stimson—walk in."

Then the door was closed again very gently;

and two persons advanced up to the side of the

bed—the housekeeper and the man whom she bad
called Mr. Stimson.

" What a sweet corpse the dear girl does make,"
said the housekeeper, assuming a whimpering tone

and heaving three or four deep-drawn sighs.

"Ah! Mr. Stimson, she wasn't here many hour9>

but I really had taken quite a fancy to her—she

was so amiable and good : and I do believe that

in the same short time she grew quite as fond of

me."

"Poor young lady!" returned Mr. Stimson, ia

a hollow and lugubrious voice. " How come it all

about, ma'am ?"

" Why, you see, Mr. Stimson," resumed tlio

housekeeper, " this young lady was staying at Sir

Douglas Huntingdon's, and his house was burnt

down last night. Such rapid progress did the fire

make, that the dear girl well nigh fell a sacrifice

to the flames ; but a couple of noble-hearted geu-

tlemen—one an officer in the Guards, and the

other the son of a Bishop—rescued her at the

peril of their lives ; and the officer wrapped her

up in his great military cloak. Then she was put
into a hackney-coach that was passing at the

time; and as Sir Douglas is very intimate here,

he thought the best thing he could do was to send
her to be taken care of by Lady Ernestina. The
fright which the young lady received from the fire

was no doubt dreadful; but we thought she had
quite recovered, and didn't dream th;it she was in

any possible danger. But about ten o'clock this

morning the poor dear creature seemed to be t:iken

so bad suddenly, that we got quite alarmed; and
before we could even send for the doctor she was

dead. Lord bless you, Mr. Stimson, she went off

just like a child going to sleep in its mother's

arms ;—and with her dear head, poor young

creature, pillowed on my bosom, she breathed Lcr

last."

"Well, ma'am," said Mr. Stimson, "it's a wery

great saytisfaction for you to know that you did

your best, while death was doing his wust,—and
that she went off like that there, with her head on

your buzzim. She's as lovely a corpse as ever I

had the measuring of."

" Yes," whimpered the housekeeper ;
" hasn't

she got a sweet pretty face—and her flesh is just

like wax. Poor thing ! the worms will soon make
havoc upon it."

" Poor thing !" echoed Mr. Stimson, in his Jeep

sepulchral voice, which he purposely made as

hollow and lugubrious as possible. " The wunis

indeed will prey upon the poor gal."

It can scarcely be necessary to inform the reader
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that Ariadne's feelings were now drawn to such an

extreme tension, ttiat it appeared as if iier brain

must burst and lier lieart-strings snap. Slie had

no difficulty in discovering-, from the preceding dis-

course, who Mr. Scimsou was. He was evidently

the undertaker. But the vile hypocrisy of that

woman, the housekeeper—the false version she

gave of the circumstances of Ariadne's arrival at

the mansion—the assumed sympathy and commis-

eration witli which she sought to play her part iu

the presence of the undertaker,—all this added to

the poignancy and painfulness of the scene. But
then tlie disc /urse itself— to hear herself styled a

corpse—then the remark that her flesh was colour-

less as wax;— and la-tly the observation— the

frightful obieivation, relative to the worms soon

preying upon her—Oh ! all this was ihe most ex-

quisie r'etiuement of iuefifable agonies!

But tills crucifixion of the feelings was not yet

passed through. She felt the undertaker place his

rule upon her to measure her length for the coffi i

;

and she lieard him mutter to himself, in a low under

tone, the exact measurement of feel and inches as

he thus took it. Guod God! how within herself

she battled—Oh I how she battled for the power of

sending forth one long loud thrilling sliriek !—how
she strove—heaven alone can tell how she strove

—

to force a vent for the transcending agony of her

feelings I But no : all her efforts were vain and
useless. The spell—the awful spell was upon her

:

and still like a marble woman was she animated

with a soul of fire.

"And so you say, ma'am," observed Mr. Stim-

son, speaking in a low voice that was well suitable

for the chamber of death, but yet with something

more of a business tone than hitherto,—"and so,

ma'am, it is to be a wery decent fuueral—not over

expensive, but respectable ?"

I

"Just so," re.-ponded the housekeeper. " His

1

lordsliip has entrusted the whole management to

1 me; and I think, Mr. Siimson," she added in a

j

significant tone, "that you and I can make every-

thing cumfortable between us'i*"

" Oh ! to be sure," responded the undertaker;

j

" Come, ma'am, tell me candidly how high you dare

[

go: and then I can tell you iiow much profit you
: and me can siieer betwixt us."

]

"Well, I don't think his lordship would mind
sixty or seventy guinea^.'

!

" Wery good," observed Mr. Stimson, with a

low hollow chuckle wliich appeared to issue from a

coffin or a vault: "let's say seventy-five guineas,

and then we can divide thirty betwixt us. That
will make fifteen for your sheer."

" Agreed," said the housekeeper : " but you
must send in a regular proper bill, because the

Marquis sometimes takes it into his head to look

over his accounts."
" Don't be afeard, ma'am. I will put down fifteen

guineas for a brick grave, and it shan't be no brick

grave at all. Theu, how many do you think will

attend the funeral?"

j
" I don't know who will attend it : the Marquis, I

suppose— Sir Douglas Huntingdon—just for ap-

pearance' sake—and that's all."

j

"Well, we can put down ten mourners," ob-

served Stimson; "'cause why, the bill must be
' made out to look respectable. Ten mourners

—

I that will be a guinea each for hut- baud and gloves,

and a guiuea each for the use of mouruiug cloaks

:

so there we have twenty guineas at once. Fifteen,

as already said, for tUe brick grave, makes thirty-

live. Coffin, fifteen—makes fifty : shell, five gui-

neas—and use of pall, five guineas— there's sixty.

Hearse and mourning coaciies, ten guineas—that's

seventy : and ten of my chaps, half a guinea each

—there's five guineas : and that makes up the

seventy-five."

" Well, you really are one of the cleverest gen-

tlemen I ever met with," said the housekeeper,

with a subdued laugh. " But after ail, fifteen

guineas a-piece is very little to get out of this

business."
" Well," observed Mr. Stimson, " I'll manage to

add five to your sheer. Let me see— I said fifteen

guineas for the coffin : of course I mc! uit a first-

rate oaken one ; but I tell you what I'll do— I'll

give a common one, painted and grained to look

like oak—and that's the way I'll do it. The
poor gal there won't be none the wiser."

"Ah! you dear clever fellow," chuckled the

housekeeper in a subdued tone: "a man of your
talent, Mr. Stimson, ought to have been Prime
Minister, instead of an undertaker."

" Well, ma'am, I think 1 have got a little talent,"

returned Mr. Stimson, with a complacent manner:
" but 1 ain wery well sa^i^fied with my woeation,

and don't know that I should improve it particular

by a change. But I think ne have done heie all

that is required now ?"

"One word," said the housekeeper: "when
shall the fuueral take place ?"

"Suppose we say this day week?" suggested
the undertaker. " The corp-e is a nice fresh 'un,"

he continued, laying his great heavy rough hand
upon Ariadne's cheek, "and won't spile. Besides,

it will look better to take plenty of time for the
funeral ; 'cause why, we are to pretend to have a
brick grave and a oak coffin."

" Then let us say this day week," rejoined the
housekeepur : and she thereupon quitted the room,
accompanied by Mr. Stimson.

Ariadne was once more alone. Alone indeed:

but, good heavens ! with whit hideous, horrible,

excruciating thoughts—thoughts that swept like

fiery arrows through her brain, conjuring up images
from the charnel-house and the grave! Like
ghastly spectres treading to the solemn measure of

a dirge, did they pass in array before her meutal

vision, ifes—for she was treated as one that was

dead—laid out as a corpse—and had just been an
ear-witness to the arrangements devised for her

own funeral! She had felt the rule of the under-

taker taking her measure for a coffin ; and she had
felt likewise his rough hand laid upon her cheek
with the cold brutal indiiference of one who is ac-

customed to handle the dead! And theu that

woman, who had affected so much sympathy in her
behalf, was now actually trailickiug iu her supposed
death— trafficking for profit to be derived from tho

funeral of her whose fate she pretfiidod to deplore.

And then that cold-blooded, heartless, hypocritical

scoundrel—tlie undertaker himself—Ae also was
making a market of tho dead: he also was prac-
tising the slimy ways of the money-grubber in re-

spect to the su[)remo aud most solemn rites of
mortality and of tho Christian faith.

All these circum<tance3—all these reflections-
combined to aggravate, if possible, the horror •

which previously filled Ariadne's soul : aud she
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alreidy felt as if she were in the depths of the cold

grave, with the clay filled up over the coflan

!

Again did the stupor of oblivion enwrap her

mind: and when she re-awoke to consciousness

utter darkness rested upon her closed eyelids. The

silence and the blackness of night eutombed her

—stupendous night, always fraught with vague

and dreamy fears even for those in fullest health,

but now marked by ten thousand terrors for her

who was alive in the secrecy of her own sensations,

but dead to the exercise of all faculties— dead also

to the world without 1

CHA.PTER LXXXVIII.

tllE TRANCE CONTINUED.

Immediately upon quitting Leveson House, Sir

DougUs Huutiiigdon repaired to Carlton Palace

and saught an iniei view with Venetia. Lady Sack-

ville at once received the Baronet in the breakfast-

parlour where she was seated at the time ; and

poiii-lingtowards'a newspaper which lay upon the

t.iblr>, she said, "Jly dear friend, it was with the

s^noirest sorrow that I read t!ie half <Jjzen lines in

lut journal wliich mention the fire at yoar house

last night. It is however a subject of cangratula-

tian ttiat you are safe. Bat you look dreadfully

careworn and haggard "

•'No wonder, Venetia," observed the Baronet,
" afier all that I have gone through."

He then sate down and gave her an account of

everything that had transpired within the last two

days. Commencing his narrative from the moment
when lie parted with Louisa Stanley at Dartford,

ho procei'ded to describe the perilous adventures

of Sliooter.s' Hill. He told Venetia how circum-

stances had thrown Ariadne in his way—how she

had saved his life at the hut—how they had fled

together—and how he had given her an asylum at

his own house : he then explained who she was, and

in confidence revealed to Lady Sackville's ear

those particulars relative to Theodore and his

sister which have been made known to the reader

in a previous chapter. Lastly, he narrated the cir-

cumstances of the young girl's abduction to the

Marquis of Leveson's house, and concluded with a

description of her death.

At first, when he began to speak of Ariadne, Sir

Douglas observed that Venetia's beauteous eyes glit-

tered somewhat with a jealous uneasiness: and na-

turally flattered by this proof that he was very far

from being an object of inJiffsrence to the lovely

idol of fashion, he cautiously abstained from uttering

a word calculated to show that Ariadne had made
the slightest impression of a tender character upon

his heart. He spoke of her in a tone of compas-

sionate friendship, and speedily observed that a gleam

of satisfaction stole over the features of Lady Sack-

ville. But when he came to that portion of his

narrative which described Ariadne's death—or rather

her supposed death,—when indeed he explained how
the sensual brutality of the Marquis of Leveson had

bi>en the cause of the lamentable catastrophe

—

Venetia's splendid countenance coloured with indig-

nation, and she murmured between lier set teeth,

" That detestable Marq lis of Leveson ! will the day

of retribution never dawn for him?"
"And now, my dear Venetia," resumed the Ba-

ronet, " I will explain to you in a few words the objec t

of my visit. Indeed you must grant me a boon
this moment—you must do me a service without
delay "

" You know, my dear Douglas," she responded,
with a peculiar look of mingled tenderness and sig-

nificancy, ' that there is nothing you can demand of
me which I am not prepared to grant. Tell me,
therefore, how I can serve you. Bat I think I can
already conjecture : —is it not the pardon of Theodore
Varian that you require ?"

" It is, dearest Veoetia—it is," replied the Ba-
ronet.

Lady Sackville spoke not another word ; but rising

from her seat, quitted the room. She remained
absent for about an hour, at the expiration of which
interval she returned ; and by the smile of satisfaction

that played upon her charming lips. Sir Douglas saw
that she had succeeded.

"This is the pardon—the full, free, unconditional

pardon of Theodore Varian," she observed, handing
the Baronet a paper. " Fortunately the Secretary of
State was with his Royal Highness at the moment;
and therefore the document is duly countersigned.

I explained to them both a sufficiency of the par-

ticulars connected with the case of Theodore Varian
to prove that lie was as mach sinned against by his

late master Emmerson, as sinning : and I likewise

told them in confidence a little of his poor sister's

history. The Minister therefore made not the slight-

est objection to grant the pardon ; and as for his

Royal Highness," added Venetia, proudly, "of
cour-^e he was instantaneously prepared to grant my
demand."
"Ten thousand thanks, dear Venetia, for this

prompt kindness on your part," exclaimed Sir

Douglas Huntingdon, glancing his eye over the paper

ere he consigned it to his pocket "And now you
will excuse me for leaving you abruptly, inasmuch
as I am anxious to transmit thisj)ar>lon to Theodore
Varian, together with the letter containing the sad

intelligence of his sister's death."

" And do you purpose," asked Venetia, " to veil

from Mr. Varian the infamy of the Marquis of Le-
veson towards his sister?"

" Of what avail, Venetia, will it be to augment the

sorrows of this already too unfortunate young man ?

Besides, I myself have not been immaculate enough

in my life to feel justified in becoming the accuser of

others; but on the other hand I have so many faults

of my own to screen, that I consider it but just to

throw a veil if possible over the faults of my friends

or acquaintances."
" Well, be it so, Douglas," observed Venetia.

" And now depart to execute your purpose with

regard to Varian : I will not detain you a minute

longer. But remember," she added, with a mean-

ing look, " I shall always be delighted and happy

to see you."
" Ah ! Venetia, do not fancy that I am not like-

wise too happy to find myself in your society :"

—

then hastily raising her hand to his lips, he hurried

from the room.

Returning to the hotel where he had tikcn up

his quarters, he sate down and penned a letter to

Theodore Varian. In this epistle he broke to tlie

young brother as gently as he could the intelli-

gence of the sister's death, which he attributed to

the shock produced by the conflagration upon the

previously attenuated mind of the youug girl. This
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letter, accompanied by the pardon, Sir Douglas

Huntingdon at once sent off by a courier to Dover,

in the hope that the messenger might overtake

Varian previous to his embarkation for France:

but if not, the courier was instructed to lose no

time in following the young man to the Continent.

Having adopted these measures, Sir Douglas Hun-
tingdon turned his attention to his own affairs : for

he felt for the first time in his life the necessity of

expelling thought by means of bustle and occupa-

tion. Indeed, the image of Ariadne was uppermost
in his mind : and frequently, frequently did he find

himself giving way to the gloomiest reflections,

and pondering upon her whom he had known but

for so short a time and who had been so rudely

and suddenly snatched awiiy from him, as he

thought, ybr ever!

In the evening Doctor Copperas called at the

hotel ; and on being shown to the room where the

Baronet was sitting alone after dinner, the phy-

43*

sician expressed himself much shocked at the
tidings he had received relative to the death of

his fair patient.

" One or two circumstances have rather aston-

ished me in this matter," observed the doctor, as

he sate down to take a glass of wine with the

Baronet: "one is that the poor girl should have
been sent to find an asylum at the house of the
Marquis of Leveson, who is an unmarried man

—

or rather a widower : and the second is that I,

being the medical attendant of the young lady,

was not called in this morning when she was found
to be dying. At all events, if his lordship had not
chosen to send for me, he would at all events have
acted prudently in summoning that truly wonderful
man—the greatest ornament of his profession

—

I mean Doctor Ttmrston."

".My good friend," returned the Baronet, "your
two objections are very easily mot. In the first

place, it was necessary to conaiga the young girl
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to the care of some kind-hearted lady ; and being

acquainted with Lady Ernestina Dysart, I thought

it best to send the poor creature to her. Secondly,

the Marquis of Leveson was unaware that you
were the medical attendant "

"Enough, enough!" ejaculated Doctor Cop-
peras : " I am pertectly satisfied with what you
have said, my dear Sir Douglas. But perhaps you
will permit me to observe that in these cases of

rapid sinking and speedy dissolution arising from
fdght, there are so many curious phases and phe-
nomena that they never ou;^ht to te lost sight of

by the medical man in attendance at the time.

Now I feel perfectly convinced that if that very

remarkable authority Dr. Thurston had been
called in on this occasion, he would have given

to the world a most valuable treatise upon the

subject."

Sir Douglas Huntingdon was in no humoar to

converse with so vedious a personage as Doctor
Copperas : he accordingly fell into a deep abstrac-

tion—and the physician, having dilated for about
twenty minutes upon the merits of Doctor Thurs-
ton as a medical practitioner, and the learning of

Doctor Thurston as a medical authority, took his

leave.

A couple of days passed; and ths V -/jnet's con-
fidential domestic James returned fro , -Jover. He
had succeeded in finding Theodore V'arian, and
had delivered to him the messa^jes and the purse
of money sent by the Baronet, whose advice it ap-
peared the young man had promptly followed by
I'epairing to Calais. Indeed, James had seen him
embark on board the hoy ; and thus was it clear

that he had quitted England ere being overtaken
by the messenger who bore his pardon.
The next day Sir Douglas Huntingdon proceeded

to Leveson House to inquire how the preparations
proceeded for Ariadne's funeral. The Marquis was
not at home at the time ; and Lady Ernestina Dysart,
who detested the Baronet ever since his interference
in the affair ofLouisa Stanley, affected to be retained
in her own room by indisposition. The housekeeper
accordingly took upon herself to answer the Baro-
net's queries; and she assured him that the most
satisfactory preparations were heing made. Sir

Douglas Huntingdon desired tie woman to conduct
him to the chamber where Ariadne lay; for he ex-
perienced an irresistible longing to behold once
more in death that sweet counteuaace which had
made so deep an impression upon him in life. The
housekeeper accordingly proceeded to what was
believed to be the chamber of death ; and the
moment the Baronet crossed the threshold a feel-

ing of indescribable awe mingled with the pro-
found mournfulness which already filled his heart.

But when he beheld that wax-like countenance
on which thera was nothing of the ghastliness or
loathsomeness of death,—when he beheld it fresh
and damask- like as it was in life,—the only ap-
pearance of death being the utter absence of all

vital tint,—he could not help exclaiming, " Gooa
heavens t surely she does but sleep."
The housekeeper shook her head with an as-

sumed melancholy, as she observed in a low tone,
" When no positive disease or previous illness is

the cause of death, the corpse frequently remains
thus fresh and well preserved."

" Death!—is this indeed death ? can it be death ?"

mused the Baronet, ia a low tone to himself, as he

stood gazing down upon that countenance so ^ft
in its very rigidity, so sweet in its immovability, so

full of ineffable expression in its utter stillness.

"If this be death, then death is not terrible: no

—

tis nothing but a slumber a little more profound
than that into which we sink at night— only,

only, to this slumber here there is no awakening I

This is the eternal night that on earth hath no
dawn !"

While thus musing, in a low tone, Sir Douglas
Huntingdon had bent over the form of the young
girl who lay stretched upon that couch ; and a tear

dropped from his eyelash upon her cheeL With
his cambric handkerchief he gently wiped it away,
murmuring between his lips, " Poor Ariadne—poor

Ariadne! if you had lived, the feeling which you
had already inspired and which I experience now in

my soul, would have expanded into the strongest

and purest love—and you should have been my
wife!"

Then stooping down, he gently kissed her ala-

baster forehead, and turning abruptly away, hurried
from the room, followed by the housekeeper.

If anybody a few days previously had told Sir

Douglas Huntingdon that within a week he was
destined to be moved by such feelings as these

—

destined to experience the influence of such melt-
ing, chastening, and reforming thoughts trooping

through his mind—he would have ridiculed the pro-

phecy and laughed at the prophet. But no man can
say how soon the sentiment of love may animate
his breast, nor how quickly it may enthrone itself

in the sanctuary of the heart

!

It was now the afternoon of the fourth day of

Ariadne's supposed death ; and during this period a

profound stupor had entranced her thoughts at

such frequent and for such long intervals that her

soul, rent with a million tortures when awake, was
thus refreshed and invigorated as it were by those

periods when its agonies were numbed in syncope
and its thoughts steeped in oblivion. But to de-

scribe the rcdections and the terrors which she

experienced when awake, would be to recapitulate

that delineation of the feelings which we have pre-

viously attempted. We may however observe that

occasionally did a gleam of hope penetrate through

the murky clouds that girt her soul—a hope that

she m;i;ht yet be enabled to shake off the trammels

of th.s tremendous spell which was upon her and
give evidence of her vitality before being con-

signed to the coffin and bnried alive !

She was awake—and she was giving way to this

hope at the moment when Sir Douglas Huntingdon
paid that visit which has just been alluded to. She
immediately recognised his voice as he stood speak-

ing musingly by the side of the couch ; and with

that keenness of sense which has previously been
mentioned, she could hear as plainly all that he said

as if he were speaking in a much louder tone

—

whereas the housekeeper wiio stood close by, could

no: catch the meaning of his words. And by a sort

of mesmeric infiueuce, also, did Ariadne become

aware that ho was gazing down upon her. Yes ;

and it seemed as if through her closed eyelids she

could even observe the nature of that look, so full

of a mournful tenderness : and then ineffable feel-

ings sprang up in her heart—and when she heard

him murmur those words avowing his love and de-

ploring that she had not lived to become his wife, the

poor gkl felt for a moment as if she were being sud-
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denly gifted with the power to cast off the spell of

the trance, fling her arms around his neck, weep

upon his breast, and prove that she was alive! That

was a moment—a single moment of beatific feeling

for the unfortunate Ariadne : but the darkest, deep-

est, blackest despair suddenly seized upon her soul as

she felt herseli still tied down to that couch—still en-

chained in motionless rigidity—still cold and lifeless

as marble in body, though with a mind that was

every instant flaming up with the accumulated vio-

lence of a thousand volcanos

!

Then she felt the tear-drop upon her cheek.

Heavens! it seemed to sink down into her very

heart. Oh! that fear!—that tear! it was a pledge

of love Good God ! what mockery for her to

dream of such bliss as that which ia concentrated

in the word love

!

Deeper— yes, deeper, deeper down into the

lowest abyss of despair was she plunged, as all

hope abandoned her. Then she felt the tear wiped

away from her face : then the kiss was imprinted

upon her brow;-^aiid then there were sounds of

hurried retreating steps— and the door closed

again—and she was once more alone. Yes: and

once more did she relapse into that stupor which

gave her mental energies the means and the lei-

sure to repose, and ifgain their strength in order

to put forth their excrueiatiug vitality again !

"VVhen she next awoke she became aware that

there was a candle or a lamp in the room. Tiirough

her closed eyelids could she distinguish whore it

was; and then she heard several heavy feet moving
about the chamber, though with an evident endea-

vour that their tread should be as light as possible.

A horrible suspicion sprang up in the poor giil's

mind ; and it was almost immediately confirmed

by other sounds which struck upon her ears.

These sounds were those of wood coming in con-

tact with wood—one thing being lifted upon an-

other: and then she knew that the undertaker's

men were in the room placing the shell up<.in the

tressels

!

It instantaneously struck her that if ever the

excruciUion of her mental agonies should become,
sufficiently keen to inspire her physical being with

new life, th's must be the moment. If the asptiyxia

should now prove stronger than that anguisli which
was torturing her soul to such an extent as appa-

rently to render it capable of inspiring marble
itself with motion, then in that case did it seem as

if all hope might be really abandoned. She felt

her mind struggling within—or rather she made it

struggle with all Iha viDlence of desperation to

force a as it were to give vent to its feelings in

anyone of the aumeroUs evidences of life: such
as a shudder—a shriek—a stretcliiug forth of the

arms—a turning of the head—an opening of the
eyelid—or even a quivering of the lips. But no:
notliing of all this could she accomplish. Her
mind was impris nied in a form rigid and ijuprac-

ticable as marble: and it seemed to her as if she
herself were vainly struggling for emancipation
from the interior of a stone sepulchre in which,

like a lloman vestal of ancient times, she was
walled up

!

But we cannot describe the full liorror of her
thoughts on this head: we nuist leave the reader

much to imagine and depict unto himself. For
now the moment—the dread moment had cjme
when Ariadne was to be placed iu the shell. It

was from habit that the undertaker and his men
trod as gently as possible in the room— from
habit that they spoke in under-tones suited to

the chamber of death—from habit that they laid

their hands upon her gently and delicately. It was
habit all : for in their nature they were no more
susceptible of sympathy thau other men. On the

contrary—from being in the frequent companion-
ship of the dead, they knew neither awe nor pity.

Indeed, their feelihgs were much blunted and their

hearts much brutalized by their avocation : atid if

a proof ot this were wanting, it might have been
found in the fact that the housekeeper, knowing
their predilection, at this moment entered the room
with a tray containing a bottle of spirits and several

glasses. Thereupon the undertaker and his luen

turned away from the couch, and approached the

toilette-table where the housekeeper deposited the

tray.

"Now, ma'am, will you jine in?" asked Mr.
Stimson, as he filled all the glasses round.

" Well, I'll iust take a leeti" drop, so as not to

seem unfriendly," said the honsekeeper.

"That's right, ma'am. j\.:id now," continued

Stimson, raising a brimming glass to his lips,

" here's your wery good health, ma'am—and here's

his lordship's health too—and wishing us all good
luck:"— with which benediction the undertaker

screwed up his eyes, as if to shut out the fume of

the liquor as he tossed it d ^wa his throat.

Having refreshed themselves with a dram, the

servitors of death returned to the couch, and once

mire resumed their hold upon Ariadne. Not the

concentrated anguish of ten thousand racks—not

the essence powerfully condensed of all the most
refined excruciations of the Inquisition—can con-

vey any adequate idea of the agony of agonies

which the young girl now endured. All

such ideas as the coiling of fiery serpents

around the form—of burning alive in candescent

flames—of tearing off the scalp and dropping

boiling oil upon the brain laid bare—of flaying

alive and searing the excoriated flesh with red-hot

iron—of passing red-hot needles through the eyes,

all such ideas as these, we say, fell incomparably

short of the illimitable agony endured by the poor

girl as the undertaker and his men lifiied her from

the bed and put her into the narrow shell.

This being done, the men retraced their way to

the toilette-table, and regaled themselves with

another dram.
" I never did see a corpse keep so fresh," ob-

served Stimson: "there's no oozing out of the

mouth—no discolouring under the eyes—not even

any particular blueness of the nails. And then,

too, she felt as limp and supple as if only in a
fit."

" But I shouldn't like to be only half .as dead for

all that," said ona of the men. "Poor thing," he

continued, with the mechanical utterance of the

sympathetic ej:»oulation: "she'll bo discoloured

and blue enough in a few days—and she'll get stark

and stilf enough, too, before she's put into her

coffin and screwed down."

Screwed down! good heavens, what dreadful

words—overwhelming as a torrent, devouring as a

oonUigration, crushing as a tluiiiderbolt ! Life

appeared now to be really ebbing away tViiiu liie

statue-like form of Ariadne Varian : and oh ! how
Hhe wished that she mi(fht be really dying— tli.i>-
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her spirit might be indeed passing, so that she

could avoid that crowning horror—th^t tran-

sendant catastrophe,—*««§' buried alive! Again

did a stupor come over her : agaia were her senses

wrapped in oblivion.

The uudertaktr and his meu remained in the

room until they iiad emptied the bottle of spirits;

and then they took their leave of the housekeeper

and their departure from the mansion.

Presently—she could not tell how long after the

stupor had fallen upon her — a roseate radiance

appeared to be shining all around Ariadne. She

was no longer in the shell—no longer wrapped in

the garments of the grave—no longer laid out as

a corpse. She felt as if she had been wafted into

some other sphere ; and a strain of sweet celestial

music came floating upon her ears. Then,

as those silver octaves made the air melo-

dious, she fancied that she beheld angel-shapes

hovering before her eyes—shapes of seraphs and

of sylphs, with azure garments and white wings.

The music swelled into the divinest symphony,

exultant throughout the vast regions ot space :

and it seemed to the maiden that she was wafted

quick and unimpeded, but by some invisible power,

through the starry firmament,— mingling with

aerial beings of indescribable beauty. An ineffable

pleasure pervaded her soul as she called to mind
all the horrors from which, she had just escaped :

for the barrier between life and death seemed to be

indeed passed over, and herself emancipated from
the trammels of earth and now soaring in heaven.

Presently a form. of angelic loveliness and ra-

diant with the sunniest smiles, came floating

through the roseate atmosphere,—a female form

clad in streaming robes of azure and of gold,

arranged in alternate foldings and spangled with

countless gems. The long yellow hair floated like

a beaming meteor, diffusing an enhanced glory

all around. But nothing could equal the celestial

benignity and seraphic joy that mingled in that

beauteous countenance: so that under this angelic

figuration Ariadne recollected not immediately the

features of her motlier—her long dead mother I

Now indeed she knew that she was in heaven : and

extending her arms towards the advancing shape,

she anticipated the next moment to be elapsed to

its bosom,—when all in an instant the sweet and
ecstatic thoughts filling her soul were turned into

horror and dismay— the angel shape vanished

from her view—utter darkness suddenly entombed
her—and down, down she sank as if into an un-

fathomable abyss

!

Down, down she kept descending: down, down
into the blackest darkness, where the only change
was that made by hideous shapes blacker than the

blackness, darker than the darkness itself! Yes

—

all was confusion and whirl in her brain—a series

and a change of mental agony. Now all of a
sudden a tremendous light appeared ; and in the

distance were seen the inextinguishable but un-
consumiiig fires of hell. No nearer however to

them did she approach— but kept falling down,
down, far beyond the influence of the molten
flames that filled the vast and blazing prison of

Satan's kingdom. But as her eyes remained
fixed upon ilial region of fire, she saw thai ii broke
into the shape of immense buildings—vast palaces,

tremendous domes, and colossal pillars— all made of

the living flame and exhaling the red atmosphere

which hung like a lurid cloud above it. Still also
;

as she ^azed, she observed the back-ground of that

vast city of Satan,—a back-ground forming hilli I

and mountains, some covered with forests, others
|

merely dotted with groups of trees, but all wrought
as it were out of the lurid opaque fire. Still keener
and keener grew the maiden's power of vision. She
now beheld the windows of all the houses, mansions,

and palaces in that city of hell ; and she saw that

those windows were defended by immense bars of fire.

But now the entire city seemed to be made of red

hot iron,—every feature of the place of one colour

—

everything formed of one material. And through

those bars she beheld myriads of shadowy forms, I

all red and glowing as if they themselves were pene- i

trated with fire, or heated as it were to a candescent
'

and almost transparent state. Keener grew her

vision still : and she saw more. She beheld ineffable

anguish depicted on every countenance—an anguish

such as no living language can describe. In the

palaces she beheld the shapes of those who had once

been the kings and queens of the earth : but their

crowns were now of red hot iron, fastened with red

hot nails upon their burning but unconsuming heads.

Their sceptres had changed into fiery serpents—their

orbs into scorpions of flame. The purple, the scarlet,

and the ermine robes that decorated them on earth

were succeeded by a flowing vesture of flame; and if

in any region of hell the fire was hotter and the tor-

ture more agonising than elsewhere, then was this

supremacy of all excruciations to be found in these

palaces of the kings and queens. In the great man-
sions were the shades of those who had been pre-

lates aud church- dignitaries upon earth, and who
having made religion a means to heap up wealth

and honours for their own aggrandisement, were now
deservedly enduring retribution in the ebbless and

eternal waves of flame that swept through the man-
sions of red hot iron. Aud in other mansions were

the lords and those who had been great ones upon

earth, but who having made earth a heaven for them-

selves and a hell for the masses of their fellow-

creatures, were now enduring the real hell of the

other world

!

But gradually all this tremendous spectacle

began to fade away from Ariadne'.s view ; and still

she appeared to be falling down with the velocity of

a flash of lightning— until all was dark once moie.

Then gradually she awoke to the consciousness

that she had been passing through the phases of a

dream, wherein she had beholden both heaven aud

hell!

Then where was she? Were these thoughts—

these harrowing thoughts that poured back into

her memory, laden with horrible reminiscences,—

were all these a dream hkevrise ? "Was it a dream

that she had been in a trance—that she had been

treated as one dead—aud that preparations were

made for her funeral? Was all this a dream—ai\ I

dared she think so? But, no : great God! no—it

was not a dream ! She was there— hi utter dark-

ness—unable to move—pent up in the narrowest

possible space: jes-she was in a trance—and she

was in her ^hell

!

Another two days passed away ; and during the

in;erval very br;ef indeed had been the monienis

of consciousness endured by the unfortunate girl.

But It was now on the sixih evening of h«>r sup-

posed de.i.h, and while she was .-ufferiiig the tor-

tures of a more vivid sensibility than site had e.\-
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perienced for forty-eight hours past, that the door

of the chamber was opened—and again did the

undertaker and three or four of his men enter the

apartment. They bore something with them, too

—something heavy and also hollow—something

that knocked against the wood-work of the door-

way as they brought it in—something ominous and
dread to think of ! Yes—just heaven ! it was the

damsel's coffin that they brought.

Her coffin!—but she is not dead—the light

burns in her soul, although it ceases to shine forth

to the view of the world : the lamp is not extin-

guished—the oil of life is not exhausted. Then
wherefore seize upon her now ?—wherefore carry

her away from the midst of the world to which she

belongs, to consign her to the raw damp solitude

of the grave ? Oh ! it is because she is believed

to be dead—and thus as a corpse she is to be

treated. Now to her mind rush the many things

she has heard in her life relative to people being

buried alive—of coffins being opened years after

the interment, and the wretched inmates being

found to have turned on their sides or their faces,

or to have gnawed their own flesh for sustenance :

and now, just heaven ! was such to be her fate ?

Speaking of sustenance, reminds us to observe

that though several days had elapsed since food

had passed Ariadne's lips, yet that she experienced

neither hunger nor thirst—no, nor yet that sink-

ing at the stomach which is usually felt through

want of nourishment. All vital actions of the sys-

tem Avcre suspended or suppressed in a physical

sense: the body seemed to be dead—all its wants

and necessities dead likewise;—and yet all the

senses, how keenly were they alive I

Yes—the coffin was brought in and deposited

upon the floor. The undertaker and his men then

lifted the shell from the tressels, and placed it

inside the eolBu : they then raised the coffin itself

upon the tressels, leaving the lid loosely lying on

the top. Scarcely was this done when the door
opened again ; and the housekeeper entered.

Ariadne knew by the rattling of the glasses that

the servitors of death were about to regale themr
selves once more with spirits. Such was the case :

but this time the tray was not placed upon the

toilette-table—nor on a chair—nor on the bed

—

nor yet on the chest of drawers—no, nor on any
article of furniture in the chamber ; but upon the

coffin-lid itself 1 And then the undertaker and
his men, together with the housekeeper, all stood

round that coffin and drank the spirits which were
poured out.

"Well, Mr. Stimson, how do you think tho

corpse looks now ?" asked the housekeeper.

"Unchanged and fresh as ever, ma'am," was the

response. "I never did see such a beautiful corpse

iu all ray life. We'll leave the coffin-lid off till the

last moment, because the body's so fresh. If we
screwed it down, it would precious soon begin to

decompose."

Decompose! good heavens, to talk of this in the

hearing of one who was not yet dead !

" Well now, the funeral's for the day after to-

morrow, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon, " ob-

served the housekeeper; "and Sir Douglas Hun-
tingdon lias told mo that he means to attend— so

docs the Marquis, out of respect for Sir Douglas."

"Well," replied Stimson, "we shall have two

mourning coaches—one for his lordship and the

Baronet, and t'other for me and three of my men
to look like mourners and make the funeral re-

spectable. I always choose the most sorrowful-

looking of my people to go with me in a mourning-
coach ; and it has a wery good effect. But last

time—that was about a month ago—one on 'em
tumbled into the grave when we got to the church-
yard, 'cause why he got blazing drunk."

" Well, we mustn't have any drunkenness here,

Mr. Stimson," said the housekeeper, in an authori-

tative tone : " the Marquis would be in a frightful

way if you didn't all keep perfectly sober."

Here the colloquy ended—the liquor was dis-

posed of—the party of death's servitors, together

with the housekeeper, retired—and Ariadue was
now alone.

Alone—in her coffin!

CHAPTER LXXXIX.

THE COFFIN.

It was the morning of the funeral. The blinds

were drawn down throughout the front of the

mansion : but no mutes appeared at the door, the

obsequies being merely respectable and notfashion-
able.

From the period of being placed in her coffin,

Ariadne had known but a few minutes of cen-

sciousness up to about ten o'clock on the morning
of which we arc now writing : and then she was
awakened as it were from a profound sleep by
hearing a strange noise. Gradually did con-

sciousness resume lis sway in her soul,—that

consciousness which, every time it returned after

an interval of stupor, was accompanied by so many
harrowing memories—so many p(jignant remini-

scences. But on the present occasion Ariadne

was longer than usual in collecting her ideas and

marshalling her confused thoughts so as to arrive

at the comprehension of the full horror of her

position. Indeed, at first she could not possibly

conjecture what that strange noise might be—

a

noise which nevertheless grated so ominously in

her ears and jarred against every chord in lier

heart ! It was a fearful noise—a sound well calcu-

lated to inspire dread horror even before its full

meaning was comprehended. But when the

damsel's thoughts settled down into the proper

cells of her mind—when her ideas became so dis-

ciplined as to take a consecutive order in her

memory—then did the chain of her recollections

lead her on to the comprehension of this hiileous

noise that was grating and jarring close by her

ears,—and she telt—she knew—she understood

that she was being screwed down in her coffin I

Let it not be thought that during the many in-

tervals of consciousness which Ariadne h.id expe-

rienced, from the first moment of her seeming

death until tho present time,—let it not be thought,

we say, that she had forgotten to appeal to that

yilmighty Being in whom she put her faith. Far

from it: all her thoughts during those intervals

were a homage to the Deity and were interwoven

with a train of retlcctions constituting a worship.

For she had faith— the sublimest faith in the good-

ness, the wisdom, and tho power of the Almighty

;

and thus was it that occasionally, as wu have be-
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fore stated, she experienced a jrleam of hope—thus

was it also that she had been led to dream of

lieaven. It was not because she experienced

bitter, burning moments of agony, excruciatinjr

intervals of horror, and fits of the bl^ickest despair,

—it was not because she thus folt all the weak-

nesses of hum:ia nature generaVly and of her own

sex in particular, that the reader must suppose

she did not pray or that she did not maintain her

faith in heaven. She had prayed—and she prayed

now: in her soul did she pra" deeply and fervently

while the hideous noise of tne coffin-screws grated

upon her ears as they secured that lid which now

seemed the barrier between herself and all earthlj

hopel
Her mind still retained a vivid clearness. She

could think calmy, collectedly upon tne past—upon

the awful present— and upon that future in which

she put her faith. She hoped that her spirit would

soon leave its mortal habitation and liy to tnose

eternal realms whereof she nad a glimpse in her

dreams. But as yet, although the coffiu-lid was

screwed down, she experienced no sense of sufi'o-

cation—doubtless because the faculty ot breathing

was suspended in that state of asphyxia wnerem

she was wrapped. But it was from tl.c commg

scenes of the tremendous drama that her soul now

recoiled so shudderingly,—the lowering into the

grave—the shovelling in of the earth—and thea

the remaining in tne clayey depth, perhaps to

linger for days and days Oh! this was the

horror, the agony, the anguish !

But while these thoughts were fastening their

gnawing vulture-talons upon her bram, the door

of the chamber opened, and she almost imme-

diately heard the voices of the Marquis of Leveson

and Sir Douglas Huntingdon. Yes—through the

coffin -through the shell—through the cerements,

penetrated those voices; and one sank down-

deep down—into her heart!

•'Who will accompany us?" inquired Hunting-

don, his voice made tremulous with a profound

sorrow.

« I know of no one besides yourself and me who

can attend as mourners,'" returned the Marquis.

"For appearance' sake, the undertaker and aome

of his men will follow in a secona coaen "

•'Appearance' sake I" said the Baronet, bitterly.

"But no matter—it must be so. And now, if

everything be in readiness
"

Here Ariadne's senses oegan to fail her—the

stupor returned—and she heard no more.

But scarcely had oblivion thus poured its opiate-

balm into her soul, when tne door of the apart-

ment was opened hurriedly, and a servant made

his appearance, saying to the Marquis, "My lord,

a young man desires to see lither yourself or Sir

Douglas Huntingdon immediately. He wanted to

come up—but 1 would not let him
"

"Ah! it is no doubt Theodore," interrupted the

Baronet.
" What ! the brother," murmured the Marquis

:

then seizing the Baronet forcibly by the arm, he

said in a low but rapid and earnest tone, •' You
will not compromise me—you have promised net

to compromise me '"

" No, no," interrupted the Baronet, impatiently

:

t'x-n turning to the domestic, he said, "Let the

v.iimgman comeup."

The servant withdrew: and in loss than half a

minute the door opened again, and a genteel, good-

looking, but careworn and emaciated young man
made his appearance. But the moment all the dread

emblems of death—the coffin on the tressels—the

undertaker and his men creeping about like black

snakes, a« tliey prepared the cloaks, put on the hat-

bands, and looked out the gloves,—in fine, as all the

sombre features of the scene were embraced by that

young man at a glance, he staggered against the

door-post, and a deep convulsing sob denoted the

fulness ot his mental agony.
•' Mr. Varian, I presume ?" said the Baionet, ad-

vancing and taking the young man's hand.

"And you are Sir Douglas Huntingdon?" was
the tremulous and indeed broken response : but al-

though Theodore could say no more at the instani,

vet he pressed the Baronet's hand in token of in-

effable gratitude.

"It is a melancholy scene for you, Mr. Varian,"

continued Sir Douglas; "but you must bear up with

becoming f>rtitude against tliis alEiction."

"Oh! that I had been here in time to fling one

last look irpon her sweet face— to imprint one last

kiss upon her forehead !" murmured Theodore, clasp-

ing his hands and sobbing convulsively. "It would

not bring her back to life—it would not restore to

me my dearly beloved sister: but revertheless, it

would be a satisfaction— a melancholy, raoumful

satisfaction
"

" Do you really wish it, Mr. Varian?" askad Sir

Douglas, deeply moved by the young m^n's almost

heartbroken anguish.
" 1 do, I do," he answered eagerly. "You know

not, .sir, how fondly—how devotedly I have loved

that dear sister of mine. Ah ! sir, it was for her

sake that I fell into the wavs of error Bnt
let that pass!" he exclaimed, suddenly checking

himself as he was reminded by the Baronet's look

that there were many strangers in the room ; and
although they of course knew who he was, since

his name had been mentioned on his entrance, yet

it was by no means necessary to enlighten them as

to all the details of the past.

" Your wish shall be attended to, Mr. Varian,"

said the Baronet. ''It is but reasonable—it is but

just; and moreover, it will not detain the funeral

procession many minutes :"—tlieu, turning to the

undertaker, he said, "Remove that coffin-lid once

more—this gentleman is the brother of the de-

ceased."

Mr. Stimson and his men immediately set to

work to obey the command they had just received;

and in a few minutes the lid of the cotVui was Hfced

awp,y. Theodore Variau then approached, with

that species of hesitation and reluctance which

characterizes the first glance which a loving one

bestows upon the beloved dead: but on reach-

ing the head of the coffin, he stood gazing down

fixedly and mournfully upon the beautiful counte-

nance of his sister. Sir Douglas Uuutiiigdon also

approached and contemplated the pale wax-lilce face

of Ariadue ; and at this moment, doubtless under

the influence of the fresh air, the stupor abandoned

her again and consciousness returued.

" Behold your sister, Mr. Varian," murmured Sir

Douglas Huntingdon, in a trembling voice: "how

little is she changed, although in death !"

"She looks as if she only slept," returned Theo-

dore, his own voice moi-c tremulous still. "Alas,

alas, poor sistw! beautiful wast Ihou in life—beau-
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tiful art thou in death: and now thy soul is in

heaven !"

Ariadne heard the two voices—the voice of the

Baronet and the voice of her brother ; and her ear

lost not a single syllable tliat either voice thus

uttered. But now those voices ceased, and were

succeeded by the stilled sobs that proclaimed all

the bitterness of Theodore's anguish. Heavens!

would no revulsion now take place in the condi-

tions of her being ? Yes—she felt a quivering at

the heart—such a sensiitiou as she had not hitherto

tjcperienced throughout her ti'ance; and almost at

the same instant her brother exclaimed in a tone

wild with mingled hope apd fear, " Good heavens !

her lips moved !"

" Alas, no !" said the Baronet : " it was but the

fitful play of a sunbeam through the opening in

the window curtain."

"No, no!" crifd Varian, in a tone of the most

passionate and fervid exultation : " it is no dream
—no delusion There, behold it now !"

"Almighty powers! it is so," exclaimed the

Baronet. " She lives—she lives
!"

All was now the most extraordinary confusion

and excitement in that chamber. Ariadne was
lifted out of the shell and placed upon the couch,

—a quivering of the lips and a faint, or rather

scarcely audible gasping, now being the unmis-

takable signs of returning consciousness. The
undertaker and his men were hurried oat of the

room with the paraphernalia of death : Lady Er-
nestina and the housekeeper were summoned
thither:— and Sir Douglas Huntingdon himself

sped away to fetch Doctor Copperas. Fortunately

the physician was at home at the moment ; but

scarcely had the Baronet explained to him in a

few hurried words the resuscitation of Ariadne,

when he exclaimed, '' I will hurry off to Leveson
House at once : but do you proceed to May Fair

and fetch that truly eminent man, Doctor Thurs-
ton."

Away sped Doctor Copperas in one direction

and the Barouet in another. Doctor Thurston
was at home : and on being informed by Sir

Douglas of what had occurred, he said, " Most
fortunate is it that Doctor Copperas has hastened

to take the case in hand. There is not another

man in England who has such experience in occur-

rences of suspended animation."

While thus speaking, Doctor Thurston put on
his hat and gloves, and accompanied the Baronet

to Leveson House, where in tlie meantime Ariadne

had returned to complete consciousness. We
need hardly say that the scene which then took

place, between tiie brother and sister thus reunited

under such cxtraordiuary circumstances, was
toucliing in the extreme. Theodore strained

Ariadne to his breast and covered her with the

tenderest caresses. Eruestina and the house-

keeper, fearful that some explanation might take

place on the part of the damsel relative to tlie

treatment she had received at the mansion, be-

sought Theodore to witiidraw, alleging as tlie rea-

son that this prolonged excitement on the part of

Ariadne might be followed by a relapse. But
when the young girl beheld the houseke. pir at her

bedside and caught a glimpse of tlie Marquis of

Leveson at the other extremity of tlie room, sho

clung tenaciously to her brotiier's neck, murmur-
ing in low and broken accents, " Do not jfo, dearc t

Theodore—do not leave me—Oh I do not leave me
again, I beseech you !"

The brother sa\v by the affrighted manner in

which her azure eyes swept their looks around,

that she was in dread of those present ; and it

instantaneously flashed to his mind that she had
perchance experienced some foul play, and that he
was not as yet acquainted with all the circum-

stances of her supposed death. ludeed, when first

informed, through the mudium of the Baronet's

letter, that his sister iiad died beneath the roof of

the Marquis of Leveson, vague and uudefined

suspicions of evil had sprung up in his imagination;

for the name of Levesim was known to him as that

of a nobleman much addicted to pleasure. This

suspicion now appeared to receive confirmation

from Ariadne's atiiigi) ted manner: but it was not

the moment and it was not the place for him to

make inquiries into past circumstances. Indeed,

he had scarcely time to breathe a few reassuring

words in Aiuadue's ear, when Doctor Copperas
arrived.

The young maiden at once recognised the phy-

sician, and welcomed him as a friend. The house-

keeper, observing that Ariadne viewed her with

evident mistrust and aversion, stole out of the

room; and the Marquis speedily followed her.

Lady Ernestina however remained; and by at

once adopting the kindest, most soothing, and the

tenderest manner towards Ariadne, she made a
favourable impression both upon the damsel and
Theodore. In a short time Doctor Thurstoa
arrived, accompanied . by the Baronet ; and as

Ariadne almost immediately inquired of the latter

concerning the excellent and kind-hearted Mrs.

Barnes, he at once volunteered to go and fetch

her. Ariadne expressed her joy and gratitude at

the proposal: and Sir Douglas accordingly sallied

fortii again, while the medical men adopted such
measures as their skill suggested to guard against

a relapse on the part of the resuscitated maiden.

In about twenty minutes the Baronet returned

with Mrs. Baines ; and ati'ecting to a degree was

the meeting between that worthy woman and
Ariadne. Indeed, Mrs. Baines declared her in-

tention of remaining at Leveson House to act as

the damsel's nurse until her complete restoratiou

to health; and thus the now happy girl fouQ'i

herself tiie object of the kindest attentions aLj
surroundi'd by friendly faces.

But in the meantime tlie Marquis of Leveson

and his own housekeeper were seriously alarmed

lest Theodore Varian should learn suUicieut from

his sister's lips to induce iiiin to make an exposure

of their infamous treatment towards her. Sir

Douglas Huntingdon, however, presently sought

an opportimity of speaking to the Marquis upon

the suiiject.

" Ariadne is now past all danger of a relapse,"

he said. " The i)hysicians have left her for the

present ; and she remtiiiis in the care of my
housekeeper. Airs. Baines. Of course the chamber
which sho occupies in your house must be her

homo until her healtli will permit her removal

elsewhere. Uer brother is now about to accom-

pany me to my hotel, that we may have some con-

versation together, lie already suspects tliat hia

sister has experienced ill-treatment of some kind

;

and therefore it is my intention to tell him all the

truth ut unco. But i trust that by my carueat re-
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commendation he will be induced to pass over, if

not actually to forgive or forget, your conduct

towards his sister. Exposure will benefit no one

;

and innocent though she be, would nevertheless

wound the delicacy of Miss Varian herjelf. Her
brother will doubtless admit the justice of this rea-

soning; and therefore I do not think that you need

labour under any apprehension of his vengeance."
" I thank you much—most sincerely—for these

assurances," said the Marquis. " Pray make my
peace with the young man ; and tell him that if

a few hundred pounds will be of any service
"

" I am very much mistaken," interrupted the Ba-

ronet, with ill-concealed disgust, "if Theodore

Varian be not quite a different person——"
'•Well, well, there's no harm in mentioning the

money matter," said the Marquis, painfully anxious

to avoid exposure on any terms ; for he knew full

well that if it became noised abroad that his house

contained such auxiliaries to his sensuality as the

mechanical chairs, the indignation of the populace

would be so excited that iiis life would not be safe.

" But you and I, Huntingdon," he added,—" on what

terms are we to remain in future 1"

" Lord Leveson," said the Baronet, in a tone that

was rather sorrowful than angry, " I am not enough

of a saint myself to enable me to take up stones to

cast at you : but at the same time I think that there

are extremes into which it is possible to plunge in

the gratification of one's passions—and deep into

those extremes have you been hurried,"

With these words the Baronet turned away ; and

quitting the room, he joined Theodore Varian, who
was waiting for him in the hall. The two left the

house together—the young man feeling fully satis-

fied that in Mrs. Baines his sister had a tender nurse

as well as a careful guardian and a true friend.

As for Mr. Stimson—he and his men, amidst

wonder and amazement at the resuscitation, bore
away all the paraphernalia of death : but as the

bill was promptly paid by Lord Leveson, the

undertaker found nothing to complain of.

And now, ere closing this chapter, we must
state that Dr. Copperas, on returning home, sate

down to pen a detailed account of the case of re-

suscitation, in the course of which he declared
" that his treatment of it was materially assisted

by the advice of that truly remarkable man,
Doctor Thurston:" while, on the other hand.
Doctor Thurston Ukewise sate down to pen his

narrative, which he interlarded with many com-
pliments to "that ornament of his profession.

Doctor Copperas." These statements appeared
respectively in the next Numbers of the Scalpel

and the Sptint, and created a marvellous sensation

tUroughout the medical world.

CHAPTER XC.

MOTUEB FHAMKLIN.

It will be remembered that the Hangman and

IBencuU had resolved, after due consultation, to

make away with the formidable Bow Street ofiicer,

Mr. Lawrence Sampson. Their project was to

I
entice him, by some means or another, down to

t the dark crib in Jacob's Island, where three or

I
four of the gang would lie in readiness to put th«

murderous scheme into execution; while the
Hangman himself was to call at Larry's house in

Long Acre on some pretence and get possession
of the Police -Book. With a view to the effectual

carrying out of this plan, Nell Gibson had been
selected as the most fitting instrument of the
plotters ; and at the same time the Buttoner had
been appointed as a spy upon her actions.

It was necessary to remind the reader of these
particulars: and we must add that although the
Hangman's gang subsequetly discovered certain

proofs of what they beUeved to be Nell Gibson's
treachery towards them in respect to their deal-

ings with Sir Douglas Huntingdon, they had
agreed, after calm deliberation, to conceal their

knowledge of the young woman's additional per-

fidy in respect to the note which had been inter-

cepted by the Buttoner. To that resolve they had
come, as we described at the time, with a view to

ascertain whether she were also betraying them
with respect to the plot initiated in reference to

Larry Sampson.
It was now a week siace the memorable night of

the fire ; and if, at about six o'clock in the even-

ing, we peep into Mr. Lawrence Sampson's com-
fortable parlour at his house in Long Acre, wc
shall behold him sitting by the fire reading a book
and discussing a glass of wine. Presently the

door opened; and his housekeeper. Dame Mar-
gery, came to announce that a very old woman,
who refused to give her name, wished to speak to

him. The Bow Street Officer, who never refused

to see any body on business, at once desired that

she should be admitted : and accordingly the visi-

tant was shown into his presence.

Dame Margery withdrew ; and Larry Sampson
instantaneously recognised the old harridan, who,

bent double with age, now advanced towards him,

shaking her head and wagging her toothless jaws

with a horrible kind of mysterious significancy.

"Do you know who I be?" she asked, in a voice

something between a cackle and a squeak.
" Yes—to be sure," responded Larry :

" you are

Mother Franklin—and you live over at Jlrs.

Young's in Bermondsey. Now then, what do you

want with me.

"

" Ah ! I thought as how you would know who I

was," said the old woman, with a merry laugh,

which nevertheless struck hideous upon the ear.

" You know every body, Mr. Sampson—and every

body knows you."

Thus speaking, Alother Franklin took from her

pocket a round suuff-l)ox with an indecent picture

upon the lid; and while regaling herself with a

pinch, some of the suutF got into her throat,

thereby exciting so painful a cough that it seemed

as if the old hag was about to choke, while the

scalding rheum poured down her wrinkled cheeks,

leaving her eyes horribly red and bleared. Sue

was wrapped in an old dingy red cloak, with the

hood drawn over her head; and she walked with

a stick. Her whole appearance w.is therefore

not unlike that of one of the lowest and most

wretched class of vagabond fortune-tellers : and

now, as she stood shaking from head to foot with

that prolonged hacking cough. Larry Sampson

could scarcely avoid turning away from her in

disgust.

" Well, what is it you want with me ?"' he inquired

again, after a sufficient pause to allow the harndau



to recover from tlie effects of the snuff getting

into her throat.

"I can do you a service, Mr. Sampson," slie

said, now taking a seat: "a wery great service

too, I can assure you."
" But it is doubtless to do yourself a service at

the same time, Mother Franklin," observed Larry :

" or else you would not come to me. Therefore
pray get to the point at once, and tell me what
you want."

" There's a plot agin you, Mr. Sampson—a deep-
laid plot," said the old woman, looking at him sig-

nificantly with her bleared eyes: "and if you don't

mind, it will be the wuss for you—that it will
!"'

"Ah! I am constantly hearing nf plots and
schemes against mc," observed tiic Bow Street

oflicer, with an air of indifference: "but you see

1 survive them all. However, if you have really

anything to tell me, do it quickly— describe your
44«

motives in thus putting me on my guard—and
also say what reward you expect."

"The reward I shall leave to you, ^Ir. Samp-
son," replied the old harridan; "for I know you
will treat mc well. I shall bs eighty-nine come
next Febiverry; and that's a age which you won't

treat with disrespect. But 1 say now, hasn't that

Gibson gal been three or four times with you?"
"Just so," replied Sampson. " What then ?"

" She's playing you false, sir," resunvnl Mother
Franklin: "it's all a plant of the Hangman's and
BencuU's, I can promise you."

" I had my suspicions, I can assure you," ob-
served Sampson, with his habitual coolness. " Go
on."

"I'll tell you all—but it will be best to begin at

the beginning. AVell, sir, one day the Hangman
calleil at your house—this wery house, I mean,"
continued the old hag; "ami somehow or another
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he managed to get into a secret room of your's

where there's a many dresses—and he also saw a

great big book that you've got and where you write

down everythin r. that liappens. Ha ! ha !" laughed

the hag, shaking her head significantly; "you

see / know something worth your knowing—and

you also see, by the same token, that I am telling

the truth. Well, in that great book the Hangman

read a many things, and all about your dressing

up yourself as a knife-grinder and going down to

Folly Bridges—that's Jacob's Island, you know—
and getting chucked into the ditch. So, you see,

the Hangman found out that you know a good

deal too much to suit him and the rest of the

gang; and so he has planted Nell Gibson upon

you to 'tice you down to the dark crib, where you'll

be done for : and at the same time the Hangman
means to come here to your house and ,'et hold of

the great book, so that it mayn't iall into the hands

of any other Bow Street runner."

Larry Sampson certainly was very far from

being prepared for all this information: but he

outwardly manifested no surprise. Surprised he

however really was, to hear that Daniel Coffin had

managed to obtain admission to his secret cham-

ber : but what he was now told in respect to Nell

Gibson, only confirmed certain suspicions which

he had previously entertained relative to the pur-

port of three or four visits which she had paid

him.

"Now, Mrs. Franklin," he said, "I see that you
are telling me the truth; and here's ten guineas

for you," added Larry, counting the gold pieces

down upon the table. "The next thing you must
do is to let me know how you happened to discover

all that is going on, and why you now come and
betray the matter to me. Do this, and you shall

have another ten guineas upon the spot."

For years and years past, the wages of crime

had not been so abundant at any one period, for

Muther Franklin, as the harvest which she was

now reaping; and with a chuckle of delight she

secured the first ten guineas about her person,

and then proceeded to give those explanations

that should ensure to her the second two guineas.
" Well, Jlr. Sampson," she said, " the truth is

that Nel! Gibson has always been harsh and bitter

towards me ; and I hate her-1 have long hated

her. Then the Hangman, too—he jeered, and
taunted, and laughed at me one night; and I

swore to be revenged—for I hate him also. So,

seeing that he had something secret to say to Nell

Gibson, I listened at the door. Ha! ha!" laughed

the hag, with her hideous cackle :
" ray ears were

shai"}) enough tlien, I can toll you; and as luck

would have it, no one disturbed me in the passage
all the ti'ne I was listening at the door. So I

heard everything that passed: that's how I came
to know what was going on. Ever since—for this

was more than three weeks ago—just at the be-
ginning of November—ever since then, I say, I

have listened, and watched, and peeped, and
peered, at all that was going on ; and what with
catching a word now and a word then, and hearing
a bit of a whispered conversation at one time and
C bit nt anotlier, 1 found out that the plot was
still going on agin you—that Nell Gibson has
been to you several times with a rigmarole tale—
and that she fancies you arc quite falling into
the snai-e. Well, Mr. Sampson, she's coming up
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to you to-night; and sol managed to get away
for a couple of hours on some excuse, just to give
you this warning. But if you want again to know
why I do it, it is because I hate the Hangman

—

I hate Nell Gibson also. She has called me a
witch—and Ae has called me a beldame ; an'^ sht

threatened to leave Mother Young's establishment
if I didn't hold my tongue—and ha tossed me a
shilling—a beggarly shilling—as if I was a beggarl
And so for all this," shrieked forth the hag,
raising her voice in a horrible excitement, "I
want revenge—I want revenge—and now I shall

get it
!"

The thrilling querulous tone to which her ac-

cents had risen, soon merged into a cough, so

sharp and convulsing that it almost seemed to

shatter the old witch to pie9es : and a horrible

spectacle was she with her toothless jaws wagging,

her head shaking, and the scalding rheum pouring

out of her bleared eyes.

" Ah ! I could let you into a many secrets if I

chose, about the Hangman, and Nell Gibson, and
all the rest of the precious gang," continued the

hag: "and I will do it soon too—for they've all

took to bullying and baiting me just because I am
a poor old woman that will be eighty-nine come
ne.xt Febiverry. But here's one thing I'll tell you,

Mr. Sampson : but pray mind and never say that

you heard anything from my lips, or that I peached
against them folks

"

" Oh ! that is an understood thing between yoa
and me," exclaimed Sampson. "Proceed, Mrs.

Franklin, with what ybu were about to tell me."
" Well, sirj" she resumed, "from a conversation

that I overheard it seems that it was the Hang-
man's party which caused the fire at some Baro-

net's t'other night "

"Ah! Sir Douglas Huntingdon's, you mean,"

interjected Sampson. " But how was that ?"

" Why," returned the old hag, •' the fellows got

into the stable with the intention of breaking into

the other part of the house; but somehow or an-

other their lantern broke, and the light falling on
some hay or straw, set the whole place into a

blaze. Ha ! ha ! all their wickednesss shall come

out soon ; I'll unmask them, the villains—I will
!"

she caied, again exalting her voice into a querulous

thrill. " But I can't stay any longer now. I must

get back as soon as possible. Another time I'll

tell you more. At all events, I've told you enow

for the present to put you on your guard against

your enemies, Mr. Sampson."

Having thus spoken, the harridan received the

second ten guineas, and took her departure,

mumbling to herself, "Ha! now I shall be re-

venged. Daniel CofSn said he should have the

satisfaction of tucking me up before he died; but

I shall have the pleasure of seeing him swing to

the gallows-tree—ha! ha! ha!"

About an hour afterwards Nell Gibson was

ushered by Dame ^Margery iuto the presence of

the Bow Street Officer.

" Well, it is for to-night,"' said the young woman,

the moment the housekeeper had retired and she

found herself alone with Larry Sampson.

"Ah! it is for to-night, eh ?" he said, affecting

to fall most credulously into the snara spread to

enmesh hin». "Aud where is the conference to

take place ?"'

"Dowu at Bencull's dark crib," replied Nell
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Gibson, fixing a searcliiu^ glance upon Sampson
80 as to penetrate into the depths of his soul

and thus assure herself that he really suspected

;
nothing.

"Now, let us understand the whole thing tho-

roughly, so that there may be no mistake," he
observed, motioning Nell Gibson to take a seat

and handing her a glass of wine. " According to

what you have previously told me, the Hangman's
gang contemplate some desperate and astounding

deed of villany, the nature of which is however
unknown to you. They have already had two or

three consultations, from which you have been ex-

cluded ; and now to-night the last consultation is

to be held, to settle the whole plan aud arrange all

the proceedings. Is not this it ?"

!
"That is exactly how the matter stands, Mr.

Sampson," replied Nell Gibson.

1 "Well, then," resumed the Officer "you must

I

now tell me all over again exactly what you pro-
I pose; because iiaving a great many different

things to think of, I may not perhaps exactly

remember all you have said to me at our previous

interviews."

I

" I can explain myself over again in a very few

i
words," said Nell Gibson. "You must understand

that at the back of the dark crib there is a sort of

gallery, overlooking the ditch
"

"Yes—and overhanging it also," interrupted

Sampson. "After you came to me on the first

occasion, I went down to the Folly Bridges and
took a survey of the place. Of course I had often

been there before ; but after what you told me I

thought it best to get an accurate idea of the

locality. And now please to continue your ex-

planations."

"Since you have been down to the place to look

at it so particularly," resumed Nell, "you may
have noticed that if you get on the wooden bridge

you can easily climb along to the gallery at tlie

back of the dark crib ; and there you can lie con-
cealed, listening at the window to all that takes

place inside the back room."

"Well, the plan is feasible enough," observed
Sampson, steadily aud composedly meeting the

keen and penetrating look which Nell Gibson fixed

upon him from beneath her eyejids ; and thus
while she fancied that he did not perceive how in

tently though furtively she was watching him, he
not only saw that he was thus scrutinized, but also

encountered the scrutiny without exciting a suspi

cion. " And how many do you think will be there

to-night?" he inquired.

" Ah ! there will be several of them," answered
Nell Gibson: "for the best part of the gang are
in this business; and that's the reason why I
know it must be something of the utmost import-
ance."
"And have you failed to wheedle the secret out

of the Buttoncr ? for he is your fancy man, I be-
lieve," said Larry Sampson.
"The Bnttoner is as close as the door of New-

pate and as down as the knocker itself," replied
Nell. " When he was drunk I have tried to pump
him; but it was all no go. Besides which, tlie

Buttoner never will trust a wonnn ; and so if ho
did tell me anything, it couldn't be relietl on as
true—it would only be some invention of his to

put mo on a wrong scent. But I know that

Trhatever the business now in baud may be,

there's murder in it—and also the hope of an im-
mense booty "

" And how do you know this ?" inquired Samp-

" Because the Buttoner cleaned up his pistols
this morning, and sharpened the blade of a hide-
ous clasp-knife that he's got. He didn't think I
paid particular attention to what he was doing;
but I did though. Moreover, I dropped in, quite
in a leisurely way, at the dark crib this afternoon;
and I saw Bencull busy examining his pistols also.

The Mushroom Faker arrived at the dark crib last

night, aud brought his pistols with him—and I
heard him say in an under-toue to Bencull some-
thing about its being very probable that they
should soon have more money than they would
possibly know what to do with."
" But could not you by some means or another

secrete yourself in the gallery behind the dark
crib and hear what is going on to-night?" asked
Sampson, raising a sort of objection merely to
prevent Nell Gibson from thinking that he fell too
readily into the snare.

" If I could, you may depend upon it I would,"
she answered: "but its impossible. I must get
back now as quick as I can to Mother Young's

;

and I shan't be able to stir out again all the even-
ing. No, Mr. Sampson—this is a tiling that you
must take in hand yourself: and remember that
when I first came to you, our solemn understand-
ing was tliat whatever took place between us was
not to be communicated to a third person. But I
must be off now," she exclaimed, rising from her
seat as she heard a clock in another room striking
eight.

"But I have not yet given you any portion of
the reward that you stipulated for," observed
Sampson.

" I will come for it when the business is over,"
said Nell Gibson. "Besides, the best and most
welcome reward that 1 can have, is to revenge my-
self for the ill-treatment of the Buttoner—the in-

sulting taunts of the Hangman, because I refused
to submit to his wi^ies—and the coarse brutality

of that detestable Bencull. In fact, Mr. Sampson,
as I have told you before, I have a thousand
wrongs to avenge against those villains; and now
is the time."

"Yes—there shall be ample revenge for you,
Miss Gibson," observed Larry. "Whatever these
fellows plot and plan to-night, shall send them all

to the scaffold. But what time will they be assem-
bled in their ruffian conclave?"

"At about eleven o'clock," returned Nell. "If
you secrete yourself in the gallery at that hour, it

will be ample time."

" And you are certain that there is no danger of
any of the fellows going out into that gallery?"

" Not a bit of it," responded Nell Gibson : " you
will not incur the slighte-t peril."

The young woman then took her departure : and
when she was gone, Larry Sampson thought with-

in himself, "The plot is a clumsy one ; and even
without .Mother Franklin's warning, I should not
have fallen very readily into the snare. But that

N<ll Gibson is a clever and a cunning girl, and
performs iKr part well. However, she and her
connailcs will all be astonished at the lesson I shall

read them to-night."

The Boir Street Officer then resumed the perosftl j
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of his book \7ith as mucli ciilmiiess and composure

as if nothinfj extraordinary were on the tapis:

but at about haU-past nine o'clock he prepared to

sally forth,— havinK' previously, however, given

some special instructions to his housekeeper rela-

live to the mode in which a certain person was to

be received during his absence.

Meantime the Hangman, the Buttoner, the

Mushroom Faker, and Bob the Durrynacker, were

all assembled at the dark crib in company with

Bencul). This precious company were seated in

tliat same room at the back to which our readers

have been previously introduced; and the table

was as usual covered with the materials for drink-

ing and smoking—or, as the men themselves ex-

pressed it, " a regular booze."
" Well, do you still think your blowen is staunch

in this matter ?" asked the Hangman, addressing

himself to the Buttoner.
" I have no reason as yet te think otherwise,"

was the response. "But of course, after the tricks

she has already played us, it is impossible to say.

She ought to be back by this time; and then we
shall see what she says."

" And if she did mean to betray us in any way,

how should we know it?" asked Bencull.
" Slie can't betray us into Sampson's power for

anytliing particular we are doing at this moment,"

observed the Hangman. " All the harm she can

do, is to put him up to snuff respecting our inten-

tions towards him ; and in that case of course he

won't come down and hide himselt in the gallery."

At this moment a knock was heard at the street-

door; and Beacull, hastening to answer the sum-

mons, gave admittance to Nell Gibson. The young

woman entered the back room with her wonted

calmness and self-possession. Indeed, there was

DO reason why she should look or feel otherwise

;

inasmuch as so far from contemplating any treach-

ery in the present instance, she had faithfully and

as she believed, successfuUij, performed her part in

the drama now in progress.

" It is all right," she said, taking a seat next to

the Buttoner. " Larry Sampson, having nibbled at

the bait for the last three weeks, has now swal-

lowed it completely ; and he will be in that gallery

at eleven o'clock to-night."

"And you don't think he suspects anything,

Nell ':•" said the Hangman inquiringly, as he looked

at her intently from beneath his overhanging

brows.

"I am sure he does not," she answered, with

perfect composure. " Or if he docs, then is he the

greatest adept at concealing his thoughts that I

ever saw in all my life."

" Well, of course, he is all that," growled Ben-
cull; "but I should have thought that you was
more experter still. Miss Nell, and so you might

have seen whether he took it all in for gospel or

not.'

" Again I tell you," said the young woman, now
speaking somewhat impetuously, " that as fir as I

could po.-sibly judge, Larry Sampson believed I

was performing a real part. But I suppose that

after what occurred on Shooters' Hill, you mean to

suspect everything I do, and every word I speak?

Now, then, 1 tell you again, and for the List time,

tliiit you are wron^j ! I tried to save Huntingdon
because ho was the first man—in fact the only man
I ever loved: and what I did the other ni'^ht I

would do over again ; for I wouldn't have a hair of
j

his head injured. But in other matters I would
die sooner than beti-ay you—yes, by God ! I would
die first."

And having worked herself up to a pitch of
powerful excitement, she struck her clenched
hand so lorcibly upon the table that bottles and
glasses and tobacco-pipes all danced and rattled

as if the floor oi the room was upheaving with an
earthquake.

"Come now, Nell, none of this nonsense," said

the Buttoner: "we ain't suspecting yon at the
present moment. In fact han't we promised to

look over what you did t'other night on Shooters*

Hill, if so be we saw that you proved faithful in

the little business now in hand?"
'• Well, and you iciil see too," returned Nell

Gibson suUdly. "But I suppose yoQ don't want
me to wait any longer?"

"No," replied the Buttoner: "you can be off

and get back to Mother Young's. There's enough
of us here to do the business without you. But
here—take a drop of summut short first :"—and he
handed her a glass of spirits.

"Well, here's success to you," said NelJ, her

good humour returning—and she tossed off the

burning alcohol : then replacing the glass on the

table, she took her departure.
" I raly don't Know what to make of that gal,"

said the Buttoner after a brief pause. " I have been

her fla.sh man for the last three weeks, and can't

understand her yet."

"She's as deep and artful as the devil," said

Bencull, "and tliat's why I first of all recom-
mended her in this -ob. But if so be she should

turn her artifice against us
"

" Then, by Satan ! she shall suffer for it," ex-

claimed the Hangman, rising from his seat and
'

buttoning up liis coat.

"Aye, that she should," said the Mushroom
Faker.

" And I would help to do for her," added Bob the

Durrynacker.

"Well, we shall know more about it presently, I

dare say," observed the Hangman. "And now I

am off up to Long Acre to call at Larry's and see

if I can get hold of the police book. I hope when

I come back in two or three hours or so," he

added, witii a look ominously ferocious, " I shall

hear that, Larry Sampson is deep down at the

bottom of the ditch."

Then jerking his thumb significantly over his

shoulder towards the window, the Hangman put

on his hat and quitted the room.

Bencull, the Buttoner, the Mushroom Faker, and

the Durrynacker now remained together at the

dark crib, smoking and drinking, and conversing

on the business which they had in hand. Once or

twice Bencull went out to the street door, to as-

certain, as he expressed himself, " what sort of a

night it was;" and returning on each occasion to

his companions to report that the moon was com-

ing out clearer and brighter, they with one accord

regretted that it was not pitch dark, considering

the enterprise thoy liad in progress. For although

none of the inhabitants of Jacob's Island might be

supposed to be over particular, yet it was some-

what too serious an afl'.iir to liave the eyes of

neighbours catching a glimpse of any murderous

proceeding by the aid of moonlight. But tliis
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risk must liowever be run ; and the four ruffians

made up their minds accordingly.

After repeated references to a huge silver watch

which he carried in his fob, Mr. Bencull at last in-

timated that it was now eleven o'clock ; and the

Buttoner was just suggesting that they should

wait another quarter of an hour before rushing out

into the gallery, when a knock was heard at the

street door.

"Who can that be?" said Bencull, in a tone of

vexation. "Perhaps old Jeremy Humpage—or

the Swag Chovey Blaak
"

« Weil, whoever it is," interrupted the Buttoner,

"he mustn't be let into our secrets. Tell him

there's summut wery partickler and private going

on "

" Oh ! leave me to make an excuse," growled

Bencull; and taking up the light he went to the

door.

But no pen can describe the mingled aston-

ishment and dismay which seized upon him,

when the flickering rays of the candle fell upon

the countenance of Mr. Lawrence Sampson

!

CHAPTER XCI.

THE RESULTS OF THE PLOT.

"Ah ! Bencull, how are you ?" said the Bow Street

ofScial, in an easy off-hand manner. " The fact is

that I wanted to have a word or two with you, and

thought this as good a time as any."

Thus speaking, Mr. Sampson unceremoniously

entered the house—passed by Bencull—and pro-

ceeded straight to the rt)om at the back. Bencull,

recovering somewhat from his astonishment, hastily

shut the door and followed close buhind,— the

light which he carried revealing the person of the

new-comer to the Buttoner, the Mushroom Faker,

and the Durrynacker. These individuals were as

much astounded as the landlord of the place had

been, on beholding the object of their murderous

purpose thus familiarly and coolly appear before

them. He was attired in his usual manner, and

had his hands thrust into the depths of his capa-

cious breeches'- pockets.

Entering the room and throwing himself leisurely

upon a chiir, Mr. Sampson glauced around liim

with a peculiar smile, observing, " Well, there are

no strange faces here. I have had the pleasure of

being acquainted with every one of you for a long

time past—personally at least, if not to speak to."

There was a slight accent of irony in hh tone

and a similar expression in his look; so that the

four ruQians exchanged dubious and inquiring

glances with each other, as much as to say, " What
on earth docs all this mean?" Indeed, they knew
not what to think nor what to do; but with a sort

of consternation upon them, they awaited in silence

for Larry Sampson to explain himself farther.

"Now, my good friends," resumed the officer,

pusliing his chair back against the Avail so that uo

one could get behind him, and tlicn lounging in it

with an easy and confident manner, as if ho felt

assured that though in the lion's dcii, he was per-

fectly safe ;—" now, my good friends," ho repeated,

"don't you think that all your united wisilum—

especially when csmbincd with that of Daniel

Coffin—should have devised some scheme more
feasible and likely-luoking than this clumsy affair

which you have trumped up to ensnare me?"
"Trapped, by goles!" exclaimed Bencull, his

countenance becoming black as thunder.

" Nosed upon, as sure as fate !" muttered the

Mushroom Faker.

"Done brown!" added Bob the Durrynacker,

also in an under-toue.
" Perdition seize that Nell Gibson !" murmured

the Buttoner between his set teeth, as he clenched

his hands with convulsive violence,—his mind being

already intent on a horrible revenge for what he
supposed to be the perfidy of his mistress.

" Need I tell you what ridiculous figures you
cut?" resumed Larry Sampson, secretly enjoying

their confusion : " but 1 only wish that your ac-

complice Nell Gibson was here to see bow com-
pletely all her artifices have been penetrated by
me. As for your friend the Hangman, I suppose

he has gone up to my house in the hope of obtain-

ing possession of my secret register. He will be

miserably disappointed," added the officer drily.

" You are talking tne Chinese langvidge, Mr
Sampson," growled Bencull, endeavouring to put a

good face on the matter, if possible. "We don't

understand you : there ain't no plot—no scheme

—

no nothink
"

"Denial is useless, my good fellow," interrupted

the officer. " You expected that I should be con-

cealed in the gallery outside here at eleven o'clock

;

but instead of that, I thought it would be better to

drop ia as I have done, and tell you to beware iu

future how you plot against me. After the glimpse

which the Hangman obtained of my secret book
one day, he should have known that there are few

things done iu London which escape my know-
ledge: and perhaps you will be surprised when I

tell you that the origin of the fire at Sir Douglas

Huntingdon's House a week ago is known to

me "

"Then, by goles!" shouted Bencull, starting

from his seat, "there's no doubt as to who "

" No doubt at all
!
" exclaimed the Buttoner,

dashing his clenched fist violently against the

table.

" Patience, patience," said Larry Sampson,

coolly. " 1 tell you that it is vain and useless for

you to conjecture how I obtained my information.

Every crime committed iu Loudon is known to me;

and the authors of it are likewise known : but it

doesn't always suit my purposes to bring them at

once to justice :"—then fixing iiis eyes upon Ben-

cull and the Buttoner, he said, " You two men and

Daniel CotRu were the authors of that fire at Sir

Douglas Huntingdon's! You forced an entrance

into the stable with the intention of breaking into

tlie dwelling-house; but the light fell from your

lantern, and the place was soon iu a blaze. Is this

true? or is it not? Fools!" ejaculated Larry

Sampson, cjntemptuously ; "if such a mysterious

circumstance as that is known to me in all its

details, how do you think that this miserable clumsy

murder-plot of your's could escape my knowledge?"

Bencull and iha Buttoner now excliange<l looks

of gloomy alarm : for they felt persuaded that ihcy

were about to lie apprehended on aecouut of the

burglary and firo at the Birouet's ;— while the

Durrynacker and the Mushroom Falter likewiso

fancied that such was to be tlieir two comrales"
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fate. Indeed all four villaias made sure that the

dark crib was surrounded by Sampson's runners

;

and for this reason they did not offer to lay a fin-

ger upon the formidable functionary himself.

" Althoufth such a pack of hang- dog scoundrels

as you," resumed Larry, " deserve no mercy at my
hands, yet I do not mind puttiny; you at your ease'

in one respect: and that is," he continued, address-

ing himself particularly to Bencull and the But-

touer, " I do not mean to take you two up, uor yet

your friend the Hangman, for that business at Sir

Douglas Huntingdon's. Not that I am over desi-

rous to show you any leniency, but because I can-

not malie use of the evidence I have obtained to

bring the deed home to you. So now," he added,
" let me give you a word of warning—which is, that

if you don't break up your gang, get out of London,

and disperse over the country as quick as possible,

I will hunt you al! to the gibbet. Now I have given

you fair warning: and 1 hope you will be wise

enough to take it."

" And what's to prevent us from knocking you

on the head and shoving you out into the ditch ?"

exclaimed the Buttoner, suddenly struck with the

idea that if Larry Sampson had not come thither

for the purpose of effecting any arrests, it was very

probable he was unattended by his myrmidons.
" You will not attempt any such thing," answered

Sampson coolly ; " because in the first place 1

should shoot you through the head;"—and as he
spoke he drew forth his hands from his capacious

pockets, each hand being armed with a double-

barrelled pistol. "Moreover," he continued, "if

you just tap at that window, three or four of my
men will rush in from the gallery : and at the first

report of one of these pistols, half-a-dozen more of

my runners will break into the house from the

street. So now you are forewarned of the conse-

queiicds of any attempt to molest me."

The Buttouer sank down upon his chair again

in gloomy suUenness ; and Bencull, lighting a pipe,

puffed away with the air of a man who feels him-

self in unpleasant circumstances, but endeavours
to appear as unconcerned as possible. As for the

Durrynackerand the Mushroom Faker, they tossed

off frequent bumpers of spirits, doubtless to arm
themselves with courage for any emergency
that might ensue. But Mr. Sampson in reality

seemed to have no inclination to push matters to

the extreme on the present occasion ; and re-

placing his pistols in his pocket he said, " Now,
Mr. Bencull, I will thank you to go first and open
your street- door for me."

The landlord of the dark crib »was too well

pleased at this command not to obey it with

alacrity; and the Bow Street Olfiecr issued forth

from the den of infamy. Immediately upon
emerging into Mill Street, he blew a whistle with a
peculiar note of shrillness ; and Bencull, keeping

tlio door ajar in order to watch till the "enemy"
had departed, perceived that this was the signal

for the runners to leave the vicinage of the dark
crib. L irry Sampson passed up the street ; and
one after the other BlmicuH counted no less than
oi;;ht runners whom he recognised as they fol-

lowed at short intervals. Then, when the coast

was once more clear, he shut the door and returned
to the room where his three companions had re-

mained.
" Betrayed—basely betrayed!" he growled forth

as he replaced the light ou the table and flung
himself upon the bench.

" Yes, and there's no doubt as to who's betrayed
us," said the Buttoner. " Nell Gibson alone could
have peachsd about that business at Sir Douglas
Huntingdon's. I dare say instead of having
gone back to JMother Young's, she's cut and
bolted. But at all events I'll go and see."

"No, stay here, old feller," exclaimed Bencull:
"let's do nothing hastily—for there's no telling

how Larry may have his eye upon us. At all

events let's see whether the Hangman comes back
—and if so what he says."

This advice was adopted ; and the four ruffians

applied themselves with renewed energy to the
spirits and tobacco, in order to cheer their minds
after the scene that had just taken place, the par-

ticulars of which afforded them ample food for

discussion till about half-past twelve o'clock, whea
the Hangman returned.

Burstmg with the fury of his pent-up feelings,

the diabolical nature of which was reflected upon
his countenance, Daniel Coffin no sooner euteredf

the little room than he demanded what had taken
place. In a few hurried words the required ex-

planations were given; and he in his turn was
then called upon to describe bow he had fared in

Loi.g Acre.
" By Satan ! I scarcely kaow that I shall have

patience enough to tell you," he exclaimed, his

naturally hang-dog countenance suddenly assum-
ing a look so truly diabolical that even his com-
panions felt their blood run cold in their veins for

a moment. " But however, let me try and compose
myself to a task that is ten thousand times more
unpleasant than tucking up a feller at the Old
Bailey. Well, on reaching Long Acre a little after

eleven, I knocked at Sampson's door, and Dame
Margery—that's his old housekeeper, you know

—

almost immediately opened it. 'Pray, via'am,' says

I, ' is Mr. Sampson at home ?' just for all the world

as if I hadn't the least idea that he was out.

—

'No,

sir, he is not,' says she iu such a civil manner that

I really thought the old girl d.dn't recollect who I

was : but she speedily undeceived me on this point,

saying, ' I think you are Mr. Coffin, if I mistake

not?'—' Well, ma'am,' says I, ' Dan'el Coffin is my
name for want oj a better. But it's very provokina

that Mr. Sampson is out; for I icant to sp^ak to

him very particular.'— ' Ithink he said he teas goutg

doivn to Jacob's Island,' observes the old house-

keeper; and you may be assured that I was deuced
glad to hear this, because of course I felt certain

that he had fallen into tlie trap.
—

' Do you think he

will be long, ma'am?' says l.~' I dare say a couple

of hours,' she answered: 'but can't you call back

again f or else perhaps you will walk in and wait

till he comes home?'— ' JFett, ma'am,' says J, not ap-

pearing to catch too greedily at the ofter, although

it was ju-it what I wanted, 'perhaps that's the best

thing I can do.'—'Walk in, then, sir,' says Dame
Margery, so polite and civil and simpering I never

saw anything like it: and so she showed me into

the breakfast-parlour and there left me. I let

about teu minutes elapse; and then thinking that

the coast must be clear, I took a candle—stole out

of the parlour—crept up the stairs—and was within

half-a-dozen steps of the landing, when lo and be-

hold! the light of the candle suddenly showed me
three Buw-sU'eet runaers sitting od the top step,
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each with a brace of pistols in his hands! You
may easily suppose that I was t.iken so aback I

didn't know whit the deuce to do; while a voice

seemed to whisper in my ears, ' You are betrayed!

you are betrayed!' The three runners burst out

laughinjj; and one of tiieni cried, 'Holloa, Da^i'el!

what are you doing here ?'—
' TFhij, I only walked up

in afit ofabsence ofmind' S3^ys I, no better excuse

coming into my head at the instant: ' but what are

you doing here?'— ' Oh! only mounting guard over

thepolice-book, lohich somebody or another has vowed
to possess himselfofto-night. But of course such a
respectable gentleman as you, Mr. Coffin, can't have

come herefor any such purpose ;' and tlien the three

scoundrels burst out into such another horse-Iau^h

that I could have killed them on the spot. In fact,

I was more than half a mind to fall foul on them

;

but seeing that the game was all up with re<^avd to

Larry, and that whatever I might do would only

put me deeper into his power, I preleaded to put

a good face on the matter and tried to laugh away
my confusion. They didn't make any attempt to

detain me; and so I wished them good night and
got out of the house a precious deal quicker than

I entered it. By Satan! I was never in such a
precious rage in my life ! I could have blown up
the whole world with gunpowder if I had had a

chance. I was actually boiling over with a passion

that it hurt me to keep down. While hastening

back here as quick as 1 could, a thousand strange

thoughts entered my head. I fancied that I should

find you all arrested, and that I was only suffered

to go at large from Long Acre in order to be nabbed
when returning either home to Eleet Lane, or else

coming down here at the Folly Bridj:es. Then
I thought that perhaps Larry only meant to make
ajoke of it after all. S > what with some hesita-

tion and a good deal of desperation, I resolved to

come straight on here and learn what had taken
place. But one thing was all the whi.e uppermost
in my mind—and this was, that Nell Gibson had
betrayed us !"

"There's no doubt of it," exclaimed BencuU,
savagely. "And now what's to be done?"
"What's to be done?" thundered llie Hangman,

starting from his seat and striking his fist with tre-

mendous violence upon the table : "why, if we were
all to hang for it to-morrow morning, Nell Gibson
must die to-night!"—and as he glared round with

his ferocious eyes upon his companions, he read

assent in all their sinister countenances.

"That is to say," observed the Buttoner, "if wo
can find her : but my idea is that she's cut and
run."

« Not she," exclaimed the Hangman. " Ton
don't even unow the girl so well as I do. She's not
one to bolt like a coward: what she does, she'll

stand by. Besides, didn't you tell me that Larry
spoke of her just as if she hadn't peached at all?"

"Yes," observed the Buttoner: "but that was
his gammon. No one could have told him about
the fire at the Baronet's except Nell Gibson: and
therefore she put him up to our present plot also."

"I know all that very well," exclaimed the Hang-
man : "but what I mean is simple enough. There's

no doubt that Nell Gibson has peached against us;

and it's also clear that Larry has promised not to

tell that he had his information from her. This is

the reason why he didn't have us all taken up : be-

cause Noll Gibson's testimony could alone bring

home the fire to three of uf, and this night's plot to

us all. Well then, since it's clear that Larry Samp-
son has been bound over to secrecy by Nell, she
herself will fancy that she can brave it out before

us. She is a bold girl—and I'il lay my life that

she's neiihcr run away nor even thought of it, but

that you will find her at Mother Younj^'s."

" Well, I'll go and see," said the Buttoner. " But
if so be she won't come down here, what am I to

do?"
"Knock her on the head at once," rejoined the

Hangman brutally : "and then cut and run at all

risks."

" Wery good," said the Buttoner : and forcing

his hat down upon his head with an air of deter-

mination, he issued from the dark crib.

CHAPTER XCII.

THE MDEDEB.

It was now one o'clock in the morning : but Mrs.
Young's establishment was not one of those where
very good hours were kept ; and on arriving there,

the Buttoner found Nell Gibson and three or four

other young women sitting up and drinking brandy
together.

The instant the man thus made his appearance,

Nell Gibson threw upon him a look of significant

inquiry, as much as to ask what had"been done and
whether the plot had succeeded; for, as the

reader will bear in mind, she was in reality very

far from being the authoress of the betrayal of that
I

plot to Larry Sampson ; and she was therefore to-

tally ignorant of all that had taken place since

she left the dark crib three hours previously.

But the Buttoner ofcourse fancied that this look of

inquiry was only a pretence on Nell's part in order

to avert suspicion from herself, or else defy it with a
brazen face: and therefore putting on a good-
humourcd look, as if he did not suspect her at all,

he beckoned her to come out of the room. The
young woman had not the slightest reason to

refuse; on the contrary, she was most anxious to

learn what had taken place ; and supposing that

her flash man now summoned her away to con-

verse somewhere else without the danger of being

overheard, she unhesitatingly rose from her seat,

threw on her bonnet and cloak, and prepared to

accompany him.

In the passage they encountered Mother Frank-

lin, who had evidently been paying her respects to

a bottle of strong waters : for she was now reeling

about in a horrible state of ebriety. A tipsy wo-

man is at all times a shocking spectacle : but this

old hag of nearly ninety, with her bleared eyes

new red as if they were raw, her toothless jaws

wagging as if with a palsy, and her cracked voice

giving utterance to mingled imprecations and

obscenities, was altogether one of the most

hideous objects that can possibly be conceived.

"That drunken old witch had a holiday this
i

evening," said Nell Gibson, who, accustomed

though she was to behold female doprarity at all

ages and in all its varied phases, was nevertheless

ineffably disgusted at the appearance of Mother

Franklin. " Yes, she has had a holiday; and you

see she has made the best of it."

" Ahl would you insult uie V yelled forth Mother
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Franklin, applying a vile epithet to the young woman.
" But never mind ! I dare say

"

" What is that you are muttering to yourself, you

wretch?" exclaimed Nell Gibson, turning round to-

wards the old woman with eyes flashing fire.

"You'll know, you'll know soon enough," re-

sponded the harridan, still muttering in a scarcely

audible tone as she reeled towards the staircase to

ascend to her own chamber.

Nell Gibson turned in deep disgust away, and fol-

lowed the Buttoner from the house.

"Now, what has happened?" she inquired the

moment they were in the street together.

" I musti't tell yer till we get down to the dark

crib," said the Buttoner: "and then you'll know

j

all."

The tone in which he spoke was low, deep, and

ominous; and therefore Nell Gibson naturally in-

ferred that the deed had been done and that Larry

I

Sampson was murdered. No misgiving as to any-

thing else entered her mind ; and not for a moment
could she conceive that the plot had failed and that

the most terrible suspicions existed against herself.

That the Buttoner would not tell her more nor enter

into the slightest particulars in the street, seemed

but a proper precaution ; and the only circumstance

that struck her as being at all singular, was that she

should be fetched down to the dark crib at that

hour.

" What am I wanted for at BcncuU's ?" she there-

fore asked, as she and the Buttoner proceeded rapidly

towards Jacob's Island.

" Don't ask me a single question now," he replied,

in a hurried and even tremulous voice : for vile and

criminal as he was, he could not contemplate with

utter indifference the murder of that fine young

woman who was now leaning on his arm.

They continued their way in silence; and in a

few minutes reached the dark crib. BencuU opened

the street-door ; and the moment Nell Gibson en-

tered the back room, she perceived by the looks of

the Hangman, the Mushroom Faker, and the Durry-
nacker that something was ominously amiss. Turn-
ing towards the Buttoner for an explanation, she saw
that the expression of his countenance was dogged

and sombre as if marked with the iron impress of

some stern resolve : and then as her glance, now
keen with augmenting terror, travelled to the features

of BencuU as he came in last and closed the room-
door behind him, she read her doom as it were in the

looks of that dreadful man.
But not choosing to anticipate any evil— and

indeed utterly unable to conjecture >Yhence it could
spring so as to assume aa aspect at all menacing
towards herself—she said in that tone of inquiry

which an accomplice adopts when demanding an
explanation as a right, "Now will you tell me what
has been the result of this night's enterprise ?"

"'Tis for you to tell us what Larry Sampson
gave you for betraying the plot

!
" exclaimed the

Hangman in a voice of thunder, as he turned his

ferocious looks full upon the now really dismayed
and stiirtled young woman.

" Yes—how much did you get?" demanded Ben-
cull, with equal ferocity of voice aud look.

" Whatever may have happened, I did not be-
tray you—I swear that I did not I" said Nell Gib-
son, now recovering somewhat of her presence of
mind, while indignation deepened the olour ui)ou
her ciiet'ks to the ruddiest glow.

" I knew she would deny it," said the Hangman,
his eyes literally glowering; upon her. " Why, you
she-devil ! Larry Sampson has not only baulked
us and had the lau:,'h at u?, but he al;o knew that

me, BencuU, and the Buttoner was the chaps that

did the business t'otiicr niaihtattheBiroriet's "

"Yes—and he knowed ail about Cofnns intend-

ing to go and get the great book," added BencuU,
with such a concentrated ferocity that bis voice

sounded like the subdued roar of a wild beast.

"I am innocent of all this!" said Neil Gibson,

her presence of mind rapidly failing.

"You lie !" thundered the Hangman. "We are

certaiu that you have betrayed us: who e:se could

have done it ? Besides, we know more of your
nasty sneaking tricks than you fancy "

"Yes, look here," suddenly cried the Buttoner,

producing Nell Gibson's own letter to Sir Douglas
Huntingdon—that letter which she had penned at

MegBlowcu's, and which her paramour had subse-

quently obtained from the boy to whom she had
entrusted it for delivery.

"Ah!" she ejaculated, becoming pale as death

—for she saw that her doom was inevitable : and
now, though she tried to speak, the words stuck

in her throat, and terror subdued all further power
of utterance.

"You see she's guilty—there's no doubt of it!"

said the Hangman : and suddenly flinging off his

coat, he actually tucked up his shirt-sleeves in

order more effectually to do the work of death.

At the same instant BencuU threw a sUk hand-
kerchief round Nell Gibson's neck; and placing

his hand forcibly over her mouth, he prevented
her from screaming. The other ruffians, not even
excepting the Buttoner, now Hew upon her like so

many wild beasts upon their prey; and while

some held her hands and feet, the others tugged
hard at the handkerchief in order to strangle her.

She struggled desperately, though in the iron grasp

of those strong men : her cloak and bonnet were

torn off—and her hair streamed down in wild dis-

order. Hard, hard did she fight against death

:

fearful was the convulsive tenacity with which the

unfortunate girl clung to life! But gradually

those strong spasmodic struggles grew weaker

and weaker ; and in a few more instants all was

over!

The villains might have despatched her more

speedily by the pistol, the knife, or the bludgeon

:

but they were afraid of exciting the attention of the

neighbours by the report of fire-arms—and they

were equally careful of spilling blood, which would

leave its traces upon the floor—inasmuch as the

attention of Mr. Lawrence Sampson had now evi-

dently become fixed upon the dark crib.

But the work of murder was eflfectually done by

means of strangulation : and when the appalling

deed was accomplished the Buttoner suddenly burst

into tears and cried like a child.

" What the devil is the meaning of this blubber-

ing ?" demanded the Hangman, with a terrible im-

precation.

" It's nothink—on'y a sort of nervous fit that I

can't help for the moment," whimpered the But-

toner. " There— take her away—take her away

—

don't let her stare up at me with those eyes that ate

fixed and dull as if made of glass !—take her away,

1 say 1"—and the strong man shuddered from head

to foot with hysterical convuliiions.
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" Yon two look to him," growled the Ilansman,

adiiressing the cnmmaiul to the Mushroom Fak'r

and Bob the Durryiiacker, " Come along, Bi;iicull

—you atid me must do the rest of the work betwixt

"To be sure," responded Benciill, raising the corpse

by the legs while Daniel Collin lifted it by the

shoulders. "Now then—come quick— out of this

Jiere door—there- that's right!"

And the two men emerged into the lillle Rallery

b'^hind the house, bcnring tiie dead body between

them in the manner just described.

"Now lei's lower it down gently, Ben," said the

Hangman, "so as not lo make a splash. There's

nobody about to see what's going on !"'

Nobody to seel Ah— the insensate wretch!—the

eye of God was apon him— lixeU on that scene ol

murder: and yet, because there was no candle at

Bny neighbouring wind'jw, and because not a human
45H:

soul was visible either on the opposite side of the

ditch or on the briiiges, the ruthless murderers fnn«

ciid that no eye was npon ihem as they lowered llio

corpse into the stagnant dyke!

Tlie li^ht of the silver crescent moon shone upon
this last act in the terrible drama: aud as Brncnll

and the Hangman thus let down their victim into

tlie slimy grave, there was a moment, as she hung
over the wooden parapta ere they let go the handker-

chief that they hchl in their grasp,—a moment, we
say, at which the pure lustre of the planet of the

night fell powerfully upon the countenance of the

unlortiMKite young woman, 8lio.ving in their dis-

torted gliasllincss those fealuies that were so re*

cently full of animation and even beauty! For a

moment also did that mnunlight delineate the Idrm

that was so linely modelled, but which now hung in

the dread abandonment of death I

Terrible indeed was every detail of the tiemciidous
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tragedy of this awful night : but in another moment
all Wfts over. The corpse was lowered down into its

black sepulchre of slime—and the dark muddy
waters closed with but a sluggish ripple above it.

CHAPTER XCIII.

THE TOKENS.

We must once more transport our readers to

Paris—that peerless city which not only sets the
fashions for the fair sex, but also affords the ex-

ample of revolutionary glory to all the nations

that are down-trampled and enslaved.

Three weeks had elapsed since that memorable
night on which Julia Owen, under the name of

Laura Linden, had brought all the artillery of her
wiles and intrigues, her witcheries and her bland-

ishments, to bear upon Jocelyn Loftus in the

prison-department of the Prefecture of Police.

The reader will recollect that it was an accident

which revealed to Jocelyn the identity of the false

Laura Linden with the depraved though lovely

Julia Owen; and that this sudden discovery was
followed by earnest remonstrances on the part of

the young gentleman and impassioned entreaties

on that of the young lady. Indeed, in the enthu-
siasm to which she worked herself up and with
which her maddening desires helped to animate
her, Julia had threatened to commit suicide unless

Jocelyn would consent to crown her hopes and
minister to her sensual cravings. Then was it

that in a tone of mingled remonstrance and despair,

he exclaimed, " Oh ! you will drive me mad—you
will drive me mad !"—to which the infatuated Julia

responded with all the fervour of devouring pas-
sion, "O Jocelyn, dear Jocelyn—thou knowest
that I love thee !" That same instant Louisa
Stanley was alike a listener and a spectatress; and
the scream which thrilled from her lips penetrated
through Jocelyn's brain. By the aid of the lamp
he looked through the aperture in the partition-
wall

; and on recognizing his Louisa, a cry of rage
and madness burst from him. All in a moment
did he understand what must have been the impres-
sion produced upon the mind of his well-beloved

;

and while levelling the bitterest reproaches against
Julia Owen, he fell down insensible.

All these particulars have we thus rapidly reca-
pitulated in order to refresh the memory of the
reader. We may now add that when Jocelyn re-
turned to consciousness, he found a physician and
a nurse seated by his bedside; and on inquiry he
learnt that /or ten days ho had been ill with a deli-

rious fever.

Ten days! and how much might have happened
in that time I His Louisa had doubtless renounced
him for ever; and thus were his fondest, dearest,
brightest hopes destroyed beyond redemption!
No—not beyond redemption: for he could explain
to Louisa all that had occurred—he could show
her how he had been made a victim instead of
wilfully becoming a criminal. Yes: but by what
means was he to communicate with her?—for he
was still a prisoner— still subjected to all the
rigours of that seclusion to which he had been
consigned from the first moment of his arrest.

He appealed to the physician for leave to send
to the post a letter which he wished to write : but

the medical man, too independent if not too honest
to deceive him with false representations, at once
declared that he had no authority in the matter.
Jocelyn then sent to demand an interview with the
Prefect ; and this (unctionary at once acceded to
the young gentleman's request and repaired to his
chamber. The physician and nurse withdrew;
and when Loftus was alone with the Prefect, he
demanded an explanation of what had occurred—
how Julia Owen had been his neighbour, and how
Miss Louisa Stanley had been brought lo the Pre-
fecture? To these queries the Prefect however
declined giving an answer; and Jocelyn therefore
remained in turturing suspense as to the circum-
stances which had arisen or the influences that
had been exercised in order to place Louisa in a
position to form the most erroneous and the most
f itai opinion of his fidelity and honour. Finding
that the Prefect would not give him any explana-
tions on those heads, Jocelyn asked whether he
might be permitted to communicate with his friends.

The reply was exactly that which he had antici-

pated—namely, a negative, decisive enough though
couched in the most courteous terms. He next
demanded how long he was to be retained a pri-

soner; and thereupon the Prefect addressed liim
in the following manner :

—

"In expectation of your convalescence, and na-
turally supposing that you would wish to put a
term to your imprisonment, those who at present
rule your destinies have prepared this bond, which
you must sign ; and I am instructed—upon receiv-

ing your signature, after you shall have duly
perused and considered it—to grant you your
freedom."

"My freedom!" ejaculated Loftus. "And im-
mediately too ?" he asked, raising himself up in

his couch and looking eagerly at the Prefect.
" Yes-this very day if you choose," replied the

functionary. " It is now two o'clock in the after-

noon," he added consulting his wa:ch; "and there

is not the slightest reason wherefore you should

not be comfortably installed at one of cur gay
Parisian hotels ere sunset."

" Oh! but I am so weak—so feeble—so ill," mur-
mured Loftus, sinking back upon the piliow.

"Change of air and a sense of freedom will

speedily restore you to health," said the Prefect.
" Give me the bond," cried Loftus, stretching

out his hand : "let me see what it contains! And
yet," he observed, abruptly checking the eager-

ness of his manner, while a dark cloud fell as

suddenly upon his features; "it is useless—I know
beforehand it is useless! That bond doubtless

stipulates conditions which I cauuot in honour
fulfil »

" Then will yon remain a captive all j'our life?"

asked the Prefect, significantly.

"Heavens! can such an atrocity bo contem-

plated towards me ?
' exclaimed Jocelyn, in min-

gled astonishment and terror.

" You must understand," said the Prefect, "that

inasmuch as the individuals whom your conduct

has converted into enemies, are possessed of power

illimitable, so will their persecution of you be

pitiless if you persist in thwarting or interfering

with their dosi^ins. Believe me, young man, it is

a somewhat dangerous thing to obey the impulses

of a maudlin chivalry, a sickly sentiuientalism, or

a false honour "
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"Siience, sir!" exclaimed Lot'tus, with a min-

gled di};nity and sternness, as the excitement of

his soul animated him with the strength to

raise himself up once more to a sitting; posture in

the couch: "you are calumniating all the finest

feelings that belong to our natui-e. Because I

have vowed to frustrate the schemes which are in

progress to accomplish the ruin of a persecuted

and injured Princess—for that this is the cause of

my imprisonment I can of course full well con-

ceive "

" Let us not bandy words," interrupted the Pre-

fect. "The means of liberty are within your

reach ; and at all events there will be no harm in

your perusing the bond," he added, drawing a

parchment from his pocket.

Loftus took the deed—opened it—and endea-

voured to read its contents. But only a few

hours had elapsed since he had awakened to con-

sciousness from the protracted delirium of fever;

and a mist was still upon his eyes—so that he

could not concentrate the powers of vision upon

minute points. Dropping the document from his

hand and sinking back upon the pillow, he said in

a bitter tone, " I cannot read it : and even if I

could, I am persuaded it would be useless."

"Nevertheless, permit me," exclaimed the Pre-

fect, "to describe the leading points in the bond:"

—then perceiving that Jocelyn offered no objec-

tion, he continued to say, "The first stipulation is to

the eflfect that you solemnly and sacredly pledge

yourself to bury in oblivion all the information you
may ever have received relative to the mission of t:ie

Misses Owen and their appointment to situations

about the person of her Royal Highness the Prin-

cess of Wales. Secondly, you renounce all idea

of forming so unequal a match as that which you
have contemplated in respect to Miss Louisa

Stanley. Thirdly, you resume before the world

your proper name, and make due submission

"Enough, enough!" cried Jocelyn Loftus, the

flush of indignation appearing upon his counte-

nance, a moment before so pale. " Were your in-

famous Bastile still in existence, I would sooner

be consigned to eternal immurement in one of its

living tombs, than assent to the terms contained

in that document. And now I can full well under-

stand from what quarter emanate these persecu-

tions. But, O God!" he exclaimed, an expres-

sion of sudden agony passing over his counte-

nance as a thought struck him; "grant that poor
Louisa fall not into the meshes and toils

"

The remainder of the sentence was lost in a suffo-

cating sob which burst from Jocelyn's lips; and for

two or three minutes he was almost completely un-
manned by the violence of his emotions. Weak-
ened and enfeebled as he wai by illness, it cannot
bo wondered if his mind r<ere sympathetically at-

tenuated, and that hio feelings should for a space
triumph over his habitual fortitude.

"No— it is not a Bastile which you have to

dread," observed the Prefect after a pause : " but
if you still continue obstinate "

" You mean," interrupted Loftus, bitterly, " if I

still continue to spurn proposals alike dishonour-
able and tyrannical to a degree "

" Well, wc will not dispute as to words," resumed
the Prefect, rising from the seat wiiich ho had
taken by the young gentleman's bedside : " but
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perhaps you will understand mo when I state

that if we have no Bastiles, yet we have mad-
houses ;—and should you persevere in your present
course "

"Enough, enough!" ejaculated Loftus, all his

wonted fortitude now returning to his aid. " You
may consign me to a lunatic asylum on pretences
as base as those which have made me a prisoner

at the Prefecture : but all the diabolical tyranny
of the mad-doctor, and all the coercion of the

strait-waistcoat, the barred chamber, the iroQ

chains, and the ferocious keeper, will not prove
more effective with me than the persuasion of his

Excellency the Prefect of Police 1"

And as Jocelyn Loftus gave utterance to these

words, he surveyed the French functionary with
a calm but noble dignity which was more impres-
sive than an angry defiance would have been.

"Then you refuse your signature to this bond?"
said the Prefect, moving towards the door.

"I do," was the firm reply. "And now, before

you leave me, sir, let me remark that the day will

come when you may perhaps repent of your con-
duct towards one who never injured you. Indeed,

if there be a spark of generous feeling in your
nature—if you have aught of that chivalry in your
soul for which yuur nation is so justly famed—
you must shrink from the unwortiiy position wliich

you are occupying—namely, that of the despots'

tool! No honourable man would consent to be
the gaoler of an innocent person under such cir-

cumstances."

The Prefect of Police made no reply to this

language of rebuke and remonstrance uttered with
dignity rather than with passion : but waiting until

Jocelyn had ceased, his Excellency merely bowed
and then quitted the room, to which the physiciaa
and the nurse soon afterwards returned.

A week now passed away, thus making up the
tliree weeks which at the commencement of this

chapter we stated to have elapsed since the memo-
rable night of Julia Owen's adventures. During
those seven days which thus succeeded the inter-

view with the Prefect, Jocelyn Loftus became
pretty well restored to health. But his mind re-

mained a prey to cruel misgivings and incessant

anxieties.

That the Marquis of Leveson had interfered ia

his affairs, he had not the slightest doubt. In the
first place, it was the Marquis who had been in-

strumental in nominating the Owens to their

present mission; in the second place, he was
interested for his own reputation's sake in pre-

venting any exposure of the conspiracy thus in pro-

gress against the Princess of Wales ; and thirdly,

it was perfectly intelligible to Jocelyn wherefore

the Marquis sought to prevent his union with an
obscure and portionless girl such as Louisa Stan-

ley. Arguing, therefore, from all these circum-

stances that Lord Leveson had been busily en-
gaged against him, Jocelyn was fearful that the

Marquis might by some means or other have
gained the confidence of Louisa; and although the

young lover had too sublime a faitii in the purity

and chastity of the damsel's soul to imagine for an
instant that she would lend an car to any over-

tures which the veteran debauchee might choose

to make, yet Unowiiig full well how unprincipled

and unscrupulous was the character of that nublu-

mau, Jocelyn could not help tearing for Louisa as
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OTio may tremble for the lamb la the power of the

wolf!

Tims did the week following the interview with

the Prefect puss unhappily enousch for Jocelyn

Loftus: but still lie was determined to endure any

amount of persecution and undergo any extent of

adversity, rather than submit to tbe terms dictated

by his enemies.

At the end of the week the physician pronounced

his patient to be so far recovered as not to require

his services any lonf^er. Jocelyn saw that it was

of no use to endeavour to interest the medical

man in his behalf: fortliou^jh fall of that courtesy

which seems ianate with every Frenchman, he was

nevertheless evidently a mere tool of the Prefect.

Loftus tiierefore contented liim.self with thankinjj

tiie physician for his atteutiuus ; and the medical

man then took his leave.

But the nurse still remained. She was a French-
woman of about sixty—taciturn, and reserved, but

keen and shrewd, and with that kind of sharp

angular countenance which denotes extreme art-

fuhie.-s and duplicity. Hitherto sho had never

addressed a word to Lofius save in fulfilment of

her ministering duties as a nurse; but the moment
the physician had taken his departure she sud-

denly assumed a look of deep significancy, as if

encouraging Jocelyn to question her.

" And are your bcrvices likewise to cease?" he

asked, addressing her of couise in the French
tongue.

"That depends upon you, sir," she immediately

answered: '"and if you are wise you will send a

note to the Prefect desiring that I may be allowed

to remain in attendance upon you a few days

more. Should he hesitate, you must pretend to

suffer a relapse, so that it may become a matter

of apparent necessity for me to stay. His E.\cel-

lency has the utmost faith in me . I have been

attaclied to the establishment for the last twenty

years ; and he does not think me capable of abus-

ing his confiilence."

Jocelyn had listened in mingled amazement and

hope to tliis speech, which the old nurse delivered

in a cautious whisper : but after the conduct of the

charwoman in becoming the agent of Julia Owen's

manoeuvres, and considering also those manoeuvres

themselves, Loftus was resolved not to be hasty in

putting faith in anybody belonging to the Pre-

fecture.

" What am I to understand from all that you
have just told me?" he iuquired, looking her full

iu the face.

"That I am anxious aud able to serve you,"

she immediately answered, "if you choose to be

served by me."
" But to what end ? " asked Jocelyn, " and in

what manner?"
"1 suppose an escape is the end aimed at," she

returned :
" but as to the plan to be adopted, I

know naught of it."

"Tell me what you meant by the way in which
you addressed me just now," said Jocelyn, resolved

to hear more ere he committed himself in any
manner. "For during the past week—indeed,

since the delirium loft me—you have been for

hours and hours alone with me in this room, dur-
ing the intervals between the doctor's visits; and i

not once have you spoken a single cheering word, I

nor thrown aside your cliiU rcs^eive—far less I

have you given any indication of anxiety or will-

ingness to obtain my confidijuce."
" Because," rejoined the nurse, " nothing tr.ins-

pired in your favour outside these walls until

to-day."
" And what has happened at length, then ?" asked

Jocelyn, every nerve aud fibre thrilling with un-
certainly and suspense.

" When 1 went out an hour ago, to procure some
jelly for you at the pastry-cook's," said the nld

nur^e, " I was accosted by a gent'enian wlio asked
me if I belonged to the PrefLCture, as he saw me
issue forth from the building with a small raatktt-

basket hanging to my arm. I answered in the

affirmative ; and pulling a handful of gold out of

his pocitet as a ^ign that he was able and willing

to recompense, he besougnt me to give him a few

minutes' private conver-sation. I told him to fol-

low me to the pastry-cook's; and on arriving there,

we went into an inner roooi, where we sate down
to discourse. Tne gentleman—who, by the by, 1

should have .'.aid is an Engli.-^hinan, although he

speaks French as well as you do, sir— put iHciiiy

pieces of gold into my hand and asked me if I

would accept the sum as an earnest uf wiiat he

was disposed to give if I could and would serve him.

To convince you, sir, that I am telling the truth,"

added the nurse, " here are the twenty pieces that

lie gave me— all in guineas, as I thmk you c^U

tiiein in your language ;"—and she displayed ibo

coin as sue spoUe.
" Well, I certainly see that you have twenty

good golden guineas," said Jocelyn, his heart

beaiing high with hupe notwithstau'iing his en-

deavour to put a bridle upon his creduhiy. " Pray

proceed."

"The English gentleman, after a great many
questions," continued the nurse, "evidently lor

the purpose of testing n)y good faith, came to ttie

point at length by askmg me whether 1 knew auy

prisoner of your name "

" What name ?" asked our hero.

"Jocelyn Lojlus," returned the old nurse : "for

although I know, sir, that it is not your right name,

yet I am not aware what your right one really is.

The Englishman however of whom I am speaking,

mentioned you by the name which you bear here
;

and in reply to his question I told him not only

that I knew you, but that I was actually appointed

by the Prefect to wait upon you. At these tidings

he was perfectly overjoyed; but with a reasonablo

regard for caution, he would say nothing more un-

less I took him back from you some token to prove

that you believed me to be trustworthy. Aud that

you may be enabled to do this if you choose, 1 have

brought a token from the Englishman."

" Give it to me," exclaimed Loftus, now utterly

unable to subdue or conceal his eagerness j aud

clutching at a scrap of paper which the old womau

banded hiui, he hastily read the following lines:—

" Clara Stanley has seem her si-tor Louisa, wl»r> Is safe.

This is a tokt-n ttint you liave IViends outside Send a toktu

to prove thnt the bearer may be trusted."

A fervid joy now flamed up in Jocelyn's eyes

and glowed upon his countenance: for a thousand

thrilling aud ecstatic ideas swept through his brain.

Limisa was .safe—and Clara had seen her since the

adventure in Paris. But were the sisters now in-

teresting themselves by means of some trusty agent
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to effect his liberation ? and if so, was it not a proof

that his well- beloved still cherished his image

—

was still devoted to hiin? And if she still clung

to his memory and still considered herself his be-

trothed, was it not an evidence that she no longer

believed him unfaithful? and did it not appear as

if the wheel of fortune had begun to turn in his

favour?

Such was the first gush of delicious thoughts

that were excited by that scrap of paper : but now
came the more serious reHection—was he to put

faith in this seeming toUen ? or was it the first step

in some new intrigue to destroy him?

"Describe to me the person of this Englishman

whom you have met," he said, once more resuming

a tone of caution and a look of reserve.

" llathcr stout—of middle height—and about

forty," returned the nurse: "great black whiskers

and raustachios—red face and fierce-looking—

dressed in a military style—and carries a great

stick with a large knob."

"I have not the slightest idea who he is," ob-

served Loftus, thinking that the description was

much more suitable to a Frenchman than to an

Englishman: and again he hesitated as to the

amount of reliance he ought to place upon the old

woman's tale.

But still he saw not how the token seat to him
could possibly form a link in any chain of contem-

plated treachery; and much less could he under-

stand how he should be compromisinj^ himself by

sending some sign in reply. Besides, where no-

thing was risked, notliing would be gained : and if

he indeed had friends outside, it was his duty to

acknowledge their good intentions and do all he

could to farther them. Therefjre, without any

more hesitation, he at once wrote on the back of

the slip of paper the following words:

—

" Has Miss Louisa rctaraed to Canterbury ? or is she

with her sister in Stratton-street, London T'

" When are you to meet the Englishman again ?"

he asked, as he handed the scrap of paper back to

the old nurse.

" This evening at seven o'clock," was the response.

"But in the meantime, do you write to the Prefect

and solicit that I shall remain in attendance upon
you."

Lofcus hastened to comply with this suggestion
;

and ill the course of an hour he received a written

answer from the Prefect, couched in the following

"Cabinet of (he Prefecture of Police.

"November 24th, 1814.

" Sib,—I beg to inform you that I have received your
note, and in reply thereto have to state that the attentions

ol the nurse shall bo continued towav Is you so Ions as you
remain a prisoner in the Prefecture Uut the medical
attendant has this day reported your complete recovery;

and I have therefore to inform you that according to the
instructions which I have received, you must prepare for

removal to another place in the course of two or three
dayji, unless you assent to those terms which may at once
empower me to restore you to liberty.

" I have tl»e honour to galuto you,

"Xni: PKEFJiCT OK POLICE."

Jocelyn read this note to the old nurse, watching
her countenance as he did so: but he could not dis-

cover in !ier looks anything to make him suspect

that she was playing him false or was jirivy to any

new plot initiated against him. He now therefore

anxiously awaited the result of het next interview

with the Englishman; and as seven o'clock ap.

preached, his excitement rose to the highest degree.

At length she took her departure; and after an
absence of more than an hour she made her appear-

ance again in the prison-chamber.
" I have seen the Englishman," she said ; "and I

gave him back the scrap of paper on which you had
written something, which evidently satisfied him
that I was trustworthy. He thereupon took me in a

hackney-coach to a house in the Rue du Bac; and
in a handsome apartment on the first floor I was
introduced to an elderly gentleman with a great

brown wig, red whiskers, and a very good set of

teeth. He is also an Englishman. A few words
passed between him and the gentleman who iiad

brought me hither: but as they spoke in English I

did not understand what they said. I however per-

ceived that the one with the black whiskers and
mustachios was called Captain."

"I cannot think who they caa be," said Jocelyn.

"But pray go on."

"The gentleman with the brown wig and red

whiskers desired me to sit down : and he then pro-

ceeded to put all kinds of questions concerning the

Prefecture—its internal arrangements, the distri-

bution of the buildings, the manner in which they

are guarded, and the sxact position of your chamber.
To all these queries," continued the nurse, " I gave
the fullest and most faithful particulars. Indeed,

being well aware for what motive I was thus inter-

rogated, I told the two gentlemen that it would be

madness to dream of eiFdcting your escape either by
force or stratagem, so long as the Prefecture re-

mained your prison. Struck by this last observation

of mine, they asked what I meant; and I proceeded

to explain that tliis very afternoon you had received

a letter from the Prefect intimating that you were

shortly to be removed elsewhere. This statement

seemed to give a new impulse to the thoughts of

your English friends ; and after conversing together

for a short time in their own language, the Captain

penned a few hasty lines which he bade me give

you."

With these words the old woman handed Loftus

a note, the contents of which he eagerly perused,

and which ran as follow :

—

" The few words you sent just now have been regarded

as a token that the bearer is fully trustworthy. Being

unacquainted with your handwriting, it was necessary to

receive from yoii some proof that the little billet was really

delivered to yoa yourself instead of being placed in the

hands of yaur gaolers. The words you wrote back, could

not well have been forged by any official of the Prefecture,

inasmuch as they involve questions which none but you

would have been likely to put ; and therefore we received

them as a token that the first little missive really reached

you. It now appears that you are soon to bo removed. You
must ascertain, if possible, when this removal will take

place, and whither you are going. But if you cannot

glean thcso particulars, you need not despair: we shall

maintain a constant watch—as we are pledged to accom-

plish our aim

!

"Miss Louisa Stanley has returned to her residence at

Canterbury, having escaped from many perils. Wo are

enabled to assure you that nothing which your enemies

have devijcd or done, has in any way impaired her full

confidcucc in yuu.
"YOUa FRIENDS OUTSIDE."

The joy— the supreme, ineffablo joy— which

Loftus experienced on pcrushig the lattir pnrt of
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the letter, so transcended all the previous aatis-

lUciion which he felt at the prospects cf escape

held out by the preceding portion, that he for a

few minutes forjjut everythin;^ save the one grand

fact that his Louisa loved him as fondly as ever.

The assurance thus conveyed seemed to inspii-e

bim with new life : hope lit up its flaming beacon

before his eyes—and again did he whisper to him-

self that the wheel of fortune was turning in his

favour.

But when the first gush of ecstatic feelings had

thus found a vent, he was enabled to revert with

belitLing seriuusiioss and deliberation to the mea-

sures that were in progress for his escape. To
solicic another interview with the Prefect was the

only way to obtain the information which his

hiends outside requested him to procure—namely,

the time fixed for his removal, and the place to

which he was to be removed : but as it was now

nine o'clock in the evening he considered it best to

postpone the demaml for that interview with the

Fretect until the following morning. Dismissing

the nurse therefore for the night, he remained

alone to meditate upon his prospects, his hopes,

and his love.

Afier breakfast next morning he was about to pen

a note to the Prefect, when the door opened and that

functionary entered the room. The old nurse im-

mediately withdrew ; and the moment she had re-

tired, the Prefect addressed himself to Jocelyn in

the following manner :—
" By this morning's post I have received a letter

from London. It is to the effdct that from some-

thing which has transpired within the last week or

ten days, it is deemed expedient no longer to insist

upon that clause in the bond which forbids your al-

liance with Miss Louisa Stanley."

" Ah !" ejaculated Loftus, in astonishment :
" what

could have transpired to have produced this change

of opinion upon that point? Your Excellency can

surely speak with more openness and less enigma

than heretofore. Indeed, I know full well that the

Marquis of Leveson is at the bottom of all this
"

"Well, then," observed the Prefect, hastily, "it

does appear from the letter 1 have received this

morning, that his lordship ^a« learnt something

which has induced him to alter his mind very ma-

terially coneerning this matrimonial project ofy our's.

But whether it be that Miss Louisa Stanley turns

out to be more highly connected than he had at first

supposed—or whether she has suddenly proved the

heiress to a fortune—I am of course uiterly unable

to conjecture. Suffice it for you to know, that this

particular clause in the bond is withdrawn; and I

will take it upon myself to erase the stipulation

which requires your submission and obedience to the

Marquis of Leveson. It now therefore only remains

for you to sign your assent to that clause which sa-

credly and solemnly pledges you to abstain from

any interference in. the afiairs of the Princess of

Wales—to bury in oblivion all that you may have

ever learnt upon that subject—and to pursue your
future career as if no such details had ever come to

your knowledge."

" 1 have listened to your Excellency with varied

feelings of interest," said Jocelyn, in a firm and de-

liberate tone. "That an assent should now be given

to my union with Miss Louisa Sianley, is so far

agreeable inasmuch as it can only be a tribute of ad-

miration and respect accorded to her beauty and her

virtues : for that she has suddenly discovered any
high connexions or become possessed of a fortune, I

do not for a moment believe. The clause relative to my
submission to the Marquis of Leveson could indeed

be well dispensed with, for reasons which I need not

explain. But as for that clause which is to remain
and which I am to be called upon to sign—were I to

purchase my freedom on such terms, never should I

dare venture into the presence of Louisa Stanley

again. When first I set out upon this enterprise, she

encouraged me to pursue it ; and with all the gene-

rosity of her nature did she appreciate the duty
which circumstances thus imposed upon me. Siie

felt for the injured Princess—not because she is a

Princess—but because she is a woman—a wronged

and injured woman !—and she would regard me as a

coward—a base recreant—were I now, in a moment
of weakness or folly, to abandon the cause of that

persecuted lady."

The Prefect exerted all his eloquence to remon-
strate, persuade, and cajole, in order to induce Jocel^ a
to sign the bond, now cut down to a single clause:

but not even to this one clause would the young mao
append his name. At length, tired of his unavailing

endeavours to alter the prisoner's decision, the Pre-

fect said, " Then if you are bent upon this obstinacy,

1 have no alternative but to follow out the instruc-

tions which I have received."

"And those instructions?" said Loftus, inter*

rogatively.

"To treat you as a lunatic," responded the Pre-

fect, " and remove you to an asylum for the insane.

To-morrow night, therefore, at eleven o'clock, will

you be transferred hence—unless in the interval you
yield to the dictates of reason and prudence."

Having thus spoken, his Excellency hastened from

the room ; and soon afterwards the old nurse returned.

Jocelyn now penned the following note:

—

" To MT FRIENDS ocTsmE,—Whoever ye are, accept my
sincerest and most heartfelt thanks! Your note duly

reached mo ; and as a farther token that it is really I, the

undersigned, who am thus correspondins with you, permit

me to ask whether Miss Clara Stanley is still residing with

Mr. and Mrs. Beckfoid in Stratton Street, Piccadilly V The
time of my removal is fixed for to-morrow night at eleven;

and my destiny is a ma<WiO«se— but where situated 1 know
not. This point I could not ascertain; nor is there any
chance of discovering it. I have not the slightest doubt

that the old woman is fully trustworthy.

"JOCELYX LOFTUS."

But scarcely had our hero penned the last words

of his note, when the thought suddenly struck him,

with the dismaying eflect of a lightning-flash, that

although the nurse brought the notes to him and

carried his own to the friends outside, yet that it was

quite possible for her to submit the whole corre-

spondence to the Prefect as it passed through her

hands. This idea had not struck him before ; and

his heart now sank within him. He glanced up from

the paper on which he had just been writing, and en-

countered the looks of the woman as they were

fixed upon him: but there was nothing troubled in

the manner in which she met his gaze. On the con-

trary, she evidently perceived that some misgiving

had suddenly entered his mind ; and in a calm un-

ruflled tone, she said, " I cannot convince you, sir,

of my fidelity : but alter all, what risk do you run

by trusting me? If 1 really am faithful, well and

good : but it, on the other hand, I am all the while

betraying you to the Prefect, what alteration can it
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make in tlie circumstances of your position? You
are not like a murderer or a felon, on whom heavy

irons are put when he attempts to escape."

The truth of these observations forcibly struck

Jocelyn Loftus ; and even if he were not tho-

roughly convinced of the old woman's fidelity, he

at all events resolved to allow the matter to take

its course. But to the note which he had just

penned, he added the vroids—" Nevertheless, use

the utmost caution."

The old nurse presently sallied forth with this

letter ; and in about an hour she returned, bear-

ing a written reply which ran as follows :

—

"Your note is received; and in pursuance of your re-

commendation to vse caution, we shall not commit any of

our plans to paper. Suffice it to say that we are neither

inactive nor irresolute. Miss Clara Stanley was residing

In Slratton Street when we left London a few days ago.

"YOUR FRIENDS OUTSIDE."

•'P.S.—Unless anything of importance should transpire

—such, for instance, as the postponement of your removal

—it will not be necessary for any farther communication to

take place between us. We have given the old woman a

hundred guineas."

It can scarcely be necessary to inform our readers

that the remainder of this day and the whole of the

next passed amidst much anxiety and torturing sus-

pense. At one moment Jocelyn was buoyed up
with exulting hope, feeling confident in the success

of the plans, whatever they were, which his friends

outside were conducting: at another moment his

spirits drooped, as a bird plunges down from the

loftiest clouds into the lowest abysses of some yawn-

ing gulf—and he fancied that he was betrayed ! As
the hour approached for his removal from the Pre-

fecture, the restlessness of his spirit amounted to a

positive excruciation ; and he felt the blood coursing

at a fever-pace in its crimson channels.

CHAPTER XCIV.

THE JOUENEY

At ten o'clock on the night fixed for Jocelyn*s

departure, the Prefect visited him, and made a
last effort to induce him to sign the bond.

"You see," observed his Excellency, "what a

high opinion even your very enemies have of your
honouk- and integrity, since they are willing to

permit you to go at large in the world, the pos-

8es.\or of all their most important secrets, with no
other guarantee than your simple written pledge
that you will not reveal them."

"Yes," said Jocelyn, bitterly ;—" they first at-

tempted to destroy every sentiment of virtue and
paralyse every impulse of honour within my breast—for that this was the aim in subjecting me to the
seductive wiles of the temptress Julia Owen, I
cannot doubt. But having had so signal a proof
that I prefer the approval of my conscience to all

the blandishments of transient pleasure, and that
I cherish honour as if it were a worship,—my ene-
mies, as you justly style them, are now willing to

trust themselves to that integrity and that sense
of rectitude which they have vainly endeavoured
to subvert. They know that my pledge would
be my bond, and that my written promise would
never be falsinod. But that pledge and that pro-
mise they will iDt obtain from me 1"

These words were uttered in so firm a tone that
the Prefect of Police offered no farther remon-
strance and attempted no more persuasion ; but
coldly bowing to our young hero, he quitted the
room. A few minutes afterwards the old nurse
entered to take leave of Jocelyn; and she spoke
her farewells with an air of so much sincerity that

all remaining suspicions with regard to her were
banished from his mind.

A little before eleven Jocelyn was fetched from
his room by a couple of gendarmes and conducted
down to the court-yard, where a post-chaise and
four appeared in readiness. The postilions were
ready mounted—the lamps of the vehicle were
lighted—and the moment Loftus entered, the door
was banged and the equipage rolled at a rapid rate

through the gloomy gate of the Prefecture.

Inside the chaise Jocelyn found himself in the
companionship of two individuals. One of them
he speedily recognised, by the light which the

street-lamps shed into the carriage, as the very
same police-agent who had arrested him nearly

two months back at the Hotel Meurice: the other

was unknown to Jocelyn, but was no doubt like-

wise an ofBcial of the Prefecture. Brth were in

plain clothes ; and the first-mention^.d one imme-
diately addressed our hero in terms of politeness,

to which a somewhat cold though sufficientlyt-our-

teous response was given : but It was not to be
suppc«=ed that Jocelyn could feel very well in<r

clined to converse familiarly with any of the agents

of that tyranny to which he was being subjected.

On emerging from the Prefecture, the post-chaise

rattled along the quays bordering the Seine ; and
turning into the central avenue of the Champs
Elysc-es, took the road for St. Germain. While in

the Champs Elys^es, and indeed within the imme-
diate precincts of the suburbs, there were so many
vehicles hurrying in every direction that it was im-

possible to say whether any particular one was fol-

lowing the post-chaise : but when proceeding

farther along the road and the open country was
gained, Jocelyn listened anxiously for the sounds
of any vehicle in pursuit. For if his English friends

were not thus following, how was it possible that

they could accomplish his rescue? Such was the

question which he asked himself a dozen times

during the first half-hour that elapsed after leaving

the Parisian suburbs behind: but no sounds of

any vehicle in pursuit reached his ears.

The weather was fine, clear and frosty: the

moon sat enthroned in silver splendour amidst the

deep blue of the cloudless over-arching sky, which
was gemmed with myriads of stars, those chaste

handmaids of the Queen of Night! The police-

agents, finding that Jocelyn did not encourage them
in conversation, soon sank into silence: but through

the semi-obscurity which prevailed inside the vehi-

cle, our hero could observe their eyes fixed upon him
with the keenness of custodians whom no soothing

influence could lull into slumber so long as a watch
must be kept.

The journey had now lasted upwards of an hour,
when suddenly a man on horseback, coming from
behind—that is to say, from the direction of Paris-
shot past the post-chaise with incredible speed.

"His horse has run away with him," observed
one of the police-agenis : and as he put down the

window and looked forth, the movement of his body
made his coat open somenhat, and Jo'^lyn observed
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that he had a pair of pistols secured about his

person.

Ill about a couple of minutes after the horseman

had galloped by with the meteor-like rapidity just

described, another one, equally well mounted and

prooceeding at the same desperate rate, swept past

the chaise—no sooner appearing than he was instan-

taneously out of sight.

" Hah ! I should think they must be government

expresses," observed the police agent who was looking

out at the window : "and yet they did not appear to

have on the official uniform."

"It was impossible to tell at the rate they swept

past," said the other police-agent " They must be

Government couriers—or else the American Am-
bassador's expresses bound for Havre."

But scarcely were these words spoken, when a

vehicle, built like the tall English phaeton then in

vogue—drawn by two splendid horses—and contain-

ing three persons, also swept by the chaise in the

same direction as the two horsemen, who from their

Qeetness might be taken for the outriders of that

dashing equipage.

"Ah! at what a tremendous rate that vehicle is

going," cried the police- agent who still had his head

at the window. "I wonder what it can mean?
Doubtless some of your mad-cap fellow-countrymen,

sir," he continued, addressing himself to Lofius:

"for you Englishmen are desperate riders and drivers,

and can make your iiorses do anything."
" Those travellers, whoever they may be, are indeed

going very quick," said our hero, assuming a tone of

the most perfect indifierence, although a powerful

excitement was really agitating in his breast— (or a

secret voice seemed to whisper that those dashing

horsemen and the occupants of the phaeton were

the friends whose presence he had been so eagerly

expecting upon the road.

Scarcely had he come to this conviction when
the chaise entered the town of St. Germain; and
there the horses were changed. The halt only

occupied two or three minutes; and the vehicle

proceeded on at a rapid rate. Half-au hour

elapsed--St. Germain was far behind—and the

road now lay through a wood stretclun<j far as the

eye could reach on either side till lost in the gloom
of distance. The moon still shone in unclouded
splendour, shadowing forth the sombre appearance

of the landscape ; for nut a human habitation was
now to be seen. A presentiment sprang up in

Jocelyn's mind that ere the wood was cleared

something would be attempted by his friends; and
as he leant back in the seat, the two officers sitting

opposite to him, he endeavoured through the ob-

scurity to discover with straining looks, the exact

position in which the principal police-agent's pis-

tols were secured at his waist—for our young hero
wan resolved, if any attack were made, to second
as resolutely as he could inside the endeavours of
his friends outside.

Rapidly along the level road—which ran straight

as an arrow through the wood—proceeded the

equipage. By the shadow which it threw upon
the ground, iu the powerful moonlight, Jocelyn
could perceive that there were no guards or gen-
darmes seated outside the chaise : the two agents
who occupied the interior along with him, were
therefore tlie only persons to contend against—
for the postilions were sure not to be armed.
Perceivin(f, tlierefore, that he was so slightly

guarded, he felt assured that the old nnrse had not
betrayed to the Prefect the proceedings of his

friends, and that therefore such an eventuality as
an attempt at rescue had never been dreamt of by
the authorities.

Scarcely had Jocelyn revolved all these calcula-

tions in his own mind, when from the two branches
of a cross-road a sudden attack was made upon
the equipage. From the right hand and the left,

simultaneously and with matchless energy, was the
onslaught made by five determined persons. The
postilions were instantaneously knocked from
their horses: a foot was then placed on either

breast and a pistol pointed at either head, accom-
panied with stern injunctions to remain quiet, "or
their brains would be blown out." One of the

postilions was completely stunned by the fall, and
with regard to him therefore the warning was un-
necessary : but the other was less hurt, and in

piteous tones he promised to remain quiet, im-
ploring that his life would be spared.

At the same moment that the postilions were
hurled to the ground by two of the assailants, the

traces were cut by a third, and the horses at ouce
stood still. Simultaneously also were both the

doors of the chaise hastily torn open ; and at each
door appeared an indivividual thrusting pistols

into the interior.

The sudden movement which the two polioe-

agents made to tear open their coats and draw
forth the weapons with which they were armed,
was instantaneously frustrated by Jocelyn, who
threw himself with all his force upon them, and
thus succeeded in encumbering and restraining

their actions for a few moments, while the two ia-

dividuals who appeared at the doors, aided him in

completely overpowering them. To drag tnem
forth into the road—bind them with stout cords

—

take their weapons from them and toss them to a

distance,—all this was now the work of a minute ;

and no sooner was it over when Jocelyn'* friends

hurried him along with them up one of the

branches of the cross-road, where the two saddle-

horses and the dashing phaeton appeared.
" Now away, with the speed of the whirlwind I

'*

exclaimed one who seemed to be the leader of the

party, and who by the hasty glance which Jocelyn

threw upon him in the moonlight, seemed to

answer to the old nurse's description of the elderly

gentleman with the brown wig and the red whiskers.

"Up into the phaeton," he cried, seiaing Loftus by

the arm and literally thrusting him on to the front

se.it. " Now, Captain, where are you?"
" Here, my lord," instantaneously responded a

stentorian voice; and the individual who thus

spoke, sprang at the same time upon the back of

one of the saddle-horses: then in a still louder

tone, he cried, " Robin?"
" Here, sir,' was the reply : and the person who

now spoke leapt up behind the phaeton, where an-

other of the band also ensconsed himself.

All was haste and bustle, but no contusion. The
Captain, be it remembered, had mounted one

saddle-horse: the other was at the same time be-

stridden by its owner. The personage in the brown

wig, and who had been addressed as " my lord,"

seized the reins of the phaeton and took Ins seal as

driver—and then the whole cavalcade, consisting ot

saddle-horses and equipage, sped away at a tre-

mendous rate.
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CHAPTER XCV.

It was on the fifth evening after the incidents just

related; and if we peep into the Countess of Cur-

xon's bourdoir between eiglit and nine o'clock, we

shall observe her ladyship occupied with the elegant

mysteries of the toilette. And yet the word mysteries

scarcely applies in the present instance: for noneid

had Editha of cosmetics, sophistications, or adven-

titious appliances to enhance the natural splendour

of her charms.

No guicedaneous enamel was required for those

pearly teeth tiiat were without spot or blemish and

which shone between the lips that were full and red as

a luscious fruit of liie tropics: no art cuuld shed

upon the cheeks the hue of a richer carnation than

'.hat whicli the warm blood itself gave iu its uianlliuf;

4G*

glow ;—no dye nor factitious confection could crown

the dark hair with a brighter glory than its own

purply glossiness. And though the complexion of

this lady was of oriental duskiness, yet would it

have been a very folly and a shame to have en-

deavoured to mitigate its dark beauty by the appli-

ance of aught whiter or make that skin fairer. For

that soft and delicate tint of bronze— the softest and

most delicate that can possibly be conceived— gnre

her the appearance of the warm Andalusian or glow-

ing Italian,—as if she were one of the impassioned

!

daughters of the sunny south 1

j

Her eyes, so dark and yet so full of living lustre,

seemed like ebony condensing all the brilliancy ot

! diamonds: as suns they appeared to burn those who

1

gazed upon them—and, as suns also, did they seem

I
as if worlds of bliss and realms of paradise lay con-

cealed in the depths of their glory!

She had chosen for her e'eoing toilette a rich

satin dress of a shining ainbor colour, and which
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seemed to array her in the brightness of a robe made
of golden tissue. The low body left her polished

shoulders entirely bare, and revealed sufficient of

the bust to show the sculptural contours of the round,

fair, and well-detactied bosoms. The naked arms had

a graceful curve which admirably became their per-

fect modelling; and though the skirl of the shining

robe was so ample, yet did its plaits and folds aflbrd

an external indication of the symmetry which it con-

cealed. Thus the shape of the lower limbs might be

conjectured— aye, followed and delineated by the

mind's eye, especially when the imagination was as-

sisted by the exquisite conformation of the foot and
aiikle that peeped from beneath the satin dress.

Pearls set off the purple glossiness of her luxuriant

hair— and pearls also marked with their delicate

tracery the roundness of her swan-like neck. Nothing
could exceed the glowing appearance of the Countess

of Cuizon in that dark oriental loveliness which
made her seem like a houri fresh from the sensuali-

ties and luxuriousness of Mahomet's paradise. All

the brilliance of beauty, the grace of motion, and
the seductiveness of look which ever combined to

render woman alike charming and dangerous, now
mingled all the magic of their spells wherewith to

invest the Countess of Curzon.

In the brilliant toilette which Editha had Jifit

achieved, she was efficiently assisted by the faithful

Gertrude, her principal lady's-maid. This young
woman, who was herselfexceedingly beautiful, was
devotedly attached to her mistress—not merely
because she was a confidant iu Lady Curzon's in-

trigues, nor because she was well remunerated for

her complicity, but because she really loved the
Countess for her own sake, with a rare amount of
disinterested affection.

" Your ladyship never appeared more beautiful

than you are to-night," said Gertrude, as she threw
a rich ermine cloak over the shoulders of her
mistress.

" I am glad you tell me so, my dear girl," replied
Editha, laughing gaily; "for 1 know that you are
impartial. And now remember what 1 have told
you "

"Your ladyship knows,'' said Gertrude, with a
meaning look, " that I always attend to your lady-
ship's commands."

" You do, my dear girl," observed the Countess,
tapping her caressingly on the cheek, " and you
are aware that there is nothing I will not do to
serve you in return. Whenever you find a husband
that will suit you," added Editha with a gay smile,
"I shall take care of your dowry."

" Oh I there is time enough to think of that,"

exclaimed Gertrude. " I do not wish to quit your
ladyship's service, even to be married ''

" But you must not lend a willing ear to the idle
flatteries of men," said Editha. " Wait till you are
married, Gertrude, and then you can do anything
—gratifying every phantasy and yielding to every
whim. But in the meantime, prudence should lead
you to be what the world calls virtuous. At all

events," she added, with a gay laugh and with a
look singularly full of wickedness and arch signifi-
cance, " do not yield to the honied words of my
husband."

"Oh! was not that farce an amusing one?"
cried Gertrude, bursting into a peel of the mer-
riest laughter, while her own looks also expressed
a roguish meaning. "It was better than any

play at a theatre : such equivoques ! But when irfll

his lordship return home?"
" I do not know exactly," responded Editha.

"In a few days, I presume. He told me that ho
was going to France on some sadden and pressing
business. Whether it be true or not, I cannot say.

But 'tis now nine o'clock, and I must be ofiF to
Lady Lechmere's."

The Countess thereupon issued forth from her
boudoir, and descended the stairs with the splendid
ermine cloak flowing loosely around her. When
at the bottom of the staircase she looked up ; and
perceiving that Gertrude was leaning over the
ballusters of 'the landing above, Editha gave the
abigail a parting look of deep meaning, which was
responded to by one of equally vivid intelligence.

Lady Curzon then entered the carriage, and was
driven to Lady Lechmere's abode in North Audley
Street.

The brilliant saloons of this mansion were al-

ready crowded when Editha made her appearance:
but amongst all the blaze of beauty and fashion

there assembled, no female scion of the aristocracy

was more remarkable for the loveliness of her per-
son and the elegance of her attire, than Lady
Curzon. Immediately on entering, she was sur-

rounded by a host of admirers : and assuredly that

was a moment of proud triumph for the charming
patrician lady, to perceive that many rivals were
deserted by their fickle gallants, who now hastened
to pay their homage to herself.

Lady Lechraere was a widow on the shady side

of forty: and notwithstanding the disparity of

their years. Lady Curzon being only six-and-

twenty, the closest fiiendship existed between
them.
Amongst the brilliant company thus assembled

at Lady Lechmere's, perhaps the only one of the

male sex, who could not boast of being descended
either from some Norman cut-throat Baron, or

from some vile harlot of the reign of Charles II,

—and who could not produce a genealogical

tree containing a thousand names, or a coat of

arms interwoven with the mosaic work of endless

quarterings,—the only man, in fact, who had no
prestige of high birth, lofty rank, and proud title to

recommend him to the notice of the fashionable

world, was Mr. Emmerson, the bill-broker of

Nicholas Lane, Lombard Street. It was true, that

if he possessed an oflice in the dingy regions of the

Cit}% he likewise owned a splendid house at Clap-

ham ; and that if he had no aristocratic title to

embellish his name, at all events he had the repu-

tation of enjoying an immense fortune. Neverthe-

less, these circumstances would not have sufficed

as an introduction into the exclusive circles of the

West End, had not some other influence been exer-

cised in order to throw open the gilded portals of

fashion to admit him within the sphere of that

roseate scene of luxury.

What, then, had proved the talisman to open
these doors to the bill-broker of Nicholas Lane ?

—

what was the mysterious sesame which had pro-

duced this magic effect? It was to the Countess

of Curzon that Emiuerson was indebted f>>r the

extraordinary privilege which he thus enjoyed,

lu plain terms, Editha had become his mistress!

Possessed of the forged bills, Emmerson had

experienced but httle trouble in coercing her; and

when once she had abandoned herself to him iu
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order to regain possession of those documents, she I were, he waited until the first dazzlinw effects of
found that he was prepared to behave towards her her presence had passed away, and when the even-
with the utmost munificence. Steeped in debt—
extravagant to a degree—having a thousand wants

and no means of gratifying them, inasmuch as her
', tradesmen refused further credit, and she could

obtain but little money from her husband, Lady
Curzon eagerly availed herself of the proposals

made by her City friend ; and in return for the

gold with which he profusely supplied her, she re-

warded him as liberally with her favours. But to

avert suspicion and avoid the chance of scandal,

Editi)a had not herself been the direct means of

introducing the bill-broker into fashionable circles.

Lady Lechmere, who was privy to her friend's

intrigue, had cheerfully undertaken this task.

Accordingly, Emmerson had first appeared as the

guest of Lndy Lechmere ; and therefore the sup-

position was, that in this capacity had he been

introduced to Lady Curzon, and thus formed her

acquaintance.

The reader has already seen that Emmerson
was a veritable money-grubber—stern and im-

placable in his financial dealings— intensely selfish,

unpriiiC'pled, and hollow-hearted. But he had be-

come completely infatuated with Lridy Curzon.

Not only did her extraordinary beauty .ind her

glowing temperament exercise a magic influence

over a man of strong sensuality and licentious

ardour; but his vanity was also supremely flat-

tered in possessing so aristocratic a mistress.

When he beheld that won)an of dazzling beauty,

elegant manners, and brilliant accomplishments,

enter the ball-room in all the glory, pride, and
effulgence of her rank and her loveliness, he felc

that it was worth any sacrifice to be enabled to say

to himself, "That woman—the cynosure of all ad-

miration—the ceuti e of all regards— the object of
all devotion— that woman is mme !" Then, on ac-

costing her and being received with a smile, all the

sweetness of which was not allowed to appear in

the presence of observers, but was shed upon him
as it were in the furtiveness of a rapid sidelong

look,—to feel that while men of the proudest titles

and loftiest rank, were gazing with admiration,

passion, and desire upon that lady of warm and
glowing beauty,— to feel, we say, that he, the mere
cit zen, without birth or aristocratic halo, was the

master of all those charms,— this was indeed
flattering to the pride of a vain, conceited, self-

flufficient, and to some extent weak-minded person,
such as Emmerson.
But he had the good sense not to accost her the

moment she entered the room—not to obtrude
himself upon her, nor pointedly thrust himself
amidst the aristocratic circle of gallants by whom
she was immediately surrounded : much less did
he attempt to elbow away any one who for a mo-
ment might appear to be enacting the part of
rivaliy. With consummate duplicity Editha had
made him believe that she really loved him, and
that it was not his gold which purchased her fa-

vours, bnt that ho himself was the object of her
disinterested affection. Strong, therefore, in the
conceit with wliicli she had thus imbued him, and
to which his infatuation rendered him so easdy
accessible, he exhibited no jealousy when ho saw
her smiling upon others who were really handsome

mg was somewhat more advanced and her ad-
m\fers began to flit about elsewhere : then was it
that Mr. Emmerson availed himself of the oppor-
tunity to approach Editha, and take a seat by her
side.

For a short time they conversed together upon
indifferent topics: but presently Lady Curzoa
rose, saying with a smile, " Give me your arm, and
let us visit the card-room for a few minutes."

Thither they accordingly proceeded : it was not
however, to gaze upon the .card-players, nor to
observe what was going on in this room that Lady
Curzon had desired to be conducted thither; but
it was because there were comparatively few per-
sons in this apartment, and therefore it was more
easy to converse without restraint. Accordingly,
seating themselves on a sofa at a distance froin
the card-players, the aristocratic lady and her
citizen paramour began to discourse in a confiden-
tial manner.

"ifou are truly beautiful to-night, Editha,"
said Emmerson, gazing with unfeigned rapture
upon the charming creature who affected to love
him.

"And you also appear to great advantage,"' she
replied, although in reality his sallow coiuple.xioo,
hard features, and looks denoting the driver of
close bargains, filled her with a disgust which
only a consummate duplicity enabled her to con-
ceal.

" And is it possible," he said, drinking intoxica-
tionfromherglances,—"is it possible that !/OM-the
courted, the caressed, and the briliiant idol of
fashion—really love me, the unpretending, unas-
suming man of business ?"

"You know that I love you," she answered, fix-
ing upon him a look that seemed full of passion,
while her magnificent eyes vibrated like stars.
" Have I not shown you that I love you ? do 1 not
incur constant risks in order that I may lavish
upon you the proofs of my affection ?"

"Yes, yes," murmured Emmerson, his head
losing itself in the ebriety of his feelings. "But
will you always love me thus ?"

"Do you doubt it?" she asked, her looks assum-
ing an expression of mournful reproach.

"But did you not love your husband when you
first married him ?—then did you not love Colonel
Malpas?" asked Emmerson softly.

"Oh! mention not the name of that vile

wretch 1" exclaimed Editha, the glow of indigna-
tion suffusing her splendid countenance and
dyeing even her neck and bosom with its mantling
vividness. "But yes—we will speak of him for

one moment," she observed, checking her wrath-
ful feelings as a sentiment of curiosity suddenly
inspired her : "and tiiat is in order that I may ask
what has become of him ?"

"He is still an inmate of the King's Bench,"
answered Emmerson. " He has made two or three
endeavours to release himself by what is called
bail ; but the securities proposed have never been
accepted by the judge—and therefore ho still hn-
gers in prison."

Whoro I hope you intend to keep him as long
as you can," s^iid Lady Curzon, with the evident

j

and possessed of qualifications calculated to wiu a bitterness of a deeply cherished vengeance
woman's heart. Quietly biding his time, as it ' " Depend upon it, Editha, I will keep him there
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as long as I am able," returned Emmerson.
" Indeed, were he my own brother or father, if he

had given offence to you, he should be punished

withull possible severity."

" You seem never wearied of giving me proofs

of your affection," said Lady Curzon. " And yet

I am always taking advau.age of your kindness

—

your goodness towards me. Indeed, this very

niglit have 1 a favour to ask-.
—

"

"Name it, name it, dear Editha," said the infa-

tuated Emmerson :
" tell me what I can do to

prove my devotion."
" Most humiliating and distressing for me is it

to speak of money matters," said Lidy Curzon,

affecting to be overwhelmed with confusion :
" but

you know how I am situated
"

"Say not another word," interrupted the bill-

broker. "But may I not have the pleasure— the

ineffable pleasure—of writing you a cheque this

very night for what you may require, so that your

faithful Gertrude may procure you the amount atmy
banker's the first thing in the morning ? Will you

not, 1 ask, afford me that opportunity?" he urged

with a look of deep meaning and in a lone of im-

passioned entreaty.

" Ah! can you not imagine that I have already

made the necessary arrangements 1" said Editha,

with downcast eyes and blushing clieeks, while she

played archly and coquettishly with her fan.

"Yes—I dared to anticipate this happiness

—

this renewed experience of paradise !" returned

Emmerson: "and therefore I am not expected

home at Clapham to-night."

"Gertrude will come hither at midnight," said

Editha, with a look of intelligence: "half-an-hour

afterwards you must be at the corner of the street

with a hackney-coach.'

Emmerson threw upon his charming mistress a

look of intoxicated delight; and they then quitted

the card-room, returning to the more spacious

saloons where the dancing was in progress. Here
they separated for the present,—Emmerson join-

ing a group of gentlemen with whom he was well

acquainted, inasmuch as their promissory notes

were ail m his strong box in Nicholas Lane,— while,

ou the other hand, the Countess of Curzon ac-

cepted an invitation from some nobleman to join

the dance.

A little after midnight Editha watched an op-
portunity to steal away, unperceived, from the

brilliant throng in the splendid saloons : and as-

cending a staircase, she threaded a long carpetted

passage with the air of one to whom the place was
quite familiar. Opening a door at the end of this

passage, she entered a bed-chamber where a
cheerful tire was blazing in the grate, and wax-
tapers were already lighted upon the table. Her
own ermine cloak was likewise there, lying upon
the bed.

Carefully locking the door by which she had
entered, Editha opened another one exactly facing

it. This second door communicated with a back
staircase, feebly lighted by a suspended lamp.
For a few minutes the Countess remained standing
at the head of this staircase, as if in expectation
of some arrival. Such was the case. A small bell

was heard to tinkle : and at the signal—for a sig-

nal it assuredly was - Ediiha hastily descended the
staircase and unlocked a door at the bottom.
This door opened into a bye strept ; and a female

figure, muffled in an ample cloak and wearing a
thick black veil, at once crossed the threshold.

The door was closed and locked again ; and
Editha, followed by the muffled figure, hastened

up into the bed-chamber. The newcomer now
threw off her bonnet, veil, and cloak, and revealed

the bewitching person of Miss Gertrude, the lady's-

maid.

A somewhat singular scene now took place : for

on the one hand, Lady Curzon began to put off

her magnificent apparel, while on the other hand
Gertrude likewise proceeded to undress herself.

Had any concealed observer been nigh, and in a
position to peep at all tiiat was going on, he could

not fail to have noticed that the lady and the

lady's-maid were exactly of the same height, but

that the figure and bust of Gertrude were the least

thing fuller and more swelling than the lighter sym-
metry of her mistress. Nevertheless, the gar-

ments of the one would fit the other—as waa
indeed very soon shown on the jircsent occasion :.

for while Editha assumed the modest apparel of

her dependant, the latter proceeded to deck her-

self in the brilliant vesture of the Countess. Even
to the very pearls and other ornaments did Ger-

trude take as it were the place of her mistress
;

and during the exchange of garments a great deal

of roguish laughter and a great many sly looks

passed between the lady and the lady's-maid.

At length, when these mysterious toilettes were

completed, Editha assisted Gertrude to envelope

herself in the splendid ermine cloak, the hood of

which the girl drew so completely over her counte-

nance as most effectually to shade.it. She then

issued from the chamber—not by the private door

and back staircase by which she had entered, but

by the other door opening upon the long carpetted

passage.

Thus apparelled in the shining amber-colonred

robe and enveloped in the splendid ermine cloak,

with a stray curl or two of her own beautiful jetty

hair peeping forth from beneath the hood, Ger-

trude might well indeed have been taken for the

Countess of Curzon. To enact this part was all

the more easy, inasmuch as at that particular pe-

riod the cloak-hoods were entirely the fashioQ

for ladies, on issuing forth from balls, parties, thea-

tres, &c ; and like the Spanish mantillas or the

Turkish veils, they were used so completely to

conceal the countenance as to afford no mean
auxiliary to the intrigues of gallantry.

Lady Lechmere, who was deep in all the secrets

of her friend Editha, was waiting on the first

landing for the appearance of the disguised

Gertrude ; and making a signal to a servant who

stood in the hall below, the cry of "Lady Curzons

carriage !" wass immediately sent forth iuto the

street.

" Now, my dear Countess," said Lady Lechmere,

as she accompanied the disguised Gertrude down
the stairs, and thence through the hall as Car as the

very threshold of the mansion—"you do well to

wrap yourself up in this manner : the niglit is bit-

terly cold—and coming out of hot rooms, it is

enough to give you your death, susceptible of the

chill as you are. Good night, my dear Countess,"

she exclaimed more loudly still.

And Gertrude, enacting the part of the said

Countess, shook Lady Lechmere by the hand with

every appearance of the most friendly cordial ty :
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then tripping lightly into the carriage, she was
whirled away to Grosvenor Street.

Iq the meautime the real Countess of Curzon,

completely disguised iti Gertrude's apparel—wear-
ing the ample cloak and the thick veil of that com-

plaisant lady's-maid—descended the private stair-

case, and emerged by the side-door into the bye-

street, at the corner of which Mr. Emmerson was

waiting with a hackney-coach. Into the vehicle

they got, and were driven as far as Oxford Street,

where they alighted; and thence they proceeded

on foot to Mrs. Gale's fashionable house of infamy

in Soho Square.

CHAPTER XCVI.

THE lady's-maid.

The carriage in which Gertrude was seated,

arrived in a few minutes at Curzon House,

Grosvenor Street. The watchful hall-porter, on

the alert for his noble mistress's return, imme-
diately opened the front door; and Gertrude,

with the cloak-hood drawn over her countenance,

issued from the carriage, ascended the stone steps

in front of the mansion, and was passing rapidly

through the hall towards the staircase, when the

hall-porter said, "Please your ladyship, my lord

has come back."

If death were really a phantom that appeared to

those whom it was about to bear awHy from tlie

realms of earth, then not even the presence of the

grim destroyer suddenly starting up before the

young lady's-maid, would have caused her so mor-
tal a terror as this announcement which the porter

made. It struck upon her brain like the blow of a

hammer—pierced her heart with the pang of a

iiery arrow—and then the next moment sent an
|

ice-chill quivering through her entire frame. Her
feet suddenly appeared to become heavy as lead,

and refused to perforin their office. As one who
in a night-mare seeks to fly from some hideous

object, but fancies ihat he has not the power to

drag his limbs along, so was it with Gertrude. But
still, while thus transfixed to the spot, and leaning

against the hall-table to prevent herself from
falling, she tenaciously kept the ermine hood
closed over her countenance.

The hall-porter, being overcome with drowsi-

ness, had hurried away into the side-room where
he slept : and thus he diii not observe that his

announcement of the Earl's return had produced
any extraordinary effect upon lier whom he of

course believed to be the Countess herself.

But the Earl, who had heard the carriage stop
and the frontdoor open, now issued forth from
the dining-room where he had been sitting; and
the sudden appearance of the nobleman startled

Gertrude into new life, and not only relieved her
feet from the leaden sensation that had paralysed
their power, but gave to them the fleetest w^^g^.

" Well, Editha," said the Earl, as he issued from

the dining-room: " not a word of welcome?—not

a syllable of any kind? Not even a look of recog-

nition?"

But his lordship suddenly stopped short in min-
gled astonishment ami dismay : for Gertrude flew

rather than walked towards the stairs, up which

she bounded with such a marvellous agility that

she was out of sight iu a moment.

I "Perdition!" exclaimed the Eirlof Curzon, a
whole hurricane of suspicions sweeping through
his brain : and away iu pursuit of the fugitive did
he rush.

As he was half-way up the stairs he heard a door
closed violently and locked as suddenly up above.
Conjecturing that it was the door of his wife's

boudoir, he hastened thither—and, as he expected,
found it fast.

"Editha, open this door—I insist upon it t" he
said, with his lips at the keyhole so as to speak
only in a whisper that might not be overheard by
any of the other members of the household.
No answer was returned—and the Earl spoke

not only louder, but in a more menacing tone. Still

there was no response. The Earl's suspicions be-

came a thousand times more poignant, thou;jh not
more definite : at all events he could conjecture
nothing but that there must have been a lover con-
cealed in his wife's boudoir, and that in a sudden
panic-terror she had rushed up to screen him. He
accordingly threatened to force the door unless

it were immediately unlocked.

Gertrude, half-wild with alarm, saw that another

moment's delay would produce a fearful scandal

throusjhout the house : and she therefore unlocked

the door. She had thrown off the ermine cloak,

but still remained in the ball costume. Pale as

death—her half-exposed bosom heaving convul-

sively, and her hands joined in entreaty—she fell

upon her knees as the Earl entered the boudoir.
" Heavens ! what is the meaning of this ?'' he

exclaimed, as he at once recognised the beautiful

lady's-maid.

But Gertrude could give no response : the truth

she dared not tell—and no falsehood came ready-

made to her lips in that moment of indescribable

terror. Speechless therefore did she remain, but

gazing up at her astounded and bewildered master

with so frightened and deprecating a regard that

it showed she expected little mercy at his hands.

The Earl of Curzon closed the door of the bou-

doir, and leaning back against it, gazed down in

speechless astonishment upon the kneeling girl.

There she was— clad in the splendid raiment of

her mistress, and with Editha's pearls, too, on lier

hair and round her neck ! Yes—and she had re-

turned home muffled up in Editha's own ermine

cloak! But it was impossible that she could have

personated the Countess at Lady Leclimere's

strand entertainment: she must have assumed that

dress after her mistress had figured in it at the

ball, and she must have come home thus disguised

iu the carriage in order to afford Editha au op-

portunity of remaining out elsewhere !

Such were the Earl's reflections. Yes—he saw it

all: the manoeuvre was palpable enough! And
now, too, did a cloud of recollections gush in unto

his mind, and a light simultaneously broke upon

them, clearing up all that was inys'erious therein

before. The incidents of thut niijht when for the

first time he suspected his wifVs ft lelity, all sprang

up as vividly to his mind's eye as if they were just

being enacted over again !

And what were the incidents of that memorable

night? Be it remembered that on the occasion to

which we must thus retrospect, the Earl of Curzon
^

had entered a hackney-coach and planted himself

iininedi.iti-ly opposite his own mansion, in order to

watch Editha's movements, awd that he saw a female
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figure, cloaked and veiled, enter the private carriage

and drive away. In the hackney-coach he had fol-

lowed the carriage to Lady Lech mere's, and had

seen the veiled figure enter her ladyship's mansion.

Then he was satisfied that it was his wife whom he

had been watching. It must next be remembered

that on returning home on foot, he had encountered

another veiled and cloaked figure, whom he had fan-

cied to be Gertrude; and when he endeavoured to

engage her in conversation and make love to her,

she at first mutely rejected his overtures and then

screamed out.

These were the incidents over which the Earl

retrospected; and he was now convinced that on that

occasion there had been an exchange of apparel, and

that it was really Gertrude whom he had seen pro-

ceed in the carriage to Lady Lechmere's, and his

own Countess whom he had importuned with his

overtures in the street!

That such had indeed been the case he was now
the more convinced, on calling to mind certain other

little incidents that had occurred on the same even-

ing. And what were they ? First, he had thought

to meet his wife in the hall when the carriage came
back ; but she whom he then took to be his wife, had

flitted past him, rushed up-stairs, and disappeared

from his view. Almost immediately after, be it

recollected, he had seen her whom he took for Ger-

trude hastening up the stairs, and overtaking her he

had again addressed some words to her—but she had

broken away and bounded up the stairs. This second

equivoque, as it then happened, and as he now read

it, appeared entirely confirmatory of the fact that the

lady and the lady's-maid had changed apparel on the

memorable evening alluded to, and that he had in

reality takan Gertrude for his wife and his wife for

Gertrude!

All these recollections and the construction which

he now put upon the incidents themselves, were the

subject of not more than a few moments' reflection,

though we have taken several minutes to recapitulate

the circumstances and make the explanation appa-

rent to the reader. To the Earl it was speedily clear

as daylight : he saw it all—understood it all ; for the

complete clue to those incidents of the past was now

aflbrdsd by the startling exposure of the intrigues of

the present

!

Gertrude, who was kneeling at his feet, had no dif-

ficulty in understanding from the varied though

rapid expression which swept over his countenance,

what was passing in his mind : and now the keen

sense of all the tremendous dangers which threatened

her mistress, inspired the girl, who neither lacked

heroism nor artfulness, with a resolution to save her

if possible.

"Oh! my lord," she exclaimed, rising from her

knees, but still m;iintaiiiing her hands clasped ;
" for-

give me—pardon me—if I have dared to assume a

dress belonging to her ladyship! I know that it

was very wrong—most arrogant and presumptuous

on my part
"

"Ah ! Miss Gertrude," interrupted the Earl, with

a bitter irony in his accents; "the artifice is inge-

nious, but it will not succeed. 'Tis true that you

might have borrowed the Countess's dress : but how
came the Countess's carriage to brin.j you home from

Lady Lechmere's ?"

Thus speaking, witli a voice and look showing that

he was not to be deceived, he pushed hastily by the

discomfited girl, aad seized upon Edith's writing-

desk which stood upon a Uble. On the former oc-
casion when he had searched that desk, be it remem-
bered, one of his own keys fitted it ; and he now
therefore had no difliculty in opening the desk again.
"Her ladyship is lost!" thought Gertrude within

herself, as in cruel alarm she contemplated the
Earl's proceeding: for the abigail was pretty well
assured that the desk would furnish proofs of her
ladyship's amours. Resolved to save the Countess,
however, at any risk, and indeed at any sacrifice if it

were possible, Gertrude advanced up to the table,

and seizing her noble master's hand, she said in a
low deep tone, " I conjure your lordship not to con-
summate this outrage against your innocent wife,

nor give way to any suspicions which my folly and
indiscretion may have excited!"

The Earl was too much tortured by the pangs of
jealousy to experience any fljiming up of a sensual
passion, through the contact of that soft warm
hand which was thus purposely placed in contact
with his own : but looking up, he met the earnest
and imploring gaze which the pretty abigail's dark
eyes fixed upon him. Then suddenly recollecting

that on the former occasion of his suspicions being
awakened against his wife, he had resolved to win
over Gertrude to his interest if possible— and
therefore seizing the present opportunity, — he
suddenly took both her hands in his own, and as-

suming a tender look, said, " My dear girl, you are

deep in the confidence of your mistress : tell me
everything, and I swear that I will always be your
friend. 1 will never desert you—I will place you
in a comfortable position, and will bestow upon you
as much of my love as it is in my nature to expe-
rience or be able to give."

Thus speaking, he drew Gertrude towards him
and passed his arm around her waist. The young
woman not only suffered herself to be thus treated

with a tenderness that might not probably stop

there, but actually encouraged him to take farther

advantage of the opportunity, the circumstances,

and the hour: for she pressed closer to him,

gazing up into his countenance with looks that

at first only simulated an amorous feeling, but
speedily began to swim with the wanton lan-

gour of really nascent desires. Indeed, when first

she placed her hand in contact with that of the

Earl, it was as a provocative to his passions—the

execution of a sudden resolve to throw herself in

as a means of diverting his attention from the

pursuit on which it was fixed, and thus by her own
sacrifice endeavour to save the Countess. At the

same time, it must be confessed that Gertrude's

sense of virtue was not very strong, inasmuch as

she could so readily make up her mind to immolate

her own honour in the hope of screening that of

her mistress.
" Well, what reply do you mean to give me ?"

asked the nobleman, now pressing his lips to her's.

" Will you transfer your devotion from the

Countess to mol' will you, in fact, give me your

love and become worthy of mine? Tell me, Ger-

trude—what am I to expect from you ?—what will

you do ?"

" My lord, my lord," she murmured, now seeking

as it were to nestle in his bosom, " I have nothing

to reveal that could in any w.ay compromise her

ladyship. But come—let us leave this boudoir—

and if you wish, I will accompany you to your own

room *
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"Ah ! Gertrude," exclaimed the Earl of Curzon,

who at any other time would have been worked up

to a frenzy of desire by the contact of those volup-

tuous charms and by the provocative looks of the

youn^^ girl who seemed ready to abandon her virgin

innocence to his embrace : but otherand fiercer fires

were now consuming him—and the temptations of

t'je siren wanton were ineffectual upon a heart

scorching with the hell of its unappeasable

jealousies. " Ah! Gertrude," he exclaimed, extri-

cating himself from the half-embrace in which she

had enfolded him,—" you are in league with your

mistress—too much so, I fear, to enable you to

devote yourself to me I"

"Oh I my lord," she exclaimed, as the tears of

mingled vexation and wounded pride rolled down

her cheeks, " I thought that you did care for me a

httle ; but now I perceive that you only sought to

trifle with me "

"Ah! I am afraid that 'tis I who have been

trifled with," exclaimed the Earl bitterly : and at

the same time he began dragging forth the con-

tents of Editha's writing-desk.

Gertrude saw that farther remonstrance and
artifice were unavaiUng; and smarting under a

deep sense of humiliation at the rejection of the

overtures which she had so pointedly made, she

stood by in sullen silence. Not only was she vexed

at the failure of her artifice; but her natural

woman's- pride was hurt and wounded.
" Here 1

" suddenly exclaimed the Earl, after

turning over a number of letters of no particular

consequence, but at length lig-hting upon that very

self-same one which had aroused his suspicions on
the former occasion : " here !" he cried, tossing it

to Gertrude—" take and read this, and then per-

sist in telling me, if you dare, that you are not in

the confidence of your mistress."

The girl took the note which was thus angrily

and contemptuously flung at her, and read its con-

tents as follow:

—

"I have received your hasty note, my dear Editha, and
send you a reply by Gertrude. Yes—I will be at home all

the evening, and will adopt the usual precautions. You
have notliing to fear on that account. The servant shall

receive orders to admit no one but the Countess o/ Curzon.

But are you certain that you can trust the girl ?

"Your affectionate friend,

"KATHEIilNE LECHMERE."

Eagerly and intently did the Earl of Curzon
watch the countenance of Gertrude as she perused
that billet; and the girl felt the tell-tale blush

stealing over her countenance—a blush which,

were it to seal her doom, she had not the power to

restrain. Besides, she was hurt at the moment at

the doubt implied in the note relative to her own
trust-worthiness: but a second thought showed
her that the Countess was not blameable for what
Lady Lechmere wrote.

•'Now, young woman, will you confess?" said

the Ear), as he took back the note from her
hand: "or will you dare my vengeance by your
obstinacy?"

"I know nothing about it, my lord—I know
nothing about it! You may kill me," she adiled,

with hysterical vehemence; "but I shall confess

nothing, because there is nothing to confess.'

"We shall see," muttered the Earl, with con-

centrated passion; and he continued his exami-
nation of the contents of the writing-desk.

One after another he glanced at the papers and
tossed them aside ; but presently he drew forth an
envelope addressed to the Countess in a bold mer-

cantile hand and with the word " Private " in the

corner.

Hastily opening this packet, the Earl discovered

that it contained several bills of exchange, the ac-

ceptances of which at first struck him to be his own:

but perceiving that they were drawn by Percy Mal-

pas, he instantaneously knew that he had never put

his name to such securities at all in favour of the

Colonel. A closer examination showed him that

the acceptance, written in his own name, was a

forgery ; and on looking at the back he perceived

the endorsement of Emmerson. Ten thousand

demons now appeared to be tearing at the Earl's

heart, while vulture-talons were fastening upon
his brain, as some portion of the truth became re-

vealed to his comprehension. For he saw—he
understood—he comprehended but too well that it

was his wife who had forged his name to those

bills, and the forgpry had been perpetrated in

favour of Colonel Malpas : then what else could

he surmise but that the Colonel had been Editha's

paramour?
Poor Gertrude now indeed felt more than evep

convinced that her beloved mistress was lost with-

out redemption. She knew of those bills—knew

that Emmerson had sent them back—recollected
that the packet had been delivered one day to the

Countess when seated in the boudoir with two

or three lady-friends—and remembered also that

Editha had hurriedly consigned that packet to her

desk at the moment, with the intention of destroy-

ing its contents when alone. But the oversight on

Editha's part in neglecting to do so, now threat-

ened to prove fatal indeed; and the poor girl, as

all these thoughts swept through her brain, trem-

bled to the deepest confines of her whole being.

The Earl of Curzon had become ghastly pale,—

so that his naturally handsome countenance was

now almost hideous to gaze upon, while the sinister

light that shone in his eyes bespoke terrible plans of

vengeance already revolving in his mind. Flinging

a fearfully sardonic look upon Gertrude, but without

breathing a word, he secured Lady Lechmere's

note and the packet of forged bills about his per-

son ; and finding no other document of any conse-

quence in the writing-desk, he tossed back the

various letters and papers which he had disturbed,

but without giving himself the trouble to re-lock

the desk. There was now no necessity to attempt

any concealment as to the search which he had

instituted I

But he did not immediately leave the room: he

appeared to hesitate what course to pursue. He
looked at Gertrude—not with the gaze of desire

.no heart had he at this moment for tender

thoughts or senmil pursuits : his outraged honour

and his wife's crimes were the all-engrossing sub-

ject of his thoughts—the all-pow(rful influence

that enchained his heart's keenest emotions I But

ho fixed his eyes upon Gertrude for a few mo-

ments, to ascertain whether there were any signs

of contrition about her—whether, in a word, there

was any chance of her turning against her mistress.

But though her countenance was also pale as his

own, it nevertheless expressed naught save a

moody sullenuess, mingled with an expression of

hatred,—as if on the one hand she knew the case
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was desperate so far as her mistress was concerned,

but that on the other she longed to wreak her

veugeance upon the Earl himself for having dis-

covered his wife's perfidy.

The nobleman was too proud to reiterate his

proposals to a girl who gave him no encourage-

ment to do so ; and he was about to quit the

boudoir, when he suddenly recollected that Ger-

trude might steal out of tiie house and warn Editha

of what was in store for her—thereby preparing

her to meet a storm which the Earl was desirous

should burst with overwhelminsf suddenness upon

her head. Accordingly, throwing another signifi-

cant glance upon the abigail, he said with a culd

irony, "Since you are so fond of personating your

mistress with regard to her dress, Gertrude, you

may now occupy her place in this boudoir till the

morning : for I suppose that she purposes to re-

main abroad all night."

Having thus spoken, the Earl of Curzon stalked

out of the room, locking the door and taking the

key with him.

CHAPTER XCVII.

INTREPIDITY.

When thus left alone, Gertrude stood gazing in

dull vacancy for some moments upon the writing-

desk wnich had furnished the proofs of Editha's

criminality. Slowly awakenii)g from this stupor of

mingled dread and dismay, the abigail began to lay

aside the splendi<l apparel in which she was deco-

rated. Depositing the pearls and tlie ornaments

upon the toilette table, she put off the amber-

coloured robe, and then negligently and irresolutely

bewail to comb out her long dark hair.

But it was evident that she was revolving some

idea in her mind, and that whether she should retire

to rest or carry out this idea constituted the indeci-

sion in which she was hovering. Laying down the

comb, she .'seated herself upou a sofa; and support-

ing her well-shaped head upon her really beautilul

hand, she began seriously to deliberate upon the

risks and chances of the project which every mo-

ment was becoming more firmly settled in her mind.

Her naturally mischievous eyes were now full of a

serious expression,—while her cherry lips became

compressed with the firmness which is characteristic

of a heroine. It was evident that she was revolving

some desperate or dangerous scheme: and indeed,

if she were just now over ready to yield up her

honour in the hope of diverting the Earl's attention

from the proceedings of the Countess, she was now
as devotedly resolving to risk her life in order to

serve that mistress whom she loved so well

!

Suddenly starting from her recumbent posture

and from her deep reverie, she glanced towards

the time-piece which stood upon the mantle ; but
that clock had stopped, and she knew not what
hour it was. But calculating that it was about one
o'clock when she had returned from Lady Lech-
mere's—that the scene with the E irl had occupied
half-an-hour—and that a similar interval had
elapsed since his departure from the room, she

argued that it nmst now be two o'clock in the morn-
ing. Her calculation as to the time was by uo
moans a trivial thing, even in the midst of the im-

portant considerations that were crowding through
!

her mind. The fact was that the watchman of the i

district invariably passed along Grosvenor Street

about ten minutes past every hour throughout the
night; and the project which the venturous dimsel
had in view, could not very well be carried out with

success if the aforesaid nocturnal guardian hap-

pened to be in the neighbourhood at the time.

Supposing it, therefore, to be about two o'clock,

she reckoned that if she let twenty minutes pass,

she would be ensuring the safety of her scheme :

and winding up tlie time-piece, she set it going.

She now opened the drawers—took forth all the

splendid cachmere shawls and the strongest satia

scarves belonging to her mistress—and these she

rolled up lengthwise into the form of a rope, fast-

ening them together. Remorselessly and unhesi-

tatingly did she thus treat those handsome articles

of app:Arel which in the aggregate cost hundreds

of guineas—twisting and knotting them just as

ruthlessly as if they were old rags : but then she

had in view a certain project the success of which

was a matter outweighing the price of all the

finery in the world !

In this manner full twenty minutes were passed

;

and then the damsel prepared to carry her bold

design into execution. First she pushed a heavy

chest of drawers up against the window; and com-

pletely round this ponderous piece of furniture did

she pass the rope which she had made, not fasten-

ing it, but allowing it to run loosely as if over the

wheel of a pulley. Then, against the chest of

drawers she placed the sofa, a great arm-chair,

and other things to keep it firm and steady ;—and

all this being done, she returned again to the ran-

sacking of her mistress's wardrobe. But this time

it was for some fitting garment to put on. En-

veloping herself in the darkest coloured cloak she

could find, and selecting the simplest straw-bonnet

that presented itself, she now entered upon the

crowning act of thi< night's strange drama.

Gently opening the lower part of the window,

she listened for a few moments—and no sound of

human voice nor footfall reached her ears. Tiieu

she peeped forth—and by the mingled moon-light

and lamp-light she was enabled to assure herself

that the street was entirely deserted. All was

still : not a light was even visible at any opposite

window. Now, then, was the moment—now the

opportunity. Nor did the heroic Gertrude siiriiik

from the danger of her self-imposed task—appal-

ling though that peril must have seemed to be,

notwithstanding the marvellous intrepidity of her

soul.

Having extinguished the light in the boudoir,

she flung forth the rope in such a manner that it

was doubled, both ends descending towards the

pavement below: she then passed out of the win-

dow—and firmly clutching the double rope iu both

hands, while her feet cluug to it also, she began to

lower herself with amazing presence of mind. But

scarcely had she thus commenced her fearful de-

scent, when the straw-bounct flew from her head

and the cloak became detached from her person,—

thus leaving her in a state of seuii-uuJity and her

hair all flowing wildly. The slautmg moon- beams

ot silver played upon the counienauce that ex-

pressed all the decision of a heroine—upon the

bare bosom which remained upheaved with a strong

feeling of suspense—and ou the naked arms, so
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white and well-rounded, which clunc: with such te-

nacity to the double rope. Fortunate perhaps was
it for the damsel that she (jot rid of the encum-
brance of the ample cloak, the folds of which

mifjht only have embarrassed the nimble play of

her delicate feet and robust legs as she slid gently

down. Her lithe form, possessing all the supple-

ness of a Bayadere and the elasticity of a serpent,

seemed to adapt itself yieldingly to the swaying

of the rope and to every movement that she her-

self made in her perilous descent ; nor less was it

a])parent that if with a perfect symmetry she blcmled

great rausi'ular power, to her love for her mistrcs

she also united an extraordinary moral courage.

But 'tis done!—her delicate feet touch the pave-

meni—and siie stands safely in the street! A
minute has scarcely elapsed since she crept forth

from the window above! The moment she thus

Stands upon firm ground, she picks <ip the cloak

and the bonnet, and her semi-nude form is again

enveloped in the capacious mantle, while her dis-

ordered hair is gathered up hastily beneath the

straw-hat. Then she takes the end of one length of

the rope only, and by pulling it towards her, draws

it down from the chest of drawers in the boudoir, just

as a rope passes over a drum-wheel when one end is

detached. She now coils up this rope of shawls

with the utmost despatch—conceals it under her

mantle—and hurries away. Thus the only outward

and visible trace that is left of her exploit, is the

open window of the boudoir: but being an upper

one, the watchmun—even if he saw it when passing

by—would not think it necessary to raise an alarm

on that account.

Away sped Gertrude to Soho Square: and on

reaching Mrs. Gale's e«tablisliinent, she was imme-

diately admitted, some of the servants of that esi»-

blishment remaining up all night. On asking for

iMrs. Gale, she was told that this " lady " had re-

tired to rest : but Gertrude, by stating tiiat hec
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business was of the utmost importance, induced one

of the servants to arouse the mistress of the place.

Finally, after some little trouble, Gertrude was en-

abled to obtain an interview with Mrs. Gale: and

the moment they were alone together, the damsel

requested that she might see the Countess of Curzon

immediately. Mrs. Gale asked if anything unplea-

sant had occurred; to which Gertrude replied in

the aflirmative, without however entering into par-

ticulars. Mrs. Gale, notwithstanding, heard enough

to induce her to repair to the chamber where the

Countess and Emmerson were together : and to be

brief, in a few minutes Editha was conducted to the

apartment where Gertrude had waited.

Mrs. Gale withdrew : and the Countess of Cur-

zon, who had only huddled on a few clothes, ex-

claimed witli a tone and look of poignant alarm,

" Good heavens, Gertrude ! what has happened ?"

The abijjail proceeded to narrate all that had

taken place,—how the Earl had returned—how
he had discovered that she was disguised in her

mistress's apparel—how he had opened the desk

and possessed himself of Lady Lechmere's note

as well as the forged bills—how he had locked

her in the boudoir—and how she had escaped

thence in the manner just described.

It would be impossible to convey an idea of the

tlirilling:, feverish, and rapid transitions of emotion

throufjh which the Countess passed, as these

huii ied incidents struck one after the other upon

her car. Alarm at the return of her husband

—

terror at the discoveries he had made—admira-

tion of Gertrude's devoted conduct—the excite-

ment of absolute horror at her perilous descent

—

and then fresh fears and apprehensions on her own
account,—these were the startling and stirring: feel-

injjs which in rapid succession were conjured up
by Gertrude's narrative. But when the intrepid

young woman displayp d that coil of rope made of

twisted shawls, and which she had brought thither,

Editha's emotion of wonder and admiration

triumphed for the instant over the more selfish

sensations of alarm on her own account; and
flinginjj her arms about the girl's neck, the

Countess embraced her with the liveliest gratitude

and affection.

" I thought your ladyship should know of all

that has happened as speedily as possible," said

Gertrude. "In the first place, I feared lest his

lordship should by any accident suspect that you
were here and come to seek you. Secondly, I

thought that if when you returned home iu the

morning, disguised in my apparel and unprepared

to receive the Earl, you suddenly encountered
him, you would be so completely overwhelmed
that no possible excuse or explanation would come
to your aid. And thirdly, it struck me that if any
tale can possibly be made up to save your lady-

ship's honour, it will be necessary to lose no time
in putting Lady Lechmero on her guard, should
the Earl tauo it into his head to call and question

her. For all these reasons, I felt assured it would
be better to warn you at once of what had oc-

curred ; and hence my resolve to escape from that
boudoir and join you here at any risk."

"Never, never, dear Gertrude," exclaimed the
Countess, " shall I forget this more than kindness
—this positive devotion—on your part. No sister

would have risked a Imudredth part as much for

me ! Bat what is to be done? what on earth can

be done ? Idiot, idiot that I was to leave those
bills in my desk !—yes, or to leave even so slight
a clue as that note which he showed you, and the
contents of which you have recapitulated to me

!

Ah I wretched woman that I am," she cried,
wringing her hands bitterly. " Like all my five

i

sisters— like my mother— like my aunts— like

every female member, in fine, of my family—am I

destined to be dishonoured and disgraced ! O
Gertrude, Gertrude ! what a scandal—what an
excitement will there be in the fashionable world
to-morrow when the explosion takes place I"

"But lady—dear lady," interrupted the girl,

"is all this risk that I have run to be in vain ?

Can you devise nothing—can you think of nothing

to avert the impending ruin?"
" I do not see what can be done," answered the

almost distracted Editha. "Even if I could get
back unperceived into the house, the evidence is

too strong against me. Those bills—those dread-

ful bills—and then Lady Lechmere's unforiuna^c

note—O Gertrude, I am undone—I am undone !

Ruin is inevitable—destruction is certain I"

" Ye3—if you meet your misfortunes half-way, or

sink down under them at once," exclaimed Gertrude

.

"But, happen what will, your ladyship must not stay

here another minute : for if the Earl did come and
find you in such a place—pardon me the obser-

vation-there would then be no hope nor chance of

either explaining away existing circumstances, or of

eventual reconciliation."

"Then what would you advise?" asked the

Countess, with all the fluttering of painful excite-

ment. •' Whither shall I go ?—what asylum shall I

seek?"

" Come home, my lady—and dare it all !" rejoined

Gertrude :
" that is the best plan ! Who knows what

the chapter of accidents may turn up in your favour ?

But of course, if you once absent yourself from your

home and the household knows it, then do you con-

vict yourself beyond all redemption."

"But how, in the name of heaven, are we to

enter?" demanded the Countess. "Surely not by

the same way that you ere now quitted the mansion ?"

she said, with an hysterical laugh,

" Your ladyship forgets," said the abigail, " that if

nothing had happened you would have returned

home between five and six in the morning, as on for-

mer occasions."

"Yes—dressed in your apparel, my dear Ger-

trude," exclaimed the Countess, suddenly recollect-

ing these matters which had been lost sight of in the

poignancy of her alarm : " and I have the key of

the area-door with me Oh ! all this had slipped

my memory 1"

"Hasten, my lady—and let us depart," said Ger-

trude. " Come—time presses
"

" One minute, and I will return 1" exclaimed the

Countess : and she quitted the room where this col-

loquy took place.

What she said to l^mmersou on returning to him,

or what they arranged between themselves during

the few minutes that they hurriedly conversed while

the Countess finished dressing herself, matters not

now. Suifice it to say that the infatuated bill-broker

wrote her ladyship a check upon his banker for a

couple of thousand pounds, and th.-vt she soon after-

wards quitted Mrs. Gale's establishment in company

with Gertrude.

Back to Orosvenor Street did the lady and the
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lady's-maid proceed together. The boudoir-window

was still open ; and not a light was visible iu any

part of the house. That Gertrude's flight had re-

mained undiscovered was therefore evident; and

that the Earl had retired to rest was presumable, if

not certain.

Editha and her maid descended the area-steps and

entered the house by means of a duplicate key of

the servants' door which her ladyship had in her pos.

session. During the walk home from Soho Square,

they had determined what course to pursue. Most

of the locks of the upper chambers were of pretty

well the same pattern ; and Gertrude had assured

her mistress that several of the bedroom-keys fitted

each other's doors, and that it was more than pro-

bable one of them would suit that of the boudoir. If

this should prove to be the case, it was decided that

the Countess should take possession of the boudoir,

80 that the Earl might be completely astounded

when he went thither with the idea of liberating

Gertrude in the morning,—it being also hoped by

the two artful women that this mystification would

render him more pliant and accessible to any arti-

fices that might be adopted to explain away the pre-

sent suspicions. But on the other hand, if no key

could be found to open the boudoir, then it was re-

solved that the Countess should pass the night in

another chamber, and that all the rest should be

left entirely to the chapter of accidents.

Such were the plans deliberated upon and settled

during the hurried twenty minutes' walk from Soho

Square to Grosvenor Street; and now that Editha

and her faithful abigail were once more within the

walls of Curzon House, the heart of each beat with

acute suspense. They had to grope their way in the

dark, not daring to run the risk of being observed

wandering about the house with a candle. Like

spirits did they steal from the lower regions up into

the hall ; and as noiselessly and carefully did they

thence ascend the principal staircase to the storeys

above. There they speedily possessed themselves of

half-a-dozen keys, which the expert lady's-maid,

whose presence of mind exceeded that of her mis-

tress, tried in the lock of the boudoir-door. Nor
was she disappointed in the calculation she had made,
inasmuch as one of them turned easily in the

lock.

Editha and Gertrude entered, locking the door

behind them, althongh the latter did not purpose

to remain long in the boudoir. To shut down the

window and put the furniture back into its place,

were now the next steps adopted by Editha and
her maid ; and notwithstanding they were in the

dark, they nevertheless made these adjustments as

noiselessly as possible. Gertrude then assisted

Editha to undress herself; and having done this,

she prepared to leave her ladysliip for the rest of

the night—or rather for the next few hours of the

morning.
*' Pray sustain your spirits, my lady," said tlie

faithful girl, "and there is no telling what may
happen fur the best. But niiud when your lady-

ship locks the door after luu that you take out the

key, so that when his lordship comes iu the morn-
ing there may be no impediment to his unlockmg
the door. Tiien what will be his surprise at find-

ing your ladyship here instead of met"
Editha was about to make some reply, when a

noise, as of some one moving about the house,

reached their ears. They remained dead silent,

holding their very breath to listen. The sounds of

footsteps stealthily creaking, approached the door

of that boudoir : and now Gertrude, with admirable

presence of mind, drew forth the key from the

lock.

"Why did you do that?" asked Editha, in the

lowest possible whisper,

" Oh ! my dear lady," responded Gertrude, in a

tone ofconcentrated joy, though likewise speaking

in a whisper,—"because I suddenly behold a means

of accomplishing your salvation ! Hush—hush!"
And in a few moments, as the steps outside

stopped at the door, the lady and the maid both

heard a key cautiously introduced into the lock.

Thereupon, the Countess of Curzon, suddenly

divined the truth—that same truth which had al-

ready struck Gc-trude, and the important results

of which the astute girl had immediately foreseen.

Yes—it was now apparent enough to Editha also:

her husband, the Earl, was no doubt coming to

share the couch of the lady's-maid

!

A few more whispered words passed rapidly be-

tween Editha and Gertrude—but so low that they

were only just audible to themselves, and could

not have been heard by anybody even at a couple

of yards' distance.

That the Earl was approaching without a bght
was certain, because not a ray gleamed through the

key.hole, nor shone under the door. And now
this door was slowly opened ; and Gertrude, as-

suming the frightened tone of one suddenly start-

ing from her sleep, exclaimed, " Who is there ?"

"'Tis I, dearest Gertrude !" answered the Earl,

in a tone that was tremulous with desire : and he
closed the door behind him.

" But, my lord—I thought that you had con-

ceived a hatred for me ere now?" exclaimed the

abigail, in a deprecatory tone.

"Ah ! but I was enraged, dear girl—cruelly en-

raged," replied Curzon, now pausing to lock the

door. " But on retiring to rest I could not sleep

—and gradually your image rose up iu my mind,

until at last it has so far got the bettor of all other

thoughts and impressions, that I have resolved to

enjoy a few hours of love and bliss iu your arms,

and leave until to-morrow the vexations, the scan-

dals, and the exposures that may belong thereto.

So let me embrace thee, dearest Gertrude—let me
embrace thee!" cried the Earl, his voice now
swelling with the tremulous exultation of desire

mingled with anticipated triumph.

And through the utter darkness of that boudoir

did he feel his way towards the couch, into which

Editha—his own wife Editha—had stealthily crept,

while Gertrude had glided away, after answering

him, into the farthest corner of the room.

" Wherefore will you not speak to me, dearest

girl ?" asked tlie Earl of Curzon, in a voice stifling

witii desire. "Ah! you murmur something with

those sweet lips of your's but 1 cannot catch

your words no matter 1 kiss your lips, and

you kiss back again I The faithless Editha

this is almost punishment enough for her perfidy,

if she did but know it ! But she can not know it

—she will never know it! And you will turn

against her, dear girl—will you not? Ah ! where-

fore that impatient ejaculation ? Well, I will

speak to you no more upon that topie—at least
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for the present. To-morrow—or another time

Ah 1 my darhn;,' Gertrude, I love you—yes I love

you: and I will forgive your taciturnity—your

silence—if you will continue to lavish those tender

kisses upon me !"

» * » « * *

J- » * * *

About an hour afterwards, when all was still and

quiet in the boudoir, someone cautiously unlocked

the door and stole forth, closin;j the door as noise-

lessly again behind her, but now leaving it un-

locked.

The person who thus stole forth, was Gertrude :

and asceiidinf^ to her own chamber on the storey

above, she procured a light. Wuh the candle in

Jierhanii, she once more descended : and this time

she stole guardedly and with spirit-like tread to the

I

Earl of Curznn'd own aparlmeni—that, apartment
I which he had ere now left to seek the boudoir. In

this apartment Gertrude forthwith instituted a

minute search; and after some delay, she found

what i-he sought concealed amongst the linen in

one of the Earl's drawers. Joyous as if she liad

discovered a treasure, and triumphant as if she had

just achieved some important victory, the damsel

stole up aj<aiu to her own chamber ; and before

she retired to rest, she set fire to a quantity of

papers and threw them into the grate, gai y and

ciieerfully watching tliem till they consumed to

tinde-.-. She then extinguished the light, and laid

down to rt-pose.

But in about three hours Gertrude awoke ; and

it being now daylight, she got up. Having ar-

ranged her beautiful hair, so dishevelled and dis-

ordered by the prominent adventure of the pre-

ceding night, and having refreshed herself with

ablutions in the chill water, she put on the plain

but neat and becoming apparel of her station.

When she had thus concluded her toilette, she

went down-btairs to the servants' hall, to wait till

her mistress's bell should ring.

The light of the new-born day had already ren-

dered everything plainly visible within the bou-

doir, when the Earl of Curzon awoke from a slum-

ber where the image of Gertrude had seemed to be

strangely mingling with scenes in which his faith-

less wife and Colonel Malpas also figured. He
rubbed his eyes—threw a hasty glance around the

room—and on recognising where he was, all the

incidents of the past night came trooping in with

rapid march upon his memory. Turning towards

his companion, a sudden ejaculation of astonish-

ment and dismay burst from his lips, when he

encountered the arch and mischievous looks— no<

of the lovely Gertrude, as he had expected—but of

his own wife, the Countess Editha !

"Heavens! what means that e.Tclamation,

Charles?" said her ladyship, affecting to be con-

cerned and even terrified at the suddenness of her

husband's cry.

" Is it a dream ? can it be a dream ?" muttered

Curzon, pressing his hand to his brow and endea-

vouring to concentrate all his thoughts in one

focus.

" Have you been labouring under some unplea-

sant dream ?" asked Editha, now assuming a look

of tender anxiety, while at the same time, unper-

ceived by her husband, she pulled the bell -rope

that hung behind the curtains of the bed.

"I caunot understand it— it is unaccountable !"

said Curzan : then tu'-ning his eyes suddenly upon
Editha, he demanded abruptly, " How came yov. '•

here ?"

" How came I here !'' she echoed, with a tone

and look of amazement. " Is it not my own room
—the boudoir where I sleep when we do not pass

the night together?— and therefore should I not

rather ask how came ijon here?" '•

"Perdition! what means it all ?" exclaimed the
'

Earl :
•' am I mad ? or have I really been dream-

ing ?"

At this moment the door opened ; and Gertrude

made her appearance in answer to the summons of

the boudoir-bcll. Her looks were as composed,

tranquil, and sedate as if nothing extraordinary

had occurred during the past night ; and when the

Earl thus marked her unruffled mien and saw that

there was nothing sly, arcli, or mischievous there-

in, he became more bewildered than ever. Again
he pressed his hand upon his brow to steady his

thoughts; and Gertrude availed herself of that

opportunity to dart a sudden look of intelligence

at Editha. Then did her ladyship's countenance i

become lighted up with an expression of joy and
triumph: for she understood full well the meaning

of her devoted abigail's glance—and she knew that

she was saved

!

.

" Did your ladyship ring ?" ask^d Gertrude, in a
j

tone as tranquil and respectful as usual. i

"No," answered Editha : "you can retire."
|

The abigail accordingly withdrew; but scarcely

had the door closed behind her, when the Earl of

Curzon, starting up in the couch, exclaimed, "Ah!
your ladyship has manoeuvred well ! You were

doubtless anxious that a witness should thus be-

hold us together, so that there miy be what the

lawyers call a condonation on my part in respect to

your by-gone infidelities ?"

"My lord, this to me !" exclaimed Editha, her

eyes flashing fire, but rather with the triumph that

blazed up in her bosom than with the anger which

she assumed.
" Yes," continued the Earl of Curzon, springing

from the couch and hastily huddling on the slip-

pers, trousers, and dressing-gown in which he had

sought that boudoir during the night: "you think,

madam, that 1 am either to be deceived by mysti-

fication or over- reached by str.itagem? That

things have occurred which I cannot understand,

I do not deny : but you will lean upon a firagile

support if you fancy that because I have been seen

in your bed after the discovery of your infidelities,

I have deprived myself of legal remedy. Ah!

fool that I was ever to have fancied that you, is-

suing from such a precious stock, would do honour

to the name of Curzon ! But thank God! I pos-

sess the proofs of your infidelities and crimes : and

you will perhaps understand me," he added with a

sardonic malignity, "when I declare that to the

guilt of adultery have you superadded the black

turpitude of forgery 1"

•' My lord !" exclaimed Editha, the richest crim-

son glowing beneath the soft duskiness of her skin,

and mantling thus warmly not only upon the brow

and the cheeks, but also the neck, the bare shoul-

ders, and the naked bosom of the patrician lady:

"you are a coward thus to insult a defenceless

woman ! If I had a dagger or a pistol at hand, I
,

would lay you dead at my feet."

"Editha!" exclaimed the Earl, bending upon
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her a look in which wonder and scorn, uncertainty

and hate, were strangely commingled : "can it be

possible that you are unaware of what took place

last night?—has there really been no communion

between you and Gertrude?—did I uot lock her in

this room?—and whether you were here concealed at

the time, or whether by some means you penetrad-d

hither afterwards, in any case must you be aware

that your writing-desk furnished me with the proofs

ot your criminality."

" That you are base enough to ransack my desk,

my lord, is probable," cried Editha, the excitement

of the scene and the consciousness of her safety in-

spiring her with all the presence of mind requisite

to enact the pari of outraged innocence :
" but that

you discovered in that desk aught whereof I need

be ashamed, I positively deny."

"By heavens! this is too much," exclaimed

Curzon, his naturally handsome countenance be-

coming destorted with rage. " The proofs, madam,
are in my possession ; the note of your accomplice

Lady Lechmere—the forgeries
"

" Coward—liar ! " exclaimed Editha, springing

like a tigress from the couch. " If there be forgeries

in the case, 'tis you who have forged them ! Ah

!

doubtless the trammels of matrimony are incon-

venient to a man who wishes to pursue his own
numerous intrigues ; and therefore you seek to get

rid of your wife. But no, my lord—I defy you—

I

defy you !"

The Earl of Curzon now gazed with unmixed
astonishment upon Editha. Indeed, for a few mo-
ments he was utterly confounded. The tone of

confidence in which she spoke, the genuine indig-

nation which appeared to inspire her, the undis-

mayed assurance with which she met his looks, and
indeed almost beat them down with her own proud
and haughty ones—all this struck the nobleman
speechless and motionless. And, heavens ! how
grandly, how sublimely beautiful seemed the

Countess of Curzon at that moment—no longer

soft, languishing, and amorous like a dusky houri

of Mohammed's paradise, but bursting forth into

the personification of Bellonathe Goddess of War,
so that her very beauty became terrible to gaze
upon, and the eyes that were wont to burn with

the fires of love, now shot forth blasting lightnings.

"With the scant night-dre^s alone draping her
form—her luxuriant purply sable hair flowing in

heavy masses over her shoulders and down her

back—her heaving bust all exposed in its glowing

firmness—one arm gracefully curved, the other

extended so as with imperious gesture to enhance
the force of her language—her nude feet and
ankles exposed in their sculptural symmetry to

the middle of the legs' robust swell—her whole
figure, in fine, seemed to realise all that artist ever
fancied, poet ever dreamed, or sculptor ever de-
signed in the form of peerlesi beauty vindicating
its outraged innocence

!

But, Ah ! all the glory, the magic, and the sub-
limity of that scene sink into dcRradation, shiinie,

and infnmy, when it is remembered that E iitha

was really guilty, and that the pirt which she now
enacted was one of consummate duplicity and
exquisite hypocrisy. For a few moments, we s.iy

did the Earl of Curznn remain utterly confounded
—annihilated as it were—by the demeanour, the

conduct, and the language of his wife. It was
either the most stupendous effrontery that woman

ever yet had exhibited—or eUe, if she were inno-

csnt, was she the victim of the most extraordinary

combination of circumstances ever known. But

not long did the Earl of Curzon he-jitate between

these alternatives. Too much a man of the

world to yield a ready credulity to any appearances

of innocence, and too deeply conscious ot error

himself uot to be ever ready to believe the errors

of others, he soon burst forth into a laugh of bitter

scorn, exclaiming. "Ah! I see how it is, madam

<

you fancy that in your prudence you liave de-

stroyed all evidences of your guilt ! But your me-

mory fails you— for whatever your intentions migiit

have been, you certainly have not altogether car-

ried them out. I tell you that 1 i>o%sesi proofs "

"Theu produce them, my lord," said Editha, in

a tone of defiance.

"I will, I will:" and he turned towards the

door.

"And if you do not," she said, springing forward

and detaining him by the arm for a momeut,

—

"as a nobleman—a gentleman—a man—shall I

also say as a husband— it will be your duty "

" Yes, to fall up'>n my knees and demmd par-

don for this ouuage—these suspicions l" ejacu-

lated Curzon, throwing upon his wife a look of

dark malignity, as much as to imply that it was

perfect miduess to suppose there was any chance

ot his being compelled to humble himself thus.

"Be it so," she observed, in a tone of confidence,

as she released his arm from the firm grasp which
her delicate fingers had fixed upon it.

The Earl hastened from the boudoir and sped to

his own apartment, murmuring to himself, "Now
|

for the proofs that shall overwhelm her with

confusion !

"

He opened the drawer—he tossed aside his linen

:

but the object of his search was not there! A
chill struck to his heart, as the idea of some deep

but inexplicable treachery flashed to his mind.

Furious witli rage, but trembling all over as nerv-

ously as if stricken with a palsy, he tore out the

drawer from its place and emptied all its contents

on the carpet. But the pacuet which he sought

—that packet which contained Lady Lechmere's

note and the forced bills—had disajipeared.

No wonder indeed : for it was this same packet

which Gertrude had found, and the contents of

which she had burnt in her own chamber. Yes—
and this was the meaning of that significant look

which she had flung upon her mistress when enter-

ing the boudoir—that look which told Editha she

was saved

!

Pale, trembling, atid overwhelmed, the Earl of

Curzon sank into an arm-chair and gave way to

his painful reflections. To believe that all the in-

cidents of the past night belonged only to a dream,

was ridiculous : but that he had been singularly,

mysteriously, and effectually outwitted, was evi-

dent. He had not a proof— not a single proof—of
his wife's guilt : and yet he knew her to be guilty.

He had only just come from sharing her couch
;

and therefore to dream of law-proceedings was

prcjiosterous. To create an exposure and a
scandal by repudiating his wife on bare suspicion,

and without being enublcd to follow up such an act

by the usual legal process, would be only to render

himself contemptible as a jealous husband.

Such were the thoughts that passed rapidly

through the Earl's mind; and perceiving that he
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was ia every way outwitted and deprived of remedy,
he suddenly made up his mind to put as good a face

as possible upon the matter—that is to say, Jbr
ihs present! lie accordiiiijly returned to the bou-

doir, where he found Editha combing out her long

shining hair. As he entered the room she turned

towards him; and with a look full of calm confi-

dence—for all her recent excitement appeared to

have cooled down—she said, " Well, my lord, what
aspect does the matter now wear ?"

"Editha," he responded, assuming a jocular air,

"I must confess that I am completely out-ma^
noeuvred. I don't know how—but I think it is

tolerably clear that your maid Gertrude is a young
woman of no ordinary ability and tact— for which
qualities you doubtless value her so much."
"But is it also for the same reason that your

lordship seeks to deprive me of her by making her
your mistress :"—and as Editha gave this bitter

retort, her beautiful lips curled with relentless

irony.

" Well, I think that the less said upon all these

things for the present, the better," retutoed the
Earl of CurzoD, affecting to laugh : and with these

words he was about to quit the room, when Editha
caught him by the arm. " What ! is there any-
thing more to say ?" he demanded.
" Yes," she replied, with firmness of voice and

decision of look :
" as a nobleman, as a gentleman,

and as a husband, you have to apologise for havin

dared to accuse me without proof."
" Oh ! yes—I remember that I pledged myself

to some such apology as this : and therefore," he
continued, with an air of mock gravity, " I beg to

tender my earnest excuses to your ladyship for

having ventured to suspect your purity and fidelity;

and I may add that I am now entirely convinced
that you are as immaculate as a wife can b^——

"

"Enough!" exclaimed Editha, colouring with

indignation, as her husband's tone grew more and
more bantering. " You have made the apology

—

and that is sufiicienL"

The Earl affected to laugh gaily, and quitted

the boudoir.

CHAPTER XCVIII.

MOKE MYSTIFICATION.

We may now explain to the reader the precise

manner in which the Countess of Curzon had been
accustomed to manage her intrigues through the

agency of Lady Lechmcre.
As was particularly the case in those times, with

married couples in high life who did not live

upon the very best terms together, the Earl and
Countess of Curzon frequently occupied separate

bed-chambers—the Earl having an apartment
which was called his own private one, and the

Countess having her boudoir. It was therefore

comparatively an easy thing for her ladyship occa-
sionally to stay out all night if she chose—the
only precaution needful being to prevent the ser-

vants (Gertrude excepted) from discovering the
fact. Hence the contrivance into which the reader
has already obtained something more than an in-

sight. Thus, for instance, the Countess went in

full dress and in her own carriage to Lady Lech-
mere'a house : a few hours later Gertrude met her

there ;—their apparel was speedily changed—and
while Gertrude, playing the part of Countess, was
driven back in the carriage, the Countess herself
repaired whithersoever she chose. Then, at day-
break, apparelled as Gertrude, the Countess would
return to the mansion in safety. If seen thus
coming home by any of the servants, the supposi-
tion was that the young lady's-maid—for whom of
course Editha would be taken—had passed the
night at her parents' house : and on the occasions
when these stratagems were to be carried into
effect, Gertrude was wont to take the precaution
in the evening of casmlly mentioning in the ser-
vants' hall, that she had received permission from
her mistress to remain with her mother till the
following morning.

But there was another phase which the strata,

gem assumed, involving a certain alteration of
its details, according to circumstances. Thus, for

instance, if Editha required an excuse to be absent
from home for only a few hours during the even-
ing, she would pretend to have received an invita-

tion from Lady Lechmere to a party : but Ger-
trude, muffled in Editha's ermine cloak, and
perhaps wearing her veil, would proceed in the
carriage to Lady Lechmere's, where instead of any
evening party at all, the servants would receive

positive orders from their mistress to admit only

the Countess of Curzon. Thus Gertrude, disguised

as the Countess, would be shown up into Lady
Lechmere's boudoir, and there remain for two or

three hours, as the case might be, until the car-

riage came to fetch her home again. Thus, all

the while, the coachman and lacquey attached to

Lady Curzon's carriage would naturally suppose
that it was their mistress whom they had driven

to Lady Lechmere's at eight or nine and fetched

home again at twelve or one : while, on the other

hand. Lady Lechmere's domestics were equally

remote from suspecting that it was any other than

the Countess of Curzon who thus came and passed

several hours tete-a-tete witli their mistress.

The reader will now understand the meaning of

that note, bearing the signature of Lady Lechmere,

which the Earl of Curzon had found in his wife's

writing-desk. Butwherefore were all those strangely

ramified precautions necessary ? Because Editha

was too prudent to have incurred the risk of allow-

ing either Malpas or Emmerson to pass the night

with her in her own boudoir at home : and there-

fore it was necessary to devise measures to enable

her to meet her paramour for the time being at

Mrs. Gale's house of accommodation in Soho

Square. But of course she could not drive thither

openly and fearlessly in her carriage; and when
going out of an evening, she could not possibly

devise any excuse to dispense with the carriage

:

she could not say she was going anywhere on foot

or that she preferred a hackney-coach. She must
therefore seem to use the carriage, even if she did

not in reaUty: hence the astute arrangement of

allowing Gertrude to take her place and perform

her part, while she herself, modestly disguised in

Gertrude's unobtrusive apparel, enjoyed unlunited

freedom combined with a rare security.

Having given these few explanations, we now
resume the thread of our narrative. As a matter

of course, the Earl of Curzon was not satisfied at

the result of the adventures which have occupied

the two or three preceding chapters. As we bar*
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already stated, he saw that he had been outwitted

:

but how, he could not altogether conjecture. That
Gertrude had purloined the documents from his

own apartment, he failed not to guess: but the

great mystery to him was how his own wife Editha

had been his partner of the couch in the boudoir

instead of Gertrude. He had assuredly locked

the young abigail in that boudoir; and it was

her voice which he had subsequently recognised

beyond all possibility of doubt, when he returned

to that room later in the night. But while re-

volving all these things in his mind, he recol-

lected that on seeking the couch in the boudoir,

when fancying he was about to be clasped in the

arms of Gertrude, he had locked the door : and he

likewise recollected that in the mornmg the door

was unlocked, when Gertrude entered to ask if her

mistress had rung. The door, therefore, had been

unlocked by somebody: and if so, the presence

of Editha in the couch with him might be easily

accounted for by supposing that while he slept

Gertrude had risen and changed places with the

Countess. Then, if this were the case, and if this

supposition were the correct one, had the beautiful

Gertrude been for any time his companion in that

bed ? At first he was inclined to believe so : but

then he reflected that from the very instant he

entered that couch and was clasped in the arms of

the female occupying it, this female observed a

profound silence—nor could he by coaxing or

entreaty succeed in eliciting from her a single

word. This circumstance proved, then, that it

must have been Editha who was occupying that

couch when he entered the room,—Editha who
received him in her arms,—Editha whom he had
so fondly and passionately embraced, while all the

time fancying that he was enjoying the transports

of love in the arms of Gertrude ! It was there-

fore quite clear, from this chain of reasoning, that

Editha must have been in the room ivith Gertrude

when he went thither in the dark, and that while

Editha prepared to receive him in her arms, Ger-

trude's voice deluded him into the belief that it

was she herself who was the sole occupant of that

couch which he sought.

Having come to these conclusions, the Earl of

Curzon felt less satisfied aud more piqued than

ever. Not only had he been outwitted by his wife

in every way ; but lio was also duped by her abi-

gail. That he was so duped, Editha well knew

:

and thus the two together—mistress aud maid-
had not only utterly balHed all hi? endeavours to

establish the proofs of the former's infidelity, but

were enabled to have a good laugh together at his

e-xpense. Nothing, in fact, could be more ridicu-

lous than the position which he felt he occupied in

the eyes not only of Editha, but also of Gertrude :

and lie was determined to be revenged on tliem

both. Of course, as the master of the house, he

could at once have discharged the young lady's-

maid : but as there was no ostensible cause to al-

lege for taking such a decisive proceeding upon
himself, it would appear most arbitrary and un-

just—besides its being a most unusual thing for

the husband to interfere with the wife's special

dependants. Moreover, the mere discharge of

Gertrude would in itself bo an act for which she

would care so little, as to be totally incommensurate

with the amount of revenge ho sought. Sho had

humbled hia pride—she had aided her mistress to

baffle and outwit him : and though not naturally

of a cowardly character or unmanly disposition,

the Earl resolved upon some signal and cruel

revenge.

The reader will perhaps wonder why he did not

call upon Lady Lechmere to see what he could

discover relative to his wife's proceedings. But
he was too much a man of the world not to know
full well that to whatsoever extent Lady Lechmere
connived at or assisted Editha's intrigues, sho

would be prepared to defend and protect them by
giving an indignant denial to any accusation ou
the subject. Besides which, the Earl had no idea

of proclaiming to the world the ignominious fact

that he knew himself to be a cuckold, but could

not prove it, and was therefore compelled to en-

dure his wife's infidelities.

There was however one person whom he resolved

to see: and this was Emmerson. But not for a
moment did it strike the Earl that the bill-broker

had become his wife's paramour. Whether they

were even acquainted or not, he did not exactly

know : but that Emmerson had privately sent her

back the bills which she had forged in favour of

Colonel Malpas, was evident enough. How had
this occurrence been brought about?—was Em-
merson aware of Editha's guilt?—and if so, to

what extent ? These were the particulars which

the Earl of Curzon was desirous to ascertain : and
therefore, after a hurried breakfast, did he mount
his horse, and attended by his groom, repair to

the money-making regions of the City.

Mr. Emmerson was seated alone in his private

ofiice in Nicholas Lane, pondering somewhat
gloomily on the occurrences of the preceding

night, and wondering what on enrth had been the

issue of the adventure. From Editha's lips he had
hurriedly heard how her husband had returned

and had found the packet of forged bills in her

desk—and in a few hastily-exchanged sentences

they had agreed upon the outline of some tale, to

be told by himself, should the Earl call on him to

demand any explanation of the circumstance of

his name being on the back of those forged bills.

But whether this story, so hurriedly and imper-

fectly concocted, would serve any purpose at all,

even if the Earl should call on him,—or whether

the discoveries made by his lordship were of too

serious and comprehensive a nature to be ex-

plained away by sophistry or accounted for by

artifice,— these were the uncertainties between

which Mr. Emmerson was painfully hovering at

the moment when the otRce-boy entered to an-

nounce the Earl of Curzon!

Emmerson could not help trembling from head

to foot through fear of detection, exposure, aud

chastisement. But not sulfering his emotions to

be perceived, ho bade the boy at once introduce

his lordsliip. Tlicn, as the Earl made hia appear-

ance extending his hand with a sort of alfable

condescension and aristocratic patronage towards

him, he felt persuaded that whatever might have

been the issue of the previous night's adventure,

he himself remained unsuspected.

" I'lay sit down, my lord," said Emmerson, bust-

ling about to hand the nobleman a chair. "Will

your lordship take a glass of wine and a biscuit ? It

is just twelve o'clock—and though perhaps not

lunch-time in the fashionable regions whence your

lordship has just come "
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"Tliank you, Ernraerson," said the Earl, care-

lessly, "I have not long breakfasted. But what

news in the City?"
" Why, would your lordship believe it—that con-

ceited little humbug Mr. Under-sheriff Fire has ac-

tually got made an Alderniaai; and Tibbs, who has

so long managed the revenues of the ward of Guz-

zleton, has been obli-jed to resign at last. But what

is the business that has procured ma the honour

of a call from your lordship tliis forenoon ?"

"You remember, Emmerson," said the Earl,

"that when I called upon you two or three months

ago about some little money matters, you seemed

to think that I had a great many promissory notes

and bills of exchange in the hands of diiferent per-

sons: and if I recollect right, I told you at the time

that General Beechy, young Geort;e Sefton, Paul

Dysart, and Colonel Malpas, amongst others, had

all asked me to become security for them ?"

"I recollect perfectly well the conversation to

which your lordship alludes," said Emmerson, who

had by this time recovered all his wonted business-

like composure, although he perceived plainly

enough into what channel the discourse was about

to be turned: but he was ready prepared with the

tale agreed upon between himself and Editha.

" Now, it struck me at the time," continued the

Earl, " that you were rather incredulous when I as-

sured you that I had refused to have anything to do

with all those persons."

"I certainly had reason, as I thought," said Em-
merson coolly, " to doubt your lordship's word at

the time of which we are speaking: inasmuch as at

that very moment when you assured me that you

liad given no acceptances at all, 1 had in my cash-

box several bills bearing your lordship's name, to

the tune of five thousand guineas."

"Ah!" ejaculated the Earl, with a sort of subdued

chuckle: for he now fancied that he was once more

in the right tra(;k to bring all her guilt home to

the faithless Editha, " 1 suppose then, Emmerson,

you discovered those bills to be forgeries ?" he ad-

ded inquiringly,
" Yes, my lord, they were forgeries mdeed," re-

turned Emmerson; "and it was that scoundrel

Malpas who forged them. But 1 thought that by

this time you would have learnt
"

"Malpas forged them!" interrupted the Earl,

looking very hard at the bill-broker, " Surely you

must mistake? That he placed them in your hands,

is one thing : but that he himself perpetrated the

forgeries, is another."

"In tliis very office, my lord," said Emmerscn,

with increasing effrontery, "did Colonel Malpas,

when taxed by me with the forgery, confess his

guilt and implore my mercy. Of course I did not

wish to send him to the scaffold ; and therefore I

allowed him to compromise the affiir by making a

simple debt of it: and for that debt heisnowapri-

suner in the Ku)g's Bench."

"And you therefore gave him up the bills?" said

the Earl of Curzou inquiringly.

"How is this, my lord?" ejaculated Emmerson
with well-assumed astouishmeut. " Is it possible

that your lordship never riccived those bills

But of course you liave: otherwise how could you

have obtained any kuowleilgo of the mitter at all ?''

"Now, pray expaiu yourself, Euimerson," said

the Eirl, begiuuiug to feel strangely bewildered

once more, as if tlie inystificatious of the previous

night were to be perpetuated durir;,' the day and
to follow him from the West End even into the
heart of the City.

" The history of the bilU is plain and sirapU
|

enough," returnod Emmerson. " I had already ;

endorsed those bills in order to pay them into my
'

banker's hands, when I discovereS that they were !

forgeries. Although willing to avoid instituting
]

a criminal process against Colonel Malpas, and to i

hush up the matter, I nevertheless thought, on
j

mature reflection, that you ought to be informed I

of it. I accordingly proceeded to Grosvenor Sireet
|

to see your lordship on the subject. You were not
however within: but her ladyship the Countess

was at home and disengaged. Time being valuable

to me, and not choosing to run the chance of call-

ing three or four times without seeing your lord-

ship, I took the liberty of requesting an interview

with her ladyship, to whom I explamed all that

had occurred. Her ladyship was frightened lest

the matter should breed some desperate quarrel

between Malpas and your lor.Jship, and end in a
duel : she therefore suggested that it would be

better to allow some little time to elapse, during

which she undertook to seize some favourable

opportunity to mention the whole transaction

guardedly to your lordship. Well satisfied with

this proposition, and acknowledging its prudence,

I at once declared my readiness to leave the whole

matter in the bauds of her ladyship. I had nut the

bills with me at the time: but immediately on my
return to Nicholas Lane, I enclosed them to her

ladyship in an envelope marked 'Private.' And
no IV, my lord, you have the whole history of the

transaction."

"Yes," stammered Curzon, scarcely able to con-

ceal his astonishment at this uue.xpucte 1 e.vpiaua-

tion: "and I must admit that you acted very

handsomely in the business."

" I presume that if the Countess of Curzon has

not already mentioned the affair to your lordship,

it has been for want of a suitable opportunity or

else through oversight."

" I suppose it must be so," remarked Curzon,

not knowing what to say and scarcely what to

think: but still he was as far as ever from enter-

taining the remotest suspicion that Emaiersou

had become his wife's paramour.

Taking his leave, he issued forth from the

money-lender's office and was about to remount

his horse, when he was suddenly accosted by a

well-dressed and good-looking youug man whose

countenance appeared to be familiar to him.

"My lord," said this individual, "will you ex-

cuse me for venturing to give your lordship a

piece of advice?—but 1 conjure you to be careful

in your dealings with that hypocritical miscreant

Emmerson "

"Ah!" ejaculated the Earl: "the advice is

startling, but perhaps well meant. Who ai"e you?

I have seen your face before."

" Your lordship hiis seen me in that very office,"

was the response : and the youtig man gla*iced

over his shoulder towards the door of Emmorson's

place of business.

"Yes— I recollect you now," exclaimed the

Earl: "your name is Varian."
" And' if the world has heard of my crimes, it

knows little of my misfortunes," said the young

man, bitterly. " If I were a culprit who deserved



transportatioa, then that villain Euiuiersoa is a

man for whom even hanfjiuif is tuo j^ood 1"

" We cannot converse here, at Eiauiprson's very

door," said the Earl: "and it is absolutely neces-

sary that 1 should hear all you m;iy have to unfold

concerning your late masier. Will you accom-
pany me into some adjacent tavern ?"

"No, my lord— not now," answered Vurian.
" Having received a full pardon, 1 avail myself of

the first leisure moment to come hither and seek

an interview with the villain Eramersoa in order to

tax him with all his infamy jnd overwhelm him
with reproaciies. This is the beginning of the

deadly revenge which I have sworn to wreak upon
that m*n—a vengeance which will beaccomplislicd

by uniuasliing him to all with whom ho has any

dealings. Hence the liberty I have takea ia ac-

costing your lordship now "

"Then will you call upon me at my owa house,

Mr. VarianV" asked the EarL
48*

" I will, my lord :" — and with these words

Theodore turned abruptly away and entered the

bill-broker's office.

The Earl of Curzon then mounted his horse,

which liLs groom had been holding at a little dia-

tancii; and riding back to tlie West End, he pro-

ceeded to Carlton House for the purpose of calling

upou Lady Sackville.

CH.VPTEU XCIX.

royalty's rAVOURIT»

Venetia, elegantly dressed in a morning negligee,

was seated upon the sofa with the Prince Regeut,

in her magnificent saloon at Carlton House.

His Royal Highness was gazing with the min-

gled ardour and languor of a passion which had

been croffned with buccess, but which was never-
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theleas subjected to renewed excitement every

time he found himself in contact with that woman
of transcendent beauty. Thus, while he expe-

rienced the voluptuous languor of gratified de-

sires, he at the same time felt the flaming up of

fresh longings in his soul. For it was impossible

to be Silted witli the pleasures that were expe-

rienced in the arras of Venetia : her beauty was

BO grand, and at the same time so enchanting

—

her fascinations were so irresistible as well as so

varied—that it was no wonder if she had ob-

taincd, in the short period of a few weeks, a more
despotic empire than any woman had ever

achieved before over the mind of his Royal High-

ness the Prince Regent.

Although in reality hating, abhorring, and detest-

ing her lover—despising him as a man, and loathing

him as a paramour—she nevertheless dissembled her

heart's true feelings with such consummate success,

that the Prince actually believed himself to be the

object of her devoted affections. And no wonder

:

for with matchless duplicity she lavished upon him

the tenderest caresses ; and while she developed all

the sensual blandishments of her naturally amorous

disposition in order to render herself adorable as «

mistress, she also studied to render available those

qualifications which made her estimable as a friend.

Thus was it that the Prince was gradually led to con-

sult her in respect to political affairs and State ques-

tions; and he could not help observing that she was

always prepared to express an opinion and proffer

her advice on those points as if they had previously

formed the subject of her reflections. Whether her

inspiration in these respects came from the intuitive

promptings of her own intelligence,—or from the

suggestions of her husband— or from any other quar-

ter, we cannot now say : certain it is, however, that the

advice wkich she thus gave was gradually beginning

to wield a marked influence upon the Prince—the
more so, inasmuch as she always spoke deferentially

and not dictatorially, and with the air of a disin-

terested friend instead of that of a selfish narrow-

minded mistress.

On the present occasion, when we find Venetia and

the Prince seated together upon the sofa, the conver-

sation had been turning upon certain minor appoint-

ments in the civil and diplomatic departments which

had to be filled up. A list of the names proposed

respectively by the Foreign and Home Secretaries

of State, had been submitted to his Royal Highness;

and this list now lay upon a table near the sofa.

"Well, my dearest Venetia," said the Prince,

" you have not given me your opinion relative to

those names—and you know that I value your ad-

vice too much not to avail myself of it."

" My dear Prince, yon do me honour," answered
Venetia, flinging upon his Royal Highness the sweet-

est smiles, as a Hebe might be supposed to scatter the

choicest flowers upon the god of her adoration.

"There are about twenty names in that list," she

continued, taking up the paper and scanning it deli-

berately ; "and 1 must confess that I consider some
of the proposed appointments injudicious to a de-
gree."

" Can you sugijest more suitoble ones, Venetia ?"

asked the Prince, in a careless sort of way, as ha
toyed with one of her fair hands.

" Let me see," exclaimed the lady, tapping him
on the cheek, and then taking his gold pencil-case
from bis waistcoat-pocket. " Here, my dear Gaorge,

is the post of First Attach^ to the Embassy in Spain
about to be ofl'ered to Mr. Drummond ; whereas Mr.
Arthur Fitzhetbert should decidedly have the pre-
ference."

" Why, he is the cousin by marriage of Mrs. Fitz-

herbertl' exclaimed the Prince: " and 1 have told

you on three or four occasions alfcady, that I have
no reason to be pleased with that lady or with any of

her connexions."
" Now, my dear Prince, you are not acting sen-

sibly or justly," said Venetia, turning towards him
and placing one of her taper fingers upon his lip u
if to prevent him from speakingfarther for the mo-
ment : then as slie poured upon him the golden flood

of her radiant looks, she continued to observe, " If

you have bsen enabled so readily to forget—or rather

to repent of your ancient connexion with Mrs. Fitz-

herbert, must I not fear that when wearied of me,
you will cease to think of your poor Venetia with

love and affection ?"

"Never, never^my heart's darling!" cried the

Prince, throwing his arms around her neck and draw-

ing her towards him: then, as her superb bosom
heaved and swelled against his chest, he said, " Ah!
dearest Venetia, there is a great difference between

our connexion and that which subsisted between me
and Mrs. Fitzherbert. You are faithful to me—you
will always be faithful : whereas she went to Franc^

—intrigued with the Marquis of Beliois—and be-

came a mother by him;— ttien,on returning to Eng-
land, she flew back to my arms, vaunting as it were

her fidelity towards rae—a fidelity in which for a
time 1 was idiot enough to believe! Nor was the

French Marquis her only paramour Oh ! I have

had many and signal proofs of her scandalous infi-

delities and depravides ! And now, therefore, can

you wonder if, notwithstanding the tenderness of my
original connexion with Mrs. Fitzherbert, I have

been alienated from her for nearly twenty years ?"

"All this is no doubt true enough, my dear

George," said Venetia, redoubling the apparent ar-

doHr of her caresses and lavishing a thousand seem-

ing proofs of tenderness upon her royal paramour,

in order the more etTectually to rivet the silken bonds

and flowery fetters in which her fascinations held

his soul captive. " But nevertheless," she continued,
" you must not visit upon any of Mrs. Fiizherbert's

relations the vindictive sentiments which you may
experience towards herself."

" Ah ! even it I were iuclinsd to do so, you would

take care, my wily charmer, efifectually to prevent

it;"—and as the Prince thus spoke in a jocular

manner, he indulged in delicious toyings and amo-
rous dalliances with his beauteous mistress. "Why,
dearest Venetia," he continued, in a languid lone,

" there are no less than three or four of Mrs. Fitz-

herberl's relatives whom you have positively been

the means of appointing to excellent posts irithin

the last month."
" And yet, my dear George, you cannot attribute

any sinister motives to me," said Venetia, " in

having thus persuaded you to perform what I have

conceived to be mere acts of ju<tice ?"

"Sinister motives 1" echoed the Prince. "Tkate,

dearest girl, I should never think of attributinjf to

you .' Cut really you must have a marvellously

reliued sense of justice thus to intercede in behalf

of the relatives of a lady whom, if she could recon-

quer her lost Influence over mo, you would have to

regard as a rival."
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" Then I will seek him ia that apartment," said

the Baroaet : aad turning; upon his heel he prO'

ceeded along the passage.

The page offered no farther remarlc, much less

any remonstrance, as he knew that Sir Douglas

was not only most iatiimto with the Prince, but

enjoyed, so to speak, the " run of the pahice."

At the 'end of the long passage was the ante-

chamber with the glass door at which Sir Douglas

and Venetia had first exchanged tender looks, on

on that special occasion when the Prince diverted

hunself with certain young and nobly-born ladies

in the magnificent saloon with whioiii that glass-

door communicated. Traversing the ante-cham-

ber, the Baronet at once entered the saloon,

which, as we have before stated, was furnished in

the most luxurious style, and was decorated by

numerous chandeliers and lamps.

Closing behind him tlie glass-door with the

crimson blinds, Sir Douglas looked around ia ex-

pectation of beholding his Koyal Highness : but

the Prince was not there. Indeed, the Baronet

saw no one : and he was about to retreat, when he

noticed that a side-door stood open. His acquaint-

ance with Carlton House was so intimate that he

knew full well that this door was a secret one com-
municating with a staircase having a private outlet

towards the park : and indeed the Baronet himself

had frequently been present at scenes in the mag-
nificent saloon to whicii that convenient mode of

communication had furnished the accessories of

frail female beauty.

Seeing', therefore, this little door now standing

open, the Baronet immediately felt assured that

some pleasant diversion or intrigue was in pro-

gress; and for a moment he felt disposed to wait

and see whether he should be " one too many " in

the expected pastime. But recent events had
somewhat steadied his character and sobered his

inclinations ; and on second thoughts he resolved

to retreat from the danger of being lured into

some scene of licentiousness or debiuch. He ac-

cordingly withdrew, closing the glass-door with

the crimson blinds. But obedient to some sudden
impulse of curiosity, he lingered for a moment to

peep back into the saloon ju-st to see whether the

Prince was returning. At that same instant the

figure of a man emerged from the secret door-

way on the opposite side of the saloon ; and to

his unspeakable amazement. Sir Douglas Hunting-

don instantaneously recognised the man whom he

had first encountered at the Jolly fVugyoner's, and
whom Nell Gibson had afterwards described to

him as being the Pubhc Executioner

!

So stupifitfd was Sir Douglas Huntingdon on ob-

serving this man in Carlton House, that he was tran:i-

fixed as it were to the spot,—his looks still plunging

through the glass-door into the saloon. Immediately
behind the Hangman foUovsed the Prince,— his Royal
Highness having lingered for a few moments in the

rear to fasten the door at the font of the staircase,

which had a secret spring known only to liimsell

and a few of his mo^sC intimate friends, mala and
female.

Mr. Daniel Coffin was not only attired in his Sun-
day's best, but had evidently endeavoured to make
himself look as smart and as respectable as possible.

Nevertheless nothing could materially mitigate the

hang-dog expression uf his countenance; and the

Baronet could perceive that the Prince, though en-

deavouring to maintain an air of dignified hauteur,

was profoundly disgusted at being in the company
of such a man.

Sir Douglas Huntingdon was determined, if pos-
sible, to ascertain what earthly business the Prince
Regent of the Kingdom could have to transact with
the Public Executioner. The liveliest curiosity had
seized upon the Baronet ; and at any risk of dis-

covery as an eaves-dropper, was he resolved to

gratify it. Seeing by the manner in which the

Prince stopped short in the middle of the saloon and
leant against a chair, that he intended to hold his

interview with the Hangman in that apartment. Sir

Douglas kept his post at the glass-door, through
which he could obtain a view of all that passed:

and by cautiously and gently opening it the least

possible distance, he was enabled to overhear the
greater portion of the conversation which transpired.

"Now, my man," said the Prince, " be bo good as
to tell me at once what it is you want with me. I
received—with how much astonishment I leave you
to guess—the precious specimen of orthography and
penmanship which you sent me, begging this inter-

view "

"Yes—and I received too the private message
your Royal Highness sent by a gentleman in plain

clothes," observed the Hangman ; " and I felt very

much obliged at being told that I might come here

on this day and at this hour, to have the honour of
talking to your Highness "

"Well, now you are here," observed the Prince,

with ill-concealed impatience: " and the sooner you
explain your business the better."

" If your Royal Highness means me to speak in

such a hurry," observed Cotfin, "I shall be so

flurried
"

" Well, take your own time, then," exclaimed the

Prince, throwing himself in the chair upon the back
of which be had been leaning ; " and I will listen to

you as patiently as I can."

"Well, my lord— I mean Royal Highness—you
must let me go back to the beginning," resumed the

Hangman. "You know that day when you and
LaJy Ernestina Dysart found me locked fast in that

queer- fashioned chair at Leveson House; and then

your Royal Highness told me that if I would help

you and her ladyship in the scheme you had in ban;!

to get rid of Mr. Dysart, you would give me a couple i

of hundred guineas. Of course I snapped at the

bargain. Two hundred guineas wasn't to be sneezed

at; and then, too, you promised that the Siieriff

should be empowerCii to ofler a fiee pardon to any
man who would accept the office of Jack Ketch.

All this suited mc uncommon well; and on the day

of execution I transmogrified myself into a black

fellow, so as to mix unknown and unrecognized in

the crowd. All went on right enough : the SlierifF

made the proclamation—and I volunteered. My
cjcs! what a shout the people gavel—how frightened

they was of being baulked <if the liangitig-show !

—

and I dare say they felt uncommon grateful to the

blessed institutions of this country that always en-

sure them Kings, or Prince R»t{ents, or Queens,

iliat are fond of sending their subjects to bo lucked

up liko dog!<."

"Spare your comments, follow," interrupted the

Prince, sternly ; "and proceed with what you have
to say—though for the life of mo 1 cannot under-

stand why you aro recapitulating all these iuci-

dents."
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" Well, my lord — I mean Royal Hi<jhncss,"

again resumed Coffin, not exactly heeding the

last comment of the Prince :
" when ouce rein-

stated in my pleasant office of Public Executioner,

I went into Dysart's cell and helped your'a aud

Lady Ernestina's scheme most admirably. I

plummed Dysart that I had seen the reprieve-

heard it read—aud had particularly marked the

private instructions which directed that it was not

to be produced until the very moment the drop

was ready to fall. In fact, I did what you told me
—which was to buoy him up with hope until the

very last, so as not to allow any suspicion to enter

his mind or any misgiving to excite a vindictive

feeling. So you may thank me, my lord—I mean

Royal Highness—and Lady Ernestina too may

thank me for amusing Dysart's mind in such a

way that he did not see tlirough the trick at the

very last and blurt forth to the sheriffs or the

chaplain all about your Royal Highness's amour

with his wife and about the written dacunient yoa

so solemnly signed. For even if you had not told

the Home Secretary, as I suppose you did, to

write an official letter to the Sheriff of London

about preventing last dying speeches on the sc if-

fold, I should have been able to have managed

the business all pliasant enough tor you, and have

eased Dysart's journey out of the world as com-

fortably as pos-^ible."

•' Now I concL-ive you must have brought your

long narrative to a conclusion," said the Prince,

"and perhaps you will tell me why you have entered

into all these particulars
"

"Just to show your Royal Highness how faith-

fully I beliaved," responded the Hangman, with a

tone and manner of coarse effrontery, "aud how
well I followed out all your instructions."

"I do not deny it," observed the Prince, to

whom it was gall and wormwood to permit the

prolongation of the interview: "but did I not

remit you the two hundred guineas which I pro-

mised, by the hands of a confidential valet—the

same who called upon you yesterday ?"

"There's no denying that the two hundred

guineas came safe enough," returned the Hangman,
" but ou mature reflection, I can't help thinking my
services were but indifferently paid. If it had

been a commoner or even a lord who had em-

ployed me, well and good : but for a Royal High-

ness—a Prince Regent— almost a King and De-

fender of the Faith into the bargain, as the inscrip-

tion on tho money says—to give such a paltry fee

as two hundred guineas
"

"You scoundrel," exclaimed the Prince, now
goaded to an intolerable degree of excruciation,

" how dare you thus pollute all the sacred names of

Royalty ?"

" I have no doubt," observed the Hangman, his

own effrontery becoming all the more coolly de-

termined and doggedly resolute in proportion as

he perceived that the Prince grew excited—be-
cause in his heart, like tho millions of the people,

he had a natural and bitter hatred against every-
thing belonging to Monarchy and Royalty,—" I

have no doubt," he said, "that you think I am
precious free and precious impudent : but it mat-
ters deuced little to me what you do think. Per-
haps yiiu will tell me 1 am a thief? I should very
Boon answer that you, who wring the last farthing
out of tho people ist the shape ,-< taxation to sup-

port your luxurieB and debaucheries, are quite a«

much a robber in your way "

"Enough of this," cried the Prince, deeply
humiliated and bitterly repenting the day when he
placed himself in the power of such a diabolical

ruffian. " What is it you require of me—what do
want?"

" Well," returned the Hangman, unable to resist

the opportunity for another jtst, " I might in reason

ask your Royal Highness to create me a Duke or

a Marquis—for there's many a man quite as bad
as I am raised to the Peerage for doing the dirty

work of Royalty. But my tastes don't exactly go
that way. I like money better than titles

"

"Ah! then you want money?" said the Prince,

eagerly catching at the means of getting rid of

this dreadful visitor.

" Well, I should have thought you might long

ago have guessed this much. The fact is," coiv

tinned Coffin, " I am going to scrape together as

much money as I possibly can get, for the purpose
of emigrating to America "

" Oh ! then I shall cheerfully assist yon," ex-

claimed the Prince, the sudden relief which this

announcement gave him, producing an expression

of joy upon his features. " How much do you
require ?"

" Well, I don't think your Reyal Highness conU
expect me to do with less than five baudred
guineas "

"You shall have that amoujt," said the Prince

:

" but I cannot give it you now. In a few days you
may rely upon receiving it. But how is it to be

conveyed to you? I cannot send my valet to your

residence any more : it compromises me too much
in his eyes. Nor can I allow you to come hither

again : the risk of your being observed is too

great
"

" Well, if your Royal Highness will only tell me
the when, ttie where, and the how," said the Hang-
man, " 1 will be punctual."

" I have it !" exclaimed the Prince ; " an idea

has struck me! Lady Ernestina Dysart is so

deeply mixed up iu this busiuess, that she must help

me iu it."

" All ! to be sure," observed Coffin :
" your Royal

Highness can send her to meet me somewhere and
hand me over the money."

" This diy week—at eleven o'clock at night

—

and on Westminster Bridge," said the Prince

Regent. " Be that the appointment."
" Well and good," rejoined the Hangman. " But

to make it more definite, suppose we say that Lady
Ernestina, or whoever you may send, will find me
seated in the recess over the middle arch, on the

left-hand side of the bridge as you cross it."

" It is a bargain," observed the Prince. "And
now you may leave me."

Daniel Coffin accordingly retired by the private

staircase, the Prince following huu to unfasten the

door at the bottom.

We need hardly inform our readers that Sir

Douglas Huntingdon was so astounded — so

amazed—by all he bad just heard, that he could

scarcely believe the evidence of his own senses.

If he had occasionally failed to catch a few words

here and there, iu the preceding colloquy, he had

nevertheless heard tho greater portion,—enough

indeed to make the whole tremendous episode iu

the Prince's career perfectly plain to his compi-e«
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hcnsioD. That his Iloyal Ili^liuess should have so

deeply committed himself with such a mau as

Daniel Goftii!, was more thaa enough to oonfouad

the Baronet and btJgtf*"^ ''is beliof. Indeed, as he

moved slowly away from the glass-door at the con-

clujtoa of the scene, he aslcud himself, " Is this a

reality, or is it a viaioD ?—am I awaUc, or walkiu;,'

in my sleep ?"

Quitting the ante-chamber, threading the long

passage, and crossing the lauding ouco more, the

Baronet wended iiis way back to Veiietia's boudoir

—on entering which, he found her alone, reclin-

ing ou the sofa and wrapped in profound medita-

tion

"I have returned," said the Baronet, "simply

because I may have an alteration to make in our

proceedings of to morrow night. Somi'ihing has

occurred which is suggestive ol a change of tactics,

placing indeed the principal inmates of Lcveson

House more completely in my power than rvoi-.

But I shall not now trouble you with cxpalantious,

•I'J*

Vcnctia : suffice it for you to know that you shall

not only baffle the Maniui", but likewise behold

him so deeply humiliated that he shall throw him-

self at your feot in an agony of terror— a giovcllmg,

servile, miserable wretch
!"

" Oh ! if you can accomplish all tjiis," exclaimed

Veneti.-), her couutenance, a few momenta before

so pensive, now lichling up wiih joy,—"you know

not how happy you will render mo, and how deeply,

deeply grateful 1 shall prove."
" Fear not, dear Vcnetia," responded the Daronot,

" that 1 shall ftiil in accomplishing all 1 prwuise.

Indeed," ha added, with a look of profound and

tender m«i:iiiig, " the rcwaid hejd out is sufficient

to excite me to even superhuman exertions iu

your cause."
" And that reward jiha'l not bo withheld," mur-

nmred Vcnetia, bending doivn her blushing couu-

tenance.

The compact was sealed with a fond embrace

;

and Sir Douglas lluutiugdou took his departure.
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CHAPTER CII.

THE ROYAL BROTHER AND SISTER.

About an hour after the occurrences just related

the Prince Regent received a pressing note from

his sister the Princess Sophia, begging that he

wouli call upon her as soon as possibie. Her

Royal Highness occupied apartments in St. James's

Palace; and thither the Prince accordingly re-

paired.

\ig have stated in a preceding chapter that the

Princess Sophia was now about thirty-eight years

of age—of luxuriant embonpoint, and of very

handsome countenance. But the traces of deep

care were visible upou her features ; and without

rising from her chair in the elegant apartment

where she received her brother, the royal lady

bade him in a languid tone place himself near her,

as she wished to consult him on a matter of the

utmost importance.

The ladies who were in attendance upon the

Princess, had withdrawn in obedience to a sign

which she made on the entrance of her brother;

and this circumstance, together with the deep

melancholy which appeared in Sophia's manner,

and the look of mingled mystery and hesitation

with which she regarded him, proved that it was

indeed some atfair ot more than usual importance

that had induced her thus to send for him.
" Has anything unpleasant occurred ?" asked

the Prince, who was conscious of so many mis-

deeds of his own and so many errors and frailties

on the part of every member of his family, that he

was always apprehensive of detection, exposure,

or retribution.

" Nothing has occurred that need give you any

particular annoyance," replied the Princess : then

after a few moments' pause, during which the

colour went and came upon her cheeks even under

the artificial bloom which a cosmetic shed thereon,

she contitmed to observe, "The advice which I

seek at your hands, especially regards my own
happiness."

" And yet you seem afraid of speaking outright,"

remarked the Prince, somewhat impatiently.

" Yes," said the Princess Sophia, lier eyes fdling

with teais; "because it is a painful thing for a

sister to speak to a brother of her frailty and her

"hn.i.e."

" For neaven's sake explain yourself !" exclaimed

the Prince, starting uneasily, and then fixing a

penetrating look upon his sister. " Would you
have me understand that you have agaitt formed

some conuexion which is likely to threaten you
with disgrace and dishonour?"

"No, no!" returned the Princess, hastily and
almost indignantly. "It is concerning the secret

of my early years that I would speak to you—

a

secret that has so long been known to you "

" Yes—the affair in the Edgeware Road," inter-

rupted the Prince. " But what danger threatens

to transpire therefrom ? Lady Florimel surely has
not betrayed you ?"

" Lady Plorimel is the most admirable of wo-
men," exclaimed the Princess; "and I believe

that she would die to serve me. It. is not my
secret that is menaced, but my happiness that is

deeply, deeply compromised—that is to say, such

little happiness as circumstances have permitted
ni9 to retain from the wreak of all the generous
feelingri, fervid affections, and buoyant hopes of
youth."

" And £0 long as your secret is safe," observed
the Prince, somewhat disgusted with the sentimen-
talism now exhibited by his sister, " why the devil

should you be unhappy?"
"Unhappy!" she echoed, with a bitter laugh.

"Should I not be something less or something
more than woman, were I really and truly happy ?

Or think you, George, that I can possibly blind
myself to the fact that our family— the Royal
Family of England—is rapidly becoming an object
of loathing, hatred, and scorn to the great masses
of the community? Is it not said openly, that oar
unhappy sire has gone mad through remorse at
his own crimes and anguish at the misdeeds of his

chiliJren ? Has it not been even more than hinted
that our brother Ernest was the murderer of Sellis?

And you will excuse me for reminding you, my
dear George, that the press has been recently more
busy than ever with your name "

" A truce to all this recapitulation of evils !" ex-

claimed his Royal Highness, suddenly. " You are

in a melancholy mood, Sophia—your spirits are

depressed—and therefore you are giving way to

the gloomiest forebodings. Was it to entertain

me with your miseries and make me as miserable

as yourself, that you have sent for me hither ?"

" How unkind of you to speak thus!" cried the
unhappy Princess, bursting into tears: for the
conduct of her brother on the present occasion
seemed moie than usually heartless, especially as
she herself was more than ever in need of affec-

tionate sympathy.
"Well, well," said the Prince, somewhat soften-

ing towai'ds his sister; "tell me what advice you
seek at my hands, or what service you require of

me."
" Listen to me patiently for a few minute?, and

you will then understand wherefore I am thus un-

happy," said the Princess, wiping the tears from
her eyes. "You are aware, dear George," she

continued, with looks slightly averted—as if she

dared not meet his gaze while touching upon the

present topic,—"you are aware that upwards of

nineteen years have now elapsed since I became a

mother. The babe was entrusted to a surgeon of the

name of Thurston—the same who has since risen to

such eminence and acquired so great a renown as

a physician. About two months ago, yielding to an

irresistible impulse, I called upon Lady Florimel

and besought her to institute inquiries relative to

the fate of that son whom from its very birth I had

thus abandoned to tlie care of strangers. My dear

friend Pauline at once undertook the commission

;

and she called upon Doctor Thurston, from who-^e

lips she learnt that the cliild had been stolen in its

infancy. Indeed, it was in the month of June,

1795, when the child was between five and six

monihs old, that it w.-is thus stolen from the arms
of its nurse in Hyde P.trk-. Doctor Tlmrston

knows that the chdd wns mine—has known it

indeed for a very long time: but he has kept the

secret inviolable. His honesty— his integrity—in

this respect, at once convinced Pauline that he

was telling the truth when he stated that the

child had been stolen. :Moreovcr, he shoi>ci hor

a printed hand-bill which was circulated at the
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time, bearing the date' I just now mentioned, and

offerinff a reward for the recovery of the child.

Lady Florimel was, as you may suppose, profoundly

grieved for my sake ou hearing such terrible intel-

ligence from Doctor Thurston : but she neverthe-

less deemed it har duty to report the whole truth

to me. What my feelings have since been I shall

not attempt to describe : suffice it to say that

while picturing the most horrible destinies for the

unhappy progeny of my youthful weakness, I have

looked upon myself as the most unnatural of mo-

thers! But in the mean time—since that inter-

view between Lady Florimel and Doctor Thurston

—the head officer of Bow Street has been employed

by the physician to discover if possible some trace

of the lost one "

•' Ah ! Lawrence Sampson," ejaculated the

Prince. " He is a clever fellow. But I hope that

Thurston did not entrust him with your secret?"

"No," said the Princess: "Doctor Thurston

represented that it was his own child who had been

lost. And this Mr. Sampson has succeeded not

only in discovering that the lost one is alive, but

also where he is and the manner he has been

brought up."

Here the Princess Sophia burst into a flood of

tears ; and her voice was choked with the convul-

sive sobs that rent her bosom.
" Where is the boy ?" inquired the Prince ; "and

in what sphere of life has he been trained ? I am
afraid that you have nothing very satisfactory to

impart on this point
"

" Good heavens ! what a dreadful idea is it for a
mother to contemplate!" exclaimed the Princess,

wringing her hands in bitterest anguish ; but sud-

denly regaining the fortitude of despair, she dashed

the tears from her eyes, and turning her looks

steadfastly upon her brother, said in a deep and
solemn tone, "My son—the offspring of my early

crime—has been trained amongst the vilest of the

vile—dragged through all the mire, feculence, and
corruption of demoralization—inured to depravity

—steeped to the very crown of his head in all

moral abominations—and now—O God! that a
mother's tongue should have to proclaim so hideous

a fact!—and now, I say, he is in the service of a
man who occupies the basest, the most loathed,

I

scorned, and abhorred position that is to be found

I

at the bottom of the social scale
"

I

" To whom do you allude ? " demanded the

j
Prince, who in spite of bis intense seltishuess and

I his cold-blooded indifference to the sorrows of

j

others, could not help being somewhat touched by
i the spectacle of his sister's dread despair, as like-

i wise by the appalling interest that belonged to this

narrative which she was reciting:—"who is the

man that you thus speak of as being the master or

j

employer of the lad ?
"

j

The Princess Sophia turned upon her brother a
look full of unutterable misery, as she said in a low
and scarcely audible tone, " Who is that man ?—it

is the Public Executioner !"

"What, Daniel Cuffin!" ejaculated the Prince,

,
the mention pf the dreadful man appearing ominous

j

to a degree, inasmuch as but little more than an
hour had elapsed since he and his lliyal Highness
had stood face to face in the splendid saloon at

Carlton House. " This fellow now auems destined

i

to spring up frequently in my path," thought the

Prince within himself: and the feelings of disgust, '

annoyance, and even alarm which he thus expe-
rienced, were reflected in his countenance.

" Oh ! you may well be horrified and terror-

stricken!" exclaimed the Princess, not altogether

comprehending the spring of her brother's emo-
tions ; for she was of course utterly unaware of the

fact that the Common Hangman was personally

known to the Prince Regent of the Kingdom.
" But what do you propose to do in the matter?"

demanded his Royal Highness : " or what do you
wish or expect that I should do for you?"
"Hear me out—and then you will understand

wherefore I have sent for you. For nearly two
months," continued the Princess, "has Doctor
Thurston been aware that the unfortunate youth is

alive and in the service of that dreadful man : but
not until yesterday had the physician the courage
to communicate to Lady Florimel the result of Mr.
Lawrence Sampson's researches. Indeed, it was
only when Pauline threatened to call personally

upon the Bow Street officer and ascertain whether
anything was being done in the matter— it was
only then, I say, that Doctor Thurston admitted
that Sampson's efforts had already been crowned

—

too fatally crowned—with success. And now, it

would also appear that by a singular coincidence

Mr. Sampson, before being engaged in that re-

search at all, had fallen in with the youth—had
conceived an interest in his behalf—had invited

him to his house—and had done all he could to

reclaim him from the ways of vice. But although

the endeavour seemed to prosper for a few days,

those favourable symtoms speedily disappeared;

and alas! the youth returned to his old com-
panions, and no doubt to his old habits. All these

things did Lady Florimel succeed in gleaning

—

or rather extorting—from Doctor Thurston's lips

yesterday: and this day has she revealed them
to me !"

" Then if the youth is so inveterate in his bad
habits," observed the Prince, " the best thing will

be to leave him where he is."

"How can you recommend such a course?"

cried the Princess, in a voice of bitter remo'-
stranee.

" How could you have abandoned him for more
than nineteen years ?" demanded the Prince coolly.

"Oh! now I am indeed rightpon^i" . .varded

for my unnatural conduct 1"—and as the Princess

tims spoke in a voice of rending anguish, sha again

burst into a flood of tears, at the first outpouring

of which her brother made a movement of im-

patience. " Unnatural mother that I have been,"

she continued, after a long pause :
" most richly,

richly do 1 deserve every reproach—every taunt—
every imputation, that can be thrown against me I

Nevertheless, it is cruel indeed to receive this

chastisement at the hands of a brother 1"

" Well, perhaps I was a little harsh," said the

Prince Regent: " but do pray tell me at once and

without any farther circumlocution, what 1 can do
for you—what you reijuire at my hands?"

" Of all my brutlicrs, you only," said the

Princess, "are acquainted with my secret: and
therefore, in tJie first place, it waa natural I should

confide to your ears all tint I have learnt concerning

my boy. In the second place, you alone—as Prince

Regent—have the power to snatch th;it unhappy
youth away from the career of dcgradatiou and
depravity which he is pursuing

"
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" Sophia!" cxclnimed tlic Prince, bending a stern

look upon his sister,-" am I to uiider«t,u)(l that

you propose to place this youth about your person

—to have liim uoir you—aud milie him aware of

the secret of liis birtli ?
'

'•I mean notiiinir of all this," returned the

Princess. " Dut I wish him to be rescued from

that den of infamy where he now is, and to be

placed iti some honourable position : I wish him to

be removed from that grad« of life where he is

constantly liable to be either tempted or neces-

sitated to do evil I la a word, 1 wish that he may

liave a chance and epportunity given hiai to re-

trieve his character and to become an honest

member of society."

"But how, in the devil's name," cried the Prince

impatiently, " am I to accomplish a'l this? "Would

you have me send for him— tell him I have heard

of his merits—and at once appoint him to the post

of valet in my Jiousehold ? Such an idea is ridi-

culous: he would be coming to my bed-c'mm-

Ler ill the middle of the night to cut my
tliroat

"

•' Cruel—heartless brother I" shrieked forth the

Princess Sophia :
•* you ore speaking ef my own

sou !'

' And a pretty son, it seems by all accounts,

you have allowed him to grow up," retorted the

Prince, brutally. " Come, c jme— let us have no

mure wliiuinp, crying, and whimpering on this

point. What yuu have permitted the boy to be-

come, so he must remain."

"Never I" ejaculated the Princess, starting from

her scat and Hinging glances of fiery indignation

upon the Pfince Kegeut. " No— by heaven !" she

e.\claimcd : " I will sooner peril discavery and run

the risk of disgrace, than allow that boy to reiniin

in the vile companionship to which he has been

too long ohiiidoned! IMy conduct as a mollier

has been execrable to a degree ; and I s.vcar that

some atonement shall be made now ! Assist me
if you will: and if not, then disguised in humble

apparel, I will ray.i.lf visit the abode of infamy aud

horror where that poor boy now dwells 1"

•• iUK. are mad, Sophia-you are mad I" ex-

claimed the Prince, in mingled anger and alarm.

" Such a proceeding on your part would be at-

tended with the most serious risks : indeed,

discovery wouid be almost inevitable—and if

you are once in the power of such a desperate

villain as the Public Executioner," he added bit-

terly, " God help you !"

" Then, George-dear George," said the Prin-

cess, the excitement of anger suddenly experienc-

ing a complete reaction as she saw the truth of her

brother's reasoning—although shelittlc conjectured

how fedimjhj ho spoke relative to the Hangman,

—

" pr.iy assist me to save this boy from utter, utter

ruin ! Succour mc to rescue him ere it be too late !

Conceive—only fancy the horror—the ineffable,

illimitable horror—that would seize upon my soul

were he to be drawn into some crime that would
send him to the scnfl'old ! Oh ! if my feelings now
prompt mc to extend a helping hand towards him,

what would they do in such a case as that ?—
should 1 not be goaded by desperation to dare

everything— exposure, dishonour, ridicule, scorn?
CJeorge—my dear brother!" she exclaimed, throw-
ing herself at his feet and clasping her hands
w ildly, " listen, I beseech thee, to tlMJ prayer of a

penitent woman—an agonizing mother—aud assist

me to save my son !"

"Uisc, Sophia—rise," said the Prince, somewhat
moved again by the spectacle of his sister'* high!/

wrought anguish. " I will see what can be done
in the matter. If the Habeas Corpus was sus-

pended just at this moment, I would soon manage
the thing by having him seized—locked up—and
Bubjpcted to some reformatory process. As it is,

I may have him kidnapped and put on b')ard a
ship bound for the colonies—taking care to pro-

vide for him a good situation on his landmg in

Canada, Jamaica, or New South Wales, just as the

case may be."

" You will consider the matter—you will reflect

upon it well?'' said the Princeas. "But promise

mo two things."

"Name them," observed his Royal Highness;
" and then I will give you my answer."

"In the first place," rejoined Sophia, "promise

rac that no step shall be taken in the matter with-

out my knowledge and concurrence: and in the

second place you must pledge yourself that before

the boy quits England for ever, you will by some
means or other procure me an opportunity of see-

ing him for a moment—at some place and under

such circumstances as to preclude the possibility

of my being recognized by any one."

"And if I do all this for you," said the Prince,'

after a long pause, during which he remained

buried in a deep reverie— "if I do all this for

you, I say, will you undertake to do a certain

service for me ?"

" Oh ! yes," exclaimed the Princess Sophia, well

pleased at beholding the affair assume the appear-

ance of a bargain ; because she knew enough of

luT brother's selfish disposition to be aware that

he was much more liltely to do her a favour when

he required one in return, than he would be if the

cbligation were all on one side. " Toll me what

sorvic- you require at my hands— tell mc what I

can do for you
"

" By one of the inscrutable impulses of nature,"

said the Prince, his look suddenly assuming more

of what may be termed a religious seriousness

than for years pa'st it had ever been accustomed

to put on ; " your maternal feelings Sopliia, have

been touched— and evidently to s.ime depth.

Whether it be curiosity to behold one's offspring

—whether it be some intuitive prompting of latent

love— or whether it be one of those impulsrs which

have their origin in a moment of the heart's weak-

ness, I cannot say : but not the 1>=S3 certain is it

that I have more than once experienced, within

the last year or two, a similar feeling to that which

has this day manifested itself in you."

" What mean you, my dear brother ?" inquired

the Princess.
" I will soon explain myself," he continued.

" In the same way that you experienced a desire

to behold your son, even if it be only for a single

moment—so am I influenced by an earnest longing

to cast my eyes, if only for a moment liliowise,

upon my daughter! You know full well that

I'loroncc Eaton—the niece of Eord and Lady

Florimel—is my own child- the daughter of that

Octavia, Pauline's sister, whom I loved with so

profound an adoration!"

"But Florence knows not that you are her

father," observed the Priucess, gently.
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" No~nor is it necessiry that she should—not a

whit more iiece><s;irj' than that your son should

be made aware that jou are his mother. You
are intimate with the I'lorimols," continued the

Eegent, "and yon can so manage matters that

some day—for a few moments—ray daughter may
appear in ray presence and speak to me, although

without being aware that she is my daughter!"

" Do you not know, George, that your name is

seldom—very seldom mentioned in the presence of

Pauline?—for her husband and her friends are

ever fearful of reviving the memory of her dead

sister."

"Yes—and also because the Florlmels regard

me as the destroyer of poor Ootavia's health,

happiness, and life," added the Prince, in a mourn-

ful tone : and for an instant he seemed as if re-

morse had touched his heart—for an expression of

unutterable anguish suddenly swept over his coun-

tenance. " But it will not be necessary for me and

the Florimels to meet," he added immediately;

"do you arrange matters in such a way that I may
see my daughter for a few moments —that I may
hear her voice—that I may compare her with the

image of her mother, who is gone—and that, in a

word, I may have the satisfaction of beholding my
child, although I may not announce myself as her

father, but murt coldly retain my character as her

Prince and the representative of her Sovereign.

Do this for me, Sophia—pledge yourself to gratify

me in that respect—and I will perform for you all

that you have asked in reference to your son."

"It is a compact between us," said the Prin-

cess. "To-morrow I will see Pauline upon this

subject."

" And I, on my part," rejoined the Prince, " will

lose no time in deliberating on the best way
to accomplish all you desire in respect to your
son."

The brother and sister then separated—the
former returning to Carlton House—and the latter

remaining in her own apartment at St. James's

Palace, to ponder upon the miny, many things

which sate h^avy upon her mind.

CHAPTER cm.

THE BARONET AND THE HANGMAN.

On the following day, between two and three

o'clock in the afternoon, Mr. D.-vniel Coffin was
sitting on the step of his shop-door, smokin,!? a
long pipe, and conversing with a neighbour who
was doing precisely the same on the opposite side

of Fleet Lane. Jack the Foundling was in his

own room, reading the history of Dick Turpin

:

Sally Melmoth was attending to her household
duties; and Dick had gone out to pass an hour or
two at some skittle-ground. Mr. Coffin was there-
fore "minding the shop," although he had very
few customers at that time of the day, and wonld
much rather have been without them altogether,

—the shop being, as wo have iicfore informed our
render?, a mere "blind" to serve .as an ostensible

source of income in addition to his official gains
and perquisites as hangman.
What the conversation was about whicli he was

carrying on with his neighbour, we do not propose
to describe : suffice it to say that it was all of a

sudden cut short by an ejaculation of mingled

astonishment and alarm on the part of Daniel

Coffin, as he beheld Sir Douglas Huntingdon
ascending the lane.

The reader will not fail to comprehend how it

was that the Hangman's equanimity was disturbed

for a moment on beholding the Baronet : for there

was not only the adventure at Shooter's Hill hi

which Mr. Coffin was implicated, but there was

likewise the grave episode of the fire;—and far

more serious still, there was the murder of Nell

Gibson. But the Hangman possessed, as we have

frequently shown, a wondrous amount of presence

of mind; and no sooner were his apprehensions

conceived than by a rapid chain of reasoning he
set them at rest once more.

" If the Baronet had meant to be nasty about
the Shooter's Hill affair, he would have done some-
thing at once and not let a dozen days elapse like

this. The same may bo said about the fire at his

house : and moreover any lawyer would tell him
that he could not prove it was me and my pals

that did it. Then as for the groom—no one ean
say but what he was burnt alive ; for who would
think he had been knocked on the head first?

Lastly, it's out of all question for anybody to sus-

pect that Nell Gibson has been made away with,

except those who did it. So the Baronet can't be

coming with the intention of doing me any harm

—

that's positive!"

Such were the thoughts which swept through
the brain of Daniel Coffin ; although at the same
time he would much rather that Sir Douglas Hun-
tingdon had not made his appearance in Fleet

Lane at all—for when a person's conscience is not
very pure, a shadow will sometimes disturb it.

" Well, Mr. Coffin," said the Baronet, pausing in

front of the shop with a good-tempered look ; " I

have come to pay you a visit, you see."

" So I see indeed," returned the Hangman, with

a grim smile: "but I hope there's no ill feeling

between us on account of what took place dow-n

yonder some little time back."

"Ah! you mean the affair at the Jolly Wag-
goner's and then at Shooter's Hill?" said the

Baronet, who, be it understood, did not know who
were the authors of the conflagration of his house.

"Well, I no doubt ought to owe you a little grudge
for that proceeding on your part: but as 1 came
out of it safe and sound, I will say nothing more
on the subject. The truth is, I wish to speak to

you on another little matter."

"Walk in, sir," exclaimed the Hangman, not

only well pleased at finding that he was really free

from danger, but also suspecting that the indi-

vidual who had once stood the chance of being

made a victim, was now come as a patron or em-
ployer. " Walk in, sir—and if you don't like to

talk in the shop, you can step into ray parlour

—

where," he added with another grim smile, "you
shall be sure of good treatment"

"Oh! we can talk very well in the shop," re-

turned the Baronet, glancmg around, "since there

is no one liere but ourselves—and I presume we
are secure against eaves-droppers?"

"Perfectly so," rejoined the Hangman. "And
now, won't you sit down, sir, and make yourself

quite at home ?"

The Baronet accordingly took a chair, while

Daniel Coffin lounged against the mantlcpicce,
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iuixioualy awaiting the explanation of his visitor's

busJQess.

"I have reason to know," resumed Sir Douglas

Huntingdon, fixing his eyes upon the executioner,

"that you are not altogether unacquainted with

the interior of Levcson House "

"Ah! how the deuce did you discover that?"

exclaimed Coflin.

"Never mind how I came to know it," said the

Baronet. " It is sufficient for our present purpose

that I am acquainted with the fact : and what is

more, 1 have reason to believe that you are not

altogether a strr.nger to those secret apartments

in Lcveson House one of which contains the curi-

ously contrived arm-chairs."

"By goles!" cried the Hangman, "you seem to

know all about it; and if you was ever caught in

one of those chairs, you can perhaps judge how
pleasant such captivity must be. But pray go on,

sir, with what you was saying."

"I wish to know," proceeded Sir Douglas,
" whether you could imdertake to introduce your-

self, at a particular hour, into Leveson House, and
there lie concealed behind the curtains in one of

the secret apartments until such time as some
signal, to be previously agreed upon, should sum-
mon you forth ?"

" There isn't a house in London that I can't in-

troduce myself into somehow or another; and
there isn't a door that I can't open by hook or by
crook. But how am I to know," demanded the

Hangman, " that all this mayn't be .some plant on
your part to get me into a scrape and revenge

yours-^lf for that little business down at Shooter's

Hill?''

" The answer is easy, both to be given and to be

understood," replied Sir Douglas. " If I really

had the intention of punishing you, I should not

condescend to devise a trap to ensnare you ; nor

should I beat abuut the bush in a manner alike

unnecessary and ridiculous : but I should at once

give you into custody, and allow the law to become
my avenger. But for the sake of that young
wom;m EUea Gibson "

" Ah ! she is a nice young woman too, notwith-

standing all her faults," observed the Hangman,
with a diabolical hypocrisy. " We have quite for-

given her for having put you up to the dodge at

the hut ; because she handed us over the hundred
guineas you sent us through her, and so all was
right. Well, I am satisfied now on second thoughts,

that you don't mean any treachery in getting me
to Leveson House : besides which, I always have at

least a couple of barkers, and may be a dagger

—

with sometimes a bottle of vitriol—in my pocket;

so that in any case," added Coffin, with a grin of

diabolical ferocity, " I should be rather a trouble-

some customer to grapple with. I think you
would sooner catch a lion or a boa constrictor

without injury to yourself, than take me alive. A
bullet In the brain—a dagger planted in the heart

—or a bottle of vitriol smashed on the head "

"Well, well," interrupted the Baronet, "you
need not recapitulate all your modes of defonce,
bicimse no injury is intended you. The plain

facta are these :—The Marquis of Leveson is ma-
noeuvring to get a certain lady into his jiower

;

and 1 wish to take this lady's part and compel his

lordship to renounce all further pretensions or
claims, if indeed he have any, in that respect.

This can only be done by proving that enough is

known concerning his niece. Lady Ernestioa, to

involve her in serious trouble. You are the man
whose presence at Leveson House on the occasion
will strike terror and dismay into the hearts of the

guilty ones, and bring matters to an issue that will

serve my purpose. Now, do you consent to enact
this part in the proposed dranu ? If so, name
your price and it shall be paid—half in ready cash

as an earnest of good faith, and the other half

when we meet at Leveson House."
The Hangman reflected in silence for a few mi-

nutes. According to his arrangement with the

Prince Regent on the preceding day, it was moat
probable that Lady Ernestina Dysart would be the

messenger whom his Royal Highness would send
to keep the appointment on Westminster Bridge

a week thence, and pay over the five hundred
guineas. Would it be prudent, then, for the Hang-
man to adopt a hostile course towards Lady
Ernestina, and embark in any enterprise inimical

to herself? This was the point which Coffin re-

volved in his mind. But then, on the other hand,

here was Sir Douglas Huntingdon, no doubt ready

to pay a handsome fee for the service he required

;

and Coffin was too avaricious and too greedy of

gold not to snap at the present bait. Suddenly it

struck him that by entering into a scheme tbu^

hostile to Ernestina, it would positively and ac-

tually have the effect of rendering her all the more
anxious to get him out of the country; and as he

had told the Prince that he wanted the five hun-

dred guineas for the purpose of emigrating, her

ladyship, on learning that such was the case, would

be all the more eager to supply him with the funds

for his alleged departure. Besides, suppose that

Ernestina should refuse to become the Prince's

messenger on the night appointed for the payment

of the money on Westminster Bridge, would not

his Royal Highness entrust the matter to some

other person? Most assuredly ; for Daniel CorlSn

felt that the Prince would do anything rather than

stand the chance of being troubled with farther

visits from such a person as himself. All things

thus considered, the Hangman resolved to accept

Sir Douglas Huntingdon's proposal.

" Well, sir," he said, "I have just been thinking

over the matter ; and I don't see why 1 shouldn't

earn a couple of hundred guineas in this way as

well as another."

"From which remark," observed the Baronet,

"I understand that you require two hundred

guineas as your recompense ?"

" Well, sir, I don't think I can do it for less.

You see I shall have to get into Leveson House

stealthily, as one may say—or at all events, how-

ever I may manage to get in, I shall have to creep

about on the sly, and so stand the chance of being

shot as a burglar."

" I do not object to the amount of the reward

you ask," interrupted tlie Baronet. " On the con-

trary, here are bank-notes and gold for a hundred

guineas :" then, Uaviag counted down the money,

at the sight of wliich the H tngown's eyes twinkled

with tiie sinister vibrations that are seen in those of

a snake, Sir Douglas Huntingdon said, '• It is for

to-night that jour services aru required. By eleven

o'clock must you be concealed behind the draperies

in one of the rooms belonging to the private suite

;

and when you hear me say that thepublic executioner
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himself can bear teslimomj to the infamies of those

chambers, you must come forth from your hiding-

place."

"Then you will be there to-night also?" said the

Hangman inquiringly.

" 1 shall," returned the Baronet. " And now I

thiuk we understand each other fully ?"

" We do so," rejoiued the Hangman.

The Baronet then took his leave; and Daniel

Coffin hastened to secure the hundred guineas in

some secret place where he was wont io deposit

his ill-gotteu gains. Then for the rest of the after-

noon and evening he amused himself with smoking,

drinking, and pondering upon the best means of

obtaining ingress to Lev0?.on House.

It was about half-past nine o'clock at night

when he secured his pistols, dagger, skeleton-keys,

dark lantern, and other burglarious apparatus,

about his person; and enveloping himself in a

capacious oloak, set off for the West End. It was

half-past ten when he reached Albemarle Street;

and he walked two or three times up and down iu

front of Leveson House, iu order to ascertain in

how many rooms lights were burning, and whether

there were many people going out and in—so that

he might form an idea whether the house was

tolerably quiet or not. The result of his obser-

vation was that the mansion was remarkably tran-

quil : and on the front-door being opened to take

in a letter, the Hangman's eyes, plunging into the

hall, observed no one loitering there except the

porter himself. Accordingly, a minute or two after

the messenger had delivered the letter, the Hang-

man stepped boldly up to the front-door and gave

a sort of uncertain double knock, like ihe timid

and hesitating summons of a poor tradesman.

The hall-porter immediately opened the door

;

whereupon Daniel Coffin, with the coolest impu-

dence imnginable, bestowed a familiar nod upon

the official, as if to imply " that it was all right,"

and walked in without a word. The hall-porter

remembered to liave seen that ill-looking face be-

fore : for indeed, if once viewed, it could not very

well be forgotten. He had seen Coffin, be it re-

membered, on the night that he called to obtain

an interview with Lady Eruestina Dysart, and also

on the morning when he went thither relative to

Ariadne. Besides, as the porter was well aware

that some queer characters occasionally visited

Leveson House for the purpose of ministering to

the intrigues of the Marquis in respect to the fair

sex, he was by no means astonislied at seeing

such an ill-looking fellow as Coffin make his ap-

pearance there. Moreover, remembering his face,

and observing the air of assurance with which he

BO coolly entered, the porter naturally supposed

that he had come in pursuance of some appoint-

ment ; and therefore he said not a word, but let

him pass on.

This was precisely what Daniel Coffin had cal-

culated upon ; and traversing the hall, he ascended
the stairs with all the self-sufficiency of a visitor

who knew that he was expected. Fortune favoured

his enterprise : for he did not encounter a soul as

he proceeded up the marble staircase, traversed

the landing, and sought the Crimson Drawing-
lloom. But had he met any of the dependants, he

was prepared with some kind of subterfuge to ex-

plain his presence in the mansion.

Coffin had previously ascertained, from the ob-

servation he had made in the etrcet, that there

wore no lights in the Crimson Drawing-lloom—the

situation of which apartment in the house he had

experienced no trouble in recollecting, for the

memory of the aocompli.shed burglar is rendered

keenly acute to all such details as these. The
Hangman accordingly entered that drawing-room

without the slightest hesitation ; and he found it

unoccupied and dark, as he had expected. By aid

of the skeleton-keys, he at once entered the mys-

terious suite of apartments, which he had explored

on the first occasion of his visit to Leveson

House.

Here we must leave Mr. Daniel Coffiin for a short

time, and transfer the attention of the reader to

another apartment in the same spacious and splen-

did mansion. The chamber to which we now in-

troduce ourselves, is that of Lady Ernestina

Dysart : and the beauteous but depraved occupant

thereof has just retired thither, it being now
nearly eleven o'clock.

But Lady Ernestina felt no inclination to seek

her couch. Her naturally fervid temperament and
strong passions had recently produced in her a

certain restlessness and uneasiness, for which

she herself could scarcely account. The consum-

mate hypocrisy of her situation, not only com-

pelling her to wear widow's weeds, but also to

maintain the seclusion of a widow, served as it

were as a retribution and a punishment. She had

no opportunity of gratifying those longings which

inspired her, nor of appeasing tiiose passions which

devoured her. Were she able to go out into

society, how soon might she form a connexion of a

tender nature : but cooped up as she was by the

necessity of affecting to mourn for the death of

that very husband whom she herself had been the

means of sending to the scaffold, she was entombed

in a seclusion that every day grew more and more

intolerable. Her imagination was most prurient

and licentious—her disposition both fervid and
depraved: and thus her passions, while unappeased,

were like serpents gnawing at her vitals.

Hence was it that Lady Ernestina Dysart, on
the present occasion, experienced no inclination

to retire to rest. Sho knew that her uncle lh3

Marquis had some intrigue on hand ; but what it

was, or who its object might be, she was un-

aware. Nevertheless, the mere thought that an

intrigue of such a nature was in progress beneath

that roof, was sufficient to give such an impulse

to her thoughts as to set her very imagination in a

flame. In this morbid state of mind was it that

she began to experience an irresistible longing to

inspect once more the sculptured and pictorial

representations of love and pleasure with which

her uncle's private gallery was filled.

Taking up a candle, Ernestina stealthily (luitted

her room and repaired to that bed-chamber

whence there was a private door into the apart-

ment containing the mechanical chairs. That
this bed-chamber would no more be used by the

Marquis of Leveson, she well knew ; inasmuch as

the terrible episode connected with Ariadne Variaii,

had left such an impression upon his lordship's

mind as to induce him to order that chamber to

be shut u]) at least for the present. Ernestina

therefore felt confident that she ran no risk of

discovery by proceeding that way: and locking

tlic outer door after her, she traversed the oham-
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bur where poor Ariadne liad passed through all

the phases of her iippalling trance

!

Opening the duor of the dressing-room by

means of the secret spring', Eraestina proceeded

into the room adjoining' ; and thence she passed

into the gallery contaiaiug the sculptures and the

pictures.

Carrying the wax caudle la her hand, she pro-

ceeded to examine the various groups of statuary

and the splendid specimens of the limner's art

:

but the farther she advanced down the gallery,

the more consuming became the passions that

were excited ia her bosom. Beneat-ti the sable

weed.1 of mourning raged the frenetic desires of a

Bacchanal : the virgin white collar which covered

her breast, rose and saiU{ with the sensuous palpi-

tations of the heaving globes beneath. Above her

flushing countenance sate the widow's cap, of as

snowy a purity as the collar upon her bosom : but

instead of setting off to advantage a face where

Clu'istiaa resignation was blended with a soft

melanoholy, its vivid whiteness threw out in

stronger contrast the cheeks that were thus crim-

soned with the mantling glow of consuming desire.

The heart of that woman was a volcano at this mo-
ment, as she gloated upon all the relinemeats of

sensuality that were scattered axound.

Presently she paused before a mirror stretching

from the lloor to the ceiling, and retiecling every

object ia the gallery upon its polished surface.

Heavy crimson draperies hung on each sido of this

mirror, and fe.-.touned along the top ; so that no

gilded frame-work was visible—and the tlfuct thus

produced was that of the prolongation of tlie gal-

lery to a considerable length. Eraestina caught a

glimpse of herself ia this rcspleadent mirror, and

was about to turn away whea she was'struck with

the deep criwuoa of her couateaance: and feeling

the fires that were burning ia her bosom, she

stood to observe their effect upon her features.

" The face," she thought witliin herself, "is too

faithful u rcliox of the human heart. "Were any one

to see me uow, it would bo impossible to prevent

all my secret thoughts from being probed to the

very bottom ! Ah ! the couateuaucc is indeed a

tablet
"

But at this moment Erucstinagave a sudden start

as if a viper had bitten her—and the colour fled

from her cheeks :is rapidly as darkness super-

venes in a room at night when the caudle is sud-

denly extinguished.

For, as she stood ga/.ing upon the mirror, she

was struck with the suddeu apparition of a figure

stealing in from tlie door at the other extremity

of the room : and a morlal terror at once seized up-

on the miserable woman, as she recognised tiie too

wcUkuowu form and features of the Public E.\c-

cutioucrl

CHAPTER CIV.

Ti'.auou.

It was a wonder that Lady Eraestina did not drop
the candle frouj her hand : but perhaps it was the

convulsing horror that seized upon her entire

frame that made her fingers grasp it with a spas-

niodU; rigidity.

Scarcely liiul she caught that glimpse of the

Hangman, whea he glided suddenly behind a cur-
tain close by the door: a:id when he had thus dis-

appeared from her view, Eincsiiiia breathed
more freely again. Terror loosened the iron grasp
which it had f.istened upon ker, and she experi-

enced a sudden relief on observing that the

dreadful mau was not coming to accost her then
and there I

Calling all her presence of mind to her aid, she
turned slowly and ia a leisurely manner from the

mirror, and took a seat in one of the superb
chairs which were placed at intervals along the

gallery. These chairs, bo it understood, were
not provided with any treacherous mechanism

;

and Ernestina thus sat down, not so much to col-

lect her thoughts as because the sudden terror she

had just experienced made her limbs feel heavy

and had strickeu her as it were with the uuiubncss

of sore fatigue.

Placing the candle upon the pedestal of a statue,

she leant her head upon her beautiful white baud
—wondering wiiliia herself what on earth the

Hangman could possibly be doing within the walls

of Leveson House again. That ho had come not

to seek her, was pretty evident— iuasmuch us he

had just concealed himself belaud a curtaiu,

doubtless imagiuing that his presence and pro-

ceeding wore not perceived ia the mirror. Then,

what was he doing there ? Had he come to rob

the house?— or was he in any way engaged in the

intr'gue which her uncle had in baud for that

uiglu'.' Tills was tlie most reasonablo supposition

that presented itself to Eruestina's miad; and she

felt convinced it mu>t be a correct one. Por she

had heard from the Marquis that it was Daniel

CoiHa who had broui;ht Ariadne Varian to Leve-

son House ; and therefore it did not appear extra-

ordinary that he should be again employed iu the

nobleman's service.

Having como to the conclusion tJiat she had
thus solved the mystery of Dauiel Collin's presence

there ou the present occasion. Lady Eruostiua be-

came deeply anxious to quit the gallery and returu

to her own room. Siie felt as if she were iu the

vicinage of some fearful though hidden danger.

It was the feeling which may be supposed to in-

spire the Hindoo traveller, when p<issing beneath

the overhauging brauches of a wood where boa

constrictors ai-e kuowu to lie in ambush, ready to

dart down upon their prey. Indeed, uothiag could

equal—and assuredly uotliiug could transcend

—

the horror which Ernestina entertained for that

terrible Individual,—not so much because she kuew

him to be the most consuuiiuate of scoundrels

—

nor because he was the public exeoutiouer, whose

very hands might almost be supposed to feel

clammy with the touch of the strangled dead—
but because ho had dug the giavo in which her

paramour was interred at the Blackheath villa

!

Conquering her omotious as well as she was able,

and assuming as calm aud placid a demeanour ait

she could possibly put on, Ernestina rose from the

chair—took the candle—aud moved toward* tba

door. But she felt herself shuddoriug—she felt

herself quaiiiug—sho felt, too, that it was almost

impossible to look utieoacCrned, or to seem as if

sho fancied herself alono in that place: for her

very sensations told her that from behind the cur-

tain near the door, the sinister loo'is of the Public

Executioner were fixed upon her :
Recurring to
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the illustration of the Hin.loo traveller, we may
observe that the elFeet was with Laily Eruesiiua

the same as if slie liad ti) pass a place whence a

snake would iViug fortli its hidoous length and
wind itself with rapid whirling; cuiU around her

—

and as if she already beheld the eyes of the ru^jtiie

gleaming forth at her from its ambush. Tims,
with increasinfj trepidation—with a nervousness

rapidly amounting to an excruciation— did bhe

advance towards the door. Siie was apparently

looking straight forward: and yot with a sort of

side-long Kazo was she watchiiiij^ that curtain be-

hind whieh tlie Uaiiumin was concealed—as if

every moment she expected it to be flung aside

and display the terribin intruder.

But Ernestina's appalling leais were not realized:

the curtain remained closed—and all was still

—

all was traiKiuil behind It. She rciichud the door,

which stood open : she passed into ihe next room
—and then she tliri;w a hliuddeiing look over

her shoulder, to see if the llaugmaa were nut
50*

behind her. But no one was there : and re.

tfaiuiug courage, she pre-iscd iho secret spring

to open the admirably -contrived door in the

wainscot. Pas.-iiug out of her uncle's mysteri-

ous, or rather infamous suite of apartments, she

traversed the dre»sin^-room and the bed-chamber

and emerged upon the landing ; wliere the rapid

glance which she Hung around at once reassured her

that no one was nigh. Breathing now with com-

parative freedom, she ascended to her own cham-

ber; and locking the door, she Hung herself into aa

arm-chair,exliausted with the ovcrwholming effects

of the few minutes of stupendous tenor through

which she had just passed.

And now the thought struck her that if the

Marquis of Leveson had nut really engaged the

services of Daniel Coffin for some intrigue or

another, it was absolutely necessary he should bo

informed ot the presence of that individual within

the w.ills of the mansion. But then— wlnit excuse

could »he allege for having been io that gallery ?
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Depraved as she was—depraved as her «ncle was

—and depraved as they knew each other thus to

be, Ernestiua nevertheless shrank from the idea of

looking the Marquis in the face and coufuBsing

that her heated imagination had alone impelled

her to visit hiC' museum of artistic daviJries and

exquisite aboC' nations. She therefor* resolved to

allow matters to take their ehance, though she

herself would not be able to seek her couch that

night with the knowledge that Daniel Coffin was

concealed about the premises.

While these thoughts were still agitating in her

mind, she was startled by a sudden knocking^ at

her chamber-door : and hastening to open it, the

perceived that it was her ladj's-maid.

"Ah! my lady," exclaimed the girl, "I am glad

that your ladyship has not yet retired to rest."

" Why ? —what has happened?—is anything the

matter?" demanded Ernestiua, ell sorts of terrible

things connected with the Hangman springing up

in her imagination.

" Oh I nothing that I know of, my lady," replied

ier maid :
*' but his lordship'* valet has just told

mo to run up and inform your ladyship that the

Marquis would be glad to see you immediately if

you were not yet undressed,"

"Where is his lordship?" asked Ernestina,

wonder now somewhat taking the place of terror.

« In the Gilded Saloon, my lady," was the re-

.pouse : " and I believe that there is company with

tiis lordship."

« Who can they be f and what can this mean ?"

said Lady Dj-sart, in a low musing tone, as she

hastily surveyed herself In a looking-glaas to make
sure that her toilette was in becoming order ere

she obeyed the summong from the Marquis of

Lcveson.

But wo must hero digress for a little apace in

order to make our readers understand how it was

that Eniesiiua's presence was thus peremptorily

required at nearly half-past eleven o'clock at night

in the Gilded Saloon.

CHAPTER CV,

THE TFITNES.S.

On this same evening Miss Batliurst gave an

entertainment at her house in Stratton Street;

and amongst ihc guests were Lord and Lady
Sackville—the former, as the reader will remember,

being the nephew of the hostess.

Mrs. and Miss Arbuthnot were staying with

Miss Bathurst, and coiisoquontly they were of the

party. Lady Curzon was also present; and if

Venotia had not been there, the diadem of Beauty's

Queen might have been placed upon the brow of

Editha. But every star of fashion—every luminary

of the aristocratic world of female charms—was
eclipsed by the brilliant Venetia ; and while she

enjoyed the universal homage of the male sex, she

was at once the object of envy and adoration on the

part of the ladies. In the former instance her

beauty was the principal talisman of her more than
imperial sway: in the latter, thci aocT^i of her

power was the fact that she was tlie Royal
Fivonrile.

But while Venetia, immediately after her arrival

at Miss Bathurst"», becan\e the radiant centre of an

adoring group, her husband had engaged the
Countess of Curzon for tlie first dance. Uutil this

evening, Horace and Editha were not particniarly

well known to each other: they had often met in

the reuiiont of fashion, it was true—but when the
young man was plain 3Ir. SackvilU, he had attracted
no special notice on Editha's part. Now, however,
that he was Lord SuckviUe, tlie case was mighty
different; and as he accosted her on the present
occasion, she greeted him with her sw8ete:it smile.

He sate down by her side—and as ho gazed
furtively upon her, it struck him that she was
assuredly a most beautiful creature ; while on her
part, Editha wondered that she should never hare
before noticed how exceedingly handsome in per-

son and elegant in manners was Lord Sackville.

Being thus mutually pleased, they soon fell into a
Tcry agreeable and interesting strain of conversa-

tion uutil the quadrille began. Then tliey danced
togetlier—and when the quadrille was over, they

went into the music-room : and Editha, being a

proficient with the guitar—at that period a fashion-

able instrument—consented to practise a duet with

Lord Sackville. Now, as there were very few per-

eoos in that apartment at the time—th ; greater

portien of the guests being in the quadrLie-rooms

—Lord Sackville and Lady Curzon were enabled to

amuse themselves without much constraint : and
what with a little singing and more tender looks,

varied by some agreeable discourse, they soon came
to be very much pleased with each other.

Venetia, while lounging through the rooms upon
the arm of some adoring Duke, caught sight of her

husband bending over Editha with tender looks :

and for an instant tlie flush of jealousy mantled
upon her cheeks—but only for an instant! No
sooner was the jealous sentiment conceived, when
it was followed by the thought that she had no
right to entertain it. Not only was there a com-
pact between her husband and herself that they

were both to pursue their own pleasures inde-

pendent of the moral restraint of the connubial

vows ; but she had already availed herself of that

immunity in admitting the Earl of Cnrzon to her

arms. Banishing the jealous sentiment, therefore,

she bestowed upon Editha a most affable salutation,

and on her husband a look of cordial familiarity,

as she passed them by: and bidding her ducal

companion conduct her back to the quadrille-rooms,

she left her husband and Editha to continue their

titei-t&ie without constraint.

But at about a quarter to eleven Venetia stole

away firom the gay scene and the brilliant throng :

and retiring into Miss Bathurst's own bedchamber,
she put on a bonnet provided with a thick veil, and
threw a capacious mantle over her elegant ball-

dress. Then, hastily descending the stairs, she

proceeded on foot to Albemarle Street, which, be

it remembered, is only two minutes' w;Uk from

Stratton Street : and as the night was fine and dry,

she accomplished that trifling distance without

any inconvenience.

But let us now return to the interior of Lcveson

House, thus preceding Lady Sackville's visit thither

;

and we shall see what preparations the amorous

Marquis has made for her reception.

Remembering that on the previous occasion of i

Vsnetia's visit to his mansion, she had been shown

to the Crimson Drawing-room, whence she had pene-

trated into the adjoining suite of chambers, Lord

. f
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Leveson now deemed it fitting to receive her in

another apartment. Accordingly, he had ordered

the most sumptuous room in his mansion, and

which bore the title of the CHlded Saloon, to be

prepared for the occasion. And well did that apart-

ment deserve its title : for nothing could be more

sumptuous—nothing more superb. The ceiling was

painted to represent the most curious mosaic work

inlaid with gold: the cornices were massive, elabo-

rately carved, and covered with gilding;—the walls

were painted a rich blue that served as a ground for

a tracery of arabesques executed in gilding. The
draperies were of purple velvet, with massive golden

fringes sweeping the thick carpet, which was of a

pattern to match the walls and curtains. The
chandeliers were suspended to the ceiling by gilt

chains; and every article of furniture consisted of

rosewood inlaid with gilding. The mantels—for

there were two fireplaces in this spacious room

—

were covered with the richest or-molu ornaments:

and thus when the wax-tapers were lighted the

effect produced by the whole scene was grand,

gorgeous, and magnificent to a degree.

It was in this sumptuous apartment that the

Marquis of Leveson anxiously awaited the coming

of Venetia at about ten minutes to eleven. The
reader has already seen enough of his character to

comprehend what his feelings must have been, and

how his passions were excited, at the prospect of the

delicious victory which now at length appeared to

be within his reach. For he thought to himself that

the most splendid woman England ever produced

—

a woman of such incomparable loveliness that not

even the most fastidious critic could find aught to

cavil at in feature, contour, or mien—was coming to

abandon herself to his arms ! He felt that all the

I

joys and pleasure of his long life, if taken together

I

and made to distil in their aggregate all the essence

I

of bliss, were still dull and insipid when compared

I
with the transeending happiness—the ineffable con-

I

centration of elysian delights which now appeared

to be in store for his enjoyment.

The time-pieces on the two mantels chimed
eleven; and while the silvery sounds were still

vibrating in the perfumed air of the Gild«d Saloon,

the door was thrown open by the discreet Broekman
—and a lady, enveloped in a cloak and with a black

veil folded two or three times over her countenance,

was ushered into the presence of the Marquis. The
door instantaneously closed behind her; and raising

her veil, she revealed the splendid countenance of

Lady Sackville.

" You are come, my dear Veneli i j ^u are come!"
said the Marquis, flinging himsjlt n.on his knees

I before her. "And now do I apo'ojise—most sin-

cerely, most earnestly—indeed nicMt liumbly apolo-

j

gise— for any harsh or insulting words to which I

j

may have given utterance yesteiday. I spoke of

!
revenge: but heaven knows I am incapable of ex-

j

psrieneing a vindictive feeling now! Nothing but
love shall engage my thoughts: nothing but adora-

I

tion and worship can entrance my soul in your pre-

sence. Oh ! if it were possible that you could so far

forgive me on account of the past as to gaza upon
me— not with a look expressive of the deep con-

sciousness of a sacrifice—but with smiles indica-

tive of unalloyed tenderness,—Oh ! do this, Venetia

—regard me thus kindly— tell me that you no
longer cherish animosity towards me—and what is

there that I am not prepared to do for thee? My

fortune—my wealth—everything— shall be laid at

your feet—be placed at your disposal : and while

none need suspect our amour, you can still remain

the Royal Favourite, and yet render the Marquis of

Leveson, who now kneels at your feet, supremely

happy !"

When first Lady Sackville bad raised the dark

veil, her countenance became somewhat serious,

altliough by no means expressive of any very strong

emotion—because she bad nothing to fear nor to

inspire her with loathing and disgust at the part

which she was acting, inasmuch as she felt assured

of being rescued from the necessity of making the

crowning sacrifice. When she beheld the Marquis

throw himself on his knees, she could not help ex-

periencing a sensation of pride and triumph at the

consciousness of that power of beauty which thus

humbled prinees and nobles at her feet : and then,

as Leveson contrived to pour forth his rhapsody of

mingled adulation, apology, entreaty, and dazzhng

proposal, the light of satisfaction grew more radiant

upon her features—for she saw how his hopes were

elerated, and she joyed in the prospect of that

revenge which would speedily convert them into the

bitterest disappointment
" My lord," she said, gently withdrawing the hand

whish he had snatched while uttering the last few

words of his impassioned address, *' I beseech you

to rise from this suppliant posture. It ill becomes

a great and powerful nobleman such as you, to kneel

at the feet of an unpretending woman such as I."

" O angelic creature !" exclaimed the enraptured

Marquis, his head too much lost in dreams of bliss

to allow him to notice the slight accent of sarcasm

with which Venetia had spoken ;
" you speak of

yourself with a humility that is too disparaging !

—

for the whole world of taste, fashion, and aristocracy

recognizes in you the peerless queen of beauty."

"And doubtless these united worlds of which

your lordship speaks," said Venetia, with an irony

charmingly veiled beneath a smile, " have deputed

you to become the mouthpiece of their flatteries."

" Flatteries I" cried the Marquis, starting to his

feet; "they are truths—irrefragable, patent, delici-

ous truths 1 But do you not intend to lay aside this

cloak which envelopes a form combining the graces

of Venus with the luxuriance of Flora, the majesty

of Juno, and the imposing splendour of Diana !"

"Ah! my lord," interrupted Venetia, with a

merry laugh, "you would personify in me all the

attributes of the heathen divinities I"

"Every idea of beauty which I can possibly con-

ceive," said the Marquis, gazing upon Venetia with

the devouring eje« of passion, " must be callel into

request to depiet your loveliness. But let me re-

move that invidious bonnet with itA great thick veil

— let me loosen the strings of this shrouding

mantle
"

" Hush ! some one approaches 1" ejaculated Vene-

tia : and she drew the veil over her countenance.

At the same moment a knock at the door of the

saloon was heard; and the Marquis hastened to see

who was there—muttering to himself, " Perdition I

what can this interruption mean t I ordered that

on ni» s-vount was I to be disturbed ;"—then on

opening the uodi snd beholding his valet Broekman,

he demanded in an impetuous tone, " What do you

want ?

"

" Til's gentleman insists upon seein^: .your lord-

ship. He would take no excuse—and inJeed he
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has even thought fit to follow nie hither ;"—aurt as

Brockinan tliiis spoke, ho looked round towards

some one behind.
" Ah !" pj-ioulatcd tlie lilarqiiis, an expression of

bitter annoyance and deep iniggivins suddenly

appcarin'j upon his countenance, as he beheld Sir

Douglas Huntingdon advancing iilong the passage

leading from the principal landing to the portal of

the Gilded S.iioon.

"My dear ^I irquis," said the Baronet, in a

friendly—or indeed with the familiar manner of

former times,—" I wished most particularly to speak

to you : and knowinj; tliat 1 am at all times welcome,

I persisted in making Brockman introduce me
hitlier. He is a very excellent servant, 1 know:

and therefore 1 forgive him the little impertinence

implied in the supercilious manner with wliicli he

spoke of me as this y^nZ/cman,—just for all the world

as if he did uot know me as well as his own master."

"But my dear Huntindon," said Lord Leveson,

in a tone of remonstrancp, " I am engaged—deli-

cately engaged at iliis moment "

"Not too delicately to receive an old friend like

mc," returned the Bironet: and without more ado,

he walked straight into the Gild,-d Saloon.

The M*iqius, who saw some evil intent lurking be-

neath the aflL-cted good humour of Sir Douglas Hun-
tingdon, made a sign for the valet to withdraw : and

closing the door again, he turned with deep anxiety

towards Venetia, to ascertain by her proceedings

whether this intrusion was a pre-arfiinged scheme
between the Intruder and herself.

" My lord," said the Baronet, now suddenly

throwing; off the mask of fivmiliarity, which he had
worn in the presence of the valet for the purpo.^e of

prcrvcntin;^ that menial from Ruspectin^ that

aiiythiH^f extraordinary was in pro;,^re8s,—" my
lord," he said, adopting; a stern and imperious tone,

"you will have the kindness to request the attcad-

anco of your nieco Lady Ernestina Dysart."

"-^ly niece !—and wherefore?" exclaimed the

^larquls, as much in amazement as in anger.
" Because I wish to say a few words in her

ladyship's presence," rejoined the Baronet, with

the tone and lo(dc of a man who meant to enforce

his designs and had the power to do so.

"But wherefore my niece?" cried the Slarquis,

now trembling with the appprehension of some-

thing: wrong. " Would you expose me iu her

presence ?"

" My lord, I have no doubt," answered the

Baronet, with a peculiar smile, "that her lady-

siiip is tolerably well aware of all your lordship's

proceedings. Was she not your accomplice in

inveigling Miss ]j0U'sa Stanley "

" Ah ! the mention of that name," exclaimed the

Marquis, with an cxprc'^sion of fiendish malignity,

" reminds me that if there is to be exposure on one

side, there shall be exposure on the other—and
that if you mean to proclaim any secret matters

comiocted with the name of Ijoneson, I shall hold

myself justified in making public all 1 know in

connexion with the name of Stanley .'"

" You will tell a different story presently," said

the Baioiiet, with a look which made the M:M'qui'S

ipiftil, for hi- felt how deeply ho was already in

Huntingdon's power on account of the affair

of Ariadne, an<l ho likewise >aw full well the

Baronet had somehow or another obtaine I a still

deeper hold upwn him than even </iai—but how or

in reference to what circumstance he could not con-
jecture.

""Will you explain yourself, Huntingdon?" ac-

cordingly asked the bewildered and terrified noble-

man :
" will you tell me what all this means? Ve-

netia, 1 appeal to yon—ia it to be peace or war
between us ?'

" A treaty of peace, if you will," responded Lady
Sackville, who had hitherto remained a silent but

not uninterested witness of the seoue : then raising

her veil and bending her indignant looks upon the

Marquis, she added, " But it must me a treaty of

pea'.e accompanied by guarantees and securities

—

and those can only bo explained in the presence of

Lady F.rnestina Dysart."

"Lady Sackville's remark furnishes the key to

the whole business," observed the Baronet: "and
to cut the discussion short, I do this :"—then, as he

pulled the gilded bell-rope, he said, "Now your

lordship can give orders t'er Lady Eruestiua to Le

fetched hither."

Brockman speedily answered the summons : and
Lord Leveson, mastering his emotions as well as he

was able, gave him that message which, as the

reader has already seen, was delivered to Ernestina

through the medium of her lady's-maid.

Wliun iirnestina, in pursuance of this message,

repaired to the Gilde 1 Siluon, she first noticed

her uncle pacing uneasily to and fro : then her

eyes rested upon the Baronet, to whom she bowed

with haughty coldness, \Yhilc a blush at the same

time suffused her countenance, as she felt that he

must entertain a very mean and contemptuous

opinion of her indeed after her conduct in the

affair of Louisa Stanley. But her looks, speedily

Hitting away from Sir Douglas Huntingdon, fell

upon the countenance of Venetia, whom she knew

by sight, having oncfi or twice beheld her riding iu

her carriage in the park.

"Lady Ernestina Dysart," said the Baronet,

" this is Lady Sackville.'

A searcely perceptible bow took place on either

side : for those two women felt that they stood ds

enemies in each other's presence. But even while

thus exchanging this slight salutation, they darted

upon each other a look of serutiuizmg curiosity.

Indeed, the two handsomest ladies iu Loudon

—

perhaps in all England—were at this moment face

to face : and the mutual hostility which they expe-

rienced, arosie not from the comp«ratively lofty

rivalry of beauty, but from the meaner and more

paltry cause that each was acquainted with certain

secrets regarding the other, thus placing them as

it were mutually in each other's power.

" Now thai h*r ladyship is present." Sir Douglas

Huntingdon hastened to observe, "we will with

your permission, my lord, repair to the Crimson

Drawing Kooni."

"And wherefore ?" demanded Leveson, gaz'ng

in stupid astoni>-hineiit upon Sir Douglas, while

Lady Ernestina grew more and more nervous errry
iiiptant.

" You will see anon," was the Baronet'* reply.

" Wherefore waste time in wseless questions and

answers ?"

" True," muttered the JIarquis, feeling thit the

sooner all suspense w.is got, rid of, tlic better.

" Camo then to the Ciimson Drawing Room."

And Loid Jjeve.son ju'cordingly led tlio way

thither, lo.hiwed by Voueii.i (who drew li«r veil
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down), Eriicstiiifi, and the Baronet. Brnckman,
wlioiri iliey encouutereil on tlio laiidintj, hastened

to lifiht the wax candles in the drawiiiij -room in

obedience to his l()rd-.iiip's order. AVlien tlii? was

done and the valet hail i etired, both the Marquis

and Ernestina bent tlieir looics wiiii evident anxiety

upon the Baronet for an explanation of his pro-

ceediuj^s: but they wore still moru ainaz ul and

likewise alarmed, when Huntingdon advanced

towards the door opening into the mysterious

suite of apartments. Findiny: it loclted—for the

Hangman had listened it ai^n'm on passing thit

way ere now—the B.ironet said in a voice which

showed ih:it ho meant to be obeyed, "Your lord-

I ship will be pleased to open this door."

j

"For what purpose?" asked the nobleman,

j

tremblinjj with the very v.igueucss of his appre-

hensions.

But a mortal terror now seized upon Lady
Eruestina: fwr tlie ttioujiit iiibtantaneously flished

to her mind that the presence of Dnniel Coffin in

that suite of apartments was most probably con-

nected with the present proceeding; of Sh- Douglas
Huntingdon. Perceiving,', however, the necessity

of maiiiiainin^ her )presence of mind for any emer-
gency that mijflit transpire, she exerted all her
moral strength to subdue her agonizinif emotions

and become equal to tlie ordeal through wiiich it

seemed as if slie were doomed to piss.

"The key, my lord!" ejaculated Huntingilon

impetuously :
" wherefore persist in thus wasting

valuable time?"
Without giving utterance to another word either

of remonstrance or remark, Lord Leveson at once
produced the key and opened the door.

" Now let us walk in," said the Baronet, leading

the way into the first room of tliat mysterious

suite—not the room, be it understood, containing

the mechaiiicil chairs; but tiie one luxuriously

furnished with eofas arranged all around against

the wall-i, in the oriental fashion.

Having brought one of the wax-candles in his

hand from the Crimson Drawing Boom, Sn- Douglas
proceeded to liijht those which stood on the mantel
(if tirn elegantly-furnished aparunent : and ob-

serving that the door into the next room of the

suite stood open, he so held the light for a moment
as to enable Idm to plunge Ids luolo across that

room, so as to ascertain that iho door at ihe ex-

tremit}' leading into the gallery was likewise

opened. Tlie.se ob.serv.Ttions hi' made with inward
satisfaction : for he felt confident that wherever
the Hangmm might be concealed, he would hear
the signal previously concerted for his apjiear-

anee.

While Sir Douglas w.as lighting the candles,

V«netia took a seat upon the unfa, and lindy

Eruestina placed herself at a little distance. The
Marquis leant liis elbow on the mantel, and gaz.il

with evident niieaKJness up in the Baronet, who
thus so coolly b'lt yet so appropriately aeted as

jMaRter of the Ceremonies in the proceeding which
he h:inself appeared to liave no strangely got up.

"Now, my lord," said the Baronet, throwing him-
self negligently upon the sol:i, "it is time that wo
should come lo an umlerstanding together upon a

certain suiyect. This subject is the claim which
you an-iprt with reginl to I>.uly S lekville— a claim
which 1 cannot (ienomiuate as one o( love, nor which
I need particularize nt all. tMillice it to say that

[

now—this ni^;ht and for everp'ore—must a settle-

ment of the matter take place. But how stands the
affair ? Let us see. Accident has made your lord-

ship acquainted with certain circumstances which
Lady Stckville does not wish revealed ; whereas
your lord.ship threatens her with a revelation of those

circuinstances unless she will consentto listen favour-

ably toyoBr overtures. But in me heboid the sin-

cere, conscientious, and resolute friend of Lady
Sackville—once the friend of your lordship, and
siill disposed to continue your lordship's friend,

provided we come to an amicable understanding this

night."

"And that understanding?" demanded Lord
Leveson, impatiently.

" A treaty of peace," responded Huntingdon, " as
Lady Sackville herself hinted ere now: but with
such gtfarantees for its itcviolable maintenance on
your lordship's part

"

"And those guiirantees?" exclaimed the Jlarquis,

interrogatively.

" Listen," rejoined the Baronet : " and a few words
will explain tliem. On the one side you are ac-

quainted with certiin secrets relative to Lady Sack-
ville—and you hold them in terror over lier: but on
the otlier hand Lady Sackville is acquainted with

certain secrets relative to you, and therefore she
balances her power against your'?. The const qnerce
is.that if you expose Lady Sackville, she will expose
you : and therefore Lady Sackville and yourself

stand upon equal terms."

" No such thing !" exclaimed the I^Iarquis, thinking

to himself that if the Baronet's scheme went no
farther than this, it was not a very formidable one
after all. " For look you, and understand the matter
well," he continued, his tone and manner becoming
more exultant as he continued. "The things that

I know concerning Lady Sackville may be pro-

claimed without causing any injury to redound upon
myself. But this is not the case with her. Let her
go and tell that I possess this suite of rooms

—

explain all the mysteries of that gallery yonder—
and she wi'l be confessing that she has visited this

museum of exquisite inds'licacies and refined immo-
ralities. Tell the tale of the mechanical chairs

—

say that Lady Sackville herself has been cau;ht in

one, and that Louisa Stanley has been similarly

ensnared—and will the reputation of either ludy be

enhanced by proclaiming the fact that they have I

ever set foot within these rooms? No: fur their own 5

sake this tale will be kept quiet. 'J'lien, as for the I

aif lir of Ariadne \'arian, 1 do not exactly know in |

what relation the girl may stand to you, Sir Djuglas I

—but I think tiiat if she possess the feelings of

delicacy for which you have given her credit in my
heating, she will not thank you for mnkmg her his-

tory a common topic and herself the theme of

general dincourse. Therefore, all the secrets which
you know concerning me, are secrets which
neither i/')M, Sir Douglas— nor you, Lady Sackville,

will choose to proclaim aloud, for your own sakes,

and for the sake of those in whom you are in-

terested."

" You therefore believ", my lord," said Huntingdon,
" that yoti stand on the vantage-ground and that

you can dictate your own terms to Ludy S.ickville?"

—and as the Baronet thus spoke,his lip curled with

a smile of deliiiicc.

"1 do believe that I stand upon that vantoRO-
grouod," replied tho Maniuls of Leveson, observing
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the smile and not exactly liking it. "Have you

anything more to say?"
" Yes—you force me into farther explanations;

rejoined the Baronet. " Have you any regard for

your niece Lady Ernestiria?—and has her ladyship

no secrets which she would be sorry to have

revealed?"
" 'Tis a manly proceeding," exclaimed Ernestina,

her cheeks flushing and her eyes darting fire, "for

you to make war upon me 1"

" It is not I who make war upon your ladyship,"

answered the Baronet: "it is Lady Sackville who
is availing herself of all the weapons of defence

with wiiich circumstances have armed her against

the Marquis of Leveson. And therefore, if his

lordship have really no regard for you. Lady Er-

nestina, he may indeed perhaps occupy tiie vantage-

ground in respect to Lady Sackville : but if on the

other hand his lordship has any regard for the

reputation and honour of his niece "

• But what know you of Lady Ernestina?" de-

manded Lord Leveson, hastily: "that she appeared

to be placed in a somewhat suspicious position with

regard to Louisa Stanley "

" Certainly that is one fact, my lord," exclaimed

the Baronet :
" but it is nothing— absolutely

nothing—it sinks into utter contempt, in compari-
soi with the part which Lady Ernestina played in

sei iing her own husband to the scaffold 1"

^ shriek thrilled from the lips of Ernestina, while

the .Vliirquis of Leveson staiied as if suddenly gal-

vanized—and a smile of exultation and gratided

revenge lighted up the countenance of Venetia.

"Ah! now you perceive that I am indeed ac-

quainted with secrets of a tremendous import,"

continued the Baronet, glancing from the startled

nobleman to his horror-stricken niece, who sate

pale and trembling upon the sofa, gasping for

breath, and with her eyes staring wildly: "and
now perhaps it can be understood wherefore I

deemed it proper—or at all events expedient—for

Lady Ernestina Dysart to be present on this occa-

sion ? And if you ask me why I chose this apart-

ment as the scene of our discussion, let me remind
her ladyship that it belongs to the suite in which a
compact was entered into by herself, a certain

personage who shall be nameless, and a man hold-
ing a fearful and a dreaded oflioe—a compact in

virtue of which the late Paul Dysart was cheated
by false hope until the very last instant ! There-
fore as the Public Executioner himself is no
stranger to the mysteries and the infamies of this

suite of apartments, surely the scene of such atro«

cities, such devilries, and such abominations as
these rooms have witnessed, is the most fitting for

Buoh a debate as the present !

"

At this moment a shadow darkened the threshold
communicating with the next room—and Daniel
Cofliu made his appearance.

" O God 1" groaned Lady Ernestina, in a pa-
roxysm of ineffable anguish : and she covered her
face witli her hands to shut out that dreadful being
from her view.

The Marquis of Leveson gave vent to an ejacu-
lation of mingled rage and disgust. As for Venetia,
whose veil was thickly folded over her countenance
—though fora moment a shudder passed over her
loriii on thus beholding the Public Executioner,

I
yet at the next instant all sense of loathing was

I absorbed in that of triumph.

"Here is the witness," exclaimed the Barouct,
" who can prove whether or not Lady Ernestina
Dysart was the means of sealing the doom of her
own husband!"

"O God! O Godr groaned the unhappy wo-
man, writhing under the contortions of the heart's

transcending anguish.
" Sir Douglas Huntingdon," said the .Viarquis of

Leveson, suddenly walking straight up to the Ba-
ronet—clutching him by the arm—and speaking
in a low hollow tone, "put an end to this dreadful

scene and I will accept any terms you choose to
dictate. But, for God's sake, spare my niece l*

"Not to me must you appeal, my lord-not to
mc !' returned Huntingdon : " But to Lady Sack-
ville, whom you have menaced—outraged— humi-
liated

'^

"Ahl hers is the triumph now!" rejoined the

Marquis, bitterly : then accosting her abruptly as

she sate still closely veiled upon the sofa, he said,

" Will your ladyship say one kind word to Hunt-
ingdon on our behalf—for the sake of my niece and
myself or shall I fall down upon my knees at

your feel "

"No, no—this is sufficientl" hastily observed

Venetia. " Sir Douglas will negotiate with yon "
"Good! ejaculated the Marquis: then with a

low bow to Venetia, he drew the Baronet aside, say-

ing, " What are your conditions ?—name them "

"You know them already," rejoined the Ba-
ronet : " inviolable secrecy in those matters which
have come to your knowledge relative to Lady
Sackville—a cessation of all overtures, persecu-

tions, and proposals to her in future
"

" But you ere now spoke of guarantees for the

fulfilment of this treaty on my part?" said Lord
Leveson, inquiringly.

" Those guarantees—are they not furnished by
the circumstances which have just transpired?"

demanded the Baronet. " The treaty consists of

silenoe, secrecy, and abstinence from all hostility

on your part : and the guarrantee is that if you
violate this compact you must expect no mercy
to be shown towards your niece, Lady Ernestina."

"Enough, enough—it is a bargain!" returned

the Marquis, in a hurried tone. " I abandon all

pretension—all hope—in respect to Venetia," he

added, in a scarcely audible voice : "but for God's

sake, spare my niece—spare my family the infamy

that such an exposure," and he glanced towards

the Hangman, " would entail upon it
!

"

" Yea—upon the conditions stipulated you shall

be spared that crowning degradation," said the

Baronet. "But mark you well !—should the pri-

Tate affairs of Lady Sackville—you know what I

mean—become whispered abroad ever so lightly,

—should even the faintest rumour of those secrets

obtain currency—the authorship will be at once

attributed to yourself or to Lady Ernestina : and

then pitilessly, without remorse— unhesitatingly

indeed—shall everything be divulged concerning

the mode adopted to send Dysart to the scaffold

and to lull him into security through the medium

of the Public Executioner himself! You under-

stand me ?"

" I do," responded the ^larquis of Leveson, in a

low deep tone— more indicative of a sense of

utter humiliation than of angry passion.

The B .routt turned away and acco>tcd Daniel

ColQn, who tor the two or thrco minutes that h.ul
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elapsed since he appeared upoa the threshold, had

beeu leaning in a free and easy manner against

tlie door-post, viewing with the sardonic satisfac-

tion of a Mepbistopbiles the sensation which bis

presence had excited.

" Tou may now take your departure," said the

Baronet, placing a purse in his hands. " There

are the remaining hundred guineas due to you for

your services ia this matter."
" 'Tisn't always that I get two hundred guineas

80 cheap," observed the Hangman, with a coarse

laugh. " Good night, my lord—good night all I"

and stalking through the apartment, he issued

forth by the door leading into the Crimson Draw-
ing Room.

" Now, Venetia," whispered Sir Douglas Hunt-

ingdon, as he accosted Lady Sackville ; " we also

may depart."

Her ladyship accordingly rose from the sofa

;

and taking the Baronet's arm she accompanied
him from the apartment, also passing through the

Crimson Drawing Room. She kept the veil well

folded over her countenance ; but this precaution

was scarcely necessary, for they encountered no
one on the landing or the staircase—and the hall-

porter was 80 overcome with drowsiness that he

actually rose from his great leathern chair to open
the door with his eyes shut, thus performing his

duty mechanically rather than in full conscious-

ness.

On issuing forth from Leveson House, Lady
Sackville was escorted by the Baronet back to

Miss Bathurst's residence in Stratton Street.

There however he left her,—parting from her even

before the front door was opened to give her ad-

mittance. Nevertheless, ere they had thus sepa-

rated, a few rapidly whispered words of deep and
tender meaning passed between them.

Venetia, hurrying up-stairs to Miss Bathurst's

bed-room, threw aside the bonnet and cloak

—

arranged her hair before the mirror—assumed her
brightest looks—and returned into the quadiille-

room. There she was immediately sunouuded by
her admirer.^ who asked wliat had become of her
for the last hour— for it was now midnight,

and she had been a little more than an hour ab-
sent. " A temporary indisposition that compelled
her to retire," was the ready apology ; and many
a worshipper expressed his grief to learn that her
ladyship should have been indisposed even for an
instant. The supper-rooms were now thrown
open; and thither Venetia repaired, leaning on
the arm of some nobleman. Her husband and the

Countess of Curr.ou were still in each other's com-
pany—and Venetia saw that an amour was settle 1

in that quarter.

It was about one o'clock when Lord and Lady
Sackville took leave of Miss B ithurst and entered
tbeir carriage. During the ride back to Carlton
House, which only occupied a few minutes, the
husband and wife conversed on perfectly indiflerent

subjects—for Venetia did not think it worth whilo

to let Horace know what had occurred at Lord
Leveson's; and, on his part, he had not observed
the temporary absence of his wife from his aunt's
brilliant saloons.

On reacliing Carlton House, Lord and Lady
Sickville ascen'ied to their own suite of ap:irt-

meiits; and on tlie stairs they encountered .Tesaica,

who made a quick and furtive sign of intelligence

to her mistress. Venetia understood it well—so
well, indeed, that it brought a blush of mingled
shame and pleasure to her cheeks. Giving her
husband to understand that the Prinee proposed
to pass the night with her, she hastened to her
boudoir—pausing for a moment in the passage to

intimate to Jessica that she would dispense with
her services till tho morning. But on entering
the boudoir—on passing into that bower where the

wax-tapers burnt upon the mantel and the air was
warm and perfumed — the frail but beauteous
Venetia was instantaneously clasped, not in the
arms of the Prince Regent as she had led her hus-
band to suppose, but in the warm and impassioned
embrace of Sir Douglas Huntingdon!

It was therefore to an useful purpose that the
Baronet, through his intimacy with the Prince,

had learnt the secret of the private entrances to

Carlton House; aud if he had now availed himself

of one of them in order to seek the boudoir of the

enchanting Venetia, it assuredly was not without

her consent nor without a previous atipulalioD for

so blissful a reward

!

CHAPTER CVI

ANOTHER SCBNE AT lEYESON HOUSE.

When the Hangman, Sir Douglas Huntingdon,
and Lady Sackville had quitted the room where
the strange and exciting discussion took place,

Ernestina slowly withdrew her hands from her
countenance and rose from her seat. She wa.^.

pale—deadly pale ; and there was a sort of stag,

gering in her gait as if she experienced a vertigo

or was tottering under a load of sorrows too heavy
to endure.

" Well, Ernestina— it might have been worse,"

said Lord Leveson: "pray, therefore, console

yourself."

"Good heavens I how can you ask me to con-
sole myself?" murmured his niece in akollow tone;
" when you perceive that this tremendous secret

of mine is already known where it ought not to be

:

and who can say how widely it may be repeated

again ?"

" It is no use to anticipate the worst," said the

Marquis, " or to go forward to meet misfortunes

as if they did not advance upon us quick enough
of their own accord. It is tolerably clear that the

villain Coffin has whispered the tale to the Baro-

net, who has availed himself of it to coerce me into

terms on the present occasion," he added, in atone
of bitter vexation.

" Yes, it must be as you say," rejoined Ernes-
tina, "But it is horrible—horrible—to be in the

power of that dreadful man 1"

"Horrible indeed!" echoed the Marquis. "But
how the deuce could he possibly have gained ad-
mission into the house 'i* how concealed himself

in these rooms ?"

" An accomplished villain such as he," replied

Ernestina, "can insinuate himself anywhere."
" Ah ! 1 see that 1 must make a complete garri-

son of the house againiit such rascals,' observed
the Marquis: then iu a peevish tone to himself

ho muttered something expressive of hia bitter

aunoyanco at luiving beeu defeated—so sigualW

defeated—in his designs upon Lady Sackville.
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Eruostina, oxh;iusted iu initiJ and body, and

lougiug^ to be alone, bade her uucle j^ood uij^lit

and abccndud once agiiiu to hor own chamber.

There she locked the door—Hung herself with the

listless abandoumt'ut of despair upon a seat—

and gave way to her bitter reflections. But in the

midst of this exciuciating reverie, she was sud-

denly startled by a tound like the rustling of

drapery : and this was iiumediateiy followed by iJie

noise of suniething moving in tbe direction of the

bed. The room was spacious ; and the tire-place

at which Ernestina was sitting Has a dozen yards

from the couch. Springing to her feot, she hold

her breath to listen and gazed with straining eyes

towards the bed. lieavens! it was indeed no de-

lusion: something was moving— some one was

there;—and as the sickening ti-uth struck upon
her comprehension, the terrible fear was indeed

confirmed by the appearance of a man thrusting

himself forth from under the bed. Ah— horror

!

horror!—it was the Public Executioner!

A shriek—but low, and almost stitied with the

harrowmg nature of the feeling* that produced it

—fell from Ernestina's lips ;\s she darted towards

the bell-rope. But quick as ligluuing the thought

flashed to her mind that she was so utterly in the

man's power as to render exposure of him an ine-

vitable step to the exposure of herself! She there-

fore stopped suddcidy short— fixed upon him her

wildly staring eyes—and with her quivering lips

that were as pale as ashes, she gave utterance to a

few hoarse words which were well nigh choked by

the feelings that swelled up as it were into her very

throat.

"What means this intrusion here?" was the

demand which her parched tongue and white lips

thus framed.
" A pretty question to a man who has done .so

much for you," exclaimed ColHn, with a horrible

leer. "One would really think that you great

ladies of fashion hadn't a bit of giatiiude about

you."

"In one word, what want you?" demanded Er-

nestina, i'ler heart becoming ice to its centre. " Is

it money—more money ?—are you insatiable ?"

"Insatiable? Yes— but not at this moment for

gold
—

'ti» lor love," returned the Hangman.
" Love !" echoed Ernestina, with a fearful quiver-

ing in the voice: for the design which the wreich's

words revealed, suddenly conjured up before her

mental vision a new dauger— one of even a more
tremendous character than any which had previously

menaced her.

"And why not IvvcV cried the Hangman, his

looks wandering slowly over her tine form wuh the

gloating avidity of brutal passion. " Do you ihink

I hav'n't got the same feelings as oilier people ? And
if I am now speaking to )ou in this manner, you

have only yourself to thank for it. I came lo this

liouse to-night for quite another purpose: hut ou

liniiing my way into the gallery just now, who
should 1 sec there but your ladyship?"

" Xiue !" murmured the unseruble Ernestina, a

rush of blood crimsoning her previously pale couu-
lenance.

"Ah! now you look handsomer than ever,"

ejaeulaied tbe llan^jman. "But ns 1 was telling

you, if I had not >ten yuur ludyship in that place
tilled with sncli precious objec.s for a delicate crea-

ture like yourself to contemplate, I should never

have thought of proposing what I am going to do
now. But since as a matter of course you went

there to feast your eyes with all those jireity things,

it is quite clear you are not over particular ; and as

variety is charming and you have had a Prince for

your lover, perhaps now you won't object to accept

Mr. Daniel Coifiu iu the same capaciiy?"

Stupihed with dread horror, Ernestina stood gazing

in speechless vacuity upon that man who dared to

address her in this language. But did her ears de-

ceive her >.—was it a chimera of the brain ?—or could

it be really true, that this loathsome wreich— this

hideous monster—could imagine fur a moment that

she, the high-born, tenderly nurtured, fastidiously

reared lady of rank, should abandon herself to the

embiaces of such a revolting animal?

Good heavens! could it indeed be possible?

Yes— as she gazed upon that rulfiau, his looks—bis

manner— all demonstrated that his fearful words

had indeed expressed the still mote appalling pur-

poses of his soul ; and with a low moan of iuelTable

anguish, Ernestina staggered buck a few paces aud

sank upon a seat.

" Come, come," said the Hangman, impatiently,

"I really can't understand you ladies of fashion a

bit. You don't mind employing a man like me lo

do all your dirty woik— dig a hole in your garden

by nij;ht to bury a dead body—gammon a husband

with hopes tiiat are never lo be fuitiiled so as to send

him to the scallbUl "
»

"Hush, hush!" exclaimed Ernestina, once mora
starting from her seat, and tliis time in a positive

agony of icarful excitement— for a flame was dif-

fused throughout her entire being, molten lead ap-

peared to be coursing tlitongh her vein^, and tiie very

chords of her brain seinu d to be struu'4 to the ex-

treinest ver^e of tension. " Monster—lieud— de\ii

—

I will nu lunger endure this constant persecution at

your hands I"

" Vvhat is the use of calling me names," inter-

rupted tiie Hangman, with a savrge gi owl, though

his loi-ks still burnt with a fierce uesire. "I tell

you again that it is your own fault tliat I am now
talking to you in this way. Seeing you in that gal-

lery, in the midst of all those li;,uies and pictures,

put queer notions into my heaJ, and as 1 watched

you fiom behind the curtain where 1 was concealed,

1 thought to myself that alter all you are one of the

handsomest ladies I ever saw in my life. So I came

to a certain resolution ; and after the scene that took

place just now, instead of leaving the house, I

thought to myself that if I could only find your

ladyship's chamber, I might make my self happy and

comfortable there for the rest of the night. So I

crept up stairs lo this floor ; and as the door of this

very room stood open, I peeped in. That glance

was enough. By the mete look of the room, the

nick-nacks on the dressing-iable, the mourning

dresses hanging up in that clothes-press there that

stands open— all these things tuid me iu an iustant

that this was your ladyship's chamber. So here 1

am—and here I mean to r«main till daylight."

AVhilo the Hangman was thus speaking, Er-

nestina interrupted him not, because she was

revolving u thomiand different aud wildly impos-

sible schemes iu her mind. To pretend to yield to

his luiiuour and poison him—or to piocure a kmle

and stab him to the heart—or else to fetch a pisiol

from her uncles room aud shoot him through ilia

head—or, again, to alarm the house and have hiiu



thrust forth at any risk,—these were some of the

projects which entered her imagination, but which

were discarded one after the otlier as soon as con-

ceived. Thus, by the time he had ceased speaking,

she had decided upon nothing, but was plunged in

still more painful bewilderment, terror, and dismay
than at first.

" You cannot be serious in what you say ?" she

suddenly cried, in a fit of desperation. " Tell me
what will satisfy you—what sum do you require ?

Name the amount, and it shall be your's. Come
with me to my uncle's chamber, and he will at once
satisfy you on that score."
" It is not gold that I want just at this moment,"

said the Hangman, doggedly. " I have made two
hundred guineas to-day from Sir Douglas Hunting-
don—and six days hence I am to have five hundred
more from tho Prince Regent—which, by the bye,

you yourself are to briuij me "

"I! what mean you?" exclaimed Eruestina, in

amazement.
51^

" Oh ! it is all cut and dried between me and the

Prince," returned the Hangman. " I honoured his

Iloyal Highness with my noble presence at liis

crib—I mean Carlton House—yesterday ; aud we
had a cozie chat together. I told him that I did

not want to be made a Marquis, or a Duke, or an

Earl, or any nonsense of that sort; but what I

wanted was coin—blunt—cash—riuno !"

" Well—what next?" inquired Eruestina.
•' The Prince promised that 1 should have five

hundred guineas in a week—that is to say, next

Wednesday night, at eleven o'clock, in the middle

recess of Westminster Bridge on tha left hand
side going over, your ladyship is to put into my
hands the sum named "

" But what on earth made the Prince fix upon
me?" demanded Eruestina, all her thoughts now
turned iuto aitother channel.

" Oh 1 simply because he said that as you was
iiitere<<ted iu the matter, you ought to take a part

iu it. But it it possible, you know, that the Prince
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may think better of it and send somebody else

instead of your ladyship. It don't matter to me

who it is, so long as some one keeps the appoint-

ment and brings the money."

While the Hangman was thus speaking, a thought

which had suddenly sprung vaguely up in Er-

neatina's mind, rapidly expanded into a tangible

consistency; and by the time he had concluded, it

had settled down into a stern and inflexible reso-

lution.

"The Prince, you say, intends me to become the

bearer of a large sum of money for you next Wed-

nesday night ?•"—and as she spoke, slie assumed an

air of comparative indiflerence.

« Yes—I have already told you so," returned the

Hangman. " Middle recess—Westminster Bridge-

next Wednesday niglit— at eleven o'clock—punctual

to the instant—that's the appointment
!"

"And you will be there?" said Ernestina, with a

rapid sidelong glance at the man,
" Yes — trust me for that !" he answered. " I

should think so, when five hundred guineas are to be

got!"
" You will be there in person ?" repeated Ernestina,

evidently with a deepening pro-occupation of thought:

"and you will not send anybody else?"

"No—not I!" ejaculated Daniel Coffin. "But,

why are you putting all these questions ?"

" Because — because," faltered Ernestina, the

blood again rushing to her cheeks and then leaving

them pale as death once more, so that it was evident

she was swayed by some powerful emotion—or else

perhaps by the sudden apprehension that the reso-

lution which had ere now settled in her mind was

suspected by the Hangman.
" Because what ?" he demanded, impatiently.

" Because," she repeated, instantaneously recover-

ing her self-possession, and now speaking with appa-

rent earnestness and without hesitation,—" because

if we are to meet that night, in the way you have de-

scribed, you can in mercy accord me a delay until

then—so that I may bring my mind to reflect with

less aversion upon the sacrifice you demand."

"Ah!" ejaculated Coffin: "I understand your

ladyship's tricks! You think to induce nie to leave

you now—and then you will trust either to the ciiap-

ter of accidents or to the cooling down of my desires

to sav« you from what I am now seeking? But I

don't mean to be trifled with in this manner. Mine
you shall be to-night—by fair means if yon will—if

i not, by foul
"

I And as ha thus spoke, Daniel CoiBn advanced

towards Ernestina, his eyes flaming with lascivious

passion.

"Stand back!" she cried, suddenly armed with

the courage of despair. " I cannot—I will not sub-

mit to you this night. The demand is so sudden—so
overwhelming—and then, I have suffered too so much
anguish from other causes But I swear— most
solemnly, sacredly swear—that if you will only grant

me the delay until that night when we shall meet on
Westminster Bridge "

"No!" exclaimed the Hangman; " not a day—
not an hour—not a minute !"

" Then, by heaven !" cried Ernestina, darting to

the bell-pull and seizing it in lier hand ;
" I will not

submit this night !"

There was something so resolute in her manner-
wild and frenzied though it were—that Daniel Coffin
was staggered ; and it struck him that in the whirl

of her agitated feelings she might alarm the whole
house, thereby occasioning an exposure equally un-
profitable and dangerous to them both. He accord-

ingly began to cool down somewhat in his desires

;

and feeling the necessity of consenting to a compro-
mise, he nevertheless, with characteristic greed,

resolved that it should be one based upon immadiate

advantage to himself.

" Come—what will you give me to agree to your
proposal V he said, with a tone and manner full of

sullen menace.
" There is my purse," replied Ernestina, »tiU re-

taining her grasp upon the bell-rope with one hand
and pointing with the other towards the toilette-

table; "and you will find a few Jewels in that box.

Take them all—everything you fancy—and thea

leave me."
" But what security have I got," growled the

Hangman, " that you will prove more condescend-

ing when we meet next Wednesday night?"
" Shall I not be as much in your power then,"

asked the lady, "as I am now? The relative cir-

cumstances of our position will not be changed : yoa

can still threaten me—still coerce—still intiraidatt

me J—but by that time I shall have brought my
mind to view tlie thing with less horror, less aver-

sion, and less disgust."

" Well—be it so," said the Hangman. "And now
mind me—that when we meet next Wednesday
night, I stand no more nonsense ; but you shall go

with me to some place wh«re we can be comfortable

together "

"Yes, yes," exclaimed Ernestina, her soul re-

volting from his words and looks down to its utter

profundities. "I swear most solemnly — most

sacredly—that I will do as you desire. But once

more, I insist that you leave me now 1"

" Well, well, I shan't stay much longer," rejoined

Coffin, savagely : then advancing to the toilette-

table, be helped himself to the purse and the

jewels.

Having secured these spoils about his person, the

ruffian unlocked the door—flung a parting look of

deep and menacing meaning upon Ernestina, warn-

ing her not to forget her pledge—and then stole forth

from the chamber. The lady retained her hold upon
the bell-pull for nearly a minute: then, feeling satis-

tisfied that the dreadful man had indeed taken his

departure, she hastened to re-lock the door — re-

maining alone, no longer with the excitement of

bewildering thoughts, but in the cold, deep, immov-
able sternness of that resolve to which sh* had

come.

CHAPTER CVII.

ST. JAMES'S PALACE.

In one of the earlier chapters of this work we have

described Florence Eaton. About nineteen years of

age — invested with a Madonna-like beauty, the

innocence of which surrounded her as with a celestial

halo—possessing a complexion of the purest white,

dazzlingly transparent, and with the gentlest tint of

the rose-leaf upon her cheeks—she was a being to

whom the epithet of angelic may be applied. Her
hair, of the lightest brown tinged with a golden

hue, and seeming in the sunbeams to be of that

precious shade which belongs to the silk when
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!
gathered fresh from the silkworm, was worn ia a

profusion of ringlets falling; upon her bright and

!

polished shoulders. The tranquil lustre as well as

i

the hue of heaven was in her eyes of soft azure

:

no coral was brighter than her lips ;—no Grecian

statue was ever chiselled with a more classical

I precision than that which marked her exquisite

I

profile.

Then her shape—we have already described it

' as that of the sylph, blending perfection of sym-

I utetry with grace and elegance of carriage. The

I

beautiful arching of the neck was of swan-like

curvature : the bust, gently developed, was perfect

in its virgin contours ;—and as she walked, her form

exhibited all the willowy elasticity of girlhood.

Gay and happy in her artless innocence was this

charming creature : and in her liveliest moments

her laugh came gushing forth so merrily melo-

dious, that it seemed as if the teeth appearing

between the parting coral of the lips, were them-

selves strings of musical pearls. Guile and decep-

tion were unknown to her : she was as ignorant of

the duplicities, the falsities, and the artificialities

of the world as the bird of paradise in its own
genial clime is ignorant of the hail, the frost, the

snow, and the ice of the hyperborean regions to

the northward of inhospitable Labrador.

It may have chanced that the reader, while

roving in a garden during the warm months when
nature puts forth all the brightest and the best of

her floral decorations, has observed a beautiful lily

timidly revealing its virgin purity in the midst of
all the most flaunting and gaudy occupants of the

glowing parterres. That chaste and stainless lily

seemed as it were out of place, unless for the pur-

pose of contrast, by the side of full-blown peonies

blushing their deepest red—groups of tulips dis-

playing their variegated hues in all the pomp of
their gaudy glory—the pinks drooping on their

slender stalks—the mai-igolds vying with the bright

yellow of the sun—the red roses expanding in all

the pride belonging to Flora's cherished favourites

—the glaring wall-flowers bright with their mingling
yellow, warm sienna, and rich brown tints—the blue-

bells deep as the indigo seen in the hyacinth of
India's plains—and all the other ornaments of
the garden that force themselves most obtrusively
upon the gaze. The eye, therefore, when contem-
plating such a scene, and when intoxicated with
the blaze of beauty belonging to all that floral

pomp, has settled at last with a feeling of relief

and with a touching interest upon that fair, chaste,
and modest lily appearing in the midst of such
overwhelming gaud and grandeur. Apply this

illustration to the world of fashion ; and if amidst
the brilliant galaxy of splendid Duchesses, exqui-
site Marchionesses, superb Countesses, and mag-
nificent ladies of all grades and degrees of aristo-
cratic rank, you behold one charming, retiring, and
unsophisticated girl scarcely conscious of her own
beauty, and calculated to please and interest the
eye—not to dazzle and overwhelm the senses,—
then have you found your lily amongst your flaunt-
ing, gaudy pageantry of flowers. And such was
Florence Eaton

!

Four or five days had elapsed after the inci-

dents conUincd in the few last chapters; and it

was about noon, when Lady Florimcl said to her
niece, " My dear Florence, 1 think that I liave a
little treat in store for you to-day."

" What is it, my dear aunt?" inquired the beau-

teous girl, gazing up with a smiling countenance
from the embroidery iu which she was en;,'agcd.

" You know, my dear girl," replied Pauline,

"that her Royal Highness the Princess Sophia
was here a few days ago, and likewise again yester-

day. Amongst other things the Princess said to

me, was tfiat if ever you should feel inclined to

visit the State Apartments at St. James's Pa-
lace

"

" Oh ! indeed I should be delighted," exclaimed
Florence : "for inasmuch as you have an objection

to attending the levees which the Prince of Wales
sometimes holds there, and as you do not wish me
to be presented at Court, I shall have no opportu-

nity of seeing those superb apartments unless pri-

vately as you propose."
" And do you wish to be presented at Court ?"

asked Lady Florimel, gazing earnestly and not

without some little feeling of uneasiness upon her
lovely niece.

" Oh ! no," exclaimed the artless girl, her silver

voice as expressive of sincerity as were her inno-

cent looks. " You have taught me to regard all

regal splendour and princely show as being not
only valueless, but also inconsistent with the true

spirit of the age ; and I can assure you, my dear
aunt, that I am not faithless to your admirable
teachings."

" Then you are my own dear girl !" said Pauline,

infinitely relieved by this answer. " But to return

to what we were ere now saying, I propose to take
you at once to St. James's Palace, to pass an hour
with the Princess and visit the State Apartments.
Hasten and achieve your toilette—the carriage ia

ordered for half-past twelve."

" And do not you mean to accompany us, my
dear uncle ?" asked Florence, approaching Lord
Florimel, who was seated on the sofa reading the
newspaper.

" No, dear Florence," he replied, with a smile.
" The Princess has invited you ladies in so cordial
and friendly a manner, that the presence of one of
the sterner sex would be a constraint upon the in-
teresting coterie. And therefore I am excluded."

Florence, satisfied with this answer, hastened
away to her own apartment to prepare for the visit;

and the moment she had quitted the drawing-room,
Pauline said to her husband, " Do you not think,

Gabriel, that you had better accompany us after

all?"

" If you wish it, my dear Pauline," was the reply,

as the nobleman gazed affectionately upon his hand-
some wife. " But I think that 1 have already con-
vinced you it would be more becoming for yourself
to accompany Florence alone. In that cold re-
serve which you may exhibit towards the Prince,
Florence will see naught save the distant rcspeot

which a lady would naturally show in the presence
of his lloyal llighneas. But were I to find myself
in the company of the Prince, 1 could scarcely
manifest even the most ordinary politeness. For
thuugti years and years have passed since the date
of poor Octavia's wrongs, and also of the base
outtagfs which ho dared—thoutjh so fruitlessly—

attempt towards yourself, yet is the memory of
tliem immortal with rac ! All things considered,

therefore, you would do well to go alone with Flo-
rence. Besides, you say that although the Princess

Sophia will not be present at the interview, yet she
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has promiaed that the Master of her Household

shall atteud upou you
"

" Oil ! it was not ihrou^jh any fear that I pro-

posed you should accompany us," exclaimed Pau-

line. "Even were his Royal Highness inclined to

renew towards mc, either by word or look, the in-

sults of bygone times, the presence of his daughter

would assuredly prove an adecjuate check. Or

else," added Pauline in a more serious tone, " must

lie indeed be far, far more deprared than loe even

know him to be."

Lady Florimel now retired to perform the little

requisites of ber own toilette, and at half-past twelve

her ladyship and Florence stepped into the car-

riage, la a few minutes they were set down at

St. James's Pahice—that dingy, rambling, ignoble-

looking old brick building the exterior of which

has the appearance of a tumbling-dawn barrack,

but upon whose interior hundreds and thousands

of pounds have been expended to minister to the

extravagance, the pomp, and the parade of Koyalty.

Poor unfortunate working classes I how have ye

been doomed to the most crushing toil in order to

furnish forth the splendour of those palaces whicrfi

exist as the trophies of that tyranny which has

achieved your wretchedness and slavery

!

On alighting at St. James's Palace, Lady Flori-

mel and the Honourable Miss Eat<>u were re-

ceived by Sir Robert Conway, the Master of the

Princess Sophia's Household. This gentleman

was about sixty years of age— of courtly appear-

ance—and one who had spent a!l his life as a

hanger-on of Royalty. He had passed through

all those grades of aristocratic flunkeyism which

belong to the hierarchy of Royal Households

—

having gradually risen from Page of the Back
Stairs, tJirough the various phases of Page of the

Front Stairs, Silver Stick, (Sold Stick, Groom of

the Stole, and heaven knows what beside in the

service of the King, until he settled down into

the oomfortable place which we now find him
occupying about the person of the Princess

Sophia.

Heavens ! what annals of the Court were con-

tained in this man's memory. All the cells of his

brain were so many encyclopaedias filled with

Court anecdotes, intrigues, scandals, depravities,

and scoundrelisms. How many villanies amongst
proud nobles had he been the means of husliing

up!—how many frailties on the part of high-

born ladies had ho been instrumenUal in veiling

from the public eye! How many noble lords had
he known who were the most ignoble rascals on
the face of God's earth!—how many Maids of

Honour had he seen in his time who were no
maids at all !—how many gentlemen of the bed-

chamber had he been acquainted with, whose
private deeds were so ungcntlemanly that even at

Crockford's den of infamy they were scouted as

blacklegs!—how many Ladies-in -Waiting had he
known who were so unladylike as to prefer their

husbands' grooms to their husbands themselves !

—how many Royal Highnesses had he bowed to,

who by their conduct deserved to have been styled
Jloyal Biisencsses I

Then, was he not also—this Sir Robert Conway
—a veritable perambulating Court Guide—a. peri-

patetic Blue Book of the Aristocracy? Ho knew
sverybody and svcrything in the spheres of the
Court, High Life, and Fashion. Did anybody

happen to say in his ])rescnce, " By the by, who
did Lord Cranbury marry?"—he would imme-
diately have the answer ready to fall from the tip

of his tongue, to the effect, for example's sake,

that " the Right Honourable Augustus Octaiias
Stanhope St. James, sixth Earl of Cranbury, mar-
ried the Honourable 31iranda Amelia Jacintha

Con5t:intina Arlington, third daughter of Fitz-

allan Seymour Portman Aulet, third Baron Roch-
dale, who married Lady Eliza Alexandrina C'athe-

rina Marietta Berkeley." In all other Court and
Aristocratic matters, even to the minutest details

of pedigree and genealogy, was this Master of the

Household equally well versed and precise : and
for this reason he was considered in the highest

circles to be one of the cleverest men in all Eng-
land. Indeed, a professor of a hundred differ«nt

languages, half-a-dozen sciences, and as many
arts, would not have obtained half the repute for

talent ai.d learning that was enjoyed by this

wretched humdrum on the strength of the most
trumpery, worthless, and debasing kind of know-

ledge to which a man could possibly degrade hii

intellect.

Thij great personage it was who received Lady
Florimel and Miss Florence Eaton as they alighted

from their carriage at St. James's Palace ; and he

forthwith conducted them to a magnificent saloon

belonging to the suite of apartments occupied by
the Princess Sophia. On introducing the ladies

into the presence of the Princess, Sir Robert Con-
way withdrew : and her Royal Highness received

her visitants with the kindest cordiality. Lna-
chcon was immediately served: and when it was

over, the Princess said, " Now, my dear Lady Flo-

rimel, I will summon Sir Robert Conway to escort

you and your sweet niece to the State Apart-

ments : but as I myself am somewhat indisposed,

I hope you will excuse me from accompanying

yon."

The Master of the Household was accordingly

sent for; and he speedily made his appearance-

all bowings and scrapings, smiles and willingness

—

to conduct the ladies whithersoever they chosa.

Accordingly, Lady Florimel and Florence accom-

panied him to the State Apartments, which we

shall not pause to describe: much less shall we

linger to chronicle one single word of all the enco-

mia which Sir Robert Conway lavished upon every

feature of those rooms. Suffice it to say that Flo-

rence, in the artless simplicity of her character

and with that natural good taste which had been

fostered by her aunt, was much disappointed at

finding far more of gingerbread tinsel than of

sterling decorations, and much more gilding and

gaudiness than works of art and masterpieces of

the limner's pencil-

Having finished the inspection of the State

Apartments, Sir Robert Conway, who had already

received his cue from the Princess Sophia, pro-

posed to introduce the ladies to an apartment well

known as the King's Closet. This room was the

one where the British Sovereigns were wont to

transact private business on the occasion of Le-

vees, Drawing Rooms, &c., held at St. James's

Palace; and in that apartment many of the most

diabolical laws and decrees have at different times

received the royal signature.

Into this room did the Master of the Household

now conduct Lady Florimel and Florence Eiton.
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Pauline, who knew what was to happen, had some

difficulty ia concealing a certain amount of agita-

tioa and excitement wiiich arose from the prospect

of the interview that was now close at hand. As
for Florence— totally unsuspecting .whom she was

about to meet, she followed her aunt in gay and
cheerful confidence: but when Sir Robert Con-
way, on throwing open the door, exclaimed, " Good
heavens! what have I done? the Prince Regent
ia here!"—the lovely girl trembled all over at the

sudden idea of finding herself face to face with his

Royal Highness. Oh I if she had only known— if

she had only entertained the slightest scintillation

of a suspicion that the Prince was in reality her

father—the author of her bein?,—how different

would have been her emotions, how far more
solemnly and pathetically interesting this hour of

her life 1

As a matter of course, Sir Robert Conway af-

fected to be overwhelmed with confusion in observ-

ing the Prince Regent in the Royal Closet: Pau-
line likewise stepped back a few paces, but with a

really natural recoil from the destroyer of her

sister, and not with any affected surprise or alarm

—while her young, timid, and beautiful niece clung

to her arm in vague terror lest this intrusion on
their part should be visited by some unpleasant

remonstrance.

The Prince, who as a matter of course through pre-

arrangement had been located in the Royal Closet,

now stepped forward, and with that easy yet elegant

assurance which characterized him, at once exclaimed,
" Do not be alarmed, my dear Conway ! I presume

you have brought these ladies hither to view the

apartment: and they shall not be disappointed."

" May it please your Royal Highness," said the

courtly Conway, with a low bow, " Lady Florimel

and her niece the Honourable Miss Eaton will pre-

sent their duty to your Royal Highness."

Pauline bowed with a matron's dignity, accom-
panied by a due amount of respectful courtesy ; and
Florence, recovering her presence of mind at the re-

assuring words of the Prince, made a graceful salu-

tation. This homage on the part of the ladies Was
acknowledged by what the Court newsman would
call " the most gracious condescension" on the part

of the Prince, At the same he flung upon Pauline

a look which seemed to say, " I hope there is no
longer any ill-feeling between us :" and then his eyes

settled upon his lovely, angelic, blushing daughter

—

that daughter who knew not that she thus stood in

her father's presence ! But at the same moment—
as he beheld that heavenly creature whose charms so

far transcended all the representations which rumour
had wafted to his ears, and on whose pure and can-

did brow chastity sate enthroned in alabaster, while

vestal innocence beamed in her azure eyes as the

sunlight shines in the clear blue of heaven,—as the

Prince, we say, thus gazed upon that sweet etkereal

creature, he experienced the father's pride— the

parent's joy ;—and in a moment of uncontrollable

and ineffable feeling, he drew forth a small case en-

closing the miniature of Octavia—the injured,

wronged, and perished mother of that lovely girl 1

Florence surveyed the Prince with the utmost sur-

prise as she witnessed this proceeding ; and Pauline,

instantly stepping a pace backward, so as to get be-

hind Florence, made a rapid and impatient sign to

the Prince to warn him of tlie imprudence of his con-

duct and chide him for this demonstration of feeling

which under the circumstances he ought to have
avoided. As for Sir Robert Conway, he stood

drawn up in an attitude of attention—but, courtier-

like and also child-like, prepared to hear, see, and
say nothing.

Perhaps it was one of the few fine moments of the

Prince's life, when he thus became suddenly pliant

and ductile to the influence of a father's feelings,

and forgetting the necessity ofcaution, acknowledged
the spontaneous sway of nature over the colder sen-

timent of prudence. It was one of the very few pa-
thetic chapters in his history : and even Pauline,

while signalling him to beware what he did, could
not help thinking to herself, " This is at least some
atonement made to the memory of my deceased

sisterl"

Scarcely had the Prince yielded to that sudden
and irresistible impulse which thus made him draw
forth the miniature portrait of the long- dead Octavia,

in order to compare it with the living beauty that

was now in his presence,-when the amazed and
even startled look which Florence fixed upon him
reminded him of his imprudence, even before he ob-

served the signs which Lady Florimel was making.

No sooner, therefore, had he opened that case and

glanced upon that miniature—no sooner indeed had

his eyes travelled from the features of the mother as

perpetuated by the limner's art, to those of the

daughter brilliant with the animation of youthful

life,—when he closed the case again ; and returning

it to his pocket, instantaneously took the hand of

Florence, saying, " Pardon me, young lady—pardon

me—but you suddenly reminded me of a dear friend

now no more!"
Florence became overwhelmed with confusion—

almost with dismay : for she felt that the Prince's

hand trembled nervously as he held her own—
and there was something so peculiar, so touching,

so appealing at the moment in his looks, that

she experienced the strangest and most unac-

countable feeling springing up in her heart. It

was as if all in a moment she became deeply in-

terested in this Prince whom she had never seen

before. But, Ah I little did she suspect that it

was nature asserting its empire within her gentle

bosom, and influencing her with those promptings

that were so mysterious, so inscrutable, and so

profound I

" Permit us to retire, sir," now interjected Lady
Florimel, fearful that the scene might go to such

a length as to excite suspicion in the mind of

Florence and render some explanation indis-

pensable for the purpose of allaying it.

"Lady Florimel," said the Prince, fixing his

looks upon her in a peculiar manner, " I hope that

your noble husband and yourself will some day

favour the reception-rooms at Carlton House

with your presence, and that you will be accom-

panied by your amiable niece ?"

Pauline bowed, but gave no reply : then tiking

the hand of Florence, she whispered haitily, " Let

us withdraw."

The young lady's thoughts were thrown into

such confusion by the Prince's manner, the words

he had addressed to her, and the emotions which

they had suddenly conjurcil up, that she scarcely

knew what she was doing : but meclianically

making a graceful saluUtion, sho sulVcrcd her

aunt to lead her from the room. Sir Kobert Con-

way followed; and when they reached the Princess
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Sophia's apartment, Florence was so overcome by
the powerful yet unaccountable ajfitation of her

feelini^s, that she burst into tears. Lady Florimel

threw a rapid plance upon the Princess, as much
as to say, "Did I not prophecy some such result

as this?"—and her Koyal Highness shook her

head to express her regret that she should have

been the meatis of bringing about this interview

between the father and the daughter.

•*3Iy dear girl," said Pauline, in the kindest and
most soothing manner to Florence, " what afflicts

you thus? what feeling causes these tears?"

"Pardon me, my dear aunt," murmured Florence,

hastily wiping her eyes; "and intercede on my
behalf that her Royal Highness shall forgive me
this foolish conduct of mine in her presence. Bnt
I could not help it ! Some feeling came over me,
strunger than myself—a feeling for which I could

not account at the time, and which I am still less

able to explain now. It was a temporary weakness
— a transitory depression of spirits— produced,
most probably, by that sudden excitement which
seemed to take possession of liis Royal Highness
the Prince. But I feel better now : indeed I am
quite rc'-overed—and again do I implore your
pardon."

I

" You have not offended us, my dear girl," said

the Princess Sophia, rising from her seat and
tdkiog the young maiden's hand in tho kindest

manner.

To be brief, Florence Eaton speedily recovered
her wonted cheerfulness; and in a short time a

footman entered to announce that the carriage

had arrived. Lady Florimel and her niece re-

sumed their bonnets and scarves, took leave of the

Princess, and entered the carriage, which Pauline

ordered to drive round Hyde Park ere returning

home.
While proceeding to that fashionable lounge

maintained by the people's money to enable the

Aristocracy of London to display their gorgeous

equipages aad sumptuous apparel, Florence con-
tinued to discourse upon the singular incidents of

the meeting in the Royal Closet. She expressed

her pity for the Prince who had been so deeply

moved at having the features of a lost friend re-

called to his memory ; and with a natural artless-

ness she observed that any one who could be so

moved, must possess a very excellent disposition.

Pauline was vexed to hear her talk in this manner:
for she saw that the incident had made a deep im-

pression upon the young maiden's mind, and she

did not wish any occurrence to disturb the even
teuour of that existence which had hitherto passed
in such serene and tranquil happiness. Moreover,
Panline was naturally fearful of her niece obtain-

ing any clue to the discovery of tlio secret of her
birth : for sad—Oh ! sad indeed would it be for

this innocent unsophisticated child of nature to

have her mind enlightened as to the past and be
taught the history of a mother's shame

!

The carriage had entered Hyde Park ; and Lady
Florimel was thinking how she should turn the
conversation into another channel, when suddenly
loud cries of alarm burst from the lips of several
persons walking on tho footways on either side of
the road ; and at the same instant the coachman
reined in his horses abruptly. But a crash simul-
taneously occurrod: fresh ejaculations of terror
wer« heard—the horses of Lady Florimcl's car-

riage were plunging violently—and several people !

were rushing to the spot. Pauline and Florence,

greatly affrighted, looked forth from the windows

;

and the cause of the stoppage, confusion, and i

alarming cries was immediately apparent. A gen- :

tleman driving a magnificent horse in a gig, had
fodnd the animal all in a moment become un- i

manageable, shying at a white pocket handker-
chief which somebody had let fall and which was
blowing across t!ie road. Thus suddenly swerving
aside, the spirited steed had come in furious col-

'

lision with the horses of Lady Florimel's carriage, i

The gig was upset—the gentleman was thrown
i

out and either killed upon the spot, or stunned—
j

and the maddened animal dashed away fleet as an
arrow, dragging the vehicle like a thing of no I

weight behind him.
|

Such was the incident which occurred all in a !

moment to turn the thoughts alike of Pauline aad
|

Florence iijto a new channel. The footman who
stood behind tiie carriage, instantaneously leaped

down and joined those persons who had rushed to

the spot to render their assistance. The gentle-

man, on being raised from the ground, was dis-

covered to have been only stunned—not killed.

The footman, stepping up to the carriage-window,

reported this intelligence to Panline, who at once
directed that the gentleman should be lifted into

the chariot. But who was he ? No one on the

spot at the moment knew him : it was therefore

impossible to convey hun to his own residence—
and Pauline commanded the carriage to proceed
home to Florimel House in Piccadilly.

A few minutes brought the equipage thither;

and the gentleman, Avho still remained insensible,

was lifted into the mansion—conveyed to a cham-
ber—and surrounded by all possible attentions.

Medical aid was procured ; and in a short time the

sufferer was somewhat restored to conscioosness—

but not sufficiently to speak : and the physicians,

while declaring that no fatal result need be dreaded,

nevertheless desired that he should be kept per-

fectly tranquil, as he had evidently received •
severe shock from the, fall.

When the first excitement attending this inci-

dent had somewhat subsided. Lord Florimel be-

thought himself of searching the stranger's pockets

for the purpose of ascertaining, if possible, who he

was—as his relations or friends might be nneasy

at his absence. His card-case was found: and

thence was it discovered that the handsome young

invalid—for both good-looking and youthful he

assuredly was, as we might have observed before

—was Mr. Malvern of Hanover Square.

CHAPTER CVIII.

THK rniNCESS CHARLOTTE.

Scarcely had Lady Florimel's carriage rolled out

of the court-yard of St. James's Palace, when an-

other equipage, drawn by four horses, dashed into

the enclosure. The royal arms were upon the

panels of this magnilioent barouche: the postilions

were clad in elegant jockey-attire of sky-blue ; and

three tall footmen in the royal liveries stood be-

hind the carriage.

The moment this equipage appeared, great ex-

citement immediately became visible amongst ail
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the officials, lacqueys, and dependants who had

previously been loungini;? about iu the court-yard

and entrance-hall of the palace. But now two

lines of bowing individuals were speedily formed

from the carriage-door to the entrance of the

building; and Sir Robert Conway, who came hur-

rying forward, arrived just in time to assist a young

lady to alight. Then, with profound respect and

veneration, the old courtier offered this young

lady his arm, which she took with unaffected ease

and "affability of manner,—acknowledging with a

graceful inclination of her head the low bows

made by the two lines of dependants, as she

passed between them into the palace. Three

ladies-in-waitiug hkewise descended from the car-

riage and followed close behind their youthful mis-

tress: for this young lady who has just arrived at

St. James's Palace, and whom we now for the first

time introduce to our readers, is the Princess

Charlotte, the daughter of the Prince Regent and

the injured Caroline of Brunswick

!

Strange coincidence! that on the same day, at

the same hour, and within a few minutes of each

other, the illegitimate daughter of the Prince Re-

gent—namely, Florence Eaton—and his legitimate

daughter, the Princess Charlotte, should thus visit

iBt. James's Palace

!

And here we must pause for a little space to de-

scribe her Royal Highness the Princess Charlotte,

who was now just eighteen years of age. Hand-
some she was, assuredly,—yet not endowed with

that sweet, nymph-like, and angelic beauty which

characterized Florence Eaton ; but invested with

that peculiar style of loveliness—sleepy, luxuriant,

and sensuous—which has already been described

in an earlier chapter as distinctive of the females

belonging to the family of Guelph. Her figure,

even at this early age, was already of a richness

merging upon embonpoint—but not sufficiently so

to diminish its graces. There was however a vo-

luptuousnesu in its contours which was enhanced
by the complete exposure of the shoulders and
neck, according to the fashion of the time. Short
of stature, the Princess had little of girlhood's

suppleness and lightness of movement: her slow

pace and matron-like gait arose not from any idea

of maintaining a digaihed bearing, but from the

circumstanee that in her nature she was what
Byron has described as "somewhat lauguishiog

and lazy."

Her hair—of a light chestnut, soft as silk and
fine in its individual filaments—was far from pro-

fuse in quantity, and was worn in frizzly ringlets at

the sides, but carelessly gathered up in a knot be-

hind the head. Her complexion was beautifully

fair, with an animated bloom upon the cheek#,

making them resemble in their healthful plump-
ness the ripe peach with its mingled damask and
vermeil. Her features could not be called regular

nor yet classical ; and they were also too largo and
striking for a delicate beauty—the nose being

promiaeut, the lips full and sensuous,—aud the

chin rounded with the boldness belonging to a
profile that indicates strong passions. Her eyes

were of a light blue, and looked soft, languisiiing,

and even wanton from beneath their drooping lid.s

:

the eyebrows were light, and indeed too delicately

pencilled to give a olassic finish to the opal of the

temples.

To judge more minutoly still of the character of

the Princess Charlotte from the usual physical in-
,

dications, we may add that benevolence, generosity, '

and goodness of heart were in her looks : while an
;

occasional bridling up of the head, a quick flash-
'

ing of the eye from the midst of its languid ex-

pression, and a sudden flushing of the countenance,
|

showed that she possessed a temper impatient of

contradiction and which in time might even be-

come overbearing and despotic.

We have said that her Royal Highness was
attired in a very low dress: but as a matter of

course it was not with her shoulders and bosom
i

thus exposed that she had arrived iu the carriage.
|

An elegant scarf was thrown lightly over her neck ; l

and a veil depended from the hat which she wore. I

This hat was of beaver, with large brims and black i

plumes; and being worn gracefully, it suited well
j

the somewhat bold and mascuUne style of her

features.

On reaching the landing that communicated
with the apartments of the Princess Sophia, the

Princess Charlotte quitted the arm of Sir Robert

Conway, and passed into a dressing-room, followed

by her ladies-in-waiting. There she laid aside her

splendid hat and her elegant scarf of purple velvet
i

with its gold fringe ; aud dispensing with the at-
|

tendance of her ladies, she proceeded alone to the
|

apartment where the Princess Sophia was seated.
'

The meeting between the aunt and the niece was :

most affectionate; and when they had exchanged i

the usual greetings, the Princess Charlotte re- I

quested Sophia to dismiss her ladies who were in

attendance. This was immediately done ; and the

royal aunt aud niece remained alone together.

We must here observe tliat for some years past

the Princess Charlotte had not resided with her

father the Prince Regent: she dwelt principally

with the King and Queen at Windsor or Frog-

more. That is to say, she was in reality under the

protection of old Queen Charlotte, his Majesty

George III being at the time a hopeless lunatic.

The young Princess did not often repair to London,

save when in the company of the Queen : but oc-

casionally she would make a special trip to St.

James's Palace, to visit her aunts who had apart-

ments there ; and it was often observed in courtly

circles, rumoured throughout the West End, aud

even hinted at times by the newspaper-press, that

on such occasions her Royal Highness very seldom

called at Carlton House, but saw her father the

Prince Regent at St. James's. We may add that

of all the Royal Family the Princess Sophia was

Charlotte's favourite relative ; and to this much-

loved aunt was she wont to confide all her cares,

anxieties, and troubles.

Not many days had elapsed since the Princess

Charlotte had paid Sophia one of these flying visits

to which we have alluded: and therefore her appear-

ance at St. James's after so brief an interval, and the

request which she now made for the dismissal of the

waiting-ladies from the room—added to a certain

pre-occupation which was visible in her manner

—

convinced Sophia that something unpleasint had

occurred.
" My dear Charlotte," accordingly jaid the auntf

the moment her ladies had quitted the apartment

;

" has any thing happened to cause you fresh un-

easiness ?"

"Oh! my dear aunt," exclaimed the young PrinoMi,

bursting into tears; " how oau I tell you wbst has
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occnrred ? how can I wound your heart so deeply as

to speak ill of that mother whom I know you love so

fondly ?"

" Tell me everytliing, my dear niece," said the Prin-

cess Sophia; " and do not regard my feelings at all.

Tell me what has happened! You know that I

would do anything to serve you. But come, dry

these tears ! Should any one enter unexpectedly and

see you weeping "

" Oh! let me weep—let me weep, my dear aunt !"

cried the Princess Charlotte, now literally wringing

her bands in anguish. " These tears ^ord a vent

for that sorrow which would otherwise cause my
heart to burst For, Oh! this pent-up affliction

which circumstances so often compel me to restrain,

seems at times to become a consuming flame and to

prey upon my very vitals
"

"Heavens! dear Charlotte," cried the Princess

Sophia, now very seriously alarmed :
•* I know that

you grieve on account of your mother—but never,

never have I heard you speak so despondingly as at

present ! Surely, surely something terrible has hap-

pened "

"Yes—something terrible indeed!" interrupted the

Princess: " something of so grave and so serious a

nature that 1 question whether I shall ever return

to Windsor igain—whether indeed I shall not steal

out of Engl and in disguise, and hasten to join my
poor dear persecuted mother in Italy !"

" For God's sake, compose yourself, dearest Char-

lotte!" said the Princess Sophia, in the most soothing

manner possible. " Instead of giving way to this

painful excitement, tell me what has occurred—

favour me with your confidence, as you have hitherto

been wont to do—allow me to give you my advice,

and promise me that you will follow it."

" But how will you advise me against your own
mother?" exclaimed the young Princess impe-

tuously.

" If my mother be acting wrongly," was the mild

and gently remonstrative answer, "I will not

scruple to condemn her proceedings as candidly

and impartially as I would those of an utter

stranger. Far more readily, then, would I protect

you, my beloved niece, against even the machi-

nations of my own mother—if such machinations

were in progress
!"

"Pardon me—pardon me, dearest aunt!" ex-

claimed the Princess Charlotte, with a gush of

fervid feeling and grateful enthusiasm: "pardon
me, 1 say, for having mistrusted you for a moment
—but I felt at the time as if there were no longer
any confidence to be bestowed on a single beina'

upon earth!"

"Tell me, Charlotte," said the Princess Sophia,
"what it is that has affected you so painfully—so
profoundly."

"I will endeavour to restrain my feelings in

such a manner," answered the young Princess,

"as to enable mo to give you a calm and intel-

ligible narrative of what has occurred. You know
that at Windsor Castle I have free access on all

occasions to the Queen's private apartments, and
that it is never considered necessary for me to
send :md annouiico my intention of visiting her
Majesty in her own room. You are likewise aware
that her Majesty is particularly fond at this time
of the year, when the weather is so cold, of sitting
in the little room which she calls the. btnidoir, and
which ba» aouble doors. Well, ut about eleven

o'clock this forenoon I repaired as usnul to pay my
respects to her Majesty, forgcttiu- to ask pre-
viously whether she was alone. On reaching the
boudoir, I found the outer door ajar—and perhaps
you remember how noiselessly it opens f Certain
it is that when I opened it the sound could not
have been heard insido the room ; for the voices

that were in conversation did not cease speaking.
On hearing those voices, and recognizing one to
be the Queen's, I was immediately on the point
of retiring, under the impression that her Majesty
was engaged, when something which fell from her
hps suddenly transfixed me to the spot. The words
were to this effect:—'^wf, my dear Mrs. Owen,
we have gone too far to retreat ; the ruin of the

Prinaiss Caroline is resolved upon ; it must be ac-
complished—atld I am determined that she shall

never, never have a chance of being Queen of Eng.
land.''—Oh! as these dreadful syllables met mine
ears, a cold tremor seized upon me—I shivered

violently from head to foot, and should have fallen

had I not actually clung to the door-post for sup-

port. Then with a mighty effort I so far con-

quered my emotions as to remain an eager, breath-
less listener. It was now Mrs. Owen—a name* I

had sometimes heard before—who spoke. ' / am
well aware,' she said, 'of the truth of your Majesty^s

observation, that we have gone much toofar to retreat

:

but what I dread is exposure—and this alarm I en-

tertain not merelyfor my own sake, but that of every

one implicated in the business. That meddling young

man's escape from the agents of the French Pre-

fect ' Here the Queen inierrupted Mrs. Owen,
exclaiming, 'io« are sure that the intelligence is

co)-rect ?'— ' Beyond all possibility of doubt,' replied

Mrs. Owen: 'here is the letter which the Prefect of
Police in Paris has written to the Jfarquis ofLeve-
son acquainting him with alt that is known of the

rescue and escape.'—Then as I still remained spell-

bound at the threshold of the boudoir, I could

hear the rustling of a paper, as of a letter being

opened ; and then a pause ensued in the courer-

satiou, 80 that I felt assured the Queen was read-

ing the letter which Mrs. Owen appeared to liave

put into her hands. Wherefore did I not fly from

that spot? Oh! cannot you comprehend tlie

terrible nature of that curiosity which thus re-

tained me there ? Aud now I was shivering with

a chill no longer, but trembling with a burning

fever; for the blood was pouring like molten leud

through my veins. Eagerly, intensely did I listen

to catch the next words that might be uttered.

At length the Queen spoke again. She had evi-

dently finished tlie perusal of the letter. ' Who
could have been the authors of that jxscue?' she

said, in the quick, sharp, querulous tone which she

adopts when labouring under apprehension or

aimoyance. ' You see,' she continued, ' it is quite

clear from the report iruidc by the police agents to

the Prefect, tliat the plot must have been deeply laid,

and that they were Knglishmen who accompUshed
the rescue. Who could they have been?'—'That is

the mystery, and likewise the source of altvm,'' ob-

served Mrs. Owen. ' Certain it is that there are

now several pcjple who are acquainted with the

whole pint which we have been conducting for years

past : for of course the self-styled Jocalgn Lofius

did not fail to tell eiurythiug to his friends afier his

rescue, even if they did not know all particulars be-

fore.'—' Which teas most probable,' added the



QufiPn, in a still more bitter tone of vexation :

' or ehe how could lliey have knoicn he was a pri-

scuHT Milder such rirciimslancfn :' and wherefore

should they ham altempted to rescue, him ? IVhnt

can have, become of him ?'—.Mrs. Owen, in reply,

proceeded to remind the Queen that this young:

man whom they called Jocelyn Loftu!», was en-

gafjedto be married to ayoun;j lady named Louisa
j

Stanley, residing: at Canterbury; and it appears
j

also from what Mrs. Owen said, that her youngest
,

daughter—Mary by name—is stayirif,' with that

same Miss Stanley. / have, allowed Mary,' ob-
served Mrs. Owen, *to remain there unmolested,

because she is burled in <i xeclimion where she lias no

opportunity of reveiding our secrets in a manner cal-

culaled to do us any more harm than she has already

diine: Afrs. Owen likewise proceeded to observe
thai she hated her younjjest daughter and should
never again be able to bear the si^lit of her, 'be-

came she hod praised so disoliedlent.' But heavens!

my dear aunt, in what think you that this disc-

bedience consisted '?"

" I know not, my dear Charlotte," returned the

Princess Sophia, who had listened with a pro-

foundly mournful interest to the preceding narra-

tive. " Pray continue : this is indeed a dreadful

recital
!"

"Dreadful!" echoed the Princess Charlotte,

hastily wiping the tears from her eyes and assum-

ing a forced composure. *' From the conversation

which ensued between Mrs. Owen and the Queen,

I learnt that for years past a fearful conspiracy

has been in existence—a conspiracy My God!

for what object? Oh! to accomplish the ruin

of my poor mother! In this conspiracy the

Queen, three or four noblemen, several titled

ladies, and this Mrs. Owen have been leagued:

and what is worse—Oh! ten thousand times worse

—my father the Princo Kegent is deep in that

same conspiracy against his own wile! Ave and
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more too Alas! my dear aunt that I should

have to afflict you by these communications: but

to you alone can I confide my sorrows—from you

alone can I expect sympathy! I have named

somo of the conspirators : but in addition to the

list, I must specify my two uncles, the Dukes

And here the voico of the young Princess was

lost in sobs as she murmured the two names.

«0 heavens! this is terrible— terrible!" ex-

claimed the Princess Sophia, clasping her hands.

" Now you can underst;ind my sorrcm, and you

can sympathine with me!" said the unhappy young

Princess Charlotte. "That I should be com-

pelled thus to speak to you concerning your own

mother and your brothers
"

« Is scarcely so dreadful," interrupted the

Princess Sophia, " as for yon, my dear niece, to

have learnt so much evil of your own father!

But pray proceed. Frightful as the narrative is,

I am nevertheless impelled by a mournful intwest

to hear it all."

"I have already told you," resumed the Princess

Charlotte, "that this conspiracy has been pro-

gressing for years. You are aware—of course

you are—that in 1806 certain grave and serious

charges were made against my poor mother. 1

was only tea years of age at the time, and was

too young to know what was going on : but still I

knew, even theti, that my poor mother was unhappy

—for when taken to see her at Blackheath, I

noticed—child as I was—that she cried bitterly,

very bitterly ! You know, my dear aunt, that the

charges made against her at the time of which I

am speaking, all fell to the ground : not one could

be maintained—they were the basest fabrications

—the vilest inventions of calumny ! This I have

of course learnt only -within the last few years

:

but it was reserved for this day's incident to re-

veal to me the astounding fact that those charges,

made against my poor mother in 1806, resulted

from the schemes of the conspirators whom I

have named !"

" Oh 1 surely you must be labouring under some

terrible misapprehension?" exclaimed the Prin-

cess Sophia, contemplating her niece in dismay.

" No: all that I am telling you did I glean from

the discourse which took place between the

Queen and Mrs. Owen this morning. But that is

not all," exclaimed the Princess Charlotte, with

another powerful and painful eiTort to subdue a

passionate outburst of those feelings that were

struggling to find a vent, "At this present mo-
ment Mrs. Owen's three eldest daughters are en-

gaged in carrying out the schemes of the con-

spirators : and it is because the youngest daughter

Mary recoiled in horror from the same detestable

service when it was proposed to her—it is for this

reason that she is hated by her mother, rendered

homeless, and made dependent on the generosity

of that Miss Louisa Stanley whose name I have
already mentioned. Oh! you perceive, my dear

aunt, that this morning has been fraught with

terrible revelations for me I And can you won-
der if 1 ere now expressed u doubt whethsr I

would ever return to AYiudsor again—or whether
1 would not quit England, repair to Italy, and not
only warn my beloved mother of the p-rils which
surround her, but likewise remain with her hence-
forth to sooth and solace her?"

" No—yoa iBU?t not leave En'^land, my dear
niece," said the Princess Sophia. "Such a course
could only lead to a scandal and an exposure that
might involve the whole Royal Family in utter
rnio. You have sought my advice, and you shall

have it: jou shall have my best assigtance also—
but believe me, the utmost caution and circum-
spection must be used. Tell me however whether
anything farther took place between Mrs. Owen
and my mother this morning, and how their in-

terview terminatsd."

"Mrs. Owen reminded her Majesty, as I joat

now said," resumed the Princess Charlotte, "of
the circumstance that the young gentleman whom
they spoke of as Jocelyn Loftus was engaged to

be married to that Miss Louisa Stanley with whom
Mary Owen is staying at Canterbury. Mrs. Owen
therefore suggested that it was very probable

Jocelyu Loftus, on his escape from the hands of

the French authorities, would fly back to England
and hasten to convince his beloved Louisa of his

safety. That he would take this step instead of

hurrying on to Italy, Mrs. Owen suggested as

more than probable ; and the Queen appeared to

fall into the same view of the matter. They there-

fore buoyed themselves up with this hope : and
from some farther remarks which they made, it

seems as if they cared not if Jocelyn Loftus should

content himself with merely writing a warning

letter to my dear mother in Italy, inasmuch as my
mother is so completely surrounded by the crea>

turea and tools of the conspirators, that the cor-

respondence addressed to her is subjected to the

most rigid scrutiny, and all letters calculated to

open her eyes to the dangers of her position, are

carefully suppressed."
" I could not have believed my mother capable

of such wickedness," said the Princess Sophia, ter-

ribly afflicted and profoundly humiliated at being

thus compelled to listen to the recital of a parent's

iniquities.

" 'Tis, alas ! all too true," observed the Princess

Charlotte. " And, Oh !" she exclaimed, bursting

into tears, " bow shall I ever be able to meet my
father again, otherwise than to overwhelm him
with reproaches for his conduct towards my
mother? For observe, my dear aunt," she cried,

suddenly wiping away her tears, and evidently

deriving solace from the thought which had just

struck her and to which she was about to give ut-

terance,—"not once, throughout that long con-

versation which I overheard this morning, did

either the Queen or Mrs. Owen venture to nnpute

a single crime to my poor mother I On the con-

trary, it is because the conspirators know her to

be virtuous that they are compelled to invent im-

putations against her and suborn perjurers to

weave the meshes of circumstantial evidence

around her, in order to consummate her ruin. The

mere existence of this conspiracy, without even all

the frightful details that have come to my knowledge,

would be sufficient to prove my mother's innocence

and virtue. Then wherefore is she thus perse-

cuted? why have I been for years separated from

her ? At first, when I w.is a child, I was told that

it was not consistent with my rank as lineal heiress

to the throne to be brought up under my parents'

care ; and knowing no better, but believing what

I was told, I repined not. But as I grew up, mis-

givings relative to the truth of those represeu-
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1 tations entered my mind; and as you are well

' aware, my de;ir aunt, I have for the last two or

i three years been much afflicted—much grieved^

I
not only at being separated from both my parents,

I
but also because they themselves are separated !

' You know," added the Princess Charlotte with the

j

fervid eloquence of feelings deeply moved, "that

! such have been my griefs !"

" I know it, alas ! too well," exclaimed the Prin-
' cess Sophia, throwing her arms round the neck of

I her young and handsome niece. " I know it, my
beloved Charlotte— for you have poured forth ali

your woes into my bosom, and I have done my
best to console you !"

"Yes—you have been a dear fond relative to

me," replied the royal niece, affectionately return-

I

ing the aunt's caresses. "How often have you

I

sustained my drooping spirit! and how valuable

I

have been your lessons, in teaching me the ne-

j

cessity of assuming a demeanour calculated to

I

prevent the giddy throng of rank and fashion from

I conjectsring how painful were the gnawings of

I

affliction at my heart's core! But this is not the

I

time and these are not the circumstances," she

I

suddenly exclaimed, "for me to give way to grief.

I I must study how to act for the best—and you,

my dear aunt, must couusei me."

j

" But you have not told me all that occurrsd in

I the Queen's boudoir ? " remarked Sophia.

[

"Oil! these frequent interruptions which the

I gush of feeling occasions!" cried the Princess

Charlotte. " The discourse between her Majesty
I and Mrs. Owen was long and serious—embracing

so many points that it gave me the completest in-

I

sight into the whole conspiracy. But they resolved

i upon nothing definite—unless it were to ascertain

i without delay whether the young gentleman whom
I

they called Jooelyn Loftus, be really at Canterbury

j
or not. At length Mrs. Owen rose to depart; and

j

I fled aw;iy from the vicinage of the boudoir.

1 Hastening to my own apartments, I ordered the
. carriage— dressed myself in a hurry—and came
' direct from Windsor to St. James's, to consult

with you, my best friend and kindest relative T'

" I have already urged the absolute necessity of

prudence and caution," said the Princess Sophia.

"Unfortunately, my dear Charlotte, the monar-
chical institutions of this country are becoming

I

unpopular with the great mass of the people. The
j

establishment of a Republic in North America
I and the tremendous impulse given to liberal ideas
' by the French Revolution, have set the millions

a-thinking in this country. The consequence is

I that Royalty is menaced on every side : its end is

approaching—and those who are anxious to preci-

, pitate the catastrophe, rejoice in each new suicidal

act which Royalty itself commits. Every crime,

,
every vice, every frailty, every misdeed connected
with Royalty that can be dragged forth by its

enemies to the public eye, constitutes one of its

suicidal acts and becomes a nail which it is knock-
ing in its own coffin. It is not tfierefore for you,
my dear Charlotte, to do aught to accelerate the
ruin of that throne whereon yon hope to sit : and
hence the absolute necessity for caution — the
utmost caution indeed, under present circum-
stances."

I

" But something muut bo done I" cried the young
i

Princess, who ha.i listened with Hie utmost impa-
tience to her aunt's somewhat lengthened address.

"I cannot suffer my poor mother to remain en-
vironed by these fearful perils. If I write to her a
warning letter, it will be intercepted "

" An ilea has strudi me !" ejaculated the Prin-
cess S jphia. « It is evident that this Mr. Jocelyn
Loftus is a generous-hearted, chivalrous young
man—one who is resolved to become the champion
of your mother against her enemies. Arguing
from a knowledge of the human heart, it is indeed
most probable that after his rescue from the
French authorities, he has sped back to England
to embrace his beloved Louisa and personally
assure her of his safety. I will at all events write
this very day to Canterbury "

" You will write to Mr. Loftus ?" exclaimed the
Princess Charlotte, eagerly and thankfully.

" Yes, I will write to him," resumed the royal
aunt :

" I will beseech hun to come up to London
at once and hold a conference with me—a con-
ference at which you, my dear niece, shall be pre-
sent ;—and then we will settle some decisive plan
for the protection of your dear mother against her
enemies."

" Yes—this is the best course to pursue," ex-
claimed the Princess Charlotte, again flinging

herself into Sophia's arms and embracing her
affectionately. "Alas! alas!" she continued, the
tears once more streaming down her cheeks;
" sad—very sad is my poor mother's destiny ! You
must know, my dear aunt, that although everybody
observes such caution when speaking in my hear-
ing, there are nevertheless times when I cannot
help catching things which were never meant to
reach me : and sometimes, too, I glean from news-
papers such strange allegations and unmistakable
allusions

"

"Concerning whom, my dear girl ?" demanded
the Princess Sophia, anxiously.

" Concerning my own father, the Prince Regent
of the Kingdom!" was the response, delivered
with so profound a melancholy that it was evident
the young Princess deeply felt the consciousness
of her sire's profligacy. "I know many things
which perhaps, at my age and in my position, I

ought not to know," she continued. " I know, for

instance, that during the long years which have
elapsed since my father's separation from my
mother, he has been leading a life which reflects

no honour upon him as a parent, a husband, or a
Prince. I know that many and many a titled

dame belonging to the Royal Court, has been too
intimate with him: and 1 know also that Lady
Sackville is the present Royal Favourite at Carlton
House, and that her will, if she choose to assert it,

may not only become law there but also throu!,'h-

out the British empire. Can I wonder then, my
dear aunt, to hear you tell me that Royalty is

suffering in the estimation of the people of this

country ?"

" Would to heaven, my dear Charbtte," e.T-

claimed the Princess Sophia, her own feeling* now
worked up to the most painful degree of excite-

ment : for she felt—deeply, poignantly felt—that
slie herself was far from inmiaculate, and that the

<liscovery of her dishonour had tended amongst
other overwlisliBJng misfortunes to render her own
f.ithfr, Goorge 111, a hopeless lunatic: "would to

heaven that such topics a» those to which you
have ailudt'il, had never been forced upon your
thoughts ! Oh ! my dear niece, you are too youu j
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—too good—to have such rortcutions thrust as it

were upon your innocent contemplation
"

" ReHections which destroy all the innocence of

the aoul !" interrupted Charlotte bitterly. " Where
is the generous confidence of my youthfulness '

It ii gone—-^one—and never can be restored

!

Often do I think of those apples which grow upon

the banks of the Dead Sea, and which though

fail" and beauteous to ga/.e upon, nevertheless con-

tait) naught but corruption and rottenness. May
not the Britisli Court be likened unto one of those

deceptive fruits?—for, alas! my dear aunt, it is

not concerning my father only that startling whis-

perd have sometimes reached my ears and dis-

tressing allusions in the newspapers have met mine
eyes, but there is scarcely a member of the Royal
Family concerning whom I have not recently

heard or read something calculated to shock or

scare me !"

"Good heavens 1 what mean you, dear girl?'

demanded the Princess Sophia, surveying her niece

>Yitli territied amazement: for Itnowing how many
dreadful things might be told relative to her

parents, her brothers, her sisters, and even her-

self, Sophia was naturally stricken with horrible

suspense as to how much of all those fearful truths

iiad come to the knowledge of her niece.

" Oh ! wherefore .should I annoy and distress

you, my dear aunt, more than I have already done 1'"

exclaimed the Princess Charlotte, now evidently

ciiagrined at having made her last observation.

"But you must tell me, my dear child, what you
have heard or read," said the Princess Sophia,

earnestly and even entreatingly : " because I will

candidly tell you how much is true and how much
is false, of all that rumour circulates or that scandal

loves to repeat."

" Yes—it is better that I should know how to dis-

criminate between the true and false," said the

young Princess, evidently appreciating the justice

of the remark. "Heaven knows that the Royal
History is already clouded enough, without the

necessity of wilful exaggeration ! I have heard
then, my dear aunt," she continued, partially avert-

ing her blushing countenance, "that my deceased

aunt, your well-beloved sister the Princess Amelia,
died lieartbroken from a blighted and dishonouring

love
"

" No, no—it is not true—it is not true '." ex-
claimed the Princess Sophia ; but her very manner
convinced her niece that the tale was indeed too
true. "What else have you heard, Charlotte!'"

demanded the aunt abruptly.
" Dreadful things connected with my uncle Ernest,

the Duke of Cumberland," responded the young
Princess hesitatingly. " 1 overheard the other day
the Hon. Mrs. Bredalbaue and Lady Prescott con-
versing together about uncle Ernest and his late

valet Sellis
"

"Oh! but this is the vilest of scandals I" ex-
claimed the Princess Sophia, starting as if gal-

vani.sed. " Come, my deai- girl—we must talk no
more upon the subject—you must think no more
of them "

" I will endeavour to forget them," rejoined the
Princess Charlotte: but having taken her leave of
her a\nit, she continued to ponder deeply and pain-
fully upon all these matters during her ride back
to Windsor Castle.

CHAPTER Cl.V.

AVESTMINSTEB B E I 1> G L

.

It was the Wednesday fi.\ed for the appointment
with Daniel Coffin on Westminster-bridge ; and
shortly aficr dusk the Prince Regent, muffled
closely in a capacious mantle, and with a hat the
slouching brims of which completely shaded his

countenance, issued from the private gat€ of
Carlton Palace that opened into St. James's Park.
Passing rapidly along the Mall, he at length relaxed
his pace; and on arriving opposite St. James's
Palace he walked very slowly, in the evident ex-
pectation of meeting some one. The evening was
dull and misty, and very few people were in the
park : but presently a figure, with an unmistakable
gait, emerged as it were from the surrounding
gloom, and accosted his Royal Highness.

" Ah ! it is you," ejaculated the Prince. " You ai-e

punctual : it is barely live o'clock."

" Why, your Royal Highness," observed the

Hangman, " when I received such a pressing, and
I may say a peremptory message as your valet

brought me to-day, it wasn't likely I should go and
neglect it."

"Well, well," interrupted the Prince; "you
must talk as little and listen as patiently as you can,

for 1 have something of the greatest importance to

say to you. But before I proceed, let me tell you
that if I know how to reward liberally 1 am equally

aware how to punish severely; so that your fidelity

shall be nobly recompensed, but any treachery on
your part shall be ruthlessly punished."

" I don't at all object to sui^li terms," remarked
CotTm : "because I am too wise not to earn the

reward—and I am not such a fool as to risk the

punishment."
" I like deeds and not words," said the Prince :

" and if I have given you this warning, it has not

been without a reason. AVherefore did you go to

Lady Ernestiua Dysart and till her that it was my
intention to make her the bearer of the money to

be paid to you this night '.'"

" Ahi" ejaculated the Hangman :
" her ladyship

told you that ? But what else did she tell your
Royal Highness ?"

" She told me nothing," replied the Prince, "but
what 1 presume was the truth : namely, that you
insinuated yourself into Levesou House— that you
found your way to her private chamber—and that

you made her a monstrous proposal which 1 dare

not name."
" And was this all Lady Ernestina told you ?"

inquired the Hangman, the sardonic leer which

he gave being visible even in the deepening glooin

of the hour.

" Was not that enough \"' e.iclaimed the" Prince,

astonished at the question :
" or would you have

me understand that Lady Ernestina actually suc-

cumbed to your wishes ?"

"No— I didn't mean anything of the sort," in-

terrupted the Hangman, now satisfied that Ernes-

tina had ni>t mentioned to the Prince a word re-

lative 10 the other incidents which had occurred

on the same night at Leveson House : not that he

would have cared if she had been more communi-

cative on the subject, but he was merely curious

to ascertain the point.
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" There is (iciraetliiiiff pecviliar ia your iridiinBr,"

paiil the Prince: "as it you fancied tliat Lady

Erncstin* revealed to me less than she might have

I done.''

I

" Well," observed the Hangman, carelessly, " I

' only thought perhaps she might have told your

! Royal Highness that 1 got a few guineas out of

: her, and one or two little articles of jewellery that

i
she gave me "

j

" Of that no matter," interrupted the Prince :

I

" it is your disposition as well as your calling to

I

lay your hand on whatever comes ia your way.

I
But to cut all this matter short, I merely mention

the fact of Lady Ernestina's calling privately upon

I
me and communicating the particulars of your i

r visit to her, in order to show you by your own
|

actions that you cannot always keep a secret or

"behave prudently."'
'' "AVell, I admit I was wrong," observed the

. JJangman, affecting a contrite tone :
" but as your

' Royal Highness had so positively said you meant

, to employ Lady Erneslina to bring the money to

Die at eleven o'clock to-night on Westminster

Bri'lge, I didn't think there was any harm in just

mentioning the fact to her, and I certainly did not

expect that she would peach to you again "

" Well, once more I say," ejaculated the Prince,

inipetuouiily, "you must listen and not talk—and
you must beware in fature how you open your lips

to breathe my name to a soul. I know your cha-

racter well : money is your god—gold is your
idol ; and you care not what you do or what hap-

pens as long as your avarice is gratified. Is it

not so
'?'

" Your Royal Highness isn't far wrong," an-

swered the Hangman with a chuckle.
'• I knew It," observed the Prince lacouically.

" And now, therefore, I am going this evening to !

tempt you with quantities of gold—indeed ti* line i

your pockets so effectually with the precious meta"
j

that, if I mistake not, you will be the happiest man
in existence. In the first place, I give you at once
tlio five hundred guineas which were to liave been

!

handed over to you to-night at eleven oclouk "

" \h : then that appointment is not to be kept ?"
,

ejaculated Coflin, as he clutched the heavy bag of
chinking gold which the Prince gave him as he
Hpoke.

"Listen and interrupt me not," continued his

Royal Highness. "You have the five hundred
guineas! which I promised you: now 1 wish to

know whether you will earn another five hundred
by performing the service I am about to specify ?"

" I'd hang my own mother for such a sum, if she
was alive," answered Coffin, eagerly.

"Then if you would so willingly dispose of your
parent,* exclaimed the Prince, "you will have no
objection to surrender up to the keeping of others
a person who is now dwelling beneath your
roof?"

"Who does your Royal Highness mean?" de-
manded Coffin.

" I mean the young man who passes by the name
of the Foundling "'

"Ah! what, .lack? I thought from what Tvo
lately heard that h« belongs by rights to some
great family. I waa quite sure that Larry Samp-
son," continued the Hangman, "did not go up to
Titgprurty's to make inquiries for nothing."

" AVho or whftt the lad is you will never know,"

resumed the Prince, in a firm and decisive tone.

"Be. it sufficient for me to say that his mother is

a lady who has enlisted ray sympathies in her ca jc ;

and I purpose to provide for the young man in a
foreign country. Now, will you part with him by
fair means T

" To be sure—for the consideration named just

now," answered the Hangman, readily.

" But in order to earn that other five hundred
guineas," resumed the Prince, "you must do cer-

tain things to carry out the views which 1 enter-

tain. In the first place, you must on some pre-

tence or excuse cause the Foundling to be in the

central recess on the left hand side of 'Westminster

Bridge this night at eleven o'clock I In a word,

he must keep the precise appointment which was
originally made for you : and he must be left

alone in that recess for at least a quarter of an
hour or twenty minutes."

" What the deuce can this be for ?" exclaimed

the Hangman. " I should not like any harm to

befall the boy "

" Harm — nonsense !" ejaculated the Prince :

" none is intended. But as circumstances compel
me thus to confide in you, I have no objection to

state for your security and tranquillity, that the

object of the boy's being left alone in the recess

of the bridge this night for a brief period, is to

enable one who feels deeply interested in him to

have an opportunity of gazing for once upon his

countenance. Now do you understand me ?"

" Perfectly—and it shall be done," replied the
Haugman. " What next ?"

" The moment you have left the Foundling in

th« recess,"' continued the Regent, "you will

hasten to the end of the bridge on the '\Vestmin-

ster side, and there you will encounter me. I

shall be dressed as you see me now; and then I
will explain to yon what farther is required to be
done."

"But I would rather know now," said the
Hangman, naturally suspicious of treacliery.

" Well," said the Prince, jii'ter a brief pause, "1
think it may be better to explain myself at once.
When the Foundling has been a quarter of an hour
in the recess of the bridge, you will have to fetch

him away again and induce him to accompany you
in a boat on some pretence or another, as far as
the receiving-ship which lies off the Tower Stairs.

You will place him aboard that ship, and there

leave him. These are all the details of the ser-

vice which 1 require of you, and for which the

other five hundred guineas shall be placed in your
hands when 1 meet you on the bridge to-night.

And now, before you utter a word in reply to my
proposals, let me tell you that if you do under-
take this night's service, you must beware of

treachery! For were you to receive my gold and
then keep the boy with you still, in the hope of

making him the pretence and means of future

exactions, I will find a way to wreak a deadly ven-

geance upon you. Therefore let us understand

each other well
"

" Your Koyiil Highness needn't fear : 1 will bo

staunch to the back-bone," exdtimed the Hang-
man. "Of course 1 doB"t mind m long as I know
tlio lad is to be properly dealt with."

" lli> shall be amply and honourably provided

for in the Colonics," rejoined the Prince. " It

was at first m" iutculioa to have him taken frca
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j

"Everythiuj^ is arranged,'' he said, "in accord-
jjriiorance of what ultimately became of him : but ance with your desires. This night, at eleven
on maturer reflpctiou, I resolved—seeing that he

]

o'clock, shall you have an opportunity of gazing
had lived with you so long—to deal frankly and

|

for a few moments upon your son, and even of

candidly with you. I have now done so; and I
j

speaking to him a few words if you will. But in

oflfer you a large—a very large reward."

"And I sliaij't prove ungrateful for the kindness

you have shown," said the Hangman.
" As a mutter of course," observed the Princej

a thought striking him, "you will not mention to

the young man a single word beforehand?—you
will not in any way excite his suspicion relative to

the proceedings that are this night to take place

with regard to him ?"

"Trust me," exclaimed Coffin. "I shall know
how to invent some excuse to make him stay in

the recess of the bridge till I go back to fetch him
again ; and as for getting him in a boat down as

far as the receiving -ship, that will be easy enough
—for I have often taken him on queer expeditions

the object of which he has never known till the

time came. All that can be easily managed : the

deuce of it is what am I to say afterwards to my
young woman and her brother about his disap-

pearance ?"

" Say that he has run away," cried the Prince

;

" or been killed in some scuffle."

""Well, I suppose I shall find an excuse," ob-
served the Hangman. "Has your Royal Highness
anything more to say \'"

" Nothing," was the response : " only to warn
you once again to beware of perfidy, and to bid
you meet me punctually at the beginning of West-
minster Bridge as the clock strikes eleven—the
Foundling being at that hour in the recess agreed
upon."

" All shall be right as the mail," responded the

Hangman.
He and the Prince then separated—the latter

hastening across the INIall to St. James's Palace,

and the former quitting the park at an equally

speedy pace.

Astonished at all he had heard—devoured with
curiosity to learn who the Foundling's parents
really could be—revolving in his mind a thousand
schemes to penetrate this mystery and turn it to

subsequent advantage—Daniel Coffin sped towards
Fleet Lane; and in the absorbing pre-occupation
of his thoughts he accomplished a considerable

portion of the distance ere he remembered that
he had enjoined Lady Erncstina to be sure and
meet him that night at eleven o'clock. But then
he reflected that the Priice must have no doubt
already told her, or would let her know during the
evening, that he had changed liis mind and re-
quired not her services to convey the five hundred
guineas. Then, under these circumstances, would
Erpestina repair to the bridge at all ? The Hang-
man could not possibly conjecture : nor did he now
choose to devote much attention to the subject.
His desires in that quarter were, for the time being,
all wrapped up in the more absorbing excitement
of the business he had in hand and the money he
had yet to earn.

]\Ieautime the Prince Regent had entered St.
James's Pulace, and proceeded straight to the
apartnients of his sister the Princess Sophia. On
obtaining an interview with her alone, he hastened
to explain as much a-^ he thought fit of what he
had done in the matter now nearest her heart.

this case you will of course address him as a
stranger; and I warn you against sutt'ering any
transitory feeling of weakness to betray you into a
revelation to that youth "

"N.:, no—not for the world,"' interrupted the
Princess, "would I confess to him the secret of
his birth ! I shall not trust myself to speak to him
at all : I shall merely look upon him But
enough of this ! "What other arrangements have
you made ?"

" At half-past ten to-night I shall come to fetch

you," resumed the Prince : " and you will have to

accompany me on foot to the place where I have
arranged for the youth to be at eleven. As a
matter of course I have been compelled to make a
confidant of that dreadful man—I will not name
him—with whom the boy has been living so long.

After you have seen your son, that man will take
him away in a boat to the receiving-ship Ij-ing off

the Tower, the lieutenant in command of which
has already received private instructions how to

act. A vessel now lying at Grareseud and bound
for Canada, sets sail at three o'clock in the morn-
ing, by which hour there will be ample time to place

the youth on board "

" And when he arrives in Canada ?" asked the

Princess, impatiently.

"A good situation will be provided for him,"
replied the Prince, "and ample opportunity afforded
for his reformation and future welfare."

" Thank you, brother, for all this trouble—this
forethought— this excellent arrangement," cri«d

the Princess, the tears trickling down her cheeks

:

then as a sudden thought fashed to her mind, she
exclaimed, " But that dreadful man of whom you
have made a confidant

"'

" I shall take good care of him also," answered
the Prince, with a look of sinister meaning.
He then took a temporary leave of his royal

sister, promising to return again at half-past ten
o'clock : and in the meantime he went back to

Carlton House to indulge in a luxurious banquet
and a copious flow of wine. But in the middle of
the festivity he received a whispered intimation

from his faithful valet Germain, that Lady Ernes-

tinaDysart had called to see him upon most urgent
business. Apologising therefore to his guests at

the dinner-table for leaving them for a few minutes,

the Prince repaired to the apartment to whieh
Lady Ernestina had been shown.

"Pardon me for thus intruding upon you, at

such an hour," said her ladyship, raising the dark
veil which had covered her features :

" but yon
remember when 1 saw you the other day that you
were to communicate with me again—and I was
fearful you migiit have forgotten that this is the

night "

" No—1 had not forgotten it," interrupted the

Prince, taking the lady's hand and pressing it

warmly. " But the truth is, my dear Ernestina, I

have made some other arrangements. Indsed, on
maturer reflection, 1 could uot think of allowing

you to perform so ignuminious a part as to meet
that ruffiau for the purpose of yiviug him the

money "
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"Ah!" ejaculated Eruestiaa: "thea I presume

you have entrusted some other messenger with the

requisite amount? You are sure you have not

iie^flectedit?"
" Not for the world !" cried the Prince, anxious

to get back to the dinner-table. "Everything is

arranged: and you have nothing to fear."

"A thousand thanks for this assurance!"' ex-

claimed Eruestiaa. "And now farewell: I will

not keep you another moment away from your

guests."

The Prince pressed his lips to Ernestina's, and

they separated—his Royal Highness returning to

the banquet which he had quitted so reluctantly, and

his frail friend issuing fjrth again from Carlton

House. But as with her veil closely drawn down,

she retraced her steps to Albemarle Street, Er-

nestina said to herself, " It is all right ! My mortal

enemy will be there—a.nd opportunity will conse-

quently still serve the resolve 1 have taken. 'Tis

for me to anticipate the messenger whom the

Prince will send with the money ! Yes—the path

is clear enough. One bold deed—one energetic

act—one tremendous crime—and I am safe ! But,

Ah! better even that crime than live in constant

terror of this dreadful man ! And after all, it can

be no crime to rid oneself of a mortal enemy : it

is merely striking a blow in self-defence
!"

Such were Ernestina's dreadful musings, as she

hurriedly retraced her way to Levcson House.

At half past ten o'clock the Prince Regent, once

more muffled up in his ample cloak and wearing
the hat with the slouched brims, issued forth from
Carlton House, entered St. James's Falace, and
repaired to the apartments of the Princess Sophia.

Almost immediately afterwards, he came forth

again, accompanied by his sister, who was likewise

enveloped in a capacious mantle besides wearing a
thick veil attached to her bonnet. Clinging to her

brother's arm, she sped nervously on by his side,

her heart beating audibly and painfully. Little

was spoken between them as they traversed the

park m the most cautious manner with a view tp

avoid observation; but on this score they were
comparatively safe—for the night was tempestuous,
the wind had risen, the rain was falling, and few
people were abroad. Even the occasional strag-

I

glers whom they met, when eniergina| into Great
George Street, and afterwards in Bfidgc Street,

little suspected that the gentleman and lady whom
they thus passed and who were muffled up in those
ample cloaks, were the Prince Regent and his

r»yal sister!

When within about a dozen yards of the begin-
ning of the bridge, the Prince said in a hurried
voice, "You must now cross to the other side of
the street—and keep your eyes fixed upon mo.
The lamplight is strong enougli for that purpose.
AVatch until you see a man join me: then, if I

keep him in convorsatit)n, you may rest assured
tbat it is the ruHiim Coffin. In this case lose no
time in hastening on to the recess which I have
already explained to you, and where no doubt the
youth will be seated. Fortunate is it for our
entprprise that the night is so inclement: there
are evidently but very few persons abroad, and the
bridge soenis comparatively deserted."

While making this last observation, the Prince's
straining eyes followed the curvature of the bridge
as it was traced by the double row of lamps; and

few indeed were the passenger-furnis that darkened

the spaces of light produced by those lamps which

were suspended ov_'r the massive stone recesses

that have only within the last few years been re-

moved from the bridge. In compliance with her

brother's suggestions, the Princess Sophia quitted

his arm—crossed the street—and from the oppo-

site side attentively watched his movements.

Eleven o'clock was proclaimed by the iron tongue

of time sounding from Westminster Abbey; and

while the metallic din of the last stroke was yet

vibrating in the gu-ity night-wind, a man enveloped
I

in coarse rough garments stepped up to the

Prince.
" I'm Daniel Coffin," he said.

" All right !" responded his Royal Highness. " Is

the lad there?"
" He is—and deucedly puzzled, too, to know what

it can be all about."

" No matter, as long as he is there. You will

have the kindness to remain here with me for a few

minutes."
" To be sure," rejoined the Hangman. "Davilish

good dodge on your part to prevent me going to see

what sort of a lady it is that means to peep into the

recess ! But I don't mean to play your Royal High-

ness such a dirty trick
"

" Hush ! address me not by name !" whispered the

Prince, impatiently: then as he cast a look across

the way, he beheld his sister hurrying on towards

the recess ! "Here—cornea little farther into the

shade, and take this bag. You fouud the contents of

the other to be all right ?"

"Nothing could be more accurate," answered

Daniel Coffin, as he clutched this second bag which
the Prince placed in his hand.

We must now digress for a few moiuents to state

that just before the Prince Regent aud his royal

sister made their appearance in Bridge Street, Lady
Ernastina Dysart had passed rapidly that way and
had at once entered upon the bridge. She was not

now clad in her widow's weeds, but wore a garb evi-

dently assumed for the purpose of disguise; and
while one hand kept down the folds of a dark thick

veil over her features, the other firmly clutched a

naked dagger beneath her cloak. Could any human
glance have penetrated through that veil, it would
have seen her countenance ghastly pale, and her

ashy white lips compressed with the stern resolve
'

that swayed her soul and was reflected iu the fixed

look of her eloquent eyes. Her pace was rapid but

determined : there was not the least irrjsolution in

her mien, her gait, nor in her heart.

Continuing her way over the bridge, she flung a

quick searching look into the middle recess on the

left hand side as she passed it by ; but no one was
there. She accordingly proceeded onward until she

reached the extremity of the bridije on the Lambeth
side : and there, just as she was about to turn h-ick,

she caught a sudden glimpse of the uninistakiible

features of the Hangman as he looked up for a mo-
ment and the light of the lamp fell upon his coun-

tenance. Ernestina did not give a second glance:

that one was sufficient—and as she thus acquired the

sud len certainty that her mortal enemy was upon

the bridge, a flame appeared to difluse itself through-

out her entire being. Insteati of turning b.ick at the

instant, she walked a few yards farlh''i' on— saying

to herself, "I will allow him lime to re.icli the re-

cess ere I retrace my way,"
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By not flinging a second glance upon the Hacg-

mail, but remaining satisfied with the one which had

' showed her he was tiiere, she did not notice that

!
some one accompanied him. With the fires of

i anticipated vengeance coursing through her veins,

and clutching' lier dagger still more firmly than

even at first, she turned back— retraced her steps—

and just as she reached the middle recess, again

caught sight of the Hangman who was standing on

the footway as if waiting for some one. But a pas-

senger was advancing behind Ernestina at the mo-

ment—and therefore she herself passed rapidly on.

la a minute however she stopped and allowed the

individual to pass her by. Another person was now

also coming from behind ; and without looking to-

wards him, she also allowed him to pass. Then

suddenly turning back, just as the Abbey clock

began to strike eleven, she hastened to the recess.

At that moment a strong gust of wind swept

over the bridge, making the flames flicker in the

I

lamps in such a way that it seemed as if about to

extinguish them. But by the uncertain glimmer-

I

ing Ernestina beheld the form of a man seated in

the recess : and gliding in rapid as a ghost, she

raised the uaggcr and drove it deep down into tiiat

I individual's breast.

j
The attack was so sudden and as a matter of

I
course so unexpected, that Jack the Foundling—

j
for he indeed the victim was—no sooner caught a

i

glimpse of the weapon flashing before his eyes in

j
the lamp-light, thau he was overpowered by the

'

blow. A faint cry came from his lips as he fell

j
back in the recess: but a louder and still more

1 agonizing ejaculation burst from the tongue of the

i w'retched Ernestina as the glimpse which she

caught of the countenance suddenly upturned in

mortal agony, showed her that it was not the

Hangman whom she had thus stricken, but a youth

whom she had never seen before 1

Those cries—that of the young man and that

of the assassin-lady—were drowaed in the gust

which was sweeping over the bridge : but suddenly

spized with a frenzied horror, Ernestina fled pre-

cipitately, leaving the dagger sticking in the breast

01 the unfortunate yguth, Alas '. had she used a

little more caution, this frightful misadventure
wouid not have occurred : for she would perhaps
have seen that the second individ'ial whom she
stopped to let pass, just before she tlew back to
the recess to deal the blow, was the very man for
whom that blow was really intended '.

We must now return to the Princess Sophia,
whom we left watching at the commencement of
the bridge. She saw through the gloom of ni ^ht
the dark form of a man accost her brother on the
opposite side of the way: she lingered for a few
moments to mark whether they remained together

;

and observing that they did so, she of course felt

convinced that it was the Public Executioner!
She therefore hastened along the bridge ; and as
she drew near the recess where she was to behold
her son, such indescribable feelings seized upon
her that she felt as if she had not courage to pro-

ceed, but must turn back abruptly! The next
moment, however, she blamed herself for yielding

to such sensations : and then, by a sudden revnU
sion of the heart's inscrutable emotions, she was
seized with a fervid longing to gratify her curi-

osity and behold the offspring of her illicit love.

Inspired, therefore, with all the warmth of these

maternal feelings—impelled by the ^rental yearn-

ings that thus suddenly asserted their empire over

her heart—the Princess Sophia sped onward and
gained the recess. At that moment the wind
was lulled—the lamp was burning steadily over-

head— and its light was thrown full into the

recess.

Heavens ! what an appalling spectacle met the

eyes of tlie Princess I—for there, within that nook
of masonry^instead of her living son, whose
animated countenance she expected to behold—

a

youth lay stretched upon the stone seat, his face

ghastly and his eyes fixed like those of a corpse,

and a dagger sticking deep in his breast

!

A wild cry swept along the bridge—a cry which
no gushing wind at that moment absorbed or

drowned, — but a cry whose rending anguish

thrilled to each extremity, rebounding from bank
to bank, and reaching the ear^ of the Prin<'e

Rpgful and the Public Eieentioner.
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CHAPTER ex.

XnE TOUN« PRUNCKSS.

On the same eveniiifj and at about the same hour
that the preceding,' scene took place on Westmin-
ster bridfre, the Priucesa Charlotte was passing

53*

thruu^'h iin ordeal of considerable mental excite-

ment at Windsor Castle.

llctiriug: soon after ten o'clock to her own
chamber, she dismissed her attendant-ladies and

sate down to pen a long letter to her mother. For

it will be remembered that the Princess Sophia

had, on th« previous day, undertaken to write to
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jDcelyn Loftus and beseech him to pay an imme-

diate visit to Loridon/tiiat she raijfht hold a con-

sultation with him relative to the conspiracy then

on foot against the Piinccss of Wales. Now the

young Princess Cha; lotte hoped, with the sanguine

fervour that was naiural to her age, not only that

her aunt's letter would find Jocelyn at Canterbury,

but that he would pay immediate attention to it

by hurrying up to London, and that he would

thence set off to It;iiy to warn the persecuted

Priticess Caroline of tier dinger. In this case

Jocelyn might become the bearer of a letier

from ilie young Princess Charlotte to her injured

mother—not a mere letter which she would be

compelled to write guardedly and in such a manner

as to exempt it from the chance of suppression, but

a letter wherein she migi.t give free vent to all the

filial fondness that she experienced towards the

being who gave her birth.

The composition of this letter occupied the

Princess upwards of an hour; and as she laid

down her pen the time- piece on the mantel chimed

eleven. The night was tempestuous: gusts of

vrind sw^pt round the old towers of the palatial

castle ; and the rain wa.s from time to titae driven

forcibly against the window-panes. The young

Princess glanced around the spacious bed-chamber

in which she was seated; and as the thought slowly

crept into her mind that many and many a horror

—many a cruel deed—and many an atrocity had

been perpetrated within the walls of Windsor

Castle, she wondered whether that particular roem
had ever been the scene of bloodshed. As this

idea stole into her brain, she shuddered with a

deep involuntary tremor: and again did her glance

sweep rapidly around the apartment. But al-

though it was furnished in the most sumptuous

manner,—with gorgeous draperies drawn over the

windows— golden fringed hangings surrounding

the gilt couch—the wa Is papered with a cheerful

pattern and adorned with several splendid paint-

ings— tha cornices all elaborately carved and
edged with gilding—the mantelpiece covered with

ornaments—the magnificent mirrors reflecting the

light of several wax-tapers, and thus enhancing

the lustre that flooded the room with its yellow

glow—the toilette-table, the cheffouiers, and the

chest of drawers all covered with elegant trifles

and brilliant nick-nacks,— in a word, although
nothing could exceed the gay and gorgeous aspect

of that apartment, yet did it this night seem in

the eyes of the Princess to be even more sombre
and gloomy than any old tapestried chamber, filled

with mouldering furniture and moth-eaten hang-
ings, in the haunted casilc of romance.
The truth is, the mind of the young Princess was

in that morbid state which made her view every,
thing in a melancholy lijht—or rather, through the
ominous cloud that thus Imng upon her soul. She
was unhappy : for many, many reasons was she un-
haupy—not only on account of her mother, but
because she felt that she belonged to a family al-

most every member of which was steeped to the
lips in viues, immoralities, and treacheries, if not
stained with downright crime. It seemed to her,
then, as if she were sprung from a doomed race—
a race whose infamies had rendered it accnrsed in
the sight of heaven, and whose punishment had to
some extent—in the person of the lunatic King—
lommenoed upon earth. No wonder that her miud

became attenuated as thus she pondered, or that it

should have thus been imbui.d with superstitious

tendencies, so that when she looked around that

sumptuousiy-funiished room, she beheld not the

superb draperies and the brilliant ornameHts, but
fancied that there was blood upon the walls, and
that the stains of murder met her looks on every

side I

Naturally of a strong and decisive character, the

young Princess endeavoured to cast off this super-

stitious feeling which was gaining upon her. But
she could not. Recent experience, together with

the d;uk mysterious hints th it iu various ways and
at difFeriut times met her ears, had made her

aware that the royal personages of the present

age were fully capable of abhorrent perfidies, base

conspiracies, and most probably of flagrant dimes :

and if such were the case at the beginning of the

nineteenth century and in an age of civilization,

of what horrors and of what atrocities might for-

mer royal families have been guilty, in earlier pe-

riods and in darker times ? Oh I had not the walls

of Windsor Castle been witnesses of scenes where-

of no memory remained and no record was kept,

save in the eternal registers of heaven's chancery ?

—and was it not probable that every room, every

chamber, every nook, and every corner of that

castellated abode of England's Kings had been the

theatre of some remorseless deed or foul midnight

murder ?

These were the ideas that came trooping through

the brain of the Princess, producing upon her the

same effijct as if a procession of shrouded spectres

passed before her view ; and unable to endure the

awful nature of her thoughts, she rose from her seat

and advanced towards the fire-place. But as hec

eyes fell upon the mirror above the mantel, it struck

her that some horrible countenance was looking

over her shoulder. A shriek rose to her very lips as
|

she turned abruptly round with a strong recoil; but

the scream died instantaneously away ere it found

vent— for there was naught near her-nothing pal-

pable to alarm her ; and she saw that she was the

prey of a fevered fancy. Terror however parched

her tongue and made her throat feel as dry as if she

had swallowed ashes ; and advancing towards a tabh',

she filled a glass with wattr and conveyed it to her

lipn. But at that moment a gust of wind swept

with such violence against the window that the case-

ment rattled as if some intruder were trying to force

an entry ; and the splendid draperies waved back-

ward and forward with the draugiit as if some one

were concealed behind and purposely shaking them.

The fears of the Princess now arose ta an in-

tolerablo height; and unable any longer to endure

the solitude of her chamber, she was about to ring

the bell to summon her ladies-in-waiting. But she

suddenly recollected that as she had dismissed

them for the ni^ht, they had separated to their

own apartments, and that if they were recalled she

would have to explain the reason for thus sum-

moning them back to her presence ; and her na-

tural pride revolted from the idea of confessing

tiiat she was afraid to be left alone during so

ti.>nipestaous a night. She accordingly endeavoured

to conquer her foirs. But she could not. Tiiere

seemed to be a t pell upon her mind—a mysterious

gloom which she could not shake off. It was like

an ominous foreboding—vague and unknown— but

not the less oppressive and paiufil. Suddenly sho
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bethought herself that the Hon. Mrs. Bredalbane's

chamber was close at hand, and that this lady

having been somewhat indisposed, had kept her

room all day. It therefore occurred to the young

Princess that she might repair to Mrs. Bredalbane's

apartment for the ostensible reason of inquiring

after her, but in reality for the salce of companion-

ship,—her Royal Highness hoping that half-an-

hour's friendly discourse with this lady, whona she

liked much, would perhaps cheer her mind, or at

all events efface these superstitious terrors which

at present forebade her from seeking her conch.

We may here observe that the Hon. Mrs. Bredal-

bane was one of the Bed-chamber Women attached

to the Queen's household. She was a widow—about

forty years of age—very affable and kind-hearted—

but given to scandal and amazingly fond of gossip-

ing. Her lodging at the Castle was at the end of

the same passage from which the Princess Char-
lotte's own suite of apartments opened, and which
indeed communicated with the rooms of several of

the Court ladies.

Issuing forth from her chamber, the young
Princess threaded the passage, which was lighted with

latEps suspended to the ceiling ; and she reached the

extremity of the carpetted corridor without encoun-
tering a soul. The door which she now gently

opened led into a little ante-chamber beyond which
was Mrs. Bredalbane's own room ; and as the

Princess approached the door of the latter, she heard

voices speaking within. Suddenly reminded that

she would perhaps be intruding, she was about to

retire at once, when a word—a name—which sud-

denly smote her ear, transfixed her to the spot and
all in a moment inspired her with the keenest

curiosity and the acutest interest.

That name was Sellis !

There were candles burning upon the table in the

ante-chamber. A velvet curtain hung in the door-

way between the two rooms; and the door itself

was now ajar. The reader may therefore under-
stand how it was that the presence of the Princess
was not observed by those who were in the bed-

chamber, and how she was thus enabled to become
an unseen listener to the conversation that was
going on and in which her interest had been ex-

cited in 80 sudden and so lively a nnanner. The
voice which she had heard mention the name of

Sellis was that of the Hon. Mrs. Bredalbane

;

and she speedily discovered that the friend

with whom Mrs. Bredalbane was thus familiarly

conversing, was Lady Prescott—also one of the

royal Bedchamber Women. Ou a former occasion,

j

the Princess Charlotte had heard these two ladies

I

in confidential discourse together; and her cars

I

had then caught enough to make her long to know
I
more. Now therefore that the opportunity so uu-

j

expectedly but 80 favoui ably presented itself, she

j

could not resist the temptation. Forgetting all her

I

recent terrors, and too much swayed by intense

j

curiosity to reflect for a moment that she wa^ act-

ing wrong thus to play the eaves-dropper, the

young Princess was so completely transfixed at the

mention of the name of Sellis, that she could not

p :)33il)Iy avoid remaining where she had thus sud-

denly stopped short: and losinj^ si:,'ht of every

Other subject that a moment before liad been up-

permost 111 her mind, she cave all her atceution to

the di^tcourse that was taking place in the inner

chamber.

"You seem, my dear Mrs. Bredalbane," said

Lady Prescott, " to be somewhat bitter against the

Duke of Cumberland. Surely you have imbibed
no unjust prejudice towards that Prince ?"

"Prt-judice, my dear friend!" exclaimed Mrs.
Bredalbane. "I am really surprised that you
should deem me capable of such a failing. It is

perfectly true that I do not like the Duke, and
that he never was any favourite of mine : but al-

though I may have my aversions and my antipa-

thies, I should scorn to invent any evil reports, or

exaggerate those already in circulation, to serve a
vindictive purpose."

" Oh ! I know you too well," cried Lady Pres-

cott, "to need sujh assurances from your lips;

and if I spoke of prejudice, I was assuredly wrong.

I am aware, my dear friend, that you are better ac-

qnaiuted than any other lady of the Court with the

secrets and mysteries of the Royal Family "

" Yes," observed Mrs. Bredalbane, in a sort of

musing tone: " I could tell some strange tales if I

chose. But there are certain things with which

I am acquainted, and which will never pass my
lips."

"When I asked you just now," said Lady Pres-

cott, "to give me all the details relative to the

affair of Sallis and the Duko of Cumberland, I did

not wish to intrude upon any secret or special

knowledge that you may possess concerning that

lamentable tragedy. 1 merely thought that as I

was not in London at the time, but buried in that

Welsh solitude to which Sir John Prescott took

me for my health—as you must remember "

" Yes— I recollect that you were absent at the

time: and when I sent you the newspapers con-

taining the proceedings, I remember," continued

Mrs. Bredalbane, "that your husband wrote to beg

I would desist from forwarding the journals, as

you were in such a nervous state through ill-

health that any excitement was most prejudicial."

"And therefore, you perceive, my dear friend,"

said Lady Prescott, " that I am ignorant of most

of the details connected with that dreadful aff.iir.

Whan I returned to Court after my Welsh rustica-

tion, the death of the Princess Amelia bad become
the all-absorbing topio of mournful interest ; and

no one ever breathed a word relative to the Stillis

tragedy. It had therefore well nigh fled from my
memory until you so singularly and pointedly

alluded to it the other day. I then asked you

to give me the full narrative ; and you were about

to comply with my request, when something inter-

rupted the discourse
"

" I recollect," said Mrs. Bredalbane : " it was

during the card-pcrty the other night, and I

thought that as we were seated in the window- re-

cess, the Princess Charlotte was listening to what

we said. That is the reason I broke off tlie topic

so suddenly."
" And now therefore," continued Lady Prescott,

" that we are all alons together, and free from in-

terruption—indeed without a chance of anybody

intruding upon us—1 hope you will gratify my cu-

riosity."

" I iiave no objection," replied Mrs Bredalbane:

then, after a pause, she commenced her narrative

in a low and measured tone, as if she wer« not only

impressed with tlio solemn seriou-tness of the sub-

ject, but also afraid ttiat the very walls themselves

iiad ears.
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CHAPTER CXI.

THE SELLIS TUAOEDT.

" You are aware that the Duke of Cumberland,

at the time of which I am about to speak, occupied

the same suite of apartments where he now resides,

in the Kitchen Court of St. James's Palace. You

will also recollect that it was upwards of four years

ago, in the summer of 1810, when the fearful tra-

gedy occurred. At that time the thre« principal

valets of liis Iloyal Highness the Duke of Cumber-

land were Sellis, Neale, and Joux ; and they took

turns, week by weelc, in doing duty. Joseph Sellis

was an Italian—short in stature but well-made,

with an olive complexion, and tolerably good-look-

ing. He was married, and had four children. His

habits were exceedingly domesticated and regular

:

he was a good, steady man—a kind husband and

an excellent father. Indeed he was perfectly uxo-

rious in his attentions towards his wife, who was

a somewhat handsome woman ; and so fond was he

of his children that if either of them experienced

the slightest ailment, he became overwhelmed with

I

grief and a prey to the most excruciating appre-

I

hensions. His wife was an exemplary woman : and

I

altogether it would be impossible to conceive a

happier family than that of Sellis. In disposition

he was mild, inoffensive, and obliging : thoroughly

humane, he seemed incapable of harming a soul—

but, on the contrary, was ever ready to perform a

generous deed or render a service. In fact, he was

liked not only by the Duke of Cumberland, but by

the Royal Family in general, all the Princes and

Princesses noticing him and expressing a constant

interest in his welfare. They, moreover, made him

numerous presents, and never seemed wearied of

heaping favours upon him. To such an extent was

he thus esteemed, or indeed caressed, by Royalty,

that the Duke and one of his sisters—the Princess

Augusta it was — stood sponsors for Sellis's

youngest child. Moreover, though all the servants

of the Duke's household were on board wages, and

the valets were not regularly lodged in St James's

—the one on duty for the week alone being ex-

pected to sleep there as a general rule —Sellis and

his family were nevertheless accommodated with

rooms over the gateway leading into the Kitchen

Court from Cleveland Row. These rooms commu-
nicated by means of a passage with the Duke's

suite of .ipartments ; and sometimes the Princesses,

when on a visit to their brother's rooms, would pass

into Sellis's lodgings and fondle his children. In

addition to his wages, which were handsome, he

hail various perquisites such as were enjoyed by no

other dependant in the Duke's household ;—and
tims in every way was Sellis a favourite, and all

circumstances combined to render him a happy
man."

" And was he perfectly sane," inquired Lady Pres-

cott ;
—" in the full and complete enjoyment of his

reason ?"

" Undoubtedly," exclaimed Mrs. Bredalbane.
" Quiet but cheerful—unobtrusive in manner, though
of a gay disposition—and so temperate that he never
tasted spirits, disliked wine, and habitually drank
water— Sellis was never a prey to any unnatural ex-

citement. In t'aot, he was just one of tliose perrons
who seem fitted by nature to pass tranquilly and

serenely through life, experiencing u little of its

agitation and turmoil as can possibly fall to the lot

of mortals. Thrifty and economical, abstemious and
regular in his mode of life, he was not only free from
pecuniary embarrassmei^ but had aocumolated

some little savings from his wages, which the pre-

sents he had received from the Royal Family had
materially increased."

" Then he was altogether a good and excellent

man ?" said Lady Prescott.

" An excellent man !" cried Mrs. Bredalbane with

marked emphasis. " But having now coocluded

my prefatory remarks, I shall enter upon the

recital of that most dread tragedy which has made
the name of Sellis known throughout the world. It

was, then, in the forenoon of the 3Ist of May, 1810,

that Sellis was walking with his wife in St. James's

Park. His mood was gay and cheerful as usual;

and the discourse chiefly turned upon the prepara-

tions which he wished his wife to make for a littlo

party that he proposed to give in the course of the

ensuing week to celebrate the birth day of one of his

children. Mrs. Sellis promised compliance with all

her husband's suggestions ; and at two o'clock they

re-entered their lodgings. Dinner was served up

;

and Sellis ate with his usual appetite. But scarcely

was the meal over when one of the children was taken

ill with indigestion. The surgeon was sent for; and

although there was no positive danger, yet such was

the anxiety of Sellis that he requested his wife to let

the child remain with her that night, observing that

he would sleep in his own room in the Duke's suite

of apartments. Mrs. Sellis consented; and in the

evening—between six and seven o'clock— Sellis re-

paired to the room alluded to, to see that it was in

proper order for him to pass the night there; because,

I should observe, it was not Sellis's week for being

on duty about the person of his royal master— it wai

Neale's turn—and thus Sellis was not supposed to

be occupying his room in the ducal apartments, bat

to be sleeping (as was his wont when offduty) in his

own lodgings. I may further add that the chamber

of which I am speaking, and which must be called

Sellis's room, was at the end of a passage communi-
cating with the Duke's private apartment, and that

adjoining this apartment—Indeed, separated from it

by only a thin partition of wainscot—was Neale's

room. Be kind enough to keep these particulars in

your memory "

" I shall not lose sight of them," observed Lady
Prescott. " Pray proceed, my dear friend—I am
dying with curiosity

"

" I am now approaching the blood-stained chap-

ter of this narrative," said Mrs Bredalbane. " It

appears that Sellis having assured himself that his

room was in order, and that the housemaid had

not omitted to set it to rights since he last slept

there, was about to return to his wife, when he be-

thought himself of something that he wished to

say to Neale. He accordingly repaired to Neale'a

room ; and with the familiarity usually subsisting be-

tween the fellow-membersof the same household, ht

opened the door without knocking. But suddenly

starting back in dismay, he exclaimed, ' Heaven* !

the Princess Augusta!' and fled along the passage.

But in his precipitate flight, he ran against Joux—
the Duke's third valet—who was advancing up the

paas:>ge at the moment, and who had hear.i that

cjaculition which burst (von\ his lips. Ou observ-

ing Joux, Sellis iustantaiieously endeavoured to
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assumn an air of composure ; and he began to apo-

lof^ise fur his awkwardness in running against him.

But Joux saw plainly enough that something had

transpired not only to disconcert his fellow-page,

but to agitate him profoundly. Nevertheless, as

Sellis did not volunteer any explanation—but, on

the contrary, sought to veil his excited feelings as

much as possible - Joux did not thinlc it right to

question him upon the subject. In the midst of

the apologies that Sellis was making for his awk-
wardness, he suddenly broke off to inquire whither

Joux was going.— ' To speak to Neale,' was the re-

spouse. ' No : you cannot see him ; he is etujaged,'

exclaimed Sellis, with a strange wildness of look

and a most unaccountable abruptness of tone.

' Come along with me :' and clutching Joux by the

arm, he led him into his lodgings. There he be-

came more composed—or else put on a forced

composure; and taking wine and brandy from the

cupboard, he invited Joux to help himself. The
invalid child was asleep at the time ; and Mrs.

Sellis joined her husband and Joux in the p irlour.

Sellis mixed her a little biandj-and-water : Joux
took some liquor also ; but Sellis himself abstanied

entirely, as was his habit. Joux remained there for

about an hour, during which interval Sellis seemed
to recover his wonted cheerfulness and self-posses-

sion—or if not, he at all events concealed his emo-

tions so successfully thajt his wife failed to observe

anything peculiar about him, beyond the anxiety

which he expressed on account of his child. Pre-

sently the surgeon returned, and pronounced the

little invalid to be better, assuring Se!lis that there i

was not the slightest danger. J )ux then took his
j

departure, wondering wh it coald possibly have
|

been the cause of tli.it extraordinary excitement '

which he had witnessed, and of that singular eyi
\

culation which had burst from the lips of Sellis,

when rushing so precipitately along the passage.
|

It was now past eight o'clock in the evening; and I

Sellis remained with his wife until ten. During !

this interval he was engaged in reading ; and Mrs.
j

Sellis did not observe anything peculiar iu his man-
!

ner. Embracing her and the children with his
j

wonted affection, and observing that he should be
!

up early to ascertain how the invalid little one had
|

passed the night, he withdrew to his own room."

"And this was at ten on the memorable night?"

said Lady Prescott, inquiringly.

" Ye^," responded Mrs. Bredalbane. " The Duke
of Cumberland, who had gone to a concert, re-

turned soon after midnight and retired to his own
apartment, where Neale was in attendance. Then
all was quiet in tlie palace for a couple of hours.

But at about half- past two o'clock in the morning
the hall-porter was alarmed by a cry of ' Murder ;'

and starting up, he beheld the Duke of Cumber-
land in his night-shirt, which was covered with

blood. Neale was with him—and Mrs. Neale, who
slept by herself in another part of t!ic premises,

was instantaneously fetched. The alarm spread
through the palace—and while one footman ran to

summon the Duke's medical attendants, another
went to call in the guard. The Duke, leaning upon
Neale's arm, returned to his apartment, whither

Joux, who had been roused by the alarm, speedily

repaired. An inquiry was tlien nude for Sellis.

' Go and teil him th'it his liojal Higltnrss has been

well nigh mtudartd,' said Ne;.iK;. - Joux accordingly

spe I atong the passage to.rards Silliss roou), and

on his way ho was joined by Mrs. Neale and the

porter. On opening the door, an appalling spec-
tacle presented itself to their vieiv. Sellis w.is

lying dead upon the couch, his throat cut in no

horrible a manner that his head was nearly severed
from his body. A razor, covered with blood, was
lying upon the floor. The body was completely
dressed, save and except the cravat, coat, and
shoes : it seemed as if the unfortunate mm had
thrown himself on the bed as one does when over-

exhausted or else when not feeling any inclination

to retire to rest altogether, and that sleep had
stolen upon him—that sleep whence he was never

to awake ! The wash-basin was half full of water

stained with blood ; and on the edge of the basin

were the marks of bloody lingers plainly visible.

The cravat was upon the toilette-table — the

coat folded up and placed on a chair; the de-

ceased's watch was in the pocket at the bed's head.

That Sellis had been murdered, was the convic-

tion which instantaneously struck Joux : the first

glance which he threw upon the appalling scene,

showed him that this was no case of nuicide, but a

foul assassination !"

"Heavens!" ejaculated Lady Prescott, in a

tone of horror. •' Poor creature ! — unfortunate

man !"

" I must now observe," resumed Mrs. Bredal-

bane, "that the hall-porter and Mrs. Neale did not

advance into the room at all, but the former re-

mained for a few moments transfixed with horror

upon the threshold, while the latter fled to raise

the alarm that Stdlis had committed suicide I Such
was no doubt the impression made at tht: instant

upon the woman's mind. The hall-porter, on re-

gaining his Belt-possession, hurried away like.vise

to spread the same rumour; and Joux was left

alone in the room where the frightful tragedy had

taken place. Advancing nearer towards the

couch, he observed a sheet of paper lying upon

the floor. He picked it up : it was a half-finished

letter in the handwriting of Sellis—and as Joux

hastily ran his eyes over the first few lines, a tre-

mendous secret was suddenly revealed to him.

He understood it alll The excitement of Sellis

and the ejaculation which had burst from his lips

in the passage—yes, even this murder itaslf—all

was explained I But footsteps were approaching

;

and Jdux thrust the letter into his pocket. The
next moment a Serjeant and file of men, who had

been fetched from the guard-house, made their

appearance at the room door. The Serjeant's

name was Creighton ; and entering the chamber

of death, he gazed in horror upon the scene. As
he turned away, he observed the razor upon tho

floor, and picking it up, placed it upon the table.

He then went out, followed by Joux ; and the room
was locked up. The guard retired—and Joux,

hastening to the Duke's room, found that Sir

Henry Halford and Mr. Home, the eminent medi-

cal practitioners, had arrived and were dressing

his Royal Highness's wounds, which they pro-

nounced to be severe, but not mortal. Joux heard

the account which the Duke gave of the afTair,

and then hastened to shut himself up in his own
room, to read the letter of which he had as yet

only c lught a glimpse of tho few first lines. What
his f<'elinj!8 were while perusing that letter—what

his r( flections were nfler he had read it— I shall

not pause to explain now : you shall have an op*
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portuiiity of jud^ng preaeiitly, when I show you

the letter i'selil"

"The letter itself!" cried Lady Prescott, with

a perfect thrill of astonishment in her accents.

" Yes—the letter itself," repeated Mrs. Bredal-

baue, in a positive tone. " You are not perhaps

aware that Joux entered my service soon after

the trafifeJy, and remained with m« for upwards of

a year. He told me everything—he gave me the

letter But I am anticipating
"

" Yea—pray proceed in due course, my dear

friend," said Lady Prescott; "although lam on

the tenter-hooks of curiosity."

"Yoa may conceive," resumed the Hon. Mrs.

Bredalbane, "the amazement, the horror, and the

consternation which seized upon the startled me-

tropolis, when the morning papers of June 1st,

announced that ' the Duke of Camherland had been

surprised tchile asleep by an attempted assassina-

tion, made by one of his valets named Sellis, and

who hadput a period to his own existence.' A thou-

sand rumours were instantaneously in circulation

;

and in many qu:irter3 the story of the suicide was

utterly disbelieved—the valet was declared to have

been murdered, and the darkest hints were thrown

out. A jury was summoned in the afternoon of

the 1st of June, to investigate the matter. But

you may conceive the astonishment of the jury,

when the coroner began by informing them ' that a

long examination, of the principal ivitnesses had

already been gone into, and that ofcourse it would only

now be necessary to liave the depositions then taken

read before them (Jtliejury) to the witnesses P* All

the depositions which had been previously and

privately taken, were therefore now read. The first

was that of the Duke of Cumberland. His Royal

Highness deposed that ho was awakened from a

profound sleep by the sensation ofsome blows being

dealt upon his forehead; and at first he thought

there was a bat in the room flying over his head.

But by the light of the wax-taper he beheld the

form of a man ; and springing from his couch, he

grappled with him, wrenching away the sword

which had been the weapon of attack. He then

saw the assassin escape, but without perceiving

who he was ; and raising his voice he summoned
Neale, who slept in the adjoining room. Noale

instantaneously hurried to his royal master ; and

then they went to the hall together to give the

alarm in the manner I have already descrihed. On
returning to the Duke's chamber, they instituted a

search in a closet opening therefrom; and in that

closet they found a pair of Sellis's slippers. From
this cu-cumstance it was inferred that Sellis was

the assassin—that he had concealed himself in the

closet previously to the Duke retiring for the

night—and that failing in his attempt at murder,

he had fled to his own room and committed sui-

cide. Neale's deposition confirmed that of tlie

Duke in every detail ; and Neale gratuitously

added his opinion that Sellis was a mjrose, bad-

tempered, discontented person, I will here ob-
serve that every other person belonging to the du-

cal houseliold who was examined, deposed to the

very reverge in respect to Sellis's character and
disposition, and described him aa civil, inoffensive,

kind-hearted, and good-tempered. The weapon

• TbM« words aia quotsd from the Times' report of the
InqaMt, June 2nd, 1810.

with which the Duke had been attacked, was his

own regimentil sword, which had been left lying

about in his room fur some diys. The walla be-
'

tween his Royal Highness's chamber and the hall :

were covered with blood-stains, caused by the
|

Duke's hands when he went to alarm the porter, '

The medical evidence proved that his Royal !

Highness's wounds were most severe — that i

one of his fiugers was nearly severed—and that
his head was so much hurt that the arteries of the
brain were laid bare. Having listened to the read-

ing of the prmcipal depositions, the jury went to

view the corpse of Sellis. The room had been
left just as it was when the tragedy was first

discovered. The newspapers described the body
as 'lying on a bed ofmatted blood, livid and loath-

some, with a horrid gashfrom ear to ear; and over

all thefeatures the distortion ofpain was visible, ap-

parently struggling tciih the ghastly composure of
death:* The back of ihe head lay against the de-

ceased's watch; and the basin, with the blood-

dyed water and the finger-marks, was siill there.

On returning to the room where the inquest was
held, the jury heard the evidence of the surgeons
who had examined the corpse. They deposed that <

the windpipe was cut completely through, and that I

the wound was six inches in length and an inch
j

and a half in diameter. The unhapjiy widow of the
!

deceased deposed to the efi'ect that her husband \

was steady, abstemious, and aflfectionate to herself

and children—that he was in no pecuniary embar-
rassment—and that he had never shown the slight-

est symptom of mental aberration. The jury re-

turned a verdict of Felo de se ; the corpse was put
into a hearse at dead of night, and hurried to Scot-

land Yard, when it was buried in a hole with a stake

driven through it. Thus terminated this melan-

choly affair, so far as the public is acquainted with

the particulars ; and of course Sellis has been
branded as a cowardly assassin—a midnight mur-
derer—a miserable suicide "

"But Joux — the French valet?" exclaimed

Lady Prescott :
" wherefore was he not examined

at the inquest?—and why was not the letter pro-

duced ?"

" Ah ! those are the particulars on which I am
now going to enter," observed the Hon. Mrs.
Bredalbane. " The epistle — the half-finished

epistle, penned by poor SeUis—is in that writing-

desk ; and I will show it to you. First, however,

kt me explain
"

But at this moment an ejaculation of mingled

amazement and terror struck upon the startled

eais of Mrs. Bredalbane and Lady Prescott.

CHAPTER CXIL

THE QCEEN.

The reader will be kind enough to remember that

while Mrs. Bredalbane was reciting her narrative

of awful interest to Lady Prescott, the Princess

Charlotte was enchained, a spellbound lislen»r,

in the ante-chamber. But at the moment wlien

Mrs Bredalbane seemed about to enter upon the

mo?t thrilling portion of her history, the outer

door of that ante-chamber opened sud>ienly ; and

* Times, June 'ind, 1810,
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the Princess Charlotte, turning: abruptly round,

gare vent to an ejaculation of mingled amazement
and alarm on beholding the prim starch figure of

the Queen.

This was the ejaculation that reached the ears

of the Hon. Mrs. Bredalbane and Lady Prescott

;

and springing from their seats by the cheerful fire

that was blazing in the inner room, they rushed

to the doorway—flung aside the curtain—and, to

their indescribable wonderment, beheld the Prin-

cess Charlotte on one side of the ante-chamber

and her Majesty the Queen on the other. Instan-

taneously struck with the conviction that their

conversation had been overheard by one or the

other of the royal ladies, if not by both, Mrs.

Bredalbane and Lady Prescott exchanged looks

of uneasiness and vexation.

"What are you doing here, at this time of

night?" demanded the Queen, bending a harsh

and severe look upon the young Princess.

" I—I—came—that is," stammered the youthful

Charlotte, utterly at a loss what response to give

or what excuse to make ; " I came to—to
"

"Methinks, to say the least of it," said the

Queen, bridling up, "it is particularly indiscreet

for a young Princess—the daughter of England's

Regent—the grand-daughter of England's crowned

Sovereigns— to be thus absent from her own
apartment at midnight."

" Madam," exclaimed the young Princess, the

haughty blood flushing her cheeks and turning the

marble of her brow into glowing crimson; "be
pleased to recollect the motto upon the royal arms
and apply it to yourself: Evil be to him {or her) who
evil thinks."

" Grand-daughter, this is an impertinence on your
part," said the Queen, darting the savage glance of

a tiger-cat upon the Princess : then in a colder tone

she observed, but still with sneering accents, " I must
however admit the justice of hearing your defence

before I condemn. Therefore, perhaps yoa will

have the kindness to explain wherefore you are here,

listening so attentively as you were, like any eaves-

dropper, at the moment I entered the chamber."
"Ah! madam, you are determined to humiliate

me!" exclaimed the Princess, bursting into tears:

for this was the first time she had ever been so harshly

and cruelly treated by the Queen,

As for Mrs. Bredalbane and Lady Prescott—they
instantaneously comprehended from her Majesty's

words that the young Princess had been listening to

their discourse; and well knowing that if she were

to repeat to the Queen all that had been said, they

would receive a prompt command to quit the Castle,

bag and baggape, they threw earnestly imploring

looks upon her Royal Highness. The Princess, at

once catching the meaning of those glances and
penetrating the ladies' fears, suddenly wiped her eyes

and flung a look of reassurance upon them. Then,
putting on an air of dignified composure, she said,

" I must confess I did listen at this doorway for a
few moments ; but it was only to ascertain who was
within—inasmuch as the phantasy had seized me
to come and pass halfan-hour with Mrs. Bredalbane,
intelligence having reached me that she was some-
what indisposed."

" Permit mc, then, to observe," said the Queen,
with a prim starch aspect and a considerable acer-
bity of tone, " tliat it is altocether contrary to
Court etiquette, as well as being a breach of

maiden proprietj', to wander from one room to

another between eleven and twelve o'clock at

night. But come, grand-daughter: I wish to speak
to you."

" Good night, ladies," said tlie Princess, casting

upon the two Bed-chamber Women a look to as-

sure them that the secret of their conversation oa
so ticklish a topic was safe with her : and she then
followed the Queen away from the apartment.

" I have been seeking you in your own chamber,
Charlotte," said her Majesty, "because I wished to

have some conversation with you. Indeed, I was
informed that you had dismissed your ladies for

the night at an earlier hour than usual, but that

you had not retired to rest : and this intelligence,

added to your altered looks during the day, deter-

mined me to demand an explanation at your
hands."

Thus spoke the Queen, as she led the way along
the passage towards her royal grand-daughter's
room. But just as they reached the threshold and
the Princess caught a glimpse of the writing-

materials on the table, the recollection instantane-

ously flashed to her that she had left the letter to

her mother lying upon the table! The Queen,
then, had perhaps read it ? Yes—there was little

doubt that such was the case; and hence that

bitterness of tone and manner which her Majesty
had shown towards her for the first time

!

" Not finding you ere now," said the Queen, as
she advanced into the room, while the Princess
followed, closing the door behind her,—"I took
the liberty of ascertaining what had been the na-
ture of your most recent studies ; and if I were
therein guilty of an undue amount of curiosity, at

all events it was not more-reprehensible than that
which you have just now shown in listening to the
conversation of my Bed-chamber Women."
The vein of sarcasm which began to penetrate

through this speech from its commencement, in-

creased in bitterness as her Majesty went on
speaking ; and as she gave utterance to the con-
cluding words, her eyes settled upon the letter that

lay on the table.

"I understand your Majesty," said the young
Princess, her indignation suddenly aroused to a
degree that armed her with a more than feminine

courage : "you have been reading the letter which
I inadvertently left here ?"

" Yes—I have read every word of it," responded
the Queen, in a cold tone of defiance. "I have
read how you dare accuse your own father, your

uncles, myself, and several of the proudest nobles

and most virtuous ladies in the country, of being

engaged in a conspiracy "

" It is true, madam, it is true !" exclaimed the

young Princess, looking grandly handsome at that

moment in the flush and the glow of her great

indignation. " Even while compelled to admit

that this caves-dropping of to-night is not the

first instance of the kind of which I have been

guilty, I at once and unhesitatingly proclaim to

your face that from your own lips have I heard the

avowal of a conspiracy's existence
!"

"You <lare?" ejaculated the Queen, turning very

pale, and with a strange quivering of the lips— for

she knew not what to think.

" Yes, I dare, madam !" exclaimed the Princess,

" I dare accuse you thus boldly : and 1 dare also

aver that I listened and OTcrheard every syllable
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that took place between your Majesty and Mrs.

Owen yesterday. Hence thtt alteratioa ia my
looks which you have observed

"

" Ah ! then denial will be useless," muttered the

Queen between li«r false teeth ; and drawing forth

a snuff-box from her ba^j, she took a hujje pinch

of the stimulating powder; then, as if it had in-

spired her with the insolent spirit of one who

boldly throws off the mask when it becomes im-

possible to wear it any longer, she said, "You
and I had better understand each other at once,

Charlotte. In that letter,"—and she pointed to

the one upon the table,—"you inform your mother

that you have accidentally discovered the atrocious

conspiracy which exists to ruin iier, but that

through the kindness of your aunt Sophia you ex-

pect to secure the services of a young gentleman

whom you do not knew otherwise than by name,

in order to help your mother to frustrate the de-

signs of her enemies : and this letter you propose

to transmit by your new friend Mr. Jocelyu Loftus,

provided you can in reality secure him as the

champion of this cause I Now if, after reading

that letter, I searched for you in all the adjacent

rooms until I found you in Mrs. Bredalbane'a ante-

chamber, it was for the express purpose of lotting

you know at once that there is but one will in

England at this moment which shall be paramount
—and that ia my will 1 You are not Queen yet : and
unless you yield implicitly to my advice, you never

shall be. Your own father would help to disinherit

you in favour of one of his brothers, if you were

to thwart his purposes. As for Sophia—the foolish

minx!—how dares she interfere in these matters?

A« if she herself were so very immaculate I"—and
the words came hissing from the Queen's mouth.

"What! would you asperse the character of

your own daughter ?" exclaimed the young Prin-

cess Charlotte, darting a bok of mingled amaze-

ment and scorn upon her grandiaotiier.

" I only meant to say,' observed the Queen
hurriedly—for she now repented of the remark
which she had let slip in her rage,—" I only meant
to say that Sophia has her faults as well as the rest

of the world. But let us not bandy unnecessary

words. As for your letter, this is the way 1 serve

it
!"—and seizing hold of the epistle, she crumpled

it up and tossed it into the tire.

" Then am I debaired the privilege of writing^ to

my own mother?" asked the Princess, her counte-

nance now becoming deadly pale and her lips

quivering with indigation.

" You may write as much as you choose," re-

sponded the Queen, "so luug a;! you mention naught
contrary to my views. An opposite course cau
only have the tendency of producing the suppres-

sion of your letters."

" Ah ! then an English Princess i.s a slave,"

cried Charlotte, with flashing eyes, dilating nos-
trils, and swelling bust.

" Yes—a slave to the will that is paramount,"
replied the Queen, with the look of malignant tri-

umph.
" But I would sooner be a beggar in the streets

and enjoy freedom of action," exclaimed the out-
raged Charlotte, " than continue a Princess to be
thus held in bondage!"

" We are not upon Uie stage of a theatre," said
her Mnjesiy :

" and iigain 1 may remind you that
you have not yet the opportunity of playing the

tragedy-quoen in all its reality. A truce, therefore,
to these magnificent expressions and lofty com-
plainings on your part. If you are disobedient, 1
shall know how to punish you, all princess and
lineal heiress to the throne though you may be !

For the present, if your life become-; one «f prison-
age and espionage, you have only yourself to
thank for it. No more journeys to London, unless
accompanied by me I Your rides, too, will be con-
fined to the environs of Windsor ; and if you or-

der your coachman to proceed elsewhere, you will

only subject yourself to the pain of refusal. As for
this silly affair of enlisting Mr. Jocelyn Loftus in
your projects," added the Queen with a sneer, " de-
pend upon it I shall find means to put a stop to
any such ridiculous proceeding; and when you
next meet your aunt Sophia, the best thing you
can do will be to remain silent on the subject. Now
you understand me—and I wish you good night."

Th6 young Princess made no reply, but turned
away wiCh swelling heart : and as the door closed

behind her grandmother, she threw herself into an
arm-chair and burst into an agony of tears.

" This, this indeed is slavery !" she murmured to

herself. " I am as much enchained as any one of

those poor and oppressed miirii ns who ai-e com-
pelled to obey the despot rule of royal sway .' The
only difference between us is that thnr chains are

of iron undisguised, while mine are gilt. Oh I my
poor mother, am I indeed separated from thee by
an impassable gulf !—may I not warn thee of the
perils which the machinations of thine enemies are
conjuring up around thee?—am I indeed a prisoner
within these walls? But who will dare make me
so ?"

And rising from her seat with a sudden assump-
tion of that dignified energy which so well became
her, the Princess advanced towards the door. To
hei- surprise the handle yielded to her touch : for

she almost expected to find it locked. Then she
paused, mistrustful as it were of being left thus far

free : for she fancied either that the Queeu was
watchini!^ at the end of the passage, or that she
had set spies upon her. But again recovering all

her presence of mind, she issued forth from her
room and proceeded along the passage, but with-

out any definite aim.

Suddenly a thought struck her; and obeying the

impulse of the idea, she knocked at the door of Mre. 1

Bredalbane's ante-chamber. The summons was I

almost immediately answered by Lady Prescott, who
j

had not yet retired for the night, but was still keep- j

iug her invalid friend company. And here we may i

obstrve that her ladyship was a young widow, six- |

and-twenty years of age, and exceedingly good look-

ing. Her beauty was of an oriental cast—her com-
plexion was dark—her eyes were very line—and
her teeth were like ivory. As for her eyes— she
now opened them wide with astonishment on be-

holding the Princess Charlotte returning thither after

the taunts and reproaches she had received from the

Queen.
" I wish to speak to you particularly," said the

young Princess, passing into the ante-chamber.
" Has Mrs. Bredalbane retired yet to rest?"

" No, your Royal Highness," said Lady Prescott;

and hastening to draw aside the curtain in the door-

way, she thus afforded ingress for the youthful

Cliarlotte to the inner room.
" Now, ladies," said the Princess, coming to the
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point at once, and addressing herself in an earnest

and serious manner to Mrs. Bredalbane and Lady
Prescott, " I have done you a service to-nigiil and

am about to cravo a boon in return. The service

which I rendered you was by forbearing from men-
tioning to tile Queen tiiat conversation wliich, to

speak candidly, I overheard from the very first

syllable of the narrative down to where it was so

suddenly interrupted by the ejaculation which burst

from my own lips on the appearatice of her Ma-
jesty."

"Your Rayal Highnews heard all?" ejaculated

the two Bed-chamber Women, as if .spealdut; in

the same breath.

" Yes—every syllable relative to my uncle Ernest
—or the Duke of Cumberland, as I would rather

call him," added tho Princess, with a shudder:
"for if tho dreadful suspioioiks which 1 have
formed bo true, I would rather not acUnowledtfc
him as a rf lative."

54*

"Your Royal Highness must not juJ,q;e too

hastily," exclaimed Mrs. Bredalbane. "The re-

mainder of my narrative
"

"Well, I lonff to hear it," interrupted tho

Princess: "but I dare not remain here many
minutes now. The Queen is perhaps watching

nie—espying my actions—and she may either re-

turn to iny room "

" O heavens! if her Majesty should have seen

your Royal Highness como liitlier!" cried the Hon.

.>[rs. Bredalbane. "She would discharge me at

once
"

" No—the Queen did not seo me come hither,"

said the Princess. "And recollect," sho added

l)roudlj', " I mny some day become Queen of Eng-

land—and then I shall know how to reward those

who servo me noiu."

" Your Royal Highness may command us in all

things," sivid *he two ladies, again speaking as it

Avcre iu the same breath.
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"A thousand thanks for this assurance I" (x-

claimed the Princess, in a tone of fervid gratitude.

•' Will you undertake to deliver or to forward a

note from me to my auut Sophia, as early as pos-

sible to-morrow ?"

"I have obtained leave to go to LoDdon to-

morrow morning," said Lady Prescott; "and I

will undertake to deliver your Royal Highness's

note to the Princess Sophia."

" Then give me pen, ink, and paper," exclaimed

Charlotte, in a joyous tone.

Writing materials being accordingly supplied her,

she sate down and penned a few hasty lines to her

aunt : then having folded, sealed, and addressed the

letter, she entrusted it to Lady Prescott, who
solemnly reiterated her promise to deliver it next

day.

" And now, dearest Princess," said Mrs. Bredal-

bane, in an imploring tone, " do pray return to your

own chamber "

" On one condition," exclaimed Charlotte: "which

is, that you permit me to avail myself of the earliest

opportunity to visit your room again, in order to hear

the rest of your narrative— flnrf see that letter "

"Yes, yes—whenever your iloyal Highness thinks

fit," ejaculated Mrs. Bredalbane. "But for to-night

—Oh ! not for worlds would I say another word

upon the subject—the Queen has alarmed me so "

" Well, my good friend, you shall be alarmed no

longer on my account," interrupted the Princess,

with an amiable smile ; and biddinj^ the two ladies

good night, she retraced her way to her own apart-

ment.

There she retired to rest, to dream of her injured

mother—Sellis—the Duke of Cumberland—the

mysterious letter—the vixen Queen—and a host of

fearful or unpkasant things, ail confusedly jumbled.

CHAPTER CXIIL

IHB PRINCESS SOPHIA AND HER BROTHER,

It was about one o'clock on the day following the

incidents just related ; and the Princess Sophia had
only just risen from her couch. She had not gone

through the complete operations of the toilet ; but

with her hair negligently gathered up under a French
cap, her luxuriant form wrapped in an elegant robe-

de-charabre, and her feet thrust into satin slippers,

she had thrown herself upon a sofa drawn near the

fire in the dressing-room communicating with her

bed-chamber. Under tlis plea of having letters to

write, she had dismissed her attendant-ladies for the

present; but scarcely had the door closed behind

them and she found herself alone, when she pressed

both her hands to her throbbing, burning brows—as
she murmured to herself, " Great God ! the horr«rs

of the past night!"

Then, with her head hanging back over the cushion
of the sofa and her hands still pressed against her
forehead, she remained for some minutes tnotionleis

and silent, in an attitude of blank despair.

" Oh ! it was indeed a night of horror," she
murmured to herself again, as she at leng tk slowly
raised herself from that posture and withdrew her
hands from lier aching brows. " Heavens! the
misery of that moment when i^ eager looks
plunged into the recess, will haunt me to the last
hour of my existence ! But wherefore does not ray

brottier come? 'Ts one o c.-j^k— .ma tiu pro«iiae.i

t« ke here by mid-day."

As thus she mused, her eyes remained fixed
upon the tim«-piece towards which they were
turned : and as the light from the window, tinted

with the roseate hue caught from the crimson cur-

tains, fell upon her countenance with a sort ufRem-
brandt effect, it showed off her finely shaped but
sensuous profile to its best advantage. That rosy-
tinted light imparted, too, a delitatc bloom to her
magnifioent bust, which the negligent wrapper left

more than halfexposed ; and her whole appearance
was that of a woman formed to experience the rap-
tures of love, and to kindle to the highest degree
tlie flame of enjoyment on the part of him who
might share love's pleasures with her. But the bar-

barian law enacted to prevent the blood of Royalty
from mingling with that of a subject, had prevent-

ed that woman, so luxuriant in form and &o volup-

tuous in disposition, from experiencing the lawful

joys of love in the connubial state, and had farced

her to gratify the ardour of her temperament by
illicit amours. Oh ! the atrocity of the Royal
Marriage Act !—did it not make harlots of mearly

all the daughters of George UI? And this tre-

mendous demoralization was allowed to take place

rather than permit any of those royal ladies to be-

come the wives of British citizens ! What an i«lea

must the monster King have had of the richness of

his fiimily-blood, when he took so much pains to

prevent it from mingling with that of an Englisk
subject ! No doubt the best blood that flowed in

the veins of the oldest members of the aristocracy,

was but a plebeian puddie in his estimation. Sis
family's blood indeed !—the idea of an Act of Par-

liament to protect that scrofulous, leprous, foully

diseased blood from mingling with any ocher ! Out
upon the abhorrent mockery—let us heap loath-

ing, hatred, and scorn upon the inhuman policy

that devised the Royal M;»rriage Act!

To continue our narrative. The painful reverie

of the Princess Sophia was suddenly interrupted

by the entrance of one of her female attendants,

to announce that her brother the Prince Regent
wished to see her immediately. Gathering the

wrapper closely aroand her form, the Princess ds-

sired that he should be at once admitted ; and in

a few minutes liis Royal Highness made his ap-

pearance. Put his couutenauce was severe and
even stern ; and his manner was cold as he took a
chair opposite to the sofa on which bis sister was
seated.

" Something is wrong, George ?" she at once ex-

claimed, a morb-.il terror seizing upon her. " Toll

me what it is—keep mc not in suspsnse ! I sup-

pose the wound has proved futal
"

" No—your.-^en lives, and the woimd is not mor-

tal," Biiid the Prince. " In fact, everything con-

nected with list night's adventure is satisfactory

enough, so far as we are concerned. But at the

very time that I was ai-rangiug plans to gratify

your wishes in respect to yoiir son, you were plot-

ting and intriguin^^- agiunst me—ay», and with my
own daughter too

!"'

" Ah 1 what nieau you, George ?" cried the

Princess, flinging upon her brother a frightened

look.

" Answer me one question immediately," he said,

ill a severe tone ; and gazing upon her with a look

whick seomod to bid her beware how she deceived
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or trifled with him, he asked, " Have you iirritten

to a certain person styling himself Jocelyn Lof-

tus
"

j

" Then Charlotte must have betrayed me !" ex-

I

claimed the Princess Sophia, the angry blood mant-

ling upon her cheeks. " Oh ! this is unkind—most
ankind on herpart.

"

I

" No—my daughter is not a traitress of that ig-

I

noble stamp !" interrupted the Prince Regent. " But
i there is no necessity to practise any concealment

;
nor affect any mystery in the affair. Charlotte

j

penned a long letter last night to her mother—and
that letter happened to mee-t the eyes of the

! Queen."

I

" Well, George," exclaimed the Princess Sophia,
" 1 confess that I took compassion upon the dis-

tress of mind in which my niece was plunged

But are you aware of tne extent of Aer knowledge ?

—do you know that your daughter "

" I know everything," said the Prince. " Char-

lotte listened to some discourse which was taking

j

place yesterday morning bstween her grandmother
and Mrs. Owen—and misunderstanding one por-

1
tion, and allowing her excited feelings to exagge-

]

rate another, and indeed mistaking the whole drift

of the conversation "

" Can I really believe you, George ?" asked the

Princess Sophia, gazing up steadfastly into his

face. " Because if you are telling me the truth, I

should be so glad—so very glad—to learn tliat this

conspiracy docs not exist "

" It does no«," answered the Prince, with the luest

brazen effrontery :
" nowhere except in the ln\ain

of my silly daughter. As a matter of course I

have persons watehing my wife's actions : that I

have reason for doing thisj, you may believe or not
as you choose. At all events," added the Prince
haughtily, " T am the best judge of my own private

affairs. But as for any conspiracy for accusing nay
wife of crimes whereof she is not guilty—or, in

plain terms, of ruining an innocent woman—

I

I-ledge you my soul it is all a fable—a chimera."
And as the Prince gave utterance to this tre-

mendous piece of perjury, he looked at his roj'al

sister so 3teadily,so uublushingly, and with suchan
air of conscious integrity, that she was not merely
staggered, but positively persuaded he was speak-
ing the truth.

" I am glad, my dear brother—nay, more than
glad—positively delighted," she said, "to hear you
speak in tliis manner. I confess that 1 have writ-

ten a ktter to a certain Mr. Jocelyn Loftus, whoa*
name Charlotte mentioned to me, and who is sup-
posed to be at Canterbury."

" Then the best thing you can do," interrupted
the Prince, " is to write another letter and unsay
all you have penned in the first : and at all eventw,
if he should happen to come up to London, you
will do well aot to see kim—for he is a mere ad-
venturer—a profligate young scamp "

" Indeed ! is this Ids cliaracter '(" exclaimed the
Princess, in astonishment.

"It is," returned her brother: "and he goes
about under a false name, practising his iniquities

and pursuing his debaucheries. It was on that ac -

count he was imprisoned in Paris. But enough
upon this subject : promise me that you will inter-
fere no more in the affair—and all will be well."

" I promise you faithfully," answered the Prin-
cess ;

" and I will this very day write te Mr. Lof-

tus to the effect that my letter of yesterday origi-

nated in a mistake. Should he come up to London
before my second letter can reach him, I will give
orders that he be not admitted."

" You will act wisely," said the Prince ; •• and
when you have an opportunity, I beg you to coun-
sel my daughter, and use your influence with her
to curb this rebellious spirit of hers, and not to

give way to her own headstrong opinions. The
Queen has sent me a long letter this morning
about her: for it appears that some altercation

took place between them last night. However, I

shall now look out for a husband for Charlotte ; and
when she is married, she will perhaps be less a
source of uneasiness and vexation to me."

" But she is so very young I" exclaimed the

Princess Sophia.

"Young!" echoed the Prince Regent; "why,
she is close upon eighteen years of age :"—then,

bending a look of peculiar significancy upon his

sister, he said, " The females of our family, Sophia,

cannot be married too early !"

The Princess's countenance, her neck, and all

that was seen ofher shoulders, instantaneously be-

came crimson as a peony : for those words smote
her as a. taunt and a rcpioaeh, her brother being

well aware of her frailty.

" You might have spared that observation,

George," siie said, the tears starting forth upon her
lashes.

" Well, well—I did not mean to afflict you,"

said the Prince, in a soothing tone. " It was a

random remark, and not intended to wound your
feelings. But now let me repeat for your conso-

lation, that so far as the incidents of last night are

concerned, we are safe cnoug'n."

" And he—the boy—my son," faltered the Prin-

cess, *' is still at the surgeon's to whoso house he
was conveyed?"

" To be sure," returned the Prince. " You do

not think that with such a wound, he could possibly

be removed yet awhile. Besides, when he is con-

valescent where shad he be removed to ? Not back

to Fleet Lane "

"Oh! no, no," exclaimed the Princess. "For
heaven's sake never let him see that dreadful man
again. Oh! the glimpse that I caught of his

countenance was suflicient to make me shudder

for the rest of my life, whenever his image starts

up in my mind. But doe.i he suspect—does he

know who it was tiiat thus swooned in the pre-

sence of that tragic spectacle ?—did ho, in a viord,

recojjnisc me ?"

"I do not think ho did," answered the Prince

:

" but that he saw your face is probable, because

your veil had blown aside where you fell."

" Ted me all the particulars," said the Princess:

"give mo those details of which I am as yet igno-

rant—how you got, the boy away—whether any
passers by saw you "

' I will satisfy you in a few words," said the

Prince. "Coffin had not joined me more than a
couple of minutes at the cxtreuiity of the bridge,

aud scarcely had I paid liim the amount agreed

upon for the night's service, when a female rushed

pust. She had on a cloak and thick veil, aud seemed
poorly clad : but the iVantic pace at which she was

.•^pcedinn; alung, iustautancuubly attracted the no-

nce of myself aud CoiHn. At the instant she

parsed us her veil blew aside ; aud wo caught a
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(flirapse of Iter coutitprumcf:. It wiis knovrn to im

both! No matter whi) tlic femnle wns: suffice

it for you to know thut we did recognise her

33 she thus swept past liUc a maniac, or

like one in a state of frenzied horror. But

she sa\y not U3. Coflin was about to pursue

her: for he had certain reasons for wishing to

speak to her—and those reasons also accounted

for her being there at that time of night. But at

the same instant—just as Coffin was on the point

of springing forward and catching her by the arm

—a fearful scream came thrilling through the night

air. 'Hark'.' exclaimed Coffin, clutching me by

the arm : for we were both startled as suddenly as

if the earth had been opening to swallow us up.

But instantaneously feeling assured that some-

thing was wrong—struck by a presentiment that

the shriek came from your lips—and not pausing

to reflect upon the imprudence of bringing Coffin

into contact with you, I sped along the bridge as

if wings had suddenly fastened themselves to my
feet. Coffin, wlio as well as myself had lost all fur-

ther thought of that female who had swept past

us CO frantically, and whom we had recognized,

was close at my heels. On gaining the recesis, we

beheld you lying senseless upon the pavement, and

the youth inside stabbed with a poniard. The
truth flashed to my mind ia a moment : and it

simultaneously occurred to Daniel Coffin with

equal force. We knew—wc understood—we com-

prehended it all ! 'Twas the hand ef the female

whom I have mentioned that had done the deed !"

« Fortunate, then—Oh ! most fortunate—was it

forme," exclaimed the Princess, "that rcL-ident

should thus have shown you who the base assassin

was. Otherwise the most terrible complication of

circumstantial evidouce would have pointed at me.

Oh ! I shudder—I shudder, when 1 reflect upon

the risk that I ran and the horrors I encountered

last night! But who,"' suddenly demanded the

Princess, "was the murderess? and what was the

wretch's motive?"

"llestrain your curiosity on this point," said the

Prince. " Suffice it for you to know that the fe-

mala in question had some spite against Daniel

Coffin ; and hearing that he was to be upon the

bridge last night, she availed herself of the oppor-

tunity, as she thought and hoped, to wreak her

vengeance upon him—but by a fatal mistake she

stabbed that unfortunate youth ! There is no neces-

»!ity to dwell upon these details. You do not re-

quire to be informed that on beholding the tragic

spectacle I was seized with horror and dismay.

Fortunately tiot a soul was passing at the time

—

and to snatch you up from the pavement was my
first impulse. You opened your eyes—your veil was
away from your face—and you caught a glimpse

of the countenance of Daniel Coffin. Then you
fainted again—and I placed you on the seat in the

recess. The next monient 1 turned my attention

to the youth, and drawing out the dagger gave it

to Coffin. Blood flowed from his breast: but I

covered the wound with my handkerchief, and a
long gasp convinced me that the poor boy lived.

At the same instant a hackney-coach was passing

over the bridge : it was empty—wc stopped it—
the youth was lilto.l in—and I bade Coffi:i go with
liim to the singenn's in Bridge Street. That sur-
geon is known to me—and 1 told Coffin what to

say. The coach drove away— and I breathed

more freely. All these hurried, exciting, bewilder-

ing details had occupied barely a minute. My
attention was tlieii again turned towards yourself;

but you speedily recovered—and fortunately you
were enabled to walk home."

"Fortunately indeed!" ejaculated the Princess:

"for what would the dependants of the palace

have thought had they beheld me brought back
in a swoon ? But having seen me safe in my own
apartments, you then hurried off to the sur-

geon's "

" Yes—I sped to Mr. Barrymore's," resumed the

Prince ; " and ascertained that the youth was not

past all hope."
" And though you were kind enough to eome

back to me with this assurance," observed the

Princess, " yet was I unable to subdue the horror

of my thoughts. But it must have been very late

when you got to bed "

"It was barely one o'clock," said the Prince

Regent: "and that is not late for me. Only

I would much rather have to sit up at night for

more pleasant purposes. However, I left you with

the promise of returning at noon to-day—and if 1

am an hour or so later than my promise, it is

because of the ai rival of a courier with that un-

pleasant letter from our mother "

" But yon have been to 5Ir. Barrymore's ?
' said

the Princess, anxiouslj'.

" I have already told you so," rejoined the Prince

Regent. " The youth is out of danger—but still

speechless. 1 inyented some tale to account for

my appearing in the matter—and the surgeon

asks no questions. He is a discreet man. As for

Coffin, I have not seen him since last night : but

even if he did recognise you, it matters little

for I have determined," added the Prince em-

phatically, " to rid myself of that feUow."

" But how?" inquired the Princess Sophia, some-

what uneasily—as if she thought there was to be

more bloodbhed.

"Oh! I have a plan cut and dried I* ex-

claimed the Prince. "Indeed, it was all arranged

ready for carrying into operation last night—and

had "that fellow once reached the receiving-ship

off the Tower, he would have suddenly ceased to

be his own master. Yes—while your son was being

placed on board one vessel for Canada, Coffin

would have beqn shipped in another for the West

Indies Ah ! it was splendidly arranged, 1 can

tell you;—and the plan is only now delayed by

thpsc unforeseen occurrences — not altogether

abandoned."
" I feel that 1 shall be more at ease when that

dreadful man is out of the country," said the

Princess.
" He soon shall be," rejoined the Prince. " And

now I must take my departure. I have two niat-

Isrs to attend to this afternoon. One is a Privy

Council, which is of little consequence : the other

is a rehearsal for certain private theatricals, which

is of very great consequence."
" Private theatricals *." cjaciflated the Princess.

« Where ?"

" At Carlton House," responded the Regent.

"Will yon come? Only the very, very select

—

the choicest t.'i.'r, so to .«peak— can be admitted:

and theretbrc 1 have had tickets duly printed.

Here are a few for your own use :"—and he flung^

down half-a-dozen upon the table.
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"Oh I I could not think of attending," ex-

i
claimed the Piincess Sophia, " with my mind agi-

I

tated as it is ! Take back your tickets
"

I
"No. no—you may choose to give them away to

I your very particular friends," said the Prince.

I

" Besides, the representation does not take place

I until to-morrow night—and by that time your

I

spirits will be better. Try and come—it will be

I so amusing!"

I

With these words the Prince Regent took his

departure, leaving his sister in doubt whether this

j

facility wherewith he turned from disagreeable

I

topics to scenes of diversion, arose from a naturally

i

irrepressible gaiety or from a thorough heartless-

j

ness. But while still in the midst of conflicting

I

speculations upon the point, one of her maids en-

, tercd to announce Lady Prescott.

CHAPTER CXIV.

VISITORS AT SAINT JAME.S's.

AVuEN the usual civilities were exchanged bstwecn

the Princess Sophia and Lady Prescott, the latter

presented her Royal Highness with the note which

she had promised the Princess Charlotte to de-

liver. Sophia instantaneously recognised the hand-

writing; and opening the billet in a hurried manner,
she read the following lines :

—

" Windsor Cattle. Midnight.

"I have jml now had a cruel scene with her Majesty,

Tlia* you will hear of it from other quarters is tolerably

certain, ioasmuch as the Queen has discovered that you,

my dear aunt, have given me your sympathy and pro-

mised me your assistance In respect to my poor mother.

I am very, very unhappy. Misfortunes seem to be gather-

injj around me: and never, never did I so much require

your consoling presence, your friendghip, and your love.

But wherefore do I not fly to you ? Alas '. I am now a
prisoner at the Castle. My cmelgrandnioiher—piudon mo
lor speaking thus of your mothei-—has told me that I shall

be a captive; and my very servants, when I ride out in

my carriage or on horseback, are to perform the parts of

spies, gaolers, and guards ! It is only through the kind

nc3S or Lady Prescott that I am enabled thus to commu-
nicate with you. Come to me when you can : but pray do

not let any steps the Queen may take, prevent you from
seeing Mr. Loftus. If he should not respond to your sum-
mons, I implore you to seek some trusty messenficr who
will bear a letter of warning, which you must write, to my
dejir mother. Oh ! do not fail in all this. My whole and
sole trust is now in you, my dearest aunt : Do not write

to me about these matters : all letters will assuredly be

intercepted. But come to me when you can: for I am
VC17, very unhappy!"

This letter was by no means calculated to sooth

the troubled mind of the Princess Sophia : and when
Lady Prescott had taken her departure, her Royal
Highness fell into a painful reverie. As if her own
cares furnished not sufficient food for her infelicitous

meditation, she bad now the sorrows of her niece to

mingle with her own. But could it be really true

that no conspiracy was on foot against the Princa.ss

Caroline?—could she believe the assurances which
her brother the Prince Regent had given her upon
this subject? She was inclined to do so, because it

was no doubt ililiicult for a daugliter to believe that

her own mother-and that mother the (iueen of

England—would be engaged in such a plot. And
yet the Princessstill iiad her doubts and was tortured

with cruel uncertainties : and she resolved to take no
farther step in the matter until she had maturely

considered it in all its bearings. She did not there-

fore write to Jooelyn Lofius a second letter accord-
ing to her promise to the Prince Regent : nor did

she issue any orders against his admission to her
presence, should he call at St. James's Palace.

Neither did she repair to Windsor to confer with
her afflicted niece : but she postponed all farther

proceedings until the morrow.

And when the morrow came, what did it bring

forth ? It was a little past noon and the Princess

Sophia was seated in her drawing-room,—not in the

neglig(5e of a boudoir, but in an elegant morning
costume,—when a footmai* entered to announce that

a gentleman who gave the name of Mr. Loftus, re-

quested an audience of her Royal Highness. The
Princess hesitated for a few moments : but at length

she resolved to see him—and dismissing the ladies

1 who were in attendance, she ordered the domestic to

J

introduce Mr. Loftus.

The moment Jocelyn entered the room, the Prin-

cess Sophia was struck with an impression entirely

in his favour. It was not because he was so fault-

lessly handsome, of snch a symmetrical form and
fascinating appearance—although these qualifica-

tions might at any other time have had their weight

with the Princess, whose temperament was sensuous

even to a devouring fervour : but it was rather be-

cause the noblest thoughts were so indelibly stamped
upon the young man's brow, and because the first

look which he threw upon the Princess convinced

her that the eyes which sent forth this glance were
the index of a soul loftily chivalrous, sublimely mag-
nanimous, and full of the most unsophisticated can-

dour. Indeed, it was imposfiible to survey this

young man and believe that he was otherwise than

everything honourable and creditable to human
nature.

With a Bwect affability, the Princess Sophia
requested him to be seated ; and entering at once

upon the subject which had brought them to-

gether, she said "I thank you, air. Loftus, for this

prompt attention to my letter.''

Jocelyn bowed, making some suitable answer

;

and the Princess contiimed

—

"My letter was necessarily brief, for several

reasons. In the first place, I was writing to a
gentleman whose acquaintance 1 had not iheti.

the honour to possess ; secondl}-, 1 knew not
whether the letter itself would reach you, or into

whose hands it might fall ; and thirdly, I was
not altogether sure that the information I had
received concerning you might be correct."

" And may I ask your iiuyal iligncsi what
that information is ? " said J ocelyn.

"That you have interested yourself deeply iu

the affairs of her Royal Highness the Princess

Caroline—that you have suffered imprisomont

in France on account of the chivalrous enterprise

on which you have embarked—and that you have

recently been rescued by some Englishmen from

the hands of the French police agents."
" All this is perfectly true," said Jocelyn :—then,

after a brief pause, and with some little hesitation,

he observed, "Vour Royal Higlmoss will excuse

nie if I ask how all these facts became known to

you ?
"

•' 1 understand you, Mr. Loftus," said the Prin-

cess, a blush mounting to her checks; "you fear

—

and your apprehension is natural—that inasmuch

as 1 am acquainted with all these particulars, I
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must necessarily b« in the conspiracy which you

no doubt suppose to exist in respect to the Prin-

cess Caroline. But when you have read this let-

ter, you will see that you have no gi-ound for any
such alarm."

Thus speakinff, the Princess Sophia handed to

our hero the letter which she had received from

her niece the day before through the medium of

Lady Prescott : tlien, so soon as Jocelyn had pe-

rused this communication, her Royal Highness

proceeded to esplaia to hiai how the Princess

Charlotte had overheard the conversation on the

part of the Queen and Mrs. Owen.
" 1 am now convinced," said Jocelyn, " that

your Royal Highness has really nothing to do with

this dreadful conspiracy. But you will excuse me
if at first I proceeded with perhaps more caution

tlnu courtesy "

" You are quite right, Jtr. Loftus," said the

Princess. " But my brother, the Prince Regent
assures me solemnly that there is no conspiracy

at all
"

•' From the lips of Miss Agatha and Miss Emma
Owen," observed Loftus emphatically, "have I

received the admission that they are both engaged
in such n conspiracy. Tliat their sister Rliss Julia

is liicewisc an accomplice, is beyond all question
;

and the youngest sister Miss Mary, now at Can-
terbury—as your Royal Highness has heard—can
confirm the ssd truth. Besides, numerous other

incidents corroborate the existence of the con-
spiracy and point to the conspirators."

Jocelyu thereupon entered into a few hurried

details connected with his imprisonment at the

Prefccture—showmg by the proposals which the

Prefect had made him as the price of freedom,

that sucli a conspiracy did positively exist, and
that the conspii'ators must be chiefly personages
of the highest rank and influence thus to have been
able to set the machinery of French policeism and
tyranny at work in respect to an Englishman
v/hose only crime was harbouring the intent of
warning the Princess Caroline against her enemies

!

Sophia was convinced : all doubt and uncertainty
vanished—and she perceived that lier brother was
wilfully perjured when he pledged his soul against

the existence of this conspiracy. But there was
still one point eoncerning which she required some
little reassurance.

* Mr. Loftus," she said, " we are met to discourse

on a serious subject, and wa must stand upon no
reserve with each other. You fancied just now
that I might be one of the conspirators—and 1

have proved to you that I am not. Now I seek
equal candour at your hands. 1 have been in-

formed that you are not precisely honest in yom*
present intentions—that you pass under a false

name "

A peculiar smile gradually appeared upon
Jocelyu's classically chiselled lips as the Princess
thus spoke hesiutingly and timidly : but it was a
smile, not of conscious guilt preparing to veil it-

self under the mask of sophistry or effrontery—it

was the smile of sublime coniidcnce which the
bonourable and virtuous man puts on when ho
hears an accusation which he can easily explain
or M calumny wliicli he can readily refute. He
thereupon entered into cenaiu details which we
arc nut permitted at present to reveal to the
reader, but which the Princess Sophia heard witli

mingled astonishment and satisfaction—the latter

sentiment being experienced because she was w^ell

pleased that a young man who had already made
so favourable an impression on her mind, could
prove not only that he was as honourable as he
was handsome, but that his honour was of the
most magnanimous and lofty description.

For a long time did they continue in earnest and
confidential discourse. They viewed the position

of the Princess of "Wales in all its bearings : they
scanned all its difficulties; and they studied all

the obstacles which would have to be encountered
by any one who strove to succottr that unfor-
tunate Princess.

"Know you," inquired Sophia, after a brief

pause, " who those Englishmen were that asaisted

you to escape in France ?"

"I am still entirely in the dark on that head,"

replied Loftus. "The only clue that I at present

possess is confined to such meagre evidences as

that one was called ' -my lord,' another ' eaptain,' and
a third Jiohm : but from certain particulars men-
tioned in a few notes which passed between me
and my unknown friends just prior to my release,

I have every reason to suppose that Miss Clai-a

Stanley, the elder sister of the young lady to v.hom

I am engaged to be married, was the instigatrix of

my deliverance. I shall call upon I\liss Stanley

either this afternoon or t9-morrow, and perhaps

ascertain from her the whole particulars."

"Then, on your relsasa," said the Princess, with

an arch smile, " ycu did fly back to Canterbury to

behold your Louisa ?"

" Yes : and does your Royal Highness blame me,"

cried Jocelyn, ''if I considered it to be my first

duty to convince that dear girl of my safety ere I

adopted some new project on behalf of the Princess

Caroline 2 But I have only been in Englacd three

days: for within a few hours after my rescns in the

manner I have described to your Royal Highness, I

had to separate from my unknown friends, awume
a disgui.se, and proceed on foot all the way to Havre,

because I had no passport. At Havre I waited till

I could obtain a passage for Suuthampton; and

thence I travelled day and night to Canterbury,

without passing through London on my way thither.

But I am detaining your Royal Highness with my
own private concerns, while I ought to be conversing

only on the one grand subject of our interview.

Had your letter not reached me at Canterbury, I

should have started off again in a few days for the

Continent—taking care, however, to avoid France.

My idea was to pass through Belgium, and proceed

along the Rhine "

"And why not still adopt that plan V aaked the

Princess. " I will furnish you with letters to my
injured sister-in-law

''

" An idea struck me as 1 journeyed up to London
yesterday on receipt of yoar Royal ilighness's letter:

and that ia," continued Jocelyn, " if I could only

procure an interview with tiie Prince Regent, I

would appeal to him on balialf of his persecuted

wife
"

"But he would not hear youl" exclaimed tke

Princess.

"Oh! 1 would force him to hear me," replied

Loftus, his cheeks flushing with the generous entiiu-

siasm that inspired his htart. " I feel that I should

become so eloquent while pleading such a holy eause,

thai 1 am almost inclined to hope I s^cmld be en-
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ailed to produce some "little impression upon the

mind of his Royal Ilighr/ess. At all events, if 1

failed, I should be cheered by the consciousness of

having done my duty : and that very failure would

nerve me with a detennination all the more deeply

fixed to defend the Princess Caroline against her

enemies."

As Jocelyn Loftus v»as thus speaking, the eyes of

the Princess wandered from his countenance to the

mantel-pieoe in the vacant abstraction of her

thoughts ; and her glance encountered the admission-

tickets which her broth«r had given her on the pre-

vious day. and which were now stuck in a card-rack

by the biue of the mirror.

"I have it!" she suddenly exclaimed. "There
will be no harm in trying what efl'ect your eloquence

may have upon the Prince Regent. At all events,

the experiment is one suggested by humanity, kind-

ness, and the best of feelings. But I know that my
brother will not voluntarily give you an audi-

ence——

"

"If I could only meet his Royal Highness some-

wkere," exclaimed Jocelyn,—" if I could but obtain

admission into Carlton House "

" You shall—you shall !" ejaculated the Priacess.

" See—here is iuch a talisman as you require !"

—

and as she spoke her Royal Highness took one of

the admission-tickets from the card-rack and handed

it to Jocelyn, who received it with mingled gratitude

and exultation.

He then took his departure, with a promise to

call again at St. James's Palace on the following

day.

CHAPTER CXV.

THE PRIVATE THEATRICALS.

The reader will remember that magnificent saloon

at Carlton House where the dance of the aristociatic

young ladies took place, and whence there was a

communication by means of a glass-door with an
ante-chamber. Ttiis saloon was now fitted up as a

private ibeatro. A stage had been erected with

wings, shifting scsnes, a curtain, foot-lights, trap-

doors, and all the usual contrivances and arrange-

ments belonging to efficient dramatic representation.

On the floor were placed rows of cushioned seats
;

and along the sidos, as well as at the extremity

facing the stage, elegantly furnished boxes were
erected. A door had been purposely pierced at the

extremity, under the central boxes, to serve as an
entrance for the audience; and it"wa8 covered with

curtains of purple velvet, having gold fringes th.it

swept the floor. A place for the orchestra was built

in front of the stage; and several pieces of music
had been composed expressly for the occasion.

The ante-chambiir adjoining the saloon was
converted into a Green Room, an ascent of steps

leading from the glass-door upon the stage. The
whole arrangements had taken place under the super-
intendence of an eminent theatrical manager; and r.s

money was hever spared in gratifying the expensive
whims and costly caprices of the Prince Regent,—

a

remark which may bo applied without a single ex-
ception to all the members of Royalty from William
the Conqusror down to the present day,—every re-

quisite which gold could procure to perfect the

elegance, the splendour, and the rlchnes.s of this
bijou theatre had been obtaineil.

At six o'clock in the evening the Prince Regent
gave a sumptuous banquet to ail the amateur actors
and actresses who were to take part in the perform-
ances, as well as to a select number of persons who
were to constitute the audience. At this splendid
festival his Ro3al Highness wore a Court dress, with
the Order of the Garter. On his right hand sate
Lady Sackville—the briiliaat Venelia—the glory of
whose transcending charms appeared not only fit to

bask in that blaze of light, but also calculated to

enhance the dazzling lustre which, shed from the
crystal chandeliers and reflected in the superb mir-
rors, flooded the banquetting-room. There also was
Lady Curzon—another grand beauty belonging to

the sphere of aristocracy and fashion. Miss Ba-
thursf, Mrs. Arbuthnot, and her daughter Penelope
were likewise there, thanks to special invitations sent
them by Venetia ; and through the interest of the
Countess of Curzon, Lady Lechmere had likewise
procured admission to this select circle. Lady
Prescott, who was only in the second year of her
widowhood, but had laid aside her weeds and was
said to be looking out for another husband, was also
present. In addition to these ladies, were at least

twenty others— Duchesses, Marchionesses, Coun-
tesses, and Baronesses— very many of whom hdC
at diflTeitent times been honoured with the smiles of
the Prince Regent and had bestowed their favours
upon him in return.

We said that Venetia sat next to the Prince : but
on her right hand was Sir Douglas Huntingdon, who
was however (Sareful not to regard her with any un-
due familiarity that might betray the intimacy sub-
sisting between them. The Earl of Curzon was also
present ; and at first he had felt a little piqued at

not being enabled to find a seat next to Venetia—tor
he little thought that the Baronet had quite as much
claim upon her favour as he himself could advance.
Indeed, the Baronet's pretensions were in reality

the greater : because, although they had both ren-
\

dered Venetia signal services and each had received
his reward, yet be it recollected that the Earl of

'

Curzon had obtained that reward through a mistake
in the famous boudoir-scenes, whereas Venetia had '

voluntarily and indeed designedly abandoned herself
|

to Sir Douglas Huntingdon. But if the Earl of !

Curzon had now failed to place himself next to Ladv
Sackville, he was somewhat indemnified by having
the handsome and dark-eyed Lady Prescott on his

right hand ; and he soon found that the widow was '

not only very amiable, good-tempered, and enter-

taining, but that she also knew how to fling most ,

mischievous sidelong glances from beneath the jetty
|

fringes of her eye-lids.
|

Lord Sackville was of course present: and ho
was seated next to Lady Curzon, to whom he com-
ported himself with a courtesy wherein there was
an infusion of tenderness wl.icii the lady herself

failed not to perceive, but which was not very

generally observed arouud the table. The Mar-
quis of Leveson was not amongst the guests ;

Venctin, who had superuUc^uded tlia i'lvitations,

had purposely omitted him—aud the Prince was
too much absorbed in tho gaiety of the scene auil

the pleasures of tho tablo to remark hi^ .absence.

B;:sidc!<, there was no iatk of J^iikes, Marquwos,
Kirls, and Barons; und thus the brilliant com-
pany comprised about fifty guests, all lout upon
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enjoying themselves during the evening to any
extent tliat tlio geueral fceliiifj might couventiou-
ally carry tlieiu.

At eiglit o'clock the ladies withdrew to take

coffee in the diawiiig-room; and itoon afterwards

those who were to appear iu the dramatic repre-

sentatiou, retired to underf^o the operations of the

toilette. At half-past eight the geutiemen quitted

the dinner-tabie and joined those ladies who still

remained in the drawing-room : but at nine o'clock

there was a general summons to repair to the

saloon fitted up as the theatre. All those per-

sonages, male and female, who had been fortunate

enough to procure admission-tickets were already

assembled iu the theatre; and when those ladies

and gentlemen who had been the Prince's guests

at dinner, but who were not to take part in the

representations, made their appearance and tool;

their seats in the boxes reserved for them, the

eutire portion allotted to the audience was tilled

with the most brilliant assemblage. Indeed, to

gaze upon that scene where Court dresses and
scarlet uniforms mingled with the elegant apparel

of the ladies—where ostrich plumes and bird-uf-

paradise feathers waved above many a high and
polished brow—where coronals of artificial flowers,

wreaths of pearls, and tiaras of diamonds shone
upon glossy hair or gave efi'ect to hyperion tres-ses

—where bright eyes reflected the light that poured
down from the crystal chandeliers, and the crimson

hue of the draperies impart d a roseate tint to

that flood of lustre in which naked shoulders, bare

arms, and half-exposed bosoms seemed dazzling as

alabaster—and where stars, orders, and decorations

shone upon the breasts of peers and oflBcers, and
jewels of incalculable price gleamed upon the

dresses of the ladies,—to gaze upon this scene we

say, was to fee! the head turning with tlie bewilder-

ment of intoxication and the eyes becoming daz-

zled with tliis gala.xy of diamonds, ornaments,

flashing eyes, aud natural charms !

But oh 1 if at the same instant the thoughts

could only have travelled to the dens of poverty

on SaiFion Hill, the haunts of squalor and of

wretchedness in Spitalfields and Wliitechapel, the

abodes of vice and the resorts of crime in the

!\Iiut of Southwark, and the low neighbourhoods

of demoralization and famine which lie in the

vicinage of Westminster Abbey,—or if the imagi-

nation, at onoe taking a wider range and starting

off to a greater distance, could only have pictured

to itself the pale, pining, perishing factory-slave

of Lancashire, ov the toil-crushed, persecuted, aud
down-trampled miner of the North, or the poor

j

labourer iu the agricultural district, hugging the .

iron chain of serfdom through tlie brutalizing
I

the gaiety, and the innate profligacy which cha-
rictorispd all the rest. This young man was JocJ-
lyn L .t'tii.i. AVeli dressed, it is true, in his usml
genteel style, he nevertheless rejoiced iu no rihaud,
star, garter, or other decoratiou. Neither was he
accomjianiod by any lady who looked amorously
upon him or sutF.;red her knees to press against
his own ; nor did he take any real pleasure in the
scene before him. At the .same time, if he fait

him.self out of place there aud in an unsuitable
element, it was not that he was overawed by the
presence of the Aristocracy, or that he wai awk-
ward or embarrassed as if among.st his superiors
and betters. No— it was because his lofty mind
contemned all the frivolity, the gaud, the grandeur,
the pomp, and the display assembled and indeed
personified there—it was because his elevated cha-
racter made him desiiiise that throng, brilliant

though it were, as nothing more than a gathering
of titled brigands and aristocratic demireps— it

was because he regarded them all as the repre-

sentatives, the votaries, and the supporters of a
system which invests the few with inordinate

wealth and plunges the millions into the direst

poverty !

He was there only because he had a self-im-

posed duty to perform: he was there, also, by
virtue of the admission-ticket which he had re-

ceived from the Priiicess Sjphia ; aud his object,

as the readei- already knows, was to seek the

opportunity of au interview with the Prince Re-
gent. But, Oh ! as he glanced around upou those

ladies of rank, wealth, aud fashion—as he beheld
the shameless e.xposure of their c.'iarms, observed
the looks which ihey exchanged witu the titled

profligates respectively stated next to them, and
saw them basking as it were in the voluptuous
light which the devouring eyes of lasciviousuesi

shed upon them in return—aud as he unavoidably

caught the tenour of the remarkj whicli fell from
rosy lips or were wafted iu wanton whispers to

greedily listening ears—he could not help th.ink-

iug heaven that he had been gifted with courage,

and sense, and virtue sufliclent to euabie him tj

abjure the atmosphere of fashion— that atmo-

sphere which is like the south-wind of orieutal

climes, laden with the fragrance of earth's love-

liest flowers, but bearing pestilence upon its wing !

But let us now glance iuto the Green Room
where the amaie.nr performers were by this time

assembled. All the indelicacies of the real sUge-

costume—or laiher, of the ballet-apparel at the

Opera—had been adopted by these fusliionable

imuators. It would almost seem as if the positive

agreement had beeu, or at all events as if the tacit

understanding were, that the ladips who were to

ignorance iu which the despot's cuuning purposely :
taka part iu tS.e proceedings

keeps him,—Oh! then what a hideous picture

would the woes, the miseries, the sufVcrings and
the wrongs of the millions have furnished in con-

trast with that scene of splendour, brilliancy, and
luxurious case presented to the view at tlie pri-

vate theatre of Carlton House

!

But to return to onr talc. In the midst of that
brilliant assemblage— or r.ither, retiring from
where the blaze of beauty aud of jewels was most
dazzling,—almost shrinking, then, we might say,
into the farthest corner—was one young gentle-
man who iu his apparel, his looks, and his thoughts,
constituted the sole exception to tha splendour,

shou d be attired in

drapery as gauzy aud as scanty as possitjie.

Thus the fine peisou of Venetia was exposed to

an extent that left little scope for the exercise of

faucy and gave small opportunity for guesses.

Not only wore her fine plunp shoulders completely

bare, but the grand amplitude of her bast was

revealed to the eye in a manner which outraged

all modesty. Indeed, so large a portion of her

bosom was left bare that it was by uo means dif-

ficult fjr imaginatioii to fill up the picture iu all

its voluptuous perfection. Her dress was not only

thus low iu the body, bat it was equally scant ia

the skirt; aud the splendid symmetry of bar limbj
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was accurately pourtraj-ed by the flesh-coloured

silk that covered them with such tight-fittinif

accuracy. Her splendid arms, white and g\omng,
were naked to the shoulder; and thu3 was her

superb form exposed so that every line could be

traced — every deflection and inflection, every

sinuosity and awellinsf charm, every curve and
contour, could be faithfully followed by the gloat-

ing eye of the observer.

Lady Curzon, who had likewise undertaken apart

in the performances of the evening, was apparelled

in a manner to set off her own beauties to their

utmost advantage. She wore her raven hair in

rinplets, which showered like shining jet upon her

finely-shaped shculders: whereas Venetia had her

auburn hair arranged in massive bands and orna-

mented with flowers. The other ladies who were to

take part in the drama, were attired in dresses as

Rauzy and transparent as those of Venetia and

Editha ; and nothing could be more voluptuous—
55*

nothing better calculated to excite the most laggard

passions or fire the fervid ones to frenzy—than this

assemblage of beauties so sensuously, so shamelessly

exposed! The Prince Regent retained his Court-

dress, which became the character indicated by the

piece for him to perform. Lord Curzon was dis-

guised as an old astrologer : but Sir Douglas Hun-

tingdon and several other noblemen and gentlemen

who formed part of the amateur corps, retained the

same apparel in which they had appeared at the

banquet.

The opening piece was called The King and the

Sea Nymplig, and had been written on purpose for

the occssion. Its plot was meagre— its structure

slight: but it abounded in brilliant and sparkling

dialogue, and admitted of all the exciting efTicts to

be produced by voluptuous tableaux.

But avoiding minute details as much as possible,

let us resume the thread of our narrative and at

once pass from the Clreen Room to the stage. A
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silver bell tinkled; and the orchchtra—for we should

have observed that there was a splendid band pre-

sent—played a piece of music that stole softly and

wantonly upon the senses. Ajfain the bell chimed,

after a short space ; and the curtain drew up, reveal-

inj; the Prince Regent who appeared alone upon the

stage. He was of course greeted with loud applause,

which he acknowledged with that gracefulness of

salutation which formed one of the qualities that

had obtained for him the distinction of " the first

gentleman of Europe." The stage repraseuted the

interior of an Astrologer^ house; and from a so-

liloquy which the Prince delivered, it appeared that

this Astrologer not only read the stars but also

human hearts, and was consulted as much in love

matters as upon any other subject. It farther ap-

peared that the Prince, who represented the charac -

ter ofKing ofthe City ofPleasures, had come thither

for the purpose of ascertaining from the lips of the

Astrologer which of the twelve mistresses whom he

possessed, had proved faithless to him ; inasmuch as

he had intercepted an anonymous letter crammed

full of love-protestations, but being without the

envelope that had originally accompanied it he was at

a loss to ascertain to which particular fair one it was

addressed, Having thus made known, in the form

of a soliloquy, the object of his visit to the Astro -

loger, the King of the City ofPleasures awaited the

learned man's presence. Nor did he wait long

:

for in a few minutes Lord Curzon, clothed in the

robes and wearing the cap of a sage, made his

appearance ; and having heard the King's tale, he

proceeded to consult a huge book of magic, charms,
and other cabalistic devices, Inspired with the sug-

gestions of the great book, the learned Astrologer

proceded to inform the King that if he laid down to

sleep on a certain magic couch, the Sea Nymphs
would come to talk to him in his dreams and answer
all the questions that he might put to them. The
KiTig of course rewarded the Astrologer handsomely

;

and away he went. But scarcely had he disappeared

from the stage, when Lady Curzon, enveloped in a
cloak, representing .(4t/c//za, one of the A'j'nj;'* twelve

mistresses, also came to consult the Astrologer.

Her dilemma consisted in the loss of a note which
she prized very highly and which she was fearful

might fall into hands where the writing would be
recognized. The Astrologer, laughing in his sleeve

at the coincidence which greatly amused him, di-

rected Adeliza to go and induce all her fellow-

mistresses to dress up as Sea Nymphs, and watch
for an opportunity when the King should be sleeping,

to gather round him and play their practical jokes
upon his Majesty : for the Astrologer assured her
that if she did this and watched her opportunity to

introduce her fingers into the King's right-hand

waistcoat pocket, she would inevitably recover the

lost note. Highly pleased with this advice, Adeliza

bestowed a handsome reward on the Astrologer, and
took her departure.

Such was the first scene of the drama; and it

passed olT to the infinite delight of all present

—

with the sole exception of Jocelyn T,oftus, whose
thoughts wore bent on far more serious abujeots.
The curtain fell ; and when it rose again the stage
represented a splendid garden. The King of the
City of Pleasures was now discovered reclining
on the magic couch which the Astrologer had lent
him, and which was supposed to be placed in the
summer-liouse on the grounds belonging to the

royal palace. The Aftrologer, who was a funny
fellow in his way, had contrived this magic couch
to be as uneasy as possible ; and the KiTig amused
the audience by many ejaculatory complaints

uttered in the way which on the stage is called

aside, but wliich means that such remarks are to

be made louder than any others ! And now, to

the sound of delicious music, did the Sea Nymphs
make their appearapce, Venetia as their Qxuan
bearing a waud in her hand.

But here we must interrupt the progress of our

narrative for a moment, to observe that had it not

been for the enthusiastic outburst of applause

which welcomed Venetia and her fair companions,
an ejaculation that fell from the lips of Jocelyn
Loftus would have startled every one present. It

was an ejaculation of utter amazement—an ejacu-

lation which he could not have suppressed had the

utterance of it cost him his life at the same mo-
ment! But fortunately for him it was lost and
absorbed in the loud and prolonged welcome that

greeted the train of aristocratic actresses.

Over the heads of the applauding throng that

occupied the cushioned seats in what may be

termed the pit of the theatre—from his retired

corner, were the looks of Jocelyn fixed upon one
of those lightly-dressed and semi-nude beauties

representing the Sea Nymphs. Could it be pos-

sible?—was it indeed she—or only a wondrous,

marvellous resemblance ? And yet it was scarcely

possibly to err? There was the same classic out-

line of the profile—the same grandeur of form

—

the same look; there were the same lips—the same
unmistakable expression of the eyes ;—and there

also was the bright glory of the auburn hair

!

A certain sickening sensation came over Loftus

—a tightening of the heart-strings : and he felt as

if be were almost about to faint. Passing bis hand

over his eyes, as if to dissipate any delusion that

had started up before him, he again fixed his

looks upon that resplendent creature who had thus

so deeply, deeply absorbed all his interest : and

the longer he gazed, the more covinced became

he that it was no mere resemblance on the part of

another—hut she herself, whom he remembered so

completely and so well

!

But what name did she bear at Carlton House?

—ia a word, who was she ? He was about to lean

forward and ask the question of,' the gentleman

who sat nearest to the corner where he had placed

himself: but suddenly recollecting that on presenU

ing his admission-ticket in the hall below, he had

received a programme of the representations

printed upon white velvet, he drew it abruptly

forth from the pocket into which he had thrust it,

and where it had remained forgotten until this mo-

ment. Hastily unfolding it, but with fingers that

trembled nervously, Loftus looked to ascertain who
was performing the character of Queen of the Sea

Nymphs. But the velvet programme dropped from

his hands as he read the name of Ladt Sacr-

vii.lk!

" I understand it all now !" he murmured to him-

self, and sank back into his corner with feelings

that defy all power of description.

For several weeks did he remain absorbed in

reflections of a character as painful as they were

conflicting. In the meantime the action of the

drama progressed upon the stage, to the infinite

dalight of all present, save our astounded, dis '
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mayed, and afflicted hero. Venetia, in the capa-

city of Queen of the Sea Nymphs, had to deliver

several speecbes replete with brilliant wit and

I

sparkling humour ; and these she enunciated in a

I style that, joined with the soul-seekin^ melody of

j

her harmonious voice, produced a thrilling effect

I
upon the audience. Lady Curzon's performance

I

was also highly effective : and there was a scene
' where Venetia had to apostrophise the sleeping

King of the City of Pleasures, during which Ade-

iiza seized the opportunity to fall upon her knees

and get back her note from the King's pocket.

That portion of the performance elicited great ap-

plause : and it was just at this point that Jocelyn

I

Loftus, awaking from his reverie, again fixed his

eyes earnestly, attentively, and scrutinizingly upon
Venetia in order to clear up any doubts which
might remain in his mind relative to the idea he
had conceived. But the longer he surveyed that

splendid creature, whose animated complexion now
gave increased brilliancy and effect to her fault-

less features, and who availed herself of every op-

portunity permitted by the part she was enacting

to exhibit all the charming graces of her person
and all the seductive witcheries of her exquisite

beauty,—the less room was there for doubt. In-

de«d, as the music of her delicious voice floated

through the warm and perfumed atmosphere of

that brilliantly-lighted saloon, its accents, its har-

mony, its iatonations, all fell familiarly upon Joce-

iyn's ear

!

He was now seized with a sudden repugnance to

remain in that place any longer. The atmosphere
gr«w oppressive to him : it seemed as if he were
breathing the air exhaled by all that is profligate,

immoral, meretricious, and foul in the sphere of

rank and fashion. He even felt as if he were com-
mitting a crime by lingering in so tainted an atmo-
sphere. Seizing his hat, he resolved to take his

departure at once ; and accordingly issued forth

by the door covered with the purple velvet curtains

But scarcely had he set toot on the landing out-

side, when he recollected that his whole and sole

object in coming to Carlton House at all was to

obtain an interview with the Prince Regent, and in

this aim he did not wish to be disappointed. He
therefore accosted a footman, saying, " I feel too
indisposed to remam in the saloon any long«er, but
I am most desirous to say a few words to his Royal
Highness before I take my departure. Will you
be 80 kind as to show me to a room where I can
wait until the representation is over ?"

The footman instantaneously complied with this

request, and escorted our hero to an adjacent par-
lour, where a lamp was burning.

" What name shall I mention to his Royal
Highness?" asked the footman, as he held the door
ajar.

" Give me writing materials, and I will pen a
few Ikies, which you can hand to his Royal High-
ness immediately after the performance."

Jocelyn's request was obeyed ; and having writ-

ten a note earnestly and solemnly imploring an in-

terview with the Prince, he folded, sealed, and gave
it to the footman. The domestic retired—and our
young hero, being left alone, relapsed into a train

of gloomy reflections.

Thus three hours dragged their slow length
away; and, in the meantime, let us see what was
takiug plao* iu another part of Carlton House.

The performances were aver, and the larger por-

tion of the audience had taken their departure to

their own residences : but the more immediate
friends of the Prince—indeed, the same who had
dined with him previous to the conmiencement of
the amateur-representation — assembled in the
supper-room, where an elegant repast was served

up. The ladies who had figured in the perform-

ance, retained their gauzy raiment : and thus the

board seemed to be embellished with the exposed
charms and wanton looks of courtezans, x-ather

than ef ladies priding themselves on their lofty

rank, and standing as it were on the highest pedes-

tals of the social sphere.

As the wine circulated freely after supper, and
the coral lips of beauty sipped the champagne-
nectar of Epernay, the colour deepened upon the

cheeks—the eyes flashed more brightly—the re-

gai'ds became more tender and more wanton—the
conversation grew more free—and the litUo fa-

miliarities of friendly conviviality became enhanced
into positive license. Venetia again sate next to

Sir Douglas Huntingdon ; the Earl of Curzon had
managed to re-monopolize the handsome widow
Lady Prescott, who, be it observed, appeared no-
thing loth thus to receive his attentions;—while

the Countess of Curzon was again the companion
of Venetia's husband. Lord Sackville. As for the

Prince Regent, he drank so copiously that he was
soon in a very agreeable state of intoxication; and
thus devoting himself entirely to the bottle—or ra-

ther to the bowl of curacoa-punch—he ceased to

take notice of his guests, and was taken little no-

tice of by them. Jocelyn's note had been put into

his hand ; but after hastily scanning its contents,

he consigned it to hi3 waistcoat-pocket, and soon

forgot all about it.

At lengtn his Royal Highness fell asleep in his

chair, and then the company began to break up.

Loi'd Curzon conducted Lady Prescott to her car-

riage, and pressed her hand as he took leave of her,

a pressure that was assuredly returned, though
slightly and timidly perhaps. He then sought his

own carriage, to which his wife had just been es-

corted by Lord Sackvilie ; and as the Eari and
Editha tlius rode heme together, a somewhat inte-

resting as well as curious discourse took place be-

tween them. Of this, however, we shall say mora
anon. Meantime let us hasten to state that Sir

Douglas Huntingdon and the other guests having

all taken their aeparture. Lord and Lady Sackville

withdrew to their o?»n chamber—where they passed

the I'est of the night together in each other's arm^,

but inspired only by the appetite of passion and
nut by the tenderness of love.

The Prince had been lefc sleeping in his chair;

but when the domestics aroused him for the par-

pose of conveying hi ^ Royal Highness to his cham-
ber, he repelled their services—overwhelmed them
With drunken oatlis—and swore that he was us so-

ber as any man in Christendom. Thereupon, one
of the lacqueys ventured to remind him that the

gentleman who had sent the letter was stifl wait-

ing ; and the Prince, having some vague and con-

fused idea of the circumstance, declared that he
would see Mr. Lofius without delay.

But in the meantime, was not Jocelyn wearied of

thus waiting? Yes—nevertheless, he waited still,

because he deemed it his duty to see the Prince if

poiMible. It was now one o'clock in the morning

:
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more than three hours had passed—and nobody

came. Fancying that himself and hii note must

have been alike forgot'en, he was about tj ring

the bell—when the door suddenly opened. Joce-

lyn rose on catching sight of the Prince ; but he

was at the same moment struck with stupefaction

on observing his Royal Highness stagger forward

a pace or two—then reel sideway—then totter back

as if about to fall—then stagger forward again

—and then advance with a rolling, reeling, stag-

gering gait, and in a zig-zag manner, towards the

spot where Jocelyu remained transfixed. The
truth became apparent enough—the Prince Re-
gent was in a beastly state of intoxication I

Heavens, what a spectacle ! His wig was all dis-

heveled and awry, pushed completely round upon

his head, so that the wavy curls which were usually

worn in front, were now just above the right ear:

his eyes were bloodshot—his cheeks flushed to a

degree that seemed to portend apoplexy—his un-

der-jaw hanging down, and thus ^'iving an air of

hebetation and stolid vacancy to his countenance.

Add to these symptoms the disordered shirt-frill

—the wai>tcoat unbuttoned and covered with vi-

nous stains—and the hands thruiit rakishly into

the breeches-pocket, and the reader may form an

idea of the pretty figure which his Royal Highness

cut upon the present occasion.

Jocelyu was grieved as well as astonished. Yes
, —grieved, because he felt how deplorable was the

I political system that gave the country a beastly

Bensualist to rule over it—grieved, because his

own noble pride as a man was shocked at behold-

ing the utter degradation of one who had such
golden opportunities of being the brightest orna-

ment of his species—grieved, too, because he saw
all in an instant how utterly useless were the pains

he had taken to procure this interview.

" Well—eh—sir-rah, wha-a-t the deu-eu-ce has

brought you here—eh ?" faltered the Prince as he
staggered up to Jocelyn, and then stood reeling,

inclining, bending, and tottering, as if he were en-

deavouring to balance himself upon a tighl-rope.

" So you sent me—hie—a note-ote—eh ?—beg-eg-

ging an inter—what the devil d'ye call it—hie—in-
ter-view—that's it. Well-el—now you've got your
wish—ish—and so out with it—hie—hie—damn
this floor-it's so uneven—I can't keep-eep—my—
my—bal—al—al—ance !''

And after several vain and ineffectual endea-
vours to keep bis fooling, and many noddings and
bobbings of the head, the first gentleman in Eu-
rope tumbled heavily upon the carpet. Jocelyn's

prompt impulse was to rush to his aid and life the

fallen Prince : but at the same moment his Royal
Highness threw up the contents of his stomach all

over himself and the carpet—and Jocelyn, ineff-

ably disgusted, turned away, rang the bell violently,

and quitted the room.

Oa the following morning, Jocelyn called upon
the Princess Sophia, with whom he remained in
deep consultation for upwards of an hour ; and on
taking his leave he returned to the hotel in Co-
Tent Garden, where he was in the habit of taUiog
up his quarters when in London. There he penned
a long letter, which he addressed to Lady Sack-
Tille, and which he forthwith despatched to Carlton
House. He then ordered a post-chaise, and by ten
o'clock in the evening once more entered the an-
cient city of Canterbury.

CHAPTER CXVL

MATRIMONIAL STOBM8.

It was the morning after the scenes and entertain-

ments just described ; and if we penetrate into the
breakfast-parlour at the Earl of Curzon's house, we
shall find his lordship and Editha lounging at the

table, sipping their chocolate, and carrying on a
broken kind of discourse with listless tone and
idle manner, partly real and partly assumed.

" And so last night, while we were returning

home in the cai-riage," said the Earl of Curzon,
" you intimated that I paid a little too much at-

tention to Lady Prescott "

' I did not make the remark, Charles," inter-

rupted PJditha, " before you said something sneer-

ing and sarcastic concerning Lord Sackviiie's at-

tentions towards me."
" Well, I only said what I thought," resumed the

nobleman, stretching out his arms and yawning.
" Sackville is a deuced handsome fellow ; and I

told you that 1 thought he was smitten with you

—

that was all."

" No—it was not all," said Editha, extending her-

self with a still more languid abandonment upon the

sofa, or lounge, whereon she was reclining—her

symmetrical form loosely enveloped in an elegant

morning wrapper ; " for you even intimated that I

received his lordship's attentions with an apparent
willingness

"

*' 1 don't think I used the word umUingness," ob-

served the Earl. " I said that you might have

shown him a little more coolness."

I
"No—reserve was the term, now that I recol-

lect," interrupted the Countess ; " and I told you
in reply that it is not in my nature to appear dis-

tant and reserved to any friend or acquaintance,

unless it were to resent a marked insult."

"Yes—I recollect your saying all that," ob-

served Lord Curzon ; " and I think I expressed

my opinion that Lord Sackville's very conspicuous

attentions were 7wt received as an insult."

" Assuredly not," responded Editha, still main-

taining a tone and look of listless indifference,

although in reality she began to be piqued at

the under-current of satire which perceptibly ran

through her husband's discourse. " Received as

an insult, indeed ! how could yon have thought

such a thing? Did Lady Prescott receive your

attentions as an insult?"

"You asked me that question in the carriage

last night," observed Lord Curzon.
" And you told me,' said Editha, her lips now

curling with a perceptible sneer, " there was not

the slightest resemblance between the two cases."

" No more there is," ejaculated the Earl, begin-

ning to get excited. " Lady Prescott is a widow,

and may be permitted a certain license: she is

not to be expected to enact the prude "

" At all events your lordship seems to expect

that she should not," interrupted Editha. " But
it is ridiculous to suppose that you, on the one

hand, and in the presence of your wife, may lavish

your most tender assiduities—indeed, 1 may s.iy

amorous and truly significant attentions—upon a

very beautiful widow,—while I, on the other hand,

am to be called to an account for merely accepting

the most ordinary courtesies."
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" Bat you said all that in the chaise last nig^ht,"

cried the Earl.

" To be sure I did ! But are we not recapitu-

lating tliat very interesting and edifying discourse ?"

said Editha.

"But why recapitulate it?" demanded the Earl,

impatiently.
" Most assuredly it was not I who commenced

it," ejaculated the Countess, her cheeks flushing

and her whole manner denoting a rising pettish-

ness. " Let me tell you once for all, that I only

behaved with common courtesy and politeness to-

wards Lord Sackville. I gave him no encourage-

ment whatsoever: I defy a single soul seated around

that table, from the Prince down to
"

" The Prince indeed I" exclaimed Curzon, with

an ironical laugh. " He was as drunk as an owl

—

and looked very much like one too, lolling in that

arm-chair "

"Yes— Lady Sackville must have a singular

taste," observed Editha, with a contemptuous toss

of her head, arising from ill-concealed jealousy,

"to allow such a loathsome monster "

"Nonsense! you don't think so in your own
heart," said the Earl. " I dare say if the truth be

known, you would give ten years of your life to

change places with Lady Sackville and become the

Prince's mistress."

" How dare you insult me, my lord, in this

manner?" demanded Editha, but with a passion that

was not so well affected as altogether to deceive

her husband. " lu fact, what cause have I given

you to address me in the style which you adopted
in the carriage last night and which you are renew-
ing now? 1 repeat that I only received Lord
Sackville's attention with a becoming courtesy;

I

and when the company got heated with wine and

I

began to indulge in certain little freedoms—inno-

I

cent as your lordship doubtless considers them to

j

have been," added Editha, with a fine vein of sar-

I

casm in her accents, " Lord Sackville abstained

from adopting the same course towards me;
j

whereas you did not hesitate to kiss Lady Pres-

; cott "

"'Twas a mere kiss snatched in fun," observed
,
Curzon.

i

" Lips are not glued together in jest," rejoined

I

Editha, her eyes flashing the spirit of the sarcasm

I

which her words conveyed : " nor does the hand
!
rest upon the naked shoulder unintentionally—nor,

' when withdrawn, glide accidentally over the heav-

I
ing bosom "

I

" Ah 1" ejaculated the Earl ; " do you mean to

I

tell me that all this took place between Lady Pres-

1
cott and myself?"

I

" I mean to say that it took place from you to-

i
wards Lady Prescott," replied Editha ; " but I may

I
add that her ladyship, ashamed at what thus took

j

place, though perhaps in her heart not altogether
unwilling, looked the prude and affected to be
shocked. In plain terms—if I must repeat what I

aid to you in the carriage last night-your con-
duct was infamous, and mine was irreproachable,"

" And I tell you in return," exclaimed the Earl,

now getting too angry to persevere in ,i tone and
manner of listless indifference, " that your conduct
towards Sackville was not so innocent as you would
have me believe. When he helped you to wine
and you held your glass, I saw his hand rest upon
your's with an amorous pre«ure that was percep-

tible enough to any one who understands these
things

"

" Ah ! your lordship is such a proficient," ejacu-

lated Editha, with a taunting laugh.
" You shall say so before I have done," rejoined

the Earl; " for if you did not kiss each other when
in a moment ofgood humour kissing went all round
the table, yet you sat so olose to each other that I

could see as well as possible his knee pressing

against yonr's ; and I have no doubt that yourieet

were talking mutely though eloquently enough to

his under the table. I know you are as deep as a
well, Editha—as profound a hypocrite as ever wo-
man was ; but nevertheless you could not last night

altogether veil the real state of your feelings from
me. I saw your bosom heave and fall with sensuous
palpitations; I could even follow the occasional

thrill of rapture which swept through your form,

doubtless when in contact with the knee, the foot,

or the elbow of your companion ;—I marked when
he whispered some hurried word in your ear, and
which little episode in the tender drama would have

passed unnoticed, had not the rapid movement of

his head been followed by the quick blush niouut-

ing to your cheeks ;—and ever and anon too I

caught the veiled look which your eyes flung side-

long upon the glowing countenance of Veneiia's

husband."
" I have listened silently, but 1 cannot say pa-

tiently, to this long tirade," commenced Editha, in

a voice that was tremulous with conflicting emo-
tions ;

" and I can only say that in return for your
gratuitous accusations, your vile imaginings, and
your wicked interpretations of the most innocent

looks and gestures, that you are a liar and a

coward "

" Liar !" ejaculated the Earl, his olive-tinted

cheeks becoming red as a peony.
" Aye, liar !" echoed the Countess. " And it is

not the first time that I have called you this name

!

You have accused me of forgeries—you have ac-

cused me of adulteries "

" Yes—and they are all true !" thundered the

Earl, now springing from his seat and dashing his

hand violently upon the table.

" Coward—dastard ! you had to apologise for

those accusations," said Editha, her lips white and
quivering with rage, and her eyes flashing as if

pieces of jet could fling forth fire.

" There shall be an end put to all this,'* ex-
claimed the Earl. " I will have a divorce 1"'

" No—you shall 7io<," ejaculated Editha, in a tone
of defiance. " I am not going to humour you thus
far," she added bitterly. " Besides which, you are

too sensitive about what you call your honour, to

proclaim yourself a cuckold until you hold the

proofs of my infidelity in your possession I"

*• Trust not too much to your own devilish hy-

pocrisy," exclaimed the Earl; then with accents of

bitter taunting, he added, " I dare say your sisters,

your aunts, and your mother, all thought they

were equally secure when playing their amatory
tricks

'

Editha sprang up from the sofa like a Fury—her

cheeks crimson, her eyes iLviliing lighlniu'^-Nhafis,

her nostrils diluting, her lips apart quivering gasp-

ingly, and her whole person vibrating as it wore

with the nigc of a panther. Like a panther, too,

did she appear ready to spring with hor lithe and

supple form upon her husband, who, startled and
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terrified for the moment, stepped back a pace or

two: tlieii suddenly turiiiiifj upon his heel, he burst

into a forced laufjh, exc'aiminff, " Admirably as-

sumed, 'pon my honour ! "fis as good as the play

at Carlton House last night."

« Assumed !" said Editha, in a voice of stifling

fury.

« Yes—assumed !" rejoined her husband. " You

would do well for a tragedy-queen : your rage is

admirable !"

"Ah! you dared talkof a divorce just now," cried

Editha ; " but if there be a divorce between us, it

shall be at viy instigation atjainst you for cruelty,

ill-treatment, and adultery."

The Earl of Curzon indulged in another afifected

laugh, and then slowly sauntered forth from the

breakfast-parlour. Proceeding to his own cham-

ber, he dressed himself, and was about to take his

morning's ride on horseback, when a footman an-

nounced that a young man was waiting to see him,

but that he had declined to give any name as he

said he called upon his lordsliip by appointment.

The Earl, wondering who it could be, immediately

repaired to the room in which the visitor was wait-

ing; and the moment he entered he recognised

Theodore Varian,
" Ah I you were to have called upon me," ex-

claimed the Earl. '• It was ten days ago that I

met you in Nicholas Lane, and you promised

me "

" Yes, my lord—I promised to call, it is true,"

said Theodore ; " but when I explain to your lord-

ship the reasons which have hitherto delayed me,

1 am certain to obtain your lordship's forgiveness."

" gpeak, then, young man," said Curzun; " and

let mt hear what you have to say."

•' "When I met your lordship in the City, ten days

ago," proceeded Theodore, " I was about to call on

the villain Einmersoti and overwhelm him with re-

proaches. I entered the office— I forced myself

into the presence of that man who has been my
mortiil enemy. On beholding me he quailed : his

iron nerves gave way ; his rigid features relaxed

—

he was afraid ! Oh ! it was guilt trembling in the

presence of outraged, persecuted innocence ! Then

did I overwhelm him with a torrent of invectives, or

rather with a flood of reproaches. He was, of

coui-se, previously aware that 1 had received a full

pardon ; he knew therefore that I had found power-

ful friends—and doubtless he thought it more po-

litic to conciliate me than to take the high tone and

eject me from his office. He accordingly bade me
sit down, and begged me to talk the matter calmly

over with him. It instantaneously struck me that he

meantnot merely to make his peace with mo, but to

invite me to resume my situation in his employment.

I accordingly aiTected to grow calmer: I sate down
and listened to what he had to say. He began by de-

claring how sorry he was that he should have gone

to such lengths against me, and expressed his

readiness to make all possible amends for bis harsh-

ness. I let him know that it was through the

kindness of Sir Douglas Huntingdon I obtained

my pardon : for that gentleman indeed was the au-

thor of it
•'

" Ah ! Sir Douglas ?" exclaimed Curzou. " He
is an intimate friend of mine."

" And he is my beneftxctor," said TheodorG.
" However, to make a long story short, my lord,"

he continued, " 1 must inform you that when Mr.

Emmcrson heard who was my infloential patron,
he seemed more than ever contrite for his past be-
haviour, and said that if I considered his takingme
back into his service would be the means of esta-
blishing a complete retrieval of my character, he
would cheerfully allow me to return. In my own
heart I at once resolved to accept this proposition,

because I perceived the opportunity it would af-

ford me for carrying out an implacable vengeance :

but I pretended to hesitate ere I accepted the
offer, and indeed raised some difl&culties. But these
Mr. Emmersou speedily overruled ; and we ended
by renewing our engagement."

*' But what on earth could have induced turn to
take you back?" demanded Curzon.

•' Because he sees that I have obtained infloen-

tial friends ; and it is in the man's nature to court
those who are thus situated : because also he wishes

to have it trumpeted forth that he is a true Chris-
tian and can forgive those who have injured him:
because, likewise," added Varian bitterly, " he
knows that I possess a sister whose good looks

have already excited his unhallowed passions.

These are his motives for taking me back. The
cold calculation of selfishness has prompted him. to
offer me my old situation : a ferocious thirst for

revenge on my part has prompted me to accept of
it!"

" And you have been with him ever since ?" said

the Earl, interested in the conversation because he
not only owed Emmerson money, but the name of

that individual was also mixed up in the affair of
Colonel Malpas, Editha, and the forged bills—an
affair which, as the reader will recollect, was still

involved in so much mystification for the Earl.
" In consequence of resuming my duties in the

City," continued Varian, " I had to find a conve-

nient residence; and the bounty of Sir Douglas
Huntingdon has enabled me to take a neat little

house and furnish it comfortably. My sister is

installed there; and we are once more tolerably

happy. But all these circumstances have so occu-

pied me that I have not been able to call upon
your lordship until now: and indeed I do not

know that I should even have been able to find

time to come to your lordship at all—at leait for

the present—had it not been for a certain circum-

stence
"

" And that circumstance ?" said the Earl, with a

sort of presentient anxiety.

" I dare say," observed Varian, with some little

degree of hesitation, " that your lordship wonders

why I should have made a confidant of you so

readily in respect to the vengeance which I cherish

against Emmereon—my resolve to >vreak it—and
conscquentlj- my motives for resuming my employ-

ment in his oifice."

"Well, it does seem strange that you should

have spoken so very, very frankly," remarked the

Earl :
" but perhaps you will explain yourself."

" I will, my lord," said Varian. " As a matter of
l

course, your lordship can understand me well
j

when I tell you that the man who is pursuing I

another with unrelenting rancour, seeks every op-
'

portunity to inflict the cherished vengeance. He >

will listen at doors—peep through key-holes—
search amongst papers—pry into letters

"

"Ah! I do indeed understand you," said the

Earl, with a growiiig presentiment that he was

about to hear somoUiing relative to himself. "You
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have done all this ?—you have made some disco-

veries of iiii iraiiortant nature?'
" Yes, my lord :" and Theodore looked steadily

but sif^nifioantiy in the nobleiiiaa's face.

"Ah! I understand you," said Curzon, trem-

bling with anxiety and suspense. *' You have made

some discovery that regards me ?"'

"I have, my lord. But " and Theodore

hesitated.

" You fear that it will be disagreeable?" said the

Earl, with quivering lip.

"Disagreeable! it will be worse, my lord—for

unless you liave any previous suspicion, it will be

positively startling—perhaps overwhelming."

"Spealf, Mr. Varian—speak! for God's sake,

speak!" said the Earl in a hoarsa voice ; and lean-

ing forward on his seat, he looked Varian earnestly

and searchingly in the face.

"But it will be terrible— very terrible, my
lord

"

"Speak, I say—speak, I conjure you! Only be

sure that you tell me the truth: and whatever you

tell mp, you must prove."
" Then listen, my lord," resumed Varian : and

after gazing slowly round the room, as if to assure

himself that there was uo place where anybody

might be concealed, he said, "Prepare yourself,

my lord, to hear something about her ladyship

—

your Countess "

"Ah! 'tis as I thought," ejaculated the Earl,

but in the subdued tone of caution. " I was not

altogether unprepared for this announcement. Go
on—you see that I am no longer excited—fear not

to speak! "What discoveries have you made?—

•

what proofs have you obtained?"
" Happening to glance, my lord, over Emmerson's

cheque-book," continued Theodore, " I was struck

by observing on the counterfoil the name of

Lady Curzon for several sums of considerable

amount "

" Ah ! she has had much money lately," ex-

claimed the Earl, the mystery now suddenly being

cleared up :
" but she told me she bad it from her

sisters. Go on—what next?"
" Considering that this was somewhat strange,

inasmuch as I knew that your lordship had also

obtained loans from Mr. EinmersoD, my curiosity

was piqued ; and on minutely examining the con-

tents of a privafa drawer in Emmerson's desk,

which I opened by a skeleton-key—for you per-

ceive, my lord, that I am systematic, persever-

ing, and methodical in following up my veu>

geance "

"Yes, yes," said the Earl, impatiently. "But
what found you in the secret drawer ?"

'• A letter, my lord, from Lady Curzon to Mr.

Emmerson," answered Theodore: "a letter the con-

tents of which leave no doubt as to "

" Go on, go on : you hesitate?"

"Oh! it is natural to hesitate when about to as-

BUte a husband of his wife's infamy. And now,

my lord," added Varian, "I cannot speak mora
plainly."

" Heavens! then I am indeed dishonoured," said

the Earl, in a deep and ominous voice, while his

cheek blanched, hi.s brows became corrugated, and
his hands clenched involuntarily. " But that letter

— what said il2—where is it?—have you bsought I

Jt?"

" No—I have not, my lord," replied Varian. ' I
'

dared not abstract it; for if it were missed, the

whole current of Eminorson'a suspicions would be

turned upon me. But that the contents of that

letter are damnatory enough, your lordship may
judge when I tell you that allusion is made therein

to the meetings of the Countess and Mr. Emmersou
at an infamous house in Soiio Square."

"Mrs. Gale's! 1 know it wtll," exclaimed the

Ear). " But is it possible that my wife has aban-

doned herself to that grovelling muck-worm—that

basR-born money-grubber ?"

" It is possible— it is true, my lord," returned

Theodore, impressively. "But the reason that I

have come to you this morning is connected with

this matter; and as Mr. Emmerson fortunately

sent me to the West End, I have found this oppor-

tunity "

" What else have you to communicate ?" de-

manded the Earl. " Of course the business cannot

rest here. Not for a day—not for an hour—scarcely

even for a minute can I restrain my fury !''

" Patience, my lord," interrupted Varian, "and
listen to me. Ere I quitted the office just now

—

that is to say at about half-past ten o'clock—Em-
merson sent out several letters by the boy to the

twopenny-post. I seized the opportunity of glanc-

ing over the addresses, and saw that one was directed

to her ladyship the Countess of Curzon "

" Ah !" ejaculated the Earl : " then may I obtain

a proof of her frailty. You say the letterwas posted

an hour back ?"

" Yes, my lord : and therefore in about a couple

of hours more it will be delivered at this house. Can
you not intercept it ? can you not obtain it from the

postman?"
" I will wait for him in the street," said the

Earl.

" And if," hastily resumed Theodore, " it should

prove to be a letter which, after reading, vou should

wish still to reach the hands of her ladyship,

your lordship can re-seal it: for here is a piece of

Emmerson's own sealing-wax, and here is a bread

seal with his crest upon it. Ah ! my lord," added

Varian, as he handed Curzon the wax aud the seal,

" you perceive that I have neglected no detail—how-

ever minute, however insignificant—in following out

ray vengeance."
" But in what way, Mr. Varian, can I reward

you for giving me this information ?" asked the

Earl.
" By crushing the scoundrel Emmerson," re-

sponded Theodore with a look of diabolical fero-

city : " by overwhelming the miscreant so soon as he

is placed in your power! Cover him with infamy

—

unmask him as a vile seducer and infamous adulterer

—prosecute him in the law-courts—obtain damages

against him—show him no mercy—seiru his goous,

seize his person—plunge him into gaol—aye, and

keep him there till he rots— till he rots—and dies

—

dies miserably !"

The emphasis with which Theodore Varian gave

utterance to these words, with an incrensing power

of accentuation as he proceeded, conveyed even a

more forcible idea than did his ferocious looks, of that

diabolic thirst for vengeance which wrung his soul

as witli a strong continuous agony. Even the Earl

of Curzon, who was himself prepared for the con-
|

summation of a fearful revenge, gazed with min-

gled awe and terror upon that young man whose

liandsome person suddenly became hideous in fea-
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ture and quivering in every linab as if shaken by

the convulsive throes of some devil that had entered

into him.
" Yes," said the nobleman, recovering himself, and

even catching the infection of Theodore's utter im-

placability; " my vengeance shall be terrible. But
if it be necessary to obtain that letter which you saw

in Emmerson's desk
"

"Then you shall have it," returned Varian :
" and

anything else you require and that I can do for you
shall be done—provided you promise me that the

miscreant Emmerson shall receive at your hands,

no more mercy than Satan will bestow upon the

soul which he has purchased as his own."
" Stay one moment," said the Earl, as Varian was

hurrying to the door. " You promise to serve me
upon one condition—and that condition I solemnly

undertake to fulfil. But let us join our vengeances

— let us unite our forces, so as to strike whom-
soever and wheresoever retribution ought to be in-

flicted."

" Be it so, my lord—be it so!" exclaimed Varian,

labouring under a strong excitement. " It is a com-
pact: we will make common cause together;—and

so long as utter, immitigable ruin—consummate de-

struction—shall overtake that monster Emmerson
—the man who haa deprived me of my good name
—who has made me hate myself-who has stamped

me with the infamy of Newgate—and who, more
than all that, sought to ruin my poor sister and to

make me, her brother, the author of that crowning

turpitude,—so long, I say, as utter ruin shall over-

take this man, I am content! Speak then, my lord,"

added Theodore, in a more collected tone; " and tell

me what else you have in view."

"Young man," said the Earl of Curzon, clutch-

ing Theodore forcibly by the arm, and holding it tight

and serried as if in an iron vice; *' you laiow what

wrongs are, for you have experienced them—you

know what a sense of dishonour h, for you smart

under it—you know what a thirst for vengeance is,

because your own is insatiable. Conceive, then,

what must be my feelings towards any and all who
have had a share in dishonouring me! My wife is

a party to that dishonour—the authoress of it—the
accomplice—the one, in fact, through whom the blow
is struck. She then must be punished ! Emmerson
is another. But there is still another

"

" Another, my lord ! Whom mean you ?" asked

Theodore.

"Search you, my young friend, amongst your
master's papers," responded the Earl; '• and ascer-

tain if you can, whether the name of Colonel Mal-
pas may in any way transpire in connexion with my
wife

"

"Ah! now I remember!" ejaculated Varian, a

thought striking him. " Tlie letter of the Countess

to Mr. Emmerson alludes to certain bills which she

had given to Colonel Malpas, and which she ac-

knowledges to have received back again by private

messenger from Mr. Emmerson."
"Then the plot is all unravelling itself," said the

Earl, rubbing his hands with a demoniac glee.

"The plausible smooth-faced rascal— to invent so

fine a story about those bills ! When I called upon
him the other day in the City, he actually stag!,'ered

me for the moment. But he must be as consum-
mate a dissembler as my wife is a finished hypocrite.
However," exclaimed tlie Earl, suddenly abandon-
ing that musing tone; " 'tis for you to procure the

letter for me when the time comes—or any other
documentary evideo'je you can obtain—in order to

bring the case home to Malpas as well as to Em-
merson ; so that I rnay not only avenge myselt on
my wife's paramours, but heap infamy upon
infamy on the head of that guilty woman her-

self!"

" I will serve you to the utmost of my power, my
lord," said Varian : and he then took his leare of

the Earl of Curzon.

CHAPTER CXVII.

THE APPOINTMENT.

We must now return to Editha, whom we left in

the breakfast-parlour after that scene of alterca-

tion and strife which she had with her husband.

She remained alone for upwards of half an hour,

pondering upon all that had just taken place, and

likewise bestowing some of her mind's attention

on the seductive qualifications of Lord Sackville.

Presently her reverie was interrupted by the en-

trance of her faithfal dependant—the handsome,

courageous, and mischievous -looking Gertrude,

who came to inquire whether her mistress had any

commands to give her relative to her toilette.

" No—not at present, my dear girl," answered

Editha, who always treated her abigail in an affec-

tionate manner when they were alone together.

" I have had a frightful scene with the Earl just

now. All his nid suspicions are revived, and new

ones have sprun:,' up. He has threatened me with

divorce—exposure—and heaven knows what : but

all these heroics I care nothing for, because I am
well assured that he will never take any step until

he has the fullest proofs in his possession—and

those proofs, Gertrude," she added with a laugh,

" he never shall obtain I"

"And your ladyship says," observed the abigail,

"that his lordship has conceived new suspicions?

Surely your ladyship has not
"

" Embarked in a new amour—eh ?" said Ediths,

laughing still more merrily than before. "But
indeed I have, my dear Gertrude. No harm is dons

as yet, however : but I cannot say how soon ther«

will be. 'Tis Lord Sackville—and you must admit

that he is a very handsome man."
" Yes— I have seen him here once or twice when

he was plain Mr. Sackville. But for heaven's sake

take care, my lady, since the Earl's suspicions are

'• Oh ! be not afraid ! I will Uke care," observed

Editha. •' Bat to speak frankly, it is somewhat un-

fortunate that the Earl should have conceived these

suspicions this morning; for to tell you the truth

Lord Sackville last night requested permission to

write to me, and in yieldins: assent I ch.trged him to

be sure and send his Iciilt by ii;e post— not by

private hand—and to send it to so that I might receive

it about 0110 or two this afternoon. Now, if the

Earl should take it into his head to intercept my
letters

"

" Oh ! if that is all your ladyship apprehends."

exclaimed the ready-witted Gertrude, " we will

manage that : for 1 will myself go and watch for the

postman presently at the end of the street."

" Do 60, my dear girl—for that it what I caJ'.

making sure doubly sure."



We need not h«wever dwel. any .onger \- -n this

dialogue which took place betwten the prolligate

Editha and her cratty maid. Suffice it to say that

a couple of hours later Gertrude issued forth, and

proceeded up tlie street fowotch for the postmau.

In a short time she beheld him advancing from

Bond Street; but just as she was hurrying towards

him, what was her dismay on beholding she Earl of

Curzon himself hurry post her and stop the letter-

carrier!

That her master had not recognised her, was her

first impression. At all events, even if he had, he
took no notice of her ; and as she was of course

anxious to avoid being seen loitering about in the

street, she retreated to a iiitb distance, though still

watching what took place between his lordship and
the postman. And now her heart sank within her

as she beheld the letter-carrier place several mis-

sives in the hands of the nobleman; and he, imme-
diately on receiving tlieni, turno<^ back nud retraced

his steps towards the mani - lertrnde, evidently
50*

unperreived by the Earl, sped across the street and

turned a little way up a stable-yard so as to avoid

him : then watching until he entered the house, she

hastened in pursuit of the postman, who was de-

livering correspondence from door to door.

"Have you any letters for Lady Curz«n?" she

inquired; and with all her spirited efl'rontery, she

was unablq to subdue the blush that conscious

duplicity sent up to her cheeks.

"There were several letters for Curzon House,

Miss," answered tlie po«tinan :
" but the Earl him-

self just met me and took them."
" Were there any for her ladyship V asked Ger-

trude, scarcely liking to put the question.

" Yes—there were two," was tlie response: and
asvay sped the postman, giving his sharp double

knocks and delivering his correspondence along the

street.

With a tightening sensation at the heart—for she

completely identified herself with the ailkirs of her

mistress—did Gertrude hurry back into the man-
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t.ion: and great w«s the consternation which E litha

experienced on learniBg how lier husband had way-

laid the posinwiii and iritcrcepied tlie letters. A
qua^rler of un liour «lapsed iu hurried, anxious, and

bewiUiered discourse between Lady Curzon and her

I'aithful abijail—both dreading lest an expUision

should be imminent, an! cacli suggesting a dozen

diflt-rent plans for meeting any emergencies or con-

tingencies that might arise. Biit at the expiration

of that interval, which though so brief was never-

theless full of painful apprehensions, a footman

filtered the p.irlour—liandeil two letters to her lady-

ship upon a silver tray—and then quilted the rooui

;igain.

" Two letters ?" hastily observed the lady's-maid

the moment the door closed behind the tootman :

" and the Earl has doubtless read them both! But
are t-lie seals broken ?"

" No," returned Eciitha, carefully scrutinizing; the

letters ere she opened them. " Here is one from
Emmerstn : it is his crest upon the seal. But
what a quantity of wax he has used! These City

people are so very ungeuteel in many things ! But,

Ah! this other letter is from LordSickville. I do not

know his writing; but I know the arms he has

assumed since he was raised to the peerage. Ah !"

Ktiddenly tjaculated E litha, in an altered tone:

"this letter has been opened! See—here is the

place where the wax has beeH broken and then re-

fastened. 'Tis cleverly done, no doubt : but my eyes
cire sharp as needles

"

'• Yes—'tis clear enough, my lady," said Gertrude:
"that leuer which you say comes from Lord Sack-
ville, has been most certainly opened. And per-
iiaps," she immediately added, as a thought struck
iier, " the other one has been opened too and re-

sealed, which may be the reason why there's so much
wax."

"Well, of course, if the Earl intercepted the
letters, it was for the purpose of opening them,"
suid E liiha, in a musiiij; tone: "and if, having
rc'sealed them, he has allowed them to reach my
hands, it is that through their means I may be
drawn into some snare which will place me entirely
in his power. We shall tee! And now for the
reading of the letters. We will take Emmerson's
lirst, as it may be upon business— whereas I know
that SackviUe's is about love."

The Countess of CurzDU accordingly proceeded
to break open t!ie money-broker's letter, the con-
tents of which ran as follow:—

"Nicholas Lane, December 11, 1814.

" I write to you, my iloar Kditlia, because it is absohitoly
accessary that I sliouU sco you, in consequence of a cer-
tain commiuiicallon I have ncelved from that scoimdrel
Mftlpas, who having triea all kinds of subteifuges to. get
out of tue King's Bench, has now with characteristic vil-

lany hit upon h sclieiutf which he has imparted to mo and
which Is more or kv^s alannintf. I'or heaven's sike, then,
Kivo nw an ai)i)ointment at your earliest convenience—not
only for tlie ro.ison jint m;niioncd, but also that I may
enjoy the ineffable bliss of claspintf you, my sweet Edillia,
tnics more in my arnn 1 anxiotsly await your response.
Oil

:
delay it not. I live ouly for you, my dear Editlu.

By the bye, how get you oh with the Earl ? are all liis sus-
rici ens completely lulled? 1 hope so. But you shall re-
assure me on this point when we meot. I'ray, therefore,
give me an early appointment, either .it Lady L "s or
nt Mrs. Ci '«.

"Yours ever sincerely ami aflfcclionatelv,

"THOMAS LMMEKSOK."

I

"Heavens!" ejaculated Editha, pale and trem-

j

blinjT with alarm : "if the Earl lias really perused

I

this letter if he has actually opened it
"

" There can be no doubt of it, my lady," inter-

; nipted Gertrude; "and therefore let u« consider

i
it granted that he has opened it. But as a proof

' of your intimacy with Mr. Emmerson, it is fortu-

nately in your ladysh p's hands and not in your
husband's."

"True!" observed Editha: then tossinjj the

letter into the fire, she said, " Thus perish the

proof. And now for S.ickville's communicatioo."
With these words, Editha opened the second

letter, the contents of which were coushed in the

ensuing terms :—
" Carlton Jlouse, Dtcen^/tr U.

"Lanjuafe has no power to exprerj the elysian bliss—

thecebstial happiness—th it I experienced, beloved Editha,

In your company last ni,'lit. Jletiiought you never looked

so beautiiul 1 It was rapture to gaze upon you : the pres-

sure of your hand sent an electric flood of ecstacy thrilling

through me. Your glorious eyes poured thkir ardour into

the depths of my soul; and your smiici-Oh'. it was an
ineffable bliss to behold tliem—or rather to fefl them
beaming upon me. .My wife is handssaie—grindly band-

some— every body will admit: but ten thousand times, my
beloved Editha, do I prefer you'- oriental style of loveli-

ness 1 It was tlie liapplest moment of my life when lor the

first time, the other night at my aunt's Miss Bathurst's

house, you looked back the language of love in return for

tlie avowal of passion which I was daring and adventUi'-

ous enough to make. But last night, as I luve declaied

above, rendered me supremely happy. I sate next te you
at the diuner-table—I kept by your side In the Green
Koom —agam I sate next to you at supper—and every time

we seiiied the opportunity to press e<ck other's hands I

felt imme.-seJ in a fount of rapture. Your hunband could

surmise nothing, because we were so circumspect ; an I as

for my wile, she has no jealousy. ^othiIlg, ther«lbre, need

mar the prosress of eur love. Though stcret, it (hall not

be the less fervii : though veiled and hiJdL-n. it eliall not

be the less impassioned and enthusiastic. You gave me
permission to write to y»u—to commit my thoughu »nd

my desires to paper—and I hasten to avail myself of that

permission. This I do, not only for the pleasure of tli us

communing as it were with you, but likewise because I

have bethought myself of an oppertunity for us to meet
to night again, and indulge in unrestrained discourse.

Strange that I did not last night recollect that Lady Wen-
lock's long-announoed masked ball was so near at hand

!

Of course you have received an invitation ? All the world

of fashion will be there. Shall we not, then, av.ail our-

selves of that golden opportunity for meeting—conrerslug

—and perhaps passing two or three hours In each other's

company '?

" 1 know, my dear Ei ha, that you will at once yield

an affirmative to all I have just asked. I therefore uke It

for granted that you will beat Lady Wcnlock's to-night.

I will be there punctu.illy at nine o'clock. .My costume

shall be that of a Cavalier of the oMeu time, with doublet,

buskins, cap, and ever.^- article of apparel in the most ap-

proved style. Kinglets of false hair will flow upon my
shoulders ; and a;> a aiatter of course I shall wear a mask.

Do you think you will recognise me in this costume ? Y^ou

can scarcely fail to do so. But as I shall not know how
you m.iy be dressed, the usual elicjuette must be reversed,

luid you will have to accost and single out rue from the

midst of the throng. Y'our watchword shall be—'JIoie eoma
it, Cai'o/iw, that you havt t^fi your sieord b*hindyou T'—and
if the reply be, Jiecaust I tJcpKttd the companionship <if a

j

gentlt lady,' then sUaU you know that it is really I—your
adoring admirer—to whom you will be speaking, farewell,

then, until nine to-Bight

:

" Yonr fond and devoted,
•• S.^CKVILLE."

" A beautiful coiuposiliou ! quiteaiore of a love-

letter! the sweetest of the sweet!" exclaimed Ger-
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trade, with a sincere and most unfeigned admira-

tion of the rhapsody.
" Yes—and a pleasant letter for a husband to

have read," said EJitha curily. " But, thauk hea-

ven! he has allowed it to reach my hands, and has

not kept it as a proof against me. Now, Gertrude,

let us consult what is to bo done. Do you think

that the Earl means to inveigle me into some snare '?

Would he have allowed this letter to reach me if he

did not purpose to make some use of its contents

in order to ruin me ?"

" Depend upon it, my lady," rejoined Gertrude,
" that the Earl will devise lome means— perhaps
forge a letter, as if coming from you—to prevent

Lord Sackville from personating the character of a

Cavalier at all ; but the Earl himself will go dis-

guised as a Cavalier, so as to personate Lord Sack-

ville—inveigle you into avowals and confessions of

love—and then unmask himself to overwhelm you
with confusion."

" Your surmises are admirable, Gertrude," eaid

Ediiha, " There can be no doubt that you have

hit exactly upon the expedient to which my cun-

ning and crafty husband purposes to have recourse.

But we will outwit him ! Ah ! I have it," she ejacu-

lated, as a thought struck her, " Capital ! capital

!

we will turn the tables completely upon the Earl.

Talk of forgeries ! I will see if I cannot forge a note

from Aim to a certain person. Give me my desk,

Gertrude."

The writing-materials being placed upon the

table, the Countess proceeded to pen a letter which
she indited with great care, disguising her own
hand to the utmost of her power, and imitating that

of her husband with great effect : for be it remem-
bered that this was not the first time she had prac-

tised a little in this way. When that letter was
finished, she hastened to pen another : but this lat-

ter was in her own undisguised handwriting, inas-

much as it was addressed to Lord Sackville, and
ran as follows :—

" Curzoii Uoiite, Dec. 11, 'i p.m.
" Thanks for your letter, my dear Horace. I will bo at

Lady Weiilock's to-night. But on uo account go dressed

in the way you have described in your letter. Adopt some
plain and unassuming garb; and Ht halfpast eight o'dock

be iu the conservatory opening from l.ady Weulock's
drawing-room. You know it ? 1 shall be Wierc; Jind shall

bring Gertrude with me as a companion—because the cir-

cumstances are peculiar, as I will csplaiu. Vou may re-

cognise me by my dress, an accurate description of which
I now give you.

" Yours anoctionately,

"EDITHA."
Whero the stars appear in Lady Curzon's letter,

was given the description of the costume, hut

which there is no necessity to inflict upon our

readers. Suflico it to say that the two letters

being duly addressed and sealed,— the one in the

fei;:ned hand to a certain pv.rsun, and tiie otiior in

E iitlia's usuil hand to Lord Sackville—Gvvtraile

undertook to deliver iheni in person, so as to pre-

vent the possibility of mistakes—and she sallied

forth accordingly.

As for Eimiierson's letter .lud the important
matter to which he had alluded therein, Editha
was compelled to postpone any notice of the Sitiiic

until the marrow, she having quite enougii on her

hands to occupy herself for the rest of the eventful

day of which wo are writing.

CHAPTER CXVIII.
TRF. MASKED BILL,

The reader will recollect that in the early part of
'

this narrative we introduced him to the resideaco

of Lady Wenlock in the neighbourheod of Kew.
j

On that occasion this kind-hearted, hospitable,
j

and wealthy widow gave an autumnal fete at her i

mansion, wliich stood in the midst of spacious
i

pleasure grounds ; and it was there that the memo-
rable scene took place between Venetia and

|

Colonel Malpas. But some months had elapsed
j

since then; and the hand of winter was now upon
the scene. True was it that the shrubberies

formed of evergreens, resisted the frost, the ice-

chill, and the snow of the borean season, and pre-

sented their long patches of verdure to the eye.

But the shady avenues of summer were now
naught save a bleak net-work of skeleton boughs;
and the delicious arbours of roses, jes.samiae, and
clematis had lost their verdure and their floral

embellishments, and were shrivelled to a scant in-

terlacement of bare tsndrils.

But if nature were cold and cheerless without,

all was brilliancy and warmth within the vast and

gilded saloons of Lady Wenlock's mansion. By
eight o'clock the almost countless carriages had
set down a numerous and gay company—lords and
titled dames, gentlemen and ladies—old and young
—many clad in fancy costumes, and still moe
wearing masks. Tlie effect was dazzling in the

extreme,—the dresses exhibiting all the variations

of elegance, gorgeousness, and magnificence, and
making the saloons ressmble parterres of flowers

with their infinite minglings and blendings of

hue and their illimitable diversification of gauJy
splendours.

But we do not intend to dwell upoa the descrip-

tion of a scene which our reader* can doubtless

picture for themselves. We will therefore simply

observe that the utmost gaiety and good humour
seemed to prevail—the masks fulfilled their as-

sumed characters to general .satisfaction—the

splendid band that was in attendance poured forth

its glorious strains through the saloons which
were flooded with lustre—rich perfume.s loaded the

air—and iu the apartments whero dancing tool:

place, this amusement was sustained with a more
than ordinary spirit.

It was about half-past eight o'clock when two
elegantly-dressed females, wearing masks upon
their countenances, entered the conservatory

which openeil from the drawing-room. These
were Editha and Gertrudi>. Tlie reader may
think it strange that a high-born Countess should

take her obscure abigail with her to such a scene :

but be it remembered in the first place that Editha
was very fond of Gertrude— iu the .second pl.aco

that Gertrude 'vas deeply interested In curtain

[iroceedings then going on, and most anxious to

witness their results—and tiiirdly that Gertrude

poasessed a shape of perfect Kyumetry and was
altogether a very genteel and indeed superior girl,

so that when elegantly dressed, witii gloved hands

and her mischievous lady'smaid-looking face more
than half conceaUd by a black mask, .she had
every appearance of one quite in her place and
feeling perfectly at homo amid.st the brllhant

throng at Lady Wenlock't house.
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There was nobody else in the conservatory at

the moment when Editha and Gertrude entered

it. The atmosphere was warm, and perfumed

with the fragrance of hot-house fiowors. Orange

trees, limes, and several plants i'rom the tropics

I

spread their bright foliage and displayed thtir

green or golden fruit, thus cheating the imagina-

I
tion with th« belief that summer reigned within

those walls of glass, though winter was chill, and

hoar, and icy without.

" How well wo managed to issue forth from the

mansion without being observed by the Earl," said

Editha to Gertrude.
" Yes, my lady," was the raaponse. " His lord-

ship had not left whaa we camo away ; b«t I have

no doubt he moans to come. Indeed, I am cer-

tain that by the frequent goings and comings of

his confidential val«t all the afternoon, prepara-

tions were being made for his lordship to appear

to-night in a fancy costume "

" Oh ! if our stratagem should succeed tho-

rouglily," whispered Editha, " how amusing, how
exquisite it will be I By the bye, when we left the

house just now and entered the carriage, even if

the Earl were peeping, he could not have seen how
wo were dressed, as we were both enveloped in

those great thick oloaks and had the black veils

thrown over our heads."
" Must he not have wondered," asked Gertrude,

" supposing that he did see us go out, who on earth

your ladyship was taking with you? Or do you
.suppose he would suspect that your companion

was none other than myself?"
" No," responded Editha. " If he saw us at all

and thought anything upon the subject, he would

suppose that I had invited some female friend of

mine to accompany me. But hush! hither comes
a masque exactly of Lord Sackville's height, sym-
metry, and gait."

As the Countess spoke tkese words, a gentleman

wearing a mask entered the conservatory; and
instantaneously accosting Editha, he whispered,
" Dearest lady, I recognise you by your costume :"

and I'liglitly raising his mask, he disclosed the

features of Lord Sackville.

"Let us step aside, Horace, for a moment," said

Editha : and taking his arm, she continued to ob-
serve iu a low and tender tone, " I am delighted

to meet you again."

"And I, Editha—what must be my feelings?"

murmured Sackville, who was over head and ears

in love with the beauteous but profligate patrician

lady : and through tlie holes in their masks their

eyes Hashed mingled love, tenderness, and desire.

Tiiey had passed farther into the conservatorj',

accompanied by Gertrude, who walked by the
Bide of her mistress; and when reaching the cor-

ner most remote from the drawing-room door,
they stood for a few minutes to oonverse in rapid
whispers.

"Tell me all that has transpired." said Lord
Sackville ;

" and to what circumstances you alluded
in your note. For about the same time it arrived,
did I receive another intimation warnin;^ me as to
thi^j night's costume: but though indirectly in-
tended to excite my fears, it nevertheless enly
stirred up uiy curiosity."

"I have every reason to believe," answered
Editha, quickly, « that the Earl intercepted your
k'tter—read it—re-sealed it -and ftJica allowed

it to reach my hands, just as if it had never
bean tanipured with at all. Therefore, believing

that tli3 Ivarl had thus become aware of the ap-

pointn'.ont v.hjch you gave me for tonight, and
that ha would assume your character in order to

ensnare me "

"Ah! then tlii-; explains the mysterious billet

which I received:' and as Lord Sackville uttered

tlieso words, he drew forth a note which he handi;d

to EJitha, who hastily scaimed its contents, Ger-
trude peeping over her shoulder.

It ran as follows:

—

"Tako waniing ! You prtpoaa to be at the Masked
Ball to-nl^Iit at Lady Wenlock'3: but a plot t« aisas^.inate

you 13 on foot; and therefore itrudence suggests that .vnu

should roBialn awaj', or at all events adopt some costucne

quite different from that which you originally proposed to

wear.
"A FEIE-S'D."

"Yes—'tis clear enough," whispered Gertrude

to her mistress, in an exulting tone :
" the Earl's

object was to keep his lordship"—alluding to Lord
Sackville—*' away from here this night. But tha

Earl is signally defeated already—and will be com-
pletely humbled!"

" Yes—provided the other person eomes," added
Editha: and she then explained to Lord Sackville

the stratagem she had devised fco expose her hus-

band and turn the tables completely upon him. "And
now," she added, when the hurried details were
over, " let us return amongst the masked throng

and ascertain whether the delectable Earl has as

yet made his appearance."

In the meantime the Earl of Curzon had arrived

at the mansion, appirelled in the fancy costume
of a Cavalier of the olden time. He wore a

doublet—buskins—a cap of a Greek shape—and a

belt: and he had not omitted the long hair hang-

ing down upon his shoulders. The reader need

scarcely be informed that it was his hand which

had penned the fictitious warning to Lord Saok-

Tilie, whom he had indeed come thither to per-

sonate in the hope of meeting his wife aid drawing

her into such a conversatioa as would place her

completely in his power.

On entering the brilliantly-lighted saloons, he
mingled amongst the throng of masques, in the

anxious expectation of being accosted by Editha,

but still wondering somewhat whether she would

be there at all.

" It was about three o'clock in the afternoon that

Sackville had my anonymous note," thoaght the

Earl within himself; "and since then the iuterral

has been too short for him to convey an intimation

to Editha either that he will not bo hereto-night

or that he will come in some other garb than that

indicated iu his letter. 1 have watched all the

comings-iji and guings-out at home iu Grosvenor

Street this afternoon and evening ; and bo more
letters have arrived—no lacquey from Carlton

House has called with either note or message. 'Tis

Uue that the minx Gertrude went out in the after-

noon almost immediately after Editha received the

two letters; but it could not hare been to make
any fresh arrangement with Lord Sackville, be-

cause he himself only received my warning at

about the same tiiae and could not therefore in

any way have communicated a change of plan to

Editha. That all goes well, thon, 1 may suppose.

Besides, £Jitha asd her precious maid went out
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I

together ere now in ftie carriage, both cloaked aud

]

veiled. Doubtless my wife has brought her abigail

' with her to see the beauties and mingle iu the iu-

! trigues of a masked ball ! But if so, what an iu-

sult to Lady Weulock and all these noble ladies,

i

to introduce an obscure serving-wench hither!

i

'Tis cleaj", even if I entertained any doubt before,

that Editha is entirely in Gertrude's povver ; aud

she propitiates the artful girl by briDg^iiig her to

' suoh a scene as this. Oh ! it is high time that.th^

j

protfress of sueh intrigues should be stopped 1"

Suoh were the musings of the Earl of Curzon

during the first quarter of an hour that he

sauutered through the saloons of Lady Wenlock's

mansion. Every now and then his eyes were fixed

upan some beauteous form whose symmetry re-

i
sembled chat of his wife ; and then tie scruti-

' nisingly looked to ascertain if the hair of the

1

masked lady possessed that same rich gloss and
purply hue which characterised the tresses of

Editha : but even when he fait most assured that

he recognised his wife in some exquisitely-dressed

masque who passed him by, he soon found that he

was mistaken, as none of all these accosted him
; with the watchwords pointed out in Sackville's

letter.

He passed into the dancing-rooms—he proceeded

! along the brilhantly-lighted passages—he lounged

!
on the superbly-decorated landings—and still no

!
lady accosted him. Half-an-hour had now elapsed,

j

and be began to think that his plot had failed and
! that Editha would not come. In the depths of

I

his soul he breathed as it ware imprecations of

j
annoyance and disappointment, and once more did

I

he retrace his way to the principal drawing-room,
I wticre the throng ofmasques was thickest. Scarcely

had he entered this magnificent saloon, when a
hand was laid gently upon his arm ; and stopping

short he found himself accosted by a lady, elegantly

dressed in ball costume, but with her countenance
concealed by a thick veil instead of a mask. Glossy
ringlets of purply blackness peeped forth from
beneath the thick folds of the veil ; and as much
as the eye could observe of the bare shoulders and
arms, seemed of that same rich olive-tinted com-
plexion which characterised the warm and im-
passioned Editha. That it was his own wife who
now accosted him, the Earl of Curzon felt con-
vinced at the very first glance; and a thrill of

aimost diabolic exultation penetrated to his heart

OB the pass-words were whi«periDgly murmured in

hJB ears.

•' Cavalier" said the veiled one, "how is it that

you have left your sword behind you ?"

" Because" was Curzon's prompt reply—and he
also spoke whisperingly, so that there might be the

less chance of the voict being recognised as his own
instead of Lord Saakville's; "because I expected

to meet a gentle lady here tonigid ; aud that this

expectation is now fulfilled, I have reason to cou-
gratulate myself."

Thus speaking ho took the veiled lady's hand,
pressed it tenderly, and then drew it wilnin his

arm—not having the slightest doubt but that it

was Editha who had thus become his companion,
and towards whom he was practising so much
deeply-planned dissimulation.

•' Ilow charming did you eaem last night," he
continued to whisper, in that low murmuring tone

ifbiob Buits as it were any mole vuiee nheu giving

utterance to the insidious language of sensuous

passion. " It was happiness ineffable to be seated

near you—to be permitted to gaze with ill con-
j

cealed admiration upon yonr charms—to catch the I

sunlight of your smiles and the beams of glory

that flashed from youc lustrous eyes "

" Oh !" my lord," responded the veiled one,

likewise in a low tremulous whisper, " you are

overwhelming me with compliments and flat-

teries !"

"Flatteries!" repeated Curzon, totally unable

to distinguisli in the voice of his companion any

peculiarity of accent to show that it was not the

voice of Editha :
" in the first place I never flatter

—aud in the second place, even if I did, it would

be impossible to adopt aueh a course with you.

Because no language could be too exaggerated to

express the power of your charms—those charms

which havo made me your slave
!'

" But surely, surely," murmured the lady, " you

cannot havo conceived for me a passion so fervid

—so intease
"

" Tell me, dearest, dearest lady," whispered

Curzon, as ha slowly Isd his veiled oompaniou
amidst tlie maze of the masked throng,—"tell me
whetlier it be the first time that any one has ven-

tured to address you in this language since you
were first wooed by him yA\q gained possession of

your hand 7"

" Oh !" would you believe me, my lord," an-

swered the lady, in the soft tremulous tone which

beauty adopts when bashfully confessing the homage
that it reeeires ; " would yon believe me, my lord,

if I w^e to declare that such language has never

been addressed to me before?"

"No, dearest lady," answered Curzon;"! as-

suredly should doubt your sincerity — because

,

lovely as you are, brilliant and fascinating as you
are, it vrould be impossible that you could have es-

caped the thousand adulations—the myriad flatteries

—yes, and the innumerable proofs of devotion and
love—which constitute the triumph of all the stars

that shine in the galaxy of beauty. But, Oh ! ttiink

me not too venturous, dear lady, if I ask whether

any of those adulations have made an impression on

your heart—whether, in a word, you have ever had a

lover besides your husband 2"

I never loved but two persons," said the veiled

one, murmuringly. " My husband was one "

And the other?" said Curzon inquiringly, and
speaking witli the 'bated breath of an assumed sus-

pense : for of course he was personating Lord S»ok-

vilte towards one whom he believed to be Editha.

That other?" responded the lady: then after a

few ;noments' hesitation, she whispered, " That other

isyouiseif!"

"Oh! if I could be assured of this, how happy
how supremely happy should I feel!" said Cur-

zon : but in the depths of his soul he silently ex-

claimed, "Vile, perfidious Editha!"

Do you not believe ms, then ?— do you suppose

that I am telling you an untruth?" and as the veiled

lady thus spoke, she pressed the Earl's arm with a

kind of convincing tendarness. "If I did not lovo

you, I should take your very luiatrust of me as au

insult."

Insult! No—iieaven is my witness that I could

not possibly insult you!"—and Curzon afiucted an
exceeding fervour of ton«, altbougb Itill ipeaking

low and muiuiuringly.
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"And yet the words you uttered ere now would

almost have implied the belief," rejoined the veiled

lady, " that there has been levity in my conduct-

that I have given the world reason to speak lightly

of me: whereas I solemnly declare that never,

never was I faithless to my duties as a wife—never,

never have I lost sight of the self-respect belonging

to my position in society. That is to say," she added.

in a scarcely audible tone of tender tremuJousness,

" until I last night received from you those attentions

which made so deep an impression upon my soul !"

" Pardon me, dear lady," said the Earl, *' if I con-

tinue the discourse for a few moments upon this

topic. But as you have given me your love, 1 wish

to be assured that it is a love in which only one other

—and that other your husband—has ever shared."

" It is so—it is so," said th« veiled one : " solemnly

do I declare it ! What possible reason can you have

for supposing the contrary? Has the world ever

dared to make free with my name ?—has the breath

of scandal ever been raised against me? If so, tell

me—that I may justify myself, or explain away any

circumstance to which in some unguarded moment

my conduct may have imparted an air of levity."

"And you will not be angry with me if I tell you

what the world says ?" whispered Curzon, earnestly.

"I will not— I will not," was the soft and musical

response. " Tell me—what says the world of me ?'»

" In the first place, dear lady," proceeded Curzon,

" it has coupled the name of Colonel Malpas with

yours
"

" Colonel Malpas !" said the veiled one, with a

sudden start which made Curzon feel more than

ever convinced that all his suspicions in that quarter

were really true, and that Malpas had been his wife's

paramour.
" Yes," he said : " the world declares that the

Colonel has been your lover."

" Then the world is guilty of the foulest calumny,"

returned the veiled lady: "for I do not even know
Colonel Malpas to speak to."

"Not know him?" ejaculated the Earl, inwardly

cursing what he supposed to be Editha's astounding

effrontery: but instantly mastering his excitement,

he said, " Then the world has indeed done you much
wrong : and perhaps it was equally guilty of as foul

a calumny, when it whispered abroad that you had

formed a new intimacy—with a certain stock- broker,

monfy- lender, or whatever he is—of tha name of

Binraerson."

"My lord, you must positively be drearoing,"

said the veiled lady, partially withdrawing herhand
from Curzoji's arm. " But I cannot believe that

you are intending a premeditated insult, to which
however the bare iteration of such a calumny almost
amounts, when I affirm—solemnly, sacredly affirm

—that I never even heard ot the name of Emmerson
in my life

!"

"Then again has the world wronged jou most
cruelly," said Curzon. " But enough upon this

topic. Tell me, sweet lady—did your husband notice

my attentions to you last night?"

An ejaculation of dismay burst from the lips of
the veiled lady as this question fell upon her ears.

But we must pause for a moment to observe that
while the preceding dialogue was taking: place,
Cutiou and his companion had issued Iroin the
drawing-room .ind come forth upon the landing,
where they had paused to pursue their discourse:
they had then slowly and loungingly descended the

great marble staircase, at the foot of which the lady
stopped suddenly short, and disengaged herself from
Curzon's arm as he put that question which we
have last recorded.

" Wretched woman 1" he instantaneously said

;

"you begin to suspect now that something is wrong
and that I am not really he whom I have pretended

to be! You fancied that you were conversing with

another—vi\th Lord Sackvills ? But behold !"— and
the Earl of Curzon took off the mask from his face.

By a sudden and impulsive movement, his com-
panion threw back her veil in startled dismay, and
disclosed to the astounded Earl of Curzon the fea-

tures of Lady Prescott

!

"Perdition! there is some mistake!" he said,

grasping her by the arm. " But for heaven's sake

compose yourself," he added, perceiving the mingled

astonishment and terror into which his strange con-

duct had thrown her.

There were very few masques in the hall at this

moment ; but amongst these few were three in par-

ticular—two femaJca and a gentleman—who from

a little distance witnessed the scene which we have

just described. To the eyes of ordinary observers

there was nothing particularly remarkable in it

—

the withdrawing of a mask aud veil, and a mutual
recognition in consequence, being a common oc-

currence on such occasions; while the strong

emotions that accompanied this special recognition

were so transitory and so speedily subdued, that

they might easily have been mistaken for the mere
expression of surprise without any more powerful

or vexatious feeling. But the three masques to

whom we have particularly alluded as witn esses of

this scene, not only watched it attentively, but

likewise penetrated the full depth of its meaning.

The reader will have no difficulty in understanding

that these were Editha, Grertrude, and Lord Sack-

ville; and the moment the scene itself took place,

Editha, separating from the nobleman and her

maid,gUded up to the spot where her husband and

Lady Prescott were standing transfixed, gazing

upon each other. Then taking off her mask,

Editha suddenly disclosed her countenanoa to

their view.

"Heavens! your wife, my lord!" ejacalated

Lady Prescott, now seized with an oTerwhelming Ia

confusion.
" Yes—'tis I—this false man's wife," said Editha,

in a tone which though low and rapid, was terrible

with the accentuation of a bitter malignity. " I

have heard and seen enough to understand the in-

timacy which has sprang up between you. I was

close behind you both when first you met ere now.

I heard you, my lord, lavish your poetic eloquence

upon this woman: and I heard yoii,' she added,

bending the lightninifs of her eyes upon the almost

fainting and utterly bewildered Lady Prescott,

"confess that you loved him in return. Oh ! it is

a joy—it is a pleasure—a perfect paradise of re-

vengeful fading, to uuniiwk a vile traitorous hus-

band such as you—and a base intriguing courte-

zan such as yOH .'"

And having thus poured forth the bitterness of

her invectives aud the lightning of her looks upon

the Earl and Lady Prescott, Editha resumed her

mask—glided up the atairease—and plunged into

the saloons, where she was shortly after joined by

Saokvilla aud Gertrude, to whom she recounted

all she had said to her husband and Lady Prescott.
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Almost immediately afterwards, Editha aud
Gertrude took their departure, exulting in the

success of the stratagem which had thus led to

such a merciless exposure of the Earl of Curzon :

and Horace himself did not remain much longer

amidst the festive scene, but ordered his own

I

carriage aod returned to Carlton House. But

I
was he contented at having mot the Countess of

I Curzon there that night ? Assuredly so ; because

she had given him the fondest assurances that at

the earliest opportunity his hopes should be grati-

fied and that she would abandon herself to him !

Oh! these scenes of patrician depravity and
aristocratic profligacy I Wherefore do wo con-

tinue to pen them ? Because they are faithful re-

flections, in the mirror of our narrative, of the

vices, immoralities, and crimes of that arrogant,

heartless, and unprincipled class !

CHAPTER CXIX.

THE FOKGED LETTEE.

The whole scene which took place at the foot of

the staircase, as just described, scarcely occupied

a couple of minutes, even including the little epi-

sode which the sudden appearance of Editha in-

troduced into the drama. While she was pouring

forth her bitter invectives and bending the light-

nings of her looks upon her husband and Lady
Prescott, these two were rendered utterly spe^ch-

l°ss by the abruptness and also by the nature of

ihe scene. The Earl saw in a moment that he was
the dupe of a now stratagem on the part of his

wife, and that when he assumed the character of

the Cavalier so as to personate Lord Sackville, she

by some means discovered his intent and had
turned the tables upon him. Thus was it that

through mingled astonishment and mortification,

he lost all his presence of mind, and remained with

paralysed faculties, like a guilty man in the pre-

sence of a wife who seemed suddenly to acquire-

the right of performing the part of an outraged
woman

!

As f.jr Lady Prescott—s/w had all along believed

that she was to meet Lord Cu-zon, and that he
vould be in the dress of a Cav dier. The conver-

sutioii between thorn had taken a turn which she

certainly thoui^ht extraordinary; and the reader

hai seen how strong were her feelings when ac-

cused of intriguing with Colonel Malpas, whom she
only knew by sight, and with Mr. Einmerson, whom
she had never seen in her life ! But when the Earl

iiad put to her the question concerning her hus-

band—that husband who had been dead for two
years— it naturally struck the lady that there was
either some fearful mistake, or else that she was
neiug made the victim of a wanton insult. Then,

as the E.irl revealsd his countenance, she of course

was not surprised to behold the features of thi?

noblemen, because it was precisely he whom siie

had come thither on purpose to meet—in whose
behalf she had really been stricken with a p;is.iioii-

ate sentiment—and to whom she had freely aud
intentionally made an avowal of love. Conceive,

then, her terror and dismay when on raising her

veil and revealing her own face, she saw in a mo-
ment, by his astonisbaient, that it was not slie her-

self but aiutlier wiiom tiie Earl liail come tliithcr

to meet; and then, before she was aide to regain
her composure, up stepped Editiia, whom she im-
mediately reco;,'nised, to overwhelm her with re-
proaches! Insultiiig, cutting, goading as the lan-
guage was which the Countess of Curzon had ad-
dressed to her, how could she possibly feel other-
wise than that slie deserved it all ? N.o wonder, then,

that she cowered beneath the fiery glance and
writhed under the torture of the lashing words
Vvhich Editha poured upon her : no wonder that she
was unable to give any reply or attempt a syllable

either of bold denial or self-exculpation, in respest
to the charges made against her by the indignant
Countess

!

We have paused to chronicle these few explana-
tions in order to fill up any blanks witli regard to

emotions or incidents that may have occurred in

the hasty outline which we sketched of the scene
at the foot of the staircase. We now taka up the
thread of the narrative at the moment when
Ediiha, speeding away from the presence of her

husband and Lady Prescott, left them stupified

with what had just occurred, and overwhelmed with

confusion. Tne Earl was the fii-st to regain his

composure; and putting on his ma?k, he said in a
quick tone of excitement, " Resume yoiu- veil, dear
lady—and let us seek some nook where we can con-

verse together. I will give you tlie fullest expla-

nations."

Lady Prescott drew down the veil over her coun-
tenance, upon the brunette complexion of which

sate a deadly pallor : and as she ag.dn took the

Earl's arm, he could feel theg'.owiug volume of her

bosom swelling and sinking with tumultuous heav-

ings, like the waves of the sea. After she had
drawn down the veil, she cast a terrified look

around, as if fearful lest the Countess of Curzon
should reappear aud commence another scene ; but

her courage, and therewith her composuie, began
to revive, when on glancing upon the three or four

groups of masks scattered through the spacious

hall, she saw by their manner that they had not

taken any particular notice of the scene which had
just occurred.

The Earl led her again up the staircase, into

the drawing-room; and thence they passedintothe

conservatory, where they found themselves alone.
" Good heavons!" said Lady Prescott, in a voice

full of that anguish to which she was now enabled

to give free vent : " what a fatal occurrence

!

Wretched woman that 1 am! my disgrace will to-

morrow be bruited throughout London! How
seriously I am compromised with you! But,

Curzon,' she exclaimed, suddenly interrupting

the course of her own ideas, "expliin all this!

Wherefore write so urgent a letter enjoining mo
to be here, and then seem surprised that 'tis I

whom you have met "

"iMy dear creature," interrupted the Earl of

Curzon, " I ere now told you that I would give tho

fullest explanations. Know, then, that I this day

iiitercepted a letter from Lord Sackvillo to my
wife, giving her an appointment at this mansion

and specifying not only tho dress lie would wear

but also the pass-words to be used on the occasion.

Tliat dress was the costume of a Cavalier: those

pass-words arc the ones which you and I this night

exchanged. You can now understand wherefore

1 am here disguised in this costume to-niijht, and

wliom 1 really expected to meet."
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"All! then the letter I have received is a for-

gery i"' ejaculated Lady Prcscott: "a vile base

forgery? O heavens'.' how am I covered with

ridicule in your eyes ! and how shall I be dis-

graced in the eyes of the world! I am ruined—

I

am undone : my reputation is gone I The Queen

Avill hear of it, and banish me frcm Court "

" Compose yourself," sai'l Curzon, who expe-

rienced some sort of regard, thou;,di chiefly bssed

upon sensual passion, f»r the handsome widow.

"All may not turn out so bad as you how appre-

hend. "We will talk upon that subject directly.

But toll mc—have you that letter about you "

" Ah I yes—'tis here," responded lady Prescott,

in a tone indicative of a most mournful sense of

humiliation : and thrusting her hand into her bo-

som, she murmured, " I have tho letter—but I

dare not show it to you! "

Her voice was scarcely audible, influenced as it

was by her emotions of mingled anguish and

shame, and stifled too as the accents were by the

thicic veil through which they had to penetrate

:

for be it observed that it was in consequence of

her voice being thus subdued by the folds of this

veil, that the Earl had ere now (previously to

the fcene on the staircase) listened to it so long

without perceiving that it was not the voice of his

Countess.
" Yt's-you must let me see that note," said the

Earl, taking her hands and pressing them in his

own. "There can now be no secrets between us :

wo have gone too far to retract. The occurrences

of this night have suddenly established between

us the intimacy which half-a-dozen years could

scarcely have created under other circumstances.

AVtTO this not the case, think you that I would

have revealed to your cars the fact that my wife

is an intrigante—an accomplished intrigante—an

intrigante the strength of whose passions is only

equal by her artifice iu ministering to them! To
confess myself a, cuckold—to avow my Icnowledge

of ray own dishonour—to admit that I am duped

and deceived, without bttingable to obtain a single

proof against my abandoned wife—ail this is pain-

ful and humiliating enough for me. Need you

then, on your part, hesitate to show mo that

letter?"

"Ah! when it contains avowals and protesta-

tions made in your name," said the lady whose
voice was still low and tremulous, " which you will

perhaps refuse to confirm and sanction ?
"

" If the letter tells you that you are beautiful

and assures you thut your charms are great,"

cried Curzon, " the forger of that letter has only

said for mo what I am fully prepared to say iu my
own behalf. Yes—you are handsome—gloriously

liandsome: and I love you -1 love you!"
Thus speaking, the Karl—having a^isured him-

self by means of a rapid glance swept around
the conservatory that no observer was nigh

—

caught Lady Prcscott in his arms, tore away the

veil from her face, and glu3d his lips to hers. All

the sensual passions of the widow flamed up iu

a niomeiii; and abandoning herself to the full tide

of ecstacy which thrilled through her frame, sho
vibrated in his arras, supple and chisticas ,i wanton
Bayadure craving other joy.'* more replete with fre-

netic pleasure than even tho foretasting raptures
of this kiss! Then, as the Earl, profiling by the

occasion to indulge iu anurous dalli luoe, gently

i-jvaded wi'.h his hand the treasures of the amor-
ous v/idow's glowing bust, he was enabled to help

himself to the note which she had hesitated to give

him. Drawing it forth from the elysiaii temple
which hnd been made its receptacle, and v/hile she

herself, blushing and tremb'ing—panting and pal-

pitating, sank upon a seat to adjust her hair and
resume her veil, the Earl ran his eyes over the con-

tents of the letter:

—

"Pardon me, dearest lady, for Tcntariog to a/l<lreas you
in siKh turms as theao which I am about to adopt; but the
good fooling that sprang up between us last evening at

Carltf>n House—the tender natur* of the discourse which
wc hcM togethar—and the manner in which you receirsd

tlie little demonstrations of love which the opportor.ity

permitted me to make, all have emboldened me to repeat

ths avowal of my feelings, in far more explicit terms.

Although I have had the pleasure of your acqoaiatance
for some few years past, and although I have ever re-

garded you as one of the handsomest and m»st accom-
plLshed ladies of the day, it was nevertheless reserved

until last ni?lit for your wit and beanty to assert a sudden
;

but irresistible empire over my heart This is the truth—
j

till solemn truth ; and I implore you to believe me when
I declare that last night the infiueuce of your lovelinesi,

your facindlions, and your graces, fiUsd my soul with a
boundless admiration. I was smitten with a deathless '

sentiment. Oh ! do not reject my prayer because in the
cold formal routine of the world's circumstances I am
already married; co not scorn me because my hand ij

given to another—for my heart was mine own to bestow
until last Bight ; and now it is no longer mine—it is

yours

!

"The prayer that I am about to offer up Is that you will
;

sriuitme a meeting this ni»ht, so that I may explain my
l\;elings niurc fully. The opportimity for such an inter-

view is ready at hand. Latly Wenlock gives a mashed
ball to which of course you have received an invitation.

Jlay I entreat y»u to bo there t»-night soon after nine

o'clock ? I shall be dressed as a Cavalier, with a small eap
of the archer-fashion, long ringlets, a velvet doublet, red

belt, and yellow buskins. Of course I shall be masked.

Be you there—masked or veiled, so that no one may re-

cognize you. That you may iucnr no dangor of eom-
promising yoiu-selfby auy error or mistake, 1 propose that

you accost me wiili some such question as the follow

uig:— ' Wherefore, brave cavalUr, hast thou l^ thy sword
behind theeV—thca if the response be, ^ Becaust I ex-

pecied te -nuet a gentle lady' you will know that you
have acoosted the right individual, and that 'tis I—your
sincere admirer—who will tlius have given that answer.

Do not failrae then, dearest lady:—for I lovo you most

sincerely—most earnestly—and m«st devotedly; and I

would give ten years of my life to possess your love in

return. I have a thousand tilings to say ; but mtist post-

pone them till to-Hight.
"Tom: affectionate

" CLTvZOX."

The reader will of course understand that this was

the letter which the Countess of Curzon had written

in a band simulating that of her husband, and which

we said at the time was addressed to a certain per-

son. This letter had been delivered by Gertrude at

Lady Prcscott's town residence ; and believing that

it really came from the Earl himself, she had fallen

into the snare so artfully set by the cunning and un-

principled F.ditha.

"'Tis my wife who has done this," said Curzon:

then with a concentrated bitterness of look and ac-

cent, he observed, " She has completely turned the

tables upon me I"

" And will she not make all London ring with

the story ?
' asked poor Lady Prescott, with a deep

sob.

•* It would be wrong, very wrong," said the Earl,
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" were I to attempt to bu»y you up with a contrary

hope. But if you love nie, why not dare all—every

thing—and become ray mistress openly ? "Were

you not already prepared," he inquired, tenderly

pressing her ia hia arms, *' to gratify my fondest

hopes V
" Yes," she answered in a murmuring tone ;

" but

then our amour would have been secret—my reputa-

tion would have continued untainted— and if an eli-

gible offer of marriage liad presented itself, I might

have accepted it."

"True, said the Earl, still straining her in his

arms: " but circumstances, you perceive have proved

hostile to us, and we must now make the best of

them."
" But can you not enter into some arrangement

with your wife?" asked Lady Trescott: "canyon
not agree upon mutual forgiveness, so that if you

overlook her faults slie will wink at yimr inhilclitics

—the result being that she will keep secret the iuci-

d«Dt>of thisuight?"

67*

"Matters have become too serious between her and

me," said Lord Curzon, "to admit of a compro-

mise :"—and still he strained the handsome widow

in his arms, once more drawing aside the veil from

her countenance and covering her lips and cheeks

with kisses.

" But my situation in the royal household," she

murmured.
" You are not dependant upon it."

" No— I am rich : but then the honour "

"Ah! some sacrifices must be at times made to

love," whispered the Earl, in an endearing tone.

"Yes— I feel that it is so," murmured the araor-

rous widow, in a voice that was languid and almost

dying with sensual longings.

A. quarter of an hour afterwards, the Earl of

Curzon and Lady Prescott returned from Kew to

London together in the same carriage; and the rest

of that night they passed in each other's company,

at Mrs-. (J ale's fashionable house of accommodation

in Soho Square.
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CHAPTER CXX.

THE PEARLS.

Venetia wat somewhat indisposed by the fatigues

attendant on the private theatricals, the banquet,

and the late hour at wiiioh she retired to rest ; and

she did not quit her chamber during the whole of

the day the incidents of which we have detailed in

the last few chapters. She gave orders to her faith-

ful Jessica that she wished to be left perfectly tran-

quil, and not to be persecuted with visits, leiters, or

messages: and although invited to Lady Wenlock's

masked ball, she was compelled to remain absent,

80 great was the sense of exhaustion which she

experienced.

This waa the first day that Venetia had passed

alone for some time. The reader may be therefore

well assured that she had a long communing with

herself. She thought of many things—some agree-

able some disagreeable—of gratified ambition on

the one hand, and a career of dissipation on the

other—of the exalted flight which she had tukcii up

into the aristocratic heaven with a coronet upon her

brow, and of the downward plunge which she had

likewise made into the vortex of profligacy. But

did she repent of the course which she had pur-

sued t and in order to regain her virtue, would she

abandon her haughty rank and descend from ilie

pedestal to which the royal hand had raised list?

No such thing! The time for such regret was

passed ; nor were there ever such holy lights burning

in the sanctuary of her soul as would have served

to irradiate a career of immaculate virtue. Within

herself, as it were, did she possess the principles of

her own moral ruin—the elements of degradation

from pristine virtue and innocence. For she had

passions to gratify and feelings to minister unto,

which in themselves became incompatible with a

virtuous career. Being originally so obscure and

entertaining the ambition to rise so highly, how was

it possible to attain that object without tiie saciifice

of virtue? Again, though she had exercised the

moral courage as a matter of worldly calculation to

remain virtuous until her marriage with Sackville,

yet the moment that nuptial knot was tied and she

liad tasted the joys of love, all the desires that were

inhBient in her nature flamed up with volcanic

ardour, and she became as il were a veritable iMes-

salina in a few short months!

Venetia had a generous mind, a lar^c intel-

lectual capacity, a cool judgment, aud ;i quick

iipprcciatiou of everything that was tasteful, ele-

gant, aud refilled; and yet her passions, when once
llio reiu was given to them, threatened to plunge
her into depravities the grossest and the vilest.

How often has it been—alas, that we should be

compelled to chronicle the fact!—that women of

the strongest intelligence have proved themselves

of the weakest morality; so that some who have
wielded the sceptre of a mighty state and kept
millions iu awe, were unable to rule a liitle rebel

passion or triumph over a single provocative de-

8 re!
;

Durinu the current of Venetia's thoughts, there
was a subject which intruded itself more than
once. This was the fact that out of the six indi-

viduals who had originally laid the memorable
wager concerning her,/oMr had already revelled in

her charms. She was the wife of one—the favourit*

mistress of another—had fallen into the arms of a
third by sheer mistake—and had voluntarily aban-
doned herself as a paramour to the fourth. Thus
Horace Sackville was her husband—the Prince

Regent owned her as his favourite—the Earl of

Curzon had passed a night in her arms through
the mistake just alluded to— and Sir Douglas
Huntingdon had been blessed by the joys of her

spontaneous yielding. Of the six personages who
had originally laid the memorable wager, the Mar-
quis of Levcson and Colonel Malpas were tlie only

two who had not possessed her; and these two she

hated cordially. For the Marquis, made np as he

was with all kinds of succedaneous materials, ap-

peared in her eyes to be a loathsome monster of

feculence and corruption ; and Colonel Malpas

was a detestable coward, a sneaking grovelling

scoundrel, whose personal beauty could not for a

single moment palliate those evil qualities which

rendered him an abhorrence to a woman of Vene-
tia's mind and spirit.

We have said that Venetia had chosen to pass

the entire day alone. la the evening, as her hus-

band was going to the masked ball, and would

therefore not be home till late, she removed from

their usual chamber into the elegant seclusion of

her own boudoir: and retiring to bed early, she

soon fe!l into a sound and refi-eshing sleep. Having
passed through the wondrous mazes and fanciful

intricacie:- of several pleasant dreams, a shadow
appe;iie<i all on a sudden to fall upon the sunlight

of her thoughts; and the pleasurable nature of her

visions underwent a rapid change, plunging hep

into the horrors of a night-mare. At length she

awoke with a start; and sitting up in bed, ex-

perienced an ineffable sensation of relief on finding

herself in her own boudoir instead of the vile den
where imagination had just been plunging her.

Upon the night-table near the couch burnt a silver

lamp of exquisite workmanship, and which was fed

with a perfumed oil compounded expressly for the

use of Carlton House : on the larger table whicli

stood in the middle of the room, were several

letters, together with an object which appeared to

Venetia's eyes to be a jewel case.

" Jessica has placed upon that table all the

missives which have arrived to-day," thought

Venetia to herself: then consulting a watch which

she took from beneath her pillow, she found that

it was just midnight.

Only midnight ! and she had slept so soundly

that she felt fully awake, without the slightest in-

clination to slumber again. The idea struck her

that she would at least ascertain what, that jewel-

case meant, even if she did not examine her cor-

respondence. Stepping therefore from the couch

—her naked feet and ankles tripping glancingly in

the dazzling polish of their whiteness and firmness,

upon the rich carpet—and with the drapery hang-

ing so negligently about her form that all the rich-

ness and grandeur of its luxuriant but firm propor-

tions were displayed—she approached the table,

opened the jewel-case, and found that it contained

a magniticent string of pearls of the largest sire

she had ever seen. But from whom did this gift

come ? If the Prince were the donor, he would hate

presented them with his own haiui, as was his in-

variable custom. The pearls therefore assuredly

came not Irom his Royal Highness. There was

no note, nor card, nor any written intimation id-
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side the box, nor fastened to it, to aid Venetia in

her conjectures. Her curiosity was now piqued
;

for the pearls seemed to be of that costly nature

which denoted some liberal and most probably

wealthy donor; and she was naturally anxious to

learn who the individual could be. At least thirty

letters lay upon the table : doubtless amongst them

would she find one clearing up the mystery! She

therefore took all the letters, together with the

case of pearls, in her hands ; and tripped back to

her couch.

But before she opened a single letter, Venetia

could not resist the temptation of placing the

string of pearls upon the rich masses of her auburn

hair and then surveying herself in a little toilette

hand-mirror which lay on the table close by. It

was one of those involuntary acts of vanity of

which even the most intellectual women are ca-

pable, and to which all beautiful females are im-

pelled as it were by the very consciousness of

beauty. Venetia saw that the pearls became her

admirably ; and that though fcer hair was negli-

gently tied up, its shining luxuriance set off those

ornaments to their utmost advantage. But a

smile of sweet triumph played upon her coral lips

as the thought struck her that it was her hair

which set off the exquisite beauty of the pearls,

rather than the pearls setting off the glossy glory

of those silken masses

!

But while that smile was still lingering upon her

lips, revealing pearls as pure, as white, and as even

as the string which now rested upon her head, the

feeling of curiosity to ascertain who sent the gift

sprang up with additional force ; and flinging down
the mirror, she began opening the letters one

after another. Hastily glancing at the name of

each writer, so as to form an idea of the contents,

she disposed of the epistles and notes with a run-

ning commentary uttered audibly and in a musing

tone.

"An invitation to the Duchess of Darling-

ton's for next Monday evening. And how very

courteously worded! * Dearest Lady Sachvillc'

I remember that when I was yet plain Venetia

Trelawney, my carriage one day accidentally came
in contact with that of the magnificent Duchess,

through the carelessness of her own coachman;

when she gave me a look which said as plainly as

ever eyes yet spoke, ' 1 wonder who this creature

is whose carriage comes within even a dozen yards

of mine !' And now she is ready to kiss the ground

upon which I tread. Ah ! here is a letter from

Mrs. Fitaherbert, demanding moi'e places and peu-

sious for her relatives and friends. And here is a

note from Miss Bathurst stating that as she could

not see me to-day when she called, she has written

to remind me that I must procure the vacant

Bishopric for her cousin the Deau, and a baronetcy

for his second brother the Admiral, and a pension

for his other brother the great banker who has

failed. Well," continued Veneiia, with a sigh,

"all this must be done : but really these people are

insatiable ! Day after day, nothing but places,

pensions, sinecures, emolum<?uts, and honours, for

this cormorant horde of Fiizherberts, Bathursts,

and all their relatives, to even the hundredth re-

move ! But, ah ! what says Miss Bathurbt here in

a postscript ?—that Mrs. and Miss Arbuthuot must
positively be provided for immediately—that the

mother is anxious to become Bedchamber Woman

in tlie household of the Queen or Princess Char-
lotte—and that Penelope is resolved to be nothing

less than a Maid of Honour. Well, again I say it

must all be done ! Here is another invitation

—

and auother—and another—and another," con-

tinued Venetia, opening letter after letter and
tossing them away as soon as glanced at. " Ah!
what is this ?"—and her countenance assumed a
different look as she opened a letter signed by
Jocelyn Lojlus.

This was not a letter to be either disposed of

with a satirical comment, or to be tossed aside to

be perused at leisure. But it was a letter the

contents of which seemed to be as serious as they

were lengthy ; for as Venetia continued the perusal

her look became more solemn, until it deepened

into sorrowfulness :—then on the lashes of each

eye slowly glimmered forth a tear—and presently

those crystal drops rolled down the lady's cheeks,

shining in their pearly path like twin drops of

dew.

Presently a profound sob rose slowly from
Venetia's bosom, which it convulsed with a great

heaving; and then as she listlessly held the letter

in her hand, when its perusal was ended, she mur-

mured to herself, "Perhaps it is better thus, after

all!"

But, Oh ! it was now a mockery—a painful

mockery—for Venetia, humbled, sorrowful, and

tearful as she was, to retain those dazzling pearls

upon her brow. But, heavens ! the pearls were as

completely forgotten at this moment as if there

were no such things in the world ; and there she

sate, on her elegant couch, with the ornaments oa

her hair and the tears in her eyes—a touching

monument of the moral that the symbols of tri-

umph and of sorrow, of worldly pride and of

heartfelt pain are singularly united in the destiny

of mortals.

At length, slowly awakening from that painful

reverie, Venetia folded up the letter which had

produced such a change in her mood, and care-

fully deposited it under her pillow. Then, as her

eyes fell upon the jewel-case, the gift of the pearls

was suddenly recalled to her memory: and

snatching them from her head, she flung them

with a sort of frenzied impetuosity across the

room, exclaiming, "Begone! in this moment of

my deep humiliatioBj thou seemest a mockery and

a reproach !"

She then slowly reclined her head upon her pil-

low; and gave way to the train of thoughts which

the letter from Jocelyn Loftus had conjured up.

Sleep gradually stole upon her eyes; and her sor-

rowful feelings, whatever their nature might have

been, were soon steeped in oblivion.

At nine o'clock on the following morning Jessica

softly and slowly stole into the room. Her mistress

was still sleeping-the cheeks gently flushed as if

with the soft excitement of some Tision—her bead

resting upon one naked arm plump to the eye and

brilliant in its alabaster fairness—while the lips,

slightly apart, revealed the pearls within that mouth

which seemed formed only to breathe the most

fragrant sweets or to receive the delicious kisses of

love. Stealthily, for fear of awakening her, was

Jessica about to retire from the boudoir so as to

allow her mistres-s to sleep on, when she suddenly

beheld the string of pearls lying upon the carpet.

She stooped down aud picked them up ; and while
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Hhe was coiitemplatinf; ihein vrith a'lmiration, Vu-

netia awolte.

" What a Bplcndid gift, my lady," exclaimed

theabiirail. "A[ight I inquire from whom it comes?"

"I kaovr not," aiiswere<l Vcnetia. "Was there

any letter uccompaiiying the jewel-case that con-

tained the pearls ?"

" To be sure, my lady," returned Jessica. " The
hall-porter gare both the cane and the letter to me
last night, and I broUKht them into the boudoir

along with all the other correspondence which had
(' arrived for your ladyship during the day. 1 stole

: in while you slept
"

"Yes— I awoke in the middle of the night," ob-

I served Venctia, " and found all those letters upon

the table. Some of them I opened, as you perceive

—others I left until to-day," she added, a shade

appearing upon her countenance as she recollected

how the examination of lier correspondence had

I

been interrupted by the painful reflections spring,

ing from the perusal of Jocelyn's letter.

" Soraetluug has occurred to aimoy your lady-

ship?" said Jessie 1, immediately observing the

altered countenaucc of her mistress.

" Yes : amongst those letters there was one

which saddened and perplexed me cruelly," an-

swered Venetia. " But no matter. After all,

perhaps, 'tis as well that this discovery should

have been made at once," she added in a musing
tone: then suddenly bria;liteniug up, she pro-

ceeded to open the letters that remained as yet
unread from the previous night's examination.
" Wh;it astounding impudence !" she suddenly
cried as her looks settled in astonishment upon
the signature of one of the letter.s. " But is it

possible that the pearls were sent by himf"
"To whom does your ladyship allude?" asked

JesHica.

" To the Marquis of Leveson," was the response

:

and Venctia proceeded to run her eyes over the
letter which she held iQ her hand and the contents
of which were as follow :—

"leveson House, December 11th, 1814.

" The Marquis of Leveson presents hU most respectful

rcunnis to Lady Snckvilie, ana begs her acceptance of the
iride accompanying this note. The :M.ar(iiiis is well .iwiirc

that it is !vu act of great presumption ami holilness on his

part thus to intrude himself oven for a single instant upon
ihe notice of LnJy Sackville : but in%|piuch as he strives
to address her in the profoundest humility and with every
tecUng of respect, he ventures to hope that Lady Sackville
will accord him a full and complete pardon for the past.
The Marquis is profoundly grieved at having so deeply in-
cMirred the displeasure of Lady Sackville ; and wkUo he is

resolved most faithfully and honourably to fulfil the cora-
p.'v;t so recently entered into witk her ladyship, through
the medium of Sir Douglas Huntingdon, he believes and
hopes that it is no infringement of that compact thus to
lay his homage .it the feet of Lady Sackville, and beseech
her forgiveness for all bygone otTences.

" To prove that the Marquis of Leveson is unfeigncdly
siiu-are in his desire to euter into the good graces of Lady
Sacliville, and that he w»u!d gladly and joyously seek
any opportunity to manifest his fi iendship and his respect-
ful devotion towards her ladyship, he begs to stats that
thi' hiindreil prarls now gent to Lady Sackville represent
<M manu thousand pounds ; and if Lady Sackville would so
1
ir forget her antipathy towards the Marquis of Leveson as

tv) grant him an interview, h« would explain in a few
wonU how the accompanying string of pearls can possibly
bo of such pecuniary value to her ladyship."

"What ou earth can the drivelUng old idiot

mcau?" exclaimed Venetia, too much amazed to
be indignant: then having handed the letter to
Jfcssica, she inquired, after a pause, " Can you un-
derstand what he aims at ?"

" There is some artifice concealed beneath thi»

appearance of profound respect," observed Jessica

:

" but if I were your ladyship I would see the Mar-
quis and ascertaiu what his real meaning can be.

It would appear at first sight as if, in some way or
another, he was offering your ladyship a hundred
thousand pounds : for, as he says, there are a hun-
dred pearls upon this string, and the letter declares

that each one is worth a thousand. How he can
make this out, I do not understand : became,
beautiful as as the pearls may be, they are worth
at the outside but a few hundreds "

"Oh ! if he think to purchase my favours with

even a hundred thousand pounds," exclaimed Ve-
netia, the glow of triumph suffusing her counte-
nance, and her lips curling haughtily at the same
time,—"he is much mistaken. What: 1—young,
rich, and beautiful as I am—to abandon myself to

such a loathsome mass of corruption as that man !

No—no—ten thousand times no! But neverthe-

less, for the sake of gratifying my curiosity, 1 will

see him in order to ascertain what he means. Go
you, Jessica, to Leveson House, see the Marquis
yourself—and tell him that he may call upon me at

mid-day precisely. I will not write a line to him

—

nor will I send a message by any save a confiden-

tial person such as you, for the Marquis shall never

have reason tobuast of my favours—and the world

shall never have the slightest pretence for saying,

that Lady Sackville surrendered herself to such a

superannuated sensualist I Those admirers on
whom I do bestow my favours, must be the young,
the handsome, and the attractive—not the old. the

ugly, and the repulsive. 'Tis «uflicient," she mur-

mured to herself, " to be compelled to submit to

the embraces of a horrid sensualist such as tbe

Prince."

Jessica hastened away to Leveson House—ob-
tained an interview with the Marquis— and de-

livered the message from Venetia. The nobleman
was scarcely able to conceal the delight which he

experienced at a result that he had evidently hard'.y

ventured to anticipate ; and in his joy he thrust a
bank-note for twenty guineas into Jessica's hands.

The abigail, charmed with this munificence, re-

turned to Carlton House, saying to herself, " After

all, Lord Leveson is not such a very nasty-looking

man ; and if I were in her ladyship's place

But no matter : I dare say it will end as his lord-

ship wishes: for that he does hope and expect to

win her ladyship, is evident enough."

Punctual at the appointed hour, the Marquis of

Leveson made his appearance at Carlton House,

and was conducted to the drawing-room where

Venetia, attired in an elegant morumg-dress, was

waiting to receive him. liising from her seat in a

manner coldly courteous, she saluted him with a

formal inclination of her head ; and slightly in-

dicating a chair, she resumed her own place on

the sofa. The Marquis, whose looks and be.iring

indicated the most respectful admiration, took the

scat thus formally oiTered him ; and with the cour-

teous ease of polished breeding, he said, "May I

flatter myself that your ladyship has deigned to

forgive me for the past?"

" There are insults and outrages," replied
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Veuetia, coldly, " which cannot be consigned to

oblivion,—at the same time they may be so far

pardoned as to permit the individuals themselves

to meet in society and exchange the usual cour-

tesies of acquaintanceship."

" To be restored to your ladyship's favour on

any terms will prove an indescribable relief to my
feelings," said tlie Marquis, with a low bow and a

half-smile.

" 1 now await," observed Venetia, with a slight

curling of the lip and elevation of the head, as

much as to imply that she would not condescend

to take notice of the remark the nobleman had

just made and in which he had chosen toassume that

he was restored to her favour,—" 1 am awaiting

the explanation of a certain passage in your lord-

ship's letter, relative to these trinkets :"—and she

pointed towards the pearls which lay in tho jewel-

case upon the table.

" The passage was doubtless ambiguous to your

ladyship," said the Marquis ;
" and I purposely left

it 80—inasmuch as a full explanation of my mean-

ing, if unasked and uninvited by you, might be con-

strued into a breach of the compact entered into be-

tween us the other day under such peculiar circum-

stances at my house."
" Proceed, my lord," said Venetia, in a tone of

mild command ;
" and give me your explanation

without any farther preface."

"Then, of whatever nature this explanation may
be," said the Marquis, inquiringly, "you grant me
full permission beforehand to ofler it ? and you will

not hold whatever I may say to be a violation of the

future line of conduct enjoined to me on your behalf

by Sir Douglas Huntingdon 1"

" I give your lordship free permission to speak

plainly," answered Venetia. " But understand me
well—it is curiosity, and curiosity alone, which

prompted me to grant this interview, and now in-

duces me to listen to the explanation which your

lordship may have to give."

" I am honoured and delighted by being admitted

to your ladyship's presence on any terms," responded

the Marquis of Leveson, with another low bow

:

then, taking the string of pearls from the table, he
said, " Your ladyship has recently entered upon a

career the most brilliant, the most triumphant, and
the most resplendent: but you will find that it is the

most costly and the most expensive. The sources

of your income must necessarily be limited to cer-

tain bounds : but, on the other hand, boundless will

be the constantly recurring drains made in a thou-

sand ways upon your purse. Forgive me for thus

turning the discourse upon so vile a subject as

money. My experience in the world is greater than

yours : and you will soon find that my words are

true. Therefore is it that I propose to constitute

myself your banker in reserve, when your regular

banker shall be overdrawn. Here are a hundred
pearis upon this string; and each one, when pre-

sented to me by your own hand, shall ha considered

equivalent to a cheque or draft for a thousandpounds.
You may present them singly, or as many as you
like at a time—or all at the same moment if you
choose—and the demand shall be duly honoured.

1 thus open for your ladyship's use a credit, as

your banker in reserve, for one hundred thousand

pounds."
" And what condition is attached to this unheard-

of munificence I" asked Venetia, with a satirical

siuile: '•for lam well aware that your lonMiip is

playing the usurer with me in one way or anoLhur."

"Yes—frankly I admit that it is so," replied the

Marquis of Leveson. " I am purposely, seriously,

and deliberately laying out my money at a satis-

factory interest."

" And that interest ?" said Venetia, interrogatively.

"Your love," rejoined the Marquis, gazing at her

fixedly in the face, in order to observe how she would
take the answer just given.

"My love?" she echoed, with a voice and look

which showed that she had anticipated the reply.

"I am certainly flattered at tha high value you set

upon it. But do you really propose to purchase what
you term my love for one hundred thousand
pounds ?"

" Let not such a word as purchase pass between
us," said the nobleman. " In a spirit of speculative

friendship, I open to you a credit on my purse to

the amount named—with the understanding, that on
that day and in that hour when you shall present

the last pearl of the hundred upon this string, you
will not retreat from my arms when I fling them
around your neck and say, ' Venetia you art
mine !'

"

" You have now proved yourself explicit indeed,"

observed Lady Sackville. "I will not bo angry
with you—nor will I ridicule you for the proposal

you have made. Nor shall 1 return the pearls
"

"Ah !" ejaculated the Marquis in a subdued tone

of triumph; "then you consent to the propo-

sition?"

" I consent to it thus far," returned Venetia, lising

from her seat,-" that if I ever do present these sym-
bolic cheques upon you, my self-constituted banker
in reserve, I shall consider myself bound by the

most solemn and sacred ties of honour to pay you
the interest for which you have stipulated. But be-

lieve me, my lord," she added, with a smile most
sweetly wicked and ravishingly malicious as it re-

vealed her ivory teeth,—" believe me, my lord, when
I assure you that these pearls, so far from ever re-

turning into your hands, will be retained in my
jewel-cofTar as a proof that under no possible cir-

cumstances could Lady Sackville dream of selling

herself to the Marquis of Leveson I"

•' We shall see," said the nobleman, with a low

bow.

"Yes—we shall see," answered Venetia, with a

cold and reserved salutation.

The Marquis of Leveson then took iiis departure

well pleased with the result of his interview, and
confident of beholding tlie success of his ex-

traordinary proceeding at no very distant date.

Immediately on his return to Albemarle Street

he sent his confidential valet Brockinan in search of

Captain Tasli ; and in the course of the day the re-

doubtable officer was discuvcvcd In the act of chas-

tisinji, or what he called "aiiminlstering the bas-
tinado " to the keeper of an eating-house tor having
kept him waiting five minutes past the hour at which
his dinner was ordered to bo ready. The man
Kobin had shrunk into a corner of tho room, where
he was endeavouring to contract himself into as

small a space as possible ; and as for the eating-

house-keeper himself, he was receiving the captain's

blows with as much meekness as possible, seeing

that tho gallant officer, who for some months past

had been in possession of ample funds, was one of

his bestcustomers. The entrance of Brockman put
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an end to tlio -iCLne ; ami CapLiin Tash, followed by

Ins iii.iu ll-jbiii, hastened to accoiipiiny the valet to

Aibemarie Street. The Captain was there irjtro-

ducer! into Leveson House, while Robia remained

standing bold upright against a larnp-post at a little

distiince.

" Now, my good fellow," said the Marquis, when
the Captain and he were aloue to{fether, " I wish

you to do me a service, in which there is money to

he earned. I need not ask whether you are ac-

quainted with Lord and Lady Sackville : for well

do I remember the part which you played in their

behalf at Colonel Malpas's house a couple of

months ago. What I require you to do is to

throw yourself in Lord Sackville's way—to in-

sinuate yourself into his confidence—to obtain a

hold upon him—to make yourself necessary to

him—to lead him into all kinds of pleasures and
dissipations—to induce him to gamble—in a word,

to plunge him into every species of extravagance.

Find out jewellers, horse-dealers, and all kinds

of persons who will give him credit—but no bill

discounters to lend him money to pay the liabili-

ties which he may thus contract. I wish you,

Captain Tash," continued the Marquis, "to do
everything to render Lord Sackville extravagant

and a spendthrift : for I have a particular object

to serve, which it is not necessary to explain to

you, but which can only be carried out by plung-

ing Sackville into debts and difficulties. And
mind—if you can succeed in doing all this, never
fail to urge him to apply to his wife for money
when he wants it. Let him be importunate too

with her—for she can, and she must, find him the

means to gratify his extravagances—so that you
must not allow him to take any refusal fi-om her.

Come to me from time to time, not only to report

progress, but also to receive such recompense as

I may consider you to deserve. There are a hun-
dred guineas as an earnest of my liberality. So,

to work at once—and let not the grass grow un-
derneath your feet."

Captain Tash readily undertook a commission
whicii promised to be so lucrative; and making
his bow to the Marquis he strode forth from
Leveson House with such au awful swagger in his

gait, and with his Imge hat stuck so much on one
side, that even his man Robin was astounded at

the demeanour of his master.

"Follow me, my good and faithful servant,"

said Tash, with the air of a king addressing a
subject.

" Whei'e to?" asked Robin, shrinldng back as if

he were about to condense himself into the thin-

uess of the lamp-post against which he had been
planted.

"Where to?" ejaculated Tash, with inconceiv-

able magnificence of look : " why, to Carlton
House, to be sure!"— and giving liis liuge life-

preserver a terrific thump upon the parement, he
turned and walked along with ^;o grand an air that
a stranger would have thought all Albemarle Street
belonged to him.

" Well, 1 wonder what is in the wind now," said
Robin to himself as he sneaked stealthily along at
a humble distance behind his master, like a spaniel
at the heels of a bull-dog.

CHAPTEIl CXXI.
j

XilE iIV£ XHOUSASD GUINKAS.

The reader will be kind enough to remember that
Mr. Emmerson wrote a letter to the Countess of
Curzon, beseeching an early interview with her,
inasmuch as he had a certain communication to
make relative to Colonel Malpas. Now, as Editha
well knew that this letter had passed through her
husband's hands and had of course been read by 1

him, she was not imprudent enough either to call

upon the money-broker at his office, or give him
any appointment elsewhere. But she sent her
faithful confidante Gertrude to explain to him
how his letter had been intercepted by her hus-
band and read by him before it reached her
hands.

|

The astute and sharp-witted abigail proceeded to

acquit herself of this commission : and repairing

to Nicholas Lane at about eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon of the day following the memorable incidents

at Lady Wenlock's, she obtained an immediate in-

terview with Mr. Emmerson. This took place in his

own private room ; but Theodore Varian, who was
listening at the door the whole time, overheard

everything that passed between his master and
,

Gertrude.
" What on earth could have thus suddenly raised

the suspicion of his lordship ?" exclaimed the bill-

broker, in mingled astonishment and dismay, when
Gertrude had delivered to him the message of the

Countess.
|

" I know not sir," responded the abigail : "or
rather I should observe that it is perfectly intelligible

how his lordship's suspicions are always excited

noK, relative to her ladyship—since that terrible

night when I had to lower myself from the window
in Grosvenor Street, and hasten to Soho Square

to warn Iter ladyship and you of what was going i

on "
!

" To be sure !" observed Emmerson, much be-
j

wildered, and trembling all over. " As you say, it I

is natural indeed that his lordship's suspicions

should always be awake. But what will be the

result of all this? I tremble to think of it. There

will be actions for crim. can.—exposure—damages

—

and so forth."

"Mr. Emmerson, 1 am ashamed of you," said

Gertrude with indignation. " I did not come hither ;

to hear you wiiine and pine on your own account, !

but to listen to what you have to say relative to
j

Colonel Miilpas "
(

"Ahl the villain," cried Emmerson: "he haa
j

written me a long letter, explaining his position. Ue
says that I have been the means of mining him by

locking him up in gaol— that his creditors have

griized all his furniture and plate, and sold offevery-

(Hiug at his house—and that his wife lias gone back

to her relations who will not do anything for him.

He says also that he has four courses left opeu for

adoption : one is to commit suicide, which he does

not admire—the second is to stay in prison all his

life, which he.does not fancy—the third is to go to the

Insolvents' Court, from which he would be certain to

be sent back—and the fourth is to turn rogue and

rascal in right down earnest, so as to liberate himself

in spite of all cons<:queuces. Thi:, last course is the

one he proposes to adopt : and what do you think he
?"
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* I really cannot tell," answered Gertrude. " Pra}'

explain."

" With all the cool impudence and brazen effront-

ery imaginable," continued Emmerson, "he as-^ures

me in his letter, that unless I choose to liberate him

from the King's Bfnuh, he shall send and inform the

Countess of Curzon that he will make public all

the particulars of his amour with her
"

"The villain!" ejaculated Gertrude, her whole

frame trembling with indignation; for we have

already said that she was aocustomed to

identify herself with the interests of her much-loved

mistress. "But what could he mean by thus writing

to you his threats relative to the Countess? Does

he suspect that there is aDythin-r between her lady-

ship and yourself?"

*' I fear so," responded Emmerson. "He is very

sharp—as all such rascals are. Remember—since

you are acquainted with everythin'j; that regards

your mistress—it was at Mrs. Gale's that I over-

heard the conversation between Malpas and the

Countess "

" Yes, yes," observed Gertrude, impatiently : " it

was concerning the torged bills. You were intro-

duced into the house aud placed in an adjacent room
that nigiu by Malpas himself

"

" And since then Malpas has doubtless heard,

although he be in prison," resumed the bill-broker,

" that I have visited at Lady Lechmere's and have

become to a certain degree intimate with Lady Cur-

zon. Think you, then, that a cunning fellow like

Malpas will not suspect how it was that I thus

became a visitor at Lady Lechmere's ?—will he not

put two and two together?—does he not know full

well the services which Lady Lechmere has been

in the habit of rendering the Countess 1 and will he

not now naturally suppose that I have been intro-

duced thither ni order that the same services may be

rendered for the advantage of the Countess and
myself? Besides, if once his suspicions in that

respect were aroused, he would have thought nothing

of employing a spy to watch the movements of

myself and Editha: or, intimate as he is with Mrs.
Gale, he may have heard from her lips

"

"Yes—I sea that there are a hundred ways in

which Colonel Malpas may have been led to suspect

your intimacy with her ladyship ; and we will take

it for granted that he does so. Now tell me pre-

cisely what it is he threatens "

"That he will apply to Lady Curzon to use her

influence with me to liberate him : and if she will

not consent, that he will expose her in every way

—

'and in more ways,' he says, with a diabolical ambi-
guity, ' than she dreams of' Now, then, you know
the worst. What is to be done?"
"What is to be done?" exclaimed Gertrude:

"how can you ask me such a question? There is

but one course—and that is to stop his mouth by
yielding instantaneous compliance with his demands.
In a word, give him his liberty."

"Most assuredly, if your mistress shall desire it,"

said Emmerson. " But recollect that by thus show-
ing myself frightened at liis menaces, I shall as it

were be admitting that I myself have something to

fear from his threatened exposure of her ladyship.

He will be led to practise farther extortions—he will

become a tyrant over us "

"It cannot be helped," interrupted Gertrude, im-
patiently :

" we must think imly of to-day, and wait
till to-morrow comes before wa trouble ourselves '

concerning the cares it may bring. But have you
anything better to propose?—you seem to be re-

flecting
"

" Yes— I was thinking whether it would not be
much more prudent," said Emmerson, " if I were to

ride it with a high hand towards Malpas and refer

him entirely to the Countess. Then her ladyship

might send him over the money—(with which of

course I should provide her)—to free himself from
prison by these means. There would thus be an
avoidance of anything like an admission of an
amour between myself and her ladyship. Such a

precaution would leave no room for future menaces
I

on the part of Malpas with respect to the Countess
\

and me "
|

" I understand you perfectly well," said Gertrude
\

with a peculiar smile ;
" and I approve of your sug-

gestions. But whatever is to be done, let it be done

quickly: because the Countess will be in a painful

state of suspense until I return."

"We will arrange the proceeding off- hand," said

Emmerson. "In the first place, see what I shall

write to Malpas."

The money-broker accordingly sat down and
penned the following letter :

—

"Nicholas Lane, December 12th, 1814.
" Mr. Einmersou presents his compliments to Colonel

Malpas an4 begs to inform him that he has received with
mingled astonishment and indignation the letter which
Colonel Malpas has virritten, and in which certain threats

are contained relative to a lady whose name Jlr. Emmer-
son forbeai'3 from mentioning. Mr. Emmerson Is but

slightly acquainted with that lady : and under ordinary

cii'oumstances he should decline beinj the means of con-

veying to her ladyship any such unmanly threats. But
inasmuch as he has previously had to arrange a very un-

pleasant affair relative to certain bills of exchange wherein

Colonel Malpas and the lady aforesaid were engaged, he
will once again so far intrude upon that lady's notice as to

make her acquainted with the new dangers that now me-
nace her from her unfortunate acquaintance with such a

man as Colonel Malpas."

"That will do excellently," said Gertrude.

"Coward, poltroon, and unprincipled scoundrel

though he be, he would not for his ovw sake show

such a letter as that to anybody ! And now, what is

the next step ?" she inquired.

"The next step," answered Emmerson, ''is for

me to provide five thousand guineas, which Lady
Curzon will have to send over to Colonel Malpas
with some appropriate letter which she will know
full well how to write in the proper spirit : and as

he will have to pay that amount to my solicitor in

order to release himself, the money will come back

to me again in the course of a few days—and there-

fore it will be all the same in the end. Let me see,"

added Emmerson, consulting his watch :
" it is now

half-past eleven. Hasten you back to Grosvenor
Street— explain everything to the Countess—and
let her have the note ready written for Colonel

Malpas. I will send up the money at three

o'clock : it must be in notes and gold, and not in a

cheoue, hccanse of course Colonel Malpas is not

to Know trom whom her ladyship receives it."

" But for heaven's sake," cried Gertrude, '' take

care how you send the money—remember that hi.s

lordship the Earl may open auy letter or parcel

addressed to tiio Counte-iB
"

True 1" ejaculated Emmerson : then afier a

few moments' retlecliuii, he Kaid, " Be you on the

lookout precisely as the clock strikes three, aud I
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will either call myself or else send some con-

fidential person to GrosveHor Street with a parcel

directed to her ladyship. The amount shall all be

in notes ; so that if I send, the messenger will

not know what it contains."

" At three o'clock precisely, then, either yoarself

or some one on your behalf will call," said Ger-

trude. "It is not likely that I shall have aa op-

portunity of waiting about in the hall; but the

parcel eaa be given to the hall-porter, and all will

be right."

With this understanding Gertrude and the

money-broker separated. But we need ha<rdly

observe that at the moment when Theodore Varian

heard the lady's • maid taking leave of his employer,

he retreated rapidly from the door at which he had

been listening, and resumed his seat on the high

stool at the desk, where he appeared to be writing

away with ss m ich earnestness as if he had not

for a single moment interrupted his own labours or

diverted bis attention to any other object.

Shortly after Gertrude's departure Mr. Em-
merson went out to procure the money which he

had to send to the Countess of Curzou. He had

not so much in hia banker's hands—for, in fact, he

had overdrawn considerably of late in order to

minister to her extravagances, as we have already

informed the reader. But he had plenty of other

renources, and had no fear of experieiKing any

difficulty in obtaining tho amount by the hour

named.
Meantime, tue instant the money-broker went

out, Theodore Varian penned the following note

to the Earl of Curzon :—

"At three o'clock to-day a parpel containing bank notes

to the amount of five thousand gumeas, and addressed to

tho Countess, will he left at your lordship's house. 'J'lie

sum Is intended to be sent over to the Khig's Bench to vo-

lease Colonel Malpas from prison. The parcel will cither

be given into the hands of Gertrude, or of the hall purtcr

—and to no one else.

" Your lordsliip's humble servant,

"T.V."

In about half-an-hour the office-boy, who had

been upon some errand, returned; and Varian

then had an opportunity of slipping out for a few

minutes. Giving the note to a ticket-porter, he

charged him to repair with all possible speed to

Grosveuor Street and deliver it into the hands of

the Earl of Curzou himself. Tlie messenger

hurried away to execute his commission ; aad

Theodore returned into the oftice, chuckling at

the incident which had thus transpired to gratify

his viudiotive feelings towards Eiuiuerson.

In tho meantime Gertrude had retraced her way

to GroKveuor Street and had commuuicated to the

Countess everything that had taken place in

Nicholas Lane.
" With all his infatuation for me," said Editha,

in a tone of mingled spite and disgust, " this

money-making citizen is particularly careful of h'u

own personal interest and safety. He will not

compromise himself in any way with Colonel

Malpa« ; but he will allow me to be made the cat's-

paw and tool in the matter."
" My dear lady," said Gertrude, " I saw through

the money-broker's meaning all the time. In fact,

his arliAoe is covered with a veil so exceedingly

HImsy that it would bo impossible not to penetrate

it at once. But 1 appeared to give it my most cor-

dial approval : and I did approve of it in reality—
for, to please me, Mr. Ernmerson cannot possibly

be too guarded in respect to his connexion with
your ladyship. I should be sorry indeed if any sus-

picions which even such a man as Colonel Malpas
may have entertained in this respect, were con-

firmed ; and 1 am truly glad that they will now ba

quite set at rest by the letter which Mr. Ernmerson
has written."

"I understand you, Gertrude," said Editha:
" the fact is, this amour of mine with the stock-

broker is one little creditable to me and of which
I have no reason to be proud. But you know that

it was one entirely of convenience. Embarrassed
as I have been for money, I should not have known
what to do without him."

" That is all well and good, my lady," said the

girl ; " and I do not blame you for having formed
the connexion. I was only saying that I was glad

when Mr. Eiuoaerson of his own accord proposed a
plan which was at once calculated to giro the lie to

Malpas's suspicions."
*' To be sure—you have taken tho proper view

of the case," said Editlia. " And now for the nolo

which I am to write to the Colonel. Give me my
desk. But I know not how I shall acquit myself

of so unpleasant a task."

Editha made several beginnings, but tore up
sheet after sheet of paper ; and it was not until she

had made at least a dozen attempts that she could

achieve anything calculated to satisfy herself. At
length she finished the following epistle :

—

" One who has every rcasou to regret that she ever

knew you—much m.ue that she ever loved you—has just

received another proof of tliat cowardly selfishness which

prompts you to sacrifice tlie most sacred ti*3 to your own
immediate interests. From a gentleman in the City, to

whose generous forbearance both you and I were largely

indebted on a certain occasion, I hare received an intima-

tion of the menaces which you have thought fit to hold

out concerning me. Were I of your own sex and sub-

jected to only one hundrcdtli part of this crowning insult, I

should wreak a fearful vengeance upon you : but being a

defenceless, frail, and errijig woman, I have deemed it

more prudent to succumb to tho cruel extortioner. That

extortioner is yourself!—and herewith I enclose you bank-

notes to the amount of five thousand guineas, for which

sum I am indebted to the kindness of my sisters, who with

some little dilHculty have made up the amount at so short

a notice. Accept it tlien—liberate yourself—and trouble

me no more. Infamous beyond all known infamy would

your conduct bo—dastardly beyond any cowardice which

tlie world has yet seen—wore you to make me henceforth

tho object of your persecutions. Surely you wUl appreciate

how ddl'erent is the Uoatmont you receive at my hands

fiom that which is shown towards you by your creditor

Mr. Emmerson. lie will not grant you your release with-

out the payment of tho uttermost farthing : whereas /,

whom you have so cruelly, cruelly outraged, and whose

weakness you so basely exposed to th.U very man,—/ am
now doing everything fer you. If, then, there be a spark

of generous feoUng loft in your soul, forbear henceforth

frompci-secutingmel"

" Do you approve of this, Gertrude ?" inquired

Editha, who liked to flatter her faithful dependant

by seeming to consult her on all occasions.

" Nothing can be better, my lady," was the re-

spouse, after Gertrude had read the letter. "It is

now half-past one o'clock—and the money is to be

hero at three. The Earl has not come home

yet
"

" Is it not most absurd and anomalous, ex-
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claimed Editha, " that a husband may absent him-

s«lf from home all night and sleep where he chouses,

whereas the wife can scarcely stir abroad even in

the day-timo without being watched and espied?

No doubt but that my precious husband has passed

the night in the arms of his new flame, Lady Pres-

oott. But, thank heavens ! I am not jealoas.

What a happiness it would be if the Earl were not

jealous of me?"
"After all," observed Gertrude, "the equi-

voqu»g, the freaks, the stratagems, and the arti-

fices to which that jealousy on liin part has com-
pelled US to have recourse, constitute a rare sport

and sustain an agreeable excitement. At the same
time, your ladyship must really be more prudent.

But—ah ! that double knoeic at the door is the

Eari's! His lordship has Just come home. I won-

der whether he will say anything to your ladyship

when you meet, relative to the ludicrous exposures

of last Bight."

"No," observed Edltba: "he will doubtless ap-
68*

pear just as if nothiny at all particular had taken

place. But you had better go at once, Gertrude,

and tell the hall-porter to receive the parcel when

it eomcs aud keep it until he sees you again. He
must be sure and not allow anybody to catch sight

of it
"

" Trust to me," said Gertrude : and she hastened

frem the apartment.

Meantime the Earl of Curzoa had just returned

home, after having passed the night and the wholo

of the forenoon in the arms of Lady Prcscott at

IVlrs. Gale's fashionable house of accommodation.

Upon entering the hall, his lordship received the

note which Theodore Variau had sent him ; and

immediately comprehending whose name tho ini-

tials were intended to represent, and from wliat

quarter the money was therefore coming, tho Earl

was not slow in making up his mind that suc'i au

amount, if he once succeeded in getting possensinn

of it, should be oonaidered his own lawful booty.

Ha therefore stationed hiouelf at the dialog-room
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window, in order to obBerve all arrivals at the front

door.

Slowly passed the time: bat at length the Earl's

watch showed him that it was close npon three

o'clock. And now, concealed behind the curtain,

he kept his eyes intently fixed upon the front door

steps. In a few minutes a well-dressed person

passed in front of the house—drew a brown paper

parcel from his pocket—and haviojf consulted the

direction, looked at the number on the front door,

evidently to assure himself that it was the ri^ht

house. Immediately afterwards he ascended the

step"* ; and the porter, who, having been duly in-

structed by Gortiude, was on the watch at the

hall-window, opened the door before the visitor

had time to knock. This individual, who was a

friend of Eramerson's, instantaneously delivered

the parcel into the porter's hands, and took his

hurried departure without uttering a word,

Tlie porter closed the front door, and thrust the

parcel into the capacious pocket of his scarlet livery-

coat. At the same moment Gertrude came flitting

down the stairs, and the Earl of Curzon issued

forth from the dining-room. For an instant the

lady's-maid stopped short, and hung back on the

staircase in the hope that the Earl would pass on

his way and leave the coast clear for her to receive

the parcel from the hands of the porter. But to

the ineffable dismay of Gertrude, the nobleman

walked straight across the hall to where the porter

had j ust resumed his seat in his great leathern chair.

"Was the parcel for me that just arrived?" de-

manded the Earl : and the words struck like the

knell of doom, not only upon the ears of Gertrude,

but likewise on those of the unhappy Editha who
was anxiously listening on the landing above.

"Eh— what, my lord?" stammered the hall-

porter, suddenly turning as crimson as his coat and
then as white as his neck-cloth.

" I spoke plain enough, fellow," exclaimed the

Earl, in a stern voice. " That parcel which came
a moment ago—was it for me, I say ?—because 1 was
expecting one "

" No, my lord—it was— it was—that is to say

—

I mean," stammered the porter, not knowing what

to do, and glancing uneasily from the Earl before

him to Gertrude on tho stairs, then back to the

Earl again.

"Show me that parcel immediately," said the

nobleman, in a quick voice and with imperious

manner. "Come— be prompt—give it me at

once
"

" But, my lord

—

—"
" Silence, sirrah

!"

"The parcel was not for your lordsliip," urged
the porter.

" Give it to me, I say!" thundered the Earl, as

he grasped the miserable wretch by the collar.

Tho porter accordingly at ouca produciid the
browu paper packet: but fleet as an arrow did
Gertrude bound from tlie stairs on which sho had
been hitherto transfixed; and utterly losing all her
presence of mind, she screamed in wild hysterical
accents, " No, no—it belongs to my mistress !"

But the Earl of Curzon gave a triumphant laugh
as ho seized the packet from the haiul of the as-
tounded hall-porter; and Editha, on hearing nil

that thus took place, rusheil down the stairs in
au agony of mind more easily conceived than
described.

At this moment the Earl was the only one who
retained anything bordering on presence of mind •

and anxious to avoid a farther scene in the hall'

which might end by reaching the ears of the entire

household, he at once hurried back into the dining-

room, closely followed by the Countess and Ger-
trude.

" Your lordship will please to observe to whom
that parcel is addressed," at once began Editha, a
dead pallor appearing beneath the transparent
duskiness of her complexion, and her entire frame
quivering like a harp-string.

" Yes," said the Earl with a smile of satanic

triumph : " it is addressed to her ladyship the
Countess of Curzon!"

" Then give it to me," said Editha, advancing
towards him.

" Softly, softly," he said, waving her back with

one hand as he clutched the precious packet with

the other. "As your husband, madam, I assert

the right of opening this parcel—and that right I

intend to exercise."

" You dare not !" said Editha, in a faint and
dying voice.

" Behold !" he exclaimed, with sardonic malice

in the look that he flung upon his writhing, ago-

nizing wife: and tearing open the parcel, he ex-

claimed, "Hah! banli-notes—and what a pile of

them ! Nothing could have arrived more season-

ably : for I have a number of pressing debts to

pay."
" Good heavens ! you do not—yon cannot mean

that yon will appropriate that money ?" gasped the

wretched Editha;—and staggering back, she would
have fallen had she not been caught in the arms of

Gertrude, who placed her upon the sofa.

" If the money be sent to you," continued the

Earl, " then it is yourt—and whatever is yotu.*s, is

mine. This is the marriage law. But here is a

letter enclosed which will doubtless throw some
light" on the subject."

The Countess of Curzon, goaded to desperation,

sprang to her feet in order to rush upon, her hus-

band and tear tho letter ft'om his hand : but a ver-

tigo suddenly seized upon her, and she fell back
again, not deprived of consciousness, but with

a maddening sensation of bewilderm'int in the

brain.

The Earl, rejoicing in his wife's agony, the extent

of which he failed not to observe, tore open the let-

ter and in a voice of terrible irony read the foliowing

lines :

—

" I forward yoii, my adored one, the amount promised,

and pray you to loie no time in dejpatching it to tho proper

quarter. Gertrude will have explainetl evcrj-thing to you;

.nnd I am sure j ou will ajrea that it is tar belter for you

to appear as the principal agent iu this matter, man for
j

me to yield to the villain's threats.

" Your'i ever affectionately." I

" No name—eh ?" exclaimed the Earl. " But
|

there is no difliculty in guessing who is the writer,
j

In fact, I know Emmerson's penmanship well

enough. But let us see how much we have here.

One—two- -three—four—" and he went on counting

the bank-notes, each for one hundred pounds, until

at length he exclaimed, "five thousand guineas, on

my soul ! Well, this is a lucky windfall
"

' But you cannot—you will not—you dare not self-

appropriate it," exclaimed the Countesi, once more
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springing to her leet. " Do you not see." slie ex-

claimed, in an hysterical tone, "that it is inteuded

for a special purpose?"

"But supposing that I, as your husband, consider

that your funds would be misapplied," exclainaed

the Earl, " unless they went to pay my debts—have

I not a ri£»ht to exercise my judgment ia the mat-

ter?"
'* Let there be open war between us, if you will,"

exclaimed Editha, well nigh driven to madness

;

" but give me that money—for it is not mine—it is

merely entrusted to me—^"
"This is absurd!" exclaimed the Earl. "The

money is sent to you— this note proves it—and

once more I say that what is yours is mine."

The Countess again sank back upon the sofa with

reeling brain and bursting heart, while her husband,

hastily securing the Bank-notes about his person

was hurrying from the room, when he accidentally

dropped Eoimerson's unsigned letter. His hand,

was upon the door ere he perceived it ; and at the

same instant, swift as the eagle swoops upon its prey,

did Gertrude bound forward and seize upon that

letter. Then thrusting it into her bosom, she

seemed to concentrate all the lustre of her fine dark

eyes in order to fling one burning, scorching glance

of hatred and of indignation upon the Earl.

For a moment he seemed inclined to tear the do-

cument from her; but suddenly changing his mind,

he said, "After all, you are welcome to the letter,

since I retain the Bank-notes. ^Vithout a signature,

and ambiguous in its wording u.s it is, it is valueless

as a piece of evidence :"—then tunrjii; a look of sar-

donic triumph upon his wife, he said, "Your lady-

ship exposed me last night, but I think you will

agree that you are paying rather dear for it to-day.

Were I not satisfied with the vengeance which acci-

dent has thus enabled me to wieuk, 1 should at

once take and turn this insolent lady's-maid of

yours out of the house. As it is, witii five thou-

^sand guineas in my pocket, 1 can afford to be

generous."

Thus speaking, the Earl of Curzon strode out of

the room ; and when the door closed behind him,
Editha and Gertrude remained gazing ia speechless

consternation upon each other.

CHAPTER CXXII.

ANOTUISK 8UM OF FIVK THOUSAND OUlNliAS,

" "What a dreadful Cijlamity !" said Editlia at

lentjth, a visible stiiudder passing through her

form as if she had to deplore the sudden death of

some very near relation.

" Dreadful indeed !" echoed the maid ; " it ssems
scarcely credible— it appears like a horrible

dream !"—then, after a brief pause she observed,
" But fortunately I possessed myself of JNIr. Em-
mersou's note:" and drawing it forth from her
bosom, she at once threw it into the fire.

" What is to be done ?" asked Editna, utterly

bewildered.

" Shall I go off at once to Mr. Emmeraou and
explain everything ?" said Gertrude.
"Yes—that ia the only alternative," answered

the Countess. " But will he believe the tale ? or

will h» regard it as a base subterfuge to cover au

infamous cheat on my part ? Will he not fancy, ia

a word, that I am seeking to self-appropriate the

money ?"

" I must work upon his feelings to produce the

contrary impression," said Gertrude: " I- must
speak to him of your love—your devotion to-

wards him—and your despak at what has taken

place "

" Be quick then, Gertrude—depart at once,"

said the Countess. "Mr. Emmerson leaves the

City between four and five— and there is yet

time."
I

The unhappy Editha hastened up-stairs to her

boudoir, there to ruminate in solitude upon the

calamity which had just occurred, and to rack her

brain with a thousand useless conjectures as to tlie

cause which could possibly have led her husband

to seize upon that parcel. In the meantime Ger-

trude sallied forth to pay Mr. Emmerson another

visit in Nicholas Lane.

Two hours elapsed, during which interval the

Countess of Curzon gave way to an infinite variety

of disagreeable and bewildering reflections. To
what end could this warfare with her husband pos-

sibly lead ? At one moment she triumphed—at

another she was forced to endure the most perilous

defeats: and in the long run would she not be

crushed altogether? The gloom deepened around

her soul as these thoughts were forced upon her

;

and in acute suispense did she await Gertrude's

return. It was half-past five when the abigail

came back ; and the moment she entered the bou-

doir, the expression of her countenance at once

convinced Editha that she had failed in her mis-

sion.

"Have you seen him?" she said, in a quick

voice which shoTred that suspense was agony.
" No, dear lady," answered Gertrude: "I have

not seen Mr. ICmuiersou. Everything is turn-

ing against us. Pressing business, transpiring all

of a sudden, has compelled him to depart post-

haste on a lonjf journey. I saw his head clerk,

Mr. Varian—th;il young man, you know, whom he

has so generous ly taken back into his service "

" Well, well—go on, for heaven's sake I" said

Editha.

"Mr. Varian told me that Mr. Emmerson had

received a lettej: between three and four o'clock

—

it was a letter from the Continent, I think he said

—which compelled him to start off at once. The
whole affair was so sudden that Mr. Emmerson
had scarcely time to write even a note to his wife.

Had I been half-an-hour earlier I should have just

arrived in time to sco him ere he stepped into the

post-chaise
"

"But when v?ill he return 2" asked Editha, still in

an agony of suspense.
" Alas t dear lady," replied Gertrude, "it is alto-

gether uncertain. He told Mr. Varian that he should

be absent at least ten days
"

" Good heavens!" said Editha, clasping her hands;

" and in the meantime I may be ruined. Oh 1 the

fatal folly of that tortuous and round-about plan of

his to silence the villain Malpas!"
" It is useless repining," said Gertrude. "Let us,

with our usual courage, look tho matter boldly in

the face."

" Well, I will do so," said the Countess, assuming

a forced composure. " It is quite clear, Gertrude,

that something must immediately be done. Maloas
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is capable of any atrocity; and now that he has ones

began to threaten, ka nrill not leare me alone. Era-

merson's letter, which fat wrotathig morning in your

presence, and of which you approved, has reached

Malpas by thii time; and he will of course expect

to hear shortly from me. Where can I procure five

thousand guineas ? My sisters—all my relatives-

are away from town at this moaaent "

" I have it, dear lady !" suddenly exclaimed Ger-

trude. " Lord Sackville
"

" Oh ! I could not possibly ask him such a thing,"

cried the Countess. " Remember, he has not as yet

received the crowning favour from me—and it would

appear as if I were actually bargaining for the sale

of myself "

" No such thing 1" rejoined Gertrude, impetuously:

"every lady of rawk either gives money to her para-

mour, or else receives moaey from him. Besides,

in this frightful emergeBcy whieh is better—to lay

yourself under an obligation to Lord Sackville? or

to stand the chance of annoyance, vexation, and
exposure at the hands of Colonel Malpas ? More-
over," continued Gertrude, "now that Emmerson
has written to tell the Colonel be has communicated
the latter's threats to yon "

" Yes—I understand," saidEditha: "the Colonel

will be expecting som: kind of commtinieation from
me. When first he was in prison be wrote to me

—

and I sent back his Utters unread. Now he may
avenge himself upon Hie—"
"And remember," added Gertnide, "that inas-

much as the Earl appears resolved to open every
letter and parcel coming to the house, it may happen
that Colonel Malpas will write to your ladyship and
that his letter may fall into hie lordship's hands.
If eo, there would doubtless be grounds at once for

separation and divorce: for depend upon it, the

Colonel will not be delicate in his allusions to past

affairs wheo once he does take up hi* pen to address

your ladyship in the same threatening way he has
already adopted in writinfj to Mr. Emmerson."

" Yes— I see all the perils of my position," ob-
served Editha: " and this Malpas must be silenced

at any cost."

"And at any sacrifice, my lady," added Gertrude,
emphatically. "There is consequently no alter-

native but to apply to Lord Sackville
"

"I shall never dare lock him in the face to ask
him such a thing," said E.litha, wringing her hands.
" Then entrust the matter to me," exclaimed Ger-

trude. « Write his lordship a note, stating tlwt you
have the most urgent—the most imperative—and
indeed the most cruel need for five thousand

I

guineas; and I will take it myself to Carlton
( House."

1 " But suppose that Sackville has not such a sum
' at his command ?" observett Editha.

I

"Then be can procure it," rejoined Gertrude,

I

who never would allow herself to rocoguise diffi-

1
culties in her path if she e»uia possibly seo beyond
tliem.

I
The Countess of Curzon sftte down ta her desk

I

and penned a hasty note to L«rd Sackville in the
.

sense whicli Gertrude had suggested : and when it

!

was duly folded lud sealed, the iudofaligable abi-
tail sallied forth again and betook heraulf to Carl-
ton ILmss. But hero wo must leave her for a feiv
luiuutes in order to see what was passing within
the walls of that palatial residence.

j

It nai now verging towards seven o'«Ioolt—

I

Venetia was dining tete atite with the Prince—and
her husband, Lord Sackville. was entertaining

C iptaia Tash also at a tete-a-tete dinner in his own
room. The reader will remember how it waa that

the gallant captain had been led, in the afternoon,

to pay his respects to Lord Sackville ; and althongh
Horace had no very high opinion of that gentle-

man, he nevertheless could not help entertaining a
grateful remembrance of the manner in which he
had coma forward to vindicate Venetia against the
representations of Colonel Malpas. Lord Sack-
ville had therefore received Captain Tash with an
appearance of cordiality ; and luncheon bein;
ordered, the gallant officer became eo enamoured
of the Madftira and Port tiiat he did not offer to

move till he had emptied a couple of decanters. Just
then Horace received a message from Venetia to

the effect that the Prince wished her to dine alone

with him; and not having anything particular to

do, he invited Tash to stay and pass the remainder

of the day with him. Such a proposal was by no
means to be refused; and as Rubin had been con-
signed to the hospitable care of Lord Sackville's

valet, the gallant officer found himself altogether

placed in circumstances the most congenial to his

sense ©f enjoyment. The reader may be well

assured that he did as ample jnstice to the dinner

served up in the evening as he had shown towards

the lunch in the afternoon; and Horace happened
to be in one of those humours when the rattling, off-

hand, miscellaneous conversation of such a man as

Taeh was welcomed as the means of dispelling ennui.

The Captain, keeping in view the mission which

he had received from the Marquis of Leveson, failed

not to speak of all the pleasures, delights, and en-

joyments of London life in the most rapturous

terms ; and he described various places of recreation

and amusement with which Horace was pre-

viously unacquainted except by name. Tash like-

wise made his noble host understand that it was ab-

solutely necessary for him to have an excellent stud

of horses, in order to sustain the dignity of his

position; and Horace, well knowing that his gallant

friend was a good judge of horseflesh, at once gave

him an order to procure a few thoroughbreds. After

continuing in this strain for some time, the captain

—who, by the by, was drinking his wine out of tum-

blers, he having a mortal contempt for such " thim-

blefuls" as wine-glasses— launched forth into tie

most magniloquent praises of Lady Sackville; and

at length, slapping his noble entertainer familiarly

upon the shoulder, he exclaimed, " You possess a

treasure of a wife, my lord—a veritable treasure, my
lord! And mark— I, Rolando Tash, tell you so. If

anybody dares deny it, I will flay him alivo. My
man Robin admires her—and he is no bad judge,

let me tell you : and all the world admires her, which

is ef course very flattering for your lordship. But

when I say that het ladyship is a treasure, I nsean

what 1 say. In fact And here, my lord, I can't

do better than drink my niueteentli tumbler of Port

to her ladyship's health in fact," eontinued Tash,

having drained the capacious glass, " her ladyship is

a treasure of beauty and a treasure of wealth. De-

pend upon it that whatever money your lordship

might require for yoar own purposes, her ladyship

can obtain it
"

" What on earth do you mean .'" demanded Horace,

not knowing whether the captain meaat to allude

ts Venetia's somewhat equivocal position or not.
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« Never do you mind, my lord, what I mean," an-

swered the Captain, as he despatched his twentieth

tumbler: "I mean what I say—and you maybe
assured that I know what I mean. Only just try

the next time you want money, and ask her lady-

ship to be your banker. The fact is, she possesses

a secret mine of wealth unknown to your lordship,

and which I only discovered by accident. A little

bird whispered it in my ears
"

At this moment a footman entered, and made a

whispered communication to Lord Sackville to the

effect that a young female, who gave the name of

Miss Gertrude, wished to see him immediately in

the adjacent parlour. Apologising to Captain Tash

on account of leaving him for a few minutes,—Lord
Sackville hastened to the next apartment, where

Gertrude put Editha's note into his hand, Horace

immediately perused it : but the reader must not

fancy that he was very much surprised at the re-

quest contained therein—for, as Gertrude had ob-

served to her mistress, that was an age when every

titled lady was either a lender or borrower in respect

to her paramour. Besides, whist and faro were all

the rage in fashionable life, and many ladies were

such desperate gamesters that they lost or wou
thousands in the course of the year. It therefore in

" My dear Venetia," he answered, " I wish to
consult you as tb what I am to do in a particular

embarrassment which has just sprung up. A year
or two ago—long before I was acquainted with you
— I contracted a debt under peculiar circum-
stances. It was a debt of honour— and up to

this moment I have never even been asked for

the money. Now it is suddenly demanded of me :

aud unless paid to-night or to-morrow morning.

th« person to whom it is due will be utterly an-
totally ruined. An exposure of his affairs will take

place,—my name will be implicated la fact,

Venetia, it is serious—very serious."

" But how on earth, Horace, can I assist you ?"

she exclaimed.
" I do not know," he responded in an agitated

manner. "But women are so ingenious— and you
of all women possess such a readiness at expe-
dients "

" But is it really so rery, very serious ?" she de-

manded, looking him fixedly in the face.

"On my soul," he replied, trembling with un-
certainty as to the result, " it is most serious : and
unless I can pay this amount my rery character
will be compromised to a frightful degree. Young
in the peerage as we are, and having by our sud-

stantaneously struck Lord Sackville that the den rise excited so many jealousies, envies, and
Countess of Curz^n had contracted one of those

" debts of honour" (Oh ! the vile prostitution of the

term!)—which must be paid at once, and hence the

interpretation of the cruel need which her ladyship

experienced for the money. On hinting this idea

to Gertrude, she hastened to confirm it,—adding

that her mistress was in such a dreadful state of

mind for fear of being disgraced by any delay in the

payment of the debt, that she was well nigh dis-

tracted.

"Distracted indeed!" exclaimed Horace, as he

turned away from the abigail, and began walking in

an agitated manner to and fro : for he himself felt

distracted at being thus applied to for an amount
which he had no means of procuring at the moment.
What on earth was he to do ? Not for worlds

would he refuse thus to befriend Lady Curzon

:

and yet he could not possibly see how he was to raise

the money. Suddenly the extraordinary yet very

significant remark of Captain Tash recurred to his

mind. Could Venetia assist him?—had his wife

really some peculiar resources unknown to him?
It was scarcely possible. Being acquainted with all

her previous history, he did not see how this could

be. And yet Tash had spoken with the air of a man
well assured of what he asserts. At all events there

could be no harm in trying : the case was desperate

—and Horace caught eagerly at any hope.

Bidding Gertrude wait a few minutes, Horace
quitted the room aud repaired to that part of the
palace in which the Prince Kegeut's uwu private

apartments were situated. Waitiug in an ante-

room, he sent in a footrami with a message to his

wife to the effect that he wished to speak to her
for a few minutes. It happened at the moment
that the Prince, after a somewhat early dinner
with Venetia, had drunk so copiously that he liad

just f;illen asleep upon the sofa ; aud therefore his

lovely mistress was enabled at once to come for. h
in compliance with her husband's summons.

" Is anything the matter, Horace ?" she inquired,

immediately perceiving that there was a cerlaio

uueasiness and agitation in his manner.

hatreds, our position is a delicate one ; and such
an exposure would be most disastrous— most
ruinous "

" "Well, Horace, console yourself," said Venetia.
" Fortunately I have a little hoard from some pri-

vate gifts of the Prince However," she cried

suddenly, " I have not time now to enter into par-

ticulars. Go back to your wine and your guests,

whoever you may have with you—and in an hour
come up to me in my boudoir. You shall then
have the money."
" Ten thousand, thousand thanks, Venetia !" ex-

claimed Horace: then as he embraced her, he
said, "If we are not the most devoted lovers la

the world, or the most faithful and exemplary
husband and wife, we are at all events the very
best of friends."

"And that is perhaps better," answered Ve-
netia. " But I must now raturn to the Prince

—

and in an hour you will come to me in my
boudoir."

They then separated. Horace went back to

Gertrude, to tell her to wait an hour as he had
sent for the money ; and then returning to Cap-
tain Tash, he proceeded to question this gallant

gentleman relative to the secret resources of Ve-
netia. But Tash,—little suspecting, however, thab
accident had so speedily put Lord Sackville in the
way of testing the experiment in the matter,—
could be induced to say nothing more than that
" what he said, he knew was to be relied on."

In the meantime Venetia, instead of returning to

the Prince Regent, whom she had left snoring and
half-drunk on the sofa, hastened up to her boudoir;

and summoning .Tessica, she hurriedly communi-
cated her intention to that faithful dependant. En-
veloping themselves each in a thick cloak, and
I)utling on plain straw hats with ample veils, they

prepared to sally forth. But previously Venetia

opened her jewel-coffer, and took off five of the pearls

from the strins which the .Marquis of Levesou had
given her. These she enveloped in a piece of paper

aud carefully secured in her bosoui : theu, accom-
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panied by Jessica, she itaued from the palace by

means of one of the private doors.

Taking a hackney-coach in Pall Mall, they pro-

ceeded direct to Albemarle Street; and on inquiring

at Leveson House if the Marquis were at home,

fhey were at once admitted into the mansion. Be-

ing shown to a parlour on the ground-fioor, they

were almost immediately joined by the Marquis

;

and Venetia, at once raising her veil, said to the

nobleman, " When I spoke so triumphantly and so

positively this morning in respect to the impos-

sibility of ever needing to use you as my
banker, I did not foresee what was to happen to-

night."

" If your ladyship is about to present your

cheques," said the Marquis, with ill-subdued de-

light and surprise, "you need make no apology.

The drafts shall at once be honoured."
" I tender your lordship my best thanks," said

Venetia, assuming an air of cold dignity, in order

to prevent her from seeming completely humiliated.

"This young person," she added, observing that the

Marquis was looking at Jessica, who still retained

the dark veil over her countenance, " is my confi-

dential maid."

The nobleman bowed in courteous acknowledge-
ment of this explanation: then drawing forth his

pocket-book and taking out a quantity of notes, he
said, "To what amount does my fair patroness pro-

pose to draw upon her most honoured and grateful

banker ?"

"To this amount," answered Venetia, producing
the five pearls.

"'Tis but a trifle," observed the Marquis: and he
then banded Venetia Bank-notes to the amount of
five thousand guineas.

"Again I thank your lordship," she said; and
drawing down her veil, took her departure—the
nobleman accompanying her as far as the front

door and handing her into the hackney-coach.
Venetia was not altogether ten minutes inside

Leveson House upon the present occasion ; and as

she returned homeward in company with Jessica,

she observed, "I most sincerely hope that this will

be the last time I shall ever have occasion to set foot

in that dwelling. An apprehension of covert treach-

ery and dark mysterious danger sate heavy upon my
heart the whole time,"

Alighting from the hackney-coacu in Pall Mall,
Venetia and her confidential maid re-entered Carlton
House ;—and when Horace, at the expiration of the

hour, went up into his wife's boudoir, he found her
seated quite alone, awaiting his presence—so that

he little thought she had been compelled to sally

forth during the interval in order to obtain the
money which she now placed in his hand. Having
duly reiterated his grateful thanks, he once more
left her in order to hasten and consign the amount
to Gertrude's keepinij ; and the abij^-ail, infinitely

delighted at the success of her mission, sped back
with a light step and a still lighter heart to Gros-
venor Street.

The reader may imagine far better than we can
possibly describe the joy of Lady Curzon at thus
BO easily obtaining a sccoud sum of five thousand
Kuineas; atid early on the foUowiu}? morninj; tlie

amount—together with the letter which the Coun-
tess hud penned in readiness, and with theei)uteuts
of whioh the reader is already acquaiuted— »Yas
conwyed by the trustworthy Genrud« to the

K'n>4-'» Bench. Delivering the parcel into the
hands of a turnkey, she took her departure thence

;

—and never wa« drop of water more welcome to
the Arab wanderer in the desert, than was this pe-
cuniary succour to Colonel Malpas. He instanta-

neously sent for Mr. Emmeraon's solicitor and
coolly proposed to pay him three thousand guineas
for his release : but the attorney, having already

received an intimation from the money-broker re-

lative to the Colonel's affair, and knowing therefore

how he was to act, flatly refused to receive a single

farthing less than the whole amount. Malpaa, who
was so heartily sick of imprisonment that he would
have made any sacrifice to procure his liberty,

accordingly handed over the entire sum to the
solicitor, and was thus enabled to take his departure
from the King's Bench.

But on ibsuing thence he found himself alone as

it were upon the wide world. He knew not what to

do, or whither to go. It was true that he had a
few guineas in his pocket: but when they were
gone, how was he to obtain farther supphes ? His
wife's relatives had totally discarded him ; and she

herself had declared that she would never see him
more. The circumstance of the terrible thrashing

which he had received from Captain Tash had got
noised abroad at the time, together with a rumour
tiiat this puiusMineut bad been inflicted on him
for having endeavoured to cheat the Prince Re-
gent, the Marquis of Leveson, and others, oat of

a sum of six thousand guineas—so that every

chance of finding his way back into society seemed
distant enough. In plain terms, Colonel Malpas
was in the unpleasant predicament of a man who
found himself not; only penniless, but also " cut"

by all the world ; and therefore, on emerging from
incarceration, it was natural enough that he should
ask himself over and over again what he was
to do.

He wandered into a tavern near the foot of

Westminster Bridge, and ordering some refresh-

ments, sate down to reneci opou bis position ; and
he already began to thiuic that it were much better

to have kept the Hto inowjwiid guineas and re-

mained in prison, than to narw come forth penni-

less. For a moment It struoK him that he would
write to Lady Curzon and demand a few hun-
dred pounds on the pretext that it was renderioe:

him uo service to release him from prison and
leave him destitute. But to attempt any farther

extortion within a few hours after the display of

such bounteous muniticence on her part, was an in-

famy even too great, for Colonel Malpas to con-

template seriously, unscrupulous and heartless

though he were. But still recurred the question

—what was he to do ?

In the midst of his bewilderment his eye casually

fell upon a paragraph in a newspaper that lay be-

fore him ; and in which some Court scribe had in-

dulj^ed in a flaming eulogiuni upon Lady Sackville,

extolling her for so many charities, amenities, and

estimable qualities, that if she had only possessed

a tithe of them in reality she would have been a

perfect angei. As the Colonel read this panegyric

his thoughts were suddenly turned into a new chan-

nel. Venetia was assuredly generous-hearted ; and
nior«over, she had risen to so high an eminenee that

she ooui.l afford to be magnanimous and forgiving.

What if ho were to write and implore her interven-

on m procuring for him the pardon of the Prince
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Regent for his past misconduct? If his Royal

Highness could only be induced to take him by the

hand, all his former friends would flock around him

again— he might get back into society, and still

find means of pushing his way in the world.

The hope was a desperate one ; but the man's

position itself was desperate—and he could lose

nothing by the trial. He accordingly proceeded

to pen a most humble, contrite, and even grovel-

ling letter to Lady Sackville—confessing himself a

reptile deserving only to be trodden beneath her

heel, but appealing to her generosity for pardon,

and to her magnanimity for succour. He declared

himself her slave, ready to lick the dust at her

feet—and willing to go to the ends of the earth, if

he could serve her. In fine, he wrote just such a

letter as might be expected from a sneaking,

paltry coward, reduced to his last shifts, and com-

pelled to have recourse to the meanest and most

humiliating of expedients.

Having despatched the letter by a messenger

to Carlton House, he remained at the tavern

anxiously waiting for the reply. The emissary

was absent for upwards of an hour, at the expira-

tion of which time he returned with a verbal mes-

sage to the effect that Lady Sackville would grant

Colonel Malpas an interview between three and

four o'clock in the afternoon.

The Colonel was positively astounded at this

result of a proceeding adopted in utter despera-

tion. He could scarcely believe that the messen-

ger had delivered the verbal response aright. But
the man declared that the message had been

given him by a very smart and pretty-looking

young damsel, having the appearance of a lady's-

maid; and the Colonel was therefore reassured

against the probability of error.

To be brief^ he repaired to Carlton House punc-

tually at h;ilfpast three o'clock—and a footman
immediately introduced him into a drawing-room
where the brDliant Venetia was awaiting his ar-

rival. Nothing could exceed the cold grandeur
and icy magnificence of demeanour with which she

received him; and she made him feel that she
really regarded him as a wretched worm whom she

forbore from trampling under foot merely because
there was a way in which she could make him ser-

viceable. The interview lasted for nearly an
hour, during which Venetia explained her views

to Colonel Malpas,—offering him a certain private

mission to which she proposed to attach a liberal

remuneration, with a promise that if it were carried

out successfully she would consider what more
could be done in the Colonel's behalf. As a mat-
ter of course he cheerfully accepted the mission thus

offered him; and in terms of grovelling adulation

did he express his gratitude. Venetia listened to

him with superb disdain : for even while she was
thus giving him the means of subsistence, sho

made him feel that it was very far from being

for his own sake, but simply because there were
circumstances at the moment which thus acci-

dentally enabled her to maks use of him as a tool

or instrument in the furtherance of her own mys-
terious purposes.

Having received a sum of money for his travel-

ling expenses and immediate wants, Colonel Mal-
pas took his leave of Lady Sackville ; and within

an hosr he was on his way in a post-chaise for

Dover.

In the evening of that same day the Earl of

Curzon repaired to Carlton House in obedience
to a summons which he had received from Venetia :

and for upwards of an hour was he alone with her
in earnest and serious deliberation. At the con-

clusion of the interview his lordship also took a
j

post-chaise and set out on a journey to Dover.

CHAPTER CXXin.

THE TILLA AT GENET A.

The reader must suppose three months to have
elapsed since the occurrences which we have just

boea relating : and the scene now ohangos to a

beautiful villa-resideuce in one of the delightful

suburbs of Geneva.

The house itself was spacious. The rooms
on the ground -floor opened with windows reach-

ing tlie ground, upon sloping lawns; and the

casements of the upper storey were furnished with

bilconies filled with the choicest flowers. For
tliough it was but the middle of the month of

j

March and in England the winds blew bleak ;

and cold, yet the sea-on was all warmth, and :

brightness, and fl^jral fragrance in the suimy south, i

The trees were covered with verdure—the gardens

wcr(! gorgeous with flowers—and uothiug could be
j

ni'ire beautiful, notiiing more picturesque than the j

villa-residence to which we have alluded, seated as !

it was upon a gentle eminence commanding a |

view of the lake, and surrounded by gardens and
j

pleasure-grounds laid out in the most tasteful

manner.

It was at this villa that her Royal Highness the

Princess of Wales—better known to the masses

in this country as the Priacess Caroline—was pass*

iug a short time with her retinue. The injured

wife of the Prince Regent, after visiting several

towns in Italy and some of the most interesting

scenery of Switzerland, had suddenly taken it into

her head to settle down in this secluded but charm-

ing reti-eat in the Geuevese territory.

Her Royal Highness's suite was small, consist-

ing altogether of only a dozen personi. There

were six laiiies-iu- waiting, ofwhom Agatha, Emma,
and Julia Owen were the three junior: the other

three had been for some time in the household of

the Princess and were devoted to her interests—

but, as the reader is well aware, the Misses Oweu
were the trained spies and secret emissaries of

the conspirators who were leagued to accomplish

the ruin of her Royal Highness. The principal

equerry in attendance upon the Princess wa.* the

Baron Bergami, with whom she had been ac-

quainted in her youth at her father's Court in

Brun.swick, and fur whom at that period it was

supposed she had entertained some little aft'ection.

Alter an interval of nineteen years, circunistancis

had again thrown the Baron in her way, during

her recent visit to Italy ; and hearinf that he was

poor even to actual distress, and had been very

unfortunate, she at once took compassion upon
him and offered him that situation which we now
find him occupying in her housuhold. In addition

to those members of her suite already mentioned,

wo must observe that there were three pages, a

young lady acting as "reader " and secretary, and

two or throe other female*, amongst whom was
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Mrs. Ranger. Snch waa her Royal Highness's

retinue, which accompanied her on her traveli:

but now of course there were the menial servants,

in addition thereto, at the rilla—the entira house-

hold therefore consisting of upwards of twenty

persons. The mansion was however large, having

several detached buildings an.i outhouses &t, the

back ; and it was thus enabled to aecomoaaio so

large an eetablishment.

It was on a lovely evening, in the middle of the

month of March, 1815, that Emma Owen—the

second of the sisters—issued forth from a side-door

of the villa, and threading a shrubbery of ever-

greens, entered one of the beautiful gardens where

exquisite specimens of statuary appeared amongst

the natural glories of the scene. A dark scarf,

negligently thrown over her shoulders, set off the

whiteness of her skin to great perfection, and made

her charms, which the low-bodied dress left much

exposed, seem absolutely dazzling. Very beau-

tiful indeed did she appear—for on her ch^ks was

the heightened bloom of expectation as she

emerged from the shrubbery and flung a rapid

glance around the garden. Then, as she beheld a

gentleman suddenly spring over the boundary wall

!it the extremity, she affected to be terrified : and

turning suddenly back, she made a movement as

if about to retrace her way towards the villa. Along

the gravel walks did he bound, threading the elysian

maze formed by the parterres of flowers; and as

Emma did not fly very speedily, he was in less than

a minute by her side.

" My angel—my charmer V he exclaimed, seizing

her hand and pressing it to his lips : « wherefore

did you endeavour to avoid me ?"

" Oh ! because this is madness—perfect mad-

ness—to scale the wall," she answered, with an

appearance of mingted alarm and anger. "Be-

sides, for what do you take me—or what can you

think of me, that you adopt such means to seek

my presence ?'

"I take you for what you are," was the gentle-

men's response, as he still retained her hand in

his own,—" one of the loveliest of your sex ! And
1 have ventured to watch until you came for your

wonted evening walk in the garden, so that I

might seek this opportunity of throwing myself

at your feet and declaring how much I love you.

Oh ! wherefore be thus cruel !" he exclaimed, as

Emma endeavoured—or at least affected the en-

deavour—to extricate herself from the half-em-

brace in which he now held her.

" Unhand me, sir," she said ; " and if you wish

that proper explanations should pass between us, I

am willing to grant you an opportunity for a few

minutes
"

"Thanks—ten thousand thanks, dearest lady!"

exclaimed the gentleman. " That is all I require 1"

—then conducting her to a seat in a bower of rosea,

he said as he still retained her hand in his own, "To
see you is to admire you—to know you is to love

you: but, Ah ! to be possessed of your love in re-

turn were a happiness beyond description ! When
first I beheld you—you remember it well— it was
two months ago in the Cathedral at Milan—I was
instantaneously smitten with the power of your
charms. Seizing the opportunity to explain the

subject of some painting which you were regarding

at the time, 1 introduced myself to your notice "

" Think you, sir, that I do not recollect the inci-

dent full well ?" asked Emma. " I am no prude

—

there is no ridiculous affecfation about me—and I

not only remember how we first met at Milan, bat

likewise how you have since followed me from plaee

to place, until I arrived here with her Royal High-

ness three weeks ago."

" But you cannot say. Miss Owen," exclaimed

the gentleman, " that there has been anything rude,

uncourteous, or obtrusive in my conduct? Never
have I ventured to accost you save when I observed

that you were alone: never have I attempted to

force myself upon your attention when you have

been in attendance on her Royal Highnass, or in

company of the other ladies of her household."
" I am free to confess," said Emma, with one of

those arch smiles which she knew so well how to as-

sume, and which rendered her so truly bewitching— I

so dangerously captivating—" I am free to confeii
j

that every word you are now uttering is truth itself,
j

So far from accosting me when I have been with

others, you have invariably watched your oppor-

tunity to catch me when alone. If at Milan or at

Turin I merely went out unattended, the length of a

couple of streets to purchase an article at a shop,

you were immediately at my side
"

"Yes, dear young lady," interrupted her com-
panion,—" to offer you my arm — to protect you

against insult—defend you against danger "

"Yes—and also to whisper certain love-nonsense

in mine ears," continued Emma, with a gay laujh

and a mischievous look. " And it has been the same
since we arrived at Geneva : whenever I have hap-

pened to be alone, behold the opportunity for your

appearance ! The day before yesterday, for instance,

it was on yonder heights—last evening it was dur-

ing a stroll along the shore of the lake—and no\%-,

when anxious to escape from the heated dinner-

saloon and enjoy the fresh air of the garden "

"Your tormentor again rushes into your pre-

sence," said her companion, with a smile irradiating

his really very handsome countenance and showin.^

his fine teeth.

« Yes—but in order to rush into my presence he i

scales a wall," exclaimed Emma, with an arch

look which showed how very far she was from
^

being angry.
|

"My angel—my adored one—for such indeed
j

you are," exclaimed the gentleman, " can you look
|

me in the face and declare that my presence here

in this garden was altogether unexpected on the I

present occasion ? When we parted yesterday on <

the shore of the lake, I ventured to express a wish
|

and a hope that you would grant me another inter-

view as speedily as possible: and then, with your

own pretty mouth and in the melodious cadences

of your sweet voice, did you hint the probability

that you would be walking in the garden this even-

ing. Thereupon I avowed my intention of laying

in wait thus to catch you ; and 1 do not recollect

at the time that you gave utterance to anything in

the shape of a negative."

"Because 1 could scarcely believe it possible

that you would have the presumption thus to in-

troduce yourself within the precincts of her Royal

Highness's dwelling :"—and as Emma thus spoke

she again looked with a certain mischievous arch-

ness in her companion's face.

" You provoking creature," he exclaimed, fling-

ing his arms about her neck and straining her to

his breast : nor did she withdraw her lips from th«



dose pressure of his own. "There!—now I have
punished you in a befitting way for the manner iu

which 3'ou have been t;iliiin(i to me. But after all, I

you do not seem to fancy that I am absolutely

hideous ?" '

!

"Oh! what conceit on your part," exclaimed

Emma : then as one of her beautiful white hands
played almost involuntarily as it were with the

light curlincf hair of her companion,—who, by the

bye, was tall, slender, well-made, and good-look-

ing,—she said, " I certainly do not consider you
particularly ujjly ; and it is perhaps because your
personal appearance is so much in your favour
that I—like a silly, weak-minded girl as I am

—

have allowed myself to be inveigled into a kind of

romantic frieudbhip for you "

" Oh ! then you admit this much ?" exclaimed her

cumpanion, with one arm thrown about her waist

and his left hand clasping hers.

'Well, ^ have made the admission," she said,

50*

smilinft with a gay archness ; "and I do not wish to

recall it. liut did we not just now say something

about explanations?—and if so, let them eommenoe

at once. In the first place", should you really wish

this friendship of our's to continue, you will tell me
your name: for you can scarcely fail to remember

that notwithstanding tJie numerous occasions on

which you have forced yourself as it were upon my
presence, you have never once condescended to maka
me aware who it might be that thus considered me
worthy of his persevering attentions."

" True, dearest girl !" exclaimed her companion

;

"it was most remiss on my part. But will you not

pardon me when I assure you that every time I find

u)yself in your presence, 1 become so absorbed in

the contemplation of your charms and drinking in

the melody of your swuet voice, that I totally forget

everything connected with myself. But now you

remind me that I have indeed been most remiss;

and 1 would not for the world have you imagine that
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I purposaly studied the slightest concealment to-

wards-you.''

"Doubtless, then," said Emma, " this long pre-

face will herald the revelation of your name ?"

• Have you ever heard of Colonel Malpas?" in-

quired her companion, with a transitory look of un-

easiness as to the impression that his words might

make upon the young lady.

"Yes," she exclaimed: "I have assuredly heard

of him as one of tiie gay companions of his Royal

Highness the Prince Regent. But for the last six

months I have been away from England, and there-

fore unacquainted with all that has been going on

in liia fa';liioiial)!e world at home. But are you

Colonel Malpas 2"

" I am," replied this gentleman, well pleased to

hear that his duv compauion was so much in the

riailc as to home occmrences.

AikI here we may observe that the Colonel had

thaved off his moustache ; and with his counU-

naiice slij^htly browned by the warmth of the sunny

so.itii, he had lost, that air of a drawin^'-room offi

cer which was wont to (ii^tiIl^uish liira. He had

moreover to a certaiu extent got rid of the affected

drawl in his voice ; and thus, possesswiif a very

liaiid-<mie person and ele;ra''t manners, he was but

too vTell calculated to make an impression upon

any young female who was either tenderly sensitive

or el^e fervidly licentious. Of this latter descrip-

tioii Wis EuiuiH Oiven: and thus was it. that the

assiduities of Colonel Mdlpas had from the very

fic^dt, proved so welcome to her, that she had al-

ready made up her mind that it he should prove

bold and daring the resistance slie might offer

Wiiuld ni)t be of too desperate a character. Be-

sides, Emma h^d another reason for encouragiiigr

the Culonel—a reason altogiJther unconnected with

her o-wn sensual passions, but having reference to

the part which slie had to pet form iu carrying out

the views of tlie conspiraton^ against her Royal

Uij;hness the Princess of Wales.

"And you aru Colonel Malpas?" she said,

{raznif with a kind of subdued tenderness upon her

companion : tlion, as a sudden idea seemed to strike

her, she said with altering voice and overclouuiuy

look, "But if I mistake not, I have heard of a
Ml.-. M«lpi<s—attd therefore you are married?"

" Yes— unfortunately I am," answered tht; Colonel,

wild was playing his own part quite as well as

Emisa enacted hers : and calling to his aid the most
impassioned air he could possibly assutne, he sidd,

" Yes—'tis true— alas ! too true—that I am married.

But married to whom ? To one who never possessed

my heart, and wiio never loved me. It was for her

go-Id that 1 ofiered her my hand : it was for my
social position she accepted it. A union, begun in

selfisimess, could not end in love. B.it I need not

dweJ'l upon tliis unhappy marriage of mine: suffice

k to say, that 1 am separated from my wife. She
has returned to Iter friends—and 1 am as it were my
own master once attain. Sated for the tioie wiih the

pU-asuies and enjoyments of the fashionable world,

1 have come to wander upon the Continent forchanga
of scene »nd variety of recreation. But litile did I
think that ihis visit of mine to soutiern Europe
Would turn the very spring tide of my life into a new
channel !-liale did I tlunk that I was destined to
meet one whose iuiHge has become indelibly stamped
upon my heart 1 O dearest Emma, hitherto there
has bwu much lively discourse between us—much

jccularity and dodma^e; -and indeed your ar«hnes»

is so amiable, and your moat mischievous looks are

so often the most seductrive as they are ever the most

killinpr, that it were a pity to implore you to be

serious. But serious we must nevertneUss be,

while I declare solemnly and sacredly that I lov«

you !"

"But you are married—you are married?" ex-

claimed Emma, deeming it right to affect a tem-

porary prudery, because a too speedy surrender

under the circum.stances would, she tiiought, stamp

her character with unpardonable levi'y in the esti-

mation of hi»r companion: but still, though she

seemed to give vent to that ejaculation with a kind

of inward anguish, she didnot with draw herself from

the half-embrace in which the Colonel retained her.

"Because 1 am married, dearest girl," he whis-

pered with all the appearance of deep emotion, " it is

no reason wherefore I should not love you. Yoa
are beautiful—you are f :8cioating—and 1 have no

power over volition. Would that I could rend

asunder the bond which chains me to that destiny

of marriage ! But I cannot—and while offering you

a heart that never loved before, and that will ever

be most tenderly devoted and attached, I am unable

to say tliat my hand accompanies it. if you hav«

no love for me in return, you can of course, without

a pang and witiiout remorse, abandon me to disap-

pointment and despair. But if you do iu the

slightest degree reciprocate that passion which I

experience, you will sacrifice all and everything to

such a feeling."

" What mean you ?—what mean you I" asked

Emm.n, whose strong passions were already iufli-

enced by that contact in which she was placed with

her handsome comjianion.
' 1 mean, deerest," he replied, drawing her still

more closely towurds him, and venturing upon

bolder dalliances than ha had as yet dared to at-

tempt,—" I mean that if weareto beliappy together,

you must make up your mind to the oaii.ssion of

that ceremony which society has ordained to be

performed in a church, but wliich nevertiieless has

no power ot bimiing hearts, however indissolubly it

may unite hands. I mean," continued Malpas,

still more plainly developing the detestable but haok-

nied sophistry of every man who tempts a woman
to hsr undoing,—" I mean, dearest, that you mast

dispense with the aid of a clergyman to unite us—
and that instead of formally and ceremoniously de-

claring yoursr.lf to be mine in the presence of inau,

you will consent to become so in tlis view of

heaven."
" Oil! what power is there iu your words," raur*

mured Emma, giov^ii j; as it weie to his breast

against which her bosom ror.e and fell w.th volup-

tuous heavings : yet it was not any magic persuasion

in the C >lonci's language, but the riting excitanient

of iier own devouring passions, that was now melliag

her into soft an 1 sensuous yiei.iin^.

"Dearest, dearest Eniial' said the Colonel,

pressing his lips to hers and experiencing the thiill

of ecstrtCy wliicii was convfved by the soft ardour of

her caresses: then, altera loui; p»use, li« saiil, " To-
night, dearest E.nma, you must admit me iuto the

villa/"

" Oil ! no—no— I dare not I" she murmured, but in

a manner vvhich shuwed that she meant to yield to a

litile further persuasien.

"Ah! than you do not love me," lie «xclaia}«d i
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and still he pressed her more closely in his arms, in I key with me. Heavens ! haw my hand trembles.
order to sustain that frenzy of the passions which he

saw was influencing her and which made her whole

' frame tremble and vibrate.

" It is cruel of you thus to acouse me," she said,

nestling still closer if possible in his embrace: and

as through the arbour of roses her countenance

caught the laSt beams of the setting sun, its expres-

sion was that of a languor so softly sensuous, so be-

witchingly wanton, that Malpas was encouraged to

seek the crowning bliss then and there.

j

But as he thus sought to make her entirely his

;
own, a scintillation of prudence flashed up in Emma's

^

mind, eren amidst the delicious agitation of those

. desires which were well nigh indomitable; and sud-

j

denly recollecting that this was the hour when the

j

princess and the ladies of her suite were wont to walk
< in the gardens, she so far resisted the present daring

j

endeavours of the Colonel as to promise that if he

would leave her now he should receive admission to

her chamber at a later hour when night drew her

veil upon the scene. Then, in low soft whispers,—

interrupted by frequent kisses, both given and re-

ceived,—did Emma explain to her lover how he was

to proceed between eleven and twelve that night in

1 order to gain her room without fear of observation.

j

They then separated—Colonel Malpas once more
I scaling the wall of the euclusure, and Emma Owen

I

taking two or three turns up and down a secluded

I
gravel walk, in order to regain her Composure ere

i
she ioined the Princess and her suite ia their

' evening stroll through the gardens.

CHAPTER cxxnr.

THB BECBET EXPEDITtOIT.

In the wall at the back part of the spacious

grounds belonging to the villa, was a door opening
upon a narrow road, wliicli led for about a quarter

of a mile through some fields stretching up to the

verge of the ciiy of Geneva; and it was about
half.pBst ten o'clock, on tlie same evening of which
we liave been writmg, that two female figures stole

forth from that garden door.

The silver moon rode high in the heavens, at-

tended by countless myriads of stars— like a
virgin-queen with her courtly galaxy of maidens;
bat a chill breeze, coming from the mountains aud
passing over the immense lake, would have been
of itself a sufiBcient reason to explain wherefore
those two females were so well mufiBed up iu ample
clualfB. It was, however, no rea^uu wherefore they
should be so carefully vei'e<l, and wliy ou issuing

forth they should cast such quick and anxious
g'aiices around, as if fearful of being observed.
Indeed, it was evident enough that they had now
quilted the villa for no ordinary purpose of enjoy-
ing a ramble in the silence, the moonlight, and the
loneliness of that hour; but they had some secret
and Important business on hand.

" Tiie coast is clear, Aifalha," said Mrs. Ranger
—for she indeed was one of the females thus
cloaked and veiled, and the eldest Mi?s Owen was
the other, " Come—let us be quick. But your

I positively feel as if I were about to commit
some heinous crime."

" 'Tis cold—'tis the night air," said Mrs. Hanger.
" You must not give way to idle fears or gloomy
presentiments "

"But you tell me," said Agatha, whose teeth
chattered audibly, " that the house to which we
are going is situated in one of the most secluded
quarters of Geneva "

" Ttie terror implied by this remark is foolish,

Agatha," said Mrs. Ranger. " No one will molest
us—there is no danger. The police regulations of
Geneva are excellent, and crime is scarcely
heard of. Besides, if I am courageous enough
to venture thus by night into a lonely quarter for
your sake, surely you can conquer tnis repug-
nance ''

"Pardon me, my dear friend," said Agatha:
"for a good friend indeed have you been to
me! Without your aid and advice, I should
never have been able thus to have concealed my
position "

" Oh, it is simple and easy enough !" answered
Mrs. Ranger, as she and Agatha proceeded along
the narrow road together, iu the direction of
Geneva. "I do not mind telling you, my dear
girl, that I have had some little experience ia
these matters in my lifetime; and more tiian one
young lady of high birth, ranU, and title, has been
indebted to me for concealing her shame 1

beg your pardon, my dear, 1 did not mean any im-
putation—concealing her position, 1 meant, until

almost within a week or two of the crisis, i was
once companion to a widow-lady of high rank, who
had an only daughter—a very beautiful girl, but
the strength of whose passions was insuperable.

She was engaged to be mai ried to a young noble-
man temporarily absent in the colonies ; but iu the
meantime she could not resist the tempiatioa of
intriguing with a youthful foot-page in the house-
hold. Dear me !" continued Mrs. Ranger, " ha
was quite a boy—not more than seventeen or
eighteen; but nevertheless the result was that the
young lady found herself ia a way to become a
mother. 1 soon penetrated her secret; and sho
gratefully gave me her confidence. Fortunate for

her was it that she did so: fori euahled her to

conceal her position up to within two days of her
confinement. Then she quitted home upon some
excuse already arranged—and returned in a furt-

ght, looking a leetle delicate and interesting, it ii

true, but without aa appearance to excite her
mother's suspicion as to what had happened. Three
mouths afterwards the young nobleman came
home-they were married—and at the present

moment they are as liappy as the day is long."
" And what became of the child ?" asked AgathSi

with no mere passing interest in the question, be-

cause the subject came very nearly aud somewhat
painfully home to her own feelings.

" Oh ! the child," observed Mr*. Ranger, care-

lessly: "a gipsy- woman consented to adopt it OB
conaition of receiving fifty pounds

"

" Good heavens 1" ejaculated Miss Owen, with • I

shudder, which now arose from a tremor at the
|

eyes are better than mine : do you see anybody
[
heart's core, and not from the influence of the I

approaching?" jni«htair: "is it possible that the young mothar
" No—not a soul," answered Agatha. '* But stop could have shown such heartlessnesf*?"

'

one moment: I must lock the gate, and take the ' " Where was the alternative, my dear 7* asked i
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Mrs. Kaoger with all the cool unconcern of one
who was hardened in iniquity. " It was not likely

that I, as the young lady's adviser and corifidante,

should have allowed a chance of that, child sooner
or later discovering the secret of its birth, and
becoming in the hands of unprincipled persons a
means of extortion

"'

" But in this present case, ray dear madam," said

Agatha, grasping Mrs. Hanger with convulsive

violence by the arm, as they continued their way
along the lonely road : " iu this present case

"

" What do you mean ?—in your case ?" asked
Mrs. Kanger. " There ! I nearly slipped over a
stone I Dear me ! what a wretched road I But
look, Agatha— from this point ho-,v beautiful

appears the lake at a distance ! Does it not seem
like an inland sea

?'

" My dear Mrs. Kanger," cried the young lady,

"do for heaven's sake talk to me upon the subject

that is now uppermost in my thoughts! Pray do
not show such callousness. I am entirely in your
hands—entirely at your mercy. I have submitted
to your advice in all things

"

" Well, my love—and have I not given you
the best possible counsel? Here you are, near
the end of your eighth month—and your appear-
ance is such as to preclude the possibiiity of sus-

picion. Besides myself and your sister Emma,
not a soul is acquainted with your secret."

" Yes—Juliahas discovered it," observed Agatha.
"Well, I suppose it was your own fault," ex-

claimed Mrs. Ranger: "and if she discovered it, it

was because you must have allowed her to do so ?"

"Oh! certainly," said Agatha; "and I rather
wished her to know it. At first 1 had concealed
my position from her because I did not think her
ideas were ^MJ^esofar advanced as those of Emma.
But after the description which she gave us of the
artifices and stratagems she practised, under the
guise of Laura Linden, upon the self-styled Joce-
lyn Loftus, I did not think it necessary to have any
secrets from her."

" And you were right," observed Mrs. Ranger.
"But there is prudence in being cautious and
guarded at first. For instance, your mother and
yourselves were quite right iu not initiating me
fully, at the commencement, into the real object of
your appointments about the person of the Prin-
cess. But as circumstances developed themselves
and it became necessary for me to know every
thing, you see how useful I have been."
"Useful indeed! "exclaimed Agatha: "but to

me especially have your services been valuable.
Ah! a few months ago, when it first struck me
that my amour with the Prince Regent would not
be without certain consequences, I treated the mat-
ter lightly enough ; and I remember laughing over
it with Emma in Paris. But as time wore on, the
affair seemed to acquire a certain degree of se-

"Such things are always serious with young
girls who are in their first scrape," said Mrs. Ran-
ger. "I dare say it will go the round with your
two sisters. Here is Emma with some unknown
lover dangling at her heels—and Julia with the
Earl of Curzon making fierce and violent love to
her. also on the sly But, by the bye, has Emma
yet learnt the name of her inamorato ?"
"No-I think not yet," answered Agatha impa-

tMnUy. " She told mo something about it this even.

:Dg; but I had not time to listen to her then—and
we therefore postponed the conversation. But
pray, my dear Mrs. Ranger, do let me bring your
mind back to the question which 1 asked you ere
now "

"Ah! I recollect," exclaimed the woman who
was not only a Hecate of iniquity, bub was as heart-
less as she was vile. "You were talking to me
about the expected bahe—your babe—and yon
really seemed as it you already experienced some
of that maudlin, mawkish, sickly feeling which '

reads all very pretty in romances and novels, and
which is called the prompting ofmaternal instincts

:

but let me tell you there is very little of it in the
fashionable world "

"Nevertheless." observed Agatha, with a sort of
gasping of the breath, "I must candidly admit that
1 do feel much more than I ever thought I should;
—and though of course anxious—yes, deeply, pro-
foundly anxious—to get through this painful ordeal
as tranquilly as possible, and without suspicion-
much less exposure—I cannot altogether divest
myself of a yearning to acquire the assurance that
the innocent ofFjpring of this amour will not
be altogether abandoned- deserted— uncarcd
for

"

" Don't be alarmed, Agatha—and don't be child-

ish," interrupted ^Irs. Ranger. " Am I not about
to introduce you to the worthy doctor whom I have
selected to conduct this business throughout ?—and
will you not now have an opportunity of learning

from his lips what kind of an arrangement I have
made? You rught rather to lavish thanks upon
me, than convey anything like a remonstrance or

reproach, even by implication. Think you, my
dear, that I found out Dr. Maravelli without trou-

ble, and without a considerable exercise of that in-

genuity wherein I may be said to ercel ? As a

matter of course—dwelling as I am under the roof

of her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales—

I

could not go about openly and publicly asking after

a discreet doctor who would euga-.;e to do cei'taia

services on specific conditions. Had I been thus

imprudent, all Geneva would have rung with the

scandal by this time, and the common report would be
that one of her Royal Highness's ladies was in a way
that rendered the services of an accoucheur shortly

needful. No—no, my dear girl," continued the vain,

conceited, and garrulous Mrs. Ranger ;
" I do not

commit myself in so silly a manner. I knew the

value of caution and prudence in this afTjir as well

as in any other that I ever undertook. Accordingly,

it was only by dint of cunning inquiries, stealthily

pursued—catching a hint in one quarter and follow-

ing it up in another—then pursuing the subject else-

where—and so on,—it was only, I say, by these

means that I at length obtained the information I

sought : namely, the abode of a doctor who is suffi-

ciently clever to be trusted in respect to his skill and
sufficiently discreet to be trusted in respect to his

honour. Moreover, it was necessary that he should

be sufficiently ductile and tractable to induce him
to submit to any conditions without asking a single

question—and sufficiently needy or else avaricious to

induce him to enter heart and soul into the entire

business for the sake of the handsome reward held

out. Such was the man I had to find— I, a com-
parative stranger at Geneva! Nevertheless—aided

by ray perfect knowledge of the tongue, guided by

my discretion, and encouraged by my innate spirit
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of perseverance— I succeeded;—and in Dr. Mara-

velli are comprised all the qualiScations which I

have enumerated. Indeed he is a most valuable

personage But here we are at the entrance of the

lane leading to his house."

"Lane indeed !" murmured Agatha, recoiling for

a moment in alarm from the deep shade of the

dismal, narrow, cut-throat looking street, or rather

alley, the mouth of which they had just reached.

For while Mrs. Ranger was delivering herself of

the long harangue which we have just recorded,

she and her young companion had threaded the

fields in safety and now reached the city : but so

narrow was the alley into which Mrs. Ranger was

about to lead the way, that no ray of the pure cold

moonlight could penetrate down into the darkness

of its shades.

"Good heavens, Agatha 1" said Mrs. Ranger,

perceiving that her companion stopped short:
" what are you afraid of?"

"Afraid!" responded Miss Owen, her teeth

again chattering audibly: "'tis enough to make
any one afraid to think of penetrating into this

dreadful neighbourhood where there is not a lamp

to light the street—no, nor even a candle flickering

from a window. And talking of being afraid, how
is it that you, whom I have seen at times so ner-

vous—especially about robbers when we have been

travelling
"

" Nervousness, my dear, is a fashionable luxury

to which I give way either as a pastime for myself,"

responded Mrs. Ranger,* "or elsa as a means of

making other people uncomfortable when I see

them too happy. But I can put off my nervousness

just as easily as I can a gala- dress when the par-

ticular occasion for wearing it is over. Indeed, I

can always pump up my courage to a degree com-
mensurate with circumstances. And now, Agatha,

are you going to be outdone by me in respect to

presence of mind?"

"But this street—or rather this lane," said

Agatha, still hanging back, " is so dark, it seems
as if we were about to plunge into some unknown
cavern."

" Oh ! nonsense—you have been reading some
dreadful romance. I have been here before more
than once, to sea Dr. Maravelli, and already know
every inch of the way."

Miss Oueu could make no farther remonstrance,

and accordingly suffered herself to be led onward
into the pitch-dark lane by Mrs. Ranger. But
still she walked as if every moment expecting
either to fall into some yawning gulf, or to be

seized upon by some hand thrust forth from the

houses which they were skirting : for the truth is

that Agatha, though really lacking not the average

amount of feminine courage, was in the usual

nervous and sickly state arising from her condition,

and the influence of which was immensely aggra-
vated by the almost killing means she adopted to

conceal her position. We have already stated, in

an early chapter of this work, that Mr:!. Rmger
was a perfect mass of counterfeits and frauds in

person as well as in mind—a shadow of mere skin

and bone—plumped up into goodly proportions by
all kinds of succedaiieous means and artificial

contrivances : and thus a hag who knew so well

how to change the outward configuration of h?r

own form, could not possibly have been at a loss

to devise means of enabling Agatha to model her

shape to temporary circumstances. Bat as a
matter of course the unfortunate girl had to sub-
mit to a degree of compression that was in itself a
positive crucifixion ; and this incessant torture

from morning till night had not failed to produce
very powerful effects upon her nervous system.

Hence the terror with which she was really in-

spired, and not a tittle of which was assumed, as

she threaded the long lane where Mrs. Ranger was
now guiding her.

At length they beheld a light feebly glimmering
in the distance, and resembling a lamp at the ex-

tremity of a long vault.

" That is our destination," said Mrs. Ranger, in

an encouraging voice.

But Agatha scarcely felt cheered by the an-

nouncement—for the light looked feeble and dim
as if burning in the chamber of the dead ; and at-

tenuated as the poor young lady's mind was, it

cannot be wondered if she experienced all kinds

of dread presentiments and supernatural influences

stealing over her. It even seemed as if Mrs. Ran-
ger herself were some evil genius leading her to

destruction ; and the very sounds of their footfalls,

gentle though the tread of ladies always is, sounded
through the stupendous silence of the night dread
and terrible to her ears.

At length, just as Agatha's terrors were so in-

creasing upon her that she felt as if she must cry

out, they reached a gateway over which the light

was burning in the form of a dull oil lamp thiit

only just rendered the outlines of a sombre-looking

house discernible amidst the darkness. The build-

ing was not large, but certainly had a most gaol-

like appearance ; and when the door was opened

by an old woman and Agatha was led by Mrs.

Ranger into a ve^stibule, or hall, of dark-coloured

wood elaborately carved, it seemed to the young

lady as if she were entering the preoincts of a

church. A chill more icy than any she had this

night experienced, struck to the very marrow of her

bones ; and when a low and deeply-set door opened

from the side of the hall, showing a light within as

feeblygIimmeringasthelampoutsidc,Agath.i really

fancied that it was the interior of a vault thus sud-

denly revealed to her. But at the sunie instant

that doorway was darkened by the appearance of

a thin, pale, keen-eyed individual, of middle age,

and whose black costume denoted the physician.

The first glance thrown upon hiiu at once crc.ited

the impression that he was a clever m;in, but an

unprincipled one—a man who would as soon take

a life as save it, and as readily administer a cup of

poison as the balm of anodyne, provided the mnr-

derous employer's bribe was greater than the vio-

tim-patienl's fee.

" Walk in, ladies," he said, assuming as courteous

a tone as possible, and accompanying it with two

or three low bows. " I was expecting you accord-

ing to appointment. You may retire, Mavolta."

Tliis intimation was addressed to tiie old woman
who had opened the gate, and who now withdrew

accordingly—wliile Agatha, accompanied by Mrs.

Ranger, entered the place where the lamp was

buruing, and which was a little parlour fitted up

in a manner so sombre as to wear quite a funeral

ap[iearance. Tho doctor however hastily made a

motion as if about to light another lamp: but Mrs.

Ranger at once said in a significant tone, " Spare

yourself that trouble, sir: did I not charge yoo
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wiieJi I last saw you, that if I brouj^ht with me a

certain lady to-riiffht, you would have only the

faintest Ii)?ht burning in the room where yon re-

ceived us ?"

"AiiJ have I not fu'fi'lpd your commands, my
unknown but most lil)eral pntroness?" exclaimed

the doctor: "and if for a moment I mechanically

prepared to light another lamp, it was because your

companion seemed to hung back as if afraid of

penetrating into the gloomy obscurity of this

place."

" Thanks for your kind intention ; but it is un-

necessary," returnpd Mrs. Ratifjer

It now struck Agatha wherefore so feeble a lamp
was fiicltering in tlie room : it was evidently a
precaution insisted upon by Mrs. Ranger, in her

previous interviews with the doctor, in order to

prevent him from having the slightest chance of

penetrating with his eagle eyes through the veils

winch his visitants wore.
" Tills, I presume," said Maravelli, pointing to-

wards Agatha, "is the lady concerning whom you,

madam,'* and he t'lrned towards Mrs. Ranger,
"have spoken to me?"

" It is so, " responded tho vile woman thus ad-

dressed. "As 1 have already told you, doctor, my
Oompanion is most an.xious to assure herself before-

hand that every urrangcmeni has been well settled

and agreed upon between you and me for the

coming event in wliich she, poor thing ! is destined

to be the prmcipal actress."

" lam most happy thus to form the acquaintance

of one who is to be my patient," said the doctor,—
" that is, so far as an acquaintance can be possibly

made where the countenance is to remain unseen

and the name unknown."
" Those are tlie conditions," observed Mrs.

Ranger; "and I will repeat the rest in my com-
paniun's presence to satisfy her mind not only that

I have made the various arrangements wliich I

have already explained to her, but that you, doctor,

uuderbtand those arrangements exactly as I have

proposed them."
" Proceed," said Aujatha in a low tone : but her

fears were now di^sipa ing, and she began to per-

ceive that she liad beeu the prey of unfounded

alarms.

"lo the first place,'' resumed Mis. Ranger, "I
have proposed that you, Dr. Miravelli, shall—when
the term for this lady's accjuciiement approaches-
hold yourself in readiness to be feiched at a mo-
ment's warning to attend upan her—that you will

consent to be conducted blindf )ld to the place of

destuiation— that you will remain blindfold within

its walls
''

" Unless," said Maravelli, " the life of the patient

should be in a predicament calculated to set aside

all ODUsiderations of precaution, in which case I

must act according to circumstances."

"Precisely ao," observed Mrs. Ranger. "But
suppoie that all goes on well—as we may hope and
trust—you wdl then remain blindfidd at the house
during the short time your services may be re-

quired; and you will come away blindfold after-

wards. Moreover, you pled^je yourself most
solemnly and most sacredly—as a man and as a
genilenian— that whatever may traaspire, you will

avad yourself of no circumstance to obtain a
glimpse of this lady's countenance?"
" Afreed r exolaimed Maravelli : " and sinoa you

have already given me a right noble fee in aatioi-

pation, and have promised me a future recompense
on equally liberal terms, I have no wish to prove

treacherous."
" The next portion of our agreement," con-

tinued Mrs. Ranger, " is that the child, should it

survive "

" Ah !" interrupted the doctor, his countenano*
suddenly assuming a look diabolically sinister—
" then it is resolved that the child may live if it

can ?"

" Oh! was the contrary ever mooted?" exclaimed
Agatha, the horrible comprehension of the man'a
meaning flashing to her mind.

" Don't be silly, my dear," said Mrs. Ranger im-
patiently. "Dr. Maravelli has only treated the

matter in a business-like point of view. Besides,

on the Continent they are not quite so particular

as they are in England. It is therefore agreed,"

she contiimed, "that if the child lives it is to be
brought hither immediately after its birth, by you,
doctor—and to be duly entrusted by you to certain

persons of good character, though humble me<ns,
who wdl rear the child tenderly and properly.

And in consideration thereof, the said persons are
to receive twenty-five louis d'or* annually.

Lastly, be it observed that I have already placed
in your hand<, doctor, a retaining fee of filty louIs

d'or; and a farther fee of the same amount is to

be paid you on the occasion when your services,

which are thus retained, shall have been duly ren-

dered."

"You have stated the case, madam, with th*
same precision in which 1 have already agreed to

every one of its details. Save and except," c >n-

tinued Dr. Maravelli, "that you have omitted to

specify how the annuil stipend of twenty-five louis

d'or is to be paid for the maintenance of the

chdd."
" Through your own banker-s" said Mrs. Ranger;

"as you will undenake to keep an eye upon the

child—so that should it live and its parents at any
time be desirous of claiming it, the wish may be at

once gratified by application to you."

"Tnese are the conditions," observed the doctor;
" and I on my part consent to theia all. I hop*
that my fair patient, who has listened to this dis-

course, is satisfied?"—and he turned with afOrt of

sycophantic courtesy towards Agatha, who liked

his manner as little as might be.

But ere she had time to give any answer, a bell

was heard to ring in the had ; and the doctor, as if

seized with a sudden uneasiness, started from his

chair—listened attentively—then sate down iigain,

trying to look composed—and then once more
sprang from his seat with increasing rest'essness.

"Excuse me for a few miimtes," he said. " It is

the gate-bell—and 1 think I cm guess "

Then, without saying any more, he bowed to th«

two veiled ladies and abruptly quitted the room.
"Something is wrong—1 do not like his manner

—what can it be?" said Agathii, in a hasty whis-

per, and now speaking to Mis. Ranger in English;

for all the conversation with the d ctor had baea
carried on in the French 1 inguage.

"Oh! 'tis nothing," answered Agith.a'3 com-
panion in the same hushed and subdued tone.

" You oan judge full well, by all he has undei taken

•£2t» sterling.
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for u<, that he is not excessively nice or particular;

and it may be he is now receivings some visitors on

an erranii belonjfing to the same species, though

perhaps not precisely of the same form or fashion

as our own."
" Hush I " said Agitha, whose terrors sharpened

all her faculties : " there are voices whispering out-

! side—and, Oh! the doctor has lefc the door ajar!

I
Doubtless 'twas in his agitation—for agitated he

assuredly was: and therefore I do not thintc that

it was any ordinary visitor he was expecting, or

any detail of his wonted routine of business that

he fancied himself called upon bo transact. Hush !"

again wliispered Agatha: and impelled by an ir-

resistible curiosity, she approached the door to

listen.

"How can you be so foolish?" exclaimed Mrs.

Eanger, who however, somewhat catching the

infeciion of her young companion's fears, rose up
from her seat and joined her at the door.

And now both of them listened with suspended

breath to catch the slightest word or sound that

might reveal the mystery of the doctor's recent

agitation, and of the scene—whatever it were

—

that was now passing in the hall.

" You are full early to-night, Kobolt," said Mara-
velii, in a voice wtiich, though subdued, neverthe-

less reached the ears of the two ladies.

" It is not always easy to pick and choose one's

own time," answered a rough voice : " and we
fishers of men must talce home the booty that our

nets bring up as soon as caught—or else 'tis apt

to turn putrid:"—^and the feilow indulged in a
coarse chuckle which sounded hideous and omui-
ou-i through the hall.

" Hush ! hush ! 1 have patieuto t/iere," said the

doctor. "But whom have you in your company ?"

" Hernani the Italian, and Walden the Switzer,"

was the response, again given in the rough voice

which had before spoken and which no doubt be-

longed to the individual whom the doctor had
addressed as Koboit. " Here they are, getting the

fish in out of the cart. Come now, dame Mavolta
—bring the light nearer. There! down with it

upon the floor, comrades—and then you can be off

to get the cart away back to the shed. But of

•oui se you will mind wliat answers ye give the police

if je happen to encounter them."
" Aye, aye," replied two other voices—most pro-

bably those of Hernaui and V/alden. " But here's

the fish :"—and almost at the same instant Agatha
and Mrs. Banger h> ard something fall, like a heavy
inert mass, upon the stone pavement of the hall

;

and the sound struck upon their ears dull and
ominous, as if it were that of a corpse—making
their blood run cold and their limbs tremble.

Fdin would tliey have raised their veils and
peeped forth from the parlour-door to clear up the
horrible suspicion which had arisen in their minds,
and thus relievo themselves of the fearful uncer-
tainty that had seiaed upon them. But the doctor
might return every moment:—he was but a few
yards distant on the other side of that door, which
they dared m.t open an inch wider lest it should
grate on its hinges and betray their eaves-dropping.
"Now then, comrade?, be off!" said the hoarse

roice of Kobolt. " I will remain to help the doctor
lift his prize to an inner room, and receive the gold
pieces. In halt'-an-hour 1 will join you at our
osnal piaoe of meeting."

65

"Ail right," responded the two voices which had
previously given utterance to brief monosyllables;
and the front door was then lieard to open and
close gently.

"Now bo quick," said the doctor in a sharp im-
patient tone. "Let us clear this away—or those
who are waiting for me will begin to consider my
absence most extraordinary."

With a still more poignant curiosity and a still

keener attention, if possible, did Agatha and Mrs.
Ranger continue to listen inside the parlour; and
now upon their ears slowly crept a sound as if that
same heavy object which they had previously heard
thrown down in the hall, was being dragged over
the stone floor.

" Be quiet, fool that you are !" said the doctor
angrily. " We mu>t lift it, I tell you ! That nois«
can be heard! Lift it, I say !"

And then, as Agatha and Mrs. Ranger stag-

gered back to their seats, overcome by the force
of horrible suspicions now reduced almost to a
certainty, they heard the quick footsteps of Mara-
velli and Kobolt retreating along the hail with the
peculiar tread of men carrying something awkward
and heavy between them. An inner door then
opened and shut—and all was still.

"Heavens! what is the meaning of this?" mur-
mured Agatha, who felt as if she were about to
faint. "Ternble thoughts are agitating in my
brain I

"

" Terrible indeed!" said Mrs. Ranger, her whole
form shivering with a cold shudder. "But we must
compose ourselves—we must collect our courage
we must not let the doctor think we have been
spying his actions. There ! I will shut the door
close

!

"

Thus speaking, she rose from her seat and se-

cured the door gently .-—then hastening back to

Agatha's side, she said in a low and rapid voice,
" For heaven's sake ! subdue your emotions. We
must not let him suspect that we have even caught
the faintest idea of tliis scene. Besides, all is set-

tled between him and us—and we will take our
departure the moment he returns."

Scarcely had Mrs. Ranger finished speak'ng,
when Maravelli re-entered ihe parlour; and by the
rapid glance which he threw upon his two veiled

visitants, it was apparent enough that he sought to

ascertain whether they had moved from their seats

since he quitted the room. But inasmuch as the
dark veils completely concealed their countenances
from his view,—and there were no other appear-
ances to Ciuse him to suspect that they were
labouring under any peculiar emotion,—the doctor
evidently felt re-assured upon the subject.

"Pardon my rudeness, ladies," he immediately
said, " in having thus left you alone for even so

short a space as five or six minutes. And now
permit mo to offer some slight refreshment—

a

glass of wine and a biscuit—which indeed I have
already ordered my housekeeper to bring in."

" We thiink you, doctor, lor your kiiidnes","

said Mrs. Ranger, remlering her voice as composed
as possible: "but we mu-t take our dopirturo
promptly. I do not know that we have anything
more to say: the bar^'ain ii struck all the ar-

rangements are well understood "

" And the most perfect secrecy shall be main-
tallied," added Maravelli. " Permit me, ladies, to
light you through the hall," .
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And officiously throwing open the parlour door,

he allowed them to pass fortli. But as he followed

close behind with the lamp in his hand, the looks

of Mrs. Ranger and Agatha, piercing through the

thick fold* of their veils, were instinctively flung

upon the stone floor of the hall ; and with a kind

of shuddering recoil did they observe a long wet

mark upon that pavement near the entrance, as if

some bulky object saturated with water had been

thrown down and then partially dragged along,

and the wet had afcerwards been hurriedly mopped

up.

Mrs, Ranger felt Agatha stagger against her;

but in a quick significant tone she said, " Take my
arm, love :"—and the young lady, instantaneously

made aware of the necessity of maintaining her

presence of mind, shook off as well as she was able

the horrible sensations that had suddenly seized

upon her. The next moment the front door was

opened—the threshold was crossed—and wishing

the doctor good night, the two ladies once more
emerged into the long dark alley, which now seemed,

if possible, more dismal than when they first en-

tered it half-an-hour previously.

It was however a relief unspeakable both to

Agatha and Mrs. Ranger to emerge into the fresh

air fiom the atmosphere of the doctor'* house,

which for the last few minutes of their sojourn

there had appeared to be fetid with the odour of

the dead;—and they retraced their way to the

villa at a pace too rapid to affoid opportunity for

much connected discourse.

CHAPTER CXXV.

ANOTHER SCENE IN THE GARDEN.

It was about a week after the incidents just re-

lated—and again, at the hour of sunset, must we

look into the spacious grounds attached to the

villa-resilience on the outskirt of Geneva. There,

in one of the most secluded nooks of the en-

closure, shall we behold Miss Julia Owen—the

youngest of the three sisters-emerging from a

shady avenue aud looking hastily up and down
the gravel walk which she now entered. Observing

that the coast was clear, she continued her way
towards a garden-seat placed against the boundarj--

wall at the extremity of the gravel walk ; and fling-

ing herself ou the bench, she consulted a watch

which she took from her bosom.

"'Tis closo upon the hour when he promised to

meet me," she muriuureJ to herself. " But where-

fore is it that 1 am thus before the time? Ah!
'tis because I love him—because he is handsome

—

yes, nobly handsome
!"

And then the young lady suddenly gave the rein

to her imagination, which was hot and fervid as

that of her two elder sisters; and allowing her
fancy thus to run riot in conjuring up the joys
which she believed might bo experienced in the
arms of the indiviilual wliose image was uppermost
in her thoughts, she becauie the prey to longings
as ardent and desires as devouring as those of a
Messalina.

Alihou-l» it was the hour of sunset the heat was
siiHinR: no biacze came from the mountains in
the distance, nor ruflled the surface of the lake
that lay sleeping tranquilly in its mighty bed. The

; frenetic fervour of Julia's unruly passieos made
the blood course with the fury of fever-heat in its

crimson channels ; and to obtain air she threw off

her bonnet and shawl, thus remaining in th« ele-

gant evsning costume in which she bad ere now
issued from the dining-room. She felt that her
cheeks were flushed—she knew that her eyes were
swimming in a wanton languor—and as she bent
down her looks she could catch the quick risings

and sinkings of her bosom which the low-bodied
dress revealed in most luxurious exposure. She
therefore knew that at this moment she was beau-
tiful—very beautiful; and wishing to produce a
certain impression upon the mind as well as the
senses of him wliom she was expecting, she mur-
mured between her coral lips, *' I wish that he
would come !"

Scarcely was the desire thus expressed when the

sound of footsteps on the other side of the wall

reached her ears ; and as she looked up she almost
immediately encountered the fine dark eyes of him
whose presence she was anxiously awaiting.

Standing upon the stump of a tree on the outer

side of the wall, the lover was enabled thus to look
over that barrier; and Julia, lightly springing upon
the seat, thus raised herself to the same level.

Then followed what was so truly natural when a
gentleman half scales a wall on one &ide aud a
lady does the same on the other: that is to say,

their lips met in speedy contact aud were glued
together in one long delicious kiss.

"Dearest Julia— again am I rendered supremely
happy !

"

"And I, dearest Charles—ami not happy a'so ?"

These were the first words that they exclianged

—and their lips once more grew together, remain-

ing in contact this time even longer than at first.

"May I not leap this wall and join you in the

garden ?' asked the Earl of Curzon—for he indeed

was Julia's admirer.

The look which she flung upon him conveyed

the answer even before her lips could frame one

;

and vaulting lightly over the wall, he stood on the

garden seat by her side. Ttien as they sank down
thereon to a sitting posture, he seized her in his

arms— strained her with every appearance of the

fondest rapture to his breast—and covered her

cheeks, her lips, and her brow with kisses.

" When we parted yesterday, my dear Charles,"

said Julia, at length breaking the silence which

had been sealed by such rapturous caresses,—" you

told me that you had something most important

and most serious to speak to me about; and al-

though I besought you to tell me then what it was

you had thus to comnmnieate, you preferred that

we should meet expressly for the purpose this

evening."
" True, dearest giil I " answered the Earl, with

his arm thrown round her slender waist and her

head pillowed upon his shoulder, so that her brow

rested against his cheek. " Because I wished by

such an intimation to prepare your mind for the

very serious subject whereon it now becomes ne-

cessary that we should discourse,"

"Proceed, my dear Charles," said Julia, uow
gazing up into his countenance: "for I see by

your looks that you have no evil intelligence t(.

impart."
" 1 am not so sure that you will think so, Julia,"

replied the Earl. "At all events listen."
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"What! is it indeed so verj/ serious?" she ex-

claimed, now showinff siyns of uneasiness. " Oh

!

am I about to wal<en from a delicious dream—

a

dream of love
"

" Ouly to make that dream a reality, it you
choose," interrupted Lord Curzon, once more
strainiiijj her to his breast.

" Oil ! with this assurance I am already consoled

—I am already happy," exclaimed Julia, lavishinfj

upon him the tendcrest caresses, so that he would
indeed have been but little experienced in the

female character were he not able to comprehend
that he had only to seek the crowning bliss when
lie chose in order to obtain it.

"Two months have now elapsed, my dearest Ju-

lia," he resumed as he retained her, all vibratinjf

witli desire, in his arms,—" since first wo encoun-
tf>ri'd each other. Beneath the glorious sun of Italy

—in tlie peerless city of Milan—did I first meet
you: and the moment my eyes singled you out as it

were from the midst of the royal retinue, I thought
tomyself that it would be happiness supreme to win
the love of such a bewitching creature as thou

!

You remember how I subsequently introduced my-
self—how you repulsed me at first—then how jou
were led to look more favourably upon me "

" Yes—because 1 saw that you were handsome,
and that your manners were fascinating," observed
Julia in a low tremulous voice. "From the very
first moment I was interested in you—but I dared
not all on a sudden receive the advances of a
stranger. But when you told me who you wore
and besought me to give you a licaring, did I

refuse you ?
"

"No— 1 have not tho slightest oomplaint of

cruelly to make against you," responded the Karl
of (.'ur/on. " On the coiiirary, iu revealing my
name, it was reminding you also of the dis-

advantige under which I laboured iu thus ad-
dressing a youDgJad} "
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"You mean," observed Julia, with a tender look,

•'tluit at llie same time you made yourself known

to me, it of course occurred to my recollection

that there was such a lady a» the Countess of

Curzon in existence, and that therefore you were

m-irritd ! But even then, did I prove cruel? did I

repulse you? did I flee from your presence ? No.

Nevertheless, had 1 behaved as wora:in ought—not

perhaps always as woman does—1 should have as-

sumed a haughty air and an indignant look, and

have demanded by what ri«ht you—a married man
—dared venture to breathe the language ot flattery,

when evidently meant as a prelude to the more

tender whisperings of love, in the ears of a young

lady, unmarried—occupying an honourable post

about the person of the Princess of Wales

Oh ! in such terras as these should I have addressed

you, Charles, h;id it not iicen that my heart was

smitten by a sentiment which, in its very weakness,

was stronsjer lh;in that if womanly prudence and

propriety ! But what must you think of me for

this conduct on my part?— wliat c:in your opinion

be of one who has encouraged you to follow

her from Italy— throu!,'h Switzerland—hither to

(ieneva?"
" What is ray opinion ?" exclaimed the Earl : "it

is that you are adorable, and that I adore you

!

It is that so much love on your part deserves every

possible manifestation of love on mine: it is that

InastBUch as you have been prepared to make such

sacrifices fur me, there is no sacrifice which I ought

to hesitate to make for you! For in loving me, you
love one who cannot conduct you to the altar : you
love one who cannot give you the honoured name
of wife! Andia loving me, also, you place yourself

in a position to preclude slw honourable marriage
with any other suitor who may present himself.

Your love tiien for me—if you abaadon yourself to

it entirely—amounts to what the world will call

your rui7i. : and therefore, if you are indeed pre-

pared to make these tremendous sacrifices for me,
what should not I do for you? You renounce the

chance of obtaining a husband who would love,

cherish, and protect you—and I therefore must
renounce the wife whom I possess. This then is

the serious matter concerning which I was so

anxious to speak to you. It was to propose that,

if you bo as sincere as I am—as sincere as I

think you—we at once resolve to renounce all the

world for each other "

" Oh ! this language pours like a flood of elysian

rapture into my heart," exclaimed Julia, in tones
of thrilling joyousness. "Yes—for my part I will

renounce all and everything for thee :"—and she
pressed herself closer to the Earl, as if willing and
anxious to abandon herself to him then and there,

so as to crown the tender compact.
" Dearest, dearest Julia," he said, lavishing upon

her caresses as tender as ttiose which she expended
upon him were wanton and provocative: "now you
are holding out to me hopes of ineffable bliss.

But—" and his voice suddenly sank to a low and
mysterious whisper—"it is not merely the sacrifice
of your honour, Julia, whicli is involved in all this

:

it is the sacrifice of all your future prospects

—

your family—sisters—friends—position—hopes of
aggrandisement "

" 1 do not think that I altogether understand
you, Charles," aaid the young lady, now fixing
upon him a look of minnlod doubt and uneasinsss.

" Pray explain yeurself. Already is susp«nce
amounting to an agony "

" I mean then, dearest Julia," answered the Earl
of Curzon, " that the sacrifice we make for each
other must be complete. You must fly away with

me from Geneva—you must abandon everybody
and everything, in order to be mine wholly—and
only mine "

" What ! and live with you openly as your mis-
tress ?'' exclaimed Julia, astonished but not shocked
—amazed but not indignant.

"Most assuredly," responded the Earl. "But
you have put my meaning into words more plainly

explicit than any I should have ventured to use.

It is better however that the matter should thus be
placed on a perfectly intelligible footing. I love

you, Julia— I have already convinced you that I

love you! For the last two months I have fol-

lowed you from place to place—and in order not to

compromise you in any way, or to have it even
suspected that I was hanging on the outskirts of

the Princess's retinue, as it were, I have submitted

to some annoyances and humiliations. Travelling

in a humble style—adopting a feigned name

—

burying myself in an obscure lodging at Geneva

—

remaining cooped up iu that lonely place nearly all

day long in order to avoid recognition on the part

of any English persons who might happen to be

sojourning in the city or passing through it

—

stealing out only along with the bats and owls of

an evening—sometimes fortunate enough to meet
you alone—at others compelled to content myself

with beholding you at a distance, or else to return

home again disappointed at not meeting you at

all—in fact, playing a hide-and-seek game in which
all the advantages of rank and money are totally

absorbed, and a complete barrier raised between

myself and every legitimate pleasure an 1 enjoy-

ment, save and except when in your soci' ly—and •

then indeed," he added in a softer tone , " am I

amply rewarded "
i

"Oh! I am aware, dearest Charles, of the sacri-

fices you have thus made for me," exclaimed Julia

:

"but you must not blame me if I cannot always

either keep an appointment or withdraw myself

from immediate attendance upon her Royal High-
j

ness
"

" Blame you—no, dearest ! I do not blame you,"

interrupted the Earl, " But what I mean you to

understand is, that the sort of life I have lately

been leading cannot possibly continue. Though
my love is illimitable, my patience is not propor-

tionate. Now then, can you not understand where-

fore I said at the beginning of this interview that

the topic of our discourse would be a serious one 1

Indeed the time is come for us to take some de-

cisive step
"

"And that decisive step!" said Julia, gazing

upon him with mingled uneasiness and mournful

aflfection.

" I have already explained it to yon, my dear

girl," answered Curzon. "It is that you will ac-

company me hence—that you will fly away—resign

your position iu the household of the Princess

—

abandon everything for my sake
"

" No, no— I cannot do all this I " exclaimed Julia,

with no affected excitement, but with a real feeling I

of anguish—for she had tauRht herself to love the I

Earl of Curzon. " I cannot abandon my post here. I

For your sake—yes, assuredly I would—beavan
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knows I woiiM. Buc there are other reasous

—

other considerations
"

And she stopped suddenly short as the wild ra-

pidity of liei- emoiions was about to hurry her upon

delicate ground.
'' Then you do not love me, Julia, as I love you,"

exclaimed the Earl. " Farewell—farewell !"

Rising abruptly from the bench, he stooped down

—imprinted a kiss upon the forehead of the bewil-

dered girl—and leaping on the back of the seat,

j

vaulted over the wall.

I
" iarcwell—fariiwell I

" he once more exclaimed

from the opposite side: and then his retreating

steps smutc upon Julia's ear.

Now she felt a'l in an instant that she loved him

madly, with a passion which she fancied to be alto-

gether iudependent of the mere sensuality of desire

:

and sprin^'ing upon the garden-seat, she looked

over the wall, waving her handkerchief with frantic

gestures—for she had presence of mind sufficient

to mai<e her aware how dangerous it would be to

call after him by name.

He turned his head—he saw her—and he re-

traced his steps. Another minute—and he was

again st:inding on the stump of the tree on the

jther side of the wall. Ones more too were their

iiands locked in a warm clasp.

" Could you leave me thus, Charles?" she mur-
mured iu a tremulous tone.

" Need I repeat, desir Julia, all that I have said

to you this evening?" he asked. "If you love me
you will fly hence with me. It is impossible that

f can continue this «xistence of mingled excitement

and despondency

—

light and darkness—bliss in your
society, and long hours of loneliness iu an obscure

lodging—prowling, lurking, and sneaking about like

a robber No, no—I cannot endure it! Say
then—will you be mine—wholly mine ? or shall we
separate at once and for ever?"

Thus speaking, the Earl of Curzon bent down
his head and pressed his lips to Julia's hand;

and during the few moments that thus elapsed, a

: myriad thoughts swept through her brain.

I Should she abandon all the dreams of ambition

for this love of hers ?—should she give up the

I

brilliances of a Court-life for the obscurities of a

I

pobleman's mistress { Should she do a temporary

i

violence to her feelings how, by resigning her lover?

I

—or to gratify her passion, should she perhaps

plunge into a career of contiunous vexations, an-

j

noyauces, and troubles? Such were the questions

! that rushed through her mind — worldly thoughts

strangely oommingling with woman's deepest feel-

ings. ]iui all of a sudden it struck her that the

best course would be to gain a delay—and she re-

solved to make the endeavour.
" Well, Julia, what is your decision ?" asked the

Earl of Curzon, again raising his head and looking

her anxiously in the face.

"Tliere must be mutual coucossioiis," she an-

swered : then bending down her eyes and with a

blush of soft ser.suousncss rising to her chei-ks, she

murinureil, " I am yours now—your wife—your

mistress—or whatever title you choose to give me :

but you must allow mu a short time—say a few

weeks—a month at the least— to make certain ar-

rangements here, ere I can possitily leave
"

" Airaiigemeuitt!—what arrangemeiiia can you

possibly have to make, Juiia?" exclaimed the Edrl,

with an air of surprise. "I hope that you do uol

intend to reveal the secret of our love to a living

saul ?"

"Not for worlds!" answered Julia. "But 1

cannot be explicit now—another time perhaps
"'

"Julia," said the Earl, in a tone of reproach,
•* you have secrets from me! Yes—that blush upon
your cheek confirms my suspicions But fool

that I am!" he suddenly exclaimed; "what right

have I to expect your confidence under present cir-

cumstances? Tell me, Julia—if I consent to your

proposal—if I agree to prolong my hide-and-seek

sojourn in Geneva for another month—will you
give me your entire confidence— tell me every-

thing "

"I will, I will," answered Julia, pressing his

hand to her lips, " Oh ! now you have made me
so happy—so very, very happy I—you have pro-

mised to grant me a month ere I leave the Princess

for ever to become your mistress openly
"

"And in the meantime," said the Earl, in a

subdued voice and with a look so full of wicked

meaning that Julia's eyes sank beneath it, though

rather to veil the ineffable joy that thrilled through

her than from any sense of shame which she ex-

perienced,—"in the meantime, dearest, you will

grant me the privileges of that love which exists be-

tween us and which places us on the same footing

as man and wife
"

But we need not extenl this chapter to any greater

length. Suffice it to say that in the same way as

her sister had done towards Colonel Malpas, did

Julia Oweti murmuriugly breathe the requisite in-

structions to the Earl of Curzon how to obtain ad-

mission to her chamber that night at an hour when

there need be no fear of observation.

CHAPTER CXXVI.

THE KARL'S LODGING.

It was yet dark, but fast verging towards the

dawn, when the Earl of Curzon stole fortli from the

villa, and hastily threading the garden scaled the

wall at the very spot where the bench was so

conveniently situated within, and the stump

of the tree so suitably placed without. On
thus stealthily quitting the grounds, he skirted the

wall for some short distance with a view to gain

that byeroad which led through tlie fields to

Geneva, and wiiich Mrs. Ranger and Agatha

took on the night of their visit to Dr. Maravelli.

But just as he reached that road, the morning

broke suddenly above the eastern heights ; and the

orient heaven became all in a moment so beautifully

streaked with orange, and purple, and crimson, and

gold, that the Earl paused to survey the spectacle.

And so glorious was it that it even chased from his

mind the pleasing sensiitioas which a night of

rapture in Julia's arms had left behind. .'VII in a

sudden, however, his admiring reverie was inter-

rupted by the opening of the private door in the

wall looking upon the narrow road. A tall in-

dividual, wcnring a cloak, issued forth; and the

ICarl, throwing upon i)im a rapid sidelong look,

was about to hurry away wlu'ii the glimpse whioh

he thus caught of that person's foalures made him

gaze again more scrutinizingly still : then startled

with ttstouithment, be ejaculated within himself
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" By heayen ! 'tis Malpas—or I never saw him be-

fote in all my life!"

Again rtic Earl looked-and this third survey

convinced him that it was indeed the Colonel, al-

though divested ©f his moustache and looking

stoster ani better than he had ever seemed hefore.

And Maipas it assuredly was, as the reader may
easily suppose: nor was his astonishment less at

thus beholding the Earl than was the Earl's on

recogniztng him. It was evident that Malpas,

taken too much by surprise to hasten off in

the first instance or conceal his face in the

collar of his cloa-k, was now irresolute what

course to adopt—whether to accost the Earl or to

beat a retreat,—while on the other hand, Curzon

himself was equally undecided what line of conduct

to pursue.

With all his faults—and the reader knows they

are many—Curzon entertained a boundless con-

tempt for the paltry and rascally conduct which

Malpas had shown in his endeavour to obtain the

six thousand guiaeas wagered at the memorable
" banquet of six." Moreover, he beheld in Malpas

the paramour of his wife—the author of that dis-

honour which he felt so keenly, but of which he

had no positive proof. Without recapitulating

causes, however, suffice it to say that for many
reasons the Earl ef Curzon hated and detested

Colonel Malpas; and under ordinary circum-

stances be would either have passed him by

with supreme contempt, or else have picked a

quarr«l with him for the purpose of avenging the

sense of dishonouring wrong that rankled in his

heart. All this, however, would have been very

well in London, where it was quite natural for the

Earl and the Colonel to meet a dozen times in a

week : bmt here—in such a far distant plaoe as the

city of Geneva— it was altogether another thing.

Besides, Colonel Malpas had just issued stealthily

forth from the villa; and Curzon was seized with

an irresistible curiosity to penetrate not only into

the Bause of Malpas'a presence at Geneva, but more
especially of his evident intimacy at the residence

of the Princess of Wales.
" Can it be possible btiat his mission is the same

as mine, and sprin<jing from the same authority ?"

nmrmured the Earl hastily to himself: and witli-

ont any farther hesitation, lie at once accosted the

Colonel saying, " It would be useless to pretend

not to reoognise each other."

" Well, now I receive the confirmation of a sus-

picion," ejaculated Malpas.

"And what is that suspicion?' demanded Cur-
zon in surprise.

" That I have once or twice seen you from a
distance lurking about the villa

"

"Ahl then ijoM must also have been lurking
about this same villa," interrupted the Earl. " Come
—I see that it is better y»u and I should hav«
some liHle explanation with each other. At all

events, let us not be seen loitering here now, since
the day is dawning grandly. Does your road lie

tow.ards Geneva ?"

" It does." responded Malpas : bat he hesitated
for a mwment, and looked uneasily towards the
garden door from which h« had just issued.

" 1 sec wliat you mean," exclaimed the Earl,
instantly cOmpBelicudiug tlie cause of the Colonel's
civirfusion: *'tl»e key which g.ive you egress is still

in your hand, and you have something to do with

it. Come—do not mind me : place it according to

any previous umierstanding that may have existed

between yomrself and the lady who lent it to

you."

The Colonel laughed significantly, as he ob-

served, "Perhaps the good luck which you have

experienced induces you to suspect the nature of

mine—and may be you also have just issued from

the villa, though by means of some other mode of

egress ?"

" Put by the key," said the Earl somewhat im-

patiently; "and we will talk of these matters

anon."

Colonel Malpas according!)', and without any
farther hesitation, now deposited the key under

the door ; and having done this, he accompanied
the Earl away from the vicinage of the villa.

" Will it not appear strange," said Curzon sud-

denly, when they had got to a little distance along

the road through the fields, "if yon and I are seen

entering Geneva together at such an unseemly

hour? Perhaps you will come at eight o'clock

and breakfast with me : we can then talk over such

matters as we may choose to introduce upon the

tapis."

" Be it 80," said Colonel Malpas. " The police

are vigilant and strict
"

" Yes—and especially as I happen to be living

here under a false name "

" 'Tis exactly the same with myself!" cried

Malpas.
" Then all the better reason wherefore we should

avoid any unnecessary discussions with the police,"

observed Curzon,—" especially as the Syndics are

very severe towards all foreigners having false

passports. I am passing under the common and

euphonious name of Mr. Smith ; and here is the

card of my address. You can join me there at

eight o'clock."

" Punctually," rejoined Malpas : " and when your

servant announces Mr. Thompson, you may know
that it means me."

They then separated—the Earl of Curzon di-

verging across the fields, and Colonel Malpas

continuing his way along the road. And here we

may observe that it was only with a sort of cool

politeness, and not with the familiarity of former

times, that his lordship had demeaned himself

towards the Colonel, who on the other hand was so

rejoiced to find that he was not "cut" by on« of

the most aristocratic of his old acquaintances, that

he would not for a moment perceive tiiere was

anything at all reserved or distant in the noble-

man's manner.

But we shall now follow the Earl of Curzon. In

ten minutes he entered Geneva; and striking into

a neighbourhood which if not exactly low, at all

events was very far from being one of the most

aristocratic quarters, he presently knocked at the

door of a house of plain and decent appearance.

After being kept waiting for some time— the

inmates of the dwelling not being up, as it was

still very early in the morning—the nobleman was

admitted by a pretty-looking and misehievous-eyed

Geneveso girl of about eighteen, .ind who had just

hurried on a sufficiency of raiment to develop

rather than to conceal Mie symmetry of her charm-

ing form. The Earl cast upon her a look of sly

meaning, thereby proving that they were not alto-

gether the worst friends in the world ; and mutter-
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ing something^ about having; beea kept up all night

in aiteuiiaiici upon a side friend, he passed iuto a

small but neatly furnished parlour, which, together

with a still smaller but eq'uiliy cleanly bedroom at

the back, constituted his lodging.

Having given the pretty Gencvese some hurried

commands relative to preparations for breakfast at

eight o'clock, and also with regard to the prompt

admission of a certain 3Ir, Thompson when he

should call, his lordsiiip (who, be it remembered,

was plain Jlr. Smith at this lodging) proceeded to

refresh himself with his wonted ablutions and
perform his morning toilette. 3Ieanwhile he re-

volved in his mind the manner in which he ought
to proceed towards JIalpas and the extent to

which it would be prudent to confide in him : but

he found, upon reflection, that these were points

which must be left to the dictation of circumstances,

and would materially depend upon the amount of

knowledge which the Colonel himself possessed

Tvith regard to the business in which he was engaged
on the Continent.

Punctually at eight o'clock did Malpas make his

appearance ;—and as he entered the Earl's neat
little parlour, he exclaimed, "Ah ! I can understand
the attraction wliicli has fixed you at this humble
tenement. By heaven ! such a pair of bright eyes

—such coral lips—such pearly teeth—and such a
roguish smile

"

" Hush !" said Curzon :
" the girl understands a

little English. But come—sit down," he continued,

in a somewhat more friendly tone than he had
adopted ere now; "and if your appetite be as

good as mine, you cannot fail to do justice to this

admirable specimen of a Swiss breakfast."

"My morning's walk has indeed sharpened my
appetite," said Malpas, as he seated himself at the

table; "and really—humble though your lodging

be—the service of the board is conducted in a
superior style."

The nobleman and his guest now proceeded to

do ample justice to the cutlets, the fresh eggs, the

fish, the rolls, and the coffee ;—and when the

repast was concluded, the Earl said, " Now, Malpas,

we will have a little serious conversation, if you

"I think it is highly necessary, after the singu-

larity of our encounter this morning at sunrise," ob-
served the Colonel.

" But let us begin with a complete and thorough
understanding of the principles on which it is to be
conducted," resumed the Earl. " I mean to say-
shall we throw off all reserve and give each other

our entire confidence?"
" I scarcely knoiv how to answer that question,"

replied Malpas, looking at the Earl in a peculiar

manner. " Do you medti witii regard to this morn-
ing's adventure?"

" I mean with regard to everything," replied the
y.\rl- "50* ci'.; vl-.dt we wira both doins- at the

villa this rn'mint:, but what we are doing at Geneva
at all."

" Then you must suspect something: ?" said Mal-
pas, determined to pi oceeil guardedly, in case the

Earl should have merely been delegated hy a cer-

tam person in L-indon to put hia (tlie Colonel's)

trustworthiness and ri'lolity to the test,

" Yes— I do suspect something," responded Cur-
zon, with a significant look: "and this is that you
and I are both engaged in the same mission, although

perhaps we were not aware of each other's connexion
with the business until this morning."

" You have spoken exactly my sentiments," said

Malpas.
" Shall we then give each other our coolidence V

asked Lord Curzon.
" I have no objection—provided you can show mc

that I am safe in doing so
"

"Ah!" ejaculated the Earl: " I understand you.

On embarking in this enterprise you pledged your-
self to secrecy

"

"Just so," rejoined Malpas: "and it is that se-

crecy v/hich I am now afraid of violating."

" i'erdition !" exoluiiued the Earl, petulantly. " I

was not a ware that you were such a stickler for

principle! But conif—this fencing with each
other is a mere idle waste of time," continued Lord
Curzon, suddenly adopting a milder tone: "for
we are sure to come to the point at last. I also

have pledged myself to secrecy in this matter; a.T^

therefore whatever amount of confidence we may
show each other, we are alike guilty of breach of

faith towards our employer—alike incur the same
chance of that employer's displeasure—and alike

stand the same risk of being betrayed by the

other."

" True !" said Malpas :
" and therefore let us ad-

vance by equal steps along the road of explanations,

so that we shall soon ascertain whether we keep

pace with each other in tl>e details of tlie knowledge

which we may eacli possess relative to the nature,

aim, and object of our present missions."

"Your proposition is a reasonable one," said the

Earl of Curzon. "And now, by way of making a
start, I Will confess tliat the employer to whom I

have alluded is Lady Snckville."

"Mine also," responded Malpas: "and when 1

undertook the mission, her ladyship enjoined me
observe the strictest secrecy concerning it to

whomsoever I might meet abroad, and likewise to

shun as much as possible any of my English ac-

quaintances whom I might chance to encounter."

The same instructions were given to me," re-

sumed Curzon, " coupled with the earnest recom-

mendation to carry on all my proceedings with the

stealthiness of a spy and the secrecy of a bravo— to

prefer lurkings and watchings by night to any es-

pials by day— to take a feigned name— preserve a

strict incogyiito—Vive humbly and lodge obscurely,

so as to avoid attracting especial notice—and care-

fully refrain from communication with any one

who, being in a position to recognise me, might

mention the fact on writing to friends in England."

All these tally perfectly with my instructions,"

observed Malpas. "The object of this mission of

mine is a most delicate one. 1 set out from England

with orders to repair to the south of Europe—ascer-

tain where her lloyal Highness the Princess of

Wales was residing at the time—and by some means

or other form an acquaintance with one of three

young ladies "

The Misses Owen," added Curton. "My in-

structions were precisely" the same. I had already

heard something of that Owen family, although

personally unacquainted with either of the ladies;

and I was not altogether surprised when Lady Sack-
ville aspured me that these three sisters are anything

but patterns of virtue. Her ladyship accordingly

led me to expect that 1 should probably experience

but little difficulty in forming an intimate acquaint-
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ance with one of th«m, whi«hev«r it were that acci-

dent noight first throw in my way "

"All these representations were likewise made to

me," interrupted Malpas: "and indeed, I have

found that every syllable Lady Sackville uttered

relative to the Owens—that it to say, judging by the

beautiful Emma "

" Ana I, judging by the tender and somewhat sen-

timental Julia," observed the nobleman, "in whose

arms I experienced elysian raptures during the

past night
"

"Then wero we close neighbours," continued

Malpas: "for Emma told me that her room was

next to Julia's—and in Emma's arras have I been

Bleeping for the last seven nights."

" I know not how you fared with your Emma,"
resumed the Earl of Curzon; "but I am afraid that

I shall have soma difficulty in bending Miss Julia

to my purposes."

"My instructions were to some extent of a two-

fold character," observed Malpas, taking up the

thread of the discourse in his turn. "Lady Sack-

ville directed me either to insinuate myself com-

pletely into the confidence of one of these Owen
gills—glean from her all the secret proceedings of

herself and sisters—and frustrate to the best of my
endeavour those designs which should militate

against the welfare and interests of the Princess of

Wales "

"Or else," resumed the Earl, "if you could not

succeed in winning the confidence of one of the Miss

Owens, you were to take a bold and desperate step

towards your fair one— I mean nothing less than

persuading her to elope with you."

"True!" ejaculated Malpas: "those were pre-

cisely the instructions which I received from Lady
Sackville—and it is easy to comprehend that your's

tfere exactly the same. But for my part I have

oiade but litilo progress with Miss Emma in any

other matter than that of love. In amorous play

and wanton sport she is proficient enough: nor

indeed am I the first tutor the benefit of whose

training she has enjoyed in that respect. On the

contrary, the true pattern of a Court boauty is she

—

»ll wickedness and no virtue—a Maid of Honour in

name only—a perfect demirep even at her tender

age
"

" 1 cannot give my Julia a much better character,"

remarked the Earl of Curzon; "save and except

that 1 must do the girl credit for the endeavour to

conceal her natural wantonness as much as possible.

Besides, I really do believe that she loves me; and
to tell you the truth, I entertain something more
than a mere transient passion for her. Not that I

actually love her in the true sense of the word; but

1 like her, and should be by no means sorry to have
her as a mistress for six months or so. But until

yesterday 1 could never even contrive to give the

conversation such a turn as to make her admit that

she had certain secrets which she kept from me;
and from her manner 1 am afraid that I shall have
much trouble in extracting any revelations at all.

1 have proposed that she shall elope with me : biit

he has insisted upon a mouth's delay."
" As for Emma—when 1 ventured to speak to

her about her position in the Princess'.s household,"
resumed Nia'.vas, " with the hope of drawing her
into a convtrsatiu:. -'uoa the .subject, she has al-

ways avoi Ua the discouiae in some mischievously
mirthful mauuor : aud when 1 have proposed, since

we have grown particularly intimate daring the

past week, that she bhould fly aivay with me, bhe

has burst out laughing in my face, with an inquiry

why we cannot be just as happy in each others

arm» beneath the roof of the viila as in any dwell-

ing-place to which 1 might propose to tr iisport

her ? Thus stands the affair with me : and after

more than three mouths' absence from England,

during which I have been for upwards of nine

weeks dancing attendance on Miss Emtna, the

real and actual business of my mission remains

just where it was."
" And I am bound to make p^cisely the ^ame

admission," observed the Earl. "Now it u quite

clear tliat Lady Sackville is friendly to the Princess

of Wales "

" No doubt," exclaimed Malpas : "andshe is aware

of certain covert designs which are entertJnnea

against her Koyal Highness's peace an>i comfort.

Of tlioae designs it is evident enoagf. that the

three Owens are the instruments aud agerow; ana
it is either to paralyze their efforts while they are

in the Princess's service, or else to remo7e two of

them altogether from the sphere of their miaohiev-

ous intents, that you and I have been entrusted

with our present mission*."

" You have put the whole affair mt - '"r.%
so far as explanation goes," remarketl Uie^lai'l of

Curzon ; " and it is quite clear that as t!ae b«. u w
is of the most delicate, peculiar, aua e^sn OOrioas

nature, Lady Sackville adopted every pre«antion

to prevent you and me from making ai^ tw^m-
tions to each other or comparing notes on the sub-

ject. But there is the third sister AgathaF—

f

der whether any steps have been taken

her "

"Perhaps not," remarked Malpas: "ataii events

it may be suppposed that Lady Sackville, In laying

her plans, calculated tliat either you or k would be

certain to glean the secrets of these sisters through

the medium of at least one or them, and thereby

frustrate all proceeJings in any way hostile to the

Princess."
" Or else," remarked the Earl, "Latiy sackville

perhaps calculated that if you and I succeeded in

persuading two ol the sisters to elope with us, the

one who was left would be rendered powerless for

mischief when deprived of the aid of her sister-

accomplices."
" Thus far," said Malpas, " our confessions harr^i

advanced concurrently, step by step, on eitlijc

side. For my part I do not mind adding that whea

my mission is over, whichever way it may end, i

shall look for a handsome reward. Ot course if '

am to end by persuading Miss Emma t) elope with

me and become my mistress altogether openly, and

avowedly, somebody mu-t furnish me with the

means of keeping her: and who is to do this if not

the lady at whose instigation I shall iucur such

an incumbrance ?"

" Then 1 am to understand," remarked Curzon,
• that you have had no specific reward promised

you? I am ia the same position : 1 have stipulated

for nothing, but have left matters to Venetia's

generosity. Of course she can obUin every thing

she asks for from the Prince; and 1 do not tliink

that a Marquisate, with some good sinecure of

three or four thousand a year, will be too much

for all tlu' liiixiL'ty, trouble, aud .tniKtyance 1 am
undergoing. As for Julia, it would be necessary
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to provide for her hereafter, should she become

my mistress openly: and of course Veaetia will

furnish the means for all this."

Lady Sackville must do it," observed Malpas, his

Up curling with a peculiar smile of malignant tri-

umph: "for do you not see, Curzon, that she has

placed herself entirely in our power ? In the course

which she is pursuing she is secretly befriending the

Princess of Wales; and therefore she is oppoiing

bersslf to the Prince."

"Yes," exclaimed Curzon: " But I do not sup-

pose that you will find it necessary to use threats or

coercion towards Lady Sackville in order to obtain

a suitable recompense for your present services. But,

by-.he-bye, was it she who released you from your

little difficulties?—and if so, how on earth did you

manage to insinuate yourself again into her

favour ?"

" Oh ! I managed to make my peace with her,"

exclaimed Malpas, assuming a self-sufficient air.

" But as for the way I got out of the King's Bench,"

h» continued, inwardly chuckling at the idea of be-

ing asked the question by the husband of the very

woman who had transmitted him the means for the

purpose,--" that was of course done through my own
rtsoiirces,"

" Well, well, we need not wander away from the

immediate topic of our discourse," exclaimed the

E.irl of Curzon. " From all that has now taken

place betwHen us, it is pretty clear that our mission

on the Continent is the same—that e are acting ac-

cording to the instructions of the ^ame employer

—

and that our pursuits, in fact, ha'-c become identical.

Perhaps, all things considered*, we may further our

views by consulting each other, and to a certain ex-

tent acting in concert—although of course it must
remain a profound secret from everybody that we
have thus met. Not a word to Emma on your side

—not a word to Julia on mine : and in our commu-
nications with Lady Sackville—for I presume you

write to her occasionally, as I also do—not a syllable

must slip from the pen calculated to betray the cir-

cumstance of our meeting and the good understand-

ing which has resulted. In more ways than one we

may serve each other's views."

" Assuredly so," responded Malpas, inwardly re-

joicing at being thus restored to so friendly a footing

with the Earl of Curzou. " And now let us deli-

berate upon the best manner in which we can pro-

ceed, so as to bring the business wherein we are con-

cerned to a speedy issue."

" That is an aim most sincerely to be desired,"

ejaculated Curzon: "fori am heartily sick of the

hide-and-seek existence which I am leading; and

were it not for present consolation in the shape of the

charming Julia's favours, and the hope of future re-

ward, I do not think that I could prosecute the busi-

ness much farther. But what can you sugi^est?—
how can we possibly compel either of these sisters

to be explicit as to their secret proceedings?"
" Our course is a dilticultone," remarked Malpas.

" Lady Sackville especially declared that she would

noi havi- me adopt direct and positive measures to

expose these girls to the Princess."

" Neither would I do so," said Curzon, empha-
tically. "I would not treacherously betray Julia to

her mistress, und thus cause the iisnominious dis-

missal of th« poor i^irl: but I would discover her

secrets, if possible, in order to frustrate the designs

thus revealed. Or olse—which is muoh better—

I

should like to contrire something that would bring

matters to a crisis at once, and compel Emma to

elope with you and Julia with me ; so that the neces-

sity should cease for this lurking, stealthy, sneaking,

hole-and-corner kind of existence, and that it should

have an end."
" Well then, let us lay our heads together and

see what we can think of," remarkid Colonel

Malpas, drawing his chair in a confidential maimer
still mo/8 closely to that of the E.irl of Curzou.

But here we must leave Venetia's two emissaries

for the present, to discuss their plans,—while wa
transport the reader's attention back to Eu<flaud.

CHAPTER CXXVII.

THE MAID OF HONOUR.

It will be remembered that amongst the letters

which Venetia examined on the occasion when
she received the pearls from Lord Levesou, was
one written by Miss Bathurst stron;,'ly recomraead-
ing the necessity of making immediate provision

for Mrs. Arbuthnot and her daughter Penelope. I

Lady Sackville had accordingly used her influence [

with the Prince for this purpose ; and the r«>ult >

was the appointment of Mrs. Arbuthuot to fill

a vacancy which occurred iu the Queen's house-

hold by the resignation of Lady Prescott, and
the subsequent nomination of Miss Penelope to

the post ot Maid of Honour likewise iu the Queen's
establishment.

Lady Prescott had resiirned her situation of

Bed-Chamber Woman shortly after the scene at

Lady Wenlock's, some particulars of which had
got Moised abroad: and thus was it that Mrs.

Arbuthnot had been enabled to slide gtutly and
comfortably into that berth. Behold therefore thii

lady and her daughter Penelipe now fairly la-

ducted into a Court life, through the influimce of

Venetia,—with good salaries, and handsome apart-

ments at Windsor Castle.

Mrs Arbuthnot was a woman who haJ long lived

by being toady, duenna, or companion tu th ise

into whose households she could obtiin recooi-

mendations, or into whose favour shtj could in-

gratiate herself—and thus it was a m >st important

event for her to obtain so good a situation ai the

one above mentioned. Thorougiily worldly- minded,
and having too long bean comijclled to live upon
her "wits "to have retained much of her origin-

ally good principles, she considered self-interest

to be the dominant aim of existence; and when
she gazed upon her daughter it, was with the hope
that she would make the best of the oppoi tualty

now afforded her to contract some advantageous
marriage, or firm some still more valuable con-

nexion. For, be it understood that Mm. Aibuth-
II ot was one of those detestable mothers who would

sooner see their daughters become the mistresses

of rich men than the wives of pocu- ones ; - and
Mrs. Arbuthnot did not fail to reoominond Peai'-

lupo to do her best to attract the uotioe of the

royal princes— no matter whieh one— but the

Prince Regent himself, if po^i-ible.

Mi^s Penelope wa« somewhat terrified by the

manner in which her mother thus addressed her— '

for Mr.". Arbuthnot did not deem it necessary to /

adopt much ambigaity of language when incul-
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catiti!,' her worldly doctrines. The young lady,

'

being past twenty-five years of ajje, was quite old

enough to understand her mother's meaning, and

quite virtuous enough to recoil from it. She had

little maudlin sentimentalism about her, and no

prudery : but was not sufficiently depraved in mind

to be willing to surrender up her person to the

first princely bidder. The " innate virtue of the

woman " was not totally spoilt within her, although

she had been placed in situations that fully opened

her eyes to the intrigues and immoralities of

fashionable life. She herself liad however re-

mained pure in body, and only partially contami-

nated in mind;—and at all events, as we have

before observed, she possessed a sufficient amount

of proper feeling to render her heartily ashamed

of the base and almost undisguised recommenda-

tions proflFered by lier mother.

In personal appearance, Penelope was not exactly

beautiful—nor yet handsome : but she was a fine

young woman, with a well developed figure, an

animated countenance, luxuriant hair, and large

bright eyf's. She moreover possessed a brilliant

set of teeth—a pair of ripe red lips, whence the

most luscious kisses might to all appearances be

culled—and a clear healthy complexion. Her voice

was flute-like and well calcuhited to stir up the

amorous emotions of the susceptible temperament:
her arras were somewhat too robust for perfect

symmetry, but splendidly rounded and brilliantly

polished—and her feet and ankles were equally

faultless in their sculptural perfection, though evi-

dently belonging to limbs that were largely and

even massively formed. Her bust was on the same
fine scale—the bosoms being large without luxu-

riance, and full without any detriment to their

firmness. There was a certain animation in her

looks which might be mistaken at a first glance

for boldness—but a close and steadier survey would

.show that it was only the liveliness of good spirits,

commingling as it were with the thoughts that

naturally belonged to the experience of a young
woman who was already verging towards the ripe

age of twenty-six.

Such was Penelope Arbulhnot : and when dressed

in the tasteful elegance of her walking-costume,

with the long ringlets showering down from under
the brims of a large fashionable bonnet—or arranged
in the splendour of satin or velvet when her toilette

for the dinner-table or the evening party was com-
pleted—the new Maid of Honour was of striking

and brilliant appearance. Indeed, as she occupied
her place at the royal dinner-table, or moved
amidst the gay throng in the gilded saloon, she
would have been pronounced a handsome woman
by even a critical observer: and thus without
actual perfection of features, but with only a
tolerable regularity of profile, she was calculated

to pass as one of the most brilliant ornaments of
the Court and Fashion.

The Prince Regent had lately visited "Windsor
Castle much ofcener than Imd previously been his

wont, because he was now very seriously thiukmg
of finding a husband for his daughter the Princess
Charlotte, who-^e character was daily developing a
highor spirit and a growing impatience of control.
Being resolved to marry her off-hand, it became
necessary for the Prince to make a fitting selection
of a husband lor her; and in this very important
matter was it requisite that he should hold fre-

quent consultations with his mother the Queen,
acnce those numerous visits to Windsor which he
had recently paid : and on these occasions he had
been led to take special notice of Penelope.

When once the Prince Regent fixed his eye*
upon a woman, it was with the resolve to posseM
her;—and to this end was his mind always made
up whenever the fancy struck him, even before be
had bestowed a single reflection upon the means
whereby his determination was to be carried out.

As for being contented with one mistress—even
though this mistress was the most transcendently
beautiful woman that had ever yet shone in the
circles of fashion—the idea was altogether out of
the question: for when once away from Carlton
House and beyond the influence of Venetia's smiles,

the Prince Regent was as much inclined as ever to
fulfil his destiny as the most insatiate and un-
principled voluptuary that ever disgfraced the world-

It was now the middle of the month of March
at about the same time that the events occurred
at Geneva; and the weather in England was more
than usually bleak and tempestuous. Thus was it

that on one particular day the Prince Regent,
having driven over at an early hour from London
to Windsor, found himself compelled to remain
longer Vhan he had intended in consequence of a
sudden deluge of rain. Although he bad made
arrangemements to return to Carlton Hotue to
hold a Privy Council, and afterwards to entertain

a party at dinner, he declared "that both the
Right Honoura.'^le Councillors and the invited

guests might go to the devil, sooner than ha
would run the chance of being dragged, even in a
close carriage, along flooded roads and with the
rain beating strong enough to drive in the win-
dows." He accordingly remained to pass the day
at Windsor Castle ; and as in the evening there
were no guests at the dinner-table—merely the
Queen, the Princess Augusta, the Ladies, Lords,
and Gentlemen of her Majesty's household— the
Prince was enabled to place himself next to Pene
lope. The King who was more than usually mad
just at this period, aad was prone to the perform-
ance of strange unkiiigly antics, was kept close in

his own private apartment; and the Princess Char-
lotte, the Prince Regent's daughter, being some-
what indisposed, also remained in her own chamber.
The circle at the royal dinner-table was there-

fore limited upon this occasion ; and the Prince,

being thus enabled the more easily to throw
off all unnecessary ceremonial restraint, gave
way to those gaieties of conversation in which
he excelled so much. Penelope not only pos-
sessed a natural flow of good spirits, but was
also quick, sprightly, and reaiiy-witted in her

discourse ; and she therefore shone on the present

occasion to considerable advantaj^e. The Prince

was more than ever pleased w ith her ;—and as he
beheld the colour heishtening upon her cheeks,

enhancing the animation of her looks, and pouring
additional floods of lustre into her fine eyes, he

thought within himself that he had often taken the

trouble to m;ike a less worthy and desirable Ma-
quest than this.

Penelope, however, was perfectly innocent in thus

developing her attractive qualities in so provoca-

tive a manner towards the Prince. She had no
ulterior design—she did not even lay herself out «o

attract his notice : her behaviour was the natural



mill uiistiidieil outiionrin? of good spirits, sufii- ! She however had too much good taste as well as

oicntly tempered by proper taste and brecdimf.
j

self-possessiou to turn suddenly eold or diilant:

But at k'lioti), wlioii she beheld the Prince's eyes , but she nevertheless gradually diuiiuished llie

settliuff with a peculiar look upon her, after the I sprightlineas of her conversatiou, while the blooin-

chanipagnc had been handed to hiiu three or four
I
ing aniuiation of her countenance proportiouately

times, she instantaneously comprehended that it yielded to a modest composure. The Prince

was quite possible for him to have put a wrong ! was too keen and sagacious in such matters not to

construction on her demeanour and discourse. I
perceive that her spirits had received a sudden

Slie saw how the unalVected frankness of the .chill; aud ho did his best to rally licr: but she

former and the spontaneous sprightliness of the now replied with only a calm courtesy ;— and

latter, might receive an evil interpretation in the soon afterwards the Queen, rising to retire from

mind of a man who was himself too much saturated
[

the drawing room, was of course followed thither

witii impure notions to be able to give others i
by all the ladies, Penelope being thus relieved

credit for innocence and purity of purpose ; and ' fiom the embarrassment which she had experi-

wheu Hinging her eyes across the table, Penelope enced for the last ([uarter of an hour.

Iinlield her mother gazing upon her with a satis- i
The Prince, who scarcely ever neglected his

fiction the nature of which was not to bo rnis- I bottlw even for the finest woman in existence,

tikwn, the young Indy ex|)erienced a sudden shock remained at table drinking witli the lords and

thatpiodneed as it were a complete revulsion of gentlemen of the royal household; but presently

feeling within her.
1 ihoy repaired to the drawing-room, to rejoin the

01* 1
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Queen and the ladi«s in attendance. On enterinj;

the spacious and gorgeously-furnished saloou,

the Prince looked hastily atound in search of

Penelope; and to his chagrin he observed that

she was occupying a seat as close as possible to

the Queen,—so that even if ha accosted her, he

could not possibly breathe the slightest syllable in

h«r ear without being overheard by his prim,

starch, vinegar-looking mother. But alone on a

sofa, at a considerable distance from the fire

around which the rest of the royal party had

gathered, Mrs. Arbuthnot was seated: and the

Prince, as if in a kindly patronising courtesy to-

wards an elderly lady, went and placed himself by

her side.

"Mrs. Arbuthnot," he said, throwing into his

manner all the affability that was one of the ingre-

dients of the hypocrisy which he knew so well

how to assume for his own purposes,—"I was

much delighted in having the opportunity to use

my influence with my august mother, and obtain

for you that post whioh Lady Prescott so suddenly

vacated."
" And I am charmed," responded Mrs. Arbuth-

not, " in having this opportunity of expressing to

your Koyal Highness the lively sense of gratitude

which I experience for the favour thus shown to

me : and likewise I must avail myself of the pre-

sent occasion to thank you with equal sincerity on

behalf of my daughter, for whom your Royal

Highness was also graciously pleased to use your

influence."

"Ah! your daughter—to be surel" said the

Prince, affecting to be reminded of what was full

well known to him already: "that handsome

young lady who sat next to me at the dinner-table

just now, is your daughter—I recollect ! By the

by, she was at Carlton House along with you, my
dear madam, that night when we had the private

theatricals."
" To be sure, your Royal Highness," answered

Mrs. Arbuthnot.
" Well, but I do not think that we all behaved

very properly on that occaaion—did we ?" said the

Prince ; " after supper, if I remember right, there

was some kissing and toying."

" Oh ! yes—a little," observed Mrs. Arbuthnot.
" But wherever your royal Highness is, everybody

is so gay and happy."

"Yes—but if your daughter is unmarried—and
at her ay^e too," said the Princo, lowering his tone,

"that kind of amusem^ni; is rather dangerous.

Ki-^ses, you know, my dear Mrs. Arbuthnot, are the

flowers which one gathers on the threshold of

paradise : but the bold and venturous one often

follows up the advantage, and taking elysium as

it were by storm, plucks the forbidden fruit."

" I can assure you, sir," replied Mrs. Arbuthnot,

"that my daughter—without being a prude, re-

member—is a young woman of prudence."

"No doubt of it, Mrs. Arbuthnot," interrupted

the Prince : " but "

"And I was going to observe," continued
the lady, " that although such little kissing, and
toying, and trifling dalliances to which your Royal
Highness has alluded, may smooth down all the
aaporities of a woman's virtue, yet still the virtue
itself may remain intact."

"Though deprived of some of its strongest
defences—eh? Is that your meaniag, my dear

madam?' inquired the Prince, laughing, thouga
speaking in a low and guarded tone.

" I think that such was my meaning," responded
Mrs. Arbuthnot, also smiling, but with a sort of

subdued siguificancy.

" How is it, my dear madam," asked the Prince,

"that you Lave not managed to find a husband
for your daughter yet ?"

"Really your Royal Highness should direct

Parliament to levy a tax upon bachelors," an-

swered the Bed-chamber "Woman, again smiUng.

"But it is strange, considering that Peneiope lias

moved in the very best society—that .she Ls highly

accomplished—and, as your Royal Highness per-

ceives, is not ill-looking."

"Ill-looking !

' he echoed. " On the contrary-
she is a very fine girl—a very fine girl—or young
woman, rather :—between five or six-aad-twenty I

should say, if it were not rude to guess a lady's

age—ripe as the peach "

"As her mother, sir, I feel proud at the compli-

ment that you thus pay my daughter: and though

I say it, who am her parent, she is decidedly one

of the finest figures I ever saw. Her milliner as-

sured me this morning But really, your Royal

Highness must thuik me very indiscreet," said the

wily woman, suddenly interrupting herself, and
appearing to be much shocked at the idea of

having committed a sad solecism in propriety and

decency.

"Pray go on," said the Prince. "You were

speaking with the very pardonable prid« of a

mother ; and it pleases me to hear a fond and af-

fectionate parent thus discourse. Pray go on, I

repeat. You were telling me that your daughter's

milliner passed some opinion ? No doubt it was

to the effect that Miss Penelope is one of the best

made young ladies
"

" Now, to speak candidly, it was an observation

to that effect," said Mrs. Arbuthnot, who from the

comer of her eye was attentively watching all the

evidences of those rising passions which she was

thus methodically and cunningly provoking on the

part of the Prince: then, as she observed the

colour deepening on his cheeks, the salacious suck-

ing of his lips, and the gloating expression with

which his eyes plunged across the room to fix

themselves upon Penelope, she continued in a low

and confidenUal whisper, " Indeed, sii-, the milliner

declared that of all the ladies belongiog to the

Court and Aristocracy who patronize her esta-

blishment, not one is so symmetrically and at the

same time so finely formed as my daughter."

"You should marry her— you should marry

her," said the Prince, in the hurried tone of his

aroused desires. " It would be a positive sin to

sufl'er such a splendid creature to stand the chance

of dying an old maid."
" It is easy to say marry kcr," remarked the as-

tute Mrs. Arbuthnot :
" but it is not so easy to

procure a good match; and sooner than she

should become the wife of a pbor or obscm'e indi-

vidual
"

" Ah ! I perceive you are a lady of great pru-

dence," observed the Prince, now beginning to

entertain a faint suspicion that it was not alto-

gether without a motive that Mrs. Arbuthnot had

struck into this sora'^hat extraordinary line of

discourse : but determmed at once to put her to

the test and ascertain whether his suspicion was
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well founded or not, he said in a low voice, and

tixintr a peculiar look upon her, "Some very

prudent and careful mammas prefer that their

daughters should be rich men's mistresses than

poor men's wives."

"The morality may be bad," returned Mrs.

Arbuthnot, perfectly unabashed, " but the worldly

wisdom of the maxim cannot be disputed."

" Are you really serious in this obs'ervation ?"

inquired the Prince, with a certain purpose still

more plainly expressed in his look.

" I can assure you, sir, I never was more serious

in my life,'' responded the wily woman.
*But the maxim may be only one which you re-

commend to others," urged the Prince, "without

perhaps any intention of practisin;? it yourself?"

" Then were my sincerity indeed something to

be impugned," rejoined Mrs. Arbuthnot. "But
'tis otherwise. What I preach I am prepared to

practise."

" And if some one were to put you to the test ?"

said the Prince, in a still more confidential tone

than before.

"It all depends on who the person might be,"was

the immediate response.
" Let us suppose a case," resumed his Royal

Highness. "We will, then, for argument's sake,

imagine that one of my brothers—a Prince of the

Blood Royal— should make overtures to Miss

Penelope : as a matter of course it could not be

for her to become his wife,— it must be to make
her his mistress. Now, what would be the answer

in such a case ?"

" I cannot positively declare what my daughter's

response would be," returned Mrs. Arbuthnot : " but

I know very well that if I were consulted in the

matter I should not only give my advice, but also

use my influence to compel an affirmative reply."

"Now indeed may we soon understand each
other," said his Royal Highness, speaking

quickly and in a tone of excitement: "let

us suppose that instead of being one of my
brothers who made the overture whereof we have
spoken, it was I—the Prince Regent—who ven-

tured to breathe such a proposition in your ears

relative to your handsome daughter Penelope !"

** I should consent at once and unhesitatingly,"

answered the worldly-minded mother : for she saw
full well that the Prince Regent was perfectly

serious in what he said.

"Then, without another word, we understand

each other," rejoined his Royal Highness, fixing

upon her a look of the deepest meaning. " This

night "

" Yes—this night—if your Royal Highness wills

it," answered Mrs. Arbuthnot, in a low but firm

voice : then after a few moments' hesitation, she
said, " Her Majesty will doubtless retire early, as is

her wont—and immediately afterwards I will re-

present to my daughter the honour which your
Royal Highness intends her. Then if you will

await rac here, or in any other room, I will rejoin

your Royal Highness as speedily as possible
"

"Good!" said the Prince. "But do you not
observe how the handsome Penelope regards us at

this moment? Is there not a certain uneasine*

—

a certain suspicion—in her looks ?"

" Yes—there may be," replied the mother : "for

I have already assured you, sir, that Penelopa is s
virtaou youag woman."

" Though perhaps more or less prepared to lose

her virtue when somewhat hardly pressed," added
the Prince. " But here—within the walls of this

castle—she is completely in my power. We will

try persuasion first ; and if that will not do, then

force must be resorted to. But if you, as her

mother, give your consent "

"Let us hope that Penelope will too well appre-

ciate the honour that is intended her," said

Mrs. Arbuthnot, "not to receive your Royal

Highness with suitable respect."

Then for some few minutes longer did the vile

woman and the voluptuous Prince remain in deep

and earnest discourse, until all the details of the

infamous bargain were fully settled and the terms

were fixed whereupon the mother was to surrender

her daughter into the arms of the royal volup-

tuary.

CHAPTER CXXVIIL

THE MOTHKB AMD DAUGHTER.

It was eleven o'clock. The Queen had retired to

her suite of apartments, attended by those ladies

whose turn it was to wait upon her that night,

while Penelope, withdrawing to her own chamber,
j

was closely followed by her mother.
|

The bed-room allotted to the maid of honour was I

at the end of a long passage, and was situated in a I

somewhat retired position. It was in one of the

oldest portions of the castle, and had a certain

antique gloominess of appearance. The window

was small—the walls were thick—and as the floor

was below the level of the corridor commuuicatmg
therewith, there was a descent of two or three steps

into the room. Altogether, it fully answered the
|

descriptionof one of those chamberswhich theimagi-
j

nation of the romance-writer or novelist loves to :

envelope in loneliness and mystery : but until this

particular night Penelope had experienced no ap-

prehension with regard to the secluded position

and cheerless aspect of her apartment.
" Mother," said the young lady, the moment she

and her parent entered the room, " I know not how
it Ls, but 1 feel a presentiment of evil creeping over :

me :"—and she looked very hard in Mrs. Arbuth-
,

net's face.

"Nonsense, my dear girl !" exclaimed the wily

woman. " So far from evil threatening you,

fortune is preparing to shed its golden beams

upon your head."

"Ah!" ejaculated Penelope, with that abruptness

of tone and sharp quick movement of the head

which showed that from her mothei's words she had

just received the confirmation of a suspicion which

had been haunting her ail the latter part of the

eveninff. "But perhaps you will explain yourself?"

she added with assumed coldnesp.

"Penelope," responded her mother, " if you wera

a girl of aixteen or seventeen, I should experience

some (liiEculty in entering upon a certain topic:

but as you have reached an age at which your ex-

perience is to a certain extant malureii, I need

scarcely adopt any Eophiatry or circumlocution in

order to explain my meaning. Beside.^ you have

already comprehended it— I see by your manner

that you have 1"
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"Yes— I am indeed fearful that I have," replied

tiie Maid of Honour: "and if my suspicion be true

—if my surmise be correct—Oh, then it will be a

sad and fatal hour for me— for it will teach me to

despise and contemn, perhaps eren to hale my own
mother !"

" Penelope, this is ridiculous—this is preposterous

—this is absurd on your part!" exclaimed Mrs-

Arbuthnot. "It is impossible that you can in

reality be bo squeamish. When I had you up from

the country first of all, to pass a few days with me
at Acacia Cottage, did I not explain to you for what

purpose I had been placed as a companion and

duenna about the person of Venelia Trelawney, as

Lady Sackville then was ?—did I not tell you that it

was destined for her to become the mistress of the

Prince, to the consummation of which aim all

arrangements were then tending?—and did you not

appear to envy Venetia the brilliant position which

her friends were endeavouring to obtain for her?

Did you not, moreover, aid me in flattering and

complimenting her 1—did you not also assist me in

performing the part of a spy upon her actions, so as

to prevent the probability of her escape from that

track in which she was a mere puppet movincj ac-

cording to the will of those who secretly pulled the

strings ? Did you not, I ask, enter with spirit into

all the proceedings whereof I am now speaking 1"

"Truel" cried Penelope, with evident impatience:

then flinging her flashing looks upon Mrs. Arbuth-

not, she exclaimed, " But all that is no reason

why my own mother should make a bargain to sell

me to the Prince of Wales !"

" Foolish girl !" immediately rejoined Mrs. Ar-

buthnot: "do you mean to spurn the hand which

fortune extends towards you ? Pause for a moment
and reflect. You have now an opportunity of rising

to rank and fortune, lik« Venetia "

"Aye—but Venetia was prudent enough to marry
beforehand," cried Penelope, "and thus make the

nuptial garment a cloak for her amour with his

Royal Highness. Now, understand me well,

mother! Were I married to a complaisant hus-
band—like Horace, for instance—I should most
probably tread precisely in Venetia's path if the

opportunity were afforded : but I will not consent to

be bought and sold in the manner which the Prince

and yourself seem to have settled between you.

Remember, the consequences of an amour to an
unmarried woman may be disgrace aod ruin ! If

Venetia should become a mother, there is a legiti-

mate father for her child : but if my surrender were
to involve me in such an embarrassment, should I

not be ruined altogether ? Besides, once for all, my
mind revolts from the idea of being thus handed
over to the arms of a sensualist : and thus you see,

mother, I have quite prudencs and virtue enough to

tell you frankly that I am not yet prepared to be-

come the mistress of the Prince!"
" Again I say that you are a foolish self-willed

girl,"exclamined Mrs. Arbuthnot angrily. " Totally
blind to your own interests, you will not listen to
reason. Hero you are, nearly twenty-six years of
age—still unmarried—and still without a suitor
for your hand. Although handsome, you are now
no ehicKen, my dear : and being fortuneless, you
have no special attraction to induce any rich
nobleman to make you his wife. Believe me, tlien,

your prospects with regard to marriage are by no
means brilliant uudcr present circumstances. As

for your virtue, it is no recommendation now; be-
cause few will give you credit for pos8Cs?itig it at
your age. But suppose you yield to the soliciU-
tions of the Prince—suppose that you become his

mistress—we shouM take care to have the circum-
stance whispered about ; and then many a younger
son of the nobility will he anxioas to secure your
hand. Thus what you may c;ill your lo.is nf virtue
would no doubt, end in procuring you an excel-

lent match ; and thus also, by the sacrifice ofyour I

honour, will you exhibit the real prudence of a
woni:in of the world."

" No— I cannot— I will not yield to this base and
decradins sophistry I " exclaimed Penelope. " Now,
mother, leave, mc ! Another word from your fipi

upon this subject, and I shall hate you I

"

1

" But, my dear Penelope," argued the Vile

woman, " do listen to reason "
i

" God forgive you, mother, for thus seeking t4
prostitute your own daughter! " said the yoUng
lady, the tears running down her cheeks.

" Ah ! you weep, my child—you weep?" said JIrs,

Arbuthnot, a sudden thought inspiring her with a
diabolic prompting how to turn this emotion on
her daughter's part, to serve the infamous purpose
she had in view. "Yes—you weep, I say! But far

more bitter will be your tears when you behold your
mother suddenly stricken down by a misfortune
the consequences of which will redound upon your
own head."

"A misfortune!" ejaculated Penelope, "What
mean you?"

" I mean, daughter," replied Mrs. Arbuthnot,
" that I am threatened by a remorseless creditor

—a creditor for a large sum, contracted some
years ago—you remember when I was compelled
to break up our establishment in Harley Street 7

"

" Yes, yes," said Penelope, in the quick and ex-
cited tone of suspense. "Go on, mother—go
on."

" Well, this creditor of whom I speak had lost

sight of me until within these last few weeks: but

now perceiving my name in the Court Circular, he

has found me out—he has been to the cistle—and
he has declared that if within a week I pay him not

the amount, he will have me dragged away to pri-

son !"

" Heavens—the threatened disgrace ! " ejacu-

lated Penelope, in consternation.
" Yes," continued Mrs. Arbuthnot, now appear-

ing to sob bitterly ; "it would be my ruin—my utter

ruin—and yours also, unfortunate girl! You know
how particular—how very particular the Queen is,

and she would at once dismiss me from my situa-

tion. Then, how could you possibly retain yours ?

Tlie sense of degradation and of shame would

com|)el you to rcxiga : you could not possibly re-

main at Court while all the world knew that your

mother was the inmate of a debtor's gaol !

"

" But this debt, mother,' exclaimed Penelope,

with increasing excitement, " what is the

amount?"
"Noarly four thousand pounds, with the in-

terest," was the response: and Mrs. Arbuthnot

continued to sob and rock herself to and fro on

the chair in which she was seated.

" Four thousand pounds!" ejaculated Penelope,

frightened at the magnitude of the debt. " And
must it all be raised at one moment? Can we

not mortgage our salaries, or a portion of theiu ?"
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" If we could, how should we be enabled to main-

tain our position at Court ?" demanded Mrs. Arbuth-

not. "Would you feel comfortable in being pointed

at as shabby ?—would you like to appear constantly

in the same dresses—faded silks—.soiled satins

—

dirty gloves No, no— it is ridiculous! Be-

sides, even if all this were possible, tiie creditor will

not wait: he is merciless! A warrant is already

issued against me—and the bailiffs will come to-

morrow "

" Good heavens, can all this be true ?" cried Pe-

nelope, now a prey to the deepest anguish.

"True I" exclaimed her mother, with a start of

apparent indignation and surprise. " Do you think

that I would thus torture your feelings for mere

amusement? But stop—1 will fetch from my own
room certain letters which will prove

"

"Enough, mother—I believe you I" said Pene-

lope, her momentary incredulity suddenly dissipat-

ing in the presence of Mrs. Arbuthnot's tone, look,

and manner. " But have you not applied to any

of your friends? Lady Sackville—Miss Bathurst

—Mrs. Fitzherbert
"

" My dear Penelope, I have applied to them all,

and they cannot assist me. I am reduced to de-

spair— and hence was it 1 know not exactly how
it happened that the discourse gradually took the

turn it did but thus was it, I say, that I listened

to the words which the Prince ere now breathed in

my ears relative to yourself. For he declares that

you are handsome—that he loves you—that lie will

seek opportunities of conferring all possible favours

upon you—and tliat the individual whom self-in-

terest may induce to become your luisband, shall

have honours, titles, and pensions heaped upon him.

Thus may you, Penelope, become the rival of Lady
Sackville : thus also may the husband whom you
are certain to obtain, rise to a high position, like

Lord Sackville
"

" Enough, mother !" exclaimed Penelope, ap-

pearing to be nerved with the sudden courage of a

desperate resolve. "My mind is made up— liiat is

to say, if the Prince, as I suppose, will relieve you
from your embarrassment?"

" I have already told you as much," hastily re-

sponded her mother. " And therefore you consent?"

she demanded eagerly and greedily.

"Yes— I consent," answered Penelope, in alow
voice, while upon her cheeks the colour went and

came in rapid transitions. "'Tis better that I

should do this than that we should butli be ruined :

'tis belter that I should make the sacrifice of all my
most delicate feelings, than that we should be plunged

into the depths of poverty."
' Ah I now you speak like a woman of sense," ex-

claimed Mrs. Arbuthnot : then inclinin;; towards

her daughter, so that her lips nearly touched the

young lady's ear, she said in a low and rapid voice,

"But when tbePrince comes to your cliamber in a few

minutes, let him not be received with coldness and
reserve. Be not unto him inanimate and passion-

less as a marble statue
"

"Ohl leave me, leave me, mother!" exclaimed
the young lady, shuddering all over with the derpcst

sense of humiliation and shame. "There is

something dreadful—aye, even horrible— in Jiear-

ing such injunctions come from the lips of a

parent! Let it suffice that I sacriflce myself
"

"Well, well— 1 will mty no iiiom-," interrupted

Mrf. Arbutlmot : then liastily imprinting a kis.*

upon her daughter's cheek, she hurried from the

chamber to carry the tidings of her success to (he

Prince Regent, who was impatiently awaiting her

coming in the drawing-room where the evening had

been spent by the royal party.

So soon as her mother had withdrawn, Penelope

began to lay aside her apparel. She was armed
as it were with the fortitude of a desperate reso-

lution. Havings made up her mind to the worst,

she abandoned herself to the current of what ap-

peared to be her destiny—or rather, to the control

of the strong compulsion that ruled her with an

imperious necessity. In such a moo<l did she

gather up and arrange the masses of her luxuriant,

hair for the night: and when in a state of semi-

nudity she seated herself upon the couch to divest

herself of her remaining apparel, she could not

help clasping her hands with a sudden paroxysm
of anguish at the thought of all the circumstances

under which she was about to surrender herself

into the arms of the princely voluptuary.

But at the same moment the door was gently

opened—and his Royal Highness entered the cham-

ber of the Maid of Honour.

The moment he flung his gaze upon Penelope,

he devoured as it were all her charms with Uiat

rapiii burning look. He beheld her indeed us

finely formed as her wily mother had more than

intimated that she was ; and as the wing of tnc

bird sweeps over the surface of the sea, thus pas.s-

ing from wave to wave with whiihvind speed, so

did the glance of the royal sensualist travel quick

from charm to charm—from contour to contour,—

from shoulders of firmness and whiteness to breasts

still mure plump and dazzling, rising like two
swelling globes from the surface of an ample chest

—well divided—ricii in their sculptural proportions

without being too luxuriant—and each crowocil

with a delicate rose-bud. Theuce did his looks

sweep along the while and well-rounded arms so

admirably modelled in their robustncas—so glow-

ing and warm even iu their wliiteness,—and be-

longing to a figure which, though somewhat larijely

proportioned, was perfectly symmetrical, and ail

the flowing outlines of which were develop d by

the drapery that hung loosely about it. Nor were

the Prince's eyes averted or arrested in that first

sweeping glance, ere they had likewise embraced

the statuesque moulding of the lower limbs— jO

full and robust where fullness aud robustness were

proper—so sleiidei* where the well-turned ankles

required such slenderness—and with the shapely

feet 80 long and narrow !

Notwithstanding her hands were joined and her
|

looks were mournful, wlicu the eye of the Prince i

thus rapidly scanned all the charm'i that were

more tliuu iialf exposed, there was uevcrthelesi

a kind of languid voluptuousness which hung at

the moment about that young woman, and which

at once seized like the intoxicating influence of

highly perfumed flowers upon the senses of tliu

Prince : so that his brain appeared t:> reel for a

inoinoiit as he paused upon one of tiio descending

steps. Cut the next instant he sprang forward-

he caught lier iu his einhrace —lie pro.tsed her in

Jtis aruu—aud iniirDiuriii); some tender syllables,

he coveted her with his careises.
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CHAPTER CXXIX.

ABJECT GREATNESS.

It was about two o'olock ip the piorning, and all

was silence throujfhout Windsor Castle. Pene-

lope—a Maid of Honour now only in name—slept

in the arms of the Prince Regent; and the lamp,

which burnt upon the table in her chamber, shed

its fiickerinfj beams on the flu'hed countenance

of his Royal Highness and also on the carnation-

tinted cheeks of his new mistress.

On the features of the latter this crimson glow

was the blush of minified joy and of shame—of
pleasure and of pain—of ini^irable enjoyment and

of deep regret, which had lingered there even after

slumber had st(?eped her senses in the hiissful

confusion of the dreams that perpetuated to some

extent the feelings just previously experienced.

It was the blush of bfiauty and of love which sits

upon the rose even when iu clo'^e contact with its

attendant thorn : it was the blush which suffused

the countenance of Eve when, having gathered

the fruit of the tree of knowledge, she cast her

eyes upon herself and saw th-it she was naked

!

Sweetly and serenely did Penelops appear to be

slumbering. The rioh fringes of her closed eyes

l,\y upon her cheeks, forming dark boundaries as it

were between the dazzling white of the eyelid above

and the deep carnation which ;?lowed on the plu;np

flesh below. Her lips, slightly apart, seemed yet

moist with the kisses which had been pres.'!ed upon

them ; and as they rfivealed the pearly teeth which

lay within, the effect was that of the white seeds

sldning amidst the red and pulpy riclmess of a tropi-

cal fruit which in its ripeness has burst open. The
lijht of the lamp also fell upon the bosom which,

totally exposed, rose and fell with the long, gradual,

and apparently measured undulations that accom-

pany the respiring action of a woman who sleep?

soundly, tranquilly, and well ;—and while one arm
lay beneath thu Prince's head, the other reposed out-

side the coverlid,—the entire abandonment of Pene-

lope's posture thus forming a charming picture for

the novelist to describe or the painter to delineate.

Though deep was the carnation upon her cheeks,

yet was it also delicate and pure—a wholesome and

a healthful bloom, like the vermeil upon the peach

or the flush of the morning along the orient sky.

But of a coarser, ruddier, and still deeper hue was

the redness which sat upon the countenance of the

Prince—a redness arising from animal passions in

all their utter grossness, and which borrowed the

depth of its colouring as much from the wine-press

I of Bacchus as from the roseate bowers of Venus.

Such was the contrast presented by the sleeping

I
pair. Yet safely may we argue that in tlie ncwly-

I experienced raptures of passion, the anger of Penelope

i at bein^ thus sold and bought was well nigh ab-

sorbed ; and at all events in the dreams which now
followed there was more of pleasurable emotion than

of pain and mortification.

It was two o'clock, we said ; and all was silent

throughout Windsor Castle. But, hark! that still-

ness, a moment before so profound, is now discnrbed

though faintly, by the the tread of footsteps

!

Whence do they come ? Frsm a distant chamber
of the castle. But whither are they now tendin.i?

.'

Quickly and excitedly do they advance along the

corridor, whence the apartments of several of the !

younger damsels open, and at the far end of which is '

situate the chamber of Penelope Arbuthnot. But who
|

]6 it that thus threads that passage with such agi- '

tated steps (• "Ti". an old man, of middle height

—

stout—wealing an old-fashioned wig—enveloped in

a drofsing-gown which he holds around him—and
with his naked feet thrust into a pair of red morocco
slippers. His eyes are open : but does he walk in

his sVep, or is he actually awake? At all events,

sint^ular— or rather fearful and horrible—are the

variable rxpressions which his countenance takes,
|

in changing and rapid rrfl^x of the thoughts that
\

are sweeping through his mind. In hia eyes may
at one moment be seen the wild glare of maniac
ferocity—at another the inane vacancy of dull

idiotcy.

Who is this old man that thus wanders tkrough

the castle at such an hour, and on whose features

the rays of the lamps suspended at intervals fiing

their beams with such hideous effects? We shall

see presently. But whither goes he? He places

his hand upon the latch of Penelope's door, which

the Prince, in his ardour to embrace his new con-

quest, had forgotten to secure when he first entered,

and which she herself, in the confusion attendant

upon that entrance of her royal suitor, bad like-

wise forgotten to fasten. Therefore the door yields

to that old man's touch. He enter8--he closes it

behind him—and he approaches the couch.

An ejaculation burst from his lips as he beheld

the Prince Regent in the arms of the Maid of

Honour;—and at that ejaculation both the occupants

ot the couch awoke with a sudden start from their

slumber. And simultaneous ejaculations of min-

gled surprise, terror, and dismay burst also from

their lips, as in this visitor who had thus dieturbed

them they recognized the King I

" Good God—my father!" said the Prince Regent:

while Penelope, after the first c.-y of alarm had

burst from her lips and the fiist ghmce of recognition

flashed from her eye?, hastened to bury herself

beneath the bed-clothes, in a confusion, horror, and

bewilderment of feeling more readi'y conceived than

described.

And no wonder that such should have beep the

state of mind into which she was so suddenly thrown

on thus beholding his Majesty George III standing

by her bedside! For as we have already hinted in

previous chapters, the King was at this time a con-

firmed and hopeless lunatic,—his madness develop-

ing itself in various phases, sometimes mischievous,

sometimes tranquil—now iudicative of the most

brutal and ferocious instincts, now displaying ex-

treme docility and mildness—now breaking forth

into the most ludicrous freaks and absurd antics,

then melting into paihiis or sinking down iute com-

plete lethargy. That 0:1 the preseut occasion he bad

escaped from the supervision of those who were ap-

pointed to attend upnn him, and that having

wandered about the cistle he had found his way

either by accident, or through eome motive of

maniac cunning, to Penelopes room, were con-

victions that instantaneously struck both this lady

and her royal paramour. That some violence was

to be apprehended, or that disturljance and exposure

would take place, were the thoughts which likewise

flashed simultanoouslv to their minds; but as these

feelings operated in different ways upon each, it

occurred that while Penelope hastily burie4 heraelt
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beneath the bed-olothes, where she lay breathless in

terror and suspense, the Prince made a movement

to spring from the couch with the intention of

getting his father as noiselessly as possible out of the

room.

"Lie still, sir!" instantaneously cried the Kins',

anticipatinjf his son's intent and pushiug him back

with that sudden exercise of strength which mad-

men often display to a degree apparently far be-

yond their natural powers. "Lie still, sir! 'Tis

well we have met thus. They told me you were

here to-night ; and I resolved to seek you. For

a long, long: time past I have wanted to talk to

you tranquilly and quietly: but either you don't

come near me when I am disengaged, or else when

you do come those cursed people by whom I am
surrounded will not let me see you. Notr, sir, lie

still, 1 say—or by heaven ! I will make you—and
listen to what I have to say."

Thus speaking, the King took a chair—drew it

to the side of the bud—and seating himfielf, gazed

with a most remarkable expresaioa of mingled

horror, wildness, and sorrow upou his son.

On the other hand, the Prii.ee Kogcnt himself

looked earnestly and affi-ightedly up into his father's

countenance, to ascertain whether it was in a

Incid interval that the old man thus soujjht him

out and addressed him so seriously; or whether,

liaviui^ merely stumbled upon him by accident,

his Majesty began giving utterance to any random
things that were uppermout iu his braiu at the

iijjstant.

"My dear son," iresumed the old King, bend-

ing down and speaking in a low voice, and with

looks full of mysterious horror,—but evidently

without taking tlio slightest notice of the fair

form tiiat lay huduied up under the bed-clolhes

by the Prince's sida,—" my dear sun, I hava ion ,'

wanted to talk seriously to you. 1 have had strange

dreams of late ! Terrible things have sat heavily

upon my thoughts : moUitmu, sptcties, appari-

ticii:', and shapes of every variety of horror have
befell haunting me. What could it all meani*
Heavens! what appalling objects have I lielield!

ViTiiiit shocUiu;; tilings have they whi!«pered in my
e;.rs ! Ghost of Hannah Lightfoot ! wiierefore

dost thou tioublo me? Yea—'tis true—I know
that I seduced thee under solemu pledges and
sacred promises ; I know that I deceived thee

—

that 1 was a perjurer— a violater of my oaths ! I

know le.ao that ihuu diJ*c ilie of grief, and thai I

am thy murderer—yes, thy murderer !"

And a^ the lunatic King thus spoke, he sprang
up fiom his chair, turned round, and appeared to

be addressing some object which imagination had
previously placed behind him. The Prince llegeuc
was appalled at the horror depicted in hia father's

looks and the imploi ing accents of reading anguish
that marked his tone: while Penelope, undijr the
influence of some unaccountable feeling of awful
curioiiity, deeply mingled with dread consternation,

slowly peeped forth from beneath the bed-clothes
and remained with her eyes fixed upon the fearful

spectacle presented by the miserable old King.
" Oh ! what vulture-talous are these which fas-

ten upon my braiu ?" continued the monarch, still

apostrophising the shadow which his disordered
imagination conjured up. "Why dost thou thus
pursue me, Uatinah ? Oh! w^ierelure witk those
hollow eyes of thiuo look ooti^upon me from thy

shroud? Ah ! dost thou say that I olad thee ere

thy time iu that wiudiiiij-shect which enwraps thy

form ? O God ! put off that garment of the grave,

and come to me as was thy wont long years ago,

when iu the bloom of thy beauty and the spring-

tide of our love. Avaunt, avaunt ! stretch not out

thy skeleton arms to me. Heavens ! is it madness
now that sears my brain ? Oh ! will not death re-

lieve me fi om the earthly hell of this misery ? But,

ah ! the sleep of death is often a hideous sleep

—

a sleep in which vampyre-wmgs wrap the soul

around and vampyre-maws prey upou the heart.

Oh! be ButisfieJ, Hannah: I come to thee—

I

come ! inflame not with the terrors of thy looks

the torments that are hurrying me to the grave.

Th» woes of centuries have cumulated upon my
soul—upon my head rests the gathered curse of

ages ! I know that I am a king—and the grandest

triumphs have greeted me. Yet what dark gulfs

and fathomless abysms exist in my soul, that all

tho light of Eugtaud'a diadem caa never reach,

much letw fill
!''

Then, sinking with the exhaustion of his tensely

wrung emotions, the wretched old King fell back

into the chair by the side of the couch, and buriad

his face in his hands.

Penelope, now somewhat recovering her presemoe

of mind, gently laid her fingers upon the Prince

Regent's arm ; and as he flung down his look upon

her, l;er eyes asked as eloquently as eyes could speak,

" What is to be done?"

The Prince placed his fore-finger upon his lip to

recomm^snd silence ; then, iu the lowest possible

whisper^ he Kaid, " The dark mood is upon him—let

his mind take its course !"

At this moment a convulsive sob broke faalf-etifled

and gaspingly from the very bottom of the old King's

heart : then camo another sob more piteous still—then

another, and another, until hia whole frame was con-

vulsed with a rapid succession of these heart-wrung

moans, while he rocked to and fro, with an irregular

and painful motion, in the increasing agony of his

grief. The Prince gazed in mute honor. But as for

Penslope, her blood ceased to flew, her breath to

come, her pulse to beat ; her looks were fixed on

that wretched specimen of humanity—that miserable

personiiiuation of madness, anguish, and compunc-
tion, bearing the name of England's King. Oh!
dark were the clouds upon that old monarch's mind :

but fearfully and vividly did the li^ihtnings of re-

morse flash through them ! For suddenly, and with

av/ful vehemence, did he cast himself on his knees;

and raising his wrinkled hands upward, he thus gave

vent to the thoughts which were novr dominant in

his mind.
" Oh ! where is the fountain of life, flowing with

the blessed waters that can wash out tho crimson

itains of my uiany crimes?—what hauiis shall giv«

nil) the cold crystalline draught from the Lethean

sprin;:, to quench all these fiery memories which

burn like scorpions in my brain ? What power shall

save myself and family from sweeping onward into

the universal ina«Utioom of destruction? Behold,

alar olf, there is a land where nature is so lovely and

iiubliine that the fairest scenery and the lotiiest

grandeurs of Europe are iu comparison but as a

painted p.inorama to the slupundous original. And
into thu land, acrusN tlie western wave, did L send

the bleudiiounds of war. A great and a gallant

people, dwelling in that land, did 1 seek to coerce
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with my tyrannies and to trample beneatli the feet

of my armed legions. But they arose in their might
and their power—they threw off the yoke—and they

raiipd up 3 man whose glory, whose honoar, and
whost: Came eclipse the highest qualifications of all the

Kings of Europe! Yes— Washington! thou, the

simple citizen, without pedigree, without title, with

naught but the rank of a hero and a patriot,—hast

thou placed thyself far above the mightiest monarchs

of the world! And a voice comes to me through

the night— like the whisper of a spirit or the dream-

ing of far-off waters—telling me that the age of

Kings is weJl nigh passed, and that of rulers like

unto thee is near at hand. Aye, and that same
voice tells me that when the nations shall level their

expcrations against Kings, their voices shall also

swell in a joyous pcean to honour thee, O Washing-
Ion!'

Low, mournful, and lugubrious had grown tlie

voice of George III as he thus delivered himself,

with a strange composure and an apparently perfect

lucidness, of those thoughts whicli were upper-

most iu his mind—thouglits which, had he been

really the master of his intellect, he would not have

dared to let himself think, much less give serious

utterance to them

!

And now he began pacing backward and forward

in the chamber—his steps agitated and uneven, his

looks restless and wild, and the workings of his

countenance truly horrible to contemplate. A
deeper terror—a horror more intense than he had
previously experienced—grew upon the Prince Re-
gent, as lie sate up in the couch gazing upon his

miserable father ;—while cowering down by his side,

with her looks fixed however upon the same awful

spectacle of human woo and degradation, lay

Penelope—a dread sensation at her heart, as if she

felt that the scene was a judgment upon her for

her criminality of this night!

" Oh ! horrors are multiplying^ upon me once
more," spoke the wretched King ; but now it was
in the quick and broken voice of strongly excited
feelings. "Whose shade is this that comes? It

is not thine, O murdered, heart-broken Hannah
Lightfoot ! No, no— 'tis thine, Amelia—my be-

loved, my best beloved daughter! Oh! terrible

was thy death ! Never, never shall I forget the
horrors of that last scene of thy young life ! I

behold—I see it now! I hear thy cries—thy self-

reproaches—the anguished outpourings of thy re-

morse ! Ah! what word is that which is most often

on thy tongue? Incest. Yes—iucest with thy
brother—my son by poor Hannah Lightfoot!
Oh ! do not reproach me, Amelia ; do not look
thus upon me! Ah! what?—would'st thou declare
tliat thine own father is thy murderer—that 'tis

liis crime which rcdouuded with overwhelming
effect upon thee ! O horror! tossed upon the wild
wares of anguish, wretchedness, and despair, am I

not sufficiently miserable;- Ah I throujfli the
casement do I now behold that lovely moon, whose
silver splendour has oft rivetted my gazo amid
tlio vigils of the Ion;;, long night when 'twas
believed I slept. Strange—Oh ! most strange is
I he influence whicli that lovely creseent-moou has
upon mc ! Sometimes its rays seeui to penetrate
like ice-shafts, so cold- Oh ! so cold—through the
very brain: "-and the King, stopping suddenly
short before the casement as lie gazed up into the
heavens where hung the silver lamp of night,

shuddered as he spoke. " Or else," he exclaimed,
now abruptly raising his arms and pressing his
hands to his brows,—"or else the beams of yon
moon pierce like fiery darts into my brain and
thrill throughout the entire form, as if the heat
of a lara stream were passing over me. But now
—what is this new feeling which seizes upon my
heart ? Oh ! the moon suddenly disappears—she is

gone—a cloud has entombed her in its darkness !
"

With these words the King turned away from
the window, and was again advancing towards the
couch, when he started with indescribable horror
as if some hideous spectral shape had suddenly
risen up before him.

" Ah ! 'tis a horrible fiend which I now behold,"
he exclaimed, in accents penetrated with ineffable

agony: "and his name is Murder. He points to
the east! Yes, yes— I behold the plains of India
deluged with blood— the burning villages—the
wailing population— the famine-stricken multi-
tudes Oh ! horror, horror ! millions are perish-

ing iu that far-off orient clime ! And those are my
armies that are thus doing the work of wholesale
destruction ! But 'tis I—yes, 'tis I—who sent those
armies forth, and whose commands they have thus
obeyed ! In America, too, more wars—more de-

solation—more bloodshed—more burnings—more
honoi's ! In Europe, too, war—war—nothing but
war. Blood— slaughter— murder—and rapine!
Oh ! wretch that I am— 'tis I who have done it all

:

'tis I who have sent the genius of destruction

abroad! And they call me George the Good!
Oh! the mockery—the hideous mockery—while

that fiend, the Fiend of Murder, stands there,

claiming me as his comrade, and smiling upon me
with the horrible distortions of his countenance

—

yet smiling nevertheless, after his demoniac fashion

—smiling iu gratitude upon me for the myriads
of victims which I have otfercd up to his insatiate

maw! And all these horrors which 1 have in-

flicted upon the world, have been to gratify mine
own ambition. O God ! have I not been a scourge

and a curse to the human race ? Talk of Timour
the Tartar—talk of Jenghis Khan—talk of Attila

the Hun—talk of Napoleon Bonaparte himself

—

all these have been angels of forbearance, of mercy,
and of humanity in comparison with me! But,

Ah ! did I breathe Napoleon's name ? Oh ! 'tis

then a presentiment of coming evil that has struck

me !"

With these words—and taking no farther heed

either of his son or of the lady whose bed that

profligate sou was sharing—the mad old liing

rushed from the room, leavmg the door wide open

behind him.
" I must follow my father," exclaimed the Prince

Regent, springing from the couch.

"For heaven's s:ikc, be cautious !—remember
what you arc doing!" cried Penelope, seizing him
by the arm. " Should any one see you go forth

from this chamber, or even iu the adjoining cor-

ridor at all
"

" True, true," s.aid the Prince Regent, suddenly

recollecting how necessary it was to observe i)roiier

precaution: then, having hastily closed and bolted

the door, he hurried back to Penelope's arm:>.

murmuring in a low voice, " Besides, ou second

thoughts, i would not for all the mad old fathers

in the world, abandon yuii, my charmer, one minute

before it is neeessary for us to part!"
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" Bat that scene with his INIajosty—Oh! was
it not dreadful—dreadful ?" whispered Penelope,

shuddering from head to foot while clasped in the

arms of her royal paramour.
" Thinlc no more of it, my angel," responded the

Prince : and he sealed her lips with kisses.

A few more words will suffice to close this chap-
ter. The King regained his own apartments with-

out creating auy farther alarm in the castle, and
indeed without having been missed by the persons

specially charged witli the care of his royal person.

Without any fresh interruption, therefore, did the

Prince Regent continue to enjoy the companion-
ship of the handsome and now amorous Penelope,

uutil the dawn of morning through the casement
compelled him to leave the paradise of her arms
and retrace his way stealthily back to his own
chamber.

At the breakfast-table they met again : but Po-
nelupe had reac-bed that age when a woman baviug

committed a fault, knows how to veil it; and thus,

if the natural glow did for a moment deepen upon
her cheeks as she met the eyes of the Piinee and
received from him a look of gratitude for tlie night

of bliss he had passed in her arms, that flush was
as transitory as the remorse which the young lady

felt for her criminality. Indeed, the barrier of her

virtue being now completely broken down and the

last remaiuing stronghold of her purity having

been effectually stonueJ, slie was prepared to

yield herself up to pleasing dreams of anjbition and
to all worldly aspirations. But scarcely had the

royal party sat down to breakfast, when a messen-

ger arrived at the caitlo with urgent despatches

from London ; and the nionii-ut tlie Prince Jlegent

cast his eyes over tlie tirst of these letterx, he

sprang to his feet, exclaiming, " Ptirditioii t Titan

has hi'ukoa loose again, and has escaped from iiis

vulture, his chain, and his rook
!"

"What mc«t| you„ Qeorge?" demanded the
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Queen, tremblinjf with the anxiety of suspense:

tor she saw that sooiethinj; strauge or terrible liad

happened.
" I meau," responded the Prince, iu a voice in-

dicative of great excitement,— " I mean that Bona-

parte has quilted Elba—has landed iu France—
and has been received with acclamatiou by tlie

people! I meau also," he added, with a siili

stronji^er accentuation, " that Kinj: Louis has fled,

and that Napwieon is again at the Tuileries i"

The consternation of all present at the royal

breakfatt-table may be more easily conceived than

described ; and while every one began delivering

hurried comments upon the starthng announce-

nieuts just made, to the utter oblivion of all the

suhstantials constituting the moruin;,' meal, Pene-

lope seized the opportunity to whisper in the

Prince's ear, " His Majesty's presentiment is ful-

filled :"

" Yes," responded the Kegent, now suddenly

and forcibly struck by the words which were thus

recalled to his mind and which his father had ut-

tered iu his wild raviugs on the preceding night.

" 1 remember—he spoke of Napoleon Bonaparte-r-

and the prophetic spirit which inspired him at the

time has thus received ;i strange justification.

But now, in .spite of all that he uttered besides,

we must have war again—aye, and plenty of it

also!"

CHAPTER CXXX.

THE EBMINE CX.OAK. AND THE OBEEN SILK HOOD.

Wjb broke off the preceding ciiapter in a manner
which many of our readers will doubtle.ss deem
abrupt : but we did so for the express purpose of

avoiding any further comment, at least on that

occasion, relative to the grand political changes
and the frenzied succession of startling incidents

which were about to occur upon the Continent.

We deemed it sufficient to note iu its proper place

the receipt of the intelligence in England of the

entrance of Napoleon into Paris; and \ye now
resume the thread of our narrative.

Lot us suppose a month to have elapsed since

the occurrences last related ; and we must again

I'equest the I'eader to turn his attention to the

little Republic of Geneva. Theie also the news of

Napoleon's return into irauce had been received:

but as that miteor-mau rolled on liis rapid course

without this time touching tl\e Swiss Confedera-
tion or the democratic domain of Geneva, all fear

s"peedily subsided in the latter, leaving only a
sentiment of astonishment and curiosity behind.

Yes— admiration of the courage, the genius,

and the perseverenee of the greatest hero tho
world ever saw; and curiosity to mark the

issue of the new conflict thus provoked by single-

handed France against all the allied powers of
Europe

!

A month then has passed since that conversa-
tion which took place between the Earl of Curzon
and Colonel Malpas at the former's loilgnig, in the
city of Geneva : and now again shall we find them
together, at that same plaae, and in earnest
deliberation. But on this occasion it is about
eight o'clock in the evening : the talile is covered
with wiu8 Rud dessert—the window is open—and

the zephyrs of April are wafted into the room.
And it is because the double casements are thus
unfolded that the Earl and Malpas are conveising
together in luw and almost whispering voices.

" Well, Curzon," said the Colon 1 ; " what, after

all, is to be done ? I know that during our con-
ference this evenmg, 1 have a^ked you that ques-
tion at least a hundred times ; but as you have
given me no positive reply, I must e'en ask it

again."

" The position of affiirs is indeed moat awk-
ward," remarked the E irl. " Here is Lady Sack-
ville writing the most urgent letters to insist that
something shall be done "

'•' And she writes exactly in the same tone to

me," interrupted Malpas. " In fact, in her last

letter, she more than luuts her fears that 1 am
either trilling or else actually playing a treacher-

ous part in the matter."
• She addresses similar reproaches to me," re-

joined the Earl. " Nay, more—she tells me in

plam terms she will not believe me when I write

and tell her that I am neither able to worm any
secrets out of Julia, nor yet persuade her to run
away with me."

" This is exactly the langua;^e which her lady-

ship uses towards me," said Malpas, " with the ad-

dition that she tells me unless I do something de-

cided to crush or break up the conspiracy against

the Princess of Wales, I may abandon the mission.

In which case she warns me not to venime into

her presence again as long as Hive."
"She does not exactly speak in such strong

ian;juage to me," observed the Earl of Curzon.
" But she tells me quite as plainly that if 1 caauot
brinj; matters to a speedy issue, siie will not

trouble me to prosecute the business any farther.

Indeed, she declares that circumstances now ren-

der it absolutely necessary that the conspiracy

should be broken up at once
"

"And yet how is it to be done!" asked Malpas.

"Emma will bestow her favours upon me to my
heart's content: but as for admitiing me to her

contidence with regard to anything that is going on,

she only laughs gaily when I tell her that 1 know
she has secrets and that she should reveal them all

to me. Then, as for asking her to ruu away with

me, she laughs still more heartily than ever— tells

me I am a fool—pulls my whiskers—slaps my face,

and says it will be high time for her to run olt" witn

me should she find that our amour is likely to bear

fruit."

" I cannot say in respect to Julia that I have any
pulling of the whiskers, slappiugs of the face, or

merry peals of laughter," observed the Earl of

Curzon : " but, on the other hand, I have plenty of

sentimentalisms, tears, gentle reproaches, and tender

caresses—partly assumed and partly real. For I

know that the girl loves me on the one hand: but

then she has a certain portion in this curious drama
to enact on the other iiand."

"I thought she faiihfuily promised that at the

end of a month she would lly away with you," ob-

served Mdlpas, " provided you would grant her that

delay ? And now the month is passed "

"Yes—and last night we had a strange scene,"

said the Earl, in a tone of vexation.

"A strange scone!" cjacul.ited Malpas. "Tuis puts

me in mind of a teene which I have also had—with

Emma, ofcourse. It was the night before last : but
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as I did not see you yesterday I could not mention

it before—and our serious discourse of this evening

had hitherto put it out of my head
"

"Then, as your adventure took place first," inter-

rupted Curzon, "you shall have precedence in re-

lating it. Come— fill your glass, and begin your

narrative."

" It is short," responded the Colonel : then having

helped himself to wine, he said, "The night before

last—soon after eleven o'clock—I scaled the garden

wall of the villa, according to previous appointment,

and was immediately received in the arms of my
Emma. If you were out at that time you will of

course remember that the night was dark as pitch

—

not a star nor a gUmpse of the moon being visible,

and the heavens entirely overclouded. In fact, it

was anything but a Swiss night. I do not reoollect

having ever been out in a darker one even in En,:<-

iand in the middle of January: and this is the

beautiful south of Europe, and the middle of April

!

Well, I could not therefore see my charming

Emma: but I felt her warm kisses and heard the

music of her voice; I therefore knew that it was

she. Besides, who else could meet me at the place

of appointment? who else be ready to guide me
through the mazes of the garden, to that convenient

little back-entrance into the villa, up that private

staircase ?"

"All of which I am well acquainted with," said

Curzon, smiling. " But how was it that you had

any misgivings as to the identity of the complaisant

fair one who thus met you, with the fair and wanton

Emma whom you expected ?"

" I had such misgivings," answered the Colonel,

"because as my fair companion hastily guided me
through the garden, I felt that she had on some
satin garment bordered with fur—and it instanta-

neously struck me "

"Ah! and well you might have wondered!"

ejaculated Curzon. " My adventure, I see, was

pretty well the same as yours. But piay continue."
" I was instantly struck by the recollection, I

say," resumed Malpas, "that the Princess of Wales
was accustomed to wear a satin cloak ornamented
with ermine! But this was not all. At the same
time I remembered that her Royal Highness, when
rambling in her garden or in the neijihbourliood of

the villa, of an evening, was accustomed to wear a

dark green hood. Well, to ray increasing amaze-

ment and terror I found that ray companion not

only had on the cloak bordered with ermine, but

likewise a hood : and for the moment I trembled

lest some fearful mistake had taken place. In fact,

I was so terrified—or rather astounded—I could not

speak: and we had reached the back-entrance into

the building ere I could so far recover ray presence

of mind as to stop suddenly short and demand
ill a low voice, 'Are you really Emma Owen?'—
' Yes, yon silly fellsw,' she responded in the un-
mistakable accents of her gaily melodious voice:
' r/i) you in/ie viefor a ghost ?'— I was now reassured as

to the identity of my fair companion—and that was
KufTicient. We ascended the staircase, which, as you
know, is always involved in darkness at night : and
then we entered the passage from which all the prin-

cipal rooms on the second storey open. A lamp, as

you are of course aware, is always burning in that

passage: and as we emerged from the darkness of

the staircase into the light of the passage, I was
struck with a sort of terror on observing that Emma

not only wore a satin cloak bordered with ermine,

but also a green hood so exactly like the cloak and

hood of her Royal Highness that I felt convinced,

if they were not the same, the imitation must have

been purposely intended. At the same instant Emma
drew the liood hastily over her countenance— seized
me by the hand—and said in an impatient whisper,

• Come on, come on!' All in a moment did a sus-

picion of the truth flash to my mind : I understood

it all—or at least fancied I did ;—and I was rendered

speechless with mingled astonishment and anger.

Then, to add to my bewilderment, a door at the

farther end of the passage opened suddenly and a

head was thrust forth. I rather think it was that of

aferaale—but being instantaneously withdrawn again,

and the door closing even more abruptly than it

had opened, I could not form any certain opinion on

that point. Emma at the same instant affected—

for affdctitioii only could it have been—to be sud-

denly seized with a perfect consternation. I sup-

ported her in my arms—and the next moment we
were spfe within her chamber. ' IFe have been

observed,'' I said the moment the door was secured.

—

* Oh ! no, it is nothing' she replied.—' Yes' I urged,

' it is indeed something. I sate a head peep forth ;

and you xoere frightened. Wherefore should you

have been thus frightened if it toere nothing!'—
' Because I am nervous and you are full of terrors,

she answered as she flung oli her splendid cloak

and green hood.

—

' Noio,' said I,' tell me candidly

why you have appropriated the costume ofthe Prin-

cess.'—'It is my own,' she exclaimed: then after a

moment's pause, she said with that bewitching arch-

ness of manner which renders her at times so truly

ravishing, ' Do you not know, my dear Percy, that

we ladies-in-waiting are honoured with the cast-off

dresses of her Royal Highness?' The explanation

instantaneously struck me as being so feasible that

I could not utter another word ; and there the matter

accordingly dropped. To make an end of this long

story, I need only say that what with the blandish-

ments, the caresses, and the delights experienced in

Emma's arm?, I soon forgot all about the satin

cloak and the green hood—at least until the morn-

ing ; and then indeed, on being seated alone at my
breakfast-table, I reconsidered the matter, and very

seriously too. With renewed force did the suspicion

which had first struck me at the time, recur to my
imagination: and I reflected upon the whole affair

in all its bearings and every point of view."

" Well, and that suspicion?" said Curzon inquir-

ingly. " In plain terms, what was the interpreta-

tion you put upon the matter ?"

" That Miss Emma Owen," responded Malpas,
" while gratifying her passion with me as her para-

mour, made the means of her own enjoyment sub-

servient to the more worldly purposes which she has

in view,—or to speak more plainly still, that she

availed herself of the opportunity thus furnished to

take a step calculated to damage the reputation of

the Princess of Wales. By assuming her apparel it

would be made to appear that it was her Royal

Highness herself who thus introduced a paramour

into the villa; and the head thrust forth from the

roon\ at the end of the passage, was that of the per-

son who was to be the witness of her Royal Higii-

iiesa's presumed frailty. Such was my suspicion at

the time—and such, on mature consideration, is my
conviction now."

" The deduction you have made embraces a truth
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which my own adventure positively confirms.

Your's," continued the Earl of Curzon, " took place

the night before last: mine occurred last night

—

and now I will relate it. It was shortly after eleven

when, according to previous appointment, I entered

the grounds of the villa, and was immediately folded

in the loving embrace of the sentimental Julia. The
moon lasl night was clear and beautiful, the aspect

of the heavens being very different from that of the

preceding night, the darkness of which you have so

particularly alluded to. Well, on meeting Julia

last night, I found her tender and sentimental as

ever. She was dressed in a loose wrapper,—having

thrown off the formal splendours of her evening-

toilette. She is really a beauteous creature ; and as

the moonbeams, with all the power of their argentine

lustre sublimated as it were to a still purer and

chaster brilliancy by the reflection of the snow which

crowns the mountain-tops, shone upon the figure of

my Julia, it seemed to me at the time as if I had
seldom gazed upon a creature so sweetly beautiful

and so tenderly captivating ! And though I could

not help thinking that half her sentimentalism was
naught but ailectation, and therefore downright

hypocrisy, I could not help loving her—I could not

help straining her passionately in my arms—so true

it is that a beautiful mistress, even though known to

be an unprincipled wanton and full of duplicity, often

wields a power with her seductive blandishments

which a wife can never exercise. However, I am
not going to sermonise upon this point: I have
already said enough for you to understand that Julia

looked indescribably lovely— that her caresses were
unusually tender—and that I was maudlin loving.

Therefore, although my original intention was not to

accompany her to her own chamber unless she was
prepared to give me her solemn pledge to fly with

me within a day or two, I sufTered her to lead me
towards the back- entrance; and the next moment
the door closed behind us and we were ascending in

the darkness of the private staircase. On reaching

the first landiog, where, as I need scarcely tell you,
there is no light at all, Julia hastily whispered that

I should pause for a moment ;—and then 1 heard
the rustling of silk or satin, as if she were putting on
some garment which lay ready to her hand on the
table of that landing. I had not time to form any
conjecture upon the subject: for the next instant

she took me by the hand and led me on again. In
a few moments we reached the summit of the next
flight, and then emerged into the passage where
»he lamp burns at night. Ah! conceive my astonish-

ment, mingled with shame and rage, when, as the

beams of that lamp suddenly shone upon her, I ob-
served that *he was enveloped in a satin cloak bor-

dered with ermine, and that she wore upon her head a
' dark hood which was drawn forward so as entirely to

conceal her countenance. An ejaculation escaped
my lips: but she seized my arm with convulsive

violence;—and at the same moment a door opened
at the end of the passage—doubtless the same one
whence you had seen the head peep forth on the
preceding night. But on this occasion it was
not merely a head, but an entire form that
came forth from that door: and as well as I

cuuld observe, it was an elderly female—most
probably one of the English menials belonging to
the household. On catching sight of my compa-
nion she instantly retreated, closing the door
hurriedly. At the same instant Julia drncjraJ me

forward into her own chamber ;—and fastening the
door, she immediately flun ; off the cloak and the
hood—precipitating herself into my arms, and en-
deavouring to drown my recollections in the flood
of bliss which her kisses, her toyings, and her dal-
liances poured upon me. But I was not to be thus
appeased. The whole truth of the mauoeavre
which had just taken place, was transparent as
daylight. 1 read it ail—I saw that I had been
suddenly rendered a means of compromising her
Royal Highnesi in the gravest and most serious
manner; and I felt furiously indignant as well as
deeply humiliated to think that Julia should have
succeeded in making me her agent, her tool, and
her instrument for such a purpose. But still I

dared not suffer her to read all that was passing
in my mind : I was careful not to say anything to
make her suspect that I had a secret mission to
ppotect and succour the Princess, instead of help-
ing to ruin her. Therefore, subduing the real
state of my feelings as well as I was able, I said
' Julia, wherefore that disguise which you ere now
assumed?

'

—'Simply to avoid the chance ofdetection'
she at once answered.

—

'But,' said I, 'do not thai

cloak and hood belong to the Princess !

'

—
' No,' she

responded with unblushing effrontery: 'they are

mine. You are aware,' she immediately added, • that

in my capacity I receive a share ofher Royal High-
ness's lefl-offapparel.'

—
' But,' I still urged, ' was il

not sheer madness or else the deepest 7cickedness thus

to assume such a disguise at such an hour
and under such circumstances?' Julia there-

upon burst into tears—admitting that she had
been very thoughtless indeed, but beseeching that I

would think no more of it. I knew of course that

she was now playing the hypocrite, and that her
duplicity was unredeemed by any softer feeling, not-

withstanding the caresses she continued to lavish

upon me. I accordingly reminded her in a severe

tone, that some female issuing from the room at the

end of the passage, had just observed us. ' Oh!' she
exclaimed, ' it was merely Mrs. Hubbard, the Eng.
lish laundress belonging to the household; and she

will not say a word:~l asked her how she was so

confident that Mrs. Hubbard would keep the secret,

reminding her that the impression made upon the

woman must have been that it was llie Princess her-

self, the wife of England's Regent, whom she had
thus observed in the act of introducing a paramour
into the villa. Julia had her answer ready. 'Yes'

she said, ' Iknoio all that; and it is precisely because

Mrs. Hubbard must thiuJi it icas the Prinress that

the secret will be kept.' She then proceeded to tell

me, with an air of the tenderest confidence, and with

many injunctions that I would not repeat her aver-

ments, that her Royal Highness not only carries on
acrimin.il intrigue with her^incipal equerry, Baron
Bergami, but that she admits other paramours into

tiie villa—not a syllable of all which did I believe.
• Mrs. Hubbard; continued Julia, ' is in the Princes.t's

confidence ; and therejore it cannot make jnattert

worse i/slte ju.it 71010 mistook mefor her Royal High-
ness. At all events,' a(U\ed J u\\n,' you surely cannot
be ntigry that I should adopt, for the purpose of
saving my oirn reputation, a precaution which in its

conser/urnces cunnol damage the reputation of the

Prineess more than it is atraady injured in the esH-

motion ofall her ho'wchold; "

" What answer did you make to this precioui iO>

phistry ?*' inquirsd ^lalpas.
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" Wliat could 1 say.'" exclaimed Curzoii. "It

would have seemed singular indeed to Julia for me
to be more tender about the reputation of the Prin-

cess than of her own. Leaving, therefore, that sub-

ject, I reminded her that the month's delay for

which she had stipulated was now passed, and that

she must make up her mind either to fly away with

me or remain at Geneva without me. Then came

plenty of entreaties, remonstrances, excuses, eva-

sions, and tears. But I gave her positively to un-

derstand that I would play this hide-and-seek game

no longer. We had a scene, the details of which I

need scarcely enter into : suffico it to say, that at

daybreak this morning I parted from Julia with

j

nothing understood—nothing agreed upon. In fact,

I see perfectly well that she considers me a mere

j

instrument in her hands—a paramour to gratify lier

sensualities, and a cat's-paw in the carrying out of

i the conspiracy wherein she and her sisters are

engaged."
" Your adventure, Curzon," said Malpas, "proves

i
that the two sisters, Emma and Julia, are acting

;

entirely in concert. Even with regard to ourselves

j

they have no secrets from each other. I mean, it is

j

evident that Emma knows of the amour Julia is

I
carrying on with you, and that Julia is aware of the

intrigue Emma is carrying on with me."

1

" But it is also evident," remarked the Ear), " that

' they do not entertain the slightest suspicion that you
and I ever meet—much less tliat we compare notes

I

of all that is passing. Our real mission at Geneva
1

is therefore unsuspected by them : they look upon

1 have not been idle or iriaciive : ;md las,tly, 1 am
anxious to get back to England as soon as pos-
sible, for fear lest Napoleon, now that he is once
again in France, should so effectually seal up every
means of return, alike by land and sea, that we
stand a chance of being made prisoners of war,
no matter to what p:irt of Europe we may retire."

" All these coiisidei-ations weigh equally with
me," observed CoIoupI Malpas :

" and I am there-

fore ready to adopt any plan you may riugge.st.

What project have you iti view?"
" To cai ry off the sisters Emma and Julia by

main force," answered the Earl of Curzon, iu a
decisive tone.

" Yes— that is indeed the best mode of pro-
cedure !" exclaimed Malpas. " But you and I

cannot accomplish the affair alone and unas-
sisted "

" Of course not," interrupted Curzon. " I have
not merely reflected well upon this matter, but
have even gone so far as t.» make certain pre-

liminary arrangements. I will explain how. One
night—I dare say it must have been five weeks
ago—I was rambling on the banks of the lake,

when suddenly turning the tingle of the old jetty

or pier, I came most unexpectedly upon three meu
who were dragging somstliing out, of tlie water.

It was adead body—the corpse of a sailor who had
been drowned a day or two previously, and for

which these men had been fishing. Ac least, such
was the account they gave me. I remained through
curiosiiv to converse with them and watch thci

us as mere gallants tied to their petticoat strings,
j

Proceedings. But presently I found that I 'was

and dream not that our real aim is to break up the one too many on that spot ; and it struck me, from
conspiracy in which they are engaged." jthe ominous nature of the looks which they threw
" Heaven only knows what they do suspect and upon me in the clear moonlight, and from the curt

what they dont !" exclaimed Malpas. "Such du- i
answers they gave to my questions, that I was

plicity, such artifice, such hypocrisy I never knew interfering with some object they had in view. 1

before. That they have no secrets from each other, |accordinglj bade them *good night,' and sauntered

18 clear from the adoption of the same stratagem 1
away : but concealing myself behind the pier, I

concerning the cloak and hood, and also from the !
watched their movements. One of them went and

utterance of the same ideutical excuse about i^etched a horse and cart from a thicket where the

being entitled to her Royal Highness's cast-off equipage had previously been concealed. They
clothing

" jthen placed the body in the cart, and sped away
"And the same facts prove," interjected Curzon, itoward.-! the city. Urged on by an irresistible

" that they do not dream of you and me meeting
and comparing notes."

" Just so," rejoined ^Malpas. " But it is of no
use wasting precious time in mere comment. Very
certain is it that so far from you and me having
done any thing to break up the conspiracy, we
actually find ourselves inveigled as it were into

it—and instead of counteracting the designs and
proceedings of those young ladies, we have posi-

tively and literally become their dupes. Again,
therefore, do 1 ask you wliat is to be done ?"

" There is only one thing which I can sec," re-

feeling of curiosity, I followed them at a conve-
nient distance, the sounds of their vehicle enabling
me to pursue the direction which they took. To
be brief, I followed the party until they reached a
house in a low neighbourhood. A lamp burning
over the door, indicated that it was a doctor's; and
from the deep shade of the adjacent dwellings I

could see what was going on. The body was
taken into the doctor's house : two of the men
immediately afterwards went away with the cart—
and the third issued forth in a few minutes. I

then understood how my presence on the shore of
sponded Curzon, with the air of a man who sud- |the lake had proved somewhat embarrassing to
denly makes up his mind to the adoption of a those three scoundrels, whoso evident occupation
course on which he has previously been deli- ;was the fishing up of drowned men, not for the
berating. purpose of Christian burial, but for the di^secting-

" .\nd what is that?" inquired Malpas. room."
" Look you," resumed the Earl, without imme- j

"Well," observed Malpas, "I cannot possibly
diately answering the question, "l-'or ray part, 1 seejwhat all this has got to do with our present
am resolved not to remain in the position of the jbusines "

mere hideand-scek gallant of a Court lady, re-

ceiving her favours as a great boon, and incurring
the risk of becoming her dupe again and again.

1 am moreover an.vious to take some decisive step
at once, in order to convince Lady Sackville that

"I have not quite finished my story," replied
Lord Curzon. "A few days ago, when 1 found
the month's delay drawing to a close and saw little

chance of Julia's consenting to fly with mc, the
idea of carrying her off by force first struck mc

;
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and I felt pprsuaded that you would not hesitate

to adopt the si e course with rejjard to Emma.
I accordingly went down tor another moon ight

ramble on the shores of the lake: and iht-re, ac-

cordiuf.f to my expectation, I found the fishers of

men. For a boat had been upset in the morniiifj

by a sudden squall; and three or four persons

were di owned, ' Where the carrion is, the crows

will be found.' says the proverb. So it was in thi-!

case. I accosted the nieti at once—disarmed them

of hostility by putting yfold into their hands—and

then frankly and fearlessly told them that I knew
they were three desperadoes, and that it was quite

probable I should need their services iu some
desperate adventure. To be brief—without ex-

p.aininj; to them what the nature of the service

miirhibe, I retained them with liberal fees for any

nifj^ht and for any enterprise 1 may choose to

name: and you may depend upon it, Malpas, that

we shall find three ablt: coadjutors in Kobolt the

Geneve.se, Hernanl the Italiac, and Walden the

Swiizer."

" Bravo !" exclaimed Malpas. *' The affair is

already ;is <food as settled. Now let us discuss all

the details.''

But we need not follow the Colonel and the

nobleman in the arran^^ement of their piaus : we
shall therefore leave them for the present, while

we direct the attention of the reader elsewhere.

CHAPTER CXXXI.

THE GOSSIPS.

Ix the preceding chapter we have spoken more
than once of a long passage, or corridor, whence

opened the principal sleeping ap.artments in the

villa occupied by her Royal Highness the Princess

of Wales : and we have likewise stated th,it from a
certain room at the end of this passage, some
female had observed the proceedings of Malpas
and Curzon with their paramours. AVe will now
introduce our readers into the apartment thus

alluded to, and likewise to the two persons whom
we shall find there at the time.

The room itself was modestly furnished, in a
manner evidently intended for the occupation of

a menial dependant. It was nevertheless perfectly

comfortable, and admirably clean. It had a window
looking upon the grounds at the back ; and a stair-

case iu one corner led up to a large laundry over-

head.

As Julia had informed Curzon, this room we
have just described w.as in the occupation of Mrs.
Hubbard, the l.mndreSs of the household. She was
aa elderly woman— tall in stature, lank in form,

and precise in dress. The anguhir outlines of her

countenance, the peering sharpness and restless-

ness of her eyes, and the very accents of her voice,

denoted the lover of scandal and the inveterate
gossip as well as the consummate hypocrite. She
had been two or three years in the houseliold of
tlie Princess ; and by currying favour with every
body in a wily insidious manner, had contrived to
make herself tolerably well liked—.although it only
needed a little study of her physiognomy to prove
that she was a woman most dangerous to be trusted
and impossible to be relied on.

Upon the present occasion Mrs. Hubbard was
!

receiving a visit from an English friend who had
j

arrived at Geneva. This was a Mrs. Dakin, oc- I

cupying the position of housekeeper to Sir ClubUy ;

Spokes, an eccentric old baronet, who was very
fond of travelling about, and who in his tours was
attended by a retinue of half-a-dozen servants.
Mrs. Dakiii was likevvise an elderly person—as
much given to gossip and scandal as her friend
^Irs. Hubbard—and devotedly attached to a drop
of ardent spirit, although she never would admit
that she took it otherwise than medicinally.

It was about eleven o'clock iu the morning, on
the day following the conversation recorded in the
preceding cliapter, that the wnrtiiy Mrs. Dakin
thus paid her respects to her amiable and ex-
cellent friend Mrs. Hubbard, After the first

greetings had taken place, Mrs. Hubbard, like the
"old mother" in the mirserjr-legend, went to her
cupboard. It was not, however, to get a bone for

her dog, seeing that she had no dog at all to take
care ol—but it was to bring forth the brandy
bottle for herself and her friend. But ail the whde
she was tiius producing tli.-; "creature comfort,"

she went on talking in an abstracted mannei. upon
the weather, the beauty of the Jake, the snow of

the distant mountains, and other matters equal'y

interesting, while Mrs. Dakin vouchsafeu her

answers and volunteered lier comments with all the

appearance of one totally unconscious of the

temptation whicu was thus being placed in her

way. Then Mrs. Hubbard returned to the cupboard;

and on this occasion it was to procure a couple

of wine glasses, which she placed upon the table ;

and while ^tiIl discjursing upon a variety of indif-

ferent topics she filled up the two glasses with

the jiotent fluid. Mrs. D.ikin was now intent upon
looking out of the window, as if perfectly unsus-

picious, poor soul : of the dreadful conspiracy thus

f^oing on against any habit of teetotalism which

she might be inc.ined to practise—though heaven
can attest that it the rednes-i on the tip of the nose
be taken as any criterion iu the matter, it was very

little teetotalism indeed that entered withm the

sphere of worthy Mrs. Dakin's daily habits.

"Deary me, Mrs. HulibarJ, whatever have you
bin an' done i'" now ejaculated worthy Mrs. Dakin,

holding up her hands and turning up her eyes iu

apparent dismay as she caus:ht sight of the two
glasses filled to the brim. " Wal, 1 never did see

such a dear, inticiu', insiniwatin', coaxia", capti-

watin' crcatur' as you air in all my born days."

"Come, Mrs. Dakiii dear," sai 1 Mrs. Hubbard,
assuming a cone .iiid look of bland entreaty ; " I

atn aweer that your habits is sober-iety itself and
that you never touches nothink short or warm
afore dinner: l)ut on such a occasion as this—ven

two friends as is friends, and ralo friends loo,

meets after a long separation and in a furrin land,

aniung a passel of selvidgcs as one may say, to

whom our blessed mother-tongue is altogether un-

beknown— 1 do tliink. uuder such circumstances,"

added the royal laundress porsuasivly, "you may
take a leetle drop jest to rinse your mouth ''

" Wal, dear," observed Mrs. Dakin ; "jest to

wash the dust out, as you so poethetically expresses

it. And after all," continued the worthy dame, as

she took a long gasp of pleasure when she had
drained the glass,—" after all, there is wuss things

in the world than a drop of that fiery slufif—
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thouprh heavins kaows I never do toucli it eggsept

as ;i mt'cidisii)."

"And I'm sure, my dear," resumed Mrs. Hub-

bard, Willi a gloomy shake of her head, "that it

rekvirea a leetle of this meddisiu to keep up one's

sperrets wliile fur away from hold Hmgland Vfilh

its white cl ftis
"

»
" Oil ! that it do, my dear," said Mrs. Dakin,

thrusting her pocket-handkerchief into the corner

of her eye, so as to appear deeply affected. " I

don't know how it be, but so it is, that I can't

abear to be away from my natif Halbion, although

I were bora on board a ship far away in the Vest

lugies."

"Was you though?" exclaimed Mrs. Hubbard,

as if quite astounded. "Wal, I've kuowed you

now seventeen year, this last fust of Aperil—

I

miad it was a Aperil Avhen we was interdooced,

'cos it was on All Fools' Day. at dear Mrs. Humby's
which kept the Boar and CauUJlower—yoa re-

member "

" In course I remember," cried Mrs. Dakin, her

features brightening up with the pleasant reminis-

cences of earlier days. " Wal, and that was seven-

teen year ago—so it were ! Lor, how time does

fly. What a queer thing time is to be sure ! But
tal me, my dear, how do you like bein' in furrin'

parts
"

" Don't ax me, Mrs. Dakin," cried the laundress

;

"I can't abear it ! I look upon all furriners as a

passel of reskels—and now that the sassy feller

Boningparty has got b:ick into France "

" Ah I deary me," groaned Mrs. Dakin, " the

bare hidear of what will happen to us all is more
than enough to give one the collyrer morbis !" and
she threw a desperate longing glance at the brandy

bottle.

"Heavins!" you don't mean for to go for to say

that you're so narvous and eggsited as all that?"

exclaimed Mis. Hubbard, very prudently replenish-

ing the glasses. "Come—take it quick, ray dear

—

or you '11 go off into a fit of relapse ! But I won't

talk no more about Boningparty and what he may
do to us all, since it perduces such a heflect upon
you," added Mrs. Hubbard soothingly, as Mrs.
Dakin poured the dram down her throat and in-

dulged in another long sigh of pleasure. " Lei's

talk of our siliwations. Tal me, are you comfortable

in your'n ?"

" Pretty wal," responded Mrs. Dakin :
" nothink

wery perticklar to complain on—and then, I rayther

think," she added, with a mysterious look and low
whisper,—"I rayther think Sir Clubley has put my
name in his will

"

'Do you though?" exclaimeJ Mrs. Hubbard.
" 1 coggratelate you, n'y dear—that I do! He seems
such a nice old gentlen-.an

"

" Oil ! not him, he's so peewisli and quarrelsome I"

cried Mrs. Dakin, sharply.

" Wal, I thought he looked like it, my dear," ob-
served the laundress, with a mournful shake of the

head.

" And then he's so mean," e.\claimed Mrs. Dakin,
her virtuous indignat.on gradually rising. "He
keeps (he key of the caddie "

"The willin'l" ejaculated Mr.s. Hubbard, insin-
cere yet savage sympathy wiih her old friend.

"And lie adds up all his bills," continued Mrs
Dakin.

" Wal, 1 never!" laid the lanndreta, in disumy.

" Ami iie counis the wine-botiles."

" Wuss and wuss," groaned Mrs. Hubbard.
"And he actiwally keeps a list of his own linen."

"Arter that, I'm done!" murmured the royal

laundress, who evidently could not find words suf-

ficiently strong to express her indignation at the

conduct of Sir Clubley Spokes, while she regarded
Mrs. Dakin as the most injured woman in the
world.

In fact, so very affecting and so pathetically inte-

resting was the presetit scene, that when Mrs. Hub-
bard again filled the glasses, Mrs. Dakin drank off

her drana without a word of comment, much less a
murmur of remonstrance—so deep was the ab-
straction of her thoughts.

" Wal," said Mrs. Hubbard at length, " I've heerd
of wild beastesses that tears the hinnocent lambs
limb from limb—I've heerd of savage Ingtns which
preys upon human flesh, roast or biled—but I never

heerd of such owdacious cruelty as that which this

Sir Tubley Scokes, or leastways whatever his name
be, is a practysing on you."

" Wal, it is too bad—a deal too .^d," said Mrs.
Dakin, again inflaming her riglft optic wiili the
square foot of cambric which she carried in her
hand. "But how do you get on, my dear ? You
seem to have a nice berth of it

"

"Pritty good, piitty good," ejaculated Mrs.
Hubbard : then, after pursing up her mouth in a
very mysterious manner, she said, " The wages is

good—the pervisions is good—and there isn't

no stint of liquor, eether wine, beer, or brandy.
But "

And the worthy laundress, stopping suddenly
short, shook her head with dark and sinister

meaning.
" Wal, whatever is the matter ? " asked Mrs.

Dakiu. "Do you feel hill, my dear—do you feel

hill?"

" Y-e-8," murmured the laundress faintly, and
sinliJng back in her chair, as if overpowered by the

unutterable nature of her thoughts.
" Heavins ! she'll swoon — she'll swoon !'•

shrieked Mrs. Dakin, awfully excited : and she

filled up the two glasses. " Here, my walooed

friend—the meddisin !

"

" You're too kind !
" groaned the laundress : and

having allowed Mis. Dakin to pour the brandy

down her throat, she thought it expedient to re>

cover.

"Well, what is it now?" asked Mrs. DaUin, in

a tone nf friendly confidence. " Come, tal me
what it is that hails you. Suuimut the matter with

the place -eh ? Wal, I thought so. Is it the tea

and sugar ?
"

" No—I've enow of both."
" Is it the gom' out ou a Sunday ?

"

" No— 1 can go out and couie iu when I likes,

purvided 1 does my work. It isn't that .'"

" Then is it ' nofollerers ' ? " asked Mrs. Dakin.
" Not that, necther, dear," wa4 the mournful

response.

" Then what in heavin's name be it ?" inquired

Sir Clubley Spokess housekecijer, terribly per-

plexeil.

"It's the—morals! ' g.ispeil Mrs. Hubbard,

as if with the last efl'.n t of e.xpiring n.-Jturo: but, |

almost immediately ralying with a groan, she ii

looked her companion very hard iu tho face for
|

U|iwards of three ni.iiutus.
|
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"Tiie morals?" echoed the housi-keeppr : tlien,

drawing her chair close up to that of .Mrs. Hubbard,

ahe said in a huslied tone and witli that earnest-

ness of manner wliich only re;il gossips and scan-

Ualmonyrers can possibly assume, " Whatever do

you mean, dear? Tal ine what you mean ?"

"I mean, my buzzim friend," responded the

laundres-", shaking her head very, very lugu-

briously indeed, "that it is a wery vicked vorld, and

full of all sorts of hintrigues : but no place in all

this vorld so vicked is half so vicked as this here

willa. It is the wussest, dear—the wussest!"

"Gracious goodness me!" murmured Mrs.

Dakin, holdins: up her liands in awful consterna-

tion. " Who'd have thought it ?"

"The goin's on is dreadful!" continued Mrs.

Hubbard.

"Well, I'm not supprised," observed Mrs.

Deakin; "for my old master is the greatest

reskel and willin vith the vimen I ever did come

near. He can't let me alone
!"

"And I'm sure there's a certing personidge

under thisroof as can't let the men alone," proceeded

:Mrs. Hubbard. " Yes, my dear, vun of our own sex,

and more shame for her, which can't keep in her

proper spear, but demeans herself with a passel of

fellers—adwenturera and good for nothinks, I sup-

pose
"

" But who on earth do you allude to, my dear ?"

asked Mrs. Dakin, intensely and thrillingly in-

terested in her friend's discourse.

" I alludes to one which ought to be a eggsample

of morality and wertew, instead of a patten of

veakness and wice. I allude," continued Mrs.

Hubbard, with an air of awful mystery, and in a

tune as hollow and sepulchral as if she were telling

a ghost story,—" I allude to one which ought to sit

upon a pinnikle of eggselence, instead of sinking

down into a gulf of degradation ! I allude, my old

friend—and 1 know your buzzim will throb when I

tal you—I allude to her Ryal Ighness the Princess

of Vales."

" No !" exclaimed the housekeeper, throwing up
her arms, and keeping them up, too, in utter

dismay. '' Yon can't— you don't— you uiver

would "

" I means what I says," rejoined the laundress,

sharply : " you never knowed me tal a lie in all

luy life—and I wouldn't to save myself from death

or the workus. No, not 1! And so 1 repeat,

the goin's-on in this 'ouse is dreadful ! Why, the

Princess is a perfect rake—a reglar demirep. I

never see such things ! It was dca" Airs. Ranger
as fust opened my heyes to what was going on.

A dear good soul is that Mrs. Ranger—and sweet
nice gaU is them she brought into the ryal 'ousc-

hold some foo montlis ago. Heaviu send that

they may egsoape conterminution !"

"Is the Princess so very bad, then ?
" asked Mrs.

Dukin: "I thought she was such a matron-like,

henest-looking, open-countenanced lady "

"She!" almost shrieked Mrs. Hubbard: "she is

a regular out and out bad un as ever was ! Why,
she carries on her hintrigues with a unblushing
boldness. There is Bigamy, the he-query as they
call hiin, goes openly to her chamber I've sin

iiim -yes, I've sin him ! Mrs. Ranger has bin
2nd put me on the watch to look out for him. Then
as for other lovyers—why, the Princess has a dozen !

Tvta ou'y three niijhls ago. Mrs. Ranoer came and

put me on the look out. She suspected suinmut
wrong was a goin' on—and she was right too! So
every now and then, when I thought I heerd a foot-

step, I peeps out—and presently, lo and behold ye I

there was the Princess witli her vermin cloak and
her green hood on, a-bringing in a lovyer along

the passidge to her own room! Oh! it was too

bad
"

" Too bad indeed I" observed Mrs. Dakin, draw-

ing her chair still closer, and feeling so deeply in-

terested in the present topic that even the brandy-

bottle itself was lost sight of. " Wal, what nixt ?"

"What nixt?" echoed Mrs. Hubbard: the:i

suddenly lowering her voice to a mysterious whisper,

she said, ." I'll tal you, my dear, what nixt 1 Why,
the Princess is

"

" No!" ejaculated Mrs. Dakin. in dismay.
" Yes!'' returned Mrs. Hubbard, dogmatically.
" You flabbergast me !

' said the former.

" I'm flabbergasted myself," rejoined the Utter.

" But however did this come beknown to you?"
inquired Mrs. Dakin.

" In the fust place," answered the laundress,
«• I've got heyes—and in the second place I've got

hears."

"But is it so wery appearant?" asked Mrs.

Dakin.
" No, you can't see any out'ard and wisible sign,"

responded Mrs. Hubbard. " But Mrs. Ranger is in

the secret—and she has showed me all the babby-

linnen—and she has told me how everythink is

settled, the doctor engaged, the child a-ready pro-

wided for even afore 'tis born
"

"Lork-a-daisy me !" murmured Mrs. Dakin, with

divers ominous shakes of the head. "And who is

the doctor?"
" One "\ ermicelli, I think the name be," answered

Mrs. Hubbard .
" But ifs all jist as I tell you, my

dear—and though dear good Mrs. Ranger comes in

now and then, quite permiscuous like, to take a

leetle drop of brandy and have a few minniu gossip,

I wouldn't for all the world betray the confidence

she imposes in me "

" Not for the world—oh ! dearey me, no !" ejacu-

lated Mrs, Ddkin. " You may rely on me keepin'

all you've told me as profound a secret as if so be it

was writ in a letter and sinked with a stone to the

bottom of a well. But doesn't the ryal ladies sub-

spect what a condition their missus is in ?"

"Not they, poor dear hinnocent lambkins!"' ex-

claimed Mrs. Hubbard, "There's the three Miss

Owens— quite patterns of wirtew and perpriety—

what can they know ? Then there's the other three

Jadies-in-wailin', a leetle holder than the Owens, but

every bit as moral No—there's on'y Mrs. Ranger

in the secret—and this Doctor Marmajelly, or what-

somever his name raly be."

"Wal, my dear friend," said Mrs. Dakin, "you
have supprised mc with a wengeance. Goings-on

indeed! Who cou(d have fancied it? And yet,

betwixt you and mc and the bed-post, I ahcayg did

take her Ryal 'Ighness for a queer creatur'— and I

ain't a bit supprised at what I've heerd, when I

come to think on it. It's jest as I thought and no
more than I subspecled."

In tliis manner did the two gossips continue to

discourse ; but ere they separated, the glasses

were refilled and drained, in order, as Mis. Hub-
bard very properly expressed herself, to "cool

dowQ their eggsited feelins" afier llie handlin' iit"
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such rousin' topios." Nor did they take leave of

each other without a promise ou the part of the

royal laundress to keep a close watch on everything

that might take place within the walls of the villa,

30 as to glean fresh food for a cozie gossip the

next time Mrs. Dakiu should "chance to drop in

upon her."

CHAPTER CXXXII.

THE DHAMA. OF A NIOHT.—ACT THE FIRST.

It was about ten o'clock at night—and the sky was
covered with dark clouds which were borne swiftly

along upon the wings of a strong wind. Every now
and then the moonbeams shone forth for a few

moments, from amidst those sombre and variable

curtains which nature had stretched over the em-
pyrean arch; but during the intervals when the

63*

planet of the night was veiled behind those clouds,

a total darkness prevailed in Geneva and the sur-

rounding country.

Though in the middle of April, it was a tempes-

tuous night ; and the immense lake was lashed by
the wind into rolling billows, so that the sound of its

murmurings, meanings, and plasliings, might be

heard to a considerable disiance. Altogether it was

such a night that no person would care to be abroad

unless on urgent business or in pursuit of those

evil avocations which were congenial wiili the liom!

and the darkness : and yet a female form was pro*

ceediog rapidly along that narrow road which ran

through the fields at the back of the villa.

('loaely enveloped in her capacious mantle, and
with a thick veil drawn over her countenance, Mrs.

Hanger it waa whom we tiiid thus daring the

inclemency of the night, tiiiick waa her pace

as she proceeded in tlio dlrcciiou of the city,

on gaining the streets of which she at once took
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the nearest way to the abode of Dr. Maravelli.

This individual, in consequence of certain intima-

tious received from Mrs. Hanger, had been holding

himself in readiness for three or four days past to

be summoned at a moment's notice on the secret

and delicate business for which he had been duly

retained. Mrs. Ranger therefore found him at

home and prepared to accompany her forthwith.

j
Before they set out, however, Mrs. Ranger bound

a silk handkerchief over the doctor's eyes : then,

with every appearance of the most solemn earnest-

ness, she said, "I now adjure you, by the oath

you have already taken, not to move this bandage

from your eyes, nor allow it to shift its position

without at once informing me!"
" I repeat the oath I have previously given you,"

said the doctor. " No sentiment of idle curiosity

ever animates me. Besides, apart from this ban-

dage, the blackness of the night is such that if the

clue were once lost to the route we arc abouf/ to

take, it would be impossible to distinguish or re-

cognise any specific locality, even \tere I Bot blind-

folded at all."

Mrs. Ranger made no response; but taking the

doctor's hand, she led him forth from his house.

On emerging thence, she conducted him up one

street and down another, so that he might at least

believe that she was sincere in her expressed desire

that he should remain utterly in the dark as to his

ultimate destination. On the other hand, Dr.

Maravelli, in spite of his repudiation of any undue

curiosity, had all along resolved to ascertain, if

possible, not only the house to which he was to be

taken, but also who his patient might be. That
she was a lady of rank he had naturally concluded,

not only from the apparent puins taken to hush

up the consequences of her frailty, but also from

the liberality with which he was paid for his ser-

vices. Being a thoroughly unprincipled man

—

greedily avaricious on the one hand, apd an in-

veterate gambler on the other— his fingers were

ever itching for the contact of that precious coin

which, by a strange idiosynciasy, he would lavish

again in profusion at the gaming-table. His pro-

fession was eminently lucrative: but his habits

made him ever needy ; and thus, although well paid

to keep his oath inviolate in the present iastauce,

he nevertheless from the very first made up his

mind to penetrate it if possible, so that when the

houour of his fair patient was placed at his mercy

he might avail himself of the secret for future ex-

tortions.

The reader has now obtained a full insight into

the character of Dr. IMaravelli. But it must not

be thought that ISIrs. Ranger htrself was entirely

ignorant on the same head. No such thing, "When

her artfully pursued researches for a doctor first

brought Maravelli's name to her knowledge, she

made the fullest inquiries into his character ; and
thence was it she ascertained, as we have heard

her inform Agatha, that he was just the very per-

son suited for the aims they had iu view. Thus
was Mrs. Ranger well aware that the doctor icould

endeavour to penetrate the present mystery; and
it was entirely in accordance with her own secret

plan that he should do so—that is to say, to a cer-

tain extent. Had she been reulli/ serious in her
expressed desire to prevent liim from ascertaining
whitlier he was now being led, she would not have
contented herself with merely fastening a bandage

over his eyes and binding him by oath not to re-

move it. Slie would have taken some other steps

and have multiplied her precautions, so as to en-

sure the effectual maintenance of the mystery. .

However, to continue the thcead of our narra-
|

tive, we may observe that the ductor, believing

Mrs. Ranger to be positively sincere in all her pre-

cautions, laughed in his sleeve at the idea of being

simply blindfolded and then led up and down two

or three streets, as if a man who had dwelt all his

life in Geneva could not follow by memory alone

the windings and turnings along which he was
j

thus conducted. But even if he felt any doubt

upon this subject, ho had only to raise the bandage
from his eyes verj- stealthily with one hand while

Mr?. Ranger led him by the other ; and in one of

tho.:e intervals when the moon darted forth its

beams from behind a cloud, could he distinguish

the route by which he was being conducted.

Not a word was spoken between Mrs. Ranger
and the doctor while she was guiding him up aad
down three or four streets, as already observed:

but when she had led iiim out of the city and they

were proceeding hand ia hand along the road

through the fields, Maravelli broke the silence by
saying, " And so, madam, the crisis has at length

come?"
" Yes," answered Mr3. Ranger: "my friend, the

lady in whom I am so deeply interested, was siezed

with all the premonitory symptoms of approach-

ing maternity soon after tiine o'clock this evening;

and judging from the experience which I myself

have had in those matters, 1 think I can safely

promise that yon will not be detained long at the

house to which I am about to conduct you, but

that all will be over in a very short time."

A few more observations m a similar strain

passed between Mrs Ranger and the doctor : but

it is not worth while to record them. Vi'e must
however observe that as they were proceeding

along the road, Maravelli raised the bandage, and
by the light of the transient moonbeams dis-

covered the path which they were pursuing. He
immediately suspected that he was being led to

the villa: he knew that her Royal Highness the

Princess of Wales dwelt with her suite at that

place ; and if his patient were indeed an inmate of

those walls, he could well understand wherefore

the utmost pains should be adopted to hush the

matter up.

On reaching the garden-wall which looked upon

the road, Mrs. Ranger immediately opened the

private door by means of a key which aho had with

her ; and conducting the doctor inside the enclo-

sure, she said iu a low but impressive whisper,

"Not a word—not a syllable—every possible pre-

caution is now needful 1"

Maravelli pressed her handsignificantly.as much
as to imply that she iiad no need to apprehend any

thoughtlessness on his part; and while she con-

ducted him through the garden, another glimpse

stealthily obtained from under the banda;je,showed

him it was indeed within the precincts of the villa

that he had been introduced. Delighted at the

adventure, JlaravcUi inwardly resolved that it

should prove a protitable one for him.

Tlie back entrance into the villa was now
reached ; ;uid Mrs. Ranger led the doctor up that

private staircase which has been already more than

once alluded to in preceding chapters. The pas-
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s.tge on the second storey was speedily renched;

and as Mrs. Hanger hurried Maravelli along', a

door at the end was noiselessly openeJ, and a head

w:is thruu f.)rth. This was Mrs. Hubbard, whose

listeninfj ears had caught the sounds of footsteps,

slight and scarcely audible though they were ; but

the instant she thus looked forth to satisfy her

curiosity, Mrs. Kanger made a rapid gesture with

the hand, and the laundress accordingly retreated

into her chamber, closing the door as gently as

possible.

The next moment Mrs. Ranger conducted the

doctor into the apartment occupied by Agatha

Owen.

Here we must interrupt the thread of our nar-

rative for the moment, in order to explain certain

details with which it is necessary to make the

reader acquainted.

It was eleven o'clock—about a quarter of an

hour after Mrs. Ranger and Maravelli had entered

the villa—when a post-chaise, drawn by four horses,

isKued forth from Geneva by that same secluded

road which ran through the fields, and which has

been so frequently mentioned in recent chapters.

On arriring within about a hundred yards of the

villa, the equipage stopped; and three men leapt

forth from the interior. Biddmg the postillions

wait patiently, they proceeded on foot along the road

until they reached the boundary-wall of the gar-

den; and then stopping short, they appeared to

expect some arrival which was to guide their nest

proceedings.

In a few minutes the Earl of Curzon and Colonel

Malpas arrived on horseback; and dismounting

from their animals, they fastened the bridles to the

bough of a tree at a distance of about fifty yards

fiom the villa.

The nobleman and the Colonel were enveloped

in travelling cloaks, and seemed prepared for a
somewhat lengthy journey during the night. With-
out delay—the moment they dismounted from their

steeds—they repaired to the spot where the three

individuals already mentioned were waiting; and
we may at once observe that these persons were
none others than the fishers of men—Kobolt, Her-
nani, and Walden.

" You are punctual," said the Earl, immediately

addressing them in a low tone and speaking in the

French language. " This looks business-like."

" You will find the wholo matter conducted as

nicely, as noiselessly, and as expeditiously as you
could wish," responded Kobolt. " Show us where
it is likely the fair ones will be la a few minutes—
and leave the rest to us."

"llete," said the Earl of Curzon, indicating a
particular part of the wall against which stood the

stump of a tree, as was revealed to the eyes of the

tferee men by the moonbeams which shot forth at

the instant : " this i i where you wt)uld do well to

scale the barrier and enter the inclosure. The
lady will be walking in one of the avenues close

by : but the moment she hears the sounds of fo )t-

steps she will hasten towards you. Then seize

upon her—gag her—reck not for her struggles or

resistance
"

"Aye, aye," said Kobolt: "we understand all

tbat. Leave us to manap'e the carryingoif purl

of the business. Now, sir," he added, turning
towards Colonel Malpas, " which part of the

grounds are we to enter for your lady ?"'

" We must proceed a little farther on," an-
swered Malpas: then having led the way to a
point below the garden door, he said, " Here

—

this is the place—and I have only to repeat the

same instructions which my comrade has already

given you: namely, that the moment the lady

accosts you, which she will do, you must pounce
upon her, and seal her lips with your hand "

" But no unnecessary violence with either,"

interjected the Earl of Curzon. " No damage to

the sweet lips and the beautiful teeth
"

" Trust us—we will be as gentle as lambs in

carrying off the fair ones," interrupted Kobolt.
" No farther instructions are necessary. We know
what to do. You can mount your horses, and
away with you ou the road to Lausanne. In less

than a quarter of au hour we shall be on the same
track, with the ladies in the carriage that is to

say, provided they keep the appointments, as you,

gentlemen, have stated.''

" There is no fear of it," remarked the Earl of

Curzon. " At all events, I can safely answer for

one."
" And I for the other," rejoined Malpas.

The nobleman and the Colonel now left the

three desperadoes to execute the work entrusted

to them; and returning to the spot where they

h;id left their horses, they remounted the animals,

and galloping away, took the broad open road
leading uloni? the shore of the crescent-shaped

lake towards Lausanne.

CHAPTER CXXXIil.

THE DRAMA OP A NIGHT.—ACT THE SECOND.

We must now peep into the bed-chamber belong-

ing to Miss Emma Owen -, aad there, at about the

same time tlie preceding incidents were taking

place, we shall find that young lady and her sister

Julia in close and earnest conference together.

They were seated together upon a sofa; and
the wax candles, which stood upon the elegant

toilette -table, shed their light upon the animated

countenances of the two sisters and were reflected
|

in their sparkling eyes. Having laid aside the
i

handsome dresses which constituted the evening
[

costume fitted for the dining-table and drawing-

room of their royal mistress, they had put on loose
j

wrappers, the negligence of which and the soft
''

abandonment of the whole form which they seemed i

to indicate, invested these lovely but dissolute
j

girls with an air of voluptuous langour. Never-

theless their features, as we have just observed, '

were animated with the glow of excitement and
i

with a certain agitation of the feelings.
|

" This is truly provoking, Emma," said the sen« I

timcntal Julia. " What is to bo done ?"

" My dear girl, I have already told you," re-

turned her sister, with a laugh, " that we must
de;)rive ourselves of the company of our lovers for

this night. When wo made each our respective

appointments, wo did not foresee that Agatha
would so soon But, no matter— you know,

.Tulii, what we have to do—and Mrs. Uangcr may
come every moment to fetch us. Therefore we
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must be here in readiness to attend her suminous
without a single instant's delay."

I

" 1 am aware of all that," said Julia, poutiD?.

;

" But surely I can be spared just for one moment,
to meet Cuvzon and make some excuse for not
introducing him into my own chamber to-night ?"

"And why should I not feel an equal anxiety to

do the same towards Malpas?" asked Emma : then,

without waiting for a reply, she said somewhat im-

patiently, " No, ray dear Julia—we must do no-

thing that can possibly injure the even tenour and
the safe progress of matters elsewhere. It is suf-

ficient that Mrs. Ranger has this moment intro-

duced the doctor into the house, without our

running out and in to chat with our lovers. Only
fancy what troubles might ensue if any disturb-

ance were created or any exposure took place,

through thoughtlessness or carelessness on our

part."
" But I do not mean—I do not propose for an

instant," exclaimed Julia, " that we should bring in

Curzon or Malpas to-night. What I meant was,

that as we have each given our lovers an appoint-

ment, and as they will be sure to keep it, it will bo

better that we should just hasten to them, if only

for a moment, so as to prevent them from lounging

about in the gardens, not only at the risk of being

discovered, but also at that of encountering each
other.''

" 1 again protest against such a proceeding on
our parts," said Emma. " Agatha is now in the

pains of labour—and Mrs. Kanger has just steal-

thily introduced the doctor to her apartment.

Presently there will be more goings-out. Why
should we increase the number of these movements
backward and forward, and thus run a risk of

creating an alarm? Suppose that such alarm be

created—the Princess herself might come forth

from her own chamber to ascertain what was the

matter—and then Mrs. Hubbard would see at once

that it is not her Royal Highness who is this night

becoming a mother and tor whom the doctor has

been so secretly smuggled into the viila. Nay,
more—it might be discovered that Agatha was
thus giving birth to a child

"

"Yes, yes," said Julia, nervously; "I perceive

fall well that too much precaution on our part

cannot be exercised."

" Now you arc speaking reasonably," exclaimed

Emma. *' Besides, have you not told Curzon thaD

whenever you fail to be punctual at the place of

meeting, he is to conclude that something has

transpired to prevent you from keeping the ap-

pointment ?"

"Oh! yes—I have invariably given him that

warning," replied Julia. " Indeed, I have always

begged and implored that he would not remain five

minutes beyond the appointed hour."
•' And I have spoken in the same terras to Mal-

pas," remarked Emma. " There is consequently
nothing to fear. When they find that we do not
join them, they will take tiieir departure each by
his own special route, instead of lingering in the
grounds."

" The worst of it is," said Julia, still in a tone of
deep regret, " that I told Curzon so positively I

would meet him tonight, no matter what weather
it might be "

" And I gave an equally serious promise to the
Colonel," interrupted Emma. "But they both

know full well, or at least must suppose, that we
are not altogether our own mistresses, but to a
considerable extent are dependent on the will, if

not the caprice, of her Royal Highness. And after

all, I have no doubt that Curzon on the one hand,
and Malpas on the other, only wish to renew their

mingled persuasions, entreaties, and threaU, to

induce us to run away with them. As if I," ex-

claimed Emma, laughing merrily, and thus uncon-
sciously displaying to full advantage the two rows
of brilliant teeth which adorned her mouth,—" as

if I would ever compromise myself so far as to elope
with a married man—a Colonel who has sold bis

commission—a mere fashionable dangler, without
a shilling in his pocket! No, no—JIalpas is good-
looking, and is therefore all very well as a lover in

secret And you, Julia," added Emma, suddenly
interrupting herself to fix her attention upon her
sister ;

" you surely would not be foolish enough to

run away with Curzon—an insolvent nobleman
steeped to the very lips in debt, and who would
abandon yon the moment he was sated with yoar
beauties or felt you to be a burthen on bis

finances ?'

"Do you— do you reallythink,"asked Julia, with

tremulous voice and hesitating manner, "that
Curzon is so selfish—so unprincipled ?"

" Of course—all men are !" rejoined Emma, de-
cisively, as if there could be no doubt rehtive to

the truth of her averment. '• Curzon and Malpas
have most probably left England to avoid their

debts and duns: or else why should they have
been travelling in a humble manner "

You forgCi, Emma," interrupted her sister,

" that we are not aware in what manner our lovers

were travelling before they fell in with us at Milan.

In fact, it was thence that Curzon followed me in

so secret and stealthy a manner : and the same
msy be said of the proceedings of Malpas towards
yourself."

" Well," exclaimed Emma, " there is no donbt
that they have hitherto been infatuated with regard

to us : and if they were single men, with good for-

tunes, we might inveigle them into the matri-

monial noose. As it is, thmgs are quite diflperent

;

they are both married, and both notoriously ham-
pered in their finances. Very certain is it, then,

that I do not intend to ruin myself for ever by an
elopement with Malpas—and I sincerely hope that

you are equally well resolvedwith regard to (Cur-

zon ? You do not answer me, Julia "

" I confess that I am not altogether indift'erent

to the Earl's handsome person and agreeable man-
ners," remarked Julia: then, with a sudden as-

sumption of firmness and decision, she said, "But
I agree with you, sister—it would be the height of

folly to elope with a married man who does not

possess a fortune as an indemnification for the

other drawbacks of l;is position. Very clear, how-
ever, is it that I shall now soon lose Curzon alto-

gether," added Julia, with a profound sigh.

"And are there no other lovers in the world to be

obtained ?" demanded Emma, impatiently, " Julia,

my dear girl, without flattery let me assure you that

you are handsomer than ever—and you need not

fear that you will long remain without such sweet

solace as you require, even though Curzon should

abandon you to-morrow. For my part, I mean to

tell Malpas plainly enough that if he annoys me
with any farther entreaties to elope with him, he had
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better depart altogether : for though I like him very

well as a lover, I am not prepared to submit to him

as a dictator."

" Whut can Curzon mean," asked Julia, " by con-

stantly hmting that I ought to give him my fullest

confidence—that I should keep no secrets from him

— that I should unbosom myself altogether
"

*'Oh! Malpas talks to me in precisely the same

strain," interrupted Emma, petulantly ;
" as I have

told you over and over again. But this is the way

with all men who seek to persuade a ivoman into a

particular course. Here, Curzon on the one hand

and Malpas on the other are seeking to worm *heva-

selves altogether into our confidence: they know
that ladies in our position are acquainted with many
li*.tie secrets connected with the royai personages,

and so on—and they think that by breaking down

every barrier of reserve, they establish a greater

familiarity—a deeper intimaciy—and thus render

themselves indispensably necessary to us."

"But all this must arise," said Julia, "from

—

from "

" Love, you would say V exclaimed Emma. " No
—it is a temporary infatuation on their part. With-

out vanity, we may declare ourselves to be two very

tine girls: we have everything in oiir favour; and it

is no wonder that Curzon and Malpss, shyer volup-

tuaries in tiieir hearts, should be for a season cap-

tivated by our beauty and enchamed by our fasci-

nations. Besides, the whole adventure has for tlitin

a mystery which increases its charm to an ineflable

degree. But once let Malpas have me altogether to

liiniself—dwelling with him .is his mistress—con-

stantly with him from morning to night—or let tiie

same take place with you and Curzon—and the

result will speedily show how fickle and inooiist£at

Man can soon beco.iie wearied of the most beautiful

woman."
" There is a great deal of Iruti. in what you say,"

remarked Julia, evidently much struck by her sister's

observations. "Therefore, solemnly and emphati-

cally do I assure you, that happen what may, I will

not suffer myself to be persuaded to elope with Lord
Curzon. And now '.ell me, Emma—has it never

struck you as singular that tiie Earl and the Colonel

should not have once met ?—for if they had, the

one would have told me and the other would have
told you "

" As a matter of course they would avoid such an
encounter, even if they were u> behold each other

from a distance," interrupted Emma : " for as they

are each living under a Jalse name—humbly, ob-

I

scurely, and even mysteriously—they would of
course avoid a meeting whicli would either render
explanations necessary, or ehe by the refusal of tlieni

leave a singular impression upon each other's mind.
No—I do not for a moment suppose that they huvi-

met: for even when coming to the villa at n/ght
to keep their appointments lespectively with you and
me, they have to take separate paths in order to

reach the distinct po'.nts where we thus encounter
them

: and if one heard the footsteps of the other,

he would of course try to get out of his way. Thus
when two men, though in reality well acquainted
witii each other— as we know that the Earl and tlie

Colonel were in London—have each a distinct, sepa-
rate, and special reason for preserving an liumjinto

at some place afar from home, I believe that they
may succeed in doing so for months—and even
years—to such an extent, that the one shall

not even have an idea of the rescnce of the other
in the same city."

"I can assure you, Emma," said Julia, "that
my lover is most heartily tired of preserving this

incognito.'"

"And mine also," responded Emma. "But as

I have bf'foie told you, there are other good-li;yking

and amorously-disposed young men in the world;

and amongst the foreign noblemen and gentlemen
who visit at the villa, I have seen more than one
who would compensate me for the loss of Malpas.
Let our two present lovers go, then—and the sooner

the better, if their infatuation becomes a positive

persecution towards ourselves. They have answered

our purpose in a double sense : they have suited us
as gallants in a pretty little intrigue—and they have
aided us in fulfilling tl;e behest of our friends in

England. We have made them our dupes, our

agents, and our instruments in the ramifications of

conspiracy, as well as our paramours in the trans-

ports of love. From the very first moment that

Malpas began to demonstrate peculiar and uumis-
takeable attentions to me at Milan, did I perceive

how it would be possible to render him useful in the

grand resigns which we were appointed to carry

out. You also, on your side, Julia, foresaw the

same resiilt with regard to Curzon ; and within the

last few days our fore-knowledge m those respects

has been amply justified. Truly ^Irs. Hanger is a

very, very clever woman—for to her is due all the

credit of the idea involving the Princess's ermine
cloak and green silk hood "

"Yes—and to her also," adled Julia, "may be
attributed the idea of putting Mrs. Hubbard on the

watch."

'"Twas excellent," exclaimed Emma, laughing
merrily. " But what shall we say of that other idea

for which we are indebted to the splendid inven-

tion of Mrs. Ranger ?" she asked significantly.

"What? your dressing up in male apparel, with

a pair of false whiskers and moustachios?" said

Julia, laughing in her turn.

"Now did I not, wheu thus diessed up, per-

sonate Bergami to perfection l*" exclauued Emma,
as if the tremendous phase to which she was now
alluding, in the hideous conspiracy whereof she

and her sisters were the instruments, could be
made an object; of triumph and self- felicitation.

" Worthy Mrs. Ranger has indeed managed un-

commonly well: for whenever I was pei forming

the part of Bergami, and when appeiring to steal

so cautiously along the passage, ?.Irs. Ranger
always compelled the observant Mrs. Hubbard to

retreat from her prying position at her chamber
door the moment that I reached the entrance

into the Princess's apartment. All ! little

thought the scandal-loTing laundress that the

Beigami she thus saw was but a false one after ail-
merely Miss Emini Owen dressed up to resemble the

hnndsoine equerry—and tliat so far from ever pene-

trating intij her Royal Highncss's apartment in

such a guise and at such an hour of the night, I

stole hastily back to my own the instant 1 knew
the said Mrs. Hubbard was no longer peeping forth

at the end of the passage."
" Ihcro can be no doubt," said Julia, "that we

arc doing our best to fulfil the instructions of

those who placed us about the person of her

Royal Highness."

"Especially within the last few days," said
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Emma, " have we mapajjed to heap t.ofrether an

immense amount of circumstantial evi<lf;nc» t'Mi'l-

ing to criminate the Princess : and no'^, the pro-

' ceedings of this nig^ht will tend to crown them

j

all."

j
"Yes," added Julia; "for good Mrs. Ranger

I

has done her best to confirm Mrs. Hubbard in the

! belief that 'tis the Princess herself who i3 about to

j
become a mother—and thus is the web rapidly

1 closing in around the u'lcouscious, and I must say

}
undeserving and much-to-be- pitied wife of the

Prince Regent."

I

"Ah ! if we were all well-off, rich, and indepeii-

dent—you, I, and Agatha," observed Emma, " we
might then afford to show pity and forbearance

towards one of our own sex : but we dare not

—no, we dare not, Julia ! We must continue to

steel our hearts a'^aiust her—even as we have al-

ready hardened thorn. Methought that her Royal

Highness was never so amiable—never so kiud

—

never so truly affable and winning, as when this

morning, surrounded by her ladies, she chatted so

familiarly with us all. Then for a moment did my
heart quiver, and strange feelings passed over me,

as a sense of the treacherous part which I was

euactmg, struck keenly and acutely upon my soul.

But I stifled the sensation—trampled it as it were

under foot
"

" Say no more, sister !" cried Julia, with evident

trepidation : " that is a feeling which I myself have

also experienced more than once—aye, many,
many times—and J. cannot bear to think of it

!

But I wonder whether Curzon and Malpas are still

waiting there—or whether they are gone !" she

suddenly observed in order to change the con-

versation. " 'Tis past eleven o'clock," she added,

glancing at the time-piece which stood upon the

mantel.

"Yes—more than a quarter past," observed

Emma: "and as our appointments were respectively

fixed for eleven punctually, it is not likely that

our lovei'3 are waiting still. I wonder how long it

will be before we are summoned to Agatha's

room "

"And I wonder how Agatha herself, poor giri!

is getting on," added Julia, a sudden shade ap-

pearing upon her countenance. "What if any-

thing fatal were to happen to her?" she inquired,

with a chill shudder passing visibly over her

form,.

"Heavens!" ejaculated Emma, catching the in-

fection of that cold tremor : " do not meet mis-

fortunes half way— do not anticipate an evil that

would necessitate th« fullest and completest expo-

sure!"

At this moment a low but hasty knock at the

door of the apartment cut short the conversation

between the young ladies ; and issuing gently fortli,

they at once proceeded to Agatha's chamber which

was precisely opposite. A small lamp was there

burning, dimly and feebly, in the fireplace : but the

heavy draperies were carefnlly drawn over the case-

ment-M, so as to prevent even that faint glimmer
from being observed without—it being a part of

the various precautions adopted that there should

be no ground, whatever might transpire thereafter,

for any one to be able to aflinn that there was a
light soon in Agatha's chamber on this occasion.

The curtains were also drawn closely around the

bed ia which Agatha lay; and she herself had her

head completely enveloped in n thick black veil.

Btit so feeble was the light that this precaution was
scarcely necessary : for the rjom was already dark
enough—and within the deeper obscurity of the
couch, sun-oundel as it was by draperies, it would
have been impossible for Maravelli, had he chosen
to raise his bandage, to distinguish the features of
Ilia patient with a view to future recognition. So
dull indeed was that light, that no mere transient
glance furtively thrown arouad the room would
enable the doctor to observe its appearance in such
a way as to know it again ;—and we may here ob-

serve that when Mrs. Ranger quitted the chamber
and crossed the passage for a moment to knock at

Emma's door opposite, she took the lamp with her.

For be it understood that the object was to let

Dr. Maravelli go forth from the villa that night
with the impression that it was the Princess of
Wales whom he had delivered of a child : hence
the real absence of efficient precaution on the part
of Mrs. Ranger when conducting him from Geneva
to tiie villa. In plain terras, she wished him to

know that it was the villa which he thus entered

:

but it must be obvious to the reader that she did
not want him to know which room it was in the

villa where his patient was confined.

With these explanatory observations we resume
the thread of our history.

The moment Emma and Julia entered the cham-
ber they beheld the doctor, with the black bandage
over his eyes, seated by the side of the conch,

holding Agatha's arm in such a way that he could

feel her pulse. Mrs. Ranger, on speeding back
into the chamber after knocking at Emma's door,

had again deposited the lamp in the depth of the

spacious hearth : then, turning towards the two

girls as they entered immediately after, she pointed

significantly to an object upon a chair. Emma
and Julia instantaneously comprehended the truth,

from the expression of her countetiance : for she

had laid aside her cloak, bonnet, and veil, for the

present Then, a few words conveyed in a hasty

whisper, ratified the idea which the girls iiad con-

ceived. To be brief, Agatha had been delivered

of a still-born child ; and the tiny corpse was em-

veloped in a flannel ready to be taken away. la-

deed, the doctor was at this moment satisfying

himself, by feeling his patient's pulse and pulling

to her a few brief questions, that she was in a

condition that would justify him in leaving her.

Emma and Julia were slightly shocked when the

well wrapped-up corpse of their sister's chilJ was

thus pointed out to them : but the next moment

they b;)th experienced a feeling of satisfaction that

the babe was dead ;—and in answer to the rapid

question which ihey whisperingly put to Mx's.

Ranger relative to Agatiia's condition, they were

still more rejoiced oa learning tliat she was pro-

gressing favourably.

Now, then, came the moment for these young

ladies to play the part already arranged for them,

and which was a contrivance admirably adapted to

display the diabolical ingenuity of Mrs. Ranger,

—

a contrivance invested with an air so natural and

30 perfectly genuine, that it was indeed but too

well calculated to make the desired impression

upon Dr. Maravelli's mind—namely, that it was the

royal mistress of that villa who was his patient

now

!

The moment those few whispered words already
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alluded to had been exchanged between the sisters

and Mrs. Ran(,'er, the two young ladies ailvaneod

quickly towards the couch;—and as if labouring

tinder the excitement of the sincerest fecliugs of

devotion and love, tliey threw themselves upon

their knees— seizing Agatha'j hand and pressing- it

by turns to their lips : then, as if hurried away by

excess of emotion, Ecnnia murmured, " O dearest,

dearest Princess
!"

' Beloved Princess 1" added Julia, also in accents

that seemed characteristic of the most genuine

excitement.

At the same instant Mrs. Ranger darted for-

ward, as if perfectly horrified at the expressions

which had just fallen from the young ladies' lips,

and with a quick " Hush! hush!" which seemed

to denote a terrible perturbation on her part.

Nothing of all this was lost upon the doctor.

Without understanding Eiiglisli, the word Princess,

aa just pronounced by the youug ladies' lips, was

quite intelligible to him,—the French word being

very nearly the same : and then the sudden flarry

into which Mrs. Ranger seemed to be thrown, and

hef apparent eagerness to prevent any farther

ebullitioa of the feelings on their part, naturally

oonfirmed Maravelli's belief that the patient whom
he had been brought hither under such mysterious

ciccumstances to attend upon, could be none otter

than the Princess oi Wales

!

CHAPTER CXXXIV.

THE DRAMA OF A NIGHT.—ACT THE THIRD.

Thus fayall the plans, plots, and machinations of

Mrs. Ranger and the Misses Owen, relative to the

proceeding of this memorable night, were crowned

with success. But now the curtain was about to

rise upon a new phase in the intricately.woven and
strangely-ramified performance.

Emma and Julia had been brought into their

sister's room on the present occasion for two rea-

stms. The first was to enact the little scene with

the description of which we closed the preceding

chapter: the second was to keep watch upon Mara-
velii fur the few moments during which Mrs.

Ranger was now compelled to absent herself from
the apartment.

H.TiJtily threading the passage, the wily woman
repaired to the chamber occupied by Mrs. Hub-
bard, who had not retired to rest. Indeed, the

light burning upon the tabic ahoi?ed the liveliest

curiosity, mingled v^ith an air of mucli mystery and
importance, on the features of the laundress ; and
the momcut Mr.". Ranger entered the room, siie

rushed forward, exclaiming quickly, " Wal, mem,
L* it all over?"

"Yts, all—and well over too," answered Mrs.
Ranger sigiiiticantly. " The child is dead !"

" Dead!" ejaculated Mrs. Hubbard, holding up
her arnn with an affectation of dismay : " the

poor leetle liinnocent lambkin of a babby!"
•' There is nothing to regret," said Mrs. Ranger,

speaking quickly. "It is much better it should
Le so."

" Wal, so it be, mem," observed Mrs. Hubbard
;

" and I always thought what a blcssin' it would be
if ashovv the.egspected little uu siiould hop the
twig, as they say of the dear little birds But,"

she cried, suldenly interrupting herself; for she
saw that her visitant wai looking somewhat im-
patient: " if an bo there is anythink I can do "

" Well, my dear good woman, said Mrs. Ranger

:

" this is precisely the reason that has brought mo
hither. For as I have considered you deservia^f

of my confidence—and regarding you as a dis-

creet, well-behaved, and prudent woman, I have
not hesitated to trust you hitherco, and am going

to trust you still farther now There ! pray
don't interrupt me—but listen. The child is dead
and must be taken heuce at once. The doctor is

ready to depart
"

" Marmajeliy, mem?" said Mrs. Hubbard, in

inquiring allusion to the doctor's name.
" Yei — Maravelli," answered Mrs. Ranger,

quickly. " He is ready to depart, and I must
conduct him back to the city—because, as you
beheld him when you peeped forth from your room
ere now, he is blindfolded. He will take charge of
the corpse—he will dispose of it. But while de-
scending the stairs and threading the garden, there

may be some risk of being observed; and if a
strange man were thus seen within the precincts

of the villa, an alarm would be raised—he would
be arrested—and then if the corpse were disco-

vered You undsrstaud me—you can guess the

service I require at your hands ? That staircase,"

she added hastily, pointing to the one in the

corner of the room, •'leads up into the laundry—
and from the laundry there is another means of

communication down into the garden—is it not so '.*

Good—will you, then, take charge of the dead
child—steal forth—make the circuit of the grouuds
—and meet me and the doctor at the door open-
ing in the garden-wall on the road through the

fields?"

Mrs. Hubbard—who felt herself suddenly elevated

to a very high pedestal of importance by being thu-s

admitted into what she supposed to be a stupendous

secret regarding the honour of the Princess of

Wales,—at once consented to render the service re-

quired at her hands. Tliereupon Mrs. Ranger left

her for a few moments, and as she went down the

passage extinguished the light burning there—so us

to prevent Mrs. Hubbard from noticing which room
it was slie entered, in case the worthy woman should

think fit to peep throu;h the key-hole.

On re-entering Agatha's chamber again, Mrs.
Ranger—who was assuredly as indefatigable as she

was astute for all purposes of evil—made a hasty

sign indicative that all was right ; and this was
promptly understood by Emma and Julia, who were
now standing by the side of the beil, closely watch-
ing Maravelli, Taking up the corpse of the child,

Mrs. Ranger hurried back to the apartment of the

laundress, to whom she immediately consigned the

light but somewhat repulsive burden. Then having
seen Mrs. Hubbard, who had previously huddled
on a cloak and bonnet, disappear with the object

entrusted to her up the staircase to the laundry,

Mrs. Ranger sped back to Agatha's ciiamber.

Here she once more resumed her own cloak, bonnet,

und thick veil : then taking Maravelli's hand, she

led him forth with the same appearance of profound

and mysterious precaution which sho had ob-

served when introducing him thither three quarters

of an hour previously.

Conducting him down the secret staircase—out of

the villa—into the garden, siie put in h'S hands
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a purse which gave forth that golden chink so

pleasing to his ears ; and at the same time she said

to him in a low whisper, " You have not been de-

tained long."

" No," responded the doctor, in an equally sub-

dued tone: "I should not mind having a similar

adventure every night of my life."

They now continued to advance in silence. The
gardens were threaded—and the back-gate was

reached. Mrs. Hubbard was not there: Mrs.

Ranger and the doctor accordingly waited five

minutes.
" Wherefore did we not bring the corpse with

us?" he asked. "It would have been much
better."

"I was fearful that if you should happen to be

observed and an alarm should be created,'' re-

sponded Mis. Ranger, *'the most serious peril

might ensue. But 1 have entrusted the child to a

woman in whem I can rely. She will be here in a

moment—she cannot possibly be long. Kark ! I

hear footsteps. Perhaps she cannot find her way

through the darkness of the night. Stay you here

— I will go and meet lier,"

Tims speaking, Mrs. Ranger relinquished the

doctor's hand, and proceeded some twenty yards

iu the direction where shb had heard footsteps

moving. But just at tho instant that a ray of

moonshine gleamed fi ora behind a c'.oud, shadow-

ing forth her foim cloaked and veiled as it was,

'111! was startled by an abrupt spring as if a wild

bo:i-;t were bouiulin^ through the trees : and so

suddenly wau she seized upon by the strong arms

of a man, tliat a dread csnsternation paraylzed

her very tongue, thus preventiu;: her from giving

utterance to the faintest cry. The next instant

?lie was gagged by a piece of liuen, or handker-

chief, being thrust into her mouth. Tlieu, quick

as thought, the ruffian who had thus made her

captivti, lifted her in his strong arms, and bore her

as if she were a mere child to a garden-saat that

stood against the wall. On this he jumped with

marvellous agility ; and over the wall he at once

tossed her as unceremoniously as if she were a

bundle of rags. The shriek that sprang up in her

throat, was stiHed by the gag thrust into her

mouth: but instead of falling to the ground, she

was caught in the arms of another individual, who
at once scad along the road with his living bur-

then to where a post-chaise was waiting at a little

distance, and the outlines of which appeared to her

view just as the moonbeams wei-e vanishing again.

The next moment, and Mrs. Ranger was flung

into the vehicle as coolly and comfortably as she

had been ere now tossed over the wall : and on
being thus tumbled headlong inside the chaise, she

pitched against another female, who gave vent to

a sudden ejaculation in the pain caused by the

concussion.

'lleavenst 'tis you, Mrs. Hubbard?" said Mrs.
Ranger, relieving herself from the gag the mo-
ment her hands were free again, for she instanta-

neously recognised the voico of the laundress:

then in quick, breathless, and scarcely audible
accents, she said, «• But the child ?"

"Dropped iu the garden," responded Mrs. Hub-
bard, "when a coarse wulgar furriner seized on me
in the selvidgest manner possible and sent me fly-

ing over the wall jest for all the world like a bat-
tling, dore and shuttling-cock."

"Ah! 'twas the same with me," answered
M:'8. Ranger. " But the child—what will happen
now ?"

" Gracious goodness on'y knows. Heavins,
mem, what trouble you have brought me into !"

—

and Mrs. Hubbard fell to moaning and sobbing as
if her heart would break.

The preceding colloquy only occupied a few
moments : and even if it had not been cut short
by Mrs. Hubbard's whimpering, it would have
been at the very same moment by the entrance of
one of the men into the vehicle. The door was
then banged—his two companions leapt upon the
box—the postilions cracked their whips—and
away sped the epuipage in the direction of the
high road leading to Lausanne.

Meanwhile, Dr. Maravelli—hearing the tread of
several footsteps, the sounds of voices, and then
the galloping off of a post-chaise along the road
skirting the back of the villa—was seized with
nervous misgivings; and finding that his veiled

guide returned not, but that all was still around,
he felt convinced that something most unex-
pected and mysterious had occurred; and not
knowing to what dangers lie himself might be ex-
posed, ho hastened to scale the wall and beat a
precipitate retreat back to his own house at Ge-
neva.

CH.\PTER CXXXV.

THE DRAMA OF A NIGHT.—ACT THE iOtHTH.

It was about half-past two o'clock in the naorning,

when the Earl of Curzon and Colonel MalMjj pushed
their jaded steeds up the acclivitous steep oniie main
thoroughfare of Lausanne.

The night—or rather the morning—was pitch

dark: for the moon had totally disappeared, and
the sky was curtained with masses of sable drapery,

as if nature had hung the empyrean arch with a

funeral-pall. Nor did the dimly burning oil-lamps

of Lausanne do much more than render that dark-

ness visible. Nevertheless, without setting forth the

salient features of the place, they served to guide

our travellers to the hotel at which it had previously

been arranged that they were to take up their

quarters.

The porter of the establishment at once gave them
admission : and as alacrity always prevails in a con-

tinental hotel when Englishmen make their appear-

ance—their repute being that of wealthy and liberal-

paying travellers—the Earl and the Colonel had no

difficulty in obtaining all requiste comforts even at

that unseasonable hour. A groom was promptly in

readiness to take charge of the horses—and a waiter

wai summoned to conduct them to an apartment,

where a blazing faggot on the hearth, wax-lights on

the mantel, and a cold repast quickly spread upon

the table, soon gave an air of luxurious comfort to a

room which a few minutes before had been en-

wrapped in the darkness, the silence, and the chilli-

ness of the hour.

These arrangements being made with that expe-

dition for which continental waiters in general and

Swiss ones in particular are so remarkable, the £arl

proceeded to give a few hasty but clearly expressed

instructions.

•Waiter," he said, slipping a couple of gold
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pieces into the man's hand, " listen to V7h.it I have

to say. My friend and myself of course require

bed-chambers, to which we shall not however im-

mediately repair. We await the coming of a post-

chaise coutaining two ladies and three men, who are

serving as an escort to tlie said ladies. So soon as

the carriage arrives, you will show the whole party

up into this room ; and in the interval you will direct

that a bedchamber be provided for the two ladies,

who are sisters and therefore will occupy the same
couch. As for the three men who are coming with

them, ihey may shift for themselves ; for I know not

whether they will remain or whether they will take

their prompt departure again. Now you understand.

So bring up a couple of bottles of champagne, by the

aid of which, together with this array of eatables,

my friend and I will while away the time till the

carriage comes."

The waiter bowsd acquiescence to all tho instruc-

tions be had just received ; and having servad ilu;

Oi*

wine that was ordeted, the diucreet ftmction.iry too\

his station in the porter's lodge to await the coming?

of the posL- chaise.

" Well," said Cuizon, as he and Malpas sate down
together at the supper-table after the door ha i

closed 1 eliind the waiter,—" this is indeed a night of

mingled romance and excitement. It was eleven

when we left Geneva— and it was half-past iwo as we
Set foot in Lausanne. Thirty miles in three hours

and a half, with such horses as those, are no bad

achievement."
" On the contrary, 'twas a famous ride," remarked

Malpas, as he tossed otf a bumper of champagne.
"It will be at least an hour before tlie post-chaise

arrives. But should you not have passed the girls

off as •ur wives before that waiter 'o whom jou ere

now gave such elaborate instructions?"

" No such thing," exclaimed Curzon. " It is not

by any means nec«ssary to practise the least deccp-

tiou in the mal'er. llere we are safe at Lausani.e,
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I in the Canton ofVaud, and therefore completely out

I

of tliejurisiiictioii of the authorities of Geneva. Even
: suppose that any disturbance should have been

\ created, any exposure caused, and any pursuit iiisti-

! tuted, uotliing could be done to us. In the same way

I

that a man seeks refuge in France against the con-

i
sequence of his little irregularities in England, so

;
may we make sure of impunity at Lausanne for

! this forcible abduction which we initiated at

I Geneva."

i

•• I am well aware of all that you are saying,"

I

observed Malpas. " But for the credit of the girls

I

themselves, we might as well have passed them off'as

our wivefs, whom we could represent as preferring

the luxury of a chaise to our mode of travelling on

horseback."
•' And when the chaise docs arrive," remarkeii

Curzon, " the waiter would think that we entrusted

our wives to three of the most hang-dog looking

scoundrels that ever lived. But, upon my word, >ou

seem to have a mighty great consideration all of a

sudden for tlie fair fame of your Enmia! Come,

tell me candidly—did you ever care half so much lor

your own wife?"
" I do not pretend to care very particularly for

Emma Owen," replied Malpas; "and as for my
wife, I never cared much for her."

" Perhaps you have cared more for some other

man's wife?" said Curzon, suddenly surveying the

Colonel in so strange a manner that he turned ghastly

pale, trembled visibly, and dropping his knite and
fork, sat gazing on the Earl with a half-stolid, half-

frightened air.

" I—1—don't—that is, I can't exactly understand

you," were the words he stammered forth in broken

accents. " What do you mean, Curzou?"
"I mean just this, Malpas," said the Earl, now

adopting a resolute aspect and decisive tone,—" that

inasmuch as we shall most probably part iu a few

hours—you to journey in one direction along with

your Emma, and I to take anotiier in coaipacy with

my Juiia—we may as well have a word or two of

mutual explanation "

"But I do not understand you," said Malpa<,

pluckiiitr up as liiucti courage as he could possibly

summon to his aid.

" Well, but you must suspect what I mean," ex-

claimed Curzon : then, as he deliberately pro-

duced a brace of pistols from his pocket, he said,

" These weapons, with which you urged lue to pro-

vi'le myself as a means of protection during our
journey, shall send a couple of bulleis into your
brain, unless you answer me truly and fiiiihfully

in respect to certain matters wherein you can clear

up the small amount of mystery that remains un-
solved and unread by rac."

•' Cuizon, you are jesting—you are joking,"

stammered Malpas, turning still more deadly pale
than at first : and inasmuch as the muzzles of the
pistols were point blank towards hnn, ho shifted hi»

chair in such a manner as to place himself beyond
the limit of their range.

" Silence—and do not interrupt me 1" exclaimed
the Earl of Curzon in a stern voice: then, re-
suming a deliberate and measured tone, he said,
" For a month past you and 1 have been appa-
reutly upon friendly terms together : but believe
me when I say that all the while there has been
such a rankling, festering, irritating spirit within
mc. that I have often loathed myself for thus being

even commonly civil to one who But no matter
j—we have not fme for unnecessary comment— !

barely sufficient for requisite explanation. Once :

more listen, then ! Vie are about to separate—
and before we pr.rt you must tell me everything.

I need not tell you what it ii that 1 seek to know :

your very looks at this moment are a sufficimt
j

indication that you comprehend me full well. But
,

this I may say—tell me everythmg, and I will ;

a low you to go unhurt and scatheless. I will not
;

avenge myself on you, provided you give me the
|

means of avenging myself on another. For mark
\

you," contijm^ed ihe Earl, whose feelings had been I

gradually growing excited while he was thus speak- !

iiig: "my wife Ah! now you start more visibly i

Slid as I thus allude to her "
|

" Go on, my lord—go on," said Malpas, most '

painfully anxious to arrive at the end of the col-

loquy so that the pistols might disappear from the

table.

*' As 1 was saying, then," resumed the Earl, now ;

speaking hurriedly, as if he were also desirous to '

terminate the present scene; "my wife, the mo-
ment she hears of Julia Owen's elopement with '

me, will be taking active steps to obtain a divorce,
j

But I must be beforehand wich her: 'tis I who
|

must take the initiative— or if I should be fore-
j

stalled iu that respect, I must at all events be
enabled to turn round and retaliate with a counter-

charge of adukery. Now, Colonel Malpas, you
uuderstaud me : and no man iu the world can

|

belter than yourself give me the information which
I require. Once more, tlien, do I enjoin you to

j

tell me everything—the whole history of your con-
nexion with my wife, from first to last—and on
that co'.idition alone will I spare you !"

As he gave utterance t > the concluding words
of his speech, Lord Curzou took the pistols in his

hands with a threatening demeanour: aud then

fuilowed a sceue of deep degradation, utter hu-

miliation, and dastard compromise on the part of

Colonel Malpas. He did indeed reveal every-

thing,—entering into tiie minutest details of his

couuexion with tiie Countess of Curzon—coufess-

iug how Lady Lei'hmere's ageucy and Gertrude's

artitice had served the progress of their intrigue

—

how Edillia liad given him the forged bills—how
he had lei her to explain the whole transaction at

Jlrs. Gale's house of infamy, while Emmerson was
|

an unseen listener— ;., d how, after his imprison-
j

ment in the King's Bench, his threats of exposure

had pxtorted the sum necessary for his relea^ie.

In a word, all those particulars which are so well
|

known to the reader in respect to the Colonel's

.imour with the Countess of Curzou, were now re-

vealed by the craven wretch. The Earl listened

c'llmlj' aud tranquilly—putting frequent leadicg

questions when Malpas hesitated— or actually

dragging forth the replies when, through very

shame or fear, he occasionally stopped short.

Some farther fonversation took place between

the Earl aud the Colonel, but which we need not

now pau>e to relate. SuflSce it to say that

Lord Curzon was himself surprised at the com-
parative ease with which he had thus succeeded

in working upon the fears of tiie dastard Malpas;

—

and this circumstance suddenly prompted him to

make a further use of the cowardly fellow's present

ductility of humour. In fact, the Earl had a cor- I

tain lingering sentiment of curiosity to gratify :
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and it was natural enoug^h that he shouid avail

iiimself of tiic influeiioe he had acquired over the

Colonel's fears in order to satisfy himself oa this

uDe reniaioing point.

" We have now said all that we need say," he

observed, " relative to the worthless woman who
bears the title of my wife:"—then assuming the

sternest expression of countenance and pointing

both the pistols direct at Malpas, he said, "Now
tell me—and beware how you give utterance to a

falsehood— tell me I say, by what means you made
your peace with Lady Sackville, who at one time

was so terribly embittered against you."
" On issuing from prison," replied Malpas, gro-

velling like a coward, in the presence ot those pis-

tols, the muzzles of which were but three feet from

his head,—" I wrote to her a penitent letter im-

ploring her pardon. She sent for me to Carlton

House—she proposed to me this mission in which

I am now engaged—a mission similar to your

own '

' But and now answer me with the solemn

•erious truth," interrupted the Earl,—"did she

receive you with favour—did she smile upon you ?"

"No, no," responded Malpas, actually writhing

aB he beheld the Earl's fingers playing as it were

with the triggers of the pistols: "she treated me
witk scorn—she seemed to regard me as a rep-

tile
"

"Ah! that is sufiScient," said the Earl, lowering

the pistols : and his curiosity being gratified witii

regard to the subject of his inquiry—he muttered
|

half audibly, "1 see— I uudeisiand—she made a

tool of you—she treated you as a hireling agent

well fitted to do her dirty work. But she should

not have placed me on the same footing:"—and
the haughty Earl of Curzon bit his lip with aa
evident expression of vexation.

All hough so profounuiy a prey to his dastard

fears, the Colonel did not fail to catch those words

and mark that mien na the part of the nobleman;

and a suspiciou of the real truth instantaneously

flashed lo his mind. It struck him, indeed, that

the Earl of Curzon had received the lovely Venetia's

favours: hence tlie inquiry he had just put rela-

live to his connexion with that charming creature

—an inquiry which evidently arose from mingled

jealousy and curiosity: hence also those remarks
which the Earl had half-muttered to himself— and
hence the vexation which he experienced on reflect-

ing that he had likewise been used as a lilting; agent

for Venetia's dirty work

!

Such were the reflections that swept through the

Colonel's brain : and no sooner had the truth thus

flashed to his comprehension, when he all in a

mc uent saw the advantage that might be derived

Irom a knowledge of this important secret.

Suddenly inspired, therefore, by one of those fits

of courageous energy which selfish considerations

will often excite even ou the part ol the craven and
the poltroon,—Malpas seized upon the pistols which
the Earl of Curzon had just laid down again on the

Ubie.

"Now then, my lord—it is my turn?" he ex-

claimed, as he levelled both the weapons point

Dlank at Curzon's head.

"Don't be a fool," said the nobleman, without
losing his presence of raind, and even with a sinile

of disdain upon his lip.

'• By heaven !" exclaimed Malpas, « I will fire,

unless you give me certain explanations in your
turn. First t!ien, the secret of your connexion with
Lady Sackville "

" You are mighty brave all of a sudden, Malpas,"
interrupted the Earl, eyeing the Colonel with calm
contempt :

" but those pistols are not really loaded."

"Then in that case," cried Malpas, who was well

assured of the contrary—for he fait convinced that

the Earl would not have encumbered himself with

a pair of useless weapons—" in that case there will

be no harm in my firing the pistols at you just by
way of amusement."
" Cease this jesting," said the Earl, wit'a a slight

but perceptible change of countenance, and a simul-

taneous recoil from the muzzle of the pistols.

"Ah!" cried Malpas, in accents of triumph and
assurance: "1 see that they are loaded—and I take
heaven to witness that I will fire! For mark you—
I am a desperate man—setting little value on life,

because having little left to live for—and I will fire,

then, unless you place yourself as much in my )

power as 1 have placed myself in yours ! Say, then
—the secret of your connexion with Lady Sack-

" She has mav^e me her agent in the same way as

she has done by you," responded Curzon, now realiy

alarmed lest the Colonel should be tempted by the

frenzied excitement of opportunity to a fearful re-

taliation fur the scene which had previously taken

place.

" No—not merely her agent," ejaculated the Co-
lonel, his countenance growing more pale and his

lips quivering more nervously through the effort

which it cost him thus to display so much energy.
" Not her agent, I say—but her lover ! Confess the

truth
"

"Well, it is the truth," rejoined the Earl, believing

that Malpas had worked himself up to a pitch of

excitement rendering him perfectly reckless and
desperate.

"That is enough for me!" said the Colonel: and
depositing the pistols upon the table, he instanta-

neously emptied a tumbler of water over the priming,

so that the weapons might not serve any further pur-
pose of coercion.

At the same moment the sounds of a vehicle ap-

proaching up the acclivitous street, reached their

ears; and hastening each to a separate window, they

beheld the expected post-chaise drive up to the

door of the hotel. By the light of the streel-lamps

they observed two female figures alight from the

interior of the carriage: and turning away from the

casements, they fixed their eyes upon tiie roomooor,
so as to be ready to welcome (as they thought) the fair

ones whom they had caused to be so forcibly carried

off!

In a couple of minutes that door was thrown
open—and Kobolt made his appearance, exclaim-
ing, "Now dt ail events, ladies, any doubt upon the

subject will be cleared up—and you shall see who is

right."

*' Cleared up Heavens ! what does this mean f
exclaimed the Earl of Curzon, as his eyes en-

countered two female forms which, though cloaked

and vniled, were assuredly not those of Emma and
Julia Owen.
Mrs. Ranger and Mrs. Hubbard at once threw up

their veils, thus revealing ilieir own aiuique and re-

pulsive countenances, instead of the youthful and
attractive features of the two charming sisters!
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"Perdition!" ejaculated the Earl of Curzon.

"What mistake—what treachery is this 2"

"These precious hags," cried Malpas, "are but

poor substitutes
"

" There !" shrieked forth Mrs. Ranger, in accents

of furious indignation, as she bent her looks upon

Kobolt,—speaking also in the French tongue :
" I

told you over and over again during the ride hither,

that there was uome fearful mistake "

"Then the error rests not witli me," replied the

man curtly :
" for I followed the instructions I re-

ceived to the very letter
"

"Yes," added his two companions, who had fol-

lowed close behind up into the apartment of the

hotel; "these women were caught in the villa-gar-

dens, each just where we had been led to expect

them."
" My lord," Mrs. Ranger now hastened to observe,

—for she knew the Earl of Curzon full well by

sight,
—"one word. 'Tis clear you have com-

mitted—or rather caused to be perpetrated—a most

unwarrantable outrage upon ms and this good

woman here. But if you will at once direct that

we be conducted back to Geneva, we will consent to

forgive not only yourself but also your accomplice

^Aere"—glancing towards Malpas,—"and year

agents here," she added, turning towards Kobolt,

Hernani, and Walden.
" For heaven's sake begone, then!" exclaimed the

Earl of Curzon : and putting a number of gold

pieces into Kobolt's hand, lie said, "Depart—and

undo your night's work as quickly as you have done

it!"

The next moment the room was cleared of all

save the Earl and Malpas, who once more found

themselves alone together. For nearly a minute

did they survey each other witli an expression of

countenance in which there was something ludi-

crous : for they both felt all the ridicule of their

present position. But they exchanged not a word

until the post-chaise had taken its departure—fresh

horses having been procurud— to retrace its way to

Geneva.

"Now what is to be done?" demanded Colonel

Malpas, at length breaking a bileace which had
lasted nearly half-an-hour.

" For my part," answered Curzon, doggedly, " I

wash my hands of any further interference in the

business."

With these words he rang the bell furiously ; and
on the waiter making his appearance he said in an
imperious tone, " Conduct me to my chamber:"

—

then, without taking any further notice of Malpas, he
stalked out of the room.

The Colonel likewise sought the couch prepared
for him; and on awakening at b late hour in the

forenoon, he inquired for the Earl of Curzon.
" Your companion, sir ?" observed the domestic to

whom the question was put. "Oil! he took his de-

parture an hour ago for 13erre."

" Ah !" thought Malpas to himself ;
" he doubtless

means to get back to England as quick as possible,

in order to tell a good story to Vonetia—and 'tis

ten to one that he will throw the whole blame of
failure upon roc. But I must forestall him, if

possible. Waiter, a post-chaise and lour imme-
diately!''

And in less than half-an-hour. Colonel Malpas
likewise took his departure from Laus.iiin.'.

CHAPTER CXXXVI.
j

THE DRAMA OF A NIGHT.—ACT THE FIFTH.
|

I

We must now return to Agatha's bed-chamber at

'

the villa in the suburbs of Geneva.
|

Mrs. Ranker, be it remembered, had left Emma
]

and Julia by the bedside of their eldest sister; and
!

as this young lady, who had just become the mother
of a dead child, fell into a tranquil slumber, tlie

|

other two sate silent, or else occasionally conversed

in low whispers while watching by the invalid's

couch.

An hour elapsed, and Mrs. Ranger did not retorn.

Then another hour passed—and still she came not.

Emma and Julia now grew seriously alarmed

:

they were utterly at a loss to conjecture what coold

detain the old lady. Was it possible that some
accident had befallen her?—had she been waylaid

and maltreated, or perhaps murdered ? They shud-
dered as they hazarded these surmises to each other;

—and as the time still kept slipping on and Mr&
Ranger re-appeared not, the fears of the two girls

became at length absolutely intolerable. For-

tunate'y Agatha still slept on—thus remaining un-

conscious of the annoyance that was torturing her

sisters.

The time-piece on the mantel proclaimed half-

past two. Three hours had now elapsed since Mrs.

Ranger took her departure with Dr. Maravelli.

Suddenly Emma bethought herself of ascertaining

whether Mrs. Hubbard had received any intimation

from Mrs. Ranger of the probability of this pro-

longed absence on her part. To Mrs. Hubbard's

apartment did Emma acoordingly bend her stealthy

steps in the dark. But the laundress was not there

—

nor had her bed been slept in during the night. Tor-

tured with new terrors more agonizing and bewilder-

ing than the first alarms, Emma hastened to rejom

her sister Julia, who became perfectly aghast on

hearing that Mrs. Hubbard was not to be found.

Conjecture became useless— almost impossible: it

was utterly defied by the darkness of the mystery

which enwrapped the ominous afidir.

Still Agatha slept on—and this was at least for-

tunate for the two affrighted girls, who would have

been loth indeed to communicate their terrors to

their invalid sister. But still their own thoughts

were harrowing to a degree. What was to be done f

Were they to remain quietly and tranquilly in that

chamber and allow things to take their course 7

No—it was impossible. The disappearance of Mrs.

Ranger and the laundress seemed to be indicative

of a thousand unknown dangers ; and in the now

feverish, excited, and nervous state to which Emma
and Julia had been wrought up, it seemed to them as

if things would grow worse unless actually looked

after by themselves.
" This torturing suspense can be endured no

longer," whispered Emma. "I am resolved to go

down into the garden and ascertain if I can hear

anything of them ; or even discover the slightest

trace
**

" But the night is dark a"" pitch," said Julia,

drawiusr aside the window curtain for a moment.
" You cannot go forth alone—and 1 dare not ac-

company you, because Agatha must not be left
*

"No—Ido not wish you to go with me. You

shall remain here," said Emma. " I will steal fortli

alone. Perhaps Maravelli himself has made away
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with Jilrs. Ranger end the laundress : or perhaps

they hstve been discovered by the police, with the

corpse of the child
"

*' O horror !" interrupted Julia, a cold tremor

passing visibly over her form. " Conjecture may
run riot amidst ten thousand dreadful things

But you must not leave me, Emma! W yott did

not come back, what on earth should I do?"
" What on earth will you do if I remain ?" asked

Emma. "Come, ray dear sister—lauster up all

your courage—this is no season for faintness of

heart. Remain you here with Agatha, while I

frill at all events descend into the garden : for I

am now in one of those shocking humours that

1 feel I shall go mad with the agonies of suspense,

if I do not take some step towards th» solution of

this Horrible mystery."

With these words Emma flung a reassuring

fflance upon her sister Julia, and then stole forth

from the room. The passage was, as we have be-

fore said, pitch dark—Mrs. Ringer, be it remem-
bered, having extinguished the lamp : but Emma
had 110 difiiculty in finding her way to her own
chamber, where she hastily put on a cloak and

bonnet. She then crept to the staircase, down
which she stole noiselessly as a sprite.

Emerging forth from the back entrance of the

villa, Emma paused for a na»ment as she found

herself in the darkness, the silence, and the soli-

tude of the spacious grounds in the rear of the

dwelling. Bui summoning all her fortitude to her

aid, she sped forward along a well-known pathway.

Shapes ot terror, darker tnanthe darkness, seemed
to flit around her—and presently a shriek rose to

the very tip of her tongue as she all of a sudden

caught a glimpse of something white and shapely

as a human form, that appe^ed to stand forth out

of the fiurroundiug obicunty. But the conviction

flawed upon her mind that it was but one of the

marble statties omamentmg the garden, which

had tlms for a moment scared her;—and paifsing

the phantom-looking obiect qviickly by, she felt

her courage quickly revive again.

Every now and then she paused to listen : but no
sound could she hear, save the mooning of the wind
arid the murmuring ot the agitated waters of Lake
Leman. Yes—the ruUling ot the leaves likewise

did she hear, as the night-breeze sighed amidst the

d'?wy verdure of the garden ; and more than once she

ianoied that eo:ne one was about to rush forth upon
hat from amidst the trees. Liglnly too as she

trrpped aloni^, her footsteos raised echoes which fell

upon her ear like the sounds of pursruit; and two or

three times she turned abrirotly round as if with the

desperate resolution of facuig some dsncjer which she

felt to be advancing from amidst the surrounding

gloom. Ever and onon, too, an ice-chill like that of

death wonld strike to her heart, as the idea struck

her that a hand, heavy as that of the dead, was full

likely to be laid upon her shrul'ier; and once or

twice as an overhanging bough touched her she felt

a sudden inclination to shriek out in the accents of

intensest horror.

Thus, during the few minutes that it took the

young lady to traverse the grounds from the back-

entrance of the villa to the door in tliu wall opening

on the bye-road, did she pass through a dozen dif-

ferent phases of exquisite agony ;—and on gaining

that door she leant against it for .some miautes
while she collected her disordered thou'rhts.

And now she listened with breathless attention

once more: but no sound indicative of human
approach met her ears. Slowly she moved away
from the door, passing along a gravel walk which

ran parallel with the wall. At every dozen yards

she stopped to listen—but all in vain: and she al-

ready began to reflect whether it would not be

better to take a bold and desperate step at once,

rather than remain a prey to such harrowing sus-

pense as the disappearance of Mrs. Ranger and

the laundress had excited. That step which she

now began to revolve in her mind, was neither

more nor less than to proceed at once to Geneva

—seek Dr. Maravelli's bouse, the address of

which was known to her—and pursue her in-

quiries there. But at the very moment when she

made up her mind to adopt this course, her

foot struck against something that lay upon the

footpath which she was pursuing. Whether it

were a presentiment which seized upon her at the

instant—or whether it were that the very nature

of thi» contact with an object that felt soft as she

kicked against it, made her divine what it was

—

we cannot say. Certain it is that a cold shuddsr

sbook her from head to foot, making her shiver as

if an ice-blast had suddenly shed its influence

upon her: but still, with a horrible curiosity, she

6tor»ped down to feel for the object in the path.

Stronger still was the quivering that now shot

through her from the crown of her head to the

soles of her feet, as her hand came in contact with

the cold cheek of a tiny corpse !

But all in a moment the superstitious portion of

her fears gave way to the sense of a new and more
real danger. That it was her sister's dead child

she could not doubt : nor dared she wait to ask
|

herself how it could possibly have been left there.

There was not a moment to be lost : the infant

corpse mu<*t be disposed of at once ! But how and

where? Should she dig a hole in the garden

and bury ik? No : for the gardener, when coming

at daylight, might chance to observe the eartk

newly dug up, and discovery would then be cer-

tain. Far more prudent were it to consign the

corpse of the child to the depths of the lake; and

then she and her sisters would at least have the

consolation of knowing that the main evidence of

the elder's shame was, as it were, annihilated.

The necessity for taking this step inspired Emma
with the courage to carry it into execution. But
how was she to issue forth from the grounds? If

woman's wit, when sharpened by love, can laugh at

locksmiths, so can her ingenuity when prompted by

a sense of danger be rendered equally acute. It

was true that the garden-door was locked : but then

did she not know that her sister Julia bad been

wont to meet Curzon at a particular spot where a

wooden bench stood on the inner side of the wall

and the stump of a tree on the outer side? and

had she not often observed those convenient

fiiepping-places ? To be sure!—and now quick as

tliought she availed herself thereof.

With the infant corpse under her arm, she scaled

the wall and sped onward in tlie direction of the

lake. A quarter of an hour's walk brought her to

the shore; and pausing to listen, she could catch no
sound of human voice or footstep. A leaden ob-

scurity rested upon the lake—an obscurity which

by the rcHection that a large surface of water always

throws up even in the midst of the darkest night,
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was a shade less sombre than the surrounding black-

ness. With strainitiR eyes did Emma seek to plunge

her looks along the shore, both on the right and leit

hand, to see if anyone were approaching; but she

could distinguish nothing. Believing therefore that

the opportanity was entirely favourable, yet feeling

like a guilty wretch who is perpetrating a first

heinous crime, with trembling hands did she grope

about for a large stone; and with her handkerchief

she attached it to the corpse. Then, with all her

lorce—assisted by a sudden access of moral energy

—she hurled the burthen as far as she could. It

fell with a heavy plash; and the next instant her

ears caught the gurgling sound of the miniature

whirlpool produced by that tiny corpse sinking deep

down to its watery sepulchre

!

A feeling of relief sprang up ia Emma's bosom

;

but scarcely had this sensation thus taken life,

when it was turned into an almost mortal terror as

a loud cry and a rush of footsteps burst forth from

an old jetty a few yards off.

" Ah ! caught at length !" were the words which,

in accents of savage triumph and uttered in the

strong tones of a male voice speaking in the

French language, smote upon her ear : and in less

than a minute she was surrounded by half a dozen

mon whose swords rattled in their sheaths as they

Sprang towards her,

"Why, it is a woman!" ejaculated another of

the civic guard : for police-officers these individuals

assuredly were. " It must be a mistake "

" Well, but did you not hear the splash ?" ex-

claimed he who had first spoken, and who was the

sergeant of the baud. "At all events, let the

young person give an account of herself—who she

13—wliere she comes from— what she is doing

here, and what m.^de that noise a minute ago

iu the water?"
" Officers," said Emma, driven by very despera-

tion 10 the exercise of a fortitude the suddenness

as well as the strength of which even surprised

herself,—" I am here with no evil intention. It

was a whim—a pliautasy—a caprice on ray part,"

she continued, speakinj; in excellent French, " to

ramble on the border of the lake at this hour ;

—

and as for the plashing sound which you heard, it

was caused by a stone which in a listless mood I

picked up and flung into the water."
" 'Tis a lady, by the tone of her voice and the

language she uses," said one of the officers,

" The greater the reason then," observed the

sergeant, "that she should give a better account of

herself. Ladies—that is to say, real ladies—don't

come down here to walk at this time of night, or

rather at such an hour iu the morning. It is not

at all probable : and though perhaps she is not one

of those we have been waiting for, and perhaps has

no oonnexioa with thim, we must nevertheless

take her before the night-commissary,"

"What!" almost shrieked fortli Emma, now
smitten with the cruelleat—the wildest—the most
agonizing terror :

" take me before a mi»gis-

trate ?"

" Yes—most assuredly," rejoined the sergeant of

police. " What alteruativo have we ? Come, my
luen—away with her !"

Emma saw in a moment that remonstrance with
the sergeant and Ins fuuotioniries would be all in

vain, and iudetd would only be calculated to en-
tlieir buspicioui against her: but she fell

coifidi^nt that from t'lc com tr'sy nf the Gcnevesc

aaagi.sirai.BJ J'.eli id every tiling favourable to expect,

i/iice more recalling to her aid and hui^gin^ as

It were the fortitude wherewith she had previously

armed herself, she said in a tone of calmness that

contrasted strongly and strangely with her wild

ejaculation of a few moments back,—" Since it is

necessary that we go before a magistrate, I am
willing t<j accompany you."

Away the party accordingly sped to the city

;

and in about^a quarter of an hour they reached

a police-station wtiere the " night commL-<sary," or
magistrate whose turn it was to take the duty for

the twelve current hours, was in attendance.

On beiug introduced into the common room of

the station, Emma retained her veil carefully folded

over her countenance, so as to avoid the cnrioos

gaze of the persons assembled there : but when she

was conducted by the sergeant into the private

room where the night-commissary sate, she imme-
diately raised her veil in token of respect for that

functionary.

The magistrate was somewhat startled at the re-

velation of such a charming countenance; and his

eyes were at once turned upon the sergeant as if to

inquire on what charge such a beautiful young
lady could have been brought before him at such

an hoar.
" Accorciina: to instructions received," said the

sergeant, ''i took half a dozen officers with me to

keep a wanm at that part of the lake where those

rascally resorrectiouists or fishers of men are in

the haoit or yarsuing their avocation : because the

old jetty cwrtcs a sort of tide to flow in at that

part—and tuas if there should happen to be a dead

body in tne mke, it is pretty sure to find its way to

tlie spot I am speaking of
"

"Spare your details," interrupted the night-com-

missary ;
" and come to the point at once,— I meaa

your charge against this young lady."

" Well, sir, 'tis soon made," resumed the sergeant

"As I and my men lay concealed in the deep

shade of the jetty—although heaven knows the

night was dark enough everywhere—we heard a

sudden splash ; and thinking it was the resurrection-

ists flinging in iheir drag-hooks, we rushed out and

discovered the prisoner. As she refused to give any

account of herself, I brougiit her here."

"So far," said Emma, who had listened with a

forced calmness to the sergeant's explanations, even

to ihat portion which touched so ominously upon

dead bodies fluding their way into the hands of re-

surrectionists at the very spot where she had com-

mitted her Slater's still-born child to the watery

depths,—- so «r from not giving this officer a proper

account of myself, I expressly told him that I had

wandered forth in a strange and unaccountable

mood for a solitary ramble on the border of the

lake, and that it was in a listless unpiemeciitated

manner that I picked up a stone against which my
foot struck, and tossed it into the water."

" I admit that the lady gave me these explanations,"

observed the s^ergeant ; " but 1 did not consider lUcia

satisfactory—especially as her name and address

were studiously withheld."

"The officer has but done his duty,^ said the

magistrate, addressing Emma in a mild and cour-

teous tone. " Without oflering any comment upon

your explanation of this unseasonable ramble at so

strange a spot, I shall at once allow you to depait
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upon your giving me some proof of your respec-

tability,"

"I have not the sh'ghtest objection," said Emma,
without a moment's demur, " to give yon my ur.me

and explain to you who I am and where I live. But

inasmuch as an evil interpretation might be put on

this very innocent proceeding of mine—I mean ray

unseasonable ramble—I need scarcely point out to

I
you how much I am at your mercy relative to the

amount of publicity you may give thereto. But

throwing myself entirely on your generous con-

sideration, I have no he.sitation in confessing that

my name is Emma Owen, and that I am one of the

ladies belonging to the household of the Princess of

Wales."
" This may be so—and I do not say that I doubt

it," remarked the magistrate : " but still I mast
require some corroboration. Will you permit the

sergeant to return with you to the villa inhabited

by her Royal Highness the English Prinoess ?

—

or will you send for some tradesman with whom
you deal, to identify you ?"

"Yes— I will adopt this latter course," said

Emma, catchiufj at the proposal.

Then, bethinking- herself of a very civil and
obliging "ineudraper with whom she and her sis-

ters had spent a tolerable amount of money, she
at once gave his address. The sergeant lost no
time in proceeding to the establishment thus in-

dicated; and arousing the linendraper from his

slumbers, he returned with him in about twenty
minutes to the police-station. There the trades-

man at once identified Miss Owen ; and the magis-
trate, expressing his sitisfaction accordingly, pro-
ceeded to enter the minutes of the whole proceed-
ing in the police-book. Emma availed herself of
the opportunity of the commissary's attentiou

being thus engaged, to slip a couple of pieces of
gold into the sergeant's hand as an inducement
for him to observe a profound silence relative to

the singular adventure whereofshe had just proved
the heroine.

Thanking the magistrate for his courtesy to-

wards her, Emma then took her departure, m com-
pany with tlie obliging linendraper, who insisted

upon escorting her back to the villa. Oa their

way thither, the wily girl iiivented some excuse to

account for the dilemma in which .she had been in-

volved ; and as she concluded her readily invented
tale with a request that her conjpanion would send
three of his most exquisite pieces of Swiss silk

to the villa next day, he did not think it worth while

to make any comment on the young lady's repre-

sentations or criticise them at iill closely.

When within a short distance of the villa, she
took her leave of him, thanking him lor his kind-
iiess and promising to obtain for him the exclusive
custom of the Princess during her stay at Geneva.
The tradesman, overjoyed at an incident which
promised such adv.inlngeom resu is, sped home
Hgaiu with(!ut a pingle regret at hitviug been calkd
up from his warm bed at such an hour.

It was now four o'clock in the morning—for

Emma's absence had lasted exactly one hour and
a half. It was quite light—and the bosom of the
crescent lake nflected the pure azure of the
heavens. Still the hill-sides in the vicinage of the
lake, and the farlher-ulf jiscents of mountains,
Avere veiled in the mists of morning—so that vine-

yards, bamlets, villas, aud all the cuchantiD^r

scenery belonging to that dplighiful retrion were

clothed as it were in a gauzy d mness. But in the

distance—far, far above those fleecy v:ipnars—far,

far above the mo!intain-mists—towered the Alpine

peaks, shadowed forth in the horizon like magnifi-

cent skeletons crowned with their diadems of eter-

nal snow. And high above them all arose Mont
Blanc—a giant amidst giants—a colossus making

even the surrounding colossal heights seem like

pigmies, and looking like a pedestal on which the

arch of heaven itself rested

!

Yft little recked Emma f )r that sublime aud

wondrous panorama thus stretching itself oat be-

fore her eyes. She was now full of anxiety h iw to

obtain admission back intD the villa. To scale the

wall at the risk of being observed from the case-

ments of the dwelling, or by the gardener himself,

was impossible. To go boldly rouud to the front

door and knock for admittance, as if she were re-

turning from an early ramble, would be to create

an immediate suspicion as to how she could have

gone forth. For a few minutes she felt completely

bewildered—when, to her joy, she observed the

gardener coming forth with a wheel-barrow full of

rubbish, from the door in the boundary-wall.

Watching till he was at a convenient distance, she

glided through that doorway into the grounds, and

then boldly traversed them with the air of one

who v/as merely taking an early walk.

No one however perceived her; and thus, with-

out encountering a soul, did she re-enter the villa

—ascend the back staircase—and steal her way, un-

observed, to her sister Agatha's chamber.

Meanwhile Julia had beensuffering indescribable

torture on account of Emma's prolonged absence.

But fortunately Agatha had slept on the whole

time; and she was only now awakened by the

return of Emma into the chamber. Slipping off

her cloak and bonnet, Emma made a sign for Julia

not to enter upon any disagreeable coramuuication

to Agatha, it being absolutely necessary that she

should experience no annoyance !ior shock to im-

pede her progress towards a speedy convalescence,

it was not therefore until Agatha fell into a sound

slumber again—which she did in about half-au-

hour—that Emma had an opportunity of explain-

ing to Julia ail that had occurred during her brief

but momentous absence. And now conjecture was

again rife with the two girls to account for the

prolonged disappearance of Mrs. Ranger and the

laundress, and the circumstance of the child having

bi en dropped in the garden.

But we need not dwell upon the many hypo-

theses which Emma and Julia conjured up to .10-

count for those things which it was quite impossible

could be t;ms accounted for by any surmise en

their part. Hour after hour p.issed: they ninda

themselves some breakfast—and they pori'ormi-d

copious ablutions to bnngbaek to their cheeks the

roses whicii this long vigil and sleepless night had

ctiascd thence. At length, as the time-piece struck

eight, the door of the chamber opened—and tho

Ust IMrs. Ranger made her appearance !

She aud Mrs. Hubbard had just returned from

theii- forced expedition to Liusanne; and being set

diiwn by the pont-cliaise at a short distance from

the villa, they Imd entered its precincts separately,

and without attracting auv particular attention on

the part of the menials who were by this lime all

bustling about.
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Many and varied, strange and exciting also, wert-

the mutual explanations which now took place.

Mrs. Ranger told her story first ; and it was thence

evident enough that Curzon and Malpas had intended

the forcible abduction of Emma and Julia, for

whom Mrs. Hanger and Mrs. Hubbard had been so

ludicrously mistaken. The circumstance of the

child being found in the garden by Emma was now

also fully accounted for ; and on the other hand, Mrs.

Ranger was relieved of a poignant source of alarm

on hearing that t;ie infant corpse, instead of being

left in the grounds, had been consigned to the bot-

tom of the lake. In a word, it was agreed by the

two young ladies and the old one, when all these

explanations were concluded, that neither in truth-

ful history nor in fictitious romance had a night

ever occurred so full of varied, strange, and exciting

adventures as the one that had just passed.

"But Mrs. Hubbard?" said Julia interroga-

tively :
" what does she think now ? what mmt she

suspect ?"

" She suspects nothing that we do not wish her

to suspect," answered Mrs. Ranger. " In the first

place, her ignorance of the French language pre-

vented her from understanding anything that took

place between me and the villain, wbose name
appears to be Kobolt, during the journey to Lau-
sanne and back again hither. Moreover, when we
found ourselves face to face with Curzon and
Malpas at Lausanne, I so promptly stopped any
unnecessary explanation, that Mrs. Hubbard gleaned

not from their lips how it was yourselves, my dear

Emma and Julia, whom they had intended to have

carried off. The reyult is that Mrs. Hubbard has

come back no wiser then she went relative to any-

thing which we do not wish her to know. As for

inventing some feasible explanation for the outrage

thus perpetrated upon herself and me, and also for

devising a motive to induce her to maintain a strict

silence upon tlio subject
'

" Oh ! we can trust you, my dear Mrs. Ranger,
upon all those points," exclaimed Emma. "And
though you and I have lost our lovers, Julia," she

added, turning to her sister in a laughing manner,
" we must congratulate ourselves on the turn which
events have taken."

A few hours later—at eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon—her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales
was surrounded, as usual, in her breakfast-parlour,

by her six ladies-in-waiting. Yes—there was not
even an exception on this occasion with regard to

Agatha Owen! Although but twelve hours had
elapsed since she had experienced tiie pains of

maternity, yet did she leave her couch—assume an
elegant apparel—and appear in her accustomed
place about the person of the Princess of Wales.
But then the stinmlant which Mrs. Ranger
had given her was of such sovereign effect

and invigorating qualities—the hand too of Iklrs.

Ranger had so skilfully applied an artificial shade
of bloom to the young lady's pale cheeks—and the

airanjfements of her toilette were so well com-
bined to prevent the appearance of any diminution
in her shape—that it would have been impossible
for even the most scruitniziug observer to entertain
a suspicion of what had befallen Agatha wuhin the
last four-aiid-twenty hours.

Here, then, may we drop the curtain upon
Ihe tilth act of this dran-a of a night.

CHAPTER CXXXVU.
THE AVOWAL OF LOVE.

We must now again transport the reader's atten-
tion back to the English capital—the huge Baby-
lon where millions of interests are ever jarring
where, notwithstanding a much-vaunted freedom,
might is ever trampling upon right—and, with all

its boasted civilization, society exhibits the bar-
barism of the industrious many being beggared
to maintain the favoured few in luxurious indo-
lence.

Yes— this is the city where the most tremen-
dous anomalies, the most striking contrasts,
and the most amazing inconsistencies cannot fail

to arrest the gaze and rivet the attention. There
worthlessness and immorality are seen in palaces,

in mansions, at luxurious banquets, and in gilded
equipages: while integrity and virtue are crushed
unto the earth, trampled into the dust, forced into

contactwith crime, doomedto have theirvery nature
changed, and tlien plunged into the workhouse or
the gaol. There, in that modern Babylon, is the
false god set up which three thousand years ago the
King of ancient Babylon ventured to erect in the
plain of Dura—that golden image which doubtless

represented Jlammon then and bear.s the name of

Mammon noiv, and which all kneel down and wor-
ship of their own accord and without any bidding!

Here, too, in ttiis grand and mighty London of
ours, which Britons proclaim to be not merely
the metropolis of their own laud, but of the entire f

world,—here, in this city, wnere art the most ex-
,

quisiie, science the most refined, discovery the

most strange, and ingeuuity the most persevering I

are ever multiplying their marvels, and heaping

up wonder upon wonder—here is society cursed
|

with the foulest moral leprosy that ever tyran-

nical inst'tutions, infamous laws, and execrable

social systems iuHictcd upon a community calling

itself civilized.

But to our tale. About the same time that the

events of the last few chapters were occurrisg

on the shores of Lake Leman, the following scene

took place at the mansion of Lord and Lady
Florimel in Piccadilly.

It was three o'clock in the afternoon ; and in the

splendid drawing-room of that palatial residence

sate Florence Eaton and Valentine Malvern.

The young lady was engaged in some elegant

fancy-work, while the young gentleman was con-

versing with her—not in the frivolous style so

common in aristocratic circles, nor upon the

vanities, gaieties, and dissipations of the great me-
tropolis. They were nut discussing the attrac-

tions of the Opera—nor the merits of the newest

piece produced at Covent Garden— nor the last

brilUaut party given by some splendid Duchess

—

nor the tittle-tattle, scandal, and dying rumours

at that pai-tioular period consiitutiug the "nine

days* wonder" of the lasliionable world. But that

miiden so lovely and that youth so handsome
were conversing on subjects whicij if not gay,

were at all events not too grave—and if far from

frivolous and light, were equally distant from

being ponderous and dull. For the topics of their

discourse were poetry, music, painting, and sculp-

ture; and iu txchauging their remarks thereon,

they showed no affected love for something wliich
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thfiy could not understand, but a pure taste and a

souud judgment in the appreciation of all the beau-

tics of those sublime arts.

(Ipwards of four months had elapsed since

Valentine Malvern, when thrown from his horse in

Hyile Park, was conveyed in an unconscious state

to Florimel House in Piccadilly. The physicians

who were summoned at the time, ordered that he

should be kept as tranquil as possible, lest concus-

sion of the brain might supervene. Thereupon the

hospitality of Lord Florimel, exercised with the

due assent of his amiable Pauline, was so gene-

rously manifested towards the invalid tliat for up-
wards of a month did he remain beneath that roof.

His recovery indeed was simiewhat slow, as he had
received a very severe shock from the accident

:

nor would Lord Florimel hear of his new friond

leaving Piccadilly and returning- to Hanover
Square, until the medical atteudant pronounced
him convalescent,

G5*

As a matter of course, an acquaintance com-

menced under such circumstances was not likely lo

be disregarded by those concerned. Indeed, it was

an acquaintance of the kind whicli, with congenial

dispositions, soon ripens into friendship: and thus

was it that an intimacy sprang up between Valentine

Malvern and the Floiimel family. His lordship

and Pauline soon became much interested in this

young gentleman, whose handsome countenance

wore the impress of early sorrows, and whose dispo-

sition, naturally studious and thougliifii!, was pre-

maturely tinged with a melancholy shade. On the

other hand, Valentine himself soon experienced a

sincere admiration and profound respect for this

noble couple, whose afll'ctions were so thoroughly

centred in each other, and who after so many years

of marriage seemed lovers still.

But we must not forget to state— and indeed the

very progress of our talc requires that we should

mentioo—the impressiou which Valentine Malvein
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and Florence Eaton made upon each other. In this

young inaideu of nineteen did Valentine behold the

personification of all the sweetest attributes belong-

ing unto Woman. He found her endowed with a

personal beauty the rarest, the most interesting

—

while of ail the mental charms that can possibly

ornament her sex, those of Florence were the truest,

the choicest, and the best. On the other hand,

ihougli innocent as an angel and artless as the infant

child—pure and spotless in soul as she was stainless

and bright in her Madonna-like beauty—she could

not remain insensible to the handsome person, the

plea, 'ng manners, the intellectual qualities, and the

sterling virtues of Valentine Malvern. She beheld

him mournful and unhappy on account of his

father's still incomprehensible disappearance; and

she naturally felt interested in one who, though of

an age when the world's sun-light usually dissipates

even the darkest clouds that gather around the

heart, gave himself up to the absorbing fervour of

that filial piety with which he continued to revere

a lost parent's memory.
During the four mouths, then, that had now

elapsed since Valentine Malvern first became ac-

quainted with the Floriraels, there had beeu ample

leisure and full opportunity for himself and Flo-

rence Eaton, to know, to understand, and to like

each other. The maiden's aunt and uncle beheld

the progress of this affection between the young
couple ; and though they did nothing to encoura;,^e

it, they were likewise careful against impeding its

development. They had already resolved that

whenever the time came for their well-beloved

niece to enter the matrimonial sphere, the merits

and not the rank, the virtues and not the social

position of him on whom her affections might rest,

should be taken into consideration. Therefore,

when Floi-imel and Pauline observed that Florence

was disposed to give her heart to a young man
who not only possessed every mental qualification,

but the advantages of rank and fortune into the

bargain, they rejoiced unfeignedly. It was iu

secret, however, that they thus rejoiced : for they
were resolved to allow their niece's attachment to

take its own course, so that she might not, by re-

ceiving encouragement from them, prematurely
assume that her liking was in reality a love.

But at the end of the four months of their ac-

quaintance, Valentine Jlalvern, iu a frank and
candid maimer, sought an opportunity of commu-
nicating to Lord and Lady Florimel the affection

which he entertained towards their lovely niece.

In thus revealing to them in the first instance the
state of his feelings, he was actuated by the most
honourable of motives : namelj', to ascertain from
them whether it would be agreeable that he should
propose himself to the Houourable Miss Florence
Eaton as a suitor for her hand. Lord and Lady
Florimel at once expressed their full concurrence
therein; and the circumstance of the reader's now
finding the young gentleman and the youthful
maiden alone together in the drawing-room, was
in truth the opportunity which the uncle and aunt
had purposely aft'orded for the avowal of love.

We said that during the first portion of this in-

terview the conversation had dwelt upon those
subjects which are the recreation of the truly
healthful mind. But gradually did Valentine turn
the discourse into tl^t channel which was to bring
to an issue the subject he had nearest and dearest

at heart. Unconscious was the sweet Florence, in

her girlish innocence, of the point to which her
companion's remarks were at leagth tending : but
when, with a due amount of delicate preparation

and suitable preface, he ushered in the tender

topic—Oh ! how her heart began to palpitate in

her bosom like a bird fluttering in its cage !—how
the roseate hue went and came upon her damask
checks I—and how strangely, almost overpower-
ingly, streamed forth upon her comprehension the

floods of light from that temple of love the portals

of which were now unfolding to her knowledge !

And then—oh! then—how ravishingly beautiful

appeared the damsel, in this moment when a new
source of happiness became known to her—when
she understood the meaning of those sentiments

that hitherto she had cherished unconsciously and
unwittingly towards Valentine—and when her pure

but enthusiastic soul was thus suddenly brought to

a more vivid and rapturou* comprehension than

ever she had experienced before, of that aesthetic

feeling which the poet has embodied in hi* verse,

the painter has made to glow on his canvass, the

sculptor has personified in his almost-lreaihing

statue, and the musician has sent soaring up to

heaven on the wings of divinest melody

!

"Miss Eaton," said the young mau, in those

hushed and tremulous accents which, when vibrat-

ing with a mascuUue harmony and conveying the

language of love, no young female can hear with

impunity : "it is by the permission of your excel-

lent uncle and aunt that I am thus permitted to

address you. I do not fall at your feet—1 do not

give vent to impassioned language, full of vows,

and pledges, and protestations: but not the less

inspired with the deepest feeling and experiencing

the profoundcst emotion, I beg to offer you my
hand as you already posse>3 my heart I

'

With downcast eyes iiud blushing cheeks, Flo-

rence Eaton proffered her own fair hand—thus

mutely, yet Oh ! how eloquently giving the affirma-

tive answer to the suit which he had pleaded ia

terms so manly but iu tones so tender.

"Thanks—ten thousand thanks, dearest, dearest

young lady," jaid Malvern, as he took that fair

band and respectfully conveyed it to his lips : but

though there was baohful hesitation iu the manner

in which he thus kissed tiie maiden's hand, there was

nevertheless a thrill of ecstatic rapture in the ac-

cents wherein he conveyed his gratitude for the

bestowal of it. "Florence," he continued, now

calling her by her Christian name f«r the first

time,—" again and ag.iin I thank thee I"

How sweet—Oh ! how sweet to the maiden's ear

is her own Christian name, when breathed for the

first time by the lips of one who has just revealed

the love that inspires his heart. Oh ! the world

has no happiness to compare with this ! The most

delicious music is dull and vapid iu compar-son

with the melody of the lover's voice when siftly

syllabling the name of the adored one. Deep,

deep into the soul it sinks—not with a f.'rce that

jars upon the tender chords of the heart -but

gentle and tender, as the balmy breeze laden with

the perfume of roses steals upon the strings of

an ^l^olian harp, awakening all the delicious pathos

of its murmuring melody !

" Yon thank me for placing this hand iu yours,"

said Florence, alter a long pause and with a look

of iauocent funduess fiuug hastily apoa her lover

:
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*' but have I not also to thank you for thus select-

ing me from the many ladies of your acquaiat-

ance "

"No, no," interrupted Valentine, with much
concentrated enthusiasm in his tone :

•• 'tis I who

owe all the debt of gratitude unto you—for, with-

out flattery and without compliment, 'tis an ange)

that thus promises herself to a humble mortal !"

In the strain which is usual with lovers in the first

hour of their affection's avowal, did Valentine and

Florence continue to discourse for some time; and

at length the young man found himself touching

upon a subject which stole in as it were painfully

and darkly amidst his present dream of bliss, but

on which he nevertheless deemed it requisite to

deliver a few comments.

"You are avrare, my dear Florence," he said,

"that not a year has elapsed since the extraordi-

nary and still unaccountable disappearance of my
father. You behold me in mourning, because I

believe him to be dead. Indeed, what circumstance

save his death could possibly prove the solution of

the present mystery ? In the vigour of his man-
hood—endowed with all the choicest gifts of for-

tune—surrounded by affectionate fiiends—and
having everything to render life agreeable, it is

not for a moment to be believed that he could have

voluntarily expatriated himself. The same reasons

argue with equal strength against the supposition

that he could have accomplished his self- destruc-

tiou. What, then, must I suppose? Either that

he met his death by accident ; or that he was foully

dealt with. But if it were indeed ao accident, some
trace would have survived—some clue would have

remained-and none has ever been found. Alas

!

on what belief then must my conjectures settle ?

You can well understand, my dear Florence, how
under such circumstances I am inspired by an ar-

dent longing—a deep unappeasable yearning—to
discover the author or authors of this dreadful

crime, if such a crime have in reality baen perpe-

trated. Therefore, in offering you my hand, it is

requisite I should explain to you that although

your image will ever henceforth be uppermost ou
the bright side of my thoughts, yet on the dark
side will remain the memory of that su-e whose
blood seems to be crying up from some unknown
spot for vengeance on those who shed it! Tell

me, then—will you accept as your husband one
whose thoughts will be thus to some extent di-

vided—one who at any moment may have to rush

away from your sweet society, to follow up some
new track—some fresh clue that may develope it-

self?"

" Continue not this painful topic," said Florence,

in a tremulous voice and with teurs trickling down
her cheeks. " The feelings which inspire you re-

lative to your father, are most honourable—most
admirable : and when it shall be my happiness to

become your wife," she added, witli blushing
cheeks, "it will be ray duty to encourage you in

this filial research to which you have devotpd your-
self. Yes—and also to succour you in it to the
utmost of my power 1

"

" Words cannot express the gratitude I feel to-

wards you, Florence, for these assurances," said

Valentine. " la the midst of the sorrow which. las

enveloped me as it were in a cloud, you iiave bien
sent to irradiate my path and cheer me with your
angel presence. Pardon me—Oh I pardon me, If

I have now by this conversation infused into your
mind some of that gloom which hangs about my
own soul : but I could not— I dared not—conceal
a single thought nor a single feeling at a moment
when our hearts should be revealed to each other
and the fullest confidence should subsist between
us."

" Yes—we should indeed mutually make known
all our secrets," said Florence, suddenly becoming
pensive and even melancholy—so that M ilvern

instantaneously perceived it was a mourufulness
apart from that which his own language had a few
minutes before been calculated to inspire. " Yes,"

she again observed, in a musing manner and with

deepening pensiveness, " there must be no secrets

between us : and therefore shall I unveil my
thoughts upon a certain subject "

She paused—and for a moment Valentine Mal-
vern gazed upon her with surprise and curiosity:

for he was naturally at a loss to conjecture what
secret could be cherished in the bosom of a maiden
who was not only so artless and so innocent, but
who had likewise come so little in contact with the

world.

" Ah ! I perceive that you are already astonished

at my words," said Florence, in a gayer tone, but
yet with a half-subdued sigh : "and when I explain

myself, you will doubtless think that I am very

foolish—perhaps very wrong—to allow the incident

to which I allude, to produce such an impression

upon my mind. But in a few words can I explain

myself."

Malvern was evidently listening with the utmost
attention ; and Florence proceeded in the follow-

ing manner:

—

"Four months have elapsed since the occurrence

of which I am about to speak. At that time my
aunt took me to St. James's Palace to view the

State Apartments. In the Royal Closet we acci-

dentally encountered the Prince Regent, who im-
mediately appeared strangely excited on behold-
ing me. Suddenly drawing forth a small miniature,

he gazed upon it with a mingled melancholy and
tenderness that I never can forget. It also seemed
as if there were something like the agony of re-

morse in that expression which thus swept over
his countenance : and methought that he compared
the portrait which so deeply moved him, with my
features. I felt amazed, and even startled; and
feelings so stra.ige and unaccountable that 1 c.-im-

not possibly jescribc them, sprang up in my soul.

The Prince took my hand and said, ' Pardon me—
pardon me, young lady : but you suddenly reminded
me of a dear friend now no more.' The words, as
well as the look that accompanied them, have re-

mained indelibly impressed upon my memory. At
the time they filled me with confusion, and almost
overwhelmed me with dismay : for the hand of the

Prince trembled violently as he held mine, and he
gaz'.'d upon me as if actually asking pardon for

some fault which he had committed, or some in-

jury that ho had done mo. I forgot at the mo-
ment that he was a Prince—and the feeling of

awe inspired by his rank being thus temporarily

suspended, I experienced a sudden but boundless

compassion for that being who regarded me in

huch a manner. My aunt hurried me away to the

Princess Sophia's apartments : we soon afterwards

entered the carriage and drove into Hyde Park-
on which occasion it was that the accident oc-
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curred to yourself. Fiom that day forth my aunt

has never once alluded to the scene at St. James's

Palace; nor have I mentioued it in her lie;irin(?.

But I have nevertheless thought of it—yes, and

thou!,'ht of it often ! It steals into ray vraking re-

flections by day, and minnrles with my dreams by

nijjbt. It appears to have interwoven itself with

the threads of my destiny. Frequenily do I rea-

son with myself on the folly of thus attaching im-

portance to an iucidcnt which was explain'^d at

the time—namely, my resemblance to a deceased

friend of the Prince having so deeply moved him.

But vainly do I thus reason : a mysterious voice

seems to whisper in tlie profimJities of my
soul that there is an importance attached to

that incident, and that its solution is otherioise

\ than was represented. This idea has grown upon

me : it has settled itself in my mind,—it has be-

come a conviction against which no self-reasoning

on ray part can wrestle. Doubtless you will blame

me—you will consider me to be very foolish
"

"Not so, Florence," observed Valentine, who
had listened with tho deepest interest to the

strange but artless narrative which the young
maiden had delivered with such frankness and

candour. "The incident to which yuu have

alludeJ, has evidently made a strong impression

on your mind. Indeed, it has acquired the power
of a spell or a superstition over you : and there-

fore your feelings are entitled to the utmost re-

spect—especially on the part of one who aspires

to the possession of your hand. But think you
not that if the occurrence had really possessed

any important significancj', beyond what it ap-

peared to have,—thiuic you not, I ask, that your

aunt, who is all goodness and all kindness, would

have cleaied up the mystery to you?"
"Alas!" said Florence, shaking her head

mournfully, and with the tears starting forth on her

long lashes; "there are moments when I have ex-

perienced ungenerous and rebellious thoughts

against my excellent aunt -that is to say, I have

fancied that her siltnce relative to the incident at

the palace has been a studied one, and that she
has some special motive for avoiding all allusion

thereto. If it were not for these ideas, which at

times haunt me like darksome suspicions, I should
have revealed to the ears of my aunt the thoughts
and sensations which I have now revealed to you.

I should have thrown myself into her arms and ex-

plained the wild, the singular, and the mysterious

impiessions which that incident has left upon my
memory. But I dare not thus touch upon the sub-

ject before my aunt-a subject which methiuks
she studiously avoids: and for some weeks past
a damp has fallen at times upon my spirits when I

reflect that 1 am cherishing a secret unknown to
those kitid and generous relatives to whom I am
so incalculably indebted."

" The revelation you have now made, gives me
pain, Florence," said Valentine : " because I un-
(erstaiid full well that this secret is preying upon
yon. You must endeavour to bauish the impres-
sii.n from your mind "

" No—t'tat is impossible !" interrupted Florence,
with accents of mournful firmness. " You have a
belief that your liimented fither has been the
victim of a crime—and you cherish the presenti-
niunt that sooner or later you will be enabled to
clear up the mystery. On my part I have a belief

that the incident of St. James's Palace is in

some manner interwoven with my destiny ; and I

cherish the presentimtjut that time will afford a

full and complete explanation. Ah I Valentine,"

she said, after a few moments' deep reflection, and
now suddenly fixing her eyes—those lovely azure

eyes—upon the handsome yonfi who sat by her

side, retaining one of her fair hands in his own

—

*' when you ere now spoke to me of your desire to

unravel the mystery which occupies so large a
portion of your thoughts, did I not declare that to

the extent of my humble ability-weak, timid,

and powerless girl that I am— I would assist

you?"
" O dearest Florence ! now I comprehend you,"

exclaimed Valentine. " You. wish that I should

reciprocate the pledge, and that I should da my
best to clear up this mystery which envelopes the

incident of the palace—if a mystery there really

be? I will do so—I will do so
!"

The young maiden bent upon her lover a look

beaming with gratitude; and they immediately

turned their discourse upon topics of a more cheer-

ing character.

CHAPTER CXXXVIII.

VENETIA AND HER AGENT.

About ten days after the incidents which we have

just related—and as the delicious month of April

was verging towards a close—the last of a series of

private dramatic performances was to take place

at Carlton House.

Accordingly, between seven and eight o'clock on

a certain evening, we shall find the beautiful

Venetia dressing in h'^r own chamber for the part

which she was to take in t!ie drama. The tasteful

Jessica and another maid assisted at this toilette,

which was so well calculated to display the graud

and voluptuous charms of Lady Sackviile to their

fullest a tvantage. AVe need not, however, linger

to describe her personal appearance on the occa-

sion. Suffice it to say ihat she wore her auburn

hair showering in ringlets over her naked shoulders

so dazzliugly white, and that some natural flowers

were the only ornament which appeared upon
those hyperion locks. Her drapery, gauzy and
transparent—low in the body and short in theskiit

—revealed the luxuriance of her bust and all the

symmetry of her limbs. Her arms were naked

;

and thus was the brilliant Venetia dressed—or

rather undressed—in a manner the most voluptuous

and the most provocative.

It was half past seven—and the performances

were to commence at eight. Her toilette was thus

achieved in good time; and when it was completed

she dismissed her maids and sate do»vu to c;vst a

look over her written part. But not many minutes

did she remain thus aloue : for Jessica re-appeared

with the announcement that Colonel Malpas was

in the drawing-room and requested an immediate

interview.

•Ah!" ejaculated Venetia: "ho is returned,

then—and 1 will see hitu, if only for a few

minutes."

She accordingly issued from her chmiber and

repaired to the drawing-room belonging to the

suite of apartments which she and her husbaud oc-
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cupied at Carltcn House. In such haste was she

to see the Colouul and hear from his lips the issue

of his mission upon the continent, that she quite

fort;ot at the moment the manner in which she was

apparelled; and it was not until she actually stood

ill his presence and observed his eyes suddenly light

up with a look of fervid devouring passion as she

thus burst upon his siglit, tkat she rememberd how
lightly she was clad. But being thus accustomed

to display herself in those private dramatic repre-

sentations wherein all the sensualitiesof the public

stage were so shamelessly imitated, she experienced

no bashfulness as the circumstiuce of her semi-

nudity was thus recalled to her mini. Indeed, she

could not be disposed to experience any more
shame in thus displaying herself to the eyes of

INIalpas, than she did when appearing on the mimic
stage before her select patrici.ai audience.

The effect, however, thus produced upon Colonel

Ma'pas was as powerful as it was instantaneous.

The sudden appearance of that woman so superbly

handsome, in such a luxurious undress and iu the

roseate light which flooded the splemiidly-furnished

drawing-room, was enough to arouse the passions

of even a more sober-minded individual than

Malpas and excite them to a frenzied degree. He
had always regarded her as supremely beautiful

from the very first : he had looked upon her as

the most desirable creature he had ever set

eyes upon—but now she seemed to burst npon his

view clothed with a loveliness so transcending in

its brilliancy, so overpowering in its grandeur, so

intoxicating in its influence, that small marvel

was it, if the fires of the Colonel's sensual cravings

thus flamed up all la a moment to a maddening
degree.

" Sit down, Colonel Ma'pas," s*id Venetia, im-

mediately assuming an aspect of dignified reserve

as she waved her hand towards a seat: then plac-

ing htrself on a sofa at a little distance, she has-

tened to observe, " We have private theatricals

here this evening—and hence the garb which
doubtless strikes you as strange."

" Not strange, your ladyship—but as wondrously

becoming," said the Colonel, in a tone insidiously

complimentary. " To speak with candour, indeed,

I never saw your ladyship to such advantage
before—so dazzlingly handsome—so exquisitely

charming "

"Enough, sir!" exclaimed Venetia, her coun-

tenance flushing with indignation: but as the

crimson tide not only mantled upon her cheeks,

but also poured over her softly rounded shoulders

and her heaving bosom, she looked all the more
grandly beautiful, and the Colonel's passions were

excited if possible to a more frenzied pitch. "Our
interview must on the present occasion be brief,"

she continued, iu a tone that was intended to over-

awe the Colonel, and make him feel that though she

had used him as the agent of her schemes, she

utterly hated and despised him : " tell me, there-

fore, in a word, what you have done—and to-

morrow you can call again and give rao the

details."

" I am sorry to inform your ladyship that I have

done nothing effective," answered Malpas.

"Nothing!" echoed Venetia, with mnglcd sur-

prise and indignation : " absolutely nutiiing ?"

" Nothing, my lady—absolutely nothing," re-

sponded Malpas, not adopting so humble a tone as

when he was last in her presence. " I shall not
attempt to deceive you ; and therefore I must at
once confess that in spite of all the various plans

and maucEuvres I adopted, nothing has been
done."

" And yet," exclaimed Venetia, now appearing
pale with anger not only at this acknowledgment
of utter failure on the Colonel's part, but likewise

because she noticed a sort of flippancy and assur-

ance in his tone which she was not altogether at a
loss to understand,—" and yet in your letters you
assured me that one of the Owens had become
your mistress."

" True enough, my lady," rejoined the Colonel:
"but equally true it is that so far from my beisg
able to make use of that connexion in. a manner
serviceable to the objects of my mission, I do
really believe that I myself was rendered a dupe
and an instrument by the young lady. To be
brief. Lord Curzon "

" Ah ! you have met then ?" exclaimed Venetia:
but instantly recovering her presence of mind, she
said, "Proceed— I was interrupting you."

" Well, the truth is soon told, Lady Sackville,"

said Colonel Malpa?, with increasing assurance
alike of tone and manner. "Lord Curzon and I

did meet at Geneva, and we became as good friends

as ever. In fact, there was a complete under-
standing established between us

"

" That is to say," remarked Venetia, in a cold

tone, but subduing her rage and vexation only

with a most powerful effort,—" that is to say, you
revealed to his lordship the object of your mission
as well as the name of her who sent you—and he
gave you a similar explanation. Was it not so ?"

•' It was," answered Malpas : and now his eyes

a';tually flimed as they dwelt devouringly and
gloatingly upon the splendid person of Venetia.

" I ought to have foreseen that ihey would have
thus met," she thought within herself. " But after

al', no harm can possibly result from such an en-

counter. Curzon would not have betrayed his

intimacy with me!"—then suddenly castmg her

eyes upon Malpas, and observing the unmistakable

longings of desire tiiat glowed in his look-, she

said with a hauglity dignity, " You will be so kind

as to call upon me to- morrow at noon—and we
will converse farther upon these mattiTS."

"I beg your pardon, Lady Sackville," said

Colonel Malpas, suddenly assuming a tone and
manner of insolent assurance and dogged autho-

rity : "there is no time like the present—for when
I come to-morrow, it is just as likely as not that

the hall-porter will declare your ladyship to be
invisible, I dare say you have five minutes to I

spare—in that five minutes all can bo said that

need be said."

From the first moment of Venetia entering that

drawing room upon the present occasion, her eyes

had loso the amorous langour which was habitu-

ally wont to fill them and partially to weigh down
the thickly-fringed iids. But gradually as Malpas

proceeded with this last speech, in which he so

completely threw off the mask, and not merely

hurled defiance at the lady, but .seemed to feel a

consciousness of power over her,—the steidy calm-

ness that had displ.-iced the langour of her gaze,

flamed up into a burning look which flung its vivid

lightnings upon the man who thus dared to insult

her.
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"You appear more plorionsly handsome than

ever," said Colonel Malpas, wincing somewhat for

a moment before that blaze of wrathful feelinfj

:

but recollectiiig that, after all, it was but a woman
against whom he was now waging war, he became
valorous once more. "A few minutes back," he

continued, "you looked as calmly dignified and as

elegantly stately as the Goddess Diana: but novr

you seem superb and terrible as Juno the Queen
of lie iven."

"Leave the room, sir!" exclaimed Venetia,

rising from her seat and catching hold of the bell-

cord. "Jiemaiu auuther instant and I summon
the lacqueys to thrust you forth!"

" Ah ! would you dare heap insults on me again ?"

cried Malpas, also springing froin his chair: then

with a look ofmalignant triumph, he Slid, " Madam,
you are in my [ ower—utterly in my power : and
you would do well to come to terms with me."

" In your power, sir—it is ridiculous !" ejaculated

Venctia ia a tone of scorn and with a look of

withering indignation : but still she did not pull

the bell, for she felt that she was not staudin* on
the securest frround possible in respect to Malpas.

"You doubt!e-s think," she continued to observe,
•' that because I have entrusted you with a delicate

and secret mission, you hav3 acquired a certain

authority over me — and you imagine to work upon
my fears ?"

'' You speak the exact truth," said Malpas : " and
remember that if we have now come to serious lan-

guag'^, it is your ladyship who has provoked it."

" Penniless, wretched, and miserable," said Ve-
uetia, in a bitter tone, "did you isiue from a
(lcbt)r's gaol; and the first person to whom you
applied was the very last to whom you should have
s-o addressed yourself. Nevertheless, 1 took you
by the hand— I gave you employment—I put gold
into your pocket: and now you seek to turn round
upon me, viper that you are! But I will trample

you bciiea'h my lieel— I will crush you as I would

a worm— 1 will cover you with confusion, infamy,

aiid disgrace !''

As Veiietia thus spoke, her form seemed to

dilate—her stature heightened—her bust expanded
—her cheeks mantled with the deepest carnation

—

hrr eyes vibrated like stars—her beauty became
alike grand and terrible.

" Oh ! since you treat the matter thus," said
Malpas, "let us understand each other. Think
you that I have ever forgotten, or could have ever
forgiven, the tremendous exposure which took
place when the Banquet of Six was given at my
house? No—by heavens, it was a barbed arrow
that rankled in my heart! And yet I never
thought—I never even ventured to hope—that the
day would come when 1 should be avenged, It
did not seem possible that sucli good fortune was
in store for me. On issuing from prison, I ad-
dressed myself to you in my despair: but it AWis

not through frienilsiiip— no, not even with so beg-
garly a feeling as charity— that you condescended
to return a favourable answer to my petition.

You wanted an individual who was to become your
instrument—your tool—your catspaw in playing
a certain game in the affairs of the Princess of
"Wales. What your object was, heaven only knows
—and I care not. Suffice it for me to say that I
am so deep in your confidence as to hold you com-
pletely in ray power "

" Ah ! think s'ou," interrupted Venetia, who had
listened with glowing cheeks, flashing eyes, and
scornful lips to the Colonel's long speech,—"think
you that I reck fjr these implied menaces oa
your part? Do I not know that gold is all yoa
require—and that your present proceeding is

naught but a scandalous mode of extortion?
Havmg failed in your mission, you fancied that I
should overwhelm you with reproaches and refuse
you any remuneration for such efforts as you may
have made in the affiii : you therefore think to
forestall my auger by this cowardly demonstration
on your p;irt. Now tell me what is the amount
you require. Name it!—then away with you, and
let me see your face no more 1"

"Not 80 fast, my lady, if you please," said Mal-
pas, with an air of cool unconcern, as if he knew
that he was enabled to dictate his own conditions
and that Venetia dared not refuse compliance
therewith. " I am not altogether mercenary, al-

though money is certainly an artiele that I require
and which I mean to have, and to a tolerable

handsome amount too! But your ladyship pos-
sesses other attractions beside your wealth "

" Colonel Malpas," said Venetia, concentrating
all the lightnings of her looks upon the individual

who stood before her,—" let this scene end at

once ! I have neither time nor inclination to pro-

long it. It wants but ten minutes to eight—and
at eight my presence will be required elsewhere.

Therefore name the sum that you require ; it shall

be forthcoming at any hour to-morrow. But if

you dare breathe another word derogatory to my
feelings as a woman, I at once break off all com-
promise and leave you to do your worst."

" We shall see," obsei ved iMalpas, flippantly.

" Ten minutes more—eh," he continued glancing

at the time-piece : "in that ten minutes everything

may be settled amicably between us. You do not
seem to comprehend the position in which you
stand. In the first place, what would his Royal
Highness say if I were to inform him that you
have been plotting and planning to counteract all

liis plots and plans "

' He would not believe you," responded Venetia,

in a tone of apparent conB.dence ; although she
did not feel quite so certain on the subject as she
chose to appear—and it was this mi^g.ving that

rendered her in reality anxious to put a golden
seal upon the Colonel's lips. " Judging by your

antecedents, the Prince knows you to be capable

of the foulest falsehood. Therefore go and tell

his Royal Highness what you choose ! lie would

only wonder how you came to learn that there was
any conspiracy in existence at all against the

Princess : but he would not believe you even on
oath, were you to declare that you obtained that

knowledge from me—much less that I had actually

employed you to counteract the progress thereof."

" Well," exclaimed Malpas, a diabolical smile of

satisfaction again appearing upon his features,

" your ladyship now drives me to extremes. If the

Prince would not believe all those matters which

you have detailed, is it any reason that he should

disbelieve me if I assured him that his beautiful

mistress, oii whose head he has heaped wealth and

honour", has bestowed her favours on the Earl of

Ciirzon ?"

Vea-^tia staRgercd as i' struck by the sudden

blow of a hammer ; aa-.; wnik' every shade and
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tint of vital colouring disappeared, leaving her

cbeeks pale as alabaster, she sank back upon the

sofa wheiH^e she had risen a few moments pre-

viously. It was an awful consternation—a fright-

ful dismay that had seizad upon her. Until this

moment she had believed that Curzon, though an

unpiiucipled libertine and a reckless profligate, as

most arisDoerits are, was nevertheless high-suuled

and generous enough to keep the secret of an

affair of gallantry as inviolably as if life itself de-

pended on it. But no : it was evident that Curzon

was a traitor, and that by his treachery her honour

was now placed at the mercy of Colonel Malpas,

the most finished scoundrel that ever belonged to

fashionable society.

"Your ladyship sees that I am not to be trifled

with," he said, inwardly exulting at the confirma-

tion which his bold averment had just received in

the effect it produced upon Venetia.

" The Earl of Curzon is a traitor," she said,

after a long pause, during which it cost her more

than one effort to regain her self-possession. "But
come, sir—what is it you require ? And if *;ver,"

she added in a tremulous tone, "you knew how to

spare the feelings of a lady, I beseech you to do

so now.'
' My tprms are speedily named," replied Mai pa'*

:

then fixing liis looks upon her in a manner which

showed him to be inexorable, he said, •' Five thou-

sand guineas in the first place—and in the second,

the same favour wliich you have bestowed upon
the Earl of Curzon !"

Veneiia started, although she had foreseen what

was coming : and fixing her eyes upon the Colonel

she was about to entreat his mercy as to the latter

condition, wiien a sudden idea struck her.

" You are resolved upon enforcing these terms ?"

she said, in a cold voice and with a look that sud-

denly became settled and steady.
" I am resolved," he answered, thinking she had

made up her mind to the worst. " Nothing can
shake ray determination."
" Tlien must it be as you saj','' observed Venetia.

" To-morrow night, at eleven o'clock, you must be

at the private door opening from the palace into

the park; and my maid Jessica vfill give you ad-

mittance."
•' Ah ! but how do I know that the door will

rrally open to admit me?" exclaimed Malpas.
" Once get out of a palace, and it is not so easy to

get in again."

"Ami not completely in your power?" a^ked

Venetia. " If I accede to the conditions you have

laid down, it is to purchase your secrecy. Think
you, tlien, that if I chose to defy you I could not

as well do it at once by ordering you to quit the

palace, as to-morrow night by refusing to re-admit

you into it?"

" True !" said Malpas who saw plainly enough that

Venetia felt herself to be really and truly in his

power. " At eleven o'clock to-morrow ni^ht I

shall be at the private door which you have named."
He then bowed and hastened from the room,

—

Jessica being in readiness on the landing to con-

duct him unobserved out of the palace : for she

knew full well that he had been employed by her

mistress in some secret matt( r-i, and that it was

by iif) means desirable for him to bo sseii and
recogu sed within those walls, inasmuch as it would
naturally strike either the Prince Regent or Lord

Sackville as remarkably strange that Venetia

should hold any intercourse with a min who had
played so vile a part towards her on former occa-

sions.

Yes—and bitterly, bitterly, too, did Venetia re-

pent the precipitation and rashness with which f he

had thus renewed her acquaintance with the

Colonel. But there was now no remedy for it:

the mischief was done—and she must either ward

off the consequences if she could, or mitigate them

as much as possible.

But, Ah ! eight o'clock strikes : it is time fir

her to repair to the Green Room and join the

throng ot amateurs who are to appear upon the

stage on the present occasion. Starting from lier

seat, Venetia looked at herself iu the glass. The
colour was coming back to her cheeks ; and as

she rapidly pictured to herself the enthusiasm

with whicli her presence was about to inspire the

patrician audience in the private theatre, a smile

of triumph sh«ne upon her features. Indeed,

when she repaired to the Green Room, so ani-

mated were her looks—so gay was her smile— and

so sprightly her wit, that no one would have fan-

cied to whst a degree of tension her fdelings had

baen strung during the last half-hour.

CHAPTER CXXXIXo

A SINGULAR PROPOSAL.

In the afternoon of the following day—just as the

Marquis of Leveson was sitting down to lunch—
a carriage drove up to the door of his mansion ia

Albemarle Street. Glancing forth from the win-

dow, he observed that it was Lady Sackville'a

equipage; and in less than a minute, after the

loud double knock had been given, one of his

domestics entered to announce that her ladyship

requested to speak to him for a single moment at

her carriage-window.

The Marquis, instantaneously suspeeiiog that

his functions of self-constituted banker were about

to be put into requisition again, chuckled witiiiu

himself as he sped forth in compliance with the

message he had just received : and assuming his

most courteous demeanour, he approached the

carriage.

Now, as a tall powdered licquej', who had de-

scended from bihiud the vehicle the moment it

stopped, was stationed so close that he could over-

hear whatevtr look place between his mistress and

the Marquis, the Avas of course compelled to be

upon her guard. Accordingly, placing a small

packet in the nobleman's hand, she said, " Stck-

ville desired me to stop at your lordship's door, as

I passed this way iu the carriage, and deliver this

packet into your own hand. 1 believe it is some-

thing valuabK'," she added, flinging a rapid and

significant look upon the Marqus: " and, by the

bye, I tliink he told me there might be something

to come back."
«< Yes—a letter of acknowledgments and thanks

for what his lordship has thus sent me," responded

the Maripiis; "and which is doubly acceptable on

account of being delivered by your ladyship's own
|

I

fair hands. I will not ask your la lyship to walk

I in, a< l.ady Erneiiina is not at home."
* " liuk'C I, I am SDHiewhat pie^scd for time also,"
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observed Venetia, afifectin^i: an air as courteous as

if she were really on friemlly terms with the noble-

man and his niece, instead of loathing the former

and hating the latter as heartily as possible.

•' I will not detain your ladyship two minutes,"

said the Marquis : and he hastened back into the

mansion.

Ascending: to his own chamber, he immediately

examined the little packet which Veuetia had

placed in his hand ; and he found that it contained

ten of the pearls oiF the string of a hundred which

he had presented to her.
*' This makes fifteen that have already come

back to me," lie said to himself as he opened his

writing-deik. "I wish that fellow Tash would

manage to lead Sackvil'e into deeper extrava-

gances ; but the Captain declares that Horace is

not 80 easy to be thus entangled, Stdl he is

launching out into certain expenses which will

soon involve him—and Tash says that he has

some expensive affair of gallantry in hand too, bat

he does not know with whom. I wonder whether

Venetia wants this money for her husband ?"

Thus musing, the Marquis of Levesoa drew
forth tea Bank-notes each to the amount of a

thousand pounds, and enveloping them in a sheet

of papar, he sealed it and addressed it to Lord
Sackville. Then, descending with it in his hand, he

deliveied it at the carriage-window to Lady Sack-

ville, iu such a manner that the footmarn who stood

close by might read the direction, so that all sus-

picion of anything clandestine between himself

and her ladyship would be averted.

The equipage drove away : and as it proceeded
back to Carlton House, Venetia thought within

herself, " Positively this must be the last time that

I apply to that detested nobleman for pecuniary

assistance. And yet he managed it delicately

enough, so that the servants could not for an instant

suspect there was anything strange in my calling

at Leveson House."

On aligliiug at the palace, Venetia was informed
that a lady had called by appointment and was
waiting in the drawing-room. A ray of satisfac-

tion lighted up her ladyship's lovely countenance:

but before she proceeded to join her visitress

in the saloon, she ascended to her boudou-.

There she tore open the letter which the Marquis
had put into her hand ; and having satisfied herself

tliat it contained the notes, she put live of them
into her purse, and secured the other live iu her

writing-desk. Then, having laid aside her car-

riage-dress, she repaired to the drawing-room

where the lady was waiting for her, and concerning

whom we must pause to say a few words.

This lady was about three-and-twtuty years of

age, and was tolerably good-look ng. She had
fine hair of a davk brown colour— delicate features,

which, without being exactly regular, were interest-

ing—fine eyes—and a very beautiful set of teeth.

Her figure was finely formed—indeed upon a some-
what large scale when considered in reference to

the delicacy of her countenance. Altogether, she
Wiis of attractive appearance ; and though quiet,

genteel, and 'ady-like in her manners, she had not
the polish of what is called " the best society."

In that society she had nevertheless mingled for a
time, but had not altogether caught its exquisite
gloss: indeed it was not very ditlicult to perceive
that she properly belonged to a sphere not so

elevated. At the same time there was nothiogf

vulgar about her : she was dressed with taste and
what might be termed elegant neatness. Her voice

was pleasing; and a slight tinge of melancholy
gave additional interest to the expressioa of her
countenance.

This laiy was Mrs. Malpas, the daughter of a
retired butcher : but she herself had never had any
connexion with the detail* of the business, ha\'iiig»

on the contrary, been brought up in the manner
which is usual with a rich tradesman's family.

That is to say, she had received a good boarding-

school education, so far as instruction and accom-
plishments went : but she had also learnt a great deal

of boarding-school nonsense. It was the influence

of such sickly sentimentalism as this that was
destined to rule the principal actions of her life,

as the reader will soon see. She was the elder of

several sisters (for she had no brothers) ; and had
been left an heiress by an old bachelor uncle who
accumulated a fortune in the pork and sausage line.

Wheu she left boarding-school and was duly
' brought out" at a Mansion House entertainment,

she of course engaged the notice of many admirers.

But her fortune was the principal, if not the sole

attraction. Amongst her suitors were Colonel

Malpas and the redoubtable Captain Tash. At
that special moment the aflfairs of the former

stood iu particular need of a patching-up by means

of a good matrimonial alliance ; and as for the

latter, there was no moment better than another

for a fortune to fall into his hands. At first the

young lady was inclined to listen most favourably

to Captain Tash, because he not only had a tre-

mendous pair of moustaches, but also the finest

pair of whiskers possible—whereas Colonel Mal-

pas had but a delicate moustache and slight

whiskers. But when it was made known to

the setitimental young lady that the Colonel

wai of much higher rank than the Captain-

that the former really moved iu the best circles,

whereas the latter only obtained admittance to

them by an occasional accident—that the former

wa< actually in the Guards, while the latter was

on half- pay or else on no pay at all—she at once

decided in favour of the Colonel and cut the Cap-

tain. Now Tash was not the man to stand this.

He raged, fumed, bullied, and threatened to commit

a wholesale slaughter in Butcher-hall Lane, where
]

the family resided. The young laJy's father had
j

him bound over to keep tlie peace : but the Cap-
|

tain, in defiance of his recognizmccs, sent a chal-
j

lengc to Colonel Malpas. Tnis the Colonel would

not accept, but had the Captain locked up in prison

for breaking the peace. However, the indefiti-

gable Tash found bail again—emancipated himself

from captivity—and thre.itened to expose the

Colonel's cowardice at every club in London.

He even contrived to obtaiu a clandestine inter-

view with the young 1 idy, and made such an im-

pression on her by his representations of the

Colonel's poltroonery and his own remarkable

valour, that the sentimental Miss, who had just

been reading a romance of chiv.ilry, thought that

the Captain was after all the heio into whose anus

she ought to fling herself. A run-away match was

therefore agreed upon : but the parents discovered

all—the Colonel was communicated with—and the

young lady, over-persuaded once more, agreed to

accompany Malpas at once to the altai-. 'While



the marriajje ceremony wastaUinff placc.a discreet

iriend of tlie f iinily snu;^lit an intprview with Cap-

tain Tasli, and broke to liini the terrible tidin'js

how he was thus forestalled by the Colonel after all!

The gall »nt Captain puininellcd the discreet friend

within an inch of his life, and then consented to

receive a couple of thousand ffuineas as an iniiuce-

ment never to molest cither the worthy folks in

Butcher-hall Lane or the newly-married couple any

more.

Such were the romantic and mysteriou'* circum-

stjinces attrnding the alliance of Colonel Malpas
and the porkman's heiress. In the hurry which

characterised the proceedinf^fs, and in the "old

people's" eaffcrness to save their dausrhter from
the formidable adventurer, Captain Tash, and
bestow her upon the aristocratic Malpas, no pre-

caution ha<l been taken to tie up her fortune in

any way beneficial to herself. Malpas tliereforo

obtaioed the whole and sole control thereof.
66«»

But then the young lady's parents thoo}:l't tlial a"l

British officers wer" men of honour, and that the

hii^her the rank the more superlative the honour:

so that those tjood, easy, and addlo-pated City

folks had fancied at the time that Coloflel JIal|>as

of the Guards must be tlie vory acme of iionour

itself. The parents and the dau:,'nter all learnt

the contrary to their cost; and when the youn^

lady's fortune was spent—her husband a prisoner

—

the splendid mansion in ISIarlhorouj^h -street

stripped from attic to kitchen by the unhily hands

of HheritT.s'-officers—and she lierse'f olili;?ed to

returti home to lier parents in Butcher-hail Lane,

the said parents befj in to suspect that it would

have been much bettor if thi'ir daufrhtcr had
espoused .Mr. Simon Snuf^tfs, the saddler, than

Ciilonol Malpas ot the (Juards. But the youn{f

la<ly did not come to the same wise coaclusiou

from pant experience. On the contrary, she re-

gretted the loss of the fmo lumae in which she was
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her own mistress; and though slie hated her hus-

band and would not even open any of the letters

he from time to time addressed to her, yet her bit-

terness towarfls him resulted rather from rancour

at being expelled from her paradise through his

extravagances, than from the fact of his heartiesa

conduct tuvvariis her. So that if he had suddi^nly

become possessed of a fortune and had as'ced her

to return to him, she would gl'^dly have done so

:

or, on the other hand, if she herself picked up art-

ether dowry, she would very likely have sent to

inform the Colonel of the fact aud invite him to

return and enjoy it with her.

Such was Mrs. Malpas, the lady who now called

upon Venetia in pursuance of a note forwarded

by the latter to Butcher-hall Lane in the lore-

noon.

"I have not had the honour of your acqufiiht-

ance before," said Lady Sackville, adopting: her

most courteous demeanour aud affable tone; "but

I am rejoiced to have the present opportunity cf

forming it. Doubtless you wbre surprised to re-

ceive a uote from meat all; but much more so

to perceive by its contents that 1 have business of

the utmost importance to speak upon. In that

note I also suggested that you should maintain as

strict a secrecy as possible relative to the fact of

receiving it
"

•'And I can assure your ladyship," said Mrs.

Malpa--, " that I did so. I happened to be alone

at tlie time when the note was delivered; and

neither my father nor mother are aware of my
receiving it. I coUld not hesitate to obey the

summons at the hour appointed, considering the

kind and condescending tune in which the let-

ter was written. Therefore, even before your lady-

ship brca'Jics a syllable of the business aOuiied to,

1 beg to tender my sincerest thanks for your good-

ness towards me."
,

,

"My dear airs. Malpas," said Venetian making
the, lady sit down upoii tHe sofa by her side, and

treating lier vritli the familiar condoscecsioa so

fla'tering to her vanity; "I am delighted to per-

ceive tluit you appieciate beforehand my good in-

tentions and friendly objects. Indeed, it is upon a

very serions and delijate matter that I wish to

discourse with you ; and were you my own sister,

1 could not entertain a more sincere symp;ithy

than I do towards you in respect to the unfor-

tunate pos'tion iu which you stand with regard to

your husband—for it is on this point that we must
delibeiate."

" Indeed," said Mrs. Malpas, in evident surprise,

" I fancied from something I had heard that your
liidyship had every reason to entertain a serious

animosity against my husband."
" What was it th it you heard ?" asked Venetia

:

"and from whom d d you hear it? Let the fuilest

confidence subsist between us."

" By ail means," exclaimed the Colonel's wif?,

de iglited at thus entering so speedily upon such
famihar terms with the reigning star of fashion.

" In answer, then to your ladyship's questions, I

must inform you that Captain Tash, whom I acci-

dentally met a few week's ago "

" Ah! I unaerstand," said Venetia, who knew
full well that the Captain was acquainted with Mrs.
Malpas.

Indeed, it was from the CnUain's own lips—he
having lately become a tolerably frequent visitor

at Carlton House—she had gleaned all those par-

ticulars which we have ere now sketched, and
which were so well calculated to give Venetia an
insiglit into the character of Mrs. Malpas. We
may add, it was from a knowledge of this charac-

ter that Venetia had resolved upon tlie adoption
of the course which she was now pursuing with re-

spect to that kdy.
" Captain Tash told me," continued ^Mrs. Malpas,

"tint my husband had been guilty of some very
insulting conduct towatds your ladyship, but the

nature of which he did not explain."
" Were you not aware," isked Venetia, " that I

once visited your house in Great Marlborough
Street—on a certain night when Colonel Malpas
enter tained the Prince Re^feht, the Marquis of

Leveson, and others?'
" I heard something to that effect," responded

Mrs. Malpas: "but I passed that memora;jle day
—for such indeed it was io me—with my parents

;

and when I returned home to Great Marlborough
Street iu the evening, 1 found everything in such
confusion that I took but little note of the rumours
which met my ears. One fact was overwhelm-
ing enough—thai tain had overtaken my hus-

band "

" Well," interrupted Venetia, "we need not refer

particularly to the past. It Is however necessary

for me to explain that Colonel Malpas had the pre-

sumption to declare his love for me at the period

of which WG have been speaking "

" I heard something to that effect," sni:l Mrs.
Malpas : " and really when I look at your ladyship,

1 am not surprised that any gputleman should fall

in love with you. 1 cbiild lorgive my own husband
fordoing so, even were I devoted'y alt<it;he4"to

him.'
'' I mu?t thank you for this comj I'meht," said

Lady Sackviile, smiling. " But pcrihit ine to ask

whether Captain I'ash ever int'ormed you of the

part which he played "

" I heard," interrupted Mrs. Ma'.pas, " that the

Captiiin inflicted severe chastisement en my hus-

band the Bight of the banquet at Great Alarl-

borough Street; and I a'so understood that it was

in consequence of some boasting assertion, as un-

foutuled as it was impudent, made by tiie Colonel

in reference to your ladyship. How true all this

migiit be, I scarcely knew : for I was well aware ;

tnat Captain Ta»h eutertaim.d a bitter hatred
I

against tiie Colonel and would gladly serk an
\

opportunity to avenge himself."
;

" You Oi.'oas!onally see the Captain, then ?" .said
j

VenetiJ, beginni.ig to suspect that there might be

some little inirigua on tue pa-t of that gallant

officer and the Colonel's wife.

" No, my lady," was the answer, delivered with

an unaffected sincerity whih instantaaeousiy

showed Venetia that her suspicion was altogether

unfouiule 1. "I hwe only met him once for months

past—and that was by accident. I was walking

with two of my sisters at the time. Perhaps your '

ladyship has heard that before I was married to

the Colonel, Captain Tash made me an olTer ; but

1 am glad now—heartily glad—that I d d not ac-

cept it. The stories I have heard of his dreadful

violence—his outrageous conduct—the constant
|

SCI apes he is getting himself into—and his dis-
j

sipated mode of life, are enough to frighten one
|

aud would have been the death of me : for I am I
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quite sure that all I have suffered through Malpa*

has not been half so bad as I should have eudured

if I had married Captain Tash."

"The Ciiptaiii is a good-hearted man," said

Venetia, "but has all the bad qualities you men-

tion. However, we have wandered from the topic

of our discourse : and now, to resume it, I must

obsi;rve that you are acquainted with a sufficiency

of past events to understand how I had every

reason to di--l'ke your husb^ind. Neverthelss,

when he obtained his release from gaol some four

mo.iths ago, 1 took compassion on him— I em-

ployed liim in a secret mi-sion to tl\e Continent;

—and now that he has returned to London "

" He is in Loud n, then, at present?" exclaimed

Mrs. Malpas. " I heard that he had gone abroad,

but knew not of his return."

" He is only just come back," rejoined Venetia;

"and I regret to say that liis disposition is not

changed fur the better. Availing himself of the

knowledge of certain secrets, which I should be

soj-ry to liave revealed—secrets, however, you must

understand, of a purely business character—he

h;is dared to use menaces and threats towai-ds

me "

"But for what purpose?" asked Mrs. Malpis,

whose comprehension was not the quickest and the

briiihtest in the world.

"Ah! with reluctance and sorrow do I unfold

the truth to the injured wife of that unprincipled

man," said Venetia, affecting a liimi compnssion

towards her n«w acquaintance. "Nevertlieless,

the truth must be revealed—and when I tell you

that Colonel M.ilpas seeks to compel me to submit

to his will by means of threats, coercion, ajid ter-

rorism '

" Oh ! tiiis is shocking—this is di-eadful !" cried

Mrs. Malpas. " Wliat must be done ? how shall

we act? ll<i must be tliwarted—he must be re-

duced to submission—you must be protected."

"That is precisely v/hat I have bufn thinking,"

observe! Venetia. "And indeed," she contiiued,

after a little hesitation, " I had a certain plan in

view "

" Name it—name it," said Mrs. Malpus ; " an 1 if

in any way I can a!-si>t your ladyship, you may
rely upon my good offices."

"Cutbefore 1 explain myself," continued Venetia,

"you must answer me a question. Do you feel

disposed to live ag^in with your husband, provided

the means were supplied to furnish another esta-

blishment for you, and a hanJisome sum of resdy

moni'y supplied to enible you to commence hous;

keeping aijain?—would you, in a word, leave your

father's dwelling and return to the society of your

husband uudt r such favourable circumstances ?"

"Yes—under such favourable circumstances,"

answered Mrs. Malpas, echoing Venetia's words.

"Besides, if your ladyship recommends the adop-

tion of that coui-se, I at once agree to it," she
added seriously.

"Then listen to my plan," said Venetia, inwardly

rejoicing at the lady's response. " You musi make
some excuse to your parents to be enabled to re-

turn to nie thiseveniniT, and jwss the night beneath

thia roof. AV'lien the Colonel makes liis ap[)ear-

ance— which he will do—to claim from nio an
answer to iiia dishonourable suit, he shall be con-

diutnil to the room where you will be already in-

st;dlcd ; and 1 will take care that the door shall be

closed upon him on the outside. You will thus pass

the night together—and you will have an oppor-
tunity of giving him a real curtain lecture

"

"But such a lecture will be utterly thrown away
upon him!" interrupted Mrs. Malpas. "He will

only ridicule and laugh at me "

" You do not exactly understand the nature of

the lecture which you are to give to him," said

Venetia. "I am well aware thai to appeal to his

moral feelings as a husband or as a man, v. Ill be

utterly useless: but to .ipi)eal to his selfishness

may produce quite a different cff^'Ct. You will tell

him, then, that you are now upon intimate terms with

me, and that it is my intention to introduce you
into the highest circles and the best sjciety. You
will go on to observe that your father has agreed

to allow you a thousand a- year to live upon, and
has given you five thousand guineas to furnish a
mansion and commence the world anew, in order

that you may live ia independence, happiness,

aud comfort."

"But my fither has done no such thing!" ex-

claimed Mrs. Blalpa^, in astonishment: "and ho
would not do anything of the kind."

"No — but I will do it all for you," answered

Venetia ; " and you can attribute it to your parents'

kindness "

" But such goodness on your part," cried Mrs.

Malpas, in amazement: "is it possible—are you
joking "

"It is no subject to jestupon," returned Venetia.
" My dear friend," she continued, " can you not un-

derstand the object that I have in view? Your
liu^bauil not only demands the surrender of my
person', but also seeks to extort a large su.n of

money from me. N.:w you will not be angry if I

declare that I so thoroughly hate aud cordi illy

detest your husband, that 1 would sooner di2 ihan

yield t> lis wishes on the first point—while, on tiie

second, it would only encourage him to farthei- ex-

tortion if 1 were to comply with his demaad. You
can now understand that it is well worth my while

to adopt anij course in order to save myself from
that humiliation and that danger; and by the \l .n

I am suggesting, you can likewise be restored to

a position of couilbrt, respectability, and indepen-

dence, without having to drag along your existence

in Butcher- hall Lane."
" Then what would your ladyship have me do?"

asked Mis. Malpas, now beginning to see clearly,

like one who emerges from a dewse fog.

"I would have you recite to your husband,'" con-

tinued Veiietia, " the taie which I have ere now
devised for the purpose—how 1 have t iken you by
the hand— how you are to be introduced at Court
—how you have succeeded in inducing your father

to make you independent-and how, lor the sake

of appearances, you are willing to forgive the past

and dwell once more wit'i your hu^balld. lie will

greeui y embrace your ollV-r. The assurance that

you po.sscss an income of a thousand a-yoar, will

bring him to your feet and make him proinse to

treat you with all possible Icinduess henceforth.

But when you find him thus pliant and duetito, yiu
iiiust te!l him that there is one condition wiiich

you have to impose as the b.i^is of a future good
understanding between you : namely, ihatinisiuuch

ai you have conceived the utmost frioniMip for

me, and ft* I have cominunicated to you your hus-

band's infauiu \J3 conduct toward j mo on th.u iirtsent
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occasion, you stipulate for a solemn agreement on

his part to al)stuiu from all molestation towards

me in future."

"Ah! I understand," said Mrs. Malpas, now

amazingly relishing tlie scheme wliich Lady Sack-

ville had propounded. " The idea is excellent, and

may be carried out to complete success."

"I felt persuaded you would emViark vn this

friendly enterprise with me," said Lady Sackviile.

*' 1 have already provided myself with the sum of

five thou:iand pounds, which I will place in your

hands this evening, and which you can show t') the

Colonel nut only as a proof of the tale you vv 11 tell

liim, but also as an inducement for him to yie.d to

your views."

Alter some further discussion upon the details

of the scheme, the two ladies separated until the

evening—Mrs. Milpas returning to Butcher-hall

Lmuc to devise some excuse for a night's absence

from her parents' home, while Lady Sackviile re-

mained in the drawing-room pondtring upon all

that had just taken place.

"lu about half-an-hour her husband entered

that apartment; and accosting her with mingled

suspense and hesitation, his said, " Well, Venetia

—

have you been enabled to comply with my re-

quest?"
" I have," she answered : then drawing forth her

purse, she produced the Bank-notes which she had

deposited tnere and handed tliem to her husband,

—

at the same time observing with one of her most

enchanting smiles, " I am alraid you are getting

rather exirav;igaiit, Horace. I hope that Captain

Tash dues not lead you into gambling or bet-

tin tr
"

"Venetia," interrupted Lord Sackviile, somewhat
haughtily, "if you mean to acjompatiy your pre-

sent with a lecture, pi ay take it back. 1 thought

our agreement was that we should each pursue

our omi career with mutual independence, so long

as we observed all the outwai-d decencies of life

and sustained proper appearances as ou the part

of man and wife."

" Such was our ajjreement," observed Venetia,

witli a still more winning smile ; "and let it bi; ad-

hered to. If I have given yoa offence or woun<icd

jour feelings, I am truly sorry. I was only fearful

that i>s Tasli is now frequently with you, and as

he is nut over particular in his own pu: suits
"

" Come, we will have no angry words nor remon-

strances of any kind," said Horace : and thrusting

the li luk-notts into his pocket, he embraced Ids

wile—renewed his thanks for the pccuniiry suc-

cour sue had afforded him—and then quitted the

I'oum.

CHAPTEli CXL.

TilE KEir UNDER THE MAT.

It was about half-past ten o'clock in the evening;
luid if we look into the dining-room belonging to the

Sackvdles' suite of apartments at Carlton House,
we shall find Lord Sackviile himself, the Prince
llcgcnt, and Captain Tash seated at the table
driukiug cara(;oa-punch and playing cards for

heavy stakes.

A domestic entered and handed Horace a nolo,
with the whispered intimation that immediate al-

ter lion was requested thereto. Lord Sackviile,

instantaneously recognising the hand - writing,

begged his guesu to excuse him wliile he perused

the billet; and when lii< eyes had hastily scanned

it over, he rose Irom hi.s chair, exclaiming, " Your
Koyal Highness must excuse me—and you also.

Captain : but very particular business
"

"No doubt of it," Slid the Piiuce, laughing:

"it 13 a lady's hanl-wnting, III be bound- Be-
sides, any one could tell that much by the nay the

elegant little missive wa? folded
"

"Yes— and I can scent the fragrance of it

from here," said Tash :
*« 'tis perfumed with otto of

roses."

" Be off with you, Horace," said the Prince, still

laugliiog. " Tash and 1 will continue the game
together: ft»r it seems that I have a run of luck

this evening, since I have pocketed a caol tliou-

sand of your money, Horace."
" Another time you will give me my revenge,

sir," replied Sackviile : then, having intimated that

it was very probable he should not return imtil a

late hour, he quitted ihe room.
" Sackviile has an iutrigae on hand," observed

the Prince, as the door closed behind his youthful

Lord Steward : " have you any idea who the fair

one is?"

" Not in the least, sir," responded Tash. " He
keeps it very close to himself; and I am not the

man to pry into a friend's secrets. Daggers and

bayonets ! no—not I, for the world !"

" You are no doubt an excellent fellow," said the

Prince, laughing. " Come, fid the tumblers.

This punch is superfine."

The Ciptaiu did as he was desired; and having

replenished the two glasses, lie at once emptied

his own, saying, " Well I do think that th s is an

excellent brew. So here goes another ju>t to

drink the health of Sackviile s fai"* one, whoever

she may be. And by the bye," continued the

Captain, again replenishing his glass, " 1 must

drink success to the amour, hoping that if there

be a husband in the case he is not a jealous one."

•' Ah ! talking of women and gallantry," said the

Prince, "who was that lady that risited Lady
Sackviile this afternoon, aud whom you bowed to

as she passed through the had to go out ? You
were coming in at the moment if you remem-

ber ; aud I was passing out of the Council-Cham-

ber "

" 1 recollect it," exclaimed Tash. " It was Mr.-.

Malpas."

"What- that scoundrel Colonel's wife?' said

the Prince.
" The very same," responded the Captain. " I

knew her before she wa>< Mrs. -Malpas. In fact,

between your Royal Highness, myself, aud the

post, I made love to her
"

« But what on earth can she have to do with

Lady Sackviile?" exclaimed the Prince.

" Perhaps come to ask forgiveness for her hns-

ban<i, or something of the kind," said Tash. '• She

is such a soft, spoony, sentimental creature "

" But she has a marvellous fiue figure though,"

said the Prince ; " and such a dainty foot aud
ankle 1 Upon my word, as she tripped through the

hall, It quite made me feel in a state of excitement

to observe those beautifully rounded ankles. Her
bust, too, struck mo as being very fine."

"There is no doubt, sir, she is a devilish nice
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woman," observed Tasli. "So here's her health :''

—and he ag'ain filled and emptied liis glass, just as

if it were a Avater-drmkino^ instead of a puuch-

imbihing process.
" Her teeth, too, seemed t» be very good," con-

tinued the Prince. " I noticed her particularly as

she turned with a half-smile to acknowledge your

bow "

" Her teeth are magnificent," answered the Cap-

tain. " I am very fond of fine teeth—so I am of

this punch:"—and he refilled his f^lass. " But do

you not intend, sir, to go on with the cards ?"

"Not just for the moment," answered the

Prince: "let us talk of this Mrs. Malpas. She
has somewhat struck my fancy: and if I

thought *

"I am well acquainted with Mrs. Malpas," said

the Captain, now penetrating- the Prince's views

with regard to thnt lady ; " and if I can do

anything—your Royal Highness knows what I

mean "

"But what sort of a reputation does she bear?"

asked the Prince, catching the look of intelligence

which the Captain fixed upon him ; "is she quite

correct—quite modest—very particular—and so

forth?"
" I believe so—I never heard anything to the

contrary," rejoined the gallant officer. " In fact

I am almost certain that she is a virtuous woman.
But Lord bless you, sir !" he continued ; " if your
Rfiyal Highness only wishes to possess Mrs. Mal-
pa", it could be easily managed ; for slie is such a

^^oft easy kind of a Creature that the bare idea of

the honour wl)ich the Prince Regent would be do-

ing her, would overpowiT her at once and make
her fall into your arms. But I wonder where Sack-

ville has put his cigars."
" Ah ! let us have a cigar," said the Prince ; " and

we will discuss this matter about Mrs. Malpas."

The Captain rose from his seat and searched in

the side-board drawers, on the mantel, and every

place he could think of for Sackville's cigar-case

:

but it was not to be found.

"If you don't mind the trouble of goiu'^ to my
dre5sinir-room,"said the Prince,—"you know where
it is?—you will find some splendid cigars upon tlie

mantel. Or you can rin^' and send to fetch them."
" No—I will go myself, sir." replied Tash : and

thus speaking he issued ftrth from the diniug-

rootn.

It was now close upon eleven o'clock; and as

the Captain was proceeding aloug the passage to

seek the Prince's private apartments he suddenly

caught sight of Mrs. Malpus and Lady Sackville

as they emerged together from the latter's boudoir.

On observing the gallant officer advancin,', the

two ladies retreated into the room, doubtless fancy-

ing that they were far enough off for Mrs. Malpas

to have escaped recognition : and thus hastily re-

entering the boudoir, they closed the door.

Captain Tash was struck by this circumstance.

What could Mrs. Malpas be possibly doing in Carl-

ton House?—how was it that she hud thus man-
aged to place herself on such evident terms of in-

timacy with Vcnetia as to visit her twice in the

same day ? Not only was the Captain's curiosity

piqued, but he was likewise anxious to watch the

motions of Mrs. Malpas in consequfiice of the dis-

course which he iiad held with the Prince concern-

ing her a fow minutes back. He felt convinced

OK THE COORT. lO'J

that she was not now at the palace on a mere
friendly visit to Lady Sackville, but that somethiug
savouring of intrigue or manceuvriug w^s going
on—an opinion which seemed to be confirmfd by
the sudden withdrawal of the ladies oa beiioldiug

him approach along the passage.

Casting his eyes hastily up and down the corridor,

Captain Tash could see no place where to conceal

himself ; and for a lew instants he stood irresolute

how to act. But immediately behind where he had
halted was a door that stood ajar; and withont far-

ther hesitation, but at all risks, he stepped back

—

pushed open the door— and entered the place into

which it led. Obscurity enveloped it ; but from
the beam of light which penetrated at the moment
that he opened tlie door, he fancied that he caught

the outlines of a couch and drapery, thus inducing

tlie belief that it was a bedroom.

Here, with the door kept ajar—that is to say, open
to about the extent of an inch—the Captain en-

sconced himselfi and listened with breathless atten-

tion. Two or three minutes passed—and all was
still in the corridor. The Captain now began to re-

collect that he had quitted the Prince for the pur-

pose of procuring cigars froui his Royal Highness's

dressing-room; and he was just thinking that he had
better perform that errand and return to his royal

companion, when he heard a door open gently

higher up the passage. Motionless as a statue, and
breathless as one too, did the Captain remain at his

post; and in a few moments he heard the rustling

of female dresses and the gentle tread of light feet

approaching from the direction where the door

had opened. Almost immediately afterwards he

caught the soft murmur of voices; and the next

moment the two ladies—for he could now dis-

tinguish through the keyhole that there were two

figures—stopped at the door ot the room immedi-
ately opposite the one where he was stationed.

"This is the chamber, my dear friend," said a

voice, which Captain Tash instantaneously dis-

covered to be Venetia's : then, as she threw the op-

posite door open, she said, " Lights are burning and
everything is prepared."

The two ladies then entered the chamber ; and

Captain Tash, still peeping through the keyhole of

his own door, caught a glimpse of the countenance

of Mrs. Malpas as she passed into that room, the

door of which was immediately closed. For up-

wards of tire minutes all was then still in the passage

again.

Still Captain Tash remained at his post. What
could this mean ? Was Mrs. Malpas going to pass

the night at Carlton House ? If so, there would

have been nothing very extraordinary in such a

circumstance, supposing that she was on very in-

timate terms with Venetia and that no mystery

was observed. But the Captain, who was a

thorough man of the world, knew full well that

Mrs. Malpas was not the kind of woman that the

intellectual Veuclia would choose as a bosom-

friend ; and he therefore argued that her ladyship

was making use of the Colonel's wife for some

Ijurposo or another. Besides, there was evidently

a certain degree of mystery in the manner in which

Mrs. Malpas had been conducted to that room :

and thus everything seemed to corroborate tiio

Captain's first suspicion, that something of a

designing and covert nature was going on.

Such were the rellections that passed through
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his mitid, as he still kept bis post ; and at the ex-

piration of live minutes he heard female footsteps

again coiuiug down the passage. By aid of the

convenient key-hole, the Captain presently recog-

nised Jessica, Venetia's maid : and by the stealthy

manner in which this confidential abigail was

t ireading the passage, as also from the importance

expressed ia her looks. Captain Tash felt more

than ever assured that some strange manoeuvring

was I'eally in progress and that Jessica had her

part to perform in it.

Hailing at the opposite chamber, Jessica gave

a low knock—and Venetia immediately opened

the door.
" Can I be of any assistnnce, my lady ?" asked

the iibigail, in a voice which though subdued was

nevertheless just loud enough for Captain Tasli's

ears, sharpened as they were by his curiosity,

to c«tch what she said.

*' No— I have assisted Mrs. Malpas to undress,"

responded Venetia, also in a low tone, but which

was nevertheless audible to the eaves-dropping

Captain.
" Then shall I now go ?" asked Jessica, with a

signirtcant look.

" Yes, it is eleven o'clock," said Lady Sackville

:

and closing the door again, she disappeared from

the Captain's view.

Jessica then tripped lightly along the passage;

and ill another miuute or two Venetia cauio fortli

from the room opposite. Uut as she still held the

door open in her liand, she looked back and said

in an encouraging tone, " Good night, my dear

friend—and may the issue be as we anticipate."

She then came forwani—closed the djor—looked

it—and placed the key under the fringed mat
which WAS set against the threshold. Having done

this, Venetia retraced her way along the passage

;

and in a few moments the sound of a door closing

reached the ears of Captain Tash.

Feeling assured that she had entered some
room—most probably iier boudoir, which the

Captain knew to be in that passage—he issued

forth from his place of concealment and hurried

back to the apartment where be liad left the Prince

llegent.

"Well, what became of you?" demanded his

Royal Highness. "You have been absent full

twenty minuies, and I was just going to ring the

bell and order a servant to look after you."

"Do not talk, sir, for heaven's sake!" said

Tash, evidently labouring under some strange kind

of excitement. "Let me speak—there is not a
moment to spare ! The strangest adventure in all

the world "

"Well, what in the name of patience is it?" de-

manded the I'riuce.

" Mre. Malpas is here— beneath this roof!"

answered Tash. "She is going to pass the night

here—she is at this moment alone in her bed-

room—a bedroom belonging,' to the SacUvilles'

suite of apartments—and Lady Sackville herself

conducted her thither ! 1 saw it all—I hid myself
and listened "

"Are you drunk or mad?" exclaimed the Prince,
surveying Tash in amazement.

"Neitlier," was the prompt reply ; "and if any
DUO but your Koyal Highness had asked me such a
quofition, in anotlier niomeut I would have knocked
his head off his shoulderts. But come— will you

avail yourself of this opportunity? It is a golden
one ! Daggers and wounds ! don't hesitate, air

—

I conjure you!'
" But is it all true?" exclaimed the Prince, now

starting from his seat; and being somewhat in-

fiaaied with the punch which he had been drinking,

his imagination instantaneously depicted to itse.f

the p easures of a new conquest.

"Will your Roya' Hig!ine=s be guided by me?"
demanded Tash impatiently. " Come—and if in a
few minutes you are not clasped in the arms of

that very fair one whom y.iu coveted ere now, then
may I be denounced as a liar, and may a stigma
settle fur ever on the name of Ro ando Tash !"

Not anither mument did the Pnnce hesitate.

His ima.'ination, already reveldng in the seusu us
joys which his prurient fancy conjured up, urged
him on and stifled all scruples. ^Vs for what Venetia
might say—or whether she would ever discover

the proceeding at all—he paused not to reflect

:

his passions, now strongly ai'oused, were dominant
for the time being.

Issuing forth from the apartment, the Prince

Regent and Captain Tash proceeded a ong the

passage togethei- ; and on reaclimg the chamber
to which Mi's. Malpas had been introduced, the

gallant officer stooped down and drew forth the
key fi'om beneath the velvet mat. This proceeding

somewhat sm-prised the Prince ; for it natura iy

struck liimas strange that the key shou d be there.

But the Captaui placed liis finger upon his lip, and
his Royal Highness said not a word. The next

moment the key was introduced into the lock by
the hand of the gallant officer—the door was
opened - and the Prince Rodent without another

instant's hesitation stepped in.

Captain Tash then c osed the door—locked it

—

put the key into his pocket-and once more con-

cea'ed himself in the room opposite : for he felt

convinced that the key had heen placed beneath

the mat by Venetia to aid the intrigue which was

gomg on ; and he was resolved to wait and see the

issue thereof, if possible.

Here we must leave the gallant ofl&cer and follow

the Prince Regent into the chamber which had
been assigned by Lady Sackville to Mi-s. Malpas.

CHAPTER CXLL

THE K0T.4L INTRUDER.

The couch in the chamber was so situated, with

the drapery drawn around it, that as tne Prince

entered he Cv)uld not immediately perceive the

lady who occupied it. Wax- caudles were burnin*

upon the table; and gently drawing back the cur-

tain, his Royal Higlmess cast a hurried and anxious

look upon Mrs. INIalpas. We say anxious, because

he was feai-ful at tne moment that on recognizing

liim she might scream fortli.

But the lady had ht-r eyes fast closed, and indeed

was pretending to be iisleep. By the advice of

Venetia she had placed herself in a manner wh c >.,

with all the appearance of an unstudied abandoa-

meut, had the oir-ct of displaying her cliarms to

the m)st voluptuous advantage. As a matter of

course shi faacioJ that it was her husb.md who
had just entered; and as Malpas was to be in-

troduced there under the impression that it vafi
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the lovely Veiictia whom he would find in readiness

to receive him, it was as a matter of calculation

that Mrs. M;ilpas had disposed herself ia the most

pr ivoking attitude, so as to entliral those desires

which the idea of possessing Venetia would no

doubt excite in the Colonel's breast. She feigned

to be asleep too, in order that her husband (as

she supposed him to be) might have leisure to

collect his thoughts and see the necessity of put-

ting the best possible face on the disappointment

thus in store fdr him ; and likewise that he might

have an opportunity of contemplating those charms

which his wife, with a very pardonable vanity, flat-

tered herself could not be altogether without an

effect upon him alter so long a separation.

But th3 Prince, not knowing anything of all

these matters—neither why Mrs. Malpas was there

at all, nor whom she expected—supposed her to

be really sleeping ; and with a quick glance swept

over the couch, did he observe all that was

sensuously exciting and voluptuously provocative

ia the abandonment of her person as she had thus

disposed herself. One white and well-rounded

arm was curved above her head : her dark-brown

hair flowed negligently over the pillow—her shoul-

ders and bust were uncovered—and her other

arm lay upon the coverlid, tlie folds and plaits of

which developed the symmetry of tlie lower limbs,

thus delineatin^r the tine modelling of their pro-

portions. Tne flush of excitement was upon the

lady's cheeks ; and the moist lips, which she held

apait the better to feigu slumber, revealed two

rows of pearly teeth.

Such was the delicious spectacle which greeted

the Prince's eyes as he slowly drew aside the cur-

tains. But not for many moments did he suffer

his looks to linger on the lady whom he believed

to be sleeping soundly. His desires were worked

up to the highest pitch : the blood seemed to boil

in his veins. It was not an intoxication, but a de-

lirium of pleasure that seized upon him—for these

were ever the sensations which the royal volup-

tuary experienced when a new conquest seemed
about to crown his triumphs in the wars of love.

Burning, therefore, with impatience to profit by
the present golden opportunity, and fearful that

tlie lady might awake and scream out ia the

sudden fright of beholding a man in her room, he
at once advanced on tiptoe up to the table and
snuffed out the candles. This proceeding was ac-

complished so suddenly, that although Mrs.

Malpas opened her eyes at the first click of the

snuffers, yet the second candle was e.^tinguished ere

she had time to observe that the indiv=<»ual was not

her husb ind. She just caught sight of the form as

it -stood by the tabic; but almost at the same mo-
ment the room was enveloped in darkness, so that

she perceived not the definite outline of that male
shape.

"Percy," she now said in a low and tremulous

tone, as she pretended to awaken up, "wetkus
meet a^ain ! But little, little did you expect to

behold me here," she continued in accents of mild

and gentle reproach. " Ah ! were you n«t aston-

ished when your eyes fell upon the occupant of

this couch, and instead of the magnificent form
of Lady Sackville you beheld me—your wife—her
whom you have ncglectod and whom you have per-

haps fancied to be your enemy ! But wherefore

did you extinguish those lights so suddenly 1' Is

it that I am loathsome and hateful to you—that

you cannot bear to look upon me ? or is it that

you yourself feel remorse for the past and shame
for the present, and dare not meet my gaze? If

it be so—and sincerely, most sincerely do I hope
it is—then is there reason to expect that all the

best feelings of your nature are not extinguished

within you. But wherefore do you not answer me?
Ah ! you are astounded at this unexpected meet-

ing with me?—or perhaps you are listening in

silent disgust and scorn at what you may haply

deem a vulgar curtain lecture? But suppose that

I have good news for you?—suppose that I could

tell you of wealth and prospects of happiness?

Would you not listen to me with feelings of interest

then ?"

The reader can perhaps imagine far better than

we can describe the sudden stupefaction which
seized upon the Prince whea Mrs. Malpas first

began to speak—indeed as the very opening word
she uttered fell upon his ears. That word was a

name—the name of Percy—her husband's chris-

tian name! The truth flashed to the mind of the

Prince in a moment : it was her husband whom
she was expecting there ! That stupefaction be-

came a positive consternation as she went on
speaking. He saw that she fancied she was ad-

dressing herself to her husband, whom she was

disposed to forgive for his past ofl'ences towards

her; and he felt that this was scarcely the mood
in which a woman could bear to be told that it was

7iot the husband whom she expected, but an inter-

loper who had souglit her presence by stratagem

and was now listening to her in the datk.

But still something must bo done. For a mo-
ment the Prince thought of beating a quick re-

treat : but then he recollected that he had heard

Tash lock the door behind him; and deep was the

imprecation which in the depth of his soul the

royal voluptuary vented on the head of the offi-

cious Captain who had brought him into this

strange dilemma.

Retreat was therefore impossible : and yet again

recurred tho thought that something must be done.

The lady was still going on talking—still delivering

herself of those expressions which we have just now

recorded. The Prince grew more and more bewil-

dered. She had asked why the candles were ex-

tinguished. What on earth could he say? She

then asked him why he did not speak to her. Again,

what in the name of goodness was he to say ? And
yet something must be done. The position wa«

growing fearlully critical. If he revealed himself,

would she alarm the whole palace with her cries?

Suddenly the Prince Regent recollected what Tash

had told him relative to her being of a disposition

that would sink overwhelmed beneath the honour of

the royal favour: and inspired by the cheering hope,

the Prince resolved to do his best in bringing the

present dilemma to a tranquil and pe.iceful issue.

Advancing therefore to the couch, he took her hand

and pressed it to his lips—but without uttering a

word : and this was done at the instant she reached

that part where her speech broke off as above in-

dicated.

"Ah! lam glad," she continued, "that you are

not filled with anger and vexation at the disappoint-

ment you have experienced. At all events let me
b'seech you to sit down by the side of the couch,

and talk seriously and deliberately with me By
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the bye, you have shaved off your moustache," she
observed, forgetting for the moment that she ought
to be playing a grave and sentimental part: but the

natural frivolity of her character would thus break
out in spite of herself—in spite also of the tutorings

she had received from Lady Sackville. " And let

me tell you that your hand is not quite so smooth
as it used to be—it is somewhat wrinkled Uea-
vens! what a dissipated life you must have been
leading to have got your hand so wrinkled during

the short space of a few months. Let me see: it

was in October last year when we separated, and
this is the end of April But why have you with-

drawn your hand ?"

The Prince, thinking that the moment was not
quite come yet for revealing himself, patted her
cheek three or four times with the palm of the

I

hand which he had just withdrawn from the grasp
of her own fair fingers : and then feeling for the

chair at the side of the couch, he sate down.
"Now, my dear Percy," resumed the lady, "I

have a proposal to make to you, which you may
accept if you will—and I do not think you will

refuse it. Suppose that no afifection subsists be-

tween us, yet for decency's sake should we live

together like man and wife, if not as man and
I wife. But you will ask me about our means. Now

let me tell you that I am better off than you fancy.

I have got five thousand pounds which ray father

has given me; and 1 have brought them hither

with me to show you, and thus convince you that

I am telling the truth. Only you have put out the

lights—and I cannot conceive why "

By this time the Prince had collected his scat-

tered and bewildered ideas la such a way that his

passions had also fl imed up once more. His ima-
gination pictured to itself this lady as he had seen

her, when first entering the room, in that volup-

tuous abandonment of her person which had ex
cited his desires to almost a frenzied decree ; and
through the deep darkness of the chamber did he

now behold her with his mental vision. And he
was close by her—he was seated against the couch
on which she lay. If he stretched out his hand it

would encounter a warm plump arm or a heaving

bosom : if he leant forward he would inhale the

fragrance of her breath ; and a perfume of sen-

suousness seemed to float around him, intoxicating

his brain with its influence.

He again took her hand—he pressed it to his

lips : then he kissed her cheeks But Ah I a

sudden and a half- stifled cry escapes her lips as

she feels something cold touch her naked breast

with a sensation as if it were a weapon about to

inflict death from a murderous hand! It is the

star which the Prince had worn in the afternoon

when holding a Privy Council, and which he had
kept upon his coat. The lady's fingers, instinc-

tively seeking for the object that sent a thrill

through her bosom, felt the star—and a terrible

suspicion instantaneously flashed to her mind.

"Good God ! who is it?" she exclaimed, but in a

half-stifled hysterical voice, as she convulsively

pushed the Prince away from her.

" Fear not, dear lady—1 am the Prince!" was the
quick, we minht almost say the galvanic response

:

for his Royal Highness felt that this was the crisis

of the adventure.

" The Prince!" repeated Mrs. Malpas. in a sort of
Bufiucating tone.

"Yes—the Prince—who loves—who adores you!"
resumed the royal voluptuary with electric haste, as

he once more seized her liand and pressed it to his

heart " Yes—dearest lady, I am one who can ap-
preciate your charms—who will love and cherish
you— treat you with kindness—raise you to dis-

tinction—place you upon a pedestal amidst the
beauties of rank and fashion—in a word, do every-
thing that may convince you of the depth and the

sincerity of his passion. Tell me then—tell me, is

not the love of your Prince—the love of him who
will one day be your Sovereign—better than the

society of a worthless unprincipled fellow like your
husband ?"

" Ah ! my husband," ejaculated the lady, in sudden
alarm. " Does he know that you are here ?"

"No—heaven forbid that I should compromise
you !" exclaimed the Prince.

" But he will come then !—every moment he may
come!" said the lady, in accents convulsed with
dread. " Oh ! what am I to do ? what am I to

do?"
"Summon your fortitude to your aid," hastily

responded the Prince, now snatching a thousand
little liberties as he caught the terrified lady in his

arms and strained her to his breast. " Should Malpas
indeed come, answer him at the door— tell him you
have thought better of it and that you will not
receive him "

"But he fancies that it is Lady Sackville

whom he is coming here to meet," said Mrs. Malpas,
not reflecting whether there were any harm in making
this statement. " Your Royal Highness must under-
stand," she continued hurriedly, "that my wicked
husband wished to coerce her ladyship—and her
ladyship placed nae here to receive him in her
stead."

" So I understood from the openin? observations

which you made when I first entered the room,"
sa d the Prince. " But hush ! — some one ap-
proaches I"

The Prince and Jlrs. Malpas now held their

breath to listen ; and they distinctly heard foot-

ste^is pause suddenly just outside the door. Then
there was a rustling of a gOAvn, accompanied by a

groping about underneath the mat at the thres-

hold,— which sounds indicated clearly enough that

some one was looking for the key which had ere

now been concealed there. These sounds were fol-

lowed by low whispers : the door was tried next

—

but as it remained immoveable, a gentle tap was

given.

Then in the lowest possible accent did the Prince

whisper certain rapid instructions to Mrs. Malpas ;

and issuing from the couch she felt her way through

the darkness to the door, and said in a low tone,

" \^'Tlo is there ?"

'' 'Tis I—wiih the Co'onel," responded the voice

of Jessica on the outside of the door.

" Bid the Colonel depart as he came. I have

changed my mind—I will have nothins to do with

him," replied Mrs. Malpas, speaking through the

keyhole, and in accents so low that it was impos-

sib'e for the Colonel, who was with Jessica, to re-

cognise the voice of his wife.

Innncdiately after she had given utterance to

these words. Mrs. JIalpas turned away from the

door and was caught in the arm* of the Prince,

who strained her to hi? breast : but he felt that she

was trcmblinj all over, while her heart was beating



quiek'y and her bosom was palpitatLns violently

with the excitement of the present scene.

"Now let them all think wliat they lilie and do

what they like," murmured the Prince in ihe lady's

car, as he bore her baclc to the couch.

But just at this moment a strauje noi.se, rosem-

blin-j a sudden rush and a short scutHe in the pxs-

saje, just outside the door, reached the ears of his

Uoyal Hi^jhness and Mrs. Malpas. They li-itened

with suspended breath ; a door closed opposite—
and then all was still once more.
"What could that be?" asked Mrs. Malpas, in

a suffocating tone, and aj^ain trembling with the

excitement of alarm and suspense.

"Nothing that concerns us," responded the

Prmce, straining her with still more frantic vio-

lence in his arms; as if by the vory power i)f his

caresses he sought to lull the treiiibliug of her

form and the fluttering of her heart.

But he could not help tbiukiug at the moment
C7*

that the noise in the passage v.hicli had just startled

them, was some freau or achievemeut on tliepaic

of his coadjutor in this night's adventure, the re-

doubtable Captain Tash

!

CHAPTER CXLII.

THE F r. M A L i: O A K B.

In consequence of the Colonri's watch having
!-topped, ho w:is about twiniy minutes later th.iii

the hour of appointment at ihe private door (if

the t alace : and Je^siea therefore had t j wait his

arrival. Wlieu ho m.idc liis appaarancc, she

chided him for this delay : but he at once explained

the cause, expressing his deep sorrow for the cir-

cuinstince.

Till! nbigail led liim up into the passa'je com-
muuiciiting with the Sackviiles' suite of apart-
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ments- and on reachinf? the door of the chamb«r i had left him—the sudden assault made on him by

where,' 33 we have already seen, Mrs. Malpas and Tash-aud now tt.is forcible carrying him off into

the Prince were together. Jessica stooped down a place where a pitchy darkness prevailed, toge-

and felt for the key, ther with a knowledge of the desperate character
j

of the man himself and the conviction that there
i

was a deep personal animosity existing on that
|

individual's part against him,— all these circura-
I

stances were but too well calculated to fill even a '

braver maa than Malpas with suspiciona of

treachery.
" For heaven's sake do not hurt me," he said,

so soon as he could recover the power of speech
;

"and 1 will do whatever you order me 1"

"You sneaking, grovelling, despicable coward,"

exclaimed Tasli, who ei:tei tained the most cordial

hatred for the Colonel : "what a pretty figure yuu

are doubtless cutting now, if I had but a light to

see you !

'

"Oh: do get a light. Captain Tash !" implored

Malpa'', to whom the darkness was fraught with

indescribable terrors : for he every instant fancied

tliat some assas^iu-blow would be dealt him. •* I

know that it serves me very right, '.-hat you are

doing or what you intend to do : but, for heaven's

sake : foi give me, and I swear by everything

sacred that I will molest Lady Sackville no

more 1"

" Ah ! you will swear that—will you ?" said the

Captnii), who now bpgan to have a dim, though

still very dim, idea of the truth relaiive to this

But it was not there—and

for a moment she" thought that perhaps Lady

Sackville might have either forgotten to place

it under the mat, or on a second thought had

purposely left it inside. Malpas inquired in a low

whisper wherefore Je«sica seemed bewildered;

and she hurrieuly explained tiiat she was search-

injr for the key of the apartment. This was the

widspering that the Prince and Mrs. Malpas had

overheard, as already described.

Je.-sica now tried the handle : but, as we have

also stated, the door moved not. Then she

tiipped gently ; and when answered she intimated

ill a low voice that Colonel Malpas was with her—

whereupon, to her own amazement and to the

mingled rage and disappointment of the Colonel

himself, a voice from inside and which Aesapposed

to be Venetia's, announced a change of mind and

ordered Malpas to depart I

Jessica actually staggered back from the door ;

and turning her eyes upon the Colonel, she saw

that lie was pale with rage and quivering from

head to foot.

"Stop," sl:e said: "there is some mistake—I morel" i

must fe'o and see! Remain here for a single

mome-.it: and if you meet anybody, say you have

cume to see Lord Sackville—or your old butler

Plumpstead-or any body else, so long as you in- night's adventure : at all events it struck him that

vent some excuse." !
there was plot and counterplut on the part of

Then having delivered these instruct'ons with
i

Malpas and Venetia respeciively ; and of course

nervous haste, Jessica tripped away, hurrying the Captain, for more reasons than one, was well

along the passage to Venetia's boudoir, which she

immediately entered.

But scarcely had the door of that sanctuary

closed behind the lady's-maid, when the Colonel,
j

" Yes— I swear, I swear must solemnly," said the

who was standing irresolute and bewildered where !
Colonel, still in accents indicative of the proloundest

iiim. was suddenly seized unon by two alarm. "Therefore 1 beseech you to spare me-

1

implore you not to do me a mischief—nof 19 itufler

one to be done me "

" Weil, it was my intention," obsierved Captain

Tash, delighted to have the opportunity of torturing

the wretched coward, "to cut your throat from ear

to ear "

" O horror !" groaned the Colonel : and ihs Cap-

tain heard him fall upon his knees, " For God's

sake, don't—don't!"—and his teeth chattered au-

dibly.

" But if I spare you," said Tash ; " if I lay aside

this gieat butcher's knife that 1 have just now got iu

my hand "

"My God! my God!" moaned the wretched

Colonel, who felt that his hair was standing on end,

while from head to foot the cold perspiration broke

out all over him.

"And devilish sharp it is too," added Tash, in-

wardly chuckling at this cruel revenge he was inflict-

ing upon his enemy.

"^0, no—you will not—you cannot perpetrate

this atrocity! Heavens! could Lady Sackville

have prompted you to do it V exclaimed the miserable

man.
" How dare you, then, molest her ?'' demanded

Tash. " Gibbets an<l dapgirs! thunder and wounds!

didn't you have enough of it that night when 1

thrashctl you in your own hall ?"

" For heaven's sake, n»me your conditions and let

me go!" said the Colonel, in a voice of anguished

disposed to take the part of Lady Sackville. " And
so you swear," he accordingly said, " that you till

never molest her ladyship again?'

she had left him, was suddenly seized upon by two

powerful arms; and the ejaculation of alarm which

rose to his lips was stifled by a hand being placed

on his mouth. Glancing around at the ir.dividual

who had thus surreptitiously assailed and inas-

teced him, he recognised the mou^tacl<ed and

whiskered countenance of the formidable Captain

Tash !

For a moment the Colonel struggled desperately

to extricate himself: but the Captain lifting him

in his ariiis, and still maintaining one hand forcibly

held over his mouth, carried him into the room

whence he had thus so suddenly emerged. There,

as the Captain immediately closed the door be-

hind him, they were enveloped in niter darkness :

but as the Colonel felt himself released from the

powerful gripe of his assailant, he heard that for-

midable individual's voice breathe a terrible threat

iu hi^ ears.

"If youd.ire cry out, or move without my leave,"

said the Captain, "I will cut you into mince-
meat !"

IM.'ilpas was ovfrwhelmed with terror. What
could all this moan? Had he been inveigled into

a tinp to bo ill-treated— perhaps nmrdered? Every
cipcumsi.anco seemed to confirm his belief that
treachery was intended him. That seeming inability

of the lady's-m:ii.i to find the key of the room op-
poiiite-the uniiouiicement from within tl;at room
and width he of eour.-o believed to have been made
by Veuetiar-the abrupt manner in which Jessica
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I

entreaty, " What can I do ? what guarantee can I

I
offer you ? what security can I give that I will fulfil

I

your terms?"

I

"Ah! that's the difficulty," observed Tash. "If

j

I let you go now, you will only renew your tricks

I a^ain another time But Ah! here is a tinder-

I

box," he suddenly exclaimed, " and we will throw a

ligiit upon tiie matter!"

I Thus speakin;^, the gallant officer by the aid of

' the flint and steel soon lighted a candle which was

I

standing on the mantel, where his hand had acci-

I

dentally come in contact with the materials fur thus

i
procuring that li^ht: and as his eyes now swept

I

around, he perceived as he had already suspected,

, that the scene of the present episode was a bod-

]
chamber. Bat it was a small one, and by no means

j

liandsomely though still very neatly furnished,

—

I

while several articles of feminine apparel, such as

I

cotton-gowns, cap?, and so forth, showed that it was

I
a chamber belon.tjing to some female dependant

—

j

most likelv one of Lady Sackville's maids. On the

I

floor the Colonel was still kneeling—his countenance

I

ghastly pale, his lips ashy wliite and quivering, his

I

hands joined, and his whole appearance denoting the

I

most excruciating terror. But as the light shone

upon the scene, and the Colonel observed that the

place into which he had been borne was only a bed-

chamber and had not the slightest appearance of a

human slaughter-house,—and moreover, as Captain

Tash did not appear to be brandishing the sharp

butcher's knife whereof he had spoken,—the Colonel

recovered somewhat of his presence of mind ; and

slowly rising from his knees, he said, " I did not

think that you would carry your dreadful threats

into execution after all."

•'Don't be too sure!" exclaimed the Captain, fix-

ing upon him his fiercest look; then putting his

hand underneath his coat-tails, he said, "It was
through merciful considerations that I put away the

knife before I lit the candle: but if you think that I

am not capable of inflicting a ghastly punishment

upon you, then, by all the cannons and bayonets! I

will very soon show you the contrary :"—and he

made a movement as if about to draw forth the for-

midable knife from his coat-pocket.

"No, nol" ejaculated the Colonel: "spare me,
spare me ! Tell me what you require, and I will at

once accede to your demands."

Suddenly the thought struck Captain Tash that

it would be gratifying his revenge and ministering

to his facetious sense ofamusement at the same time,

if he were to put a crowning ignominy upon the

grovelling coward whom he so loathed and detested.

No sooner did the idea thus strike him, than he re-

solved to carry it into execution; and assuming his

most ferocious aspect, he exclaimed, " There is but

one condition on which I will spare you !"

"Name it, name it!" eagerly cried the Colonel.

"That you put on this gown and this cap," said

Tash, pointing to the articles of female apparel

which he thus specified ; " and that you go forth

from the palace in this garb."

"Good heavens 1 you cannot be serious?'' said

the Co onel, in dismay.

'Ten thousand thunders!" exclaimedthe Captain ;

"I never was more serious in my life. Come— hii

quick, or by heaven ! the butcher's kriife "

"Oh! don't, don't," groaned the Colonel, a cold

tremor passing visitily over him.

thrus'ing his hand in a menacing manner beneath
his coat-tails to grasp the visionary butcher's knife.

" Yes, yes," said Malpas, in such a flutter of
cowardly excitement that he scarcely knew what he
was doing.

"Now, then, let me be your handmaid," said

Tash: and stripping oiT the Colonel's coat and
waistcoat, he made him put on the gown which was
hanging to the wall, and also a cap with gay ribbons
that lay upon a chest of dra'vers. " And now go
forth, you miserable coward!" exclaimed Tash,
laughing tauntingly as ha opened the door and
pushed out the unhappy Colonel into the passage.

But here we must pause for a few minutes, in

order to return to Jessica after she left Malpas and
went to seek her mistress in the boudoir. There she '

found Venetia seated alone, very far from suspecting
;

the many incidents and episodes that were growing
out of the main adventure which she had planned
for this memorable night.

On beholding her abigail enter, Venetia turned
indolently round upon the sofa where she was more
reclinin.,' than sitting, and said, ''Well, I suppose it

is all right?"

"Heavens! no, my lady," was the startling re- !

sponse.
;

"Ah! what then is the matter?" demanded
Venetia, now springing from the sofa as she observed
the singular expression of the faithful Jessica's

looks.

" I cannot comprehend it," was the abigail's quick
[

response. "The key is gone—the door is still ;

locked—and Mrs. Malpas, from inside the room, '

declares she has changed her mind."
j

" What!" cried Venetia in dismay : " is it pos-
sible ?-

"Yes—and she says that the Colonel may go I

whence he came," added Jessica.

"But you must be dreaming—you must have
j

gone to the wrong room."
" Impossible, my lady : 'tis the spare bedroom." I

"Yes— but you must have misunderstood Mrs.
,

Malpas, then," said Venetia, catching at any hypo-
thesis to account for the extraordinary tale she had
just heard from Jessica's lips.

" I can assure your ladyship that it is as I say,"
|

rejoined the maid.

"And the Colonel—where is be?" demanded !

Venetia quickly.

" 1 have left him staudiug in the passage while I

came to ask your instructions. What is to be

done 1"

" 1 know not—I am bewildered," responded Ve- |

netia, "But at all events the Colonel must not bs
kfc there. Go and get him away—induce him to

depart invent some excuse—say anything— tell

him to come and see me to-morrow Haste, haste,

Jessica!—he must not be allowed to loiter there !"

The abigail issued from the boudoir, closing the

door behind her. But the moment she thus emerjfed

into the passage she saw that it was empty. No
one was there. She hesitated what to do; and she

was about to return into the boudoir and report this

new circumstance to Venetia, when it struck her

that the Colonel might have been afraid to tarry in

the passage any longer ami had sought his way back

to the piivaic door. But as Jessica had locked that

door and kept the key in her possession when she

gave hiui admiiiaiice ere now, she at ouce felt the

Theiv be quick, I say," said the Captain, again ' necessity ot hastening thilbor to afi'v^rd him egress.
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liut on arriv'/iif; at the private door she saw no one :

and again pausing for a few moments, she reflected

what was to be done now. Had he lost his way

somewhere in the palace? This appeared most

probable ; and Jessica went wandering through

every passage and corridor to satisfy lierself on the

point. Tims did she lose nearly twenty minutes,

i
during which the scene between the Colonel and

I
Captain Tasli was faking place.

Let us now return to Vcnetia. "When left alone

in the boudoir by Jessica, she sat down again upon

the sofa to reHect on the singular behaviour of

Mrs. Malpas. When Venetia parted from that

lady it was with the hope, as cordial as it seemed

mutual, that the issue of the adventure would be

satisfactory; and indeed all Lady Sackville's pre-

vious tutorin^'s had been received with the best

I

possible grace by iNIrs. Malpas. How, then, could

! she have so suddenly changed her mind?—was she

I
a woman as vacillating as she was frivolous, as

variable as she was weak-minded.* To no other

conclusion could Venetia come. But the key

v/hich had been placed under the mat —how had it

disappeared? Even supposing that Mrs. Malpas

had thought better of the matter and had resolved

at the last moment not to play the part which she

had undertaken, still she could not have possessed

herself of the key to secure the door against the

possibility of intrusion. She had been locked

inside the room, and the key had been placed

nnder the mat outside : it was therefore physically

impossible she could have possessed herself of it.

Then what had become of that key ?

Venetia was utterly bewildered. She knew not

what to think : and yet a vague and feebly glim-

mering suspicion was dawning in her mind, that

something had taken place beyond the scope of her

present conjecture. Indeed she could not help

thinldng that if anybody of the male sex had found

the key, had penetrated into the chamber, and had

made himself agreeable to Mrs. Malpas, the mys-

tery would be cleared up at once. The reader is

already aware that Lady Sackville was quick-

witted, sharp, and intelligent beyond even the

ordinary shrewdness of her sex ; and thus was it

that she looked further than her first conjectures

for a solution of the occurrence which had so much
bewildered her.

Having once experienced the glimmering of sus-

picion, Venetia was not long in thinking of the

means which would either coniirm or refute it.

Issuing from the boudoir, she crept stealthily along

the passage, and Wivs about to listen at Mrs.

Malpas's door, when the soimds of male voices,

apparently in altercation and coming from the

room opposite, somewhat alarmed her. These
voices were in reality the Colonel's and Captain's

:

but as the door was shut, Venetia recognised them
not. Wondering what was the meaning of that

apparent quarrelling, and who the men could bo—
for it Avas her housemaid's apartment whence the

Toiccs issued —Venetia hurried back to her boudoir

;

for she did not choose to run the risk of being seen

loitering about in the passage.

But now, why did not Jessica return?—where
^as she?—what was she doing?—what could bo
detiJDing hor? Twenty minutes had elapsed —
and still she returned not. Lady Sackville gi-ew

nervous and impatient. Those male voices in her
bousomaid's room had filled hor with fresh mis-

I

givings; and she almost regretted that she had
not entered to ascertain who the individuals were.
Her uneasiness became intolerable ; and she re-

solved to sally forth again in search of Jessica.

But just at the moment when she opened the
boudoir door a second time, she beheld what she
took to be a female figure issue from her house-
muid's room ; and instantaneously recognizing that

servant's cap and cotton dre^s, Venetia called her
in a peremptory manner by name. She then
turned hurriedly back into the boudoir : for her
excitement was increased at the idea that the
housemaid herself had been present in the room
with the men, whoever they were, that had been
speaking in such angry tones.

Here we must pause for a moment to ob-
serve that the housemaid was a verj- tall,

gawNy young woman; and thus was it that,

in the excitement and confusion of her ideas,

Venetia did not notice at the instant thit

the figure which emerged so suddeoly from tlie

room farther down the passage was much too
tall even for the overgrown housemaid. But on
the other hand, what was the surprise of Colonel

Malpas—for he it wa?, dressed in the female ap-
parel—on beholding Lady Sackville emerge, not

from the room opposite, but fcom one higher up
the passage ? The ColoTiel heard her pronounce
a female name, followed by an imperious " Come
liiihcr!" and he instantaneously perceived that it

was he himself who was thus taken by Venetia for

some servant-maid,

A sudden ciiauge came over the Colonel; for he
felt all in a moment thut the opportunity was now
serving him. A glance rapidly Hung behind showed
that the Captain had closed the door of the little

chamber on i;;numinioU3ly kicking him out of it:

for the g illatit officer intended to remain concealed

in that room ut least until he thought the Colonel

had had time enougii to yet clear out of tlie palace

;

so that the authorship of this lu lic: ous spurt might
not be suspected. For Captain Rolando 'lash had
a certain opinion of his own dignity, and did not

choose to compromise it by being discoveied in

tiie act of engendering such a practical joke as

this.

Thus was it that a'l iu a moment the wheel of

fortune made a complete revoluii d, and circum-

stances transpired in favour of the Colonel. Cap-
fain Tash had shut the door—Jessica was still pro-

secuting her search in other parts of the palace

—

and Venetia was in a room close at hand. Thiiher

therefore did the Colonel speed wiihout another

instant's hesiiation,—all his recent foars being ab-

sorbed in the hope of coming" tiiumph. Tiie mo-

nieut he appeared in the tlr.eshold of the buudoT,

Venetia, who had returned to her seat on the sofa,

started up and g.»ve vent to an ejaculation of nnu-

gled astonishment and alarm : for at the very fi;-.~t

moment that tall figure appeared in the doorway,

she saw that it was not the housem lid but a man

I

in female apparel—and the next moment she re-

i cognized the Colonel

!

' But even while that ejaculation was still thrilling

from lier lips, M:\lpas closed the doer—looUed it

—

and drew forth the key : tlien, tearing cff the cap

and gown, ho secured the key in his breeches'

pocket, exclaiming iu a touo of mingled malice

and triumpli, " Now, Venetia, you are in my
power 1

"
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•'Where have you been? ami what means this

m.isqueiatling frippery?" demanded Lady Sack-

ville, still raaintaiuiog a bold front, although she

felt that she was now entirely in the Colonel's

power.
" Ah ! your ladyship was guilty of a cruel per-

fidiousness," exclaimed the Colonel, "in lettinyf

tli;it scoundrel Tash loose upon me. But enough

of the past: the present absorbs all considera-

tions."

" Tash did you say ? " exclaimed Venetia,

" Have you then met the Captain within these

walls ?
"

"How can you pretend iqrnorance on that

head?" rpjoined Malpas. "Was not the villain

posted in the very room opposite that where you

were just now ? Ah ! you did not think it enough

to make a dupe and a fool of me, and to tell me
from inside the door of one room that you had

changed your miud, but you must set that whis-

kered bravo to lay wait in another room to steal

forth—pounce upon me when your maid left me—
and then, after the most terrible threats, compel

me to put on this debasing attire. Ah ! Lady

Sackville, it was too bad—it was too bad! But

the moment of triumph—I might almost say re-

venge—has now come !"

And thus speaking he literally sprang upon

Venetia—threw his arms around her splendid

neck—and despite her struggles, covered her

face, her shoulders, and her bosom with his hot

and burning kisses.

" Release me, villain !" she said, in accents half-

stifled with rage : " or 1 will scream !"

"Scream then!" cried Malpas. "Bring the

whole household hither, and I will proclaim all I

know—that Curzon is your paramour "

" O villain that you are !" exclaimed Venetia,

now seeming like a tigress goaded to fury. "But
I will have a terrible revenge !"—and flinging him

from har with a force which would even have been

tremendous for a man and was perfectly mar-

vellous for a woman, she sprang towards the table

where a silver fruit-knite was lying.

Malpa«, whose passions of revenge, malignity,

I

and (letiire, were all aroused to tlie highest pitch,

was armed with that brutish energy which, under

such circumstances, supplies the place of real

courage on the part of the coward ; and he was

perfectly desperate in his resolve to gratify his

maddening impulses. Quick as thou'^ht did he

divine her intention as she sprang to the table;

and bounding forward evtn more swifily than she,

I

he clutched the knif*;.

" Venetia," ho cried, instantaneously turning

upon her and brandishing the knife over her head,

"I am desperate—you have goaded mc to madness

—your insults
'

" For God's sake be reasonable, Malpas !" she

exclaimed, her cheek now growing pale with ter-

ror ns she saw iudeed that he was furiously ex-

cited.

" Don't talk to me of reason," he said, in a

voice that was hoarse with concentrated passions.

"Yield yourself to mc—or by all the powers of

hell I sv/tar
"

"Put away that knife, I beseech—I implore

I you," cried Venetia, fearful that he was really

going mad.

! "No," he rejoined in the same thick hoorss oo.

cents as before: "for you are so experienced in

trickery Besides," he suddenly exclaimed in

a clearer and more excited voice, " I know full

well that you will not surrender yourself through

love, and that therefore it must be through fear
!"

" But if I do surrender, Vfill you keep all my
secrets ?" asked Venetia, scarcely able to repress

the accents of anguish and despair which rose up

from her very heart's core to mingle with the

tones of her voice.

"Assume a friendly demeanour towards me," an-

swered 3Ialpas, in a milder manner than before,

"and I shall be friendly towards you. Ah! dear

lady, if we could only forget the past and enjoy

the present, the future should never be embittered,

so fir as you are concerned, by word or deed of

mine T'

"I accept the assurance," responded Venetia,

whose feelings at this moment were not enviable

even by a person about to be hanged: "and I

surrender ! Hush, hush !" she immediately added

in a lower voice : " some one is at the door I"

"No treachery, mind!" said the Colonel, in a

deep whisper, as he clutched her violently by the

arm.

"You shall see whether I intend it," rejoined

Venetia: then as a second rap was heard at the

door, she advanced towards it, and said, " Is it

you, Jessica ?"

" Yes, my lady," was the answer given by the

abigail outside.

"You may retire," Venetia immediately said:

" there is nothing more to be done to-night."

Having thus spoken, the proud, the brilliant,

the envied, and the worshipped Lady Sackvdle

turned towards the man whom she detested, and

on whom she now cast her troubled, humiliated,

and submissive looks witti an air as if she were

gazing upon destiny itself!

CHAPTER CXLIIL

THE nUSBANR S RETUnX.

Wi: must now direct the render's attention to

Lord Sickville, whom we have seen sallying forth

at about half- past ten on this memorable night in

consequence of a letter which he received. Tiiat

billet, written in an elegant fem.ile hand and so

sweetly perfumed, was from the Counteai of Cur-

zon, and ran as follows :—

" Ten o'clock at Night.

"It is absolutely necessary, my Uear Horuoo, tliat 1

houlcl SCO you to-nlglit ; nnd as wo must h.*vc a long con-

vermlion together, perhaps you will bo enabled to all'ord

mo tfic pleasure of your uoelcty for a few hours. The usual

arransemoBU a.ni be carried into effect, to that the do-

mestics need not suspect anythuis. Gertrude, who will

deliver this no!c at Carlton House, will afterwards pro-

coed to our amiable and accouinwd'iliiig fricn<r8 In N'orth

Aufllcy bUiet, where I shall bo presently. Vou under-

stand ?

"If you cannot come, then muit you send ntc a note

making tome appointment iVir to-morrow. It is absolutely

ncccsjiiry we ghoul I meet as c.irly as possiblo.

" Year affectionate

"EDIXnA.'

Such were the contents of the note which Lird

Sickville had received in the manner already de-

scribed ; and leaving the Prince and C-tptain Tash
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to amuse each otlier, he at once issued forth from

the palace. Taking a hackney-coiicli m Pall Mall,

he ordered it to drive to North Audiey Street; and

on arriving there, he directed the coachtimn to turn

into the little bye-sireet into which the convenient

side-door of Lady Lechmere's house opened.

Not many minutes was Lord Sackville kept

waiting: for the side-door was presently opene;),

and forth came a lady enveloped in the ample cloak

and the thick veil belonging to Gertrude. Tlie mo-

ment she stepped into the vehicle, Sackville ordered

the coachman to drive to Oxford Street; and as the

man liastened to obey the instructions thus given,

Horace and Ediiha commenced tiie hurried conver-

sation which we are about to record.

But we must pause for one single moment to ob-

serve that as the hackney-coach rumbled away out

of the narrow street, a young man, who had hiiher:o

remained concealed in a doorway a little farther

down, and who had been intently watching what

was taking place, emerged forth from his conceal-

ment and followed in the track of the vehicle.

We now return to the tender pair who are en-

sconced inside the hackney-coach vfhich the youp.g

raau was thus pursuing.

"Aly dear friend," said the Countess, throwing up

the veil and exchanging fervid kisses with her paia-

mour ; " a crisis has now arrived !"

"Ah!" your husband, the Earl?" said Sackville,

throwing his arms around her and drawmg her close

to him as the hackney-coach rumbled along.

•' I have received a letter from him to say that he

will be home to-morrow evening," continued E litha.

" The letter was brought by hand—it was sent through

his banker, or lawyer, 1 suppose "

" Wlien did you receive it 1" asked Lord Sackviiie,

quickly.

"This evening, at about nine o'clock," returned

Editha.
" And whence is it dated?"
" From Dover. It says that he has returned home

througii Belgium, by way of Ostend
''

"Aud he intimates tiiat he shall be home to-

morrow night?" asked Sackville, in a voice which

showed that some unpleasant misgiving had sprung

up in his mind.

"Yes— to-morrow night," responded Editha.

" The letter states that he is so ill through sea-sick-

ness experienced during a lOugh passage from Ostend

to Dover, that he is compelled to remain a day at

the latter place
"

" Editha," interrupted Lord Sackville, in a tone of

alarm ; " we are betrayed by some means or another

:

treachery is intended
!"

"Ah! now you terrify me,"' exclaimed the Coun-

tess, in accents of disiuay.

" Did no suspicion strike you when you received

that letter?" asked Lord Sackviiie. "Situated as

you are with your husband, and with the great cool-

ness existing between you, it is not probable that he

would write you a letter of such a character unless

it were meant to throw you oil" your guard and cover

Bome deep design which he has formed. How often

has he written to you during thisnearly live months'

absence of his upon the Continent?"
*' Only twice—and then in the most laconic man-

ner," answered the Countess. " Indeed, I showed
you his letters. One was from Milan—the other

from Geneva "

" And they both stated that you need not write to

him in reply, as his movements were so uncertain

he could not be assured of remaining long enough

at any one place to reCL-ive answers from England ?"

" And acRordingly," rejoined Editha, " I never did

write to him during his absence
"

"An absence,' added Lord Sackville, "for which

he condescended to uWese no reason."

" Au absence indeed," said Editha, " as unac-

countable as the journey itself wa.s suddenly under-

taken. But of all that I do not complain—

I

have no rii^ht to complain—and you well know
tvhy,'' she added, in a tone of mingled tenderness

and melancholy.
" Yes, dearest Editha, I do indeed now feel that

matters are approaching a crisis," responded Sack-

ville, also with alarm in his tone. " DepanJ upon
it that at this very moment some danger is hanging

over oiu' heads—or we are about to fall into some

snare that is set for us I Instead of your husband

returning to-morrow nujhl, I will stake my exist-

ence that he will be back to-ivghf. Perhaps he

has already arrived ! Ah ! I can see it all. Sus-

pecting you, he thinks that such a letter as he has

written will produce the very eitect which it has

indeed produced—namely, to pro:npt you to make
the most of the few hours that thus seem t) be

yours previous to his return to-morrow night •"

" Yes, yes— 1 partake all your ten-ors — i see it

all in the same light ;is yourself," said Editha, who
was truly unhappy. " Indeed when that letter

came at nine o'clock this evening, delivered by
some messenger who immediately departed, I was

tilled with misgivings —and Gertrude also shared

them. Ah! the faithful and intelligent girl!— she

besought me not to think of seeing you to-night

:

: but 1 was bewildered— 1 was frenzied—1 was

j

driven half mad at the prospect of disgrace—and

my agitated feelings got the better of my prudence,

[

so that 1 sent for you !"

'• Well, dearest Editha,'" said Horace, '•' whatever

I

mischief is done, caimot now be recalled."

j

" Aud besides." resumed the unhappy lady, with

I a sort of hysterical quickness,—" suppose that oiq:

I

fears are unfounded -that the Earl really will not

i return until to-morrow -and that there is no pit-

j
fall dug to entrap us -it is but a postponement for

a short space, perhaps only a few houra : for ex-

I
posure, scandal, and ruin must come at last

!"

I

" Yes -you speak but too truly, my poor Editha,"

I

said Horace, straining her to his breast and kissing

away the tears that were now triclding down her

cheeks. " Four months and a half he has been

absent
"

" And three months, am I advanced in the way

to become a mother," murmured Ed tha iu accents

broken by haf-stifled sob5. " Oh !
' she suddenly

exclaimed, in a paroxysm of hysterical excitement;

"disgrace must inevitably overtake me—it cauQo:

be avoided ! It is imposs.ble the Earl can be

made to believe that he is the father of the child I

bear in my bosom: and, as I have already told

you, his suspicions were awakened even previous

to his departure
"

"Think yon that he has ever be^n absent at

all?" asked S.ickville suddenly. "What it the two la-

conic letters received from .Milan and Geneva were

posted iu those cities by some friend to whom
your husband sent them ?—what if all the while he

ha* been concealed in Loudon, watching the p.v-

gress of our amour "
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"No— I do not fancy that for a ronmerit," an-

swered Editlia. "Besides, even if it were so, our

precautious have been so well taken, we nii^ht

i defy all his pryin^s and peerings : for not even do

I tiie very domestics suspect that I have once slept

away from the house or once done au<?ht \yhich a

lady of virtue might not do. But it is my posi-

I

tiou that threatens me with exposure
'^

I

"Then what is to be done?" asked Lord Sack-

i
ville, evidently much bewildered and alarmed.

I '-What would you have me do, dearest Editha?"

I "I know not—I know not," responded the

! Countess, sobbing- in his arms. "Never, never was

I so unhappy as I am at this moment! I seem to

have lost all courage—all energy : and I feel

that the moment is at hand when my name is to

be added to that catalogue of family depravity,

scandal, and disgrace, in which the names of so

many of my nearest relatives already figure
!"

"Sustain your fortitude, I implore you," said

Horace, in his most sootliing tones, and accom-

panying his words with the teuderest caresses.

At this moment the hackney-coach stoj>ped in

tliat part of Oxford Street which is close to Soho
Square ; and Lady Curzon drew down hor veil ere

I.er paramour handed her forth from the vehicle.

Then, dismissing the hackney coach, Horace gave

the trembling Editha his arm, and conducted ker

hastily to the fashionable house of infamy kept by
Mrs. Gale in Soho Squari?.

Two or three times, a« they thus passed from

Oxford Street to the house alluded to, did Lord
Sackville turn his head to ascertain whether any
one wa^ following them: but he saw notliing to

fxcite hi-! suspicion that such was the case.

And yet that young m:m who iiad followed the

hackney-coach from the bye-street by the side

of Lady Ledimere's dwelling, had never once
lost sight of the vehicle : but, aided by the street-

lamp!^, he had kept it in view; and as it did not

proceed at a pace calculated to outstrip him, he
had no difficulty in thus keeping in its track, till

it stopped in Oxford Street: then, on beholding

the gentleman and lady alight, the young man
cjntinued to follow them at such a distance as to

einde observation when Horace turned his head,

as above stated.

Thus was it that the spy kept Lord Sackville

and the guilty Countess in view, uutii they entered

Mrs. Galo'3 establishment;—and then he posted
liimsolf at some little distance, but at a point

whence he could maintain a strict watch upon the

frout-door of the liouse of infamy.

We must now return to North Audley Street.

At the very moment that the hackney-coach,

containing Lord Sackville and Editha, roiled away,
follortcd by tho young man, the Eari of Curzon
himself knocked at the door of Lady Lechraere'a

house.

"li her ladyship at immo?" he inquired of

the domestic who immediately answered the Huni-

mons.
" Yci), my lord," was the reply.

"And I believe that the Cnuntess of Curzon is

with hor?" said tlie Earl, assucniug un nir as if uo-

thing were wrong.

"Yes, my lord," was ag.iin tho reply. "Her

ladyship tho Countess arrived about a quarter of

an hour ago—"
"Ah!" so I understood in Grosvenor Street,"

said the Kn-I, alluding to his own mansion. "I
have only just returned from tlic Contineut, and
learnt th.'Jt tho Countess had como to pass the

evening witii Lady Lechmero. Did j'ou happen
to hear at what hour the Countess ordered the

carriage to return for her ?"

" At midnight, my lord," answered the livery-

servant, " But here is my mistress."

At this moment Lady Leclimere, who had heard

the double knock at the door, was seen descenJiag

the stairs; and a shade suddenly passed over her

countenance as she caught sight of the Earl of

Curzon. But instantaneously rccovcrin,'; her pre-

sence of minil, she extended her hand with a

graceful smile, saying, "And so your lordship has

returned from your Continental trip? But pray

wrdk in :''—and she conducted him into a p;\rlour

opening from the hall.

"Your ladyship is very kind," said the Earl, as

she desired him to be seated : " but
''

"Oh! if you are in a hurry, I will not attempt

to detain yon," she exclaimed, with well atfected

self-posspssion; though in her heart she expe-

rienced a misgiving. " When did you come home ?

—for I understood that you were not expected

until to-morrow evening."

"But it suited me," my lady," said the Earl,

with a peculiar smile of malignity and in a tone of

irony which enhanced Lady Lechmere's uneasi-

ness,—"it suited me to return earlier than I was
expected. I believe Editha is with you?"
"Yes—she is come to pass the evening with

mo," s:iid Lady Lechmere, her looks now again

betraying her confusion. " But to tell you the

real truth," she added, "your dear Countess,

whom 1 love as if she were my own daughter, has

been suddenly seized with a slight indisposition.

There is no danger— it will soon pass away—but

she has gone upstairs to lie down for an hour
or so

"

" Indeed!" remarked the Earl, with increasing

irony of tone. " She must have been seized very

suddenly : for it can scarcely be a quarter of an
hour since she entered your ladyship's house."

"Yes—it was very sudden," returned the wily

and dissolute patrician lad)', who, having been an

utter profligate during her own youthful years, had
now become, on the shady side of existence, a base

pander to the profligacies of others. "But yon do

nut look well. Lord Curzon. Will you take some
wine ? I have the most delicious champagne "

" I thank your ladyship—but I would rathernot,"

answered the Earl, in a cold tone and with a .stiff

bow: then, in a peculiar accent and with a look of

ominous meaning, he said, " Ot course my dear wifa

is most anxious to see me ; and your ladyship can

well understand that I am equally desirous to fold

lier in my embrace. Perhaps you will permit ma
to SCO her?"

" But she is fast asleep," exclaimed Lady Lech-
mere, scarcely able to conceal her fright. " Surely

you would not disturb her?"
" There is no necessity to disturb her," said tho

Earl, with a most provoking pursistance in his ob-

ject ; 80 that Lady Li-chmerc suddenly conceived so

hitter a haired for liim, she could almost have as-

sas-iinated him on the spot—that is to say, if sh"
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had a weapon ready at hand. " There is no neces-

sity to disturb her, 1 repeat," continued the Earl

:

"I will enter the room on tiptoe."

"But, my lord," said tho infamous woman, no.v

trembling visibly, "what would be thought by the

servants if they saw me conducting you up-stairs to

that part of the house where the bed-chambers are

situa'ed?"
, , r :

" Wliat could they think, madam," asked Lord

Curzon, with an ironical smile, "except that 1 was

going to the room where my wife was lying indis-

posed V
« But the world is so very wicked," rejoined L idy

Lechmere, battliiig liard to dissuade the nobleman

from his purpose.

"Your ladyship forces me by tliis ridiculous ar-

gument," said the Earl, "to remind jou that what

might have been probable ten or filteen years ago, is

not by any means so likely now :"—and he gazed

with a significant look upon the lady as he thus re-

minded her that she was considerably on the shady

side of forty.

"Ah! is your lordship so ungallant sa to hint

that I am getting old ?" she exclaimed, affecting

a tone of good-tempeicd romonstrauce.

"Let us not diverge from the siitiject of our

discourse," said the Earl. " If you be really afraid

of scandalous tongues, let one of your luaidn ac-

compa'iy us to the room where Editha is lying

asleep."
" But the doctor has declared that she must

not be disturbed," exclaimed Lady Lechmere, thus

makmg a desperate attempt to cliuch the matter

at once.
" What! is my wifo so bad that the doctor has

been sent for?" excluimed Curzon, superciliously,

" It is positively so," responded Lady Lechmere

with a new accession of courage, and therefore

meeting the Earl's look with a brazen cffiontery

"Well, upon my word," he ciitd, laughing iu

bitter mockery; "this is the most curious thin

ever knew in my life ! Here have we my Editha,

who before she has been a quarter of au hour

under your ladyship's roof on the present occasion,

has been seized with illness—conveyed to a couch

—visited by the dot-tor—fallen into a sound sleep

And I suppose that even the doctor himself

has gone? Keally, I do not believe that so much
was ever summed up in so short a space before !"

•'I do not understand this tone and manner
which your lordship thinks fit to assume," said

Lady Lechmere, who, finding that cajolery, re-

monstrance, and effrontery liad all been used in

Vain, now as a last resource adopted an air of in-

dignation. " What interest have I in deceiving

your lordship ?—for what do you take me?—and
how dare you come with such a demeanour to my
house ?"

" Ah ! since your ladyship puts the matter upon
this footing," exclaimed the Earl, "it is necessary

that I should speak out. ludeed we have been
stauding here trifling with each other too long.

All tltis fencing with excuses is useless ou your
part ; and therefore let us bandy words no more,
RLidam," ho said, suddenly assuming a stern and
resolute look, " I demand iusiautaueuusly to see
my wife

!"'

••And I declare, my lord," replied Lady Lech-
mere, adopting an aspect of defiance, "that you
shall fwt do as you like beneath my roof:"

•' Then you will force me to create a scandal and

an uproar in the house, by pushing my way in spite

of opposition to the chamber where, as you allege,

my wife is lying down :"—and as the Eirl thus

spoke, he took up his hat and turned to.vards tUa

door.

"My lord, you cannot—you would not—you dare

not do this," faltered Lady Lechmere, now terribly

alarmed.
" I will do it—on my soul, madam, I will do it

:"

exclaimed Curzon. " Now decide— will you con-

duct me to that chamber? or shall I find ray way
thither by myself? And perhaps," he added, with

a look of peculiar malignity, "it will not be so dif-

ficult as you fancy. Let me see ?—up two pair of

stairs—then along a carpetted passage—into a bed-

chamber where a second door commuuicat-s wna a

back staircase—and in that staircase there is a signal

bell, and at the bottom a door opening into the bye-

street
'

" Good heavens!" cried Lsdy Lechmere, turning

ghastly pale as the Earl of Curzon thus gave ut-

terance to those details which displayed his perfect

knowledge of the privacies of her dwelling-houie:

for the r:.ader will remember that Colonel Malpjs

had given the Earl a full account of ail these matters

at the hotel at Lausanne.
" Ah ! I thought that I should produce some

effect upon your ladyship," exclaimed Curzon, en-

joying her confusion. " Now will you besiuie to

conduct me thither?"

Lidy Lechmere rose from her seat— accos'.ed

the Earl with haggard looks and convulsing form—
and placing one of her trembling hands upon iiis

arm, said in a low thick voice, " Tell me how you

know all this—tell me who has been the betrayer!"

" Well, I do not kno*v why I should keep the

secret," said the Earl: ••and i:,deed 1 may answer

your question if it be only to prove huw eutirtly

everyUiiug is known to me. Learn, then, that

I

from the lips ot one of my wifo'd paramoura

—

I
Colonel Malpas "

j
*'The villain! I always knew he wou'd bptray

I

her !" ejaculated Lady Lechmere. " You are aware,

i
then," she continued, her voice again becoming'

I thick and hesitating, " that your wife
"

I "Is not beneath your roof at this moment," ex-

I chimed the Earl ; " but that Gertrude is here iu

her stead—and that when the carriage comes at

midnight, then Gertrude, dressed as her mistreis

and closely veiled, will enter the vehicle and be

driven home to Giosvenor Street. Such," added

the Earl, with bitter irony, " are the precautions

adopted to prevent my lacqueys, coachman, and

grooms, from even suspectin.; the freaks and

pranks of her protlig.itu mistress. I must sny

that if every lady of fashion and rank were equally

cunning in devising measures to lull suspicion

asleep and defy detection, the public would miss

many and many a rich treat of crim. con. which

tlie public journals serve up iu so enticing a

manner."

"Now, my dear lord, be reasonable—expose not

your wife," urged Lady Lechmere. " Only re-

flect
"

" Aye, but I wish in the fust instance," said the

Eai'l, with a look of dorp meaning, " to t:ike my
revenge on that minx Gertrude, who has so long

and so successfully pandered lo Editlia's de;.>ravi-

tics."
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VALENTIKE MALVERN AND FLORENCE EATON.

"And the revenge which you propose to take ?"

said Lady Lechmere inquiringly.

•• Oil ! it is my intention to tall into the spirit

of the frolic," said tlie Earl, with a forced lau{,'h,

"and treat her exactly as if I believed her really

to be my wife. No matter if the room bo blazing

with lights, I shall affect to be so blind as to judge

by the apparel and not by the features. For that

EJitha and Gertrude have changed dresses up in

that room, I have no doubt. Now, madam, ' .idded

the Earl, suddenly throwing off hisairof banteriui^

irony and assuming a peremptory tone and manner,—" I enjoin you, without a lothcr word of re-

monstrance, to accom|,-any me to that chamber,
which, if you refuse, 1 can so well find for myself."

Lady Leclwnere, seeing that there was no alter-

native, and hoping that tlie Earl meant to limit his

proceedings to (lie pleasant vengeance which he

proposed to wreak upon Gertrude, led the way fro;n

the parlour. Having conducted his lordship up the

63*

two flight of stairs, she led him along the carpetted

passage ; but when v/iihiii a few y.irds of the door at

the end, she paused, and said ia a low wliisper,

" Shall I go in advance to prepare the girl for your

appearance ?"

" Not at all, nay lady—it is not necessarj'," at

once answered the Earl. "I presume the door is

unlocked?"
" Yes," replied Lady Lechmere. •* But I thought

you wished me to accompany yon?"

•'Not farther than this point," immediately n
joined the Earl: and openinj; a door which fronted

(he spot wliO:e they had tiius hailed, he s:iid in a

quick peremptory whisper, " Your ladysliip will

please to walk in here— for 1 see tliat the room is

unoccupied."
" But what on earth do you mean ?" asked Lady

Li<chmere, in mio<{lecl astonishment and dismay.
" 1 mean simply that I am Koin^ to lock your

ladysliip in here lor an hour, while I talk to Ger-
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trude in tlie other room. Because," continued the

Earl, " to tell you the truth, I do not choose you to

have the opportunity of sending off a message to

warn my delectable wife at Mrs. Gale's of my pre-

sence and proceedings here this nijjii'. Sshe fancies,

no doubt, that I shall not return until to-morrow,

and in that belief let her remain."

" But, my lord—you cannot think of imprisoning

me here for an entire hour ?" said Lady Lechraere,

iu a low voice so as to avoid being overheard.

"No harm can arise," rejoined the Earl, who

seemed to have an answer ready for every remon-

strance. " It is only eleven o'clock, and the

Countess ordered the carria;.^e for twelve. This

interval of an hour you would have passed in yon-

der room witli Gertrude, if I ha 1 not come to in-

terrupt your proceedinj^s : taerefore you will nol

be missed by the domestics."

Again did Lady Lechmara see that the Eail of

Curzon was resolule in carryiuif Uh purposes i<iti>

execution; and dreadiii;; an ex;iusurc whii;h would

cover her with dis}{race and infamy by revealing^

her in the true I'ljiit of a patriuiun (iemirep and
procuress, she resigned herself to the hour's cap-

tivity in tlio bed-room, tlie door of which Curzon
now locked upon her. Then putting the key into

his pocket, the Earl hastened on to the end of the

passage ; and opimirig thn door, ho entered the

room where Oertrmif, dressed in the cosiuiue

of tlie Countess, was re'cliuiiig negligently upon a

sofa.

CHAPTER CXUV.
THE EABL's vengeance.

It was tliG custom of Lady Lechmere, wlienever

thesp manoBuveriiiga were going on with re^spect

ti> Iv,iitl);i iind Gertrude, to remain in the room
whicii thus so convi'iiiently served the purpose of

the iatiigue : and this sin; r!id not only to sust.iiii

the idei amoniist Iter ilepeiidants th.it, she was
thus closetted for hours together with her bosom-
friend the Countess of Curzon, but likewise to

iiuard ngainst any intrusion into this chamber.
Gertrude, therefore, always felt completely at

her ease and was lulled into perfect security when-
ever she was thus peiforming tiie part of her inis-

trcsa at Lady Lechmere's house.

On the present occasion the handsome young
lady's-mnid, dreat cd in a velvet robe belonging to

her mistress, was reclining negligently upon the
sofa as the Earl of Curz;)n entered the room. As
he opened the door quietly and without violence,

Gertrude thought it was Lady Lechmere coming
back; and slie did not immediately turn her liead.

But as the Earl stood still to suiv^'y the liaU-

recumbont form of the good-looUiug Gerti ude, she
wondered that Lady Lechmere (as she fancied it

to he) should have stopped short;—and suddenly
looMiijr round, she gave vent to an ejaculation of
disiuay ns she recognized her master.

" Ahl my dear Editha," siid the Earl, affecting
ti) believe that it was his wife ; and as ho at once
advanced towards the sofa, he purposely ovev-
turned a little woik-tablo on which stood ilie two
wa.x-lights : then, as the candles were thus suddenly
exiinxuished and utter darkness prevailed all in a
moment, he placed himself on the sofa aed took

Gertrude, in his arms, sayinp, '• I beg you ten then-
'

sand pardons, my dear Editha, for my awkward- I

uvss in thus upsettinjj V:(i table :ind j)utiiug out
j

the li;jhts : we can, how ver, converse just as
'

comfortably in the dark. But why do you
I

tremble?"—and he covered the cheeks and lips of
the lauy"s-maid with kiss.s.

Fur the moment Gertrude was completely be-

wildered. Could it be possible that the Eari hac
j

failed, in the rapid glance he tiirew upon her, tc >

observe that it was n-ji his ^ife, but her maid!
;

and WIS it purely through accid-nt t'la'- he hac :

upset the table ? Such were the questions which
'

Gertrude rapidly asked herself. But how coulc
sheauswer them? Indeed she knew not what
to think.

" Jly dear Editha," continued the nobleman, in-

dulging in certain little amourous licenses and ten-
der dalli;mces v/hich Gertrude dared not re-ist,

—

" it strikes me that you are cruel and unkind after

my lon< absence from you. What! not a word—
not a kiss ! Come, if you will not speak, at all

events press your lips to mine."
[

And as he thus .spoiie he strained Gertrude to I

his breast iu such a manner that as their lips met,
j

the abigail could not withdraw herself from the
|

warm and exciting coutaot even if she were in-

clined.
I

"Tiiere! now I know by these ki.'ises," con-
'

tinned the Earl, after several long and fervid
j

caresses which he bestov/ed, and which Gertrude
j

gave back again,—"now I know that you are not I

indifferent to my return. It is however an unex- !

pected pleai^uie that I should find you thus
j

amiable as to receive my caresses with so much
j

fervour and give them hack with kindred w.irmth.
i

Let us say nothing of the past ! I will not inquire
j

what you have been doing during my absence ; i

and you must not seek to know of me wiiat I have I

been doing on the Continent. Therefore let no
'

disagreeable tiioughts mar our present enjoy-
;

meat." !

And still, as he spoke, he held Gertrude in his i

embrace, bestowing upon her such caresses as gave
j

utunistakablc proof of his ultimate intentions. :

Gertrude, although so thoroughly experienced in

the ways of thf world—so full of duplicity, and
with such a genius for intrigue—had, nevertheless,

retained her chastity: but her passions were
strong, and they were now gradually being excited

by this contact, in the dark, with a man, who,

thougii she liked him not, possessed a haud*omc
exterioi-. Moreover, on a former occasion, we
have seen Gertrude willing to abandon herself to

the Earl in order to save her mistress; aud she

was not the less inclined to do so on the present

ocoasio;). But still she asked herself, was it pos-

sible that the E.irl really believed her to be his

wife :' or was all that he was now saying but a por-

tion of some deeply-settled scheme of revenge ?

"Now you will believe that 1 have growu quite

uxorious, my dear Editiui,' he continued ;
" and

you may think, perhaps, that 1 ^eem rather like a

lover tliaii a husb.ind. Well, be it so ! You are

beautiful—your tonjperament is warm and volup-

tuous—you have every qualilicaiioii to fit you for

the pleasures of lovo. AVonder not, therefore, if I

thus rejoice at the opportunity which enables inn

to revel in your arms immediately on my return."

Aud now, as his own passions were worked up
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an irresistible degree, the kisses which he be-

stowed upon Gertfiide became more ardent—more

fervid—io tliat his companion was inspired with

the same volcano-like passion which now animated

liiniself.

But we need dwell no long^er upon this scene

:

suffics it to saj', that the Earl of Curzon continued

toaff>3CtthG belief that he was really with his wife

instead of Gertrude,—and that the young woman,

excited in her passions and bewildered in her

ideas, surrendered up her person to her master.

It was now close upon midniglit; and Lord

Curzon, gently disengaging himself from the em-
brace in which Gertrude held him—for it was 'she

who had become amorous and tender now—said,

"I believe you ordered the cirriage at twelve?

C'^me, put on your cloak and let us depart."

Gertrude, now more than over wondering whe-

ther Lord Curzon really fancied that slie was his

wife, or whether he was still playing a studied part,

ftflfc about the room for the cloak which her mis-

tress bad left there for her use; and having put it

on, s:ie drew the hood far down over her counte-

nance, iis was her wont on these occ:ision -:.

"Now, dearesi Editha," said the Ear), still speak-

ing ill the kindest possible tone :
" give me your

arm."

Gertrude did so, not knowing what on earth

was to i;e the end of the present adventure : for

lier heart was beating with the lingering sense of

passiou'o rapture, and also wltli vague misgivings

of what might yet be coming. Tiie Eirl threw

open the d^or of the room, and they emerged
forth from the darkness into the p:i:isage wJiich

was well lighted : and now from within the depths

of lier hood did Gertrude fling a quiclf, searching,

and anxioujj glanue upon the Earl.

"D.!arist Editha, how liappy do I feel with you
to-night!" he said, in a tone of such well-assumed

tenderness and sincerity that Gertrude was still

more confused and be vildered tiian ever : for

though he met the quick and sidelong glance

whicu she threw up at him, he did noi appear to

notice that it was not the countenance of his wife.

" What can it mean ?" asked Gert' ude withih

herself: "does he actually take me for his Editha?
or is it all a horrible mockery which must pre-

sently end in some .suddenly outbreaking storm ?

His conduct is not natural: no—it is not natural

!

He must have known ttiat it was not his wife whom
he ere, now el isped in his armsl"

The gill's musings were sudden!.' cut short by
an ohr^erviition which Lord Cuiaoii now made.

" By the bye," he exclaimed, " that dear, ami-
able, kind-liearted Lady Lechmere, who has bton
ttie means of procuring me this pleasant tite cltStc

with my own dear wife, said that she would wait m
this room."
Thus speaking, the Eirl of Curzon stopped sud-

denly at a door m the p.i^s igo ; and unlocking it so
quickly that Gertrude, who-ic head was muffl^l in

the hood of the cloak, could scarcely tdl whether
it had been thus fastened or not, he threw open
the door.

" Now, my d'ar Lady Lechmere," he immedi-
ately said, as the patrician procuress liastily came
forth, "we are going to tik« our- .l parturo. I c;u\

assure you, that my sweet Editiia and myself have
pa-sed an liour of unfeigned i-njoyincnt. Strange
as such a We utile oetween hushaii;! and wife niiiv

seem at the house of a friend instead of beneatn
their own roof, it nevertheless has its advantages:
for I can assuro you, ray dear Lidy Lechmere,
that on the present occasion E lithi and I have so
completely made up all past ditf.ironces, that we
ai"e better friends t!ian on the day we were mar-
ried. This temporary absence of mine has been
beneficial in making us each reflect upon our little

faults and failings towards one another : aud,

henceforth, we mean to prove au example to society

—a true pattfrn-couple."

Thus speaking, in a hurried manner, but with a
cheerful air. Lord Curzon, who Had given an arm
to Lidy Lechmere, conducted the two females

along the passage,—Gertrude on his right. Lady
Lechmere on his left; and all the time he kept his

looks so divided, as it were, between them both,

that they could find no opportunity of exchanging
significant glances. Thus Laiiy Lechmere, who
understood full well all the iiorrihle bantering

which ran through ttic Earl's observations, was not
able either to brenthe a syllabk-, or tiirow a look
that might prepare Gertrude for tiic winding-up of

this strange drama, On her part, the young
woman was still a prey to au uncejrtainty that every

instant gri!w more painful: but, as the Earl still

continued to treat her as it' she were really the

Countes.s, shr, of course, sustained tlio part by
keeping the iiood drawn over her countenance.

The Earl continued to tilk in the s^mo strain as

before, while ho conducted his two femalu com-
panions down the staircase; and, as he came within i

the hearing of the fjotraan who was iu the hall, he |

said, with all the appearance of the most genuine j

sincerity, " I am sure, my dear Lady Lechmere, the

Countess must feel deeply grateful for the kind in-

terest which you experience in her. I am sure

that these evenings which she passes at your house

are the happiest iu her life. But, my dear E iitha,"

he suddenly exclaimed, turning towards G^'rtrude,
' how you muf93 yourself up ! Here, at the end
of April too— w lien it is quite warm—I am sure it

must bs very unwh desome. At all Kvants, throw
back the hood !"

And suiting the action to the word, the Earl

ifaised his hands) quickly, and drew bick the ho id

so abruptly, that Gertrude had not even time to

anticipate the iiroceedin,': and thus, all in a m >-

ment, was the countenance of the lady's-miid re-

vealed to the astonished footman wiio ^tood hold-
ing the front door open. I

"Heavuiis!" ejaculated thi Earl of Cutv.ou, now
\

affecting to be struck with dismay. '• What does I

this mean ?"
I

Gertrude, deadly pale, stood transfixed to the
j

spot; while Lady Lechmere gave utterance to a :

groan of anguish, and sank down senseless at the

foot of the stairs.

"What moans all this, i demand?'* exclaimed
the Earl of Curzon, pretonding to b,! almost
frantii!. "Look — hehiiid—lierc is my wife's maid,
decked out in iier mistress's apparel, even to the
very cloak with the hood. Ah ! what a conve-
nient h'lod!" I

Lady Lechmere's fiotman, who eto d at the

hall-door, gazed with stupid astonishment upon this

scene ; for he, i:f course, liid never supposed but
that it WHS always the Ciuntrss licr-«.li whim the

,

carria.(C had bitm wont to (etch, an i wh ) was ac- I

customed to trip forth so wull uiulll mI np in that
j

I
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I

cloak.and hood. Tne lacquey, who was in attend-

I

aiice upon the carriage whicli had just ariiveil,

I hearing the strange exclamations to which his

master was giving Tent, peeped into the hal), and

I

became a witness of the aoenc. To the coachman,
who was seated on the box, did he hurriedy

communicate what he thus beheld; and that func-

tionary, leaping dowji, also louked into the hall to

gratify his curiosity.

In<iescrib,ible was the scene of confusion which

now fol'owed. Gertrude, after standing for nearly

a minute, gizing in speecliless horror upon tlie

Ell I, fell into strong hysterics ; for she now under-

Stood and experienced a full sense of the terrible

revenge whicli iier master was bent upon this night

executing, and tiie first fury of which had over-

taken Ludy Lechmere and herself.

Leaving the servants to pay such attention as

thty choso to the mistress of the home, who had
fanted, and to Gertrude, who was screaming in a
fit, the Earl ot Curzou sped Ijrth from tlie

hall.

"Ynu see tliat your mistress is not here," ho
said, in a tone of well affected bitterness, as

he encountered his co lohman and laoqucy on the

door-steps. " But did you both mark well that it

was the vile Gertrude who has adopted this strata-

gem 10 sliiel.d her still viler lady?"—then, with-

out waiting for a reply, the nobleman jumped into

tlie carriage, saying, "Perhaps we shall find

tlie Countess somewhere else. Drive to Soho
Square !"

The carriage-iloiir was bangod—the coachman
clambered ou his box—the lacquey spraa;; up be-

hind—and away rolled tlie equipag'. We need
ii;irdly s^y tliat the two domestics were astounded
at what had just, taken place. Although they had
often thought it odd that when they went to fetch

the Countess*, at Lady Lechmere's house, she
should on every occasion, without a single exception,^

j
be so closely liooded or so carefully veiled—yet
ntver had they entertained the slightest suspicion

that it was «oithe Countess whom the carriage on
thuse occasions conveyed home. Now, however,
that the explosion had taken placf, they recollected

many little circumstances which they wondered
had no!, opened tiieir eyes before as to the strata-

gem so artfully carried on by tluir mistress and
her maid. On this point, however, we need not
dwell: suffice it to say, that the coachman and the
lacquey were hij,'lily delighted at the prospectof so

fine a pitce of scandal and so glorious an action

f r crini.. cun. against some one or another, which
they now »n>T to be the inevitable results of this

night's adventure.

By halt-past twelve Soho Square was reached;
and the E irl ordered the carriaire to stop at a
little distance from Mrs. Gale's. The moment the
coachman reined in his horses, that same young
man wlio had hitherto been keeping watch in the
vicinage, hastened up to the carriage, and, ap-
proacliiiig the window, said ia a hurried tone of
ioquiry, " The Earl ?"

" Yus," replied that nobleman. " What news,
Theodore '}'

" They are here," said Varian, glancing round
towatds M.S. Gale's house, over tlie front door of
whic \ a lamp was burning.

•• The Couutess and Emmjiaon ?" said the Earl,
qucltly.

THE MYSTtaiLS OF THE COOKT.

" I have no doubt of it,' was Varian's re-

sponse.
" But your answer," exclaimed Curzon, " seems

to imply a doubt. Are you not certain "

" I posted myself where your lordihip told me,
in the bye-street," Theodore hastened to explain

;

"and I saw a female, closely veiled and cloakec^
come forth from Lady Lechmere's side door. All
took place as your lordship had led me to suppose.
A hackney-coach was waiting, into which she en-
tered, and it drove away. 1 followed it to Oxford
Street— I saw a gentleman and lady alight—I pur-
sued them at a distance—and lost not sight of
them till they entered Mrs. Gale's door. Here I
have since remained: and they have not come out
again."

*' Good ! they are caught in a net," ejaculated
the Earl. "But why did you at fir-t speak in a
doubting manner as to the identity of the parties?'

" I am not aware that I did, my lord," replied

Theodore Varian ; " unless it were, perhaps, be-
cause you so positively asked me whether I was
sure it wan the Countess and Emmerson. Now, I

could not be positive ; because the lady appeared
closely veiled as she came forth from Lady Lech-
mere's house; and after she and her companion
alighted in Oxford Street, I dared not approach
them too c!osely, for fear t'ley migiit see

that they were followed—and this wouid have
spoilt all."

"But you are ceitain that the man was Emmer-
sou?" said the Earl.
" No, my lord—I cannot possibly be certain of

it," answered Varian : " I did not approach close

enough to see."

" But, at all events," persisted Lord Curzon,
"you are confident that you never lo-t sight

of tha hackney-coach from the time it left L^dy
Lechmere's until it stopped in Oxford Street?"

" I am confident on that head," roplic 1 Vanan.
"Th-^n I am equally confident," said the Earl,

" that the lady who issued forth from Lady Lech-

mere's wiis the Countess. Tiiat her companion is

Emmers-on is most probable—unless, indeed," he
murmured to himself, "she has got hold ot another

paramour—which, by the bye, is not unlikely.

But no matter who he is
!

'

Thus musing within himself, the Earl alighted

from the carriage; and bidding the coachman
wait, he and Varian stepped up to Mrs. Gale's

front door. The knock which they give was im-

mediately answered by a female suvant; for na
one who applied for admission during the n'ght at

that house was ever kept waiting. The momtnt
tliey parsed uito the hal', the servant, to whom
Lord Carzon was well known, looi;ed somewliat

terrified on recognizing him : for the woman in-

stantaneously suspected that an explosion was

about to take place in re>pect to the Countess.
" My wife is up-stairs," said the Earl, slipping

a handful of guineas into the .-crvaui's hand.

"Come— I know your discretion and prudence, as

well as your trustworthiness : but it is no use deny,

ing the fact. My wife is up-stairs, I say 1"

"For heaven's sake, don't maUe :i noise, my
lor>l," interrupted the servant-woman in an implor-

ing tone. " Besides, your lordship should remem-
ber that if yo« have been here now and then with

•A lady, surely your wife has an equal right

to conic here now aud then with a gentleman?"
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"Silence!' sail the EhtI sternly: "and now
sliow me and my friend tiie way up to the room

where my wife and lier companion are. Not
' another word I—obey me or I fhall c^ommcuce the

I search myself."

j Tlie idcu that his lordship would go peepin?

I into every room throujjhout the spacious esta-

I
blishmeut, at once gave wings to the woman's

feet; inasmuch as not for worlds would she have

had the mysteries of the various apartments—or

at least of two or three of them — violated by an

intruder's gaze. For in one was a pious lady

"whose praise was in all the churches," now sleep-

ing in the arms of a priv;ite in the Horse Guards:

in another was a Bishop, renowned for his piety,

who had brought thither a young girl of about

fourteen or tifteen, whom he was initiating in the

ways of wickedness -. in a third apartment there

was a Judge, the sternest upon the beach, now in

company willi one of the most noted prostitutes

about town ;—and in a fourth there was a young
lady of high birth, great beauty, and extraordinary

accomplishments, clasped in the arms of her fo-

reign mu-ic-master.

No wonder, tiiereior?, wa? it if the discreet ser-

vant of Mrs. Gale's establishment felt an.xions to

prevent the veil being drawn aside from tliose

mysteries: and accordingly, without any farther

remonstrance or hesitation, did she lead the way

up-st;iirs, followed by the Earl of Curzon and
Theodore Variau.

" This is the door," she said, in a low whispc^r,

as she paused at a particular chamber.

The Earl of Curzon's eyes now glowed with tri- i

umph—for he feit tliatthe moment was come wh^^n 1

Le sliould be avenged upon Editha for all her for-
j

mer faiihlvs^ness towards him and all the treach-
j

eries which she had put in pi-actice. Trying the

haidle of the door and finding that it was loc'ccd

inside—as indeed he had of course anticipated

—

the Earl unhesitatingly threw himself with all his

force against it and burst it open. A scream of

terror and an ej iculation of rage burst simul-

tineously from male and female liijs within the

room, into which Lord Curzoii immediately pre-

cipitated himself. Lights were burning upon the

table; and by the aid thereof, the Cjuntois and
licr paramour were at once discovered sitting up,

is a startled minner, in ttie couch.

But tliat paramour, who was he? Not Emmer-
son tlie lill-bioker, as the Earl i,f Cuizoii and
Tiieodori! Varian had alike hoped and expecteii

:

but tiie husband of the brdliant Venetia— the

handsome and accomplished Lord Sackville

!

" Create no disturbance in the house," said

Ilorac;, instantaneous'y precipitating himself

from the bed, and speaking in a hurried manner
to the Earl ef Curzon. "To-morrow I shall be

prepared to give you such satisfaction as you may
demand !''

Editha, covering her f.ice wiih her hands, burst
forth into a violent fit of sobbing ; and Theodore
Varian, so soon as he perceived that her ladyship's

companion was not Eimnerson, over whosc expo-

sure ho had hop"d to e.xult, withdrew upon the

landing outside through motives of dolic.jcy.

Tne E;irl of Curzon did not immediately reply

to Sackvillu's remarks, but stood gazing upon him
with a sort of stupil dismay for nearly a minute.

It waa not however thit Curzju was so very much

astonished at discovering who his wife's paramour
for the occasion thus was;— hut it was be-
cause it instantaneously struck him that tlii^ was
a visitation of retributire justice. For had not
tiie Earl of Curzon intrigued with Sackrille's

wife? and how could the Earl himsHf now com-
plain of Sackville's intrigue with E<<itha? Such
was the thought that struck him suddenly as if

with a sense of dismay, and held him speechless.

But Sackville, so far from suspecting what was
thus passing in Curzon's mind at the momen^,
attributed the consternation of hii looks to quite
another source.

" Considering all the friendship that has subsisted

between us, Lord Curzon," he said in a tone of self-

mortification and repentance, "you doubtless regard

me as tlie perpetrator of an unparalleled atrocity ?"

" Yes, iny lord," responded the Earl, instanta-

neously recovering his presence of mind :
" in such

a light do I indeed regard your «onduct. But of

course }ou shall hear from nie so soon as satisfac-

tory arrangements can be made:"—then, turnii.g

towards Editlia, he exclaimed in a tone of malignant
triumph, " At length I have detJcted your ladyship

!

Everything is known to me—Gertrude has ere now
been unmasked in the presence uf Lady Ltclimere'i

seivants and of mine "

" Ah ! then the scandal and the exposure are com-
plete T exclaimsd the Countess of Curzon, in a

voice broken with convulsive sobs: but the next in-

stant, as if suddenly animated with a liglitning tiasli,

siie sprang from the couch—and in that state of

semi-nudity she extended her bare and exquisitely-

rounded arm, crying, "'Tis well, my lord ! you have
done your worst for the moment— you triumph
doubtless! But whom is it that you thus crush ? A
poor weak woman, who loved you at tirst and win)

would have remained faithful to you ever, had no;

your neglect chagrined her and your infidelities

alienated her aiiection from you! Can you wonder
that I have gone wrong ? Heaven is luy witness

that, With your example belore my eyes, it would
j

have been impossible for me to go right! But
|

though you triumph now for tiie moment, yet may
the tables be turned against you. lu one respecr,

however, you will have your wisii—you will get rid

of a wife whom your constant profligacies render it

inconvenient for you to keep, and whom jour ex-

trivagancies make it impossible for you to main-
tain. From hence I depart at once—yes, an<l away
from Landon I speed—periiaps from England alto-

gether. One thing I implore you," she added, her
voice suddenly becoming full of agitation and her
looks replete with plaintive emotions, as she turned
her eyes from her husband to her lover, and then

back again on her husband ;—" and this is, that you
will not endanger your lives for one to little worth
Ih: t proceeding as I I"

"Madam," said the Earl of Ciirzou, who had
listened with impatience to this speech; "of that

matter I am the best judge."

Thus speaking, he turned abruptly away and
hauglilily quilted the room: but recollecting some-
thing, he again turne<l b^ick inJ said, " The carriage

whicii called for your ladyship at Ludy Lechmwe's,
now waits below and is at \uur service."

" -Vh ! even tliis crowning degradation has he put

upon me! tu expose mc tu the very lacqueys of our

household !" exclaimed lbs Countess in a tune ot

rending bitterness—a tone in which the accents ol
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grief penetrated no longer, but were displaced by

those of vindictive hate and rage: for siie felt that

to have brought the carriage to that house of in-

famy whither he had traced her, was an insult of so

cowaruly and atrocious a character that, bad though

she might be, it exceeded all the bounds of It-giti-

mate ciiastisement.

Lord Curztm gave a scornful laugh in response

to her ejaculation of fury ; and once more turning

on his heel, he quitted the room.

On the iiinding he found Theodore Varian waiting

forhitn; and they issued from the house together.

On thus emerging furlh, the Earl coolly and deli-

berately said to the footman in attendance upon the

carriage, "Your mistress is with a paramour at

Mrs. Giile's house of fashionable accommodation.

Go boldly—knock loudly at the door—and send up

word by the servant that the carriage is waiting for

her iadyxliip."

Then, having given this last instruction for the

purpo^e of inflicting another torture Upon his

wretched wife, the Eirl of Curzon hurried away on

foot, accompanied by Theodore Varian.

"And now, my lord," said the young man, "what

can b« done in reference to Enimerson ? Fir your

lordship is pledged to me in the moxt si)lenin man-
ner to do all you can to ruin that villain! R;-
mtmljer, your lordship owes me a debt of gratitude :

for through me did you obtain possession of those

five thousand guineas "

" I have not forgotten the obligation I owe you,"

said the Earl; "and I shall cheerfully— indeed,

most Kl<i*lly—bring an action f >r cnm. con. against

Einnieison as well as against Lord S:ickville. Do
you not remember that some months ago you

assured me that in Eramer.ion's writing-desk, to

which you said you possessed a skeletcm kc}', you
discov red a letter from the Countess "

' Tes, my lord— I remember it well," replied

Vai'ian :
'' it is not likely that I should Have for-

i-'atU'ii it ! It contains damnin^j proofs of her lady-

f hiij's guilt
"

'• But you siiul at the time," remarked the Earl,

" ttia'- you could not procure it, for fear of exciting

Emmerson's suspicions."

" Oh ! but that reason exists no longer, my lord,"

exclaimed Varian, in a lone of savage exultation.

" 1 ciire not now how soon I leave that vile bad

man again. During the p;>st four or five months

I have t)een able to do enough to lay the foundat'on

of a vengeance so striking—so terrible But no

matter I" he (»bserved, suddenly checking himself:

" your lordship requires that letter of which we
have been speaking - and to-morrow or next day

you shall have it without f li'."

The Earl and Theodore then separated,—the

former to return to his mansion in Grosvenor
Street, and th'Te gloat over the ruin tf Editha:

the otlur to retrace his way to the humble but neat

(lv\clinK where he and Ariadne dwe!t, and where
he retired to res', in fii'ndish joy at the approaching
downfall of Mr. Emmerson.

CHAPTER CXLV.

TIIK CAPTAIN ENJOYING UIMSKLF.

We nm^t now return to C irlt>in House, where, as

the reader will remeiubir, weleft the Prince locked
in H room Willi Mrs. >1 dpan -the Colond with

Venetia in her boudoir—and Captain Tash lying

concealed in the housemaid's chamber.

Having ignominiously expelled therefrom the

Colonel in liis female attire, Captain Tash waited

for about a quarter of an hour, when he fancied

that Malp-is must have got clear out of the palace;

and finding that all was now still in the pa.ssage»

and little suspecting indeed to what desirable

quarters Mal[tas had managed to introduce him-
self, the Captain issued forth from the housemaid's

bed-chamber. Returning to ttie dining-room and
finding that Sackville liad not come back,—remem-
berini< too that he had intimated he s^hould not
return until a very lata hour,—the redoubtable
Taeh resolved upon sitting up for him. But per-
ceiving that the decanters were well uigh emptied,
he rang the bell violently.

* Plunipstead, my worthy ftllof," said the Cap-
tain to till! but er, who himself answered the sum-
mons undn- the impression that more wine was
wsntsd,— '•' you behuld me alone, without liquor

and without a companion. Now, forasmuch as

you are an excellent fellow and have the keeping
of an excellent cellar, you shall forthwith bring

up hslf-a-dozeu bottlis of the raciest vintage.

You cin then trot off to bed, as 1 will sit up for

Lord Sa«kvill':'. But stop one moment! Is my
man Rebin in your servants' hall ?"

" He is, sir," was the reply.

" "What is he <loing?" asked Tash.
" He ha.s worked himjclf into the darkest comer

of the plice," responded Plumstead; "and there he
.''its j.ist for all the world as if he was afraid he was
going to be er.ten up."

" Ah ! you see how modest and diffident he is,"

exclaimed the Captain. " That's the way Ive dis-

ciplined him. You can tell him I want t j speak to

him."

The butli r departed to execute these commis-

sions; and in a few minutes he returned, bringing

half-i-dozeu of wine and f dlowed by Robiu.
' Set down the bottles," said Tasn; " and I will

dtcant tliem as I want them:"—then, as soon as

Plumpstead had withdrawn, he exclaimed, "Now,
Robin, sit dowii and make yourself comfortable.

You see ho^ nicely I have managed lo get the

run of the palace; and hire 1 am, the bosom
friend ( f Lord SackviUe—the confidant of tlie

Prin'-e Regent—and smiled upon even by the

beautiful Venetia, who dus not forget the t-errice

wc reiulered her some timi; ago. Come, sit down,

Robin, 1 ."^ay; and help me knock off this half-

dozen of wine—for I mean to wait till Lord Sack-

ville comes back."

Robin aecoidiiigly sat down with his master,

wh ) began a complete carouse, to which his former

potations while sitting with the Prince were mere

drops of water compare 1 to Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans. Robin to tome little extent threw off

his timidity and reserve, an 1 kept bis master com-

pany. Thu-i two Of thrie hours passed awa}',

until at length Captain Tash's watch, — for he

sported one u iw, and a veiy handsome one it was

too, -informed him that it was close upon three

o'slock in the morning. He now ordered Robin

to be oft" home and get to beil ; and the Mau
Fiiday acoonUngly took his departure from Carl-

ton House Captaiu Tash thin opened the last

bottle oftlie six, which he had kept as a special

I relish lor himself; aud he was just imbibing the
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first tumbler—(ordioary glasses ho :ifFacte I not)

—

when the door opeueii and Lord Saekvilie made
hi;-, appe^rauce.

" Hero I am, my lord, you see," said Tash, in a

voice that was somewhat tliioic and husky, and

also interrupted by the hiccoug-hs: for tiioujjh the

Captain was as well-seasoned a l^uman oask as

any in London, yet on the present oeeasiuu he

certainly had imbibed a Itetle too much.

"Ah! Tash, ara you here still?"' said Horace,

who looked pale, careworn, and aj^itated— an ap-

pearance that was enhanced by the disordered

state of his hair and apparel: foi, as ihereaier

may very well suppose, he had not tarried to make
a very carofal toilette at Mrs. G.ihi's. " Well, I

aui ylad that you are here! Perh.ips I shall want

your services to-morrow or next day. But have

you not been drinkiii;jr a Httle?" iie demanded, as

he now observad the Captains tluslied counte-

nance and heavy- looking eyes.

" No—not much," was the response :
" about a

dozen tumblers of curacoa-punch before the Prince

retired, and just those si.\ bottles subsequently."
" Good heavens !" e.vclaimed Horace, astonished

at the quantity. " But no matter— I am glad you
remained and felt yourself at home "

"But what ails your lordship?" demanded Tash,

who now, in spite of a little opaqueness of vision

and obfuacation of ideas, could not help observing

tiiat there was something strange in Sackville's

looks.

" I will tell you to-morrow," said Horace, fancy-

ing that tiie Captain was too drunk to converse

upon so delicate a matter at tlio present moment.
"Nonsense, inau !" exclaimed Ta-h: 'tell me

all about it now. If anybody has annoyed you,

let me know who it is, and I will go and cut his

throat from oar to ear : and if you hav.i got into

trouble about a woman, egad ! we will make Kobin
many her and patch up her reputatioi.''

'Cease this jesting," said Horace, impatiently :

'• for if you purpose to act as my ft lend, you nmst
exhihit due prudence and caution."

" Find a more prudent man than 1 am in all

Europe, except perliaps here and there one," said
(Japiain Tash, "and I'll consent to let him oat uie

up at a mouthful. Now then, propound your
grievance. AVhat is it ? There's a woman in the

case, I feel convinced '

•' A lady of high rank and of great beauty," said

Hora.'f, " whose name too is well known in the

tashiunable world. This lady has been detected
with nic by lier own hubband '"

•*Dag;,'crs and blades!" said Tash, in the husky
voice of semi-ebriety : "this is prettiy romantic
but. infernally disagreeable. Who is Llie lady ?—
for 1 suppoie all Londou will ring wiih it to-

morrow."

"Yes," respondod Horace: "the report will

circulate like wildfire. 'Tis the Countess of
Curzon."

"
]^•J Jupiter! I should nji hxvo thought it," ex-

claimed Ta.h, "From what 1 had heard, I fan-

cied !-he was viitue itself."

"Never mind whit you heard," said Horace:
" here is a positive fact for you. Tiie Earl has ere

now dis'jovored l.i< wife atid me together at Mrs.
Gale's

"

" And a very respectable place too," observed
Tash. " 1 once bro.te a bishop's Lead there for

getting: [ ossession of a girl of mine, and .;uooked
a doctor of divinity's eye out on another occa<i ai

because hu wouldn't standa sjcond dozen of wine.

But what has become of the Countess?"
"She iias gone to one of her sisters for the rest

of this night," ans.vered Horac ; "and to-monow
morning t.he means to leave Luntlon."

" But when did this take place?"

"Soon after twelve o'clock," replied Horace.
"But the time has slipped away whde I have hc^n
escorting the unhappy lady to her sister's, and
then hurrying off to Lady Lechmere's to ascertain

what had happened there and fetch her maid Ger-
trude "

"Your lordship seems to be talking a> if you
thought I knew all about it," iuterrupted Ta-h.

" Ah, true !" exclaimed Horace. " But 1 cannot
enter into details now—I am too excited

"

"Lie down and go to sleep," >aid the Captain;
"and you will wake up quite refreshed and com-
fortable—ready to eat a good breakiast au.i then
go out and fight a duel with Lord Curzon. For of

course you want lue to be your second ; and of nil

offices in the world there is none that 1 fulfil set

well as that. By all the daggers and cannons! I

will stick to you to the very last; and you shall

never leave the ground till you have cither kilh d
your adversary or been kided yourself."

" Do not prate in this manner, Tash," said Horace,
imiatieutly. "But pardon my excitement—lam
fearfully agitated not that I dread the duel

which is doubtless inevitable—but because ii will

crea;.e such a se.mdal
"

"Scandal, egad!'' vociferated the Captain: "I
wish to heavens that 1 was about to be iiie ohject
of such scaniiai ! Why, courted as > ou Kre now by
a'l the fashionable world, it U nothhig to tlie way
in which you wi 1 be souijht alter, caressed, and
lionized when once this atfiii- ii wel b.own. Upon
II.y soul, you will become the envy of every man
about town ! When you go into soci tv you
will siion see that 'tis much better to have the re-

putation of a gdO 1 crim. con., than to carry about
with you the sanctity of a bishop. Ah! what a

triumph is in store for you ! Ths moment you
entar a ba 1-room, you will have all the old

dowagers tapping you with their fan«, and saying,

'All! the 7Mughty tnanT while they lick their old

lips and wish to h.aven that their young anU
beautiful days had not passed. Then good-looking

mammas of between thirty and forty will pvctcud

to bo horrified, and holding up their hands, wid

exclaim, ' Don't come near me, Lord Sachville : it «'.<

really quite shochiiig of you !
' and a; the same tiuie

they will look up with such ardent longing into

your face that it will be your own fault if you don't

revel in the conquest of all the finest womea in

L ndon. Bui the youUi; la lie-— the unmarried

ones—the .Misses Ah! </i(itwill be quite charm-

ing! What wicked looks will be turown upou
you!—what sly glances Hung sidelong from eyes i

Hash ng with the nasceju firt s tliat the very idea of

your doings will excite in the \irginal bi>soni ! lu

(act it will bo a perfect triumph foryour lordship;
!

aji.i it makes mo quite sentimental and romantic
i

when 1 thmk of it. But by the iiye, what wi 1 her I

laJ\ ship say ?"- and Cai>tii.i Tasi jerked iiis finger I

up to a Hplemlil porlr.iri ol Vimi tii which hung '

in the apnrtnient

"Oh! 1 am i:ot a fail of curt lin-lectures," ex- |
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I

claimed Horace, scarcely weighing what he said.

I

" I feel more for Lady Curzoii, on whose hcaJ such

dislionour has falleu."

" Well, my lord, go up to bed, I tell you," said

j

Tash, * and cool your biaiii witli a few hours' sleep.

1 will lie down on the sofa in this room, so that 1

shall be ready in tlie niornin;?: to act for you at

once, sliould a hostile mcssajfe conio."

Lord Sackville follo\ved the Captain's advice

and sought liii own bed-chamber, where, fatigued

alikn in mind and body, he fell infa a profound

slumber. The gallant officer, laving finished the

last bottle andju.st taken what he called "a thimble.

, fur' (lia'f a tumbler) of brandy to sink it all, rolled

i liimself off his chair upon the sofa, and there

speedily became entranced in sleep.

When tlie Captain awoke, it was broad dfiylight;

and looking at his watch he found it was eigiit

o'clock. Stealing forth from the dining-room, he

hastened along the passage and unlocked the door

of the c'namber in which the Prince and Mrs.

Malpas had passed the night together. He then
retra.-ed his way to the diniug-room, rang the bell,

and ordered the servant wlu> answered the sum-
iBor.s to show him to a chamber where he might
perform his ablutions. This was done; and when
t le Caxit4.in had shaved, washed himself, and had
his clothes brushed, lie declared that " he was
ready to eat breakfast against any two men
living."

A few explanations will now suffice to give the

issue of the other adventures which occurred at

Cailton House during the memorable night whereot

we have been writing.

In the first place we must state that JMis. Alal-

piB succseiled in eacapiug unobserved out of the

palace, but not without a pievious understanding

betweou herself and his Koyal Highness as to

some future meeting. The Priuoo gained his own
dressing-room, likewise free from unpleasant nu-

lice, atid by no means dissatisfied with the new
conquest which he had achieved.

Let us now peep into Venetians boudoir. There,

at about eight o'clock in the morning, we shall

find the lady herself still reclining in the couch

where she had been compel.ed to abandon her

charms to a man whom she detested. The Colonel

was up and dress^ed : that is to say, so far as he

Cuuld be, liis C3at and waistcoat having been left

in the housemaid's room. But Jessica was sum-

mone ] ; and when the faithful abigail was admitted

into the boudoir and found how her mistress had
after all been triumphed over by the Colonel, she

could .'ic.ircely conc<!al her indignatiou. A signi-

ficant look, liowevcr, from her mistress induced

her to hold her pf.iec, by reminding her that she

—the biilliant Veuella—was completely in the

Colonel's po>Yer, but that the day of vengeance

Would sooner or 1 iter cjine. As for Ma'pas him-

self, he sought not even to conceal his sense of

triumph and satisfaction : but this foeling was

only expressed in his looks, and not in his words.
' To be brief, Jessica procured his coat and waist-

I coat from the onamber of the lionsumaid, to whom
1
»he proffured some hurried excuse tj account for

I

those g.irnK-nts being ilure at all ; and iu all lla^te

I

did she return with her burden to the boudoir.

Theuce site conducted the Cjlonel to the private

issue from the palace; and as she parted from
bim, she said in a low but impressive whisper,

"Ilemember, sir, that gi-eat though your triumph
has been this night, 'tis not one of which aa
honourable man may boat."

" Her ladyship," responded Malpas significantly,

"not satisfied with having sealed my lips with her
kisses, has undertaken to fasten them still more
hermetically with her gold. Indeed, we have a
thorough, complete, and amicable uudcrstandicg
together f
Thus speaking, he took his departure; and

Jessica, giving vent to her disgust with a haiighty
toss of the head, hastened back to Venetia'« bou-
doir. There she learnt from her ladyship's lips

the history of the misadveutoro which had made
the Colonel her companion for the past night, in-

stead of the partner of his own wife's couch in the
spare bed-room. But though Venetia could ex-
plain how the Colonel came with her, yet neilhcr

she nor her abigail could accomii for tlie extra-

ordinary conduct which Mrs. Malpas had adopted
iu refusing him admission.

Having risen from her couch and performed her

toilette, Venetia was about to sally forth to the Mar-
quis of Leveson, in order to obtain from him a

farther sum of five thousand guineas, wherewith

to purchase secrecy of the extortinner Malpas,

—when she received the following letter enclos-

ing the bank-notes she had entrusted to Mrs.

Malpas:—
|

" Xine o'dodc, \.}t.

"Immediately uoon issuin? from Carlton House, I

enter a shop in Pall Mall, for the purpose of penning
,

these few line* to your ladyship—not only tUat I may at
j

once and without a moment's unnecessary delay encIo>e
,

the l.•^r^'e sum which your ladyship placed iu my hand for

a spcoiai purpose, liut also to beseech your ladyship not to

chart's me witli in^raiitiide for ihe part that I acted last

ni.?ht. Were I to inform your ladyship that wten the in-

stant arrived for me to receive my husband I changed my
mind, you would not believe me, because your servant

Jessica has no doubt informed you that the key dliap.

peared from tlie place where you concealed it ; and there-

fore the fact of my being enabled to leave the cUambw
ere now, must of course prove to you that the key had by
some means found its way into the chamber. Your lady-

ship will heuce conclude that something transpired of a

totally unexpected nattu-e, to interfere wi;h our previous

plans and compel me to refuse admittance to my husbacd

wheu Jessica t)rou;;ht him to the door. Yes, Lady Sack-

^•ille—something did transpire: but ycu will pardon me if

I pass it ever in silence. It is «i;/ secret, and must remain

.so. Donblless I have forfeited your ladyship's friwiihip
j

and good opmion ? It is m.v misfortune—scarcely my
fault. At all events, I be.seech you not to attribute ihe

occurrenci! to a wilfiil breach of faith or prcmcuilatcl

treachery on my part. What j ou will now do rdaiive to

my uupriucipied husband, I know not : but I have little

dJiib'. that you will find means to propitiate, if not to du-

orm him in respect to his infamous designs towardi

yourself.
'•

J he haste and anxiety I exhibit in penning these lines,

will I hope convince your la ly.^hip that it is my smccrest

desire to divest myself as much as possible of the odium

which in your i.iJysliip's estimatien may attach to my
seeuiiiis'.v treacherous conduct of last nifiht ; and il I

appeu 1 no name or initials to this note, your ladysliip will

not imagine that 1 am afraid to allow suth a document

with my Rii'uature to remain in your hands. It is merely

a precaution w hlch I adopt, lest the note should fall into

the hands of others."

" All I" said Venetia, ou whose countenance a ray

of intelligence had gradually beamed as she perused

this singular epistle; "I now begin to undeistand

the whole afl'air. It is as clear as daylight that
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:otne lover, wliom Mrs. Malp.i<! preferred to her

luisbanf?, founrl his way last night to her cliambpr.

But who could it be ? Captain Tash was closettrd

and concealed in the housemaid's chamber at the

very time when you and Malpns gave the ineffec-

tual summons at the spare bedroom door. The
lover, tlien, was doubtless already at that mo-
ment in the room with Mrs. Malpas ; and Captain

Tash had no doubt been pandering to the suddenly

improvised amour. Now, was that lover my bus-

band or the Prince?—for between those two the

matter apppars most certainly to rest."

" Lord Sackville, please your ladyship," said

.Tessica," went out soon after ten o'clock, and did

not return till about three this morning. These

facts I learnt from bis lordship's valet."

" Then the lover of Mrs. Malpas during the past

night," said Venetia, " tens the Princu!"—and for a

few moments a shade came over her resplendent

brow, nndshebit her scarlet lip with vexation. " But

of that no matter !" she suddenly exclaimed :
" I

am not jnalous of the Prince. I know full well,"

she continued, the glow of triumph lighting up in

her eyes and flushing her cheeks, "that if he now

and then wanders away for a short while from thp

sphere of my influence, with a look or a word can I

bring him hick to my feftt. But I am angry—lam
indignant—Oh ! I am almost disgusted with my-
seir," she cried in a state ot excitement that ren-

dered her grandly and terribly beautiful at the

moment,—" when I think that discomfited, van-

quished, and defeated, I was compelled to surrender

myself to the arms of that dastard Malpas !"

" Your ladyship has ten thousand sources of con-

solation," said .Jessica, "for one annoy.ince of this

kind. Brilliant, courted, worshipped as you are, all

kinds of happiness arc within your reach and at

your disposal
"

"Enough, .lessica!" cried Venetia, a profound

niournfulness suddenly seizing upon her: and as a
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deep sigh, amounting almost to a convulsive sob,

made the rich volume of her bosom upheave as if it

were about to burst from the prisonage of the corset,

she turned aside for a moment and with a great

effort subdued an outburst of grief!

Jeesica said nothing—did not even appear to

notice this sudden change in her mistress's

mood; but bustled about the boudoir as if to

arrange three or four things that required putting

in order.
« Now, my excellent and faithful Jessica," said

Venetia, after a pause of a few minutes, "you

must at once take this money to Colonel Malpas

and tell him that according to the compact

entered into between us ere we parted, he will find

another sum of a few thousand pounds at the

banker's at Geneva when he arrives there. Here

is the address of the hotel in St. James's Street

where you will find him."

The abigail took the slip of paper which her

mistress handed her, togother with the Bank-

notes for five thousand pounds, and sallied forth

to execute the commission just confided to her.

Another umale servant now made her appear-

ance with a tray containing Venetia's breakfast
;

[

and scarcely had she retired, when Lord Sackville
j

entered the boudoir.
|

CHAPTER CXLVI.

THE AVOWAL AND THE DEBATE.
j

Thouou Horace had taken more than usual

!

pains with his morning's toilette, in order to divest
i

himself of an agitated appearance, his looks never-
j

theless at once showed that something unpleasant i

had occurred. Venetia instantaneously suspected
}

that he had discovered the circumstance of Mai-
j

pas having passed the night with her, and that ho
!

had come to reproach her. Not that he had any
j

risht, alter the convenient compact made between
j

him and bis wife, to interfere with her little pec-

cadilloes: but still it would have been natural

enough for him to feel annoyed and disgusted

at any seeming favour which she might have

shown to such a wretch as Malpas.

Retaining however her self-possession, which

indeed she seldom lost in the presence of others,

she .at once paid, "Horace, something has oc-

curred : What is the matter with you ?"

" My dearest Venetia," he answered, placing

himself by her side upon the sofn, " I have some-

thing important to toll you—something that you

will doubtless hear from other lips prescntlj', and

wiiich therefore you liad better in the lirst instance

hear from mine."

"But what is it?" sho exclaimed: "something

terrible, that it requires so sol< inn a preface?"
" I do not know whether you will scold me for

getting into this scrape," said Horace, affecting a

laugh : but it was only a sickly attempt at mirth.
" Ah ! then it is some dilemma which you have

got yourself into?" she said, now suddenly and
complcfily relieved from any fears on her own
account. " But what have you been doing, you
naughty Horace ?"

" Pardon mo, dear Venetia," ho replied, " if 1

f\rat remind you of our compact "

"But you told n)0 of that yesterday, when I

gave you the money you required," exclaimed his

wife, wondering why he should recur to that sub-

ject.

" Yes—but you must forgive me if 1 now spe-

cially allude to it again," continued Horace; " be-

cause the dilemma in which I am involved "

"Come—confess the truth without circumlo-

cution," interrupted Venetia, with an arch look,

and at the same time tapping him on the cheek
with her fair hand. " You have got into somQ
diflSculty with a lady— is it not so ?"

" Yes. But have you heard already "

" No : I merely judge from your manner. You
remind me of the compact—which is that yon may
have as many mistresses as you fancy, and I may
have as many lovjrs as I like," continued Venetia,

the carnation deepening on her countenance.
" Well, you have guessed rightly," said her hus-

band. " But the dilemma is a very serious one.

There will be exposure—scandal—law-proc.ed-
ings,—and perhaps indeed, most likely

"

"Afi! a due','' ejaculated Venetia, now turning

very pale. " My dear Horace But who is the

lady?" she suddenly demanded.

"The Countess oi Curzon," responded her

husband.
" The Countess of Curzon !" echoed Venetia,

with a slightly perceptible start : for she could not

help being struck, at the moment, by the coinci-

dence that she had been criminal with Editha's

husband, and her husband had now been criminal

with Editha.

"You are astonished?" observed Sackville.

"Doubtless you considered Lady Curzon to be

the very pattern of virtue and propriety ?"

" Let us not dwell upon details," said Venetia,

hurriedly. " Give me an outline of the adventure

which has resulted in detection and exposure ?"

Horace did as he was desired, and his wife

listened with the deepest attention.

" And the Earl," she said, at the conclusion of

his narrative, "has declared that he will have

satisfaction? But he has not sent to you yet?

—you have heard nothing from him this morn-

ing?"
" No. Captain Tash is with me," sa-d Horace.

" He will be my second if Curzon should indeed

send me a challenge—as, of course, he is sure

to do."
« But this challenge," said Venetia, hesitatingly,

—"are you bound to accept it?"

" Good God ! can you ask me such a question ?"

ejaculated Horace. "Even if I knew beforehand

that Curzon's shot would stretch me detid upon

the field, I must accept the challenge. Honeur

demands it: and if i have now come to break all

this to your ears, it is simply because I did

not wish you to receive the tidings suddenly, or

through some channel which might misrepresent

the (acts."

•' Misrepresent them !" exclaimed Venetia, now

much agitated. " They cannot possibly be made

^oi-se—I mean, in respect to the danger which

menaces you. Now, my dear Horace," she con-

tinued, in a tone that was tremulous with the

strange and conflicting emotions agitating in her

breast, ''you know that, notwithstanding the des-

tiny on whose wntcis 1 am launched—notwith-

standing, indtcil,tlii> strange mode of life we lead

_vou know, 1 eav, that I am fond of you. It was
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our agreement^ some months ago, that all senti-

mental allusions and maudlin professions of love,

should cease between us; and, indeed, it would

i
have been a mockery had we not resolved on such

[
a course. Yes—a veritable mockery in the pre-

i sence of the compact which allows each such un-

I

limited license! But at a moment when your life

i is threatened, I may be permitted to observe that

notwithstanding all that has taken place and all

' that is taking place, I still experience for you

those feelings which will not permit me to hear

with indifference of the danger which you are in-

curring. Indeed, I cannot bear the thought !"

" My dear Venetia, you will almost drive me
mad," exclaimed Horace, " if you talk thus. You
know full well that at the outset I loved you
fondly—loved you madly—and in a few short

months this affection has not been extirpated from

my heart! No: and notwithstanding I have plunged

into dissipations—notwithstanding I have been se-

duced into this intrigue, the secret of which has

now so suddenly exploded—yet is there still a niche

within my soul where your image is enshrined.

The artificialities with whicli rank and wealth have

surrounded us, have not destroyed all natural feel-

ings within me. Besides, you know, Venetia

—

you can believe me when I declare—that I should

have been happier had we on the day of our mar-
riage retired to some humble find secluded cottage,

rather than have plunged into the brilliancies, the

elegancies, and the luxuries of a Court life! But
having been compelled as it were to accept this

latter destiny, it was better to yield to the force of

the torrent and give way to ail pleasures and pro-

fligacies, if only for the sake of drowning regretful

or remorseful thoughts."

"Ah! my dear Horace," said Venetia, gently

passing one of her arms round his neck and
drawing him towards her ;—" this is one of those

scenes of tenderness which a husband and wife in

our condition ought to avoid, and which never-

theless has its soothing influences—its ecstacies

of pleasing pain—its paroxysms of torturing bliss !

Yes, dear Horace, though shame be upon either

brow—though when inspired by the best feelings

of our nature, we dare not look each other in the

face—and though now, as your cheek is pillowed

against mine, each one burns with the flush of

shame—nevertheless we are not indifferent to

each other; and to me the thouL^ht is harrowing

that in a few short hours thine iiandsome form
may become rigid-thine eyes closed in the sleep

of death ! No, no—this duel must not be !" she
added with passionate vehemence.

"But my honour will be compromised," said

Horace. "Candidly speaking, Venetia, I am no
coward—I do not shrink from death : and were
1 compelled to go forth with an army to battle, it '

would be in the foremo.st ranks I s'hould be found. I

But 1 freely confess that it is hard—yes, it is hard
—to stand the chance of being tlius cut off in my
earliest prime,—when rank, honours, and wealtli

have only just begun to lavish their favours upon
me! Besides, Venetia, of the two courses which are '

open to every man in this life—namely, the good
j

and the bad— 1 have chosen the latter; and for
this sacrifice of ail my betterinost feelings, the

[

only compensation can be found in a long life of <

pleasure and enjoyment. These are tiie reasons
which almost render me a coward when 1 think of

this duel ! And then, Curzon too," he added, " is

a matchless shot—so experienced with the pistol

that "

" Oh ! your words freeze the blood in my veins,"

cried Venetia, shuddering from head to foot. " No,
no, my dear Horace—this duel must iwl t;ike

place I"

"Ah! vainly do you talk, my poor Venetii,"
said her husband: "for on the one hand the

wretched code of honour will compel Lord Curzon
to send me a challenge, and on the other will force

me to accept it."

" And this is because he discovered you with
his wife?" said Venetia in a musing tone, as she
gazed abstractedly upon her husband : for itseemed
as if some thought or scheme was now developing

itself in her mind.
" Yes—that is the plain English of the matter,"

rephed Horace.
" Ah ! I understand," ejaculated Venetia : then

as her eyes suddenly assumed another and peculiir

expression, fraught with a deep and mysterious
meaning, she said, "Do you remember, Horace,
that on the first occasion you ever required ni^aey

—it is now some months ago—you said that you
consulted me, knowing that I was a woman fertile

in expedients?"

"I remember it perfectly," returned her hus-
band ;

" and I might reiterate the averment now.
But what has that to do with the present position

of affairs? Believe me, my dear Venetia, there

are no means of staving off the present iian;^er:

it micst be encountered boldly—although, to confess

the truth," he added in a mournful t^ue, " I expe-

rience terrible misgivings amounting to a presen-

timent as to the result!"

" Then I beseech you, Horace, to put faith in

ray ingenuity!" exclaimed Venetia, with the air of

one who already has resolved upon some settled

plan of action.

" But remember, my dearest wife," saiil Horace,
" that anything you might do in this matter would

be to compromise my honour most seriously, be-

cause the challenge must be accepted "

" Now, leave it all to me," interrupted Venetia,

with one of her sweetest smiles accompanying a
loot* of confidence and encouragement. " But I

am about to give you an instruction which you
mui>t obey to the very letter

"
|

" Troceed,' >aid Horace, wondering wliat possible
!

scheme his wife could so suddenly have devised, I

but still experiencing sufficient faith in her pru-
|

dence, tact, and knowledge of the world, tj feel

assured that in whatsoever she might do she would
not compromise his honour in respect to this duel

which appeared inevitable.

*' Return you to Captain Tasli, and remain with

him until you receive a message from me," said

Venetia: '• then, so soon as Jessic.i repairs to you
with the intimation that I wish to see you, do you
come straight hitiicr and enter the boudoir at once

—without hesitation—and without the ceremony
of knocking at the door."

Horace was about lo inquire an explanation

rriative to this extraordinary instiuction: but
Venetia good humouredly cut short all farther

discourse, and compt-lled him to quit the room.
A few minutes after her husband had thus left

the boudoir. Lady Sackvillo rang the bell ; and
when Je>sica answered the summons, she said
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"You lia\e returned , then, from executiug the

comrnissiou with Colonel Malpas?"
" Yes, your ladyship," was the abigail's reply.

" I saw tlje Colouol—gave him the money—and
delivered your nietsage. He says that he sliall set

off at once ; and as the north- western part of the

Continent is now so unsettled in consequence

of Frencii afiTuirs, he shall not attempt to pass

along the Rhinp, but shall tike ship for the

Mediterraueau aud by those means reach Ge-

neva."

"Goodl" said Venetia, in a tone of approval.

"Aud now, my dear girl, you mustat once proceed

to Grosvenor Street and see the Earl of Curzon.

If he be not at home wait for his return : and
when you see him, tell him that if he values my

! good opinion aud frieudship he will at ouce pay
me a visit."

"But has not your ladyship heard," said Jessica,

stammering and hesitating, •' of a certam circum-

Btauce? The whole towu is ringing with it already.

I heard the waiters talking of it at the door of the

hotel where Colonel Malpai is staying. I also

heard of it again at a shop where I stopped to buy
Bometliiug I required But now your ladyship is

prepared to hear it
"

"1 know everything already," said Venetia;

"so don't tarry to converse with me ; but start oft'

at once and deliver my message to Lord Curzon.
Tell him that 1 have heard of what has taken place

and that therefore I am well aware he canuot
openly visit Lord Sackville's suite of apartments at

Cailiou House : tell him therefore that he is to ac-

company you hither, and you will introduce
him by the private door—as it is absolutely neces-
sary 1 should see him without delay."

Jessica accordingly sped upon this errand;
aud on arriving iu Grosvenor Street, she found
that Lord Curzou was at home, but engaged with
his solicitor on urgent bubiuess. On hearing,

however, that it was Jessica who wished to say a
few words to him, he immediately granted her an
audience iu another room ; and on recciviug the
message which she delivered, he appeared to be
uucertaiu how to act. The abigail urged upon him
the necessity of complying with her mistress's de-
sire ; and he gave his consent— for he not only
was loth 10 quarrel with Venetia, but he waJblso
auxious to hear what she might have to say, a
presentiment informing him that it was relative to
the trausactious of tlie preceding night ; though
how Venetia purposed to interfere iu them, he
was at a loss to understand. However, to be brief,

he dismissed his solicitor for a couple of hours;
and bidding Jessica hasten homeward, he soon
afterwards sallied forth and rejoined her iu the
neighbourhood of Carlton House.
The cunning abigail speedily introduced him

into the palace, aud led him unobserved to
Venetias boudoir, where he was welcomed iu the
most charming and flattering manner by the
divinity of the place.

Uav.njf badi- hiiu sit dowu upou the sola,
VeueUa told Jessica to withdraw ; but as the
faithful abigail was retiring, she whispered in her
ear the following rapidly uttered instruction :—
'•Listen attenuvely for the boudoir-bell; and
wlien you hear it ring, go and toll Lord Sackville
Uial 1 wish to speak tu him immediately."

CHAPTER CXLVIL

lUE WIfES SIJBAIAGEM.

We must now observe that during the iuterval

of Jessica's absence to fetch the Earl of Curzon,
Venetia had thrown ofif her gown and put ou a
loose morning wrapper,— ihus leaving herself in an
elegant undress. She likewise allowed her hair to
flow iu all its auburn richness and silken luxu-
riance over the shoulders which were now left

bare in their dazzling whiteness ; while a few stray
tresses were suflFered to fall around her throat and
over her bosom, where they lay like dark gold
upon poUshed ivory. Into her looks ahe had
thrown all that sensuous wanton languor which
rendered her so dangerously enchanting and so
overpoweringly captivating in the presence of a
man endowed with strong passions.

Nor was the effect of all this preparation on
her part, and of the luxurious exposure of her rich

and resplendent charm<, lost upou the Earl of
Curzou, notwithstanding his mind had been so

much occupied with other things. Moreover,
although he had ouce revelled in those beauties on
which his eyes now settled eagerly and intently,

yet it was but oHce—and that was far, very far from
being sufficient to sate the strong passion with

which Venetia had inspired him from the very first

moment of their acquaintance.

The reader is of course aware that after a certain

communication which Venetia had received from
Colonel Malpas, she could not in her heart entertain

anything like a favourable sentiment towards the

Earl of Curzou. When with the Colonel on the

Continent he had evidently talked of his amour
wiih herself: perhaps, for anything that Venetia

knew to the contrary, he had even boasted elsewhere

and to others of the conquest he had obtained over

her. At all events, he had betrayed the delicate

circumstance to Malpas ; and this was a crime which

Lady Sackville was not likely to forgive. If then

we find Venetia now affecting the amiable towards

Curzon—smiling upoa him—placing herself upon
the sofa by his side, and at once bending upou him
a look and assuming au attitude which seemed to

declare that she was not unmindful of their past

intimacy—if we behold her doing all this, it Was

because she had a special purpose iu TJew, and a

particular object to accomplish, to the carrying out

of which she made all her feelings of dislike towards

the Earl entirely subordinate.

"I thought, Charles," she said, "that the very

iirst peison you would have seen on returning to

London, was myself;"—and as she thus spoke she

threw into her looks an expression of tender le-

proach.
" My dearest Venetia," he said, " I should have

coiiuuunicated with you this afternoon. Most as-

suredly 1 should not have ventured to call upou you
after the transactions which occurred last night, aud
in which I am so painluUy aud seriously involved

with your husbaud.'

"Come— tell me all about it," said Venetia, throw-

ing one of her snowy arms round his neck, and
leaning towards him in such a way that her bosom
reposed upon his breast aud she couid thus gaze up
into his countenance :

•' tell me, I say, all the par-

ticulars of this adventure—for you and I, Charles,

at all events are not going to quarrel."
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'•You know not how unspeakably happy you

render nie by this assurance, dearest Veneiia !" ex-

claimed Cureon, bestowing deeply sensuous caresses

upon the wife of that man whom he was about to

challenge to a mortal duel for having intrigued with

his wife. "You look handsomer than ever, Venetia!

—you are indeed grandly beautiful," he continued ;

and his lingers played with the shining treases of

her luxuriant hair.

" Well, you shall compliment me presently," she

said, with a smile displaying the two rows of pearl

which, gleaming in contrast with the moist scarlet of

her lips, seemed the ivory portals through which

the balmy breath of heaven itself came forth.

" Tell me again, I ask you, the details of this adven-

ture of last night."

"You must know, my dear Venetia," responded

the Earl, " that for some time past—seven or eight

months perhaps—I have suspected—or rather," he

continued, " I have had positive proofs that my wife

was a thorough intriguante
"

" And pray, are you the most immaculate of men ?"

inquired Venetia, willi an arch smile.

"No—far from if," responded Curzon, snatching

a kiss from her lips: but he immediately added,

"I do not choose my wife to pursue a -similar

game "

'• Then ho^v you must despise, scorn, and loathe

me?" said Venetia, but with a certain haughty

mockery in her tone. " Am not I a wife ?—and yet

have I not furgoiten myself with yrju?~a.m I not

likely to do it again
"

" Ah ! but you are one of the world's exceptions,"

exclaimed Curzun, not knowing exactly what re-

sponse to give; then after some little hesitation

and with a certain confusion in his looks, he said,

" But wherefore shall we continue this topic? It

only makes me say things disagreeable to you ; and

I would not for tho world offend or t.nnoy you,

Ven-tia."

" You neither oflead not aunoy me," she observed,

with a peculiarity of tone and look which for the

moment seemed tv> have something sinister in it

:

but as her countena.ica suddenly lighted up, she

exclaimed in a biythe voice, " I know very well

that I am diffisrent from other womeu ; and there

lives not a man on the face of the earth whu can

either scorn or despise m.."
" True—most true !" exclaimed Curzon, bestow-

iug upon her another caress, " Well, I was about

to explain that on the Contiueut I met a person

wiio revealed to me all the secrets relative to

r.ditlia's mi3C0uduct,and h jw artfully she managed,

by the aid of her principal lire-womau—a girl

named Gertrude—to carry on her intrigues in such

a way that none of the servants, save this conti-

deutial cue, could possibly suspeci what was going

on.

"

" And who could have been base and mischievous

enougft to give you auch information?" asked
Editha, lipr suspicions instautanttously setting upon
Colonel Malpas.

'• Ah ! my charmer, I must not tell you that,"

said Curzon, paitiii^ her fac3.
" Well, go on," slio said, with an arch smile.

" I di> not wish to penetrate more deeply than you
choose intij your secrets. I supposf, however,
that having gained thi* information on the Cou-
tiuuut, you lost no l.iniH in turning it to account
the mouisat you come bacit to Loudon?"

" Such was indeed tlie case," rejoined the Earl

;

" and it was in order that I might carry out my
project at once, that I did not instantaneously pre-

sent myself at Carltou House on my return. In
fact I only arrived yesterday evening, at about
seven o'clock, and going in the first instance to see

a friend of mine—or rather a young man who is

interested in my affairs—I sent him to Grosvenor
Street with a letter saying that I should not be at

home until this evening. Ah ! my dear Venetia,

pardon me if I say I know your sex so well, that

I felt assured my wife would at once communicate
with her paramour—even supposing that she had
not an appointment with him for the night "

"Oh! what a calculation on your part!" ex-

claimed Venetia, in a tone of mock rebuke: " what
an opinion you must indeed have of our sex ! But
pray go on : I am interested in these proceedings

which you are relating."

" Well," continued the Earl, " at about eleven I

went home. If I had found Editha, I should of

course have told her that I had been enabled after

all to return more speedily than I at lirit antici-

p ited : but she was not at home—and I understood

that she had gone to Lady Lechmere's. Ah ! then

I knew at once that I was on the right track. I

accordingly proceeded thither But public ru-

mour has doubtless told you all the rest that

occurred?"
" Yes," replied Venetia. " And now, do y m not

think that you have been very foolish ? How can

you possibly find fault with your wife
"

" Ah ! my dear Venetia," exclaimed the Earl,

" if you force me into explanations, I must give

them. My disposition is a curious one; and ra-

ki!»h, profligate, dissipated though I may be, I

coald not endure the thought that my wife should

follow in the same path. It may be unjust—it may
be preposterous

"

" Well, we will not comment any more upon this

par', of the aflfair," interrupted Venetia. " But tell

me - are you going to challenge Horace to a duul '."

" 1 mubt," answered the Earl of Curzon. " But

I promise you, my dear Venetia, thrt I will fire

very wide of the mark. Not that 1 suppose you

care over much for your husband '

" You talk of purposely missing your aim," said

Venetia, hastily ; " but by that very attempt you

may hit him— fo,- ii it not sometimes the random

or ill-directed shot that takes the fatal eftect
?'

" And yei I must challenge him," reiterated the

Earl. " You know very well, my dear Veuelia,

how peremptory is the code of honour "

Honour!" echoed Venetia: and her beautiful

lips* writhed in superb disdain. " Now tell me, is

not this thing that you call honour the most
j

wretched, paltry, miserable scarecrow of a senti-

ment that ever was? Horace is as justified in

iutiiguiug with your wife as you are in intriguing

witii his, if there be any justification at all. And
yet. because you happen to have found him and

your vit'c out, you must fight a duel!"

" To be sure," exclaimed Curzon. " Suppose that

he had found you and me out, should i not be

compelled to go and fight a duel with AtrnJ'"

Ah! it is a wruiched affair, this code of

honour of yours after all! ' said Venetia : then, as

sImj started somewhat abruptly from tho sofa, she

said, " 1 think that 1 have a book here whicli ex-

poses the fjlly of duelling."
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Thus pe.ik'.ng, she advanced towards a Hide-

table which stood in a recess of the chimney-piece

;

and while pretending to be in search for a book,

she v"l'ed the bell-wire unperceived by Lord
Curzon.

"No—I cannot find the volume," she said: and
returning to the sofa, she placed herself in the

same voluptuous contact with him as before.

" Now, do you not think you are acting toolishly ?

Tell me the truth :"—and she began to lavish upon

him a porfcct torrent of caresses which seemed of

the tenderest as they were certainly of the most

exciting nature.

She fastened her lips to his—she threw her arms

around his neck—and during the intervals of the

warm and fervid kisses which they thus exchanged,

she breathed the tenderest expressions in his ears.

Intoxicated with a sense of bliss," the Earl of

Curzon forgot all about Editha—all about his con-

templated law suit : he thought only of this womsn
of glorious beauty and of enchanting fascinations

who was now placed in such close contact with

him;—and yielding to the influence—the almost

maddening influence—of his desires, he was on

the point of snatching the last crowning bliss,

when the door of th<,) boudoir was suddenly burst

open, and Lord Sackville appeared upon the

threbhold

!

The Earl of Curzon gave vent to an ejaculation

of dismay while starting from Venetia's arms as if

she had suddenly ctianged iuto a serpent: then,

as he beheld the scarlet glow which flamed up on

the countenance ov her husband, he naturally

thought that it was a fiery indignation which was

thus expressed. But though perhaps for the first

instant there might have been such a feeling in

SackviUtj's heart, yet it was rather with amazement
that he was thus inspired—amazement mingled

with a feeling of shame too, at the spectacle that

now met his eyes. But almost instantaneously

recovering his presence of mind, and of course

penetraiiiig the siratigem which Venetia had

thus adopted, he closed the door—locked it—and

advanced a few paces farther into the biudoir.

Curzon knew not what to say or wiiat to do.

He wiis overwhelmed with confusion, until Venetia

suddenly bursting out laughing recalled him to a

full sense of his poiition. Yes—and all in a mo-
ment the truth flashed to his mind. It was a

stratagem on the part of Lady Sackville to place

him and her husband procis/ly on the same footing

towards each other ! But, heavens ! what an utter

profligate did Venetia now setm in his eyes!

—

what a shameless meretricious woman had she

thus rendered herself! Such were the thoughts

that flashed through the mind of the E^ri of

Cm'zon all in a moment.
" I congratulate your lordship," he said, a wither-

ing irony iu his accents, " upon the possession of

such an amiable and excellent wife, who thus

readily sacrifices herself in order to save you from

a duel to which I now of course cannot challenge

you."
" At all events, my lord," retorted Horace, his

countenance again becoming scarlet, " since I know
myself to be profligate and debauched, J am not

base enough to go laying snares to entrap iny

wife—nor unjust er.ough to reproach her when 1

find thU she goes astray."

"Well," said Curzon, contemptuously, "I do

DOt think we need «tand here bandying word
'Tis quite apparent now that I cannot challenge

you to meet me at a dozen paces : nor can you
challenge me. Neither can I very well bring an
action against you—nor you against me."

"It would indeed be the most ridiculous pair

of law-suits," observed Horace, " that ever were
brought before the cognizance of a tribunal. Bat
how is the complicated affau" to end ?"

" Perhaps this fair divinity, the goddess of in-

trigue as well as of beauty," said Curzon, with a
bow of muck solemnity towards Venetia, "will
condescend to issue her instructions : for it is

quite clear that her ladyship's dramatic ima-
gination has contrived this spendid equivoque.
Heavens! if it should be lost to the theatrical

world, what a misfortune would it be !" added the
Earl, in a tone of bitter irony.

Venstia, who had been listening with calm in-

difference to the observations thus made by the
Earl of Curzon, now deemed it time to develop her
views.

" You both stand in a strange position towards
each other, it is true," she said ; " and you neither

appear to understand how there can possibly be
an issue from the dilemma. Now, as all the world
is already acquainted with the discovery of your
intrigue, Horace, with Lady Curzon, it becomes
absolutely necessary that you should fight a duel

with Lord Curzon. The code of honour, as he has
assured me, requires this pleasant httle proceed-

ing : or else he would be deemed and proclaimed

a coward by all his friends as well as his enemies.

A duel, then, there rnuit be. Bat on the other

hind, how can Lord Curzon possibly seek your
life, Horace, for having dishonoured him, when be
iu the same manner has dishonoured yon ? And
it will not do to tell the world that there is lit for

tat in this aff<iir. In the first place it would not

suit the Earl even to have the fact made known at

all, because he wishes to obtain a divorce from

his wife, which he could not procure if his own
conduct were made public : he would be held un-

deserving of the remedy. Then, iu the second

place, there is no nead to make public the scene

which has now occurred ; because you, Horace, do

not wish to expose your wife— j/ow do not seek a

divorce from her—you have no vindictive feelings

t) gratify. As for the Earl of Curzon, hecf course,

as a man and as a gentleman, will maintain a pro-

found silence also relative to the scene t'.iat has

just occurred. Now therefore you begin to com-

prehend how stands the matter between you : and

yet it is most contradictory—most anomalous

—

most paradoxical. For the world, knowing only

of your intrigue, Horace, with Lady Curzon, wUl

according to the code of honour look for a duel

between yourself and Lord Curzon ; whereas you,

Lord Curzon," she continued, -'on the other hand,

cannot possibly stand up to take my husband's

life under the circumstances which have now

transpired, but which are not tobe made known

to the world. Such is the contradictory position.

But know ye v?hat is to be done?"

Venetia stopped short as she asked this ques-

tion. Both her liusband and the Earl of Curzon

gazed upon her iu unfeigned surprise mingled

with curiosity. The latter even forgot his rage

and hale at the stratagem of which he had been

made the dupe—so completely was his interest
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now enchained iu the part which this extraordinary

woman—as extraordinary as she was beautiful

—

was taking in these delicate and difl&cult matters.

" Well, neither of yon seem to be able to answer

my question," she continued, after a pause of nearly

a minute, " I will teU you, then, what is to be

done. There must be a sham duel ! Yes—a duel

in which there shall be every appearance of hostile

intent—in which the pistols shall be loaded with

powder and ball—duly discharged—point-blank, as

I believe the phrase is—and even fired a second

time, if you will,—but leaving you both unscathed

and unhurt after all
!"

" If such a proceeding can really take place,"

said the Earl of Curzon, still under the influence

of astonishment, " it will assuredly be the best

manner to settle the present difficulty. A due
homage will thereby be paid to the opinion of the

world—the laws of honour will be openly satisfied

—and privately no unfairness will have been com-
mitted between your lordship and me."

"I am perfectly agreeable," said Horace: "for

of course, under present circumstances, I cannot

wish to let you have the chance of taking my life

—

and I assuredly am equally repugnant to take

yours."

" But respecting the action for crim. con," said

the Earl of Curzon, "which must precede the suit

for a divorce in the House of Lords?— I have
already consulted my solicitor upon the sub-

ject
"

" Ah 1 your lordship has not suffered the grass

to grow under your feet since your return to Lon-
don," exclaimed Venetia. " But since you appeal

to me relative to this new question, is there not
such a thing as seeking only nominal damages ?

—

in which case Horace will of course offer no oppo-
sition to the action."

"Yes—the legal portion of the affair can be

thus managed," said the Earl of Curzon. " But
your ladyship has yet to tell us how this sham duel,

as you call it, is to be managed."
" I chanced a few days ago," said "Venetia, " to

take up a book in which were recorded many cu-

rious experiments of legerdemain, sleight-of-hand,

and conjuring tricks; and one of the feats described

was most ingenious and interesting. It was that

ot a conjuror suffering a person to fire a loaded

pistol at him—a pistol charged with ball
"

"But what was the ball made of?" asked Cur-
zon, with an incredulous curl of the lip.

" It was a ball ot hollow glass filled with quick-

silver," answered Venetia; "and when such a
bullet is held in. the band it feels of the same
weight as a genuine one, the appearance of which
it also has to the eye."

" Excellent !" exclaimed both (lorace and Cur-
zon, now in the same breath : for they both per-

ceived in an instant how Venetia's idea ot a sham
duel could be carried out.

" Now, Horace, you can withdraw," said his

wife; "and I will summon Jessica to conduct the

Earl ot Curzon aa privately as possible out of the

palace."

" In the course of the day, then," said Horace,
with a cold salutation, "your lordship will send
some friend with a challenge, according to the

wonted formalities?'

"I shall do so, my lord," responded Curzon,
likewise with a haughty reserve.

Venetia now rang the bell ; and her husband at
cmce issued from the boudoir.

"Now, my dear Curzon," said Venetia, the
moment they were once more alone together,
"you must not be angiy at what I have done : for

I was resolved to put an end to this duel—or
rathe? to disarm it of its dangerous character.

Come, tell me you are not angry ; for assuredly
I do not wish to quarrel with you:"—and as she
spoke she lavished upon him such intoxicating

caresses that he rapidly experienced a thaw iu

the ill-humour which he bad conceived against
her. " I forgive you for the harsh and biting

words you used just now towards rae," she added;
"and therefore

"

"Well, dearest Venetia," said Curzon, "you
must admit that the stratagem of which you made
me the dupe was enough to irritate me."
"Hush! no more of all this," she said, gaily

and archly placing her hand upon his mouth.
" Now sit down once more, and tell me all that
occurred at Geneva."

At this moment a knock was heard at tiie door,
and Venetia ordered Jessica, from whom the sum-
mons came, to return in half-an-hour—for she had
only rung the bell in the presence of her husband
to make him believe that Curzon was at once to

take his departure and that she had no private

business with him.

The Earl accordingly proceeded to give Venetia
an account of just as much as it suited him to
relate concerning his proceedings at Geneva. He
did not mention the name of Malpas; and she did
not choose to mention it either. In fact her only
object was now to ascertain the precise position

in which affairs seemed to be in the household of
the Princess of Wales ; and if she showed her-
self thus affable, condescending, and kind towards
the Earl of Curzon, it was merely becausa slie

deemed it prudent to conciliate a man who was
acquainted with so many of her secrets.

At the expiration of the half-hour Jessica re-

turned to the boudoir; and Curzon was then
stealthily conducted from the palace.

Venetia now remained alone—alone to ponder
upon all that had taken place, and to plunge into

those meditations which the development of her
career, with all its varied incidents, was so well

calculated to engender. Was not all sense of vir-

tue now lost within her soul?—had she not become
shameless in her depravities and brazen in her
profligacies? Yes : nor did she attempt to conceal
this fact from herself! On the contrary, she was
resolved that so far as the power of her beauty
and the witchery of her fascinations could serve

her purposes of ambition or of intrigue—of amo-
rous gallantry or ot subtle design—she would
never hesitate to render those means available.

CHAPTER CXLVIII.

THE OATHEHINd STORM.

At about the same hour that the scene which we
have just related was taking place at Carlton House,
another of a very diflerent character, but of equal

interest in the development of our tale, was occur-

riogin the City.
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Mr. Einmerson, the bill-broker, was seated in his

private ofiSce, examining the letters which had ar-

rived by the morning's post His countenance was

haggard and careworn : there was an occasional

quivering of the lip which denoted an inward excite-

ment, of no ordinary degree, and as he opened letter

after letter, his hands trembled with nervous agi-

tation. Ever and anon he gave a kind of con-

vulsive start, as if suddenly becoming aware of the

moral weakness to which he was thus yielding and

the physical derangement that was accompany-

ing it; and then he would compress his lips and

clench his fists violently, and even stamp his foot

upon the carpet, as he said to himself, "This is ridi-

culous ! this is childish ! Things cannot be so bad

as my fears pourtray them."

But things were bad though, and very bad too,

with Mr. Emmerson the bill-broker. Several unfor-

tunate speculations had witliin the last few months
crippled his resources; and the enormous drains

which his amour with Lady Curzon made upon his

purse, tended still farther to hamper him. Concur-
rently with these progressive sources of ruin, the

extravagances of his family had increased at Clap-

ham; and in the endeavour to outshine all their

neighbours, his wife and daughter had set no bounds

to their profusion. But, as Emmerson day by day
had seen his own affairs 'becoming more involved

and his family's expenditure growing more lavish, a

feeling of pride mingled with alarm had prevented

him from communicating to his wife the state of

his finances and the necessity that existed for eco-

nomy. Yes—pride, because he could not bring

himself to give utterance to the humiliating words
which should enforce the necessity of retrenchment

—and alarm, because he felt that if he were to show
any outward sign of his embarrassments, all his

creditors would become clamorous at once, his

credit would be stopped, and his destruction acce-

lerated. Thus, the extravagances at home had gone
on increasing while his means of supporting them
were diminishing ; and although his wife and daughter

observed at times that he became thoughtful and
sombre—and though they even detected an expres-

sion of perfect agony occasionally sweeping over his

countenance—yet they quieted their own fears with

the thought that too close an application to business

was the cause of Emmerson's altering looks ; and
not for a moment did they choose to suspect that

any trouble was being introduced into his finances.

In addition to the above-mentioned causes of
pecuniary embarrassment, Emmerson liad recently

stood an expensive contest for the aldermanic
gown of one of the City Wards. Here again did
the pride of a man who was so strong in oppressing
all whom his usurious practices brought within his

scope, become his weakness; and though at the
very first moment when a deputation of liis friends

waited upon him and asked him to stand as a can-
didate, he M-as frightened at the enormous expense
into which it would lead him, he nevertheless had
not the courage to breathe the wor.l " no." The
canvass therefore took place ; and judging by the
promises received, Emmerson's success appeared
certain. But when the day of election came, many
of those who had pledged themselves to support
him, stopped away ; while others actually went to
the polling place and rccordeil their votes against
him

!
Vain had been all his expenditure to ensure

his election -equally vain and futile had proved
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his frothy vapourin?s relative to "our blessed

Constitution" and " glorious laws :" it was evident

that some mysterious agency had been at work to

undermine him, and that to such dark and insidioas

manceuvermgs was his defeat to be attributed.

While still smarting under the galling sense of

a failure which, prominent a-s he had made himself

as a Common Councilman, was absolutely igno-

minious, Emmei-son began to observe that some of

his most influential City friends seemed less cor-

dial than they were wont to be. At first he
thought that this was mere fancy on his part : but

he soon received such signal proofs to the contrarj-,

that he was compelled to confess to liimself that

his character was waning and his credit diminishingf.

Fresh evidences of these facts promptly developed

themselves. His bankers wrote a peremptorj* letter

to remind him that he had latterly been overdraw-

ing his account and paying but little money in :

two or three capitalists, of whom he had for years

past been enabled to obtain any sums he required,

were full of excuses when he now demanded their

aid. One had " locked up all his funds"—another

had " decided upon turning his floating capital

into other channels"— and a third "could not pos-

sibly oblige Mr. Emmerson on the present occa-

sion." But this was not all. Some of his best

clients—well-to-do tradesmen who occasionally

wanted the accommodation of a few thousands or

hundreds, and who did not mind paj-ing hand-

somely for the loan thereof for a short time—found
out some other bill-broker who charged a lesser

interest, and thus Emmerson's business was rapidly

falling off.

Still these were not all the evils and miafortunes

that were closing in around him. During the last

week or two, reporti had been privately whispered

both in the City and at Clapham that his affairs

were embarrassed beyond all remedy. Bi'ls then

came pouring in upon him ; and he found, to his

horror and dismay, that large accounts for up-

holstery, jeweller}-, wine, millinery, and so forth, for

which he had given his wife the money, remained

unliquidated, she having lavished the funds in

other ways. That his approaching downfall was

rumoured, soon reached his ears by several dis-

agreeable mpans. His wife had a quarrel with a

female servant whom she threatened to discharge;

whereupon the woman blazed forth in a fury of
[

invective and taunt, declaring that pride would
j

have a fall and that everybody knew the end of
J

all this pomp and ostentation was at hand ! Then
[

Mrs. Emmerson's ej-es were suddenly opened to f

the truth ; and she charged lier husband with his
|

financial embarrassment—as if it constituted a

positive crime of which he had been guilty towards

her ! As a matter of course he turned upon her

with virulent reproaches for her extravagance;

and thus a t?rrible scene took place, of which all

the servants were listeners. On going into the

City on that occasion, Eiumerson found that all

persons who had any claims upon him there, were

getting vory pressing for payment; and in the

course of a few days they grew absolutely clamor-

ous, acting and speaking as if they were secretly

urged on by somebody who was giving them to

understand that unless they became thus impor-

tunate it was very likely they would never be paid

at all.

Such was now the position of Emmerson's «flairs:
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and the reader will not therefore 'oe surpviseJ at firiil-

ing him in such a nervous, excited, and agitated

state as we have described at the opening of the pre-

sent chapter. Indeed, it was quite clear that matters

were coming to a crisis; and although for a few mo-

ments he had hugged the belief that " things were not

60 bad as they seemed," the letters which ho was now
opening speedily convinced him that things could not

possibly be worse. Some of these letters insisted upon

prompt settlement of accounts already delivered

:

others were from solicitors giving notice of actions in

cases where many fruitless applications for payment

had been made; other letters, again, contained refusals

—some speciously apologetic, others laconically

blnnt—in answer to requests made by Emmersoii
for loans from former City friends : and other letters

conveyed the intimation of the failure of specula-

tions in which he had embarked, and the inability of

three or fourlarge debtors to pay him what they owed.

Tiiese circumstances were of themselves sullicient to

70»

drive even a stronger-mindoil man than Emmerson
to utter desperation. But still they did not constitute

the whole sum of the crushing calamities and goad-"

ing adversities tliat were hemming him in around.

There wa? yet one other circumstance that cut him
to the very soul : for the rumour of what was termed

"thefaux pas in high life," relative to the Countess

of Curzon and Lord SackviUe, had already reached

the City, and thus made Emmerson aware that he

had been duped and deluded by a fashionable

courtezan who had wheedled large sums out of him
under the semblance of alFection, while she was all

the time intriguing with her patrician paramour !

Bitterly, bitterly did Emmerson curse his folly

now that the infatuation had pissed away: deeply,

deeply did he deplore his miserable 8tupi<lity in

yielding himself up so completely to the Cireean

wilet and Syren blandishments of that titled pro-

fligate who had thus taken lo large a share in ac-

complishing hit ruin.
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Half-maddened, then, was Emmerson as lie sat

at noon ia his own private office, looking over his

letters and obtaining a deeper insight into his per-

plexities as he advanced step by step down the

precipice which that correspondence thus deve-

loped to his views. And while all these fearful

things were forced upon his contemplation, through

the whole cloud of miseries penetrated the thought

of his astounding folly in respect to Lady Curzon.

And how humiliated—how profoundly humiliated

—did he now feel when he reflected that the

haughty peeress, so far from ever loving /urn—the

plebeian money-grubber—had been making a tool

and an instrument of him the whole time ; and

that if she had encouraged him to quit the dingy

regions of the City in order to enter the paradise

of West End fashion, the portals of which had un-

folded their wings at her magic touch to give him

admission, it was only because the enchantress had

her own selfish purposes to serve ! For he felt—full

keenly felt—that those golden gates of high life's

elysium would now be as sternly and mercilessly

closed against him as the doors of a workhouse

are to a pauper who has no settlement in the

parish : and he almost gnashed his teeth with rage

as he reflected that, although he had paid thou-

sands of pounds for the privilege of basking in the

sun-light of patrician beauty and mingling with the

other gilded insects that flitted about in the

roseate floods of luxury, yet that he was only a

plebeian intruder and vulgar interloper after all

!

Such was Emerson's state of mind on the day of

which we are now writing. Having gone through

all his correspondence—as a man traverses a dis-

trict where nature presents naught save features

of horror, gloom, and danger, unrelieved by a

single spot of refreshing verdure or floral colour-

ing—he started from his seat and begaa pacing

the room with rapid hut uneven steps.

What was he to do? Should he become bankrupt

—pass through the ordeal of that tribunal so hum-

bling to commercial pride, so ruinous to the credit of

the money-grubber—and then seek to begin the

world anew ? Or should he gather together

such wrecks of his late immense resources as he

could possibly accumulate, and fly to Canada, or

some part of the world where under another name

he might enter upon a fresh career ? This latter

idea was the one that pleased him best. Ho was

so disgusted with the extravagances of his wife

and daughter—forgetting that he himself had first

encouraged them in a lavish expenditure, and then

had not courage to check it wlien it exceeded all

reasonable bounds—that he resolved to leave them

behind him to shift for themselves. Heartless,

selfish, and cruel was this man, even at the very

moment when it was most natural that he should

seek the solace and the sympathy of those whom
he thus coldly and deliberately determined on

abandoning for ever!

As a matter of course, Emmerson was too cau-

tious to confide to any one his intention of do-

parting from the country. But still he could not

make all the necessary preparations himself. There
were certain little sums of money owiug to him
in different quarters, and most of which might be

obtained upon application ; but he could not go
round collecting them himself— and indeed it was
absolutely necessary that this duty should be per-

formed by Variau,

" But will he suspect anything?" asked Emmer-
son of himself, suddenly stopping short in the

midst of his agitated walk as the necessity of

employing Theodore in the business thus struck

him. "No—I do not think that he will suspect!

Ever since he returned to me, he has been docile,

meek, and obliging: he has done everything he
could to regain my confidence ; and it is clear

from a few words which he has occasionally let

drop, that he himself does not imagine my affairs

to be very seriously embarrassed. I do believe

he is a good, kind-hearted, faithful creature after

all; and that I treated him cruelly and harsihly

when some months ago I sent Lim to Newgate.
Well, then, it is not likely he will suspect anything

:

and if he do, he would not betray rae. No—I might

almost make him a confidant of my intentions:

and yet it were better that I should not trust him
farther than is necessary. But at all events, 1 will

now speak to him and watch bis countenance nar-

rowly."

Having thus mused, Mr. Emmerson composed
his features as well as he was able—took a glass

of wine from one of the sample-bottles which he

invariably kept in his ofiice—and then summoned
Theodore Variaa to his presence. The young

man entered with an air so perfectly frahk and

open, and at the same time so respectful, that the

bill-broker perceived therein the corroboration of

all the reflections he had just been making with

regard to him ; and re-seating himself at the table,

he said, " Shut the door, Varian. I wish to speak

to you for a few minutes."

Theodore did as he was desired; and as he ap-

proached the table, he said, " Two or three persons

came inquiring for you just now, sir; but as I

knew you were occupied with your letters, I said

you were not in at the moment."

"Ah!" ejaculated Emmerson : " then I suppose

you knew they were persons whom I did not wish

to see ?"—and he fixed his eyes steadfastly upon

Theodore's countenance.
" 1 did certainly entertain tliat impression, sir,"

replied Theodore, totally unabashed and unmoved

—indeed not appearing to observe that his master's

eyes were settled upon him ; " because the persons

came for payment of tlieir accounts. But as I

know that your resources are all locked up for

the moment in your numerous speculations, 1 took

it upon myself to give the answer which I have

mentioned."

"And you have not only done well, but also

reasoned correctly," said Emmerson, with an ap-

proving smile. " In fact, Theodore, you have been

long enough in my office and are well enough

acquainted with the commercial world, to kuaw

that there are times and seasons when even the

richest and the most prosperous merchants, traders,

and speculators are temporarily embarrassed.

Such is the case with me at the present moment.

1 have thousands locked up in ventures which are

really no ventures at all, because they ai-e safe as

the Bank oi England itself: and moreover, cer-

tain remittances which 1 have been expecting from

the colonies, havo not yet arrived. The cooae-

qucnce is, that 1 am somewhat hampered for the

present "

"All this is precisely what I knew, sir," re-

marked Varian, with every appearance of the most

genuine sincerity :
" for I felt convinced that a
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gentleman of your intellig^ence and business-habits

could not l»e involved in serious difficulties."

"Of course not!—the iilea would be ridiculous

indeed !" exclaioied Emmerson, laughing—but it

was a hollow and unnatural laugh, the laugh of

desperation I
" But I tell j'ou what we had better

do, Mr. Varian," he almost immediately continued :

"you shall go round collecting the small sums

that are due, and I will get in the large amounts.

1 think in the course of the day we may manage

to do this ; and then we shall be able to make up

our books so as to see correctly how matters

stand and settle the liabilities that are most press-

ing. And then," added Emmerson, assuming an

air of pvo\id assurance, which heaven knows he did

not feel in his heart, " I shall get a loan of twenty

or thirty thousand from my bankers to answer my
purposes until other monies begin to flow in again."

"If you will give me a list, sir, of the persons

who owe small sums, I will go round at once," said

Varian.

"Here is a list which I have already made out,"

said Emmerson : and he handed his clerk a piece

of paper.

Theodore then sallied fortli, inwardly chuckling

at the thought that the hour of his vengeance

was approaching: for he had not the slightest

difficulty in penetrating the design of his master.

On the contrary—he saw plainly enough that

Emmerson was endeavouring to "make up a purse "

wherewith to flee from the country; and here-

solved to apply the spark to the train of combus-

tibles that were now ready to explode around him.

Mr. Emmerson also sallied forth—but it was not,

as he had alleged, to collect any large su:as. He
wished to heaven that there were any such sums
which he was able to collect at all! But he went

forth to keep up appearances with Varian, and like-

wise to avoid the duns who were calling every

quarter of an hour at his office. In his desperation,

however, he resolved as a last resource to call upon
two or three wealthy friends with whom he had been

accustomed to have large transactions, but whom he

now found inaccessible to his demands and his re-

presentations. Vainly did he assure them that
•^ there was a most excellent opportunity cf invest-

ing a few thousands at twenty per cent, if they liked

to go shares with him in the enterprise and advance

a part of the capital." They refused him in a

manner which as plainly as possible told him
that they would not entrust their funds in liis

hands; and though he endeavoured to ride the high

horse, he nevertheless wtnt forth from their count-

ing-houses crest-fallen and downcast.

He returned to his office at about four o'clock,

and found that Varian had already come back. Yes
—the young man had been there alone for the

last half-hour, having sent the boy out upon some
pretence: and during this half-hour he had pro-

cured from Emmerson's desk the document which
he had promised to deliver into the hands of tiie

Earl of Curzon. But at the moment when Em-
merson returned, Theodore was seated at his usual

place in the front office, attending to his business

with a placid and calm deme.mour, as if nothing un-

usual had happened and nothing of an exciting chn-

ructer was going on.

" Well, what luck ?" inquired Emmerson, affect-

ing an air of iiidiff-rence, though all his plans de-

pended upon Varian's answer.

" I have succeeded, sir, in every quarter," replied

Theodore, " and have collected the several items

upon this list. Here are three hundred and seventy

pounds in all."

" Good 1" exclaimed Emmerson, scarcely able to

conceal his joy : and he felt at the moment that even

in the midst of the most desperate circumstances,

there may be yet a gleam of hope and a source of

cheerfulness.

Having counted the money, he placed it in his

pocket, observing with an apparent off-hand manner
'' that he himself had been very lucky and had col-

lected a few thousands." He then entered his inner

office—sate down— and began to reflect profoundly

upon an idea which within the last hour or two had

been gradually expanding itself as it were in his

mind.

And what was the subject of his thoughts—that

subject which had now become all-absorbing and

all-engrossing as he sate with his elbows resting

upon the table and his hands supporting his head?

He had made up his mind to fly from England

;

and he had procured the means of doing so. In a

few hours he meant to be oft! In a word, he had

resolved upon bidding farewell to England for ever.

Then why depart with barely four hundred pounds

in his pocket? What a beggarly amount—what a

wretched sum—for a man who had been accustomed

to command the use of thousands ! Could he not

by some means treble or quadruple the sum which

he had in his possession ? Yes— there was a method

which he might adopt ; and this was by means of a

forgery I

Such was the idea on which Emmerson now pon-

dered. He examined the matter in all its bearings

—weighed its chances of success—calculated all

the risks of discovery. Well does the proverb say

that "the man who deliberates is lost." Whenever
an evil idea enters the head, if the individual have

not the courage to seize it by the neck at once as he

would a snake that turned to bite him, he is led by

an invisible fascination to look at it in the face-

examine it—reflect upon it—and suffer it to haunt

him until it becomes his master at last. So was it

with Emmerson : and having thus yielded to the

influence of his iniquitous promptings, he proceeded

with careful deliberation to execute the crime.

A bill of exchange, payable at twenty-one days

after date, was duly drawn up by his experienced

hand ; and across it he forged the names ol a large

trading firtn with whom he had had many previous

transactions and whose respectability was sufficient

to render the bill easy of negotiation. It was for

the amount of fifteen hundred guineas, and looked

altogether in Emmerson's estimation as genuine

a document as ever was presented for discount.

But nevertheless, the moment he had put the finish-

ing stroke to the forgery, he felt a strange sensation

pass over him, as it his position had changed ail m
a moment, and b id as it was before had now become

ten ihousuinl tinus worse. Five minutes back, and

it was merely the Bankruptcy Court and the King's

Bench that threatened him : now he had laid him-

self open to the Old Bailey and Newgale! Aye,

and this was not all— for with tlie mere fact of

tracing those few black lines upon a slip of piper,

the still blacker spars of the gibbet liad suddenly

snarled up before his view!

But Emmerson was not the man to bo deterred

by mere imaginary terrorj from his purpose. He
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was in that condition which is most friendly to the

designs of Satan—most favourable to the tempta-

tions in vrhich the Evil One seeks to ensnare frail

I'.umanity. Accordingly, Emmerson put the bill

into his pocket-book ; and issuing forth, paused in

the front office to say, " Well, Mr. Varian, it is

time to lock up. Be here early in the morning, as

we shall then go over the books together."

With these words the bill-broker took his de-

parture, hugging the idea that his intention was

totally unsuspected by his clerk : but had he seen

the strange expression which passed over Varian's

countenance the instant the door closed behind

him, he would not have felt so happy nor so con-

fident in the course which he was pursuing.

Proceeding straight to his bankers, he entered

the spacious establishment—one of those which

are said to render Lombard Street the richest in

the world. Without pausing at the counter, he

passed straight on to the private parlour; and

there, in an ofiF-hand manner and with his usual

tone of confidence, he handed the bill to one of the

partners, requesting that it might be discounted.

The demand was promptly complied with: Emmer-

son received the money, and sallied forth from the

bank. He then returned to his office, which

Theodore Varian had in the meantime quitted—

but only to keep watch upon his master and dog

his movements.

Procuring the key from the housekeeper who

had charge of the chambers, Emmerson was

enabled to penetrate into the offices ; and shutting

himself up in his private room, he went carefully

over his papers—destroying a great number, and

retaining a few which he believed to be necessary

or useful for his future purposes. It did not

strike him that Editha's letter had been ab-

stracted : now that so many grave and important

matters pressed upon his attention, he did not

even recollect that he had placed any one of her

letters in his writing-desk.

It was about seven o'clock in the evening when

Emmerson issued forth again from his chambers,

—thinking to himself that he was bidding them

farewell for ever. At that moment he experienced

a sad and painful tightening at the heart. Not

that he thought of the wife and daughter whom

he had resolved to leave behind him and abandon

to poverty and all its attendant evils :—no, it was

of lost position that he thought so regretfully—

and he inwardly cursed himself for having allowed

extravagance and folly thus to hurl him from the

pedestal of that happiness v\hi«h, according to the

fashion of his own mind, he had at one time

created.

Entering a hackney-coach near the Mansion

House, he ordered the driver to take him to the

BtUl and Mouth, Piccadilly. That establishment

was at the time of which we are writing, and for

many years afterwards— until the Genius of Steam

wove its web of railways over the surface of the

land—the great central point whence started inim-

merable coaches for all parts of England. Thither

it was that Mr. Emmerson now repaired: and

thither also was he c'osely followed by Theodore

Varian.

But the young man was not now alone : he had

two persons with him—none others indeed, than

Mr. Moses Ikey and his man Tom.
On arriving at the Bull and Mouth, ]Mr. Ema.er-

son alighted—dismissed the hackney-coach—en-

tered the office—and was making some inquiries

at the counter relative to the stages to Liverpool,

when he felt a hand suddenly laid upon his

shoulder. He started as if it were the touch of

Death—started as if the invisible fingers of the

Destroyer had suddenly sent an ice-chill pene-

trating through his frame : and turning quickly

round, he beheld himself face to face with Theodore
Varian.

Not a word did he utter: for he saw in a
moment that he was lost. The thunder-clap of

doom sounded as it were upon his ear; and he

knew that he was betrayed as indubitably as if the

young man had already proclaimed the fact from
his lips! Besides, those ominous countenances

that peered over Varian's shoulders—Emmerson
knew them well : for Mr. Moses Ikey and his man
Tom had been the instruments of many and many
a bitter persecution waged by the bill-broker

against poor wretches who were unable to meet
his usurious demands

!

•' You thought to escape ?" said Varian, in a low

hoarse tone, full of concentrated paesiou, and fixing

a look of inexorable bitterness upon the fallen man

:

" but you are mistaken !"

"Stand aside, sir," exclaimed Emmerson, now
suddenly recovering the faculty of speech as a ray

of hope flashed upon his mind : for in the first place

it was evident that the forgery had not been dis-

covered, or else they would be criminal and not

civil officers who had come to arrest him ; and in

the second place, if the writ held by Mr. Ikey was

for a sum which Emmerson could pay, as he had

nearly two thousand pounds about his person, he

might yet get clear off in spite of Theodore Varian.

"Now, Mr, Ikey," he said, dawing the Jew aside

and speaking in a low tone, so as not to be over-

heard by the clerks and other persons transacting

business in the coach-office,—"what claim have you

against me 1"

" Three thousand four hundred," Theodore has-

tened to observe, his voice sounding ominous as

that of doom over Emmerson's shoulder. "I per-

suaded your largest creditor to do it : and if you

can pay that amount, then I am very much mis-

taken."
" Tree tousand four hundred guinish ish de sum,"

said Mr. Ikey, corroborating Theodore's statement;

"and my expenslies ish a mere trifle, Mishter Em-
mershon. You know as well as mosht men what

ish de expenshes in dese matters :"— and Mr. Ikey

gave a coarse familiar grin. " But come, let's step

into de public-housh closh by, and talk it over."

'• It is of no use," interjected Theodore, sternly.

" Let liim pay the money, Mr. Ikey, or go to prison.

You know that I represent the creditor in this in-

stance."

"Diah de truth wot he say, Mishter Emmershon,"

observed the sherifl''s officer, in an ominous under-

tone, as much as to imply that he could show no

mercy even if he were inclined.

Pale and trembling, the wretched Emmerson was

utterly unable to conceal the horriule alarms that

were now torturing him : for he saw that if he were

plunged into a debtor's prison, it would only be with

the certainty of removal in a short time to Newgate,

when the forgery should be discovered. But the

very desperation of his case suddenly inspired him

with a last hope ; and in a quick anxious voice, he
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said to the Jew, " Mr. Ikey, you have known me
for many, many years—you have had a great deal

of money through the business I have put in your

way—and you will now take my word that I will

call upon you to-morrow "

'"Tish impossible, Mishter Emmershon," inter-

rupted Ikey. " My orders ish poshitive. Tom, keep

' de door."

I

"All right," growled the bailifl''s follower, plant-

' ing himself on the threshold.

i

' You win take fifteen or sixteen hundred guineas

I

as a guarantee of my good intentions," said Em-
' inerson, actually writhing with the anguish of his

thoughts.

But the sheriff's officer shook his head ; and Em-
merson felt a cold perspiration burst forth all over

him. The condition of the wretched man was in-

! deed most deplorable; and visibly did his looks

I

grow so haggard, even as he stood there in that

public office, that in the space of three or four

minutes twenty years seemed to have been added to

his life!

As a last resource he turned towards Varian ; and

in a manner so humbled and with accents so full of

pitiable entreaty that he now indeed appeared a

spectacle well calculated to provoke contempt, he

said, " Theodore, 1 forgave j/ok—canuot you forgive

I me^ For God's sake, have mercy upon me! If

j

you say the word, I feel convinced that this Jew will

take what I have to offer and let me go. You have

declared that you are empowered by the creditor to

do the best for his interests "

"Viper!" was the low but bitter—Oh ! fearfully

bitter and venomously malignant ejaculation which

suddenly hissed as it were from Theodore's lips and

struck the wretched Emmerson dumb at once.

' To be brief, the bill-broker, with despair in his

; heart and frenzy in his brain, was forced to sur-

render himself into the keeping of Mr. Moses Ikey

;

and in half-an-hour he found himself a prisoner in

that very same spuuging-house to which he had

in his time sent so many, many victims of his

usury.

CHAPTER CXLIX.

TUB S U A M DUEL.

It was soon after six o'clock on the following morn-
ing, that a carriage and pair entered upon Worm-
wood Scrubs,—in those times, and even down to the

latest days, a famous resort tor duellists. It is at

no great distance from London, but is nevertheless

sufficiently retired and lonely for the purpose to

which it seems specially appropriated ; and when
viewed at that gray hour of the morning, the scene

presented an aspect more than usually savage and
desolate.

Forth from the carriage descended the redoubtable

Tash, with a pistol-case under his arm, and witli an
air of such swaggering importance tliat it seemed as

if he had come out into the suburbs because London
itself was too confined to hold h\m. He was fol-

lowed by Lord Sackville and Dr. Thurston ; and
leaving the carriage, they advanced to some distance,

where tliey were met by Lord Curzoii, the Hon.
George Macnainara, and Dr. Copperas.
Curzou and Sackville appeared to tike no notice

of each other; but Captain Tash at onco walked up

to Macnamara, and seizing him by the hand,
shook it so heartily that the gentleman on whom
he thus bestowed this mark of his cordiality,

actually writhed in the Captain's irou grasp.
•' Glad to see you this morning, my dear fellow

!''

said Tash. •' You and I have met before at drink-

ing bouts, and in one or two streit rows, but
never on so agreeable an occasion as the present:

and my only regret is that we are not the principals

instead of the seconds."

"Captain Tash," said the Hon. George Mac-
namara, somewhit coldly, "you must be well

aware that we have no time to waste iu idle com-
ments. Come, let us measure the ground, load

the pistols, and get over this business as soou as

possible."

"As soon as possible!" vociferated Captain
Tash, looking both amazed and indignant : "you
may as well tell me when I have paid my money at

the door of the theatre, that the performances are

to be hurried over with the most indecent haste

:

or that if 1 am sitting down to a good dinner, I

must not detain the dishes above a minute. By
all daggers and wounds ! I, Kolando Tash, protest

against such a doctrine !"

"Well, well. Captain," said Macnamara; "you
and I will not dispute.''

" Egad ! but I think that it is most likely we
shall," retorted the gallant officer. " The fact is,

I iiave not shot a man for the last six or seven

years ; and I think it is high time I should do so,

just to keep my hand in."

"Be pleased to understand, Captain Tash,"

said Macnamara, with mingled hauteur and con-

tempt, *' that I am no coward, but at the same
time I am not to be bullied into a duel with

any one."

" Bullied !" roared Tash, his voice now sounding

half across the scene of action, and his counte-

nance becoming as red as the comb of a turkey

cock : " what do you mean, sir ?"

Bat here Horace at once interfered, peremptorily

wliispering to the Captain that if he did i:ot eom-
mnnd his temper the post of "second" should be
withdrawn from him : whereupon the gallant

officer, though grumbling somewhat at what he
called " the liberty of the subject being interfered

with, when merely seeking to blow another's

brains out," consented to proceed to the business

of the meeting without farther conmieut or noise.

Meanwhile Dr. Copperas aud Dr. Thurston Jiad

stepped up to each other— shaken hands—aud
exchanged their usual compliments in that fashion

which constitutes the "aside' of the stage:

namely, appearing to say sometliing which is not

meant to be overheard, but iu reality bawling it

out loud enough to make every word audible to all

present.

" My dear Dr. Copperas," said Thurstou, " who
would have thought of meeting you here this

morning and under such circumstances? But 1

must say that iu the midrt of the gloom whicli

this pending duel naturally throws arouud us,

nothiug could give me greater satisfactiun than to

find that i/oi< are present on the occasion: for I

am well aware that no member of the faculty has

devoted more attention to wounds by bullets than

yourself."

" Unless, my dear Dr. Thurston," said Dr.

Copperas, " it is yourself. Indeed, as 1 said iit
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the Medical Refirrmer last week, thuri; is no fol-

lower of Esculipius living who Jias the same ex-

perience as you in a certain class of hurts aud

iiijuries."

•' Why, my dear Dr. Copperas," said Dr. Tiiurs-

ton, " it was the very samu opinion tiiat 1 passed

upon you, at the very same time too, in the

Scalpel."

And as they thus spoke, the two phywcians threw

a sidelong giance towards the duellists and the

seconds, to observe whether their dialogue pro-

duced auy effect upon those noblemen aad geutle-

raen.

Meantime Captain Tash and the Hon. Mr. Mac-

namara were getting on more comfortably together

than at firnt. Each had a pistol-case containing a

pair of She murJerous weapons—a flask of gun-

powder—and several bullets : and they proceeded

to load in each other's presence.

" These are Sackviile's pistols," said Tash

;

" and a very excellent pair they seem to be. I

could wing a fellow at twenty paces with them."
" And these pistols a«'e mine," observed Mac-

namara. " Curzon did not possess a pair of duel-

ling pistols
"

" Neitiier would S.'lckville have had these," re-

marked the gallant olRcer, "unless I had assure<l

him some weeks ago tliat it w;is highly necessary

for a finished gentleman—we put the nobleman

out of the question in this sense—to have a pair

ot such barkers as tlieoe, Ttiuuder and wounds !

I only wish I had the handling of them just now.

I could riddle my opponent tiirougli and ihroug i
;

and I feel just in the humour to do it, too,"

added Tush, again looking grimly upon Macna-

lUiira, as if he thought it a very great ^hame,

amounting almot to an insult, that this gentle-

man did not at once take the hint and offer to

tight him.
" These are not my bullets, though," said Mac-

namara, without heeding the Captain's last ob-

servation. "Curzon gave them to nic just now.

Did you ever see bullets so perfectly round aud

so smooth? They are the prettiest little things

I ever beheld in all my life."

" So they are," observed Tash ; " and it really

makes one envy the lucky dog that is to be rid-

dled with such little darliogs. But, mine, you per-

ceive, are equally good. I wonder where the

deuce Sackville got these splendid bullets from.

Like your's, they are as round as possible, aud as

smooth as an egg. Really it must be quite deli-

cious to receive one's kuock-mc-down blow from

such elegant little bullets !"—and this time the

Captain threw a glance of mingled entreaty and
reproach upon the Hon. George Macuaraara, as

much as to say that if the idea of being killed with

such pretty bullets did not renu^er him disposed to

fight, nothing would.

"Now, are you ready?" asked the latter, still

paying no heed to Capt lin Tash's nonsense.

The ground was measured—Curzou and Sack-
ville were placed at an interval uf twelve paces—
and while Captain Tash handed a weapon to his

principal, Macnamara performe 1 th(! same kind
aet towards tl\o other. Dr. Copperas and Dr.
Thurston remained standhig at some distance,

gazing with professional snngfroid upon the
due lists. The riifual lor firing was given by the
dropping of Captain Tash's Handkerchief; and

then, ai the pistols exploded, Dr. Copperas sud-

denly started convulsively, feeling himself all over

to ascertain whether one of the budets might not

have diverged and accidentally hit him—while

Dr. Tliiirston, who was braver than his com-
panion, Hung a qiiick glance towards Curzon and
Sackville. But he seemed horribly disgusted ou
observing that neither of them had fallen : for the

truth was, that he rather wanted at least one of

them, if not both, to be winged or lamed, so

that additional eclat might be given to the duel in

the newspapers, ihe effect of which would be a
proportionate pnfFfor himself and Dr. Copperas.

But thanks to Veuelia's forethought, no blood

was destined to be shed on the present occasion.

The bullets which had been used, aud wiiich had

attracted so much admiration on the part of ilr.

Macnamara and Captain Ta-h, were iaieed no-

thing but thin glass globes filled with quicksilver,

and made by a glass-blower to the order of Mr.
Plumpstead, the Sackvil'.es' butler, who had pro-

cured the same on the previous evening. But of

course Lord Sackville and Lord Curzon looked as

grave and solemn as if it were really a matter of

life and death between them ; while Macnamara
and Tash naturally supposed that everything was

fair and proper, as they had not been let into the

secret of the sham builets.

Now, as it was the Earl of Curzon who, being

ostensibly the aggrieved paity, had challenged

Lord Saoliville, it was for the /orraer to declare

whether he was satisfied by the shots that had beeu

exchanged; and to the ineffable disgust of Cap-

tain Tash, Mr. Macnamara said on the part of his

piincipal, "Lord Cuizon has no desire that this

s'lould go any farther. He now reserves his

wrongs for the consideration of that tribunal to

which as a matter of course he wi.l appeal."

Captain Tash was too conversant with the laws

of duelling to persist in coiupelliQ< the prin-

cipals to continue hostilities: but "he did not

see the slightest reason why himself and Mac-
namara should not have a round or two with eidi

I

other, just by way of ball-practice." Such iude«d

was the proposal that he made with all the cool-

I

ness in the world, iuid in those very words.

"Since the Captain," said Macnamara, coldly,

j
"is so anxious that 1 should put a bullet through

his head, I must really gratify him in oider to get

rid of his importunity."
" Not so !" exclaimed Lord Curzon, flinging a

gknce of profound contempt upou Captain Tash:
" for in order ttiat there should be a duel there

must be seconds—and I for one shall refuse to act

in a case where no true aud genuine cause of dis-

pute has arisen."

" And I also shall refuse to serve as a second,"

said Horace. " Come, Tash, no one doubts your

courage, though every one does your prudence.

Put up the pistols and let us bo gone."
" By heaven ! I wish I h id not left Robia at

home," said the Captaiu, terribly put out at the

idea of having nobody to fight with. " He should

exchange shots with me, 1 swear ! It is not ouce

out of a hundred times that 1 ttir out unattended

by my man Friday, aud now on the very occasion

when he is so much wanted, he is not here. But I

have it!" he suddenly exclaimed, his countenance

brightening up ; then taking off Ids big bell-

shaped hat, and advancing in the politest manner
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possible up to tlie two doctors, he said, with cor-

responding' urbanity of tone, " Gentlemeu, which

of you would hke to exchange a shot or two oa the

present very suitable occasion?"

"Permit me, my good sir," said Dr. Copperas,

looking very liard at the Captain: and without

any farther ceremony he began feeling the valiant

officer's pulse—a proceeding which so astonished

our friend Tash, thut he stood transfixed for

upwanJs of a minute, gazing in speechless as-

tjuisliraent upon the learued member of the

faculty.

" Well ?" said Dr. Thurston, inquiringly, as he

watched the pi'oceedings of his colleague.

" Quick and feverish pulse," said Dr. Copperas

:

then looldng with ominous intentness into the

Captain's face, he said, " Go home, sir—get your
hair cut close—put a blister behind your ears-
avoid all alcoholic drink—keep yourself very

quiet indeed—and don't eat too much meat—nor

let that be under-done, for you are assuredly of a

saii!,'uineous temperament, and I may indeed say,

of sauguinHry disposition."

Captain Tash was so astounded at this long

and not altogether intelligible harangue, that he

stood rooted to the spot for nearly a minute: then

turning suddenly upon his heel, he muttered to

himself, "Tliese fellows understand nothing but

boluses and black draughts, and know no more of

the laws of honour than I do of the Chinese lan-

guage."

But here we may close our description of this

mock duel—pausing only to observe that the two
parties returned to town iu their respective

vehicles, neither the seconds nor the physicians

having entertained the slightest suspicion that

a conjuror's trick had suggested the idea for

the bullets which were used upon the occasion.

And now, as Captain Tash had predicted, Horace
Saokville indeed became the lion of the day. His
name was in everybody's mouth : that is to say, in

all the fashionable quarters of the metropolis.
Envied and courted as he had been before, his
popularity among a certain class increased a thou-
sandfold. «Oh that naughty Sackville !— that
dear delightful wicked Horace— tliat dangerous
duck of a man !"—and other expressions of a
similar character were heard in all the drawing-
ronms at the AVest End. That Venetia should
take no possible notice of the matter, but appear
ai if she were not even acquainted with her hus-
band's " naughty doings" at all, was quite consis-
tent with the a; istocratic and fashu)uable idea iu

such matters. But there was not a titled demi-
reji, nor a patrician courtezsu who did not affect

to spta'c with the most contemptuous pity of the
(hsj^raced and lost Countess of Curzon : so that
while Horace the seducer was everywhere caresi^ed
and flattered, Editha the reduced was everywhere
spoken of with an ironical commiseration.

'• Poor creature !" said the demireps and scan-
dal-mongers, "she is done for now. But it is just
what was tr> be expected, considering the famdy
bhe belongs to."

CHAPTER CL.

TUE SECOND JOUBNET ON THE CONTINENT.

The reader has doubtless ere this begun to ex-
perience some surprise that we have so long ap-
peared to lose sight of Jocelyn Loftus : but we
now propose to turn our attention to that excellent

and high-souled young man.
It will be recollected that when last we saw him

it was in London, whither he had proceeded from
Canterbury in obedience to a letter privately

written to him by the Princess Sophia. It was on
that occasion also that he had attended the private

theatricals at Carlton House, and that he had
experienced such strange feelings on beholding
Lady Sackville upon the mimic stage. Nor less

will it be remembered that the interview which he
succeeded in obtaining with the Prince Regent,
terminated only in inspiring him with loathing and
disgust for the royal voluptuary. Indeed, so con-
vinced was he of the unmitigated profligacy and
dissoluteness of the Prince, that he felt persuaded
it would be altogether useless to intercede with
such a man on behalf of his injured wife. Theie-
fore was it that Jocelyn, after having written a
letter to Venetia and after a second interview
with the Princess Sophia, returned to Canterbury.

But, as a matter of course his presence at the
private theatricals had been duly reported to Mrs.
Owen at Richmond and to the Queen at Windsor;
and as it was believed from the fact of his having
sought an audience of the Prince that he was still

interesting himself in the affairs of the Princess of
Wales, the conspirators had immediately resolved
to place a spy upon his actions, Tims was it that
on his return to Canterbury he was followed by a
trustworthy agent of those conspirators.

We must here observe that at his second inter-

view with the Princess Sophia he had obtained
from her Royal Highness a letter of introduction
and recommendation to the Princess of Wales:
and provided with this credential, he resolved to
put his already well-considered scheme into execu-
tiou—namely, to set out oa another journey- to
seek the injured wife of the Regent. As a matter
of course he dared not pass through France ; and
he had to choose between two distinct routes ia
order to reach Italy where the Princess was at
that time—for it was the month of December to
which we are now for a brief space referring.

In tlie first place Jocelyn might proceed through
Belgium, along the Rhine to Switzerland, and
thence into Italy : or in the second place, he might
embark on board some vessel bound for the Medi-
terranean and thus laud on the Italian coast. But
in consequence of the inclemency of the wintry

season and the probable delay that might arise

from adverse winds, he renounced the latter pro-
ject in favour of the former one ; and to this course
lie was the more inclined by the gentle persuasion

of the charming Louisa, who shuddered at the

thought of his encountering the perils of the sea.

But we should observe that although the beautiful

maiden thus found herself so soon compelled to

separate from her lover again—and thou,'ii she
was not without misgiviiitis that he might become
exposed to fresh dangers—yet she did not strive

to dissuade him from his generous purpose, be-

cause sho experienced the deepest sympathy and
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the kindest commiseratioa in respect to the per-

secuted Princess of "Wales.

i
Therefore, after a very short sojourn at Canter-

i bury, Jocelyn Loftus set out again for tlie Continent,

j
—little suspecting that he was now closely watched

j
by the spy whom the conspirators had set to dog

his movements. Traversing Belgium, he entered

, the Prussian territory, and embarked at Cologne

j

upon the Rhine, which he pursued until he reached

i
Basle in S^vitz.erland ; and thence he resolved to

j
travel post into Italy. Passing by Neufchatel and

'

Geneva, he in due course arrived at the town of

I Ciiambery.wiiich is in the Kingdom of Piedmont
'

but within eight or ten miles of the French frontier.

j

This place he reached on the tenth day after leaving

England; and according to the intelligence which

he received, the Princess of Wales and her suite

were at that time staying at Milan. Accordingly,

.Jocelyn Loftus, after having rested at night at

Chambery, ordered a post-chaise for tho purpose of

prosecutiu;; his journey towards the capital of Lom-

bardy : and now it was that the spy who had so un-

weariedly pursued him, was enabled to carry into

effect the instructions he had received ere leaving

England. For by means of bribing the postilions,

he induced them to take the roAd towards the

French frontier instead of that leading in the direc-

tion of Milan : and as Jocelyn was a perfect stranger

to the route and was moreover absorbed in his rt-

fiections, be did not immediately notice that the

vehicle was pursuing a south-western instead of a

south-eastern direction. Nor were his suspicious

excited until tiie chaise stopped in about an hour

at a little town whure the well-known uniforms of the

French Custom House officers immediately met his

eyes

!

Then it immediately struck him that either some

strange mistake had been made, or some foul

treachery practised ; and on inquiring the name of

the place, he was informed tliat it was Les Echelles

—a town on the French frontier. His passport was

demanded ; and with a sore misgiving did lie pro-

duce it: for he now beheld a certain English

traveller whom he had seen at one or two points

during his journey, prompting the Custom House

officers in their present proceeding. We need not

inform the reader that this "certain Englishman"

was the spy of the conspirators ; but we may hasten

to observe that Jocelyn was at once taken into cus-

tody on the double charge of travelling with a pass-

port made out in a false name, and having escaped

from the Prefecture of Police in Paris. Remon-
strance was of course ineflectual ; and our young

hero was borne off to the prison at Grenoble—

a

large and celebrated French town at a distance of

about thirty miles from Les Echelles.

He was not, however, treated with any rudeness

or unnecessary harshness ; and inasmuch as before

he left England he had taken the precaution of

having the Princess Sophia's letter sewn in the

lining of his coat, it now escaped detection when he

was required to produce the contents of his pockets.

No stricter personal search than this was made by
the officers; and thus the cherished credential

passed not away from his possession at the same time

with the other papers which were taken from him.
liehold, then, Jocelyn Loftus once more a prisoner

in France—a captive, too, at the instance of those

same conspirators in England who had been the

nuaus of provoking Iiis former prisonage

!

It is not our purpose to dwell at any consider-

able length upon this episode in the life of

Jocelyn Loftus : but a few particulars are never-

theless necessary in order to give an idea of the

treatment which he experienced during the re-

newed period of imprisonment that was now taking

place. Two apartments on the debtors' side of

the gaol at Grenoble were furnished in a comfort-

able and even handsome manner for his reception

:

a valet was specially appointed to wait upon

him; and any orders which he chose to issue re-

lative to his repasts were accurately attended to.

One of the yards belonging to the prison was

assigned solely to his use for taking exercise;

but every precaution was adopted to prevent him
from holding the slightest communication with

any of the prisoners in the other parts of the

establishment.

These details will sufficiently show that the

French authorities were well aware that Jocelyn

had committed no real offence, but that his cap-

tivity suited the purposes of certain high and in-

fluential personages in England. The governor

of the prison behaved towards him in the most

respectlul manner, and visited him at least two

or three times a-week to inquire concerning his

health, and ascertain whether all his wants were

pnperly attended to. It was on the occasion of

one of the earliest of these visits that the French

governor addressed Jocelyn Loftus in the following

terms:—
" You may rest assured, sir, that not the slightest

intentionisentertainedofusingunnecessa-y harsh-

ness towards you; and I am instructed to state

that if there be any relation or pariicular friend

in England, or elsewhere, to whom you may wish

to write occasionally, in order to relieve their
|

minds from any uneasiness on your account, you
are at liberty to do so—and I pledge you my
honour as a gentleman that your letters shall be

duly transmitted. At the same time, you will of

course understand, sir, that you are not to state

that you are in captivit)-—nor yet ttiat you are at

Grenoble ;—but you can date your letters from

any other city or town of France, and request that

all replies may be sent to the pcst-office of such

town, in which case those aiHwers shall be duly

forvyarded to you hither. You will also take care

to avoid inserting in your letters anything that

may engender the suspicion that you are subject

to coercion or restraint ; and, in a word, you must

place nothing upon record that may lead your

friends in England to suspect you are not at

liberty, and thus induce them to enter upon in-

trigues or adopt plans for the discovery of yonr

whereabouts and the accomplishment of your

rescue. Of course the letters that you may write

will be perused by me before being transmitted to

the posi; and the answers sent thereto will also

have to pass th ou;:h my hands. UudersUnding
the English language perfectly, 1 shall reserve this

duty of supervision to myself, instead of entrusting

it to any underling or interpreter. Thus, sir, so

long as you adhere to the conditions which I have

laid down, you need not hesitate to place on record

any sentiment or feeling of a near and tender

intere»t : for it will be through no motive of im-

pertinent curiosity that I shall inspect your cor-

respondence—and therefore I shall have neither

eyes nor memory for anything that may apprar
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ilicrein, save and except whatever may infringe

upon the rules which I have laid down."
Althou.£T|i revolting ajjainst the shackles thus

imposed upon the manTier of coiiduc;tin{j his cor-

respondence, Jocelyu nevertheless bridled his in-

dignation— beinjj only too glad at the permission

thus accorded to write to any one in Euglaud at

all. He accordingly decided upon addressing his

letters from Lyons, that being the nearest large

city to Grenoble; and as a matter of course it

was to Louisa—his well-beloved Louisa— that hi;

wrote. In his letters to her he first stated that

circumstances which he should explain when next

they met, compelled him to date from Lyons, but

that she need not be alarmed on perceiving that he

was in France. Subsequently, as weelc alter week
of his imprisonment passed away and he was si ill

compelled to dat« from Lyons, he declared tliat

the circumstances previously alluded to in his

eailicr correspondence remained ••'•changed; but
71*

he carefully avoided any allusion that mi)j;ht leal
|

his beloved Louisa to fancy that he was unhappy. '

On the contrary, he wrote in cheerful terms—fur

more cheerful than he felt; and this he did, not

only to avoid infringing on the conditions so speci-

fically laid down by the governor, but likewise he-

cause he did not choose to torture the charming

girl by arousing any suspicions or fears iu her

mind relative to his actual position. For be saw

plainly enough that even were she to asct-rtain

the exact truth as to the circumstances in which

he was placed, she could not help him: ami thus,
|

for more reasons than one, did lie write in a
j

maini'-T as cheerful, as reasiuring, and as encour- i

aging as possible.

Louisa's answers were in the tendercst and uiost

afiVctionate strain; and it w.is evident that al-
]

though she suspected not his taplivity, she never-

theless would liivo fi'lt more completely at her

ease if he were out of France altogether. But
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as several weeks passed away, and she found (as
j

she faiicieii) that he had nothinjj to complain of,
j

and no peri'.s nor calamities to report, she grew

traiiquilbzed as to liis continued sojourn on the

French soil. At the same time, she frequently

expressed her surprise at his protracted residence

in Lyons, when the English newspapers stated

that " a certain royal lady and her suite " were so-

journing elsewhere: but when the fair Louisa's

letters did contain an allusion of this kind, it was

invariably followed by some such observations as

these :
—" However, you are no doubt actinjj fi>r

the best ; and 1 shall await your return in much
suspense to hear from your own lips all that you

are doing:. You assure me that you are in good

iiealth and that I need not alarm myself as to

your safety: you likewise give me the most afifec-

tionate assurances of your unclianging love—and

therefore, what else can I require ?"

Alost dear to Jocolyn were these letters that he

received from his beloved Louisa. They were in-

deed liis whole and sole solace : for he knew not

when his captivity was likely to terminate. The
governor had repeated to him those same pro-

posals which were made by the Prefect in Paris:

namely, that if he would sign a solemn bond
pledyring himself to future non-interference in the

affairs of her lloyal Highnnss the Princess of

Wales, ho should be immediately set at liberty

:

but to this condition, winch our hero considered

derogatory and dishonourable to a degree, he

positively refused to subsci'ibe. He therefore re-

mained in prison, wondering how long it would he

ere circumstances might take such a turn as to give

him his release.

Thus weeks and months passed away; and at

length, in iho early pan of March, the .startling

iiit()lliK;euce was one morning cor.raunicated to

Jocelyn's ears th;it Napoleon Bonnparte, li:iviiig

fled from liis liitio sov* reignty of Elba, had landed

in France and was advaucing willi a himiful of

met! towards Grenoble. Still the governor main-

tained his authority in tlie prison ; and when the

Emiieror—for as such did ho return to France-
entered Grenoble and was immediately joined by
tho garrison of the place, Jocolyn besought that

his case might be represented to the imperial hero.

The governor however assured Jocelyn that Ids

instructions were to the effect that the affair of his

imprisonment was to be kept altogether secret,

and that so long as the present iMniister of the
Interior remained in power at Paris, lie (the

governor) could know no other authority. Thus
Jocelyn's hopes of being enabled to obtain his

freedom through the interventiou of Napoleon,
were for tiie moment defeated.

Towards the end of xMarch the Emperor reached
Paris— Louis XVIII and his Jlinisters all flying

precipitately. A new Cabinet was of course in-

stalled; and so soon as the intelligence thereof
reached Grenoble, the governor of the prison, who
was naturally a kini-hearted man, hastened to
Lofius, exclaiming, " Now at last may I venture to
report your case to his Imperial Majesty the Em-
peror Napoleon."

Jocelyn was at first overjoyed at this apparent
change io the circumstances of Jiis position : but
his spirits were somewhat damped again when the
governor observed that there was a rumour of a
general outbreak of hostilities in consequence o

Napoleon's return, and that if this were trua

.Tocelyii might still bo retained in captivity as a
prisoner of war. However, without being dismayed
by this probability, and wastin,' no precious time
in gloomy forebodings, Jocelyn drew up such a
memorial as he thought would appeal to tho
generosity of Bonaparte: and tliis was at once
transmitted to Paris, along with a corroborative

report drawn up by the governor of the prison. It

was not t) be expected that very prompt attentioa

would be paid thereto—for the Emperor was
necessarily immersed in business: and nearly a
month accordingly passed ere a response was re-

ceived. At Isngih it came, and "as entirely favour-

able to Jocelyn's views. In an official document
from the Minister of the Interior, it was methodi-
cally set forth that " the French authorities had no
right to constitute themselves policemen or gaolers

to suit the aims of a foreign prince ; and that as

for Jocelyn Loftiis being detained on the ground
of travelling with a false name, such a satisfactorj*

cxjilanation had been given in the memorial sent

to his Imperial Majesty, that the immediate

release of the aforesaid Jocelya Loftus was
ordained."

Tlius was it that at the commencement of May
our hero recovered his freedom; and in tbesincerest

manner did he express his gratitude to the governor

for such kindnesses as he had experienced at his

hands. He at once took a post-chnise and pro-

cofided to Chambery in the Piedmontese dominions

:

and here hn learned that the Princess of Wales with

her siiiie was residing at a beautiful villa in the

neighbourhood of Geneva. But ere he pursued his

journey, Jocelyn wrote a long letter to Louisa, ex-

plaining to her everything that had taken place

—

how he liad been imprisoned at Grenoble, and the

circumstances under which lie had penned all his

correspondence with her and had received her

replie;-.. He also poured forth in an enthusiastic

strain his declarations of unvarying aflection : for he

felt that he cauld now give free vent to liis feelin'S

in that respect without the risk of having his letters

read by stranger eye!:. Hi also said that he was at

present on his way to Geneva to see the Princess;

and he hoped that in a very short time he should be

enabled to return to England and conduct his

beloved Louisa to the altar. He also wrote a letter

to Lady Sackville, with the contents of which we
are not however at this period of our narrative sup-

posed to be acquainted.

Having passed the night at Chambery, Jocelyn

started at an early hour on the ensuing morniug
for Geneva; and as he was borne in the post-chaise

along one of those splendid roads for which all the

provinces of Savoy and Piedmont are famous, he

weighed in his mind the course that he ought to

adopt in fulfilling the mission with which he had

charged himself towards the injured wife of the

Prince Regent. If t.he were still surrounded by the

spies ami agents of the conspirators, as he had every

reason to suspect, it would perhaps be dillicult for

him to obtain access to her ; and if the three Misses

Owen still formed a part of her household, they

would not merely do all they could to prevent her

lloyal Highness from granting him an audience, but

niiglit even have recourse to representations cal-

culated to blacken his character. He knew how
completely her Koyal Highness had been under the

supervision of thespiep and enemies who surrounded
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lier; ami there was every reasois to suppose that this

supervision liail not been relaxed during the last

four ov five montlis, Tlius, though lie was on tlie

high roaii to Geneva, and tliough he would soon be

within s);,'ht of the Princess's dwelling, and perhaps

able tc advance up to Ijer very front door,—yet was it

possible that after all he might experience con-

siderable difficulty in obtaining access to her!

Having duly considered these matters, Jocelyn

deiermiued upon entering Geneva in as private a

manner as possible ; and instead of taking up his

quarters at one of the fashionable hotels, procure

some humbler lodging, so that he might stand the

less risk of having his presence known in the city

previous to obtaining an interview with the Princess.

On arriving within four miles of Geneva, at about

three o'clock in the afternoon, Jocelyn halted at a

village the picturesque appearance of which delighted

him so much that lie longed to ramble for an hour

or two in its beautiful environs. Moreover, as he

had determined upon entering Geneva at dusk, he

thought he could not do better tiiaa dine at this vil-

lage; and he accordingly ordered the post-chaise to

lie put up at the little inn which occupied a pro-

minent position amongst the few buildings consti-

tuting the place. Before he set out for his ramble,

he sought the landlord to give instructions relative to.

his dinner; and the pretty peasaiit-girl who acted as

waitress, introduced him to the master of the esta-

blishment—a stout good-looking man, who at the

moment was engaged in conirer::ation with another

traveller. This individual lisd just arrived in a

chaise, and was a thin, pale-faced, keen-eyei man,
dressed in black.

" I propose to stay here until the evening," said

Lofius, who, as the reader is well aware, was profi-

cient in the French language, wliicii was, spoken in

all that district: "and on my return from a little

ramble which I am about to uike iii your beautiful

neighbourhood, 1 shall be ready for such fare as

you may be enabled to provide mt-."

"This gentleman is also going to dine here in a

couple of hourF," said the landlord, indicatisig the

individual in black: "perhaps you two gentlemen
would like to dine together?"

Tiicre was no objection raised on either side to

this proposal ; and Jocelyn acconiingly set out for

his ranible, with the understanding that dinner would

be ready at five o'clock. During the interval our

young hero wandered amongst the delicious groves,

tiuough the vordant fields, and amiilsc the vine-

yards, orchards, and gardens, which formed the

environs of the beautiful village who'ie nuue we
have forgotten, but which everybody who has tra-

velled in those parts cannot fail to recognise.

At five o'clock he relumed to the inn, and was in-

troduced by the pretty waitress into a neatly fur-

nished parlour, looking upon a garden, whence the

evening breeze, balmy snd fragrant, was wafted

tinough the open window. The table wai laid with

characteristic neatness; and the p.ile-faced gonth;-

man in black, who was to be Jocclyn'a coinpanion

at the ropnst, was already there. He was a native

of the country, aud spoke French with that pecu-

liar Init by no means disagrocibit; accent which

maiks the Genevese. His appearance was not alto-

gether prepossessing ; but Jocelyn was not accus-

tomed to jud:;e men thereby—and as his Companion
proved, to be endowed with great couversationiil

powers, our hciu soun forgot las sinister luoka iathe

charms of his discourse. It appeared that he was a
professional man residing at Geneva, aud that he
had come to the little village that afternoon to in-

spect some property in the ueigiibourhood which
he was desirous of purchasing.

The fact of the Genevese gentleman giving this

account of himself, was a sort of invitation for

Jocelyn to do the same; and our hero accordingly

said that he was an Englishman having some par-

ticular business of a private character to transact at

Geneva, where he did not however expect to make
a very long stay. He then asked if his companion
happened to know whether the Princess of Wales
had a large retinue, and in what style she was living ?

The Genevese gentleman seemed rather struck by
the circumstance that these questions should follow

so closely upon the explanation previously given

by our hero; aud perhaps he inferred therefrom
that " the business of a private character" which
was taking Jocelyn to Geneva, was in some way or

anotlier connected with the Princess.
*• Her Iv lyal Highness," he said, "is living haud-

somely, hue quietly:"—and here a peculiar siuile

for a moment curled the individual's lips—a smile

wliicli was so slight and so transitory that it would
have escaped observation altogether, if its expression

had not been so very strange, and even sinister.

"But I presume she has rendered herself much
liked by ht-r charities, and much respected by her

virtueB," said Jocelyn: " for she is an excellent lady

—a most amiable Princess—and one whose purity

of cliaracicr has defied all the slauder of her

enemies."

" No doubt of it," said the Genevese gentleman,

but with a dryness of tone and a peculiarity of

mitnner whicli Jocelyu could not possibly help ob-

serving. '-But what do they say of her in En^jland,

sir V he asked.

"The great majority of the people," replied

Loftus,—"thoso indeed who do not pander to

Courtly profligacy, and are not deceived by the pre-

judices propagsted and fostered by the blind wor-

siiippers of Royalty, know that she is innocent of

every evil which is imputed to her. Yes—and they

know a!so that she is the victim of a base, sy*-

tematic, and cow,irdly persecution."

"You are warm ia her defence, sir," remarked
the profcasioual gentleman, as he sipped his «ine

:

for we bhould observe that dmuer was sei-vcJ up

immediately after Jitcelyn entereJ the room, and

that he and his comp inioii were now seatvid at a

table where, altiioufjn it was but at a small villH<'C

itm, a'll the dainties of the seaiou were spread,

f.rniiii;^ indeed au admirablo specimen of tlio

united kitchens of Franco, Savoy, aad Sflritzer-

laud.

" Yes—I defend the Princess, siiy' rep'icd Joce-

lyn, " because I know that she w a victiui and not

a guilty woman. Tiie vilest charges have been at

d iff. rent times mule against hor: the most alro-

ciuus cahimnios Inve been levelled at her But

you wll pardon m , sir, if 1 grow warin upon tnis

iiubjecf : for I feel iijdi;,'"a»t JW ^ "'ii'' '""' *» a™

Englishman, at the treatment which this forcigu

Princess has experienced from the cold-blooded

sensualist, her liusbaiid. Can you tell me, .sir,

whetiier in her Royal Uighness's household there

are three youn.:^ ladies named Oivcn?"

"Yes— I believe so," was the reply: "and if I

mUtako not, t!\ey aro threo very beautiful girls.
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Yes—to be sure !" exclaimed th" Gsnevese, as if

I
suddenly recalling sometliing to mind :

" I remem-
1 ber that I once spoke to two of thr m."

I

"Ah ! then you are acquainted with the persons

attached to her Koyal Highnesi?" said Joce.'yn

interrogatively.

" No—not to say acquainted" answered the pro-

fessional gentleman, " I have had the honour of

speaking to two or three of them, as I just now
stated."

" Have you ever been inside the villa which her

Koyal Hi;,'hiii!ss inhabits?" asked Jocelyn, not

thinking that there was auyihing at all indiscreet

ia the question.

"Yes no," returned the Genevese, suddenly

correcting his fir^t reply. *' That is to siy, I was

0UC3 there : but, "

And stopping suddenly short, he had recourse

to his wine glass, as if to get rid of the necessity

of saying any more upon the .subject.

" I beg your ^lardou," said Jocelyn, " if 1 have

been putthig rude or impertiaent queries to

you "

*' Oh I not at all, not at all, I can assure you !"

exclaimed the professional gentleman, again be-

coming all urbanity and politeness.

" We will talk upon another subject," said

Jocelyn, perceiving that the former topic was
somehow or another disagreeable or embarrass-
ing : and he accoi'diugly began to expatiate upon
the beauties of the adjacent scenery aud the pic-

turesque view which \va3 obtained of the mouu-
taius of Jura in the distance.

He found h s companion perfectly ready to dis-

course upon the ch;irniing features of his own
native clime : an 1 thus the remainder of the din-

ner-hour was passed iiway agreeably enough. Oa
the Continent it is not, the eustom to linger over

the «ine ; aud accordingly, soon after the de.-sert

was placed upon the table, cutfee was served up,

aud the landlord then came to announce that the

professional gentleman's chai-e was in readiness.

That indiv.dual thereupon took bis leave of Joce-
lyn, without any ptoposal that they should renew
their acquaintance at Geneva : but this was by no
means extraordinary, inasmuch as though peojjle

may get on very friendly terms together at fortiga

tables d'hote, it does not at all follow that the in-

t luacy should continue when once they rise from
table.

"Who is that gentleman?'' inquired Loftus ol

the landlord when his diimer-compauion had taken
Ids departure in the hired chaise, or Hy, wliich had
bi ought him thither in tl.ic afteruoon.

" 1 do not know, sir— 1 never saw him before,"

was the answer. "He came to inquire about a
bouse and garden which are to sell m the neigh-

bourhood: but either they did not suit his pur-
poses or the price was too high, and so nothing
Jiaa come of it. When will you have your post-
chaise got ready, sir ?"'

" Noc until sunset," answered Jocelyn. " The
environs of your village are so beautiful that 1

shall take another ramble ere I prucecd to the
city."

Our hero accordingly set ofOf again to visit the
aiij iceut scenery ; for as we iiave already stated,
he did not wish to enter Geneva until it was dusk,
the more surely to escape the notice of the iNlisses

Owen, should they happen lo be ramblinu or riflrog

in the suburbs which he would have to traverse.
But, seduced as it were by the beauty of the scenes
amnngst which he was now roving, and a!so
giving way to the luxury of those thoughts which
were inspired by his recovered freedom and the
hope of shortly returning to England to make
Louisa his bride, Jocelyn did not notice that he
was still bending his steps farther aud farther

away from the villige, although the sun was no*
setting. At the moment he awoke from a delicious

reverie to the conscious' ess of the fact, he found
himself almost close upon the margin of one of
those sinuosities of the lake's coutiguiation which
indent its south-western shore.

The hour was delicious. The last beams of the
setting sun were glimmering above the heighti* ia

the hoiizoQ ;—a gentle breeze prevaileJ, just suffi-

cient to give a welcome freshness after the heat of
the day, but not to ruflfie the surface of the lake

;

and the shepherd's pipe iu the distance, the lowing
of cattle, and the bleating of sheep, indicated that
the herds and flocks were being driven home from
the pastures. Although now recollecting that he
must be a good three miles from the village, and
that the hour was already come wheu he had or-

dered the post-chaise, Jocelyn could not help lin-

gering on the margin of the lake to contemplate

the effects of the departing sunlight playing flick-

eringly on that blue mass of sleeping water, while

the white sriils of a vessel also caught those beams
ere they disappeared altogether. And at a dis-

tance of about half-a-mile mi^ht be seen the stee-

ples and towers of Geneva, around which however
the obscurity of eveninjr was now gradually draw-
ing its veil. Altogether tlie scene was most beau-

tiful—the hourmostdelieious ; and Jocelyn's heart

appeared to leap within his breast as he contrasted

the enjoyment of freedom aud the power to range
and rove amidst nature's sweetest spots at will,

with the monotony and the suffocating sensatiou

experienced iu the tomb-like walls of a prison I

While he was thus standing upon ilie bank of Lake
Leman, with the shades of evening closing in around

him, he suddenly heard the tones of a female voice

at a litlie distance. Listening more attentively, he

could perceive that they were the accents ot anguish

— the wail of bitter repinin^s and of despair. Sud-

denly they cea.sed : and Jocelyn, straining his eyes

in the direction whence they Ciine, thought he could

distinguish a female figure higher up the bank to-

wards Geneva. Hesitating whether he should ad-

vance and ascertain if it were anj' distress that aii-

luitted of his power to alleviate—or whether such a

proceetiing might not be an intrusion upon the

sanctity of a sorrow that had perhaps sought the

solitude of the place and hour to give itseli vent

and indulge in the luxury of unseen tears,—he re-

mained standing where he was. But in a few mo-
ments he heard a heavy plunge, as of a human being

falling into the water, followed by a gurgling sound.

Notanoiher instant did he hesitate,—but speeding

lowards the spot, he at the moment beheld a female,

clad in a dark dress, rise to the surface of the lake.

Plunging in, Jocelyn grasped her garments, aud

wi;h some diittculty drew her to land.

She was not altogether senseless, but panted and

gasped fearfully—so that he thought life must pass

away in the midst of those strong spasms. He
scarcely knew liow to assist ber: for delicacy pie-

vented him from tearing open ber garments so as to
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alloiv tVue scope fur the exiiausiou iit licr ciiest ;iiiil

the full play ot the air in her lungs : but he was

about to sacrifice this sentiment to the emergency

of the case, when the lady appeared to revive all

in a moment. We say lady, because such she

seemed to be, as well as Jocelya could make any

observation concerning- her in the uncertain liy;ht

which dimly shone upon the scene.

"Oh! what have you done?'' she exclaimed in

accents penetrated with despair, as she glanced

wildly around and then fixed her eyes upon Joce-

Jyn : but the next moment spriufjing from his

arms as he was supporting her, bhe rushed down
the bank and plunged again into the water.

Fortunate was it for her that the moon now sud-

denly broke forth in all its splendour, bathing the

surrounding heights, the buildings of the city, and

tlie surface of the lake in a flood of the purest sil-

ver—so that Loftusatonce marked where the lady

rose again to the surface; and springing in once

more, he caught her, at the very instant she was

about to sink, by her long dark hair which was

floating like a mourning veil upon the water.

Again, therefore, did our young hero rescue the

desperate fair one from a watery grave : but as he

dragged her up the bank, she struggled violently

to disengage herself from his grasp and accomplish

her suicidal purpose. For nearly a minute Jocelyn

was placed iu extreme danger liy this proceeding

on her part: but he succeeded in retaining the

footing he had gained when having dragged the

lady within his depth—and despite her resistance

he once more landed her safely on ihe bank.

' I do not thank you, sir— I lio not ttiank you,"

stiH said in English, while gasping for breath,

"You have i)rou;,dit me back tj a life whence I am
resolved to fly—~"

"O lady 1" cried Jocelyn, reproachfully; "is it

indeed a countrywoman of mine own—u daugh-
ter of England—who speaks in such shocking
terms

"'

"Pardon me, sir—pardon me 1" exclaimed the

lady, her lieart suddenly touched by the kindness
of J ocelyu's manner, although his words were re-

proachful. « To you at least 1 owe nothing ()ut

gratitude in risking your life twice t:> save mine!"
Thus speaking, she unresistingly sufiered him

to conduct her away from t!ie brink of iho lake

;

but scai-culy had they proceeded twenty yard<,

when siie sank down iu a state of exhaustion,
though still retaining her consciousness.

Jocelyn raised the lady, and placed her against
a bank. He then sat down by her side, urging her
to compose her feelings and summon all her pre-
sence of mind to her aid ; for he feared lest, when
her physical energies should return, she might
make another attempt upon her life. While thus
addressing her, he had an opportunity of observing
her more attentively thau at first. Ilcr bonnet
and shawl, us he was presently informed, had come
off when she first plunged into the lake ; and her
hair was now flowing, dripiiing with wet and
in the wildest disorder, over her shoulders. She
wore a mourning di-css of excellent texture : and
licr api)carance, <lespitc all present disadvantages,
fully indicated her social position to be that of a
lady in good circumstances. Her features were
regular and iiandsomc ; her complexion was dark,
but now somewhat sallow rather than pale, through
grief ; and her countenance had a haggard ex-

pression. She possessed a fine figure, with a noble

bust,—and ^vas apparently about twenty six or

twenty- seven years of a'^e.

Such was the hurried survey which Jocelyn was
enabled to take of the lady whom he had rescued

from death : and at the expiration of two or three

minutes the thoughts which forced themselves

upon her niiud, seemed to effect a great change

within her.

"It was in a moment of madness—of utter de-

sp:)ir," she said, suddenly breaking silence and
turning her large dark eyes full upon our hero,

"that I made the rash—the wicked attempt upon
my life, which your timely presence and noble con-

duct so providentially frustrated. And, Oh ! it was

the shame—the bitterness—the rage, at having

been rescued a first time, which made me still

more despei-atc the second time But, Ah !" she

abruptly exclaimed, "what must you thinlv of

me ? what will the world think of me ?"

" Lady," said Jocelyn, in a deep and earnest tone,

" I am a man of honour, and will never breathe to

a living sou!—without your permission—the oc-

currence of this evening. As for what I may
think of you, believe me it is in my nature to put

the most charitable construction upon your con-

duct. Then, as for the world, whose opinion you
dread so much—wherefore need it ever become
acquainted with your secret ?'*

" O ger.erous young man !" exclaimed the lady,

with a perfect effusion of gratitude in her accents

and in her looks : "you fill me with hope—with

confidence-with courage!"— then rising abruptly

from the bank, she said, "Come—we must depart

hence. You shall repair with me to my place of

abode, where I will order a change of apparel to

be provided you. But of course," she instan-

taneously added, "it was an accident—and not uu
attempt at self-destruction "

" Madam, I promise not to betray you," ob-

served Jocelyn, with earnest sincerity : " and if

you would prefer that 1 should leave you this mi-

nute—so that I may not learn who you are, by

proceeding with you to your own abode "

"Your generosity is equal to your courage,"

a-'swered the lady. " But if I am not interfeiing

with your arrangementi, you must come with me,

I could not think of leaving you thus dripping

Irom head to foot—your hat, too, is gone Be-

sides, if I choose to conceal from you who and

what I am, I shall have no difficulty in so doing

:

fjr I am now residing at Geneva in the utmost se-

clusion—with a false name—and under very pecu-

liar ciicunistances," she added, iu a voice which

suddenly fell to tones of the lowest despondency.
" However, it is probable that 1 may tell you my
history—for after what you have done for me, I

owe you all possible gratitude and confidence

—

yos, and likewise the love which a sister bears to-

wards a brother."

While thus conversing, the lady and Jocelyn

walked together away from the lake in the liirec-

timi of the town. They assuredly presented a

.somewhat singular appearance—both dripping,

with nothing on their hca Is, and the lady's hair

flowing in wet masses ovir hor shoulders. But
fortunately they encountered no one until they

reached the nearest buddings : and then, as the

la ly immediately conducted our hero into a nar-

row and dark street, the few persons whum they
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did inert there, took no particular notice of

tliem.

In this manner they proceeded until they

reached a gloomy-looUinjf building, where a lamp
was burning over the entrance. Here the lady

pulled a bell, the sounds of which, as they met
Jocelyu's cars, seemed as if emauatiu» fiom

some cloistral or cavern-like place. The door

was almost immediately opened by an individual

bearing a light : and Jocelyn at once recognized

the gentleman with whom he had that afternoon

dmed at the adjacent village.

CHAPTER CLI.

THE TWO DOOBS AT THE END OF THK PASSAfJE.

This recognition was mutual : and the lady at

once noticed, with evident surprise, tliat her de-

liverer from the depths of Lake Leman was ac-

quainted with the person who had just opened
the door in obedience to her summons.
" You know Dr. Maravelli, then ?" she imme-

diately said, fixing her eyes upon our hero, and
speaking in French.

"I had the pleasure of dining in his company
to-day," answered Loftus, in the same languan;e :

"but I was not then acquainted with his name.
Nor did I anticipate the pleasure of so soon meet-
ing him again.

" It seems as if we were destined to be thrown
iQ each other's way," said Maravelli, with a courte-

ous smile : "and 1 at once accept that destiny by
bidding you welcome to my house. If I did not
give you an invitation hither when wo parted this

afternoon, it was through no disinclination

Butj Ah! you are both dripping wet! Yes—and
iiatless the one—without scarf and bonnet the

other ! Good heavens—all this denotes a splash

in the Lake "

"An accident which befell me," the lady has-

tened to observe, "and to which I am indebted
for the honour of this gnntleman's acquaintance.

Or rather, I should say, I am indebted to him for

ray life: and you will admit, Dr. Maravelli, that I

could not do otherwiae than invite him hither to

obtain such change of raiment as you may be
enabled to afford?"

" Oh ! for that matter no time shall be lost,"

exclaimed t!ie doctor: "and not ouly change of
raiment too, but a bed shall be cheerfully placed
at your disposal, sir," he continued, addressing
himself to Jocelyn.

Tiicn, leading the way, he hastily summoned his

housekeeper Mavolta, to wliosu care tlie lady re-

signed herself : while he conducted Jocelyn up a
wide but gloomy staircase, along a passage with
an array of chamber-doors on either side, and the
aspect of which was precisely such as would be
ascribed by a romance-writer to a houss.> that was
Ii luntcd. Opening one of the doors, the doctor
siiow.d Jocelyn into ;i bed-chamber, handsomely
furnished, but in a sombre style. Tho draperies
were heavy—two or three hri;e cupboards of a
dark.st.iined wood filled up the recesses—and there
was altogether an absence of that ligiitncss, cheer-
fulness, and ileaanee, which usually combine as
tho attributt-s of slcoping-apartuicnto iu the city
of Geneva.

Jocelyn did not, however, loiter to dwell particu-

larly upon tho features of the ch imber, but has-

tened to dive.-t liimse'f of liisown dripping apparel,

and assume liie entire change whicti Dr. Maravelli

placed at his disposal. By the time he had thus

shifted his laineut, the physician returned to con-

duct him down-stairs, to a handsome dioiug-room,

wherd a table was spread for supper.

"And now," said Dr. Maravelli, "you must ia-

form me how this accident took place ?"

"You must know," answered Jocelyn, "tint
afier we separated at the village, I was seduced by
the loveliness of the evening to ramble again into

the environs ere I came ou to Geneva. But not
noticing how time was slipping away, nor how far I

was walUing, I presently reached the border ot the
lake. In a few miuutf s I heard a heavy plunge—
a splash— a gurgling sound "

"Ah! I uuderi^tand," said IMaravelli. " My fair

lodger, who is most rom<intically fond of twilight

walks and moonlit rambles, was roving iu that

same; direction when she fell in—eh? Sjme parts

of tne Lake are dangerous enough for the in-

cautious stroller during the obscurity. And so

you had the good fortune to rescue her? Then
you have not as yet taken up your quacters at auy
particular place in Geneva?"'

"No," replied Lottus. "And now that I be-

think me, my prolonged absence from the village-

inn must excite the strangest suspicions. The
landlord will fancy some accident has occurred

—

or that I have purposely tied."

" I will despatch some one thither, with any mes-
sage you choose to send," s.iid Maravelli. " Of
course you will accept of such hospitality ai my
humble dwelling can afford for this night ?"

" 1 shall do so with gratitude," returned Jocelyn

:

'•and if to-morrow you can help me to suitable

loiigin;;s you will add to the obligations under which

I am already placed towards you. To speak plainly,

I have business to transact of a somewhat delicate

nature; and it accords with my purposes to remain

in strict seclusion at Geneva for a day or two."

" Then you wish to lind a quiet retired lodging ?"

said Maravelli :
" iu fact, a place where you will

be secure against the pryings of impettiuent cu-

riosity
"

" Such is exactly my desire," returned Jocelyn.
|

" I seek for the utmost privacy—"
" Then it is possible," said Maravelli, in a musing

tone, " that I myself can accommodate you. But 1

must see what Madame Roberts says upon the I

point, as I never take one lodger to the annoyance |

of another—and very seldom gentlemen at all."

"Ah! what of me?" exclaimed the lady whom
;

Jocelyn had rescued from a watery grave, as she I

eniercd the room at the nioineiU.
j

She had chauijcd all her apparel, but was stiil
;

dressed in half-mourning, with her hair now ar-

ranged in massive bands. She looked what may be

termed interestingly handsome— for siie was de-

cidedly possessed of a very fine person and of strik-

ing fe.'.tures, although her cliecks were colourk-.s-.

and even sunken, and an expression of profound

melancholy sale upon htr countenance.

"I was just observing, >nadam," said Dr. Mara-

velli, as with the greatest respect he placed a chair

for her, " that if you had no ol'jectiou to this gentle-

maii becoming a loilgor in my house lor a short

liiuc—a very short limo
''
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'• Under any other circvunstannes than tliose

which have tills evening occurred," interrupted the

lady, witli a iieculiar look and signifieaiit tone as

she addressed herself to the doctor, "I should

decidedly have objected lo any such arrangement."

"Yes-, Madania Roberts—I knoiv it, I know it,"

Msravelli hastened to observe, " Under any other

circumstances, no doubt : but as this gentleman was

so providentially thrown in your way to saatch you

from a watery grave, I think that he may at once be

rtjrarded in the li^ht of a friend—something more

than a mere acquaintance—espdcially as he is a

countryman of your own '

"This is precisely the view which I take of the

matter," said the lady, who, it appeared, passed by

the name oi Madame Roberts: '-and therefore, if

this gentleman But we are as yet strang:er3 to

each other by name,"' s'le added with a mournful

smile, " though already speaking of friendship."

" The name that figures upon my passport," said

our het o, " is Joce/yn Loftus"

"Ah!" ejaculated Mrs. Roberts, with a sudden

start: and she surveyed our hero with evident sur-

prise, curiosity, and interest.

" Is it possible this name is known to you ?" asked

Jocelyn, though not with any miatrust or alarm:

for there was something in the lady's manner, lan-

gua-ice, and indeo'd her whole appearance, which

coiivincad him that her own sorrows, wliatever they

might be, were of too deep and absorbing a cha-

racter to permit her to harbour treacherous designs

towards another : and there was altogether an air of

genuine frankness and sincerity about hei* which

placed Jocelyn quite at his ease on that head.

"Yes— tiie name of Jocelyn Lottus is indeed

Known to me," she answered; "aad honourably

SI):"—then turniufj to Dr. Maravelli, she said,

" By all means, if you can accomniodate this {jen-

tleuiaii, do so. You have just heard that his name
is known to me—I can assure you it is one that

would not disgrace the interior of a palace
!"

It was now Jocelyn's turn to survey with aston-

ishment, curiosity, and interest this lady who thus

iraiikly and generously became a guarantee for his

re5i)sctabiiity, and who likewise spoke of him in

such Haltering terms. But she niaJo a lapid sign

to him, unperceived by Maravelli, to intimate that

this was not the moment far farther explanations;

and he accordingly withdrew his iiiqiiiiiii<j looks

and held back the verbal questions lh.it were about
to issue from his tongue. Almost at the same mo-
ment the door opened ; and the doctor's liouse-

keeper, Mavolta, entered bearinj a tray on which

were several dishes that sent forth a savoury per-

fume.
" And now, by the by," said Maravelli, " relative

to this message which you desire to be sent to the

village-inn?"

"If it be understood that I am to take up ray

quarters at your house," answered Jocelyn, "let

iny baggage be fetched from the inn—the bill paid

—and the post-chaise dismissed back to Chauibery,
where I hired it."

Thus speaking, Jocelyn produced money from
his purse to defray the items alluded to ; and Ma-
volta was at once charged with the duty of de-

spatching a messenger to the village-inn.

The phy.sician, ]\Ir8. Roberts, and Jocelyn now
sat down to supper; and during the meal the oon-
vcrsatiou turned upnu a variety of indifferent

topics. Tiie lady, though evidently oppressed by
a profound sense of affliction,— and also suffer-

ing from the exhausting influences of her two im-
mersions iu the water and ail the excitement
which had accompanied those attempts at self-

destruction,— nevertheless proved an agreeable
companion. She strov.; to be ciieerful ; and as
her conversational powers were by no means
limited, she could not make snch an etFort without

succeeding- to a certain extent. As for Mara-
velli, he gave free scope to that garrulous pro-

pensity which he really p3L:sess9d when apart

from the considerations of business : and thus,

altogether, Jocelyn spent by no means an uuplea-

saut evening.

But still he was under the influence of no ordi-

nary sentiment of curiosity. Who was this Madame
or Mrs. Roberts, avowedly living under a feigned

name at the house of the Genevese physician?
His wife she assuredly was not ; because if so,

why should the fact be concealed?—and his mis-

tress she did not seem to be, iaasiauch as he treated

her with the utmost deference and respect instead

of with familiarity. Indeed, her own deportment
was such as to convince Jocelyn that she was
really what was represented—namely, a lodger in

Dr. Maravelli's house and a boarder at his table.

But was it not a singular dwelling for a lady to

choose? Whether married or a widow, there

seemed something imprudent or suspicious in her

fixing her residence beneath such a roof. And
that she was a lady by birth, education, and social

position, was beyond all doubt. That she had
moved in the very best circles, too, was also ap-

parent : for in the course of conversation she let

slip a few allu-nons to personages of the highest

rank in England, and with wliora she was evi-

dently acquainted. Nor were these allusions made
with the air of one who artfully and purposely

suffers her b^-illiant connexions thus to trans[)ir;!

:

but whatever Mrs. Roberts said of this kind, was

given utterance to in all frankness and sincerity.

Who then could she be—this lady who was sur-

rounded by so muoii mystery ?

Of course Jocelyn had not failed to observe how
intent she w\s upon some inward woe, even while

struggling to seem cheerful and to force herself to

take a due shave in the conversation. Her double

attempt at sulfide had indeed proven that the

grief which she cherished was of the most poignant

nature; and during the occasional pause.'* which

occurred m the discourse, Jocelyn observed a

sudden expression of ineffable anguish sweep over

her features, :ind then be succeeded with so

-sinister a gloom that it was by no means dimenlc

to understand that she experienced the goading

sense of a deep wrong and cherished an implacable

vengeance.

There was a suspicion which Jocelyn had formed
concerning this lady from the very first moment
he had dragged her forth from the water : for then,

as her garments clung closely to her, her shape ap-

peared 10 indicate that she wa.s in the way to become
a mother. But upon this iilea the natural delicacy

of our hero's feelings did not permit him to dwell,

even in the deep rece.'^s of his own soul. At the

same time, if this suspicion were correct, ami if she

were a widow, as her mourning garment led him to

believe (althoutjh she wore not the widow's ca) nor

characteristic sleeve), then would the circum:itancc
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afford a clue to the reading of the mystery con-

cerning her. Indeed, it would then even become
almost intelligible enough, without waiting to hear

the talc iVoin lier own iips, wliy she sougiit llie re-

tirement of a physicians house in a cicy so far

remov-d from her nativi' Eiiglund.

When supper was over. Dr. Maravcl^i rose from

the t'lble and bctrged to apologise for a brief

absence on the plea that he had a patient to visit.

JocelyQ and Mrs. Roberts were accordingly left

alone together.
" Madam," said our hero, now addressing the lady

in English, after a brief silence, which had followed

the closing of the door behind Dr. Maravelli; "you

will pardon me for seeking the earliest opportunity

to revive the topic which was engaging us ere

now— I mean relative to your knowledge of my
name "

"I not only know the name of Jocelyn Loftus,"

said Mrs. Roberts, with a peculiar look, " but also

that which is really your own."

"Ah!" ejaculated our hero: "then how is it that

I am thus known to you?"
" Hush ! we may not speak upon these matters

now or here," interrupted the lady. " The doctor

may return at any moment—or he may overhear us

from some adjacent room : for this is a strange ram-

bling house—old-fashioned and tortuous in its ar-

rangements as a feudal castle ; and there is no know-

ing fiom wh.'it neigbouring apartment our host may
listen to anything that is taking place in this?"

" Tiieu do you not think that he has really gone

out?' inquired Jocelyn.
•' I dare say iie has," replied the lady: " but it is

quite possible he may return sooner thati we expect.

He says that he does not understand English : but

prudence forbids us from relying on that aver-

menl."

"Tiicn will you, madam," asked Jocelyn, "give

me an early opportunity of conversing with you

alone, and in some place where we shall be Tree from

interruption?"
•' Yes—for I also wish to converse with you—and

the sooner tiie better," said Mrs. Roberts. " I am
acquainted with your object—1 know your design

—

ami if I can possibly forward it But here am I

doing precisely what I counselled you not to do

—

that is, talking on private matters "

" And y( t what suspense shill I remain in until

opportunity serves for the promised explanations !"

said Jocelyn. " When can you favour me "

" To-night, if you will," observed Mrs. Roberts,

after a few moments' reflection. *' We W)U meet
when the house is quiet:"—then as if mstan-

tineously underotaudiug what an equivocil con.

structiou might ho put upon this proposal, she

hastened to observe, "I have no doubt you will

be located in one of the ronras opening from the

long passage on the first floor. At the end of

that passage there is a drawing-room, looking on
the garden at the back of the house. I wid be
there within half-an-hour from the timo that the

household retires to rest."

Jocelyn, who at once comprehended the deli-

cacy whiclt prompted this arrangement, thanked
the lady for the appointment so given, and pro-
mised to avail himself of it. They then talked
upon indlTerent matters; and in a few minutes
l<r. Maravelli came back. Soon alterwavds Mrs.
Roberis rose for tlio purijuse of retiring to lu'r

own room; and when she had taken her depar-

ture, the doctor said to Jocelyn, "Now, without

seeking in any way to penctrite into your affairs

or your business at Geneva, permit me to observe

that if 1 can forward your views or assist you ia

any way, I sha'l f'-el delighted to do so."

Our hero thanked the physician for this propo-

sal—guardedly observing that if he required his

succour he would avail himself of it. He then re-

quested to be allowed to retire for the night; and
he was accordingiy conducted to the same bed-

room where be had ere now changed his ap-

parel.

His baggage had bten duly fetched from the

village-inn, and was in the chamber allotted to

him. He accordingly whiled away the t me by
taking out the things that he should require for

his morning's toilette, until he thought it time to

repair to the room indicated by Mrs. Roberu.
She had said that she would be there half-an-hoar

after the household should have retired, and when
the establishment was silent : but heaven knows
it had all along been silent as the tomb. Indeed

the silence of that house had something ominous

and appalling in it. It seemed the silence of the

dead. Though Jocelyn was in all the vigour of

youth—with the fine glowing intellect of eariie»t

manhood—endowed w.th the loftiest courage and
the noblest spirit, yet did he feel as if tiie interior

aspect of that house, so soiiibre aud so gloomy,

were sufficient to damp his energies and fill him
with melancholy forebodings. Ho thought of the

passage outside, with its two arrays of doors ; and

he wondered if those rooms were tenanted by

lodgers, or if they were left to dilapidation and

decay. That they were for the most part uuuc-

cupied he felt convinced—uot merely because he

had mither seen nor heard of any lodger save

31rs. Roberts, but liltcwisj because it was impos-

sible that the house cnuld be so still if there were

so many inhabitants beneatii its roof.

However, Jocelyn's reflections were cut short by

the ariival of the moment when he deemed it fit

to issue forth from his chamber and seek the

dra«iiig-room mentioned by Mrs. Roberts. He
opened the door noiselessly—took the candle in

his hand—and proceeded stealthily along the

passage. The boards creaked under his foet—the

light threw strange shadows upon the wall—aud

Jocelyn felt, not as if he were threatened by any

danger, but as if he were doing something tiiat was

wrong. It was a feeling of uneasiness perfectly

intelligible aud natural under the circuuistanci'S.

On reaching the end of the passage, lie smidenly

found liimself placed in an awkward dilemma: for

there were two doors fronting him, aud he knew

not which to choose. He examined both the

doors cuefully, in order to ascertain if a light

glimmered through the key-hole of either : but no

—all was darkness. He stooped down aud peeped

—he likewise listened at each key-hole : but dark-

ness and silence seemed to reign within either

apartment. What was he to do? Should he re-

trace his steps to his own chamber and return

presently ? Or had the lady been deceiving him ?

And now, for the fi'.st time, did it occur to Loftus

that some treachery might be intended iiim. Yet

how and what? No, it could not be. Tlio lady

had not thrown herself in his way to se<iuce him to

that house ; their meeting had been purely acci-
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dental ; and therefore was it unlikely indeed that

chance h;id thus led him througii such a train of

circuinstances iato any net previously spread to

enmesh him.
' All these reflections passed rapidly through Joce-

lyn's mind in less than a minute; and reassured by

the conclusion to which he came, he resolred upon

pushing the present adventure to the end. He ac-

cordingly opened one of the doors at a venture, and

walked into the room with which it communicated.

No one was there: and Jocelyn was immediately

about to retreat, when, perceiving a number of im-

plements used in chemical pursuits, he was impelled

by a feeling of curiosity to pause for an instant and
take a closer survey of that apartment. It was not

large— had no appearance of a drawing-room—an<l

therefore could not be the one to which Mrs. Roberts

had alludfd. Indued, it resembled an alchemist's

study, save and except that the furnace inseparable
72a

from such a place was not there. A cloomy-lctoking

apartment was it, with these impleintmtsui liiiilasiic

shapes scattered about—a huge volume, secured

with dingy brazen clasps, lying on the floor—and

large cupboards occupying tlie deep recesses,-all

serving to conjure up ideas of those laboratories of

the middle age where sages pursued their researches

deep into the t^iglit, patiently awaiting the happy

moment (but a moment which never came) when
the philosopher'sstone should appear in precipitation

at the bottom of acrucible, orthe elixir of lifeshould

distil drop by drop fiom the lips of a retort!

Jocelyu wa3 so struck by the appearance of this

chamber, that iio fory:ot for tho moment his ap-

pointment with Mrs. Roberta and all the other

circumatances which had so recently been para-

mount in his mind. Indeed, he felt a strong^ in-

clination to open that mussivo volume and ex-

ansnu its contents : but the next iustauthc blushed
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with very shame at the bare idea of thus pene-

trating into the secrets which pertained to Dr.

Miiravelli, if secrets they indeed were.

But as he stood in the middle of that room,

gazing around by the light of the candle which he

held in his hand, he became aware of a powerful

odour of spices which gradually stole upon his

senses ; and this was mingled with another smell,

of a far different character, and which seemed to

be that of death! It was strange how these two

odours struck simultaneously, and yet so distinctly

and differently, upon the olfactory nerve : but so

it was— ;uid the notion of something embalmed

speedily forced itself upon Jocelyn's imagination.

It was now quite mechanically—indeed, alto-

gether in an unpremeditated way—that Loftus

opened one of the cupboard-doors which stood

ajar. But, heavens ! how sudden and couvulsive

wa3 the start which he gave, as two rows of human
h>;ads bristled up before his view. Yes—there

thfty were—two ranges of human heads, looking

out at him with fixed and glassy gaze from the

recesses of that cupboard ! But our hero's terror

was only momentaiy. Hideous and shocking as

the spectacle might be, he was not a child to be

terrified by it: he recoiled in horror, but he trem-

bled not with alarm. On the contrary, he now
inspected those heads more closely; and he found

that, being embalmed, they were as he suspected

the sourcea of the blended odours which had struck

so powerfully on his sense. But he also observed

that the shaven crowns were delicately marked
with a number of lines, dividing the surface of the

cranium into several sections, each section being

distinguished by a figure. Inside the cupboard-

door was pasted a paper of references ; and Joce-

lyn speedily understood that the use of those em-

b.ihued heads was for the study of phrenology or

craniology, in pursuance of the systems of Gall

and Spurzheim, at that time engaging the atten-

tion of many learned and scientific men in Europe.

A person of Jocelyn's good sense could not of

course feel any antipithy towards Dr. Maravelli for

having in his possession these accessories to a most

interesting study. Ou the contrary, his good opinion

of the physician as an intellectual man was consi-

derab'y enhanced; and again did he long to peer

into that book which was so well secured with the

great brazen clasps. But no—he would not thus

violate the sanctity of a volume which might be in

manuscript and not in print, and therefore doubly

sacred. Indeed, he began to feel that he was guilty

of an offence in even lingering in this chamber upon
the mysteries of which he had intruded. But then

he had not found the door locked ; and it was there-

fore evident—or at least might be presumed—that

Dr. Maravelli did not consider the place as the de-

pository of any important secrets, however well fur-

nisiied it might be with curiosities.

Issuing forth from this chamber, and closing the

door carefully behind him, Jocelyn proceeded to the

other door facing the passage : and without hesita-

tion he at once tried it. It opened, revealing an
inner door covered with scarlet clotli. Tuis our
hero likewise pushed open ; and now he found him-
self in a drawing-room where a lamp was burning
upon the table, and Mrs. Roberts was pacing to and
fro. apparently in a very agitated manner.
"Pardon me, madam— I am afraid 1 have kept

you waiting," said Jocelyn, as closing the two doors,

he advanced into the spacious room, which though

well furnished, partook of that same sombre aspect

that characterised the entire establishment. " The
truth is, I mistook the apartment. Not perceiving a
light glimmering through the key-hole or underneath

the door "

" Because of this inner door," observed the lady.

" I forgot to tell you, in the hurry of our dis-

course ere now, whieii door it was at the end of the

passage that communicated with the drawing-

room. The other, I believe, is the doctor's lumber-

room, for his chemical apparatus. I once peeped
in—but not liking the appearance, did not cross

the threshold."

"For my own part," observed Jocelyn, "lean-
not help wondering that you find courage enough
to live in this gloomy abode "

" Courage, indeed !" said Mrs. Roberts bitterly :

"had you not a pretty specimen of my coward.ce

this evening ?"

" Pardon me for making an observation so in-

discreet—so improper," interrupted Jocelyn. •' Be-
lieve me, madam, I would not for the world aggra-

vate your sorrow. It is, beyond doubt, already too

great for you to endure! No— not for worlds

would I enhance it !" he added with that generous
vehemence which showed that the assurance came
gushing up from the recesses of his heart.

" 1 believe you— I believe you, Mr. Loftus," said

the lady, extending her hand towards him: then,

with a peculiar smile suddenly appearing upon her

countenance, she said, "I suppose that 1 am to

call you Mr. Loftus?"

"Yes—if you please," was the quick response.

•'Tliat other name— I believe that I have re-

nounced it for ever But no matter— I await in

at)xiety any explanations you may have to give

me "

"Mr. Loftus," resumed the lady, motioning him
to take a seat, and placing herself in a chair at a

little distance from the one which he took :
" in the

first place, I must speak about myself. After what

has occurred this evening you have a right to know
something about me. Nay, do not interrupt me: 1

know full well what you would say. You would tell

me that the service you have rendered me forms not

in your estimation any claim upon my confidence.

But I think otherwise. At all events I feel as if

heaven itself threw you in my way ! I cannot fancy

that it was a mere accident—one of the common
incidents of life—which thus brought us together.

I therefore feel a desire, so to speak—a craving, a

longing, to tell you somewhat of my own history.

It seems to me as if it would be a solace and a con-

solation thus to unburtiien myself partially to you.

Nur will there be anything indiscreet or improper in

this: for although you are so young a man, and 1

am not so very much further advanced in years,"

she observed, with a melancholy smile, " yet do cir-

cumstances cause us to stand in the light of friends

—so that the confidence which I may impart and

you receive, will be such as a sister may com-
municate to a brother. Tell me then, Mr. Loftus

—

tell me," she added, in a tone and with a look of the

most mournful entreaty—indeed of pathetic sup-

plication—" will you permit me to speak of my sor-

rows and of my wrougs in your hearing?"
" Assuredly—most assuredly, if it will in the

slightest degree soothe your uffliciions:"—and as

Jocelyn thus spoke, lie surveyed with a boundlts>.
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compassion that lady who thus plaintively aJdressed

hi in.

•'And yet mine is but acomraon history after all,"

»he exclaimed, starting from her seat in a state of

considerable excitement. " It is the usual history

of woman— that is to say, of the woman who is

weak enough and foolish enough to forget her duty

and place confidence in the protestations of deceitful

nnn ! Oh ! Mr. LoftuR, such hai been my case.

1 have already told you that the name which 1

bear beneath this roof is a false one: I shall not

now tell you what my real cue is. On a future

occasion perhaps I may do so—or accident may
reveal it to you. But no matter ! You see that I

am a lady by education, and I trust in manners.

Such indeed is my social rank—such also is my
title in our owq native land. I have been mar
ried, but am a widow. In an evil hour 1 li-tened

to the tale of love wliich a nobleman—handsome,

elegant, and fascinating—breathed in my ears,

lie was married—and I therefore knew that he

could not love me honourably. But, O Mr.

Loftus ! I listened to the dictates of my heart in

preference to those of reason: in the tide of

passion all prudence and propriety were sv/allowed

up. Several strange and romantic circumstances

combined to precipitate my fall. But on these

1 need not dwell. SufBce it to say that I did fall

—and that no sooner had I surrendered myself to

him who vowed that he loved me, than he ab-

ruptly and precipitately quitted England. It is

true that he sent me a note protesting his sorrow

and anguish at this departure, which, as he al-

leged, an imperious necessity enforced: but he
therein declared that he knew not how long his

absence might last—certainly for some weeks

—

perhaps for many months. Altogether, the style

was so laconic-so strange and so unsatisfactory,

if not positively chilling—that I was filled with

despair. I saw that I had been cheated—deluded
—deceived, by a base profligate—that I had been
treated as one of those unfortunate creatures

whom men take as the companions of a transitory

onjoyment and fleeting pleasure !'•

As she thus spoke in accents full of concen-
trated bitterness, the unfortunate lady covered
her face with her hands; and the next moment
Jocciyn could perceive the tears trickling between
her fingers. He sympathised deeply with her:
but what could he say—what could he do to con-
sole her ? Her's was a grief which admitted of no
sulace from human lips : but if consolation could
be offered to her at all, it must be from one of her
own sex, between whom and herself the circum-
stances of etiquette and propriety interposed no
formal barrier.

" On receiving that note," the lady at length
resumed, having hastily wiped away licr tears, " I

was overwhelmed with despair. But reflection

showed me that if I had thus been made the dupe
of a heartless debauchee, I should at least strive

to conceal my dishonour from the world. To give
way to utter despondency or frantic grief, would
only be to excite suspicion, which might load (m to

exposure. I accordingly resolved to cherish iny

wrong in secret. But here I must suddenly digress
for the purpose of informing you that it w:vs at this

very time I had an opportunity of hearing her
Royal Highness, the Princess Charlotte of Wales,
speak of you to her aunt the Princess Sophia. No

matter under what circumstances T thus became an
ear-witness to the discourse of those royal ladies.

Suffice it to say that as they spoke somewhat un-
guardedly in my presence, enough fell from their

lips, ere they recollected themselves, to make me
acquainted with many particulars concerning your-
self. ]f you wish me to tell you the exact truth, I

must observe that the Princesses spoke of yon hi

the most enthusiastic terms—praising your chiva'-

rous character, dwelling with grateful admiration

on the enterprise in which you had embarked, and
deploring the previous misfortunes and calamities

in which yon had been involved when imprisoned

in Paris. Thus was it that the discourse of the

two Princesses not only revealed to my ears who
you really were, but also impressed me with the

highest opinion of your merits. Can you there-

fore wonder if I ere now spoke so confidently con-
cerning your honour as an English gentleman,

when recommending Dr. Maravelli, to receive you
as a lodger beneath his roof?"

" I thank you, madam," said Jocclyn, " for the
flattering terms in which you speak of me. As for

the object of my present visit to Geneva, it is dic-

tated by the illimitable compassion I experience for

a much injured Princess."

"Yes, I am no stranger," continued the lady, "to
the mission which you have undertaken in respect

to the unfortunate wife of the Prince Regent. I am
likewise acquainted with the fact that you are the

bearer of a letter from the Princess Sophia to her
Royal Highness But I am at a loss to under-
stan''," she suddenly exclaimed, " how it is that

having quitted England in December on this mis-
sion, you are only now about to accomplish it—and
yet it's the month of May."

" I have suffered fresh imprisonment and persecu-

tion in France," returned Loftus. " But on these

heads I will give you full details anon. Meantime,
madam, may I request you to proceed with your
own history ?"

"I now then fake up the thread of the sorrowfuJ

narrative which regards myself," said Mrs. Roberts.

"The abrupt departure of my noble lover—his dis-

graceful abandonment of me within a few hours
after I had given him the last and fondest proof of

affriction which it is in woman's power to bestow—wa«
not the only calamity that my weakness and folly

had entailed upon me. While I was endeavouring

by the assumption of a calm demeanour to veil ilm

sense of dishonour and of wrong that ynawod at

my heart's core, the tongue of scandal wok busy
with my name. Insidious whisperings were circu-

lated relative to me; and certain particulars, wherein

the ludicrous was strangely blended with the roman-
tic, were rumoured relative to my amour. It now
became necessary for rae to withdraw from the

sphere wherein I had been accustomed to move:
for, alas! my reputation was undermined, even if it

were not altogether destroyed. When a frail and
erring woman, Mr. Loftus, is placed under the ban
of society, it is not her guilt that is punished, liut

her want of cunning and tact in concealing it. Tiio

Spartan children in ancient times were not chastised

lor stealing, but for their clumsiness in not being

able to conceal their thefts: and thus is it with re-

giird to thn frailly of ladies in fashionable life. But
I will rot pause to moralize upon the point—nor do

I scik in what [ have said a justification or an ex-

cuse tor my own errorn. No : I have lidlen, and 1
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am punished for my fall. Forced to withdraw, as I

liavo said, from the sphere wherein I had been ac-

ciisiomed to move, I came upon the Continent.

Tliis was in January last: and I took up my abode

in Paris, where for some weeks I dwelt in seclusion.

A faiihful female friend in London, with whom I

corresponded, informed me from time to time tiiat

my noble lover—should 1 not rather say, destroyer

of my peace—was reported to be still upon the Con-

tinent. Suddenly an idea struck me—and I mar-

velled that it had not entered my mind before.

What if I were to seek him—endeavour to bring

him back to my arms—make him atone for the

wrong he had done me by the present tenderness and

future constancy of his behaviour towards me? I

longed to seek him fur this purpose. But my pride

stood in the way ! As a woman I had been wronged

—as a woman I craved for revenge. Revenge! no,

not if he would love me still ! A few more weeks

passed—and at length I found Oh ! how can 1

confess the humiliating truth to you, Mr. Loftus ?

But still it must be told—and that truth is, I

became painfully aware that my dishonour would

baar its fruit—that I was in the way to become a

mother
"

Mrs. Roberts averted her head while she made
this avowal in low and '.remulous accents; then

with a profound sigh she became suddenly silent.

Jucelyn felt all the awkwardness of their relative

posititui— he, a young man, alone at that midnight

liour with her, a young woman—and she making
these strange and painful revealiiigs to his ears,

while he experienced for her a 8ymi)ai|iy and a com-
passion to which however he kuew not how to give

expression ! For when a woman, young and hand-

some, is not only frail, but makes an avowal of her

frailH'—the words of sympathy which a generous-

hearted young man, himself young and handsome,

would utter, might so t-asily be construed into ad-

vances of a tender and improper character. It

might even be supposed that he was taking advan-

tage of that very weukness which the frail one
avowed, in order to obiain the gratification of his

own seltisli desires. Jocelyn, noble-hearted as he
was generous and high-iniiided, was nevertheless

man of the world enough to appreciate alike the

(ielioacy and the awkwardness of his position, in

the light which we have just been pointing it out.

Thus was it that ho forbore from giving expression

to the sympathy which he in rt-ality experienced to-

wards this wronged and afflicted lady.

" When I could no longer conceal from myself
this truth which I have just avowed," she proceeded
at length, but still with half-averlc.l countenance,
on which the blood maiuled aiul then lied as

abruptly again benentli the olive hue of her com-
plexion,—"I resolved to seek him who is the father

of ihebube which 1 bear in my bosom. All hesita-

tion vanished; my mind was made up. Thinking
no more of revenge, but only of love and tenderness,

I took my departure from Paris. This was in the
beginning of March—and I proceeded into Ger-
many. Being rich, Mr. Loftus—although you find

me living in this close seclusion now—I had ample
means to enable me to prosecute the search which I
had undertaken. It was a search after a lover—and
1 had resolve.l if I succeeded in finding him, I
would say, ' lieturn not to tjour own home in J£ng-
land ; renounce it, abandon itfor my sake J Was it

not your own proposition at the time ofmy fall that

I should dare public opinion to become your mistress

openly ? Now then do 1 call upon you to accept me
in that light. It xcill cost you no pang to deseita

wife whom you do -not love for a mistress whom you
have declared you adore. And, behold! I icill place

myfortune at your feet; all that J possess shall be

yours. There is no sacrifice that I am notprepartd
to mahe for you, so that when, viy as yet unborn in-

fant comes into th« world it may at least be received

in the arms of a father .''—In the hone of finding

him to whom I might thus address myself, did I

travel throughout Germany ; but I could obtain no
trace of him. I passed into Italy. It was now the

beginning of April; and at Milan I succeeded in

hearing tidings of an individual exactly answering
ins description, but passing under a false name.
Several months, I learnt, bad elapsed since he was
there; and on prosecuting my inquiries I discovered,

beyond all possibility of mistake, that be was sedu-

lously pursuing a rival with his addresses. Yes

—

he had been seen by domestics belonging to the

hotel at which he resided——But wherefore need

I enter into these particulars ? Suffice it to say that

I obtained the fullest proof of his infidelity ; but

following up the clue, I came on to Geneva. A
fortnight only has elapsed since I arrived in this

city, where, if additional evidence were wanting, I

iliscovered enough to convince me that instead of

abandoning myself to dreams of hope and love, 'tis

for me to think either of despair or of vengeance.

The unsettled state of France and Germany, in

consequence of the return of Napoleon from Elba,

has determined me to fix my abode for the preseut

at Geneva. Here at least does tranquillity continue

;

and it does not appear probable that the peace of

the little Republic will be disturbed, no matter what
turn events may take in the north of Europe. I

must inform you that on arriving at Geneva a fort-

night ago, and on discovering those additional proofs

of my noble lover's infidelity to which I have
alluded, I was seized with so sudden and alarming
an illness that it became necessary to summon
medical aid. Dr. ^Maravelli was sent for; and of
course he perceived my condition. To him did I

make known my intention of remaining at Geneva;
and I revealed to him enough of my history to

enable him to understand that I sought seclusion

for a few months while passing through the crown-
ing ordeal of my disgrace. Accident had thus thrown
me in the way of the very man who couid provide

tue with the accommodation I required ; for it ap-

peals that the doctor's house is one of retirement

for ladies to whom such temporary seclusion b«-

comes a matter of convenience or necessity. His
chief patronesses, or rather patients, are foreign

ladies who come hither from ditlerent parts, and
even from distant quarters of Europe, to conceal

their shame and endure its consequences beneath his

roof. Now may you understand, ^Mr. Loftus, where-

fore you find me in such a place. You can likewise

comprehend why the doctor appealed to me for my
consent ere he departed from the usual routine of

his household arrangements by receiving you as a

lodger. Had there been other ladies dwelling here

at the present lime, he would not perhaps have

otTered thus to accommodate you ; but I am at this

moment the only unhappy being of my sex located

under such circumstances within these gloomy
walls."

Again Mrs. Roberts paused ; and for upwards of

\
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a iniiiule slie preserved a ileeo silence, broken only

by the sighs which convulsed her bosom.
" With regard to that incident—that dreadful in-

cident," she resumed, " which made us acquainted

this evening, and has rendered me indebted to you

for my life—that most wretched life which you so

nobly rescued Oh! it was in a sudden paroxysm

of despair that I sought death in the deep waters of

Lake Leraan. I had rambled forth to escape from

the fearful dulness and awful monotony of this

house ; and while roving on the shores of Geneva's

inland sea, I fell into a train of meditation more
harrowing, more goading, more poignant than any

to which I had lately yielded. I thought of what I

once was and what I now am—liow but a few months
back I occupied an honourable, almost a brilliant

position— and how I am now a lonely, friendlees

sojoufner in a foreign clime! I thought of my
wrongs—how much I had loved that man, how
cruelly I had been deceived! But worst of all, I

reflected that in a few months more I should give

birth to a child on whom I could bestow no mother's

fostering care—but whom, if it lived, I should have

to abandon to the care of strangers; and that

amongst those strangers must it be reared, never to

know a parent's fondness nor endearing love! Oh !

Mr. Loftus, naturally do I possess a good heart—
a kind, loving, and affectionate disposition ; and it

was not therefore without emotion that I could con-

template the necessity of tearing myself away from

the child who in a short time will see the light. It

was thi3 reflection that drove me to despair! Mad-
ness was in my brain—I felt as if I myself were an

outcast, and that a curse would be entailed upon the

head of my child if I suflered it to come into the

world. Frantic—frenzied—banished as it were by
the horror of my thoughts from the realms of hope,

I resolved to put an end to my own wretched exist-

ence and terminate that of my yet unborn babe at

the same time. But mine hour was not yet come;
Providence interposed to save me—and you, my
generous deliverer, were made the instrument of

heaven's merciful and inscrutable purpose !"

The lady ceased: and covering her face with
her hands, again she wept—and again was there a
long interval of silence.

" You are now acquainted with as much as it is

needful for you to know of my sad history," she

said, at length breakiog silence after a much
longer pause than any previous one. " I would
offer to assist you in the generous oiitorprise

which you have in view: but I know not whether

there be any way in which I can forward your
aims."

JoceljTi, after thanking Mr^. RoVterts for the

proffer of assistance which she had just given,

proceeded to describe in a brief manner the cir-

cumstances of his late irapiisonment—thus ac-

counting for the long delay which had occurred
since he set out from England on his present

mission; and without mentioning any nanius, he

observed that the Princess was so surrounded by
secret enemies and spies that he knew not how to

obtain access to her.

"Can you not boldly present yourself at the

villa to-morrow," asked Mrs. Roberts, "and de-

mand ail interview with her Royal Highness ?"

"There are certain ladies in her household,"

returned Jocelyn, "who would hesitate nt no
means, however desperate, base, or unprincipled,

in order to prevent me from obtaining access to

her Royal Highness."
" Who are those ladies ?" inquired Mr.<. Roberts

hastily, and as if prompted by a particular mo-
tive.

"Their name is Owen, and there are three sis-

ters," was the response.

"Detested name!" ejaculated Mrs. Roberts:
then, iu a different tone, she added, " I have every

reason to believe that one of those young ladies

of whom you have spoken, is no very estimable

jattern of morality and virtue—though heaven
knows it is not for me to cast the first stone at

her! But I should inform you—unless indeed you
know it already—that the strangest, the most
startling, indeed the most astounding rumours are

prevalent in Geneva relative to her Royal High-
ness

'

•' ludeed !" ejaculated Loftus : then as a sudden
reoollection struck him, he said, " I remember
how peculiar and how mysterious was Maravelli's

m inner when I spoke to him on this same point

at the village inn where we dined together this af-

ternoon."

"Dr. Maravclli is acquainted with something re-

lative tr) the villa, of a dark and mysterious cha-

racter," observed Mi's. Roberts. " He has once
or twice inadvertently lot fill a hint to this effect

;

and although naturally a very cautious man, yet

has lie so far committed himself on one or two
occasions, as to suffer me to perceive that he

could reveal some startling secret if he chose."

"But concerning whom, and of what nature is

that secret ?" asked Loftus eagerly.

"Ah! that I cannot say. Dr. Maravel!i has

never entered into particulars—has never even

manifested the slightest approach towards making
me his confidant. Besides," added the lad}-, with

dignity, "I should not think of encouraging a

confidence calculated to place us on so funiliar

and intimate a footing. No—he lias merely let

slip a word or two iu an unguarded moment—but

euough, I repeat, to make me aware that he is ac-

quainted with some secret which he could reveal

if he chose."
" But the reports relative to the Princess," said

Jocelyn inquiringly, '• what is their nature?"
" All kinds of incredible thing-s," replied Mrs.

Roberts. "Indeed, I would not repeat them were

it not absolutely uece.=sary that you should know
all that is said concerning her, and were it, not also

that you would be enabled to glean these things

from other sources ; for they are on the tip of

every tongue, and scandal is busy enough with ilie

Princess's name. In a word, 'li* said that she not

only intrigues openly and unblushingly with her

equerry Bergami, but that she scruples not to re-

ceive oilier lovers i;ifiide the walls of the villa—aye,

and 'tis added, too, that she has even given birih

to a child
"

" Heavens! is this possible?" exclaimed Jocelyn,

starling with mingled amazement and indignation.

" What am I to thiuk? Have 1 indeed emliarktd

in llic cause of a shameless wantnii, and thus laid

myself open to become the lauuliing stock of tlio

nhole world?—or is slander doing its detestable

work V
"Firmly and sincerclv do 1 believe in tho bttcr

hypolhcsis," returned Mrs. Rolierls. "Neverthe-

less, the whole a&'»ir is full of mystery. That one
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of the young ladies bearing; the name of Owen has

acjwiittfd a lover " and liere the lady sif^hed

deeply—" within the precincts of the villa, I have

every reason to believe ; and that therefore such

conduct is but too well calculated to brin^ scandal

upon that dwelling—a scandal indeed which by

mi.sapprehension and mistake may attach itself to

the Princess herself, while it is all along only one

of her dependants who is to blame "

"Good God!" ejaculated Loftus, starting from

his seat as if a flash of lightning suddenly thrilled

through him from head to foot: " I understand it

all I "lis the diabolical working-out of the con-

spiracy ! Yes, yes—the truth stands revealed be-

fore me plain and transparent as it possibly can

be! JMadam," he abruptly exclaimed, turning to-

wards ^Irs. Roberts, " the construction you have

so charitably placed upon the matter is the right

one -and I solemnly assure you that her Royal

Highness the Princess of Wales is innocent of all

and everything that scandal may impute unto

her.

"

Mrs. Roberts gazed upon our hero with mingled

astonishment and delight. Indeed, she forgot her

own wrongs and her own sorrows in her joy to

think that the injured Avife of the Prince Regent

not only possessed a champion who embraced her

cause so fervently, but who was enabled to vindi-

cate her character so confidently.

"Madam," said Loftus, observing the manner

with which .she surveyed him, "you have to a cer-

tain extent imparted your afflictions to me ; and I

will in return make known certain secrets to you.

You have heard me speak of a jconspiracy : I will

explain what I mean—for I believe from certain

things which you have said that you can assist me
in the task 1 have in hand ; and 1 feel assured that

you possess the inclination to do so."

Jocelyn then proceeded to reveal all that ho

knew concerning the conspiracy on foot against

the Princess, and of which the three Miss Owens
were the instruments. 3Irs. Roberts listened with

surprise and indignation: but wlien our hero had
concluded, she said with a peculiar em[)hasis,

" After all, I am not astonished to iiear that the

Queen of England is one of the prime movers of

this diabolical wickedness. I have all along sus-

pected that she was capable of any treaeherj

—

any cruelty
"

But here Mrs. Roberts checked herself; and
Loftus had too much delicacy to put any questions

to her as to the opportunities she might liave had
of judging so minutely relative to the secret dispo-

sition of old Queen Charlotte.

For half-an-liuur longer did the conversation

last between Jocelyn and the lady ; and it was past

one o'clock when tliey quitted the drawing-room to

return to their respective chambers.

CHAPTER CLII.

THE doctor's secret.

On the following morning Mrs. Roberts took her
bveakfiist in her own room, she being much ex-
hausted with the incidents of the preceding even-
ing, and also on account of the late hour to which
she had sat up. Loftus and Dr. Maravelli were
accordingly alouo together at table ; and when tlie

meal was over, our hero said to the physician, " 1

wish to have some conversation with you on a
subject of a very delicate nature and of the utmost

importance."
" With much pleasure," said the doctor, evidently

not altogether unprepared for this intimation, espe-

cially after the hint which he had given Loftus on
the preceding evening, to the effect that if he could

be of any service to him his aid should be cheer-

fully afforded. " Come with me into my sanctum,

where we can talk at greater case, because secure

against interruption."

lie thereupon led the way into that little parlour

which has been before described as fitted up in a

manner so sombre as to wear quite a funeral appear*

ance.

" Now, Dr. Maravelli," said Jocelyn, " I wish to

treat you as a man of the world; and therefore I

will at once frankly and candidly inform you that I

believe you have it in your power to render me a

service for which I am able and willing to pay hand-

somely. You must not imagine that because I am
travelling humbly—unattended, and without any
circumstance of pomp or show—that I am limited

in my means : for even if my own resources did not

enable me to do what is necessary in the carrying

out of ray plans, I should not find much difficulty

in obtaining from other quarters the supplies need-

ful for the purpose."

"And what is this service that you tliink I can

render you?" asked Maravelli, inwardly chuckling at

the preface with which our hero had introduced his

business, and which seemed to promise large gains

lor the unprincipled physician.

"In your capacity, doctor," resumed Loftus, who
saw in the twinkling of Maravelli's eye, the lurking

devil which personifies the love of gold in the heart

of man,—*' you must frequently be called upon to

exercise your professional skill under circumstances

of great secrecy—and no doubt in proportion to the

importance of the secret, is the fee placed in your

hands?"
•' I believe that all professional men are occasion-

ally placed in such circumstances," remarked the

doctor with a mysterious look.

" But you especially, within the walls of Geneva,"
said Jocelyn, " considering that you have this spa-

cious establishment fitted up expressly for the accom-
modation of ladies who se»k temporary retirement.

The circumstance bespeaks you to be a man in

whom confidence is placed ; and therefore if ever

there be a secret which can be hushed up at home,

without the frail one being compelled to seclude

herself for a while within these walls, j/ok doubtless

of all the medical men in Geneva are the one to be

confided in under such circumstances V
"You seem to understand my repute and my

business well," said Maravelli, with a smile of still

deeper meaning than before. " Now, there is some-

thing uppermost in your mind, to which all this is

but a mere preface. Speak candidly at once. I

think that we shall soon understand each other."

"Then, in plain terms," said Jocelyn, "if yoa

will tell me what is the best paid secret which jias

recently been entrusted to you, 1 will give you double

or treble the amount for the revelation."

"Gently!" said the doctor. "Again I may ob-

serve that I think we shall understand each other:

but for me to reveal to you any secret at random,

will not do. I have several secrets—secrets regard-
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ing the happiness and deeply compromising the

honour of divers noble families— Genevese, German,

French, Italian, Euglish— all which secrets are now

locked up in my breast; and the very one which I

may consider most important, might not be that

which has the same value in your eyes. Besides,

you are not afekiug through mere curiosity : you

have a motive—and consequently there is one par-

ticular secret whieh you wish to know. Give ine a

clue."

" Did not our conversation yesterday afford you

any insight with regard to my business at Geneva?"
asked Jocelyu.

" Candidly speaking','' replied Maravelli, " me-
tboiight that you were somewhat pressinjj in your
queries in regard to her Koyal Highness the Prin

cess of Wales."

"Yes—and methought that you were likewise

somewhat mysterious—I may say even peadiar, iu

the answeis that you gave me."
" In what manner ?" asked Maravelli.
" You surely can recollect what took place be-

tween us," rejoined Jocelyn. " You have spoken,

as you informed me, on one occasion to two of the

young ladies bearing the name of Owen : you abo
left upon my mind the impression that you had
been within the walls of the villa; and your look

intimated as plainly as the most eloquent looks

are able, that you could state something if you
chose which would soon put to flight all the ele-

vated notions which I might have formed relative

to the honour of the Princess of Wales. Tell me,

did 1 read aright what was passing iu your mind?"
*' Yes—to a certain extiut," answered Maravelli,

but hesitatingly and guardedly.
" Now, it is my habit," resumed Jocelyn, " when

having any pirticular clue to follow up through

paths enveloped in gloom and beset with doubts

and mysteries, to observe the minutest circum-

stances that may assist my investigation: or in

phiiiier terms, by putting two and two together, I

^icldom fail at arriving at an accurate conclusion.

Now, that 7/9M, Dr. JMaravelli, are acquainted with

some secret connected with the villa where the

Princess resides, I am convinced. Then, when I

find rumour declaring iu bold aud unmistakable

lermt that her lioyal Highness has tieen guilty of

great profligacies, ami cvini privately given birtli

to a child, I ask myself who could coniirui this tale

if not Dr. Maravelli ?"

Jocelyn looked steadily iu the physician's face

as he thus spoke; and agam did he perceive that

sinister twinkling in the eyes of the Genevcso
which denoted the heart's lust for gold. This very

look at once served as a hint, although it was in

reality the natural peeping forth of the man's cha-

racter rather than an intentional development of

it 6u his part. Jocelyn, however, at once proliied

thereby; and producing a pocket-book, he
counted down PicdniDnt bank-notes to the value

of t*o iiundred louis d'or.

" You wdl not be olfeudod with me, sir," ho re-

uvuked, endeavouring to do the business in as
delicate a way as pos>^ihle, "if I ofler this earuest
of my liberal intentions towards you."

' 1 cannot feel ottenUud—no— 1 cannot possibly

be angry at such generosity," niuml)lnd the phy-
sician. " Hut—I ou^'ht not—really 1 ouj^iit not—
that is, I don't thiidt IJut, hotttver, 1 .snppi).su

that we (A/ understand faeli other now :"—and

thus speaking, the physician consigned the bauk-
u .tfes to nis pocket, witli the evident st of one
who is sati-fyiug the strong craving of an insatiate

passion. "That is just double thefee that 1 received

from Mrs. Ranger," he thought within himself:

then, fixing his eyes upon Jocelyn, he said, " It

is indeed too true that her Royal Highness the

English Princess became a mother a short

time ago — barely three weeks — for I myself

brought her child, whieh was still-born, into the

world."

Loftus was staggered—and for a moment Lo
certainly lost all faith in the possibiUty of the

Princess's virtue : for this intelligence on the doc-

tor's part was given with an assurance, a sincerity,

and a solemnity that put his truthfulness almost
beyond a doubt. But still Jocelyn had resolved

to sift the matter to the very bottom : and veil-

ing his emotions accordingly, he said, " Will you
now explain to me all the circumstances under

which this startling occurrence took place ?"

M ravelli accordingly narrated to our hero tliose

circumstances which are already known to the

reader—how his services iiad been secured in ad-

vance by a liberal payment—how, when the night

came, he had been conducted blind-folded to the

place—how he was led up into a room where a
lamp burnt dimly and feebly, draperies were care-

fully drawn over the window and around the bed,

and his patient's head was completely enveloped

in the folds of a thick black veil—how he had de-

livered this female of a still-boru child—and hiw
two young ladies, whom he had since recognised

as two of the Miss'Owens, had saluted the patient

as " dearest and beloved Princess." He likewise

added how, on issuing forth again, he bad been
left in the garden by Mrs. Ranger; and how he had
heard the tread of footsteps, the sounds of voices,

and the gallopmg-off of a post-chaise, which, filling-

him with terror, made him scale the wall and speed
back to hi-i own house.

' Then I am to understand. Dr. Maravelli," said

Jocelyn, "that you raised the bandage and took a
peep about the room to which yon were so myste-

riously introduced ?"

"It is as you say," answered the physician.

"Hniuiin nature could not have remained proof

against such a temptation to (gratify one's curiosity

under such peculiar circumstances."

"But you did not all along obtain the slightest

glimpse of the countenance of the lady octiupyiug

the bed—your patient, in a word?'
" No—1 beheld not her oouuteuance," was the

reply.

" But you are 8u»e that the two young ladies who
entered aud saluted her as tUe Princess, were two of

the Misses Owen?'
" Yes—I am certain of it. From beneath the

bandage 1 observed them sutiiciently to know thorn

again : and suico then 1 have seen thcni walking

upon the bauks of the lake in attendance upon
the Princess. 1 have even had the curiosity to

asecrtam their Christian names, and found that

they were Miss Emma and Miss Julia."

" Well, and you also discovered that the female

who managed all tins niysteriuus business was ;i

certain Mrs. Ranger J"

"Yes," lolurned Maravelli. "Her also ilid (

ob.sirvi! in thi! room; and if you see Inr onco it.

Would bo impossible not to know her :i;;Min."
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" Onp question more," said Jocelyn. " After all

the pr. cautions whicli were taken—or socmed to

be talceu—to prevent you from asceit lininn^ that

it was the Princess's villi, you were nevertheless

suffered, wlien issuing forth again, to quit the gar-

den by yourself? In plain terms, Mrs. Ranger

left you, on the plea of looking after another

woman to whom she had entrusted the dead child:

and tlius you were left alone to discover where it

was you really were?"

"Yi'S," observed Maravelli. " But that part of

the business belonged as it were to auother adven-

ture
"

"And that other adventure ?" said Jocelyn, in-

quiringly. "Be pleased to tell me everything

connected with the incidents of that night. In

proportion to your candour shall my liberality be

measured."

"I can really tall you little enough that is satis-

factory on this heai)," replied Maravelli. ''But

listen attentively, Mr. Loftus. You must know,

that being wedded to science, I from time to time

purchase any humanfish which two or three rogues

belonging to ttie city hook up from the lake. I

may add that I possess a sort of agency to supply

certain German Universities with heads tor plire-

nological study—real heads, you must umlcrstaiid,

and not chalk ones—but heads which 1 embalm

according to a valuable secret of my own. Well,

Mr. Loftus But I see you are looking at me
with a strange expression

"

" Pray pardon me, and proceed," snid our hero,

who indeed had looked contused on biiu.; spoken

to relative to those very heads wliereot he had

seen several specimens in the doctor's private

room, during tlie previous night.

"Well, I merely mentioned those little facts,"

continued Maravelli, "in order to explain how

it happens that 1 have any acquaintance at

all witli three such villanous rufi&ans as Kobolt,

Hernani, and Walden : fur those are the tishers

of men to whom 1 alluded—and they are like-

wise follows ever i-eady to do whatsoever ser-

vice is well paid, no matter for it's nature.

These men, then, it appears from what they

have since told me during a conversation I had

with them, were hired by two English gentle-

men named Smith and Thompson to carry off a

couple of ladies, from the villa, on the very night

of which 1 liave been speaking—and that same
night, you understand, on which my services were

put in requisition. But it would appear that

Kobolt and his comrades carried off the wrong
females— indeed none othCiS than Mrs. Ranger
and the very woman having charge of the dead
child. Hence the sudden disappearance of Mrs.

Ranger when she left, me in the garden in the

manner I have described. Tiie two Englishmen,

it appears, had gone to liausanne ; and tliere a

ludicrous scene took place, when the two elderly

dames were brought inti> their presence."

"But how Iciniw you tiiat the other woman
taken with Mrs. Ranger was the one to whom the

child had been entrusted? Because those men

—

Kobolt, and the others of whom you speak— could
not have known all this."

"No—assuredly not," returned Jlaravelli: "but
Mis. Ranger called upon mo a few evenings aft«r

the incidents lliat had taken place, and hiuted to

nio wliut had Occurred on tl;e memorable occasion

in question. She sa'd that as now I of course knew
It was the Princess's villa to which 1 had been t iken,

she had only to add her prayers and entreaties to

any other inducement which I had already re-

ceived to keep the secret, as I must now be more
than ever aware of its immense importance.''

"Did Mrs. Ranger happen to mention the name
of that; woman of whom you have been speaking 7"

asked Jocelyn.
" Yes—she said it was Hubbard—Mrs. Hubbard,

the laundress ia the household of her Royal High-
ness.''

"And the two Englishmen who called them-
selves Smith and Thompson ?" said Jocilyn, more
than half suspecting ttiat these very convenient
names were only assumed ones—but by whom and
for what purpose he of course could not imagine.

" Did you ever see them ?'

" Not to my knowledge," returned Maravelli.

"And about the still-bora child," asked Jjcelyn:
" what became of it ?"

" Ah ! that question reminds me," exclaimed the
doctor, " that there is another little incident grow-
ing out of the adventures of that night—an inci-

dent which has come to my knowledge by a side-

wind, and which may probably account for the
manner wherein the infant corpse was disposed
of."

"Indeed!" ejaculated Jocelyn: "yourbudgefcof
information is even more capacious than I had
expected. I am sure you have already given me
two hundred louis' worth of intelligence. Here is

another hundred louIs, therefore, for what you
are about to impart to me."

"Upon my word, you justify the opinion so in-

variably entertained relative to the generosity of

Englishmen," said Maravelli, as he took up the

bank-notes which Jocelyn had just counted down
upon the table : and having consigned them to iiis

pocket, he continued to observe, "Mr. Loftus, I

am still speaking of the night of memorable inci-

dents—and here is another episode in that night's

history. Behold, a young lady was arrested on
the margin of the lake, between two and three

o'clock in the morning, by a posse of police-

officers, who were lying in wait for the fishers of

men, and who were suddenly alarmed by a splash

in the water. The young lady was taken before

the night-commissary ; and to him she gave hor

name

—

Emma Owen! Her story was that she

went out for a ramble, and that in a listless mood
she flung a stone into the water. The magistrate

ordered her to find bail : she accordingly sent for

a linen-draper with whom she dealt ; and he at

once proceeded to the police-station and entered

into the required surety. He happens to be a

cousin of mine; and henc3 my knowledge of the

transaction. I now leave you to judge, Mr. Loftus,

for yourself, what Jliss Emma Owen was doing at

tiie side of the lake within two or three hours after

the .accouchement, and what that splash was which

attracted the notice of the police-officers."

" Will you favour me with the name aud address of

this linen-draper?" asked Loftus.

"Heavens! I hope we are not going to have any
exposure in all these things," exclaimed ^laravelli,

now evidently fiightene.l. "Remember that ac-

cording to the laws of Geneva, it is branding with

a red hot iron and ten years' imprisonment for any

surgeon who privately and secretly assists in ilic



accouchement of a woman, and who fails to have

the birth, place, hour, and all particulars, duly re-

gistered. Besides, even if the autliorities, out of

consideration for a lady of the Princess's royal rank,

should pass the matter over in silence—yet, were it

merely whispered that I had in any way betrayed

the confidence reposed in me, I should lose all the

patronage whereby I live, and I might shut up my
establishment at once."

" Dr. Maravelli," said Jocelyn, who had listened

with the utmost attention to these remonstrances,

"rest assured that you shall not suller on account of

all this. I cannot explain to you my molivrs in

penetrating into the aft'tir: but you may be ceitain

that no harm shall befall you. Now then, the linen-

draper's name—and here is another hundred louis."

" Oh ! you are too good—you are too generous,"

said Maravelli, no longer thinking of the danger

which had ere now alarmed him, but conRignin;^ the

notes to his pocket, "Ilcreisthe name:"—and h:;

wrote it down upon a piece of paper.
*

" Now, one word more," said Jocelyn.

"Stop!" exclaimed Maravelli, as sometliingstruck

him. " Without compromising me in the least, you
might ascertain all the particulars of this little

episode relating to Miss Emma Owen. The night-

commissary muit have duly made an entry tliercof

in the Police- book, which you can inspect for a
franc. The whole series of adventures happened
about three weeks ago."

"Thanks for this additional information," said

Jocelyn. " And now the onu word more that I al-

luded to! Where, in case of need, can I fiud these

men, Kobolt and his coinpauiona, of nbotn you
have been speaking?"

" If any time after dark you walk on the shores

of the lake, near the old jetty, you will be pretty

sure to encounter three ili-lookiug fellow*: or if
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you particularly wish to see them in a more l): ivate

manner, I can tell you the tavern which they are iu

j
the habit of frequenting."

At this moment a knock was heard at the room-

door; antl Mavolta entered with the announcement

that the doctar'a presence was immediately (required

at an hotel muoh frequented by foreign visitors,

especially the English. He thereupon sallied forth ;

and Jocelyn proceeded to his own chamber where

he sat down to pen a letter to his Louisa and also

to reflect upon the course which he should now pur-

sue in consequence of the many important revela-

tions he had just received from Dr. Maravelli.

In this manner lie whiled away the time till mid-

day, when he repaired to the drawing-room,—Mrs,

Koberts having^ given him to Uiiders-aiid ou ihe

preceding night that (^he would ha there at that

hour. Nor did she now fail to keep tht> aiipoint-

meiit: and he accordingly found lur seated upon

the sofa in that apartment.

A dead pallor sat upon the olive hue of her skin,

making her seem as if she had recently h^eu very

ill. She also looked languid and wu-ik j and it was

bat too evident that she had sustained a severe

shock from the immersion in the water and tlie

excitement she had undergone, in }ier dL-Hoile

situation, on the preceding evening. Slie endiiu-

voured, however, to smile cheerfully m she gave

our hero her hand: but he could not help saying,

"I am afraid you are very ill ?"

"I do indeed feel more severely tq-day than ^

did last night, the effects of my rash and wicked

attempt at self-destruction," answered Mrs. Ro-

berts: "but I shall be better to-morrow. I pro-

mised you last night that I would repair to-day to

t)>e villa, and endeavour to obtain an iutijrview

with her Royal Highness; but I am afraid I must

postpone this visit until to-morrow, when I shall

no doubt ba better. Indeed, unless you are very

impatient, I can faithfully promise you that to-

morrow your letter shall be delivered to her Royal

Hit;hness."
" I could not think of pressing you to undertake

a task for which you are evidently so unfitted to-

day," said Jocelyn.

He then proceeded to inform Mrs. Roberts how

he had succeeded in worming out of Dr. IMara-

velli so many important secrets connected with

the villa: but when he mentioned the names of

Mr, Thompson and 3L: Smith as those of the two

Euglishnum who had hired Kobolt and his gang
to carry off the twi> females to Lausanne, ho no-

ticed that Mrs. Roberts became much affected.

She trembled violently and burst into tears. Tlien,

remembi ring all she had said on the preceding

night relative to her faithless lover and one of iho

Miss Owens, it instantaneously struck him that

tither Smith or Thompson was the feigned name
under which that noble seducer of her'a had tra-

velled on the Continent.
" I see that you have divined what is passing in

my thoughts," she said, gazing upon Jocelyn

through her tears. " And now 1 can full well un-

derstand that it becomes important for you to

a?c§rtain nil that you can, relative to that intrigue

between my taithless lover and Julia Owen."
"It is indeed of iinportanci'," si I Jocelyn;

"because from all that 1 told you la t night it is

pvobsble that, faithful to the vile mission which

tbuy have received from the arch-conspirators iu

London, th«se Ovens have managed to throw the
guilt, the f candal, and the dishonour of Uieir pro-
fligacy upon the Princess. It is important, then,

as you will see, madam, that I should gieau every
porsible evidence to prove that profligacy on the
part ot either or all of those Miss Owens."
"You have naugiit t j do, Mr. Loftus," said the

hidy, "but repair to the Town-hall, examine the
Police-book, and ascertain where the iaaividual

named Thompson lived when at Geneva. You
can then follow up your inquiries at the place so
indicated and perhaps you may glea?i much im-
portant iitformation concerning liim.

'' And Mr. Smith the same?" said Jocelyn.
"Alas I I am in a position to tell you certain

partiouiar' relative to him" resumed the ladj-,

with a pn-f .u;ids'gh: "for he is the treacherous
one i)f whom I have been speaking. Here then is

the address of the lodging which he occupied when
at Gineva. If you go to the house, you will be
received by a yuung and beautiful girl—one of
those models of true Genevese loveliness—but
who, tjlas! is gradually becoming the mere wreck
of her former self. Tnat this sad change is taking
place in her, is but too evident—even to the eye of
one who never saw her ere the bligiit of sorrow
had falhn upon her cheeks. Did I not tell you
last nig'it," continued Mrs. Roberts, with a strong

accentuation of hitterness, " that on pursuing my
inquiries Aere—within the wa.ls of Geneva—

I

learnt enough to put to flight all dreams of love

and hope, and muke me think only of vengeance ?

Mov that treacherous one who scrupled not to

make a nioweot's plaything and toy of me, and
then tosstd me ignominiously away, has dune
the same by this poor Genevese girl. Nay, his

conduct has even been more fligitious towards her

than in respect to myself: for / knew that he

was married, and I fell therefore with my eyes

open. Yes, mine was the guilt of sheer pro-

fligacy: and its punishment was merited I But
that poor girl, placing full reliance upon the

word of an Englisimiar, believed that he was un-

married; and little dreaming that he was of a
lordly rank and so highly placed above her, she

surrendered herself to his honour—but in the hope
of becoming his wife. Duiing the last mouth
of his residence at Geneva, he was frequently

absent from his lodging for the whole night; and
though at fust his excuses satisfied the girl,

she at length grew jealous. So she followed him

—

kept a watch about the villa—and gleaned unmis-

takable proof that he was carrying on an intrigue

with Miss Julia Owen. But still the poor Gene-
vese girl said nothing to her seducer : for she was
afraid of angering him, and she trembled lest be
should seek some subterfuge for not fulfilling his

pledge to her— I hat pledge the fulfilment whereof
she stood so much in need to save her honour I

But all on a sudden her seducer's precipita.e de-

parture irom Geneva filled her with despair ; and
now, as I have ere now told you, Mr. Loftus, she

is a sinking wreck, thcugh still retaining all the

evidences of remarkable beauty. But even in

three weeks has affliction worked fearful inroads

upon her Ah! no wonder: for if my heart be
nearly broken, experienced as I am in the ways of

the world, what must be the feelings of this un-

happy girl, so innocent, so full of gaiety and joy,

until she became his prey J"
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"Alas! poor girl," said Joeelyn, deeply touched

by this narrative. ''You know my reasons for re-

maining in-doora to-flay—indeed until the letter

which I bear from England shall be safe in the

hands of the Princess
"

"You are afraid of being si;en and recognized

by any one attached to the household of her Royal

Highness ; the result of vihich knowledge of your

presence in Geneva would only be to cause the

multiplication of all imaginable precautions to

ward off the approach of any friendly-disposed

person to the presence of the Princess."

" Yes—those are the reasons which induce me
to remain in the house to-day," slid Jocelyn:

"but to-night, so soon as it is dudr, I will issue

forth and institute the necessary inquiries relative

to the individual who bore the name of Thomp-
son."

" And you will also do well to call st th3 other

lodging and see that pnor girl," said Mrs. Roberts.
" She may probably tell you even more than she told

me, concerning the viilany, the perflly, and the

profligacy of her seducer. But now that I be-

think me," she suddenly exclaimed, ''there can be

no need for me to exhibit the slightest want of

confidence towards you, since you have placed

such full trust in me. 1 will therefore tell you my
real name—likewise that of the perfidious noble-

man who has been the author of my uiil'.appiness

and who under the name of 3Ir. Smith "

But here Mrs. Roberts was interrupted by the

entrance of Dr. Maravelli, who burst somewhat
abruptly into the room, on his return from the visit

to which he had been summoned.
"Now, ray dear madam," he exclaimed, "you

will have a companion at last. I thought it im-

possible that my establishment could remain

much longer with only one lady-lodger. Another
will be herepresentlj', recommendr d tome also from
the very same hotel where I had the honour of

first forming your acquaintance. I have explained

to her that I have a gentleman lodging in my
house," added the doctor, turning towards Loftus as

he thus spoke .- " and she has made no objection." -

"I am glad for your sake, madam," said our

hero, addressing himself to Mrs. Roberts. *'that

you will thus have a companion."

"And a very agreeable onp, too, I fancy," cried

Dr. Maravelli. '' She is a follow-couMtryworaan of

yours—a thorough lady—beautiful in parson, fas-

cinating in manner?, and with one of the sweetest

voices I ever heard in my life."

"At all events you are drawing a charming pic-

ture, doctor," said Mrs. Robert.", forcing herself

to smile: for she never chose to appear too un-

happy in Maravelli's presence.

"Perhaps you will have the kindness, my dear

madam," continued the doctor, '' to receive the

lady when she comes. I tliink it always better that a

stranger should be met in the first instance by one

of her own sex—and that they should also be left

alone together for a few hours, so that they mr.y

become well acquainted and get on a friendly kind

of f >ot'ng with each other. Perhaps therefore,

madam," he added, "you and Mr.s. Monta'.;uo—lor

t'lat is the name the lady chooses to be known by

—

will pass the remainder of the il;iy alone together

in tiie drawing-room ; while Mr. Loftus and I take

our dinner an<i wine iileaiile, as we did yesterday

at the village-inn."

The suggestions of Dr. Maravelli were at once
agreed to ; and Jocelyn was accordingly prevented
for the remainder of t'mt dr»y from finding an
opportunity of renewing his private convers:ition

with Mrs. Robert?. The interval till dinner-time

he passed in his own chamber, reading some books
which the doctor lent him ; and when at five in the

evening he was summoned to the dining-room, he
learnt from the physician that Mrs. Montague had
duly arrived, accompanied by her lady's-maid, in

the course of the afternoon, and that she was with

Mrs. Roberta in the drawing-room.

L'iftus sat an hour with the doctor at table, and
then returned to his books to while away another

three hours until it was dusk. This was at about

nine o'clock, at which hour he issued forth from

Dr. Maravelli's establishment, to institute certain

inquiries necessary for the carrying out of his

mission with regard to the Princess of 'Wales,

In the meantime—and very shortly after Jocelyn

bad left Mrs. Roberts in the drawing-room, in the

forenoon, according to the suggestion of Dr.

Maravelli—the new lodger, Mrs. Montague, ar-

rived at the establishment and was received by the

physic'an. She was accompanied by her lady'.s-

maid, and was evidently of rank and distinction,

as she was assuredly of great personal beauty.

In none of these particulars had the doctor at ail

exaggerated.

]Mavolta, being likewise in attendance, at once

escorted Mrs. Montague to the drawing-room : but

tlie moment she threw ope-i the door and the eyes

of the new-coming Eugl sh lady encountered those

of Mr-!. Roberts wh > had risen from her seat to

receive her, each started with the suddenness of

an amazed recignitioa. M ivolta did not observe

what thus pa'^sed, but c':o3in„'' the door beliind

Mrs. Montague, left licr and Mrs. Roberts alone

together.

" li it possihle?" exclaimed one.

"And I also ask is it possible?" cried the

other.

Then there was a pause—a very awkward pause

of upwards of a minute, during which the two ladies

evidently knew not ex icily what course to pursue

towards each otier. But at lengtii Mrs. Roberts

advanced, extending her hand, and saying, ' We
meet under circumstances that should quench ail

hostile feelhig."
i

"Agreed," returned Mrs. Montague, and they
j

shook hands accordingly.

But here wc must leave them, for the present,
j

to> discuss their several grievances, compare
]

notes of their plans—and in a word indulge

in those reciprocal outpourings of confidence

which were bo natural with two femaJes in their

condition.

CHAPTER CLIII.

THE F I $ II E K S O y MEN.

IiAviNo engaged a fmcre, or vehicle answering in

description to a London hackney -coach, Jocelyn

proceeded in the first inslnnce to the Town Hall,

where he made inquiries relative to the lodging

which a certain Mr, Thoitipson, an English jj^entle.
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man, litid occupied while recently s.>journins in

Geneva, It being what would be called ia Eng-
land " after office-hours," our hero hai to pay

double foes for the search, to which b'; of course

diduot object; and in a few minutes the clerk in

charge of the registry gave him a slip of paper

coutaiiiing the iuforiuiition which iie required.

But as ha put the slip into Jocelyu's baud, the

official asked, " Is this I'll you desire to know con-

cerning Mr. Thompson ?'

" I wish to aacertaiu all I can concerning him,"

rcpliod Jocelya; "and if you can give me nny

.•'.'Iditional particulars, I shall most cheerfully and

liberally remunerate you for your trouble."

Thus speaking, he laid two louis upon the table;

and the cleric, after coii-^ignin^ them to his pocket,

\ unlocked a cupboard— tiok out a bulky volume—
and opening it at the letter T, searched for the

name of Tliumpson.

"Is appears to be a very common name with

your fLllow-countrymcn, sir," he remarked, with a

suiile: •• for a large number of English visit-

ing Gf ncva are called Thompson. I have observed,

too, it is the same with Smith, and Jones, and
Brown, and Grtcn, and "White: but I think that

of all. the Smiths predomiHate."

"There is no doubt a great number of English-

men bearii g those names," said Lofius :
" but it

must also be observed that whenever an English-

man, no mitter how fine a n ime his real one may
bo, wishes to take a fal-o one, he is sure to fix on

the commonest and ugliest."

"Ah! indeed— is it so?' said the clerk, who,

like all Genevese, was fond of a -rossip, " Well,

sometimes we find out tliat Englishmen visiting

Geneva are travelling with false names: but so

long as our atientiou is not openly and officially

directed to the matter, we wiuk at it. The Eng-
lish, you .^ce, sir, spend a great dtal of money at

Geneva: tiielr presence is goodfjr our trade—and

we like to encourage them here. They may there-

fore take what names they like, so long as they do

not violate the laws. At the same time, I must

jnfv)rni you that all particulars we do succeed in

gleaning concerning them, we place on record : or

else," he added with a sly laugh, "we should not

have such a Police-book as this to refer to when
occasion may require. But, Ah ! here is the

Thompson concerning whom you have been in-

quiring, the last Englishman of that name who has

vi.sited Geneva : and you will perceive that there is

a pretty long note appended to his name."

Onr hero looked at tlie place to which the official

pointed, and observed tluit there was indeed a

ki'gthy annotation, consisting of such curt,

broken, but very significant sentences as the fol-

lowing:

—

"Came from Italy—had been seen at Jlilan

—

supposed to be secretly following the English Prin-

ce s's retinue—is well provided with money

—

evid. n'ly has no political aim iu view—has been
rL'cuguised by an English traveller as a Colonel

IMaliias—said not to bear a very high character in

1 is own cimntry—lives secluded and retired licre

—

sliuns notice, avoids society, pays iiii way regu-
larly—goes out at night—lurks about the English
Princess's villa— has been seen to scale tiie wall

—

w:i3 watclied on two or three occasions—fou ml to

liave passed tlio night within the vil a—ordtTS
givin nut to molest him—no desire to create a

scindal—departed suddenly—left no debts ua-
p.iid."

" And that ia all," said the clerk, when he had
read these notes over to our hero.

Loftus then requested to be favoured with any
private iafonnation that the book might afford re-

lative to a 31r. Smith who had also been recently

staying at Geneva : and having paid another fee

he was allowed to inspect the tollowing record :

—

" Came from Italy, through Savoy—supposed to

be keeping on the track of the English Princess

and her retinue— is knovvn to be an EngUsh noble-

man of high rank, the Earl of Curzon—trave.ling
with passport made out ia name of Smith—believed

to have no political aim or object —mere affair of gal-

lantry—plentyof money— lives in closest seclusion

—seen loitering near the villa—frequent appoint-

ments with some lady dwelling there—the police-

spy, set to watch, unable to discover who the lady

is—dared not venture close enough—the Earl ob-
served to scale the «arden-wall—passed whole
nights at the villa—opinion confirmed thit it is a
mere intrigue of g lUantry-no notice to be taken

—

not to be interfered with—departed without leaving

any debts."

Having ascertained those particulars,—which,

we should observe, were rendered as complete as

possible by means of specific date.-,—Jocclya Loftus

took his departure from the Town Hail; and re-

entering the hackney-coach, he ordered it to drive

to the neighbourhood of the lake.

While proceeding thither, he reflected on all the

details he had just gleaned from the secret registry

of police. The self-styled Mr. Thompson was
Colonel Malpas; and Mr. Smith was the Earl of

Curzon. It was the Eirl of Curzon, then, who was
the faithless lover of Mrs. Roberts. But how com-
pletely identical appeared to be the objects which

those two individuals had in view while visiting the

Continent! Both were secretly following iu the

track of the Princess of Wales : each was intriguing

with a lady in her household ! That tlie Earl's

affair of gallantry was with Julia Owen, Loftus was
already aware. Considering, then, everything he
knew concerning the Misses Owen, was it not

natural to infer that another of the sisters was the

object of Malpas's intrigue ? And, in pursuance
of the detestable mi-sioa which those girls had re-

ceived, was it not probable enough that while gra-

tifying their passions on the one hand, they at the

same time on the other hand arifully contrived to

throw all the scandal of tueir amours upon the

Princess ? \Vere not iliey guilty—and was uot the

Princess innocent and unsuspecting
'

Such were the conclusions to which Jocelyn

naturally came : and the reader does not require

to be informed how correct those surmises were.

But while thus pondering on the details he hid

gleaned from the secret registry of police and t'lo

deductions he had thcnco drawn, he could not

help experiencing a sensation of disgust and loath-

ing to tliiidc that the actions of individu;ils should

be so minutely watched, even to the compr.nnise i f

female reputations, by tiie myrmidons of the Ge-

nevtso law. He also remarked, in the course of

his meditations, that the Police-book did not seem

to h.ive contained any meuiurandum of the hiring

of Kobolt and liis gang to carry off the two females

from the villa; and it was theretore to be supposed

that the police had remained altogelher in (lie
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di.rk upon the subject. As for the two ladies

whom Malpas and Cuizon really intended to have

carried off on that occasion, who could they be if

not t.TO of the Miss Owens?
While thus pursuing his reflections, our hero

reached the vicinage of the lake ; and dismissing

the hackney-coach, he walked down to the bank

of that inland sea. It was now near eleven o'clock :

the night was tolerably clear above, for the moon
was shining : but a mist hung upon the water and

the surrounding shore, involving all the features

of the lake in obscurity.

Advancing along the margin of the water,

Loftus presently reached an old jetty which was

the index of the very spot for which he was

searching, in pursuance of the hint he had re-

ceived from Maravelli. The gloom was now deep-

ening—the mist from the lake increasing in

density and spreading so rapidly all around and
high above, that the pure azure of the heaven was
veiled and the moon was at length only seen dimly

like a pale lamp that is extinguishing. Jocelyn

paused near the jetty and listened: but no sound
save the rippling of the waters met his ear. For
upwards of ten minutes did he remain, leaning

against one of the huge piles of the jetty, won-
dering to himself whether Kobolt and his men
would come thither that night. At length, finding

that no one approached, he thought that he would
return to Maravelli's and seek them on the follow-

in;? night at the public-house where they were ac-

customed to meet, and which the physician had
proposed to indicate to him. But just as he was
about to quit the spot where he had been standing,

he heard the sounds of approaching footsteps and
at once passed underneath the jetty. Three men
soon emerged from tlie deepening gloom, carry-

ing some ominous-looking implements over their

shoulilers ; and Jocelyn at once felt convinced
these were the individuals whom he sought. But
wisliing to make sure, he remained silent and mo-
tioidess where he was to watch their proceedings.

Speaking but little, and this little in a flash

language utterly incomprehensible to our hero,

the three men went to work without loss of time.

Mounting the pier, they threw in tlieir dragging-
implements,—for such was the tackle tliey had
brought upon their shoulders;—and after several

ineffectual hauls, an ejaculation of s.itissfaction

broke from the lips of one of them. Jucelyn, at

no loss to conjecture the meaning of the cry,

peeped forth ; and as at that very moment a sudden
breeze—almost amounting to a squall—swept over
the lake, causing the mist to part asunder as it

were, the moon broke forth in the full power of
its light, and the silvery beams fell upon the face

of a corpse which the fishers of men were dragging
to the surface of the water.

Our hero recoiled from the ghastly spectacle

;

and at the same instant a terrible imprecation
burst from tlie three men. The corpse had broken
away from their t:ickle, the squall having suddenly
produced a strong current round the pier-hi ad.

.Toccl>n now showed himself, and called to the
three mtn to come dovTn. Starting at the appear-
ance of our hero, they at first seemed to hesitate :

but \vl)en, in the French lan^'uage, he declared
that he was alone and that he had no hostile in-

tend tie fellows hastily descended from the top
of tiie pi'cs.

" Who the deuce are you?" demanded the fore-
most, who was decidedly entitled to carry off the
palm of villanous looks from his companions, vile

as their appearance also was. "Are you a
spy ? do you mean suicide 1 or are you a sleep-

walker ?"

" I am none of all these," said our hero, with
the calmness of true courage.

"Then what do you here, young man?" de-

manded the ill-looking fellow.

" I am in search of a person named Kobolt,"
said Jocelyn boldly.

"Ah!" was the man's ejaculation: "do you
want him for good or for evil— to do him a mis-
chief or to make his services available ? because
it may be that I can help you to an interview with
him; but all depends on your answer to the ques-
tions I have just put."

" My object is by no means a hostile one," said

Jocelyn, "but will put many louis into Kobolt's

pocket. One word more—Dr. Maravelli gave me
the hint that I should find Kobolt here ; and now
you may as well admit that you are the man."
The fellow looked slowly around, plunging his

eyes with keen and straining penetration into the
depths of the mist, which had now closed over
the lake again, to ascertain whether there were
any policemen on the watch at a, distance: then,

evidently satisfied on this head, he observed,
" Well, 1 am Kobolt : and these," he added, as his

two companions came more forward, "are Her-
nani and Walden.''

* Which names," said Jocelyn, as the two vil-

lanous-looking countenances were now as com-
pletely disclosed to his view as that of the fore-

most individual, " were likewise mentioned to me
by Dr. Maravelli."

" Well, we have no reason to doubt your good
ftiith," said Kobolt, fixing his eyes piercingly upon
our hero. " Yuu are a good-looking youth, and
scarcely seem capable of treachery. Come, let us
stand beneath the jetty. It is useless to run a
risk of being seen. But you are an Englishman—
eh? Well, I thought so by the look of you; and
I am all the better pleased, because we pick up an
occasional job from Englishmen, ami have expe-
rienced moreover that they pay well."

Thus speaking, Kobolt passed underneath the

jetty, accompanied by his two confederates and
followed by Jocelyn. And now they were en-

veloped in almost total darkness, so -that thvy

could indeed converse without fear of observation,

should any one approach along the border of the

lake. Loftus entertained no apprehension on find-

ing him.aelf in this lonely spot and in the deep
obscurity, along with such desperate men : for iu

tlie first place fear was unknown to him; and se-

condly he knew full well that if they wished to

make away with him, they could as easily do it. by
the side of the jetty as under it.

"You have just observed that you sometimes
find employment from English persons," said Joce-

lyn. •• Perhaps you remember that about three

weeks ago you were engaged to carry off two
ladies fri)m a certain villa?"

" Yes," exclaimed Kobolt :
" a villa in the neigh-

bourhood here. But you were not one of the geu-
tlemi'H who hired U8 ?"

No," observed Hernani the Italian :
" I'll swear

that he was not one of them. He's a prctiiir-
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looking fellow, though they were both handsome

enougli."
*' I (lid not for a moment wish you to infer that

I was one of them," remarked Jocelyii. " But

what I require is that you relate to me every

detail and particular connected wiUi that aliair

whereof we are speaking."

"Before we do so," said Kobolt, " there arc two

little preliminaries to be fuiailed. Tlio firat is for

you to tell us wliy you wish to ascertain these par-

ticulars at all ; and the second is to afford us a

proof that you know how to reward handsomely a?

we 1 as to catechi-e closely."

<'In respect to the first condition which you

liave set forth," returned Jocelyn, "it must suffice

for you to know ih:it you will not in the sligiitest

(lejjree endanger yourselves by giving me the in-

formation I seek: and secondly, I have twenty

louii set apart tor you in my waistcoat-pocket.

Here, give me your baud, Kobolt; aud I will couut

them into your palm."
" This is business-like," said Walden, the Switzer.

Nothing Uke Eoglishmen for doing things in a

busiuess-like manner."

"You can go iato the light," said Jocelyn, when

he had giveu Kobolt the money, "and satisfy your-

self that they are all good gold pieces."

"The chink is enough for me," observed the

ruffian, as he made the coin jingle in his hand

:

then consigning it to his pocket, he continued thus :

—" Some weeks ago an Euglisli gentleman, who

gave the name of Smith wasn't it Smith, Her-

nani ?"

"Just so," was the reply. "Nine Englishmen

out of every ten are named Smith."

" Well then, this Monsieur Smith managed to in-

troduce himself to us— no matter how—and after

a time he engaged us for a particular business.

We were to get a post-chaise and four horses to

carry off two ladies fiom the English Princess's

villa. One lady was to be walking iusido the

grounds ia one particular spot—the other also

inside the grounds, but at another spot. We were

to seize upon them— seal their lips— not with

kisses," added the fellow, chuckling coarsely : " no,

nu—the gentlemen were to do that—h\it with our

bauds; aud we were told not to damage their

sweet lips and beautiful teeth
"

" Ah ! then you were led to believe that the two

ladies were young and beautiful ?" said Loftus.

"So we fancied," reiurned Kobolt: "but wo

made a sad mistake. In a word, we carried otit"

two females from the very places pointed out to

us : but they turned out to be two elderly lia.^s.

Well, as there are many different ideas about

beauty, and as we didn't exactly kuow whit English

taste might be, we resolved to keep possession

of the old ladies—particularly a* we hud found

them cacli in the very spot pointed out by our

employers. But when we got to Lausauue, by the

Saints ! what a scene ensued, it was indeed a

mistake from beginning to end; and so there was

nothing lift to do but to bring the old ladies back
agam. This wo did, having been assured that

wu should not be troubled in the matter : aud sure

enough we never have heard any more of the

business in any shape or way."
" Si) far, so good," said Jocelyn: "and now will

you be plea'^cd to inform mo whether, during the

last three weeks—indeed, ever since that particular

night—you have experienced any peculiar good
luck in your avocition as fishers of men?"
"To tell you the truth," answered Kobolt, "this

is the first time we have resumed our fishing oc-

cupation since that very nigiit whereof we have

been spealiing: and for this seeming idleness oa
our part there have been two reasons. The first

i^, we heard that a watch had been set for us by
the police, aud sj we thougiit we would rest

awhile till we found the coast clear again: and
secondly, we were so well paid by your fellow-

countrymen Smith and Thompson, that we could

afford to give ourselves a holiday for a short

time."

''AV'ell, and now there need be no farther delay

in continuing your night's sport," returned our

hero.

"Perdition!" ejaculated Heraani: "the young
gentleman wishes to see us at our work."

" Or else," added Waldeu, " he wants to become
one of us."

" Hold your tongues!" growled Kobolt, savagely

:

"the gentleman has some other and deeper

meaning. Now, sir, what is it ? Let us be frank

with each other."

" I have no objection," rejoined Jocelyn. "Know
then, that I have some reason to believe the corpse

of a child— a new-born infant—was thro .n into

the lake close by this very jetty about three weeks

ago. From Avhat I have understood it was wrapped

in a flannel that was carefully tied around it
"

" And you want it fished up for some reason or

another? ' said Kobolt iaterrogatively. " Well, if

it was sunk with a stone or anything heavy, it is no

doubt at the bottom still : for whatever gets into

what may be called the little bay on either side of

the jetty, always remains thei'e."

" Well," said Jocelyn, "let us waste no more

time in words. You liked the chink of those twenty

louis so well that you would doubtless be pleased

to finger another twenty. You shall do so if you

drag me up the corpse of that child !"

The three men exchanged amomist themselves

a few low and rapioly-whispered observations in

their pcculi ir argot, or sla.ig-language, which, as

we have above stated, was utterly incompre-

hensible to our hero. This discourse only lasted

for a minute ; and when it was over, Kobolt, again

addressing Lofius in the French tongue, sail,

" Your request about this child is so extraordinary

that I and my companions hesitate to proceed far-

ther unless you give us some explauatiou. The

irutli is, it is like advancing in the dark. We do

not see into what trouble wu mi^cht get ourselves;

aud though we are no cowards, and ujt over parti-

cular what we do as long as we are well paid, yet

we do not exactly choose to walk blmdtold over a

precipice."

" I shall ;issuredly give you no explanations at

all," said Loftus. " If the corpse be found, 1 pay

you for it and take it away with me. Whatever

danger may result, will accrue only mito me ; and

I am prepared to encounter it. But i do not wish

you to proceed fartlier unless you choose. Wait

until to-morrow night ; aud in the meantime ask

Dr. Maravelli whether I am trustAvorthy. llieu, if

despite the answer you receive from him, you

should still hesitate, 1 can but purchase dra«s and

come and yi»/i, as you call it, on my own a count."

Again did the three men converse togetiier in
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tlieir own flash tongue ; and at the end of this

second consultation, Kobolt exclaimed, " Well, we

have made up our minds to run any risk there

raay be in this business."

Having thus spoken, he emerged forth from

beneath the jetty, followed by liis two accomplices

au 1 our hero. Deep was the obscurity whicli pre-

vailed, and which had now well nigh absorbed the

moonhght altogether. But still there was a certain

hazy gUmmering upon the water; and Jocelyn

closely watched the preparations which the men
made for their fishing experiments. They had
two kinds of tackle. One was a net made in the

shape of a bag, and fastened to a large hoop, to

which were attached four cords, joining together

at the length of about a dozen feet : and at tliis

point of junction they were united to one good
stout rope. The other sort of tacltle consisted of

a row of grappling irons fastened to a bar of wood
about four feet long ; and with this instrument the

bottom of the lake might be as it were raked, so as

to catch hold of anything that had even become
embedded in the mad or clay.

With these two distinct apparatus three or four

tVesh hauls were now made,—the men either wading

out to their middle in the water, or else climbing

along the cross-beams on the side of the jetty,

so as to bo enabled to fling their tackle as far

away from the land as possible, and thus drag

the whole of the little bay formed by the wooden
pier and the indented shore.

Little was said during the half-hour at first

expended in this manner: but presently an ex-

clamation from Kobolt, as he raised the net above
described, drew the notice of his comrades and
Jocelyn towards him.

" Here is something very much like it !" he said,

as he procL^eded to examine the net: and fi-om

amidst a quantity of weeds, stones, and mire, he

dragged forth a shapeless object which he at once

pronounced to be the corpse of aa infant wrapped
up in flannel.

One of the men now produced a piece of canvass,

which made a fitting envelope for the corpse, to

secure our hei-o's hand against too close a contact

with tlie loathsome object. He now paid Kobolt
the remaining twenty louis accordiu'j; to promise,

and took his departure with his strange—we might
almost say dreadful burthen.

Uninterruptedly and free from molestation, did

our hero retrace his way to Jlai'avelli's house, the
exact position of which with regard to the lake he
had not much difficulty in remembering, having
been led thither direct fi-om the water's edge (al-

thouij;h considerably lower down) by Mrs. Roberts
on the preceding night.

On reaching hi^ temporary place of abode, ho
was admitted by the physician himself, who gene-
rally answered the bell at late hours ; and when
the ft-ont door was closed, Loftus said, « Let me at
once enter your private room—and take caro that
no one intrudes."

" Every one in the house has retired to rest save

'•' You have found the fishers of men—they have
fished for you to some purpose. But what on
earth is the meaning of all this ? Avhat mischief is

brewing? Speak—let me know the worst!"—and
the doctor trembled ad over, as if shaking with the

palsy, while the pallor of death overspread his

countenance.
••' I have ah'eady told you," said Jocelyn, in au

earnest voice, " that you have notliing to fear on
my arcount. No harm shall befall you, ))rovided

you do everj'thing that I require at your hands. I

am not warring against you : 1 have no personal

enmity towards you. On the contrary, I hava
already given you a guarantee of my ability and
desire to recompense you.*'

" With these assurances I am tranquillized," said

the physician.

%Vhile this colloquy was going on, Jocelyn had
placed his burthen upon the table, and had loosened
the canvass wrapper. It now appeared that a large

stone was tied in a white cambric handkerchief
round the neck of the dead infant. This Jocelyn
removed, and then unrolled the flannel that had
enveloped the corpse. Its face was horribly dis-

figured, and was not distinguishable as the coun
tenance of a human being. But upon this we will

not dwell. Loathsome indeed was the object; and
Jocelyn's reimgnance to meddle with it, or to think

of keeping it for any time instead of at once con-
signing it to the earth, was only overruled by a
conviction that the proceeding was one of im|je-

rious necessity and vitally important to the success

of the gTeat enterprise which he had in view.

But to continue. In order to proceed with his

investigation, it was necessary to procure a basin

of water wherein to soak the cambric handkerchief
by which the stone was attached, and the flannel

garment in which the corpse had been enveloped

so completely covered, or indeed saturated, with

slimy mud were they. This being done, Loftus
proceeded to examine the cambric handkerchief;

and in one of the corners he found the initials

,E. O.
" Emma Owen .'" he said, as he pointed thorn out

to Maravelli. " And you are a witness, doctor, in

case of necessity, that this handkercliief was at-

tached to the corpse."
" Yes," returned the medical man, hesitatingly.

" But heaven send that there shall be no need for

any witnesses to give their testimony at all."

" Rest assured that I will manage evei^' thing in

a manner to avoid scandal and exposure," said

Loftus, much to the physician's satisfaction at this

reit 'rated promise of impunity. "Now for the

flannel garment," added our hero: and after closely

examining this article, he said, " Doctor, what are

these initials ?"

"A. O.," replied the physician, easily decipher-

ing the letters.

"Agatha Owen!" said Loftus.

"Then—perhaps," exclaimed Maravelli, a light

now suddenly breaking in ui)on him, "you do not
believe that it was the Princess who was delivered

you and me," said the doctor. « But what, in
j

of a child "

heaven's na;ne, have you there ?' he asked. "No -I do not believe it," returned Loftus;
" You shad see," returned our hero : and he ' " and you shall see that step by step I will unravel

hastened into the little sombre-looking parlour, ! the whole skein of this dark and mysterious pro-
followed by Maravelli.

j

cee Jhig, Uingled though it be. Hold your peace—
" Ah ! 1 can now guess what you have been follow my counsel—do as I require—and you shall

about," said tho latter, with a frightened look. ' be well rewarded: but act othenvise-soek to
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betray nie— or disobey my directions, and you shall

be exposed fully and punished mercilessly !'

" Depend upon it, Mr. Loftus," said Maravelli,

« I will serve you in all things :"—and it was now

with fear and trembling that he gazed upon our

young hero, who aeemed like an avenging angel

pursuing the thread of heaven's own inscrutable

designs.
" You have told me," he resumed, fixing his eyes

upon Maravelli with a look that showed he was

I

determined to be obeyed in whatever he demanded,

—"you have told me that you frequently devote

your leisure hours to anatomical pursuits, and that

Kobolt and his companions supply you with what

the faculty denominate xidjects -^ In that case, you

must have a dissecting-room ; and it is there that

I propose to leave this infant corpsft for the

present. Now conduct me to your dissecting-

room, doctor."

Maravelli took up the lamp—while Loftus, hav-

ing secured the tell-t:i!e cambric handkerchief

aud flannel about his person, enveloped the tiny

corpse in the canvass, and with his loatlisome bur-

tlien followed the doctor, who led him through the

hall to a roimi openin,' from a dark passage at

the end. This place was fitted up with all the

grim, hideous machiuery and apparatus of a dis-

secting-room. Tliere wa« the pulley fi.xed to the

ceiiiny, with the cord and the hook attached

thereto, so as to elevate at will a corpse when

stretched upon the slightly inclining plane of the

l(;aden tabic over which the cordage hung. There

were scalpels, dissecting-knivcs, saws, ttepaiming

instruments, and various anatomical implfmeiits,

—

pails also, to catch the fluids and the entraih of

the sulijects—and mops to cleanse the floor. In a

word, the studio was complete fur it-s ghanly pur-

pose ; and alttiough there was no corpse at the

moment when Maravelli lad Jocelyn in, yet was

there a faint sickly odour against which the

heart heaved. It seemed as if the clammy nau-

seating smell of the dead had settled itself in that

pL.ce—clinging U) the very ceiling and walis like

a grave-mist, fetid and iuexpulsable !

Against the wall stood two upright boxes—tall,

narrow, and painted black. One of the doors had

by some accident come open—revea'ing a bleached

skeleton as the ghastly tenant of that wooden

home!
''These are the bones of a muidercr, wto was

guillotined about seven years .ig.) in the market-

place," said the physician, pointing to the object

ju^t named. "The other box contains the skeleton

of his wif?, who suffered death with him and for

the same cause. I obtnined podscssion of their

corpses after their fx>'cution, and have preserved

their bones thus. Where the vertebrse of the neck

were severed by the axe of the guillotine, I have

fastened the bones with wire."

But Loftus did not pay any particular attention

to these anatomies, which were in reality tiie ob-

jects of the physician's special admiration ; and
having deposited ihe corpse of the child upon
the leaden table, he turned away frjm the dis-

secting-room.
" I shall not insult you by demanding the key

of that place," ha said to Maravelli, as they again

stood together in the hall : " but I cha'ge you uot

to let those remains disappear from the table where
I have left them."

" I shall not deceive you in any way. Mi-. Loftu:*,"

responded M-iravelli, as he locked the door of the

dissecting-room and put the key in his pocket.

He and Jocelyn then separated, each to retire

to bis respective chamber ; and when our hero

was alone, he could not help felicitating himself

upon having been enabled, by a favourable corn-

catenation of circumstances, tj do so much in com-

p iratively so short a period of time towards the

unrav(!lnient of tiie conspiracy against the perse-

cuted wife of the Prince Regent.

CHAPTER CLIV.

THE THREE SISTEB3.

The day that dawned upon the night of Jocelyn's

adventure.^, as ju^t recorded, was ushered in by

one of those brilliant mornings which render the

climate so wholesome, the heavens so cloudles-s

and the whole face of nature so transcendingly

beautiful for the dweller upon the banks of Lake

Leman. It was, as the reader is aware, the early

part of May at the period of which we are writii g,

and many of those fruits which in England are

not ripened until six weeks later were now gem-

ming the borders, or hangin:; in rich clusters to

the trees. Thus strawbeniea, cherries, goose-

berries, currants, and all the earlier fruits were

mingling their luscious hues with the emerald

foliage; and the gardens belonging to the sub-

urban villas of Geneva appeared in ail the pride of

their beauty.

It was a bout half-past seven o'clock on this lovely

morning, that three beautiful creatures were

gathered in a balcony at the open casement of a

bed-chamber overlooking the garden of the Prin-

cess's villa. These were Agatha, Emma, and Julia

Owen.
Agatha, the eldest, appeared the least thing pale

and delicate. Indeed, but three weeks had elapsed

since she became a mother under the circumstances

already described ; and Avith an amazing fortitude

and a surprising amount of physical energy, bad

she pcrforiiied all her duties as heretofore,— ever

in attendance upon the Princess, always one of the

first down at the breakfast-table, and scrupulously

regular in observing the routine of the household.

Thus was it utterly impossible to suspect that she

had so recently passed through that ordeal which

is soteri'ible even for the woman who i-; surrounded

by all comforts fitted for the occasion, and who, by

having no shame to conceal, may retain her couch

until nature restores hei-self again. But it was not

without a painful effort that Agatha had thus defied

as it were the ordinary course of nature ; and there

had been moments when though the smile was upon

her lip, agony was in all her limbs, and tJiough her

spirits seemed elevated as if inspired by thrilling

music, her frame was in reality drooping as if she

must siuk down through mere exhaustion. Indeed,

had it not been for certain excellent restoratives

and sovereign cordials which Mrs. Ranger had ad

ministered, Agatha never could have sustained her

part in such a manner : but even though she suc-

ceeded in doin.: so, it was at some little sacrifice of

her health -and the wonder with her sisters aud

Jlrs. Ranger was, not that she looked somewhat



IKile and delicate, but that she wa^ so litt'o pale

and delicate as she appeared

!

And now behold hei, in a loose moridiipf wr.ippor

^one of those elegant French nius iu negliyee..<

wiiich so well become a lovely woman and give

such an air of sweet and touching interest to tiie

invalid,—one of those neglige s, in a word, which

tantalise the eye with glimpses of tiio chirnn iiiat

they envelop and which revol all the c.)ntours

that th( y ou,'ht to conceal. But, it was tlirou^'h

no cofjuctry at the present moment that Agatha
Owen had a-sume i this winning g.jrb: it was
merely thrown hastily on ere her toilette was com-
pleted, in order that she might enjoy with her
sisters the fresh air of the mjrning in that bal-

cony, and woo to her pale face the breeze which
blowing softly and gently over the warm plains,

lost the cliill at first imparted by the snow-capped
mountains. For such a breeze was well calculated

to bring the blush of the rose back to Agatha's

74*

countonanre ; and as she inhaled that pvue air, it

seemt d as if her lungs expanded with th:* riuova-

tion (if vigorous health.

One arm, the roundness of which was defim d Ity

an elegant bracelet, lay negli;:ently over the plai.;p

wliite shoulders of her sister Emma, whose niLni-

in:^ t:ih'ite was completed: whi;e on the other sid-

1 f Ai.':;:tha appeared Julia, equally lovely, C(i a iy

dissolute, but more seuiimcutal and atli.'Caunaio

tliau lier sisters.

Aeaiha's d.irk brown hair was arranged ingl issy

baud'', ornameutcd with a white rose—an cmlih-m

of thai chastity which she pi^sessed not I Eimn.i's

hair was iu tresses, but gathoicd in a laiot behiud,

and fastened with a circlet of pearls— lieiiig thus

drawn up from a neck that wiis dizzliug in its

whiteness and admirable iu its arching shapeliness.

Juha'd hair showered in a myriad riugltls over bar

white eloping shoulders, and down upon her hue

bosom, which the raoniing di ess left much exposed
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according to the fashion of tho timp. She also

wore a white rose at the side of her head; and of

her it might he observed as of her elder sis(er,

that it was an emblem of the purity which bad

pa-sed away from her

!

Very beautiful appeared tho throe sisters, as

they thus inhaled the fresh breeze of morning in

that balcony worked over with embroidery of real

flowers: and, alas! sorrowful indeed is the re-

flection that the external aspect of those lovely

creatures was very far from serving as an index

of their minds within. Fair and stainless were the

caskets as they seemed to the eye : but no gems

of matchless price were enclosed in those angelic

incarnations. No—in proportion as the exterior

embellishments were beautiful and captivating, so

were the internal thoughts corrupt and impure.

Ah ! of what avail is the snowy bosom if the heart

that beats within is a volcano of furious passions ?

But to coiitiime the thread of our narrative.

Between seven and eight on this delightful morn-

ing was it, that Agatha, Emma, and Julia Owen
were together in the balcony of the eldest sister's

chamber.
" Wiio could ever wish to return to cold and

cheerless England from such a clime as this ?"

said Julia, as she slowly carried her fine hazel

eyes over the garden belonging to the villa—the

fields beyond—and the mountains which rose in

the distance.

" Would you really like to settle down at Geneva

with some good-tempered, confiding husband—

a

native of the country?" asked Emma, raising her

own dark eyes towai ds her younger sister.

" No—I do not think I should like to marry a

foreigner," replied Julia.

" Well then," resumed Emma, " vvhat should you

say to settling down here, iu a villa of your own,

as an independent lady—but of course with a lover

on the sly to be a consolation and a companion

in hours that would otherwise be monotonous in-

deed ?"

" I am sure," said Agatha, the eldest sister,

"that jou can neither be such silly girls as to

think of settling here in a foreign country. In the

first place to marry on the Continent is i-ealiy no

joke: for if the husband should happen to catch

you going a little astray, he can have you looked

up in prison for a couple of years or so. Then, as

to the other alternative, of always solacing one-

self with lovers, let me assure you that nothing

would be more dreadful than to bo exposed to the

jealousy of these foreign admirers. It frequently

happens that they murder their mistresses through

excessive love, aud then make away with them-

selves."

" Ah 1 this a litt'e exaggeration and romancing

on your part, Agatha," observed Emma, laughing.

" However, 1 can safely promise you that i have

no thought of settling myself here : and I can

answer for Julia, that she is not so foolish cither."

"So far," resumed Agatha, "from our even

dreaming of such a thing, 1 sincerely hope that

we shall soon be enabled to give up our present

mission and receive its reward."

"Ilush! do not speak too loud," said Emma:
"we may be overheard from the iieighbouriug

windows. But speaking of a roward, what recom

.

pense will be conferred ou ua, tliink you? The
Prince Regent could scarcely create us Peeresses

in our own right, with handsome pensions. The
scandal would he too great," she continued, in a low

and cautious tone, " after we shall have been called

upon to give evidence against the Princess "

"Hush! hush! 'tis for you now to be cautious,

you silly girl," said Julia, placing her hand play-

fully upon her sister's mouth.
" What should you say then," asked Agatha,

bending down and speaking in a whisper, "if the

Prince were to find each of us an old wealthy Peer

just so far advanced in his dotage as to be amor-
ously inclincii, without being over nice as to the

reputation his bride may have borne before her

marriage?"
" Something of this sort must the Prince do for

u>," said Emma.
" Mamma hinted as much in the last letter she

wrote to Mis. Ranger," said Agatha. " But come—
you must assist ine to finish my toilette. The hour

advances for us to descend to tiie breakfast-tabit."

Tlius speaking, the eldest sister stepped back (roin

the balcony into her chamber ; and putting off the

elegant French wrapper, she proceeded to array her-

self in the garb prescribed by the fashion of the

time as the morning-toilette for ladies in attendance

upon Royalty. This costume partook more of that

which constitutes the evenmg-dress of the present

day : for the corsage was cut low, the sleeves were

short, and a profusion ofjewellery was worn.

" I wonder," said Emma, as she assisted Agatha

to put on her dress, " whether the change of aflrtirs

in France will turn to the advantage of our former

friend Mr. Jocelyn Loftus, as he chose to call him-

self:"—and she laughed gaily at the reminiscences

which the mention of his name conjured up.

" Doubtless he is still a prisoner at Grenoble,"

said Agatlia. " At all events he was still a cap-

tive there at the time the last accounts were received

in England from the French authorities, respecting

him."
" Ah !" observed Jalia: " but that was before the

sudden and unexpected return of Napoleon into

France. We know not what may have happened

since
"

" Depend upon it," interrupted Agatha, " if Joce-

lyn 1 suppose we shall never call him by any

other name than Jocelyn," she added, laughing.

" But 1 was going to observe that if he were free,

you may rely upon it we should have heard or seen

something of him at Geneva ere this. Come, Julia,

confess—would you not like to have to play Lnura

Linden all over again ?"

" If you could ensure me a successful result," re-

joined the youngest of the three charming demireps:

" but that was something more than you coul J even

achieve for yourselves," she adde;l, with a merry

laugh that rang nmsically through the chamber.

" Never did a young man withstand such tempta-

tions before," said Emma. " May we not without

vanity declare that it was the three Graces tempting

Apollo?"
" Three goddesses tempting a youth of gud-liko

beauty," observed Agatha. " You know that at

Richmond we were called the Four G idde.sses "

"Including poor Mary," said Julii, with ti sigh.

« I wish she was with us, instead of being buried

at that cottage in Canterbury, where she still was

when mamma last wrote
"

"Oh! never mind Mary," iutermiitod Agatha,

somewhat petulantly. "She is something more
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than seDtimontal—she is a maudlin, sickening

spooney with her ripid ideas of virtue. But we

have been talking of Jocelyn Loftus—how is it that

not once, duriofj the present conversation, the

nauieg of Curzon and Malpas have been men-

tioned?" she asked, her beautiful countenance

softening into an arch smile.

"What!" ejaculated Emma, "after the scanda-

lous trick they endeavoured to play us—plotting to

carry us off to Lausanne by means of such dreadful

villains as that Kobolt and his gang, whom, as we

have since heard, rumour declares to be nothing

less than resurrection-men Ah! if I were old

Mrs. Ranger, I should never fancy myself again,

after having been in contact with those ruffians ! I

should always suspect my very clothes smelt of

dead bodies. And old Mrs. Hubbard too
"

" I really cannot help laughing," said Agatha,

"when I tiiink of those two antiquated heroines of

the abduction scene
!'

" How astounded Malpas must have been !" said

Emma. "Served him riglittoo! I am very glad

of it."

"Poor Curzon," murmured the sentireiental

Julia: "I really thinlc the punishment was too

severe, seeing that he meant to carry me off

through love.''

" I dare say if you were to meet him again,

Julia," said Agatha, " you would forgive him."
" She might !" exclaimed Emma : " but I declare

I would never forgive Malpas."
"Nor would I forgive Curzon," retorted Julia,

raising her head proudly. "You both seem to

think I am wealc-miuded and foolish: 1 tell you
that I am as strong in purpose as either of you

;

and therefore, once for a'l, let ma beg that I may
be believed wlieu I declire tliat whenever 1 meet
Curzon again I will tell him frankly and candidly

that everything is at an end lietween us. As for

you, Emma," she continued, flinging a somewhat
angry but also arch look upon her sister, "it is

very easy of you to talk so sligiitiugly of Malpas
since you havd already formed a new attachmiint.

Ah ! don't think that I am blind to the amorous
looks which you have lately flung upon the good-
looking equerry "

"What! Baron Bergami?" ejaculated Agatha:
then, evidently struck by something, she imme-
diately added, " And now that I recollect, you have
80 manage J, Emma, for some days past that he shall

sit next to you at breakfast and give you his arm
from the drawing-room to the dining-room. Yes,

and also last evening and the evening before, when
we all walked out along the shore Ah! Emiua,
how the blood is rising to your check!" exclaimed

Agatlia, laughing, as she held her snowy hand
against her sister's face which had indeed become
of the richest carnation. " How it burns 1"

" Come, I will make a confession," said Emma,
now endeavouring to escape from her confusion in

a merry laugh ;
" and I know not wiiy I should have

attempted to conceal this new feeling even for a

single day, inasmuch as we do not usually have any
secrets from each other. The tru'.ii is, I have hecii

playing Baron Bergami so lo:ig and to such effect,

thill 1 have fallen in love with him myself. Now,
my dear girls, you must observe that when 1 am
dressed up for that particular purpose, with my hair

all gathered so as to appear to flow just down as far

as the nape of the neck, like Bergami's—with that

elegant frock-coat too, imprisoning me in the ad-

mirable symmetry of its shapely cut—then, with

those trousers with tlieir great plaits at the hips and
round the front, gradually diminishing until they

terminate in a graceful arch over the boots—yes, and
then those loves of boots themselves, so exquisitely

shaped, with such high heels, making me at least

two inches taller than I am, and giving such a hol-

low to the shape of my foot that as I stand you

might roll a half-crown upright underneath,—when

I see myself thus attired, the snowy shirt-frill

arranged in such a manner as to conceal the

swell of my bosom—and last, though not least,

those false whiskers and that elegant moustache,

—

when I contemplate myself, I say, thus attired, in

the full length mirror, I really fancy that I am
Bergami—and—and don't you think that the

Baron is very, very handsome ?"

The manner in which Emma asked this question,

suddenly gave such a droll turn to the graphic and
picturesque portraiture she had been drawing of

herself, that Agatha and Julia could not help

bursting out laughing. Emma also laughed; and
a delightful spectacle was it, the mirth of those

three lovely girls—a mirth that displayed teeth

white as ivory between lips of wet coral—teeth

which were pure and perfect as pearls themselves

could be, and lips which seemed so fresh in their

dewy moisture that it were liard indeed to believe

that the hot kisses of burning: lust hai ever been

pressed upon them. But, Oh ! who that observes

the rose when drooping at eve with the diamond
dew-drops sparkliug upon every modestly closing

leaf, would imagine that this flower seemingly so

pure, so chaste, so delicate, had been boldly bask-

ing in the gorgeous sunlight during the whole day,

and had drunk in the impassioned glow without

parching or scorching ?

"Ttien are we to understand," said Agatha,

when her own and her sisters' mirth had somewhat
subsided, " that you love Bergami?"
"Yes—love him as I loved Jocelyn," answered

Emma,—"because he was handsome and I desired

him : or love him as I have loved Malpas, because

I cannot exist without a lover."
'• Oh ! wo can understand why you love him,"

exclaimed Agatha, still laughing. " But remember,
Einma," she added more seriously, " these amours
may have their consequences, as mine did—and it

may not always be so easy to get over them "

"Well, my dear sister," interrupted Emma, "it

will be time enough to talk of that wheli the danger

presents itself. Besides, jou must not get on too

t'iist in your conjectures. I am very far from

having ensnared Bergami as yet—he even appears

rather distant not exactly distant, for he is

politeness itself, as you well know : but he will not

see that I love him. If my hand lingers ia his, be
docs not press it : if my looks fix themselves upon
i'im, his are cast down : if my foot happens to redt

.against his under the table, he begs my pardon as

if he himself had accidentally kicked me."
" Wliy, this is as bad as Loftus in the post-

chaise," exclaimed Agatha, " wlieu we first tra-

velled with him, and before we knew who he really

was. And yet the Baron does not look as if he

would prove another Jocelyn: uir dj I believe

that there can be more than one man of Jocelyii'n

stoic disposition in the world—and that man is

Joeelyu himself."
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" Wei), at all events, I intend to subdue Bergami

if it be possible," observed Emma. " By the bye,"

s':ie ailded, suddenly turning the convcisition to

another topic as a thought struck her, "did not

her Royal Highness say something yesterday

about getting up private theatricals for our own

amusement here at the villa ?"

" ye?," answered Julia: "but in consequence of

! some observation that was made by one of the

ladies, 1 fancy her Koyal Highness will renounce

the idea."

" Ail ! I recollect," said Emma. " The Princess

was reminded that her husband, the Prince Regent,

had given a series ( f private theatricals at Carlton

House ; and she does not wish to imitate at Geneva

what he does in London." '

" I noticed that her Royal Highness," continued

Jn)ia, "was looking, last evening, when we re-

luraed from our walk, over the tile of English

newsfiapers; and I saw that she was scanning

with great attention a description wliich the Times

guve of the very tirst private representation, in

December last, at Carltjn House. I watched her

Kojal His:hness as she read over the names of all

the elite of the aristocracy who were present. Of

course there was the brilliant and iiicoinp.irable

Lady Sackville—the Countess of Curzon—the
Marchioness of Conyngham—Miss Batliurst—Miss

Arbuthnot—Lady Prescott
"

"Oil never mmd enumerating" the names," in-

terrupted Emma: "we have scanned them over

and ov( r a;<aiii a dozen times. Depend upon it

iliat her Royal Highness regards as a personal

enemy, and also as a positive rival, every joung

and good-looking woman who visits at Cailtou

House."

"]No doubt she does—and naturally so under

the circumstances," observed Agatha. "But what

has all this got to do with tlie topic on wliich

we were conversing—the private tlieatricals ?"

" Oh ! only this," returned Julia, " that I was

about to add, when Emma interrupted me, that so

soon as her Royal Highness read over that list of

names, she said * Oh I Iperceive that one must have

the most dazzling beauties that can be comjretjaltd

to make private theatricals go off well ; andthere-

f'>re ive will iiot attempt anything of the sort here.'

Tliis she said with considerable bitterness,' ob-

served Julia.

At this moment a time-piece on the mantel in

Agatha's room chimed half-pait eight; and the

tiiree young ladies, suddenly cutting short their

colloquy, hastened down to the breaktastparlour.

CHAPTER CLV.

THE ACDIENCE AND THE LETTER.

It was a little past noon on the same day, and her

Royal Highness the Princess of Wales was walk-

ing in tlie garden attended by Agatha, Emma, and
Julia, as ladies-in-waiting—the other three ladies

of her suite not being on duty for this day. The
Baron Bergami was likewise present as equcrry-in-

wa ting.

Her Royal Highness was at this time forty-five

years of age. Siie was stout : her embonpoint had
expanded into luxuriance, slightly perhaps ap-
proaching to coarseness. Her cheeks had a some-

what heightened colour upon them which was not

exactly that of health, but seemed to indicate a
love of (rood living. Nevertheless she was tempe-

rate and abstemious ; and that inclination to rud-

diness was entirely natural. Her neck be-

ing totally deficient in that graceful arching

which gives a statuesque and dignified air to

a well-dressed woman, had the same awkwardness
of appearance as if it were short. Her eyes were

handsome and of a fine blue, indicating good tem-

per and generosity of heart. It was perhaps this

expression, added to a placid, unaffected smde,

which from her girlhood had seemed stereo-

typed upon her lips, which to some degree pre-

vented the observer from noticing the shade of

mournfulness which nevertheless had for years past

been growing upon her countenance; and as

her disposition was naturally lively and vivacious,

she did not outwardly display as much feeling as

she inwardly experienced relative to the misfor-

tunes that had overtaken her, and the bitter

hatred of which her husband made her the victim.

In a word, that she was an amiable, well-meaning,

kind-hearted woman, there can be no doubt: that

she was ihoughtless, and that her manners were

characterised with all the freedom peculiar to

Continental ladies, cannot be denied: but that she

was criminal and faithless to her husband, is not

to be believed for a single moment.
And now a tVw words relative to Bergami. He

was at the time of which we are writing, about

tidrty-eight ytars of age, and remarkably hand-

some. His darlc hair, glossy whiskers, and deli-

cately pencilled moustache, set off a countenance

that was pale and pensive. His dark eyes were gene-

rally cast downward as if in thought: but his fine

form, slender even to youihi'ul symmetry, was up
right as a dart. He dressed habitually in deep

black ; though on formal occasions, when in attend-

ance upon the Princess, he wore a sort of uniform

surtout coat of blue cloth, frogged, braided, and
buttoned close up to the chin. In either costume

lie lookeil the perfect gentleman: but in the

latter he had a military appearance, truly becom-
ing.

In manners he was gentle, unassumiag, but

agreeably cnurteou-. His conversation, unob-

tiusive and quiet, was interesting, instructive, and

often fascinating; while he himself appeared en-

tirely unconscious of its powers. Towards the

Princess his demeanour was ever characteris.d by

the most marked respect; and iliou-h from his

very boyhood he had known her, yet did he never

appear to lose sight of the great distance which

social conventionalisms had placed between him and

her. Indeed, so delicate—so considerate—and so

nobly generous was his behaviour towards her

Royal Highness, that he never under any circum-

stances would allow himself to be left alone with

her even for an instmt : and if, when in the draw-

ing-room, he beheld a chance of ail the ladies-in-

waiting being absent from the apartment at one

and the same moment, he invariably made it a

point of retiring ere left in tite-a-tite with the

Princess.

Having recorded these few observations rela-

tive to characters whom history has made memo-

rable, we now resume the thread of our nanative.

•' 1 am sure I do not know how long we are

likely to remain here," said the Princess, pursa-
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ii:^ the tliteaJ of a couvcrsatioa alrc.idy com-
menced in the diawing-room ere she came out to

walk ia the garden. " So much uovv depends upon

the course which events may take in France. You
see, it is quite evident from the newspaper reports

that there will be a desperate sti'uggle between

i Bonaparte and the Allies is it not so, Baron ?"

"No doubt of it, madam," responded Bergami,

to whom the query was ad^lressed. "Immense
preparations are being made; and it is probable

that your Royal Highiiess's august father, the

Duke of Brunswick, will be invested with a very

important command in the armies mustered for

the coming conflict."

•' And if Napoleon be beaten ?'* said the Prin-

cess inquiringly.

" Then peace, your Royal Highness, will instan-

taneously be given to Europe—1 may add to the

whole world," answered Bergami.
" But if, on the other hand, Napoleon should

conquer?" asked the Princes?,

f Then, madam," rejoined the equerry, "it will

be impossible to foresee the consequences. But
this much may be predicted, that all Continental

Europe is sure to be subjected to the Emperor's

sway.''

" And as the wife of the Prince Regent," con-

tinued her Royal Highness, " I should incur the

I'isk of being seized upon by the French, even

here at Geneva, and thrown into some fortress.

Well then, as I was telliug you, young ladies, just

now," ehe continued, addressing herself to Agatha
and Julia, while Emma remained behind, walking

by the side of Bergami, "our sojourn in this

beautiful spot depends entirely on the course that

occurrences may take,"

At this moment a page was seen advancing
from the villa; and approaching the Princess, he
said with a low obeisance, " May it please your
Royal Highness, an English lady craves an audi-

ence."

" Give me the lady's card, that I may hand it

to her Royal Highness," at once said Agatha,
who, as well as her sisters, was ever on the alert

to prevent any one from obtaining access to the

Princess unless it suited their purpose.

"The lady neither gave name nor card," said

the page ; " but requested that this note might be
handed to her Royal Highness, should there be
any hesitation manifested in receiving her."

According to the etiquette invariably observed in

respect to royal personages, Agatha, as the senior

lady-in-waiting, received the note which the page
now presented : and opening it, she ran her eyes

quickly over its contents.

" Oh ! it is no one of any consequence—a mere
pretence and excuse," she said. "Your Royal High-
ness will do well to decide upon not granting this

interview."

" But what does the note say V asked the Prin-

cess. " Who is the lady 2 what does she pretend

t0l)U?"

" Evidently an impostress," rejoined Agatha.
" Your Royal llighness's exceeding benevolence
anl charity give encouragement to all kinds of per-

sons to approach as suppliants for your bounty.
Shall 1 order the page to state that your Royal
HiKness cannot be disiurbed at present ?"

The Princess, good-nalurcil and confiding as she
w. M, and nwer liking to thwart the ladies by whom

she was surrounded, was about to give her assent to

the course which Agatha sug-ested,— when the sud-
den fancy took her that she would look at that note
which had just been presented. Perhaps it was a
mere whim on the Princess's part thus to piruse
that note : or perhaps it was that Miss Owen had on
this occasion slightly over-acted her part and had
seemed too anxious to prevent the audience solicited,

—so that a faint suspicion, but vague and indefinite,

was excited in the Princess's mind. Whichever
were tlie cause, certain it is that the Princess sud-

denly assumed an air of decision and firmness

which she seldom wore on ordinary occasions; and
turning to Agatha, she said, " Give me that note."

Miss Owen dared not disobey—nor was she even
imprudent enough to show any reluctance ; but at

once placed the billet in her Royal Highness's hand.

The Princess thereupon glanced over its contents,

which ran as follow :

—

" May it plcaac your Royal Highness,—The writer of
this is a lady who lias had the honour of enjoying the ac-
quaintance of your Koyal Highness's august daughter the
Prhicess Charlotte; and shu has likewise been honoured
by the notice of her Royal Highness the Princess i^ophia.

She is the bearer of a letter of the utmost importance
from the latter Princess to your Royal Highness, and
therefore most respectfully and humbly solicits an inter-

view, tliat she may have an opportunity of presenting the
same to yonr Royal Highness, she being pledged to deliver

that letter into luar Royal Highness's own, hand. If your
Royal Highness's suppliant refrains from appending her

name to lliis letter, it is for a reason which will be satis-
|

factorily explained shculd the honour of an audience bo !

granted."
jj

" I really do not see, ]\Iiss Owen," said the Priu- I

cess, with a voice and look of gentle though grave \

remonstrance, "that you were justified in coming to j

so rapid and uncharitable a conclusion relative to
\

the writer of this note. There is nothing on the i

face of it which should have led you to suppose

that she wished to obtain access to me for men-
dicant purposts."

" Your Royal Highness must surely be awarf,'

answered Agatha, with the coollest effrontery, "that

the writers of begging letters adopt all kinds of sub-

terfuges and devices
"

" But I do not think this is a case in point," in-

terrupted the Princess, still in a tone of rebuke.
" At all events

"

" Heaven forbid that I should venture to interpose

my humble opinion, well meant though it be, in a

manner disaijreeablb to your Royal Highness'."

—

and as Agatha thus spoke with an assumed tone of

deep humiliation, she affccled also to be hurt by her

royal mistress's manner towards her, and the croco-

dile tears trickled down her cheeks.

" My dear giti," exclaimed the generous-hearted

Princess, touched by Agatha's apparent giiof, " noi

for a moment did 1 intend to wound your feelings!

I have no doubt that you acted for the best."

" As I always do, in my love and devotion towards

your Royal Highness," said Agatli.n, now preteml-

mg to cheer up. " But if you have losolved, ma-
dam, to see this lady, permit me at all evenis to go

and satisfy myself that slio is a person who may
with propriety be introduced into your royal pre

sence."

"Whoever she may be, I will see her," said tin

Princess, again speaking in a tone of decision. Tin i;

addressing the p.i;e, iliu said, "Gjiind bting iha:

lady hither. I will ace her here."

, .
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Agatha, Emma, and Julia exchanged quick

glances with each other, to imply their fear that

something was wrong: but these looks were so

swiftly interchanged, that they were not noticed by

either the Princess or Bergami.

Her Royal Highness now placed herself on one

of the elegant garden-seats, made of iron and painted

green, which were ranged at intervals along the

walks. Agatha stood on her right hand : Emma,
Julia, and Bergami took their stations behind their

royal mistress. Nothing was how said during the

couple of minutes which elapsed ere the page re-

appeared, escorting the visitress thither. But during

that brief interval her Royal Highness once more

perused the note which she still held in her hand ;

while Agatha hastily collected all her ideas and

summoned all her presence of mind to her aid—for

she felt convinced that some scene requiring no

ordinary artifice, ingenuity, and duplicity was now
at hand.

The moment the page was again seen advancing,

all eyes were fixed upon the lady who accompanied

him ; and Agatha as well as her sisters at once per-

ceived that every chance of being enabled to throw

upon her the slur of a begging-letter impostress was
gone. For she was not only handsomely dressed in

half mourning; but her whole appearance indicated

the well-bred, elegant lady in good circumstances.

On approaching the Princess, she raised her veil

and revealed a handsome countenance whose beauty

was enhanced at the moment by the glow which the

excitement she now experienced conjured up to her

cheeks. The Princess instantaneously fancied that

those features were not altogether unknown to her

;

but beyond this she had no defined and positive

recollection of the lady. As for Agatha and her

sisters, they were totally unacquainted with her:

but the quick glances they flung upon her as sho

accosted their royal mistress, seemed intended to

pierce her through and through.

The page, having conducted the visitress into the

presence of the Princess Caroline, withdrew to a

distance, beyond earshot, so as to be ready to

show her out again from the garden when the

interview should be ended. The lady made a

courtly obeisance as she approached the Princess,

and ihen stood waiting to be spoken to before she

herself ventured to breathe a word. Indeed, lier

whole manner, conduct, and bearing at once
proved that she was accustomed to the etiquette of

royal circles.

"I have read your note, madam, with the
greatest attention and interest," began the Prin-
cess, with a voice and mien alike affable and
encouraging. " You say that you have a letter ?"

"in the first place, may it please your lioyal

Higlmess," said Agatha, advancing a step or two,

"this lady will be kind enough to go through the
usual formality and give me her card, that I may
present it to your Royal Highness."

" Most cheerfully will I do so at once," answered
the lady in a mild but firm voice, " provided that
the mention of my name may not in any way pre-
judice the object of my mission :"—and here her
large dark eyes were swept rapidly over the three
ladies-in-waiting, whom she no doubt at once per-
ceived to be sisters, and thence perhaps guessed
who they were.

" Your card, madam ?" said Agatha, somewhat
imperiously. "No straugews allowed to exchange

words with her Royal Highness until the name has
been duly announced and the preseiice of the indi-

vidual approved of."

" May it please your Royal Highness," said the
lady, "to read the letter of which I am the
bearer?"—and she raised her hand to the bosom
of her dress to draw forth the despatch she alluded

to.

"Midam, your card?" repeated Agatha, now
speaking more imperiously than before, and ex-
tending her hand to receive the card which she
thus demanded in a way that showed she would
take no refusal.

" Yes," said the Princess, herself beginning to

think there was something suspicious in the lady
refusing to give her name : " you must announce
who you are ; and I promise that whatever name it

may be, the avowal shall not in any way prejudice

you—though I am at a loss to conceive how you
should entertain such an idea, provided it be a
name which you can make known without a
blush."

But as the Princess thus spoke, a blush did

arise, and quickly too, upon the cheeks of the

lady; which Agatha, instantly perceiving, failed

not to take advantage of.

"Thislaly evidently dares not reveal hername,"
she said. "It will be much better for her to with-

draw at once:"—and this hint, intended indeed as

a command, was accompanied by an imperious ges-
ture of the hand.

Now, in real truth, Agatha as senior lady-in-

waiting, was only performing her duty by insisting

on the name being given or on the lady's prompt
withdrawal. The lady herself seemed to know
this full well ; and as tiie Princess remained silent,

allowing the affair to take its proper course, she
said, " I crave pardon for this hesitation and delay

on my part. Here is my card."

" Lady Prescoii," said Agatha as she glanced at

the card which was now handed to her : t!ien, as a
sudden reminiscence struck her, she turned towards

the Princess and whispered, " This lady is not a
fit ciiaracter to be here. Your Royal Highness
will doubtless remember that amongst the li.-t of

th' ae who were present r.t the private tiieatricals

at Carlton House last December "'

" Ah ! to be sure—1 remember 1"' eaid her Royal
Highness: "tlie name of Lady Prescott was
amongst them. But is not this also the name of

one of the ladies belonging to the Queen's house-

hold?"
" It is so, madam," replied Agatha : then in a still

lower and more impressive tone, she added, "This

lady comes from the camp of your Royal High-

uess's enemies."

At this momtnt Emma bent down her head over

the Princess's shoulder, and said in a whisper, " Lady
Prescott is no longer in the Queen's household. I

remember reading in the newspaper of ker resigna-

tion some months ago, and of her being succeeded

by Miss Arbuthnot."
" I think also," superadded Agatha, who had just

been taking another brief but piercing survey of

Lady Prescott,—" I think that if her ladyship be

not privately married, she at least ought to be."

" Yes," observed the Princess, now fixing her

eyes also with steadfastness upon Lady Prescott:

" beyond all doubt she ought to be married. But,

Oh! the English Court—and those private theatri-
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cals at Carlton House :"—and here her Royal Higli-

npss shook her head ominously.

This hurried and whispered colloquy occupied

hut little more than a minute, during which Lady

Prescott remained standing at a distance of about

lour yards from the garden-seat where the Princess

was placed : and though she caui^ht not a syllable

of what was uttered, she nevertheless was at no loss

to understand that the observations thus covertly

passing, concerned herself. Not however that she

lor a moment suspected her actual condition was

descried: she had fluttered herself that her preg-

nancy was imperceptible with the dress which she

wore and the appliances of art she had put in requi-

sition to conceal her shaine. But the keen eyes of

Agatha, who had passed through all that process of

concealment and artifice, had not failed to detect the

secret,—while Lady Prescott herself fancied that the

whispered discourse which was going on merely re-

garded the little bit of scandal that had been coupled

with her name in Landon at the time of her resig-

nation of her situation at Court. But still, even

this idea which had previously made her blush ere

she revealed her name, now made her blush again

as she observed those rapid whisperings wliich

were passing amongst the group, and the piercing

glances that were flung towards herself.

" May it please your Royal Highness," she said,

recovering her presence of mind, "I did not at

once reveal my name for fear sooie prejudice

might exist against it. But my mission will be

accomplished it you permit me to hand this letter,

which is addressed to yourself from your Royal
Ilighne&s'a august sister-in-law and cousin the

Princess Sophia."
" I thiuk you would do well. Lady Prescott,"

interrupted Agatha, "to withdraw. Her Royal
Highness even wonders at your audacity in ap-

pearing before her in a condition, which, had you
any fetling of decency, you would have been only

too anxious to conceal."

A deadly pallor overspread the countenance of
the unhappy Lady Prescott as the eldest Miss
Owen tlius addressed her in words proving that

lier secret had indeed been penetrated. But with

a desperate resolve to accomplish her mission, she
drew forth a letter from her bosom—advanced
towards the Princess—and said, " Take it, m.idam
—1 implore you to take it ! Whatever I may be,

my shame—my misfortune—cannot alter nor pre-

judice tlie contents of this note ; and you may
jud^e of its inportance by the risk of exposure
which I have ruu in undertaking to be tije bearer

cfit."

" No—her Royal Highness cannot receive any-
thing from your hand," said Agath.i, sternly.

"Withdraw, mad im—withdraw ! Every moment
tint you remain here is an additional insult to her
Royal Highness."

" Take care, Miss Owen," retorted the now en-
raged-almost maddened Lady Prescott, " that
the time docs not come when your presence shall

also be regarded as an insult
!"

" This 13 a sheer impertinence," exclaimed
Acjatiia, with the quickuc ss of an hysterical ex-
citement—and from head to foot she trembled
with a mortal terror, as if a thunderbolt lud filleu

at her feet.

" Give me that letter and begone !" exclaimed
the Princess, sternly addressing: herself to Lady

Prescott, whose conduct she naturally regarded

as a deliberate and wanton insolence towards Miss

Owen.
Lady Prescott accordingly handed the letter to

the Princess and then hurried away, overwhelmed
with confusion, ani consoled only by the reflection

that after having dared so much—and likewise en-

dured so much—she had succeeded in placing

Jocelyn's despatch in the hands of her Royal

Highness. Tlie page, who was waiting at a dis-

tance, hastened to conduct her out of tiie garden :

but ere she quitted the grounds she threw a hasty

look back, and beheld the Princess with the letter

open in her hands.
•' She is reading it—she is reading it !" said Lady

Prescott to herself: and in the joy now expe-

rienced on account of the success of her mission,

she forgot for the moment the indignity, the hu-

miliation, and the exposure through which she had
just passed.

But let U3 return to the royal group. The
moment the Princess Caroline had taken the letter

in the manner already described from Lady Pres-

cott, she tore it open ; and the envelope she in her

haste let fall upon the ground. Agatha sto )ped—
picked it up—and appeared to fold it in an unpre-

meditated, unwitting manner, while the Princess

opened the letter which the euvelope had con-

tained.

It was the missive from the Princess Sophia, and
ran as follows :

—

" St. James's Palace, London.
" Decemher, 1814.

"Mt dhaeest Caroline,
" I beg and entreat of you to see the bearer of this, who

will explain to you what his oljject is in approaching you

—

wliat he has already sulTered in the endeavour to seek you
—and how it is that he is compelled to adopt extraordinary

means to obtain access to your presence. lie bears tlie

name of Jocelyn Loftus : but that is not his real one.

This ho will reveal to you, together with the reasons which
have induced liim to adopt the assumed one. On n«

account be dissuaded from seeing him. That attempts

will bo made so to dissuade you 1 am well aware licfore-

hand : but I entreat you, for your own sake—for the saKO

of your dear daughter Charlotte, who knows of the step

which is being taken— I entreat you, I say, not to listen

to any representations t/tat mrtij be madi in order to prevent

himtrom obtaining access to yati I Rest assured it is of the

highest importance 1 At all events see him—hear him—
and then iudge for yourself.

" Ever your afl'ectionato sister-in-law and cousin,

"SOPULV."

Over the shoulders of her Royal Highness did the

sharp eyes of Emma and Julia peruse this letter,

while they had all the appearance of standing in re-

spectful attention behind her; so that not even Ber-

gami himself noticed that they were thus scanning

their royal mistress's correspondence. As for Aga-

tha, who was standing by the Princess, she had been

engaged in folding up the envelope in an apparently

listless manner, but in reality with tht utmost care

to preserve it.

"Here is a singular letter!" exclaimed the Prin-

cess. " You may read it, my dear girl," she added,

handing it to Agatha: "and I must thank you, by

the bye, for the manner in which you ere now vin-

dicated not only the respect due to me, but jdso the

delicacy of our sex with regard to that Lidy Pres-

cott. But how could she liavi- become thi; bearer of

this letter, seeing that it speaks of a Mr. Loftus?

Moreover, it is dated in December; and ihia is
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May! My sister-in-liw t!ie Princes? Sophia has

chosen a somewhat laggard messenger; and the

vital importance of the document must have worn

hself out over and over again long ere this. But
have I not heard tlie name of Jocelyn Loftus be-

fore?" she asked, with the air of one who seeks for

^, particular reminiscence.
'• Assuredly, madam," was Agatha's prompt reply.

"Djes not your Royal Highness recollect our dear

hind friend Mrs. Ranger int'orming you how grossly

we were insulted by that young man whom we took

to be a gentleman or I even think he said he was

a nobleman in dis^juise did he not, Emma?"
" He did," was the young lady's response. " But

you recollect what sad accounts we heard of him

—

and how he was arrested for tvavellini; under a false

name and bein;^ a very bad suspicious character

indeed
"

*' Yes," interjected Julia; " and you recollect, too,

how I was compelled to remain behind you in

Paris through illness and what dreadful

things I learnt in addition to all you had previously

heard
"

" Well, my dear girls," interrupted the Princess,

"you can set your minds at rest by the reflection

that Mr. Loftus does not appear to be forthcoming

to seek an audience at my hands, IIow Lady Pres-

cott could have become the bearer of a letter which
it was evidently intended for him to deliver, is a
mystery beyond all conjecture."

" Who knows," said Agatha, " but that this Lady
Prescott is the mistress of the adventurer Loftus ?

Your Uoyal Highness may rest assured that he has

imposed by some means upon the Princess Sophia

—

worked upon her credulity—and by his specious

tales, as plausible as ihty are I'alse, induced her to

give him that letter of introductiou to your Royal

Highness?"
" There is a mystery about all this," remarked

the Princess, a gradual uneasiness arising in her

mind, and vague suspicions slowly developing their

shadows around her like undefined phantoms dimly

seen. " I know not what to think. From all I

have heard, the impression made upon my mind
relative to Mr. Loltus is certainly of no favourable

nature. But then my sister-in-law's letter—so ener-

getically, so emphatically worded—warns me against

being dissuaded frora seeing him. What does the

Baron think of all this?"

Thus speaking, she abruptly turned towards Ber-
gami, who, in his usual mood of intellectual pen-
siveness, had remained all along a silent witness of

the whole scene which we have been describing.

But he had lost nothing, neither deed nor word : for

even when the young ladies were whisperingly di-

recting the Princess's attention to Lady P/escott's

condition, the Baron, placed where he was, could not

help overhearing all that was said.

" What is your opinion, I ask," repeated the Prin-
cess, " upon all these matters ?"

" Your Royal Highness is aware that whenever
my sentiments are desired, I invariably give them
frankly and candidly :"—such was Bergami's reply,

delivered in a tone replete with the musical mild-
ness of courtesy but with the accentuation of a
m.inly decision.

" Then I desire you to speak with your usual
frankness now," said the Princess both encourag-
inffly and impatiently. " Come, Baron—what is

your opiuiou i'"

"I think, may it please your Koyal Highnes?,''
3aid Bergami, "that if Lady Prescott had been '

suffered to enter into details, she would have !

explained any seeming contradictions or anoma- '

lies in all this proceeding. For instance, she
might have stated how it is that the letter is dated
in December and is only delivered in May— how
she comes to be the bearer of it—where Mr. Loftus

j

is—and all other piriiculars. I therefore think,

may it p'ease your Royal Highness, that consider- '

in;^ this letter emanates from the Princess Sophia
—that it addresses you so seriously—and that it

adjures you so solemnly,—I think, I say, that it

would have been pruJent to have heard Lady
Prescott at greater length, notwithstanding it was
indiscreet in the beginning for a lady in her con-
dition to have appeared before you. At all events,
if Mr. Loftus be in Geneva, as I think is probable,
it would be but prudent to see him."

" Then I iiave made up my mind how to act," I

exclaimed the Princess, who was entirely a creature
of impulse : and starting abruptly from the garden-
peit, she ailded, "Baron, I confido this matter en-
tirely to you, viith the request thit you lose no
tiaio iu sifting it to the very bottom. Yon, as

a man, can see Mr. Loftus, whatever be his cha-

racter: you can hear what he has to say, and
judge accordingly. But if he be not at Geneva,
then may you probably find out Lady Prescott's

abode, and with some suitable apology for intro-

ducing yourself to her, ascertain what more .^he

may have to say upon the business which brought
her hither ere now. In conducting these inquiiies

let this letter itself serve as your credential."

With these words the Piincess Caroline placed
Sophia's despatch in the hands of Bergami, who
forthwith took his departure to enter upon the in-

vestigation With which he was now charged. The
Princess then re-entered the villa, foil )wed by the

three sisters, who exchanged looks of apprehen-
sion and alarm with each other.

" I can now dispense with your attendance until

dinnertime," said her Royal Highness to the

young ladies : " for I shall retire to my own room
and pen a long epistle to the Princess Sophia,

who at all events must have been animated by the

kindest possible motives when she wrote that

letter which was ere now delivered to me."

Agatha, Emma, and Julia—being thus released

from attendance on their royal mistress for the

next three or four hours—withdrew to cne cf their

own chambers, to deliberate upon the scene wliich

had ere now taken place in the garden. The mo-
ment they were alone together, Agatha produced

the envelope which she had picked up and re-

tained : for at the time licr quick eye had caught

some writing in^idj the p:iiior as it fell to the

ground.

The three sisters no\y rmd it in the following

terms:

—

"JIadam:—
" Tlie undersigned, Jocelj-n Loftus, the indivi(!nal meji-

tioiied in the encloseJ letter from' the Princess Sopliia,

presents his duty to your Royal Highness, and bega

to state that, having suffered au imprisoninent of be-

tween lour and five months at Grenoble—n-iinely, from
December initil three days ago—he was imablo to take

any earlier steps towards phiciug the letter in your

Roysil Highncss's h.and.

" Ho does not now seek a personal Interview In the

first instance with your Royal HIjUvcss, because ho U



well awaro that cerlam circumstancea, which he has tn

explain, would lend to defeat any such endeavour on

his part to approach your Koyal Highness.

" He however hopes that tlie lady whj has kindly

consente.1 to become tho bearer of tliis letter to your

Royal Highness, will be enabled to return with a favour-

able answer to Jocelyn Loftus,—so that he may without

delay present his homage to your Royal Highness.

"He is at present residinsi at the house of Dr. Mai avoUi,

a physician and surgeon m the suburb of .

'• In conclusion, he begs that under no circumstanc/f

will your Uoyal Highness permit youiself to be prejudico.i

uu.iinst liim, no m:ilterfrom whose lips hoatiio .>r calum-

niating representations may comf : for Jocelyn Loftus

will be enabled to prove that his motives are utterly ficc

from selGshnoss—his character unimpcacliablo— tlio per-

secutions he has endured most uudoscrved—and his aims

and objects entirely in the interest of your Uoyal Higli

ness.

"aene7a,May 1.', 181.J.
•

Such were the lines written inside the envelope,

and which the three s'sters now hastily scanned

750

with fiiffhtPncd looki, blanching; cheeks, and pal-

pitatinfj hearts.

<'What ia to be done?" exclaimed Apratha, in

consternation. "Loftus is at Maravelli's Ah !

and now I understand," she half-shricUed l)vt\

as a sudden reminiscence struck her.

" What do you under»tand?" asked Emma and

Julia, both in a breath.

" That allusion whieh Lady Prescntt made," re-

turned Agatha. "Oh! I felt at tho time it was

somethin;; more that a mere random retort—that

itw.as a deliberate taunt Hung out full of malignant

si^jnificancy !"

" But how is it possible she cm suspect what has

happened to you ?" demaiide>l Kinma, who, as well

as Julia, had caught the infection of Agatha's

disinny.

" Oh ! Maravelli must have penetrated the whole

Tulh," exclaimed Agatha, wringing her hands in

despair. " Instead of believiug that it was the
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Princess whom he delivered, he must have known

that it was me ! And he is not making a secret of

it—he has told it to Loftus— Loftus has told it to

this Lady Prescott—and now Bergami will go and

find it all out! O God! exposure is imminent

—

ruin hangs over our heads!"

Clasping her white hands in despair, the unhappy

young lady threw herself upon a sofa in the bed-

chamber, and gave way to an efl^jsion of the wildest

anguish. Juliabecame equally terrified; and though

Emma could not but feel all the danger of her eldest

sister's position, and also of her own and Julia's as

accomplices in the concealment of the child-birth,

she nevertheless showed more presence of mind than

they on this trying occasion. She accordingly hur-

ried to Mrs. Ranger's room, wiiere slie found that

lady very busy in examining a new set of false teeth

whicii had just been sent home by a famous dentist

in Geneva. But the iiag speedily forgot all about

her artificial embellishments, when *he affrighted

Emma hastily sketched the outline of what had

occurred within the last hour, and the fearful results

which might ensue.

Accompanying Emma to the chamber where

Agatiia and Julia were sitting in despair upon the

sofa, Mrs. Ranger urged them to collect all their

fortitude and presence of mind, so that they might

look the present danger boldly in the face if they

meant to grapple with it at all.

The old woman and the three young ladies now

sat in solemn conclave to deliberate upon the course

that was to be pursued: but the more they weighed

the perils of their position, the darker seemed the

storm-clouds that were gathering around them.

" Now, girls," said Mra. Rauger, suddenly adopt-

ing aa air of such stern decisiou that this nervous,

frivolous, affected old woman seemed iu a moment
to rise high above all her assumed weakuesaes and

trumpery vanities, when tlie gravity of the occa-

sion demanded the development of her best ener-

gies: "now, girls, there is no use in minci.g

matters, and we must see exactly how we stand.

Loftus is our evil genius : he is at Geneva—and

the devil has thrown him in the way of Maravelii.

They are togeiher—and it is pretty certain that,

Maravelii has sold our secret to him. Depend
upon it, he will ferret out every thing,—your

accouchement, Agarha—the disposal of the child

—and all I Then, even if he should be inclined to

show mercy and spare us, that woraan whom you
have made your mortal enemy—this Lady Pres-

cott, 1 mean—will expose us pitilessly. This is

natural : it will be tit for tat— a woman's ven-

geance I Well thtu, what follows ? Concealment of
liirth is a crime of magnitude in the Genevcse
Republic,—at least two years' imprisoumcnt for

the principal — that is yourself, Agatha — and
eighteen months fur your two sisters and mo—
be.-ides utter ruin and eternal di^grace for us all

!

This is the position we are in ; and those are the

perils which now stare us in the face !

"

"Good heavens!" murmured the three sisters,

clasping their hands : " what is to be done ? what
is to be done r"

The reader beheld them iu the morning—gay,
bright, and beautiful—as they stood in the balcony,
calling themselves Graces and tJoddosses: and
now he may behold them within the walls of that
chamber— pale, trembling, convulsed indeed from
head to foot with the crucifixiou of anguish, and

suffering mental a;^onie3 so acute that even to

endure them fr a few miimtes would appear
almost sufficieut to turn those dark brown masses

of hair silver white—dim all the lustre of those fine

hazel eyes—and render those damask cheeks wrin-

kled, haggard, and ghastly

!

" What is to be done ? what is to be done ?" they

repeated, addressing their words in the most piteous

accents to Mrs. Ranger : and it was as if three

despairing beauties were adjuring some withered

witch to work her spells on their behalf.

" What is to be done ?" said Mrs. Ranger. " What
is to be done ?" she repeated slowly and deliberately:

then suddenly fixing her eyes upon the three young
ladies with a look which had a horrible fascination in

it, she said in a deep tone but with accents that

trembled not, " Murder must be done, if we would
save ourselves

!"

The three girls, who had been leaning forward

—

hanging as it were upon the slightest syllable to

whicli the hag was to give utterance—started sud-

denly back as if she had changed all in a moment
into a hideous reptile from which they recoiled

loathingly : and though ejaculations of horror seemed
to waver upon their lips, yet were they stifled ere

sent forth,

" Yes— I mean what I say," continued Mrs. Ran-
ger. " But I am not going to ask you to do the

murderous deed. No—this Loftus and that Lady I

Prescott must be removed from our path : but it is

Maravelh upon whose fears I will work Yes, 'tis

Maravelii," she added emphatically, "who shall

become the executioner for us
!"

With these words Mrs. Ranger rose from her sea%

her eyes remaining fixed with a cold, glistening, rep-

tile-like gaze upon the three girls, who, horror-

stricken and dismayed, were huddling together as if

in the presence of some spectral shape.

Then, having thus gazed as if to convince them
that she was inspired with all the energy now needed

for the working out of her desperate plans, Mrs.

Ranger hurried from the room with a step as light

and swift as that of youtlifulness itself: and as the

doorclosed behind her, the three sisters slowly turned

their eyes upon each other with looks expressivo of

a horror beyond all power of descriptioc.

CHAPTER CLVL

THE CRIME DEBATED.

Stern, resolute, and impl.\cable in the purpose she

had formed, Mrs. Ranger betook herself direct to

the city; and on reaching the neighbourhood of

Alaravelli's abode, she entered a wine-shoj:, answer-

ing to the description of a London public-house, and

desired to be shown to a private apartment. This

demand was immediately complied with ; and having

ordered refreshments for the sake of ap pea r.n ices

—

though heaven knows she was in no humour to eat

—

she likewise directed writing-materials to be brought

up. Then, having penned a hasty note to Maravelii,

she despatched it by the waiter of the wine- shop,

whom she charged to answer no questions which

might be put to him by any person save the doctor

himself.

The man departed to execute his commission

;

and in ten minutes he returned, followed by Dr«
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Maravelli, whom he had found at home and who at

once hastened to obey Mrs. Ranger's summons.
*' My dear madam," said the physician, who had

scarcely been able to conceal his agitation ia the

presence of the waiter, and who now gave free vent

to his alarms the moment that individual had quitted

the room,—"what, in heaven's name, means this

mysterious proceeding? Why not come direct to

my house as usual ? why send for me hither ? Ah !

madam, a terrible presentiment of evil hangs upon

my soul "

" Sit down, sit down," said Mrs. Ranger, whose
looks denoted a dark and sinister resolution. " We
have much to talk about !"

" Good God ! your tone and manner frighten me,"
said Maravelli, sinking upon a seat, as if in a state

of exhaustion. " Would to heaven I never had any-

thing to do with that business!"—and the wretched

man writhed in agony upon the chair which be had
just taken.

"Fool—idiot—coward!" said Mrs. Ranger, in

the thick husky voice of subdued passion and
contempt. " Is it thus that you show a worse

than woman's weakness in the presence of tre-

mendous dangers ?"—and as she spoke she grasped

his arm with her bony fingers, and griped it with

a force as if it were in an iron vice.

' Dangers !" repeated the wretched man, shud-

dering with the very endeavour which he made
to control his fears. *' Ah ! I knew there were
dangers! I knew it—I knew it—the moment I

received your note, so mysteriously sent, and so

imperatively summoning me hither 1"

" Yes—there are dangers," returned Mrs. Ran-
ger, her voice suddenly changing from the huski-

ness of passion to the sepulchral depth of so-

lemnity. " But if you are a man, and will show a

mau's courage, we can avert those perils—whereas,

if you are weak-minded and show a craven spirit,

ruin will overwhelm us all—not ruin for one, but

ruin for two—three—all—all concerned ! Now do
you understand me—and will you be calm ?"

" I will, I will," said the doctor.

At this moment the waiter re-entered the room,
bearing refceshraeiits and wine ; and when he had
retired again, Mrs. Ranger rose from her seat and
examined the apartment carefully to see whether

the walls were merely wooden partitions, or whether

they were iudeed thick enough to prevent their

voices from being overheard in the adjoining

rooms. Having satisfied herself on this head,

she opened the door gently and looked forth into

the passage: but no one was there. Thus con-

vinced that there were no eaves-dr('i)pers, she re-

turned to her seat at the table where Maravelli

was just tossing oiF a tumbler of wine iu order to

resuscitate his courage and his spirits.

" Now are you prepared to listen ?" asked Mrs.
Ranger.

" I am," was the response : and he certainly ap-

peared to have found the fortitude which he sought
iu the juice of the grape.

"Take another glass," said Mrs. Ranger, who
saw that the artificial stimulant would render him
ductile and pliable to her purpose, more easily

perhaps than even her own representations.
" There ! now proceed," said tiie doctor, setting

down the tumbler which he had emptied a sccdm.I

time. "I am prepared for something dreadful.

Your look—your mauuer—your tone of voice, al-

ready seem to shadow forth some idea of a terrific

nature."

"You are aware, doctor," said Mrs. Ranger,
"that dangers rf» menace us?—you knew it even
before you received my note?—aud it was my note
that worked you up to a pitch of feverish excite-
ment? Come, confess the truth : was it not so ?"

—and she looked him hard iu the face, as much as
to say that it were useless to give a denial.

" Yes—you speak truly—too truly," returned tiie

doctor hesitatingly.

" But you, have betrayed the trust reposed in

you?" she said, still gazing upon him with an in-

tentness and fixity that seemed resolved not to

allow the slightest change of feature on his part
to escape her notice.

"What do»you mean?—betray you?" he asked,
stammering and blushing like a guilty man.

" In one word, doctor," said Mrs. Ranger, sternly

and still with that fascinating look fixed upon him
—but fascinating only as the reptile concentrates

all the magnetic intiuence of its cold gleaming
eyes upon the victim it is about to dart upon,

—

"in one word, you have betrayed all you know to

a young Englishman who is living with you, named
Jocelyn Loftus ?"

"It is useless—utterly useless—nay, even worse
than useless," said the doctor, " to deny anything.

I will make up my mind to tell you all I Besides

I see that you have some project in view "

" Remember, doctor, that every minute is pre-

cious," interrupted Mrs. Ranger, in a warning voice.

"Whatever you have done I will not reproach you
for : 'tis past, and cannot be undone. But it can be

amended or counteracted—aud in this must you help

me! Now proceed—and tell me frankly and can-

didly all you have said to this Jocelyn Loftus."

Dr. Maravelli thereupon commenced the required

explanations. He slated how an English lady,

bearing the fictitious name of Roberts, was living at

his house—and how, as she desired change of scene,

he had visited the adjacent village to purchase or

hire a country residence which he might fit up for

her accommodation. He went on to state how he

had met Loftus there—how the young man had tiiat

same evening rescued Mrs. Roberts from a watery

grave—and how he had become an inmate of his

house. Then he detailed the particulars of the

scene which had taken place between himself and |

Loftus—and how he had revealed all he knew con-
|

cerning the incidents of the villa, and likewise Emma
|

Owen's episodical adventure with th* police. He
j

next proceeded to describe how, late on the pre-
|

ceding night, Loftus had brought liome the corpse of
j

the child—how he had discovered the initials on ilie

fiannel-wrapper aud the cambric liandkercliit.-f—aud I

how he had deposited the body iu the dib.seciingroom. j

Mrs. Ranger was appalled at the narrative now

revealed to her, and which showed how far advanced

.Jocelyn Loftus was in following up the ciue that

he was evidently pursuing to the unraveluieut of the

Miule complicated attair relative to the birtli of the
|

hihl. But composing her haiiowed feelings, and

recalling to her aid that more than feminine and

even more than masculine resolution with wiiich

her own criminal designs she had previously

armed herself, she refiecied profoundly for upwards

uf a minute upon all she had just heard.

•' Do you know what this self- sty led Mrs. Roberta'

real name itt' the iuquued at length.
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"No," replied Maravelli : "but she has told me
that she is a lady of rank, and that she until re-

cently held a situation at the English Court. She is

a fine handsome woman—Ove months advanced in

pregnancy "

"Ah! then it is evidently Lady Prescolt," said

Mrs. Ranger. "Though I have never seen her

ladyship, yet, all things considered, she it must be

!

Did you notice whether she has been out this

morning?"
" Yes—she was absent for upwards of an hour,"

answered the doctor; "and she had not returned

more than twenty minutes when your note was

delivered at my house. She looked agitated "

"Ah! it is the same then," ejaculated Mrs.

Ranger. " A deep mysterious understanding exists

between her and Jocelyn Loftus "

"Aiethought so," exclaimed the doctor: "for this

morning they were alone together in the drawing-

loom with writing-materials, before she went out;

and immediately she returned he was evidently

waiting about in the hall to receive her."

" Has any visitor called for Mr. Loftus within the

last half-hour?" inquired Mrs. Ranger, now think-

ing of Bergami.
" Yes a few minutes before your note came :"—

and the physician proceeded to give a description of

the royal equerry. "This individual," he added,
" was closetted with Mr. Lofcus at the moment I

left my house. But now, lor heaven's sake ! relieve

my impatience and tell me what mean all these

questions ?—what has been found out—what perils

menace us "

"Answer me one query first," said Mrs. Ranger

:

then fixing her eyes steadily and searchingly upon
the doctor, she asked, " Who do you how believe was
the mother of that child

"

" From what Mi". Loftus said, and considering

all the evidences," answered Maravelli, " I cau no
longer believe that the Princess

''

" Enough ! Well, it is useless to sustain the cheat

any longer. No, it is useless ! Instead of study-

ing how to implicate ihe Princess," she continued
in a musing tone, "the Owens and 1 must think

how we are best to get out of this scrape. Doctor,"
she went on to say, " Agalha O.ieu, the eldest of

tlie three sisters, was your patient on that night
when upwards of three weeks ago you were intro-

duced to the villa. It matterfj not now to explain

why a cheat was practised on you, and wherefore
it. was sought to make you believe that it was the

( Princess herself whom you were eugaged to assist

through the ordeal of maternity "

"But the dangers which menace us—what of
themf asked Maravelli, his impatience, or rather

his terrors, now once more rising to a feverish

pitch. " Who was that handsome man who came
ere now to call upon Mr. Loftus '/ Ue gave no
uauie, but introduced himself as one having im-

portant business."

" It is the Baron Bergami, the Princess's

equerry," answered Mrs. Kuuger. "Have you
never seen him before ?"

" Melhought 1 recollected his features—but I was
not sure," answered Maravelli. "ihave been so

agitated all the morning -so full of misgivings and
apprehensions after that fearful incident of last

iiijjht— 1 mean tlie bringing home of that child's

cfipse—that my brain has been clouded and my
recollections all thrown into disorder. Yes—now

I remember—I have seen that handsome man at a
distance on one occasion, following the Princess's

retinue. But what, in heavens name, does he
seek with Lofcus ?"

"Lady Prescott—that is your Mrs. Roberta,"

resumed Mrs. Ranger, "has been to the villa this

morning "

"And all is discovered—all is exposed?" ex-

claimed Maravelli, trembling from head to foot.

"Yes—no—that is, it will be—and ruin must
overtake us all

"

"Then what is to be done?" interrupted Ma-
ravelli.

" Hush ! not so loud—we sliall be overheard "

"But let us fly—let ns fly !" hastily resumed the

frightened physician. "We will depart together
—1 will help you to escape—for escape we must!
Do you know the penalties which we have incurred?

/, branding—yes, branding with a red hot iron

God! searing deep down into the flesh be-

sides imprisonment and you imprisonment also

and those three girls Oh ! it is too horrible

to contemplate Let us fly
!"

"Fly! Coward, fool!" said Mrs. Ranger, again

making use ot those epithets of scorn, and iigain

speaking in a voice that was thick and husky;
" whither can we fly ? Must we not go with pass-

ports ?—should we not be traced—pursued—over-
taken "

"True My God! too true," groaned Mara-
velli, now wringing his hands in despair.

" Will you be calm ?" asked Mrs. Ranger, once

more gripiog him by the wrist, but now shaking

him violently. "Look you—I am not cast down—
1 am not yielding to despair. And why ? Because

I know that, desperate as are the perils which

menace us, they may be averted—counteracted I

The game is nut altogether in the hands of our

enemies: we can yet play it out for ourselves

—

aye, and win it too," she added with a malignant

leer.

"Oh! if this be really true?"' said Maravelli,

claspin;.; in hopefuluets the hands which he had a
few moments back wrung in despair. "But what
makes you think that the dangers can be avei ted ?"

" Because," replied Mi-s. Ranger, in a tone of as-

surance, " I can penetrate to a certain extent the

policy which Loftus is pursuing. He does nut

mean to expose and ruin ns fully—uuless as a last

resource : but he purposes to intimidate— to ter-

rify
"

"Yes, I see !" exclaimed the doctor! "If he

had really meant mischief he would at once have

gone to the police-authorities and told all he knew.

But what guarantee have wc that he will not do so

even now before we can possibly adopt any coun-

teractive plan ?"

"Rest assured," returned Mrs. Raujjer, "that

Jocelyn will do nothing of a decisive chai'acter for

the present moment. Bergami is now with him,

you say? W^ell, there will be consultations

—

negotiations—intimidations—and so forth. These

will spread over some hours. It is now nearly

three o'clock in the afternoon—night is not very

far distant—and when night does ai-rive
"

But here Mrs. Ranger stopped short, and her

looks simultaneously became so awfully sinister and
darkly ciguiflcant tliat Maravelli shuddered us if

the words which she had yet to speak were already

spoken.
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" This night ?" he murmured ia a scarcely audi-

ble voice.

"Yes—this night, Loftus and Lady Prescott

must die!" rejoined Mrs. Ranger, in a low deep

tone.

"Is there nothing else to be done but thatP'

asked Maravelli, whose voice had now sunk to a

whisper.

"Nothing!" replied the dreadful woman, who
was thus inciting him to a deed of darkest horror.

"If you would escape branding with a red hot

iron "

" Enough 1" murmured Maravelli, writhing. " I

do indeed comprehend that there is no alternative.

But Bertram! "

"Leave him to me," answered Mrs. Ranger.
*' You do your part of the work ami I will do mine.

Let Loitus and Lady Prescott die this night-
mind, this night that is coming—without fail—and
I promise that never again shall you hear a sylla-

ble of these startling things. Surely you have
some subtle poison which you can cunningly

mingle with their drink?"

"There are many ways of dealing death,"

answered Maravelli : "and you may rest assured

that I shall adopt the one that is safest."

" Then hasten back now to your own abode,"

said Mrs. Ranger: "and again I say, if you wish

to avoid the searing-iron, flinch not— fail not!"

"Loftus and the English lady have but a few

hours to live !" replied Maravelli, throwing upon
Mi's. Ranger a look full of the darkest and most
ominous meaning.

He then took his departure from the wine-shop,
and Mrs. Ranger likewise issued forth at the ex-
piration of about five minutes. But although she
returned in the direction of the villa, she did not
immediately re-enter it, but walked about at a
little distance and in a spot where she might
observe the two or three approaches from the city

—namely, the main road that passed in front of
the house, the shore of the lake, and the bye road
which led at the buck through the fields—so that
she knew that Baron Bergami could not possibly
return to the villa unperceived by her, unless
indeed he remained out till it was dark. But this she
did not anticipate. Astute, deep, and penetrating,
she calculated that Bergami would hear from
Jocelyn all that the latter had to say—that they
would then confer deliberately upon the course to
be adopted under the circumstances—but that
whatever was resolved upon, would be with a view
of avoiding scandal and exposure as much as pos-
sible for all parties. Mrs. Ranger therefore felt

tolerably well assured that after Bargauii had seen
Loftus he would return direct to the vilhi ; and
under this impression was it that she now wailed
to intercept him in the manner described.

j

But in the interval we must see what was really

I

taking place between the royal equerry and Jocelyn
I Lofius.

CHAPTER CLVII.

THE CONFESSIO.V OF UOMANTIC LOVE.

OuK hero was in earnest conversation with Lady
Prescott, whom we shall no longer call Jlrs.

Roberts, in the drawing-room at the physician's

house, when a servant entered to announce that a
gentleman desired to see him on the most par-

ticular business. Thereupon Lady Prescott said,

" You had better see him here, whoever he may
be: for indeed I have a presentiment that it is

some one from the royal villa. I will repair in the

meantime to Mrs. Montague's chamber and have a

conversation with her."

Lady Prescott used the name of Mrs. Montague
because she did not know that Jocelyn was aware
who this said Mrs. Montague really was. But the

truth is that the moment he had seen her that morn-
ing he did recognize her : for he had beheld her on
the mimic stage that night when circumstances

made him a spectator of the private theatricals at

Carlton House. But the self-styled Mrs. Montague
herself did not know Jocelyn Loftus: nor had she

noticed him amongst the spectators, concealed as

he was under the gallery, on the occasion referred to.

Of course Jocelyn had not appeared to recognize

her, but had passed through the ceremony of intro-

duction (which was performed by Lady Prescott)

with every semblance of being a perfect stranger and
entirely ignorant who she really was. Nevertheless,

we must add he had been much astonished at be-

holding that lady as an inmate of Dr. Maravelli's

house.

Having parenthetically recorded these few but
necessary observations, we may return to the thread

of our narrative.

Jocelyn Loftus, acting upon Lady Prescott's sug-

gestion, desired the servant to show up the gentle-

man at once—while her ladyship repaired to the

chamber of Mrs. Montague. In a few minutes Baron
Bergami was introduced ; and on announcing his

name, he was welcomed with becoming courtesy by
our young hero.

"Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales has
commanded me to seek you, Mr. Loftus," began the

equerry, "for the purpose of conferring with
you "

"In pursuance of the letter which I wrote, and
the one which mine enclosed V said Loftus, whose
joy at the progressive success of hlfe plans rendered
him impatient to enter upon the requisite explana-
tions.

"The one which you wrote!" observed Baron
Bergami in surprise: then instantaneously recol-

lecting how Agatha Owen had picked up the enve-
lope, he exclaimed with an unwouted degree of ex-
citenienf, "Ah! 1 understand! You must have
written on the paper serving as the envelope of the

epistle from the Princess Sophia V
" I did 80," rejoined Loftus : " for I was fearful

that if there were several enclosures, one might so
easily drop or be mislaid.

"

" Then what you partially apprehended, did really

occur," continued the Baron :
" fur the envelope was

dropped unread—picked up by Miss Agatha Owen
—and taken away by her."

" Ah ! then perhaps you are unacquainted with

its conleuls?" said Jocelyn inquiringly: anU as
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Bergami nodded an affirmative to the question, he
proceeded to state exactly what he had writterj in the

envelope.

"Now, Mr. Loftus," said Bergajni, "you will

pardon me for telling you at the very outset of our
interview, that your character has been much black-
ened in the opinion of the Princess of Wales ; and
this evil impression which she has conceived, was
not improved ere now by the appearance of Lady
Prescott as your messenger—inasmuch as she is in a

condition "

"I have indeed learnt from her ladyship's lips

how cruelly she was exposed," said Jocelyn. "It
may appear indiscreet, improper, and even indecent

for me to have entrusted my mission to her ladyship
under the circumstances: but I felt assured that

I myself could not obtain access to her Royal High-
ness—I knew not how to forward the Princess

Sophia's letter to her with the certainty that it

would reach her own bauds—and when you have
heard all I am about to narrate, you will admit,

Baron Bergami, that the afiair is of an importance
too grave and too vital to have allowed me to hesi-

tate at any punctilio or formality in my endeavour
to convey that document direct to the Princess. As
for the aspersions on my own character, you shall

presently judge of what value they are and what
faith is to be put in them."

Jocelyn Loftus then proceeded, circumstantially

and minutely, to relate all that he had discovered

—all that he had done—all that he had endured

—

and all that he now proposed to do, in respect to

the affairs of the Princess of Wales. He began
by stating who he really was—wherefore he had
adopted a fictitious name—and why he had abjured

his real one. He went on to explain how he had
first fallen in with Mary Owen, from whose lips he
learnt all the particulars of the conspiracy existing

against the Princess of Wales—how he had accom-
panied Agatha, Emma, and Julia Owen from Calais

to Paris—how he had been the object of their licen-

tious advances—how he had been imprisoned in the

Prefecture, where Julia had practised her arts under
the name of Laura Linden—how he had been res-

cued from his captivity—how he had returned to

England and procured the letter of introduction

from the Princess Sophia—how he had set oiT on a

second expedition to the Continent, but had been
arrested and imprisoned at Grenoble until within

the last few days—how, on obtaining his release, he
liad gped towards Geneva—and how he had fallen

in with Lady Prescott, which circumstance had led

to his taking up his abode at Dr. Maravelli's house.
Oi course he delicately suppressed the tact that

Lady Prescott had attempted sell-destruction
; and

without committing himself to an untruth he glanced
over the event iu such a manner which left Bergami
to surmise that it was an accidental fall into the
water. Continuing his narrative, he related the
startling things which he had learnt and whicii had
happened since his arrival beneath the physician's

root—describing all that he had elicited from Mara-
velli, the fishing up ot the dead child, and the tell-

tale initials on the flannel-wrapper and the cambric
handkerchief.

To say that Bergami was amazed, were to say
nothing: but to describe him as passing through a
strange series ot exciting phasesof feeling, as Jocelyn
successively developed the incidents of his narrative,
were to convey a better idea of the eif.ci. which it

produced on the equerry. But some parts of the
disclosure struck him as if a thunderbolt had fallen

at his feet, filling him with stupor and amazement

—

while others made his blood boil with indignation—
and others, again, filled him with horror and dismay.
The veil of a tremendous mystery had been drawn
aside; and the things that it revealed were startling,

surprising, hideous, exciting, revolting, and mon-
strous to a degree. That the meshes of a dark, deep,

damnable conspiracy had been insidiously woyen
about the Princess of Wales, was clear enough

:

that the three Misses Owen, beneath the air of
sprightliness, affability, and good-humour, concealed
the blackest hearts, the worst passions, and the most
dissolute lives, was also evident ;—and that they had
with a truly fiend-like cunning and with the most
exquisite combination of a demoniac duplicity,

managed to throw upon the Princess all the scandal
of their own actions, was not the less apparent. But
while passing through the various stages of successive

emotions produced by the fearful narrative which
had just been developed. Baron Bergami had ex-
perienced an under-current of feeling made up of
admiration for the excellent young man who liad so

heroically, so generously, and so nobly devoted
himself to the cause of the injured Princess of
Wales.

"In the name of Her Royal Highness, Mr.
Loftus—since by that name you choose to be called,"

said the Baron, "do I thank you—most sincerely,

most profoundly—for this chivalrous conduct on
your part ! Had it not been for you, the fatal web
of the most infernal conspiracy the world ever saw,

would have been so woven about this injured Prin-

cess that the aims of her enemies must have been

triumphantly accomplished in insuring her disgrace,

ruin, and downfall. To you, then, she now owes

everything—her honour, which is dearer to her than

her life ! Pardon me—pardon me, if I speak in terms

of excitement: but it is because I am mspired with

an enthusiastic admiration of your conduct that I

thus give utterance to my feelings !"

"I have told you candidly. Baron Bergami,"

said Loftus, after a few suitable words iu acknoir-

ledgmeut of the thanks tendered him by tiie royal

equerry, "that scandal, not content with attri-

buting to her Royal Highness all the proflgaciea

whereof the three sisters have been guiliy, has

coupled your name with the Princess's."

" Heavens !" exclaimed the royal equerry, start-

ing from his seat with indignation and excitement:
" no calumny can be more foul—no slander more
detestable! Ah! Mr. Loftus, that I have loved

her," he continued, " is but too true ! When a mere
youth, I was appointed secretary to the Prussian

Envoy at the Court of Brunswick. In the chapel

at the ducal palace did 1 behold the Princess Caro-

line for the first time : and 1 believe there can be

no sin in confessing that she made a deep impres-

sion upon my heart, I loved her—and my love

grew into a worship, intense—profound—yet deli-

cate, and pure, and holy, as the love of angels ! I

thought not of her as a woman—but as a being of

a nature infinitely superior to my own. I loved

her, iu fine, :is a visionary may love a siiadowy

sylph or spiritual wood-nymph iu tlie depths of

the forest. That she compreheuded my passion

is beyond all doubt ; and that she rcciproca od it

too,"' continued Bergami, his voice, which was so

flue iu its masculine melody, now gradually sink-
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ing- to the lowest flute-like innotations, "is like-
wise certain. On one occasion she dropped a

flower from the ducal pew in the chapel at

Brunswick. 1 picked it up, and placed it next

to my heart. No one beheld this little incident

—or at all events, no one attached any im-

portance to it, save herself; and in her looks

—

in the blushes too, which rose up on htr

cheeks—did I read the sentiment of plea-

sure which this proof of my devotion excited

in her heart. Without reflecting on the conse-

quences—without pausing to remnmber that she

never could be mine, and that this love-

worship on my part could only lead to

misery, disappointment, and despair—I continued

to pursue my path of infatuation. I lived only far

the moment—and if that moment were filled with

the bliss of her image, and lighted by the soft glory

of her smile, I cared not what change the next

might bring. When 1 say care not, 1 am wrong :

1 should have said <Ao«^A< not. I was fasciuated

—

enchanted : a spell was upon me. It was not that

my vanity was flattered in being thus tenderly

noticed by a Princess. No—because I boasted of

it to no oue : it was my own secret—I cherished it

in my heart of hearts—enshrined it as the idol of

my worship in the sanctuary of my soul. Then

—

I will not say with thefolly ofa youthful lover who
fancies himself a poet, because there can be no
folly where the sentiment is so pure, so refineil, so

devoid of selfishness as that which I cherished

—

but I will say with the indiscretion <f a ysimg adorer

who pours forth a natural tvorship to his divinity, I

embodied all I felt in rapturous glowing verse.

For, all ! poetry is the language of nature : it is

from every grand as well as from every pleasing,

interesting, and touching feature in the natural

world that the poet drinks in his inspirations. Oh

!

believe me, he could not create a world of his own
from the eff'orts of imagination, unless he were
deeply embued with a sense of all that is sublime,

delightful, and lovely in the aspect of nature,

for there is poetry iu the heavens, when in the
goigeousness of its own light the sun proclaims in

golden voice the power of the Eternal—or at night
whon the moon and stars give forth iu .silver accents
the same adoring hymn. There is poetry in the
sea when it speaks in the murmurs of its ripples,

or thunders forth in the portentous voice of its

sounding billows. There is poetry in the storm-
there IS poetry in the green fields, the waving
woods, and the delicious gardens : and there is

poetry of the subliniei^t and the loftiest character
amidst the mountains that rear their heads to
heaven—those heads that wear the coronals of
eternal snow! Poetry, then, is everywhere: it is

the voice in which niiture speaks— the mute elo-

quence which has far mure expression and goes
more deeply down into the heart, than the chorus
of ten thousand human tongues. No wonder, then
was it that in the voice of poesy did 1 seek to con-
vey all those feelings whicli are so ineffable other-
wise. B( aides, it was the only manner in which 1
could coninmnicate with the Princess. Nor was it

even direct to her that the verses were sent : but
it was to one of her ladies-in-waiting that I en-
cl.isi-d my tender elfusions. I knew that this lady's
vanity would induce htr to nhow the poems to th(!
Pnncess; and I also knew tint the Princess would
not fail to i omprehend tliotn. Nor was I mistaken

:

the looks with wliich 51 was rewarded in the ducal
chapel, and the occasional dropping of a flower tm-
perceived by ail present save myself,—</ie.?e were
the tokens that my verses had been read and were
acceptable—these ako were my reward!"*
Here Baron Bergami paused for a few minutes,

during which he paced the room in a mood of the
deepest abstraction. He forgot who was present
—he forgot wherefore he had come thither—forgot
the important topic of discourse whence his own
feelings had hurried him divergingly away—forgot
everything save the reminiscences which had been
thus conjured up, and which came crowduig baek
upon his soul, all absorbing, and with a tenderness
that was ineffable ! Loftus could not interrupt
him—dared not break in upon this reverie—for it

was too solemn and sacred for intrusion ; although
time was now of such importance and every
minute that was slipping away could be so ill spared
from earnest deliberation or positive action ia the
cause of the Princess of Wales.

•' This delicious dream," continued Bergami,
slowly and mournfully resuming the thread of his
discourse, " lasted for nearly eighteen months

:

and will you believe that during this period never
once did I speak to the Princess—never were we
near enough to each other to exchange a single
syllable ? I was but the secretary to a second-rate
diplomatic agent at a proud Court; and although
my rank is noble, yet was I never invited as a
guest to the ducal table. Suddenly the intelligence

began to be whispered about in Brunswick that
negotiations had been opened with the British

Court relative to the marriage of her Serene High-
ness the Princess Caroline to his Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales. Then was I immediately
ordered by the Prussian Government to quit
Brunswick and repair to Vienna, to take the post
of secretary to the Prussian Legation in that city.

By some means the romantic attachment which
had sprung up between myself and the Princess
had become either whispered about or else sus-

pected; and hence my sudden removal to Vienna.
Then did I awake from this long dream of bliss-
awake to find that I had been clinging to a shadow
—immolating my happiness on an ideal altar.

Bitterly did I curse my folly in having given way
to such a delusion : and yet a delusion it scarcely
can be called—for though I had loved so tenderly
and had evidently been loved in return, I had not
cherished any definite hope. Indeed, I had never
thought of asking myself wky I loved and to

what I expected my love would lead. Thus I had
not deluded myself—and assuredly the Princess had
not deluded me. But I will not attempt to analyse
the leelings which I experienced when thus abruptly
removed from the Court of Brunswick. I may
however mention that I at once resolved to renounce
all idea of obtruding myself upon the Princess's

notice again. Indeed, I prayed—fervently prayed

—

that she might forget nie, so as to be enabled to give
up her thoughts wholly and undividedly to the hus-
band whom expediency and diplomacy had selected

for her. I heard of her marriage : next I heard that

she was unhappy : then I heard that she had given

* See Letter containing tlio purticularg of tliig amour
supimscil to have bcun sent Irora a correspondent at Itniiis-

wiok to tlie Prince of Wales, In No. 7'>, of the First Smci
of "TuK MvsTERiKS OF THB CouBT :" iiainoly, pago I7U,

Vol. ii.
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birth to a daughter, and that even this circumstance

had failed to endear her royal husband to her.

Years and years elapsed : I had opportunities of

pushing my way in the world—but my mind had

grown too unsettled to allow me to take advantage

of them. I abandoned my diplomatic career and

joined the Prussian army. Without vanity I can

say that the credentials I possess are those of which

any military man may be proud. In a short time

I rose to the rank of Captain, and fought in all the

dread campaigns in which Prussia bore her part

against Napoleon. Bat 5f I had abandoned the

seclusion of the diplomatic cabinet in or'J°i- tc flv

from thought, I assuredly had gained nothing by

the change : for my pursuer followed me through ail

the mazes of war, even into the ranks of battle ! At

length the abdication of Napoleon at Fontainbleau

and his retirement to Elba gave a short peace to

Europe—that peace which is now to be disturbed

again by the wild ambition of this meteor-man whom
it is impossible not to admire and gaze up to as

the mightiest of warriors, the greatest of heroes,

and the grandest of emperors ! Quitting the

army at the time of the abdication, I visited

Italy for my amusement ; and some months ago I

was suddenly startled by the intelligence that her

Royal Highness the Princess of Wales was tra-

velling in the same country, and was indeed daily

expected at the same city where I then was. 1 was

now seized with feelings which I cannot attempt to

describe. Suffice it to say that I was impelled by

an irresistible power to see the Princess. Against

this impulse 1 struggled for several days : but it

grew stronger than myself—and yielding to it, I

pr.jceeded to the hotel at which she had taken up

her quarters. On sending up my card, I was at

once admitted to her presence ; and she received

me with a frank affability and a warm-hearted

candour which seemed to say as plainly as looks

and actions can possibly have a meaning, ' I receive

you as an old friend. In the name offriendship,

ivi-lcome! There vntst be an eternal silence, if not

oblivion, with regard to that episode in our lives

lohich dates more than twenty years back !' I un-

derstood lier meaning ; and a great change was

suddenly worked within me. Instead of the rest-

lessness of a disappointed pa-sion, I felt as if I

had drunk of the holiest balm of Christian resigna-

tion. An anodyne had been all in a moment ad-

ministered to a heart the wound of which for long

years had remained open. Friendship !—to pos-

sess the friendship of the Princess would now be

more than a recompense for all that I had endured

:

it would make me happy ! She appeared to be

animated with exactly the same feelings; and

treating me in the light of a friend, she inquired

what 1 was doing—how I was engaged —what were

my pursuits ; and then delicately touched upon my
means of existence. With equal candour did 1

answer her, making her aware that I had nothing

but my half-pay as a Prussian otficer, and a small

pension which 1 had received ia acknowledgment

of services rendered during the war. Thereupon

she proposed that I should enter her service as

principal equerry—that office being at the moment
vacant. I accepted the offer— accepted it at once,

because it w.as made so frankly and so kindly. To
have refused it, I must have stated some reason ;

and as I wa.s poor, out of employment, and totally

disengaged, I could invent no excuse of a legiti-

mate character. Much less dared I confess that

having loved her in my earlier years—having loved

her too ever since—and having continued unmar-
ried in order to remain faithful to that romantic
love of mine, I dared not accept a post which
would constantly retain me about her person.

Under these circumstances, therefore—and im-

pelled by such considerations—I at once replied in

the affirmative : and behold me installed as

equerry in the establishment of that Princess

whose image had dwelt in my heart for more than

twenty years ! Now, candidly speaking, Mr. Loftus,

I will admit that there was possibly some little

ni.iiij: -iiv'i.
"

" Pardon me tor mierrupifng yon, Baron Ber-

gami," said our hero : " but I think that you have
exculpated yourself from any blame^ven the

slightest—in respect to taking office in the house-

hold of the Princess. But that her Royal Iligh-

ness was somewhat indiscreet in making the pro-

posal to you, I certainly think."
" Consider, Mr. Loftus, that she is of the most

artless, unsuspecting disposition," exclaimed Ber-

gami. " Harbouring no guile herself, she is never

the first to look for it elsewhere; and her very

candour and frankness frequently make her the

creature of impulse, so that she is thoughtless in

her actions. But, IMr. Lofcus," added Bergami,

suddenly drawing himself up to his full height anl
gazing upon our hero with a look of noble in-

genuousness, "you will believe me when, as a

man of honour, a nobleman, and an officer, I de-

clare unto you that never since I have thus been

in the service of her Royal Highness, has a siugle

look or word passed between us in any way cal-

culated to revive the memories of the past ! What-
ever may be felt in either heart, is profound y con-

cealed ; nor have I the vanity to suppose that the

romantic love of the Princess has survived the

period when it was characterised by so many siu-

gular but delicate traits at the ducal palace at

Brunswick. Of this however enough! You be-

lieve, Mr. Loftus, my solemn word ?"

"You need not, Baron Bergami," exclaimed our

hero, "do such violence to your own feelings as to

enter upon self-vindication in this respect. As
for her Royal Highness, not for a moment is it

necessary that you should repudiate on her behalf

all the vile scandals and atrocious calumnies

which have recently been propagated coucerninff

her. From what I have this day narrated, and

from all that I have succeeded in learning since

the moment I set foot in Geneva, it is clear

enough that those three fiends in angel-shapes

and bearing the name of Owen, are the au-

thoresses of the scandal, the guilt, and the in-

famy !"

"Yes-true—too true!" said Bergami. "But

how do you propose to proceed in vindicating

her Royal Highness, and punishing the guilty

ones ?"

" In order to unmask the conspiracy," returned

Jocelyn, "we must obtain a thorough insight into

all its detiiils, so that every single point at all

affecting the character of the Princess may be

fully cleared up. Now then, let us see what it is

that scandal alleges against her. In the first

place it is averred that she has been secretly de-

livered of a child : but this we shall assuredly

be enabled to bring home to Agatha Owen. Se-



condly, it is declared by calumny that the Prin-

cess has received several lovers into tlie villa : but

we shall prove that these gallants have been in-

vited thither by the Misses Owen. Thirdly, the

tongue of scandal affirms that her Royal Highness

has intrigued with you, Baron Bergaini, and that

you have been seen proceeding along the passage

in the villa at night-time to her Royal Highness's

apartment. This point ice are not as yet in a con-

dition to clear up. That we know the allegation to

be false, is one thing : but to make the world be-

lieve it so, is another. Tliat the scandalous im-

putation emanates from the Owens, there is no
doubt. With them, too, is leagued that mother of

crime, Mrs. Ranger: and she appears to have an
accomplice in Mrs. Hubbard, who, as 1 liave al-

ready told you, bore her part in the adventures of

that night when Maravelli was introduced to the

villa. It were well then, Baron, if you were to

76«

demand explanations of this Mrs. Hubbard and
compel her to confess all she knSws."

" I will do so," answered Bergami.
" Perhaps," continued Loftus, " her revelations

may throw some further light upon the subject. At
all events, you have too much sensibility, delicacy,

and good taste, not to feel how important it is that

the particular allegation relative to the Princess

and yourself should be cleared up."
" 1 do indet'd appreciate the justice and the good

sense of all you say, ;Mr. Loftus," responded Ber-

gami ; "and depend upon it I will do my best to

exonerate her Royal Highness from tliat gross and
scandalous imputation."

"In this respect, then, I must leave you to act

according to circumstances," said Loftus. " Mean-
while I shall not remain idle. For you must un-

derstand that although we have every reason to

suppose it was indeed Agatha Owen who gave
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birth to the child, we are not yet in a coaditioa

fully to prove it. That her sister Emma disposed of

the corpse in the lake, is beyond all doubt ; and that

it was wrapped in a garment belonginjj to Agatha, is

equally certain. But still these evidences do not

place the main point beyond all doubt. It might

still be alleged that as the Miss Owens were in the

confidence of the Princess, those little circum-

stances just mentioned were natural enough. It

is therefore necessary to obtain a confession from

the lips of the sisters ; and this cannot be elicited

from them by suasion or remonstrance—no, nor

even by mere threats and menaces of exposure.

All these they have no doubt firmly made up their

minds to dare and defy. It can therefore only be

under extraordinary circumstances of terror, best

calculated to make a sudden and awful impression

upon the mind—to give the mind, indeed, a sudden

shock, and unnerve it by the abrupt development

of a spectacle of horror— it is only by such means

as these, I say, that a full and complete confession

can be extorted from the lips of those three de-

praved and heartless young women. Now, Baron

Bergami, do you begin to understand why I have

retained the loathsome corpse of that child be-

neath this roof?—why I have deposited it in the

dissecting-room as the most fitting place for such

an object to be viewed?"
"Yes—I understand your motives now," an-

swered Bergami, " You purpose by some meaps
or other to entice the three sisters hither

"

*' Such is my object," replied Loftus. " Had I

personally been sent for by the Princess to-day,

as I had hoped would be the result of Lady Pres-

cott's visit, I should have contented myself for the

mament by revealing to her Royal Highness

enough to place her at once upon her guard as a

preliminary to the complete revelation of all

details when my plans are matured. I should then

have sought a secret opportunity of inducing the

three sisters, by means of dark and mysterious

threats, to come to Dr, Maravelli's house this

night. But now, from the turn which events have

taken, these results must be brought about through

other means. In plain terms, Baron Bergami,

it is now for you to enter actively into coopera-

lion with me in carrying out my aims. To yoii,

then, must I intrust the task of inducing or com-
pelling the three sisters—Agatha, Emma, and

Julia—to come hither this night
!"

" I will do so," was Bergami's prompt reply.

" Good !" ejaculated Loftus. "Now then let us

understand each other thoroughly. At midnight

punctually the three sisters must be at the front

door of this house : for midnight is the hour when
the mind, by a variety of influences and asso-

ciations, is most sensitive to the overpowering

effect of circumstances of horror."

"At midnight," rejoined Bergami, "those three

young women shall be at the front door of Mara-
velli's house At least, so far as it will depend
upon myself to urge, coerce, or persuade them.

As a matter of course, no means must be left un-

tried. If I find that they are more accessible to

cajolery than to threats, I will use the former: but

at all events I will do my best to ensure their pre-

sence here."
" I shall rely upon you," said Loftus: "for re-

member how much depends upon the success of

this feature in our plan, and how vitally important

it is to wring from those girls the whole trath
relative to the child, so as to relieve the character
of the Princess from so serious an aspersion."

"I appreciate and understand all yon say," re-

marked Bergami :
" and I shall now speed back

to the villa to perform the part which you have
entrusted to me."

" But be careful. Baron," said Loftus, " in what
you may reveal to the Princess. It would be un-

wise to tell her everything at once. These are

things that should only be broken by degrees—
for they are but too well calculated t3 prove over-
powering to a sensitive mind."

" This suggestion on your part shall I also fol-

low," said Bergami. " Indeed, I will so manage
matters that the Princess shall not at once be
plunged into an inordinate degree of excitement.
Moreover, it will perhaps be as well that the Misses
Owen shuuld not be allowed to perceive how very

serious matters are becoming—lest they should
hesitate to come this night to Maravelli's house to

see you."

After a little additional discourse upon the de-
tails of the plan now in execution. Baron Bergami
took his leave of Jocelyn Loftus; and quittiog the

house, he retraced his way in the direction of the

villa.

CHAPTER CLVIII,

THE PBINCESS.—MBS. HUBBABD.

While pursuing his path homeward, the Baron
was suddenly aroused firorn a reverie of a deep,

absorbing, and painful character, by hearing his

name mentioned. He looked up, and beheld Mrs.

Ranger.

This laciy had never been a favourite of Berga-
mi's. Not that he was a man who formed opinions

without a motive, or who easily surrendered him-

self up to prejudices and antipathies : but he cer-

tainly had never been incUned to entertain a high

opinion of Mrs. Ranger. Now that he had disco-

vered from Jocelyn's revelation that she was a per-

fect Hecate of iniquity, he recoiled with a sudden
sensation of loathing as he thus found himself in

her presence. But almost at the self-same instant

did the thought flash to his mind that he might to

some extent make use of this woman, in respect to

the purpose which he had in view relative to the

Owens; aud conquering his repugnance accord-

ingly, he acknowledged her salutation.

Nevertheless, Mrs. R.uiger immediately saw that

the Baron felt a loathing at her presence, and that

even this act of courtesy which he had just per-

formed—reserved, constrained, aud cold as ii seemed

—was a forced effort and not a spontaneous polite-

ness.

"Something unpleasant has occurred, Baron," she

said, accosting him in such a manner as to show she

desired to lead him into conversation.

"Yes, ^Irs. Ranger," responded Bergami, fixing

his eyes with a look of deep meaning upon her:

"something unpleasant has indeed occurreii."

"You have seen Mr. Lottus and Lady Prescott?"

asked Mrs. Ranger, eagerly,

" I have not seen Lady Prescott since she was at

the villa ere now : but I have seen Mr. Loftus.

How knew you that he was at Geneva ?"
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" Now, Baron," said Mrs, Ranger hastily, " do not

let us stand here wasting precious time in asking

questions and trying to draw each other out. But
tell me at once the amount of mischief that exists

and how it may be remedied. Do everything you
can to avoid scandal; and I will give ray best as-

sistance in any way that lies in my power."

" Well then, to speak with equal candour,"

answered Bergami, "I will tell you that there is a

considerable amount of mischief suspected and into

the depths of which Mr. Loftus and I are deter-

mined to penetrate. Your three young friends the

Misses Owen are implicated "

"Ah! poor dear creatures," ejaculatsd Mrs.
Ranger. " But remember how young they are, and
make allowances for them ! You would not seek to

ruin them ? Spare them—at all events give them
time to reflect upon the atonement they may make
for any amount of mischief they have already done."

•' Now, Mrs. Ranger," said Bergami, " I do not

wish to proceed with unnecessary harshness nor

precipitation ; and I think you are aware of Mr.
Loflus's disposition-^—"
" All I Ae is a kind, good, excellent young man,"

said Mrs. Ranger. " But what does he mean to do?

—what course is he adopting ? Perhaps he believes

tiiat the poor girls are far more guilty than they

really are 1"

" To give you a proof that he does not wish to

act with cruel abruptness or unfeeling precipitation,"

said Bergami, " I will at once inform you that he
desires to have an interview with these young ladies

—to reason with them—to learn from their own lips

the extent of their misdeeds—and to see in what
manner scandal may be avoided. In a word, he has

consented to see them, and has left it to me to make
some appointment with them to that eflect."

" Shall I beara message to them for you. Baron ?"

asked Mrs. Ranger, inwardly chuckling at the

certainty which she now acquired that no imme-
diate step was to be taken with regard to the

fearful matters, wherein she, as well as the Owens,
was so mixed up. "Or would you prefer seeing

them at once yourself? It were perhaps
better "

" Yes—it would be better," said Bergami, adopt-
ing a musiug tone, as if he deliberated upon the

point, instead of having already made up his mind
to it : then consulting his watch, he said, " It is now
past three o'clock. Tell the young ladies that in

order to avoid unpleasant observation, I will meet
them at five punctually on the shore of the lake

near that old jetty which we see yonder," tie

added, after sweeping his eyes around in search of
a specific place of appointment.
"Your message shall be faithfully delivered;

and I promise you the girls shall be punctually
there. But may I hope—indeed, am I to under-
stand from the remark you have just made, that
y:iu do not purpose to vex aud annoy our dear
Princess "

"Madam," interrupted the Baron sternly; for

the mingled hypocrisy and elFiontery oftlie wumaii
was more than he could patiently endure—"you
imist be well aware that 1 have learnt too much to

believe for a siuglu instant that you or the three
sisters have any regard, love, or pity for tlic

Princess. Nevertheless, madam, I do not object
to inform you that it is my intention to deal

delicately, warily, and cautiously with her Royal

Highness in respect to the terrible things which
have come to my knowledge. I will even add
that provided the Misses Owen follow in all things
the course which I shall presently point out to
them, they shall—at least until to-morrow—be
guaranteed against exposure to the Princess."

"Ah! this is most kind—most considerate on
your part!" exclaimed Mrs. Ranger. "But, my
dear Baron, will you not tell me exactly how mat-
ters stand "

" I have no more to say at present," interrupted
the royal equerry, with a coldness and sternness
that precluded any farther observation on the har-
ridan's part. " We are both about returning to the
villa," he added :

" but there are different paths to

reach the same point."

Thereupon he quickly passed Mrs. Ranger by,

and hastened along the main road towards the
villa, while she took the path across the fields.

For the present we will follow Bergami, who, on
reaching the villa, immediately sought the Prin-
cess : and this was the first time he had found
himself alone with her suice he had been in her
service. She was in a parlour the window of which
opened on the lawn in front of the house and com-
manded a magnificent view of the lake and all the
surrounding scenery. But to the beauties of
nature her attention was not given though her
eyes were fixed thereon : for the incident of noon
had troubled her sorely, and the longer she medi-
tated upon it the greater became her misgivings
and her alai'ms.

" Ah ! Baron, I am so glad you have returned!"
she exclaimed, the moment he entered the room.
"Having written a long letter to my dearest
daughter Charlotte, and another to my sister-in-

law Sophia, I came and shut myself up alone in

this room to think in solitude. Ah ! and thinking

is oft-times so mournful—so sad—especially when
aught has arisen to fill the mind with new appre-
hensions—fresh misgivings But what have you
done ? whom have you seen ? Speak—tell me—

I

am m a flutter of excitement !"

.
" I cannot obey your Royal Highness so speed-

ily," said the Baron, with the profouudest respect.
" Indeed, considering what I have heard, 1 think it

would be far more prudent if your Royal Highness
would restrain your impatience until to-morrow

;

and then I shall be better enabled
"

"But tell me—am I menaced by any danger?"
asked the Princess, with a visible tremor.

"No, madam—solemnly and sacredly, no!"
"Then is my mind at once set at ease," rejoined

the Princess, her looks instantaneously brightening
up: "and you may either tell me as much as you
choose to unveil—or nothing at all, if you prefer I

should wait until to-morrow. I know that you arc

my friend. Baron; and therefore 1 place imiimited

confidence in you."

Bergami bowed, saying in a voice wliicli betrayed

the deep emotion that he felt, " Depend upon it,

madam, I will never betray the trust with wluch
you honour me."
As he thus spoke, with his looks cast down, a

sigh-an ill-subdued and but lialf-stiHcd sigh-fell

uijou his ear,—but scarcely more audibly than the

ired leaf of autumn, when falling from the tree,

kisses the ground beneath ; and like that seared

leaf cast off from the withering tree, w;is the sigh

thus thrown from the Princess's heart!
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"Then you have seen Lady Prescott again?— or

you have seen Mr. Loftus ?" she immediately ex-

claimed in a hurried manner, and scarcely knowing
what she said, so tumultuous were the feelings

which had suddenly arisen up in her soul.

" Yes, madam," responded Bergami, who all in a

moment had regained his wonted presence of mind

:

for he saw the precipice upon which they both

stood and hastened by the ceremonial courtesy of

his manner to raise up again the barrier of eti-

quette which had been for an instant borne down
by the strong gush of feeling fresh from the heart's

fountains. " Yes, madam, I have seen Mr. Loftus

;

and permit me at once to inform your Royal High-

ness that a more chivalrous, high-minded young
man than he breathes not the air of tliis world.

As for the aspersions thrown out against his cha-

racter, they are naught but the vilest calum-

nies
"

" Then the Owens have deceived me—and Mrs.

Ranger has deceived me ?" cried the Princess, with

mm^led anger and amazement.
"You have been deceived, madam—and duped

in many, many wayi*," responded Bergami. " But
the crisis is now come ; and thanks to this much
maligned but really virtuous and admirable Jocelyn

Loftus, your enemies will succumb and you shall

achieve a proud triumph. More than this I would
rather not say at present; and it were also well if

your Royal Highness would assume your usual de-

meanour, and not allow those around you to per-

ceive that anything extraordinary is taking

place."

" 1 will follow your counsel, Baron, in all things,"

she answered.

Bergami tlien bowed, and at once quitted the

apartment without raising his eyes towards the

Princess.

Ascending the stairs, he reached the second

storey and made straight for Mrs. Hubbard's
room, where he found her solacing herself with a
little drop of brandy after the fatigues of ironing

and starching all the morning up in the laundry.

On observing the royal equerry, she sprang from
her seat, curtsied, and made a rush at the bottle,

to hurry it off to the cupboard wliieh stood open

belxinJ her: but Bergami, closing the door at

once, assumed a stern air, saying, " Put yourself

to no trouble, woman, on my account ; but answer

me the questions I am about to address you."

Mrs. Hubbard was sadly frightened at these

words, accompanied by so peremptory and even

menacing a manner on the part of Bergami, and

siuking back in her seat, she gazed up at him with

a stolid amazement that would have been ludicrous

enou;;h if he were in any humour to enjoy it.

But it is not our intention to give at length and

in detail all that passed between the Baron and
Mrs. Hubbard on the present occasion. Suffice it

to say, that he opened his business with her by the

assurance that if she tuld him the truth in respect

to certain matters that had transpired, he would

hold her harmless; but if she acted with dupli-

city or falsehood, he would punish her most
severely. Having already suspected from the

very first moment Bergami began speaking, that

his visit was in some way connected with recent

occurrences, she grew terribly alarmed, and fell

upon her knees, declaring that whatever part

she took in the affair of the memorable night

three weeks back, was through love of the Prin-
cess, whose honour she wished to save !

Thereupon Bergami bade her rise—made her re-

same her seat—and ordered her to tell him all she
knew. She fell to crying and sobbing, and sajing
that if she had watched at her door at different

times and seen him stealing along the passage at

night, it was only because Mrs. Ranger had teld her

what was going on and had put it into her head
thus to play the spy.

It was now Bergami's turn to be astonished

:

for he knew full well that it was not himself who
had been seen creeping stealthily along the pas-

i sage in the manner described. On questianing
1 and cross-questioning Mrs. Hubbard, he found that
she adhered to her story without contradiction or
prevarication; and he now began to comprehend
that the conspiracy must have had a phase of

which he and Jocelyn Lofius had hitherto httie

dreamt. In plain terms, he saw that somebody
must have personated him, in order the more
effectually to wark out the detestable purpose of

involving the Princess's reputation in irretrierable

ruin.

That he had been so personated by some one,

was a suspicion speedily confirmed by several

little circumstances which he elicited from Mrs.

Hubbard. For instance, Mrs. Ranger had never

allowed her to peep forth long enough to satisfy

herself that the individual personating him really

entered the room of the Princess ; and moreover
the personator was invariably dressed in a frock-

coat—never in an evening costume—although it

was at night time when the said personator was

wont to appear, Mrs. Hubbard hkewise men-
tioned that, now she came to think seriously upon
the matter, she had more than once fancied at the

time that the person whom she took for Baron
Bergami always looked shorter than he really was.

But now there was another phase in the tre-

mendous conspiracy which Mrs. Hubbard revealed

to the Baron; and this was that on two occasions

when she had been induced by Mrs. Ranger to

peep forth from her room, she had seen the

Princess herself introducing a paramour along the

passage ! Astonishment for a minute prevented

Bergami from uttering a word: but when he was

enabled to question her, he found that she con-

sistently and positively pledged herself to having

seen her Royal Highness on two consecutive occa-

sions approaching up the passage, in company each

time with a male stranger. When asked how she

knew it was the Princess. Mrs. Hubbard repUed

that it was because she wore the satin cloak bor-

dered with ermine and the green silk hood which

she was wont to put on of an evening, and which

it was impossible to mistake.

The Baron could scarcely restrain his indigna-

tion on hearing these details, which gave him so

much more profound an insight into the ramifica-

tions of the fearful conspiracy. That he and the

Princess had alike been personated on different

occasions was beyond all question : because not

for an instant did he believe that her Royal High-

ness had been guilty of the thing imputed to lier.

Indeed, so furious was the rage whicn boiled up in

the breast of Bergami, that he could scarcely pre-

vent himself from rushing forth and at once sur-

rendering the three sisters, together with Mrs. Ran-

ger, to the authorities of Geneva. Buttecollect
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iug how necessary it was to adopt the cautious

and prudential course recommended by Jocelyn,

iie put a curb upon his passion and restrained

his feeHiigs as well as he was able.

He saw plainly enough that Mrs. Hubbard was

a dupe and uot an accomplice, and that Mrs. Ran-

ger and the Owens had so contrived matters, with

the most exquisite refinement ofsatanic ingenuity,

as to make her a witness of the supposed guilt of

the Princess ! The Baron therefore lost no time

in disabusing the woman's mind.

"Mrs. Hubbard," he said, " I came to this apart-

ment under the impression that you were an

accomplice in a fearful conspiracy : but I now per-

ceive that you are its dupe. This conspiracy has

been concocted for the ruin of your royal mistress.

You have never seen me in the passage as you

state, but some one who hai personated me : nor

have you ever seen the Princess in the condition

which you have described, but some one person-

ating her! To such du e.xtent has the fiend-like

imaginativeness of these wretches gone I Ahl you
may well hold up your hands in amazement: but

let me tell you that all is discovered, even to the

fact that it was Agatha Owen herself, and not the

Princess, who gave birth to a child within these

walls—that child, whose corpse you have had in

your arms! And now I am reminded," added
Bergami, "that those two gentlemen whom you
saw at Lausanne—Colonel Malpas and the Earl of
Curz:)n—for such were their names—were the

paramours of Emma and Julia Owen ; and doubt-
less they were the same two individuals whom you
saw introduced to the villa by the wearers of the

ermine cloak and silken hood !"

Mrs. Hubbard was astounded at all she thus
heard—as well indeed she might be : but she was
no longer frightened on account of herself—for
Bergami's manner had undergone an entire change
towards her from the moment he found she was a
dupe and not an accomplice. He spoke kindly and
encouragingly, reiterating his assurance that no
harm should befall her. He also bade her main-
tain the profoundest silence relative to this inter-
view whicli he had with her, until the time came
when she would be required to speak out and tell

all she knew. Mrs. Hubbard promised most faith-

fully to comply with these instructions; and the
Baron then took his departure from her chamber,
more than ever astounded, afflicted, and indignant,

at the atrocious measures set on foot to ruin the
Princess of Wales.

We must now return to Mrs. Ranger, who in the
meantime had also re-entered the villa.

Proceeding straight to the apartment where she
had left tlie sisters two hours before, she found
them still there in no very enviable slate of
mind.

The moment she made her appearance, they
started up—rushed towards her—and with their
eager looks, more than with their hurried word?,
showed the intense anxiety which filled their
hearts.

"Tranquillizeyourselves, girls—tranquillize your-
eeives," she said in an encouraging tone. "The
evil is tremendous—but the danger may be sur-
mounted."

The young ladies were somewhat soothed by he?

words : but still the anodyne thus conveyed was
incommensurate with the frightful lacerations which
poignant terror had inflicted upon their souls.

Despite, too, the somewhat sanguine manner in

which Mrs. Ranger had just announced that there

was a loop-hole of escape from their embarrass-
ments, they were now compelled to pass through
another fearful phase of excitement when the old

hag circumstantially narrated to them all that had
taken place between herself and Maravelli. Heavens

!

how did the hearts of the three sisters sink within

them, and what terrible feelings took possession of

their souls, as they heard how Jocelyn Loftus was
pursuing the track of bis investigations—how he

had extorted all the physician's secrets—how he was
acquainted with all the adventures of the me-
morable night at the villa—and how he had the

very corpse of the child fished up from the dspth of

•he lake ! At one moment so sudden a faintness

seized upon Agatha—for Mrs. Ranger was not over

nice or delicate in giving the particulars of the nar-

rative as she had beard it from Maravelli—that had
not strong restoratives been applied, she would have

fallen into a swoon. By means of a powerful cor-

dial, however, she was inspired with that artificial

energy which is only enjoyed to the prejudice of

health's natural vigour, in the same way that opium
and alcohol prey upon the constitution which they

either lull into dreamy bliss or raise into ecstacy.

"Now, my dear girls, you know the worst," said

Mrs. Ranger; " and it is time I should tell you the I

best. I waylaid Bergami as he returned from
j

Maravelli's house. He of course knows all : but it a

is quite clear that neither he nor Loftus propose to 1

have recourse to harsh measures immediately. !

Their aim is intelligible enough: they mean to

get together all the information they can and clear

up every point which is at all mysterious or per-

plexing, before they make the grand exposure.

Now, then, we have breathing time : we have

the rest of this day before us—and all to-

night "

" Good heavens ! then to-morrow the exposure

may come?" exclaimed the sisters, clasping

their hands iu despair. "Oh! let us fly—let us

fly
"

"Foolish girls! how can you fly?" demanded
Mrs. Ranger. " Without time to get passports

made out, we should be arrested as suspicious

fugitives No, no— flight is impossible—we must
remain and dare it all

!"

"But we have but a few hours before us!" ex-

claimed Julia, shuddering.
" And in those few hours an immensity may be

done," rejoined Mrs. Ranger. " Bergami desires to

see you all three at the jetty at five o'clock. You
must go. It is for the purpose of making another

appointment for you elsewhere—and this other ap-

pointment is with Loftus, which you must also

keep "

" VVhatl see Loftus, after all he knows?" cried

Agatha in dismay. " Is he not aware that I have
been delivered of a child ?—is uot the very corpse of

that child in his possession?"

"Oh! it becomes you admirably to play the

shame-faced and the prude," cried Mrs. Ranijer

scornfully,—"you who did all you could to wm him
to your arms in Paris— displaying all your beauties

with theluxuriousness of a wanton "

"Enough, enough!" said Agatha, biting her lips
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at the taunt. "If you think it necessary that we
shall see Loftus, we will do so."

"Yts—necessary indeed !" replied Mrs. Ranger:

then in a deeper tone she added, *' It is necessary, be-

cause it nnay save the necessity for three murders !"

" What mean you?" demanded Emma in horror

and dismay, as it instantaneously struck her that

the dreadful old womaa was nuff alluding to

Bergami as well as to others.

" 1 mean," rejoined Mrs. Ranger, speaking with

the firmness of a cold and implacable decision,

** that there are three enemies whom we have now
to fear ! This morning there were two—Loftus

and Lady Pi escott : but within the last few hours,

Bertfarai has been added. Well then, if Loftus

mewi to propose some terms and conditions that

will avoid the necessity of exposure—and if an
avenue of safety be open to us all— then will it be

unnecessary to do the work of death. But if, on
the other hand, the result of your interviews with

Berf^auji and Loftus, respectively, should prove

that exposure must ensue—that we are not to be

spared—aud that punishment is intended us—then
must Loftus, Lady Prescott, and Bergami all three

die this night!"

The girls shuddered from head to foot : but
Emma's shuddering, as Mrs. Ranger mentioned
the name of Bergami, was even more agonising and
convulsive than that of her sisters. But she said

nothing—only fell immediately into a profound
reverie.

" Methought," said Agatha, in the low hushed
tone of terror, to Mrs. Ranger, " that you had
already agreed with Dr. Maravelli "

"Yes—that Loftus and Lady Prescott are to

die," returned the woman : " but I did not then fore-

see that Jocelyn would desire to have an interview

with you. His doing so looks conciliatory—or
rather, I should say, as if he meant to be merciful.

In this case his death will answer no good purpose
—will be unnecessary. Therefore, after the inter-

view with him to-uight, wherever it may take place,

it will be for you, Agatha, to judge whether it is

safe to let him live—or whether our interests re-

quire that he should die. If he is to live, then
must you find the opportunity of breathing the

word to Maravelli : but if he is to die, then nothing
need be said, and the doctor will do his work !

"

" You argue as if you expected that the inter-

view between us and Loftus," said Agatha, "is

sure to take place at Maravelli's house ?"

" I believe so, from what Bergami said. How-
ever, he will let you know all about it presently

;

and we shall be perhaps better able to decide how
to act. But miHd," continued Mrs. Ranger em-
phatically, "that whatever our purpose be, our

resolution must be bold and indexible : whatever

we determine upon, must be carried out to the

very letter ! Consider how much depends on all

this. Is it not better to dare everything, sooner

than suffer ourselves to be dragged away to a felon's

gaol ? I am half inclined to believe," she added
in a very low whisper to Agatha—a whisper which
she alone heard, " that Emma has become spooney
with respect to Bergami. Look into what a mood
of abstraction she has fallen—and Julia too, gaz-
ing listlessly upon her "

"Yes," whispered Agatha; "Emma is indeed
in love with Bergami—aud 1 think that the feeliog

already ainoudts to an iufjituatiou."

"Ah! if Bergami were a man to be tempted,"
said Mrs. Ranger, thoughtfully, " he might be won
over by Emma's seductiveness to serve our pur-

|

poses. We might make usa of him to persuade
Jocelyn Lofcus to pardon us—aye, and even to

siiield us from any evil consequmces "

"Yes," interrupted Agatha, catching hopefully
|

at the idea—or rather we should say desperately: '

" why should not Bergami be won to Emma's arms'.'

Is he not a mortal of flesh and blood—and is it at

all likely he will prove another Jocelyn Loftus?
No, no: by those dark expressive eyes—by his I

whole aspect—Bergami is not a saint like Jocelyn!"
|

" Then I tell you what must be done," said Mrs.
Ranger, still speaking aside with Agatha. " You
shall all three keep the appointment with Bergami
at five o'clock—and when you have heard what he

has to say, do you and Julia leave Emma with him
on some pretence. Of course you can tell Emma
presently that you are going to do so. She will

doubiless be well pleased; and your ingenuity,

Agatha, will not fail to devise some feasible excuse

for so leaving them together."

Agatha nodded assent to the suggestions which

Mrs. Ranger so artfully threw out ; and as the hour

to keep the appointment was now approaching, the

three young ladies proceeded to attire themselves

in their walking apparel.

CHAPTER CLLX.

THE SYKEN'S wiles.

Punctually at five o'clock Baron Bergami re-

paired to the trysting-place on the shore of Lake

Leman; and there, close by the jetty, did he lind

the three sisters waiting for him. They were pale,

and had evidently been most painfully excited

:

indeed, as he approached them, their agitation wa-5

visible enough, notwithstanding their efforts to

look composed and even assume an air of con-

fidence.

Bergami had no pity for them. He felt shocked

at the thought that three such lovely creatures so

eminently endowed by nature, should possess

hearts so black; and that such fair exteriors

should serve as a veil to hide so much profligacy

and dissoluteness. Alas I what charming !skii:s do

some snakes wear!—what dazzling hues appear

upon the sinuous forms of those serpents whose

touch is death

!

Yes—Bergami felt shocked as he thought of the

depravity of these three young women whom na-

ture had made so beautiful: and he even ex-

perienced the suffocating sense of a su Ideu indig-

nation as the incidents of the ermine cloak and

the personation of himself rushed with vivid effect

to his memory. But subduing any outward ex-

pression of his emotions, and shrouding whatso-

ever he felt beneath a calmly dignified demeanour,

he made the uiual salutation of courtesy as he

approached.

His manner, though so reserved and distant—

almost to sternness—nevertheless somewhat revived

the spirits of the three sisters ; for they had almost

expected that he would accost them with immediate

upbraidings and reproaches. Emma, especially,

regained much of her lo.-^t fortitude and assurance ;

and flinging a second glance, from beneath the rich
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dark fringe of her eye-lids, on the calm, pensive,

and mournful features of the Baron, she thought to

herself, " Oh ! if I could but conquer him with the

artillery of my fascinations— if I could but enmesh

him in the web of my seductive snares—we should

be saved, we should be saved
!"

And as this thought sent a thrill of hope through

her entire frame—rousing at the same time some of

that natural passion which had sunk sluggish and

almost dead under the weight of recent horror—

a

tint of the fled carnation came back to her cheeks.

Bergami noticed this—noticed also the quick and

sidelong- glance which she had flung upon him—
and felt some suspicion of the truth arising in his

mind. For Jocelyn had given him some insight

into the Circeau blandishments and Syren wiles

which the sisters had practised towards himself in

Paris : and thus he was not altogether unprepared

for any such display of feminine seductiveness

that might be aimed at his own heart.

"Young ladies," he said, without appearing to

notice what we have just described, "it is neces-

sary that I should have a few minutes' conversa-

tion with you upon a paintul—most painful sub-

ject. I did not choose to convey to you through

Mrs. Ranger all that I wished to say; because I

was fearful that she might not deliver my message

aright—or that if she did, she might attempt to

dissuade you from acting in accordance therewith.

Hence my object in seeking this interview ; and

we who have so often roamed along the banks of

Lake Leman as friends, while attending upon our

royal mistress, must now tread in the same steps

with far different feelings. Lest we should be ob-

served we will not remain standing in this parti-

cular spot: we will walk a little way along the

shore—and I beg you will give me your earnest

attention."

The party accordingly turned away from the

jetty, and began following the course of the lake's

margin. Agatha and Juiia walked on Bergami's

ri:4ht hand, and Emma on his left: but we need

hardly state that he did not offer them his arm.

The sisters were however still more cheered by his

words than they had previously been by his looks

:

for what he had said seemed uttered in sorrow

rather than in anger, and in a tone of deep lament

rather than of harsh upbraiding.

" You are aware," he continued, " that I have
seen Mr. Loftus ? Mrs. Ranger has no doubt told

you so; and from his lips have I heard many,
many painful things. Indeed, if all good feeling be

not extinguished within you—and at your age I

can scarcely believe it possible that you are so

thoroughly inured to crime as to be able to con-

template its paths backward without remorse, and
forward without fear

"

" No, no—we are not so bad as all that !" cried

Emma, suddeuly catciiiog him by the arm, while

her bosom appeared to be wrung with convulsive

sobs.

" God grant that what you say may be true
!"

exclaimed Bergami : " but you must all three feel,

if you feel anything at all, that an immense atone-

ment is required for the misdeed whereof you have
been guilty. That you could not have naturally

become so wicked—so very very wicked— is cer-

tain, and that therefore you have been rendered so

by a shocking course of training, is equally posi-

tive. Indeed, that such was the caae 1 have heai-d

from Mr. Loftus, who, as you are well aware, learnt

all particulars concerning you from your sister

Mary in England. For these reasons, therefore

—

I mean, viewing you as the instruments that a
hideous system of training rendered pliant and
ductile with a sort of plastic art to the purposes of

the arch-fiends who are in England— both Mr.

Loftus and myself are inclined to hold that there

is some little extenuation for you. At all events,

this is the merciful and compassionate view which

Mr. Loftus has thought fit to take of the whole

tenour of your conduct; and I do not wish to diff-r

from him. Theref »re was it that I commenced by

speaking of atonement "

" Ah! show us what atonement we could make,"

said Emma, the words coming apparently clothed

in a gush of fervid feelings from the heart, "and
you know not how cheerfully we will follow

your commands !"

" Yes—and gratefully too," said Agatha, with a

voice into which she likewise threw as much feel-

ing as possible.

" If we could only live the last few months over

again," added Julia, "all this would not happen!"
" Most sincerely do I hope," continued Bergami,

"that these averments of contrition come from

the depths of your hearts ! But it is not to me that

you should say all this : it is not to me that you are

to promise atonement. It is to Mr. Loftus—that
young man who is as generous as you have re-

presented him to be base— who is as noble-hearted

as you have depicted him to be depraved— who
is as high-principled as you have painted him pro-

fligate and dissolute,— it is to him, I say, that you

must repeat all you are now saying to me ! In-

deed, Mrs. Ranger has no doubt informed you

that Mr. Loftus requires an interview with you

this night. Do you feel disposed to visit him at

Dr. Maravelli's house "

"Maravelli's ?" ejaculated Agatha, in a voice of

unfeigned horror, as she thought of the dead

child—her child—which was there, beneath that

roof!

"Yes—at Dr. Maravelli's," responded Bergami

:

"and not only at his house, but likewise at the

solemn hour of midnight ! All three of you must

be there—not one must remain away upon any

pretence. Do you understand me?—and do you

agree ?"

" Oh ! yes—we accept everything that falls from

your lips, as if from the arbiter of our destiny I"

exclaimed Emma, still in that fervid tone of feel-

ing which she knew so well how to assume. " For

my part, I swear to be there !"

" And 1 also," said Julia, " if it will ensure us

mercy and forbearance at the hands of Mi-. Loftus

and yourself."
" Then assuredly I cannot hesitate to declare in

tiie affirmative likewise," added Agatha, in a faint

voice.

" It is understood then," said Bergami ;
" and I

warn you against any hesitation or any negloct in

fulfii:ing the pledge which you have all tlu-ci> given.

Yo will go alone through the silence of the night -
there are no dangei-s to apprehend—and ye doubt-

less know the way thither. Do not attempt to fly

from Geneva: I w:u-n you that such an endeavour

will prove inoff'ectual—for I would have you pur-

sued ignomiuiously—brought back - and merci-

lessly handed over to pmiishmeut I"
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"I can assure you— Oh! lean assure you most

positively," said Emma, again catching his arm as

if by an involuntary impulse, and looking up into

his face with an expression of frightened, depre-

cating, piteous entreaty,—" that we will obey you

to the very letter! Do not—do not mistrust us alto-

gether. Everything that we can do now by way of

atonement for the past, shall be done!"

"Yes, Emma," exclaimed Agatha: "plead our

cause with Baron Bergami ! I am at a loss for

words to express all I feel : but you have greater

fortitude than I. Come, Julia, let us leave Emma
as our advocate !"

Thus speaking, the eldest sister turned abruptly

away, accompanied by Julia; and speeding along

the shore, without once looking back, they thus

retraced their steps towards the jetty.

So suddenly was this manoBuvre accomplished,

that Btrgami, though naturally cool aud self pos-

sessed, was taken completely aback, and he could

not utter a word : but almost instantaneously pene-

trating the stratagem, he allowed it to take its

course—thus appearing to fall a dupe to the pre-

tence adopted for the purpose of leaving Emma
alone in his company.

"Now, what have you to say to me?" he at

length asked, turning hi« looks upon Emma.
" Oh! what can I say to you?" she exclaimed,

joining her hands together and gazing up into his

countenance with every appearance of the most
impassioned appeal. " I would beseech you—

1

would implore you to have mercy upon myself and

my two sisters! But, Ah! I feel faint—the ex-

citement I have endured has been too much
permit me to lean npon your arm only for a

few moments, till we reach that knot of trees

There! Thanks, thanks. Baron Bergami—I see

that after all you do not so utterly loathe, hate,

and despise me Oh ! unfortunate being that I

am, to be compelled to give utterance to such

words as these
!"

And she sank, with every appearance of ex-

haustion, at the foot of a group of trees, to which

Bergami had hurried her as she clung to his arm,

and the shade of winch now concealed them both

from the observation of any one who might be

walking within eye-shot of the place.

" Pray sit down by my side—humour me thus

far—grant me this little favour," murmured Emma,
seeming as if she were about to faint :

" for I wish

to speak to you seriously—most seriously—and I

must rest here for a few minutes."

Bergami made no hesitation in yielding to her

request ; and this ready complaisance on his part

emboldened the artful young woman to an extent

that she flattered herself the influence of her spells

was beginning to work.
'• Oh ! if it were not for this delicious breeze

which comes from the lake, 1 should faint," she

said, as Bergami seated himself on the bank at a

distance of perhaps three feet from where she was

half reclining. " is not this breeze beautiful ?''—
\

and as if with quite a mechanical and unconscious

movement, she threw back her scarf and opened
the front of her dress in such a manner as to dis-

play her bosom.
" Yes," said the Baron, not appearing to notice

the maiiopuvre, but keeping his eyes bent down-
ward : " it is indeed a beauteous evening—and
distressing is it to think that while nature is so

serene around, the human heart cannot imbibe a
kinilred inspiration from this soft tranquillity. The
glory of the descending sun is upon the waters :

its beams appear to penetrate, like shafts of living

light, down into the very depths of that sleeping
sea ! How is it that the lustre of that same hea-
venly orb cannot fathom the profundities of the
human soul

'-"

"Oh! how delicious is it to hear you speak
thus," said Emma, in accents that were soft and mu-
sically tremulous. " You do not now seem to be
angry with me—you do not now appear as if

rancorous feelings were agitating within you
Ah! is it possiDle that you have comprehended
that emotion which for some time past I have
experienced towards you ? If such be indeed the
case, then shall I conceive myself blessed with a
happiness which on account of my misdeeds is so
utterly undeserved! Ah ! you do not chide me

—

you do not bid me hold my peace? Then indeed
is there hope that I am not altogether indiflFerent

to you. Oh ! an idea suddenly strikes me," she
cried, with no afifectation of a suddenly enhancing
excitement: for the thought did that moment
flash to her brain. " The mercy you are disposed

to show us is dictited by a generous pity—dare I

say a tender compassion for me ?"

She paused for a reply : but Bergami, instead of

giving one, bowed his ftice upon his hands aud
appeared to plunge into deep thought.

" Oh ! I have guessed the truth," exclaimed

Emma, her tones becoming now almost exultant as

she felt within herself the assurance that the magic
of her charms was working its effect upon the

Prussian officer. " Now, then, shall I confess

frankly and candidly that I love you! Yes, noble

Bergami—from the first moment I set eyes upon
you, have I been smitten by your handsome person

— your engaging manners— your fasciuaiing dis-

course; and laiterly I iiave not been able to conceal

from you this love of mine, but have sought on

many occasions to convey an intimation of its ex-

istence to your comprehension. Think you it was

by mere accident that I have been so frequently

placed next to you at the dinner-table— or that when
walking abroad, I have found myself by your

side Ah ! no : it was all intentional on my
part—those little ways, and means, and artifices by
which a woman makes known her love !"

" And if I were to give you the assurance of

love in return,' asked Bergami, slowly ra sing his

head and turning his eyes fu 1 upon the young

lady's countenance, which was now beaming with

mingled hope, passion, and triumph,—"if I were to

confess to you that I have not been indirt'crent to

your charms—that I have seen and understood

your little wi'es—and that if 1 have been slow to

respond to them, it is because I was fearfj1 lestmy
vanity should have led me to construe into love

the merest tokens of friendship,—if I were to tell

you all this, Emma, would y^u give me any proof

of love in return? would you convince me that

yours is indeed a sincere, a genuine affection, and

not a passing phantasy and evanescent whim ?"

'• O heavens! is it true— is it possible— that I

hear you talliiug thu^ ?' cried Emma, huiried away

by the raptures of exultation and amorous passion

which were now utterly past control : and seizing

Bergami s hand, she pressed it fir.-t to her lips and

then to her heaving bosom.
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'las been proved," said Bergami, gently withdraw-

ing his hand, but gazing upon Emma wilh every

appearance of a tenderness that no longer sought

to conceal itself.

"Spealf, speak—what mean you?' she cried,

the fever-heat of enthusiastic joy thrilling through

her entire form.
" I said ere now that I required a proof of your

love. Oh ! give it to me," he added, with accents

that suddenly became full of entreaty, as if he

himself were inspired with some of the passion

that made Emma's blood course like lightuiug in

its crimson channels.

"But what proof do you require?" she asUed,

confident that her charms had altogether subdued

him, and that he had become feiteied as a slave

within the magic circle of h(»r blandishments.

"What proof?' ho said, as if pausing to con-

sider ;
" what proof? 1 scarcely kuuw what to

770

ask for—unless it he yonr entire confidence with

regard to the snd tortuous course you have been

pursuing. Yes— tell me everything, Emma!" lie

eontiimtd, trembling as if with a strong excite-

ment :
" prove that you are worthy of my love-

that you are sorry for the past—and that you will

do all you can by your good conduct to make re-

paration in future! Convince me, I say, that you

are wortiiy of the love which I have to give you

—and the confession of that love shall be mi^de !"

"This is happiness unspeakable—ineff.ihle!"

murmured Emma, really feeling what she said: for

as the reader is already aware, she had fur some

lime past conceived a strong fmcy for Bergami.

" Ask me what you choose, and I will reply faith-

fully and truly
!"

" Then will you secure my most devoted love,"

replied Bergami, gaaing upon her with looks that

seemed full of passion : but as slie again attempted

to seize Ilia baud, ho suatched it away, crying,
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"No, no—not nntil you have given me proofs the

most convincing: that you love me ! Then—then-
it is not my iiand that you shall take—but it is to

my arms you shall come "

And he stopped short, gaspinjj as with excess

of pleasure at the bare idea of joys which he was

conjuring up to his imagination.

"Ah! ask me some question and you will see

whether I am prompt to reply!" said Emma,
whose head was turning and whose senses were

bei'oming bewildered in the tumult of blissful emo-

tions which her easy triumph over Bergami had

n'^turally excited, and which were all the more ex-

travagatit—all the more thrilling and intoxicating

—inasmuch as they had succeeded an interval of

such blank despair and cruel terror.

" Well then," said Bergami, speaking quickly as

if putting at random the first thing that entered

his heail,—"tell me, dear Emma—tell me—which
of you three sisters it is who, not content with

masquerading on one or two occasions in male

costume, must actually have imitated so closely the

very garb that I sometimes wear a3 to be taken

for me ?"

" Oh ! if I tell you—if I tell you," exclaimed

Emma, now elevated to the highest degree of ex-

citement, as if she felt she was touching on tlie

very brink of that paradise which contained the

consummation of her desires and would be the re-

ward as well as the proof of her triumph,—" if I

tell you everything which regards that subject,

shall I the next moment be enfolded in your em-
brace ?"

" Yes, yes," answered Bergami : " you shall—

you shall
!"

" Then it was I who have worn a costume re-

sembling your's !" she answered, in the delirium

that filled her brain. ' It was / who personated

you, having socretly procured a dress the counter-

part of your own. Yes—and likewise whiskers and

moustache Oh! a beautiful moustache," she

cried, almost with childest delight, in the exulta-

tion that filled her soul and was thus hurrying her

so quickly along in the giddy whirl of her thoughts.

••In every respect did I assume your external ap-

pearance—coat—boots And all that costume,

80 neat, so perfect, so elegant, I have it still—it is

in my own room-and one of these days, when you

have time and choose to humour me, I will put it

on and you will tell me how I look
"

"Oh, Emma, Emma! you are intoxicating my
brain—you are making me drunk with wicked

thoughts!" murmured the royal equerry, as ho

drew closer towards the syreo. " Come into my
arms !"

And the next moment Emma—the wanton,

glowing, impassioned Emma — was palpitating

upon his breast, with her arms thrown round his

neck and her lips pressed to his cheek. But
scarcely had this incident of the scene endured

for a moment—scarcely indeed had she thus pre-

cipitated herself into his embrace—when appear-

ing to be suddenly alarmed, he said, " We shall be

observed—we shall be observed Good heavens!

what will then be thought? what will be said

ofu9?"-and disengaging himself from her clasp,

he started to his feet.

"Ohl you are mine—you are mine!" she ex-

claimed, in a voice full of rapture: "and I am
happy—I am happy," she repeated, her tone swell-

ing to a pitch ot thrilling exultation. « But when
shall we meet again Ah! we shall meet in the
presence of others: but I mean, when shall we
meet alone ?" •

" Listen, Emma," said Bergami, taking her hand
and pressing it with every appearance of entha-
siasic warmth : "I long to see you in that dress

of which yon have spoken—that costume where-
with you imitate me. Will you then put it on to-

night and come to my cliamber "

"To-night!" echoed E'nma, in rapturous joy.

"Yes— but that appointment at Maravelli'a house,
with Jocelyn Lofius "

" Must be kept," answered Bergami, " because I
dare not appear in any way to depart one tittle from
the arrangements entered into between him and me;
and if you were not to go, you would have to allege

as an excuse soma new understanding with me.
This would be to betray what has now taken place

—

to betray my weakness, in a word—to prove that I

had succumbed to the fascination of your charms.

And this must not be! Not even to your sisters

must you state what has occurred! If you do— if

to a living soul you breathe a syllable of this love of

our's—I will then stifle it— I will renounce it—

I

will tear your image from my heart yes, and all

this love of mine, this frantic passion with which

you have inspired me, shall turn into the deadliest

hate ! Do you understand me 2—and will you pledge

yourself sacredly and solemnly
"

"I do, I do," answered Emma, trembling all

over with the fever of joyous excitement: for this

seemed to be a triumph so wondrous, so complete,

so crowning on her part, that wh le it promised to

minister unto all her devouring desires, it was

likewise most eminently flattering to her vanity.

" I swear that I will not mention to a sonl—no, not

to a soul—one syllable of what has now tiken

place between us 1 I will keep the appointment too

at Maravclli's house, in company with my sisters

And afterwards," she said, vith a look full of

wanton wickedness and sensuous mischief—

"afterwards "

" Yes—afterwards-no matter at what hour yon

may come back to the villa from that appointmpnt,"

said Bergami, " you will apparel yourself in the

costume of which you have spoken, and yon will

come stealthily to my chamber?"
« Yes—Oh ! yes— I will not fail you I" she mur-

mured, her heart already panting with voluptuous

longings, as with eyes brimful of passion sho

surveyed the handsome Bergami from head to

foot—devouring him as it were with her luxurious

looks.

"And now return to yonr sisters," he said,

seizing her hand and ajrain pre?sii g it with cordial

warmth. " But reii;ember," he added, fixing upon

her an earnest, warning gaze, " if you betray me,

then farewell love—farewell the safety which I

may guarantee to your sisters and yourself—fare-

well everything, save the implacable vengeance

which I will wreak upon you !"

Having thus spoken, the royal equerry hurried

away towards the villa, avoiding altogether the

border of the lake as he thus retraced his steps

homeffard.

Some minntes elapsed before Emma could in any

way succeed in calming the flutteiings of iier

heart or reason herself into tranquillity. She was
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now entirely absorbfid in this new passion which

had sudienly blazed up in her heart, being so un-

expectedly and cjpiousiy fed by the buining fuel

which Bergami's couduet had imparted to it. in-

deed, so complete was the influence which that

man had in so short a time succeeded in gaining

over her, that she was resolved, as far as she was

able, to follow his injunctions in respect to keeping

their amour secret. That is to say, she decided

upon telling her sisters as little on the subject as

poa:-ible, lest by any chance an unfortunate look,

or a word too fail of meaning on their part, should

prove to Bergami that she had betrayed him and

thus alienate him from her for ever. Having set-

tled this determination in her mind, and having

composed her looks and her thoughts as well as

she was able, she issued forth from the shady bower

formed by the group of trees, and retraced her way

along the bank of Lake Leniaa towards the jetty, in

order to rejoia her sisters. ,

But in the meantime what had happened to

Agatha and Julia ? For while Emma was engaged

with Bergami in the manner just described, her

two sisters were experiencing an adventure which,

although appearing at the moment to be but of

trivial importance in comparison with the other

exciting circumstances that surrounded them, was

nevertheless destined to prove most grave and

serious in its results.

On parting so abruptly from Emma and Ber-

gami, Agatha and Julia sped along the shore of

the lake in the direction of the jetty whence they

had ere now started.

"Think you that Emma will succeed with the

equerry ?" asked Julia. " Oh J if he were to yield

to her seductiveness— her wiles—her fascina-

tions
"

" It would indeed be most important for us,"

replied Agatha. "For to speak candidly al-

though I feel not so truly wretched now as I did a

few hours back when this storm of dangers ex-

ploded above our heads—yet still my heart is filled

with missfivings."

" And naturally so," said Julia. "This appoint-

ment with Luftus at JIaravelli's house, where the

dead child lies
"

"Oh ! do not talk of it," interrupted Agatha, a

strong tremor shooting throu:,'h her entire form as

she and her sister paced rapidly along the margin

of tite lake, on whose sleeping waters the slanting

sunbeams still poured the mellowed glow of their

eflFu nence.

Then there was a long silence, which remained

unbroken until the sisters came within a few yards

of the jetty ; when, raising their eyes from the

gi-ounl on which they had been bent in meditative

mood, ihuy suddenly observed a gentleman seated

on a beam which had become detached from the

mass of piles and intricacy of wood-work forming

the huge pier. At the very same moment that

Agatlia ami Julia observeil this gentleman, aiioiher

gentleman appeared round the piles forming the

commencement of the jetty ; and as these two gen-

tlemen tlius met, evidently unexpectedly, ejacula-

tions of surprise burst from their lips.

"Ah! my lord?"' exclaimed the one who had
just made his appearance upon the scene.

" What! you liere again, Colonel Malpas?" cried

the other sternly, as he sprang up from his seat on
the beam.

But simultaneously did a cry of amazement fall

from the lips of Julia as she at once recognized the

Earl of Curzon in this latter individual.

"Ah!" cried the nobleman, whose attention was
now all in a moment attracted to Julia : " is it in-

deed you, my charmer—my beauty ?"

"Tnen the other must be Emma!"' exclaimed

Malpas, also springing forward along with the Earl

towards the ladies : but on catching sight of Aga-
tha's countenance he stopped short in sudden dis-

appointment, stammering, "No— it is not— I beg a

thousand pardons—-"

" This is my elder sister, Miss Owen," said Julia,

at once assuming a dignified and even haughty

look. "Agatha," she continued, turning to her

sister, " this is the Earl of Curzon of whom I have

spoken to you on former occasions."

"And you have already learnt," said the Colonel,

again advancing, " by the expression which fell

from Lord Curzons lips that my name is Malpas.

Doubtless your sister Miss Emma has mentioned

my name to you ; since it appears that you," he

added, fixing his eyes upon Julia, " have spoken of

the Earl to your sister here."

" And it would likewise seem then," Julia at once

observed, " that the Earl of Curzon and Colonel

Malpas have spoken to each other relative to us—
else would they be more discreet in what they let

fall from their lips on the present occasion."

"Dear Julia," said the Earl, "let us have no
angry words, I implore you ! I have come all the

way from England to see you again."

" And I also to see your sister Emma again,"

added Malpas. " Ah ! where is she ?"

"But why this haughtiness of air—this reserved

manner—this repelhng look?" exclaimed Curzon,

in a tone of entreaty to Julia.

"While the preceding conversation was taking

place, both Agatha and Julia had maintained that

air of calm dignity which, as well as any other

mien, they knew so well how to put on to suit the

particular occasion. The elder sister now saw

Curzon and Malpas for the first time ; and she

certainly could not wonder that her sisters had

accepted them as lovers—for, as the reader is

aware, they were both good-looking, tall, and weli

made. She however affected to regard tliem with-

out interest, but with a certain loftiness of de-

meanour, as if she identified herself with the dis-

pleasure which Julia chose to demonstrate.

"I can say for myself, Lord Curzon," observed

the latter young lady, in reply to tne passionate

exclamations which had been addressed to her,

—

"and 1 think I can also auswer for ray sister

Emma in her absence, that the plot you and

Colonel Malpas so unaccountably but so shame-

fully set on foot to carry us off to Lausanne, but

which so signa'ly failed,—must be considered as

having raised up an insurmountable barrier be-

tween ui in future. I therefore wish you good

evening. Agatha, come, d.ar."

"One word, Julia!' ejaculated Curzon, seizing

her by the hand and holduig it lost despite her

efforts to withdraw it. "Wo cannot part thus!

1 beseech you to give mo an opportunity to ex-

plain myself."

" And I, Miss Owen," said Malpas, addressing
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liimsclf to A;?athi, " beseech you to intercede in

my behalf wiHi your sister Emma — since it

is evident that you have no secrets from each

other.'

"Uiihand me, Lord Curzon !" said Julia—but

her effoita to extricate her hand from his grasp

had become feebler and feebler : indeed, with every

appearance of vanishing fortitude and dissolving

coldness she said, " Do let me go—'tis useless t^

detain me."

"But will you not give me an opportunity of

explaining myself?" persisted Curzon. "After

all that has taken place between us, I beg and
implore you "

"I will do nothing—nothing," returned Julia,

though with less decision iu her voice than before,

"uuless by Enama's consent. We have told each

other everything—we have no secrets—and we
mu-t act in concert."

" Yes," observed Agatha, in reply to the soli-

citations which Malpas continued to press upon
her to the effect that she would speak on his be-

lialf to Emma: "I can say nothing more than
that my sister must act for herself."

"Then listen," exclaimed Curzon, an idea sud-

denly striking him—and still he retained Julia's

hand in his own. " Will you forward me your
decisiou in writing ?—will you think over it ? But
I implore you not to send me back to England
without having had an opportunity of making my
peace with you, even if everything should be at an
end between us."

"AVhere will a note reach you?" asked Julia,

scarcely knowing what she said: for the natural

sentimentalism of her disposition was triumphing
over her endeavour to appear distant and reserved

;

and had it not been for the presence of Agatha,
to whom she had boasted in the morning of the
way she should treat Curzon if ever they met
again, she would at once have precipitated herself

into his arms.
" I am staying at the Hotel Royal—au^ this time

under my own name," he said. " Will you send
me a line—only a single line—to that address?
and whatever appointment you may give—for I

know that you cannot be cruel enough to refuse
my request— I will keep."

•' Well, well," said Julia, faintly; "I will think
of it. Perhaps you shall hear from me :"—and
now she withdrew her hand, but not before Curzon
had pressed it to his lips.

"Then, if Emma will see you, Colonel Malpas,"
said Agatha, anxious to put an end to the present
scene, " she also shall write to you. What is your
address?"

" By a coincidence," answered the Colonel, " I
also have taktn up my abode at the Hotel Royal.
I only arrived within this hour at Geneva, and
at ouce strolled down hither in the hope, and
almost with the presentiment "

" Well, but what name do you bear at the Hotel
Royal?" asked Agatha, somewhat impatiently.
" My own name—that of Malpas," was the reply.

" But pray do your beat for me with your charm-
ing sister Emma."
"We shall see," rejoined Agatha. " Good even-

ing, Colonel Malpas—good evening, my lord :"—
and talcing Julia's hand, she turned abruptly away
from the nobleman and the colonel.
But as Ju!ia accompanied her, she threw a qmck

I and scarcely percptible glance at Curzon over
I her shoulder—a glance which nevertheleis con-
veyed hope and promise.

The two girls pa-sed quickly away from the
vicinage of the jetty, once more proceeding along
the bank in the direction which they had ere now
pursued with Bergami and their sister. When
near the clump of trees they encountered Emma,
who was coming to meet them ; and all three has-

tened by the shortest cut back to the villa.

Meantime the Earl of Curzon aad Colonel Mal-
pas stood gazing for upwards of a minute on the
retreating forms of Agatha and Julia until they
were at some considerable distance ; and tlien

averting their eyes, they threw their looks upon
each other. It was evident that for the moment
Curzon knew not exactly how to treat Malpas,
and that the Colonel on the other hand was equally

uncertain on what ground to consider himself

standing with regard to the Earl,—the scene at

Lausanne being naturally uppermost in the mind
of each—that scene in which they had mutually

forced the revelation of secrets at the pistol's

muzzle.

"So we meet again," said Curzon, at length

breaking silence : then bursting out into a laugh

that was partly real and partly forced, he cried,

" Well, upon my word there is something uncom-
monly ludicrous in all this 1"

" And awkward too," said Malpas, also laugh-

ing : for he would much sooner be on good than

on bad terms with the Earl.

"I suppose that Venetia has sent you again?"

said Curzon, inquiringly.

"Yes," answered Malpas. "And she has sent

you too, doubtless ?"

" I do not deny it. I will even admit it is on the

same errand too as before—but this time with far

more positive instructions."

" The same with me," rejoined 3Ialpas. "I am
to leave no stone unturned to break up the con-

spiracy. I am even to tell Emma that 1 know all

about it, and threaten her with exposure unless

she herself voluntarily withdraws from it."

"Just what I am to say to Julia," remarked

Curzon. "And the reward which Venetia has

promised you?"'
" A thousand a-year," replied Malpas. " She

gave me five thousand when in London ; and 1 ex-

pect to find three or four thousand more when I

call at the banker's in this city to-morrow. I

came too late to-day. Those thousands are a

reward for past services But what have you

had ? and what more do you expect ?"

"I also have had a few thousands," replied Cur-

zon; "and more than that, 1 am to have a Mar-
quisate and a pension. Venetia has promised it

to me But 1 see that we must compare notes

again, and that we have a great deal to talk about.

Come, since we are both stajiug at the same hotel,

let us return thither in each other's company; and

if you like, we Avill dine together and talk matters

over."
" Be it so," responded ]SLalpas. " Whit are tlie

odds that we do not each receive a tender billet

from our fair ones before many hours have

elapsed ?"

" I am convinced that we shall," answered Cur-

zon. " That p trting glance which Julia gave iiic

has left no room for doubt."
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Thus conversing, Lord Curzon and Colonel

Malpas strolled away from the vicinage of the pier,

in the direction of the city.

CHAPTER CLX.

THE LISTENERS.—THE OLD HABttlDAN.

The plot of our tale is thickening rapidly ; inci-

dents are multiplying, and episodes are growing

out of the adventures which we are now chroni-

cling. It therefore requires a clear head on our

part to keep these varied and yet ramified occur-

rences as distinctly defined as possible, each in the

special channel in which it is flowing—while the

reader must carefully follow us as we advance in

the seeming labyrinth, through which we shall

however conduct him in a way to render all the

objects he may encounter perfectly intelligible and

clear.

But ere we return to the three sisters whom we

left wending their way back to the villa, we must

pause for a little space to inform our readers that

the whole scene which we have just described as

having taken place on the part of Curzon, Malpas,

Agatha, and Julia, was witnessed by two ladies who
were concealed behind the piles of the jetty. These

two ladies were Lady Prescott and the Countess of

Curzon—for such was really Maravelii's new lodger,

who had chosen to call herself Mrs. Montagtie.

When Curzon and Malpas were at a sufficient

distance from the pier, Lady Prescott and the

Countess issued forth from their hiding-place ; and

for some minutes they walked along the bank of the

lake, side by side, in the deepest silence. But their

countenances showed how violent, or rather how
intense, were the feelings that agitated their hearts—

the passions which swayed their souls. Each was
of an olive complexion ; but a dead pallor now sat

upon their features, and the strangeness of their looks

marred even their beauty and gave them at the

moment a ghastly—almost a hideous aspect.

" This is a strange—a wonderful coincidence 1"

said Lady Prescott, at length breaking silence.

"Yes—a coincidence that seems as if it were pre-

pared by Satan!" responded the Countess of Curzon,

in a tone full of deep and sinister meaning.
" I understand you," said Lady Prescott, as ii her

own voice had caught up precisely the same intona-

tion, which was indeed natural enough, as the same
furies were gnawing at either heart and their souls

were tortured by kindred fires.

"Now," said the Countess of Curzon, after a
brief pause, " that man on whose head you have
invoked an implacable vengeance is in your power!"
" But that man," rejoined Lady Prescott, " is your

husband."
" My husband," echoed Editha, with a mocking

laugh and a fiendish look : " my mortal enemy, you
mean! If you refuse to slay him, I will do the

deed myself. Heartless villain—miscreant that he
is, he has covered me with disgrace and plunged me
into ruin. Oh ! with what fiend-like malice did he
gloat over my fall and expose me even to the very

servants on that dreadful uight when everything was
discovered! Aye, and that demoniac vengeance
which he wreaked upon my faithful, my loving Ger-
tiude But 1 have already told you everything,

Lady Prescott, and need not recapitulate."

•' Then you are decided upon abandoning your hus-
band unto my vengeance?" asked the latter.

" I am," replied Editha, in a deep voice, but the

accents of which were full of a frightful and im-
placable resolution.

" Vengeance for me then !" exclaimed Lady Pres-

cott, in a tone suddenly thrilling with exultation

:

"and vengeance likewise for you, inasmuch as

Malpas—that man of whom you have told me so

many things— is within your reach
!"

" Yes : Malpas—the vile, sneaking, pitiful coward,"

resumed Editha, with a terrible accentuation on the

words,—"he who gave my husband all the infor-

mation which enabled him to unmask the stratagem

carried on through the agency of Lady Lechmere

—

he who furnished the clue to those arrangements

which had been so admirably combined and which

without such betrayal would have defied all his

penetration,—that Malpas who has worked so much
mischief after all the love I once bestowed on him—
that villain is at length in my power, and he shall

die!"

Having given utterance to these words with a ter-

rible emphasis, Editha remained silent for two or

three minutes, during which interval Lady Prescott

also held her peace, being absorbed in her own re-

flections.

"Does it not seem," at length continued the

Countess of Curzon, "as if some superior power

were guiding us on both alike to the consum-

mation of that vengeance which we had so much
longed to wreak, but the accomplishment of which

until this last half-hour seemed so distant, even if it

were ever possible at all ? But as I have already

told you, some secret and unaccountable presenti-

ment urged me, when flying from disgrace in Eng-
land and seeking refuge on the Continent, to visit

Geneva. It was not so much on account of the

tranquillity of this little republic that I came hither

:

but impelled by that feeling to which I have just

alluded
"

" But," interrupted Lady Prescott, " in recount-

ing your histury to me yesterday, did you not

mention that during the long absence of your

husband from home, you received two letters-

one bearing the post-mark of Jlilan, and the other

of Geneva?"
" Yes—it was so," answered Lady Curzon : " and

perhaps this circumstance was floating uppermost

in my mind, though unconsciously at the tiini',

when I resolved upon coming to Geneva. But,

far— very far was I from anticipating tliat 1 should

meet my husband here ! Equally little did I ex-

pect to encounter this hated ISLilpas, against whom
all my rage is now concentrated! Wnen we came

j

forth to walk thii evening and bent our steps to-

wards the jttiy "

" You >Yould not believe, when from a di-tmco

1 recognized your husband approaching," inter-

rupted Lady Prescott. " But 1 knew him at

once—knew him by his gait— his walk so noble, so

digiiilicd, so commanding, and yet so elegant!"

" Heavens! cuu jou thus praise him wnom you

have doomed to death l'' cried Editha, almost

savagely.
'• True ! I was wrong to call up any memory

that might possibly serve to weaken me in my
purpose. And yet it was not through a traiii-i-

tory failing in my resolve," continued LuJy Pres-

cott : " for that u stern—inexorable ; but it wai
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the train of thought unwittingly flowinjr on and

giving expression to itself, even as it were against

my own will."

" We must show no weakness in the consumma-

tion of our design," said Editha.

" Think jou not that the scene which has just

taken place is but too well calculated to rivet the

implacability of my own ciaving for revenge?"'

asked Lady Prescott. " When at the moment we

first beheld Lord Curzon approaching the jetty,

and I dragged you as it were behind the piles so

that we might conceal ourselves from his view, it

was because I wished to watch his movements.

In thus wishing I had a motive—and that motive

was to avail myself of any circumstance which

might transpire to put the means of vengeance

within my reach ! And he, not having observed

us as we so quickly concealed ourselves under

the jetty—he, little suspecting who was so near,

addressed himself in words of tenderness, and

love, and entreaty to that profligate Julia

Owen I"

*'But all those allusions which subsequently

took place," asked Editha, " between my husband

and Malpas relative to Lady Sackville—what could

they mean ?"

"Oh! let us not trouble ourselve-," exclaimed

Lady Prescutt, " about the affairs of others ! We
have our own course to pursue."

"Yes—you are right," said Editha. "Let us

concentrate all our tlioughts upon this vengeance

which we are about to wreak 1"

Return we now to the three sisters.

When Emaia rejoined Agatha and Julia in the

manner already described, she had not so fully

composed her countenance as to subdue altogether

the flush of pleasurable excitement which the

scene with Bergami had conjured up.

"Have you ensnared him?— have you touched

his heart?" inquired Julia, anxiously.

"Yes— I think that 1 have made some little im-

pression upon him," responded Emma. "I evi-

dently moved him by my tears and the little de

monstratious of love that I was enabled to make

:

but I dared not go too far. At ail events," she

added, suddenly recollecting the frightful threat

which Mrs. Ranger had uttered ere now, that if

circumstances required the deed, Bergami must
die as well as Loftus and Lady Prescott,— "at all

events, 1 think that to-morrow, if 1 liave another

opportunity, I shall gain a victory. Indeed, I am
sure of it! There is no need to fear Bergami : he

will rather take our part than otherwise—and alto-

gether I am full of hope that we shall yet come
forth scatheless from the terrible ordeal of dangers

through which we are pa'^sing."

"Oil! what a blessing it will be to hail peace,

contentment, and tranquillity once more 1" said

Agatha, with the most genuine sincerity.

"And I echo the observation," added Julia.

"Let us ouce get clear out of this present embar-

rassment, and no more conspiracies for me—no

more intrigues save those of gallantry and love I

And this reminds me to tell your Emma of what
has just taken place down at the jetty yonder."

She tlien described tlie scene which liad oc-

curred with tlie Earl and with Malpas. Emma
was much astonished to hear of the return of those

two individuals; and when her sister had con-
cluded her tale, the sai 1, " It waj all very well to
promise to write to them in order to get rid of
their importunity : but I hope, Julia, that you do
not intend any such thing. Remember what you
said this morning—that you would never forgive

Curzon "

" Nor will I," inteiTupted Julia, somewhat petu-

lantly, though at the bottom of her heart there

lurkel the secret resolve that should existing

circumstances turn out favourably iu the long run,

Fhe would renew her amour w;th the handsome
Earl desiiite her two sisters' ridicule or scorn.

They now re-entered the villa; and it being past

Seven o'clock, they had only just time to hasten to

their respective rooms and make the necessary

change in their todette for dinner. This repast

in the Princess's household was usually served up
at half-past seven : but on the evening of which
we are writing it was delayed somewhat, and there-

fore the sisters were not late after all. The
Princess had been seized with indisposition—pro-

bably arising from the excitement which she had '

experienced during the day; and she kept her

own room instead of descending to the dinner- i

table. Bergami was likewise absent, he having '

gone into tlie city with the alleged excuse of being

mvited to dine with a friend, but in reality to see

Jocelyn Loftus. There were consequently only

the six ladies-in- wailing, the young lady who acted

as "reader" to the Princess, and Mrs. Ranger, at

the dinner-table on the present occasion. The
meal was not therefore prolonged: and soon after

the dessert Mrs. Ranger sought an opportunity of

taking Agatha aside in order to ascertain what had

passed at the interview with Bergami.

Proceeding to another room, the old harridan

and the young lady shut themselves in; a'ld the

latter repeated all that Bergami had said iu her

hearing. She then explained what Emina had

said relative to her hopes of success in ensnaring

the royal equerry within the influence of her

charms.

"And this appointment with Loftus is for twelve

to-night?" siid Mrs. Ranger, who had listened

with the profoundest attention an 1 interest to all

that had just fallen from Agatha's lips.

•For twelve to-night," responded the young
lady, shuddering visibly.

" But Bergami's manner was kind ?" continued

Mrs. R:inger, still speaking interrogatively.

" No—not kind, but forbearing," answered

Agatha.
" Ah ! I do not like it—I do not like it," said

Mrs. Ranger; and she shook I.er head ominously.

" But does Emma really think that she will succeed

in winning the equerry to her arms?"
" She does—she does," replied Agatha. "She is

sauguiue—so sanguine that she feels convinced

Bergami will save us."

" But Bergami cannot save us if Jocelyn Loftus

be determined to ruin us," interrupted Mrs. Ran-

ger emphatically. " Ah ! if Bergami had suc-

cumbed tilts evening— if Emma had succeeded ere

now iu bringing him to her feet— it^ in a word,

he had already received her favours,—<Afn would

it be ditt'ercnt, and ho would doubtless raise

heaven and earth to save her, and in saving her

must have held us harmless also ! But it is not

60 : ho has not succumbed—and any little advan-
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tage which Emma may have gained over his feel-

ings by playing upon his senses, will be lost as

sober reflection returns to him. Besides, where-

fore has Bergami gone into the city now ? Not to

dine with a friend ! No—it is preposterous : but

to see Loftus
"

"Ah! then you really believe," interrupted

Agatha, "that we are still as much encompassed

by dreadful perils as ever?''

"Do I think so?" ejaculated Mrs. Ranger : "in-

deed I do ! And now prepare yourself, Agatha

—

prepare yourself, I say," she repeated in a deep

voice and with an ominous look, ''to hear the re-

solve—the last resolve to which I have come—

a

resolve which is fixed and whence there shall be

no retreat
!"

"And that resolve?" asked Ag£rtha shudder-

ingly.

" It is," returned Mrs. Ranker, fixing her eyes

with reptile-like glare upon the young lady, "that

unless Loftus positively and actually, of his own

accord, proclaims his forgiveness of you this night,

you must withhold the word from Maravelli's ear

that will spare his and Lady Prescott's life ! You

must let the physician do the work of death ac

cording to his promise ; and then Bergami must

die also I"

"But Emma?" interrupted Agatha, in a thick

and scarcely audible voice :
" will she consent to

this? Or will she not, in her vanity—her infatua-

tion—or whatever it may be, insist that Bergami

shall live, for her to try her seductive arts upon

him ?"

" Foolish girl that you are 1" said Mrs. Ranger

;

" can you not understand that Emma must be itept

ignorant of this feature of our proceedings?"

"Oh! yes—I understand you now," said Agatha,

shuddering again. " Would to God that I also were

ignorant "

"Cease this pining and whining," interrupted

Mrs. Ranger sharply. "It is not your hand that

will do these deeds—nor will suspicion fall upon us !

Let Maravelli work on the one hand VTJth his sub-

tle poisons : 1 on the other will go and seek those

instruments of crime, Kobolt and his gang, whom
this night I will introduce secretly and stealthily

into the villa. They shall hide themselves in my
room until you return from Maravelli's: then if

you tell me that your interview with Loftus has

been of a satisfactory character and that you have

spoken the word to Maravelli to spare him and
Lady Prescott

—

then, I say, may Bergami be

spaied also, and Kobolt with his comrades may
go about their business. But if, on the other

hand, on your return from Maravelli's, you tell

me that the word has imI been spoken, but that

Loftus and Lady Prescott will die, then nnist

Bergami die also ! Kobolt and his gang will do
the work; and ere they quit his room, to which I

myself will conduct them, they in their experience
of such matters shall give it the aspect of having
been entered for the sake of plunder "

"Oh! cease these details," interrupted Agatha.

"Do what you will—take any step you consider

necessary, no matter how desperate, to save us all

from this gulf of ruin which yawns at our feel

!

But, my God! spare me the details—spare me the

details ! Would to heaven that the next week— or

even the next four-and-twenty hours were over !
"

" Now do not give way to this puling language,"

said Mrs. Ranger harshly. " Be a woman of courage

— take a lesson from me. Have I not told you on

former occasions that when circumstances require

energetic action, I shake ofl'the nervousness and the

affectation of the woman, and buckle on an armour
of strength and effrontery, such as men themselves

might be proud to wear ? Come, you must not

remain too long away from the drawing-room. Go
back—sustain your own spirits—and do all you can

to cheer your sisters. And mind," added Mrs.

Ranger impressively, "not a syllable—not a single

syllable to either of them—least of all to Emma-
relative to the decision to which I have come in

respect to Bergami ! I now go forth to find Kobolt

and his gang, who, from what ^Maravelli told me this

morning, are sure to be found dragging the lake at

the jetty."

Having thus spoken, Mrs. Ranger hastened away

from the apartinent where the preceding colloquy

had taken place; while Agatha, after remaining for

a few minutes to compose her looks and settle her

thoughts, went back to the drawing-room.

It was now nine o'clock, and Bergami had re-

turned. When Agatha entered the room, she found

him seated on a sofa, apparently engaged with a

book ; but he was in reality watching Emma's looks

and manner, in order to see whether from any little

circumstance he could possibly judge if she had

betrayed to her sisters the scene whicli had taken

place in the shade of the knot of trees. Preientiy

the young lady, catching his look and perceiving in

it a kind of inquiring expression, seized an oppor-

tunity to approach him under pretence of showing

him a print at which she had been looking at the

table; and as she bent down, she said in the lowe'^t

possible whisper, " I see that you are observing me
—but I have not broken my word !"

'/It is well," was the responsive whisper t^at

came from the equerry's lips, accompanied by a

look of deep meaning.

Emma felt her heart leap with joy at this speci 'S

of renewed pledge of affection which Bergami iiad

just given her; and she returned to her seat,

scarcely able to prevent her feelings from beinj;

betrayed by her countenance.

CHAPTER CLXL

FRESn SCENES AT THE JETTY,

The Earl of Curzon and Colonel Malpas were

sipping their wine at the Hotel lioyal, between

eight and nine o'clock, and discoursing on the

object of their revisit to Geneva; and though

there was evidently a forced fiiniliarity subsisting

between them, instead of the intimacy of friend-

ship, they nevertheless were opening their minda

pretty freely to eai.h other.

" Well, but about tliis pretty Genevese girl of

whom we were talking just now," .said Malpas,

after a brief pause in the discourse: "what do

you propose duiug with regard to her ?"'

"I will go and see her tomorrow," answered

the Earl," uud no doubt slia I h ive a pretty 8C<»no

of weeping, and bit»ernfss, and repro iclics, and so

forth. But 1 nni't niaUo up my mind to enduro

all tliat; and when the liist ebullition of fc'clin.f

has subsided, I shall enter upon the business-part
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of the matter and propose a little annuity or somc-

thinor of tt.e sort."

" Or else find some needy youn;? fellow," ob-

served Miilpas, with a laugh, " who for a certain

sum of money paid down will take the girl al-

together fiff your hands and father the child when

it is born."

"VTell, perhaps I may do something in that

way," rejoined Curzon, carelessly. " But the worst

of it is the girl is rather sentimentally inclined

and not mercenary. She is one of those tender-

hearted creatures who will persist in loving when

they themselves are no longer loved, and who can-

not see or will not understand that they were

taken for aught save the playthings of the moment."

But this heartless speech, so well worthy of an

Euglish aristocrat—who, by the bye, beats all the

rest of humanity on the score of utter heartless-

ness—was suddenly interrupted by the entrance of

the waiter, who presented a note to the Earl of

Curzon and then immediately retired.

"A lady's hand I a sweet beautiful hand!" ejacu-

lated the nobleman, as he took up the billet.

"From the Oweus?" demanded the Colonel

eagerly.
" No doubt of it," washia lordship's reply. "Who

else could write to us in Geneva ?"

Thus speaking, he broke the seal and glanced

his eyes over the note : then tossing it across the

table, he observed with a self-satisfied air, " To be

sure ! did I not tell you how it would be ?"

Malpas hastened to read the billet, the laconic

contents of which ran as follow :—

" Emma and Julia, having maturely considered the re-

quest proifered by Colonel Malpas and the Earl of Curzon,

and deeming it right to give them an opportunity of ex-

plaining their conduct, will meet them at half-past nine

o'clock, precisely by the jetty on the border of the lake^"

"Brief enough," said Malpas; "but explicit as

brief. What say you ?—shall we stroll thitherward

at once ?"

" By all means," answered Curzon. " I am anx-

ious to get the business over and my mission ful-

filled as soon as possible. Depend upon it, I do

not intend to dally for as many days as I did weeks

on the previous occasion after my fair Julia. 1

shall tell her my mind as plain as possible, accord-

ing to my instructions, and have done with it."

"And I shall pursue the same course with re-

gard to Emma," said Malpas ;
" because I mean to

travel into Italy and thence pass up the Mediter-

ranean to Turkey "

"Well, never mind your future plans," inter-

rupted the Earl ; " let us go forth and attend to

present occupations."

Having lighted their cigars, Lord Curzon and

Colonel Malpas issued from the hotel and sauntered

through the streets towards the lake, so regulating

their walk according to the time, that they reached

the jetty about five minutes to the half-hour.

The night was beautiful. The sky was of a purply

azure, studded with many a twinkliug star : for the

mist common to that clime and spot after sunset,

had only just begun to settle on the surface of the

lake and had not suificiently expanded to mar the

clear view of heaven above.

The Earl and Malpas walked to and fro in the

immediate vicinity of the jetty, impregnating the

air with the smoke of their cigars and speaking but

little. They were not kept waiting beyond the time

mentioned in the note : for scarcely had the clock-

towers chimed the half-hour, when two female
figures, closely veiled, passed suddenly round the

massive wood-work forming the commencement of

the pier, and accosted the two loungers.

" Ah! this is indeed kind of you," said Curzon, as

one of the ladies immediately took him by the arm
and began to draw bim away from his companion
Malpas, on whose arm the other lady fastened her-

self in a similar manner.

Curzon took the hand which rested upon his arm,
and pressed it tenderly, at the same time observing,
" Will you not raise your veil ? Am I not to be

permitted one kiss, Julia—one single kiss— after this

absence ? Or at all events may I not claim it as

the reward for having come back to you ? What

!

no answer? And yet methought that when you
looked back at me for a single moment this evening,

as you turned abruptly away with your sister Agatha,

there was forgiveness in those sweet eyes of thine.

But I suppose," continued the Earl, after having

vainly paused fornearly a minute to see whether his

fair one would vouchsafe a reply, " that you feel

yourself so deeply offended that you must have an

explanation before you confer the slightest favour.

Is it so, Julia ? Come—speak, speak 1"

While the Earl was thus addressing his female

companion, who was both cloaked and veiled, she

had led him round the piles of the jetty so that they

were now upon the opposite side from that where

they had first met : or, lo make the matter still more
intelligible to the reader, we may observe that Malpas

and his companion had remained on one side of the

pier, while Curzon and his fair one had gone round

to the other.

" Come now," resumed the Earl, having a

second time paused to see whether any answer

would be vouchsafed ; " this silence is ridiculous

—this afieetation most absurd. I thought that

I should find you in a better mood, Julia : I did

not think you c»uld shut yourself up in a sullen-

ness like this. AVell, if you will not answer me
I must endeavour to unseal those sweet lips of

your's. It is usually said that kisses seal woman's

lips : but I must now see if they will not have a

contrary effect."

Thus speaking, Curzon threw his arms round

his companion and endeavoured to tear away her

veil. But all in a moment she started a pace back-

ward—threw up the veil of her own accord—and

exclaimed, " Behold me !"

" What! is it possible?" cried [the Earl, stag-

gering back in utter amazement, as by the pure

moonlight ho discovered the features of Lady

Prescott.
" Yes

—
'tis I—the plaything whom you tossed

aside !" she instantaneously responded iu a hoarse

voice.

Then, even as the last words were stUl issuing

from her lips, she raised her arm—something

gleamed in her hand— tlie next moment tliere was

a flash, accompanied by a report, aud quickly fol-

lowed by the ejaculation of " O God!" uitered in

sudden agony. Then there was a splash ss of a

heavy body falling into the lake—and all was still

on this side of the pier!

But on the other side the report of the pistol

was echoed—not by a mere reverberation, but by

a like sound emanating from a simdar weapon:

and thore too was a momentary cry of death,



followpfl by a Iieavy splaali in tlie lake—a g-ur-

tflinjj sound— aixi the next instant all was still like-

wise on thnt side of the pier

!

A few momenta afterwards Lady Prescott and

the Countess of Curzon met each other at the

commencement of the jetty, as each was hnrryini?

away from the spot where murder had been aocom-
pliilied.

"You have done it?' sail the one to tlifi other,

:i- the low lioarse voice of crinio.

" Yes, " was the answer, delivered in the same

tone : and then they both hurried on towards the

city without spcakini; another word—without even

daring' to exchange another look; for their's was

now the companionship of crime—a liideous and a

horrible companionship, whic!\ deadens all friend-

ship, stifles all sympathies—raising up in their

place gloomy suspicion, dark mistrust, and there-

fore mutual aversion.

Half an hour afterwards, when the raist hnd
780

completely settled upon the lake and wns veiling

all the eircumjaciMit scenery, three figures ap-

proached the jetty; and having satisfied them-
selves as far as they were able that the coast w;is

clear, they be{ran to enter upon their usual avoca-

tions. The-e were Kobolt, Walden, and Hornani,

who having gambled away the money which they

had received from Jocelyn Loftus, came to flin;:

tlieir nets into the like in the hope of catchim,'

some of that "fish"' for which they received so

good a price from Dr. Maravelli. Indeed, as flie

doctor had a general order from the German Uni-

veriities for as many heads as he chose to transmit

for purposes of ihrenologicil study,—and as he

himself was pa^isionatcly devoted to the use of th?

dissecting knife,—Koholt and his gang alw.iys

found a ready market for the "subjects" which

they miglit procure. They therefore had thdr

general order from the doctor for whatsoever they

mifrht fish up from Lake Leman ; and what with
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accidents, murders, and suicides, there was a

toler^ibly good harvest to be reaped in this way

tt)routrhout the year.

Havin? arranged their tackle, they proceeded to

drag in the usual manner ; and ia a feiv minutes

they brought up a dead body.
" Why, this i* good luck indeed!" said Kobolt,

as they drew the corpse under the jetty. "Now
thflu, W;>lden, you be off and get down the cart."

I "All ri^fht," said the individual thus addressed;

1 and away ho sped.

! "Come, I don't like to be idle," said Kobolt to

I

Hernani : " let us have another throw. Not that

it is at all likely we shall get a second bite to our

hooks on this occasion "

"Wliy not?" asked the Italian. "It's all a

chapter of accidents ; and in the same way that for

weeks together we have fished every night without

dragging up anything, so have we also now and

I

then got a couple of bites on the same night. Come,

I

let us go and drag the other side."

j

Having despoiled the corpse of the money and

j

watch in the pockets, and taken a ring from the

j
finger,—congratulating themselves at the same time

I

upon the value of the booty,—the two men passed

i under the pier, and proceeded to fling their tackle

j
on the side which they now reached,

1 Good luck again attended them; and in a few

minutes they brought another corpse to the shore j

Their savage joy was now indeed great, the more so

as this one likewise had gold in its pockets, a watch

and chain in the fob, and a couple of rings on the

fingers. But while they were yet despoiling it, the

mist was swept somewhat away by one of those

sudden squalls which often gush over the surface ot

Lake Leman ; and the moonbeams poured fully

down upon the face of the dead.

Ejaculations of amazement burst simultaneously

from the lips of the two fishers of men, as they at

once recognised that countenance I

" It is Smith, the Englishman !
" said Kobolt.

"And look—murder has been done—his shirt-front

is stained with blood. See—it is not siime—and the

water has not washed it out. Ah! the blood is evi-

dently flowing still ; and the corpse is as fresh as it

can be. Why, this must have been done within an

hour !"

" Come, don't let us stand dallying here," growled

Hernani ;
" but drag the body underneath the pier

until the cart comes."

This they did ; and then, as their curiosity was

now acutely sharpened, they drew forth the other

corpse just far enough into the moonlight to enable

them to examine it closely. Their astonishment

was enhanced even into dismay on at once recog-

nising the other Englishman, whom they knew by

the name of Thompson, and who it was evident had

likewise been murdered. But the latter had been

shot through the head ; for the mark was upon tiie

brow, where the bullet had entered, and the skull

was shattered where it had passed out again.

" Some fearful work has been done here this

evening," said Kobolt. " What can it all mean?—
how can it be ?"

" I suppose," replied Hernani, " that if we
were to stund here conjecturing for a month we
should nit tind out. But wlien I come to think

of it, we ouglit t» be grAteful to those who have
done the deed: for in a very little time it has put

a handsome booty in our way."

"Hush! I hear footsteps advancing," suddenly
ejaculated Kobolt.

Then, having hastily dragged back the corpse
of Malpas under the pier, they peeped forth from
behind the massive and crowded piles. The moon-
light was stil pouring down upon the scene ; and
they were thus enabled tj observe a female form
approaching the spot. The rays fell upon the
woman's countenance as she glanced quickly
around in every direction ; and as the keen eyes
of Kobolt recognised her, he whispered to his

•omrade, " It is one of the old ladies belonging to

the villa, that we carried off to Lausanne."
"Perhaps then," immediately suggested Her-

nani, also in a whisper, "she has had something
to do with this murder of the very two mcu who
employed us on that night—the occasion you
speak of."

" Well, we have got nothing to do with all that,"

said Kobolt. "Let us speak to her."

They accordingly issued forth from beneath the

pier and accosted Mrs. Ranger—for she it was.

Instantaneously recognizing the two qjen, she at

once told them it was they of whom she was in

search. Kobolt laconically asked what she wanted ;

and she without much circumlocution proposed to

them a certain thing, backing her explanation

with the promise of a large reward. The amount
thus named was tempting m the extreme ; and the

villains were not long in closing with her. As a
matter of course she said nothing relative to the

murders which the fishers of men had just dis-

covered at the jetty—for the simple reason that

she knew naught about them: and ihey did not

think it worth wliile to intimate the subject to her,

although in their own minds they felt pretty weH
convinced she was no stranger to the two dark
deeds. In this surmise, however, they were utterly

wrong, as the reader is already aware.

The interview between Mrs. Ranijer and the two
fishers of men did not occupy a quarter of an hour.

Where the employer in a proposed crime is cool,

collected, and determined, and the employed are

willing, bribeahle, and ready, there is no need of

many words. Thus was it that the bargain was

soon made : an earnest of the pnce was placed

in Kobolt's hand—a full understanding as to toe

mode of procedure was entered into—and Mrs.

Hanger sped back to the villa, muttering to her-

self, " The remedies I am adopting are desperate :

but the position in which I am placed is also des-

perate. Murder must secure my impunity—and
murder will do it!"

Thus congratulating herself on the means she

had devised and was prepared to carry out, the

harridan re-entered the roval dwelling.

CHAPTER CLXIL

THE DISSBCTINO ROOM.

It was about ha'f-past eleven on this memorable
night, and Dr. Maravelii was seated aloue in his

little parlour opening from the hall.

Loftus was in his own chamber, pondering upon
the plans which he was putting into execution, aad
settling in his mind as to the exact dftiils cf the

course which he should pu^^ue when tlie three

sisters were to make their appearance at midnight.
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As for the Countess of Curzon and Lady Prescott,

they were also sitting up : for they had not as yet

dared to retire to rest, each deeply feeling that

after the crime which had been consummated no

sleep would visit their pillows. They were there-

fore holding companionship in the drawing-room,

endeavouring to look satisfied at the tremendous

work they had done, but unable to conceal from

each other the fact that they now would give

worlds to have it all undone again 1

Return we however to Maravelli, who was alone

in his parlour. But what was he doing there?

Upon the table at which he was seated stood a

phial labelled "Poison." That venomous drug

had he been compounding in his secret laboratory

up-stairs ; and having brought it down with him

to the parlour, he was uow contemplating it with

the air of a man who has obtained the means of

accomplishing a certain object but trembles at the

bare idea of using it. Not that it was so much
the criminality ®f the contemplated deed which

thus made him waver in his purpose ; but it was

the dread of being found out. Nevertheless,

having duly weighed all the considerations that

presented themselves to his mental view, he made
up ids mind to do the deed: for imagination sug-

gested no other avenue of escape from the perils

which threatened him, and which involved the

hideous punishment of branding with a red-hot

iron, to be followed by a long term of imprisonment.

But how was he to accomplish his murderous
purpose? He thought of a thousand different

plans. One was to mix some agreeable drink, in-

fuse the poison therein, and take it up to his in-

tended victims as if it were an act of a host's

courtesy that he was performing. But no: this

would not do. They might suspect—or they

might refuse to drink at all—or the draughts might

be partaken of by others beneath the roof. More-
over, as Lady Prescott was not alone, but had the

other lady-lodger with her in the drawing-room,

such a plan could not be carried out now ; and the

doctor felt that he could not visit her with a

draught in her bedroom after she had retired to

rest, without exciting suspicion by the very im-
propriety of the act itself. Much less dared he
send her up a draught by his housekeeper, whom he
would not trust in these dark schemes which he was
now contemplating. Tiieuhow was he to proceed?
To wait till the morning and poison the coffee

which Loftus and Lady Prescott would partake of

at breakfast I No—this plan was not feasible : op-

portunity might not serve—and moreover it would
be dangerous to delay the deed and let the night

pass without consummating it. Then how was ho
to act ? He knew of no better, safer, or surer

course than to eater their rooms respectively when
tiiey slept, and pour the poison between their lips

:

for it was of so fatal a nature that a single drop
reaciiing the tongue would be followed by instan-

taneous death.

Yes—this must be the plan which he would
adopt: and having resolved upon it, he was about
to Hecuro the bottle in a cupboard, whan a some-
what violent ring at the bell startled him. So often,

at about the same period of the night, had ju8tsuch
a sh.irp hasty ring been given before, that its mean -

ing instantaneously struck him; and as he always
made it a point to answer in person all summouaes
after a certain hour, he aped forth from his parlour I

and opened the front door. As he had anticipated,

he beheld the three figures of the fishers of men,
with their cart in the narrow street.

" Ah I " he said in a hasty whisper : " it is unfor-

tunate you should come hither to-night ; for I am
particularly engaged "

" But what are we to do, then ?" demanded Ko-
bolt gruffly. "We can't go and fling them back
again into the lake ; and aa for taking them to our
own lodgings, is out of the question."

" Them ?" echoed Maravelli. " Have you more
than one?"

" Yes—two fine fresh subjects—murdered too."

" Then indeed," ejaculated the doctor nervously,
" does it become all the more requisite to get

them out of the way. In with them—haste—lose
no time 1"

The three men did not require to be thus urged
on ; they soon dragged the two corpses into the hall,

and bore them to the dissecting-room, Maravelli

carrying the candle to light them.

"Ah 1 " ejaculated Kobolt, as he beheld the corpse

of the infant already lying on the leaden table ;
" so

you have got that here—eh ?
"

" We have not a minute for unnecessary dis-

course," said the doctor. " I have lodgers in the

house "

"Well, well," said Kobolt, "not another word;
give us the money, and we are ofT."

This the doctor did in such haste that he dropped
a few more gold pieces than he meant to do into

Kobolt's hand; but the fellow did not choose to tell

him of the mistake. He and his two comrades
accordingly sped away, while the doctor hastened to

summon Mavolta to mop up the marks of the wet
where the corpses had been dragged through the

hall.

Scarcely was all this done, when Loftus came
down stairs; for it was now twelve o'clock. En-
countering the doctor in the hall the moment alter

Mavolta had retired, he was struck by the agitated

appearance of his countenance : and at once de-

manded—" Has anything happened ?
"

" Only that those fishers of men have brought
me two subjects," replied Maravelli ; " and I was
of course obliged to have them taken into the

diasecting-room."
" Well, it cannot be helped—you could not do

otherwise, 1 suppose," said Loftus. " And now
give me the key of that room."

"What! to-night?" asked the physician, who
was utterly unacquainted with Jocelyn's inten-

tion relative to the Misses Owen, and who even
did not know that he was expecting them.

" Yes—give mo the key, I repeat," rejoined

our hero sternly. " I have visitors coming here

to-night."

" Visitors ?" echoed Maravelli, struck with a
mortal terror: for he fancied that these visitors

would prove to be the oflacers of justice coming to

arrest him.
" Ah I they are not such visitors as you fear,"

said Loftus, at once penetrating his alarms.
" Have I not promised that you shall bo held

scatlioless if you do my bidding?"
" Yes, yes—you promised me," murmured the

doctor, trembling from head to foot: " but "

At this moment there was another ling at the

front-door bell.

" There ! these are my visitors," said Loftus,
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I impatieutly. " Give me the key. I swear to you

I

they are not ofi&cera of justice—they are only the
' three Owens "

I

" Oh! iu that case take the key," said Maraveili,

I

now breathing more freely.

" Add.you must remain with me, doctor," hastily

[

rejoined Loftus, " as a witness of what is abi>ut to

take place."

Our hero now hastened to open the front door,

and at once pave admittance to Agatha, Emma,
and Julia. They were all three enveloped in

cloaks and closely veiled—beiog thus disguised

to escape recoguition during their nocturnal

expedition from the villa to the physician's house,

and (us they hoped) speedily back again.

The moment they entered the hall, Jocelyu
closed the front door, and said, " Be pleased to

follow me."
He then took up the candle which Maraveili had

left stauding upon a table in the hall, and at once
led the way to the diniug-room, keeping the physi-
cian close by him.

Be it remembered that the apartment which
they had now entered was not the gloomy- looking
Utile parlour previously alluded to, and on the

table of which Maraveili had left the bottle of
poison.

On entering the dining-room, Loftus closed the

door; aad turning towards the ladies, he said,

" Have the kindness to raise your veils, that I may
be assured that ye are really those whom I ex-
pect."

With this command, delivered in the firm tone
of decision, the three sisters at once complied; and
then Loftus beheld those three countenances
which were so familiar to him—those countenances
on which nature had lavished so much beauty, but
whicii were now pale and agitated. He also was
very pale : indeed his cheeks were colourless

—

while the firmoess with which his lips were com-
pressed showed that he had some diflSiculty in

mastering his emotions and sternly carrying out
that which he believed to be an imperative duty.

As for Maraveili, he also was deeply agitated: for

though relieved of any immediate fear on his own
account, he nevertheless trembled at the strange-

ness of the present proceeding; and there was
likewise something awful in the spectacle of that

young- man with the determined air of an avenging
genius confronting those three pale and horror-

stricken girls, at such an hour of the night, and
under all ihe circumstances that had occurred

!

" Now," said Loftus, at once resuming the dis-

course iu the same firm voice as before, but like-

wise with a forced composure over a deep internal

a;;itation,
—"all that is about to take place must

be promptly and rapidly done. To speak the

truth, I kuow you all three too well to believe that

you can be brought to a sense of the enormity of
your crimes unless under extraordinary circum-
stances. To the influence of such circumstaiicus

am I about to subject you : and here"—poiuting
to Maraveili—" is the man who, haviug been to a
cenaiii extent implicated in one phase of your
proceedings, must perform the part of a witness
now. To a cliamber of horrors am 1 about to lead
you ! Prepare yourselves for a shock : you will

beh')ld some gliasily objects—but ou one only
need your eyes be rivetted "

"Air. Lofius!" almost shrieked forth Agatha—

and she would have fallen had not her sisters sup-
ported her; "you v/ijl not—you cannot—you dare
not as a maa "

"Hush, hush!" was the quick whisper which
Emma breathed in Agatha's ear. " You must con-
fess nothing— it will be safer not."

"Well, sir," said the eldest sister, regaining her
fortitude at this hint ;

" what horrors are these
which you have in preparation for us ? "—and she
threw a ghastly look upon our young hero.

" Not for worlds," exclaimed Loftus, " would I
submit you—wicked and depraved though you are
—to this ordeal, if I thought you would confess
everything of your own accord ! Say then at once
—say then," he repeated earnestly and impres-
sively ; "to whom were this man's services adminis-
tered,"—and he again glanced towards Maraveili

—

"on that memorable night, three weeks ago, when a
child was born within the walls of the Princess's
villa?"

Agatha essayed to give some answer ; but her
tongue refused to perform its office, and she stood
gazing in silent honor upon Jocelyn Loftus.

"Ask Dr. Maraveili," said Julia hastily, " whom
he suspects to have 'oeeu his patient ou that memo-
rable night."

" No," immediately exclaimed Loftus ; " I require

not mere suspicions—I want positive evidence. Re-
member, this is most serious—and the manner in

which it will end depends wholly upon yourselves."
" For God's sake go through with the ordeal,

whatever it may be," whispered Emma, as she
stood behind her sister Agaiha, whom she half

sustained from sinking upon the carpet.

Agatha instantaneously regained a degree of com-
posure—not so much on account of her sister

Emma's eucouragiog words, as because a sudden
idea struck herself. Indeed, she saw that if they

were enabled to set Joceiyu at naught in the clue

which be had obtained, it might yet be possible to

have the whole matter hushed up so as to avoid the

necessity of having murder done in respect to Loftus

and Lady Prescott. That is to say, if they could

manage to leave the circumstance of the child-

birth in such doubt and mystery that the Princesf

should still remain an object even of the remotest

suspicion, then was it probable that Loftus would

be most anxious to avoid public exposure. Such
were the thoughts which all in an instant swept

through Agatha's mind, and impressed her with the

importance of nerving herself to the utmost of her

power to meet any horrors and go through any

ordeal that might be iu store for her sisters and

herself.

"Miss Owen," said Loftus, fixing his eyes

searchingly upon her,—"to you do I specially

address the question relative to the birth of that

child to which allusion has been made !**

" And I, sir," she answered, with a degree of

composure that now astonished herself, "refuse to

give any respou>e where the honour of a lady is

so deeply implicated.'

Then tell me," said Loftus, his voice and his

look now assuming tlie deepest—the most awe-

iuspiriug solemnity,—"will you consent to east

your ejes upon the remains of the infant whereof

1 am speaking, and all three swear in the presence

of the corpse that, had it lived, it would not have

beeu able to assert the claims of nature upon
cither of you three sisters?"
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" We are prepared ttius to swear," was Agatha's

reply, delivered ia a voice so unnaturally firm, and

with a look so strangely resolute, that it seemed

as if such preterhuman calmness could only be the

prelude to a frightful reaction.

"Come, then," said Loftus: "the sooner the

ordeal is over the better. Doctor, take one of the

candles and lead on."

Thus speaking, the young man opened the

diniug-room door, and made way for Maravelli to

pass out. He then beckoned the three sisters to

follow; and this they did with a degree of firmness

which amazed him, although so white were their

eouuteuances that they looked like moving corpses

!

On issuing into the hall, Loftus hastened to un-

lock the door of the dissecting-room: and still

bidding Maravelli lead the way, he stood aside to

see the three sisters enter before him. And they

did enter: but the moment they crossed the

threshold, and when the sickly odour of the dead

struck upon their senses, they shuddered visibly-

stopped short—and suddeuly turned towards each

other, as if all their unnatural courage were now
giving way at the supreme moment, and they were

about to cliug to one another for support. But
again was Emma's courage the first to revive, and
also to pour its insph-ation into the souls of her

sisters : for she, having all that Bergami had said

uppermost in her mind, was animated with a con-

fidence which they had not the same motive for

They therefore all three once again armed them-

selves with the utmost of their fortitude ; and in

this manner did they advance into the room.
Maravelli stood by, holding the light; and Jocelyn

Loftus, entering immediately behiad the girls,

closed the door.

But, Ah! what pen can depict the horror that

now seized upon those unfortunate young women?
Confusion and dismay—anguish and wondei'ment

!

While Agatha's eyes remained rivelted upon the
corpse of her child, the looks of her sisters had
been thrown upon those other two dead bodies

that lay there : and as Emma at once recognized
the counteoanco of her late paramour Colonel

I

Malpas, Julia recoiled in affright from the first

glimpse which she caught of the features of the

Earl of Curzou. Then did a succession of

agonizing shrieks thrill forth—followed by hys-

terics and fainting.

These were the quick and alarming consequences
of the tremendous spectacle. But from the ejacu-

lations of horror and the agonizing syllables

which first thrilled from the lips of Emma and

I

Julia, Loftus at once gathered that the dead
bodies which by a coincidence that almost seemed
providential had been brought hither that night,

were those of the Earl of Curzon and Colonel
JMatp:is, the two young women's paramours 1

Cruelly distressed at the turn which the drama
had thus taken— having deepened into an excess
of horror which he had little foreseen and was
very far from intending—he hastened to throw
open tliu door again; and by ttio doctor's asiist-

ance he bore the now fainting girls, one after the
other, away from the lenific scene into the dining-
room. Agatha, who had instantaneously caught
the infection of her two sibters' wild terrors, and
whose own nerves had been so painfully .listended
forsonij hours past as to be easily unstrung all ia

a moment,—had not swooned outright as Emma
and Julia had done, but had burst forth into a kind
of hysterical delirium, in which she unconsciously
made all the confessions which Jocelyn Loftus had
been so desirous to obtaia.

Meanwhile, as we before stated, Lady Prescott
and the Countess of Curzon—unable to retire to

rest—were sitting together iu the diawing-room.

All on a sudden terrific cries, screams, and hyste-

rical shrieks reached their ears ; and as in their

present state of mind a far less ominous circum-

stance than even this would have been sufficient to

fill their souis with terror, they started up and
exchanged looks of fearful import. Conscious

guilt invariably associates with itself every occur-

rence that seems at all threatening, no matter

how trivial or how foreign to its actual circum-

stances it may be. Thus was it that an indescribable

horror, mingled with dread misgivings, seized at

once upon the two patrician murderesses, and made
them spring up from their seats as if suddenly
galvanized. The screams continuing, the two
ladies went forth on the lauding. They heard tii9

names of Curzon and Malpas thrilhng forth upoa
voices fraught with rending anguish: ami now
their souls seemed to burn with the scathing effects

of inefi^able terror. The voice of the doctor was
heard vociferating to Mavolta to bring water,

vinegar, and smelling salts; and the quick sounds

of footsteps through the hall, as the physician and
Jocelyn conveyed the wretched girls to the dining-

room, all tended to prove that something unusual,

strange, and extraordinary was going on.

Wild with alarm, and her feeUugs now excited

to a pitch utterly beyond endurance. Lady Prescutt

and the Countess of Curzou descended the stau-s.

On reaching the hall, they beheld two doors stand-

ing open, and from both of which lights were

streaming. One of these doors Lady Prescott had

never seen open before all the time she had been

at the doctor's house; and perceiving that the

other door which stood open was that of the

diniug-room, it naturally struck her that the

slu-ieks of anguish she had heard had proceeded

from the former place ere those who had uttered

them were borne into the latter apartment. Quick

as thought alone can travel, did this idea strike

her ; and impelled by a curiosity now exeited to a

fearful—indeed, to an awful pitch—she hastened

towards that door which stood open at the end of

the passa'^je leading from the hall. Lady Ciurzon,

inspired by kindred feelings, mechanically followed

her ; and together did they enter the dissecting-

room, where the candle which Maravelli had left

upon the table at once showed them the feai-ful

objects that lay stretched on that anatomical

board

!

i'or the corpse of the child they had no eyes

nor thoughts: all their attention -all their In-

tel est -all their ideas, were in a moment rivetted

and absorbed in the dread specUicle of their two

nmrdered victims, lying there stretched out before

them

!

For nearly a minute did they stand gazing ia

mute horror, their countenances ghastly pale, and

with a paleness too which settling upon their olive

cuinplexions tjave to their features a corpse-like hue

.similar tu the faces of the dead. Then, as if bimul-

taneously seized with the same goading terror, they

turned away, exchanging u quick look of iudcbcriba-
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ble feelings, and passed forth into the hall again.

As they proceeded side by side along the passage,

they threw quick shuddering glances over their

shoulders, in dire apprehension lest something should

I be following close behind !

!
In the confusion and dismay which prevailed

i inside the dinin^j-room,—where Mavolta and the

I

doctor were administering restoratives to Emma
' and Julia, and where Agatha was giving vent to

' her liysttrical revealings,—the door, as already

stated, had been left open. The eldest sister's

cout'es ions were at this moment absorbing the

entire attention of Jocelyn Loftus ; and he ob-

served not tliat the door was tlius open—neither

did he hear the sounds of footsteps nor the rust-

ling of garments, as Lady Prescott and the

Countess of Curzou were staggering past that

opsn door, scarcely knowing whitlier they went,

but both alike a prey to feelings which defied

description,

Tiie door of the sombre-looking little parlour,

of which we have frequently spoken, was also

standing ajar, and a light glimmered from within.

Moclianically did the two ladies enter there ; for

they feit that their limbs were failing them and

that tliey must sink with the exiiaustion of terror

and dismay, unless they reached some place where

they could sit down. Lady Prescott threw herself

into an arm-ciiair, an example which was instan-

taneously followed by the Countess of Curzon.

Then with hollow eyes did they gaze upon each

other, as if to ask what was to be done : for they

both felt profoundly and terribly conscious of

danger, although they knew not how to define it

or whence it was to come.

"The lake has given up its deadl" whispered

L->dy Prescott, in accents low and hollow. " Is

not this ominous of something dreadful ?"

" Yes—my God I dreadfu', dreaiiful !" returned

Editiia, wrin_'ing her hands." Oh ! that the work
of the last few hours could be undone !"

"Know you," asked Lady Prescott, under the

influence of a tremendous consternation, " what i-*

the punishment in Geneva—for for ^"

" For the crime of murder ?" added Lady Cur-

zon, mechanically.

«' Yes—the guillotine !" answered Lady Prescott,

with wild staring eyes.

'•O horror!'' rejoined the wretched Editha,

shuddering with an ice-chill from head to foot.

" Ah !" ejaculated Lady Prescott, as her eye

fell upon the bottle which stood on the table.

.
" What is it?" quickly demanded the Countess :

then as she also caught sight of the label, she

said, "Here! give it to me! It is Satan himself

who has put it in my way !—I am tired of life—

1

am frightened to live! The guillotine—my God

!

the guillotine—Oh ! no, no "

And seizing the bottle from Lady Prescott's

hand, the Countess of Curzou applied it to her

lips.

"Ahl leave enough for me also," cried Lady
Prescott, snatcliing the phial from her : but for a

moment she stood transfixed with horror as she

beheld the Countess of Curzon eiuk suddenly back
in her chair and with one deep groan give up the

ghost—for the poison was rapid and tatal in its

effects as the dart of the Angel of Death I

All imaginable horrors, ten thousand times more
fearful than any which had yet seized on the

wretched Lady Prescott, now crowded in upon
her. Deat'i ia every shape see-ned to be within

that house !—death in the dissecting room—death
now in this gloomy parlour—before her eyes and
in her imagination—death out-of-doors, in the

middle of the great square of Geneva, and on the

scaffold of the guillotine! Oh! thegui.loiine—hea-

vens ! what a thrill of ice-like agony did the idea,

as it again flashed to her mind, send through her

entire form !—so that maddened, frenzied, driven

wild with the pressure of intolerable thoughts, the

unhappy lady raised the phial to her hps and
poured the residue of its contents down her throat.

The effect was blasting as a flash of lightning.

Not more quickly does the thunder-stroke of apo-

plexy perform its tremendous work and down
she fell, a corpse

!

Meantime the hysterical cries which still came
thrilling from Agatha's lips and went penetrating

through the entire house, reached the ears of

the Countess of Curzon's ladj's-mail, who slept

on an upper storey. This was none other than

Gertrude—the handsome and wily Gertrude, who
is already so well known to our readers. Terri-

fied and dismayed at those sounds of female

anguish which struck cry after cry, and with

shrieli following shriek, in quick succession upon
her ears,—she leaped forth from her couch, has-

tily threw on some clothing, and descended the

stairs. Gtuded by the cries, she came down as far

as the hall; and halting near the dining-room

door, listened to what was taking place within.

She heard Ai^atha's unconscious and hysterical

confessions — how it was indeed she who had given

birth to the child whose corpse was in the dissect-

ing-room ; and Gertrude shuddered as she thus

listened to those wild ravings relative to the dead!

While casting her eyes in the vagueness of a

growing terror around, she observed the other

doors which stood open ; and catching a glimpse

of the sinister shapes that lay on the table in the

dissecting-room, thither was she impelled by a

fearful curiosity, as ten ible as it, was irresistible.

Entering that room, she beheld the child to which

allusion had just been made iu her hearing ; and

she also beheld the two corpses that lay stretched

on the same table. Heavens! one was Majpas,

her mistress's enemy— and the other was her

mistress's husband ! Yes—there was the Earl of

Curzon, stark and lifeless,—he who liad revelled iu

the virginity of Gertrude's own charms—there he

lay, a mere inanimate heap !

Gertrude stood confounded. Of the double crime

perpetrated that night by her mistress and Lady
Prescott at the old jetty, she knew not : therefore

well indeed might she be amazed and thus transfi.'ced

with mingled wonderment and horror on beholding

those two corpses stietched out there. Staggering

away—not knowing what to think—scarcely daring

to tliink at all— but with terrible suspicions springing

up in her mind, she retraced her steps into the hail

;

and still guided by the irresistible feeling of cu-

riosity which amounted almost to a presentiment,

she advanced towards the parlour-door. But now,

as she reached the threshold of that sombre-looking

little room, a cry-a wild and terrible cr) , thrilling

high above the hysterical outpourings of Agatha in

the dining-room—burst agonisingly from the lips

of the lady's-maid, as with the first glance her eye*

embraced all the horrors of the scene. For there
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sat her mistress in a large arm-chair, already livid

and gliastly with the changing hues of a death pro-

duced by a quick and powerful poison—while on

the floor, with glassy eyes that seemed to stare up

at her awfully, was stretched Lady Prescott also

becoming hideous beneath the finger of death

!

Something seemed to give way in Gertrude's brain

as she sent forth that thrilling, rending, piercing

cry ; then she stood motionless and silent for a few

instants—and then, as persons issued from the

drawing-room, the horrible laugh of a maniac burst

from her lips.

Oh ! this indeed was a night of horrors at Mara-

velli's house! The suicide of the two ladies seemed

the crowning act of the tremendous drama thus re-

presented there. Jocelyn and the doctor were the two

persons who had rushed forth from the dining-room

on hearing Gertrude's yelling cry; and we need

scarcely say that they were overwhelmed with un-

utterable dismay on beholding the tragedy which

had taken place. Loftus was the first to recover his

presence of mind ; and in a few quick but impressive

words, he conjured the doctor to summon likewise

all his fortitude to his aid, inasmuch as it was abso-

lutely necessary to conceal from the three sisters

this new incident which had occurred, lest the accu-

mulation of so much horror upon horror, beneath

the same roof and within the same hour, should

prove more than their minds could possibly bear up
against.

Mavolta was accordingly summoned forth from
the dining-room to take charge of Gertrude, now
a lauf^hiiig senseless mauiac ; and the unhappy
creature was induced to follow tlie old housekeeper

up the stairs. The door of the little parlour was

closed on the corpses of the two suicide-ladies;

and all this having been done in the course of

a few minutes, the doctor and Loftus returned

into the dining-room, where the three sisters were
now huddiit)<^ together upon a sofa and endeavour-
ing to imbibe confidence from each other's pre-

sence, as well as collect their ideas so as to look

their actual position in the face. For Agatha had
by this time grown calm,—yielding to the consola-

tions, the entreaties, and the prayers of her two
Bisters, who had been recovered from the fainting

condition into which they had fallen.

"Young ladies," said Loftus, on returning into

the room with the doctor, "you need remain here
no longer than you choose."

" But what are we to expect, Mr. Loftus ?—what
are we to anticipate?" inquired Agatha, who was
still nervous and treniblin;,' all over.

" You must prepare to quit Geneva to-morrow,"
answered Jocelyn. " Understand me well—to-mor-
row must yourselves,"—and he glanced rapidly at
the three sisters one after the other,—" take your
departure from this city in company with Mrs.
Kauger. Now you understand me; and 1 have no
more to say. Unless indeorl," he added, after an
instant's pause, "you feel that in consequence of
the terrible scenes which have taken place you
woulil rather remain here for a wiiile longer

"

"No, no," cried Emma iinpiitientiy : for now
that her fortitude was returning, she recollected
her appointment with Bergami. "Let us hasten
hence tliis moment ! Agatha— Juli.)," siie added
in quick whispers to her two sisters, " lot us depan
now directly."

They all three aocordiogly signified their de

sire to go thence; and Loftus, taking the candle
in his hand, conducted them to the front door
without uttering another word. But just as tliey

were about to issue forth, he bethought himself of

something which he ought to say in his own justi-

fication: for not even to such vile, depraved, and
heartless girls as these, did he choose to appear
in the light of a man capable of unnecessary
cruelty.

*' One moment," he said, just closing the door
ajar ere the three sisters stepped forth from the

house. " It is due to myself to inform you tiiat

the additional horrors of that room"—and he
glanced towards the dissecting apartment—
"formed no portion of my plan. Had I known
\vhose remains those were that liad beer, brought
in by the resurrectionists of the lake, not for an
instant should I have suffered you to enter

thither!"

Having thus spoken, he again opened the door

;

and the three sisters, drawing down their veils and
huddling close together, issued forth fromMira-
velli's house, just as the neighbouring church-clock

was chiming a quarter to one. Tims was it that

they had passed through three quarters of an hour
of horrible feelings and rending mental tortures

within those walls ; aud the silence, the darkness,

and the loneliness of the bye-street into whiciithey

now emerged, constituted an indescribable relief

after the whirl of harrowing emotions they had
experienced.

After having thus afforded egress to the three

sisters, Jocelyn Loftus hastened back into the

dining-room where he had left Maravclli, and to

whom he now said, " I am going out for an hour
or two."

" Going out 1" echoed the doctor, all his sus-

picions of evil suddenly reviving.

"Tranquillize yourself—I shall be back in a
couple of hours, long before the city awakes for

the business of a new day. Doctor Maravelli,"

added our hero in a solemn voice, aod with a still

more solemn look, " the last hour has been one of
horrors such as I never knew before—such a*
God grant that 1 may never know again! Our
duty is clear and apparent. So soon as the police-

courts are open, we must repair to the authorities

and relate everything that has occurred."

"Everything?" cried Maravelli, with haggard
look.

" Depend upon it," rejoined Loftus, " I will save
you from any unpleasant consequences. I have
promised you this already, and I will keep my
word."

He then put on his hat, muffled himself in a

cloak, and issued forth from the physician's house.

Meanwhile the three sisters were hastening back
to the villa. Emma, who relied upon the pro-

tection of Bergami, but who did not choose to

inform her sisters of all that had taken place be-

tween herself and him, said everything she could

think of to inspire them with an equal amount of

courage and assurance. She represented to tiiem

that now the ordeal was past, the worst was known

;

and that all the harm or exposurn Loftus in-

tended Ihem, was their prompt exile from Geneva.
" But even this decision m.iy ba couiilt'ractcd,"

added Emma, in a peculiar tone of assurance,

which was derived from the secret reliance she

placed in Bergami.
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Through the eldest sister's frame, however, did

a sudden thrill of horror sweep, as she recalled to

mind Mrs. Ranger's injunction relative to Loftus

and Lady Prescott. " If they are to live, then must

you find the opportunity of l>reathing the word to

MaraveUi : but if they are to die, then nothing need

he said and the doctor will do his work .'"

Sufrh were the words Mrs. Ranger had whispered

to Agatha during: their interview of the evening:

but the word had tiot been breathed in Maravelli's

ear, and he therefore would do hi* work

!

Ah ! if Agatha only knew that Lady Prescott

was already no more—that the poison had been

used by suicide lips—and that Maravelli no longer

dreamt of new crimes, but only thought of shield-

ing the past ones,—she would have been spared

this fresh piroxysm of horror and dismay which

now seized upon her. But stricken speechless

thereby, she gave no audible vent to her feelings

:

and as she thus walked with her two sisters in

Biience, they in the obscurity of night observed

not the ghastly workings of her couutenaHce.

CHAPTER CLXin.

THE LAST ACT OF THE NIGHT'S TRiOEDY.

It is here necessary to remind the reader that

when Bergami had absented himself from the din-

ner-table at the villa, under pretence of dining with

a friend, it was for the purpose of hastening to Dr.

Maravelli's house and making Jocelyn Loftus ac-

quainted with all that had taken place during the

few hours since they parted in the middle of

the day. Thus Bergami had informed our hero of

all the strange and startling revelations which he

had wrung from Mrs. Hubbard, and all that had

taken place between himself and the three sisters

on the shore of the lake. He had also explained

to Loftus word for word what he had said and done

when left alone with Emma Owen; and ere they

parted, it was then agreed that Loftus should re-

pair to the villa during the night, immediately

after h's interview should have taken place with

the three young ladies at Dr. Maravelli's.

It was in pursuance of this understanding with

Bergami, that Jocelyn Loftus was now wending his

way from the physician's house towards the villa

;

and while the three sisters were returning thither by

the most direct route, our hero was taking the more
circuitous path across the field. But then, as he

proceeded at a much quicker pace than the Misses

Owens he arrived at the point of destination before

them.

On reaching the private door in the garden wall,

he knocked three times ; and it was immediately

opened by Bergami, who had been there awaiting

his coming for the last half-hour. In a few hurried

words Jocelyn related to the royal equerry all the

dreadful things that had occurred, and how the

drama of the night had episodically merged into a

terrific tragedy in respect to Lady Prescott and the

Countess of Curzon. Bergami was horror-stricken

on hearing of these frightful incidents: but as there

was now I'.ttle leisure for comment, he proceeded

without loss of time to conduct Jocelyn into the

villa. Ascending the back staircase together, thev

trod noiselessly, so as not to attract attention in case

the Bisters should have already entered or Mrs.

Ranger should be upon the alert. But all was still

—

no one appeared—and Bergami led the way to his

own chamber.

"I have come," said Jocelyn, as he threw off his

cloak and hat, " because of the appointment which
we made : but I should scarcely think that Emma
will have the hardihood to perform the part which
she promised you, considering everything that has

occurred."

" But methought you said in the garden ere now,"

observed Bergami, " that you concealed the crowning
tragedy from the sisters in consideration of their

state of mind ?"

" I did so," answered Loftus. " But the specta-

cle of her murdered paramour "'

"Murdered did you say?" cried Bergami, start-

ing with horror.

"Yes: Colonel Malpas and also the Eirl of

Curzon were most foully murdered," rejoined our

hero. " The marks of the fatal wounds were upon
them Ah ! and must we not associate the aoi-

cide of tho^e ladies with the dread crime of mur-
der committed upon these two men ?"

" Heavens !" ejaculated Bergami, " what horrors

are growing out of these adventures wherein we
are engaged! But did the spectacle of her mur-
dered paramour produce so very powerful an im-

pression upon Emma ?"

" Rather of horror than of grief," rejoined Loftus.

" I noticed moreover that she was the first to re-

sume her fortitude
"

" Then depend upon it she will keep her appoint-

ment with me to-night," interrupted Bergami.'

"You speak with confidence, Baron," said

Loftus ; "and I hope that it will prove as you con-

jecture. For if this one point be clearea up, then

are our investigations complete in all their details.

Agatlia confessed, as I ere now told you in the

garden, that she was the mother of the babe : she

moreover admitted in her ravmgs that it was her

sisters who personated the Princess in the ermine

cioak and the green silk hood, which they had been

enabled by their position about the royal person to

borrow for the specific occasions when they were

used "

( "Oh! what refinement of atrocious perfidy!'

exclaimed the Baron, trembling with indiguatioo.

"Let our consolation be that we have unravelled

the complicated skeia so succssfully," observed

Loftus : "and now it is the last knot whicli we are

about to untie—that is to say, if Emma should

really come."
" 1 am convinced of it," said Bergami, with the

same air of confidence as before. ' Tnat young
woman is devoured with insatiable passions : she is

a perfect Mes^alina in her desires. Ah! Mr.

Loftus, you can understand me when I assure you
that never, never did 1 do such violence to my
feelings in every respect as when affecting to fall

into tlie snare wiiich that syren spread for me 1 I

hated the hypocrisy of the part which I was play-

ing—hated it all the more bit erly because I was
compelled to assume the pission of love where I

in reality experienced naujjht but loathing and
aversion! For beautiful as that young creature is,

yet did her very touch send a cold shudder through

nn as if from the contict of a reptile. At the

time that I was playing that hypocritical pan and
firciiig myself to enact the ctiar.icter of a gross

sensualist, it secned to me as if I were comiuitUng
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a crime. And then to permit her even for a mo-
ment to enfold me in Iier embrace O God ! it

was dreadful !"—and the strong aversion which

penetrated throuj^h Berjjami's accents and looks,

showed how really and truly his exalted nature

recoiled from the dearradiuff sensuality belonging

to the part which he had euactdl. " But I hail

assured you, Mr. Loftus," he continued, " th;it I

would have recourse t'> every means m order to

further our views; for it was the honour of a per-

secuted and injured Prince-ss that had to be viii-

dic;>ted— and I was therefore prepared to go any
lengths and make any sacrifice of my own feeling

in order to accomplish that aim. 1 can assure
you, however, it was the martyrdom of a'l my
manly sense of propriety when I allowed myself
to be pressed to that luxurious wanton's bosom!
And it, is because she is this utter profli;,'ate— this

lascivious creature—that you and 1 both know her
to lie—it is for this reason, I say, that she will pre-

sently forget all the horrors of the last few hours,

and giving the leins to her imagination, think of

abandoning herself only to voluptuous delights."

" We .-hall see," observed Jocelyn. " The night

is wearing on—they nmst have returned by this

time—and if she mean to seek your chamber she

will be here soon."

Baron Bergami was right. Even while relr.ic

ing her way with her sisters from Maravelli's

house to the villa, did Emma give full scope to her

licentious imaginings. Slio thought within herseit

that the paina of the night being over, the hour

for its pleasures was now approajhin,', and in Ber-

gami's arms did she hope to reap tlie reward of

all that she had just undergone.

The three sisters stealthily reentered the villa;

and inunediately separating from each other, thcj
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sought their respective chambers. But Agatha,
according to previous understanding, repaired in

the first instance to Mrs. Ranger's room; and
there she found the old harridan sitting up and
anxiously awaiting her return. There was a screen

drawn round one corner of the chamber; and as

Agatha entered, Mrs. Hanger pointed significantly

in that direction. A cold shudder thrilled through

the young lady's frame, as she full easily compre-

hended what the sign meant—namely, that Ko-

bolt and his two companions were concealed be-

hind that screen.

"Now, Agatha," said Mrs. Ranger, of course

speaking in English and also in a low voice ; " tell

me in as few words as you can all that has taken

place."

The young lady sat down on a chair close to

the old one, and rapidly outlined the horrors

through which she and her sisters had passed—as

a matter of course not forgetting to describe how
they had beheld the forms of the murdered Cur-

zon and Malpas stretched upon the table in the

doctor's dissecting-room. Mrs. Ranger was as-

tounded at this portion of the narrative, the crime

being characterized by so much real mystery in

every respect. But she was not a woman likely

to devote much time to speculation and conjec-

ture, when it became necessary to act with deci-

sion: she accordingly asked, "How stands the

matter, Agatha ?—what words spoke you in Mara-
velli's ear?"

" I said nothing," was the response. " I was
too much the prey to the wildest emotions of ter-

ror and grief to be able to settle my thoughts on

any particular point. It quite escaped me, in the

whirl of my ideas, that the lives of Loftus and
Lady Prescott were, so to speak, in my own
hand."

""VVell, then, it is perhaps all for the better,"

said Mrs. Ranger, with the doggedness of deter-

mination. " Dead people tell no tales, and there-

fore it is better that the tongues of Loftus and
Lady Prescott should be silenced than that we
should be at their mercy. Since you did not speak

the word, Maravelli will do his work. And now,"

she added with an emphasis and a look both alike

of darkest meaning, " I shall do mine."

" You—you—are resolved then ?" faltered Aga-
tha, glancing with uncontrollable horror towards

the screen, from behind which the rustling of gar-

ments and the whispering of coarse voices came.
" To be sure," rejoined Mrs. Ranger. "If Lof-

tus and Lady Prescott are to die to-night, how
is it possible to allow Bergami to live ?"

Agatha spake not another word ; but for nearly

a minute she stood gazing in vacant terror upon

Mrs. Ranger—not only in astonishment at the

extraordinary fiimuess of that woman at other

times so frivolous and full of affectations, but

also as much as to ask whether it was possible

that a murder so foul, so cold-blooded, was to be

done that night within the walls of the villa?

'• Retire, Agatha—retire," said Mrs. Ranger at

length: " and in less than half-an-hour from this

time all will be over."

Agatha still remained speechless : her tongue

was parched—her throat was dry, as if she had
been swallowing aslies ; and yet it seemed that if

she even for a single moment relaxed the strong

hold that she was maintaining upon lier feelings,

she must give full vent to her anguish in one long,
loud, and penetrating scream.

Mrs. Ranger pushed her gently towards the
door ; snd Agatha, quitting the chamber, dragged
herself along the passage to her own room,—
where locking the door, she threw herself upon
the couch, and burying her face in the pillow to
stifle her cries, gave vent to all the tremendous an-
guish that for the last quarter of an hour bad
gathered and remained pent up in her almost
bursting bosom.

Meanwhile the voluptuous Emma, immediately
on gaining her own apartment, had hastened to

throw off her apparel. Then, unlocking a wanl-
robe, she took thence a frock-coat, a military

stock, a pair of trousers with a stripe of gold lace

on the outward seam of each leg, a pair of Wel-
lington boots, and a hat.

If any one could have peeped into the chamber
at this moment and beheld that young woman un-
doing her feminine toilette and preparing for her
masculine one, it would have been impossible to

believe that she had gone through such a severe

trial as she hal so recently experienced. Upon
her countenance was no trace of those feelings

which had ere now been so vividly excited at Ma-
ravelli's house : on the contrary, the flush of a

blissful animation was upon her cheeks—the light

of pleasure flashed from beneath the silken tringes

of her hazel eyes—a sunny smile sat upon her

lips, which so far from being dry and feverish with

recent horror, were moist as wet coral and deli-

cious as a rich pulpy fruit. Her bosom rose and
fell with quick heavings, but not indicative of

either affliction or alarm. No—these voluptuous

undulations of that superb bust were produced

by the anticipations of love's delight which fired

the soul within.

She disapparelled herself, we say, of all her femi-

nine gear, and then began to assume the masculine

garb which she knew became her so well. Even to

her very corset had she laid aside ; and though the

I ich contours of her bust depended not upon artificial

support or compression for their shape, roundness,

or firmness, yet was it now easier to imprison those

glowing globes of snow within the tightly-fitting

frock coaf. The Wellington boots, made with such

exquisite delicacy, fitted her beautifully-shaped feet

in the most faultless manner—the upper leathers

ascending to the middle of the swell of her robust

but admirably modelled legs. The pantaloons, how-

ever, were made somewhat wide and with large plaits,

so as to conceal the feminine shapeliness of the

limbs, and give them the appearance of that unde-

viating straightness which especially characterises

the male figure. Her hair was arranged in such a

manner as to flow in a luxuriant mass upon her

shoulders; and when this was done, she proceeded

by the aid of gum-water to fasten a pair of false

whiskers in their proper place. This she did wiih an

air so coquettish—so full of arch delight— that it was

less possible than ever to believe she had undergone

such exciting fluctuations of feeling during the few

past hours. But now, came another of the finishing

touches to this masculine toilette,- namely, the

fastening on of the exquisitely-fashioned false mous-

tache. Above her short upper-lip did she aflix it in
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the most artistic manner ; and then, as she gazed at

herself in the mirror, with that delicately-pencilled,

glossy, and curlin;^ appendage to her luscious mouth,

j

she fancied that it gave a more mischievous ex-

I
pression to her features and a delightful archness

I to her smile. Resplendent as pearls already were

I
her beautiful teeth : but if it were possible, that dark

moustache made them appear still more brilliant by

the contrast; and when she fastened below the nether

lip, just where the chin formed its beauteous dimple,

another little artificial contrivance of hair to serve as

an imperial, her delight became absolutely childish.

Indeed, as she surveyed herself in the full length

mirror before which her masculine toilette was

achieved, she looked like a radiant being without

a care, and who had never even known what a

ruffled feeling was— dressing for some masquerade

where she was to enjoy the full measure of charac-

teristic delight.

Long as it has taken us to describe the process

of this toilette, it did not occupy Emma above

twenty minutes altogether; and now, as she threw a

last look at herself, she murmured with an air of

supreme satisfaction, "Never did this attire seem

to become me so much before!"

And truly it did become her well,—setting forth

the exquisite symmetry of her shape without con-

cealing its feminine contours. Indeed, it could be

but at a distance, or in an obscure lighf, and when

oniy a hasty glance was thrown upon her, that she

could be taken for one of the male sex—much less

Bergami himself, whose noble height she altogether

wanted. Besides, it were easy to perceive, when
gazing close or in a clear light, that she was a

female disguised—not merely from the delicacy, the

softness, and the polish of her skin—nor from the

silky glossiness of the dark brown hair—nor from

the seductive look of wantonness which beamed in

her mischievous eyes and shed the subdued light of

soft sensuousness over her entire countenance,

whiskered and moustached though it were; but it

was also from the rich development of that bust

which the tight-fitting frock could not possibly

flatten and only partially restrain and compress.

But even as she drew herself up to her full height, and

by throwing back her shoulders endeavoured to

make the most of a stature which was not even

tall for a woman, it seemed as if with the expansion

thus given to the chest, the glowing orbs would burst

forth I'rom their prisonage; and in this manner did

the projecting development of bust, apart from all

other circumstances above detailed, betray the wo-

man in the masculine garb.

We will not however linger at greater length upon
a portraiture which assuredly had its delicious

attractious. Sad—oh! sad, indeed, is it to refliict that

this creature so lovely, was not so virtuous as she

was beautiful—that this being so seductive, was not

so chaste as she was fascinating !

The masculine toilette, then, being completed,

Emma Owen prepared to sally forth from her cham-
ber. One last look did she fling upon the mirror

where her symmetrical and at the sau)e time volup-

tuous shape was so faithfully reproduced upon the

polished surface ; and with her spirits elevated to the

highest pitch, through the very feeling of satisfaction

which she experienced, she turned away and issued

frojD the room. Ah! how her heart palpitated now
with the anticipation of inedible joys, as she pictured

to herself the handsome Bergami, who, as 6he

thought, was in a few brief miimtes to strain her,

warm, palpitating, and glowing with love and pas-

sion, in liis arms—that handsome Bergami whose
miniature counterpart she had apparelled herself to

seem

!

The passage was feebly—very feebly lighted by
the lamp that burnt there, but which was now
flickering towards extinction. Indeed, the gloom
was so deep that it would have been impossible

to discern a figure a dozen yards a-head. All was

silent in the villa—silent as the grave, as Emma
stole with noiseless steps along the corridor.

But suddenly she pauses and listens. That deep

silence has just been broken by a sound as of the

turning of the handle of a door. Yes—she cannot

be mistaken : it is so—and moreover it is the door

of Mrs. Ranger's room whence the sound emanates.

It opens—a head peeps forth— it is >Irs. Ranger's :

and the next instant it is withdrawn again. But
the words, " 'Tis he, now in the passage!" uttered

with exceeding rapidity by Mrs. Ranger inside the

room, reached Emma's ears ; and she, mstan-
taneous'y fancying that the old lady was positively

and actually taking her this time for Bergami hiiu-

self, Iau,'hed inwardly as she continued her way
along the passage

.

Once mjre all was quiet. Mrs. Ranger's door
had closed again ; and Emma did not choose to

waste a single moment in inquiring why the old

lady was up still, and what she was doing when
peeping forth into the passage. No—not an in-

stant could Emma spare from the time which

was now so precious, and was to be devoted as

soon as possible to the deligtits of love!

And now the door of Bergami's apartment was

gained—and Emma was about to knock gently

with her delicate fingers, when she suddenly be-

came aware of the stealthy creeping of some one

near her. She turned round abruptly ; and the

louk that she threw was the last that ever flashed
|

from her eyes in this life. For at the same mo-
ment her throat was grasped by hands of such

iron strength, that the cry which rose up in her

terror was stifled in an instant—utterly subdued,

ere even the very breath on which it was to be

wafted forth could issue from the quivering lips

!

Simultaneously with this vigorous and effective

assault, a long sharp dagger was driven deep down

into the unfortunate young woman's bosom

—

and penetrating her heart, death was iustan- I

taneous!

This fearful deed occupied not a minute : and so

noiselessly was it performed, that Mrs. Ranger,

who was inside her room holding the door ajar

and listening attentively, could scarcely hear the

sound of even the faintest struggle. But never-

theless there was just a sufliciency of noise to

reach the ears of Bergami and Loftus witinn

the room at the door of which the tremen-

dous tragedy took place. Thinking however

it was Emma groping her way thither—per-

haps iu the dark—they only opened the door

gently. But as the light streamed forth from
j

tho chamber, what a spectacle met their view!
|

Cries of horror burst from their lips ; ami at the ;

same time their curs caught the sounds of rjpidly I

retreating footsteps.

Then laiig ttio alarm of murder through the

house— th:tt terrific cry bursting like tho knell of i

doom upon the ears of startled .sleepers in the !
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deptli of the night ! But along the passage sped

Loftus and Bergami: down th ; stairs they pre-

cipitated tlieinselvea—and on ilie landing below

t!iey overtook the three assassins, upon whom they

seized and who turned to defend themselves.

Here it was pitch dark; and the struggle took

place in the dense obscurity. Loftus and Ber-

gami, having each grappled with his man, held

them fast with desperate tenacity ; and a third re-

mained to attempt the rescue of his friends, but

dared not use his dagger to stab at random in the

dark, lest he should wound them instead of their

assailants. As for the two men themselves who

were thus seized upon, so firmly were they pinioned

by our hero and the royal equerry, that though

violent were their struggles, yet were their arms

l;eld fast and they could not use their weapons.

In less than a minute the villa was all alive—

d'lors were opening—female voices were heard

giving vent to deafening shrieks—and the nien-

servauts came rushing down from the uppermost

storeys. Lights were brought to the scene of

action ; and there Hernani a.id Walden were found

safe pinioned in the grasp of Bergami and Loftus

—while Kobolt, the moment the gleam of

the first light flashed upon the figure of the

royal equerry, was seized with so mortal a terror

that he staggered against the wall, his limbs be-

coming as heavy as lead and disabling him fr.mi

flight. For it naturally struck him that this

was the same person whom but a minute or

two back he had felt assured that he had left dead

at the end of the passage above !

The ciptuie of the three men was now effected

without much difficulty by aid of the domestics

wlio appeared upon the scene ; and from some-

thing which Kobolt in his terror and bewilder-

ment let fall from his lips, Loftus and Bergami

at once pi'oceeded to Mrs. Ranger's room. They
knocked at the door ; and in a voice of alarm from

within she asked, " Who is there?"
" Open, madam—open," exclaimed Loftus, in a

commanding tone.

"No—no — 1 cannot— I am undressed," half

screamed the wretclied woman, all her courage

breaking down in a moment: for it struck her

that the murdereis had been arrested and that

everything was discovered.

AVithout another word did Bergami and Jocelyn

burst open the dour; and instead of finding Mrs.

Hanger disapparelled, tliey at once perceived that

she lia 1 not laid aside a single article of raiment,

nor made the slightest preparation to retire to

rest. I'rom their looks did she gather the full

confirmation of all her direst terrors ; and falling

at their feet she extended her arms, crying,

" Mercy, mercy !

"

" Wretched woman I" exclaimed Bergami, " what
horrors have you been guilty of ! Murderess that

you are, what pardon can there be for you? "

Mrs. Ranger heard no more—her senses were
abandoning her— and with a hollow moan of

deepest despair, she sank down in a death-like

swoon.

Meanwhile a distressing—ohl a wildly distressing

scene hid occurred close by. Alarmed along with

the rest of the household by the cry of murder
which Lofius and Bergami had sent forth, Agatha
and Julia had issued from their chambers to find

that their sister, from whom they had parted

but little more than half-an-hour back in the fud-

ness of vigorous health, was now a lifeless bleeding

corpse. Oh ! what ineffable anguish was now
experienced by those two young women—and how
tremendous was the remorse that sprang up in

their guilty souU, on perceiving at the first glance

that one of the very means adopted to achieve the

ruin of the Princess, had redounded upon their

own heads! For they understood it all: their

unfortunate sister had been mistaken for Bergami
—and attired in the apparel wherewith she was
wont to personate him, had thus met a premature
and dreadful death

!

But we must draw a veil, at least for the present,

over the manifold feelings excited by the incidents

of this dreadful night. Suffice it to say that the

police authorities were immediately fetched from
Geneva— that Mrs. Ranger and the three mur-
derers were borne off to prison—and that Agatha
and Julia, now in a state bordering upon frenzy,

were left at the villa under the surveillance of an
officer of justice.

CHAPTER CLXIV.

THE SPUNGING-HOUSE.

In a dirty, dingy-looking, dust-begrimed parlour

at Mr. Moses Ikey's spunging-house in Fe ter

Lane, Mr. Emmerson was pacing to and fro. Bars

were at the windows; and tliDugh the sun was

shining brightly— for it was raid-day—its beams
were deadened by the dirty medium of the window-

panes, which appeared as if they had not been

washed outside since the last rain a fortnight back,

while their inner side appeared utterly innocent of

any contact with water at all. The furniture was

heavy and massive, but in a sadly neglected con-

dition : indeed it was impossible to walk a step oa

the carpet without raising a cloud of dust, or to

place the finger anywhere without leaving a spot

where the dust was thus lifted away.

The door was kept locked ; and whenever Mr.

Emmerson wanted anything, he had to lingthe

bell about a dozen times before the summons was

answered. Then, when a dirty girl with red hair

and au unmistakable Hebrew physiognomy, did

condescend to make her appearance, she took

double the time to procure what he asked for. if

he required to take exercise, he had to descend

into a little yard at the back of the house, about

sixteen feet wide by thirty in length, and having

an arched iron grating over-head, so that it seemed

like walking to and fro iu a cage.

Exactly three weeks had .Mr. Emraerion been

at the spunging-house, raising hiaven and earth

to extricate liimielf from his pecuniary difficulties,

in order that he might csc:»pe out of the country

before the forgery should be discovered. But

each day beheld his ])asition growing more and

more hopeless; and refusals as well as rebuffi came

from every quarter to which he thougiit of apply-

ing. He had induced his wife to make an earnest

appeal to her relations for a loan ; but here again

a negative was experienced. Executions were put

into the house at Claphani—everything was swept

away—furniture, plate, horses, carriages, all the

emblems, symbols, and appurtenances of luxury

and ostentatiou—away they went! The ruin was
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complete; and Mrs. and Miss Emmerson, after

haviii-j cut such a dash in that neighbourhood,

were compelled to sneak away iu a liackney-coach

after dusk, a trunk and a bandbox containing the

few articles of clothing which they had been

enabled to abstract from the greedy grasp of the

sheriffs officers. Then taking refuge in a small

turnisiied lodging in Fetter Lane, so as to be near

Emmerson, the unhappy women were taught the

bitter lesson of overweening pride in its igno-

minious fall.

Three weeks, we say, had Emmerson been in the

spunging-house ; and so far from progressing a

step towards emancipating himself from his diffi-

culties, each day—each hour—beheld him sinking

more deeply down. It is true that he had nearly

two thousand guineas about his person, and the

fact of which he could not conceal from his wife

aud daughter, although he begrudged them the

few shillings which he doled out for their support.

He husbanded every farthing as closely as he

could, in the hope of being enabled to settle with

his detaining creditor, so as to quit the country

ere the forgery should be discovered : for in those

times the punishment of forgery was death

!

It was noon, on the twenty-first day of his cap-

tivity, that we thus find him pacing to and fro

with agitated step in the private room at the

spungiug-house. Be it remembered that the

forged bill was drawn at twenty-one days after

date : but then there were the three days

grace—and it wanted then exactly these three

days to the time when the discovery of the

forgery would be inevitable. Three da}s had
the wretched Emmerson to save himself from the

scaffold! Heavens, what a brief interval for

the accomplishment of so gigantic a task ! And
the guilty man felt that it was so : hence the fear-

ful state of excitement in which we now find him
—pacing to and fro—turning and turning with a
restless, horrible anxiety

!

He had sent his wife to make a communication

to his detaining creditor, which he hoped would

have the effect of inducing that individual to come
to terms ; and he was now awaiting iu excruciating

suspense the issue of his wife's errand. Presently

she returned; and the moment she made lier ap-

pearance in the room, Emmei'son devoured her

with his inquiring eyes.

She was an afi"ected, vulgar woman, of no very

prepossessing appearance, anJ even in her poverty

still clung to a certain tawdriness which but ill

supplied the place of vanished splendour. Throwing
herself upon a chair, she began by complaining

bitterly of the dreadful nuisance of having to walk

through the crowded streets after having been
accustomed to ride in her carriage; but Emmerson
cut her short by demanding sharply whether she
had seen his detaining creditor.

" Yes, I have," she answered, apparently indif-

ferent to her husband's acute suspense, which she

could not fail to perceive, although she was very

far from suspecting the crime whose terrors had
' rendered it so poignant.

" Well, what did you tell him ? and what did he
say?" demanded Emmerson sharply. "Will he

come to terms?—yos or no ?

"

" I can't say for positive," was the response
given by his wile: "he will send up aud let ivu

I

know presently."

!

" Presently ! Good God—more suspense—more
agony of waiting !

" muttered Emmerson t) him-

self: and for a moment he felt that he could have

screamed out—that he could have fastened his

hands in his hair aud torn it by the roots—as if

indeed he were going mad : but subduing his emo-

tions with a mighty effort which in it«elf was agony,

he turned again to his wife, saying, "Tell me
everything—what you said to him—how he took

it—how he looked—the very words he uttered ia

reply?"
" Lor, my dear, how very particular you are !

"

said his wife. "One would really think that

instead of being only in a lock-up house you was

in Newgate—and instead of standing the chance

of going to the King's Bench you was afraid of

going to the scaffold. But gracious goodness,

Emmerson! don't look at me like that! You
positively frighten me !

"

" It's nothing—nothing," said her husband in a

low hoarse voice : and indeed he felt that his looks

were ghastly at the moment—for the sensations

which tortured him were the concentrated essence

of ten thousand agonies. " Tell me, I say, all that

took place between you and the man who keeps

me here."
" Well, I will," said Mrs. Emmerson. " I found

him in his counting-house, and told him who I was.

His looks immediately became quite glum, and his

manner as stiff as possible. I said I wanted to

speak to him very particular. He shut the door

aud desired me to proceed. I then told him you

had exactly eighteen hundred and fifty guineas,

which you would give him to let you out: if not,

you meant to become bankrupt at once and give

the money up to all your creditors, so that there

wouldn't be two shillings in the pound."

"And what did he say then?—how did he look?"

demanded Emmerson eagerly: "did it seem to

touch him ? I am sure he must have unbent a little.

Tell me—did he not unbend ? "—and the wretched

man, in his soul's writhings, was thus straining

madly to catch at the slightest straw of hope in

his sinking desperation.

" No— 1 can't say that he did," replied his wife,

who, entertaining not the least affection for her

husband, did not think it necessary to invent a

consolation which existed not.

"Ah! he did not unbend, then? But did he

seem to believe you?"
"It's difficult to say—because he looked so cold

and stiff"

"Well then, what on earth did he say?"

"He appeared to consider for about a minute

:

then he opened a great book— turned to the

letter E—ran his finger down a column—and stop-

ping at a particular place, said that you owed him

three thousand four hundred guineas, besides the

expenses ; and that before he gave any decision

he must consult a friend."

" Ah ! a friend," muttered Emmerson between

his set teeth, as his thoughts fixed themselves on

Varian,—" a friend perhaps to him, but a bitter

unrelenting foe to me!"—then ag.iiu turning to

his wife, he .said aloud," Well, what next?"

"Nothing more— only that he would let you

know in the course of the day—and then he opened

the door for mo to no out. So as 1 was coming

along, I thought to myself that all this was a judg-

ment on you for having let yourself be made a fo
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of by West End Countesses, and spending your

money on sucli-like fjreat ladies wlio are vo better

than they siiould be: for it's no secret thit the

Eai"l of Curzon's proctor is going to bring an

action against you and Lord Sackviile for crim.

eon."

"Enough of all that!" interrupted Emmcrson
sharply. " If I have had my faults, you have had

your's— I mean in the shape of extiavagan-

"Ah! but it is much worse," rejoined his wife,

•to go gallivanting about with loose characters,

by which means you bring your family into troubles

and botiiers of all kmd."

"Enough, I say!" ejaculated Emmerson, flying

into a passion. "And now leave me— I have

letters to write. Come back in the evening, if

you choose."

"Well, well— perhaps I may," answered his

wife : and she soon afterwards took her departure,

little thinking in what a dreadful state of mind she

left her husband, and not being likely to care much
even if she had known it.

Again did Emmerson pace to and fro in that

apartment, which under any circumstances would

have been dull and gloomy to a degree, but which

now seemed of a dulness and gloom beyond all

possibility of descripiion. Heavens ! what tortures

did that man's brain experience as thus, like a

chafing lion ia its cage, he turned and turned in

tliat narrow space. Oh! and there is something

dreadful, dreadful, in turning thus often andolten;

for it shows tliat the mind is filled with a restless-

ness that is in itself an excruciation

!

He looked at his watch ; it was now one o'clock.

An hour passed ; never, never had an hour dragged

itself along with such leaden footstep. Another

hour wound its slow length along with a more
wearying tardiness still : and yet no one came.

Ah! was it a mere excuse of the creditor to get

rid uf the importunity of his debtor's wife? Em-
merson began to fear so. But still he clung to

hope. Good God! how cuuld he do otherwise?

for the pitch of desperation was passed—and be-

cause this very agony of agonies was transcendedi

did it become necessary to fall back upon liope

again to save the brain from bursting or from

going mad.

It was past three o'clock, and the front door

bell rang. There had been many rings during the

last two hours ; and on each occasion was Emmer-
son's suspense excited to the utmost degree. Now
again, therefore, did he experience the samo thiill-

ing, throbbing, rending, excruciating agony : for

everything at present appeared to him a matter of

life or death.

Footsteps ascended the stairs: then a key

turned in the lock of hia door. It was opened—
and a visitor entered.

"Variant" said Emmerson, his heart sinking

within him as he encountered the look of his ex-

clerk: then staggering to his seat, he all in a

moment felt the necessity of becoming civil—nay,

even servile, cringing, and grovelling to that mau
whom he knew to be tlie arbiter of liis destiny.

It was difficult to gather from Variau's look the

mood in which he was towards his imprisoned

master. The young man's countcuancj was fixed

and almost passionless : it miglit have augured a

relenting sorrow for Emmersou's fallen condition

—or it might equally as well have beukened ,.

cold inijikcaiiility. All this trje miserable captive

saw at a glance; and he caught greedily at the

ray of hope which puimed to the former. Yet it

was hoping in desperation's despite —for deep and
dark was the misgiving which at the same time

struck to Eramerson's soul.

*• I come, bir,' said Varian, in a voice the accents

of which were as dubious as his looks, leaving

nothing of his humour or intent to be gathered
from them,—" I come, sir, from your detaining

creditor, who, as I told you on the night of your
arrest, left the matter entirely in my hani !"

" Yes, yes—Mr. Varian—I know what you said

—I recollect it lull well," interrupted Emmerson,
quivering with nervous excitement. " Well—and
you have recommended him to be merciful ? You
—you "

" Be pleased, sir, to listen to me," said Varian.

"I have come to deliver myself of a messag*', and
likewise to address you in a few words relitive to

some little matters concerning which I think you
ought to be enlightened."

" Yes—but the message from the creditor—the

message— the message?" repeated Emmerson.
absolutely pitiable in his unmanned nervousness

and the abject impatience of his suspense.

"Permit me to preface what I am about to say

on the creditor's behalf with a few observations on
my own account :"—and thus speaking, Theodore
Varian seated himself in a chair with the cool

deliberation of o:ie who is not only resolved to

perform a particular part, but also to take his own
time in doing it.

Emmerson resigned himself to a prolonged in-

terval of the cruellest suspense : but so de»perate

was his position, that he feared to anger the young
man by any farther demonstration of impatience.
" In the first place, Mr. Emmerson, ' resumed

Theodore Varian, in that cold measured voice and
deliberate manner which was the same as heaping

torture upon torture— agony upon agony— in

respect to the miserable wretch who wished only

to heir one word—i/es or no—so that it might be

decisive of his fate,—and if of the very worst, at

least put him out of suspense,—" Mr. Emmerson,"'

said Varian, "in the first place I wish to en-

lighten you on a few of those proceedings which

since my return into your service I have been con-

ducting against you. It was I who threw in yonr

way those newspapers that contained such flaming

accounts of speculations and enterprises which I full

well conjectured to be worthless; and inyour greeJi-

ness to augment your gains, as well as to counter-

balance your extravagances, you nibbled at the bait.

Next, wiien your vanity led you to stand as a candi-

date for the aldermanic gown of one of the City

wards, I went among those who had promised you

their support; and thus was it that although your

canvass gave promise of complete success, the result

of the poll proved the most mortifying—the most

humiliating I At the moment you were vapouring

and declaiming about ' our blessed Constitution,'

•our glorious laws,' and 'our admirable social

system,' 1 was darkly and insidiously undermining

jou amongst all your civic friends. To me, then, did

you owe your defeat ; and secretly I gloried in your

(iiscomfiiure. Then, about the same time, you began

to observe that many of your most influential City

friends began to look coldly upon you. It was 1 who
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secretly propagated rumours tending to destroy your

character, and consequently to diminish your credit.

I managed—though with some little difficulty—to

scrape an acquaintance and form an intimacy with

a clerk at your bankers'
"

"Ah!" ejaculated Emmerson, with a sudden start;

for his guilty conscience instantaneously suggested

to him that Theodore had most probably become

acquainted with the fact of the bill so near due.

"And from that clerk," continued Varian, without

appearing to take the slightest notice of either Em-
merson's ejaculation, or of his increased perturbation

of manner,—" from that clerk I learnt the exact

state of your account, and I told him enough to

induce him to put his employers on their guard

towards you. Ah ! I knew full well at the time that

the bankers wrote you a peremptory letter, desiring

that your account should be placed on a more satis-

factory footing; and I also knew that you applied to

several capitalists for an advance of funds. There

also was I secretly at work : and I took good care

that the evil rumours I spread concerning your

financial position, should reach their ears. Hence

the mortifying refusals which you received one after

the other, and which struck you blow upon blow

—

every one of which became duly known to me 1 Nor
was I idle in other ways to do you a mischief. I

sought excuses for calling upon those well-to-do

tradesmen who occasionally did business with you;

and I told them where they might obtain pecuniary

accommodation on cheaper terms than at your oflice

—so that even your very business rapidly fell off.

Then, day by day, as I beheld the catastrophe

coming, and ruin advancing upon you with giant

strides, I paid frequent visits to the neighbourhood

of Clapham and circulated reports relative to your

embarrassed condition. In the City, too, I stirred

up all your tradesmen against you, and secretly ad-

vised your creditors to press for the prompt settle-

ment of their claims. How well I succeeded in all

these engines of destruction which I brought to bear

upon you, you best know; and when at last the crisis

came—aye, and I knew full well when it did come
— I was not blind to the fact that you intended to

collect together as much money as possible, where-

with to decamp from the country. But in order to

lull you into temporary security, so that the final

blow might fall all the more terribly, I did my best

to get together as much money as I possibly could

for you. Then did I observe the joy which you could

scarcely conceal: and you thought youraelf secure.

I watched you—I dogged your movements. Having
already come to a secret understanding with your
principal creditor, in respect to the course to be

adopted, I sent to let him know that the time had
come to act; and the sheriff's ollicer was speedily in

attendance. You know the rest ; and in your pre-

sent position may you appreciate the folly—the utter

foliy.as well as the transcending iniquity, of ail your
fornier conduct towards me!"

" Yes, yes—I have indeed been dreadfully pun-
ished !—aye, and 1 am dreadfully punished now!"
exclaimed Emmerson. " But you have relented

—

you are satisfied with your veiiijeauce
''

" Listen !" interposed Vanan, still in that cold

passionless style which left Emmerson in the sus-

pense of such torturinjf duubt as to what the

young man's ultimate intentions were,—" I have a
ieiv more woids to say—but only a very few. You
have just learnt from my lips how steadily, con-

tinuously, yet determinedly I have pursued my
vengeance against you : but you have yet to learn

that it was I who gave information to the Earl of

Curzoa relative to your intrigue with his wife.

Yes—and that very amount of five thousand
guineas which you despatched to the Countess in

the brown paper parcel, fell into the Earl's hand,

through my intervention. Ah ! would you not like

to have that money now ?—would it not enable

you to emancipate yourself from all your present

difficulties ?"

" But—but—do you not think," asked Emmer-
son,—'* is it not possible in i^^vord, do you—do
you mean to prosecute this implacable feeling to

the last ? Have you no mercy ?"

"Had you any mercy for me?" demanded ^'a-

rian, his manner now undergoing a slightly per-

ceptible change, and the light of a deeply concen-

trated hatred gleaming in tiis eyes.
'• But did I not take you back again into my

service?" asked Emmerson, trembling all over in

the agony of suspense.
" Yes—but through no favour for me," replied

Varian, with increased bitterness of tone.

" At all events," said Emmerson, " you have had
your revenge. By your own admission you have
ruined me."

" And did you not ruin me?—did you not plunge

me into Newgate, and compel me to pass through

the ordeal of shame and infamy ? " cried Theodore,

now rising from his seat and fixing his looks with

unmistakable hatred upon the wretched Emmer-
son. "What though I obtained a pardon ? it was a

mere release from the danger of punishment—it

could notefFdCe that branding mark of infamy which

you fixed upon me ! Besides, did you not seek the

ruin of my sister?—did you not endeavour to make
me, her brother, the pander to your infamous desixns

upon her? Mr. Emmerson, your guilt has been

damning—your conduct towards rae atrocious and

infernal ! Can you wonder, then, that I seek the

deadliest vengeance ? By heaven! I were a coward

—a traitor to the very name of man- did I tamely

submit to all the wrongs I have received from you

!

Yes—I have accomplished your ruin, and I glory in

it. And now, let me in conclusion tell you that your

detaining creditor will 7iot take one shilling less than

the whole amount : because I have privately assured

him that to my certain knowledge he will get every

farthing if he only holds out. In a word, I have

persuaded him that you have thousands in your

possession, but that your aim is to cheat your credi-

tors, and to keep as much as you possibly can for

yourself^"

" But what you have said is false !
" cried Emmer-

son, now furious with rage.

" I know it," said Varian coolly ; " but you cannot

persuade your creditor to think otherwise than what

1 have told him !

"

"We shall see," rejoined Emmerson, doggedly.

"Now then our interview need last no longer."

"Ah! you think that you will be enabled to

escape from the web wherein 1 have enmeshed you ?"

cried Varian; "but you are mistaken! In three

days more that bill which you discounted at your

banker's, will fall duo; and when presiuied for pay-

ment, we shall see whether it is a forgery or not!"

Gasping for breath— with hideous workings of

his countenance, and with trembling limbs—iho

wretched Euimersou fell back annihilated in his
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seat; and as at that moment the dirty servant-girl

came to lay the cloth for his dinner, Theodore
Varian availed himself of the opportunity of the

door being unlocked to quit the room. But ere he
disappeared, he flung back one last look of the

bitterest hate and direst malignity upon the wretched

man whom his vengeance was thus consigning to

perdition.

Three days afterwards the bill came due, and was
pronounced to be a forfjery. Criminal proceedings

were forthwith adopted; and Mr. Emmerson— the

once opulent mojjey-broker, and member of the

Common Council—was transferred to Newgate.

CHAPTER CLXV.

HOPES AND INTRIGUES IN THE CONDEMNED CELL,

Ten days afterwards the sessions commenced at the

Old Bailey, and Emmerson was placed upon his

trial. As the fallen man stood in the dock, he pre-

sented a piteous spectacle indeed to the view of those

assembled. All vital colouring had left his coun-

tenance, which was hideous in its ghastliness, and
the dread expression of which was heightened by
the unnatural fever-light that burnt iu his wild

staring eyes. Most assuredly he did not theri look
like a man who was in much of a humour to hold

forth on "our blessed Constitution," "our glorious

laws," and " our admirable social system." On the

contrary, he row found out to his cost that the

Constitution—if any there be at all—was the very

source whence flowed the barbarous, the atrocious,

and the sanguinary laws which in order to prop up
the money-interests of a vile social system, awarded
the penalty of death to the man who committed a

forgery.

Such was the sentence passed upon Emmerson
now ; and when, after a six hours' trial, during which
his counsel had exercised all his eloquence and all

his ingenuity to procure an acquittal, the prisoner

was found guilty, and the judge from the bench pro-

nounced his awful doom, then did the wretched man
suddenly feel as if frenzy was seizing upon his

brain, and he flung around him a look in which
was expressed the direst anguish that the mortal

heart could know

!

But, ah ! what eye encounters his own and sud-

denly rivets his attention? Standing on a bench
behind the thickest of the crowd thronging the

Court, stood Theodore Varian. He had not appeared
as a witness on the trial because his evidence was
not needed, the case being complete enough without

his intervention ; but he bad been all the time a

spectator and a listener in the Court—aye, and the

most interested of all spectators and all listeners

!

He had marked every varying expression of Em.
merson's countenance—every fluctuating emotion,

whether of transitory hope or of utter desperation,

that found expression there ; and he had gloated over

the poignant agonies of that wretched man. Now,
too, in that crowning moment when all the flrsl

tremendous influence of the death-dooming judg-
ment had fastened upon the prisoner's soul, did

Theodore Varian experience the consummation of

his infernal joy on meeting the agonising, despairing

look, so wildly flung forth from the dock.
The next moment a hand was laid upon Emmer-

son's shoulder: he started— he turned mechani-

cally—and with a wildering confusion in his brain,
stepped out of the dock. It was one of the turn-
kejH of New{jatc who had thus beckoned him

|

away: but Emmerson rec<jllected him not. He
now seemed to be walkinir in a dream—a sort of
intoxication in which iuert"able horrors haunted
him like shadowy phantoms whose reality was
involved in misty doubt. There was a droning
sound in his brain and a ringing in his ears—his
sight appeared to swim—and so strange wa-» the
feeling in all his limbs that he could not tell

whether or not they were joined on to his body,
and whether they moved by his own volition or
mechanically of themselves.
In this horrible dreaminess he was led back into

Newgate; and there, instead of being taken to the
ward in which he had hitherto been in company
with others, he was now cotisigned to a cell in

another pan of the prison. Chains were put upon
him—chains that were fastened to his ankles and
round his waist: and then he was left alone.

Alone!— no, not alone: for in the thoughts and
recollections that came gushing back into his

brain, dispelling the clouds which had been hang-
ing around and bringing a horrible clearness wth
them—Oh! in these fearful memories and an-
guished reflections there was a hideous companion-
ship ! For he was now in a condemned celt ; he
was a doomed man— and his days were num-
bered !

It may be necessary to remind our readers that
up to the period of an accused person's condem-
nation, he is looked upon as innocent, and can
therefore dispose of his property according to his

pleasure: but the instant a jury's verd ct pro-
nounces him guilty of felony, whatever he possesses

instintaneously belongs to the Crown. The day
before his trial Emmerson had entrusted all his

money to his wife. In various ways— such as the

expenses of the spunging-house, the cost of his

defence, his family's maintenance, and so forth

—

he had expended about a hundred and fifty gui-

neas: but he had still seventeen hundred gumeas
lefi, and it was exactly this sum which he had
coufldeJ to Mrs. Emmei'son. Into her hands did

he give it, because he had not on earth a friend

whom he could trust—no, not one : and though he
had sore misgivings when making up his mind thus

to place his all in the possession of a frivolous,

extravagant, thoughtless woman, who moreover

had no real afftction for him, — yet was he com-

pelled to do so. Necessity ruled him, and there

was no alternative. At ud events, he saw that it

was better to incur whatever risk there might be

in letting his wife become the guarJian of his

treasure, than to keep it aliout his person to be

taken possession of by the Sheriff" iu the name of

the Crown.
\Viien seated iu his condemned cell, after the

trial,— alone, and with the chains upon him,—and

when too his mind began to be filled with that

horrible clearness which w;i3 now so frightfully

dispelling all doubts as to the awful reality of his

position,—his ideas settled upon that amount of

seventeen hunlred guineas which he had deposited

iu his wife's hands. But why did the wretched

man sufl'er his thoughts thus to revert to his gold?

—was not every tie that had through life bound

him to the attractions of lucre, now severed by the

doom which left him for death? No, no—ten



thousand times no! While there was life there

was hope; and Emmerson, still catchiii<r at straws

in his drowning agonies, buoyed himself up with

the hope that his gold might serve as a means to

accomplish his escape. It was a large sum; and
were not turnkeys bribeable ? To be sure : and
suppose that he began by offerini^ five hundred
guineas? If this amount would suffice to purchise

his safety, he should yet have t»velvc hundred left

wherewith to begin the world anew in another

clime. But even supposing that he had to pay a

thousand guineas as the bribe lor his escape—still

there would be seven hundred lefi for hiin.self ; and

how much could be done with such an amount!
Or even if ho had to give every guinea in order

to bribe the greedy turnkoys, would it not bo

better to go forth a beggar—aye, even the veriest

beggar upon the face of the earth—so long aa ho

should bo enabled to save his life from tiiat fearful

engiue of death—the gibbet I

80*

In such a strain as this did the wretched man
reason to himself throughout the remainder of tiie

dreadful day of his trial. As a matter of course,

objection after objection suggested itself to the

plan which he had in view; but with that readiuL'ss

of ingenuity which desperation itself engenders,

ho disposed of every obstacle which seemed to

menace tho successful carrying out of his project.

Thus did he beguile his imagination int.) a dream

o( hope which was not only solacing, but v»hicli

also became full of confidence : and ho lay down

to rest in a mood far less miserable thun thousands

out of doors, when thinking of Ihe man who hid

thai day been sentenced to death, could possibly

imai^uiu him to be.

On the following morning, when the turnkey

visited the cell, Ennuerson tliought it prudent not

to delay broaching the subject tliat was uppermost

in his mind. He accordingly made some pleasant

remark by way of opeuiu;; a couversatioQ : but
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I when lie received a short and almost brutal answer,

! and th«n obserred that the turnkey's couiitonancs

j

was very far from wearing an encouraging ex-

pression, liis heart suddenly sank within him, and

the words he would have uttered initiatory of the

eherislied plan, died upon his lips.

"Now then, sir, if you choose to bo shared,"

said the turnkey, " the barber is going his round,

and he shall come to you."

Eraraerson was about to answer in the negative:

for why should he—a doomed man, and with spirits

S9 suddenly damped into utter hopelessness-

trouble himself any more in this life about his per-

sonal appearance? But just at the very instant

that this negative response was about to fall from

his tongue, it suddenly struck him that perhaps

the barber might .nppear more complaisant and

weai' a more hopeful countenance than the turn-

key. He accordingly said "Yes:" and in a few

minutes the barber was introduced.

Wlien Emmers«n foand himself alone with this

indiviiiual, in the condemned cell where they wore

left together by the turnkey, he surveyed him not

merely with attentiou, but with an earnest scrutiny.

He saw, then, before him a man of about six or

seven-and-twenty—thin, pale, and with the marks

of dissipation on his features : there was also a

•ertiuu sinister expression on that conntenancp,

whicii seemed actually encouraging to the purpose

Emmerson had in view. As for the barber liim-

6»lf, ho of conrse saw that he was the oV>ject of this

survey, but did not appear to taUe any special

notice of it—doubtless fancying that it might arise

from the morbid mood or disturbed humour of a

wrfttelied being condemned to death.

"So you are the prison-barber?" said Emmer-
Bon, with his eyes still rivetted on the man.

"I am, sir—just for the present," was the reply;

"the regular one being ill."

" Ah ! then you are not the regular one? " said

Emmerson, inquiringly. " HiW long have you

aeted in this capacity withiu these wails?"
" About six weeks," was the man's answer, as he

prepared his shaving-tackle.

"And are you likely to continue visiting the

prison much longer ?
"

" Well, I should say I am, sir: far th« regular

barber don't seem to be getting well."

" In that case, then, you must come and shave

me," said Emmerson, "every morning until "

And he stopped suddenly short, as a man pauses

ia horror upon the brink of a precipice which he
suddenly reaches.

" I shall be very happy, sir, was the barber's ob-

servation; "and I am sure I am very sorry to see

a gentleman of your standing iu such "

"Enough!" said Emmerson, not sternly, but

convulsively with horror. " What is your name?"
he demanded quickly.

"Richard Melmoth

—

Dick they call me, sir. But
I ain't a master-barber on my own account : I live

with Mr. Coffin, who "

And theu he also stopped short in sudden cen-
fusioii : for he instantaneously perceived that he
had just mentioned a name which might be al-

ready too well known to the doomed man.
" Coffin!" echoed the latter with another strong

shudder convulsing him from liead to foot as ho
sat in his chair, so that the very chains ohnked
upon his legs with the powerful writhing of his

limbs :
" is not he the the——-Yea know what I

I mean?" I

"Well, he t», sir," responded Dick Melmoth:
!

" but I am sure I beg pardon for having hinted at

anything unpleasant."
•' No matter—no matter, my good fellow," said

Emmerson, with the quickness of nervous excite-

ment. " Your m:»3t5r, Coffin You said he was
your master, I think ?

'

" Yes, sir, Dan'el Cuffin is my master, aud a
tidy sort of a person he is, notwithstanding his

name isn't a very good one."
" Ah ! no matter the name," interrupted Em-

merson, catching greedily at what he taw encour-
aging in Dick Melmoth's remark. "You aay
that your master, Daniel Coffin, is a good kind
of a man? Well, aud if I mistake not, yon also

are a good kind of a person. You wuuld rather

do a fellow-creature a service than au injury ?

Yes—yes—1 know jou would 1 read it in your
countenance. Especia'ly," added Emmerson, his

voice sinking to a low whisper and his look assuming
an expression of deep and excted meaning—" it

you were ta be well paid for any such service ren-

derrd?"

Dick Melmoth now regarded the doomed man
with mingled astonishment and mistrust: for it

struck him that the awful sense of his position

might have touched his brain. But perceiving

naught indicative of mental alienation in hie I )ok,

Melmoth assumed a cunning air, and whispered,

"There's nothing that Dau'el Coffio would not do
for money."

" Tell him, then—tell him," said Emmerson, with

feverish eagerness, "that I will give him five hun-
dred guineas—yes—five hundred good golden

guineas if he wi.l assist me to escape froai this

dreadful place
!"

\

"Ah! have you really that hope, thenf laid

Dick Melmoth.
]

"Hope! Yes—to be sure I hare hope!" re- I

turned Emmerson sharply. " It is impossible I ean '

die so soon ! No—no— it is impossible ! Consider,
'

five hundred guineas—and if that is not ei^ougli

But it is a large sum—a very larj^e sum—and
a great deal can be done with it. Tell Mr. Coffia

all that I say," 1

" Well, sir, I will—and to-morrow morning when
;

I come in I will let you know what his answer is.

But you had better let me share you now as soon

as possible; for the turnkey will bo comine back i

in a minute to let me out of the cell, and he will
}

think it odd if I have not even beguu to put the i

brush to your face."

Emmerson accordingly 8ul)mitted himself to the

process of shavinjr; aid by the time it was over,
j

the turnkey made his appearance to let the barber '

out.
\

As hour after hour now pa'^sed away, Emraer-
j

son continued to yield himself up to the wildest

hopes : and yet his exterior was composed and
tranquil as he sat in the solitude of Ids cell giving^

way to these sanguine visions. 11; resembled ihe

Teriaki, or orient il opium-eater, who «ithout mor-
ing from his seat, and with au nnruffl. d and uo-
varying equanimity of countenance, hunches him-

self on the sunny ocean of his excited imagiidags

—visits in fancy the most delicious climates of the

world—revels iu every joy—partikes iu every pic i-

sure—and not merely forgets every »9Urce of
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earthly uneasiness, but conjures up ten thousand

causes of elysiau bliss.

In a similarly dreamy state didEmmerson while

away the time. His character seemed to be alto-

getlier changed by his misfortures. Once emi-

aently practical in all his pursuits, he was now a

mere visionary : but then it was so necessary now
to cheat the mind of its sources of terror, lull the

Boul into confidence, aud conjure up the delusions

of hope to displace the dark realities of despair I

The ch.iplaia visited the cell ; and then Emmer-
Bon, awakening from his dream, listened atten-

tively to all that the reverend gent^emaa had to

say. For Emmersoa had always been a hypocrite

with regard to religion; and it suited him to be

more bo now, so that he might appear to have

renounced every thought for this life and thus lull

asleep all suspicion respecting his hope of escape.

The chaplain passed an hour with him, and then

withdrew in the belief that, the condemned man
was very penitent and in a most admirable state

of mind, considering all things. Therefore, in con-

sequence of tlie reverend gentleman's report, it

was deemed totally unnecessary to place anybody

iu the condemned cell to keep watch upon Em-
merson. Inieed such was not the custom at the

time of which we are writing, save in those cases

where there was positive ground for apprehending

an attempt at suicide.

The day was slipping away, and Emmerson
began to wonder that his wife and daughter had
not been to see him. Previous to the trial he had

enjoined ttiem not to be in the Court; aud the

result was borne to them by the attorney who had
conducied his defence. That they had not visited

him during the first few hours which succeeded the

terrible sentence, was not surprising: for little as

W.18 the affection subsisting between the husband

and wife, yet at all events the feelings of the

daughter towards the father were a little more
tender—and it might be well supposed that Miss

Emmerson was fearfully shocked at her sire's

awful position. But why, after having had the

benefit of an entire night to compose their minds
somewhat, his wife aud daughter should not visit

him during the day that was now passing, he could

not conjeciure. He began to be alarmed lest they

meant to leave him unsolaced to meet his doom,
while they squandered away the money entrusted

to their keeping. But while he was beginning to

give way to these apprehensions, the door of the

cell was opened ; and two ladies, dressed in deep

mourning of a very handiiome description, were

ushered in. Their veils were down—and for a

moment Emmerson was in doubt whetiier his sus-

picion as to who they were was correct or not.

But all doubt was speedily dissipated when they

raised their veils and threw themselves into l)is

arms, sobbing and crying in a manner which was
afterwards represented in the newspapers as " most
agonizing."

But the moment the turnkey had withdrawn,

Emmerson disengaged himself from the embrace
of his wife and daughter ; and glancing sternly from
one to the other, he said, " What is tlie meaning
of this?"

" Oh I my dear, dear husband," sobbed Mrs.

Ennnersou ;
" how caa you ask us such a ques-

ti''M ? Arabella and me would have been here

earlier to-day, but we eould nut get our mourn-

ing sent home before. I gave orders for it the
instant I heard the dreadful news yesterday ; and
the milliner sat np all night to make it. "We
thought it was but decent and proper to wait till it

was ready before we came to see you "

" Nonsense—ridiculous!" ejaculated Emmerson,
actually forgetting for the moment all the horrors

of his position iu the rage that he felt at the con-

duct of his wife and daughter in thus visiiing

him in the pomp of new mourning. *' Do you
know that this proceeding on your part has b«en
dictated by a heartless vanity, and not by a genuine
grief? Ah ! there is gaiety even in your very

mourning—there is finery in these weeds which
you have assumed I You treat me as if I were
already dead "

Here Arabella threw herself with no affected

outburst of grief into her father's arms, and be-
[

sought him to pardon her if she had in any way !

done wrong; but amidst rending sobs she gasp-
|

ingly declared that whatever she had done, was at

her mother's suggestion.
" Well, we will say no more about it," said

Emmerson, disengaging himself from his daugh-
ter's embrace—for he was a man who dislilced

all huQigings and kissings from those who were
nearest and ought to have been dearest to him.
" You have got that money safe ?" he asked, turn-

ing abruptly towards his wife.

" Yes—to be sure—all except what we have
laid out:"—and she glanced down at her mourn-
ing garb and then at that of her daughter.

" Now, understand me," said Emmerson, speak-
ing in a low but decisive tone and with a look
profoundly serious. " All hope has not aban-
doned me: indeed, I am confident of being
enabled to escape. Now don't be foolish, Ara-
bella—we shall be overheard," he said, suddenly

turning towards his daughter, who gave vent tj

a paroxysm of unfeigned joy at the tidings which

had just met her ears. " But all depends," he
continued, again speaking to his wife, " upon
your keeping that money safe until the moment
it is wanted to pay those who will assist in my
escape."

" Depend upon it," answered Mrs. Emmerson,
" that it is as safe with me as if in the Bank of

England."

We need not dwell any longer upon this inter-

view, which lasted but little more than half-an-

hour: for so soon as Emmerson had assured
him-ielf that the money was really safe iu his

wife's keeping, he rather wished that she and
Arabella would take their departure, so that he
might once more give way to that opiate lull in

which he had during the early part of the day
steeped his senses.

Ou the following morning Emmerson awaited
Dick Melmoth's arrival with the most acute sus-

pense. In due course the turnkey made his ap-

pearance to inquire if Emmerson would have tho

barber; and witd sucli greedy haste did the con-

demned man reply in the affirmative, that ilva

pnson-functionary, evidently Birujk by his man-
ner, could not help eyeing him suspiciously for a

moment.
" All I it is such a relit f,*' immediately exclaimed

Emniersou, recovering his presenoo of mind, " ko

have some one to taik to, if only fur a f«w
miiiutos 1"
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This remark at once satisfied the turnke}-, who
perhaps would even have been satisfied without

it: for he had been long enough employed with-

in those prison-walls to know that condemned
mm were but too likely to say and do strange

things.

Once more alone with Dick Melmoth, Emmer-
son immediately saw by his manner that the pro-

posal had been entert lined: and his heart dilated

within him.
« Well—what does your master say? has he

agreed ? will he accept "

" He will do it," answered Dick Melmoth ;
" but

not under a thousand."
" A thousand !" ejaculated Emmerson: " that is

enormous !"

" Aye—and Coffin says that it is a precious risk

to run," replied Dick. " Remember it's no joke
to help a miin out of such a hobble as this : and if

so be he was caught "

•'But he will undertake it?" asked Emmerson
nervously.

" He will,'' rejoined Dick Melmoth. " But what
earnest can you give him thit the money will be
forthcoming when the work is done ?"

" I have the money '

" You !—here?" ejaculated Melmoth. " Why, if

the Sheriff knew it, he would take every farthing

away from you in a jiff y."

" I do not mean here," returned Emmerson.
•' My wife has got the money— or can get it—
a friend will let her have it when the time
comes "

" Ah ! but suppose he shouldn't ?" said Mel-
moth.

" But I know ih\t he icill" returned Emmerson
positively.

" But Mr. Coffin don't know it, you see—and he
won't move a pe? till he sees that there's no mis-

take about the blunt."

"Well then," said Emmerson, perceiving that it

was necessary to be explicit, "my wife has got the

money already; and if you like, your master Mr.
Coffin can go and see it at her lodgings."

"Well and good," observed Dick Melmoth:
" this looks like business. Where is the lady's

lodging?"

"In Fetter Lane:"—and Emmerson named the

number of the house where his wife and daughter
were dwelling. " They will visit me in the course

of the day— I will tell them that a person may pro-

bably call upon them this evening in order to see

that they really possess the sum we have named.
"Will that arrangement do ?"

"Yes— perfectly," replied Melmoth. "Mr.
Cjffin has left the business to me to manage,
because he himself can't very well come and see

you on account of its not being usual for him to

visit persons in your situation."

"I understand you," said Emmerson wi:h a
ghastly look : for he knew that the allusion was
meant to Coffin in his capacity of public e.\ecu-

tioner. " But the plan of my escape—the means

—

the arrangements "

" I wi'l toll you more to-morrow morning, " in-

terrupted Dick Melmoth. " We must not converse
too long now."

He tlien proceeded to exercise his tonsorial
functions upon Mr. Emmerson, and by the time lie

hart done, the turnkey camo back to give him '

egress from the cell. Emmerson was now once
more alone, and he proceeded to reflect upon all

that had jus", taken place. But his reverie was
presently interrupted iiy the entrance of the cliap-
lain

; and ai^ain did the condemned man conduct
himself in a way which induced the reverend gen Ue-
man to think most favourably of his stat^ of
mind.

Sood after mid-day Mrs. and Miss Emmerson
again made their appearance: and Emmerson, after
explaining to them the nature of the visit they
were to expect in the evening, addressed his wife
in the ensuing terms :

—

" Now remsmber, you will show the person that
calls—whoever he may be—one thousand guineas
and no more. If he asks whether you possess
more, you will give an emphatic reply in the ne,'a-

tive. And be careful that he sees the money onlj,

and tof^cAes it not: for I am dealing with unscru-
pulous characters—necessarily so in the position
wherein I am placed. I need not tell you that it

is my life which has to be saved-my life which to
a certain extent will be in your hands on this oc-
casion !"

Mrs. Emmerson promised faithful compliance
with her husband's instructions ; and Arabeda was
so much affected she went into iiysterics. Mr.
Emmerson hated '' a scene," especially as he wished
to avoid every thing triiiding to dispirit himself;

and he therefore was weil pleased when his wife

and daughter took their departure. He then re-

mained once more alone to pursue his reflections

and abandon himself to that condition of dreamy
hopefulness which, as we before stated, had the
effect of an opiate to lull him into tranquillity and
security.

CHAPTER CLXVI.

THE PRETENDED FRIEND.

Theodore Varian had not in the meantime ex-

perienced any diminution of that fearful interest

which he felt in the fate of his victim—an interest of

no compassionating kind, but the aim of which was
to ensure the dread catastrophe beyond the interven-

tion of anything to prevent it. He had therefore, on
the preceding day and on that of which we are now
writing, lurked about the exterior of Newgate-
watching whether any of Emmerson's former friends

came to visit the prison : for it struck him that the

unhappy man might endeavour to obtain the interest

of some towards procuring a pardon. Having been

a prisoner there himself, Theodore was acquainted

with the turnkeys ; and by means of a little bribery

and a little treating at the adjacent public-house, he

ascertained the seeming condition ot the man's mind,

That is to say, he was told that Emmerson bore him-

self tranquilly and with apparent resignation, and
that no persons from out-of-doors save his wife and
daughter had been adini:ted to see him.

Theodore Varian knew a 1 the iiui and outs of

Emmerson's character so well as to be fully aware

that anything like resignation on his part could be

merely a hypocritical assumption ; and he therefore

came to the conclusion that the doomed man had
yet some hope on which he relied, or some project

which he was working out. But Varian was deter-

mined that hope and project alike should fail, what-
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ever they might be ; for in the implacability of hia

vengeaiice he resolved to hunt his mortal enemy to

the scaffjld, and only rest when he beheld him

hangin>:; lifeless there !

While pondering upon the position of affiirs, it

struck Theodore that he would call upon the barber

who usually attended in the prison—ascertain if he

had performed his functions upon Emmerson—and

if so, whether he also believed him to be in a resigned

and tranquil condition. But on proceeding to the

barber's bouse in the OIJ Bailey, Theodore learnt

that the object of his inquiry haa been ill for some
time, and that he had temporarily delegated his

monopoly of beards within Newgate walls to one

llichard Melmoth belonging to another barber's

shop, in Fleet Lane. Thither did Varian accord-

ingly repair : and on observing the name of Coffin
over the door, he at once knew that this was the

abode of the Public Executioner.

It was in the afternoon when Theodore entered

the Hangman's shop; and taking off his hat, he

bade the young man who was in attendance proceed

to cut his hair. This was none other than Dick
Melmoth himself, who, placing a chair for his cus-

tomer, commenced the operation forthwith.

"So they have found the City bill-broker guilty of

the forgery," said Varian, as if in a casual manner.
" Yes," answered Dick Melmoth. "I saw him

this morning."

"Did you indeed!" cried Theodore, suddenly

showing an interest in the topic of conversa-

tion.

" To be sure—and yesterday morning also," re-

plied Melmoth. " The fact is, I attend in there to

shave the prisoners, the regular barber being ill."

"And how does Emmerson bear himself? " asked

Theodore.
" Well, pretty comfortably, all things considering,''

answered Melmoth.
" Do you mean to say that he has any hope of a

reprieve ?
"

" Lor' bless you, sir—everybody has a hope till

the last ; and I don't think Mr. Emmerson is different

from the rest."

There was now a brief pause, during which Theo-
dore Varian reflected profoundly.

"Is he communicative at all with you?" he at

length asked.

" Wbj'—what do you mean ? " demanded Dick
Melmoth.

" I mean," returned Theodore, looking up in a

significant manner towards Melmoth's countenance,
" that if you would do something for me, I will pay

you handsomely."

"Well, that's English at all events," said Mel-

moth. "But what do you want me to do?—aud
what do you mean by handsome payment? "

" Can we have a little convorsation togctlier

without fear of interruption?" asked Theodore.
" Ttiis shop is very public, and we may be over-

heard."
" Well then," said a growling savasre kind of

voice ;
•* step in here, and we will talk the matter

over."

Theodore started, even to the risk of havinjr the

scissors thrust into hi^ eyes, as that voice, coininjj

from behiml, struck ins car; and on looking round,

he beheld a most repulsivs individual, standing on

the threshold of the door opening into the liule

parlour behind the shop— for the Hangman htd

been attentively listening all the while to the pre-
ceding colloquy between Dick Melmoth and the
customer.

Accordiiigl}', a finishing stroke being given to
the hair-clipping operation, Theodore passed into

the back room, where the Hangman bade him sit

down,—saying, " I see you have a little business in

hand, and we will talk it over quietly. I suppose
you know who I am; and if not, I'll act as my own
master of the ceremonies and introduce myself as

Mr. Dan'el Coffin. This chap here is my assist-

ant," he added, pointing to Melmoth ;
" and so we

can talk before him. Come, shut the door, Dick,
and sit down along with us."

"You doubtless overheard what I was saying to
your assistant," observed Varian, conquering the
mingled repugnance and terror which he for a
moment felt on finding himself in the company of

that dreadful man, who, as he had learnt from
Sir Douglas Huntingdon, was a principal actor in

the memorable scenes at the hut near Shooter's

Hill.

" To be sure," exclaimed the Hangman. « The
moment I heard you beginning to talk serious to

Dick J\Ielmoth here, I began to listen very atten-

tive indeed. It's my way, because I never let a
chance escape."

"Well, well, Mr. Coffin," said Theodore; "we
have come together, and need not discuss how it

haa been brought about. The fact is I am a very

dear and intimate friend of Mr. Emmerson "

"Ah! then you came to my shop just now with

an intention," interrupted the Hangman, "and not

in a promiscuous manner?"
"No -not in an accidental manner," rejoined

Varian. " I learnt from the regular prison barber

that you—or rather your man here—had got the

custom of the place ; and so I came to see you.

The fact is, as I have just now said, I am an inti-

mate friend of Emmerson's : but I dare not openly

display the deep interest I feel in him. You will

excuse me for declining to enter into particulars?

Suffice it to say that whatever I do in this matter

is entirely of a private nature : I must not be seen

in it—I must not be known in it. Emmerson him-

self must not even be suffered to learn that any
effort at all is being made in his behalf -at least

not until its result be known : for it were useless

to buoy him up with hope unless it is certain to be

fulfilled."

•' Well then, what do you propose ?—and kow
can wo help you in any way?" demanded the

H uigman, who did not exactly see what Theodore

was driv.ng at, or appeared to be driving at.

•' Your assistant here, Mr. Coffin, has access to

Mr. Emmer.son," continued Theodore. " Could

he not glean from the unhappy man whotlier, if

the means of escape were put within his reach, he

would avail himself of them ?"

" Yes—this can be done fast enough," said the

Hangman, exchanging a rapid glance of signifi-

cancy with Dick Melmoth—but not so rapid as to

escape Theodore's observation. " Well then, sup-

pose what you hare suggested is done— what

next?"
" Having first ascertained whether Emmerson

would avail himself of the m» ans of escape if placed

within his power," continued Theodore, "it wouid

follow as a matter of course to see whether such

means could by any possibility bo afforded."'
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"Well—and you would enter into it all—and

you would pay for it?" asked the Hangman, with

another quick glance towards Dick Melmoth.

"If I were not prepared to do so, I should not

be here tliis momeat," said Theodore. " As for

my readiness to be the secret mover in any

stratagem tiiat may ensure my unfortunate friend's

escape from au ignominious death, I have sought

you out for the purpose : and as for my moans of

renmner.itingyou, behold !"—and with these words

Theodore displayed a number of bank-notes, which

he tonk froin a pocket-book, and for the possession

of which he was indebted to the bounty of his kind

benefactor Sir Douglas Huntingdon.

"Come, all thi-s is business-lilie enough," said

the Hangman. " But you say yoa don't wish to

apcifar in the matter?"

"No: my avocations—my station in life—my
connexions-everything, prevent me from taking

any overt part in this proceeding. Indeed I

would not have it mentioned until the very last to

Emmerson liimself that I am engaged in wliatso-

ever jj'.an may be set on foot for his deliverance.

I shall not even tell you my name—or who I am

—

nor aught concerning me: and if any undue curi-

osity be manifested with a view to discover who I

am, I shall at once abandon tite affair and have

nothing more to do with it."

Wary, cunning, and astute as the reader knows
the Hangman to be, he wag gradually thrown ofiF

his guard by this language so specious, so plausible.

Indeed, it appeared natural enough that an influen-

tial person, of good standing in societv, should

keep himself cjmpletely in the back-ground while

setting afoot a project of the kind hinted at: and
that Varian was a young gentleman of the utmost
respectabilitj', both the ilangman and Dick Mel-

moih readily believed from his personal appear-

ance. Moreover, the sight ot the bank-notes had
produced a ruarvellous effect upon Mr. CoflBu's

credulity', touching his weakest point and working

on his most delicate sueceptibility. He accordingly

resolved, after exchanging another sij^uificant look

with Dick .Melm jth, to give the present business a
shape and substantiality ac once, by confiding to

Theodore everything that was already in contem-
plation.

" Well, sir, I see that you are one of the right

sort," he accordingly began ; " and so we can soon
come to an understanding with each other. In tlie

first place, you want to know whether 'your un-
fortunate friend Mr. Emmerson would avail him
self of the means of e.scape if they were placed in

his way? This is what you want to know : and I

Can give you the information at once, without
making you wait a single hour—much less a whole
day— to acquire it. As for what the information
is worth, I must leave that to your generosity."

"Filty guineas by way of a commencement,"
said Theolore, inwardly rejoicing at the success of
the tact he had displayed in thus drawing out the
Hangman : for he t-aw that he was about to learn

something of real importance.
" Tiiaiik'ee, sir," said Daniel CofBn, as he took

up the bank-notes which Tiieodore flung across
the tahle. "Now thin, I can tell you," he pro-
ceeded with a knowing look upon his hang-dog
countenance, *' that not only is Mr. Emmerson
ready to avail himself of any means of escape
which may be presented to him, but he aud my

man Dick Jlelmoth hero have already had a little

talk on tho subject."

"Ah! this is indeed good news," exclaimed
Theodore, with a well-assumed look of the most
genuine joy. "Poor Emmerson! he has been a
dear and valued friend to me; and I would make
many, many sacrifices to save him from so dread-
ful a death. Tell me—leil me, my gooi friends,"

he continued, with every appearance of the most
heart-felt feeling, " whether tnere be really a chance
—a hope—even the slightest prospect, of accom-
plishing his rescue?"
" Where there's a will there's a way," answered

CoflBn; "and although the walla of Newgate are
very thick and very high—the bars vury massive

—

the watch very vigilant— and tho chains on on^'s

legs uncommon awkward—yet a'l these obstacles
may be got over when Dan'el Coffin chooses to set
his wits to work."

" Ah ! now you encourage the most sanguine
hope within me I" cried Theodore, seizing the

Hangman's hand and pressing it with an appear-
ance of the most genuine fervour. " Tell me what
your plans are—explain to me what is already

done—auu whatever reward has been already pro-

mised you, I will double it! Yes," added Theo-
dore, with strong emphasis, "I will double it—no
matter liow large the amount!"

Tlie Hangman threw upon Dick Melmoth a look
of gloating satisfaction at this magnificent pro-

mise ; and revoitiii;^ his eyes towards Varian, he
said, "You are very liberal, sir—very generous in-

deed : but take care you don't talk rather too fast

when you speak about doubling the reward."
•' I tell you that what I said was deliberately

uttered," rejoined Theodore, « and was no vain idle

boast. Come—teli me at once what is the amount
of the reward promised you ?"

" A thousand guineas," returned the Hang-
man, intently watching Variau's countenance, so ,

as to ascertain the nature of the impression made
]

by this announcement.
" A thousand guineas I—it is a largo sum,'

said Theodore, slowly, aud apparently in a musing
mood :

" but still I shall not fly from my word. '

How and when is this money to be paid?— for ,

I may as well fulfil my promise at tne same
time."

I

" Well, you are indeed an out-and-out friend to i

Mr. Emmerson," observed the Uan,'man, thiukiug

it necessary to flatter his generous visitor with a
compliment. " To tell you the truth, then, Mrs.
Emmerson is going to couvuice us to-uiglit that

the money is ready. She has got it—or wid have
it—at her lodgings ; so 1 shall just toddle down
to Fetter Lane between nine an i ten to-night to

convince myself that the cash is there; and if yon
like, sir, to make an appointmerit with me at about

the same time, any where you choose, you might
take the opportunity of proving that your money
will be fortiicoming also. Besides, as I mean to

ask Mrs. Emmerson for a few hundreds on acoount, :

perhaps you would not mind "
i

"Certainly not I I understand you well," ex-
;

claimed Varian, with so mich apparent frankness
'

and cordial willingness of manner ti at never in all '

his life had Daniel CofSn been ^o completely
'

thrown off liis guard. " I will call upon you here •

at ten o'clock to-night, and bring you a few I

hundreds on account. But observe—not a single
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syllable to any one J" he added, riaiug from his seat

as he spoke.
" Mum's the word, sir," rfjoined Daniel Coffin.

!
" I always keep secrets as close as wax."

Theoijoi-o Variau tlien took his departure, leav-

ing the Hangman and Dick Meimotli to chuckle

over the lucrative jub they appeared to have in

hand, and congratulate themselves on the prospoot

of clearing a couple of thousaad guineas in a very

short space of time.

The reader could not have experienced any dif-

fleulty in penetrating' Varian's object throughout

the preceding interview with Coffin and his assist-

ant. From the moment that the conversation in

the shop first took a turn that promised ti become
interesting and confidential, Varian's aim was to

ascertain whether Emmersotj was buoyed up with

any particular hope; and if so, lohat its na-

ture might be. By pretending to be the doomed
man's friend, it not only seemed natural enough

that he should be taking an interest in his predi-

cament, but it likewise was the best method of

invitiug any confidantial commuiication. In all

this, then, had Tneodore fully succeeded; and it

now only remained for him to frustrate the plan

and anniiiilaie tbe hope.

CHAPTER CLXVII.

«HB RESULT.

An almost sleepless night did Emmerson pass : for

he was now tortured with a thousand anxieties

relative to the success of the schemes that were in

progress for his deliverance from the scaffold.

Tliough hope was certainly uppermost in his mind,

yet he could not any longer lull himself into

that dreaminess which had heretofore soothed

him f)r so many h )urs at a time. No—for his

imagination suggested many, many sources of

alarm and uneasiness that a<^itated in his mind,

along with the hope, which, though maintaining

the ascendnncy, was not poiverful enough to ex-

tinguish every militating feeling altogether. What
if any accident siiould happen to the money ?

Everything depended upon the safety of that

I
gold which was to prove the key of his de-

j
llverance.

1 Hs wished that he Lad asked his wife where she

j
kept it—whether in a cupboard or in a trunk

—

I and whether she cavri-d the key in her pocket

I

when she went out? Then ho feared lest Daniel

Coffin should strive to possess liimself of th«

money without the intent on of doirg his work

I

foi- it. Next he asked himself over and over again

how the escape was to Le effected, supposing that

nil w;)3 right with the money, and that Coffio

proved fiitliful to his agreement? For when Em-
mrrsnn thought of the tremendous massive walls,

which oucloscd him as it wei o in a living tmnb

—

the other walls equally impregnable that lay be- !

tween his own cell and the open street—the enor-
j

raous bars that grated the windows—the numbers
i

of persons always about during the day in every I

part of the prison—and the careful watch which he I

knew full well was kepi by night,—when, we say,
[

,
he thought of all these things, he beheld so many I

j

Insuperable barriers between himself and freedom, I

that he almost grew wild with horror and afTri'.'h'.

But the next moment the whisperings of hope
would remind him that men had escaped from
Newgate on various occasion^; and however des-
perate nnd daring their exploits might Inv^ been,
he was prepared to act as desperately and daringly
in his own beh*lf. Besides, who could tell what
schemes Daniel Coffin might suggest—what op-
portunities he might find for smoothing down diffi-

culties—and what bold conception he might ini-

tiate so as to lead to the fullest success ?

Such is a brief outline of the conflicting thoughts
which agitated in Emmerson's brain thonghout
the greater portion of the night, and made him
toss, and heave, and roll, and writhe, and con-
vulse, and clasp his hanJs, and press them to his

throbbing brows—in fact, that whirled him
through every possible phase of the heart's most
potent feelings as he lay on the hard pallet in his

gloomy cell. For a few brief intervals an uneasy
slumber crept upon him : but on each occasion

he woke up with a sudden start—pursued even

j

into wakefulness by some horrible phantom-that
: had haunted his temporary sleep. Or he would
perhaps find himself sitting up in the bed, trem-

bling all over with a strong agony—batiied in a
profuse perspiration, cold and clammy as that of

death—with the feeling, too, that his hair was stand-

ing right out as it were from his head. In this man-
ner—between conflicting thoughts and brief in-

tervals of fevered slumber—did Emmerson pass

the live-long night.

Although it was now the beginning of the month
of June, yet dull and misty broke the morning into

the condemned cell—penetrating thither indeed

with a hesitating, struggling uncertainty, much
later than it had dawned upon the world without

;

for the windows of the cell were sm;ill, darkened

with the massive bars, and not looking into one

of the yard^, but upon an obscure corridor into

which the light hai to struggle first, ere it pene-

trated more feebly still into the dungeon. The
weather was exceedingly cold, too, for the time of

year: and Emmerson shivered from Inad to foot

•as he rose from the pallet. His teeth chattered

—

he was nervous and uneasy—and he felt that if the

slightest circumstance should occur to damp his

only hope, his courage— such as it was in its un-

natural bracing-up—would give way altogether.

It wanted an hour to tho usuil time of Dick

Melmoth's arrival. An hour—oh! what a long

weary interval of excruciatitig suspense ! If the

idler, the debauchee, and the dissipated only knew
what a world of feeling may be summed up in a

single hour—how I2uch of torturing agony may
be condensed into that space—thpy would learn

the importance of time and the value of each of

those many, many hour^ which they waste in

worthless, bad, or frivoloui pursuits 1

At length the well-known tread of tho turnkey,

accompanied by the clanking sound of the keys

along the stone corridor, reached Einmerson's

ears. It would be impossible to discribe the fool-

ing which now seized upon him— a feeling in which

all the most powerful senliinents wore strangely,

wildly, and terribly blended,— burning hope and
chilling dread—a dflvouring anxiety to leceivc tho

first look or word from Jlchnoth th .t should re-

lieve him from suspense—and a fearful chn^'ing

even to this very suspense, lest certainty iUelf

shool.l hocoine tir- liorror ot d •si.air!
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The key grated in the lock—the huge bolts were
|

quence of some secret information they had got
drawn back — and the stout burly form of the I and how they took away every farthing except
prison-functionary appeared on the threshold.

" Will you have the barber this morning, sir ?"

asked the man.
" Yes, yes—to be sure !" was the response given

with a nervousness that was rather felt than shown.
" Now then, Dick," cried the turnkey : and Mel-

moth advanced along the passage.

The next moment he passed into the cell ; and

as the door closed behind him, he gave a slight but

ominous shake of the head, in mute answer to the

devouring, agonizing, beseeching regard which

Emmerson fixed upon him.

As if a thunderbolt had stricken the wretched

man he fell back, and tumbled with the helpless

weight of a corpse upon the bed which was imme-
diately behind him. Dick Melmoth was frightened,

and hastened to raise him : but for an instant did

the young man recoil in horror—for never, never,

in his life, had he beheld a countenance so ghastly,

so perfectly liideous in its strong expression of

awful feeling, as that which now looked up into his

own. No—nor did Melmoth believe it possible that

the human visage could in a moment become so

distorted- so convulsed with horrible workings

—

or that it could be made so fearfully faithful an

index of the direst tortures that ever harrowed the

human heart.

Slowly raising liimself to a sitting-posture on
the side of the bed, Emmerson gazed up at Mel-

moth and endeavoured to fi-ame some question that

rose to his lips: but his tongue refused to give

utterance to the words he sought to speak, and he

sat vainly gasping—a piteous, wretched, miserable

spectacle of abject humanity, with a crushed and
broken spirit

!

" It's all dicky with money and everything else

—

unless something should turn out to be better than

we suspect," began Melmoth, not giving himself

much trouble to break the intelligence in a deli-

cate way.
" What—what do you mean ?" asked Emmerson,

just able to gasp forth these words.
" Why, I mean that the Sheriff sent yesterday

afternoon to your wife's lodgings and took all the

money," answered Dick. "Sixteen or seventeen

hundred guineas, I think I heard it was."

"O God! O God!" groaned Emmerson, in the

bitterness of despair : and bowing his head upon
his hands while his elbows rested on his knees, he
became convulsed with grief.

But all of a sudden it struck him that the inter-

view with the barber must necessarily be short, and
that he should at least make the best of it so as to

ascertain his exact position. Recovering therefore

some degree of composure, he bade Melmoth tell

him everything that had taken place.

" Well, you see, sir," returned Dick, " last night,

at a little after nine o'clock, me and Mr. Coffin

toddled down to Fetter Lane, aud on arriving at

the house, were shown up to your lady's apart-

ment. But, lo and behold! there was Mrs. Emmer-
son and your daughter a-sitting one on one side of

the room and one on t'other— both rocking them-
selves to and fro, and moaning, aud crying, and
going on at such a rate that me and Mr. Coffin

was quite taken aback. We stated our business

;

and theu your good lady told us how tho Slieriff:*'

oflictrs had been and made a seaich in couse-

fifty guineas, which by the Sherffs' order was left

for the use of the ladies. So, finding that there
was no money forthcoming, and not being a
lady's man at all—I mean in offering sympathy
and all tiiat kind of thing—Mr. Cuffia took him-
self home again, I of course going with him."

" But good heaven !" cried Emmerson in the wild-
ness of his despair: " who could have given the in-

formation? Surely, surely, my mortal enemy—he
who has hunted me to the very death—is not per-
secuting me stiil?"

" You don't happen to know whether it'a likely

that any friend is interesting himself in your behalf J"
inquired Dick Melmoth.

" Friend !" repeated Emmerson, with almost
maniac bitterness: "friend! Good heavens! do I
look like a man who possesses a friend?"

" Well then, I bad better put the question point
blank," said Slelmoth : "do you know a young
gentleman—about five-and-lwenty I should say

—

taU, nice-looking, slender, very neatly dressed

—

iiuen beautifully clean—hue eyes too I noticed, and
a very good set of teeth "

" Why ! you are describing my mortal enemy,
Theodore Varian '" almost shrieked forth Emmer-
son, springing from the bed with a suddenness that

ma'le his fetters clank loudly and even hurt ha
liuibs by the motion.

"Ah! then it ivas a damnable treachery after

all," exclaimed Dick Melmoth: "and Coffin more
than suspected it when we found he did not come
last night according to his appointment "

" What on earth do you mean ?—to what are you
alluding?" demanded the wretched man, in tl'.o

cruellest suspense: '•'tell me what has occurred."
" Why, yesterday in the middle of the day, this

young gentleman comes in such a cajoling fashioa

—gets me into conversation—theu gets the upper
hand of Dau'el himself—professes so much friend-

ship for you—promises so many liberal tliiugs

—

and in short worms himself so completely into our
confidence, that Mr. Coffin tells him everything,

even to the fact of the money being at your good
lady's lodgings

"

" Oh ! accured idiots that you were !"—and the

words hissed reptile-like between Emmersou's
teeth, while his eyes glared with frenzied malignity

upon Dick Melmoth, who recoiled from him iu

horror. " You have ruined me !—you have sealed

my doom, you and your accursed master I Oh I

it is clear as daylight now—too cleir, too clear!

Tlieodore Variau pursues me still—he is deter-

mined to hunt me to the gallows—it is he who
gave the information to the Sheriff My God,
my God 1"

And again the wretched man fell backward upoa
the hard pallet, with his hands pressed violently

against his throbbing brows. There he lay, wr.th-

ing and convulsing like a stricken snake,—giving

vent to the most piteous lamentations, mingled

with the bitterest complainings and the most fearful

curses. In truth, it was an awful speciacle: and

if Dick Melmoth's heart was too much steeled

against the kind sympatliies of human nature to

experience any real commiseration for the un-

happy man, he was at all events shocked and
horrified at the appalling nature of his auguish

aud despair. Tic paroxysm of alnv^st mortal
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agrony lasted for spvcral minutes; and then Mel-
moth ventured to remind the doomed criminal

that the turnkey would speedily be comiiijr back.
'• Ah ! wretch that I am," lie exclaimed, spring-

inp up ouce more from the pallet as suddenly as if

galvanized: "every ground of liopo is slii/pinpf

away from beneath ray feet, even as the drop itself

shall glide away from under mo when the last tre-

mendous moment comes ! But tell me—tell me—
is all lo<t? Do you mean to abandon me to my
fate'i* My Goi! you cannot have the hearts—
you and iNIr. Coffin—to do it! Remember, it is

through you—your folly — your indiscretion—

thnt I am deprived of the means of payiog
you "

"Don't you think that it's possible for you to

get a thousand guineas anywhere else?" asked
Dick A[eImoth.

" No—nor a thousand pence !" cried Emmcrson,
wringing his bauds in despair, while his distorted

SI"

features, ashy lips, gleaming eyes, and corrugaiiDg

brows, reniered his countenance absolutely awful

:

for it seemed as if there were not a nerve, nor a

tendon, nor a fibre in that man's frame that did

not vibrate to the touch of the heart's strong

agony—not a pulse in his whole body that did not

beat in sympathy with the maddening excruciation

of his soul—not a vein nor an artery in which the

blood did not course with the velocity of lightning

and with the torturing sensation as if that blood

were molten lead.

" Then you hav« really no hope?" said Melmoth
inquiringly.

"Hope! yes, in you and your mister— for you
cannot abandon me now !"

" But the risk that is to bo run—who is to pay

usfor <A<i/?"

" Risk '.

" cried Emmeriou. " But do I not run

a ri-ik also ?"

" Yi-a—but ynn are sentenced to be hanged," re-
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joiiicd Melmoth with more truth thau delicacy;

"while me and CoflBii are not
!"

Emmerson was peirified all ia a moment by this

answer. The workings of his countenance sud-

denly ceased, its ghaslliuess of expression be-

coming fixed and stereotyped on his features, but

without moveabi.ity, while he gazed upon Dick

Melmoth in mingled horror and consternation.

Id the middle of this strange scene the approach-

ing steps of the gaol functionary, and the clanking

of his keys along the stone conidor without, met

the ears of Emmerson and Melmoth.

"Heavens, he comes!" suddenly whispered the

former : " and nothing is decided
!"

"No—there ia nothing to decide «ow," replied

Dick. " Come, sit down—make haste—and let me
shave you !"

"No, no—not for worlds could I settle myself to

anything!" exclaimed Emmerson, now seized with

another paroxysm of wild excruciating iUiguish:

and again did he toss liimself upon tiie bed, where

he lay writiiing fearfully as the turnkey entered

the cell.

"He's not in a state of mind to be shavpd this

morning," said Dick Melmoth, in a whisper to that

functionary. " The fit took him the moment after

you locked us in together, and it's lasted ever since.

I don't think he's in his right mind."

"Well then, we must send the doctor to him,"

remarked tlie turnkey coolly.

Thereupon Dick Melmoth quitted the con-

demned cell ; and shortly afterwards, when Em-
merson regained some dej^ree of composure, he

found the prison chaplain and surgeon by his bed-

side.

CHAPTER CLXVIII.

THE I.AST HOPE.

The miserable man gHzed for some time upon the

two gentlemen without recognizing; them, although

he had seen them both several times since his in-

carceratii.n in Newgate : but as th^ paroxysm of

his ineffable anguish subsided, he felt stunned and

stupified by the consternation which succeeded.

In his soul there was a profound seui-e of the ruin

of every hope; while the vista of his confused

and daikling ideas was closed by the ominous

looming of a gibbet. Vacantly, then, did he gaze

upon the chaplain and the surgeon; and his eyes

seemed to denote a sort of palsy of tiie brain.

The chaplain began to speak, enjoining the

wretched man to tranquillize himself; while .the

Burgeon felt his pulse and nodded encouragingly to

ttie reverend Ordinary, as much as to imply that

he would soon recover his mental equilibrium.

And it was so. Gradually did Emmerson's ideas

settle themselves in his brain ; and he began to

understand the words that were addressed to liira.

On thus recognizing the chaplain and the surgeon,

he felt an iu'jt.inctive necessity of exercisini; con-

trol over himself: and while pondering this idea in

his mind, the thought struck him that if he did not

do 80, he would most likely have a turnkey set

to watch him—in which case, farewell to every

hope of escaping from that dreadful place !

Recovering his composure, then, he began to

talk rationally—obaerviiig that it was a sudden

and overpowering paroxysm of feeling which hid
seized upon iiim, but that the holy word, of the

Chaplain had now poured solace down into hia

soul.

The reverend gentleman and the surgeon

shortly after quitted ttie doomed man, who accoid-

ingly once more remained alone in his dungeon.

Tiien he sat himself down at the table with the

air of one who means to hold serious communing
with himself. He set to work, as it were, in the

difficult task of unravelling tha tangled skein of

his own thougiits, so that, he might ome to some
definite conclusion as to what was to be done, or

as to whether there was anything to be done at

all. He said to himself, " No>t let me think with-

out excitement, as coolly as I can :"—and then he

began to enumerate all his late friends and ac-

quaintances, to ascerta n whether there might not

be one ami^ngst them who was likely to advance a

sum of money at his wife's request. Then, de-

spite all his endeavours to reason calmly and col-

lectedly, would come the withering, blighting

thought— fatal as the blast of the simoon upon
the desert—that no one would lend money to the

fHmily (if a man who was doomed to be hanged I

He had been a usurer himself; and he had never

lent money without a se?urity, or without a selfish

purpose. "Who would lend money, then, to his

wife without security, and in the absence of any
personal object to serve ? No—not a soul

!

As he came to this conclusion, he sat in the stupor

of dismay, gazing vacantly before him, but in reality

seeing nothing outwardly—though inwardly bis

mind was busy with all kinds of harrowing thoughts.

Then he insensibly fell into the most torturing ima-

ginings. His fancy became marvellously fertile and

wonderfully ingenious— conjuring up the whole

hideous panorama presented by the Old Bailey on

an execution-day. He beheld the gathered mul-

tituiies—the windows thronged with human faces

—

the front of Newgate, so ominous in its aspect even

on the sunniest day— and the gallows stamling on

the edge of the pavement at the debtor's-door.

Gradually, like a dissolving view, did the scene

change on the theatre of his fevered fancy, and

he now beheld the inteiior of the gaol on the

execution mnrnlng. He thought that tie saw the

cell doer open— the Sheriff, the Chaplain, the

Governor, and ihe other functionaries enter, ac-

companied by an individual whose sinister aspect

denoted who he w;is. Then he thought that this

individual pinioned hiui ; and that he passed out

of the Cell, joining in the procession that was

formfd, and witii solemn march threaded the

numerous passa:^es leading to the giSjbeU Again,

in ima!;inatiou, did he behold a 1 the scene out-

side, which appeared to b irst this time on his

view with exceeding abruptness as he emerged

forth frcm the debtor's-door : and then he thought

he as-cended the steps of the scaffold—that he

stood beneath the fatal beam—that the rope was

fastened round his neck, and the night cap drawn

over his face. So vividly did the wretched man
depict all this to himsclt—thus dreaming horribly

in broad dayiijiht and while wide awake— that he

groaned in tlie bitterness and the agony of hia

feelings ; and this very sound which ascended up

from the depths of his soul, awoke him as it were

from his fi ightful reverie.

"Thank God I it was only fancy," ha said aloud :
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but the next naoment, as hU eyes glanced round the

cell and showed him every feature of that living

sepulchre whence there was scarcely more than one

step to the grave which would be hollowed toreceive

him in the stone passage outside,—he shuddered to

the extremest confines of his being ; while the ap-

palling conviction struck upon him that though it

was all fancy at the present moment, yet full soon it

must be a frightful reality !

Presenily his wife and daughter came; and he

overwhelmed them with the bitterest reproaches on

account of the seizure of ihe money by the Sheriff's

myrmidons. As if it were their fault! Buc he was

in that fearful mood which requires to vent its spleen

and malignity upon some one. He accordingly laid

the whole blame to them. They should have se-

cured the money elsewhere—they should have denied

that they had any—they should not have allowed

the search—in fact, according to his account, theie

were a thousand things which they should have done

upon the occasion, but which they did not do.

Suddenly A tl.ought struck him,—yes, a new hope,

flashing up like a spark thrown cff all in a moment
from the fever-heat of his imagination ! And now
he became all coaxing, and good humour, and ca-

jolery, and fawning meanness towards his wife and

daughter, whom he had just been abusing so bitterly

and loading with such coarse invectives: but he

wished them to take in hand this new idea which

had occurred to him, and which had so promptly

sprung up into the consistency of hope in his mind.

His wife must at once present a memorial to the

goveinment, beseeching it to. abandon its claim

upon the money seized by the S leriif. This was

Emmersii's new idea; and having done his best

to conciliate his wife and daugliter, he proceeded

to exp'ain what they were to do. They must at

once go and get the memorial drawn up by a la^v

stationer, who could do it in an hour or two at the

outside. Then they must go to the Home Secretary,

cither that eveiin* or betimes on the following

day, and get the Minister to submit it at once to

the Prince Regent. In fact, Emmerson, rendered
almost sanguine in this new iiope, assured his wife

that the plan must succeed if shs only managed it

properly. She promised to do her best—indeed to

follow all his directions ; and then with the heat of

impatience that she should at once commence the

work, he hurried her and Arabella away.

A wi ek now passed. We could, if we chose,

I

pause to analyze every feeling which the unhappy
! man experienced during this interval : we might
I
dissect all the varying emotions that made up the

I

sum of his heart's fevered existence for those seven
days. But to do this would be not merely to

I

occupy pages or to fill chapters, bat to engage

I

whole volumes. For a week in the life of a man
I

in the great world—moving about at freedom—not

j

knowing when death will come, and not troubling
himself either about the matter—is a space of
time of comparatively little importance, and is so
readily flung awayl A week's holiday—a week's
pleasure—a week's shooting—a week at the sea-

aide—thus lightly, casually, and iniJifferently may
a week be spoken of and passed. But a week to

!
the man who is doomed lo dis-who has heard his

death sentence pronounced—who is locked up and
chained within the ma-^sive walls of a dungeon, so
that he may not fly from that sentence—who knows
that unless something should occur to save him he

must be led forth to die on a particular day, at a
pirticular hour, and even within a few minutes
more or less of that hour Oh ! tn a man in such
a condition as this, a week is so precious that every
moment may be enumerated, and not a single

instant may be wasted I lu tliat week, then, his

thoughts are things— his ideas are facts: the
minutest sentiment that his imagination expe-
riences has all the gravity of au important incident

—his very looks express worlds of emotion. To
grapple, therefore, with a subject so vast—so im-

mense—so illimitable as this, were impossible for

any writer. But, Oh ! does not the bare idea of

the ren.Ung excruciations—the agonizing cruci-

fixions—which the doomed man thus endures

—

does it not, we ask, furnish a tremendous argument
against the punishment of death?

It was a week of such mental tortures as these

which E:nmerson endured. Still did he cling to

that last hope which he had conceived, and which

was based upon the memorial to the Crown. But
the bare fact of his entertaining such a hope, aggra-

vated the agonies of suspense and kept his mind in

a continual whirl of exciting fears, misgivings, and
apprehensions—with the equally harrowing, wearing,

tearing process of endeavouring to reason against

them. Yes: thus did a week pass. The memorial

had been duly drawn up according to his instruc-

tions ; and it had been sent to the Home Secretary,

who declined to receive Mrs. Emmerson personally

on the subject. It had been sent, then—and the

cold formal answer was returned, that it would

receive attention and he laid before His Royal

Highness the Prince Regent in due course. Then
day after day passed—uo farther notice was taken

of the memorial—and thus had a whole week
elapsed.

One morning, at the expiration of the interval

just named, the Governor of Newgate entered the

condemned cell ; and the wretched Emmerson im-

mediately saw that some dreadful announcement

was forthcoming. And it was so. Afier a few pre-

fatory remarks, of what the Governor considered to

be of a suitable character, he proceeded to state

that the Recorder had made his report to the Prince

Regent, and that Emmerson's execution was fixed

to take place on the following Monday. This was

Friday—and Emmerson might now not merely cal-

culate the days—not only tha hours—but likewise

the very minutes he had to live

!

When again alone, be sat down upon bis bed,

covered his face with his hands, and moaned bit-

terly. Death now eeemed to be looking him in tha

face: and such a dreadful death too ! But tha me-
morial ?—surely some attention must have been

paid to it? If so—and if the money were to be

returned—was there not yet time to do all that was

needed to accomplish his release? Yes: and noiv

the infatuated man, once more abandoning himself

to hope, began to calculate bow much might be

(lone in the space of time still remaining. Friday,

Sitnrday, Sunday—thiee whole days I—and in that

interval a thousand rescues might be achieved!

Presently his wife and daughter made their ap-

pearance. The former looked really and truly sor-

rowful—the latter was weeping bitterly : for on ar-

riving at the prison they were told by the Governor

that the R'^corder's report had been made, that no

comtnutalion of the d<atb-seutence had been ordered,

but that the execution was fixed for the ensuing
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Monday. Therefore, as tbey entered the condemned
cell on this occasion, they felt as if they were coming
into the presence of the dead ; and Emmerson, with

all the keenness which the horrors of his situation

had given to every faculty, at once compre-

hended what they felt and what was passing in their

minds.

"Ah! you have heard the news then?" he ex-

claimed: "and now you are aware of how long a
time I have to live—unless indeed something

strenuous—something determiaed and prompt, is

done at once on my behalf 1"

"But what can be done ?" asked Arabella, who
could not help thinking that her father disengaged

himself somewhat quickly and even petulantly

from her embrace. " You see no reply is sent to

the memorial "

" That is the very thing I wish you to see about
at once I You have neglected it—you have not

done your duty—you should have gone day after

day and hour after hour to the Home OflSce. Good
God ! do you know what it is that depends upon
that inemorial ? It is a life—a human life my
life!"—and the wretched man shrieked out the

words in frenzied anguish.

"Compose yourself, dear father— for God's
sake, compose yourself!" said Arabella : "mother
and I will at once go off to the Home OflSce."

" Yes—go, for heaven's sake—go, my dear wife

—my dear daughter !" exclaimed Emmerson, still

in wild accents and with almost frantic impetuosity

of manner. " Forgive me if I have been harsh or

unkind—if I have said anything cruel or hasty.

But, O God! you know not how fearfully-how
tremendously a man's temper is. tried—ay, and

how goadingly his nerves are excited, by such a

position as this ! Look you both for a moment,'

he continued, with so ghastly an expression of

countenance, that the feelings it indicated were

beyond all power of utterance, as they are likewise

beyond the possibility of description : look, I say.

I am alive now. Here 1—I can walk. See !—I can

walk across this room—no, cell we will call it—for

80 it is : and I can move my arms too. Look ! I

can extend them in any direction I choose. And
observe—as I stretch out my hands, I can move
about my fingers ; and there is vitality in them

—

and the very nails themselves show animation and
life. ^ Then look at my eyes ! 1 can see with them
—and they also are indicative of life. You hear

me talking : my lips move—my tongue moves also

—and my voice sounds upon your ear. Yes—and

I can think too Eternal God I how acute is

that power of thought which thou hast given unto

man I Moreover, 1 can hear my heart beat—and
in all respects I jhave a consciousness of life—

a

knowledge that I am alive—a conviction that I am
a moving, sentient, animated being. Well, all this

you know, and I know too. But a day—an hour-
even a very minute is fixed when all this is to

cease I Those vital energies and living faculties

which I have been describing, are not gradually to

waste themselves out and expire by degrees, but

are to be extinguished all in a moment. Yes-
there will be one instant when it shall be alive

—

capable of moving, thinking and speaking, as I

move, think, land speak now; and the next instant
all will be over! The power of thought, move-
ment, and speech will be annihilated in a moment.
it will be the same as qjaddenly cxtinguishmg a

lamp—just the same as suddenly turning ofi the
gas in a room- while the eye winks, changing
everything from light to darkness ! Now, such is

my doom—unless you prove successful in getting
back the money, eo as to use it as a means for my
deliverance."

It was a fearful thing to hear that condemned
man thus reason, with a mingled frenzy and philo-

sophy, upon his dread position. There was a wild-
ness so awful, but at the same time So ghastly in his

looks, that it made him seem as if it were a maniac
talking reason—as if a horrible lucidity of language
was united with a shocking rabidness of feeling.

A deep, deep impression was made upon the wife
and daughter : the cold indifference of the former,
which had already yielded to sorrow, now melted
into bitter tears—and the genuine g^rief of the
latter was enhanced into the wildest despair. Alto-
gether it was indeed an awful, awful spectacle—
and oqe which does no credit to the boasted hu-
manity, wisdom, and justice of England's laws.

•i But now let us pause for a few moments to ascer-

tain the reason why the memorial sent to the Home
Office had not as yet received any attention. It

was not so much the fault of the Minister as that

of the Prince Regent. The Minister had gone with

it in his pocket half-a-dozen times to Carlton

House, during the week that had elapsed : but on
one occasion "His Royal Highness was so parti-

cularly engaged (in Venetia's boudoir) that he

could not see any body;" on another occasion
" he was so very seriously indisposed (being awfully

drunk) that he could not attend to business.''

Next time " he was engaged in a matter of great

domestic delicacy" (with a troop of dancing girls

in one of his gorgeous saloons) ; and on the fourth

occasion " he had met with so severe an accident

(through tripping on the stairs when drunk and

incapable) that his physician had ordered him not

to be disturbed." On another occasion " his Royal

Highness had gone to Windsor to manifest his

filial regard towards an afflicted sire" (in reality

to see how long the old boy was likely to be before

he hopped the twig) ; and another time when the

Minister did succeed in gaining access to His

Royal Highness, "he was so overcome by his

feelings (Curagoa punch) on hearing the nature of

the memorial, that he burst into tears (or in vulgar

parlance was crying drunk) and begged that th»

matter might be postponed to a future occa-

sion.
"

Such were the reasons which must account for

the silence that had been observed relative to Mrs.

Emmerson's memorial. But when she and Ara-

bella repaired to the Home Office, after the inter-

view with Emmerson as above described, they did

succeed in obtaining an interview with the Minis-

ter, who addressed them in the following terms :—
" Ladies, I can assure you that I lost no time in

submitting your memorial to his Royal Highness

the Prince Regent; and his Royal Highness, with

that compassionating disposition which so nobly

characterizes him, and with that zeal and anxiety

which he ever experiences to do justice to all his

august father's dutiful and loving subjects, at once

took the memorial under his royal consideration.

What advice I, as a Cabinet Minister, may have

given his Royal Highness on the subject, cannot

of course be revealed; and whatever view his

Royal Highness has as yet been induced to take
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of the matter, must not be disclosed. Ladies, I

hope that this explanation will prove completely

satisfactory ; and in the unfortunate position in

which you are placed, it must be a source of great

consolation—not to say gratification—to you to

know that you possess a Prince who, while exer-

cising his august father's authority, devotes him-

self night and day to the interests of all classes in

the kingdom."

Having thus spoken, witli the proper ministerial

mixture of official pomposity and diplomatic bland-

ness, the Home Secretary rang the bell, as much
as to intimate that tlie interview was at an end.

Mrs. Emmerson was completely bewildered—hav-
ing vainly endeavoured to discover in that cloud of

words an answer to her question relative to the

fate of the memorial ; and she was about to with-

j

draw, thinking that the answer must have been

!
given, but that she had not comprehended it. Ara-

I

bella, somewhat more sharp-witted, perceived that

no definite reply had been given at all ; and she

accordingly ventured to remind the Home Minis-

j
ter that he had forgotten the main point for which
he so condescendingly granted herself and mo-
ther an interview. Thereupon the Minister gave

I

an assurance that the matter should have his very

j

best couBideration next week.

I

" Next week !" shrieked forth Arabella, unmind-
ful if what she said: "but you hare ordered my
unhappy father to undergo his sentence next
Monday "

•• Miss Emmerson," returned the Minister, in an

j

off-hand manner, " it can make no earthly differ-

ence to your father whether you get back the

money before or after Monday next. His con-

cerns with this life are terminated."

Thereupon he again rang the bell; and the two
ladies withdrew. A livery servant conducted them
down-stairs, while descending which they ex-

changed looks of blank despair. They now re-

entered the hackney coach which had brought
them to Downing Street, and hastened back to

Newgate, where they imparted to Emmerson
the details of their interview with the Home
Secretary.

"Then all hope has now abandoned me !" ex-
claimed the unhappy man ; and flinging himself
upon the bed, he gave way to an awful outburst
of the most violent mental agony.

It w;is Sunday night—and the last hours of the

doomed man's life were slowly lapsing into the
eternity of the past. He had no more hope now :

indeed he sought as well as he could to avert his

reflections from the affairs of this world.

He had taken leave of his wife and daughter

;

and when that was over, he felt as if the last straw
of hope at which it was possible for him to catch
had disappeared. Not that through any feeling

of fondness he beheld in them the personification

of tender tics linking him to this life ; but be-
cause It seemed as if there were nothing more to
be done by them for the purpose of saving that
life. He now felt that he was indeed doomed—
that his fate was inevitable—and that in a few
short hours he should be no more !

Not one wink of sleep did the unhappy m^n ob-
tain throughout that night. He had slept his last

sleep in this life ; and the present vigil was to

close only in the stupendous sleep of death !

Alone he sat in his cell, where a candle burnt
dimly and fitfully. The Bible was spread open
before him; but he could not settle bis ideas to

read it. Horrible thoughts were agitating in his

mind, like grisly phantoms peopling a dark Gothic
hall in some ancient castle. He felt as a man who
is slowly but surely and irresistibly walking to-

wards the edge of a precipice, over which at a
fixed hour, and indeed at a fixed moment, he will

fall abruptly. His physical sensations were as in-

tense as his mental ones. His head ached to dis-

traction : it was such a headache as no ordinary

experience in such pain can possibly understand.

Tnere was a fulness about the temples that seemed
as if the brain were swelling to a compass too

large to be contained within the skull, and that it

was trying to burst through its walls of bone,

and flesh, and skin—but could not There was
an excruciating tightness across the eyes, as if

a lijjature were bound round the head, without in-

terfering with the sight, but drawn to a degree of

tension as to become a veritable martyrdom. Be-
sides this agonizing pain, there was a sense of

deep oppression at the chest—and in the stomach
a profound sinking, as if all were hollow within

and the flesh were about to give way. In addi-

tion to these sensations, there was a nervous

movement of the toes, accompanied by a noise

like the cracking of the bones in the feet—espe-

cially if the unhappy man rose to pace his cell;

as he frequently did in the depth of that long

night wliich seemed to him a thousand years

!

Then did this ominous cracking of the bones ap-

pear redolent of death itself, and made him
fancy that he was a moving corpse—a walking

skeleton 1

As morning came on, the various sensations of

pain and uneasiness which the doomed man felt,

augmented in intenseness. Indeed, the headache
grew insupportable—the tightness across the eyes

more full of anguish than aught he could possibly

have conceived. Once or twice he lay down in the

hope that a reclining posture would give him
relief; but the agony became all the more severe

—and indeed the fearful excitement of his thoughts
would not permit him to remain stationary.

As the dawn glimmered into that condemned
cell, and about the same time the candle expired
in its socket, the approach of day eeemed to add
to the already insupportable pain in the temples,
while the tightness over the eyes made him feel

as if an iron hoop had been fastened round his

head and was now being screwed up to its last

hold.
j

The chaplain presently entered the condemned
I

cell, and began to offer the consolations of religion.

Emmerson sat down and listened ; but he could

not fix his thoughts upon anything the reverend
gentleman said. He tried to comprehend the

Ordinary's words—but could not. His brain waa
confused—but not with a numbness ; it was racked
with the bewilderment of a myriad torturing,

liarrowing, agonizing thoughts.

The morning advanced, and breakfast waa
brought in to the convict. He endeavoured t^)

diink some coffee ; but it seemed to choke him.

He could not pos-^ibly get his throat to perform its

usual functiims and swallow it: and when he es-
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sayed to force himself to eat a mouthful of bread

it was the same as if he tried to masticate aa object

as dry as a ciii'ler. Again he attempted to drink
;

but it was with a strong recoil, a loathing, and a

powerl'ssness to swallow—as if he were seized with

hydrophobial

Again did the chaplain endeavour to fix him to

his devotions : but though Emmerson would sit for

ten minutes at a time gazing on the reverend

gentleman, and to all appearance listening in-

tently— devoutly— yet he really distinguished

naught that was said—merely heard a humming,
droning uoise that seemed to have no sense nor

meaning. Tlien he would start up and walk wildly

to and f -o in his cell, the cracking of his bones

mingling liorrihly with the clanking of his chains :

and then he would sit down on his pallet and give

way to a violent outburst of anguish. Or else he

would begin to luad himself with bitterest re-

proaches for having been so mad as to have dons

the deed that made him what he was—a doomed
man!
Thus did the time pass away until eight o'clock

—the fatal hour—was approaching. Then at

every sound which met his ear did the pulses

quiver throughout his frame with an agony beyond
ail description. Each time he thought they were

coming to bear him away to death. At length the

door opened, and the heralds of his doom made
their appearance— Governor, Sheriffs, Under-
Siieriffs, Javelin-men—and last of all an individual

whose sinister look was more than enough to tell

who he was and proclaim ids errand!

And now commenced the dread ceremony of

knocking off the irons from the doomed man's

limbs—and then the process of pinioning—to all

of which he subnoitted without the slightest re-

sistance. Resistance indeed! the idea did not

once enter his head: for strong, and firm, and
indomitable upon him sat the conviction that his

fate was at hand and that nothing could avert it.

The preliminaries being all settled, and Daniel

Coffin having thus far made his preparatory ar-

rangements, the procession of death began moving
away from the condemned cell, througa the stone

passages, to the scaflFold. All that Emmerson had
previously pictured to himself in the dread phases

of those reveries of which we have before spoken,

was now not merely realised, but even transcended

In all the horror of reality. Vain were it for us

to attempt to delineate the feelings which he ex-

perienced as he wa ked on to death—advancing
towards the edge of that precipice over which he

was to topple suddenly, heaven alone knew into

what realm to pass

!

And now he reaches the debtors' door ; and the

whole panorama of life, and excitement, and ani-

mation without, bursts upon his view. He ascends

the scaffold ; and the newspapers, in giving an

account next morning of the execution, declared

that he went up the ladder with firm steps. Ah !

it was no spontaneous and willing fortitude which

he thus evinced—no deliberate evidence of a mind
nerved to endure the very worst. Whatever phy-

sical energy he might have thus displayed, was
puri ly mechaiiic;d, and showed that the movements
of his limbs were at the time apart from any in-

fiuencs wielded by the agonizing sensations of the

mind.

The crowd was immease: and as he mounted

the platform of the huge scaflFold, all black and
ominous, a profound silence fell upon that count-

less mafes which paved street, window, and house-

top, far as the eye could stretch, with faces. My-
'

riads of eyes all seemed to make him their common
focus: au(J for an instant he recoiled—he shrank

indeed—as if those looks were the rays of ten
'

thousand burning glasses all fixed upon him and
scorching him to the very heart's core ! I

•' Courage, sir," whispered Daniel Coffin : "and i

it will soon be over. Now then for the night

cap."
J

As he thus spoke the dreadful man's rude hands
'

grasped the night cap which had already been
pi iced on Emmerson's head : but just at the very

instant it was about to be drawn down over his

face, ho caught a glimpse of a weil-known coun-

tenance that was upturned towards the scaff jid

from the very first rank of the vast crowd pressing

around the barrier. A horrible feeling— more
horrible than can be well conceived even in the

midst of feelings which were all intensely horrible

—seized upon the wretched Emmerson, as he thus

caught the look which was turned upward with

diabolic malignity towards him : for that counte-

nance which thus appeared there to mock his last

dying agonies, was Theodore Varian's

!

A groan— but a subdued and half-stifled one

—

came up to Emmerson's lips, as he thus felt not

only how he was punished fur all he had done to

that y 'ung man, but also how terribly that young
man himself had avenged the injuries he had re-

ceived : and while this reflection was sweeping

like a scorching trail of fire through Emmerson's

brain, the night cap was drawn down over his face,

the halter being already affixed to his neck,

" God ! O God !" moaned the wretched man-
wretched, wretched, beyond the power of ima-

gination to conceive or of language to describe, as

he stood for about the interval of twenty seconds on

the drop while Daniel Coffin descended to pull the

boh and let it fall.

The bell of St. Sepulchre was tollin; with lugu-

bfious note, and the Chaplain was droning forth the

solemn service for the dead : a breathless silence

seemed tj sit like a spell upon the multitude—and

all this while the sun was shining bright in its golden

glory upon the tremendous scene. And in the midst

of those sounds of church-bell and of prayer— in

the midst of that deep stupendous silence which

hushed the breath of ten thousand spectators

gathered there—and in the midst, too, of the glow

of the effulgent sunlight—did the last phase of the

tragedy suddenly take place. The bolt was drawn—
the drop fell—and in a few seconds all was over.

The once eminent City money-broker was dead;

and the crowd waited an hour to see him taken

down. Be assured, reader, that Theodore Varian

remained until the very last! Yes—Ae remained

until the clock struck nine, when Daniel Coffin cut

the corpse down and let it fall into the shell which

was ready for its reception in the hollow of the

scaffold.

There was now no more to see. Theodore Varian

had pursued his vengeance up to the very last ; and as

the crowds dispersed slowly, he took his departure
,

more slowly still-as if still inclined to linger, with
;

a sort of horribl* morbid gloating, near the spot

where his morUl enemy bad just gone out of ex- i

istence.
;
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But on leaving that f.itiii scene, did he at once

return to his sister Avia.ine, to tell her how Eai-

merson had died and all the particulars of the exe-

cution ? No : for Ariiidne would have shrunk from

guch abhorreat details.

CHAPTER CLXIX.

VALENTINE MALVERN.

The reader will remember that conversation which

took place between the beautiful Florence Eaton

and the handsome Valentine Malvern on the day

when their love for each other was revealed. In

their mutual frankness they had laid bare their

hearts' secrets; and while Valentine candidly in-

formed Florence that he could never rest quiet until

he should have penetrated the mystery of his father's

fate, the young lady confessed to him that the par-

ticulars of her interview with the Prince Regent at

St. James's Palace some months previously had ap-

peared to interweave themselves with her destiny.

The reader perhaps will likewise remember that

Valentine promised to do his best in order to dis-

cover if there were indeed any particular secret con-

nected with the proceedings of thnt interview, and

with the miniature which had produced so powerful

a sensation upon his Royal Highness.

On subsequently retlectin;; with due calmness

upon this pledge which he had given, Valentine telt

annoyed with himself: for he knew not how he

could possibly take any steps in the matter. Beside--,

he considered that if there were really anything to

tell, aud anything with which Florence herself might

in propriety be made acquainted, Lady Fiorimel

would not have kept her in the dark upon the sub-

ject. Therefore, for him to interfere in any way

seemed an unwarrantable meddling in a delicate

matter: and hence was it that Valentine regretted

having given anything like a promise at all. But

on each occasion that he saw Florence, she more or

less alluded to the subject; and it was iiideeJ easy

to perceive that it had made a most powerful im-

pression upon her mind. Malvern endeavoured to

reason her out of a belief which was thus unmis-

takably gaining a sort of supeistitious ascendancy

over her : but she assured him that so strong was

the influence thus left upon her imagination by the

occurrences of the interview with the Prince, that

unless the mystery were cleared up it would pro-

duce the eflect of a secret grief preying upou her mind.

" I know," Florence would say to her lover, on

those occasions when they were alone together, and

the topic was touched upon, " that you must think

me foolish and weak-minded to suller Ihi'd occur-

rence to wield such a power over me. But I cannot

help it. It is a feeling agairist which there is no

battling—no struggling. It is stronger than I, and

capable of subduing any amount of mental energy

which L possess. It is a presentiment which has

entered into my mind, and now forms part of it. It

is an if the mysterious voice of an inward nature

were speaking in my soul."

In such langua:;e as this would the beautiful

Florence Eaton address Valentine when they were

together; and as he was now her acknowledged
suitor, not only accepted by herself but also formally

recognized as such by Lord and Lady Fiorimel, he-

was a daily visitor at thn house. O'^n did he repre-

sent to Florence that the most pruder.t step to he

taken would be either for her to con less, or for him

to represent, to Lord and Lady Fiorimel the nature

of the mystic feelings which were thus preying as it

were upon her. Yielding to his advice, and being

unwilling that any steps should be taken which

might savour of undutifulness or of ingratitude to-

wards her kind relatives, Florence at lenf^th gavo

Valentine permission to adopt exactly what course

he might think fit in the matter. He accordingly at

once resolved to be can.lid and explicit with Lady

Florime! ; and seeking an immediate interview with

her, he explained all that Florence had at any time

said to him relative to the impression made upon

her mind by the interview with the Prince Regent

and the affair of the miniature portrait.

Pauline listened with the deepest attention and

with an equal amount of interest. Her countenance

grew serious, with a shade of melancholy also, as

Valentine proceeded ; and when he had finished she

remained for some time silent and lost in thought.

"My dear Mr. Malvern," she said, at length

breaking silence, "as the future husband of my
much-loved niece, you have a right to demand every

explanation relative to anything that may seem to

concern her. Yes—there is indeed a secret con-

nected with that dear girl—a secret which also re-

gards one who when alive was most near unto myself

—I mean my sister, the mother of Florence! Fain

would I that this secret should have remained en-

tombed with her who has long ago gone do.vn into

the silent grave : but it seems to me now as if fate

has determined that it shall be otherwise. How-

ever, this secret is not entirely at my own dispos.il—

nor indeed should I of my own accord feel justified

in revealing it."

She paused—sighed profoundly—and gazed wiih

melancholy looks upon a portrait of Oclavia, her

departed sister, which hung in the room where this

interview look place. Valentine Malvern said no-

thing : indeed he knew not what to say—he was

almost sorry that he had entered upon the topic at

all; and yet it was so absolutely necessary to take

some step to satisly liia beloved i'lorence !

"Yc3," coistiuutd Pauline, in melmcholy ac-

cents, while her truly handsome countenance was

shaded with a kindred expression,—" both 1 and

my husband have observed for some mou lis past

that the incidents at tlie palace were not forgotten

by Florence. Deeply have I regretted that 1 ever

should have taken her thither, and have thus

placed lier in a position of rcceivmg imi ressious

which, when nature's voice speaks out thus, aro

indeed hut too well calr'iUited to make a powerful

impression upon her youn-j, artless, and su c-'ptible

mind. Until now it has always been my endeavour

as well as my hope to concial fio n Florence a

secret the knowled;;e of which is by no means
necessary to her happiness and welfare, but which

may inierlera with iho ilea thy equanimity of her

mind. But it seems, as I have already aa d. that

this secret is not to bo concealed : aud therefore,

siuce fate has decreed that it nmU be made known,

as well now as at any future pui lod 1 But a^aiii I

repeat, my dear Mi. Malvern, that from my hps

you cannot le.iru it. Tuis secret is not altO.;oiiier

mine; and from the individual who-n it mo e Oi-

pecially concerns must you neek the revcLitiou of

the myii.ery. Go to him therafore—go forthwith
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—tell him who you aro—that you are the accepted

suitor of Florence Eaton, and that you have come

to learn from his lips all he may choose to reveal

concerning her !"

"But you have not named him—I mean the

pwsonage to whom your ladyship alludes?" cx-

Glaimed Valentine, though more than half sus-

pecting who it was that her words thus indicated

—yes, and likewise already beginning to entertain

some conception of the nature of that secret he

was seeking to penetrate.

"The personage to whom you are to address

yourself," replied Pauline solemnly, "is his Royal

Highness the Prince Regent I can now tell you

no more : go and see him at once t"

With these words Lady Florimel rose abruptly

from her seat and hurried from the room, in order

to seek the solitude of her own chamber and give

vent to the varied feelings of^affliction and sorrow

which the preceding discourse conjured up. Then,

80 soon as ahe had somewhat composed her mind,

she despatched a hasty note to the Prince Regent,

giving a few necessary explanations, so that he

might not be altogether unprepared for the visit

of Valentine Malvern.

Immediately after his interview with Lady Flo-

rimel, Malvern returned to the apartment where

Florence was anxiously awaiting him; and the

moment he re-entered that room, she hastened to

meet him, gazing up into his countenance with

an expression of mingled curiosity, interest, and

timidity.

" Your aunt, dear Florence, and I," commenced
Valentine, " have had a most serious conversation

together. She is not offended with you : she is not

angry at the quostion* which have been put to her.

On the contrary, she herself has seen the influence

which that occurrence at St. James's Palace pro-

duced upon your mind ; and she admits that the

time is come when the secret must be revealed to

^ou."

"Ah I then there is a secret!" exclaimed Flo-

rence, an expression of intense anxiety now ap-

pearing upon her lovely countenance.

"Yes-there is a secret, dearest," returned

Valentine : " but as yet I know it not. It is to be

learnt elsewhere—-and I am now about to proceed

in the investigation. Ask me no more questions

at tho present moment: I go at once upon this

mission. On my return you will perhaps know
all An hour or two—or if not to-day, most

assuredly to-morrow—will clear up all your sus-

pense. Can you not, dearest Florence, control

your feelings ?"

"Oh! yes," she exclaimed : "were I so weak-

miuded as not to be able to do that, I should

scarcely be worthy of your esteem and confidence.

Besides, if for months past I have supported and

borne up against this torturing influence which has

been gnawing as it were at ray very heart's core

—

surely lean now endure suspense for a few hours, or

even a few days longer? Go then, Valentine, and

accomplish your mission, whatever and wherever

it may be. I ask no more at present."

The young gentleman embraced the beantiful

girl, and thea took his leave.

It was now three o'clock in the afternoon ; and

Valentine knew it to be a very likely hour to ob-

tain an audience of his Royal Highness. He ac-

cordingly repaired at once to Carltou House-

entered the waiting-room—and gave his card in

the usual manner to the principal valet in a'tend-

ance. In about a quarter of an hour Malvern was
informed that His Royal Highness was moat par-

ticularly engaged for the present, but that if he
would return at nine o'clock in the evening, the

Prince would cheerfully grant him an interview

—

and indeed wished on his oicn part to see him.

Thereupon Valentine Malvern took his de- "I

parture from Carlton House, wondering what the

last portion of the message could mean. But he
did not go back agaia that afternoon to Florence.

|

He thought it likely that not only she and her

aunt might have some serious conversation to-
\

gether after what had taken place ; but he like-
;

wise felt that it was better not to provoke any
mental excitement by running backwards and for-

wards merely to acquaint her with what was being

done. Accordingly, to while away the time until

his dinner-hour, Malvern proceeded to Long
Acre, where he called upon Mr. Lawrence Samp-
son—as was indeed frequently his wont— to as-

certain whether any farther clue had been disco-

vered to the mysterious disappearance of the late

Sir Archibald Malvern.
" I have not lost sight of the matter, sir," said

the famous Bow Street officer, in answer to Va-
lentine's inquiries : " but the afi^air is still wrapped
in as dark a cloud as ever. The only clue which

we have obtained is that letter which shows that

your father, sir, was engaged in an affair of gal-

lantry. It is a strange thing that this letter should

be in the very same identical handwriting as that

one which was written to give information about

Paul Dysart, who was hanged at the Old BaUey,

you remember."
" A beautiful, fluent, and lady-like writiog," ob-

served Valentine: "indeed it is an elegant hand.

Ah! would to heaven that we could discover the

authoress
!"

" Yes, sb," continued Sampson : " I myself have

all along entertained the opinion that your la-

mented father has fallen a victim to female jeal-

ousy ; because the woman who could have given

Paul Dysart up to the hangman, was not Ukely to

have hesitated to avenge herself upon Sir Archi-

bald Malvern, supposing that he had done any-

thing to provoke her resentment."
" Your inference is a natural one," said the

young gentleman. "Let me look once more at

that letter of which you first spoke, and which I

discovered amongst my Cither's papers. I think

that I left it in your hands."

Larry Sampsun opened an iron safe, and from a

bundle of papers produced a letter which he

handed to Valentine, saying, " Here is the one

to which you allude. The writing is as similar as

possible to that other one which was sent to the

magistrate at Bow Street, and which gave the in-

formation that led to the capture of Dy»art. But

that one I have not got now. However you saw it

at the time, aud were struck by the resem-

blance."

Malvern took tlie letter which Simpson, while

thus talking, handed to him ; and as he perused

the anonymous epistle, his countenance grew

deeply mournful.
" Yea," he said :

" I recollect the similitude be-

tween the two letters—recollect it as well indeed

as if the other one were before me nOw. There
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cannot be a shadow of a doubt aa to the identity of

the two hands But by the bye, when you called

upon Lady Ernestina Dyaart at the time, and she

informed you that she had not the slightest idea of

any gallant intrigue which her husband was carry-

ing' on—nor of any female who was likely to take

BO vindictive a step as that evidenced by the ano-

nymous letter aent to the magistrate,—she kept

that auonymnus letter ; did she not ?"

" Yes—to show to her husband, who was then in

Newgate," answered Sampson. "She did not re-

turn the letter to me ; and after all the trouble she

gave herself in the matter—overwhelmol with

calamity too at the time— 1 did not like to call a

second time and ask for it."

" No, certainly not," exclaimed Malvern. " But

pray do not lose sight of the inquiry allogother,"

lie continued. '' Keep this letter- and the chapter

of accidents may one of tlicso days, sooner or later,

turn up something which may leud us a step (nr-

thcr in t)ie investiLration—perhaps elucidate the

mystery altogether."

Having thus spoken. Malvern threw a bank note

upon the table by way of a " refresher" for the

Bow Street officer; and then took his depar-

ture.

Precisely at nine o'clock in the evening did

Valentine present himself at Carlton House; and
the same valet whom he had seen in the morning,

at once conducted him up the splendid staircase,

to a small but elegant parlour in the suite of apart-

ments specially appropriated to tlie Prince's use.

1 1 is Koyal Highness was not there at the moment;
and the valet requested Malvern to bo seated,

staling that the Prince would join him in a few

miuuies.

When left alime, Valentine could not help ad-

miring the tasteful richness of the furniture and

tliu elegance of the ornaments scattered about.

Notwithstanding the in»portant matter uppermost
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in his thoughts, and the belief that he was about to

liear some very sjrave and solemn secret relative to

hii beloved Florence, yet his well cultivated mind

could still experience an int'.'rest in the magnifi-

cence of Ihree or four pictures which hung

to the walla— the chaste elegance of a few spe-

cimens of sculptured alabaster— and likewise

the rich colouring of some porcelain vases

whence odours were distilled. His attention was

also drawn towards the mantle-piece, where an

ebony stand sustained a French or-molu clock, in

the middle of which there was a hollow containing

several figures of men and women, about an inch

in height, beautifully carved in ivory, and coloured

to imitate life,—all moving about in obedience to

the hidden mpchanism.

While standing near the chimney-piece contem-

plating this beautiful clock, Valentine's eyes sud-

denly encountered a portion of a letter which had

been thrust behind another ornament on the man-
tel. But why does Malvern start in sudden amaze-

ment ?—why do his eyes remain fixed with a

strange expression upon that portion of a note?

It is because, ia consequence of its being torn,

some of the writing is visible; and this writing

bears the most perfect resemblance to that of the

note which in the afternoon he so attentively

scanned at Larry Sampson's house !

Let us here pause for a moment to state that his

Royal Highness had lunched by himself in this par-

ticular room in the midiile of the day, and that he

had afterwards indulged iu a cigar. A wax taper

had been placed on the table; but as the Prince

could not possibly bear the idea of putting his

cigar in contact with the wick of a candle, he had
tiiken from his pocket a note which he had a little

while previously received, and whence he tore off

a portion wherewith to light the cigar. The other

portion he negligently left lying on the table; and

when the domestics entered at a later hour to clear

away the things and put the room in order, one of

them had placed the remnant of that letter on the

mantel, not knowing whether it might be inquired

for again or not.

Such was the way in which this portion of the

letter came to be ia the place where it now at-

tracted the notice and at oncerivetted the gaze of

Valentine Malvern. For nearly a minute did he
stand motionless as a statue, but with lips apart

—

his countenance pale and anxious—and his eyes

fixed upon the object of this profound and con-

centrated interest. At length, and with a sudden
start, he reached forth his hand—took the note—
.ind without farther reflection or hesitation, ex-
amined it with the closest .scrutiny. And who can
blame hira ? It was an impulsive deed ; a father's

fate was uppermost in the young man's mind-
was no vulgar feeling of curiosity—on the con-

trary, it was an act produced by the generous
prompting of a strong filial piety. No thought had
he at the moment of penetrating into the secrets

of others, or violating the sanctity of private cor-

respondence: one ssntiment—and one only—was
dominant in his aoul—namely, the hope of discover-

ing something tliat might elucidate the mystery of
a di^plored father's loss.

While examining the writing to convince himself

that it was the same as the two notes already
alluded (o, he insensibly read all that was upon
this fragment of a letter which ho was inspecting;

and these were the words which hin eyes thtia fol- i

lowed:—
i

!

"July loth, 181c ;

"My dear Peikce,
" You wili doubtless be surprised to receive a letter

from me. But I am most anxious to see your Royal High •
!

ncss. I am leading a life which is perfectly miserable

:

monotonous—gloomy—lonely to a degree! You who are

ind of pleasure, must pity me in the dulness of that •

solitary retreat whence I write tills. Indeed, I can endure
it no longer, and shall be up in London to-morrow—when
I shall take the liberty of calling upon your Royal High-
ness. B;it will it be a liberty ? After all that has occurred

between lis I hop>not! Indeed, I flatter myself that I

shall be welcomed by your Royal Highness. Believe me, my
dear Prince, I often, often think of you Ah I ifyon only

thought of me one-tenth part as often, I should indeed

be ensured the kindes' reception at your hands ! How-
•, to-morrow cyeuiug, at ten o'clo^rk precisely, I shall

put your humour to the test by presenting myself at the

private otaiic.ise : when, if you mean to be amiable to-

wards me, you will ^ivo orders that I shall not be kept

waiting 4 monipnt ; nnl I will then explain to you why it

is-unless indeed yon already surmise the reasons where-
fore I have withdrawn so long from London and • »

All the rest of the letter was torn away : but those

lines which Malvern had just read, contained an im-

portant announcement. The letter had been written

on the previous day: it was therefore on this very

evening, at ten o'clock, that the writer of it pur-

posed to call upon the Prince Regent, But who
could the lady be thst was evidently on such fami-

liar terms with his Royal Highness? Was it not

fair to suppose that she was some person of rank

and conseqnence ? But what a dangerous as well as

profligate character she must be, thought Valentine;

if she had indeed anything to do with hs father's

disappearance. At all events she assuredly had

surrendered Dysart up to thescaflHild ; and therefore

was she not dangerous to a degree ? As for her

profligacy, it was but too evident that she had been

intimate with his father and with the Prince Regent

—most likely with Dysart also !

Such were the thoughts that passed rapidly

through Malvern's brain, as he hastily replaced the

letter—or rather the fragment of a letter—upon the

mantel : and scarcely had he done this, when the

Prince Regent entered the room.

Advancing with the utmost afTability, and what

Court sycophancy would term " the most gracious

condescension," he at once gave the young gentle,

man his hand, saying, " Sir Valentine Malvern—for

so I suppose I must call you—I bid you welcome

here. Nay, bo not astonished at this declaration on

my part! Did not my domestic assure you to-day

that I should be very glad to see you this evening f"

"I did indeed receive such a kind message from

your Royal Highness," answered Valentine: "and

you must permit me, sir, to express my profound

gratitude."

"Sit down," said the Prince; "and we will talk
;

together. I know why yon have come. Indeed, a I

minute or two before you called this afternoon, I :

received a note from Lady Florimel to tell me that I

you were coming, and what your object was in seek-

ing an interview with me. I sent down to assure

you that I should be glad to see you in the evening,

hecause, as I learn from Lady Florimd's note, you

are engaged to her niece Miss Florence Eaton : and

I nm much interested in that young lady. Can you
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not suspect—have you no idea of the cause of this

interest which I feel towards Florence?"—and as

the Trince gave utterance to this question, his man-

ner grew serious and a shade fell over his counte-

nance : for of all his many, many mistresses, either

living or dead, he could perhaps speak lightly and

indiflereutly—but not of that bright and beauteous

creature who had loved him so tenderly and so

well — the injured, the ill-used, the perished Oc-

tavia

!

" Some suspicion floats dimly and vaguely in my
mind," answered Malvern, perceiving how much
the Prince was moved as he spoke—knowing how
much it took to move the Prince at all—and from

all this receiving an additional impulse for his con-

jectures: "but to that suspicion I dare not give

utterance
!"

"And why not?" asked his K.oyal Highness,

gazing earnestly upon the young man.
" Because," he rejoind, " to breathe the suspicion

which previous circumstances had engendered, and

which your present words, sir, as well as your

looks, have strengthened in my mind, would be to

impeach the honour of a certain lady who is now no
more."

The Prince Regent sighed: then, placing his hand

in a breast-pocket, he slowly drew forth a miniature-

portrait, sec in a morocco case; and handing it to

Malvern, he said, " It is the likeness of one who
loved me well—too Well—too well—far belter than I

deserved 1"

"Then, sir, my suspiciou 13 confirmed," said

Valentine. "This is the mother of Floreuce

—

this wa* Octavia, Lady Marclimont!"
" Yes: butslie proved not unfaithful to her hus-

band," answered the Prince, in a low and mournful

tone: for he felt not merely a sentiment of melan-

choly and remorse, but likewise of awe when speak-

ing of the dead Octavia. "Pioreuce was born
before she married Arthur Eatoti, who subsequently

became Lurd M^irchmont; and to hiin she proved
a go )d, true, and faithful wife during the brief

period they were allowed to remain in this world.

To save the mother's reputation, Florence has
always passed as the issue of that marriage."

"But she is in realiiy your Royal Iliglmess's

daughter?* said Malvern. " Oh! how inscrutable

are the ways of Providence 1 how strange and
mysterious are the iustiucts which stir witluu us I

The voice of nature has been ciyiiig in her soul

—

her lieart has yearned towards you, her fatiicr

!

She saw you grieved and alllicted on the Decision

of that interview at St. James's Palace ; and it

touched the tciiderest chord iu her being. It was
to a father's feeling that this chord respoiisivcly

vibrated; aud she was strickfn as it were with a
deathless sentiment towards you! Siie has told mo
that she could not be htippy so long as that niy.-:te-

rioua sensation hung quivering as it wia-e in the
depths of her soul; and 1 vuwed to discover
wliL-ther thore was any reality in her prebcntient
feelings, or whether she was labouring uuder some
morbid delusion."

"Tliiuk you that she will be happier," asked tiie

Prince, "by the knowledge of this secret? or will

she not ftoldeep sorrow at the history of what she
may conceive to be a motiier'i, shame ? Take care,

Malvern, iiow you break these tidings to her, and
how you tell her the tale ! I would sooner hear tUat
harm had happened to my own legitimate daughter

the Princess Charlotte, than know that the blight
of affliction had fallen upon the heart of this sweet,
this angelic girl

!"

It was a strani^e thing to hear the Prince Regent
talk thus: for it was with a genuine emphasis and
an unquestionable sincerity that he gave utterance
to this solemn averment. Valentine was of course
no stranger to the profligacy of his character, the
dissoluteness of his life, and the heartlessness of
his disposition: he therefore knew that it must
indeed be some powerful aud exceptional sentiment

that thus could bead a mind so callous and leave

an impression upon a soul so saturated with all

vices aud demoralizing influences.

"Your Royal Highne-s may rest assured," said

Malvern, deeply aficcted, " that the secret shall h«
revealed to Florence iu the most delicate manner
poss ble. Lady Florimcl will no doubt undertake \

the task herself. What person can be more fitted

t) do this than the amiable, the excellent, the
|

kind-hearted relative who has been a mother to
i

the orphan girl? But Lady Florimel felt that the

secret was not her own, aud must not be revealed
\

without your Royal Hiifhness's permission. That
permissiiju you now give ?"

" Yes— freely, freel^," responded the Prince.

"And yet it were better so i'ar as the world is coa-

cernei, that this secret should still remain con-

fined to the knowledgo of as few as possible."
" Undoubtedly," exclaimed Malvern. " It were

madness — it were wickedness, as well as being
needless aud useless, to throw a stain upon the
memory of Florence's departed mother!"
"This being the uuderstanding," resumed the

Prince, " I shall not attend your bridal : but my
best wishes will be with you. And permit me to
offer something more sulisLantial than good wishes.

What can I do for you? I have everything to give
except money—and tluit, God knows, all Prince
and almo-t Sovereign as 1 am, is scarce enough
with me! Cut you are rich, I am told—and the
Floriiuels arc rich: therefore money you need not.

Will you have a peerage? An excuse can easily

be found for conferring it np&n you."
"Accept my gratitude, sir, for this well meant

proposal," answered Valentine: "but I most re-

s; ectfuUy declitie it. I seek not lionours and
titles. If it should appear iu the end—as I am
afraid indeed it will—that my lameuted father is

no more, theu am I already a Baronet : aud even
if ho should yet rc-appear—which, though so
much to bo dv,3ired, is so little probable—still do I
remain the heir to his title. That title is sufficient

for my ambition."

At this moment the door of the apartment
opened; aud Lady Sackville entered, hastily ex-
claiming, "Prince, why have you left us thus?
The whole company are crying out for you; aud I
have been looking everywhere—"
But hero the brilliant Vonetia stopped short;

and a sudden pallor appeared upon her counte-
nance, as well as a confusion in her maimer, as ner
eyes now met the loiks of Valentine Malvern.
For he had his back towards the d<ior at the mo-
ment she made her appearance; and now as he
rose from his seat and turned towards her, such
was the impressidu he made upon her. As for

himself, he surveyed her with evident iutprest— in-

deed with a renewal of that feeling of mingled sur-

prise aud uncertainty which ho had experienced
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when he saw her at St. George's Church on the

clay of her marriage,
" Are j'ou acquainted with each other?" inquired

the Prince :
" or shall I introduce you?"

" Sir Valentine Malvern, I believe ?" exclaimed

Vcnetia, recovering in a moment all her wonted

presence of mind: and advancing with the utmost

affability towards the young gentleman, she at

once gave hiin her hand, observing, " Oh! yes, we
arc no strangers to each other :"—but at the same
time she threw a look of the deepest meaning upon
Valentine, as much as to imply that no more need

be said upon the circumstance of their previous

acquaintance, or how, when, and where they had
met on any former occasion.

Venetia was grandly beautiful this night. She
was giving a splendid entertainment in her own
suite of apartments, and was attired in a sort of

fancy dress a* Queen of the Revels. She wore
upon her head a jewelled diadem, which, bright

though it were, was not more lustrous than the

rich auburn of her own shining hair. Her robe

was trimmed with ermine ; and altogether she had
a queenly look.

"Will you come and join us in the gay festivity

which is now at its height?" she asked of Mal-

vern ; and her smile was full of a cordial wel-

come— indeed, its affability was in itself an
eloquent though mute proffer of friendship.

" I thank your ladyship," answered Valentine,

his manner now displaying the sentiment of in-

terest towards Venetia, without the astonishment

and doubt which had previously commingled there-

with : for all uncertainty had been suddenly cleared

up by her own words, and he now knew that sho was

the same whom he had met before, but under cir-

cumstances of a very, very different character from

those in which she was now placed. " I thank your

ladyship," he continued, ''for this polite—this cour-

teous—this kind invitation : but I am about to take

leave of his Royal Highness, and have then an en-

gagement of a business-nature elsewhere."

"In that case 1 excuse you this evening. Sir

Valentine," exclaimed Venetia: " but I shall

expect you to favour me with a call just the same
as if you had actually been present at my soirie

this evening. Now mind," she added with a mean-
ing glance ; " I wish to see you :"—aud as at that

moment the Prince was looking at his watch, and
comparing it with the time-piece on the mantel

—

for he now suddenly recollected that otfier appoint-

ment which he had for ten o'clock—Lady Sack-

ville placed her finger for a moment upon her lip

;

and again extending her hand affably to Valentine,

wished him " good evening."

He gave a slight but perceptible inclination of

his head to show that he understood the meaning
of that signal she had so rapidly made, and that

he would preserve silence relative to whatever
topic it was she had thus mutely but eloquently

alluded to : and the brilliant Venetia then quitted

the room. Valentine therefore took his leave of

the Prince, who shook him cordially by the hand,
observing, " Whatever I can do for you—wliatever
favour the possession of power can bestow—you
have but to name your wish at any time, and it

shall be gratified."

Malvcru again thanked the Prince for this prof-

fered generosity, and left the room. In the pas-

sage outside a domestic was waiting to escort him

down stairs again; and he issued forth from the

palace.

But instead of proceeding straight homeward

—

indeed, without even quitting the vicinage of Carlton

House—he hastened in the direction of the carriage-

way leading down to the private door. Consulting

his watch by a street-lamp, he saw that it wanted

five minutes to ten ; and thus the hour of appoint-

ment for the Prince and the writer of the letter, was

close at hand. At this very moment an ill-looking

fellow came along Pall Mall ; and Malvern, judging

by his apparel that he was a man who would not

refuse to go upon an errand if well paid, at once

stopped him.

•'I will give you a guinea," he said, " if you will

run for me as far as Bow Street—oi rather Long
Acre "

" Aye, to be sure," returned the man, in a voice

that was not a whit more musical than his coun-

tenance was pleasing : but Malvern had not time to

make any reflections upon all this.

" Here is the guinea," he hastily continued ;
'• and

now you must lose no time, but run up to Mr.

Lawrence Sampson's Do you know where be

lives?"

"Well, I rather think I do," replied the man,
with a sort of ironical tone. " Everybody knows

him, and he knows everybody."

"AVell then, be quick—and tell him to come
down here at once. Explain to him this very spot

—you can't mistake it—the passage leading out of

Pall Mall to the private door
"

"I know all about it," interrupted the man.
" What name shall I say ? 'cause why, Larry—

I

mean Mr. Sampson—mayn't believe me."
" Tell him that Mr. Valentine Malvern," quickly

rejoined the young gentleman, " has sent you. But

one moment 1" he exclaimed, the thought striking

him that being paid beforehand, the fellow might

not take the trouble to perform the errand. " You

can come back the moment you have delivered

your message ;
you will find me somewhere about

here—and I will give you another guinea."

" Well and good," exclaimed the man : " you are

a regular gentleman and no mistake,"—and away

sped the fellow in the direction of Long Acre, mut-

tering to himself, "Well, I'm blowed if this don't

look uncommon like an adventure where accident

seems resolved that I shall have the putting of a

linger in the pie."

CHAPTER CLXX.

A FAVOURITE VISITRESS.

When Valentine Malvern took his leave of the

Prince in the manner already described, his Royal

Highness did not return to Lady Sackville's suite of

apartments in compliance with her request. He

sent up a message to the ellect that important

business had just transpired to detain him away a

little longer, but that he would assuredly rejoin her

gay assembly by eleven o'clock.

Having taken this precaution to guard against the

chance ol being sought after by her during the next

hour, the Prince at ouce repaired to an apartment in

the immediate vicinage of the private staiicase, and

which has before been described to the reader. It
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was that one where he received Veuetia—not on the

first occasion of her visit to Carlton House, when

still simple Miss Trelawney—but on that evening

when, after her marriage with Sackville, she for the

first time abandoned herself to the royal voluptuary's

embrace. From this apartment a side-door opened

into a bed-chamber fitted up with a surpassing

luxury. This door was however closed for the pre-

sent : but no doubt the Prince intended that it

should presently be opened—else why had he re-

solved upon receiving his expected visitant in the

small but sumptuously furnished apartment which

he had now sought?

The table was spread with wines, and with a choice

dessert of the most delicious fruits in or out of

season. The curtains were drawn over the win-

dows—the atmosphere was perfumed with flowers

in porcelain vases—and the splendid lustre hang--

ing to the ceiling, diffused a golden light through

the room. The general aspect thereof was luxu-

rious to a degree ; and throwing himself upon the

sofa near which the table was placed, the Prince

began to give way to til ose voluptuous reflections

and sensual imaginings which were most congenial

to his mind.

Although he had been moved by the nature of

his interview with Valentine Malvern—yes, and
more deeply moved, too, than he had perhaps been
for many, many years—yet the effect soon wore
off. Indeed, none of the better feelings of nature

could become the means of making any perma-
nent impression upon his mind. Nor did he allow

such a salutary influence to abide with iiim one
moment longer than he could shake it oft" by a
natural effor;, or by the aid of artificial stimulants.

Thus was it that on the present occasion he at

once, on entering this room, had recourse to the

wine-decanter to dispel the feeling of chastening

sadness and mournful memory produced by the

interview with Malvern ; and as the fervid glow of

the generous fluid suffused itself throughout his

frame, he at once plunged into that fount of lux-

urious imagiDings whence he drew his most sensual

inspirations.

It was a splendid woman who was about to visit

him—a woman whose voluptuous beauties were se-

cond only to those of Venetia,—a woman in whose
arms he had before revelled, and whose provocative

powers for amorous play he well knew. What
though she was not merely profligate to a degree,

but also stained with crime? What though she

had sought to shed human blood, and that she

had only escaped being an actual murderess by
the recovery of her victim? For all tiiis the

Prince Regent recked not: ho remembered only

the enchanting loveliness of her countenance—
the firm and swelling fulness of her form—the

pa.ssion that glowed in her fine dark eyes—the
halo of scnsuousness and the perfume of lovo in

which she appeared to exist when under the influ-

ence of passion and desire!

While thus abandoning himself to his luscious

imaginings, the Prince was interrupted by the

opening of a door coverud with a velvet curtain,

and his confidential valet Germain, appearing for

a moment on the threshold, i:itrouuced a lady

cloaked and veiled. Me then immediately with-

drew—the <loor closed—tho velver curtain foil

back—and the Prince hai<iened to give a cordial

welcome to Lady Erncstina Dysart.

She was no longer dressed in mourning: indeed
the widows' weeds which for the sake of appear-
ances she had worn for a few months, had been
for some time laid aside: and as she now put off

her handsome bonnet with its thick black veil, and
her mantle so light, so elegant, and so well fitted

for wear on a summer's night,—she stood before

the Prince in a figured silk dress of the richest

materia], and which setting close to her shape, re-

vealed all its grand proportions to their utmost

advantage. Cut low in the body, and leaving the

arms entirely bare, that dress developed the fine

contour of her person in a manner but too well

calculated to produce a powerful effect upon the

Prince ; and as he gazed upon her after conduct-

ing her to a seat, and placing himself by her side,

he was satisfied that no mental excitement or

vexation which she might have endured had in

any way marred the ravishing attractions of her

charms.

Had she been a fiend in human shape and he had
known that such was the fact, still would all his

ideas and all his thoughts have been absorbed in

the sense of enjoyment which the contact of so

splendid and voluptuous a beauty inspired. Her
hair showered in light brown tresses over her shoul-

ders so dazzling in their polished whiteness. Her
neck was graceful in its swan-like curvature, and
of alabaster fairness. Grandly rose her bosom
from the ample chest,—its full luxuriance and
richness of volume making the waist seem even

more delicate than it really was. Her large dark

eyes, contrasting in colour so strougly with her

hair, but shaded with dark lashes, were full of pas-

sion's lustre ; and from beneath their fringe they

flung forth wanton looks upon the Prince, as if to

rivet that hold which the effect of her charms had
already taken upon his senses. At the same time

her scarlet lips, slightly parting with a smile ineffa-

bly bewitching, revealed the pearly teeth ; and her

balmy breath fanned the cheek of his Royal High-

ness as he gradually approached his countenance

towards her own.
'* You arc beautiful, Ernestina-beautiful as

ever !" he exclaimed, flinging hia arms around her,

and then pressing hie lips to her delicious mouth.
" Ah ! full well do 1 remember the first time I ever

beheld you! Beautiful enchantress, lovely de-

ceiver that you were—you made me fancy you

came from some far-off orient clime : and such wu
the magic influence of yomr charms, that I believed

you 1 Indeed, had you assured mo that you were

an angel descended from heaven, I should have

believed you equally as well—yes, I should have

believed you 1"

"You allude, dear Prince, ti> that memorable

night," she said, with an arch smile iu which were

concentrated a thousand fascinations, " when you

were brought iu such a mysterious way to Bocohey

.Manor, aud when I appeared iu the gonsamer

dress."
" Ah! that gossamer dress," exclaimed ttie

Prince, uut only feasting his eyes with the pre-

sence of the beauteous woni.in, hut also his iuia:^i-

nation with the memory of past deliglit.s. " Never,

never shall I forget how wondrously it bccar.ii-

you ! You were apparelled as if it. an eysterii

fashion, with a splendiJ shawl round th'; waist,

pcaris upon tho I'.eck, and brac'lels upon your

arms. Oh! you looked like an oriental Sultaii;t,
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i-u the mingled magnificence, softness, lustre, and
luxuriance of your beauty."

" You render me quite vain with all these com-
pliments," murmured Ernestina, throwing a tre-

mulousuess into her musical voice, and fixing upon

tlie Pdiice the dangerous fasciuatioa of her large

dark eyes.

« jJo—you cannot be rendered vain, because I

am paying you no compliment," he said, reclining

his head upon her shoulder. " I am telling you

the truth. Tnink you that if you were not so

wondrously beautiful—tlunk you that I should not

have been offended by the stratagem set ou foot

that niglit and by the part which you played in it?

But no—not for an instant did I feel vexed or

an^ry. All the alarm and all the annoyance I had

experienced, and all sense of outrage I felt, were

amply compensated for by the presence of your

beauty and ttie delights of Paradise I tasted in

your arms. In respect to such scenes as those

my memury is immortal : and assuredlj', Ernes-

tina, one of the brightest chapters iu my life was

tlie adventure which made you mine on that bliss-

ful night. Nor have I forgotten the second time

when we met. Do you remember? It was at

your uncle Lord Lcveson's ; and as I entered the

room yuu wtre seated at the harp
"

"Tiiiuk you that my memory is less vivid than

your own?" asked the wily Ernestina, drawing

down the Prince's head in sucli a way that it now
rested upon her heaving bosom. "You know that

I love you, my Prince ; and never has your image

been absent from my memory since that night when
first we met at Beecliey Manor. But yoti," she

contiimed, with a deep sigh, " have so many lovely

faces at all times to form the varied subjects of

your thought*, that when I was away, doubtless

my image never iutruJed itself upon your mind ?

'

" On the contrary, dear Ernestina, I have

thought of you ofcen," exclaimed the Prince. " In-

deed, you and Lady Sackville are the two hand-

somest women in all England—not only in all

England, but in all the world "

' All ! if I really thought that you meant what
yoK sidil," exclaimed Ernestina : and then bend-

ing her countenance down till it touched his own
as it lay pillowed upon her bosom, she lavished

upon him the tenderest caresses.

"Why should you mistrust my love for yon,

Ernestina?" asked the Prince. " Have I ever done
aught, either by word or deed, to make you think

that I do not love you—that I dc not entertain a

delighJul recollection of the joys I have expe-

rienced ill your arms? And have I not this night

convinced you by the reception 1 have sought to

give you here, tnat my feelings towards you are

tlie same as ever?"

"Yes. my beloved Prince," exclaimed Ernes-
tina; "and I thank you—oh I I ihauk you most
sincerely for this goodness ou your part. Since
last 1 saw you I Lave beeu very, very un-
happy "

•' ifes, I have indeed felt for you," interrupted
the Prince: "for I could well understand the
meaning of that terrible adventure on the
bridge "

'' Oh ! uTid you do not think the worse of me for

it?" she asked, in a soft murmuring tone, with her
head still bent down so that her warm cheek rested
on the Prince's brow.

"Think worse of you for it r he exclaimed: "no
—assuredly not ! I suppose it all arose from the

persecution yuu experienced at the hands of that

ruffian Coffin?"
" Yes—it was he whom I meant to slay in the

recess of Westminster Bridge," replied Ernestina.
" But it was some other person whom I struck

with tho sharp dagger ; and the image of the

countenance upturned towards me at the moment
has haunted me ever since. I instituted a secret

inquiry in tho neighbourhood, and succeeded in

learning that the young man was not killed by the

blow, but was removed to a doctor's and subse-

quently recovered. That ia all 1 know relative to

the poor young man : for neither could I prosecute

my inquiries openly or fully, nor would the doctor's

servants give much information upon the matter.

There seemed altogether to be some mjstery at-

tendant upon the very presence of that young man
in the recess

"

" Well, well," inierrupted the Prince ; " we need
not tall{ longer than is necessary on that painful

topic. Suffice it for you to know that the young
man did recover, and that therefore no weight need
lie upon your conscience. Tell me then, where-

fore have you been absenting yourself from Lon-
don.*—why have you been living in that seclusion

to which you refer in your letter in so mournful a
strain ? Ai-e you afraid of continued persecutions

from that villain ?"

"Such is indeed my constant terror," repUed

Ernestma. " You know the monstrous proposition

he made to me : and you are well aware that he is

capable of backing any such proposal by the most

dreadful threats. I am afraid of him— Oh! lam
afraid of him—and it was to implore your advice,

even your intervention, in this matter that I re-

solved to present myself to you to-night."

" Most welcome ai-e you, dear Ernestina. But
tell me how 1 can serve you—what you wish me to

do?"
" My object is," she answered, "to be enabled

to quit that rural solitude in which I have been

burying myself, and retm-n to London to take up

my abode at my uncle's house. But this I dare

not do, unless relieved from all apprehension on

account of Daniel Coffin. For common decency's

sake I ought still to be arrayed in widows'

weeds "

" You look better as you are, dearest."

" Perhaps : but if I do settle again in London, I

mast resume my mourning apparel mitil the pre-

scribed period for such weeds expires, if I al-

lude to this subject of dress at al, it is only to

show you that such is the terror iu wliich I stand

with regard to tlie Pubhc Executioner, that I

dared not visit London save in a dicss w hich serves

as a disguise."
" But let us see what are the sources of all this

terror," observed tho Prince; "so that I may
better understand what I can do for you. In the

first place the scoundrel dares not breathe a word

relative to the part which we induced him to play

in smoothing the road of yom* husband out of this

world; because, were he to tell all he knows of

this circumstance, no one would bt-lieve him—not
a soul would credit the assertion that 1 had lent

myself to such a scheme."

"Be it as you say," returned Ernestina. "But

then," she added hesitatingly, " dow he not know
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that I attempted the life of some one on the bridge

that night ? That he was there on the occasion I

know ; for I saw liim ; and from the Uttle I suc-

seeded in gleaning from the servants at the doctor's

house, there was a man answering his des Tiption

who helped to bear the wounded youth thither."

"Well, but has not the affair all blown over?"

asked the Prince, of course not choosing to reveal

how much he had to do with that night's transac-

tion. " Besides, how could Coffin possibly prove

that you were the authoress of tlie deed?—and
even if he could, what eardily reason should he

ha^'e for bringing before a court of justics an affair

wherein he himself would have to give some curious

explanations ? Indeed, was he himself there for

any good purpose, I wonder?"
"1 admit that it is not reasonable to suppose that

he would deliberately drag all tbpse things to light,"

said Erntstina. " But nevertheless, I live in mortal

terror of that man ! When lie threatens me in his

own horrid manner, he excites me so dreadfuily that

I have not presence of mind to reason whether he

will be likely to fulfil his threats or not : but I yield

entirely to their influence. I cannot help it—for

methinks at the time that in bis rage or malignity,

he is quite capable of exposing everything, even

ihough at the risk of compromising himself. In a

word, I dare not—no, I dare not appear openly

again in the world of London, if that man remains

at large with the power to thrust himself upon me,

force his way into my presence, intimidate me with

threats, or even perhaps make me the victim of

brutal violence ! This, then, is my position, and it

drives me to despair. I thought of getting my
uncle the Marquis to negotiate with Coffin; so that

for a given sum of money, or an annual pension, he

should undertake to leave me free of molestation for

evermore. But there is no reliance to be placed on

the fellow's word ; and indeed I should live in con-

stant terror."

"Well, the position is too awkward, I must ad-

mit," said the Prince: "and to speak candidly, my
dear Ernestina, I sometime ago had the intention of

packing the fellow off to the Colonies, or getting rid

of him in some way or another. But all the start-

ling events which have since occurred—Bonaparte's
return to France, his preparations for war, and liis

defeat the other day at Waterloo—all these matters

have kept me in such a constant state of excitement,

that I really have altogether lost sight of tliat

scoundrel Collin until now."
" And noio, therefore," exclaimed Ernestina, taking

up the Prince's last word, "you will cairy your
original intention out—will you not? Say, dearest

Prince, for my sake "

"Yes—anything for your sake, dear, dear Er-
nestina," he replied, winding his arms around her
neck and straining her to his breast,

"Tell me then—tell me what you will do," she
murmured; "so that I may know upon what I may
rely and judge how I may act. For believe me,
dearest Prince—Oh! believe mc when I assure you

I

that 1 can not— will not return into that rural soli-

tude whence I have now emerged. On the con-
trary, if I thought that within a few days you would
pet rid of Coffni for me—for that, in a word, is what
I desire and the favour I came to ask of you—

I

would return secretly to my uncle's house in Albe-
marle Street, and there remain until 1 luarnt from
you that ray enemy had been dinposed of."

"Do so—do 80, dearest Ernestina," rejoined the
Prince. " When we part presently, hie you home
again to Leveson House; and within a few days
so soon as I can arrange some suitable plan—CofiSa
shall be packed out of the country. Then, the mo-
ment this is accomplished, I will come myself to

Leveson House to acquaint you with what I have
done; and perhaps, Ernestina, we may visit to-

gether those secret apartments "

"Yes— anywhere with you, dear George," replied

the unprincipled woman, but as splendidly beautiful

as she was dissolute: and as she spoke, she fixpt^

upon the Prince a look all burning with .lesire

—

while the expression of her countenance, fiu«hing

and glowing, was so full of wantonness that his o^u
passions were now excited to a maddening degree.

Here, however, we may close our des^'ription of
this interview—merely observing that it was mid-

night ere Lady Ernestina Dysart, once more en-

veloped in her light but ample cloak, and with

the dark veil drawn down over her features, issued

forth again from the private door of Carlton

Houst;.

Then did the Prince Regent return to the bril-

liantly lighted saloons where all the elite of the

Aristocracy and Fashion were gathered together,

UHder the auspices of the magn ficenr. Lady Sack-

ville. It was one of a series of en'ertainments

given to celebrate the Battle of Waterloo, the

tidings of which tremendous victory had re.ehed

England three weeks previously. Alas! how little

were the real consequences of that battle under-

stood—or rather how much were they mistaken

—

by the immense majority of the British people!

However, not to pause for the purpose of poli-

tical disquisition, let us proceed to remark that

this was altogether the mo<t brilliant festival

which Lord and Lady Sackville had given since

their installation at Carlton House. Of all the

galaxy 'if loveliness we mu-t especially notice a
group of beautiful girls gatheied in one corner

of the principal saloon, and whose bewitching

charms when thus combined, irresistibly conjured

up the idea of a nosegay of the choicest and most
exquisite flowers. Elegantly dressed, in a manner
evincing the most refined taste and the be-t cal-

culated to set off their respective styles of beauty

each to the fullest advantage,—they had lilcewise

an air of virginal freslmcss and girlish aitless-

ness about them which gave to this group an
undefinable charm. To gaze upon those lovely

creatures, it would appear a pity indeed that they
had ever tteen introduced into the heated atmo-
sphere of a Court life. The closest observer of

human nature would not only liave guaranteed

the virtue of those damsels, but would have be-

held in the innocence of ttteir looks and the

girli-h gaieties of their manners the sign and
pledge of their purity. They were not sisters-

were not in any way related to each other— i ut

were merely friends, linked however in the closest

bond which intimacy can possibly we ive : for a
secret existed amongst them—a secret which was
the common property of that sweet group, and
wliich they would not for worlds reveal!

Tiioy were the daughters of some of the proudest

families of the Aristocracy. Two of th"m were
eni^agia to be married to young noblemen of high

rank, great wealth, and liandtoine persons; and
the others felt equally certain of forming alliance')
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quite as eligible. For their extreme beauty, their

accorupHshments, and their fascinations, as weH as

their exalted birth and the influence of the families

to which they belonged, had already rendered them

the objects of tender regard on the part of many
suitors.

But if this charming bevy had now contrived to

group itself apart from the rest of the brilliant

company, and thus retire into a corner to ex-

change a few words with each other, it was only

for a brief space—and in less than five minutes

would they be sought for by the gallants who had

engaged them as partners for the next dance.

But who were these charming creatures, lorming

the little group apart from the rest of the assem-

blage—this perfect nosegay olthe sweetest flowers

to which we have thus directed such special atten-

tion ? These fair ones were the same who now and

then secretly visited Carlton House, joined in a vo-

luptuous dance for the amusement of the Prince,

and were in reality upon terms of the utmost

familiarity with him ! This was the secret which

we have above alluded to as beinj; common
amongst them : it was the link binding them
together in so close an intimacy. Their purity

was gone— their chastity existed not: lovely as they

were to the eye, they were naught But pollution

beneath the surface 1 That virginal air which

seemed to invest them as with a charm, was the

mere artificial assumption of what was no longer

natural. They were already on the high road to

become Messalinas of depravity

!

And so it is with many—alas ! too many, of the

daughters of the Aristocracy. Thau- very breed-

ing, their rearing, their training gradually adapt

them to all possible vices and hypocrisies. The
routine of the fashionable boarding-school is a

fitting preparative for tke more prurient develop-

ments to be evoked by the warmth of the atmo-
sphere of pleasure and fashion. How is it possible

that girlish artlessness can survive in such a heated

air as tills ? The freshness of the rose languishes

and fades in the sickly atmosphere of drawing

rooms. So it is with the daughters of the Aris-

tocracy. We do not say with all—but with many,
too many ; and the virtuous ones prove the excep-

tions to the rule, and not the rule itself. How
otherwise can we account for the fearful demorali-

zation, the inveterate depravity, and the transcend-

ing dissoluteness which characterize the married
life of the upper classes? The women of that

sphere do not put on habits of profligacy .at the

same time with the bridal garments. No—before

they even accompany their husbands to the matri-

monial altar, they have in many cases already

strayed out of the paths of virtue. Hence is it

that their progress in vice continues with such an
apparently easy and almost natural gradation, down
the inclined plane leading to utter dissoluteness.

Header, this picture of the females ol the Aris-

tocracy is not too highly coloured—no, nor a whit
exaggerated. Ten thousand facts might be brought
forward to testify its truth.

CHAPTER CLXXI.

WATCIUNGS AND rUliSUlTS.

Retuu.v we now to Valentine Malvern, whom we
left in Pall Mall after he had despatched the ill-

looking fellow to fetch Mr. Lawrence Sampson.
No sooner had he thus sent off the messenger

whom hazard threw in his way, when he began
walking about in such a manner as to avoid ex-
citing suspicion that he was in wait for any body,
but so that he could not fail to observe whomsoever
might turn into the carriage-way leading down to
the private door of Carlton House. Not long had
he thus waited when he beheld a lady advancing
rapidly. She was closely veiled and wrapped in a
cloak of light material and elegant make ; and she
at once turned towards the private door. A cold
shudder passed through Malvern's frame as he
thought to himself it was possible—nay, even pro-
bable—that this female who had just passed him
by, was either the murderess of his father, or was
in some way connected with that sire's mystic dis-

appearance.

Having waited for three or four minutes, so as
to allow th3 lady full time to enter the palace,

Valentine proceeded to examine the immediate
vicinage of the private dour with a close scrutiny

;

and having done so, he fjund that there was no
other path to reach it save the carriage-way lead-

ing out of Pall Jlail. It was therefore certain

that by the same avenue the lady approached
Carlton House, must she come forth again— unless

indeed the Prince caused her to be escorted out

by any other door, which was not at all likely,

seeing that the circumstances of her visit indicated

her desire that it should be as private as possible.

Having iuspected the premises, as just stated.

IMalvern resumed his walk to and fro in that part

of Pall Mall; and as it was the place of resort for

evening loungers in those times as well as at the

present day, his prolonged presence there at-

tracted no particular notice. Many and conflicting

were the thoughts that passed through his mind:
his interview with the Prince— all that he had
heard relative to his well-beloved Florence Eatou
—then his meeting with Venetia-but chiefly of

all, the singularity of that ooiucidence which on
the very day that he had refreshed his memory as

it were with an examination of the unknown lady's

writing at Lawrencf- Sampson's, should have

thrown in his way another specimen of lier pen-

manship at a time and in a place at which he

should least have sought for it,—these were the

varied topics of his reflections.

In about a quarter of an houi- more Larry Samp-
son made his appearance ; aud at once accosting the

young gentleman, he said, " Well, sir—what lias hap-

pened? I presume accident has given you some

" Yes—otherwise I should not have sent thus hur-

riedly for you," replied Valentine. " la a word, the

whole aflair now assumes a most delicate, and indeed

difticult aspect."

"How so?" asked Sampson. "Tell me every-

thing in a few words ; because I have then got sonoe-

thing to tell you—but not of any material coiiso

quences. And now proceed, sir."

•' In a word, then, you must know," continoeJ



Valentine, " that I liad occasion to call tliis even-

ing, relative lo certain business, upon his Royal

Highness the ]'rince Regent. I was shown lo a

private room ; and there I found the fragment of a

letter in the same handwriting as the one which I

discovered amongst my father's papers and which is

now in your possession. A portion of the letter-

indeed that portion whicli woiihl have <ontaiiied the

signature—was torn aw.iy. Rut all that rcniainid

did I read. The writi'i- of that letter is on terms

of great intimacy— I should say the fullest inti-

macy—with his Koyal Highness. She says she is

leading a retired life, which i;* perfectly miserahle

and which she can endure no longer. She makes
an appointment to call upon his Koyal Highness

this evening at ten o'clocli, in order to c.Kplaiu to

hhn wherefore she has gone into seclusion ; unless,

indeed, as she snyn, he is .already accpiaint' il wtli

the (•il•^unl^lanceR. Such is the substance of tii"

lettci-. Accordingly, on i'jsuing forth from Carlton

House, I seized upon the first person I saw likely

to run upon a message and hurried him otT to

you."
" You did wisely, sir, in thus sending for me,"

observed Sampson. " But the lady ?"

" I have every reason to believe she is at this

moment in Carlton House," responded Valentine.

"A few minutes after ten a lady of middle height,

enveloped in a cloak, and with a veil entirely con-

cealing her countenance, turned up this avenue

here and passed on to the private door. That she

is a lady so far as her station of life is concerned,

is beyond all doubt. Her gait—her walk—the taste-

fnluess of her apparel, of which 1 could see enmgh
by the lamp-light as she passed me by—all i-rovo

that she is of quality and station—I am almost

inclined to think of rank."

" And she is there nmv?" ob'^rrvcd Simpson in-

'Slie is thorn r.0.7," answc.'( (1 Malvern "Sioco
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she is very intimate with the Prince ami may have

a lon^ story to tell him, as well as a great deal to

consult him about, it is probable her interview will

be somewhat lengthy."

"Well, sir," remarked Sampson, "as you observe,

the thing is altogether delicate and difficult—seeing

that the lady, whoever she may be, is on such in-

timate terms with His Royal Highness. But we

must endeavour to find out who she is, and then

make inquiries as to her private life, her pursuits,

and so forth. While this is being done, she must

not be lost sight of, but shall be watched day and

oight,—all her movements followed— every step

dogged. This is the course to be adopted, and the

only one."

"I agree with you fully," answered Malvern.

" Of course it will be impossible to arrest the lady

on such meagre evidence as we now possess
"

"Besides, after all," interrupted Sampson, "it

does not necessarily follow that because she was

engaged in an intrigue with your father, she must

have made away with him—although what little we

know relative to her true character is certainly

calculated to produce no very favourable impres-

sion."

" Assuredly not," observed Malvern. " And I

know not how to account for it—unless by the

belief that this woman, if not the actual mur-

deress of my sire, is at all events privy to the cir-

cumatanoes of his disappearance—but as she

passed me ere now, a cold shudder, like a feeling

of superstitious awe, seized upon me "

"The imagination will do that, sir,'* observed

Mr. Lawrence Sampson, coolly ; for being a very

matter-of-fact man, he had not much faith in such

metaphysical evidences as that to which Valen-

tine was alluding; indeed Larry considered one

good living breathing witness in human shape to

be worth all the secret presentiments, shudders,

tremors, or quiverings in the world.

" You observed ere now that you had something

to tell me," remarked Malvern.

"Yes," exclaimed Sampson, now recollecting

the circumstance. "Do you, by any accident,

happen to have a suspicion of who the man was

tliat you sent with the message to bring me
hither ?"

" I have not an idea," said Malvern, surprised

at the question: for the individual alluded to was

a perfect stranger to him.
" That man," continued Larry, " is a notorious

person in liis way, and as desperate a character as

ever lived. He has escaped from my clutches

once : but I think that before loHg he will get him-

self into a scrape again—and next time I shall

take very good care he does not escape."

" But to whom do you allude ?" asked Valen-

tine, with increased surprise.

"Ah I pardon me, sir, for inflicting my com-

ments upon you," exclaimed Sampson. " That

man wliom yon sent to me just now, and of whom
we are speaking, is Daniel Cofliu the Public Exe-

cutioner 1"

"Ahl" ejaculated Malvern: for even with a per-

son of the strongest mind there may be something

to shook or startle in such an announcement as

this. "By the bye, I told hiiu to come back and
I would give him another guinea

"

" Which he has taken very good care to do,"

observed Sampson. " Ho assured he was to como

back again to receive the extra fee. I (jffered to

give it him, in order, as I said, to save him the

trouble of retracing his steps—but really and
truly to save you, sir, from being again brought

in contact with such a fellow. But he said he

was determined to come himself, as he thought it

would be better."

* Where is he ?" asked Malvern.

"There," returned Sampson, pointing across

Pall Mall to a dark figure lounging to and fro on

the other side.

" Go and give him the promised guinea," said

Malvern ; "and dismiss him at once."

Sampson accordingly traversed the street, and

accosting the Hangman, pat the money into his

hand, saying, "There I I told you there would be

no further need of your services. You can go

your ways now."

"One word," said Coffin. "That's the Jlr.

Malvern whose father disappeared in such a queer

way about a year ago—isn't it?"

" Yes," replied Sampson. " Why do you ask?"

"Oh! only just for curiosity's sake," returned

Coffin. " Good night, Mr. Sampson :"—and he

walked away.

But the Hangman did not really disappear from

the scene. He saw that something was going on,

and be was resolved to watch from a distance. Ac-
cordingly, after pretending to tramp away, he re-

turned just so far as to be able to see everything

without being seen : for not only was he impelled by

a certain curiosity to penetrate into anything which

appeared mysterious, but he likewise entertained so

cordial a hatred for Larry Sampson that he would

go many miles out of his way to do him an injury

when it could be inflicted without fear of a rebound.

On rejoining Valentine Malvern, the Bow Street

olhcer said, "I do not think it is necessary, sir, for

you to remain here any longer. On the contrary, it

is better that only one person should be seen loiter-

ing about here. You can accordingly return home,

and I will remain upon the watch. I must get you

first, however, to give me as accurate a description

as you can of the lady's dress, so that I may not

possibly make any mistake; and I must likewise

ask you to have the goodness to take a hackney-

coach and go round by the Bow Street watch-house,

to deliver a little message for me."

Malvern at once gave the required description of

the dress as well as he had been enabled to distin-

guish it by the uncertain light prevailing in the street

at that hour; and he then intimated his readiness

to convey any message Sampson might have to send

to Bow Street.

" Be so kind then, sir, to go to the watch-house

there, and say that ^Ir. Sampson wants one of his

men to be sent down to Pall ^Llll directly. Just

please to hint that it's to keep a look-out on a house

that I want a man for ; and ihey will arrange at the

watch-house accordingly."

JLdvern promised to deliver this message and

then observed that he should like to seo Sampson

again that night, to learn his success in tracing the

lady to her abode wherever it might be, and dis-

covering who she was.

"
I can well understand your anxiety, sir, in this

respect," replied Sampson; "and if you will sit up

for me I will be sure to call upon you—no matter

at whiit hour—in order to report the result of the

adventure."
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Malvern then hurried away ; and having visited

the watch-huuse in Bow Street to deliver Sampson's

message, he proceeded straight home to his man-
sion in Hanover Square.

The Bow Street officer lounged about in Pall

Mall; and in about twenty minutes a wretched-

looking object, clothed in rags, and can-ying a
bundle of matches, came crawling along the pave-

ment. But the moment he observed Sampson,
signs of intelligence passed between them, quick

as thought; and the wretched-looking mendicant,
immediately crossing Pall Mail, threw liimself down
on a door-step opposite to where Sampson was
w.alking about. Fur this seeming begyar was none
other than one of the Bow Street offiecr's most
active and intelligent men, and who had comedown
thus disffuised in consequence of the message de-

livered by Valentine Malvern.

As the reader is already aware, it was nearly

twelve o'clock before Lady ErnestinaDysart issued

forth again from Carlton House. "When she did

thus emerge once more after her long and arnoui-

ous interview with the Prince Regent, she had her

veil drawn in thick folds over her countenance,

and her cloak wrapped around her, so tliat it was
impossible even for her own brother, had he been
there at the time, to have recognized her. Neither
did Larry Sampson: but he did at once know that

it was the same whose dress Valentine had described

to him ; and he accordingly followed her at such

a distance that without approaching near enough
to excite her attention, he never once lost her from
his view as she passed through St. James's Square
up into Piccadilly, and thence into Albemarle
Street. Great notr was the astonishment of Mr.
Sampson when he perceived that she stopped and
knucked at the door of the Marquis of Leveson's

house. But perliaps never in all his lifetime had
his wonderment been excited to so high a pitch,

as it was when he obtained a glimpse of her coun-
tenance as she threw up her veil upon entering the
hall. This glimpse he caught at the moment ere

the porter closed the front door again ;—and by
the powerful light which blazed inside the palatial

mansion and streamed indeed through the open
portals into the street, did the Bow Street officer

recognize the splendid couutenauce of Lady
Ernestina Dysart
The front door was closed again, and the flood of

lustre which had poured forth was now only seen

through the hall windows : but still the Bow Street

officer stood on the opposite side of the way, trans-

fixed as it were to the pavement, and with his looks

rivetted upon that portal which had just shut Lady
Ernestina from his view. But from this reverie of

astonishment he was speedily aroused by somebody
brushing against him : and looking round, he beheld

his underling who was disguised as a beggar.

"You know Lady Ernestina Dysart by sight?"

said Lawrence Sampson to his man. " You saw her

once at Newgate when she went to visit her husband.

Keep a watch on her— follow her wherever she goes

—it is of the utmost importance I You shall be re-

lieved to-morrow morning about the usual time."

Larry then hastened away, and took the shortest

cut to Hanover Square. Vakntine Malvern was
anxiously expecting him; and the moment the

Bow Street oificer was shown into his presence, he
saw by his countenance th it he had some im-
portant coiumuuicatiou to make.

"Well, you have traced the lady to her dwell-
ing?" exclaimed the young gentleman. "Where
does she live ? and who is she ?"

" She lives at Leveson House," answered Larry
Sampson; "and she is Lady Ernestina Dysart,
the Marquis's niece

!"

" Good heavens ! what do you tell me ?" ox-
claimed Malvern. " If tliis be the case, what are
we to surmise ? A perfect horror !—that she gave
information against her own husband and sent him
to the scati'oldr

"Yes—that is positive beyond all doubt," re-

joined Sampson : "and it she were capable of such
an atrocity, it is by no means improbable that she
has perpetrated even more flagrant enormities.

But we can neither do nor say more at present. I

must not only think over the mxitter seriously, but
likewise institute the most seai'chin:^ inquiries into

her past life. Ah!" suddenly ejaculated the otiicer,

as an idea struck him while turning to leave the
room; "tliis accounts for her keepmg the letter

which I took her tj Leveson House when making
the inquiry on your accoimt many months ago. It

was her own letter—the anon> mous one she had
written to the ma^'istrate, giving the information

that placed her husband in the grasp of justice. I

am afraid she is a bad one—a very, very bad one."

And with these words Mr. Lawrence Sampson
took his departure, leaving Valentine Malvern to

meditate upon the extraordinary discovery which
had this night been brought about.

But in the meantime what had Daniel Coffin,

the Public Executioner, been doing? From his

hidiug-place in Pall Mall he also had seen the

veiled and chuiked lady issue forth from the ave^

nue leading down to the private door of Carlton

House ; and he at once observed that she became
the object of Lawrence Sampson's pursuit. The
beggar—or I'ather the disguised officer—was also

fcllowiug at a distauce ; and Coffiu iiaving noticud

the evident intelligence which exi-^ted between the

two, had no difficulty in comprehending at ouce

that this seeming mendicant was in reality an
agent of the police. The Hangman had therefore

a difficult cou se to steer: for he also had his own
reasons for wishing to see what was going on—and
he was equally anxious to escape observation.

He accordingly proceeded ia such a way as to

keep the lady, Sampson, and tlic disguised beggar,

all three in sight at the same time, while he con-

tinued to remain unseen by all. In this manner
was the vicinage of Albemarle Street reached;

and as soon as tlie lady turned up that thorough-

faio, the Hangman muttered to himself, "Ah

I

well, now I know who siie is for a million : and, by
Satan I it must be just as I thought. Young Mal-

vern is after her : they have somehow or other got

on the rigiit scent But what's the use of my
standing chaffing with myaelf here? I mu>t to

busiueas I

"

***** *

• * * * *

Meanwhile Lady Ernestina Dysart, having en-

tered Leveson House in the manner already

described, learnt that her uncle the Marquis was

entertaining a select circle to celebrate the recent

victory in Belgium; and as a matter of course the

douio.-'tics :it unc<! proposed to acquaint his lord-

ship with Lady Enitstiua's return. But she do-

sired them uut to do so. She was wsuried : she



moreover was not in mourning, and could not

therefore be seen by any of her uncle's guests;

—

and she was also anxious to pass the next few

days ia as much privacy as possible, for reasons

already explained. She therefore bade one of the

servants serve her up some supper in a retired

parlour ; and when she liad partaken of refresh-

ments, she hastened up to her bed-chamber, which

was always kept ready for her reception.

Upon entering this room from which she had

been absent for several months, she experienced a

comfort and consolation such as one feels when

moeiing with old and familiar friends. Hastily

dismissing the maid, with whose services slie dis-

pensed on the present occasion—for she wished to

be alone so as to commune with her own thoughts

—Lady Ernestina locked the door, laid aside her

bonnet and cloak, and begau to disapparel her-

self.

Standing before the glass, Ernestina let loose

all the luxuriance of her light brown hair, which

she began to comb out. The mirror reflected her

exquisite form about which the unfastened drapery

now fell with a kind of classic air : her splendid

bust was exposed in ail its dazzling whiteness and

rich exuberance; and as her head was pirtially

thrown back, while she combed out the long masses

of her shining hair, her countenance caught the

light of the wax-tapers with a Rembrandt effect.

On her cheeks there was a deepening of the car-

nation hue as she thought of the latter portion of

her interview with His Koyal Highness : and know-

ing that she was beautiful—aware also that s-he

was admired—with true patrician profligacy did

she feel a thrill of pride on account of being the

paramour of Royalty; so that while the glow

gently suffused her cheeks, the light of satisfaction

flashed from her line dark eyes.

But heavens 1 all in an instant, while thus sur-

veying herself in the mirror, she beheld another

face—a hideous one—in horrible contrast with her

own : and springing round with a fearful start and

a suppressed shriek, she became paralysed with

horror on fiudiug herself confronted by the terrible

Haogmau.

CHAPTER CLXXII.

XllE PUBLIC EXECUTIONER AND THE rATRIClAN

LADY ONCE MOKE.

Fob nearly a minute did Daniel Coilin in silence

survey, with devouring eyes and gloating looks,

the splendid woman who thus stood before him

ill all the voluptuous undress of the hour and

the cccasion. The fellow, who, monster of ugliness

thougli he were, was nevertheless insatiate in his

desires and furious in his passions, felt the blood

coursing like lightning through his veins; and he

itiwardly resolved to make that charn)ing creature

liis own cie he was half-an-hour older, uo matter

what the consequences might be !

During the minute that he thus stood gazing

upon her, Lady Ernestina hcrsi'lf was so stupirted

;

with ineffable horror—so completrly a prey to a

\

fearful consternation—tliat she remained motion-

j

IcsK and statue-like, not having even the thought

i

to draw the loose drapery over the bosom on
' which the rrfli ui's ryes were fixed so gloatingly.

But suddenly starting from that state of pctrifao-

tion, she sprang towards the bell-rope. CoflSa

however intercepted her more quickly still ; and
winding his arms around her half-undraped form,

he strained her in his loathsome embrace, at the

same time muttering the most awful threats if she
dared cry out.

"For God'.s sake release me !" said the wretched
woman, scarcely able to articulate the words : for

the reader may rest assured that it was not through
the Hingraan's menaces that she failed to give

vent to rending shrieks and piercing screams, but
simply because the direst horror had almost com-
pletely subdued every faculty.

"Release you!—yes, but only for a minute or

so," said the Hangmau, " that we may have a quiet

chat and get a little cool upon the matter, so as

to understand each other better than we have ever
done yet."

Thus speaking, he deposited the half-faintiog

lady upon a chair; and seating himself in another
opposite to her, he again surveyed her with all the

dttvouring intensity of one who feels assured of

possessing the object of his desire, and experiences

a deliglit in feasting his imagination with those joys

the reality ol which he is about to make his owa.
" Why do you persecute me thus?" demanded

Lady Ernestina, now rapidly recovering, if not

exactly her presence of mind, at all events a dread

consciousness of the horrors of her position, to-

gether with a keen appreciation of the necessity

of doing something to avert the hideous catas-

trophe with which she was threatened. "Tell

me—why da you pursue me thus ? You must
j

have watched me—you must have dogged me
Why, why, do you do it?"—and with nervous

quickness did she cover her bosom and draw all

her loosened raiment around her.

*' When you come to hear all 1 have got to say,"

returned Collin, " you will fall down ou your knees

and thank me for coming for'ard as a friend at a

moment when you stand in such precious need of

one."
" What on earth do you mean 2" cried the lady,

Eow Starting with hysterical alliij;ht : for there was

ever in her mind at least one subject to which all

her terrors invariably pointed whenever raised up.

*' 1 mean, my dear creature," answered the Hang-

man, with brutal familiarity, " that if you don't

choose to accept me as a lover, it's deuced likely

I shall have the unpleasant task of tucking you up

at tlie Old Bailey."

Lady Ernestina gave a convulsive start, which

more resembled the sudoen writhing of anguish, as

these words smote with awful omiiiousness upon her

ears. She tried to speak, but could not : her feelings

choked her—her lace was ghastly pale—h«r lips

white as those of death, and quivering fearfully—

while her eyes glared in dread conslernaliou upon

the Public Executioner.

" Come, come," be said, " there's nothing for you

to be annoyed at, if so be you only keep good

friends with me : for 1 can save you—and I toUi."

" Save me !—save me from what V she gasped

forth, now partially recovering the faculty of speech.

" Why, in plain terms," rejoined the Hangman,
" yon have been watched from Carlton House.

There's young Malvern and Larry Sampson
"

"Ahl" gasped Lady Ernestina: and she sank

back in lier chair—not in a lit—not in a state of
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.nconsciousness,—but in a dismay so treraendous

liat she felt as if she were passing through the

•.ucifying pliases of a hideous dream—a dream too

wlul to be impressed with reality.

" Don't give way to despair," resumed the Hang
man : " 'cause why, there's plenty of time, and

means too, to escape this danger. But shall I tell

you all about it? Well, then—I suppose I had

better," he continued, receiving no answer, but ob-

serving that the unhappy lady still gazed upon him
in a sort of horrible stupor. " You see, I was

coming along Pall Mall when a young genelm

--a tall and good-looking fellow too—stopped me
just by that private avenue leading down to the

convenient side-door of Carlton House and thinking

that I was some poor devil that would like to earn

a guinea—because, you see, it isn't my habit to dress

over well except on a Sunday ; and then I curae out

spicy Well, but this young fellow bids me run

and fetch down Larry Sampson ; and he tells me
that his name is Mr, Valentine Malvern. I thought

this looked like an adventure in which I might have

a finger ; so when 1 had fetched Larry, I watched

at a distance. Young Malvern went away : but

soon after Larry was joined by one of his runners,

or agents—whatever you choose to call them—in

the disguise of a beggar-man. So I was now more
convinced than ever that there must be something
queer in the wind ; and I determined to see what it

was. I therefore watched : and, lo and behold, pre-

sently out comes a lady cloaked and veiled from the

private door of the palace.

" Ah t that was I," ejaculated Ernestiua, with a
sudden start, as the stupor of consternation quickly
left her ; and she now became fearfully interested
in the tale which the Hangman was telling. " Go
on—go on," she cried, trembling visibly from head
•to foot; and no longer perceiving in that man a
hideous monster of whom she was afraid, she now
looked upon him as one who held her very life in

his hands and who had promised to save her.
" Well, ma'am," he continued, " you was so com-

pletely wrapped up, aud not being in mourning
tof, that it never for an instant struck me who
you was. So I followed you, because I saw Samp-
son aud the disguised officer following also : but
the moment I saw you turn up into Albemarle
Street, it Hashed to my mind like lightning who
you was. I put two and two together, as one may
say, all in a moment ! For it struck me that as

young Malvern's father had disappeared in such a
rum way last year, it must have been him that I

buried down at the Elackheath Villa
"

"My God! ray God!" moaned the wretched
Lady Ernestiua, clasping her hands ag ni/,in;4-'y.

"Don't take on liite this, 1 tell you," said the
Hangman ;

" but hear me out first, and then you
sha 1 decide what's to be done."
"But if I have been watched— if 1 an kiriwn,"

now half shrieked forth the miscrah'e lady, sud-
denly inspired with goading apprehensions of
inmiincnt danger, "1 must lly— I must speed
hence "

"Nonsenso, I tell you! Sit quiet,'' exclaimed
the Hangman, impatiently: "there's nothing to
fear for the present; and if you wi 1 only listen to
ine "

" Well, well-go on, go on," said Lady Ernestiua,
'II Uiij treiniir and llultcr of a fearful excite-
l.iL'Ht.

"You see, ma'am," continued Collin, "it uevei
hnd struck me before who the gentleman might
have been that I buried donn at BlacUheath nearly

a year ago : but just now the truth Hashed to my
mind like lightiiini!-. Why should young Malreru
be watching you ? and why should Sampson have
a finger in the pie ? I saw it all in a moment ! So
thiiught 1, if so be Lady Ernestiua only chooses to

make herself amiable and agreeable to me, I'll

help her out of this tr.-uble. Thereupon 1 just

cast an eye romid about the house ; and 1 saw that

Larry Sampson was gone, but that the chap dis-

guised as a beggar is keeping watch opposite."
" Heavens ! then I am already a captive ?"

groaned Lady Ernestiua, her bosom convulsing

with an almost sufifocating sigh.

" Oh ! but there's more ways of getting out of a
house than by the frontdoor," rejoined the Hang-
man, with a grin :

" or else I shouldn't have been
able to have got in here at all. Howsomever, when
I saw that Larry had gone aud his chap was
watching opposite, I knew that nothing was to be

done, at least for the rest of this night. Oh! I

am up to all the dodges of them Bow Street fellows

!

I suppose they have got a clue to your ladyship

sumehow or another; but it isn't quite strong

enough yet to warrant Larry to take you up—or

else he's got others to consult."

" But do you believe it possible that the officers

of justice would dare arrest me, the Marquis of

Leveson's niece—the friend of the Prince Regent?"
—and as Lady Ernestiua thus spoke, a look of

mingled assurance and hauteur glowed upon her
countenance.

" Arrest you, my dear creature 1" cried the

Hangman, with a sort of compassionate famili-

arity : " Larry Sampson would as soon arrest you
as any body else. Didn't he take your husband
without pity or remorse ?"

"Truel" murmured the lady in a faint tone:

"that dreadful Bow Street officer would arrest his

own father or mother if what ho calls his duty en-

joined him ! But what is to be done ? what advice

can you give me ?" she asked, a suddeu wilduess

displaying itself ia her features.

" There's only one thing to do—and that is to

escape," replied Daniel Coffio.

" Escape !" echoed the lady, starting from her

chair. " Yes—let us escape at once !"

" No—not at once," was the Hangman's quick
response. " Wo must wait till the house is all

quiet."

" How did you penetrate hither ?" demanded
Lady Eriitstina abruptly.

" By the back way," returned the Hangman.
" There's an empty house a little iiit,'lier up ; aud
so 1 went quietly through that, and then crept

along the yard-walls till 1 got into the yard belong-

ing to this house. Once there, it wasn't difficult for

a genelmau like me to insinuate himself inside ;"

—

aud thus speaking, Coffin displayed the small crow-

bar and bunch of .'-kcletou keys wliicli ho almost
invariably carried about iu the capacious pocket
of his greasy fustian coat.

' And you would have me escape by that same
way?" crifd Lady Ernestiua: " climbing over

lis
"

'BySitan, ma'am! there's no other way for

yi)i), ' intenuptel C;)ffiri : " because Sanipioii's

runner is kccpmg a close watch in the street; iind
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depend upon it, if you attempt to leave by the

front door, he will pounce upuu you at once."

" Good heavens i what is to be doue ?" said Er-

nestiua, wringing her hands : tlien rising from her

seat, she began pacing nervously to and fro. " I

must see my uncle—I must tell him everything!

Or stfiy—I will be off to the palace and crave the

protection of the Prince Regent "

"All the uncles and Prince Regents in the

world," interjected the Hangman, in his coarse

rough voice, "will not prevent Larry Sampson
from doing his duty. Tlie best thing you can do,

ma'am, is to escape with me in an hour or so-
come to my house and stay quiet there till the

next night—when you cau get off to Dover, and
so across to France."

"Yes—there is no alternative," moaned the

wretched Emestina: but then, as a withering,

blighting reflection flashed through her brain,

reminding her of the price which the Hangman, by
the very gloating looks which he fixed u[)on her,

was about to demand for his services, she reeled—
staggered back against the concli—and would have
fallen had she not clung to the bed-posts for

support. "No, no, nol" she murmured with a
convulsive shuddering : " anything sooner than
that

!

"

«'Ohl very good, ma'am," said the Public Exe-
cutioner, perfectly underitauding what was passing
in her mind : " then I see that my presence here is

of no use—so I'll just take myself off, dropping a
hint to the police-runner in the street that if he
wants to prevent your ladyship from escaping he
had better come in boldly and arrest you at

once."

Thus speaking, Daniel Coffin moved towards the

door : but Ernestina bounded after him and caught
him by the arm, saying in a thick husky voice,
" No—you will not precipitate my ruin 1"

" Come now," resumed the Hangman, turning

back from the door and fixing his eyes wilh de-

vouring regards upon the trembling, agitated,

almost sinking form of tiie lady who stood before

him, the object of ineff^ible wretclieduess ; " let uj

have no more nonsense of any kind. Considering

the past, you ought to be uncommon obliged to

me for coming to do you a favour now—'cause

why, I hav'n't forgot the precious slippery trick

you meant to play me on Westminster Bridge
that night "

"Ah!" moaned Lady Ernestina, shuddering
more couvuLively and more visibly than before.

" Yes—you may well be sorry for that business,

because it was a deuced bad piece of treachery on
your part. No doubt you meant to slick that
dagger into me "

"My God; what will become of me?" — and
with a subdued half-stifled shriek Lady Ernestina
pressed her hands to her throbbing brows ; for she
feit as if her senses were abaudoumg her,

"An hour in your arms, and 1 wiU save you !"

said the Hangman in the quick hoarse voice of
brutal passion.

"Never, never: I will die first 1" exclaimed Er-
nestina in a wild tone; and she darted frantically
towards ihe bell-rope.

But iigaiu did the Public Executioner anticipate
the movement: again were his powerful rough
arms flung around the beautiful patrician form—
and as she felt the shriek which rose to her lips

dving uuultered tluire, she gave a deep moan of

despair, and her senses abaadoned her.

When L^.dy Eruest'ua Dysart came to herself,

she waj lying upoa the couch, and the Hangman
was by her side.

For a few moments she could not believe her
eyes : she could not credit the full horror of her
thoughts. Slie pressed her hand to her brow-
closed her eyelids tiglit—then opened them again
—and by the ligl.t of the tapers burning on the
toileite-table, beheld the samu hideous reality.

" Et.i'nal GoJ ! is it possible ?" she murmured,
in accents so full of deep, concentrated, indescrib-

able horror, that such a stite of feeling seemed to

be the prelude lo suicide : and again did she cover
her eyes with her bauds as if to shut out the tre-

mendous presence of the Hangman.
But we shall not linger upon this scene. We

dare not—must not pause to describe ihe coarse

brutaUty and ribald terms in which the Public

Executioner gloated over his victim and made her

conscious that all the crowning infamy of her shame
had been consummated.

Spirit-broken — feeling herself twenty years

older in mind, body, and awful experience than
she was an hour back—the missrable, miserable

Eruestioa dragged herself from the couch; and
silting down upon a chair, she buried her face in

her hands and gave way to the mingled horror and
anguish of her thoughts. She did not weep; she

was even denied the solace of tears. Her eyeballs

throbbed, and felt burning in their sockets as if

indeed living cinders, red-hot, were there. Excru-
ciating fires were also glowing in her brain; and
yet her limbs were cold as ice. She felt as if she

were dying—as if all the chords which bound her

to existence were giving way—as if life were gra-

dually parting from her I

For three or four minutes did she thus remain

rocking herself gently to and fro, as she sat with
i

her elbows re--ting ou her knees and her face

buried in her hands. A few low moans bespoke

the awful anguish which filled her heart well nigh

to bursting. At length she was startled from

this awful reverie by a voice which sounded like

that of doom upon her ears.

" Come now—don't take on like this—"
"Enough! leave me I" ejaculated Ernestina:

and suddenly spr.nging up from her seat, she re-

vealed her frightfully pallid, indeed ghastly coun-

tenance to the Hangman, wuile with the right

arm extended she pointed towards the door.

" But you can't escape without me,'' he observed,

though in a hesitating manner ; for he was actually

frightened at the awful appearance which the out-

raged woman now presented to his view.

" Escape 1" she ejaculated, her lips writliing with

ineffable scorn ; and at the same time her eyes

flashed the lurid light of most hateful defiance

:

"sooner the scafl'old than escape with thee I Be-

gone 1"—and with the wilduess of a maniac did

she continue pointing towards the door.

" I can't and I won't leave you in this scrape,"

said the Hangman doggedly. " You must come." |

"Aye—to be maJv- your mistress 1" cried Er- ,

nestina, with the intensest, most malignant, must

concentrated bitterucss alike of voice and manner:
|
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« to be dra-^ofed through the mh-e of all concoivable

as well as all iacoiiceiv;»hle pollutions—to be be-

smeared aud bespattered with all the filth and

feculence of the hideous morass in which you and

all your reptile-equals swarm in pestilential exist-

ence ! No—by heaven, rather the felon's gaol at

once, the condemned cell, and all the hideous para-

phernalia of the sciiffold! What, go away with

1J0U? place myself still more deeply in ^JOur powe

than 1 already am ? No, no—ten thousand times

no ! Sooner the lazar-house or the lunatic-asylum.

And now begone !—I command you to be gone !"

"While thus she spoke, her eyes appeared to

burn with a living fire, and a fearful expression of

raing-led hatred and resoluteness was upon her dis-

torting features : so that the Hangman quailed in

the presence of that incensed, outraged woman
who seemed to have lost all the weakness of her

sex and to be animated with the spirit of an

avenging fiend.

CHAPTER CLXXIir.

THB SEQUEIi.

The command of Lady Ernestina was peremptory

enough for the Hangman to take his departure

;

hut siill he moved not. That is to say, though he

quailed and even grew afraid in her presence— for

there was something terrible iu her wmth—yet he
dill not issue from the room. A sort of unknown
fascination kept him there: he felt as if circum-

stances had now so mixed up her fortunes with his

own, that he must not abandon her. Or perhaps

in his own savage bri;tal style, ho entertained a

fancy—we dare not use the word afftction—for

that splendid patrician creature of whose person

he had ere now possessed himsi^lf. But whatever

the feeling were, certain it is that he lingered in

her presence unable to leave, yet not knowing how
to propitiate her.

" Do you hear what I have said ? and do you
mean to obey?" she asked, the words hissing with

subdued rage between the portals of those lips

which had so recently been polluted by the hot

kisses of the ruffian who stood before her.

" The plain truth of it is, ma'am," he answered,

"I will not leave you. I don't want to have the

hanging of such a beautiful creature as you are.

You are too handsome to die on the giblet. My
arm has been round your neck; and I should not

like to have to put & rope there. UnderstiiTid me
then!—if you stop you will be hanged : your only

safety is in flight, llemember, hanging is an

awful death I've seen plenty of it, and should

know."

Let the reader conceive what would be his sen-

sation if, for instance, on getting out of bed in the

dark he stepped with his bare foot upon a huge
snake coiled up in cold, clammy, loathsome folds

upon the floor. But if on leaping forward to

escapefromthatsnake,anotherreptile was trodden

upon—and then another and another, encounter-

ing the bare feet in quick succession, while the in-

dividual in frenzied liorror was flying towards the

door— would not the sensations thus experienced be

the realization on earth of some of the most poig-

nant pains characteristic of Satan's kingdom?
But not more horrible could such seusationa be

than those which Lady Ernestina felt crowding one

upon another, as the Hangman addressel her

in that speech every sentence of which smote

her like a fresh outrage or seized upon her

like a new anguish. She writhed—Oh ! she

writhed convulsively; and it was a strong aud

awful writhing, too, that thus pierced through her

graceful, elegant, and voluptuous form. The
same effect was visible upon her features ; and as

the Hangman spoke of her neck which he had en-

circled with his arm, and which he would willingly

save from the contact of a halter, she bit her lip al-

most till the blood came in order to prevent herself

from shrieking out—while the whole aspect of her

countenance at that instant showed that a scream

was passing behind it.

But all in a moment, when the Hangman had

done speaking, a change came over her. It was a

change so complete and so abrupt that it could

only have arisen from the quick flashing of some

new thought to her mind, prompting a change in

her plans all in an instant.

"You are sincere in wishing to serve me?" she

said in a cold, almost freezing tone.

" I am—on my soul I am !" answered the Hang-

man, speaking with perhaps more genuine sincerity

than ever he had shown in all his life before.

" And you will assist me to escape 1"

" Don't I keep on lecommending it as much as

I can?"
" But I will not issue forth by the route you have

proposed," said Ernestina in a tone of decision.

" I cannot go climbing over walls from yard to

yard."

" Then perhaps you know a better way ?" rejoined

the Hangman inquirint;ly.

" Yes— there is another means of issue from this

house," said Ernestina.

" Well, so much the better. Any way will do if

it don't lead into Albemarle Street, where the runner

is watching. Come—there is no time to lose."

" It is through the secret apartments that we
must proceed," remarked Lady Ernestina ; " and
itiither must we repair with the utmost caution.

But it is now two o'clock in the morning: the

guests are gone—the house is quiet. One minute,

and I shall be prepared to take ray departure."

With these words, Lady Ernestina proceeded to

arrange her dress, and also to put up the shining

masses of her hair. She then resumed her cloak

and bonnet: and having listened for a few moments
on the landing to convince herself that everything

was quiet in the house, she returned to the toilette-

table, took up a wax taper in her hand, and beckon-

ing to the Hangman, said " Now come."

Noiselessly did they descend the stairs ; and on

the landing below Lady Ernestina opened the door

leading into the bedroom communicating with the

dressing-room whence there was a secret entrance into

the private apartments. Traversing this bed-

chamber—the same which Ariadne Varian had occu-

pieil—Ernestina conducted the Hangman into the

room containing the mechanical chairs. This place

the fellow knew well : for twice before had he been

n these apartments—once when he was found cap-

tive in the chair by Lady Ernestina and the

Prince, and the other lime when employed by

Sir Douglas Huntingdon to aid his scheme in

rescuing Venelia from the clutohea of the Marquis

of Leveson.
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" Everything is just the same as when I last saw

it," observed Coffin, as on following Ernestina into

this room with the mechanical chairs he swept his

eyes around. " But which way is it now, my
beauty, that we are to go ? I hope through the

gallery yonder : because I think the mere look of

some of the pictures and statues there, would

make you love even your humble servant Dan'el

Coffin."
" Silence!—no jesting!" cried Lady Ernestina.

" There ! pass on that way. I follow you."

Slie did indeed point to the gallery ; and Coflin

unhesitatingly proceeded towards the door opening

into the museum of artistic indelicacies and exquisite

immoralities. But just at the very moment that the

Hangman was passing by one of the mechanical

chairs. Lad; Ernestina, dropping the taper, threw

herself suddenly upon him, and with one almost

superhuman eHbrt flung him as it were into the

cliuir. The sharp clicking noise was heard of the

mechanism giving way ; and as a teirible impre-

cation burst from the ruffian's lips, lie was caught

fast by the arms and shoulders, thus bemg rendered

a captive and powerless all in a moment.

The taper was extinguished— the room had been

plunged into pitchy darkness : but Ernestina's

laugh of irony and triumph fell like that of a mock-

iut; lieud upon the Hangman's ears.

•' Come now," he jj;rowled savagely : " what's

the use of such a scurvy trick as tliis?"

" Tne use of it is," responded the lady, in low

but measured accents frauglit with a'l the eonccn-

tr;ition of a fearful vengeance, "to puui-.h you as

you iluserve for the diabolic:il ouirage you have

perpetrated upon me this night. Jliacreant, mon-

ster that you are! I could have euuured—I could

even have forgiven, everythin-j but that. The

?firy fountains of my existence are now poisoned

at tlieir source : the sprii gs of my life are en-

venomed and corrupted ! You have made me feel

wliat it is to be utterly polluted. I am now loath-

some to myself: I feel that I have become a mass

of moral rottenness. I do not want to live—

I

cannot live ! But ere I die my vengeance must be

wreaked upon you—a bitter, burning, imolacable

veiig'eaace, such as can only come from a heart fed

with the lires of hell! Such a vengeance is this

which I am inflicting upon you! For here will

you remain to starve—to perish with hunger, with

thirst, and in the exhaustion of frenzied aud un-

availing eiforts to release yourself from that cap-

tivity !"

'• Devil of a woman that you are ! I hate you

now," exclaimed Coffin, gnashing his teeth with

rage, " as much as 1 have been loving; you."

"Oh! pollute not the sacred name of love by

breathing it from your toad-like lips !" exclaimed

Ernestina, her voice thrilling as if full well calcu-

lated to pierce the brain and to bear upon its

breath the blight of a withering curse. " Here

will you linger fur a brief space, enduring all the

horrors of starvation— suffering the most tor-

turing cramps in every limb through being re-

tained in one fixed position—and when in your last

agonies you implore heaven to send some one to

your succour aud your prayer remains unheard,

then think of the burning coals of torture which

you have this night heaped upon the head of

Ernestina Dysart!"

There was somethin ' awful in this foreshadowing

of a terrific doom—something appalling to a degree
in that avenging voice speaking through the utter

darkness which enveloped the man—and speaking
likewise such terrible things. The Hangman was
struck with dismay : were a light there, he would
have been seen sitting aghast, his countenaDce

turned in the direction whence Ernestina's voice

appeared to come.

"Miscreant that you are!" she resumed; "I
could if I chose gloat my eyes with your dying
agonies at once. I might procure a dagger or a
knife, and thrust it deep down into that black heart

of yours. But no—that would be putting you too

quickly out of misery. I prefer to leave yon to

the endurance of all those slow tortures and lin-

gering agonies which I have described—thirst that

shall be maddening—hunger that shall make you
frenzied and wild!*

"Fieiid— devil— demoness!" exclaimed Daniel
Coffin, " your hatred and malignity m^ke you in-

sensate ! How can all this happen in a house
filled with people ? Think you that I shall not be
able to make myself heard ?"

"Know you not," asked Ernestina in a scornful

tone, " that these walls beat back every sound which
strikes against them ? Nothing can penetrate I

Oh! scream, roar, yell, howl, and cry— give veut

to all tiie fury of your rage in the voice of a

hyrcna, or to your savage ferocity in the tones of

a tifjer: but 'twill have no more effect than a

child's iiliisoer in calling succour to your aid.*"

" Think you, then, that I will not tear away this

chair from the floor, or smash this mechanism
which now holds me tight?"—and as the Hangman
thus spoke in a deep hoarse tone, he strove with a

tremendous effort to break the bonds of his cap-

tivity.

"Ah! have you succeeded ?" said Ernestina in a

mocking tone. " No!—toss, writhe, struggle, rage,

and convulse as you will, there must you remain!

And now, good night/or ever P
"Murderess, you will yet swing upon the scaf-

fold!" shouted the Hangman in a terrible voice.

But Ernestina gave him no answer ; and the next

moment he heard the secret door in the wall quickly

close—and then all was still. The miscreant was

alone; and imprisoned as he was—enveloped too in

the deep darkness—he began to shudder lest the

avenging lady bad indeed prognosticated his doom
but too truly.

We must however follow the steps of Lady Ernes-

tina Dysart. Having issued forth from the secret

chamber, she did not ascend again into her own
bedroom ; but proceeding down stairs she noiselessly

opened the front door and drawing down her veil,

quitted the house. The heaven was still quite dark;

but the street lamps at once showed her a tatter-

demalion form walking to and fro on the opposite

side of the way. The instant however Lady Ernes-

tina sallied forth, the disguised officer turned and stood

still for a moment: but he was about to resume his

lounging, shuffiing walk again, ere following her at

a distance, when to his surprise Lady Ernestina

crossed over to him and said in a firm voice, " I

know who you are— I know what you are here for.

I am going to Hanover Square : follow ma if you

like
!"

The officer wa« certainly taken aback for a mo-
ment: but instantaneously recovering himself, ho

affected not to be able to comprehend what her ladj-
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ship meant. Not knowing wliat her object could

possibly be, he fancied that this proceeding on her

part was a portion of some stratagem, and there-

fore resolved to act in a way which should give her

no opportunity of entrapping him into any reve-

lation or admission that she might be seeking to

elicit.

Tint having addressed him in that manner, Lady
Ernestina said no more; and instantaneously turn-

ing away, she hurried into Bond Street, and thence

by the nearest cut to Hanover Square. Not once

did slie look behind until she reached the house

witli No. 20 on the front door : and then, having

knocked and rung, she gazed about her. At just a

sufficient distance to enable her to distin«ui8h the

object by the lamps, but too far off for her to descry its

aspect, she beheld a human form; and she felt per-

suaded that it was the disguised ofhcer who had fol-

lowed her.

Several minutes elapsed ere any answer was given
8-1*

to her summons: but at length a servant, having

evidently huddled on some clothing in great haste,

made his appearance.

"Is Mr. Valentine Malvern at home?" asked

Lady Ernestina, still keeping the veil over her

countenance.
" Yes—he is, ma'am," replied the footman hesi-

tatingly ; fur he saw enough of the visitant to be

assured that she was of lady-like aspect so far

as her apparel was concerned. " But at this

hour "

" I am well aware of the strangeness and seeming

impropriety of this visit at such an hour," Lady
Ernestina hastened to observe. " But it is abso-

lutely necessary 1 should see Mr. Malvern at once.

Tell him," she added in a less decisive tone, " tiiat

it is respecting the business which he had in hand

with Mr. Sampson this evening—or rather during

the earlier part of the night which is now passing."

" Walk in, ma'am," sa the domeBtic, who, with-
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out understanding anything about the business to

which Ernestina had alluded, nevertheless saw that

her presence there referred to some matter of im-

portance.

He accordingly conducted Lady Dysart into a

parlour, where he lighted the candies ; and as he

quitted the room to report her presence to his

master, the very first otijtct on which her eyes

settled, as she looked round, was a portrait of the

late Sir Archibald Malvern. It had been taken

only a few months previous to his death, and was

what is usually termed a " speaking likeness." Er-

nestina felt herself shaken by powerful emotions;

for she had loved that man tenderly and well, al-

though with an illicit affection. Yes—and she shud-

dered, too, with a strong trembling, as all the cir-

cumstances of the fearful tragedy which cost him
his life were brought vividly back to her mempry.
Then she fell into a profound reverie, from which

she was somewhat abruptly startled in abput

ten minutes by the entrance of Valentine Mal-

vern.

The young gentleman had not sought his couch

when the servant knocked at his door with the in-

timation that a lady who had given no name,

demanded an immediate interview, He had retired

to his chamber, it is true—but only to pace to and

fro in an uneasy and anxious moud, or else throw

himself in an arm-chair and give way to his reflec-

tions. "When the servant brought that message, a

presentiment struck him at the moment that it

was Lady Ernestina Dysart who had come to him.

She was uot only uppermost in his tlioughts, but

she of all women could alone have any reason to

seek an interview with him at such an hour, in so

urgent a manner, and relative to the business which

he had in hand with Mr. Sampson! He did not

however immediately descend— lie had to wait a

few minutes to collect his thoughts and make up
his mind with what demeanour he should appear

in the presence of the woman whom he believed to

be the murderess of his father.

Cold and reserved, wiUi a mournful look and slow

measured pace, did Valentine advance into that

room to which Ernestina had been slio\Tn. He was

well acquainted with her—he had often met her in

society, at the time, too, when she was carrying on

that intrigue with his father which he had so little

suspected. He therefore now at once recognised

her, as she raised her veil on his appearance , and
that she liad come upon the business which was up-

permost in his thoughts—indeed upon the only bu-

siness on which she could possibly visit him at all

at such an hour—he immediately perceived by the

fixed pallor and altered, careworn look that she

wore. For it was a look of that nature which

showed that it had only been recently stamped
upon the countenance, as if by the effect of some
evil intelligence made known within only a few

hours past.

" You know wherefore I am liere ?" said Lady
Ernestina, at once addressing Valentine in a tone

which, though slightly treumlous, indicated a mind
made up for even the most paiiilul ordeal. "But
in the mime of God, do nut believe anything

downright outrageous against me ! Culpable

—

very culpable I was: but only as so many women
olteii are "

"In one word, tell me. Lady Ernestina, i^ my
father dead ?" asked Malvern hurriedly.

" O heavens, yes !" she answered, bursting into

tears—aye, and it was an unfeigned fit of weeping
in which the pent-up feelings of the last two hours
now found vent.

" He is dead ! Oh ! how could I have hoped
otherwise ?"—and Valentine, averting his counte-

nance, wept : but suddenly turning towards Er-
nestina, he clutched her by the arm in a paroxysm
of uncontrollable feeling, saying, "Tell me how he
came by his death?"

" In the endeavour to save my hononr," replied

Ernestina, now all in a moment wiping away her
tears, and speaking with a deep solemnity of

voice.

" And—and—you—you did not
"

But young Malvern could not, dared not even,

finish the sentence : for he at once saw by the

sudden glow which appeared on Ernestina's cheek,

the instant before so pale—by the fire flashing

from out her large dark eyes—and by the haughty
wreathing of her upper lip, how indiguantly she

resented, depraved tbough she were, the terrible

suspicion implied rather by the look which he had
cast upon her than by the few broken words to

which he had hesitatingly given utterance.

"Good God! have you indeed suspected me of

this?" she exclaimed. *' But 1 forgive you—yes,

heaven knows that 1 forgive you : for after aU it is

to me that you owe the loss of a father! But to

suspect me Ah! I who loved him so well—so

fondly—and was beloved so tenderly by him in

return !"—and as she spoke, the tears again flowed

in a blinding torrent from her eyes.

"Lady Ernestina, 'tis for me to demand pardon

of you," said the young man, deeply moved, " if

by my suspicions I have injured you."
" Oh ! do not for anuther moment Jet even your

thoughts linger upon such di-eadful suspicions!"

she exclaimed : then once more « iping her eyes

with nervous haste, she took Valentines hiuid, led

him towards the portrait of the late Sir Archibald,

and gazing up towards those eloquent features

which seemed to look, to breathe, to speak, and

even to smile from the canvass, she said, " Now, m
the presence of that life-like counterpart of liim

whom I loved so well and who is gone—and also

before that high attesting heaven which hears me
speak—I swear that I am ianocent of foul deed or

treacherous play towards your father I"

" It is enough. Lady Ernestina Dysart—I believe

you—I am satisfied !"—and Valentines looks bore

e\'iJence to the sincerity with which he made these

announcements. "Pardon however the ciu-iosity

which prompts me at once to beseech a fu 1 and

complete recital of the cu-cumstances ofmy fathers

death !"

" Oh ! it is to fulfil this duty that I am come
hither now :" and with these words Ernestina pro-

ceeded to place herself in a chair so situated that

while she was speaking she cou'd still gaze up at

the portrait hanging to the wall, as if to prove that

she did not fear thus to vindicate herself in the

presence of that imago of the dead one.

Valentine seated himse f near her; and the

reader may suppose with what profound attention

and all-absorbing interest he listened as Lady
Ernestina Uvsart detailed the particulars of Sir

.\ri-hilialds death—how he had concealed liiuiself

in the bath where suiVocation had deprived him of

li:o I
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I " Oh ! Sir Valentine," exclaimed Lady Dysart,

I breaking off in the midst of her narrative, " I do

not ask you as a son to pass a comment upon your

sire's conduct ; but as a man must you experience

the loftiest admiration for that noble generosity,

that chivalrous magnanimity which kept him silent,

placing a seal upon his lips even when feeling the

agonies of death gaining upon him! For you

understand, Sir Valentine, that it must have been

while the boxes and trunks were heaped upon the

lid of the bath, that the mortal warnings of asphyxia

fastened vulture-like upon your sire ; and he knew
that if he gave vent to even the slightest moan
he would betray me to a furious husband. He died

therefore—died to save my honour O God ! how
I loved him!"

There was a long pause, during which Valentine

Malvern sat weeping. Ernestina shed no more
tears: her eyes were hot and dry—her throat was

parched—her thoughts were harrowing to a degree;

for she reflected that she who had once been worthy

of that illimitable love and transcendent devotion

on the part of the handsome and high-minded

Archibald Malvern, was now a polluted wretch,

loathsome to herself, and still reeking from the

embraces of the Public Executioner. Oh ! she felt

that whatever frailties she had been guilty of—what-
ever crimes she had committed—her punishment

had already taken place on earth and had been con-

summated that night!

After the long pause above noticed, she resumed

her narrative, describing how her husband returned

from France on a private and hurried visit to Eng-

land, and how he discovered the corpse at the villa,

recognizing its features.

" I need not tell you," she continued, " that on

rejoining me in France, he covered me with re«

proaches. I merited them! But then he brought

me to England, and proposed to me dreadful things

as the only condition on which he would help to

consign the unfortunate tragedy to oblivion. Upon
all this I cannot bear to dwell. Suffice it to say

that in a grave dug deep in the garden belonging

to that villa, do the remains of your father lie ; and
with him is interred the silken ladder by the aid of

which he ascended to my window. Oh! Sir

Valentine, if you knew all, you would indeed acknow-
ledge that I have been horribly punished !"

" Unless I believe you to be a veritable fiend in

human shape," observed the young baronet in a

solemn voice, " I must suppose that tHe wrongs you
experienced at your husband's hands were of no
ordinary character: for the proof exists that you

were the means of surrendering him up to the hands
of justice !"

" Ah ! the anonymous letter has betrayed that

circumstance," exclaimed Ernestina: then speaking

quickly, she added, " But of all the deeds which
stain my life, the conduct I pursued towards my
husband is the one calculated to inspire the least

remorse. It was a woman's vengeance—and though
you will say that the vengeance was terrible, yet

was the provocation of no common character."
" Lady Ernestina," said Malvern solemnly, " I

am not your judge, and have neither right nor pre-

tence to hold you accountable for actions which
concern not myself. Of your behaviour towards
your husband we will therefore speak no more,
But in this deplorable tragedy involving my father's

late, what course is to be pursued 7"

" For my part," at once returned Lady Dysart,

in a firm voice, " I have resolved not merely to

tell everything, but likewise to dare all conse-

quences."

" How learnt you that suspicions had arisen

against you?" asked Malvern.
" I saw that I was watched to-night," replied Lady

Ernestina, not choosing to enter into any explana-

tions that should compel her to speak of the Hang-
man or show that she had any connexion with him.
" My fears were excited—I cannot exactly say that

conscience troubled me, since whatever share I

might have bad in your father's fate was uninten-

tional on my part
"

" I believe the explanations you have given me
upon that head," rejoined Malvern ; " and I can

assure you that for more reasons than one I do

not wish to give an unnecessary publicity to these

details connected with my father's fate. In the first

place, I entertain no vindictive feeling towards your

ladyship ; and I should therefore be sorry to cause

an exposure which would produce dishonour or

danger of any kind to you. In the second place, I

am m duty bound to do all I can to shield my be-

loved father's memory from reproach ; and hence I

can have no wish to drag to light an unfortunate

amour which would stamp him as the seducer of a

friend's wife. Under all these circumstances the

matter must bs hushed up as far as possible; and
we will consult Mr. Sampson upon the subject."

" Be it so," rejoined Ernestina, still speaking with

firmness and decision. " Even if he should insist

on introducing the whole transaction to the cogni-

zance of the tribunals, I am prepared to undergo

whatever punishment may be awarded to me."
" Lady Ernestina Dysart," said the young gentle-

man, " I have already declared my belief in the

truth of your tale : but as a duty towards the me-
mory of my deceased parent, I shall assure myself

by means of a surgical examination that circum-

stances support your statement; and if so, the tri-

bunals would award you but a slight punishment

for concealing the death, even if Mr. Sampson
should insist upon dragging the transaction be-

fore them. But he will not—I am convinced that

he will not," added Sic Valentine emphatically.

He now looked at his watch, and found that it

was nearly four o'clock in the morning.
" I would suggest," he continued, " that we

should repair at once to Mr. Sampson's and hear

his opinion—but I fear to overtax your energies

;

for you look ill—you seem as if you had been up
all night "

" Let us go to Mr. Sampson's at once," said

Ernestina, rising from her seat and drawing her veil

over her countenance.
" Be it so," rejoined Malvern : and they issued

forth together.

CHAPTER CLXXIV.

TUB DISINTER MKNT.

It was between seven and eight o'clock on that

same morning, when a hackney-coach drove up to

the gate of the villa in the neighbourhood of Black-

heath. It was still untunanttfd, never having been

let since occupied by the Dysarls ; but Mr. Samp
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son, who rode upon the box with the coachman,

had obtained the key from the neighbouring house-

agent who had the letting of it, under pretence of

showing it to sonae friends in want of a residence

in that quarter. The house-agent, happening to be

a friend of Sampson's, was easily deterred by some

excuse from either accompanying him and his

party or sending anybody to show them over the

premises.

When the hackney-coach stopped at the gate,

Larry Sampson alighted from the box, while Sir

Valentine Malvern and two medical gentlemen

descended from the interior. The young baronet

then assisted Lady Ernestina Dysart to alight; and
when Sampson had ordered the hackney-coach to

return in three or four hours, the party entered the

grounds belonging to the villa. On repairing to

the back garden, they found two men with pick-

axes, spades, and the necessary implements for

opening the grave,—these men having been sent

over by Sampson with instructions to climb the

wall and wait in the grounds for the arrival of him-
self and companions.

SirValentine Malvern and Lady Ernestina walked
first, the medical men and Sampson following at a

short distance. Malvern, with the chivalrous feel-

ing of a gentleman towards a lady placed in most
painful circumstances, offered Ernestina his arm

:

but she, with becoming taste, declined the courtesy.

She felt how embarrassing it would be for that

young man to show an act of friendship towards

the woman who, though unintentionally, had been
the cause of his sire's premature death.

It was nevertheless with faltering steps that

Ernestina advanced towards the spot where she

knew the grave to be. She was well nigh exhausted
in mind and body, having been up all night, and
having passed through so many phases of excite-

ment: indeed she was only now sustained by that

species of unnatural energy which arms a person

when resolved to carry out a particular proceeding

to the end.

Having lived for some time at the villa, she was
of course familiar with every spot; and she could

not fail to recollect to a nicety where the grave had
been hollowed into which she bad seen her dead
paramour consigned. It is true that all traces of

the interment had been completely effaced : but

Ernestina was enabled to point to the place where
the men were now to dig. They accordingly went
to work, one of the medical men remaining as a wit-

ness of the proceeding; while Sir Valentine repaired

with Ernestina, the other medical gentleman, and
Lawrence Sampson, into the villa.

Audible was the fluttering of tho lady's heart as

she crossed the threshold of the house where the
tragedy had taken place. Be it remembered that

the establishment was let to the Dysarts ready-

furnished ; but we must here observe that in

consequence of remaining untenanted for some
months, the owner had sold off all the furniture,

and it was now empty. The bath was however
a fixture in the room specially appropriated for

the purpose ; and there was it found by tho party
now penetrating to that chamber.
No leai's fell from Ernestiiia's eyes as she gazod

upon it : her eyeballs were throbbing and burning
as when she left Malvern's abode in Hanover
Square. A convulsive jjasp however rose up into
her throat; and she was couipolled to lean against

the wall to sustain herself. As for Sir Valentine,
he was of course much affected on finding himself
in the room where his father had breathed hi* last,

and on beholding that bath in which the catas*
trophe took place.

Having remained in the chamber for a few
minutes, the party descended to the garden again

;

and Ernestina, retiring to a short distance from
the grave, seated herself in an arbour, there to
wait the result of the proceedings that were taking
place. The other members of the party, who had
been with her to the bath-rooDo, gathered round
the grave; and in a short time a considerable
hollow was dug by the workmen. These men now
prosecuted their labours with all befitting caution,

80 as not to strike their implements into the

corpse, which they reached in due course. It was
enveloped in a sheet; and the rope-ladder of
silken cords was found inside the grave. Thus
every detail was precisely as Lady Ernestina had
described it ; and the dead body was borne into

the house.

We shall not endeavour to probe the feelings

with which Sir Valentine Malvern gazed upon the

decomposing remains of the author of his being.

Suffice it to say that he experienced all tbe grief

which an affectionate son was sure to testify on such

a solemn as well as 8orro.?ful occasion. He tben

retired with Larry Sampson, leaving the medical

men to perform their examination with a view to

ascertain whether the deceased had experienced

foul play otherwise than as Lady Ernestina de-

scribed.

"And 80, Mr. Simpson," said Valentine, while

walking with the officer through the garden, "you
feel that; should tlie surgical report be satisfactory,

you will be justified in allowing the matter to be

hushed up?"
"Assuredly,"' ansvered Sampson. "la conse-

quence of the various representations you have

made to me, and with the justness of which 1 fully

concur, I should consider myself to be acting

officiously, instead of officially, in giving pabUcity

to this unfortunate series of even'.s."

"1 thank you mist sincerely for adopting so

considerate and kind a course," said Vaientme

:

then after a brief pause, he added, "Lady Er-

nestina is to a great extent to be pitied. Siie

evidently loved my poor fatiier dearly !"

"But her conduct towards her husband," ob-

served Larry, " was certainly of the most mon-
strous description; and when you say that she is

to be pitied, 1 suppose you mean in reference to

the sad transactions which we are now investi-

gating, and not in respect to any other matter ?"

" Lady Ernestina emphatically stated to me,"
rejoined Malvern, "that the provocation she had

received from her husband was immense ; and she

as plainly and unreservedly confessed that her's

was a woman's vengeance."
" There can be no doubt that Dysart was a man

of depraved habits, heartless disposition, and un-

principled character," observed Sampson. " How-
ever, with all that we have now nothing to do ; and

if the report of the medical men be such as to bear

out her ladyship's statement respecting your

father's death, I shall at once tell her that she may
consider herself at large again. Hitherto all the

circumsitanoes of our investigation corroborate her

a lo. There is the bath, evidently convenient
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enough for a surprised lover to conceal himself in; i

and if we ouly fancy the lid closely pressed down

with boxes heaped upon it, it is not astonishing

that suiFocation should have ensued. Then, too,

I

there is the ladder of silken cords, exhumed with

' the deceased, and servings as additional testimony

to corroborate Lady Ernestina's statements."

In this manner did the Bow- street Officer and

Sir Valentine Malvern continue to discourse while

walldiiij to and fro in the garden. Presently one

of the medical men was seen advancing from the

1
villa; and Lady Ernestina, on perceiving him, at

i ouce concluded that the examination was over.

i
She accordingly issued from the arbour and pro-

I ceeded to join the group. Her countenance was

still deadly pale and bore the traces of much in-

ternal struggling and over-wrought feeling, as well

as great physical depression : but at the same time

her demeanour was collected and firm as if she had

no fear for the result of the surgical scrutiny.

The medical man had joined Sir Valentine Mal-

vern and Larry Sampson before Ernestina came

up with them: but when he observed that

she was advancing, he waited until she was pre-

sent 80 that she might listen to the report he

had to make. He then declared in a solemn man-

ner that from the examination which himself and

professional companion had made in respect to

the deceased, there was not the slightest ground

for questioning the truth of Lady Ernestina's

story.

" In that case," said the officer, at once address-

ing himself to Ernestina, "your ladyship need

not consider that I assert any farther claim to your

presence here."

"Your ladyship," Sir Valentine Malvern has-

tened to add, " may take the hackney-coach and

return at once to London. I and the others must
remain here for a short time in order to adopt

measures for the removal of my deceased father's

remains in as private a manner as possible from

tlie neighbourhood."

To be brief, Lady Ernestina Dysart took her

departure in the hackney-coach; and on her way
back to Albemarle Street she congratulated her-

self upon her presence of mind in adopting the

course which she had pursued towards Malvern

and which had resulted in her extricatioa from a

most serious dilemma.

But we must still retain the reader's attention at

the villa. So soon as Sir Valentine had handed

Lady Ernestina into the hackney-coach, he has-

tened back to rejoin Sampson and the medical

man, whom he had left conversing together in the

garden. He now found them with the other pro-

fessional gentleman ; and this latter, at ouce ac-

costing the young baronet, handed him a small

pocket-book, which felt damp to the touch.

" Before you offer a word of explanation," said

Jlalvorn, in a solemn tone, " I feel assured that

you have found this about the person of my de-

ceased father. And yet 1 recognize it not : I do

not remember to have observed it in his posses-

sion.'

" I have just found it," said the medical gentlc-

ni;in, " in a secret pocket in the breast of the de-

ceased's coat. While left alone by my colleanue

jus', now, I happened to tread upon the coat, which
we had previously taken off, and which lay upon
tho Hour where we pertormod the exuuination.

Feeling something thicker under the foot than
the meie cloth of the coat could be, I had
the curiosity to ascertain what it was; and, as

I have already explained, in a private pocket I

discovered this article. All the other pockets had
been rifled : there was not even a ring nor a coin

about the person of the deceased."

"Doubtless the money and valuables which
might have been about your father at the time,"

remarked Sampson, "became the perquisites of

the individual, whoever it might be, that Dysart

engaged to dig the grave."

"The papers which this pocket-book contains,"

said Valentine, as he opened it, "do not appear to

be much injured by the damp. But I will examine

them hereafter."

He thereupon secured the pocket-book about

his person, and then remunerated the medical gen-

tlemen with becoming liberality for the services

they had rendered, and concerning which they were

enjoined to the strictest secrecy—enough of the

circumstances having been explained to them to

show wherefore it was desirable to screen the

matter from the public gaze.

They then took their departure ; and Sir Va-
lentine remained with Sampson to deliberate upon
the course which they should now pursue for the

removal of the body.
" If you will leave the management of all this

to me," observed Larry, after some discussion, " I

will conduct it with the necessary privacy. My two

men yonder, who have already filled up the grave,

shall remain in charge of the deceased until

night; and I will then come myself, with an un-

dertaker on whom I can rely, and fetch away the

remains in a coffin. They shall then be borne to

your house ; and I must leave you to give your

dependants and friends what explanation you think

fit."

This arrangement was accepted with much gra-

titude by Sir Valentine Malvern ; and taking his

departure from the villa, he procured a vehicle at

Blackheath to convey him home to Hanover
Square.

On arriving at his mansion at about five o'clock

in the evening, he at once sent a note to Lord

Florimel requesting an immediate call from his

lordship; and when the nobleman arrived. Sir

Valentine Malvern explained to him all that had

taken place. He likewise gave him full particulars

of the interview which had occurred with the

Prince Regent on the previous evening ; and

having concluded his narrative, he said, '* You
must now hasten, my dear Lord Florimel, and

make all befitting excuses for my absence tliis

day, from your beloved niece. Tell her that

having discovered my father's fate, I now remain

at home to mourn in solitude for that death which,

though long suspected, has ouly been proved a

certainty within tho la^t few hours. She Hill ap-

preciate my feelings, and will pardon my absence.

Jlelative to all these details which concern herself,

your lordship and your excellent lady will best

know how to reveal so important a secret to my
adored Florence.''

Lord Florimel remained for some little while

discoursing with Ma'vcrn upon tho events which

had thus BO singularly transpired within the livst

four-aiul-tweuty hiur.t ; and the young baronet

I ^ould not help ob"5<.Tviiig, as ho rt-ilcctcd thereupon.
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that it almost seemed as if Providence had chosen

to blend the threads of his own destiny with those

of Florence Eaton's—for it was on repairing to

Carlton House to receive the revelation of a secret

so nearly regarding her, that he had found in the

fra{j;ment of a letter the clue to that train of in-

cidents which had so promptly led tu the unravel-

ment of the mystery concerning his father's fate.

Lord Florimel hiras -If was much struck by the

circumstance; and on taking his leave of Malvern,

he returned at once to Piccadilly to acquaint Pau-

line with all tliat had occurred, preparatory to the

same details—or rather, as much of them as it

was proper to reveal—should be made known to

Florence,

"When once more alone, Malvern shut himself

up in his own room and examined the contents of

that pocket-book which had been found about his

father's person. Then was it that with miugled

amazement and sorrow he made a fresh discovery

relative to the past incidents of his sire's career—

a discovery concerning matters the bare existence

of which Valentine had never even suspected, and
which not only regarded himself but also others!

lu a word, a great mystery vm-i now revealed : a

secret was disclosed which, but for the discovery

of this pocket-bouk, might for ever have re-

mained buried in darkness. Th(e revelation thus

made imposed upon him, too, a duty which he
must not postpone an hour longer than was abso-

lutely necessary : in a word, he felt that the moment
the funeral was over and his father's remains
should have been consigned to conseci-ated ground,

he must lose no time in the accomplishment of this

duty to which we allude.

CHAPTER CLXXV.

MORE PEARLS FKOM XHE SXBING.

It was between four and five o'clock on the same
day of which we are writing, that a handsome
cabriolet, drawn by a splendid horse, dashed up

to the front door of Levesou House. Everything

was unexceptionable about the appearance of this

equipage, save in respect to the groom who stood

beliind it. It was not that his livery was shabby,

or that it was inconsistent with the dashing bril-

liancy of the "turn-out:" on the contrary, it was

as fine as a gold hat-band, a green coat witli yellow

buttons and plenty of lace, brown knee-breeches,

and a new pair of top-boots could possibly com-
bine to render it. But the defect was in the

wearer: for most assuredly this groom was of a
very singular, awkward, and unprepossessing ap-

pearance. He was thin, lank, and lean in person

:

his gait, so far from having the respectful assur-

ance which characterises a good servant enjoying

the confidence of his master, was shuffling and
shambling; while his looks were sneaking, down-
cast, and furtive. ludeeJ, he looked a veritable

starveling, and seemed as if he were some whining
wretched mendicant who had been suddenly ele-

vated from rags and the gutter to the full bloom
of livery and a stand behind that dashing ca-

briolet.

When the vehicle stopped at the door of Levesou
House, this menial crept down as if he were half

frightened lest the equipage should dash off and
fling him on the kerbstone, or lest the officers of

jast ce were looking out for him in every direction.

Indeed, he seemed altogether out of his element

:

but it must be likewise observed that his aspect

was such as to render it difficult to decide what
possible element could suit him. Sneaking along

from the rear of the vehicle to the horse's head,

he so placed himself in the shade of the noble

animal as if anxious to make it a screen to hide

him from the view of all passers-by: and yet as

he held the bridle, a glance of satisfaction twinkled

sidelong from his eyes as that look embraced in

quick survey all the splendid features of the

equipage.

Very different from the menial was the mas-
ter who emerged from that dashing cabriolet. At
the first glance he might have been mistaken for

a bear escaped from the Zoological Gardens and
dressed up in male attire : for he wore such an
enormous quintity of hair about his face as al-

most to destroy the features that identified him
as a human being. His black whiskers stuck out

in great bushes—his mousiaehios were fiercer

than any that are ever worn by an actor dressed up
t'j play the part of a Brigand for the stage—his

brows were thick and overiangiiig—he wore an

imperial—and his huge whiskers, meeting under

the cliin, were prolonged into a beard jf which a

Pasha might have been proud. He was dressed

in a semi-military style, bat with most outrageons

pretentions. His frock-coat was one mass of

braiding and froRging all over the breast; and
as it was buttoned up to the chin, and therefore

covered the waistcoat where the gold chain ought

to have been, he wore this said chain outside his

coat, a very little pocket being made to hold the

watch belonging thereto. This chain was as mas-
sive and large as that of a Sheriff or L ird Mayor,

and therefore gave its wearer the ap;>e^raiice of

uniting some civic dignity with his military rank.

His grey trousers had a broad gold stripe down
each leg, and were stretched tightly over boots

brilliantly polished, with heels two inches high,

and furnished with an immense pair of gold spurs.

Such was the phenomenon that emerged in

stately grandeur from the cabriolet ; and flinging

the reins from his lemon-coloured kid gloves—
or rather from the hands that wore them—he
drew forth an embroidered cambric handkerchief

so highly perfumed that it rendered the air fra-

grant.

"Now, Robin, take care of him," exclaimed

Captain Tash, alluding to the horse: "and don't

leave his head. Remember how he darted off the

day before yesterday and di'comfitted the old

applewoman's stall. I am just going here to call

upon my friend Leveson for a few minutes," con-

tinued the Captain, exalting his voice in a bom-
bastic style as some ladies and gentlemen passed

by at the moment: "and then we shall drive back
to Carlton House. I am engaged to dine with

his Royal Highness to-day," he added in a still

louder tone, so that the passers-by should not fiiil

to catch the magnificent announcement.
Having thus spoken—while poor Robin looked

as if he would have given the world to melt away
out of the green livery and top boots and sink

into tiie earth—the redoubtable Captain Ta<h
stalked with an awful swagger into the mansion,
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the frout door of which was opened by the hall-

porter the moment his cab had dashed up to the

house. The Marquis was at home : aud the Cap-

tain was accordiugly introduced into a parlour,

where he was almost immediately joined by his

lordship.

" Sit down, Captain," said Leveson, in an affable

manner : for he had good reason to be contented

with the way in which the gallant officer had

carried out the little commissioa entrusted to

him.

"Devilish hot, to be sure, isn't it, Leveson?'

exclaimed Tash, as he flung himself upon a sofa.

The Marquis looked severe for a moment on
being addressed thus familiarly ; but smiliug the

next instant at the Captain's impertinence, he

said, "Very hot indeed, my dear Tash. What
news ?"

" Sackville has been going on at a glorious rate

within the last two or three weeks," replied the

Captain. " He has taken such a fancy for the

gaming-table that I could not possibly keep hiai

away from it even if I wished."
" Ah, well," said the Marquis, rubbing his hands

gleefully : " so much the better—so much thu

better. Is he in want of cash again ?''

"When I left him half-an-hour back," replied

the Captain, "he was just screwing up his courage

to go and tell his wife that if he didn't have twenty

thousand to-night by eight o'clock he shall be a
ruined man."
" Capital—excellent!" exclaimed Leveson, rub-

bing his hands harder than before, while the

supremest satisfaction was expressed ia every

lineament, line, and wrinkle of his face. " How
have you managed this ?"

" He has been borrowing money on promissory

notes payable at sight, of the fellow who keeps t':e

Golden Hell in St. James's Street: and I'll tell

you what I have done," continued Tasli with as sly

a look as could possibly beam forth from the midst

of all the hair that covered his face; "I have
made this fellow write him a most peremptury
Utter, something in this style:

—

'AJy Lord, if
your lordship does not pay the nineteen thousand

five hundred pounds/or which I hold your lordship's

1 O U's hy eight o'clock tonight, when, the Bank at

my establishment opens, I shall be under the neces-

sity ofposting your namevp in the room, and shall

have you put into the Satirist and the Age next

Sunday."

"And has this letter really gone?" demanded
Leveson, almost in ccstacies of delight.

" By Jupiter ! I saw it sent off myself at about

two o'clock to Carlton House : and when I went

at three to call on Sackville as usual, I preti-ndcd

to be fearfully indignant on reading the said letter,

which he thrust into my hand the moment I en-

tered his room. Lord, how I did swear against

that gambling-house keeper! I called him all

the 'd d scoundrels ' 1 could think of; and if

oaths were things, aud only as heavy as feathers,

I am sure 1 swore enough of them to break a
horse's back if tliey were all collected together

and laid upon it. Of course S ickviUe appialed to

me for my advice and assistance. He ;ihv;iys doci

:

1 have made myself so n"ces<ary to him. Well, 1

as'iured him that the money must bo pail; for

that the gamiiig-liuuse keeper was a na-iiy fellow

and would do his worst. Then how waa the money

to be got ? that was the next question. Could I

raise it on a loan ? No : all the money-lenders I

am acquainted with had got plenty of his bills

aheady. He walked up and down the room ia

great agitation, and at length exclaimed, stopping

short, ' Come, Tash, 1 know you, must have some

sort of advice to give me, if you will."—Tiiea I

looked very grave, observing that tlie only thing

I could recommend was for him to ask his wife,

as she seemed to possess an inexhaustible treasure

somewhere or another. 'No, impossible." he cried:

'I dare not ask htr for any more. Would you be-

lieve it,' he added, 'that the whole amount I have

had from her during the last six or seven months

has run up to no less than fifty thousandpounds ?'—
I expressed my joy that he had a wife who was

able to act as his banker to such a glorious extent

;

but I think he blushed a little and looked rather

confused, as if he was not altogether pleased with

the allusion. However, immediately recovering

himself^ he said, • Well, I suppose I must make up

my mind to go and ask Venetia
:'—and your lord-

ship may depend upon it that I urged everything

I possibly could in order to make him follow up
this resolution. Sj when I left him just now, he

was going to Lady Sackville's boudoir to make
known his wants and demand her succour."

" You have managed most admirably. Captain

Tash," said the Marquis. " Does Lord Sackville

frequently hint at ttiis mysterious source of wealth

which his wife possesses?"
" On two or three occasions, when more com-

municative than at other times," answered the

Captain, "he has expressed his wonder where

Venetia can possibly get so much money from

:

and once, when considerably obfuscated with wine

of wliich he had drunk great quantities in the

desperation of a frightful run of ill-luck at the

gaming-table—he observed that he knew very well

it was not from the Prince she received such vast

pecuniary subsidies, as his Royal Highness him-

self was most frightfully hampered in that re-

spect."

" Ah, well—it matters but little what Sackville

says or thinks," observed Lord Leveson in a

musing tone : then rising from his chair as a hint

to Captain Tash that the present interview need

not be prolonged, he presented the gallant ofiSeer

with a couple of bauk notes for a hundred pounds
each, saying, " You have played your cards ex-

cellently, and I am more than satisfied with all

you have done. It is most probable that the ne-

cess ty w:ll soon cease for you to continue the

work of plunging Sackville into these difficulties:

but, however, I will let you know in due

course."

Thereupon Captain Tash took his departure;

and as he issued forth from the Marquis ofLevc-

son's hou^e to re-enter his cabriolet, he strode

forward with so grand an air, with such a tre-

menduus swagi^er, and with his immense bell-

shaped hat percheil in so singular a fashion over

his right car, that lie looked not only as if Albe-

marle Street itsdt behmged to hiiu, but as if

the whole of the West Eud treio bis private pro-

perty.

Immediately after Captain Tash had thus taken

is depirture, the I^Iarquis of L«!Ve8i)n opened his

liliug-dosk, drew out a private drawer, and pro-

ccodo I to count tho pejrb which it contained.
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When he had finished, a smile ofgloating satisfac-

tion and sensual triumph appeared upon his coun-

tenance ; and as he locked up the desk again, he

said to himself, "She will be mine—she will be

mine !"

About an hour afterwards Lady Sackville's car-

riage dashed up to the house : and the Marquis

went forth to the very threshold in order to receive

the brilliant Venetia, for whose visit the intelli-

gence he had received from Captain Taah had so

fully prepared him. She endeavoured to look as

self-possessed and composed as possible ; but the

keen eye of the Marquis could not fail to observe

a deeper shade of seriousness on her countenance

than he had ever seen before, and at the same time

the glitter of uneasiness in her magnificent eyes.

But he appeared not to notice this betrayal of

emotion on her part, and with profound respect

escorted her into the parlour where he had so re-

cently received the gallant officer.

" I am come to draw upon you again, my noble

banker," said Venetia, making a great eflrort to

smile with a sort of dignified good humour ; but

there was something sickly in it as she drew forth

the string whence bo many of the pearls had
already disappeared.

"I am entirely at your ladyship's service," re-

plied the Marquis of Leveson ;
" and believe me

when I assure you, without flattery, that the hap-

piest moments of my life are those when your
ladyship honours me with your pi'esence."

" Perhaps your lordship means to convey a

little covert satire in that remark," said Venetia,

with a perceptible bitterness in her lone. " You
look upon each visit which I thus pay you as a

step bringing me nearer and nearer to the catas-

trophe which you so confidently expect will take

place?"
" 1 hope that your ladyship will acquit me of

aught savouring of such rudeness as satire," re-

joined the Marquis, with a bow : " for believe me.
Lady Sackville, I am incapable of a discourteous

act towards you."
" And yet your lordship's antecedents do not

altogether justify the remark," exclaimed Venetia,

who was in one of those humours which compelled

her as it were to vent her spite a little upon the

very man on whose purse, if not actual bounty, she
had come to make a large claim. "However, we
will not dispute, my lord," she immediately added,
recovering her wonted air of dignity mingled with
exquisite politeness. " I am in want of money, and
have brought my cheque-book."

With these words she unfastened the string and
prepared to take off as many pearls as would re-

present the sum she needed ; while the Marquis of

Leveson opened his desk and produced a large
bundle of Bank-notes.
" One—two—three "—and thus did Venetia go

on counting until she had numbered twenty : but
when these twenty pearls had been successively

drawn off the string, only one more remained upon
it!

Raising her eyes towards the Marquis, she
cau;;ht the expression of triumph which had gra-
dually expanded upon his features into actual ra-

diance, as he beheld Venetia detach all tiiose

pearls.

" Ah ! my lord 1" she exclaimed, in a voice thrill-

ing with exultation, " I havo still one pearl left—

and tliat shall n;ver find its way into your hands !

Even at the risk of making you repent altogether

of your bargain and refuse to honour the de-
mauds which these twenty pearls represent, do I

promise you that the one remaining here shall

never, never depart from me."

"Your ladyship is the mistress to act as you
choose," observed Lord Leveson, in a voice oi

bland politeness: and without even noticing Ve-
netia's allusion to a possible refusal on his part to

supply her with any farther funds, he at once pro-

ceeded to count down twenty Bank-notes each for

a thousa'id pounds. " I believe that your ladyship

will find tliis sum correct:"— and handing the

notes over to her, he waited until she herself had
counted them ere he took up a single pearl from
the table.

" Tiie sum is correct—and I thank your lord-

ship," said Venetia, in a low and tremulous voice :

for the remembrance flashed vividly to her mind at

the moment, that of all the six who had originally

made her the object of th.eir amorous pursuit-",

five had already revelled in her charms, and feeble

was now the barrier which separated her from the

power of the sixth!

His lordship consigned the pearls to his desk,

while Venetia thrust the Bank-notes into her

bosom. She then rose and drew down her veil to

hiile the emotion which she felt that her features

were but too likely to betray. The Marquis handed
her back to her carriage, which immediately drove

off to Carlton House: and on arriving there, Ve-
netia at once repaired to the apartment where her

husband was anxiously awaiting her presence.

"There, Horace!" she said, tossing the Bank-

notes upon the table with an air so strange that it

even resembled a state of mind bordering upon

desperation. " This is the sum you require ! But

understand me well—it is the hst I shall be enabled

to procure for you."
" JNIy dear Venetia, you are very angry with rao

—or else you are much annojei and agitated?"

said Horace, approaching her with soothing looks

and great kindness of manner.

« No—let us not enter upon any discussion,"

said Venetia, but still with an uneasy and almost

wild look. " Suffice it for you that I have pro-

cured the money which is to save you from expo-

sure and ruin : but let me impress it upon your

mind, that if you involve yourself in any farther

dilemmas, it will be useless to apply to mo for the

means of extricating you therelrom."

" Tell me, dear Venetia," said Lord Sackville,

seized with an irresistible feeling of curio.-ity,

"what is the source of this mysterious wealth of

your'o ? I remember when first you assisted me
with money, you led me to believe it emanated

from the gifts received from the Prince : but when

I reflect upon the very large .-.mounts for which I

am indebted to your kindness, I am of course

well aware that his Royal Highness has not the

means of aflording you such supplies. Besides, on

this occasion, at all events, you have been some-

where to procure the amount now so generously

placed at my disposal :"—for Venetia had not laid

aside her bonnet and scarf ere rejoining her hus-

band in the parlour where he had been wailing for

her.

" Horace," she said, in a low voice, and at the

same time fixing upon him a reproaciiful look,

—
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" if you have any compunctious fcdinffs ns to the

mode in which I may have obtained iliese large

supplies with which at different times 1 have suc-

coured you, surely you should be just if not gene-

rous enough to take the full measure of blame

unto yourself for those extravagaiicts, vicious

pursuits, and inordinate follies whicli have com-

pelled you thus to appeal to my resources ?"

"Good God! what mean you, Venetia?" ex-

claimed Horace, recoiling from the idea which

suddenly smote him as with the blow of a hammer.
" Is it possible that you—you "

And ho hesitated—he dared not complete the

sentence : but ho gazed with a look of mingled

agony and shame upon the splendid countenance

of his wife—that countenance which the warm
blood was now richly suffusing!

" I know what you would say—you would nsk

rne whether I have prostituted myself to obtain

these monies?''—and her tone was penetrated
8r,o

with a poignfint bilternos'?, " No, no—it has not
come to that yet I" she continued, her features

suddenly lighting up with a feeling of satisfaction :

"but the next time you demand money of me, 1

must either refuse you—or else
"

"No, no—that shall never be!" exclaimed
Sackville with a shudder. "All my feelings as a

man—as a husband-revolt againt such a hor-

ror. When our compact was formed—that com-
pact which left us to follow our own inclinations,

irrespective of all the ties of love or marriage

—

it was that we might each pursue that career of

fashionable pleasure which may be depravity ia

the true Fcnsc of the word, but which at all events

should have nothing grovelling, low, and dcsjiica-

bly mean about it. In a word, I understood that

you might shine as tho mistress of the Prince and
bestow your favours where tho whim or fancy

prompted yon : but to sell your charms, V»>ue-

tia No, no—never, never 1"
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«'Ah! you would not, then, like to know that

I became so tliorou;;hIy lost to every sense of de-

licacy as that?" said Vcnetia, surprised, and not

altogether displeased at the vehemence with which

her husband had spoken on the point.

" I should hate—I should loathe—I should abo-

minate you !" was the quick reply which Horace

gave.
" Then you do still love me a little ?" said Ve-

netia, in a tremulous voice.

"Think you that having once loved you so

fondly—so devotedly—so enthusiastically," ex-

claimed Horace, seating himself by the side of his

splendid wife and taking her hand, "it i=i possi-

ble to have ceased to love you altogether? No,

no: besides which, you are so beautiful—so

grandly handsome— it were impossible to help

loving you. Ah ! if our destiny had been other-

wise—if we had been permitted at the time of our

marriage to remain in that comparatively humble

sphere which was properly our own—we should

doubtless have been happier than we are now.

At all events, our love would have flowed on like

a pure crystal stream that is unpolluted—uncon-

taminated "

"Then the splendours, the brilliancies, the

pomps, and the honours of a Court life are al-

ready losing their attractions for you, Horace?"
interrupted Venetia, an ineffable tenderness steal-

ing upon her and melting that heart the chords of

which had of late vibrated to but few of the better

feelings of human r.ature.

" Would to God," cried Horace, the anguished

look he had before shown again sweeping over his

countenance, which though handsome as ever had
recently grcfwn pale with dissipation,—"would to

God—that I could throw off these golden shackles

which a lordly title and a courtly office have

rivetted upon my limbs—aye, not only upon my
limbs, but upon my mind also ! "Venetia, I am sick

of it. This scene, which is now passing between
you and me, has aroused in my mind feelings aiid

sentiments long dormant there, and has revived

many blissful memories of the past! Would to

God that all this had never happened—that when
we were married we had fled far away from those

who had the power to coerce us "

"Yes—but we were so completely in their

power," murmured Venetia, deeply moved by the

impassioned language to which her husband had
been giving utterance. "It is useless to regret all

that has taken place
"

"But the future, Venetia," interrupted Horace,
a« he threw upon her a strange wild look : " dare
you plunge your eyes into the future ? It is true
that we may bo elevated to a more exalted rank
than that which we at present hold : the Prince
will no doubt fulfil his promise, and on the day
when the death of his father shall make him King
of England, will bestow still loftier titles upon us.

But cf what avail will be the exchange of a Baron's

coronet for that of an Earl, if life can be only

passed by plunging into dissipations and profli-

gacies of all kinds iu order to escape from thought ?

Believe me, Venetia, had we at our marriage re-

mained iu private lite— existing only for each
other, and imbibing all our happiness from the

pure fount of sincere and lionourablo love—never,

never should I have crossed the threshold of the

gaming-house—never should I have become ad-

dicted to the juice of the grape—never should I
have grown a voluptuary and a debauchee! But
all this I am now—all this I have become in less

than a year,—in a few short months I may say :

and in moments of cool and sober reflection I
loathe, I hate myself. Heavens ! you weep, Venetia
—Oh ! you weep !—atia ymi, then, are also moved
—you feel on your side the same as I do ?'

" Yes, yes, ray dear Horace," she marmnringly
interrupted him ; " would to God that we coald
recall the past—but it is impossible! Ourdestiny
is fixed : we must follow it—we must obey it ; and
though brilliant in the eyes of the world, yet does
it carry its own pnnishment along with it. Yea

—

because it will not bear the calmness of reflection

;

and in order that existence can be made tolerable^,

it must be an incessant whirl of giddy pleasures,

frenzied enjoyments, and intoxicating delights P
"Oh! to live such a life on to the end!" ex-

exclaimed Horace, as if stricken with a cold shu'l-

der. " Nevertheless, as yon saj% dear Venetia, it

must be endured! But at this moment I am
jealous of you—I love you again as a wife—I am
mad to think that these glorious charms of yours

should ever have beea possessed by another—
perhaps by others '/"

" Horace !"' Venetia suddenly observed, exerting

herself with a strong effort to subdue her emo-
tions ; "this scene can endure no longer I I under-

stand, I appreciate, and I share all the feelings

which have been excited in your breast: but it

is useless—worse than useless—to yield to these

moments of softness and tenderness. We must
fulfil our desnity—we must observe our compact!

'

"Yes—there is no alternative," said Horace.
" But at all events there is a melancholy pleasure

in such a scene as this ; and metbinks that it does

one good."
" No—it is a weakness to which we ought not to

yield," immediately rejoined Venetia, "because it;

cannot lead to any beneficial result. We know
too much of each other, Horace, ever to expe-

rience again that sublime confidence—that full

and complete trustfulness—wnich alone can con-

stitute the true happiness of wedded life. On
your side you know that I have been unfaithful to

yon—and on my side I know that you have been

unfaithful to me. 1 use the word unfaithful t

express my meaning, although it be scarcely .ip-

p!icable : for that cannot be rightly termed "i-

/atiA/wZncss which is the result of agreement ami

mutually assented to. But what I mean you to

understand is that, knowing what we do of each

other, it were impossible—even were we to aban-

don a Court life, fly away to a distance, and bury

oiu'selves in some complete solitude— it would be

impossible, I say, for us to experience that full

measure of affection which must be unalloyed and
uncoiitarainated in order to be complete. In tliis

hour when our natures have melted beneath the

influence of those better feelings which are not

altogether extinct within us, wo experience a re-

vival of all the first freshness of our love : hut

this would not last ! That moral purity which is

love's vital and sustaining power, exists not in our

case; and in a short time when this transitory

tenderness liad passed away and our minds had
recovered their wonted tone, we should blush ss

we looked each other in the face
!"

" Yes— 'tis too true, too true," murmured ijorace,
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in a deep voice and with a profound mournfulness

in his looks.

" Then again, I say," huniedly continued Venetia,

"let U9 still yield to the strong current of our

destiny:''—and she was about to speed from the

room, when observing the Baok-notes upon the

table, her recoUectious were in an instant recalled

to the orisjin of this smg'ular and indeed romantic

scene with her husband. "My dear Horace," she

said, turning back and placing her hand upon his

arm while she looked earnestly into his C'.unte-

nance, "you will remember all that I have told

you, will you not?"—and she pointed to the Bank-
notes.

"My God, yes!" he exclaimed, eviJent'y still

under the influence of what has been already

termed the better feeUugs of his nature. "I
would destroy myself," ho added vehemently,
" sooner than be the cause of plunging you more
deeply down "

But Venetia, waiting not to hear the remamder
of the sentence, sped away from the room, Husten-

iug up to her own boudoir, she flung off her bosi-

net and scarf—opened her jewel-case—and care-

fully deposited therein the one pearl remaining

upon the string. Then, seating herself at the

table, she drew forth from her writiug-deik a num-
ber of letters, and began reading them with earnest

attention. Oh! often and often had she peruse J

those letters before ;—and in some parts there were

traces of tears that had fallen—aye, and f.dltn

thickly too, for the writing was in tliose plao 'S

wholly obliterated. But she now read them again,

because the scene with her husband had opened

her mind to those tender sympathies which even

the most callous natures or the most worldly dis-

positions must feel at times.

Yes—she read them again and again—she wept

also over those letters: for this was an hour of Vene-

tia's weakness—one of tbose chastening intervals

which occur in the existence of every woman, no

matter how lofty her ambition, how unpriacipled her

conduct, or how profligate her ways.

But in the midst of this occupation her confiden-

tial dependant Jessica knocked at the boudoir; and

on being desired to enter, she said, " An elderly

gentlewoman desires to see your ladyship imme-
diately."

" Who is she t what is her name 2" asked Venetia,

hastily wiping the tears from her eyes.

" She would not say, my lady. la fact I do not

know her—I never saw he» before ; and she seems

a respectable kind of a person. She declares that

it is most urgent business on which she desires to

see your ladyship."

« Then show her up here," said Venetia; " and

order dinner to be served in half-an-hour."

" Does your ladyship dine alone ?"

" Yes—quite alone to-day, for the first time indeed

for the last six weeks. But the Prince has got a

dinner-party of convivial friends and boon com-

panions, from which ladies are excluded. liowever,

show this female up at once."

Jessica flitted away; and during the five minutes

of her absence, Venetia replaced tbe letters in her

desk, which she locked. She lueu looked at herself

in the glass—wiped away all traces of her tca'.H—
arranged her hair—and re-scathig herself, prepan;!

to receive with composed feelings the visitress wiu)

was approaching.

Presently the door opened: and Jessica, having
ushered in the " elderly gcnllewoman," immediately
withdrew. But instautaueously recognizing this fe-

male's countenance, Vunelia gave a start as if seized

with a cold shudder; and it was evidently witn a
sickening sensation that she exclaimed, " Ah, Mrs.
Gale !"

CHAPTER CLXXVI.

TUE UNWELCOMB VISITRESS.

Yes—it was the infamous woman wl'.o kept the

fashionab e Irons-, of resort in Soho Square, that

now stood in tl'.e presence of Venetia. Our renders

will remember that we have dssuribed her as liav-

ing a matronly air : indeed she was a woman of

what mighi be tsrmed motherly respectability-

one of tliose kind gijod-natured souls who would
not tread upon a worm, who make the kindest of

auuts and tbe most indulgent of gnndmothers,
and are always distributing blankets or giving

away soup-tickets amongst the poor. No wonder,

theu, that Jessica had taken lier fur " a respect-

able gentlewoman," while in reality beneath that

pleasing demeanour was veiled a character of the

most depraved and infamous description.

"Yes, my lady, it's me, ]Mrs. Ga'.e," she said, in

reply to Venetia's ejaculation : theu looking back
to assure herself that tht; door '.Yas shut, she ad-

vanced towards the brilliant Lady Sackville, ob-

serving witli a knowing look, "Ah! I am glad to

see you so well off. Many and many a time have I

thought of calling, buth when you was at Acacia

Cottage, and since you have been here at Carlton

House : but somehow or another things have
always happened to prevent me."

"And what has brou^jht you here now?" asked
Venetia in a faint voice ; for she could neither ap-

pear composed or dignified, nor yet assume any air

of fortitude at all, in the presence of that vile old

procuress.
" Why should I come, my dear lady," said Mrs.

Gale, quietly depositing herself upon a chair,

though uninvited, " except to have a little bit of

chat and also talk about another small matter—of
which however more presently. Well, what a sweet

room you have got here to bo sure 1" she con-

tinued, calmly gazing around her and looking for

all the world as if she felt herself a most welcome

gupst. "I never did see such a beautiful boudoir

iu all my life ; and I can tell your ladyship that 1

have been in a few iu my time. But really one

would think that you wasn't pleased to see me ?"

"Yes—I am very pleased," murmured Venetia,

still iu a faint voice: and^ though sho cudea- ,

voured to appear more alfable towards tho wo-

man, yet for the life of her she could not.

"Then you aro unwell—or you have ha 1 some-

thing to annoy you ?—-for yon certainly don't look

quite the thing. And yet, dear mo ! you ought to

be happy as tho day is long. Here you are, mar-

ried to a very baudsomo man—a lady of title

—

rolling in riches—riding in a carriage

—

living in a

palace— the star of frshion—t!io worshipped of the

Aristocracy— aud tlio favourite nristress of the

Prince."
" Which I Buppoie is pretty generally known,"
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rematked Venetia, now growing more collected

auJ speaking with miDgled bitterness and irony.

«Yes—it'« well known enough," replied Mrs.

Gale, either not observing, or else not choosing to

observe the peculiarity of Venetia's accents : "and

very proud you ought to be when you think of it.

Ah! I dare say you are indeed envied enough;

and as for jealousy, why it's natural that every

handsome woman about the Court should be jeal-

ous of jour ladysliip. But it's no wonder you have

risen to such a rank and that you are able to keep

it; for the very first day you and me met, you

stiuck me as being the most beautiful woman I

had ever seen in all my life. But you are really

handsomer now than ever i Setting aside that lit-

tle look of annoyance which you wore just now,

but which seems to be passing, I declare you

appear more brilliant—more magnificent—than

ever I"

" I thank you for these assurances," said Vene-

tia, not altogether insensible to the tribute just

paid to the grandeur of her charms.
" Ah ! it would indeed have been a pity," con-

tinued jMrs. Gale, " if anything else had happened

to you than what did at the time
"

" Be pleased to tell me," interrupted Venetia,

hastily, "what special busmess has brought you

hither now : for that you have some other purpose

than that of merely conversing with me, you your-

self have avowed."
" Well, there is a little favour your ladyship can

do me," rejoined Mrs. Gale, with her blandest tone

and her most motherly looks.

"Ah! favour—favour," muttered Venetia im-

patiently, between her pearly teeth : "no one ever

comes near me except to ask a favour or extort

money."
" And your ladyship, being so kind, so good,

and so amiable," added Mrs. Gale, who had caught

every word thus uttered but did not choose to take

offence at the meaning of the sentence, "never

refuses any body. I know your ladyship does not

:

the very newspapers speak of your generosity—

your charity—your benevolence !"

" Yes—but it is not charity which you, jMrs.

Gnle, can possibly seek at my hands," said Ve-

netia.

" Well, I don't know that it's exactly charity

:

but I am in a terrible mess of troubles at the

present moment, and I really don't know how to

get myself out of them. Your ladyship has no

doubt read the account of that rascal Emmerson,

who uas executed on Monday?"
"Yes. Butwhat of him?"
" Why, betvveeu you and mo and the post," re-

turned Mrs. Gale, " he was accustomed to use my
house—especially with that Lady Curzou whose

death at Geneva has lately been in all the papers.

No doubt your ladyship has seen that too?"

"Yes— i have read the whole of that tragedy

of horrors," answered Venetia quickly. "But
proceed."

" Speaking of this tragedy, is it not a dreadful

thing?" said Mrs. Gale, who was apt to be garru-

lous. " Why, of all the names figuring in that

strange story I know several ; and now that they

are dead and gone there is no harm in speaking of

them. l{ut if thoy were alive, not a word about

tliPir doing* would issue from my lips. Discro

tiou!— there is nothing like discretion! That'*

my motto. But however, as I was saying, I knew
several of thcin. !l\Ia1pas was at one time con-

stantly at my house along with Lady Curzon : and
afterwards she used to come with Emmerson:
and then But, 'pon my word, 1 beg your lady-

ship's pardon!" exclaimed the woman, who really

had forgotten all about the intrigue of the deceased

Countess with Lady Sackville's husband and the

scandal which the discovery thereof had created at

the time. "It didn't strike me at the moment
what delicate ground I was treading on. How-
ever, these things do happen in fashiooable life

;

and so I dare say your ladyship has taken it cool

enough about your husband? But as I was say-

ing, I have had Malpas and Lady Curzon in my
house; and I also had the Earl of Curzon and
Lady Prescott one night at my house. Ah! I

dare say she thought at the time that I didn't Icnow

her : but I did though. I had seen her in attend-

ance upon the Queen at Windsor Castle
"

" Do you mean to tell me that yon have ever

been inside Windsor Castle?" asked Venetia, evi-

dently suspecting that the woman was indulging

in a mere idle piece of bravado.

"Aye, that I have—mora than once," she confi-

dently rejoined ;
" and have acted as midwife there

too! But of that no matter ! Few people know
better than I do that a Court is not the centre of

vktue, and that Ladies-in-Waitin? and Women of

the Bed-chamber may now and then have a child,

though perliaps their husbands have been absent

as Governors of Colonies or Generals of Armies

for two or three years. Besides which, though a

lady may be a Maid of Honom: by title, it doesn't

follow she should be so in ./ac« ; and let me assure

you also," added Mrs. Gale significantly, as if she

could tell more if she chose, "that the Royal

Princesses are not the most vii-tuous ladies in ex-

istence."

" So I have heard," remarked Veoetia, unwill-

ingly suffering herself to be interested in this con-

versation : but suddenly recollecting the infamous

character of the woman whom she was thus en-

couraging in ner tittle-tattle, and also remembering

tliat time was passing away and that her dinner-

hour approached, she said, "But pray come to

the point, Mrs. Gale. You began by speaking to

me about the forger Emmerson."
" Ah, the villain !" ejaculated the dame. " As 1

told your ladyship just now, he used to frequent

ray house, and paid so liberally that I had the

highest opinion of him. Besides, to tell you the

truth, ou two or three occasions when he was

there with Lady Curzon, I happened to overhear

them chatting together
"

"la plain terms, you Ustened, I suppose ?" said

Venetia, scarcely able to conceal her disgnst lor

the woman or her impatience at her garrulity.

" Well, well, I suppose it was so," replied Mrs.

Gale, laughing. " But sure enough I heard

Emmerson talking about writing her ladyship

cheques for thousands of pounds ; and so I had

the highest opinion of my customer. Thinking

that I should like to lay out some money at good

interest, I one evening spoke to Mr. Emmerson on

the matter, and he told me to come and see him

upon the busmess at his office. So I paid him

a visit accordingly, and put a couple of inou;aud

pounds into his hands. Soon afterwards lie tolJ

me that ho had au opportunity of layirg out three
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tiiousaad more to tlio greatest advantage ; and I

was fool enough to nibble at the bait. Well, my
dear lady, to make a long story short

"

"Yes—do for heaven's saket" interjected Ve-

netia.

"I will," answered Mrs. Gale. "I have lost,

then, better than five thousaud pounds by tiiat

Emmerson; aad it's a very cruel thing to lose one's

hard earnings in that manner," added the woman,

shaking her head with as much solemn mouruful-

ness asif it were the produce of the most honour-

able industry instead of the wages of iniquity that

she was thus deploring.
" Pray go on. Wherefore do you come to me ?

The loss you speak of can have scarcely im-

poverished you," observed Venetia.
" Yes—but it has put me to very great incon-

venience," returned Mrs. Gale ; " because I have

a certain sum to pay to-morrow by twelve o'clock

for a renewal of the lease of my house in Soho
Square ; and what little money I have got left is

so locked up that I really can't touch it. If I

don't pay the lawyers to-morrow by twelve o'clock

I lose the lease ; and you, my dear Lady Sackville,

who have seen my establishment and know how
beautifully fitted up it is, must be aware how
dreadfully inconvenient it would be to have to

turn out and get another—besides the loss of

custom in the mean time. So I thought that if

you would accommodate me with a couple of thou-

sand pounds "

" 1 !" ejaculated Venetia, in mingled astonish-

ment and indignation. " I accommodate you with

such an amount!"
" Yes— i/ou.'" rejoined the woman, all in a mo-

ment assuming the insolent look and dogged
manner of an extortioner resolute in bleeding a
victim.

"Whatl this impertinence to me?" exclaimed
Venetia, her eyes flashing fire as she started from
her seat. "How dare you force your way into

my presence for such a purpose as this ?"

"Because might makes right," answered Mrs.
Gale, with an impudent leer,—all the benovolence
of her manner having become changed into a
coarse brutal dogged air.

" Might against right 1" ejaculated Venetia,
scornfully. " What mean you ?"

" I mean that your ladyship is completely in my
power," returned Mrs. Gale. " Come now—those
eyes of your's are very handsome, but none the

more so for flashing fire : and as 1 am very tough
I am not going to be singed by their looks. Two
thousaud pounds I want—and two thousand pounds
I mean to have from j/om .'"

"And nhat if I refuse?" said Venetia, her
checks becoming pale with rage and her lips white
and quivering.

"But you don't dare refuse! One word from
my lips would blast your reputation for ever I"

"'Tis false, vile hag!" exclaimed Lady Sack-
ville. " i was pure—1 was virtuous "

"Aye, but who would believe itl"'' cried ^Mrs.

Giile jeeriugly. " Not a soul iu the universe 1

Besides, whether or not "

" Tliis is a detestable proceeding on your part
!''

iiiteiiuiited Venetia, a prey to mingled terror and
riigo.

" It miy lie so : but I urn not the les-s dettr-
uiined. You arc rolling iu riches j and acvcr as

yet have you given one single sixpence to tiie

person who may be said to have been the very

one that introduced you to this brilliant career

—

I mean myself."

"I dare say you received your reward from

others 1" observed Venetia, evidently irresolute how
to act.

" That has nothing to do with it," at once re-

torted Mrs. Gale. " The trifle I received at the

time was a beggarly pittance indeed, compared with

the service I have rendered you. Why, if you had

any gratitude in your nature you would have madn
me a present the very moment you were installed

in that beautiful place down at Knightsbridge!

But if you didn't then, you surely ought to have

thought of me when made a Peeress and brought

here to live in a palace ?"

" Well," observed Venetia, thinking it prudent

to adopt a conciliatory tone, " I will give you some
proof of my gratitude on a future occasion. I am
unable to do it now. So far from rolling in riches,

I am actually most dreadfully embarrassed at this

present moment."
"StuflFand nonsense!" interrupted Mrs. Gale,

with coarse rudeness. "I don't believe a word of it.

Besides, you shan't put me off with any trumpery

excuses of this kind. You have already behaved

ungrateful enough ; and just now if I hadn't shown

a spirit, you would have had me kicked out of the

place. But I wasn't to be put down by you."
" I did not intend to be uncivil," observed Venetia,

showing by the increasing meekness of her manner
how cruelly embarrased she was.

" Ah ! it's all very fine for you to eat humble pie

now, but you wouldn't have done so if I hadn't

brought you down a peg or two. Come, my lady,"

added the woman with increasing insolence alike of

tone and manner; "hand me over two thousand

pounds to-night—or to-morrow morning I will spread

it abroad ail over London that the brilliant, the proud,

the worshipped Lady Sackville was
"

"Hush!—enough—desist—I implore you!" cried

Venetia. "Two thousand pounds! I cannot give

you that sum to-night."

" But I viiU and mitst have it," said Mrs. Gale,

resuming the seat from which she had risen : "and
here will I remain till it is forthcoming."

"But this is the vilest—the most hideous of

tyrannies!" exclaimed Venetia, trembling with ex-

citement.

"I daie say it is," rejoined the woman, who, per-

ceiving that her triumph was sure, grew more and

more resolute, insolent, and dogged.

"To-morrow— at any hour you choose to

name "

"No—I shall come here no more. To-morrow

the doors would be shut in ray face."

" On uiy honour, as a lady—"
" Enough ! I will have the money to-night."

" But 1 have it not," cried Veuetia, in a positive

agony uf excitement.
" I'lieu you cati get if," returned the woman

brutally.

"Here! take my jewels—anylhing-everytiiing,

ns a guarantee that I will send you the money to

reJeeni them!"
" No— if 1 took them away, you would declare I

ha'd stolen tlieni. It is useless to continue this dis-

cussion. JieMiles," uddtd .Mrs. Gale, vindictively,

"I saw fium ihu very first ttiat you hk^id my
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presence as little as might be; and just now you
would have turned me out if you had dared. So I

choose to be revenged on you in my own way for

your impudence. That's the reason which makes
me so peremptory in demanding the money at

once—besides my really wanting it for to-morrow,

which is no lie. Let me see," she continued, looking

at her watch, "it is now seven o'clock. Well, I

don't mind staying here till midnight. You can in

the meantime go amongst your friends and get the

money."
But yon cannot possibly mean to remala here all

these hours?" cried Venetla.
" I do," was the dogfsfcJ response.

Lady Sackville tUrew herself upon the sofa in

despair. What was to be done? She tiau^ a
glance at Mrs. Gale, on whose countenance sat tlie

most determined resoluteness of purpose. Farther

appeal to her was all in vain. Venetia then swept
her eyes around the boudoir, as if in search of

something that might be suggestive of tho manner
in which she was to act : she felt as if she could

immolate the insolent old extortionei' to h ;r rage!

Ah! a sudden idea struck her: and springing

from her seat, she said, " Wait a few minutes,"

—

and hurried from the room.

Her hope was that her husband, who was to dine

with the Prince, might not as yet have parted with

the twenty thousand pounds she had giveri him an

hour before—in which case she would obtain of

him the wherewith to satisfy Mrs. Gale. Buf,

Horace, whom she found in his dressing-room,

had already sent off the money to the gambling

house keeper by Captain Tash, who was himself to

form one of the royal party. Lord Sackville had
therefore only five hundred pounds left, which he

offered to his wife, and which she accepted. But
perceiving that she was agitated, he asked her

what it was that annoyed her, and for what purpose

she required the money : whereupon she observed

that it was merely an importunate milliner's bill

which had been presented, but that the five hun-

dred pounds would satisfy the applicant at present.

She said notliiog about Mrs. Gale : because, though
her husband was acquainted with nearly all the

circumstances of her earlier life, he was never-
theless ignorant of that one event which had con-

nected her at any period and even for a single day
with the infamous woman. The excuse which Ve-
netia made, as the reason for requiring the money,
satisfied Horace, who was moreover in too great a
hurry to dtcss—he being already late—to remain
conversing unnecessarily ; and Veuetia sped back
to the boudoir with the Bank-notes for five hun-
dred pounds crumpled up in her hand.

On again entering into the presence of Sirs.

Gale, Venetia offered the money as a:i earnest of
her good faith : but this very proceeding on her
part only tended to confirm the woman's belief

that she would raise heaven and earth to obtain
the entire sum rather than incur the risk of the
threatened exposure. Mrs. Gale accordingly re-

fused tlie instalment, and reiterated her determi-
nation to abide in that boudoir until the whole
sum, in good Bank-notes or in gold, was placed in

her hands. This decision she made known with a
voice and manner still farther proving how inex-
orable she was, and how useless it would bo ti;

ai'guo with her.

Again therefore was Veuetia in despair. What

could she do? To leave herself at the mercy of
this low brutal woman, would be the same as
suicide : for indeed, if once exposed, naught but
self-destruction would remain for her! Never,
naver could she—the magnificent, the proud, the

worshipped Venetia—endure to behold the lips of

other titled damci curling with scorn, and their

looks beaming with contempt upon her! Any sa-

crifice—yes, any—must therefore be made in order
to avert the impending danger. For a moment
she thought of amassing all her jewels and dia-

monds, and sending them by Jessica to be pledged

:

but she remembered that the very next day she
w.\3 to entertain a select party at luncheon, r.nl

she couM not possibly appear wit'iout h-r vszA
embellishments, Not that her beauty riquiied

these an.\iliaries : but it was the fasliion of the

day which rendered a profusion of jewellery the

indispensa'ole requisite for every toilet.

What was to be done ? There was otu conrse
to be adopted : and from this she recoiled with a
cold shuddering. Yet where wa^ the alternative ?

It were useless to apply to the Prince : she knew
that at the moment he was entirely without t'unli.

She had plenty of friends to whom she could ad
dress herself: but it would be such an exposure of

poverty to them—nad if the circumstance were
whispered abroad, would prove the most painful

mortification ! The only man of whom she could

safely ask such a favour, was absent from town for

a few days: this was Sk Douglas Huntingdon.
Therefore, having- fruitlessly racked her bra=n for

upwards of five minutes, she once more turned her
looks appealingly upon Mrs. Gale : but the woman
was gazing upon her in a manner which showed
that sho perceived how cruelly Venetia was em-
barrassed and that she was actually enjoying it

Goaded therefore to desperation, and sndden'y

nerving herself to make that last sacrifice which
was uppermost in her thoughts, and from which
she had recoiled ere now with so strong a loathing,

she rang the bell violently.

In a few moments Jessica made her appearance;
and Venetia in a low whisper bade her hasten and
order a hackney-coach round to the private door
of the palace. The abigail, without waiting to ask
a siugle question—but doubtless well knowing that

her mistress v.ould bestow her usual confidence on
her at the first fitting opportunity—hastened to ex-

ecute the order she had received. Venetia then put

on a plain bonnet with a thick veil, and a da- k

coloured shawl. She took something from her

jewel-case and hastily thrust the object into her

bosom: and when her preparations were thu>

made, she turned towards Mrs. Gale, saying in a

low thick voice, "I am going to a friend wi;o

resides at some distance, to procure this moucv :

it may be two or three hours before I return."
" I have given you until miduight," answered li.v

woman: "and here therefore shall I remain dur-

ing the interval."

Venetia spoke not another word, but hast..

quitted the boudoir.
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CHAPTER CLXXVII.

THE TLAST FEABL.

As shfi rolled along in the slow Inmbering hackney

coach, Lady Sackville was a prey to a variety of

;he most disagreeable—indeed painful reflections.

Since the month of December till the present, time

—it now being July—no less than ninety-nine

thousand pounds had been squandered between

herself and her husband! Of this enormous

amount he had monopolised seventy thousand:

the remainder she herself had made away

I

with,-Curzon and Malpas having received the

greater portion of the sum. Now, out of the

hundred thousand pounds which Lord Levesonhad
for his own special purposes placed at her dis-

posal, but one thousand remained to be yet

drawn!
In addition to the immense sum of ninety-nine

thousand pounds thus scandalously lavished—thus

infamously made away with—were to be reckoned

j
the emoluments of Lord Sackville's office and the

j

pecuniary presents which Venetia had received from

j
the Prince; and although the latter were not large,

still they formed an item not to be omitted in a

general reckoning up of all sources of revenue. As
she contemplated the frightful waste of money which

had thus taken place, Venetia was absolutely dis-

mayed ; and she thought to herself that if these ex-

travagances were to continue, heaven alone knew
whence the means of ministering to them were to

come. Bitterly, bitterly, did she repent having so

j

far yielded to her husband's demands as to supply

his wants so readily. Had she refused to do so, she

would not at this moment be at her wits' end for a

paltry fifteen hundred pounds to make up the

amount demanded by the extortionate Mrs. Gale.

But these are always the lessons which a reckless

i
extravagance has to learn—the bitter experiences

I

which a lavish profusion is sure to reap

!

j

On many other disagreeable things did Lady

I

Sackville ponder as she was borne along in the

j

hackney-coach: but when the vehicle suddenly

j

stopped, she gave a convulsive shudder, ejaculating

i

audibly to herself, " No, no 1"

I

Indeed, ihe was on the point of ordering the

I

driver to turn back ; when all the danger that she

I

ran of again facing Mrs. Gale empty-handed, pre-

: sented itself vividly to her imagination, and she ac-

I

cordingly alighted from the hackney-coach the

I

moment one of the Marquis of Leveson's servants

issuing forth from the hall, opened the door of the

vehicle.

For it was to this nobleman's mansion that Vene-

tia had come: but with the thick veil drawn in

double folds over her face, she was not recognized

by the domestics—no, nor even by his lordship's

shrewd and cunning valet Brockman, as this indivi-

dual escorted her up to the Ccinison Drawing
Room.
Venetia retained her veil over her countenance

until the door again opened : then, as the Marquis
of Leveson made* his appearance, little suspecting

who his female visitant might be, Lady Sackville

revealed her face, saying, " 'Tis I, my lord, who am
come to implore your forbearance—or else to sur-

render at discretion
!"

The Marquis was so taken by surprise that a

dizziness seized for an instant upon his brain; anl
he staggered back a pace or two. Bu": almost im-
mediately recovering himself, he took Venetia's

hand—conducted her to a seat—placed himself near

her—and then gazing in mingled suspense and joy

upon her countenance, he said, "Did I understand

your ladyship aright? or was it only a delicious

dream?"
" My lord, I am at your mercy," answered Vene-

tia, the colour coming and going in quick transi-

tions upon her cheeks a dozen times in a moment,
as she produced the string with the one remaining

pearl and handed that last representative of the

hundred thousand pounds to the Marquis.

"Oh! then it is no dream—it is a reality—

a

bright, a glorious reality 1" exclaimed the nobleman,
his voice thrilling with exultation. "At length the

moment is come when I may wind my arms around

you and say, ' Venetia, you are mineP"
Suiting the action to the word. Lord Leveson

seized Lady Sackville in his fervid embrace, and
covered her lips with kisses. She did not resist

him : there was a slight recoil on her part—the re-

coil of an intense loathing which she experienced,

but which she cared not now to display more than
she could help, because the greater her repujr-

nance the more signal his triumph. Even that slight

shudder the Marquis did not notice in the ardour
with which he bestowed those caresses upon her

:

then unwinding his arms, he took off her bonnet

—

he tore away her shawl from her shoulders,—and
when he beheld her in the low-bodied dress which
revealed not merely those full-plump shoulders in

all their dazzling whiteness, but likewise all the

upper part of the grand volume of the bust, he felt

that the joys he was about to experience were not
too dearly purchased even at the cost of one hun-
dred thousand pounds.

Venetia still resisted him not: but she fixed her

eyes upon him with a look so deprecating, so mar-
tyrized, so full of mournful entreaty, that if there

had been any generosity in his nature he would
have relented—yes, he would have relented I—and
though that splendid creature was after all but the

courtezan of Royalty, and had not a particle of

virtue to lose, he would nevertheless have forborne

from taking an advant.i|,'e which to her had all the

poignancy of a sacrifice and an immolation!

"And it is thus, Venetia," he said, gazing upon
her with looks wlucli, while gloating with a satyr's

devouring lustfulness on her charms, were also

filled with the radiant satisfaction of triumph,

—

" it is thus that you have come to surrender your-

self at discretion? But, my charmer, you must
expect no mercy at my hands ! In the warfares of

love there can bo no mercy shown ! Inexorable

have you been to all the endeavours which I have

previously made to win you to my arms : and now
I must prove equally inexorable towards youP'

" Is it rcveiii;e then, my lord, that you nre

wreaking upon me?" asked Venetia, in alow voice

full of a plaintive melody: "or is it love which,

alter your own fashion, you mean to bestow upon
mo?"

" Oh I if 1 thought that you would bo nil kind-

ness to me, then assuredly should I lie all that is

loving, and tender, and aflfnctionate towards you

!

But," continued the Marqui^ with a slight accen-

tu.aiion of bitterness, ' when you como to nie cold

as a marble statue—receiving ray caresses as if
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you were a being chiselled from a block of ice-
allowing me to fiinjj my arms around your neck,

but not even so much as pressing my hand in re-

turn—what can I think? Why, that you have but

Diade a convenience of the Marquis of Leveson !

You accepted rae as your banker : but you uover,

never intended that <Aw should be the result! Even
until the last day—I might even say until the last

hour for it is but a couple of hours since you

were here you declared, with a glorious smile

of triumph upon your countenance, that the last

pearl should never find its way back into my pos-

session. Well then, Venetia, you would have

robbed "

" Robbed, my lord ?" she ejaculated, the flush of

inilignation mantling upon her cheeks, and the

same sentiment flashing in fire from her eyes.

" Tell me candidly, Lady Sackville—had you re-

mained at the ninety-nine thousand pounds, as you
have all along intended to do," demanded the

Marquis, " would it not have been the cruelest, the

unhandsomest, the unfairest advantage ever taken

of a compact which all along could have iiad but

one meaning — and that meaning significant

enough! iJ would, in plain terms, have been what

I denominated it—a robbery ! I know not what

circumstance may have transpired to compel you

to pay me this second visit agam to-day, and to pre-

sent rae with the last pearl : but this I do know
and most mortifying to my pride would it be, were

it not the very symbol of my triumph Lhut it is

naught but some urgent necessity that has driven

you to an extreme you all along intended to avoid.

Here at the last, then- yes, at the very last—;im I

still your convenience; and in surrendering your-

self under such circumstances, you have not the

generosity—I will not say the gratitude—even to

affect some little warmth towards the man who has

made so enormous a sacrifice to obtain you !"

" In this case," said Venetia, glad of an oppor-

tunity to argue the question, as it might furnish

some avenue of escape, "you are influenced by

revenge—and not by love—in sternly insisting

upon the fulfilment of the compact this night?

Ah! my lord," she continued, flinging upou him
one of lier most winning and seductive looks, at

the same time taking his hand and seeming to

piay with it mechanically between both her own,

—

" why not endeavour, by those tender assiduities

which are so acceptable and so flattering unto our

sex, to win that love on my part which would
render me warm—aye, even glowing and impas-

soued, towards you, instead of my displaying this

Ir, zen demeanour of which you complain !"

" Ah, Venetia !" cried the Marquis, passing his

hand over her polished shoulders, and then toying

with the tresses of glossy auburn which fell upon

those shoulders of alabaster polish,—"I know full

well all the sophistries of which your tongue is

capable. But listen— I have a proposition to make
to you ; and if you accept it, never again will you
experience the slightest embarrassment in a finan-

cial point of view !"

" A proposition !" echoed Venetia, with all the

pngerness of hope. "Name it, my lord—name
itr

" Become my mistress altogether," replied the

Marquis: "leave the Prince—abandon your hus-

band—and I will forthwith transport you to Leve-

son Hall in Buckinghamshire, where you shall

dwell the queen of that vast domain, with a suit-
able revenue

"

" Oh ! this is most kind—most generous—most
noble on your part!" exclaimed Venetia, affecting
an enthusiastic gratitude. " But give me a short
time to reflect upon the proposition "

"Dearest Venetia," interrupted the Marquis, at
once penetrating through the perfidiousness of her
intent, " you can take a day—or a week—to de-
liberate if you choose."

" Ah ! now indeed you overwhelm me with your
generosity!" cried Lady Sackville. "Give me,
then, the notes for that last pearl, and lend me an
additional five hundred guineas."
" Assuredly," answered the nobleman : and, pro-

ducing his pocket-book, he at once drew forth the
amount, which he happened to have about him.

"A thousand, thousand thanks, my dear lord,"

said Lady Sackville, securing the notes about her
person. "Now, then," she added, rising from the

sofa with an air of amiable assurance, "you will

allow me to depart?—and to morrow evening I

will send your lordship my decision respecting the

generous, the flattering, and the tempting pro-
posal you have made me."

" Be it so with regard to your decision, my dear

Venetia," rejoined the Marquis, with a look ha'f

malicious and half ironical, which had the effect

of at once annihilating the hope Venetia expe-

perienced: " but that can make no difference with

regard to the fulfilment of our compact to-night."

Lady Sackville answered not a word : she saw at

once that her duplicity was penetrated— that her

artifice was seen through; and she blushed deeply

with the confusion which assailed her, subduing all

her wonted fortitude and rendermg her powerless for

the use of further argument.
" You are mine, Venetia—you are mine !" resumed

the Marquis, throwing one arm around her neck and

gazing with devouring eyes upon the features that

seemed at the instant all the handsomer in the

confusion cf the blush which mantled on them.
" Think you for a single moment that after the sa-

crifices I have made to obtain you, I should be so

contemptible an idiot—so wretched a madman— so

flagrant a dolt, as to sufTer any postponement of that

joy which is now within my reach ? I have made
you a proposition ; and if you like to accept it my
travelling-carriage shall be ordered, and away will

we speed to Leveson Hall. But if, on the other

hand, you decline that proposition—or choose to

defer a positive answer upon the subject—then must

you be mine to-night—mine at once!"

As the Marquis thus spoke Venetia saw that his

passions were kindled to an overpowering degree;

and there was something hideous in that old man,

so made up of artificialities as he was, now exhibit-

ing all the gloating licentiousness of a satyr. But

still she veiled as well as she was able, and with a

mighty effort, the outward manifestation of her feel-

ings : for she resolved that if she must succumb, she

would not afford him reason to believe that he had

consummated a mighty vengeance as well as a signal

triumph.
" As I have already said, my lord," she observed,

" I am at your mercy. I surrender at discretion."

" Then come this way—this way," said the Mar-

quis, in the hurry of excitement : and he led Iip'

towards the door that opened into the private sui'-

of apartments.
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" Wiierefore into those rooms?" she asked, now
drawing herself up with a look of haughty renion<

etrance.

" Not into the gallery, my dearest creature," re-

sponded the Marquii, with a salacious look. " With

you as my companion, there it no need for such ar-

tificial excitement as that ! It is to a private cham-

ber that we repair by this means of communication :

for «urely you would not wish to pass forth from the

drawing-roora and across the landing outside at the

risk of being obserred and recognized by any one

loitering there?"

"No," interrupted Venetia; "you are right. I

am prepared to accompany you ;"—and as she thus

spoke she felt so completely as a victim and a

martyr that she thought within herself if ever an

opportunity should arise to furnish her with the

means of a bitter revenge, she would not hesitate to

wreak it: for although she had received the price

86»

for the surrender of her charms, yet did she mora
than ever loathe, abhor, and hate the man who now
insisted upon the fulfilment of the bargain.

Taking a key from his pocket, the ^^arquis of
Leveson opened the door leading into the first room
of the suite] and carrying a candle in his hand, he
entered in company with Venetia. Having paused

for a moment to fasten the door again, he led on

into the next apartment, which, as the reader will

recollect, was the one containing the mechanical

chairs.

But at the very moment that ho and Venetia

crossed the threshold of this room, they were buih

smitten with amazement and dismay on beholding

one of the chairs occupied by an individual whom
they at one* recogniced to be Daniel CofTin, the

Hangman I
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CHAPTER CLXXVIII.

THE PRIVATE APAETMENTa.

Since a very early hour in the morning had the

Public Executioner been held a captive there:

and it is probable that he would have already sunk

into the stupor of exhaustion, through huiiger and

thirst and the fearful but unavailing struggles he

had made to extricate himself, were it not that a

terrible excitement kept all his vital energies in

the fullest play. It is however impossible to con-

ceive anything in ilie shape of a human counte-

nance more hideous than his features now appeared

to be. They aeemed as if s )me goading anguish

had fastened upon his very heart's core : a fierce

and unnatural light, vibrating and reptile-like,

shone in his eyes, indicating the feverish rage of

wild and diabolic passions : his cheeks, sallow in

hue, were sunken and hollow;—and all tl>e lower

part of his countenance, through being unshaven,

had that dark appearance which added to the

savage ferocity of his mien. His itat lay upon the

carpet: his hair was matted together with the

perspiration that had onzed forth in the desperate

but vain efforts he had made to release himself;

—

and altogether he presented to the view as hideous

and revolting a spectacle as ever wore the bttmaQ

shape.

He at once recognized the Marquis of Leveson

and Lady Sackville. The latter he had frequently

seen riding in her carriage : for be it remembered

that although he iiad even been in her company
once before, ia this very same suite of rooms,—on the

occasion wiien Sir Douglas Huntingdon had pro-

cured his attendance there,—yet Veneiia had then

her veil thickly folded over her face, so that the

Hangman iiad recognized her not. But now—on

this present occasion—she had no veil to conceal

her features; lier bonnet and shawl had been left

in the Crimson Drawing lloom:—and the Hang-
man at once perceived tiiat it was none other than

the brilliant Lady Sackville who was accompanying

the Maiquis of Leveson to that suite of rooms to

whicli be would have dared conduct no lady save

for the purpose of gallantry and intrigue.

As for Veuetia herself, she was at once so

amazed—so confounded—on beholding this dread-

ful man seated captive in one of the chairs, that

she had no presence of mind to avert her head,

much less to reticat and thus avoid recognition.

A similar suspension of all the powers of volition

nailed the Marquis to the spot, rendering him un-

mindful of the fact that the honour ofVenetia was
suddenly compromised to a fearful extent—and
indeed depriving him for the moment of all power
to think or act.

But suddenly starting as it were into the keenest

consciousness of her position, Venetia gave vent

to a cry, and hastily retreating, threw herself upon
a sofa in the first room of the suite, and out of

sight of the terrible Hangman. At the same mo-
ment the Marquis of Leveson, recovering his pre-

sence of mind, advanced close up to the ri'filan,

saying in a stern voice, but with a look denoting

the most highly-wrought curiosity, "What iu

heaven's name brought you hither 1*"

" My own cursed folly, I should thiuk," was
Daniel Coffin's savage reply. " But coiue—make

haste and let me loose, my lord ; or, by Satan, it'll

be the worse for somebody before I've done."

"Stop one moment," said the Marquis. "What
guarantee will you give me But do you know
that lady?"

" Bless you, I know her well enough 1 All the

world knows her," responded the Hangman. " But
it's no business of mine if she chooses to come here

with your lordship. Let me loose—and that's all I

care about,"
|

"Well-but how came you here?" reiterated i

the Marquis. "I must have an answer to that
'

question."

" Why, in plain tenst, I.pai4 your precious niece

a visit." answered Coffin; "and she, enticing me
here, flung me into the chair. It is a deuced good

lark—Ah ! ah i"—and he affected to chuckle good-

humouredly: "though rather a trying condition

for a feliow to be in. But, however, just let me
loose."

The Marquis had no inclination to prolong this

interview. He was anxioun tt. he alone again with

Venetia ; and he was unwilling that she should hear

anything mort; disparaging than she already knew
relative to Ernestina. He accordingly at once

touched the spring which governed the hidden me-
chanism of the chair ; and the Hangman rose slowly

and painfully from his seat. But so fearfully

cramped were his limbs that he fell down upon the

carpet.

"Are you ill? what is the matteti"" demanded
Lord Leveson, seriously alarmed.

"Oh! 1 shall be all right in a minute or two,"

growled the Hangman, stretching his arms and legs

as he lay with his back upon the carpet. " Bat i
-

enough to make a man feel queer after beinp he d

tight iu that cursed contrivance of youis ever since

about two o'clock this morning—I don't mean the

middle of the day^ mind>-but the middle of the

night."
" Have you been there so long ?" said the Marquis

:

then making the fellow a sign of intelligence as he

caught his eye., he said, "But you neeJ not enter

into particulars tiow : another time you shall tell

me the whole grievance—for which I shall however

remunerate you at once. Come, let us make a

bargain."

" Oh, well—I am open to that," observed the

Hangman, now slowly rising from the floor, but still

with much painful difficulty. " What's the bargain

about?"

"That you forget you have seen anybody here

with me this evening," answered the Marquis.

"Will a hundred guineas seal your lips iu that

respect 2"

" Make it two, my lord," said the Hangman : *' for

by Satan! I want some good kind of grease to rub

upon these cramped limbs of mine; and there's

none better that I know of than money."
" Here are two Bank-notes for a hundred each,"

said the Marquis. " But now the difficulty is, how
to get you out of the house."

"Not a bit," exclaimed the Hangman, sticking

his hat upon his head, when he had thrust the

Bank-notes into his waistcoat pocket. '"Just open

that secret door iu the wall—let me pass through

the two rooms there—and when I once reach the

staircase I will walk down as bold as brass. If the

hall-porter or any of your lordship's flunkeys ask

me who I am "
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"Say that you are a person been to see my
valet Brockman," at once suggested the Mar-
quis.

" As good an excuse as any, I dare say," re-

turned the Hangman. *' So now good evening,

my lord."

With these words Daniel Coffin made his exit

by the secret door which the Marquis of Leveson
had just opened, and which he immediately after-

wards closed again behind the departing form of

the hideous ruffian. Great, too, was the relief

which his lordship experienced when the Hang-
man was no longer in his presence ; and he said

to himself, " "What new trouble is Ernestina in-

volving herself in ? and how on earth could this

dreadful man have found either the excuse or the

means to visit her ?
"

For a few moments the Marquis was so bewil

dered and perplexed that he felt as if he could

not settle his mind to anything until he had
sought an explanation from Ernestina: but the

recollection that the beautiful Venetia was close at

hand speedily absorbed all other considerations;

and hastening back to the adjoining room, he
found her seated in an apparently half-faintiug

condition npou the sofa where she had thrown
herself,

' Fear nothing, dearest Venetia," said the Mar-
quis: "he is gone."

"Oh! the hideous monster," murmured Lady
Sackville, affecting to have experienced a far

greater shock than she actually had, much though
in reality she had been moved by the occurrence

:

but by pretending to be thus entirely overpowered
as it were, she hoped to excite the compakssion of
the Marquis.
" 1 feel ill—very ill," she said, closing her eyes,

and placing her hand upon her brow.
" Then I will be your nurse, charming crea-

ture," said the Marquis: and he impressed a
fervid kiss upon her lips.

" Oh, my lord, after such a scene as that, will

you not take compassion on me? will you show
me no mercy?" she asked in a tone of plaintive

entreaty.

" Permit me, dearest, to assist you to a chamber
close at hand—that chamber," added Lord Leve-
son, " whither I wan about to escort you just now

:

and there may you prove the most interesting of

invalids and I the most attentive of all nurses."
" Ah I this is a cruel mockery, my lord 1" ex-

claimed Venetia, slowly raising herself up into a
sitting posture and bending her looks reproach-
fully upon the Marquis.

'•My sweet lady," replied the nobleman, "ad-
mitting that the surprise was great and the con-
sternation overpowering for the moment, yet I

do think that a more speedy recovery from such
terror and dismay is possible on the part of a lady
of your strong mind and well-toned nerves— es-

pecially a; it is not the first time you have seen
the Public Executioner; but in this very room
some months back did he appear as a friend to

1
serve your cause, wLich at the time was so ably

j

champioiiised by Sir Douglas Huntingdon."

I

" My lord, you are bitter and sarcastic to a de-

gree," answered" Venetia, now resuming the ap-
pearance of complete self-possession, and sud-

denly clothmg herself with a look of calm hau-
teur.

'

"Venetia, if you have to complain of my man-
ner or tone this evening," rejoined the Marquis,
"it is you who provoke every word of irony—
every syllable of sarcasm—to which I may give
utterance. What arts, and tricks, and duplicities

have you not attempted within the short hour
that you hare been with me this eveninjr, to es-

cape from the fulfilment of our compact? But
you accepted the bargain, and it shall be adhered
to. There is no Douglas Huntingdon here to de-

fend you now; and the very man," continued the

Marquis with a malignant significancy, " who was
brought as a witness in your favour, could now be
produced as one against you. Ah! I behold a
certain gleaming in you eye—and I understand it

!

You would remind me that you are acquainted

with certain things—bad and derogatory enough,

God knows!—about Ernestina—those things, in

fact, of which Huntingdon spoke when you were
here together. But you must not threaten me
now, Venetia ! For every word t'lat you might
utter against my niece, could I proclaim an equi-

valent scandal in reference to yourself. Besides,

we have but one object to keep in view this even-

ing—which is that the beautiful Lady Sackville,

the favourite mistress of bis Royal Highness the

Prince Regent, has accepted a hundred thousand
pounds from the Marquis of Leveson on a certain

condition !"

"Which she is now here to fulfil," responded
Venetia, bending a proud look upon the Mar-
quis, as if making a merit of this surrender of

her charms, and even at the very last asserting

the power of one who grants a concession rather

than fulfils a compact.

It wanted ten minutes of midnight when Lady
Sickville alighted from a hackuey-coaoh at the

private entrance to Carlton H.juse ; and speeding

up the back-staircase, she rcaci)ed her boudoir

unobserved by a single soul.

Mrs. Gale was dozing on the sofa: tlie wax-
lights were burning ou the mantel ; and a tray on
the t;ible, containing sandwiches and wine, showed
that Jessica had supplied refreshments during her

lady's absence.

The moment Mrs. Gale heard the door open,

she started up; and on beholding Lady Sackville,

who however had the veil closely drawn down over

her features, she glanced towards the timepiece on
the mantel, saying, "Ah, well! your ladyship is

indeed in good time. I suppose you have brought

the money with you ?"

" Here it is," replied Venetia, in a voice that

sounded strange and hollow; and still she raised

not the veil. " TaUe it, take it—and good jiiK'ht I"

Mrs. Gale liastily ran her eye over the Bunk-
notes to assure herself that the precise sum she

had demanded was there. Satisfied on this head,

she put on her bonnet ; and moving towards the

door, said, " Well, my dear lady, 1 hope we are

not going to part bad friends ? 1 am bure I don't

want any unpleasantness between us."

" No—there is none, there is none !" interrupted

Venetia quickly : "but for God's saUe leave mo

—

1 am tired 1 am ill
"

•' Well, my dear, I certainly won't stay to vex
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you: for you have behaved well at last:"—and

with these words Mrs. Gale took her departure.

And now, when alone, Venetia fluni? off her

bonnet and shawl, aud wrinpinfj her hands with

ineffable anguish, she gave way to the wildest ebul-

lition of grief. No wonder was it that she had

retained her veil over her features while the old

procuress was still present : fir she must have

felt that they wore an expression of withering

agony — an agony powerful enough, one would

almost think, to blight and sear every lineament of

that proud and brilliant beauty which had been

alike her glory and her shame !

Tes -it was indeed to prevent Mrs. Gale from

observing her altered looks that Venetia had con-

tinued closely veiled until the woman took her de-

parture : but now giving vent to the full tide of

her anguish, she wrung her hands—sobbed bitterly

—poured forth floods of tears—and then burying

her face in the cushions of the sofa, endeavoured

to stifle the sobs and subdue the convulsive gasp-

ings the sounds of which were too distreesing even

for her own ears.

CHAPTER CLXXIX.

THE SOPPBR-DEVOUABB.

But Venetia was not the only lady of rank and

beauty who on this memorable night experienced

the lancinating influence of ineffable woe. At the

very time that she was compelled to surrender

herself to the embraces of the Marquis of Leve-

son, this nobleman's niece Lady Ernestina Dysart

was passing through another phase in her own
strange and chequered career.

The reader is already aware that Ernestina had

been up the whole of the preceding night, and that

during all the earlier portion of the day she was

engaged at the villa at Blackheath. It was not

till the afternoon that she got back to Lcvesou

House ; and then, wearied and worn out in body

and feeling as if all mental energy had abandoned

her for ever, she at once sought her bed-chamber

and retired to rest. A profound slumber soon en-

tranced her; and she slept on tranquilly until a

late hour in the evening. "When she awoke she

found a maid-servant seated by the bed-side, and

lights burning in the room.

"What o'clock is it?" asked Ernestina.
" Half-past nine, my lady," was the response.

"His lordship, on hearing that your ladyship had

returned and had come up to your room, felt

uneasy that you did not descend again j aud

he accordingly sent me up to attend upon your

ladyship."
" Go and procure me some refreshment," said

Ernestina : then suddenly recollecting something,

she added, •' Give my kind regards to my uncle-
say that I feel indisposed—but that if he will

step up and see me I should take it as a kind-

ness."

The servant quitted the room; and when Ernes-

tina was again alone she began to deliberate with

herself whether she should reveal to her uncle's ears

the tremendous outrage she had experienced from

Daniel Coffin, and explain the fearful nature of the

punishment which she was inflicting on that man.

Hhe fclt the necessity of obtaiuuig her uucle's con-

currence in this respect, so as to guard against the

posfiiljility of any one entering the secret apart-

ments and effecting the liberation of the intended

victim. But would her uncle become a party to

the infliction of that frightful vengeance?—would
he make himself an accomplice in the tre-

mendous process of thus killing a human being by
inches within the walls of that house? That was
the question. But still when Ernestina passed in

review all the arguments for or against the pro-

bable result, she came to the conclusion that her
uncle would assist her in avenging so terrific an
outrage and leaving the Hangman to his fate.

Indeed, it would be impossible to permit so

desperate a man to go forth into the wo; Id again

as her implacable and unrelenting enemy.

Such were Ernestina's reflections during the

maid -servant's temporary absence from the room

;

and the result was a determination to tell her

uncle everything. But when the domestic re-

appeared, bearing a tray containing refreshments,

Ernestina was informed that the Marquis of

Leveson had gone out suddenly and unexpectedly

at about seven o'clock and had not yet returned.

The real truth was that the faithful valet Brock-

man, knowing his lordship to be engaged in the

Crimson Drawing Room, or elsewhere, with a lady,

had purposely informed the miid-servant that he

had gone out; and hence the message now de-

livered by this female dependant to Ernestina.

" In that case," said her ladyship, " I will defer

seeing my uncle till the morning. You may
now retire ; and I shall not need you any more this

night."

When again alone, Ernestina began to reflect that

after all it was perhaps much better her uncle was

not at home. If he were, he might have objected

to become an accomplice in the infliction of a slow,

lingering, and terrible death upon Coffin ;—he
might have insisted on liberating the wretch at all

hazards and at any risks.

" But since he has gone out," thought Ernestina,

continuing her musings as she sat up in bed to

partake of the refreshments which had been

brought, " it is most likely he will spend the entire

evening away from home, and not return till a late

hour. That he will visit his private suite of apart-

ments to-night is therefore by no means probable

;

and when to-morrow comes it is to be hoped that

the agonies of thirst, the pangs of hunger, aud the

exhausting efforts of maddened attempts to escape,

will have consummated the work of death. But

when once the deed is done and the wretch shall

be no more, my uncle mutt adopt some means to

dispose of the corpse. It will be too late then for

him to refuse to assent to the act or become an

accessary to its perpetration; and the only thing

for him to consider will be the best means of mak-

ing away with all evidences of the occurrence."

In this strain did Ernestina continue to weigh

the results of her vengeance in respect to the

Hangman; and gradually the desire began to arise

in her mind to satisfy herself that this vengeance

was proceeding according to her hopes and expec-

tations. Perhaps the object of her inveterate

hatred was already dead? Who could tell how

long or how short a period it might take to send a

man out of existence by such a process as that?

It was not so much the hunger and thirst : those,

she knew full well, might be endured for days and
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days : but it was the terrible nature of the cap-

tivity—the strange and horrible restrictioa of the

person—the fearful crampings of all the limbs—

and the wearinj, tearin§r, heart-breaking efforts

which a strong man was sure to make in his utter

desperation to release himself,—these constituti^d

the exhausting powers that should lead to speedy

dissolution ! Likely enough then, did she deem it,

that he had already ceased to exist; and the

frightful outrage she had experienced made her

feel a ferocious desire to gratify her vindictive rage

with a view of the cold inanimate corpse of him

who had so terribly abused her. Yes—and for the

same reason too, if he were not yet dead, did her

revengeful hate prompt her to go and feast her

eyes upon the excruciations, the agonies, and the

tortures which the wretch must be sutFei ing 1

Thus, in either case—whether he were dead or

alive—did the implacability and dark ferocity of

her revenge urge her to pay a visit to the room

were she had left her victim. Yielding to the in-

fluence of this morbid feeling, Lady Ernestina

Dysart rose from the couch, and began to put oa

some of her clothing. She felt refreshed by the

hours of tranquil slumber which she had enjoyed,

and invigorated by the food and wine of which

she had just partaken. Well fitted, then, was

she for the proceedings which she proposed

to undertake: but the state of her mind was very

far removed from aughtat all bordering upon hap-

piness. True, she was released from the one tre-

mendous source of alarm tliat for a year past had

ever been menacingly imminent: namely, the tra-

gedy of the bath-room at the Blackheath villa.

But though thus relieved from a sense of danger

on that head, was she not now crushed as it were

by the consciousness of so awful a degradation that

depraved and unprincipled tliough she were, it was

impossible for her to remain callous to that ? No-
she indeed felt that she was polluted heyoud all

purification—that she was as loathsome an object

ill her own esteem as if she had been dragged

through the ordeai of all the lowest stews and fil-

thiest brothels with which the metropolis abounds :

and if the thought of her beauty now arose in her

miud, it was only to make her shudder at the re-

volting recollection that every charm had been in

the possession of the common hangman. Awful

and hideous recollection!—astounding idea!—cru-

crifying thought !—enough to stun her senses with

dismay, or che goad them to a rabid frenzy !

She was in the midst of resuming her apparel,

when her ear suddenly caught the sound of some

one turning the handle of ti>e door; and she fan-

cied that the maid was coming back, probably to

say that the Marquis of Leveson had returned.

But quickly did the door open—a form passed as

rapidly in—and as the door clo:^ed again and the

key turned in the lock, a horrible groan came

from Ernestina's tongue, and she sank down upon

her knees in the presence of the Hangman!
" Ah 1 the tables are turned now," he said, in a

tone of diabolic ferocity, while his hideous counte-

nance glared upon the unhappy woniau as if every

lineament were menacing of murder.
" O God!" she siid, clasp ng her hands in utter

(jospair, and feeling as if the cold hand of death

were already ujion her.

"Ah! food— wine!" ejaculated the Hangman,
suddenly catching sight of the tray upon a table

close by the bed. " Just what I want !"—and hi

was bounding with the rabid eagerness of famine

towards the refreshments, when, swift as the

startled deer, Ernestina sprang from her knees,

swept towards the mantel, and seized the bell-

rope.

But at that very instant the Hangman turned

and grasped her wrist with such fearful violence

that she shrieked out with the pain. Another

second, and he would have been too late to pre-

vent her from making the bell ring.

" Silence, and sit down !" he said, with tone and

looks of an infernal ferocity; then having flung her

as it were into a chair, he took the towels from

the wash-hand stand and bound her iu such a way
that she could not rise from the seat.

Ernestina struggled not, and spoke not a word.

A fearful terror was upon her. She saw that the

man was half maddened and capable of any deed

of violence—even murder itself; and polluted, de-

graded, lost even in her own estimation as she was,

yet when thus at any moment her death-blow

might be dealt, the instinctive clingings to life

asserted their power.

"Now you will stay there as long as I like,"

said the Hangman, speaking with a hyena-like

ferocity. "But if you make any noise, this will soon

silence you !"—and as he spoke he drew forth his

sharp clasp-knife, the blade of which had a horri-

ble ghastly appearance that caused the blood to

stagnate throughout the uuhappy woman's entire

being.

Daniel Coffin now sat down at the taUle, and

began to eat and drink with the avidity of a wild

beast. The maid-servant had placed several

dishes upon the tray in order to tempt Lady

Ernestina's appetite—cold chicken,ton;?ue,pigPon-

pie, and jellies, together with sherry and Port

wine. As a Bupiier there would have been suffi-

cient for six or ei:.cht persons ; but almost increii-

ble was the inroad which Daniel Coffin made upon

the viands. Dish after dish did he attack with

the ravenous appetite of one who had been

starving for whole <lays. The cold fowl was

picked to the very bones ; and even some of those

did he crunch and swallow during tiie devouring

process. Of the tongue, which was nearly entire

when ho tin ust his fork into it, did he leave but a

few pieces of the fat and tough poiuona of the

root; and as for the pigein-pie, it disapp'-ared

with a proportionate rapidity. This tremendous

supper he washed down with the wine, whirh he

drank out of a tumbler, just as if it wre mere

water or malt liquor that he thus poured down his

capacious throat;—and the repast was wound up

with the jellies, all of which he di-sposed of in half

a dozen twinklings of the eye.

While the Hangman was engaged in his monster-

repast. Lady Ernestina Dysart endeavoured tocolWct

her ideas and look her altered position in the face.

But this she could not do steadily and deliberately:

it was impossible for her to reason with calmness in

the pri'stnce of this fearful calamity which had

overtaken her. Turned indeed were the tables now !

There sat the Hangman— her master— liaviiig full

power of life and death over her : and here was iilic

bound captive and helpless in a chair. What would

he do with her?—what course did he mean to

adopt?— what honors would the implacability of his

vengeance suggest i In a word, what was to be her
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fate? She knew not:—and how in the midst of

those ice-like shudderings and freezing Irernors

which passed over her, could she possibly settle her

thoughts so as to frame a conjecture upon the awful

subject?

"There! that will do for once," said the Hang-

man, pushing away his plate: then as he poured

the remains of the wine into the tumbler and sur-

veyed with a grim complacency the various dishes

he had emptied, he observed, "This supper is cer-

tainly a trifle of compensation for upwards of twenty

hours' captivity in that cursed chair: and consider-

ing that I hadn't eaten anything since nine o'clock

last evening, my fast may be reckoned for at least

twenty- five hours."

He I hen poured the remainder of the wine down

his throat : and after smacking his lips, fixed his

eyes upon Ernestina.

"Well, and what do you think of yourself now,"

heconiinued, " after playing me such a pretty trick ?

By Jove ! it is enough to make one sTark-staring mad
to think of it. But how do you suppose I got

loose 2" he demanded with an ironical grin. "The
vices of you aristocrats are often nuts for me to

crack somehow or another. To tell the truth, I had

pretty well given up all hope, when lo and behold!

the door opens—a light shines in—and who the

deuce should make their appearance but your pre-

cious uncle and Lady Sackville?"

"Ah!" ejaculated Ernestina, amazement for the

moment rising above her terror. "My uncle and

Venetia?"
" Aye, that it was," exclaimed the Hangman, with

a srim smile. "What scandaloos reprobates you

women of quality are, to be sure ! However, a

capital thing it was for me that this should have

happened to-night : for I do believe I should have

been dead before morning. Now, so far from dying

or any chance of it, I am in the best possible feather

—two hundred pounds in my pocket— a good supper

and a couple of bottles of wine under my waist-

coat—and one of the handsomest women of the

Aristocracy for my mistress."

Ernestina gave a sudden start and a faint cry as

these last words, so full of terrible menace, smote

her ears: but feeling the next instant how utterly

powerless she was, she sank back in the chair with a

low deep moan, and her head fell forward upon the

luxuriant volume of her naked bosom.
" It's above an hour and a half ago that I was let

loose from that cursed chair," resumed the Hang-
man; "and I meant to come straight up to this

room at once, but I heard some one about on the

stairs—so I just slipped into another chamber—the

first that was handy—and locking myself in, laid

down on the bed a bit, for I was regularly tired out.

However, when I had done my nap, I found my
way to your room, and here I am safe and sound.

But I suppose," he added, with another grin and
ironical leer, "you can't guess why I am sitting

here chattering to you in this familiar style ? In the

first place it's because this wine has put me into a

little better humour than I was just now; and in

the second place because you are my mistress, and
so I want to put ourselves on an intimate and com-
fortable footing together."

Ernestiua's countenance grew haggard and ghastly
to a degree as the Public Executioner thus spoke;
and as she raised her eyes in mingled entreaty, hor-

ror, and uncertainty towards him, all the intensity

of her varied feelings was depicted with a frightfal
,

eloquence in her looks.
j

" Well, and what are you thinking of, then?" he

demanded with brutal abruptness. " y«u must not '

give way to regret and so on, or else it will spoil :

your beauty. And mind, your's is a beauty of
j

which I shall be very proud when I introduce you
to all my particular friends."

" Eternal God !" shrieked Lady Ernestina, sud-

denly shaking herself in a paroxysm of hysterical

frenzy : " is it possible that all this can be tme

—

that I hear aright ?"
i

"True? of course it is! Why the devil shouldn't
;

it be? But come—I will give yon a proof of my i

love and affection."

Thus speakin?, and with a horrible chuckling

laugh, the Hangman, who was somewhat under the |

influence of the two bottles of wine which he had

drunk, rose from his chair—accosted Ernestina—

and stooping down, began covering her face with
,

kisses. She struggled— O heavens! she struggled

as if it were a huge boa-constrictor that was thus

slobbering her with its forked tongue previous to

the process of deglutition : but she was so bound in

the chair and her arms were secured in such a
I

manner that she could aflord no effectual resistance ; '

and as to screaming out, her powers of utterance were

either absorbed in the horror of her feeling?, or else
'•

the few stifled cries which might perhaps have found

vent were kept down by the brutal kisses of the
|

monster. '

" Now, don't you think I am an affectionate

kind of fellow ?" he asked, " But come—it's time i

we should be off:"-and with these words he

loosened the towels which held her ladyship in the ,

chair. i

Panting and gasping from the half smothering i

effects of the caresses he had bestowed upon her, and
with a deep inward sense of self-loataiug—wretched

too, O wretched beyond all possibility ot description

—Ernestina had scarcely consciousness or energy

left to think at all. But when the ruffian bade her

rise, with an intimation that she was to depart in his

company, she looked up into his face in a manner of

anxious inquiry.

"Well, 1 suppose I spoke intelligibly enough," he
growlingly observed : "and if not, I can soon make '

you understand. You are going away with me to '

be my mistress—to live with me—no, not exactly to

live with me, 'cause why, it wouldn't do to take you
to the same house where Sally Alelmoth is. But I |

will put you into a nice comfortable lodging over in

Bermondsey "

"Monster—wretch—villain!" exclaimed Ernes-

tina, now starting from the chair to which she wu
no longer bound : " let this scene end at once !

"

" Well then, it will end in this manner," cried the

Hangman, snatching up his clasp-knife from the

table and raising the ghastly gleaming blade above

Ernestina's head.

"Mercy, mercy!" she ejaculated, falling upon
her knees : for there was something frightful in the

aspect of that hideous knife.

"Now listen, while 1 say just a few last words,"

exclaimed Collin.

"Last words?" repeated Ernestina, trembling all

over as she knelt before him : for it struck her that

this phrase was indicative of her doom.
" You are a fool—I don't want to hurt you, unless

you make me," resumed the Hangman. " B.it what
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I mean to say is just simply this. Twice have you

done your best to make an end of me—once when

you thought you was sticking a dagger into me on

"Westminster Bridge ; and last night, or rather this

morning, when you shoved me into the chair. If I

didn't mean to be revenged, I shouldn't be flesh and

blood. But I do mean revenge—and that is by

making you my mistress. Or else I wiil send every

inch of this blade through that lovely bosom of

your's, down into your very heart. So now decide."

Ernestina remained upon her knees, but with her

bands no longer outstretched nor her looks upraised.

Her arms fell before her, and her head drooped on

her bosom, giving her the air of a kneeling penitent.

She was abandoning herself to despair: the stupor

of dismay was coming over her;—her ideas were

growing confused—her senses seemed to be leaving

her.

"Now then, get up—dress yourself—and let us

depart," said the Hangman.
But no response was given him—and the unhappy

lady, already upon her knees, fell with her face

downward upon the floor, where she lay senseless.

When she awoke to consciousness again, she was

lying on the bed, and the Hangman was sprinkling

water on her face. A conviction that she had expe-

rienced fresh outrage struck her as if with a death-

blow!

"You are killing me—I am dying!" she mur-

mured in a faint voice : but still was there an ex-

pression of ineflable horror in her looks as she

averted them from the Hangman's countenance.

" Oh ! that's all nonsense," he exclaimed. " Wo-
men don't die like this. Besides, you are young,

and strong, and healthy enough. If it was the

Prince that was with you, you wouldn't be dj'iag

with anything unless it was pleasure : but because a

genelman of my profession has took a fancy to

you "

"Oh! if you have any compassion left—if you

have any feeling in yourlieart," moaned the wretched

Ernestina, "leave me— I am dying!"

The Hangman grew frightened. Even while Er-

nestina was giving faint and feeble utterance to these

last words, he was struck by the visible change

which had come over her; and there was also some-

thing that alarmed him in the tone of her voice.

Yet he was undecided how to act. To leave her

then and there, was to abandon the vengeance which

he had resolved to wreak : and how could lie give

up all idea of revenge for what he considered to be

the wrongs he had experienced ? That he was al-

ready sufficiently avenged by the brutal oulruges

perpetrated on the unhappy lady, he did not think-

He sought to drag her through all the mire, pollu-

tion, and filth of • brothel in Bermoudsey : for it

was only by the consummate degradation of the

high-born, titled, and beautiful lady that his iiendisii

malice and diabolic vindictiveness could be ap-

peased.

While he was standing by the side of the couch,

uncertaiu how to act, Eruestiua had averted her

counteuLtuce; and shading her eyes with uno of

her while hands, she lay as if in e.vtrcmilios—her

breath coming with quick uneasy gaspings, and

all the lower part of her countenance looking as

if the seal of death were already impressed upon

it.

"Comeuow, what does this mean?" deiuauded

the Hangmau grufily, endeavouring as it were

to conceal his fears even from himself beneath a

display of his savage temper. " What's the mat-
ter with you ?"

"I tell you I am dyiiig," answered Ernestina in

a voice that was scarcely audible. " Heaven ! will

you not suffer me to die in peace ?"

Daniel Coffin was now too seriously alarmed to

permit him to remain undecided any longer;

and thinking that the best course he could

adopt would be to take his departure as promptly

as possible, he without another word snatched up
his hat, flung it upon his head, and stole forth

from the room. Descieiiding the stuira, he boldly tra-

versed the hall ; and the moment the porter emerged
from his great leathern sentry-box iu which he
was wont to sit and doze, Coffin said, "I'm a

friend of Mr. Brockman's."

The porter recollected hiving seen the Hang-
man before, but still he could not help gazing sus-

piciously upon him. Coffin acuordingly drew the

crow-bar out of his pocket, and gave the domestic

a tap on the head which at once stretched him
senseless on the marble floor of the hall.

The Hangman escaped from the house without

any farther molestation; and several minutes

elapsed before the hall-portftr came to himself.

He then raised an alarm that some robber had

been in the house; and as the st-rvants rushed

about in all directions, the maid appointed to wait

on Ernestina sped to her room. Tnere she found

her ladyship dangerously ill : but nothing cjuld

equal the young woman's amazemeui, when she

beheld the dishes completely cleared and the de-

canters emptied.

"Heavens! the robbers have been here I" she

exclaimed in surprise a!)d alarm.

Lady Ernestina Dysart, now recovering par-

tially, and perceivin;^ the necessity ot telling some

tale, at once corroborated the maid's beliet—re-

presenting that she had fallen into a swoon on dis-

covering a robber in her room, and that she was

only now beginning to shake off the effects of the

terrific fright she had sustained.

in this manner was not only the absence of the

supper accounted for, but likewise the aerioua ill«

ness which Lady Ernestina experienced.

CHAPTER CLXXX.

CONCLUSION OF THE HISTOBY OP SEI.LI8.

The scene shifts once more to Windsor Castle

;

and it is the same evening of which we have been

writing.

The reader will not have forgotten a certain

Mrs. Bredalbane, occupying the post of one of

the lloyal Bedehamber Women : and if we peep

into this lady's own room iu the castellated pa-

lace, at about ten o'clock, wo shall find her seated

teieH-tete with Mrs. Arbuthnot, who hold a similar

appointment. Tiic.se two ladies had become great

friends and confulants ; and when not required to

be iu personal attendance on the Queen, iluy wore

wont to liave a cup of tea or a pleasant little sup-

per together in order to dibcu&:i all the scaudul of

the palace.

On tiie present occasion they were seated at the

Bupper-lable. The repast was over : but they were

enjoying themselves with a glaus of liqueur, while
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iudulging ia some of their favourite topics of dis-

course.

"Yes, my dear friend," said Mrs. Bredalbane,

pursuiug the thread of some previous remarks

which she had been makiug, "I can assure you

the Princess persecutes me to death upon this

subject ; and that i« what you beheld her

talking to me ao earnestly about in the Park

this morning."

"But how is it," inquired Mrs. Arbuthnot, "that

her Royal Highness should be so anxious to leara

the history of Sellis's mysterious death ?"

" You miglit say murder if you chose V ob-

served Mrs. Bredalbane.

"Indeed! are you so positive on that head?"

exclaimed Mrs. Arbuthnot.
" I am," was the response. '' Of all the topics

whereon you and I have so fiequently conversed,

I do believe that the Sellis business is the only one

left untouched by us
"

"And it is precisely that which has suddenly

assumed an important degree of interest in my
eyes," interrupted Mrs. Arbuthnot, "after what

you have told me relative to the young Princess

Charlotte. But how came her Royal Highness to

be awai e that you, of all the ladies at Court, were

better instructed in this mysterious transaction

than any one else ?"

"I will tell you how it happened," said Mrs.

Bredalbane. "Poor dear Lady Prescott, whose

melancholy death at Geneva has so recently ap-

peared ill the papers, was a bosom friend ot mine;

and one evening we were talking familiarly to-

gether, in the same way as you and I at the

•)r<.'sent moment. The conversation turned upon

lie Sellis affair; and I was induced to commence

the narrative of the dread occurrence. Little sus-

pecting who overheard me, I had nearly finished

the recital, when all of a sudden the astound-

ing fact lieciime revealed to us that the Prin-

cess Charlotte was a listener; and, as slie sub-

sequently confessed, she had caught every syllable

—ihat is to eay, as far as I had advanced in the

narrative."

"Dear me, how very awkward!" exclaimed Mrs.

Arbuthnot. " Was that long ago?"

"Yes— some months— just before Lady Pres-

eott resigned and was succeeded by you. From
that moment has the Princess constantly plagued

and persecuted me to tell her the remainder of

the narrative: but it is of a nature which, strictly

speaking, cannot possibly be revealed to so young

a person."

"Is It then of so very peculiar a character?"

naked Mrs. Arbuthnot, witli a di>play of curiosity

that was signilicant enougl).

*'Ah! my dear friend, if you only hoard it,"

exclaimed Mrs Bredalbane, "you would indeed

agree with me that 1 c.uinot—must not—dare not

comply with the young Princess's request. 1 have

accordingly managed to put her off from time to

time with a variety of excuses : but this morning

she told me frankly enough she did not think tiuit

1 intended to fulfil my promise at alL Tliat was

when you saw her looking so cross—firing up
indoed, iu lur truly royal manner," added Mrs.Bi ed-

albane, whose head was filled with courtly ideas

to which her tongue could only give utterance in a

courtly sense. " But after all, she is a sweet good-

natured Princess ; and if site were tiot a Princess,

we should speak of her as a most amiable crea-

ture."

"But this story of Sellis?" said Mrs. Arbuth-

not. "Come, my dear friend, I do not suppose

that you have any reserve with me ?"

" Very far from it," exclaimed Mrs. Bredalbane.
" It would indeed be very wrong of me to keep
any secrets from you, after the implicit confidence

which you have placed in me. Not but that I

should have penetrated the intimacy subsisting

between your charming daughter Penelope and the

Prince, even ir you had not whispered in my ear

that such an intimacy did really exist. But if

Penelope should prove in the family, way, a? you
fear

"

"Fear is not perhaps exactly the word, my good
friend," interrupted Mrs. Arbuthnot : " because

the existence of issue fiom this amour would
always prove a sort of tie Yon understand

me?" she observed sitinificantly.

"Without a doubt," answered Mrs. Bredalbane

:

"and I do not know which to admire the most

—

the truly womanof-the-world way in which you
take your daughter's connexion with the Prince,

or the precision with which you estimate the

results. Ah ! my dear friend, I have seen so many,

many strange things within these walls But
while I think of it, let me observe that if Penelope

should prove with child, I can recommend an ex-

cellent and trustworthy female, at whose house

she can go into retirement "

" A thousand thanks for the interest you take

in the matter," interrupted Mrs. Arbuthnot. " But

pray do let me bring back your attention to that

topic which for the present moment has an ab-

sorbing interest for me— I mean the affair of

Sellis,"

" Well then, I will give you that narrative," an-

swered Mrs. Bredalbane. "You are well aware

that the transaction took place during ihe night

between the 31-t of May and the Ist of June, 1810

—therefore upwards of five years ago. The Duke
of Cumberland was then living, as he is now, in the

Kitchen Court of St. James's Palace. He had three

valets— Neale.Selli?, and Joux. The first-mentioned

was an Euulshmau—the second an Italian—and

the third a Frenchman. Naale was a very ordinary-

looking person : Sellis was a dark-complexioned

and rather handsome man;— Joux w;is thm and

pale-faceil, neatly made, and admirably fitted for a

valet. Sellis was an excellent man—quiet, but

cheerful—by no means forward in his manners—

never exc ted nor yet dispirited— but always

preserving an equanimity of temper. He was

married ana had four children — his family

being accommodated with lodgmgs over the

gateway leading iroui Cleveland Row into the

Kiicheu Court. He had aNo his own room

iu the close vicinage of the Duke's suite of

apartment--, and, if you can understatid me, there

was a passage leading from this room to the Duke's

hed-chamber, and another passage leading into the

lodgings over the gateway. Adjoining the Duke's

room was the one occupied by Neale whea on

duty."

"I understand perfectly," observed Mrs. Ar-

buthnot. "Pray proceed."
" It was about seven o'clock in the evening of

the 31<t of May," coulinued Mrs. Bred»lbanc,

"that Sellis repaired to Ncale's room for the pur



pose of saying somethiiiK to liini. Tlicy were ao-

customci], with ti)e familiarily usually sulisi^iinjj

between dependants in tlie same household, to

enter each other's rooms at any time without the

ceremony of knocking ; and therefore, on this occa-

sion of whiclilam speaking, Sellis entered Nealo's

apartment without any warnir>(5'. But he at once

boiield somethinjf wliicii made iiim stirt back in

dismay, a-id give vent to the exclamation of

* Henvcns! the Princess Augusta!' Flyin;? along

the passage, back to his onu room, Sellis ran

asjainst Joux, who happened to be there at the

moment and who heard with much astonishment

tlio si'igular ejaculation which burst from his lipj.

He w:is equally surprisdl at Sellis's hasty and

confused niatmor; and the more so when with a

strange wildnesi of look he said to liira, ' You can-

not possibly go to Neale's room ; for he is engngvl

'

He then took Joux along with liini into l»is lodg-

ings, and kept him in conversation for about an
87-

hour, Joux the:i retired, naturally wonderl:i^ at

the incident which I liave described, but of wliic!i

Sell. a volunteered not the least explanation, nor
even alluied to it in the presence of his wife. As
one of Sellis's children was ill and it was arranged
that the little invalid shou'd sleep with its m Uher,

Sellis had decided upon passing the night in liis

own room belonging to the ducal suite of apart-

j

mollis. Accordingly, at ten o'clock on that

memorable night, he embraced his wife and chil-

dren with his wouted affection, and then retired to

his chamber."
The Hon. Mrs. Bredalbano paused for a few

moments to replenish hor gla^s of Uqueur, nn
example which ^Irs. Arbuthnot readily I'ollowr d ;

! and thii being done, the former lady resumed her

I

narrative in the ensuing frms :

—

"It was half-past two in the morning, when the

I

cry of murder rang through that portion of St.

' James's Palace. All was speedily confusion and
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alai-ra. The Duke of Cumberland was in his night-

shirf, covered witli blood—Nealc was with him

—

and ii> a very?hort lime all the domestics were

ai-oused from their beds. Joux was one of the

first to speed to the Duke's chamber; and it was

he who was also the first to discover that Sellis

was no more. It appears tliat on hastening

to call the Italian, Joux wis horror-stricken on

finding the unfortunate man lying on tlie bed with

his throat cut from ear to ear—indeed, in so hor-

rible a manner that his head was all but severed

from his body. Advancing nearer to the couch,

Joux presently observed a sheet of paper lying on

the floor. It was a partially-fini- hcd letter, in the

handwriting of Sellis ; aud being in the siiade of a

chest of drawers, from which it had evidently

fallen, it might easily have escaped the superficial

notice of any one entering that room. Indeed

Joux hitcself had not remarked it until looking

more attentively about the scene of horror; so

that it is not to be wondered at if it failed to catch

the eyes of the murderer in the hurry, confu-ioii,

and excitement necessarily attendant on the per-

petration of 80 appalling a crime. Joux hastily

ran his eye over the first few lines; and these

were to him a sudden revelation ! He understood

it all : hut finding himself tlms in a single moment
the possessor of a fearful secret, he felt an un-

known terror come over him. It seemed as if a

warning voice whispered in his car, ' Take heed

lest you share the same fate /' For he saw in an

instant that Sellis had been murdered on account

of this s-i.me secret which had just come into his

possession ; and as he beheld the awful spectacle

of the butchered Italian stretched before him, an

ice-chill struck to his heart with a presentiment of

what his own doom might be. Hastily thrusting,

therefore, the letter into his pocket, he was in-

duced by his terrors to place a seal upon his lips.

You may rest assured that he sought the earliest

opportunity to lock himself up in his own room and
read the letter which accident had placed in his

possession. I will now sliow you that document
itself."

"What? the very letter 1" exclaimed Mrs. Ar-
buthnot, in astonishment :

" is it in your posses-

sion?"
'* It is," was the Hon. Mrs. Bredalbane's reply

:

then rising from her seat, she fetched her writing-

de^k from a side-table, and pro-'ucing a number of

papers, searched amongst them for the required do-

cument.

This she soon found ; and taking it from the en-

velope in which it was carefully preserved, she

handed it to Mrs. Arbutlmof. The writing was in

the peculiar cramped hand characterising foreign

penmanship: the lines had evidently been traced

under circumstances of considerable excitement,

and there was every sign to prove that the letter

was merely a draught whence a fair copy was to be

made, as there were many erasure^, corrections,

and interlineations. Indeed, it was by no means an
easy task to decipher the writing .-^t all : but at I

length, with Mrs. Bredalbane's assistance, Mrs.
Arbuthnot was enabled to make out the contents in

the following manner:

—

"For my own saltc, I must decl.iro that It was through
no motive ef impertinent cnrlosity I entered tlie room just
r.ow. Indeed, I liad not a suspicion that auglit of evil was
Eoingon. But heavens 1 what did I behold ? Yourself and

the Princess Augasta in each other' .s arms, leaving not a
douljt as to the criminality of the scene. I am amazed—
astounded—horrified. 1 know not what to do. Without
any affectation of sickly sentimentalism, I may be per-
mitted to declare myself a loTer of virtue. At all events
my ideas of propriety are such that I have experienced a
shock which wll never be forgotten. I have dissembled my
feelings ia the presence of my wife—in the presence of
Joux also. I have endeavoured to be calm ; but it was the
externa! surface of the volcmo, wliile the fire was agitating
within! I am incapable of concealing the true state of
my feelings much longer. Henceforth, whenever I might
see you -whenever I might behold the Princes* Augdsta—
and whenever, too, 1 might hear your names mentioned,
my countenance would betray the fact that in the deep
caverns of my soul a dread secret was deposited. If ques-
tioned—especially if pressed by my wife—what coull I
say? Subterfuge—falsehood No, no! I hate untruth!
Besides, I could not m.ike all the rest of my life one con-
tinnous incessant lie, for the sake of veiling this hideous
secret which personally concerns me not. What then is

to be done? I assuredly do not ever wish to be dragged
into a revelation, nor yet be surprised into a betrayal, of
this treaiendous secret. My only course is to leave St
James's— to seek some other service: .and by being thus
removed from the presence of those whom this secret so

nearly concerns, I may not be forced every day, and everj-

hour, to find myself blushing or turning p.ale, and having
to invent some falsehood as an excuse for my emotions.

" My mind therefore is made up. I shall leave to-mor-
row. My child's illness will serve as an excuse: the
doctor said something to-day about the sea-side. This then
will serve to account for my sudden resolve—a resolve

which Ls now unchangeable,
" If I write to you thus, addressing yon by no name— it

is that I cannot bring myself to pay even the most ordinary
courtesy to one who * <»

Here the letter abruptly broke off: bat it was
evident that, so much as there was of it, its contents

had produced a deep impr<:s8ion upon Mrs. Arbuth-

not's min '.

" What think you of that document ?" asked Mrs.
Brcdalbane.

" Before I offer a single comment," responded

Mii:. Arbuthnot, "be pleased to finish your nar-

rative:"—and as she thus spoke, her manner was
grave and her look serious to a (iegree.

"I have but little more to say," continued the

Hon. Mrs. Bredalbane. " You may readily suppose

that Joux, on perusing this letter, was strangely ex-

cited ; and if on the spur of the moment he had
deemed it prudent to abstain from declaring what
he knew or producing the document, he was now
more than ever confirmed in the adoption of that

course. The inquest took place; and as a matter of

course the evidence, such as it was, had been cooked

up so as to have but one tendency—namely, to fix

the stigma of self-destruction upon Sellis. A ver-

dict was returned accordingly ; and the unfortunate

Italian was not only branded as a base cowardly

assassin—the midnight assailant of a kind and be-

nevolent master—but also as a miserable suicide!"

"And what about Joux?" asked Mrs. Arbuth-

not.

" He managed to keep himself out of the way at

the moment when the evidence of the domestics

and others was being taken down in writing to be
ultimately submitted to the Coroner's jury : and
soon afterwards he quitted the service of his Royal
Highness. He then entered my household as butler,

my husband hewi at that time alive and our re-

sidence in Mount Street. In the course of a short
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time I observed that Joux had evidently something

on his mind ; and knowing of course that he had'

j
been in the service of tlie Duke of Cumberland, I

;
fancied that he might have picked up some piece of

Court scandal, or have become a party in some not

over-nice transaction connected with high life. To

I

these suppositions I was led by a word or two which

at times he inadvertently dropped; and at length I

j

pressed him on the subject. He then told me all

these particulars relative to Sellis and the letter,

which I have been describing to you, and which
have never been made public. He gave me the

letter: he even appeared delighted to get rid of it;

and yet he assured me that some superstitious feel-

ing had always prevented him from destroying it

whenever he entertained the idea. He left me at

length to ' better himself,' as the phrase goes ; and I

know not what has beco.ne of him."
" But what was his opinion relative to the whole

iiffiii-i'" asked Mrs. Arbuthnot, fixing upon her
friend a keen and search ny; look.

" What could he tliink, otherwise than that

Sjllis had discovered an amorous intrigue exist-

i.it; between the Priucess Augusta and the valet

Neale; and that fearful of being- betrayed and
ruined, Neale murdered Selli-i, and then, in order

to sliield himself, penetrated into the Duke of

Cumberland's room—wounded his Royal Highness
—and fled—of course leaving it to be supposed
that Sellis was the assailant."

" And you believe all this relative to Neale ?"

asked Mrs. Arbuthnot.
"To be sure I do," replied Mrs. Bredalbane.

" Surely you do not fancy that Joux forged this

letter, and that his whole story being a fiction,

Sellis was really an intended robber and murderer,
and an actual suicide ?"

" No—I believe every syllable of the story told

by Juux," answered Mrs. Arbuthnot. " I also

feel convinced that this letter is genuine, though
without signature, imperfect, and unfinished. I

therefore believe that Sellis was murdered: but
I do not believe that Neale was the mur-
derer I''

"Good heavens! what do you belieye ?" ex-
claimed Mrs. Bredalbane. with a frightened re-

gard.

" Tel! me what was the impression that Joux
entertaiiied on the subject?" inquired Mrs. Ar-
buthnot.

"I do not remember that he ever specifically

and in so many words explained his opinion,"

said Mrs. Bredalbane. *• He told me the narra-

tive—gave me tlie letter—and suffered me to

draw my own inference; which I did, supposing
it to be the same that he himself had already
deduced from the facts themselves."

"Depend upon it," observed Mrs. Arbuthuot,
.'-hakiiig her head solemnly, " that the impression
Joux formed was very different from the one
which you, my dear friend, received."

" Good heavens ! I begin to entertain a dread-
ful suspicion," cried Mrs. Bredalbane.

" And my wonder is that you did not entertain
it long ogo," rejoined Mrs. Arbuthnot. "Look
c.ilmly and dispassionately at all the facts. Why
was Joux so overpowered with alarm on discovering
the secret? Because he read the frightful truth in a
moment I Had he believed Neale—a humble and
obscure domestic—to have been the murderer, ho

would not have feared to proclaim tliis belief. But
it was because he comprehended the whole of that
awful mystei7 "

"For God's sake, take care of what you say!"
interrupted Mrs. Bredalbane, casting an anxious
glance around, as if the faces of listeners might
peer forth from the very walls : then she rose and
looked forth from the door to satisfy herseif that
there were no eaves-dropp.r-.

"It is impossible," cHitinued Z\Irs. Arbuthnot
when Mrs. Bredalbane had resumed her seat, "to
shut one's eyes ag.iinst the truth— startling, horri-

fying, and astoumliDg though it be—whicli stands
forth patent :'.:i'l visible from amidst all the fajts

before us. Tiic belief that Neale was the mur-
derer involves the clumsiest theory. How could
he be ruined and undone because a Royal lady be-
stowed her favours on him? Would she not screen
him ? would she not provide for liim ! Where w.is

the necessity to murder Sellis? Tliiuk you tha:

the Princess herself would have counselled him to

the deed ? And then, if your theory makes him
the murderer of Sellis, it must make him also the

assailant of the Duke. But why suppose him
committing one unnecessary crime in order to veil

another? It would have been an act of sheer

madness on Neale's part; and the theory is not
tenable for a moment."
"Then who—who"— asked Mrs. Bredalbane,

scarcely daring to allow her lips to form the query
which all her suspicions now naturally suggested.
" My dear friend, betweeu you and me," said Mrs.

Arbuthnot, "there is not the slightest necessity to

mince matters. We are alone—we shall not betray

each other—and we may therefore speak without

reserve. This then is my opinion—my firm opinion

—the opinion to which I came while reading Sel-

lis's letter
"

" And that opinion 7" asked Airs. Bredalbane.
" Is that Ernest Duke of Cumberland was

guilty of incest with his sister the Princess Au-
gusta, and was himself the murderer of Sellis!"

Such was the answer that Mrs. Arbuthnot gave
in a firm and solemn voice : and then a long pause
ensued.

"Yes—it must be so," said Mrs. Bredalbane, at

length breaking silence and speaking in a musing-

tone. '•
I comprehend it all now ! That letttr was

intended to have been sent to the Duke of Cum-
berland; whereas until this night I have always

imagined that it was meant for Neule. Poor Sellis

!

he must have been endowed with fine and even

noble feelings indeed. That such was the case his

letter fully proves 1"

" And in imagination," continued Mrs. Arbuth-

not, "one may penetrate into the soUtudc of h s

chamber on that fearful night. I ftmcy tiiat I can

see him, carried along by a torrent of irresistible

feelings excited by the fearful crime of incest

which he had witnessed, taking up his pen to give

expression to those feelings in a letter to liij

Royal master— that master whom he evidently

considered to have forfeited all claim to respect

and deference ! Then may wo imagine him throw-

ing down his pen—perhaps even tossing the paper

itself impatiently aside, so that it fell down in the

corner where Joux picked it up—and throwing

himself, half-dressed as he was, upon the bed, ex-

hausted by the fearful excitemeut of his over-

wrought feelings. But Ah ! now oomss the awful
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pbiise of tiie tremendous drama ! The door opens

—tlie Duke of Cumberland steals in— Sellis sieeps

— iind from tliat sleep there is to be no waking.

The frightful deed is done ; and forth from that

rojm goes the Duke—a mnrdererl Aye, and what

is more too, he must have been a coldblooded

assassin ; for on his retur.i to his own room, he

Ind the presence of mind to perform the part

wliich was to give a colour and complexion to the

nhole affair—I mean those wounds which he must

liave inflicted upon himself
"

" But the medical evidence," interrupted Mrs.

Bredalbano, "proved that tha wo'unds were

ECri'jUi."

"Granting that they were," rejoined Mrs.

Arbuthnot, "may we not suppose that the Duke
inflicttd them a little more severely than he

perhaps intended?—or th:it being a bold and des-

perate man, he calculated full well that the more

severely he punished himself the more certain was

he to avert auspicion f om his own door? Or
again, the medical evidence may have been exag-

gerated and overstrained."

"Is it notau awful subject?" asked Mrs. Bredal-

baue, as she replaced the unfinished letter of the

muricred Sellis in her writing-desk.

" It is a tremendous and a fearful episode in the

history of the Koyal Family," replied Mrs. Arbuth-

not: "and I think that you now will be more than

cvir cautious how you appease the curiosity of the

Princess Charlotte."

CHAPTER CLXXXI.

X1I12 DOOMED WOMAN.

Keturx we once more to Geneva, the scene of so

many and startling incidents already chronxledin

our narrative.

It was ten o'clock at night, when Joce'yn Loftus

rang the bell at the entrance of the gloomy prison.

Tiie gate was immediately opened by the porter,

who inquired his bushiess.

'*I wish to see the Englishwoman named Ranger,

wUo is to die to-morrow," was the answer given by

our hero.
'' It is too late, sir," replied the porter. " The

prison hours "

" Here 1" said Loftus, producing a paper fi-om

his pocket. " It is an order from tlie Syndics to

admit me."

The man glanced his eye over the paper, bowed
with much respect, and said, " Have the kindness,

sir, to follow me."

Thus speaking, the porter conducted our hero

along the gloomy passage, which was dimly lighted

by an iron lamp suspended to the ceilmg: and
turning into another stone corridor he led him into

a large room, where a turnkey, two or three of the

prison watchmen, and the serjeant of the guard
stationed within the walls of the establishment,

were lounging upon benches, smoking their pipes

and drinking the small wine of the country. The
porter gave the written order to the turnkey, who
forthwith took up a lantern and requested Jocelyn
to accompany bira. The porter returned to his

loiige at the gate, and our hero followed the turn-
key through the apartment into another long pas-

sage on the fartherside. They then traversed a large

courtyard surrounded hy the lofty buildings con-
stituting that particular division of the gaol.

But in on"? window only did a light shine.

"That is whore the three men are who are to
be guillotined to-morrow along with Mrs. Ran-
ger," said the- turnkey. " The priest is with them
—for they are all three Catholics : and they are
allowed a light in their cell."

"And how do they bear themselves?" asked
Loftus :

" for I was told yesterday that they are
thoroughly reckless and impenitent."

"There 1" said the turnkey :
" that is a proof!"

—and he drew Jocelyn beneath the barred window
of the cell, where they both paused for a few
moments.
The three men were sinewing—not a hymn, but a

bacchanalian song; and thm suddenly breaking
off with a loud laugh, thjy began flmging taunts

and ribald jests at the piiest. Then arose how-
ever the voice of that pious man enjoining them to

listen to the woi-ds he had to speak : but again
they b: oke forth into a coarse guffaw ; and Jocelyn,

with a cold tremor passing throughout bis frame,

whispered to the turnkey, "Tnis is horrible! for

heaven's sake let us move on."

" Think you," asked tho prison functionary, as

he proceeded to conduct our hero across the yard,
" that those men will continue thus until the last?

I do not. My experience is against such a be-

lief."

"And I also think," answered Jocelyn,—"and
indeed I hope for their own sake, that there was
something false, hollow, and unnatural in their

dreadi'ul mirth. It sounded like the desperate

attempt of men to drown care in a forced excite-

ment."

"Just so," rejoined the turnkey. "Bat hero

we arc in the women's division."

While thus speaking, the prison-cfficial hid

opened a door leading into a second courtyard;

and here also one li,,'ht was alone seen shining

through the window of a cell on the ground-floor.

The turnkey opened another door, which led into

the building ; and conducting our hero along a

gloomy passage, where their footstejs raised

echoes that had a fearful aud ominous sonnd, he

presently stopped at a door through the chiuks

of which a feeble glimmering shone forth.

"Do you wish to see her alone f" he asked, ia a

subdued whisper. " Just as you like."

" Yes~-alone," replied Lvftus. "Is any one

with her now ?'

"No: she desired the clergyman—for she has

a Protestant minister attending upon her—tj re-

turn at midnight. I shall walk up and down to

the passage until you co:uo forth again."

Thus speaking, he drew back the belts and un-

fastened the chain of the massive door : the key

grated horribly in the lock—and the next moment
Jocelyn passed into the cl!. The door closed

behind him; and he was now alone with 3Ir8.

Ranger.

She was silting upon the mean and sordid pillet

stretched on a roui,'h wooden bedstead : a c.uidle

stood upon a small tible; and its light, dim aud

fliukering, added to theghastlincss of the wretched

woman's appear.mce. Heavens! how altered was

she. The ravages of old age had been fearfully

aggravated by the co.roding influences of dire

anguish a id incff.ib'e horror during the last few
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weeks; and those rav.»ifts were no loiiycr dis-

y;uisf (1 by the aSumlaut use of cosmct'cs and suc-

ceJaueous artifices. Ne rouRe, nor pearl-powJer,

nor rofresliinjif lotions militated or disguised the

hidcausncss of the wretclied woman's countenance :

her skia WiS lilie wrinkled parclimeut upon her

fieslilcsi checks; her neck was so aggy and sallow

fvcu to loathsumoness;—her eyes eeeuied set in

deep caverns. She had either lost, or else no

lunger chose to wear, her fa'se teeth; and her

in .uth had tl:erefore fa'len in. Her nose was

fiighifally tliiu, so that her profile had all the

angular sharpness of old age, unredeemed by any

of that beucvoleiit or placid expressiin which at

buch a time of Ife bo often prevents the counte-

uaiice from being revoltiagly ugly. Iler ha'r still

retained tlie black dye wherewith she liad stained

it at one of the latest toilettes which she per-

formed at the villa : but inasmuch as it had grown
somewhat during her imprisonment, it was all per-

fictly white for about a third of an inch at the

roots— a circumstance that added to the hideous-

iiess of her appearance. Altogether she seemed
the vilest and most loat''.soaie wr«ck of humanity

up m wluch Jocflyn Loftus ever set his eyes.

The moment he entered the cell he found her

look", fixed upon him. She had been gazinj at

the door while it ojened ; and there was a species

of rt'iitilelike glistening in her sunken eyes.

L'jftus oould not help shuddering as he thus en-

countered the look* cf the wretched woman.
AVhen he had list seen he-, it was a fortnight

back in the court of justice where she and her

three accomplices wire tried : but then she wore
a bonnet and was closely veiled, so that he had
not on that occasion observed the change which

was t'iking place in her looks. Noio he saw her

without bonnet, without cap, and without veil,

—

hi r thin lank hair hanging down on her scraggy

shuulderji, and lier lean shrivelled form wrapped
in a go«u which hung as loosely upon her as if

in mockery wrappii:g a skeleton. He was shocked
— he staggt-red back from the revolting spec-

tacle: he cou'd nut concval his disgust even if it

had killed h( r upon the spot—and she not only

iioticci Ids manner but also comprehended the
reason of it.

"You find me much changed, Mr. Loftus?" she
said ; .Tjid her voice, no longer a'lled by the falae

t?etli, was mumbling and almost inarticulate.

" 1 did not expect to fiid you looking cheerful

and happy," responded our iiero, instantly recovor-

iiig himself and speaking in that gentle tone which
was consistent with the generosity of liis charac-

ter: for he would not willingly enhance the pain

which lie knew full will the wrct'-hed woman must
experience. " Indeed, I ^h luld have been very sorry

to find you looUing as you were wont to do; ba-

cause that vtou'd have bespoken a liardness of

heart winch under circumstances "

"Ah, under circnm tr.nte* ! " she repeated

(luickly, and witii greater strength of voice than
before— as if the anguish of lier fcelinns gave a

[lower to her articul.iiion. "Good Go 1 I and
whtit circumstances? Death 1 death ! The guilUj-

tine waiting for me—() horror! tlie guillotiKe :'—

and clasping iier hands, that were skinny and
^keleton-like, she quivered and shook with a con-
vulsive trembling from head to foot.

JocelyaLoftus placed himself ou a stool that was

near the table, and sMd in a low and agitated voice,
" Are you not prepared to die ?'

"iMy God! can you put that question?" she ex-

claimed hysterically : and her eyes actually glared

from their caverned sooket?>, which were of a bluish,

almost livid tint. " I sent for you to say that you
must save me !"

Loftus shook his head with mournful aiownesB.
" Why do you do that ?" she demandea aurui-t.'

-

and with a short gasp, as if her utteraiiTs ^tTS
nearly choked: " why do you do that?'

" Can you not understand my meaning ?" ha
said. " I wai told that you were resigned—U»fc
you welcomed the visits of the good «; rgyfejaa

whom the authorities have allowed to pono.vsjii w
your cell. I had hoped that his pious uiiy>;a:i«i---»~>^

had piepared you."

"Oh! if all he says be true, what can k iitf^Pt

where shall I go ?" cried the wretched wou-iu, ^.^t

attenuated form again shaken by a coucdlai*^

shudder. "He speaks to me of heaven and h'!it—

of a heaven full of happiness and a hell luiuj-ju vi

a burning lake Ah ! and I have seen i;; la my
dreams too! Oh, the fierce flames, the moitan

fire, the raging sea of red hot brimstone '"

"But the minister has likewise told you iitei

God is merciful, and that there ia hope Tor tae

penitent?" said Loftus.

"Yes: but what surety have I that Cumvd uro
mine can be forgiven ? Murder 1 Oh, it »B fcna

foulest, the most horrible of all black deeds ! The
blood of the victim sticks to one : all I se« id bi«.>~»

red! I behold you now through a criiK'joa Lr-:J

It is horrible, horrible !"—and the wretcheu women
covered her eyes with her fleshjess hanuiS, vne

veins of which were like knotted cords uuuetaoatii

the skin.

Jocelyn felt assured that her brain was Ww«.>.vi—

that her senses were impaired. He knew not ^/h«t

to say, or how to deal with the miserable. v,>datuiu

under such circumstances.

"Well, what are you doing here?'' sho uauutBiy

exclaimed, removing her hands from her ehrit^Ied

countenance: "unless you have come to =«t* itie.

You have the power—I know you have! A M>rd

from you to the Syndicate will have the eCieot.

Besides, you must save me I I cannot die—1 am
not prepared to die I I am old, and could nut ii<d

long according to my natural span. Surely, c&rtiiy

it would be no great boon to accord me the ydkt w
two of existence which in the course of things would

be mine? Let me be locked up in prison ail the

time: I do not ask to go out, but I ask to liiMi

Heavens, 1 can do no more harm in this world I

There is no scope for mischief in this dreadful p!i»c«.

Look around!—a strong man in all his youtlifnl

vigour could not tear down tl.ose huge bars from tne

windows, nor break open that thick door, nui i<.inu)a

one single stone from the mass of masonry whicii

makes these walls impenetrable as marble. Then, ia

it ralioHal to fear that a poor crushed, broken-down,

enfeebled wtetch like me could escape hence ? No,

no. Then why take my life ?—why 1"

"Mrs. Ranger," answered Jocelyu Loiiua, "i

beseech you to tranquillise yourself, and to injioa to

me. This afiernoon a message was left by the Vta-

ttstant clert;yn)an at the Hotel where I am aiayinb

to the elfcct that yoa wished to .see me, if only for a

lew nioineiii.i, I was Hot wiihin at thu time: I did

not return to tho Hotel until an hour ago. It was
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then nine o'clock. 1 could not disregard the prayer

of a fellow-creature whose hours in this world are

numbered "

" But why enter into such particulars?" demanded
Mrs. Ranger impatiently. " These things are trivial

—Oh ! trivial to a degree, ia comparison with the

immense importance of my position. Let us talk,

then, only on what can be done to save me."

"I pray you to listen," continued Loftus, impres-

sively. •' I was about to inform you that I went to

the principal Syndic to beseech a written order to

visit you at once. I saw him—and he complied

with my request. I asked him if
"

"If what?" demanded the wretched woman with

almost frenzied impatience: for she now guessed

what was coming.

"I asked him, I say, whether there was any in-

tention to commute your sentence," continued

Loftus, with deepening solemnity of tone, "and he

declared that the law must take its course."

" He did not !—it is false!" exclaimeii Mrs. Ranger,

her features convulsing most hideously with a sort

of frenzied rage as she spoke. " You only say this to

avoid taking any farther trouble ia my behalf. You
want to see me perish dreadfully oa the scaffold. It

is you who have done it all. Had you never come
to Geneva to interfere with my plans, I should uot

have been led into the circumstances which have

made me what I am and have placed me here.

Cruel and heartless that you are—pitiless and im-
placable—it is you who have hunted me to the very

death I

"

" Mrs. Ranger," answered Loftus, in a mournful
tone, " I cannot be angry with one in your condition.

But you must recollect that you prepared all ihis

sad destiny for yourself. Wherefore did you ever

embark in a course which was likely to conduct

you, you knew not whither? But God forbid that

I should reproach you now ! Great as your sins

h&ve been, your punishment is also great—great

wiiough indeed, I hope, to be an atonement: but it is

'^Y duty to assure you that with the affiirs of earth

•J
Ml have no farther concern."

* Oh ! forgive me, forgive me, my dear young
nan, if I said any thing to offend you. I did uot
»««au it! But there are moments when I know not
•sJiat I say or do : my brain seems to be on fire —
iftis in a dreadful whirl ! But tell me, tell me, that

•ou will yet save me? Think of the horrors of

•wch a death. My God! I shall go wild if I dare
-auleinplate it. Mr. Loftus, you must save me
^ flaiiuot die ! If they come to take me, I will

»*'iatch— I will scream—I will fly at the ruffiin-

•^on like a tiger-cat. Oh! I will do a mischief!"—
r-ni she laughed with a horrible frenzy.

*'Do you not think that I had better go and
T-W.h the clergyman to you once more?" asked
1-«>ftus, cruelly bewildered by this awful scene.

•*?Jo: he is of no use to me now," was the

rretched woman's quick response : then she
jTtaused—slowly bent down her eyes—and appeared
to reflect profoundly. "Many, many ye.irs ago,"

Rho lit length said,—and now she spoke in a
strangely altered voice—a voice in which there

was a low and mournful pathos,—"a sweet little

girl w;is ginibolling and skipping about in a beau-
tiful garden full of fruits and flowers. Let us c )n-

template that dear innocent child when she was
about five o" six years old. What blushing roses

Irert upon her cheeks! what lily-purity upon her

brow I Her dark brown hair flowed in myriads of
clusters over her white neck and shoulder'o. What
joy danced in her sunny eyes! what silver peals of

'

mirth roled forth from her red lips ! and how
glancingly did her tiny feet trip over the lawn,
along the gravel walks, and amidst the parterres of ,

flowers! And that little child, so gay, so innocent,
j

so good, was a fond mother's darling. The mother '

was a widow; and this child was her treasure and
her comfort. Behold that dear kind mother com-
ing forth from the picturesque cottage to which
the garden belongs ; and how that child bounds
towards her! The butterfly wandering from flower
to flower is not more happy thau this young child.

The melody of birds in the trees of that garden is

not more delicious thin the muiic of the child's

mirth as its mother receives it with open arms.
Oh ! what a blissful seene—itmoceuce in its own
appropriate paialise ! Mr. Lof:us, it is a picture
of my own earliest years I am giving you. That
child was myself !"

As she thus spoke, Mrs. Ranger raised her eyes
in a melancholy—Oh ! so melancholy a manner to-

wards Jocelya Loftus, that his heart swelle i with
emotions, and he felt that the tears were trickling

down his cheeks. He saw not the hideous hag be-

fore him, lean, wrinkled, and stricken by all the

searing woes of age, crime, and calamity; he saw
not the cold cheerless dungeon, with its massive '

bars, its huge door, its impenetrable walls, itsstoue
i

pavement, its vaulted roof, and its rougii meagre
i

furniture : but so vividly had the picture which the i

woman drew been impressed upon his mind, tiia:
j

he beheld only that sweet little innocent child she

had delineated in so strangely touching a man-
ner, and that garden-scene witb the picturesque

cottage, all of which appeared a romantic aul
lovely reality to his mind's eye.

" But the scene changes," she went on to say, in

a deeper mourufulness of voice : " a dozen years

have pa'^sed— and in a sumptuously-furnished

apartment a beautiful young creature of seventeen

or ciijhteeu reclines upon a sofa. Yes—she is daz-

zlingly beautiful. All the evi ieiices of wealth and
luxury are about her person and in that apartment,

j

Ht;r dress is splendid: diamonds are upon her

hair—pearU encircle her neck—pearls also hiug

over her naked bosom— and the richest bracelets

set off her snow-white arms. The door opens : a

powdered lacquey enters to ask at what hour this

lady will have the carriage. She gives him tlie

required answer. Soou afterwards an elegant

French lady's- maid appears to bring cjstly stuffs,

laca veils, silks and satins, for the la ly's inspection.

Mlliners a-id drapers, mercers aud jewellers, send

their goods or await her orders. One of the most

eminent artists of the day comes to receive in-

structions relative to her portrait. Thus the fore-

noon is disposed of. Tncn cjmes a handsome

man in the prime of life— tall, portly, and with a

noble bearing. He is one of the proudest peers

of England; and this cliarming creature is his

mistress. He is infatuated with her: he worships,

he a lore 5 her—but he is already married and has

a large family, or he .would make her his wife.

Nevertheless, he lestifios his aff ctlon by all pos-

sible means : his we.nlth is immense, and he is

never weaned of expending his gold tJ burroand

his loved one with all t)>c lusuiies and clojancies nf

life—not merely to gratifv' her slightest whims, bat
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even to anticipate tliein. He has placed iier in a

splendid mansion, given her carriages and servants,

and heaped upon her all the bounties, the extrava-

gances, and the profusions which the most refined

luxury or the stateliest pomp could possibly re-

quire. But she does not love him in return. She

never loved him. For her fall from innocence

there is not even the apology of the heart's affec-

tion. She was dazzled only by his lofty ra ilc, his

boundless wealth, and the golden promises he made

her. Thoughtless and giddy, notwithstauding

the admirable training which she had received

under a fond mother's care, she preferred to be

a proud peer's mistress rather than a poor man's

bride. She was dwelling in the country when he

spoke to her of the grandeur of the metropolis:

the simple enjoyments of a rural life seemed

monotonous to her in comparison with the glow-

ing pleasures associated with the mere name of

London. Dazzled and int )xicated by all that was

told her and all that she dreamt—exited and en-

chanted by the words that he spoke and the

pictures her imagination drew—she had fallen!

Yes—she had fled from her once happy home :

and behold her now, the great lord's mistress!

But she loved him not. Soon however, she en-

countered a young man for whom she conceived a

passion; and she intrigued with him. One day her

noble admirer discovered her infidelity. Immense as

his love had been, proportionately implacable was

his vengeance now. He dispossessed her of every-

thing he had bestowed upon her. In his rage he

tore the jewels from her person, and tranipled

them under his foot: he then turned her forth

from the splendid mansion where he had lodged

her;—and all in a moment she found herself

stripped of every symbol of wealth, flung down
from the pinnacle of prosperity, and in the street,

homeless and friendless, with but a few guineas in

her pocket. Well nigh broken-hearted, she has-

tened to the young man whom she loved, and who
had been as it were the cause of her downfall.

But that very morning he had led a bride to the

altar, and was away into the country to spend the

honeymoon. What was the young creature to do

now? She was not so thoroughly depraved rs to

be inaccessible to some of those tender whisper-

ings which the voice of youthful memories breathes

upward from the soul in moments such as tliat.

Thoughts of a once happy home came vividly

back to her recollection ; and to her mind's eye

arose the sweet picture of rural simplicity—the

garden with its verdure, its gravel-walks, its par-

terres of flowers, and its lawn in front of the pic-

turesque cottage. Aye, and she thought also of

the fond doating mother whom she had so cruelly

abandoned— that widowed mother whoso joy, and
darling, and treasure she hid been! Back, b:»ck,

then, to that scene of her childhood —that once

cherinhed spot—that home in a fai off county I

But would it be a home to her again ? would the

door open to receive her? would the widowed
mother's arms be unfolded to welcome her? Yes,

yes : she at least had that hope t It was a splendid

carriage which had borne her away from the cot-

tage to the metropolis: it was the stage coach
now which took the fugitive back again. Pillowed

on the breast of an adoring lover, had she tra-

velled away from that cottage : alone inside the

cheerless public vehicle did she retrace her way

thither. It was night when she was set down in

the road, at the nearest point to the house. She
had to walk a mile to reach it. The night was
dark: it was the winter-season—and the wind
siglied amid the skeleton branches of the trees

like the voices of the dead. Those sounds seemed
full of weird portents to her ; and she could hear
her heart beat forcibly. Still she went on—and at

lengtii the cottage was reached. A light—a soli-

tary light—was shining from a window : it was her
mother's chamber. Oh! ifshe were ill? Heavens!
the thought was intolerable ; and the unhappy
yoimg creature leant against the garden-fence for

support. At length she opened the gate and
went in. Ah! it was no longer in innocence that

she trod that ground where the steps of her child-

hood had played so glancingly along the gravel-

walks and amidst the parterres of flowers. It was
in guilt, in shame, and in degradation that with feet

as heavy as lead she dragged herself to the front

door. She knocked— it was opened—and the

old servanf, who had been for years in the place,

uttered an ejaculation so wild and strange that il;

struck dismay for an instant to the guilty young
creature's heart. But the next moment, unable to

bear the agonies of suspense, she flew up-stairs

—

rushed into her mother's chamber—and then stood

suddenly transfixed in direst horror at the specta-

cle which met her view. Dim and sickly was the

light which burnt in the room; and an old woman
was creeping about the bed, performing the last

offices of a sick-nurse. But on that bed—O God I

WHS stretched the lifeless corpse of the broken-

hearted mother ! and the guilty daughter suddenly

gave vent to a thrilling shriek of ineffable anguish

—a shriek that rang through floor and ceiling,

wall and roof, and pierced the brains of those who
heard it. Then she staggered forward a few

steps, reeled half round, and fell heavily."

Here Mrs. Ranger paused again : and covering

hei face with her withered hands, she sobbed low,

but with an inward convulsiveness that denoted a

mortal anguish. She had narrated this second

chapter in her own sad history—for it was her own
talc she was telling—with a mournful evenness

and painful continuity of tone,—not eeeming ex-

actly to address herself to Loftus, nor to have the

deliberate intent of unveiling to him the secrets of

her earlier life, but rather giving audible expression

to the train of recollections which circumstances

had now so vividly conjured up. But he listened

with the deepest, deepest interest; for it was a

talo which no man could hear unmoved. The
tears even trickled down his checks, and his heart

swelled with emotion; for in imagination he saw

every feature, every detail, every incident of tho

woman's history as plainly as if it were being en-

acted upon a theatre, and he a spectator of tho

whole drama.

"Years passed away," continued Mrf. Ranger,

resuming her audible musings after a deep silence

of several minutes; "and during that period many
were the vicissitudes which tho guilty daughter

had known. She had seen the remains of her mo-

ther—that mother whom her crime had murdered

— depo-'*ited in tho church-yard. She had seen

the ilamp clay heaped up over tho coffin: some

time afterwards she had revisited the spot and had

seen the grass growing upon the grave. But when-

ever in the deep winter's night she lay awake and
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heard the winds moaning, or sighing^, or raving /

withuut, she thought how co!d, Oh! how cold that I

poor mother must be slumbering in lier grave.
'

She thought how tlie rude blasts would howl, and

sweep ia fury, stern and pitiless, blealc and chill,

over the green sward and amid the tomb stones in

tiiat lone churchyard. It was to avoid such

thoughts as these that she plunged Iwadlotig into

dissipation. She became the mistress of one man

—then tUc miitresa of another ; gomelimes being

heartlessly deserted or thrust o£f by him to whom
she surrendered herself—at other times being de-

tected in intrigue elsewhere, and discarded with

bitterest reproaches—perhaps with blows. Some-

times she revelled in luxury—at others she was the

occupant of a garret: new sitting down to a sump-

tuously-spread table—and now pledging the last

article of her clothing for the wherewith to obtain

a morsel of food. At length, when living for a

brief interval in a somewhat more respectable

miinner, but upon the gold which she had received

as the wafjes of infamy, she was courted by a wor-

thy man in tolerable circumstances. His name was

Ranger. She married him. He thought he was

espousing a respect ib!e widow, and he was conftJ-

1.1^, indulgent, and happy. Tliree or four year*

t'lus passed ; and she endeavoured to avoid those

courses which had given her so many, many bitter

experiences. But temptation cime again. She

was still young—still handaome ; and in an evil

moment she listened to the dishonourable suit of a

young nobleman whom chance threw in her w:iy.

For a brief period this intrigue was carried on

without tlie knowledge of the husband; but at

length his suspicion was awakened by soraet'iing

he heard. For he obtainad a clue to the former

character of his wife: he was thus led to make in-

quiries, and found to his horror and dismay that

it was the veriest profligate whom he had espoused!

The cast-off mistress of many men—the refuse of

lover* too numerous to be easily remembered—the

guilty thing whose crimes had broken her mother's

heai t and sent that fond parent in misery and an-

guish to a premature grave,—such was the woman
nhom a respectable man in ail trustfulness had

taken to his heart, placed at the bead of his house-

hold, and honoured with liis confidence and

his Uve ! The exposure was terrific : and expelled,

penniless and friendless, from the house of an out-

I aged husband, the wretched creature found her-

self deserted also by the heartless noble whose fatal

love had thus consummated her ruin. Poor Ranger

died of a broken heart—another of her victims

!

But not one siugle shilling did he leave her in his

will. It is true that her name was mentioned

there—but in terms of horror and of loathing

—

yea, and with curses also l*

Here the condemned woman paused again. This

time she covered aot her face with her hands, but

clasped them together, agitating them convulsively

— shaking her head with nervous quickness, and
giviug vent to bitter lamentations expi essive of the

anguished memories which thus surged up into her

almost frenzied brain. Jocelyn Loftus wept not
now. He no longer beheld before liim either the

cherub- child disporting in the garden of flowers,

nur the betrayed and deluded girl returning home
ia penitence and sorrow to crave a parent's for-

giveness. But he saw before him nn inveterate pro-

fligate—a vile dissolute woman— the hideous per-

sonification of every gross immorality—a wrLtch

for whom early experiences had no salutary warn-
ings, and who was fitted only to betray all love, all

confidence, and break all affectionate lleart^. lie

gaaed upon her with a sort of mournful sternness

:

but she heedeii him not—and after another long

pause concluded her narr.ntive in these terms:

—

" Years and years have pa<sed since Ranger
died ; and varied and chequered has been the

existence of her whom he discarded and who was
left beliind him. Through all kindi of profligacy .

has she dragged herself—through a morass of vices,

pollutions, and infamies has she floundered on—
{

dissolute in respect to herself so long as the fire of 1

her passions lasted and she could find lovers to '

share in her obscene pleasures. But such a course
|

made her prematurely o d ; and as dissipation

showed its fearful ravages, she becana an obj ect

for loathing and disgust, instead of for admiration
and love. Tlie healthful bloom faded from her

cheeks—her haif, once so redundant in its glorious

beauty, grew lank and thin— '; er tceih fell out—her
once splendid bust had become shrivelled into

hideousness—her form wasted into a mere col'ic

lion of bonos covered by a wrinkled and salow
skin. Farewell then fo all the pleasures of volnp-

tuom delight and sensual joy for her !—.tnd it was

not tlie least of the punishments which she endared

that her desires outlived in fevcrel freczy the pos-

sibility tf gratifying them. But to Ive—what

was she to do for the means of subsstonce?

Having been the daughter of crime heiself, she

now became tbo mother ©f iniquity. Vile in its

hypocrises as had been her heart, so vile in its

artificialities was her person now rendered. Cos-

metics, and all the falsities of the toilette, still ui.d«

her pres.en;able, if no longer loveable ; an 1 she

tutored herself to adopt an air and a demeanour

suited to her new avocation. Deeply versed in

intiigue, but no longer able to intrigue for herself,

she intrigued for others. Assuming the position

of a respectable widow, she secretly became a pro-

curess of the vilest description. Oh! if all the

damsels whom she has inveigled into her meshes

and betrayed to their ruin, could noiv stand for-

ward and bear witness against her- if all the

young virgins whom she has enticed beneath her

roof and sold to the polluting embrace of lustful

aristocrats and the hoary dignitaries of the

Church, could now gather here and speak out—
and if the tomb could send up all the vioiiras

whom hor detestable machinations have helped in .

consigning to it, how many broken hearts would I

be arrayed as terrible acousers against her I Oh !

the vilest brothels—the darkest dens of infamy—
have seen no wrongs and beheld no injuries in-

flicted upon credulous damsels, more fl igrant th.in

those wrongs and those injuries which she has per-

petrated in her time. Ah ! was it possible that

suoh a career could glide on tr.inquiily until the
|

end?—was it natural that a life pursuing its course

amidst such matchless infamif s, could terminattt in

a peaceful death-bed and in an honoured grave ?

No, no. I deserve it all ! Yea, the Destroyer ia

approaching ! He comes—he comes—arrayed in

more than usual terrors: he has put on all his

hideou-ness ! The grim skeleton is surrounded

by every horror known beyond the gr.ive !"

While giving utterance to these Ust word-*, tha

i wretched womuii started from the paliet—di-?w



lierself upright—extended her long laiilc hairls to-

wards one corner of the cell— and fixfd I er t^larinjj

eyt'S iu the same direction, as if siie belield some
horrible object stationed there. Loftus likewise

rose from Ids seat, and stepped back a pace ir two

as he (^azed upon the doomed beinf; witli indescri-

bable loathing and liorror. He could scarcely feel

any further pity on her behalf: such slmcking re-

velations had gushed forth from her lipx, like a

stream of fetid, putrid feculence, that he could

scarcely persmde himself he beheld before bim a

being possessed of a human heart. She seerned

like a fiend iu female shape.
" Oil, yes— tlio reality of my doom is now before

noe!" siie cried in tones of rending anguisii. " The
Bcafl'old awaits me—the guillotine is laisec). But
who are you?" she suddenly demanded, her wihily

glaring eyes now resting upon Loltus. " Ah I 1

remember:"—and she sank back to a sitting pus-

titre upon tiie bed again. " 1 have bevn giving vent

8S*

to all tlie memories which arose in my brain," she

comiiiued, in a more subdued and deliberate manner;
"and you have heard, Mr. Lofius, some shocliiiig

things. But think you not tiiat I hav» been pun-
ishc'il enough ? Picture to yourself all tliat I have

endured since that dreadful night wlu>n you nnd
Baron Bergami seized upon me in my own clia'nber

at tiie Villa, and the terrible sound of Murderess
rang in my ears

!"

"^Irs. Ranger," said our hero, in a low and
solemn voice, " 1 can only repeat the words which I

nttereit ere now. You have ho farilier concern with

the afldirs of this life. All the deeds of yuur post

existence have just been revealed to my ears: per-

haps this outpouring of confessions may have some-
what lelieved joursouW Tlierelore do I beseech

you, fix your thoui:hti only upun that sulcmn sub-

ject which siiould now prove all-engrossing
"

•'WhatI" sbiitkcd furih tliu wretched woman in

the wilduess of her uc'!<pi~ir j "you bid iiic abandon
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all hope ? No, no—I cannot resign myself thus to

die ! You must save me—you must save me !

"

Loftus shook his head with slow solemnity, say-

iiifr,
" For the last time am I compelled to assure

you tiiatyou have no liope. And now farewell."

"Stop one moment!" exclaimed the doomed

creature: "I wish to ask you a few questions

Oh! do remain but another minute or two— and 1

will be calm— I will be calm!" she adder! with a

visible endeavour to subdue her horrified feelings:

but she slnuldered all over as if an ice-blast had

poured in upon her.

"Speak then—fori must leave you now, so that

the clergyman may return."

"Tell me, Mr. Loftus, is not my name mentioned

with curses and execrations out-of-doors?" she

asked. "Will there not be an immense crowd to-

morrow ?"—and a^ain she shuddered visibly. "Shall

I be ill-treated on my way to—to "

" I think not—indeed I am certain you have

nothing to fear on that head. The police-officers

will protect you."

"My God, my God! And those three men

—

are they to die also? will they be pardoned?"
" No : there is not the slightest chance of that."

"And Dr. Maravelli— what has become of him?"
asked Mrs. Ranger, forcing herself to maintain a

calmness which was nevertheless horrible to con-

template, because it was like the surface of ice upon
a river in the depths of whose waters hideous mon-
sters and reptiles lurk and agitate.

"Maravelli is expelled the Genevese territory,"

replied Jocelyn. "There was nothing against liiin

beyond having given his assistance in an illegal

manner at the birth of a child ; and I had promised

to do my best to save hiiu from any serious entangle-

ment with the law,"

" And why did you promise him that ?" demanded
Mrs. Ranger eagerly.

" Because to a considerable extent he aided some
of my plans," replied Loftus. " This I explained to

the authorities, and interceded for him. They ac-

cordingly considered that justice would be satisfied

by his expatriation."

"And will justice then be satisfied with nothing

short of my death ?" asked Mrs, Ranger. " Can you
not—will you not intercede for me?"

" It is useless," returned Jocelyn.
•' But do you wish me dead ? is it your desire to

hurry me to the scalluld ? do you thirst for my
blood?" she demanded with passionate vehemence.
"Heaveit forbid!" was the quick reply. "But

I am powerless in the matter. Did it rest with me,"
he added solemnly, " I shoul 1 conceive that justice

would be satisfied and outraged society should be

content with dooming you to imprisonment for the

remainder of your life. Indeed, that you may not

carry with you to the grave a false sentiment relative

to my feelings, I do not hesitate to declare that I am
averse to the punishment of death altogether."

"Then, in the name of God, do something to

save me—I conjure you to do something to save

me!"—and Mrs. Ranger fell upon her knees at his

feet, looking up towards his countenance and raising

her clasped hands.
" Risf, Mrs. Ranger—rise," he said, in an earnest

voice :
" for I can allow mo human being to kneel to

uie. Were I a king I would not peiniitit! Rise,

therefore, ero I speak another word."
To obey you I do it," she said, slowly raising

herself up, and standing before him in all the
wretchedness of her phj'sical ugliness and her moral
degradation. "There! you see I am obedient.

Now "

"Mrs. Ranger, I solemnly assure you that I ap-
pealed to tiie Syndics on your behalf," continued

Jocelyn. " I represented that the Princess herself,

deeply as you had injured her, craved notyour life

—

that Baron Bergami, for whose heart the murderous
blow was destined, sought not your death."

" And what was the result ?" asked the wretched
woman, with an agonized feverishness of impa-
tience.

"There is no hope," returned Jocelyn solemnly.
'•The law will take its course."

Mrs. Ranger sank back once more upon the
pallet. She seemed confounded : all hope was now
evidently crushed within her. She said not a word

;

and it almost appeared as if the bitterness of death
were at this instant passing away. Some portion of

her natural strength of mind appeared to revive

again ; and hall-suppressing a convulsive gasp, she

said, " Now do I know the worst. I am astonished

that even for a single moment I could have cherished

the idea that mercy would be shown me."
Then there was a pause of several minutes, during

which the unhappy woman appeared to be looking

inwardly, communing with herself.

Jocelyn was most anxious to get away : the scene

had altogether been painful beyond description ; and
though he did not choose to consult his watch, be-

cause it would be far too cruelly significant a hint

for her how time was passing, yet he could tolerably

well conjecture that nearly two hours must have
elapsed from the moment he entered that cell. But
he still experienced enough compassion for the mi-

serable woman, and at all events possessed feelings

of too delicate and considerate a nature, to hasten

away at a moment when such a proceeding would
disturb the solemn meditation in which she was
engaged.

' Yes—I have now abandoned all hope," said Mrs.
Ranger, again breaking silence. "But tell me

—

for those who come near me in this dreadful dungeoa
will give me no information relative to aught tiiat is

passing without,—teli me, I say, how fares it with

thoseunhappy girls, Agatha and Julia? God knows
I did not mean to cause their sister's death. Alas,

poor Emma!"
" Sad and sorrowful is the lesson which the fate

of those three young women teaches," answered

Loftus. " One, as you know, already lies in a pre-

mature grave—and the other two "

" Speak—what of them t" demanded Mrs. Ringer,
seeing that he hesitated. "Tell me everything.

Methiuks I shall die more easily if I know the

worst in every respect; because my feelings must be
relieved from all suspense. Spe.^k then."

"Yes—for the reason you have set forth I will

answer your question," rejoined LofttH. " Know
then, that Agatha and Julia are the inmates of a
mad-house : their senses have abandoned them for

ever!"
" O God ! this is horrible and yet it is better

than death ! Jlr. Loflus, I am calm now: my soul

is nerved to meet my doom. Farewell I"

"Farewell—and may heaven have mercy upon
you !"

In a few n:otnentsthe door opened to give Jocelyn

Loftus egress from the cell of the doomod woiu«o.
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The turnkey and the Protestant minister were walk-

ing together in the passage; and as our hero issued

fortii from the dungeon, the reverend pastor went in

to give the last consolations of religion to Mrs,

Ranger.

As our hero crossed the threshold of the prison-

gale again and stepped into the street, the church

clocks proclaimed the hour of midnight : but the

moment the iron tongues of the huge bells in the

towers had ceased to beat the air with their deep

metallic notes, a smaller bell with sombre tone took

up the sound. This was rung by a watchman pass-

ing up the street in which the prison was situated :

and when he had made his bell clang forth half-a-

dozen consecutive strokes, he said in a loud but

lugubrious voice, "Past midnight! Good people all,

pray for the souls of those who are to die in a few

hours 1"

Jocelyn shuddered : and quickening his pace, he
returned to the Hotel Royal, where he had taken

up his quarters since the terrible tragedy at Mara-
velli's.

CHAPTER CLXXXII.

THE GUILLOTINE.

It was eleven o'clock in the forenoon ; and brightly

shone the sun in a heaven of unclouded azure.

Lake Leman never seemed more beautiful, nor the

Alpine scenery in the distance more sublimely

grand. It was a day fitted only for universal rejoic-

ing, and to serve as a holiday to commemorate
some happy event. But though the streets of Ge-
neva were crowded to excess, and multitudes were

pouring in from all the surrounding districts, yet

was it no festive occasion. For there—in the prin-

cipal square of the republican city—stood a sinister

object; and the golden beams of the cloudless

sun were reflected in the hideous axe of the guil-

lotine!

Yes—an immense crowd was collected : and the

windows, balconies, and roofs of all the dwellings

looking upon the spot were put into requisition by
the anxious spectators. Pity was it that so many,
many young damsels, wearing the picturesque attire

of the rural districts or the mountain heights in the

neisslibourl.oid, should have donned their Sunday
raiment for such an occasion: but so it was I The
pretty caps, white as the snow upon the Alpine

summits in the distance, and resting upon hair ar-

ranged in heavy masses or else in beauteous braids,

—those boddices laced with coloured ribbons, and

imprisoning busts modelliid in the most voluptuous

style of woman's symmetry—those gracefully flow-

ing petticoats, leaving so much of the wall-shaped

legs displayed,— all assuredly set off the charms of

tlia G'jnevese damsels to their utmost advantage:
but, Ah ! were these damsels gathered in that niaiket-

place now for the mere purpose of being seen and
admired? No: on this occasion they scarcely

thought of themselves. They had put on their

Sunday raiment because it was their habit to do so

when s'ealing a day from their usual avocations,

and when congregating in great numbers. \S'\\. all

their thoughts—all their ideas—all their interest, in

short, seemed absorbed iu the legal tragedy that was
about to take place.

Tnere were not many troops present : the peo-

ple of Geneva, hiving republican institutions, and
g^overning themselves, are in the habit of pre-
serving order without the coercion an 1 repression
of large military and constabulary forces. Still

there were a few soldiers and mounted gendarmes,
for the purpose of keeping the space about the
scaffold clear, and maintaining a pathway amidst
the dense mass for the passage of the vehicle
that was expected.

The behaviour of the multitude was most de-
corous, forming a strange contrast with that of the
crowds which assemble at the Old Bailey in

London to witness the execution of a criminal.

There—at Geneva—no ribald jests were heard, no
practical jokes were played: there was no loud
coarse laughing—no disgraceful quirrelling—nono
of those indecencies and obscenities which are
enacted on an execution-morning around the drop
in front of Newgate. True, the same morbid feel-

ing of curiosity which serves to gather the orowd
in the Old Bailey, had now congregated these
masses in the market-place at Geneva: but there
the similitude ceased. For around the Genevese
guillotine the bearing of the populace was as so-
lemn and as respectful as if those gathered
masses had come to assist at a funeral. Upon
every countenance might be seen an expression
of mingled awe, and terror, and grief: and any
remarks that were mide were uttered in subdued
whispers, as if those who spoke felt that they were
in the presence of the dead !

But let us tura our attention to the front of
the prison, which establishment was situated at
some little distance from the great sqmre. At
the door of that gloomy gaol stood a rude un-
couth-looking vehicle, like a common cart, drawn
by two horse.^. Inside four coflSns were placed.

An escort of gendarmes was in attendance. A
litt'c after eleven the prison-door was thrown
open; and the three male criminals—Kobolt,
Hernani, and Walden—came forth, accompanied
by the Catholic priest who had all along been ap-

pointed to minister unto them. They were evi-

dently much cast down, although to the best of

their power they strove to maiatain a bold front.

Kobolt was the least depressed of the three ; but
he was a man of more dogged resolution and de-

cided character than his comrades. On ascending

the cart they all three gave signs of a cold horror

stealing upon them, as they beheld their coffins;

and for a moment the expression which swept
over Il.rnani'a and "Walden's features was full of
augui-h. Kobolt hastened to seat himself on the

edge of the vehicle iu such a way that, the priest

might stand between him and the pilcd-up cnffi is.

No manifestation of feeling bri)ke forth from the

crowd assembled in front of the pri.son : there were

neither hootiu'^s nor yellings,—but on the other

hand there wore no expressions of compassion.

The desperate characters of the three criminals

had so fully tanspircd on the occasinn of their

trial, that their fate was not likely to enlist much
sympathy in their favour.

Again the prison-door opens, -and now a'l eyes

are turned upon the wretched object who comes
forth. It is Mrs. Hanger. Hideous as she already

was when Lofu-i saw her a few hours back, yet

more awful still was the change which had since

taken place in her appi.irance. No conception of

the most horrible witch that ever brewed her hell-
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broth in hollow rock or gloomy cavern, coul I

outvie t'le revoltin;^ aspect of the doomed woman
It was evident she was exerfcin!j all her coura;je

for this ^iwful occasion—evident also that she had

•worked herself thus up to a pitch of energy which

won d j^ve way with the least untoward incident.

Onissuinj: forth from the ijaol, she swept her eye*

around with a quick glance of apprehension, as if

fearful of receiving ill treatment from the multi-

tude : an I then the very next moment she seemed

appa'leil by the silence so deep, ao ominous, which

prevailed. Not a murmur was heard, not a syl-

lable was breathed, even in the lowest whisper, as

the turnUeys helped her up into the cart. She

threw a shuddering look upon the coffins ; and it

was only with an almost preterhuman effort that

she prevent d herself from givinsr vent to her

anguish by one loud, long, and terrific shrielr.

The cart moved on. The three men were, as

already stated, attended by the Catholic priest;

and Mrs. Kanger h^d the Protestant mini-.ter with

her. In order that the voice a of the two ho y men
mi^litnot jar with each other and create confusion

fir t'le ears of the doomed ones, they each spoke

in low tones—perhafs all the more impressive and

so'emn on that account. Mn. Ranger listened at

first with deep attention ; an i her lips from time

to time moved as if in her heart she was echoing

the clergymin's prayer. Kobolt maintained a

su len restrve : but Hernani and "Walden rapidly

grew more attentive t) the priest, as the vehicie

proceeJed towards its terrible destination.

The wietclied woman had purposely avoided meet-

ing the eyes of the three men who were about to

sulTer for having consummated a crime which her

gold had bribed them to commit. Tliey had how-

ever gazed with some degree of wonder upon her

wlien she first came fortii from the prison-door : for

they were at a loss to believe that it was possible for

8 human being to become so changed in a few weeks.

Slie seemed to them at least twenty years older than

at tiie time when the terrible deed for which they

were all about to suffer was perpetrated.

The cart moved onward, attended by the escort,

and surrounded by the multitude which k«pt pace

with it. Si>!emu was the silence which prevailed, su

far as human voices were concerned—tliosa of the

two priests being alone audible to the eais of the

coiulemned criminals. Bvit the sweep of the multi-

tude, the trampling of so many feet, the heavy sounds

of the carl's massive wheels, and the hoofs of the

horses that drew it as well as of the mounted escort,

combined to form a din as of a flowing torrent.

The procession bad to pass through the street iti

which the Hotel Royal was situated; and though

]\Irs. llinger had kept her eyes bent down from the

momeiu she first entered the cart till now, yet she

seemed to have an intuitive idea when the vehicle

arrived opposite that establishment. Then she raised

ber looks, and swept them rapidly over the Hume-
lous windows fronting the street. They were all

occupied with spectators; and therefore in so hur-

ried a glance it would liave been impossible for her

to discern whether Jooelyn Loftus w<ts of the number
at any one window; but fronj all she knew of the

yoiinj; man she felt persuaded that he was not. And
she was right. Not for worlds would our hero have
gazed upon that spectacle of human misery !

On went the procession—aud in a few minutes
Jlrs. Iviiiigcr know that it waa ©u the point I'f

turning from the street into the great square,

and th;it on gaining th? anj^le of the lin-; of Imi.d-

ings on the nglit I.an 1, her eyes would obtain a
view of bomethmg sinister—indeed, the uuiliotine!

Now slie no longer heard what the clergyman aaiil

:

his voice wasa< a mere droning in her ears. The
blood appeared to be rushing up to her brain with

a viidence as if to m ike it bur.-«t. SparUs seamed
to sc ncillate before her eyes—her arms and limbs

tingled to th« extremiiies of the fingers and toes,

as if being singed all over. She kept her looks

fixed on the angle of the street—tlial angle to

wliich every instant brought her nearer, and round
which the first glance wou d show her the guillo-

tine ! It was a horrible fascination ; she could not

help it : something appeared to compel her to fix

her eyes on tint point—while sometliing on ihe

other hand appeared to try might and main to

bend her looks in another direction. But the fir-

mer power was the greater: yetbetwe<m the two

she was tortured horribly—the conflict beiu»f as it

were, in every vein, artery, nerve, fibrt-, mi.scle,

and sinew of her frame. At length the ang e is

reached—the cart turns somewhat—aud beh'<ld !

the two till black spars of the guillotine, with the

triangular axe shiuing ghastly in ihe sunliglit,

strike upon her view, the whole apparatus upreired

above that ocean of human heads 1

*' My God, my God !" she murmurs audibly—and
at the same time Wa'den and Hernani, str.eken by

a mortal teiror, sink down upon their kurca at

tlie feet of the Catholic priest.

Kobolt remains sitting on the ed'.;e of Uio ve-

hicle: but his counttmuce in now hideous in its

palliir, and its workings are awful to con.enjplate.

He is now bcgiimitig to look death m^re closely ia

the f,ice : he is waiUing up to it : in a f«w miimtes

more they will meet— they will touch!

But Mrs. Ringer-how feels she now? O hea-

vens 1 what would she give to recill tno past? What
would she g've to be enabled to live over again tlie

last few months of her exisunoe ? Are her

thouxlus now reflected back to tliose times when

she wa* the iimocent child, with the caerubchet k«

and the flowing hair, disporting ia the garden of

fruits and fl>)wers ?— loes she think of the period,

when as the -ihi-nshed mistress of her no de se-

ducer and in the !;l)ry of her beauty, she rec.uied

npoii t'le sofa, giving orders to her lacquej.*, an i

inspecting the rich nurchaiidize which all the hi. est

warehouses oi London sent for her approval ? Yes

—Oh yes—she rem>mbersall this— ihe blight oays

of her childhood, the luxuries and the speii'louis

whicii were the reward of litr fall fiom virtue!

Ah ! and she remembers hk^wise that lone church-

yard in which there is a humble grave, unadomed

with maible monument an I uiarke 1 by uo s'.one;

iTut where the grass grows over the he.iped-up

clay, and above which in wintor time tiie cold

winds moan, and sigh, and roar, and rave, in the

alleiojting voices of sorrow aud of fu'y. Yes—
nor less does she review every detail and f. ature

of her own vile career. For the f.iculty of ih lught

is not laggard now : snch a vnid keenness is in-

parked t > her mental perceptions, that in a feir

moments her nuuiory can run its eye over the in-

cidents of years ; and in an incredibly short space
J

of tune—the space of two or tline miautes—can

she embrace every incident, from the earliest scene

in the cottage garden of a distant oouuty, down to
j
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this piesoiit chapter of tier life which U about t'l

close with f'lc gni lot'ne that stands there, in t!ie !

m a-l<et-pi;ice of Gsneva !

Scili amidst a profound silence Sf) far as the

voices of the cr iwd are concerned, d )cs the

cat move on. Oil! is there naught to be done

whereby she can be saved ? does man Icnow not of

any atonement which she can malte ? has the law

left no loop-hole through which she can cre-p?

will not justice relent at the last moment? This

Protestant minister, who is a Genevese, and much

i respected in the cty—could he do n)thing for

pher? She is about to ask him, when a voice

whispe/s in her soul tliat she has already done so

I

a hundred times over, and that the holy man his

no more power to save her tiiau the carter who is

I driving her to the scatfold, or any one of the

j

gendarmes who a'-e guarding her proj^ess thither.

I Slie must die, then ? O heavens, she must die !

j

Whit? when the sun is shining in such gorgeous

I splendour, and the heavens are cloudless, and all

nature seems smiling and fj'ad? Is it possible she

cin be doomed t ) die on such a day as this ? No,

no : it were an outrage offered to heaven to shed

human blood on such a day ! Tney must bear her

ba'k to prison and wait till the weather c'langes,

and becomes congeni il for the taking of iiuraan

life—when the sky snail be overcast with black

clouds and the sun be veiled, and the buildings

shall gleam not in his glorious light—and when too

the axe of the guillotine shall seem a dull mass

like lead, and not bright and shining as silver !

Such was the train of frenzied thoughts which

swept through the wretched woman's mind, as the

cart -noved onward to the scaffold erected in the

mid'lle of the great square. Nearer and nearer

it approaches: more terrible giows the apparatus

of de ith. Oh ! is it all a hideous dream—or a

realiiy too ftarful to contempla e? so fearful in-

deed, tl at it is only by qu-stioning its possibility

until the very last, that the mind is saved from

reeling beneath the shock and going mad I

The cai t stops within a few feet of the steps at

the back put of the scnflfolJ. Tne platform is

about ten feet liigh—lofty enough therefore for

the ent ro mass of the populace around to behold

tlie ful enactment of the appalling tragedy. In

the front part tne two black spurs tower aloft with

an interval of about three feet between ttiem : the

axe is suspended cl'se up to the crossbeam; and

the string which retains it there or leti it fall at

pleasure, has the end fa-ttened to a peg conve

nien'.ly placed for the liand of the executioner to

reach. A plank, about four feet Ions;, and with

one end fastened by a hinge to the platform, is so

place<l as to serve fir binding the victim to it.

Two pieces of woodrcsi^mhlingthe stocks in which

vagrants used to be set in Ensjliind, but with only

one hole—and this intended for the head of the

criminal—arc fitted between the lower part of the

two spars. The uppermost piece of wood, being

inoviable, Wdrks in grooves cut into the spars a

short way up ; but another groove runs u[) each

Fpar to the very top; and in these docs the axe

of the guillotine work. Immediately in front of

the place where the criminal's head is thrust in

what may be termed the stocks, an immense basket

filled with sawdust U put to catch the head

and the blood when the gleaming hatchet dc-

bcends and does its awful work.

Such were the dread para'ihern ilia of death

—such the arrangements of the gurlo'.ine. A'l

these details wer« emhr.iced in a single moment;—
aye, and comprehended too, N^iih a horrihie clear-

ness, by Mrs. Ringer. She shut her eyes for the

hrst moment following the fearful survey which slie

thus took: but she was compelled by a d e .d fas-

cinition to open them again and fi.x th?m on the

object of this app I ling interest. As for her three

companions in cri ne and punishmant, they were

now completely striclica down by the presence of

I'cath's ghastly engine ; and even Kobjit began tj

join his accomplice} in the mournful lam.^ntations

which during the last minute or two they had be ii

putting f nth.

Two men now ascended the platf .rm of the guil-

lotine. These were the executioner and his assist-

ant. Stationing themselves near the plank, liiey

waited for the gendarmes to bring them up the

first individual who was to suffer. This was Mrs.

Ringer. The authorities had deemed that it

would be more merciful to put her out of her

misery as speedily as po-sible, rather than suffer

her to be a spectatrix of the decapitation of her

companions first. Hernani wished her good bye,

and extended his hand. It was a good feel.ng

which, at such a moment, prompted such a man
thus to separate in peace from the woman who

might almost be regarded as the authoress of his own

calamity, inasmuch as it was she who had bribed

him and his accomplices tocimm'tthe crima for

which they were all about to suffer. But it was

only with a mechanical movement that she took

the outstretched hand : for her senses were now

all paralyzed by the horror of consternation and

dismay. Kobolt and Walden followed Hernaiu's

example: their hands were also shaken for am j-

menl, but in the same mechaoicil, unonscious

maimer;-and then Mrs. Rmger was conducted

by two gendarmes up the steps of the guillotine,

the Protestant min ster bearing her company.

Words have no power to convey thj state of

mind which this miserable woman experienced

now, as she stood upon the threshold ot anot ler

world : but we can scarcely say experienced, because

she had no power of comprehending ihe c indiiiou

of her own feelings. Sue seemed to be walking in

a dream—yet a dream so horrible, eo full of con-

sternation, so fraught with utter dismay, that it

was accompaued with the raou poignant of

agonies. The executioner and his a-sistant took

her by the arms and placed her agiiast the plaidc,

which they had raised t) a vertical p ositijn ; anl

they proceeded to fasten her to it. Now she bs-

came coiivul3«d with quick ga-pings; and tlio

Protestant minister, who was nigli, breathed a

prayer in her ears. But it was as if he stood uj)on

the tea-shore preaching to the wives when ro raig

in the rage of the tempest: f.r a similar storm

was in her brain -and she hoard hira not. Sud-

denly however she gave a convulsive s'.art—swept

her eyes wildly around—an 1 in that quick lijhtiiing

glance embrace I the crowd, the tall spars in front

of her, and all the principal f-aturos of the scoue.

"Just heaven! it is no dream then? It is a

reality 1" she cried forth in a rending tone: and

then, after a single moment's pause, there thiillod

froni her lipi a shriek as wild, as pcnetrtttog, as

ful!y fraught with an ineffable agony, as that which

between thirty and forty years ago she had given
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when Btanding by the side of her mother's

corpsfi.

But this shriek whioh she sent fortli now on

the scallold of the guillotine in ttie great square

of Geneva, was one such as had never been heard

before—a scream which those who did hear, have

never since forgotten, and wliich has often rung

again and again in imagination through their

brains. Oh ! it wa'? a fearful, fearful thing to bo

present there and hear that death-note of a human
being's wild and excruciating terror, gv)ing up from

the platform of the ghastly engine of destruction

into the air all golden with the effulgence of the

glorious sun!—it was a dread and a shocking thing

that such a wail should pierce the noon tide air on

Bueii a day, while nature was smiling, and happy,

and joyous all around

!

But what had this to do with the march of what

is called human justice and the execution of man's

bloo'itliirsty law? Having given vent to that

agonizing scream, the wretched woman fell into

an immediate stupor; and though she was still

alive, yet all consciousness had abandoned her.

Bring strapped to the plank, she was lowered upon
it to a horizont.il position, so that her head was

received in tlie semi-circular indenture in the lower

half of the stocks: the upper half was instanta-

iiCDUsly let down, and her neck was now held shut

in the liole, her head hanging out convenient for

the stroke of the hatchet. And that was soon

given I The executioner iMsened the string from
the peg—down fell tlie axe with a whirring noise

—

the blow was struck— the head was severed—and
with a great gush of blood it fell into the basket

beneath I

To unstrap the trunk, hurry it away to its coffin

jn the cart, and carry the severed head thither

also, was the work of but a couple of minutes,

Tiieii one afcer another did the three * fishers of

men" ascend the scaff )ld, and suffer deilh in the

Vresence of the awestricUeu multitude.

CHAPTER CLXXXIII.

VALENTINE AND VENETIA.

Return we once more to Carlton House.

It was about mid-day ; aud Lady Sackville had

jinst descended from her boudoir to the drawing-

room of her suite of apavtmenls, when a domestic

entered to state that Sir Valentine Malvern re-

fluvstcd an interview with her ladyship, and th.athc

hoped it would be accorded him. Venetia at once

d«sired that he miglit be admitted ; aud in a few

minutes the young baionot was ushered into the

drawing-room.
•• i gave you a special invitation to call upon

me," s:iid Venetia, extending her hand witli grace-

ful affability towards him ; " and yet you send in a
message as if you thought that there was some
difficulty in obtaining access to me.'

"It is but mid-day," answered Sir Valentine—
"full two hours earlier than the proper tinio for

paying visits of ceremony or courtesy—but,a3it

appeared to me, the most suitable hour for making
a call on a matter of business."

"A matter of business?" echoed Venetia, with

a sweet omile: "lam at a los^ to conceive how
thero can be any business between us. But ia

any case you arc welcome. As for the propriety

of the hour, you are quite right, Sir Valentine

:

this is just that disagreeable pirt of the day when
there is little or nothing to do, and it is difficult to

know how ti amuse one-self."

"A little embroidery, or tambour-work, or

drawing?" suggested Sr Valentine: but he spoke
in a soiSewhat melanciioly manner, and also with

a partial embarrassment Jmounting to constraint. I

" I dislike such occupations," answered Venetia. '•

" 1 was al.vays of indolent habits. 1 used once to

be much addicted to novel-reading : but latterly I
have giveu it up. I find that there are so very,

very few books in which the world is depicted

truly. It was all very well when I wis accustomed
to judge the world entirely by the books I read: ,

then they had an extraor iinary charm for me." '

"And yet your ladyship has read other books
'

besides novels ?" said Valentine, gazing upon her
with a sort of mournful interest. I

" Yes—assuredly," she replied, again smiling
|

with all her wonted sweetness. "Does not the

world call m* acco.nplished? Well, and without i

vanity I may say that so I am, considering how
|

little it requires to render a lady accomplished in '

high life. For in'^tance, I have read all our best

poets; and possessing a memory of very great I

power— this too I may say without vanity, because
j

memory is a gift—I can repeat the finest and saost i

striking passages of these works. Then I can draw I

when I choose. Here," she continued, rising from
the sofa on which she was seated, and approaching

'

a table where she opened a splendid portfolio:

" these are my specimens. See—here are drawings

in chalk, and drawings iu pencil ; aud here are de-

signs in water-colours. Most of these I did when
,

at Acacia Cottage, before I came to Carltoa
(

House : but since I have been here I have had no
I

time for drawing—or rather perhaps, no inclina-

tion."

"They are very beautiful," said Valentine, who,

had followed Lady Sackville to the table. "I
should not think of fiatteriug you for a moment,"
he continued: "but I myself am very fond of

drawing ; and I have no liesitation iu pronouncing

these specimens to exhibit a great profieienjy.

And yet they bear every indication of a taste

rapidly cultivated and not gradually developed—

a

taste, so to speak, which put f.)rth all its powers of

a sudden, aud grappled with difficu t subjects before

it passed entirely through the usual length of

training.''

" You are right, Sir Valentine," answered Vene-

tia : " and now I see that you are really no flatterer

but at the same lime an excellent judge. Well then,

for my other accomplishments—1 am considered a

tolerably good musician—quite good enough to com-

pete with any lady who sits down to her piano or

her harp either for her own recreation or that of her

friends, at a select party. Then, as for my conversa-

tioit, when you and I come to know more of each

other you will be able to juige me on that score."

" And do you think," askol Sir Valentine, sur-

veying her with a singular expression, "that we shall

know more of each other? Do you wis'i it?"

" Did I not give you a piessing invitation to call ?"

nsko.i Venetia : tlion resuming her seat on the sofs,

while the young Baionet returned to the chair which

he had taken near lier, she said in a somewhat u-.ore

serious tone. "But tell me,-'Sir Valentine, what yo.i
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meant ere now by saying that your visit was of a

business-character? Perhaps the answer will ex-

plain wherefore 1 behold a certain constraint in your

manner."
" Do you consider my manner to be unfriendly ?"

he asked with some degree of hesitation.

" On the conti ary," e.xclaimed Venetia: "I was

rejoiced to find that almost from the first moment
you entered the room, we began conversing in the

most friendly manner together ; so that I was actu-

ally induced to eater upon au account of all my ac-

complishments. But 1 hope you will believe me,

Sir Valentine, when I assure you on my honour as

a lady," ad'led Venetia seriously, "that it was iu

the same unaffected artless manner as of a sister

talking to a brother."

"Ah!" ejaculated Sir Valentine Malvern: and

again did so singular an expression of mingled

embarrassment and yet kind interest pass over his

countenance, that Venetia saw there was something

mori! in his raiud than she could comprehend.

"I see," she said, " that jou wish to speak to

me upon some subject that you nevertheless hesi-

tate to approach :"—then in a stiil lower tone she

added, " Perhips it is relative to the first time we
ever met? You seek an explanation^^"

" Do not for a moment fancy that I come hither

swayed by any impertinent curiosity," interrupted

Valentine.

" You have never mentioned " began Venetia.

"Never!" rejoined Malvern, instantaneously com-
prehending what she meant. "I was in Si. George's

Church when you were married to Lord Sackville

—

then Mr. Sackville
"

"What! you were there ?" exclaimed Venetia, in

aslonishinent.

" Yes: it was however with no specific intention—
it was purely accidental. But when I saw you I

was struck with amazement. For some weeks or

months previously I had heard of MissTrelawney—
every one had heard of Miss Trelawney—and I was
astonished on being told in that church and on that

occasion that you were Miss Trelawney ! Then said

1 Lo myself, ' I am mistaken :' and yet I could not

altogether convince myself that I v/as to. I do not

wish to flatter you—very far from that: but I was
at a loss to believe at the time that there could be

another young lady in the world resembiing the

Miss Venetia Trelawney whom I saw walk up the

aisle of St. George's Church and proceed to the

altar on that occasion."

"Well—and you were never led to make in-

quiries ?" asked Lady Sackville.

"No, never," respmded Malvern. "I have
already told you that I have no impertinent

curiosity; and besides, though temporarily

interested In you, and ti>e apparent mystery
attending you at that time, I w.is too much
engrossed with my poor father's disappearance to

give the circumstance a prominent I'lace iu my
memory. But the other night—when you inter-

rupted my interview with the Prince— fri)m the

very signs you made me, did I perceive that the
suspicion which I had entertained at St. George's
Chui clt, was after all the correct one, and that the
young lady passing by the name ofVenetia Trelaw-
ney w:i8 really the same whom I had once before
mot under such very di(Fi;rcnt ciicumstimcos,"

" And now you seek explaualious ?' eaid Venetia
qalckly.

"No—very far from it," responded Malvern.
"I have already af-.ured you that I have no im-
pertinent curiosity. Besides which, under ordi-
nary circumstancen, your affiir-> won d not regird
me; and I tru^t that I know the position and tlie

duties of a gentleman too well to pry into the
secrets of any lady."

" Under ordinary circumstances you say ? " ej ^cu-
lated Venetia. "Are there then some extraor-

dinary circumstances," she inquired, " relative to
you and me ?"

"Do you not think," asked Malvern, "that I am
talking to you in a somewhat familiar strain, de-
spite a certain embarrassment and awkwardness
which I just now felt, but which is rapidly wearing
off the nearer I approach the fiual revelation. But
I ask, do you not think that I am convfrsing in a
sort of familiar, free, and off-hand manner? as if

there had subsisted between us the intimacy of
several years—or as if wo were cousins, or any-
thing else of the kind you like. And yet this is

but the third time I have ever spoken to you in

my life: onceinHanover Square—you know when?
—the other night in the presence of the Pnnce—
and now."

" But I am not at all offended at your manner,"
said Venetia. " Perhaps I rather encouraged it by
my own when you first entered the room."

" You know that I am engaged to be married to

Florence Eaton ?" said Malvern.

"I have heard so," replied Lady Sackville.

"But why do you thus start from one topic to

another?"

"Listen!" continued Malvern: "hear what I
have to say. You have heai d that I am gointr to

marry Florence: have you likewise been lo'd that

I love iier very, very dearly, and that not for

worlds would I wrong her or prove unfaithful to

her in word or deed ?"

" I honour you for these assurances," replied

Venetia. "Rumour declares the Hon. Mi>s E atni

to be a most beautiful as well as amiable and ex'-cl-

lept young lady; and 1 sitioerely hope yourmir-
riigc will be a happy one. But, wtiy have you
turned the onversatiou upon this point?"

"L)ving Florence as I do," returned Malvern,—"and incapable of being faithless t) lier either

iu thought or deed, you might think itstrange that

I am sitting iiera addressing yuu iu this familiar

kind of style?"

"And yet there is a sort of melancholy in jour
manner," returned Venetia. "I know full well —
yes, indeed, I am convinced—that all you have
been saying has a grave meaning, and i* the pre-

lude to something yet unsai 1. I liave alreaily told

you that I am very farfrom being off 'mled wim this

frankness of tone iu whicli you address me : and
solemnly do 1 assure you that though I know so

little of you in re.ilily, 1 feel as if wc were long,

standing acquaintances and old friends. It is tliii

that makes me experience an interen in ynu, and
wish you so much happiness with your betrothed.

Did I not ere now say that I spuk« to you of my
accomplishments just as if it nere frieud speakinj;

to friend?"
" No—you said sister talking to brother," inter-

rupted Malvern. " You see that 1 am getting

more and mora familiar. 1 scarcely think that I

have once called you ' my lady ' or ' your ladyship

'

during the preseul ialeivioff : aud if I couimus
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talking much longer, it is as likely as not 1 shall

address you by your Christian, name next."

"I must confess myself totally at a loss to un-

derstand the meaninff which lies hid behind your

words :"—and as Venetia spoko she fixed her eyes

earnestly upon Malvern. "You are indeed incom-

prehensible. There is in your manner all the

mournluhiess arisin" fiona the recent funeral

which has taken pi ice
"

"Ah! fncn you heard that my father's remains

had been found, and that they were interred the

day before yesterday ?"

•' Yes : 1 saw a paragraph in the paper to that

effect;—and it u because I know how deep must

be the shade of melancholy which the sad cere-

mony has left upon your mind," added Venetia,

"that I am all the more at a loss to comprehend

your present conduct. For that you are in-

cipable of jesting or jocularity under such ct-

cunistances
"

•' Heaven forbid I" exclaimed Malvern empha-

tically.

" Well then, there is some strange meaning

hidden beneath your words, and likewise concealed

by your manner," cuntiaued Venetia. *' Again 1

say t'lat it seems to me as if you were prepariug

me for some revelation."

"Yes—I am. Are you prepared?" inquired

Malvern: and he took her hani.

"Prepired fjr what?" asked Venetia. "You
alarm me "

" It is ks a brother speaking to a sister that I am
now addressing you," resumed Malvern: "and
meihouglit it my duly to give you some little pre-

paration. In a word, suppose that you and I were

closely related?"
" llut how is this possible?" exclaimed Venetia.

"And yet I see by your m inner that it is so!

Moreover, you would not jest—you are incapable

ofjciiing under suuh ciicuiustauces "

" 1 am serious—solemnly serious," replied Mal-

vern. "We are relitedl In snort, we owe our

being to the same father—and you are my huif-

sister."

Lidy Sackville was amazed at this announce-

ment, which to her was incomprehensible. But

Sir Valeuiine proceeded to give her certain expla-

nati ms which opened her eyes to the compre-

hension of many mysteries, and which fully con-

firineil the suttment he had made. This is not

however thepl.vce to lay these expianations before

the reader: iliey will be given in due course—and

in the imerval a requisite amount of patieuQe must
be < xercised.

"But tell me, Valentine—tell me candidly," said

Lady SaekviUe, when their long conference was

nearly brought to a termination, "do you not

regret having found so near a relative in »>ie
.'

Oil ! I feel that I am blushing as I look you ia

the face : for rumour with her thousand tongues

cannot fail to have wafted to your ears the allega-

tion that 1 am the mistress of the Prince ?"

" 1 ilid not come hither to jud^e you," returned

Valentia; "but to communicate an impurtant

Kecret. That communicitiou has been made: and
n iw it is for you to decile whether you wish to

consider me as your brother, and whether I am to

look upon you as a sister."

" C.ui you doubt that such is my wish ?" asked
Veuetia in a tone of geuile reproach.

"But remember," rejoinel Mivlvern, " that, le-

gally speaiting, we are not related "

" No—f jr tlie stigin I of il!e,'it in icy rests opoa
me and my sister," replied Lidy Sackville.

" Neveriheless," iininediately observed Malvern,
" 80 far as I am concerned, 1 cannot lose sight of the

one solemn fact that the same father was the author
of our being. Moreover, inasmuch as the late Sir

Archibald Malvern deceived your mother ala«,

that I should have thus to speak of a father!

and sent her broken-hearted to an early grave, there

is no possible atonement which I, as his eldest rou
and living represemative, am not prepared to make
on his behalf to you and to your fisier— the neg-
lected, unacknowledged children of that betrayed
and broken-hearted mother! Therefore is it that I

ofTsr you and your sister a brother's love— a brother's

fondness—and if you need it and will accept ir, a

brother's counsel likewise! I would even adil,

taking a more worldly view of the subject, that of the

large fortune which I have inherited, equal tbaies

shall be placed at your disposal
"

" So much goodness—so much uenTosity, over-

powers me," murmured Venetia, melting into tears:

then suddenly wringing her h^nds as a troop of

bitter nn'mories swept through her brain, she

cried, " Oh ! wherefire did I not know all this a

year ai^o ? It would have saved me from having

become what I am '."

"Then you are not happy, my dear sister?"

asked M;dvern, in a tons of the deepest interest.

"Valentine," leturoed Lady Sackville, ''
I should

have been happier— far hiippier—had 1 remaiMtd
virtuous. But it is now f.>r me to give you certain

cxp'aiiations ; and jou will perceive thut 1 am as

much to be pitied ai to be blamed. Y-u know
wherefore I came tj London—and how bitterly,

how cruelly I was disappoint d ? This d saijp .int-

ment was the ma n ciu-e that helped to place me
in circumstances to the tide of whic:i I was com-
pelled to 3 i^'ld : I was hnrneii aw ly by tliein

But listen, :ind I will give you the whole history in

a coiitiimous manner."

With these words Lady Sackville entered upon
her explanations to the young Baronet; and he

listened with the deepest interest. She told him
everything that had occurred to her during the first

few months of her sojourn in L^inJon—how she

came to occupy Acac:a Cottage—how she was led

to marry Horace Sackville—and how they were

elevated to the peerage and installed at Carltun

House. She likewise told him various particulars

relative to her sister—that sister of whom tliey nad

ere now been spe:iking, and whom she represented

as being engaged to marry a young nobleman

of the highest character and the most exalted

principles. But she did not explain to her

half-brother how she had voluntarily abandoned

herself to Sir Douglas Huntin-don—how she had

been tricked into an amour with the Etrl of

Curzon— how she had been coerced by C donel

Malp.is- and how ci cuinstances ha<l indiced

her to sell her ciiamis to iho Marquis of Le-

veson. No—all these profligacies and depr.vi-

ties she carefully concealed: siie woud so >iier

liHVC perisiied 1 1,111 confess then ;—and as Vilen-

tine eiitcrt lined not ilu> I'lii itest >uspi ion in those

respects, there wa< no necessity tJ make sue > cnu-

fissioiis. Tlierifore, with regard to the dark side

of her character, he saw iicr only as the msitf s
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of the Prince; and he pitied her—he compaa-

1

gionated her—for by the tale which slie had told

him and which was perfectly true so far as it went,

he saw that she had indeed been hurried on by I

the current of a destiny which few women of even !

fjr stronger mind would have been ablo to resist,
j

even supposing that a lar^ro amount of virtuous

principle served as an auxiliary.
i

"And now do you not loathe and despise mc?" i

a^ked Venetia, when she had coiisludcd the ex-

1

p'anations which she tluught fit to give.
\

"No—as a brother I sympathise with you—

I

piiy you," answered Valentine. " Were I your i

parent and lud a right to speak with authority, I

should say that I forgave you." I

"Oh! you are all Uindness," exclaimed Vcnotia:

and she embraced iiim afficiiontitely. "For
heavens sake do not ttiink tliat lam alt'i-^alur

depravtid! No—nor is my husband. Tliere have
j

becu moments when he and I have compared notes I

8U«

of our fccliugs, and have allowed all the senti-

ments and emotions of our better natures to assert

their empire. lie is not happy—nor am I. A
year's experience of a Court life has not wedded
us to it

"

" And you would leave it—you would abandon
it?" exclaimed Malvern joyfully. " At all events,

my dear sister, you will withdraw yourself from
this position of moral degraJallon? It is not too

late for your husband aud yourself to insure your
mutual h ippiucss But I soe that this is not the

moment to converse upon so serious a topic.

Your mind is now u;ider the influence of unusual

feelings, excited by the revelation 1 liave made to

you; and you and I must have opportunities of

^eriou3 and earnest discourse together. But your
si.-ilor— OK/' sister "

" Ah, my sister !" echoed Venctla : and aqrain she
grew troubled.

"I would propose," continued Valsntiue, "that
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you and I should go together, as soon as con-

vcnient to yourself, uiid communicate the secret of

her birth to our sister. Besides, I lon^ to em-

brace her. You have drawn so delightful a por-

trait of her character, that I am impatient to be-

come acquainted with her. When then shall we

go?"
" To-morrow," replied Venetia. "In the morn-

ing I will set off ill my travellingtcarriage, accom-

panied only by my maid, Jessica, who is ray confi-

dant, and knows pretty well all the circumstances of

uiy life. Where will you join us ?"

" At Blackheath," returned Malvern. " You
will stop to change horses at the Green Man
tavern, and I will be there in readiness to accom-

pany you."

"Agreed," observed Venetia. "1 shall start at

nine o'clock to-morrow. At ten we shall meet at

Blackheath."

They then separated: and when Sir Valentine

was gone, Venetia fell into a profound reverie, dur-

ing which she .thought over all that had just taken

place— and then she reflected upon the course which

she should pursue for the future. But while she

was still deliberating upon all the features of her

position,—whether she could possibly extricate her-

self from its trammels, and if so, whether she should,

—the door opened, and a domestic anaounced Sir

Douglas Huntingdon.

CHAPTER CLXXXIV.

nature's better feelinqs.

The Baronet, as the reader is well aware, was a par-

ticular favourite with Venetia. She certainly liked

him ; and she was just in that mood on the present

occasion when his company would prove agreeable.

She had too many unpleasant things on her mind to

bear thinking of long ; and she was therefore well

pleased at a visit thus calculated to distract her

thoughts from gloomy ponderings.

" My dear Venetia," began Sir Douglas^ sweeping

his eyes around to assure himself that they were

alone: otherwise he would not have addressed her

in such a familiar manner; "it is a perfect age since

I saw you last. Several long weeks, I declare ! But
you are as radiant and as beautiful as ever No,

not quite so radiant: for methinks that the smile

now upon your features looks as if it were chasing

away a recent gloom :"—and he embraced her as he

spoke.

" Now, that is only a kiss of friendship, mind,"

she exclaimed archly.

" And why not of love 1" he inquired, placing him-
self by her side upon the sofa.

" Because I have been very seriously thinking

that I shall turn over a new leaf," answered Lady
Sackville.

"And that meditation haS mfide you serious?

But a new leaf in what?"
" In my conduct. Now you really must acknow-

ledge, my dear Douglas, that I have been a very

naughty, wicked creature
"

"What! for allowing me at one time to bask in

the sunlight of your smiles?" exclaimed Hunting-
don. "As for your intimacy with the Prince, the

world does not make it a reproach to you; and

where the world sees no harm, what is the use of

your repining?"

"Do you not think that there can be more true

happiness in a life of virtuous enjoyment and quiet

contentment?" asked Venetia, half serious, half

smiling.

" If you were less beautiful than you are," re-

turned the Baronet, " one would be apt to think you
had experienced some slight or neglect that made
yott look with a jaundiced eye upon the pleasures,

the dissipations, and the gaieties of a Court life."

" And may not those pleasures themselves become
insipid ?" asked Venetia.

"Truly so," was Huntingdon's response: then

after a little hesitation, he said, " I have a very

great mind to make you a confession, Venetia."

" Do. I am 80 fond of being made a confiJante."

"But I am afraid you will laugh at me."

"No," rejoined the lady :
" for I can already anti-

cipate what you desire to tell me."

"Do guess then," exclaimed the Baronet. "It

will save me perhaps soma embarrassment, if you
will interpret my feelings for me."

" Well then, I will try," said Venetia. " You are

in love."

"Yes—with you. Tnat you have known all

along."

"No—I do not mean that," continued Lady Sack-

ville. " You are no more in love with 7ne than I am
with you. We like each other—we experienced a

transitory passion for each other," she adied with a

slight blush : " but that is all. What I mean is,

you are in love with that Ariadne Varian of whom
you have before spoken to me."

"And suppose that I told you that I was?" ob-

served Sir Douglas, " and that I had come frankly

and candidly to consult you as a friend ?"

" I should say that I felt gratified and pleased with

your confidence," answered Venetia ;
*' and that, ex-

periencing a real interest in your welfare, I should

give you the best possible advice."

" Well, I think that I must unbosom myself alto-

gether to you," resumed Sir Douglas. " Besides,

you once before, when speaking of Ariadne, coun-

selled me to follow the bent of my own inclinations.

The truth is, Venetia, I am tired of the life I have

been leading; and, like you, I am anxious to turn

over a new leaf. As a matter of course you are

well aware that my habits have been somewhat of

the most dissipated cast, and that I have indulged a

little too freely in the juice of the grape. I know

that I have partially injured my constitution : but

thank Gjd, as yet I have neither got a red nose nor

bleared eyes; still I look pale -"

"You look better than I have seen you for a long

time past," interrupted Venetia. " So far from being

pale, there is a little colour upon your cheeks—an

appearance of health which I never beheld there

before."

" Ah ! I am delighted to hear you say this," ex-

claimed the Baronet. " Tiie truth is, I was fishing

for your opinion on the poijit ; and you have given

it to me. Well, I do feel much better in health and

also in spirits than I have done for some time. But

I will tell you how it happened. A little time ago I

began to feel so queer that I got alarmed. I always

awoke in the niuining with a nausea at the siomacli;

and my hand tremhled so that I could no: shave

myself. Pardon such details : they are not perhaps

over delicate—but you and 1 are friends. So I may
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add that I was compelled to take a glass of brandy

to put my stornacli in order—and then a glass of

curi.^ )a to steady my hand—and then a tumbler of

hock and soda-water to quench the heat which the

alcohol had excited. Unless I did all this, I could

not begin the day ; and as it was, I seldom eat any

breakfast. Altogether, I was getting regularly out

of sorts, and began to entertain serious alarms lest

death was coming upon me apace."

"Do not talk in so shocking a manner," inter-

rupted Venetia. " Death ! I have never thought

of it yet," she added with a slightly perceptible

shudder.
" Well, it is not a subject for a splendid drawing-

room, with the sun shining in gloriously at the open

casement, and with the zephyr wafting around us

the perfume of all the delicious flowers on the ter-

race outside. But shall I go on with my own
story ?"

" Yes—assuredly. Do not make it too gloomy,"

Baid Venetia, now smiling again.

•' I will not. To be brief," continued Sir Douglas,

"I resolved upon consulting my worthy and excel-

lent friend. Dr. Copperas; and to him I went. He
listened to me with true professional knowingtiess;

when I had explained all I felt, he shook his head

gravely. ' We live too fast, my dear Sir Douglas,'

he said : 'loe pay too much homage to Bacchus, and
not enough to ^scuhtpius ; we have no business to

tike brandy, curagoa, and hock with sodi-water of
a morning—much less ought toe to go to bed in a state

of obfiiscationjvur nights out of the seven. We are

j

knocking nails in our coffin : ice are killing ourselves

rapidly. We must turn over a new leaf—All this

was very sage and very sapient, no doubt; and I

I
could not help agreeing with the great physician.

I

In fact, I had come to the very same conclusions

j

myself before I visited him. He went on with a

long tirade, which I do not however mean to inflict

upon you, my dear Venetia: but all that he said

amounted to this—that I had certainly done myself

a great deal of harm by dissipation ; but that I pos-

sessed a constitution naturally strong; and that the

evil was not beyond reparation; that I ought to go

to the sea-side and bathe ; give up drinking almost

entirely; live upon mutton, roast or boiled; and go

to bed early ; and that if I would do all (his, I should

soon see the beneficial results. He however added

that he thought it just as well I should have another

opitiion on the suliject, as he did not liku me to act

solely on his responsibility. I accordingly asked

wl'.om he would recommend me to consult: where-

upon he declared that it did not much matter; any
eminent physician would do; but if there were one

who, amongst all, had devoted himself to the effects

of hard living upon the human constitution, that

man was the far-famed and the very celebrated Dr.
Thurston."

" And what did you do then ?" asked Venetia.

"Oh! of course I went to Dr. Thurston," con-

t nueJ the Baiouet, in his half serious half-jocular

manner. " The same scene was enacted all over
n/ain, with very trifliujT alterations. For Dr.
Taurston declared that it was by no means ncccs-
tary t) have come to him since I had received the

adiice of such an able, eminent, and highly-

talented physician as Dr. Copperas, but that since

his (Dr. Tuurston's) opinion wa* asked, he could
only -ay that he fully coincided with every tittle

of the sujjtjestions offered by Dr. Copperas—with

the trifling difference perhaps, that in addition to
mutton boiled and roasted, I might somctimei
take it broiled in the shape of chops. Accord-
ingly, I went away highly gratified that these two
learned men so nearly coincided with each other;
and of course I thought it a libel upon tlie pro-
fession to talk about doctors dilfer.ng."

"And you followed the advice?" said Venetia.
"Pretty closely," returned the Baronet. "I

went down to the sea-side—made a vow to leave
off drinking a single thing in the shape of ale )hol

till dinner-time—and then only six glasses of wine.

I missed my usual quantum terribly at first, but
soon grew accustomed to the regimen. I took
sea-baths and plenty of exercise, and went to bed
at ten o'clock regularly. But as for the mutton,
roast, broiled, and boiled, I must confess that I
varied those dainties with a piece of beef, a
chicken, and a little fish: for if there be one
thing that I hate more than anothsr it is sheep
in any shape—roast, boiled, or broiled. How-
ever, I feel my health and my spirits so wonder-
fully improved, that nothing could induce me to
exceed my six glasses of wine after dinner ; and as

for tempting me to drink anything before dinner

—why, I can assure you, my dear Venetin, that if

there were wine now moistening your dewy lips, I
would not kiss them. But as there is not, I will

:"

—and he suited the action to tha word.

"You are faithless to Ariadne Varlan," said

Venetia, laughing. " Besides, I can assure you on
my honour that I am seriously determined to re-

form myself: and all that you have just told me
proves how easily it can be done if a proper effort

be only made. To speak without a jest, I tell

you candidly, my dear Douglas, that entertaining

a very sincere friendship for you, I am delighted

at everything you have told me. And now I wish

to hear the conclusion of your confessions."

"What more have I to confess?" asked the

Baronet, smiling.

" Why, your feelings relative to Ariadne. Oh

!

I can read the human heart more easily, perhaps,

than you think. Shall I tell you something about
yourself?"

" Yes -pray do," exclaimed the Baronet. " Pro«
ceed. I enjoy the liveliness of this conversation

amazingly."
" Then listen," resumed Venetia. " At the time

all those strange things happened some months
ago relative to Ariadne Varian, she made a deep
impression upon your heart: but you did not
choose at once to acknowledge that you had fa lea

headlong in love with the sister of a comtnon clerk.

Wlwn you had provided for her and her brother

with the most noble generosity, you rarely went
near the home you had given them : you tried to

wean yourself from contemplating her image—you
thouglit It was a phantasy that would pass : per-

haps you even plunged more deeply into the

vortex of dissipation to escape from it. But all

would not do: you at length perceived that the

sentiment with which she had inspired you, ^^as

stronger and more durable than you fancied.

Whi'o at the sea side you have had grea'er leisure

for reflection ; and this reflection has been pursued
with a brain less clouded than heretofore. You
have been dwelling upon the innocence, the beauty,

and the amiability of Ariadne : you have perhaps

even reproached yourself for neglecting her—
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because you have seen how worthy she was of

your attention. At last you have come to the

conclusion that she is noeo<JsaTy to your happiness ,

and now the only struggle which remains, is to

conquer the fii'se pride that still lurks in a dark

corner of your soul. But, on the other hand, you

do feel all the pride ofa man who, havinsr reformed

his own conduct, has rendered himself worthy of

approaching an innocent and stainless damsel with

t!ie overtures of affection. Ah ! believe me, my
dear friend, this latter is a very honourable pride

and does you infinite credit. Shall it not subdue,

then, that other sentiment of pride, so f;ilse and

hollow, wiiich makes you hesitate to hasten and

olfer your hand to Ariadne?"

Sir Douglas Huntingdon gazed in mingled aston-

ishment and delight uponVenetia as she thus spoke.

Never had site appeared so enchantingly beautiful

in his eyes: for she was radiant with the satisfac-

tion of knowing that she was giving the most

fiiendly counsel and pleading on behalf of an ex-

cellent ffirl. But it was no longer with a sensuous

feeling that the Baronet now surveyed her: it was

witlj a purer and holier emotion than he perhaps

had ever before experienced, or she had ever

before inspired.

" Venetia, there is something noble in your cha-

racter after all !" he exclaimed, unable to repress

this utterance of his thoughts. " You are not the

more woman of the world—the mere Court beauty

:

but you possess a heart ! I declare solemnly that

there are in you the elements of great goodness :

J
but you have been spoilt by the artificialities, tha

temptations, and the vain scenes in the midst of

j
whiuh you have been flung. I do really and truly

love you now : but not as I have before told you

that I loved you. No—now I almire and esteem

you :"—and tiking her hand, he did not touch it

with his lips, but he pressed it in the fervid warmth
of friendship.

" Have I interpreted all your feelings aright ?"

she asked, much moved by the present scene.

" Yes —in every detail," he responded. '• I could

not have fathomed my own heart so nice'y, so

delicately, and so accurately as you have probed it

for me. Bui is it not strange that you and I should

be conversing in such a manner? Who wou'd

believe that the gay and brilliant Lady Sackville,

and the dissipated Douglas Huntiugdom, could

thus have settled their attention upon serious

matters—aye, and with the m )st genuine sincerity

into the bargain ? But it is so."

" Assuredly—on my p:irt," said Venetia. " But

are you quite confident that, now you are returned

to London, you will not yield to its temptations

and relapse into the vortex of pleasure ?"

" No—it is impossible !" exclaimed the Baronet.
" I can assure you that although ere now I may
have spoken jocularly and good humouredly of my
alarms relative to my own case and of my visits

to the physicians, yet that I was too much frightened

at the time ever to run such foolish risks again. A
man must be mad to trifle with his own health

;

f.ir after all, health is the greatest of blessings. I

shou'd loathe myself if I had not sufficient com-
mand over my inclinations, after the experiencies

I have gleaned, to be able to conquer any desire

for a recurrence to the delights of dissipation.

Venetia, I can assure you in all solemn serious-

ness," he added, fixing bis eyes with elcady

earnestness and frank sincerity upon her, " tlat I

am an altered man. I regarded you as a friend—
I liked you—and I could not help coming to to'lyou
al this. Only, in the first inst'ince I did not
exactly know how to make the confession; and I

was somewhat afraid of ridicule. But you have
generously—and I may almost say unexpectedly

—

come to my help: you have given an interpretation

to my feelings in the most liberal and en'ightened

sense—and 1 sincerely thank you. Shall we not
always continue the very best of friends?"

" We will," answered Venetia, with evident ein-

eerily. "And now tell me what is to be Ariadne's
fate ?"

"Immediately upon quitting you, I shall proceed
to her abode," answered the Baronet, "and shall

make her an offer of my hand."
" You are resolved to do this ?"

"I am fully resolved. Even if my own heart

had not suggested the determination, your plead-

ings relative to that amiable girl would have been
sufficient."

" IJow go then," said Venetia. " Yon are bent
upon so excellent an errand that it is a sin to de-

tain you here. Besides, without knowing Ariadne,

I nevertheless entertain the belief—considering

all that has taken place between you—that she

must love you. A youn^f girl, whose heart was

previously disengaged, could not become with im-

punity the heroine of so many wildly romantic

adventures as those in which she figured with you

as the hero. For you remember that you told me
everything relative to the incideuts at the hut

near Shooter's Hill, and also your rescuing her

from your burning house But go : I will not

detain you !"

"Farewell for the present," said the Baronet,

taking Venetia's hand, which he once more pressed

cordially.

"Farewell : and may all hippiness attend you!'
she answered: and they separated, with merely

tliis clasping of the hand, and with no m;re em-
braciugs.

The scene had a most beneficial influence

upon Venetia's mind. Following so closely upun
her interview wiih Sir Valentine jNIalvern, it was

chastening and salutary. It touched many of

those better feelings of her nature widch had long

slumbered in the depths of her soul, but were not

altogether destroyed. She felt, too, that she had

behaved well in tiie counsel which she had given

Sir Doug'as lluntiugdou : and she was satisfied

with herself.

Wishing to commune with her thoughts in per-

fect freedom from the clianccs of interruption,

she descended from the drawing-room and p issed

into the garden belonging to the palace. She en-

tered upon the terrace to which Sir Douglas had

alluded during his visit; and leaning over the

slight iron railing which fenced it, she looked

down upon a charming parterre of fljwcrs be-

neath. With her eyes fixed upon them, she grew

pensive: and yet no shade of mournfulness was

upon her features. She thought how pleasant a

thing it was to be beautiful and to afford pleasure

by the existence of such beauty; and she went on

to reflect how loathsome would be those flowers if

their lovely petals were to distil poison instead of

honey. Then siie said to herself, " And I too am
beautiful ! But, oh I how happy should I be if my
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loveliness had never proved the source of poison

to my th)ug)its. Is it too lUe to reform? h it

not possib'e for me yet to enjoy real happiness in

this world?'

And then she meditated long a;»d earnestly

upon a subject so fraught with vital importance to

lierself. But a cold shudder crept over her when
s!ie remembered through what deep mira of

pollutions she had been dra-jijed—how she had
passed through the arms of five persons in ad-

dition to her husband: and now indeed did a

dark sliade of sadness fall upoa her lovely coun-

tenance, while tho crystal tears rolled down her

cheeks. Suddenly she felt a hand laid upon her

shoulder: but so profoundly had she been ab-

sorbed in her reflections that she had heard the

sound of no footstep advancing. Starting quickly,

she turned and beheld her husband.

"What! in tear', Venetia?" he exclaimed:

"and in the midst of a scene so bright and beau-

tiful as this, and with the golden sunbeams playing

around you !"

"Horace," she answered, "a singular change

has come over me. But I can tell you nothing

now. You must not question me. To-morrow I

am going out of town to pass a day or two with

my sister. On my return I will tell you every-

thing: and perhaps—perhaps," she added falter-

ingly, "you and I may have some very serious

discourse together."

With these words she hurried away, leaving her

liU3l)and transfixed to tho spot and gating af^er

her iu silent wonderment.

CHAPTER CLXXXV.

SCENES IN THE DANE JOHN.

Tun reader's attention must now be again di-

rected to Canterbury. It was on the same day,

and at the same hour—that is to say, at noon—
when the preceding incidents took place, that the

Hon. anl Ilev. Bernard Audley, Minor Canon of

Ihu Cathedral, was walking to and fro in the beauti-

ful sliady avenue of trees in the Dane John. He
was in a deep reverie : but his thoughts were bent

upon no topic fitting for a minister of the gospel.

On the contrarj', he was brooding over a passion

th It wai devouring him. Against this passion had

he strugg'ed with great efforts: but it was stronger

than hini'ielf. He liai allowed his imaginaiion

to dwell upon it, until it had become hii master.

The objoct of his passion was Louisa Stanley !

About ten months had elapsed since he had com-
iniit.d that cutraore, which was so fully described

at tho coiunicncement of our narrative. The
reader will remember how Bernard Audley had
L')uisa carried off by hireling wretches—gipsies,

iiidutd, wh'jse services he had engaged for tho

purp.isc ; how she liad contrived to escape from
his house; how he had overtaken her in the ciypt

of the Cathedral : and how at the moment when
shu was about to succumb to his power, a tall fe-

male fjini dressed in black had sprung forward
and rescued her from his clutches. It will like-

wise be remembered, how she was conveyed home
in a carria^je by Beinard Audley and this female,

and how she was induced to pa'^s tho matter over
in silence, iu consequence of tho letter full of en-

treaty which that Ea:ne female had written to her.

Nevertheless she had, as in duty bound, explained
the circumstance to Jocelyn L'.fms, who hai called

upon the Minor Canon on the following morn-
ing, and warned the unprincipled clergyman
against a renewal of his persecution in respect to

an amiable, innocent, and excellent young lady.

From that time the Rev. Bernard Audley ha 1 left

Louisa altogetiier unmolested: indeed, he himself

had been for some while absent from Canterbury-
doubtless pursuing his profligacies in secret else-

where. But whithersoever he went —and no mat-
ter into what scenes he plunged—still was he fol-

lowed by the image of the beautiful Louisa. He
was continually picturing her to himself; and thus

did the fury of his passion grow upon him.

It was indeed a fury. Noihing of love's softness

was there in his heart, but the craving of fierce

desire : no tender beaming light shining as a hea-

venly halo, but the lurid glow and devouring can-

descence of a volcano. Thus, when he dwelt upon
her image, it was not to admire and to worship,

but to gloat upon it with laslful ardour. And now,

within the last few weeks he had returned to Can-
terbury, and on two or three occasions had he

seen Louisa in company with Mary Owen, when
the two young ladies walked out together. Mary
herself was sweetly pretty, as we have already de-

scribed : but the Muior Canon scarcely noticed her

at all, so ent rely was her beauty outshone by the

transcending loveliness of Louis.a. The reader

cannot have forgotten how matchless indeed were

the graces, and how inimitable the charms wiiich

combined to render Louisa Stanley the most hea-

venly of earthly beings. Not tall, but so ex-

quisitely shaped, with a sylphid slenderness of

figure, and a statuesque modelling of the bust,

which was properly full without being voluptuously

exuberant—she senied taller than sne really was;

and while her step had all the elastic lightness of

youth, her bearing was replete with maidenly

elegance. The spirit of innocence and truthfulness

seemed, as it were, to shine through her. Her dirk

brown hair, so rich and luxuriant, appeared the

velvet drapery that flowed about the alabaster

throne of her forehead, where candour and chastity

made their chosen seat : artlessuess and innocence

were in the expression of her bright coral lips,

and in the deep blue eyes, fringed with their long

dark lashes. Altogether, she was a being to be

loved with the purest and holiest afifoction ; and
assuredly it was no fault of hcr^, if in the bad

hea>-t of the INIinor Canon her image had inspired

80 impure a flame.

But to resume the thread of our narrative. It

was mid-day, and Bernard Audley was walking to

and fro in the Dane John. His thoughts were

fixed absoi bedly upon the image of Louisa Stanley.

He had seen her an hour previously entering

a shop in Canterbury, and accompanied by tho

young lady whom on former occasions he had

observed in her society, and whom indeed he had
accidentilly learnt to be a Miss Owen, This

young lady was now in deep mourning, and her

countenance wore a look of the profoundest melan-

choly. But few and transient were the thoughts

which tho Minor Canon bestowed upon her;

whereas, on the other hand, deeper aud more
gloating t'.ian ever was the concentration of all

his interest on tho image of Louis) Stanley.
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He had not ventured to accost her: he had

even kept at a distance ;—but the brief view which

he had obtained of her graceful form, with the

elegant feet and ankles tripping glancingly over

the threshold of the shop which he saw her enter,

had at once fired his imagination to a maddening

degree. He had watclicd till she and her com-

panion came forth again: at a distance and un-

perceived by them, had lie followed as they retraced

their way back to the cottage, which they never

left for more than an hour or two at a time ; and

having kept t'lem in sight until they had traversed

the Dine John in their walk homeward, he had

remained there, not daring to follow them any

farther. But why dare he not? It was because

the unhappy man felt himself irresistibly impelled

to draw nearer and nearer to the two young ladies

;

and he knew that if he continued to yield to this

impulse, he should be urged to overtake them

altogether and address himself to Louisa despite

the many reasons which warned him against such

a course. For the moment, then, he had thus far

resisted the temptation—thus far wrestled against

the power that was impelling him on. But the effort

was fearful ; and the fury of the inward fire was

fanned rather than mitigated.

" That girl unconsciously and innocently exer-

cises an empire over me which will yet drive me
to f >lly and to crime !'—it was thus he mused within

himself; and his countenance was marked with

the strong lines of a raging passion, so that haud-

sorat though it were, it looked dark, sinister, and
repulsive to a degree at this moment. "Oh! to

possess her— Oh ! for one hour of her love—and I

would give ten years of my life ! I cannot live

thus. It seems written in the book of destiny that

I am to ruin myself, body and soul—here and
hereafter—for that girl I 'Well, and she is worth

a crime. Ah ! no— not to dare death—not to dare

the scaffold, for a fevr brief minutes of frenzied

enjoyment. But if it were possible t ) c'asp her,

naked and glowing, in these arms, and to know that

for liouis—tiiroughout a whole night—it were mine

to revel in her beauties—</ia< were a paradise

worth any risk ! Fool that I am thus to allow my
passions to obtain such mastery over me. What?
siiall I peril everything—station, fortune, even my
very life, for this girl ? No, no : it were a mad-
ness-utter, utter folly

!"

And, as if to escape from his thousjhts, he

quickened his pace and hurried along the avenue

:

but still the image of Louisa was uppermost in his

mind, and his lieated imagination pictured to itself

all that she must be when denuded of her vesture.

Thus did he in fancy gloat over her charms ; and
plunging deeper and deeper down into the fevered

dream, he felt as if he were revelUng iu those beau-

ties which he thus delineated to his conception.

" Oh I I shall go mad—1 shall go mad !" he ex-

claimed aloud, suddenly stopping short, "Yes—
unless indeed, I can either tear the image of Louisa

Stanley forth from my soul, or else procure the

gratificatiou of my desires 1"

At this moment he was start'ed by a sudden
rustling amongst the evergreens close by; but

lookii g hastily round, he saw no one. Indeed, at

that p:irticular time, there did not appear to be
any person in the avenue, save himself.

" It was nothing," he said, still speaking aloud,

but being unconscious, as it were, that he thus gave

audible vent to his musings : then, as he slowly

walked onward, he exclaimed in the excitement of

a desperate resolve, " By heaven I I will possess

her, happen what may
!''

With these words he suddenly turned back; and
retracing his way along the avenue, proceeded at a
quick rate in the direction of the cottage where
Louisa Stanley dwelt with her bed-ridden aunt and
Mary Owen. Not that he had any settled purpose
in view : but he was impelled by the mastery of his

passions, to hasten towards the cottage, and watch
from some convenient hiding-place to see whether
Louisa Stanley should issue forth again this day,

in which case he had made up his mind to address

her. But what did he propose to say ? what did he
purpose to do ? Was the bold bad man so mad-
dened, so blinded, orso besottedwith the fury of his

unfortunate passion as to believe that either by en-

treaty or by threat, he could impart any of its fire

to the chaste and stainless bosom of the charming
Louisa? No—he did not think this : and again

we say, that he had no settled purpose in view :

but he was impelled towards Louisa's abode by
that strong tide of passion to which he had now
abandoned himself, and which was almost as string

as destiny itself.

Scarcely had he quitted the Dane John , when
from behind that thick group of evergreens where

he had heard the rustling, and which were inipeue-

trable to the eye, a tall female in black came forth.

Her countenance was pale even to ghastliness :

the traces of deep sorrows were upon her features;

and yet the great beauty which had once marked
that countenance was cot aUogether extinguished.

The dark eyes still flashed with strange fires ; and

the pale quivering lips revealed teeth which were

fine, and in good preservation. Her age was about

fortj', though she looked three or four years older:

but her hair was unstreaked with silver and her

form, though very thin, was perfectly erect. Her
apparel, consisting of deep black, was of good but

not of costly material : and altogeiher there was

an air about her which sho^^^ed tint she had been

well-bred, and at one time in her life accustomed

to good society.

"That man whom I love, despite of all his

cruelty towards me," she murmured to herself, as

she emerged from the evergreens and looked ia

the direction where Bernard Audley had just dis-

appeared through the iron gate at the farther ex-

tremity of the avenue: "and he calls me his evil

genius ! It is true that I seldom appear before

him save when it is necessary to rescue him from

some new crime, or prevent him from making new
victims ! Ah ! although I have fioui time to time

thus started up as it were in Ids presence and

rushed betwixt himself and the object of his lu.-t—

yet does he little su-^pcct how const mtly and how

unweariedly I follow him .about. And now again

do his passions madly impel him to rush upon

destruction ! But I must save him -yes, and sive

also that sweet creature, the broken-hearted

Melissa's daut;litor, whom he would tlius immolate

to his frenzied desires !''

While she was tims musing, the lidy became

aware that some one was advancing from beh nd.

She mechanicaly turned and beheld another lady»

(li.w dressed in deoi> Mack, and <i/ii) with a p o-

found shade of niournfulness upon her counte-

nauce. She was about lo»ly-bi.\ years olJ, aud
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possessed (ho remains of a beauty that must have

once been truly splendid. She was still a very fine

woman— stout and portly—with a commanding air

that was natural to her, and which was visible

enough despite her mourning garments and the

sorrow of her looks.

The lady in black whom we represented as

having emerged from the evergreens, gave vent

to a sudden ejaculation of astonishment on be-

holding this other lady who had just entered the

avenue, and whom she evidently recognized.

Then, as the attention of the latter was at once

drawn by this ejaculation towards her who had

uttered it, the recognition was instantaneously

mutual.

"Anne!" exclaimed the one who had emerged
from the evergreens.

"Lilian!" said the other, who was indeed Mrs.
0«ren of llichmoud. "Is it you?"

" Yes -it is I, Anne—your unhappy sister—the

victim of Bernard Audley!" responded Lilian Hal-

kin—for such was the name of her whom in pre-

vious parts of the history we have denominated the

lady in black.

Then the sisters took each other's hand in a
melancholy and remorseful manner, as if this

present meeting irresistibly carried their memories
back to long past years, over wliich they relro-

spected with regret ; and though there was some-
thing tender and pathetic in the way in which they

lield each other's hand and gazed upon each other's

countenance, they did not embrace. There was
no enthusiastic joy in the meeting—but a pro-

found melancholy: and as they thus surveyed each
other and mutually marked the changes which

time had wrought in their appearance since last

they met many years ago, it was easy to read

in their looks how deeply at that instant went
the conviction in unto their souls, that their lives

had not been such as they ought to have been, and
tliat it would prove but a mournful and regretful

task to compare notes in that respect with each
other.

" And you recognized me at once, Lilian ?" said

Mrs. Owen.
"Yes. But you—should you have recognized

me had your attention not been drawn towards me
by the cry that I uttered on meeting you here?"

" I should have known you, Lilian : but you are

greatly altered," answered Mrs. Owen, still sur-

veying her sister with a mournful interest.

"All ! it is not so much tlie lapse of time," an-

swered Lilian, shaking her head slowly and sor-

rowfully, "as blighted love and the consciousness

of crime t"

"Crime?"' ejaculated Mrs. Owen, with a shud-

der. " Then it was true ? Heavens ! do not say

so, Lilian
!"

"Yes -alas, too true!" responded the unhappy
woman : then sweepin.? her eyes up and dowii tlie

avenue to assure herself that there were no ob-

servers and no listeners, she said, ' Too true

indeed! The poor innocent—in a paroxysm of

frenzy I killed it!"

"Oh! but it was not deliberately done?'' Mrs.

Owen hastened to observe, anxious to sug-gest an

excuse for her sister's crime, even though it should

be an imaginary palliation,

" Heavens, no ! I was wild and mad at the

moment 1" cried Lilian: then in a slower and more

solemn voice, she added, "But the crime ii not
the less rankling' here .-"—and she laid her hand
upon her heart. "Though acquitted tlirough a
flaw in the indictment, how coul 1 I show my face
to those again who knew me ? No—not even to
my own sisters dared I appear "

"And yet, Lilian, we cast you not off," observed
Mrs. Owen: "for neither I nor Melissa were
prudes—and Lydia was too good, too virtuous,

too noble-hearted not to have received you witli

open arms."
" I dare say you have long thought me dead ?"

said Lilian, in a melancholy tone, and after a
pause.
" I feared so. "What else could I think ? But

what of Lydia?—have you ever obtained any
tidings of her ? what has become of her?" asked
Mrs. Owen,

" She lives—and to say that she lives," replied

Lilian, " is to express the very outside "

"What mean you?" demanded Mrs. Owen,
with mingled impatience and astonishment.

"I mean," was the response, "that our s'stcr

Lydia is alive ; but that she is utterly unconscious
of everything which passes around her. Paralysis

has for three years past stretched her helpless-
deprived of speech and with the light of the mind's
lamp extinguished within her."

"Heavens! what do I hear?" exclaimed Mrs.
Owen. "But where does she dwell? who tends

upon her? in what circumstances is she placed?

What has become of Melissa's children ?"

"One is with her," answered Lilian : "the other

is, I believe, in London—but I know not where or

for what purpose."
" But where dwells our afflicted sister ? under

what name?" inquired Mrs. Owen, painfully

excited.

" Under the name of Stanley
"

" Stanley !" ejaculated Mrs. Owen, almost reeling

with the amazement that now struck her. " What

!

in a cottage somewhere in the suburbs—this way?"
—and she pointed in the proper direction.

"Ah ! you know it then V exclaimed Lilian, now
equally struck with surprise.

" I am going thither at this moment," answered
Mrs. Owen. " They ofifered me a guide at the hotel

;

but I preferred proceeding thither alone, in order

that I might compose my thoughts—or rather pre-

pare them for an interview of a very, very painful

character."

"Ah! I begin to understand," cried Lilian. "I
had heard that a Miss Owen wasstaying with Louisa
Stanley : but it never once struck me that she was
your daughter. And it is so?"

"Yes— it is so. But surely these young girls,"

added Mrs. Owen, in a musing tone, " cannot have

discovered that they are, as it were, related— that

ihey would be cousins, if their births were le^jitiniate.

No— it is impossible."

" And you are going then to the cottage ?" said

Lilian, still gazing in amazement upon her sister,

but not heeding her last remarks.

"Do you know what has happened, Lilian?"

asked Mri. Owen, now bursting into tears: "arc
you aware of the dnadful ihinys which have oc-

curred on the Continent ?"

".\t Geneva?—yes. I read it all in the news-

li.ipers, and I knew full well that those were your

daughters. I remembered the Christian names of
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the two eldest—Agatha and Emma: but tlie third

and this one that is now staying with Miss Stanley

were born after you and I ceased to see each other.

I never knew their Christian names, Alas?—poor

Anne, you are now in mourning—as I have been

during many, many long years : for when I had

passed through the terrible ordeal of a trial for

murder,"—and the unhappy lady shuddered visibly

as she spoke—" I recorded a solemn vow that sable

garments should clothe me until the day of my
death. My heart was destined to be in mourning

from the instant that the last cry of my dying child

rang through my brain; and I resolved that in

mourning weeds also should my body continue

wrapped until laid in the cold tomb."

"But how have you lived? where have you been

for so many, many years?" asked Mrs. Owen.
" Oh ! I see, my dear Anne," exclaimed Lilian,

'« that we have much—very much, to say to each

other; and you are doubtless anxious to behold

your daughter
"

"Yes— if she will pardon me," murmured Mrs.

Owen, again melting into tears. "For it was my
wickedness which has led to this fearful catas-

trophe at Geneva : it was I who placed my poor

daughters in that career which has led to such

nwful consequeucei ! One murdered by the as-

sassin's knife—the other two hopoless idiots in a

madhouse "

"Ah! but is it possible that you were the

cause?'' exclaimed Lilian, shrinking back aghast.

"Is it of such horrors that you accuse your-

self?"

"All too true!" rejoined Mrs. Owen, her voice

convulsed with sobs.

"But in what career of wickedness were they

placed ? " asked Lilian. " Tlie newspapers, as you

must be aware, gave the most mea;jro outline of

the particulars—little more indeed than a bare

narrative of the catastrophe itself."

" Because such grave matters and important in-

terests were concerned therein," answered Mrs.

Owen, "that the journals dared not chronicle a'l

that transpired. However, upon this point I will

tell you more when we meet again
"

"But where shall we meet again? and when?"

asked Lilian.

" Where do you live ?" inquired Mrs. Owen. " I

am for the moment staying at the Fuuiitain

Hotel; but I propose to take Mary with me, if she

will return to that mother whose ciiraes have been

so great and proceed with her to the Continent

——to visit Geneva and see her poor sisters."

« My home is for the present," answered Lilian,

"at a humble peasant's cottage a few miles

honce."
" But have you never been to see your poor sis-

ter Lydia?" asked Mrs. Owen.
"Never," replied Lilian. ''After the frightful

thing which happened to me years ago, I vowed

that I would never go near my sisters again

—

much less her who was pure, and virtuous, and

good."

"But there are vows, my dear Lilian, which

ought not to be kept," said Mrs. Owen; "and this

is one. Had you been faithful to that oath, you

would not have accosted me just now."
" Ah 1 but I was so taken by sui prise—so amazed,

at seeing you here!" said Lilian Halkin.

"But you will not persevere any longer iu thus

absenting yourself from the bedside of a sister

who is so cruelly afflicted ?' urged Mrs. Owen.
" Perhaps I should long ago have forgotten ray

vow and flown to that cottage," said Lilian ; " but

how could I proclaim myself to be the sister of her

who passes by the name of Miss Stanley, without

also being compelled to embrace the young and
innocent Louisa as a niece ? Then what questions

would she put to me !—and what could I say ? how
account for never having been thither before ?

No : it is impossible '."

"And yet," returned Mrs. Owen, "I am about
to visit that cottage; and after all that you have
told me, I must announce myself as the poor bed-

ridden Miss Stanley's sister, and consequently as

Louisa's aunt. And yet perhaps," she exclaimed,

as a sudden idea stiuck her— an idea from which
she recoiled aghast; "my own daughter Mary
may have whispered in the ears of her young friend

Louisa Kuch things concerning her mother as to

prejudice that excellent girl against me !"

"Then, under all circumstances, pause and re-

flect," said Lilian earnestly, "as to the course you
will adopt. Go and fetch your daughter away

—

but make no revelation to Louisa to-day. Appear
before her only as Mrs. Owen, the mother ot Mary.

Then, when alone with your c'aughter, you can

ascertain from her lips tu nhat extent her revela-

tions may have prejudiced the young and artless

Louii^a against you. For, Oh! let us not mar that

sweet girl's happiness by announcing oui selves to

her as relations whom she cannot love and for

whom she must blush !"

"Lilian, you have spoken wisely," said Mrs.

Owen; "and I will follow your advice. Today I

shall have a long and seriouj discourse with my
daughter Mary. Will you come to me to-morrow

at the Hotel? and we will coufcr farther how to

act."

" Yes : I will visit you some time in ih"? course of

to morrow," replied Lilian. "TU then adiea, my
dear sister."

'• Adieu," said Mrs. Owen : and ere they parted

they kissed each other.

Mrs. Owen then continued her way towards the

cottage, in pursuance of the directions which she

had received in answer to the inquiries made at the

Hotel.

CHAPTER CLXXXVL

THE MOTHER AND OAVOHTCR.

Having experienced no difficulty in finding the

cottage, Mrs. Owen opened the little garden gate,

and was advancing up to the front duor, when an

ejaculation of surprise not unmixed wiih joy,

thrilled through the open casement of the parlour

— .and ill another instaut Mary Oweu came bound-

ing forth and threw herself iuto her mother's arms.

She was in deep mourning, as we have a!rea<ly

stated; and therefore Mrs. Owen saw at once that

she was no stranger to the catastrophe which had

occurred at Geneva. But that Mary woulJ h«ve

already learnt the particulars of that dire tragedy,

she had foreseen from her knowledge of the fact

that Jocelyn Loftus, who was Louisa's lover, and of

course in correspondence with her, was at Geuera
at the time it occurred.
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"My dearest Mary," murmured Mrs. Owen, in a
voice well nigh suffocated with emotions: "can
you—will you forgive your unhappy mother ?"

" O heavens ! do you ask me such a question 1"

cried Mary, as the tears rained down her cheeks.

"Are we not already sufiBcieutly unhappy?"
"Let us step aside somewhere, that we may talk

together," said Mrs. Ovfen, hastily: "for I have
much to say to you ere I see that kind young
lady who has given you an asylum."

"Come this way, my dear mother," said Mary:
and taking her parent's hand, she led her along
the gravel-walk to an arbour in the remotest corner
of the garden; then as they placed themselves
upon the bench that was embowered with foliagp,

she said, " Here may we converse without re-

straint."

"Embrace me once more, my dear little Mary,"
said Mrs. Owen : then as she strained her youii^rcst

daughter to her bosom, she cried with much fei-

t>0*

vour, " Thank God, for having preserved you to
comfort me I"

For some minutes neither mother nor daughter
oould give utterance to another word, so profound
was their grief -so convulsive wer.j the sobs that
rent their bosoms— so deluging were the tears

that tliey she). A^ain and again did Mrs. Owea
clasp Mary in her arms : for the worldly-minded
woman was fearfully cliastened by the awful catas-

trophe iu wliich her intrigues and mjchinations
had plunged her other three children.

" And you tell me, Mary, that you can forgive
me ?" i-he said at length. " Ah ! it is a sad thing
for a mother to bo compelled to nsk pardon of her
daugliter! But I know and I (eel deeply, deep'y,

that I have been very wicked—that my conduct
has been horrible

"

" Oh ! my doar mother, speak not thus !" inter-

rupted Mary, liivijhing the most tender caresses

upon her wretched parent. "And yet in one sense
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I am overjoyed to hear you use such language!

Forgetting the sad past so far as you yourself are

concerned, 1 now feel that I have agaiu a mother

whom I can love and cherish
!"

" Mary, you possess the kindest of hearts," mur-

mured Mrs. Owen, profoundly affected : and all

this woman-of-the-world's emotions were now as

genuine and as sincere as for so many years of her

life her hypocrisies had been well sustained. «But
whenever you look upon me, shall you not shudder

as you think that it was I who sent your sisters

forth upon that fatal mission which has consigned

one to an early grave and plunged the other two

into mad-cells ?"

" O heaven ! I cannot bear to think of it," cried

Mary, with a strong shudder convulsing her entire

frame. " But, ah I I charge not all this, my dear-

est mother, against you I Full well do I know that

little indeed could you foresee so frightful a catas-

trophe !"'

" O God, no !" rejoined Mrs. Owen. " But now
I ask you, Mary, will you be content to leave this

peaceful asylum which was so generously granted

you when compelled to fly from your own mother's

care—will you return to this poor mother, now
that she is bereaved—stricken down with the

sirong hand of affliction
"

"Oh I it is my duty to return to you," cried the

young maiden in a fervid tone.

" No—not even your duty, Mary," replied her

mother :
" for by my conduct have I severed every

bond which ought to have linked us together.

And to prove to you that I am not selfish now,

—

but that in order to make all possible atonement
for the past, I will consent to any sacrifice for the

present or the future,—I leave you entirely your

own mistress—I exact nothing from you— I give

you free permission to remain here under that

hospitable roof where you have found a home "

" Oh ! talk not thus, my dearest mother," ex-

claimed Mary. " It is not only my duty, but also

my inclination to return to you—and to go with

you wheresoever you may choose."

" Decide not too hastily," said Mrs. Owen, •* I

know—and deeply feel—how great my wickedness

has been ; and not the least portion of its punish-

ment is the present humiliation, which as a mother,

I endure before you, my daughter. Indeed, it will

be a long, long time, ere I can look you in the face

without shame—and never without remorse I For
I shall think of how I would have sacrificed you to

the same vile selfishness which has led to the awful

catastrophe that has plunged us both into tears

and mourning."

If Mary Owen did not interrupt her mother in

the midst of this last speech, it was because she
was too deeply convulsed with grief to bo able to

give utterance to a single word. But again did

she throw herself into her parent's arms ; and in

broken sentences did she say, " Do not speak to

mo thus—I cannot bear it ! Ah 1 my dear mother,
for whatever you have done you are terribly

punished ; and it is now for me to do all I can to

soothe and console ! It will be a long, long day,

dear mother—yes, a long, long day—ere you and I

shall know happiness again. But still—still—we
may have the satisfaction—the mournful satisfac-

tion of mingling our tears together !"

" Dearest Mary, you have already comforted me
much," said Mrs. Owen, clasping the amiable girl

passionately to her heart. " I scarcely hoped for
such demonstrations of iDve, and tenderness, and
filial devotion as these ! It is far more than I de-
serve. But rest assured, dear Mary, that so long as
I may be spared to you in this world, will I prove
as good a parent as I have hitherto been a bad one."

" What more can you say, my dear mother? or
what more can I ask ?" murmured Mary.
"But now tell me, my dearest chid," resumed

Mrs. Owen, after a long pause,—"tell me to what
|

extent that excellent young lady Miss Louisa
j

Stanley has been prejudiced against me ? I ought
not to say prejudiced, because anything you may
have told her I full well deserved "

I

"Rest assured," interrupted Mary. " that I have
j

pared my mother as much aa possible in the !

communications I have made to Miss Louisa
j

Stanley. Mr. Loftus knows more— far more

—

indeed aU{ but, for many reasons, as much as it

was possible to suppress was kept veiled Irom the '

knowledge of Louisa. Ahl 1 understand, my dear
mother," Mary exclaimed as a sudden idea siruck
her: "yon are afraid that Louisa will not welcome

;

you here as warmly as you would naturally wish ? i

But she is the kindest-hearted, the most fori,'iviug,

and the most amiable being in existence ; and if
'

I only breathe a few words in her ear to say how [

sorry you are for all the past, and what tender :

things you have promised me for the future i

But stay, my dear mother I do not mo\ e—I will
j

return to you in a minute." •

Thus speaking, the young damsel hurried away
and re-entered the cottage. In a few minutes she

came forth again, accompanied by Louisa Stanley

;

and together did the two charming girls hasten to

the spot where Mrs. Owen was seated. She ro-e

however the moment Louisa was introduced by
Mary into her presence ; and then she saw at once,

by the welcome which the amiable young lady gave
her, that Mary's representations had indeed been
as efficacious as she had predicted.

"Mrs. Owen, I need scarcely say how glad I am
to find that my young friend JMary lias at length
regained a mother ;"—and as Louisa thus spoke
with tears in her eyes, she offered Mrs. Owen her
hand.

"Bat to you, dearest young lady, what boundless
gratitude is due !" exclaimed Mrs. Owen. " I iiave

not words to express all I feel :"—and she raised

to her lips the hand which she clasped in her own.
"You gave an asylum to my daughter whe-i com-
pelled to fly from her natural protectress '

" Oh I let us not talk of the past," cried Louisa,

with amiable earnestuess. "I know, madam, how i

deeply, deeply you have been alflicted your
|

garb proclaims that you are aware of the sad
|

occurrence and whatever words may flow from
my lips, should rather be to console than to wound
your heart! Agaiu I say therefore, let us draw a

veil over everything that has gone by, so far indeed

as it is possible. And now tell me—are you really

going to take my dear Mary away from me imme-
diately?''

" My dear Louisa— for so you must permit me
to call you," said Mrs. Owen, "your own good
sense and kind feeling will enable you to under-
stand that there is a duty which Mary and I have
to perform. In two or three days we mast leave

England," added Mrs. ,Owea solemnly, "and repair

to Geneva."
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" Yes—I understand full well that you must pro-

ceed thither," observed Louisa. " When do you

think of setting off?"

"In two or three days," repeated Mra. Owen,

"I will not be «o unjust as to separate Mary from

you altogether in a moment : for she loves you as

dearly and as fondly as if you were her sister."

" And I love her equally in return," said Louisa

:

and the two amiable girls threw their arms round

each other's waist and thus sat by Mrs. Owen's

side upon the bench. " Will you not, my dear

madam," continued our sweet heroine of the cot-

tage, " remain here with me for th« rest of this

day ?"

" Yes, Louisa—I cannot refuse your kind invi-

tation," answered Mrs. Owen ; " but I must take

Mary away with me this evening—for, as you may
suppose, we have many, many things to converse

upon. To-morrow we shall come back again to

visit you."

"Then you must remain here until the last

moment to-uight," said Louisa, in the warmth of

generous hospitality towards Mrs. Owen and of

ati'eotionate friendship for Mary. "I shall not

part with you till ten o'clock; and then the ser-

vant shall accompany you as far as your Hotel and
take such necessaries as Mary may want for her

immediate use. Is this an arrangement ?"

" It is," answered Jlrs. Owen. " As frankly and
cordially as the kind invitation is given, do 1

accept it."

"And now," said Louisa, "let Mary and me in-

j
troduce you into th« cottage. It is humble enough :

I

but the welcome I give you is all the more cordial

on that account. Refreshments are now served

up ; aud you must accompany us."

Thereupon the two young ladies led Mrs. Owen
into the cottage.

Meanwhile the Rev. Bernard Audley, concoaled

behind the impenetrable verdure of the thick

hedge which bordered the garden, had overheard
every syllable of the preceding conversations. Not
that lie had cared much for what passed between
Mrs. and Miss Owen: but the melody of Louisa's

voice had sunk down like the most delicious music
into the depths of his soul. Ah ! if that diviue

liarmony— for what harmony is more heavenly than

the music of a lovely woman's fluid voice?—had
touched some generous chord in his heart, or had
awakened the better feelings of his nature,—happy
should we be indeed to record the fact I But it

was not so. Everything that was divine, and pure,

and chaste, and angelic about Louisa Stanley—in

her look, her conduct, her gestures, or lier voice

—an<l which would have disarmed every other

libertine in the world, only added fuel to the fire

tliat raged in the breast of Bernard Audley. For
the first time the lion did not sink down croacbing

aud subdued iu the presence of a virgiu iu her

purity aud her innocence I

Yen— all that had passed was overheard by the

Minor Canon of Canterbury Cnthodral ; and as

with greedy ears he drank in the details of that

arrangement which was made relativo to Mrs.

Owen's stay until the eveniug, he felt a galvanic

glow thrill through his veins as Satan whispered in

his e<ar that the opportunity he covsted would then

i>e within his reach. Uurryiug away from the

vicinage of the garden, he repeated the details of

that ai'rangement to himself.

"Mrs. Owen and her daughter will stay until

ten o'clock : they will then take their departure,

accompanied by the maid-servant. Louisa Stanley

will remain alone in the cottage for at least an
hour. Alone?—yes; for what is the old aunt
— bed-ridden, dumb, and deprived of her senses?"

and as he thus mused within himself he felt the

devilish prompting again stir in the depths of his

soul.

He sped away from the neighbouihood of the

garden—not returning at once into Canterbury,

but hurrying across the fields in order to be alone

with his thoughts, so that he might with less re-

straint ponder upon the course he had resolved to

adopt, and feast his imaginatioo with the triumph

which he hoped to achieve.

"And after all why should I not dare every-

thing?" he mused aloud. " Again and again do I

declare that she is worthy any peril and any danger
that it may be needful to run. Besides, when van-

quished aud subdued in my embrace—when dis-

possessed of the flower of lier virginity—will she

make known her shame to the world? or will she

cherish it as a secret not to be whispered even in

the solitude of her own chamber, nor to be breathed

even in a prayer to heaven ? Yes—she will shrink

from the bare idea of proclaiming her disgrace

:

she will not risk the loss of her lover, whom she

adores so fondly. It will be the first lesson which

the now innocent and artless one must tike in

the ways of hypocrisy—those ways in which all

women become initiated sooner or later. Yes;
and I will be her preceptor in the school of love's

delights and duplicity's precautions."

The miscreant! he judged the rest of mankind by
his own foul and polluted heart; and he formed his

opinion of the female sex from those profligate crea-

tures who, at various times, throughout his depraved

career, bad been the partners of his debauchery. His

notions too were chiefly based upon his experiences

in that aristocratic sphere to which he himself be-

longed, and amongst many of the female scions of

which. he had enjoyed great success: for his hand-

some person had been, as a matter of course, a great

recommendation, and the sanctity of his profession

as a minister of the gospel had rendered it »afe as it

were to intrigue with him. From all these circum-

stances his opinion of the female sex was not of the

loftiest description; and the arguments which he

used to confirm his resolve in attempting one

last and (as he hoped) crowning outrage against

Louisa Stanley, showed how little he was enabled te

appreciate or understand the purity of that sweet

maiden's soul. He did not forget that she bad

frankly communicated the former outrage to her

lover Jocelyn : but then he thought to himself that

she had adopted this course because of escaping pure

and immaculate, aud not having to blush in the

presence of her admirer when making the revelatioD

—much less having to fear that she would lose him
altogether. Tlierefore Bernard Audley's argument

was, that if her disgrace were utterly consutmuated,

then she would not dare make any confession to her

lover, but would hush it up and luck the secret care-

fully in her own bosom. Heavens! how Utile, we
repeat, did he understand that e.\oellent girl

!

Whils thus giving free vent to the thoughts that

wert hurrying him on towards the crime that

he meditated and the rink which he endeavoured to

palliate, lie ie«obed the Dane John onoe more by a
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circuitous route; and as he entered the avenue he

was immediately confronted by Lilian Halkin, who
rose from a seat half-embowered in the shade of the

trees and the dense evergreens.

"Ahl is it you 2" exclaimed Audley, an expres-

sion of mingled hatred and annoyance suddenly ap-

pearing upoa his countenance: then as an idea

flashed to his mind, and he recollected the rustling

of the evergreens which bad alarmed him in the

midst of his soliloquy when in that same place a

couple of hours previously, he said, " You have been

watching me V
« Yes—to save you from the perpetration of a

crime that will plunge you into ruin," answered

Lilian, in a voice that was firm and steady though

profoundly mournful.
" What crime? to what do you allude t how dare

you address me thus ?" demanded the Minor Canon,

putting these questions for the purpose of ascertain-

ing to what extent he might have committed him-

self, when so unguardedly speaking aloud, to the

knowledge of her whom he considered his evil

genius.

" Scarcely two hours have elapsed since in this

very avenue you gave utterance to the wild ravings

of your passions,"—and as Lilian thus spoke, she

fixed her eyes with a look of steadfast warning and

reproach upon the Minor Canon. " Louisa Stanley

bas inspired you with a frenzied love—No, not a

love /—that sacred name shall not be desecrated by
being used in such a sense."

" You dare not say that I have conceived any evil

design relative to Louisa Stanley 1"—and Bernard
Audley darted oa Lilian Halkin a glance that was
meant to read deep down into her soul.

" And you dare not deny the conception of such
design !" was her immediate response.

" At all events I am not responsible to you for

my cooduct," he retorted fiercely.

" Nor have you the power to prevent me from
doing my best to save that innocent girl from your
horrible machinations."

A dreadful expression of concentrated fury

passed over the couatenance of Bernard Audley

;

and he was about to give vent to some bitter words
—perhaps even imprecations : but checking' him-

self, he said in as mild a tone as he could possibly

assume, " Lilian, why do you interfere with me ?

I do not like to threaten you: but you really pro-

voke me beyond endurance. Do you forged that

you are altogether dependent upon me—I Trill not

say my bounty "

"Bounty I" she echoed, in a strange wild voice,

while her eyes flashed sudden fires; "would you
now taunt me with my dependence upon you for

the morsel of bread that I eat ? Think you that

if you possessed all the treasures of the universe

and were to lavish them upon me, you could com-
pensate for that wreck of hopes which you have
made and that blight of affections with which you
have stricken me? There are moments when I

hate you with a fiendish and malignant hatred, as

much as at other times I still love you deeply and
devotedly. But mark me well, Bernard Audley I

there arc likewise moments when I feel so horrible

a sensation in my brain that it appears as if I were
going mad ; and in these intervals do I hale you
witli the most rancorous hatred—loathe you with
the intensest, loathing! If then, by word or deed
on your part, you only give the slightest impulse

to these fevered thoughts ol mine—if you only
goad me one hair's-breadtli beyond the point of
wretchedneis and misery up to which my soul has
been already tortured—I shall hate you without
mitigation, loathe you without an interval of soft-

ness! Then, in that case, if you drive me mad
altogether, I shall do you a mischief—I shall

wreak upon you that vengeance which any other
woman having endured suoh wrongs as mine,
would have mercilessly and pitilessly wreaked long
years ago I"

There was a power in the lady's words and a
wild glaring in her eyes which struck Bernard
Audley with diimay. Transfixed to the spot and
dumb with consternation, he neither moved nor
spoke during the lengthy speech which his victim
addressed to him ; and when she concluded he
still continued gazing upon her in a sort of stupor
and bewilderment of terror, not knowing how to
act or what to say.

"Ah ! you are afraid of me ?" said Lilian, speak-
ing with less excitement but perhaps with more
real bitterness in her words as she thus resumed
her address. •' Bernard Audley, I knew you well

;

and reading your wicked heart so accurately as I

do, it is a wonder that I am even able to love you
at all, and to think of you with an affeciionate

interest which is at times as deep as it was when
first you won my attachment. Tniuk you that I

comprehend not the motive that has hitherto in-

duced you to allow me the pittance which I re-

ceive yearly at your hands ? It is not bestowed
upon me through love, but because you stand in

terror of me. You call me your evil genius ; and
why? Is it because I have more than once
saved you from perpetrating crimes that would
perhaps have sent you to the scaffold? Is it

because I have saved you from becoming the

ravisber of innocence? We were speakiug ere

now of Louisa Stanley. What, think you, would
have been your fate had I not interposed in

time to prevent the crovrniag catastrophe ia the

cathedral crypt?—and have you forgotten how
I wrote an earnest and prayerful letter to the
young maiden, beseeching her to keep the outrage
secret and spare you an exposure which would
have driven you from the Church, stripped your
gown from your back, and despoiled you of the
means of existence ? Ah I so far from being your
evil genius, I have been your good genius I And
now, because I again step forward to warn you
against giving unbridled license to this frenzied
passion which you cherish for Louisa, you up-
braid me—you taunt me with my dependence upon
you ; and in your very words is there a covert

threat that you will withdraw my pittance if I con-
tinue to interfere with your pleasures. Unhappy
man ! does no warning voice whisper in your suul

that those pleasures, if such they be, may yet con-
duot you to ruin and disgrace ?"

" Lilian," said Bernard Audley, who during this

second speech had found leisure to regain his com- '

pesure, " I do not wish to anger you— nor anv I de-
sirous that disagreeable words should pass between
us. But since we thus stand confronted once mora
and you have spoken your mind so plainlj*—since
also you have chosen to refer in such pointed
terms, not only to the past, but likewise to our re-
lative posiiious,—let me once for all beg and en-
treat that you will abstain from any farther inter-
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ference in my pursuit's. I have long, long ceased

to meddle with yoar's "

"Yes— because you are heartless and indif-

ferent!" exclaimed Lilian bitterly: "whereas I,

throughout a long series of twenty years, have still

loved on t"

"Then if all these watchings, and pryings, and

peerings rcsalt from love," exclaimed Bernard

Audley, with mingled passion and scorn, "for

heaven's sake give up loving altogether !"

"Ah I do not say thatT cried Lilian, a visible

shudder sweeping over her frame, as if Ehe felt the

influence of a power whieh she had ever struggled

to ward oflf: "do not say that—OT it may be I

shall follow your advice ! Snap but one chord—the

la»t which vibrates in my heart—and this love of

mine will dissolve suddenly No, not dissolve : it

will turn into the bitterest hatred l"

"I care not!" ejaculated the Minor Canon, his

rage now becoming ungovernable. " I detest the

sickly sentimentalism which yon prate about
Love indeed ! there can be none between us. Cir-

cumstances destroyed it long, long ago. It is a

morbid feeling of jealousy and disappointment

which impels you thus to hang upon my footsteps

and interfere in my pursuits. I am sick of it—

I

am wearied of it ; and this day, after all you have

said, I am more than ever resolved to rid myself of

your impertinent supervision
!"

" Bernard, this to me ?" said Lilian, in a voice of

mingled astonishment and reproach, as if she could

scarcely believe her ears.

" Yes—this to you !" retorted the Minor Canon,

almost maddened with the rage that had flamed up

in his soul. "You yourself have provoked the

present crisis. It was not I who sought it. You
-say that I dwell in fear ofyou ? Well, your words

'{frove the morbid hankering which you have to

4dle me by terrorism. Now, then, let this bond be

Woken at once. Do your worst—I defy you!

Whatever evil you cau say of me, must your own
name be mixed up in. And now beware how you
continue to molest me. By heaven 1 I will do you
a mischief the next time you cross my path. As
for your income, that shall be paid regularly as

heretofore
"

"Enough t" suddenly ejaculated Lilian, her pale

countenance having become ghastly—her lips

White and quivering— her whole frame convulsed

with the agonizing feelings that raged in her bo-

som. "Enough 1 you have said your worst—and
yon have even dared to threaten your worst 1 Ah,
you will do rae a mischief? Then perish all love,

and welcome the phase of hatred. Yes—hatred

immitigable—unrelieved by a single gleam of ten-

derness—a hatred that shall arise upon the ruins

of withered affections and the best feelings of the

heart. As for the pittance you promise to vouch-

safe unto me henceforth as heretofore, I scorn it

—I repudiate it—I reject it with contempt and ab-

horrence. Sooner would I drag myself a miserable

mendicant through the streets and plunge deep
down into penury's most hideous slough, than re-

ceive another morsel of bread at your hands. Ah,
the crisis is indeed come! Farewell, Bernard Aud-
ley. We shall meet again : but when next I stand

before you, it will not be with the remnants of a

long devoted love in my heart—but with all my
wrongs raising the cry of vengeance in my
soul I"

'"• .'^'--- .^'i'-

Thus speaking, Lilian Halkin darted away from
the Minor Canon's presence, and disappeared behind
the dense foliage of the evergreens. For a few
moments did Bernard Audley remain transfixed to
the spot, gazing in the direction where she had thus

|

disappeared, and more than half inclined to call her
back : for he felt—indeed he feared, that he ha4
gone too far, and that he had unnecessarily giveil

provocation to a spirit the wild strange nature of
which he full well knew from past experience. But
his pride would not permit him to raise his voice

and speak the word of conciliation that might per-

haps have recalled her ; and at length moving away
from the spot where the above scene had taken

place, he muttered to himself, " Well, after all, it is

perhaps for the best. She may cool down—she may
think better of her menaces: and besides, in her
foolish fondness she could not altogether find it in

her heart to do me harm. Let me banish her frooi

my thoughts, and think only of the adorable Louisa
Stanley, whom I shall possess to-night 1"

CHAPTER CLXXXVIL
THE maiden's CHAMBBB.

It was nine o'clock in the evening, when Bernard
Audley issued forth from his house in the immediate
neighbourhood of the Cathedral ; and taking a cir-

cuitous route, bent his way toward the cottage

which he bad marked to be the scene of an infamous
crime and an immense triumph.

At short intervals he stopped and looked search-

ingly round to make sure that he was not watched
or dogged by Lilian Halkin ; and as the night was
clear and beautiful, he could see to a considerable

distance. Feeling certain that he was not observed
nor followed, he pursued his way with increasing

hope and confidence, his passions inflamed to an
ungovernable extent by the wine which he drunk
after dinner. He was therefore not merely resolved

to gratify these passions if opportunity should serve

as he expected; but he had made up his mind,
with a sort of desperation, to dare everything—
almost to sacrifice everything— sooner than be

baffled or disappointed.

In this mood was it that the Minor Canon arrived

at about half-past nine in the close vicinage of the

cottage; and concealing himself in the shade of the

hedge that surrounded the garden, h« watched for

the anxiously-expected opportunity. He had now
an entire half-hour for sober and deliberate reflec-

tion—if he were capable of it : but he was not. His
passions were goaded to a degree bordering upon
madness: indeed it waj a madness that now inspired

him. If occasionally, for an instant, the whispering

of fear should arise in his soul and suggest the pos-

sibility of terrific consequences, he at onca stifled

the salutary warning, crushing it as it were beneath

the iron heel of his indomitable resolve. Thus the

half-hour passed without accomplishing any change

in the purpose of this bold bad roan; and as he

heard ten o'clock proclaimed from the towers of the

numerous churches in Canterbury, he muttered to

himself with a deep feeling of exultation, "The
moment approaches!"

Scarcely had the iron tongues of Time ceased their

loud metallic sounds, viUcn the frontdoor of the cot-

tage was heard to open ; and sweet silvery voices
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were the next instant wafted to the Minor Canon's
ear. Louisa and Mary were bidding each other aa
affectionate "Good niglit." Then Mrs. Owen
spolte, saying some kind things to Louisa ; and
lastly, Louisa's voice was again heard, bidding the

servant-maid return as speedily as possible after

escorting the two ladies to the Fountain Hotel.

Then the litt'e party came forth, accompanied by
Louisa as i\v as the garden gate ; and in a few
moments Bernard Audley beheld Mrs, Owen,
Miiry.andthe servant-maid (whose Christian name
by the bye, was also Mary), issue from thai gate
and proceed in the direction which they had to

pursue. Louisa Stanley walked slowly back into

the cottage, her very pace indicating the pensive-
ness naturally experienced from the loss of a loved
friend who iiad been her companionfor the greater
part of a year.

The sound of the front-door closing reached
the Minor Canon's ear ; and a strange glow
thrilled through his entire frame as he now
saw that the opportunity tor which he had so
anxiously awaited, was at length within his reach.
Stid be remained for nearly five minutes in his

place of concealment; but it was only to watch
the movements of Louisa inside the cottage, and
of which he could judge by the light burning with-
in. On the upper storey there was one window
where a light had been shining all the time the
Minor Canon was stationed at his post; and this, he
conjectured, must be the chamber tenanted by the
aunt. A light had also been burning in the parlour
ou the ground floor ; but soon after Louisa had re-

entered the cottage, as above described, this light

disappeared, and in another minute was seen glim-
mering through the curtains of a window adjoin-

ing that of the chamber which Bernard Audley had
calculated to be the aunt's.

" Thrjt then is the maiden's own room," he said
to himself, as through the hedge he surveyed the
window wliere the light, carried up from the par-
lour, had just giimmered forth. " Now to enter
the cottage !"

Hastening away from his hiding-place, Bernard
Audley paused for a few moments at ihe fence

I

skirting the roa'l, in order to assure himself that

!
his evil genius—as he considered Lilian Halkin to

I

be—was not nigh at hand : and perceiving no one,

I

he without farther hesitation, passed into the gar-
; den. At first his intention was to knock at the

I

front-door; and as he knew that only one servant
•was kept, and this servant was now absent, it would

[

be absolutely necessary for Louisa Stanley herself

I

to answer the summons, when he might rush in and

j

take possession of the citadel. But thinking that

j

if it were possil.le to gain admittance stealthily,

j

creep up to Louisa's chamber, and vanquish her at

I

the moment of stupor and amazement into which
I

bis presence would probably throw her, this plan
I Would be much the better one—he hastily made
I

the circuit of the cottage to reconnoitre. There
was a back door opening from the kitchen ; and
this the Minor Canon at once tried. It yielded to
his touch ; and with a renewed or rather enhancing
glow of exultation, he passed into the cottage. As
the dwelling was but small, he experienced no
trouble in t'roping his nay from the kitchen to the
foot of the staircase ; and there he paused for a
minute to listen.

Ho heard light feet moving over-head : these I

could be only the steps of Louisa Stanley,—and
he said to himself, " She is going into her aunt's
room—perhaps with the intention of remaining
thereuntil the servant returns? But no: it was
merely to see that her relative was duly cared for.

And now she goes back into her own chamber."
He then took ofi" his shoes and crept stealthily

as a cat up the carpetted stairs. Fortunately fur
his design they creaked not ; and noiselessly as
any intrusive thief, did he ascend to the little land-
ing above. Through a small window shone a suf-
ficiency of light to show him two doors facing each
other;—and from the observations he had made
ere entering the cottage, he was at no loss to dis-

cover which was the one leading into Louisa's
room. For a single instant—and on'y for ai in-

stant—he trembled and wished himself away ; but
the very next moment the thought that on the
other side of that door was the beauteous creature
whom he had so long and so aidently covfted,
made all his passions fire up again with irrenistible

force. His fingers sought the handle of the door
—he turned it: suddenly he rushed in—and a wild
shriek thrilled from Louisa's lips as she at once
recognised the Hon. and Rev. Bernard Audley.
The young maiden had not begun to prepare for

rest when this infamous intrusion took place. She
was therefore completely dressed, no article of
apparel being laid aside.

The Miuor Canon sprang upon her rather with
the violence of a tiger than in Vie manner of a
human being; and seiz ng her round the waist, he
said in a hoarse thick voice, " You are mine,
Louisa—you are mine. Nothing cau save you!"
But again from the young damsel's lips went

forth a piercing, rending sltriek—a shriek which
must have penetrated through wall, and fl.or, and
ceiling, and would have been heard far beyond the

cottage were any one passing at the time.

She struggled desperately to release herself

from the iron grasp which Bernard Audley had
fixed upon her: and at the very instant that he
was about tc< approach his lips to hers, she seized

iiim by the hair and wrenched back his head with

an almost superhuman force. And still her
tongue sent forth the wiMest cries for help.

"By heaven! yon siiall be mine," said the

Minor Canon, in the same hoarse thick voice of

concentrated passion as before: and he placed
ene of his hands upon Louisa's mouth in Uie hope
of stifling her cries.

At tills instant a door was heard to open vio-

lently : and the next raoraent a form, looking like

a ghost from the grave, appeared upon the thres-

hold of Louisa's chamber. Tiie Minor Canon,
stricken wiih sudden dismay, loosened his hold
upon the young damsel; and she, ac once break-

ing from him, rushed wildly tovrards that spectr«-

like form, exclaiming, " My aunt ! my aunt!"

Mis^ Siaidey—for she in ccd it was, iiaoit' d in

her night-clothes, just .ts she had sprung up from
the couch «hich ior three Iwiig years she iiad kept
in paralysis and unconscousnesy,—threw her arms
about the neck of lier niece, murmuring, "L'uisa,
dearest Louisa !'—then as if utterly overpowered
by the tremendous elYort, she sank down heavily

upoii the floor.

"Heaven itsolt' wars against me!" exo'aimed
Bernard Audley: and thoui^h through ihis le-

lapse of the aunt into^profound uucousciousues->
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again Louisa was as much as ever in his power,

yet not for worlds dared he lay a finger upon her

more.

The feeling that now inspired him was that of

an awful superstiLiou : the flame of his maddening
passioTig had been extinguished in a moment

:

and flying from the room—precipitating himself

down the stairs—he rushed from the house as if

pursued by some hideous phantom from the grave,

or some avenging spirit from the world which lies

beyond it.

* * * * * «
« * D! * 4>

Pause we here for a few moments to explain the
phenomenon which had just occurred. As the

reader is well aware, it was three years since Misa
Stanley (as we had better continue to call h&r. at

least for the present—rather than by her real

name of Halkin) was stricken with the paralysis

that had deprived her of speech and reason. For
those tliree years had she lived on, utterly uncon-
scious of what was passing around her: for

althou'^h slie retained the faculties of sight and
hearin>r, yet all images that met her eyes were
reflected in a brain which comprehended them not
—and the s:ime was it with all sounds that reached
her ears. But the psychological philosopher and
the physiological inquirer need only be appealed
to in order to testify unto the fact that even in such
a prostrate condition of mind and body as that in

which Mis^ Stanley lay stretched and stricken

down for three long years, it needs but some inci-

dent of a very extraordinary character to dissolve

the bonds of paralysis and loosen the mental and
pli}siciil energies Irom the shackles placed upon
them. So was it in this case. Louisa's piercing

shrieks had thrilled tlirough her aunt's brain: the

spell was dissolved in a moment—she snapped as

it were the ciiains which iield her fast—and rae-

chiinically— without having lier ideas sufiBciently

collected even to ask herself what it could all

mean—she hastened to her niece's chamber. She
came in time to save that e.xcollent girl's virtue

from the power of the ravisher—in time too to

Eave hei- lips from the pollution of his caresses

:

and as we have alreaiy seen, the infamous man
stricken with an awful c<msternation and feeling at

the moment that heavi n itself warred against his

diabolical purpyse, fitd precipitately in terror and
dismay.

What words can express all the Taried emotions

which Louisa f-xperiensed in those few brief in-

stants which elapsed while the phaMO of her de^

liverauce was pissing? The sudden appearance
of her aunt filled her with iueff.ible joy, not only

in con-equenco of lier own rescue, which it at

once accomplished, but likewise because of the

wondrous cure which she tiius beheld so suddenly

eft'ected. But while all terror on account of Ber-
nard Audley was in a mumeut dissipated, a new
source of alarm and anguish at onco presented

itself: for this dearly-beloved aunf, who had risen

from lier lethargy of three years to save her, had
sunk down into unconsciuusness onco more.

Oh! with what earnest, heartfelt hope— but
with what sore misgivings and dirtful ajiprehen-

sions also—did Loui a raise her relative from the

Ciirpet and bear her to the couch!—tiien with wl>at

anxious suspense diil hIic watch the eifect of the

restoratives that she hastened to admiuister 1—and

what joy indescribable expanded in her heart as
she beheld the invalid slowly open her eyes—but
open them in consciousness

!

Sinking down upon her knees by the side cf the
bed, Louisa murmured with deepest feivcur, *'0
God, I thank thee for this

!"

"Louisa— sweetest, dearest Icnisa," siid her
aunt, in a low voice, and speaking with difficulty

:

"wiiat has happened? Iiave I not been dreaming
horribly? Methougbt I heard piercing shrieks "

" Oh, ray belo'ved aunt! heaven he thanked that
you are thus f c-stored to me !" cried Louisa, start-

ing frojT her knees and embracing her relative
witL an enthusiasm which was almost wild.

" Restored to you, my dear girl : what mean
you?" asked Miss Stanley, gazing earnestly upou
the lovely countenance of her niece. " All I" she
continued, pressing her hand to her forehead as if

to collect the thoughts that were in confusion: "I
have a feeling here as if something had happened.
Tef—there seems to be a gap. I do not remem-
ber going to bed last night. Let me think ! You
and Clara and I were seated together after dinner

—we were conversing and then it seems as if

everything had suddenly become a blank. How
was it? I do not recollect that we had tea—or

that you bade me good night—or that I went up
to bed as usual But heavens, dearest Louisa I

you are weeping—weeping bitterly too ? Come,
dear child— tell me—what mean these tears?"

Louisa could not speak: she ti ltd to say some-
thing,—but her voice was choked in sobs. It was
indeed a scene profoundly touching for the poor
girl. Three years had elapsed since the day of
which her aunt had be«n speaking—that diy when
she was suddenly stricken down with paralysis ; and
a blank had indeed from that moment been the
intorval for her until the present one,

"You have been ill—very, very ill," at length
sobbed forth the weeping girl.

" 111 !—very ill !" repeated Miss Stanley : then
after pausing for nearly a minute, as if to ascertain

precisely what all her feelings and sensations were,

she said, " Yes, I have now a kuid of iutu'tive

knowledge that I have been ill—very ill, as you
say, my dearest Louisa. Perhaps then I have been
ill for some d;iys?— or it may be for some weeks?"

" Yes, dear aunt," returnetl Louisa, now wiping

her eyes; for that Hood of tears had relieved her
surcharged heart: " a great many, many weeks—
and I wept because it cut me to the very quick

t) think that a portion of your lifo should have
thus passed away as an utter blank to you, and
that now when you awake to consciousness onco
more, you should speak of the day en which you
were taken ill as if it were but yesterday .'"

" Louisa love, you alarm me," said the aunf, look-

ing intently up into her niece's countenance. " Hav*
I then been ill so long—so very long ?"

"Dear aunt, there is nothing now to alarm you.

See— I weep no more: I am happy—yes, heaven

knows I am happy now!—and sincerely do I (hank

God Almighty for this great goodness on his piirt."

"And 1 also feel in my soul a deep gratitude to

that Providence which has thus restored me to you,"

said Miss Stanley, in a very serious tone :
" for I

know full well how imperiously necessary niy life is

to the welfare of yourself and dear Clara. But
where is Clara ? Go aud fetch her to me : I long to

embrace her
"
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"Dear aunt, do not excite yourself too much
now," said Louisa, not offering to move from the

couch by the side of which she stood half-beuding

over her invalid relative : " for of course I have a

great many things to tell you "

•' But nothing wrong ? Has any evil hap pened ?"

asked Miis Stanley, with feverish haste.

" No— nothing— nothing wrong—every thing

happy and prosperous, so far as we are concerned :"

—and a blush mantled on Louisa's countenance as

she felt that her allusion partly referred to her own
engagement with Jocelyn Loftus.

"But where is Clara? why do you not go and

fetch her?" asked Miss Stanley, whose sight was

yet too feeble to enable her to notice that crimson

glow upon her young niece's countenance.
" Clara, my dear aunt, is not at home at this mo*

ment. She is staying with some friends—some very

kind friends—with whom she has been a year and

upwards "

" Louisa 1" ejaculated Miss Stanley, actually

shivering with affright. " Do you mean me to un-

derstand that I have been so long ill—so long ia«

eensible ?"

"Yes, dear aunt," replied Louisa, softly; "more
than that. But pray don't excite yourself: you
must not—really you must not."

"Tell meat once then, dear girl, how long I

have been ill, if you would save me from the most
torturing suspense."

*• I will, dear aunt—I will tell you everything,"

said Louisa, perceiving how necessary it was to

give the required explanations guardedly and
gradually. "It is more than a year—but now,

thank heaven, you are recovered at last. It is

more than two years Dear aunt, do not, do

not excite yourself ^"tis three years since you
were first taken ill."

" Three years I" repeated Miss Stanley in a low

hollow voice, as if absolutely dismayed aud struck

with consternation by the announcement: then

after a brief pause, during whicli an almost awful

seriousness settled upon her features, she said,

"Now tell me, Louisa—tell me truly for I hope

that on my recovery I find the same good girls

whom I left, as it were, when sinking into this

dreadful lethargy of three long years tell me, I

ask, how you have lived in tlie interval ?'*

"Dear aunt, we learnt from the bank that you
had obtained your money from Mr. Beckford in

London ; and the banker wrote to him. He re-

plied that he would pay us as regularly as he was
wont to pay you "

"Ah ! thank God I" exclaimed Miss Stanley, evi-

dently experiencing an indescribable relief. " Then
you have not been without resources ? But now
let me look at you, Louisa. Draw back the cur-

tain more still—stand with your face so that the

light may fall upon it. There —that is as I could

wish 1 Aud now I feel my sight improving 1 can
see you as plainly as I was wout. What a charm-
ing girl you have grown! Let me reflect 1 You
are twenty. Yes, you are a sweet girl : and God
in his mercy be thanked, there is the same un-

mistakable iuuoceuce in your looks—tiie same
purity, and chastity, and candour upon your brow

!

Come aud embrace me, sweet girl—come to my
arms : for again I thank God that I awake to find

you all that 1 could wish."

Louisa kissed her aunt with euthuaiostio devo-

tion : and for some time they spoke not, but gazed
upon each other in deep and fervid thankfalnesa
for what might be termed a blessed restoration.

"But now," said the aunt, at length breaking
silence once more, " tell me what meant that
dreadful screaming. For I recollect what it was
that must have stirtled me from my stupendous
lethargy. And, aht was there not some man
here ?"

" A villain who found bis way to my chamber,"
replied Louisa.

" But who was he ?" asked Miss Stanley.
"You would scarcely believe it, aunt," replied

the young maiden :
« but it is nevertheless true.

That man is the Rev. Bernard Audley, one of the
Minor Canons."

"Heavens! is this possible?"' exclaimed Miss
Stanley, her countenance expressing some oiber
feeling besides inJiguation ou her niece's account.
" Bernard Audley ! and he in this neighbour-
hood ?"

" Yes, dear aunt—he is a Minor Canon of the
Cathedral," responded Louisa; "and was appointed
about eighteen months ago. But do you know him ?

why do you gaze upon me in this manner ? do you
think I am deceiving you? Heaveaa! I am in-

capable
"

"Hush, dear Louisa! not for a moment do I

doubt your word. But I am astonished: for

that name is indeed fall well—too well known to

me ! Bernard Audley is a villain of the blackest

dye."

"And I, dear aunt, have been more than once
the object of his persecutions," Louisa observed.

"On the first occasion—it was in the Dane John
—he accosted me and was very rude : but I was

rescued fit)m his impertinent molestation by a

young gentleman—a very excellent young gentle-

man— Clara has made all inquiries concerning

him, and has ascertained that he is of the highest

character-—"
"Ah! I uuderstand," said Miss Stanley, whose

sight was now strong enough to enable her to ob-

serve the tell-tale blush upon Louisa's cheeks.

"You love him? Well, my dear girl, if he be in-

deed all that you represent, and you have ascer-

tained that he is so, there is no harm in a virtuvus

attachment."
" Ah ! my dearest aunt, when you come to know

Jocelyn Loftus, you will welcome liim most kindly
!"

said Louisa, again embracing Miss Stanley. " He
will be here in a few days— I had a letter from him

this morning, dated from Geneva. It is a very,

very sad business which has detained him there

;

but it was to be all over yesterday—and then be

was to leave at once for Euglaud. His name is

not Jocelyn Loftus
"

"Heavens, what do you tell mc ?" asked Miss

Stanley, all her confidence damped, and naturally

so, by this announcement, artlessly aud ingenuously

though it was made.
*' There is nothing to fear, aunt," continued the

3'oung damsel. " Through uo unworthy motive has

Jocelyn Loftus taken tliis name ; aud he would

have given me all requisite explanations when he

was last in England, but he said he would rather

postpone them till the eve of our marriage, when
he would reveal everything. They are family cir-

cumstances wh:ch have made him adopt a feigucJ

Dauag; and I, having the fullest coutid«uce and
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placing the utmost reliance in him, cheerfully con-

sented to wait his own good will and pleaoure for

those explanations. To-morrow, dear aunt, I will

show you all his letters ; and then you shall jnd||;e

for yourself what his character and disposition

really are."

"And how ]ong have you known him?" asked

Miss Stanley, reassured once more by the frank-

ness with which her niece spoke and the confi-

dence in which she referred to her lover's letters.

"A year—very nearly," replied Louisa: then

casting down her eyes bashfully, and with a blush

again mantling upon her countenance, she said,

" We should have been married some time ago

;

and then it was hia intention to have you conveyed

in a carriage, built expressly for the purpose, to

our future home— a beautiful mansion which he

possesses in Northumberland ; for believe me, it^

dear aunt, that Jocelyn—as wc mnit of course still

call him for the present—hu ever spoken of you
01*

j
with the kindest Interest; and when we have been
talking over our future plans, your welfare and
comforts have entered largely into the arrange-

ments thus laid down."

"I am delighted, my dear Louisa," obierred

Miss Stanle}-, " to hear all that you are teUiag m«.
Yes— I see that this young gentleman must be
honourable ai'd well-intentioned; and I hava now
no doubt he will give satisfactory explanatiooa for

the adoption of a fictitious name. Perhsps he may
even turn out to be some one of a more elevated

rank than you suppose."

"Clsra has hinted something to this effect in

one of her recent letters," said Louisa: "but I

never suffer that idea to dwell in my mind. I do
not wish him to be more than he appear*: at all

events, if he were a Prince I should not love him
more than I do. And now, my dear aunt, I should

mention to you that the business which has taken

him to the Continent is in itself of a nature to win
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your esteem—although it ha» bean connected with

Bome dreadful adventures:"—and Louisa shud-

dered visibly as she spoke. " But it was not hia

fault
"

"Explain yourself, my dear child," said Miss

Stanley. " Do not fear of exciting me too much.

I feel strong in body and intellect to a surprising

extent, considering all things."

" Jocelyn Loftus," resumed Louisa, " went abroad

for the purpose of defeating a dreadful conspi-

racy which was devised against the Princess of

"Wales, and in whieh certain young ladies named

Owen "

"Ah! Owen?" repeated Miss Stanley. "Tell

me their Christian names?" she inquired eagerly.

" Agatha—Emma "

'• Enough !—it is they !" ejaculated the aunt.

"What I you know them? you have heard of

them ?" cried Louisa. « This is most strange. You

knew Mr. Audley's name: you now know these.

But perhaps you will be astonished when I tell you

that Mary Owen, the youngest of the four sisters—

and oh! so different from the rest—has been an

inmate of this cottage for the last ten or eleven

months "

" Then do you know who she is V askeii Miss

Stanley in astonishment.

"Yes—the daughter of Mrs. Owen who has

hitherto dwelt at Richmond near London, but who

is now in Canterbury and has been here the greatest

portion of this day.*'

" Louisa, you astound me ! Did she tell you any-

thing particular ?"

«' No—nothing," was the response. " She is very

unhappy, and has taken Mary away with her. One

of her daughters — Emma — was murdered at

Geneva : Agatha and Julia have gone mad "

«0h! these are indeed frightful things!" ex-

claimed Miss Stanley with a cold shudder, and the

tears trickled down her cheeks : then after a long

pause, she said, " Has Mrs. Owen left Canterbury ?

will she come to see you again V
«. Yes—she will not quit England for two or three

days. But hark ! I hear footsteps on the stairs,"

exclaimed Louisa, momentarily frightened by the

sound ; for she feared lest it should be the Minor

Canon returning : but all in a moment recollecting

that the servant had gone out, she said, "It is

Mary" (alluding to the domestic) "corns back. She

has been to escort Mrs. Owen and her daughter to

the Hotel."

It will be impossible to describe the mingled as-

tonishment and joy with which the faithful servant

received the intelligence tl\at Miss Stanley had in so

marvellous a manner shaken off the spell of paralysis

and regained possession alike of her physical powers

and her mental energies. But when she heard the

adventure which had led to this sudden and almost

miraculous recovery, the indignation she experienced

that such an outrage should have been oflired to

Louisa was succeeded by a feeling of enthusiastic

joy, as she exclaimed, "Well, Miss, after all we

have to a certain extent to thank that wicked cler-

gyman for his intrusion, since you have escaped

unharmed, and your aunt has been revived by the

occurrence."

Then the faithful servant was admitted into the

chamber; and with tears did she offer her congra-

tulations to Miss Stanley for what had taken

place.

" My dear Louisa," said the aont, " yon must
now retire to rest, Mary will remain with me for
the night. Nay, but I insist upon it! Ton can
arise early in the morning and come to me again:
for we have sliil many things to talk about— and
though my curiosity is keenly excited to question
yon on several points, so that from yonr lips I
may learn all that has happened, even to the
minutest details, during this long blank in my ex- j

istence, yet must I restrain that curiosity until the

morrow. I know that I oujjht not to yield to ex- I

citing influences. Indeed, I experience some !

fatigue already. Therefore leave me, dearest '

Louisa : I think that I shall soon go to sleep." j

The young maiden accordingly embraced her !

aunt, and then retired to rest in another cham-
ber.

I

CHAPTER CLXXXVIII.

APPREHENSIONS AND SUSPICIONS.

The opening flowers were giving forth their per-

fume to the freshness of the morning air—and the

churches in the old cathedral-city were proclaiming

the hour of six—when Louisa Stanley, having risen

and performed the avocations of the toilet, noiselessly

entered the chamber where her aunt now lay. She
met the maid-servant who was coming out at the

moment, and she saw by that faithful domestic's

countenance that there was everything still to liope I

in respect to the invalid, and that no relapse had

taken place. The aunt had passed a good nigiit, and

was now awake. She accordingly welcomed her
j

niece with a most affectionate interest, and bidding I

her sit down by the bed-side, said, " We must now,
j

dear Louisa, resume the thread of our discourse

where it was broken off last night We had been !

talking about Mrs. Owen and her daughters, you I

remember, when Mary" (alluding to the servant-

maid) " came back. I did not choose, after you left

the room, to question her relative to a single thing.

I not only feared the consequences of a prolonged

excitement, but was anxious to receive all explana-

tions from your lips. Let us now speak of Clara."

"Dear aunt," said Louisa, producing a packet of

letters, " I have brought you all the correspondence

I have received either from my sister or from

Jocelyn Loftus. Here it is, entirely at your dis-

posal."

" You are a good girl, Louisa," said Miss Stanley ;

"and it is to me a source of indescribable comfort

and satisfaction to find you thus frauk, open hearted,

and ingenuous as ever."

" AVithout vanity, and without egotism, my dear

aunt," said Louisa, in a soft tone, and with genuine

sincerity in her looks, "1 can conscientiously de-

clare that I have never, during y.>ur long illness,

harboured a thought, done n, deed, or taken n

single step, which I should be jishanicd for you to

know. And now at once, before we speak of

aught else, let me confess that I quitted you on

one occasion—but not without the deep conviction

and assurance that in Mary Owen I left an excel-

lent substitute and kind guardian."

"But whither did you go, my dear Louisa?"

hsked ^liss Stanley, surprised, though neither

alarmed nor angered, at the confession which her

niece was now making.
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"I went to Paris," replied the maiden. "In-

deed I was inveigled tliither in a most ungenerous

and unhandsome manner by a nobleman named

the Marquis of Leveson ; and for a time I was

rendered vi;ry wretched indeed by an attempt

which he made to induce me to believe that

Jocelyn Loftus was not only unfaithful to me, but

also a very bad man. Ali, my dear aunt! I was

very, very unhappy then. The Marquis brought

me back to Eu^'laud ; and I was induced to accom-

pany him to London. There he threw off the

mask and endeavoured to treat me vilely—aiJed

also by his niece, a lady so very beautiful and

seeming bo good that 1 was at first completely

prepossessed in har favour. Oh ! I shudder when

I think hoff nearly I wa. destroyed and undone by

th6 Marquis of Leveson and Lady Eruestina Dy-
sart ! But heaven sent a kind friend to my de-

liverance; and this was dooe through Clara's

instrumentality. Then I raw Clara, and came

straight home again to the cottage. Clara con-

vinced me that my suspicious relative to Joceiyn

Loftus had been most unfounded. In due course

he himself returned from Paris, where he had been

kept in prison through the most wicked devices

;

and he then satisfied me, even if I were not pre-

viously convinced, how cruelly he had been

wronged by those suspicions. A letter came from

the Princess Sophia, requesting him to go to

London: he did so—and when he returned he was

compelled to set off again for the Continent. This

wad six or seven mouths ago ; and there he has

been ever since. But, as I told you last night, he

will be home in a day or two, having fully suc-

ceeded in unmasking the conspiracy which had
been devsed against the Princess of Wales. And
now, my dear aunt, I have given you a rapid but

faithful outline of all that concerns myself."

"You Itave indeed passed through many and

serious adventures, my dear girl," said Miss Stan-

ley : " but tiince you have escaped in security and
safety, no cause for regret or sorrow remains be-

hind. I long to see this Joceiyn Loftus—the
correspondent as well as the champion of Prin-

cesses. He mu^t be a noble character! But now
tell me everything that conceriis Clara. You said

last night that she was staying with some kind

friends, and that she had been with them a

year "

" Did I not name the Beckfords ?" asked Louisa

ingenuously.
" The Beckfords !" ejaculated Miss Stanley, with

a sort of subd,ued scream and a convulsive start.

" What mean you? There are no such people iu

exi.-itence 1" she cried, in the excitement of her

feelings, and without pausing to weigh the import

of her words.

Louisa gazed npon her in speechless astonish-

ment.
" Ah! since I have thus sufferefi that revelation

to escape my lips," cried Miss Stanley, still fear-

fully oxcited, •' I will not attempt to recall it."

'• But, my dear aunt," said Louisa, now recover-

ing the power of speech, "every letter which 1 have

receive<l from Clara speaks of Mr. and Mrs. Beck-
ford. She is living with them—they have adopted

her—it is they who have given her the means of

supplying me with money—and indeed it was at

their house that I saw Clara when in London."
" What dreadful delusion is all this?—what fear-

ful mystery is involved herein," exclaimed the aunt,

CiCtuaiiy writhing in her couch with the tortures of

misgiving and suspense. " The Beckfords' house,

you say! But where was it? in what square or

street?"

"Oh!" returned Louisa, "they have removed

some time ago from No. 20, Hanover Square, to

No. 13, Sttatton Street; and it was at this latter

place that I saw Clara."
'• But did you see any one passing by the name of

Beckford ?" inquired the aunt, still with the most

fevered impatience.
" No : Mr. and Mrs. Beckford were not in town

at the moment. But here are Clara's letters, con-

firming all I tell you," added Louisa, both pained

and frightened at the strange manner of mingled in-

credulity, astonishment, and alarm in which her

aunt gazed up at her.

" Let me see them," cried Miss Stanley. " Leave

all this correspondence with me. Draw back the

window-curtain a little. There—that will do ! And
now go down, ray dear child, and see about the

breakfast Come up to me again presently. But do

not be alarmed, dear Louisa, at anything 1 may have

said. I know that you are artless, ingenuous, and

good. There is innocence in all your looks
"

"Oh! tell me, my dear aunt," exclaimed the

young maiden, the tears gushing forth upon her long

lashes,—• tell me whether you apprehend any harm

relative to Clara:—for I know not how it is, but

your words have excited dreadful misgivings in my
mind!"

" My dear girl, 1 dare not conceal from you the

fact that there is some mystery which must be

cleared up," said her aunt in a solemn voice. " I

am bewildered—I cannot understand it
"

" But you said there were no such persons as

Mr. and Mrs. Beckford ?" exclaimed Louisa, hur-

riedly.

" There loas one who, for certain reasons, bore

that name— but it was not his real one:"— then

afier a few moments' pause. Miss Stanley asked,

" Has Clara ever mentioned to you in her letters a

certain Sir Archibald Malvern V"

" Sir Archibald Malvern ?" echoed the young

maiden. "No— Clara has never .spoken of him:

but 1 read in the newspaper a day or two ago—for I

sometimes borrow a newspaper from the circulating

library—especially since those dreadful things oc-

curred at Geneva "

"But what were you going to tell me?" inter-

rupted the aunt impatiently. "You read in the

newspaper "

"That a certain Sir Archibald Malvern, whose

mysterious disappearance had for more than a year

past caused the greatest afHiction to his son and to

his numerous friends, had been found "

" Alive?" asked Miss Stanley, with almost a wild

quickness.

.
" No—his remains were discovered in soma

suburhon villa—near London," responded Louisa;

"and they were interred accordingly. The para-

graph was very brief; and I have given you the

substance of it."

" What you now tell me," observed the aunt, " in-

creases the mystery relative to Clara. Ah! I see

) ou are surprised nt this intimation that the deAth of

Sir Archibald Malvern, or even the bare mention of

his name, can have aught to do with the matters of

which we are speaking: but the ramifications of all
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these mysteries—for they are many, and they are

deep," added Miss Stanley emphatically,—" are so

straugely interwoven "

" Oh ! you terrify me, my dear aunt !" said Louisa.

"Can any harm have happened to Clara t"— then,

as a sudden reminiscence struck her, she vrent on

to say, " I do indeed knon that London is a very

dangerous place, and that amongst all clasee!!, but

especially the highest, there are great numbers of

bad and profligate people. That Lady Eruestina

Dysart, the Marquis of Ltvesou's niece, of v?hom

I spoke just now, was led to tell me—I know not

in what strange mood at the time—many strange

things about the profligacy of the fashionable world ;

and she especially quoted as an instance a certain

celebrated Beauty named Venetia Trelawney, who
by her arts and wiles had raised herself to the

peerage. Having married a gentleman named Sack-
ville, she and her husband—Lord and Lady Sack-
ville—dwell at Carlton House ; and she is the great

favourite of the Prince Regent."
" But what, my dear Louisa," interrupted Miss

Stanley, " has all this to do with the topics of our
discourse i"

" Nothing—except that all that I heard concern-

ing this Venetia Trelawney—or rather Lady Sack-
ville," rejoined Louisa, " has for some reason or

another—1 cannot define what—made a considerable

impression on my mind, and has often intruded itself

upon my thoughts. Perhaps it was because the

wicked example of this Lady Sackville made me fear

for my beloved sister Clara, placed as she is in a me-
tropolis abounding with such temptations and she
herself being of such a rare beauty. For you know
not, dear aunt, how wonderfully Clara has im-
proved ! When I saw her seven or eight months
ago in London—although only after a separation of

a like interval—1 was struck by that improvement.
Ah ! 1 felt so proud of her : for there is really

something grand and imposing in Clars's looks : she
has become quite the polished lady And,
Oh!" exclaimed the artless young maiden, her
thoughts in their excitement thus rapidly ranging
from one topic to another,—" what pleasure shall I

have in writing to her to-day, to inform her of your
recovery and beseech her to return home at once
to see you. And she too will be so overjoyed ; for

you will perceive by her letters what afFsctionate

mention she always makes of you."

"Leave me then, dear child," said Miss Stanley,

"to the perusal of the letters ; and when you come
up again in an hour or so, we shall perhaps have
some farther' conversation upon these serious
topics."

Louisa accordingly quitted the chamber, and
dssoended to the parlour, where the table was al-

ready spread for breakfast. It was now past
eight o'clock; and the young maiden placed upon
a tray the requisite refreshments for her aunt,
and sent them up by the servant. She herself
left the morning meal untasted: her heart was
filled with a variety of conflicting emotions. She
had every reason for satisfaction in her auni's
recovery and in the prospect of her lover's speedy
return to England : but on the other hand she
experienced certain misgivings and uneasy sus-
picions in consequence of what Miss Stanley had
•said relative to Clara and the Beckfords. Perhaps
the reader will ask what course she intended to
take with regard to the Rev. Bernard Audley, and

whether she purposed to pass oyer his vile c.nduct
in silence ? Thi^ subject likewise entered into the
maiden's thoughts: Ijut as Joeelyn Loftus would
so soon return to Enjjiand, sae resolved to let the
matter stand over uutil she saw him.

Issuing forth from the parlour, where the un-
tasted meal remained upon the table, she rambled
in the garden. At nine o'clock she sent the ser-
vant up to inquire whether her aunt was
yet prepared to recftive her; and the reply
brought back was that Miss Sunley had not been
able as yet to go entirely through the correspondence.
Louisa accordingly remained walking in the garden

;

and thus nearly another hour passed away. The
postman now made his appearance with a letter;

and Louisa, on receiving it, at once recognized tha
writing of her sister Clara. Tearing it open, shs
read the following lines :—

" London, Taesday Evening.
" July 19th, 1816.

" I take up my pen, dearest Louisa, te write you a few
hurried words that you may be prepared to see me to-

morrow—Wednesday. I shall leave London at about nine
o'clock, an». shall be in Canterbury by three in the after-

noon. Shortly after that hour you may expect to see me.
A circumstance has occurred—a secret indeed has come
to my knowledge, intimately concemin; us twtlL It is, in

short, the secret of our birth, relative to which there are

many strange things that we never knew before. I tell

you this much in order that you may be prepared for tlie

revelation I have to make. I shall not come alone Sir

Valentine Malvern, from whose lips 1 myseli" have learnt

that solemn secret, will accompany me.
"But this is not all, dear Louisa. I shall avail myself

of the same opportunity to make known certain matters
connected with myself; and here, likewise in order to pre-

pare you for this intelligence and to guard you against

the too sudden etFeots of a surprise, I must at once in-

form you that I am married. Yes—I am married ; and the

alliance is one which in a worldly point of view may be

proclaimed with pride. It is not however Sir Valentine

Maivera who is my husband : nor indeed will my husbinj

accompany me upon the present occa&ion. But I can say no

more now—save and except that i hope to fiad our be-

loved aunt as well as under circmustauccs she possibly

«an be.

" Ten thousand kisses, dearest Louisa, from
" Your affectionate sister,

" Claha."

Louisa was overjoyed at the receipt of this letter;

and the moment she had rapidly scanned its con-

tents, without waiting to reflect upon ilieui, she flew

light as the fawn up to the chamber where her

aunt lay,—exclaiming, " Clara is coming home to-

day ! She will be here between three and four this

afternoon ! She is married too—and the alliance is

an excellent one!"

The aunt, whose countenance wore a look of the

utmost seriousness and indeed attiiciion at the mo-

ment when Louisa thus burst into her presence,

half started up in the ctfftch with wonder and excite-

ment as the young damsel gave rapid vent to those

ejaculations. Then, taking the letter from Louisa's

liand. Miss Stanley hurriedly perused iu contents

;

and sinking upon her pillow, she murmured,*' Thank

God I whatever may iiave happened, Clara is mat-

ried !"

Louisa did not notice that these words were spokeo

with a feeling of relief produced by tho letter: loj

the young lady was too overjoyed by the prospect of

embracing her sister to have eyes or ears for any

other subject.

"Are >ou not glad, aunt, that Clara is comiac^''

I
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he inquired : " and are you not well pleased that

she is married so happily t"

" I am indeed well pleased," answered Miss Stan-

ley, as she flung a look upon the letters with which

the coverlid of the bed was strown : for the perusal

of those letters had filled the worthy woman's mind

with the sorest alarm, not merely respecting the wel-

fare, but the integrity, truthfulness, and honour of

her elder niece, Clara.

"But what secret is it that she has to reveal?''

exclaimed Louisa : " and relative to our birth too

!

Surely, dear aunt, you are well acquainted with all

that? I never thought there was any mystery at all

connectediwith it. Was not our dear fatheryour bro-

ther ?—was he not killed in battle during the Flemish

campaigns ?—and did not his loss break our poor

mother's heart ?"

"Let UB not say another word upon this topic

now," interrupted the aunt. *' Nor indeed will we at

present renew our conversation upon any topic on

which we have previously spoken. I am heartily

glad that Clara is coming : for all mysteries—such

as they are, and whatever they may be—shall and

must now be cleared up. Heaven be thanked that

Clara is married!" added Miss Stanley, thus again

giving verbal expression to the relief her mind had

experienced on her elder niece's account.

CHAPTER CLXXXIX.

CLARA.

It will be recollected that Lilian Halkin had pro-

inised Mrs. Owen to call upon her at the Fountain

Hotel; and it was accordingly about two o'clock on

the day of which we are writing that the former pro-

ceeded to that establishment and was introduced

into the room where her sister and jNIary were seated.

Immediately upon making her appearance, Lilian

raised the dark veil which she was accustomed to

wear over her countenance; and walking straight

up to Mary, took her by the hand—looked stead-

fastly at her—and then said abruptly, but iu the soft

mild tone which habitually cliaracterised her voice,

"Innocence is written in your features, my dear

girl ! For heaven's sake retain such a goodly im-

print for ever!"

" Embrace your aunt, Mary," said Mrs. Owen

:

then as the young girl threw herself into Lilian's

arms, the mother continued to observe, " Mary
knows that you are my sister—knows also that the

bedridden invalid on whom »he has so often tended,

is her aunt likewise—and that the charming Louisa

who gave her an asylum is her cousin."

" Ah ! then you have given your daughter certain

explanations ?" said Lilian, turning to ilrs. Owen
after having a£fectionately embraced Mary.

"Yea, certain explanations," rejoined Mrs. Owen
with marked emphasis, as much as to imply that

those explanations were limited. " Now, dear Mary,
you can retire to your own chamber for the present

:

your aunt and I have much to talk about—and pre-

sently we shall go together to the cottage to see our
poor sister. Wo shall not ask you to accompany us

on this occasion ; but in the evening it is probable

that we will either come back and conduct you
thither, or else get Louisa to send up the servant to

fetch you."

" Oh ! pray do not disappoint me," exclaimed

Mary. "I long to call Louisa by the endearing

name of cousin."

" You shall see her again to-day, my dear child,"

said Mrs. Owen.

Mary then withdrew from the apartment ; and the

two sisters were left alone together.

*' It appears then," said Lilian, " that you have

decided upon making yourself known to Louisa ?"

"Yes— I passed all the afternoon and evening in

her company after you and I separated in the Dane
John ; and her conduct was most kind and cordial

towards me. Indeed she is an excellent-hearted girl,

and evidently believes that the cruel misfortunes I

have experienced in respect to my three eldest

daughters, are an ample chastisement for all that I

have done. And such indeed I feel it: for the in-

fliction is great and terrible!"

The two sisters then sat down together and con-

versed for a long time upon many matters. They
gave mutual explanations relative to various circum-

stances which before were only partially known to

each other, and which intimately concerned them-

selves. But as we shall presently have to combine

the histories of the four sisters—Lydia, Anne,

Melissa, and Lilian Halkin—all in one narrative, it

is not here necessary to anticipate any portion

thereof. Suffice it to say that in sincere penitence

for the past did these two sisters mingle their tears

together; and their explanations being over, they

decided upon at once repairing to the cottage, in

order to make known their relationship to Louisa,

and also to see their invalid sister, whose restoration

to consciousness and comparative health they little

suspected. :

But in paying this visit th«y had deemed it

better to go alone, there being something solemn

and sacred in the proceeding, and they feared lest

in any unguarded moment they might let fall from

their lips more than they chose the youthful Mary

to know. Indeed, when Mrs. Owen had declared

that she had given her daughter certain explana-

tions, it was as much as to say that she had re-

vealed nothing of the past beyond the bare fact

of the relationships above announced.

Mrs. Owen and Lilian Halkin were prepared to

issue forth, when a travelling-carriage and four

drove into the court-yard of the Fountain Hotel,

and the two ladies paused for an instant at the

window of the apartment to observe who should

alight. A servant in livery leapt down from the

box and opened the door of the carriage. A tall

handsome young gentleman, dressed iu deep black,

first stepped out, and then assisted a lady to

alight This lady had a veil over her face: but as she

descended the steps of the carriage, it blew aside

with a sudden gust of wind—ami Mrs. Owen,

catching a glimpse of the splendid countenance

tlius revealed, exclaimed, " It is Lady Sackville
!

'

"What! Lady Sackville the celebrated Court

beauty, with whose fame all England has rung ?"

asked Lilian.

"Tho same," replied Mrs. Owen. "But see

how quickly she replaces her veil, as if she did

not choose to bo observed by tho hotel-servants

who are thronging about the carriage."

*' Do you kuow her ladyship ?" asked Lilian.

" Not to speak to. But I have many times seen

her riding in her carriage in London. That is

not her husband who is with her. I know Lord
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Sackville well by sight : and this is not he. Surely

it cannot be an elopement?"

"Ah ! my dear sister," said Lilian, "let us not

suffer our thoughts to be diverted from our own
affairs to those of other people. Como— it is three

o'clock— let us away to the cottage. Remember,

we have promised poor little Mary that she shall

see Louisa again this evening."

"Come thtn— let us away," said Mrs. Owen.

The twobisters accordingly went forth together.

Taking no farther notice of the equipage which

had just arrived, they passed out from the court-

yard of the spacious hotel into the street, and

then took tho shortest way to the Dane John.

Tliis they threaded quickly, and in a very short

time readied the cottage.

Loiiisa, who was anxiously looking from the

window of the chamber where her aunt lay to

watch for the arrival of her sister, beheld Mrs.

Owen in company with another lady, likewise

dressed in black; and she was at once struck with

the idea that this other lady was the one who had
rescued her a year back Irom the power of Ber-

naa-d Audley in the Cathedral-crypt.

"Who is it?" inquired her aunt, on hearing an

ejaculation drop from the young maiden's lip.

" Mrs. Owen, with another lady," replied Louisa.

" I will hasten and say what you have told me."

Thereupon she quitted tho chamber ; and pro-

ceeding down stairs, welcomed Mrs. Owen and her

companion into the parlour. Then, before another

word was spoken, the delighted girl exclaimed,
" My dear aunt has recovered I The paralysis has
left her— she has regained the use of her limbs

—

and what is better still, the powers of her iiitellecL

!

She wishes to see you immediately, Mrs. Owen,
and has desired me to show you up before any
i'arlher explanations take place. These are her
*»wn words."

The astonishment of Mrs. Owen and Lilian, on
wealing such startling intelligence from Louisa's

ttos.muy be conceived more easily than described;

*nd the tears gushed forth from their eyes.

"But how, my dear girl," asked Mrs. Owen,
"'lid this wonderful result come about?"
" ^irst tell me, my dear madam," asked Louisa,

* "hy you have not brought Mary with you ? I

Ukooe she is not unwell
"

" 'flo—1 have promised that she shall come in

fttve evening, if it bo agreeable to you. But tell

i$fi aoout this wonderful occurreiice."

"is happened last night, ' returned Louisa; "al-

«ao8t immediately after you were gone, indeed, I

imould have sent a note or a message to the hotel

fto make you and Mary acquainted with the cir-

oiamsiance, only 1 have been e.\pi;cting you to

-Ntjme all the morning and then, too, I have
inad so many other things to occupy my atten-

6ion."

"But the way in which the cure was accom-
Hjlished?" interrupted Mrs. Owen. "Surely the

paralysis did not subside altogctlier in a moment,
•nd of its own accord ?"

" No," exclaimed Louisa. " It was a circum-
atance which for an instant seemed fraught with a
terrible danger to me :"—then suddenly checking
herself, she threw her eyes litsitatiugly and timidly

upon Lilian; for the impression was still in her
mind that this lady tnas llio identical one who hal
saved her iu tiic crypt and had brought her home

on that memorable night in the Minor Canon's
own carriage.

" You regard me as if you thought you knew
me?" said Lilian, in her soft gentle voice. "Ah!
I know what idea is uppermost in your mindl
Yes—we have indeed met before," she continued,

taking Louisa's hand and surveying her with a
mournful but tender interest. " I have to thank
you for the forbearance which yon showed in com-
pliance with that anonymous note that I left for

you "

"Ah lady I" interrupted Louisa; "and I have
to thank you for your timely succour upon that
occasion."

"But about your aunt, my dear girl?" Mrs.
Owen again observed.

Louisa gave no reply, but once more threw her
looks deprecatingly and timidly upon Lilian.

"1 begin to understand something 1" cried this

uahappy lady: "a light breaks in upon me!
Something has occurred in reference to him
again ? Speak, Louisa Pardon me for address-

ing you thus familiarly : but you will presently

learn that I have a right to do so ! Speak, I say

—fear not—tell us all that occurred."

"Since you desire me, I will do so," said the

young maiden. "Last night Mr. Audley "

"Ah I' ejaculated Lilian. "I thought so. But
go on—go on."

" Mr. Audley stole into the house—gained access

to ray chamber "

"The villain !" muttered Lilian between her set

teeth.

"Do not interrupt," hastily whispered >L:s,

Owen: then turning to Louisa, she said, "Pro-

ceed, dear girl."

"His behaviour was most rude—most violent,"

continued our charming heroine: "but myscreams
accomplished that which the physician's art had

for three long years vainly attempted! God
would not suffer me to be injured: and those

cries which 1 sent forth startled my 9^nt from the

stupor of lethargy—loosened her liu.b3 from the

bonds of paralysis—and brought her in time to

save me ! Mr. Audley fled, no doubt conscience-

stricken
"

" The villain \" again muttered Lilian Ualkin :

then for an instant—hut only for a single instant

—an expression of fierce vindictiveness passed

over her countenance.
" This is miraculous—truly wonderful!" exclaimed

Mrs. Owen, speaking with a kind of religious

awe.
" Yes—the finger of Providence is indeed visible

therein !" observed Lilian.

"But you must now proceed up-suirs and aee

my aunt," said Louisa, hastily addressing herself to

Mrs. Owen. "Indeed, i have done w.on^; periiaps

to detain you even for tliese lew minutes iu the

parlour : for my aunt emphatically enjoined me to

bid you walk up the moment, you arrived. You

are to go up alone: I am not to acoumpauy

you."
" But you will permit this lady, who is my sis-

ter," said Mrs. Owen, " to go with me ?"

" Your sister ?' exclaimed Louisa, iu surprise

:

for Mary had never mentioned to her that her mo-

ther had any sisters living.

'Yes—this laiyis.my sister," rejoined Mrs.

Owen. " But you will doubtless know more pre-
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sently, my dear girl. At all events, she must ac-

company me."

Louisa offered no objection. It seemed to her

that Mrs. Owen knew full well what she was doing;

and the maiden moreover perceived that there was

in all this proceeding a mystery of which she could

f'>rm no idoa, but which, according to the hints

'ropped, was presently to be cleared up.

Mrs. Owen and Lilian Halkin now quitted the

parlour and ascended to the bedroom where Miss

Stanlfty l.iy. Louisa did not follow; and the door

elosod immediately behind them. We need not

penetrate into that room to describe the meeting

of Lydia Halkin (which was Miss Stanley's real

name) with her sisters Anne and Lilian : nor will

we pause to describe all that took place between

tliem. That the interview was affecting in the ex-

tteme may be full readily conceived: for Miss

Stanley possessed a kind, a generous, and a for-

giving heart—and whatever might have been the

errors, the fiults, or the crimes of her two sisters,

she wa.s not disposed to make them the subject of

repronch and anger, but of compassion and

pardon.

A quarter of an hour elapsed, during which in-

terval Louisa remained below in the parlour,

watching from the window with intense anxiety for

the appearance of her sister. Presently her aunt's

bell rang—the servant went up in response to the

simimons—and speedily came down again with the

intimation that Louisa herself was wanted up-

stairs.

The young maiden, now feeling a presentiment

that she stood upon the threshold of the revela-

tion of a mystery, and with a strange fluttering

at the heart, ascended the stairs. Upon entering

the room, she at once saw that her aunt, Mrs.

Owen, and Lilian had been weeping, but that there

was a degree of affectionate tenderness in their

looks which showed that the interview had not

been altogether without its pleasurable feeling.

" Come near, Louisa," said Migs Stanley : " ap-
proach, dear girl. 3:his is the day for revelations

and the clearing up of mysteries. Know then, that

these are my sisters—therefore your aunts—and
Miry Owen, who has so long been your companion
and whom I am now so anxious to behold, is your
cousin

!"

Louisa received these announcements with

amazement; but speedily yielding to the impulse

of her heart, she embraced first Mrs. Owen and
then Lilian. These two ladies, one after the other,

folded the sweet maiden iu the fondest e'asp, and
lavished upon her the most endearing epithets.
" Now you can retire again, Louisa," said Miss

Stanley. " At a convenient opportunity I will ex-
plain to you certain things connected with the

past which it becomes necessary for you to know.
Retire, my dear child—and wait down stairs to re-

ceive her whom you are so anxiously expecting."
The young maiden accordingly withdrew : but

at the very instant she reached the bottom of the
stairs she heard a knock at the front door. The
visitors, whoever they were, had entered the gar-
den gate and had arrived thus far during the scene
up-stairs. With a wildly fluttering heart, Louisa
opened the door ; and the next instant Bhe wai
cauglit in the arms of her sister.

"Dearest Clara!"
" Dearest Louiaat"

These were the ejaculations which sprang from
their lips

; and fervid, rapturous, and enthusiastic
were the kisses which they exchange.!, their tears
also mingling. Then Louisa led her sister into the
parlour, not noticing in tho fulness of her joy that
a tall handsome young man was standing upon the
threshold. He, however, followed the two sisters
into the parlour ; and with tears also in his eyes
did he behold them embrace again and again.

" Oh I my beloved Clara, you have come home
at last," murmured Louisa, in a broken voice

;

" and I am so happy I I received your fond lett^i

Ah 1 and I have such good news for you "

Then she suddenly stopped short, as she ol)-

served the tall young gentleman who was standing'

near.

"Louisa, my dear sister," said Clara, taking her
hand and leading her towards him,—" this is Sir

Valentine Malvern, whom I mentioned in my
letter. Although until this moment a stranger to
you, yet when you learn the secret which I am
come thus abruptly to breathe in your ears, you
will receive him not merely with the kindest wel-
come, but with such feelings as a sister may ex-
perience towards a brother !"

" O Clara I what mean you ?" asked Louisa, bewil-

dered by her sister's words, and wondering whether
they had already expressed her actual meaning in

that allusion to sister and brother. "Our dear
auut was strangely affected when speaking of the
late Sir Archibald Malvern "

"Louisa—our aunt—speaking?" echoed Clara,

now in her turn contemplating her sister with the
wildest astonishment.

" Yes, dear Clara, it is indeed all true," said the
young maiden. "Last night our beloved aunt wa-i

released most miraculously—most providentially

—

from the spell of unconsciousness "

"Oh ! what do I hear?" exclaimed Clara, flingintr

upon Louisa a strange look of mingled incie iulity

and terror. " Our aunt restored to conscious-

ness? Ah! Valentine," she observed, abruptly

turning towards the baronet, " how can I ever

look that beloved relative in the face and tell her
everything that has happened?"

"Clara, Clara!" almost shrieked forth Louisa:
" what is it that you say ? Recall those dreadful

words which have struck terror to my heart ! Oh,
you cannot have done wrong! No, no—it ia im-
possible 1'

At this instant the door of the parlour was
thrown open ; and Mrs. Owen, accompanied liy

Lilian—having darted down stairs on hearing that

half-scream from Louisa's lips—rushed into tlie

room.

"Heavens! Lady Sackvillel" exclaimed Mrs.
Owen, in a voice of thrilling surprise.

"Lady Sackvillel" echoed Louisa wildly: then
fixing her eyes for a moment upon her sister, she
shrieked forth, " O God, 1 understand it alU"

—

and sank down senseless on the lloor.

CHAPTER CXC.

TriE MYSTERIES OT THE PAST.

HKitn wo must interrupt the regular course of onr
narrative to chronicle certain events necessary to

the elucidation of the mysteries belonglDi^ to the

past.
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Some four-and-twenty years previous to the
|
observing that with such ideas ia their minds,

period of which we have been writing, there was a

family coiisistinjf of four sisters, named Halkin,

residing at a short distance from the cathedral-

cily of Rochester, Their Christian names were

Lydia, Anne, Melissa, and Lilian. They had been

left orphans at a somewhat early age, with a mode-

rate income derived from an annuity purchased in

the stock of some public company. Lydia, the

eldest, was the only one of the four that had no

claim to the possession of beauty : but in compen-

sation for this absence of personal charms she

possessed an amiable heart, an excellent dispo-

sition, and the purest principles of rectitude and

virtue. Her three sisters—Anne, Melissa, and

Lilian—were endowed with a rare loveliness ; but

on the other hand they were wanting in sound

moral stamina. They had been well educated and

genteelly brought up ; and their accomplishments

as well as their polished breeding qualified them

all to move in the best society. The extraordinary

beauty of Anne, Melissa, and Lilian, might also

have justified them in the hope of forming good

matrimonial alliances; but the giddy flirtations

into which they were led with soma young officers

in garrison at Chatham (which town joins Ro-

chester) materially damaged their character for

prudence and propriety, and not only caused them

to be spoken lightly of by many of their acquaint-

ances, but also to be excluded from the parties

given by those families whom they had been ac-

customed to visit. Lydia, the eldest sister, beheld

these results with anguish and foreboding, and

earnestly remonstrated against the thoughtless

course which Anne, Melissa, and even the young

Lilian (then only fifteen) had pursued. But they

treated her well-meant advice with the most un-

becoming levity, and affected to regard the opinion

of the world with extreme indifference.

The consequences were precisely those which

might have been anticipated. The three giddy girls

—more thoughtless than positively depraved, and

not yet unchaste—were in their hearts sadly morti-

fied at being actually cut by their former friends,

and finding that their respectability was gone. The

transition from this state of feeling to that of

recklessness was easy and rapid. Anne, the eldest

of the three foolish young women, began to reason

with herself that she was now past twenty—that

all her prospects of forming a good marriage were

blasted— and that any change in her condition

could scarcely be of a very flattering nature.

That is to say, she might become a tradesman's

wife, or the mistresi of a gentleman. The former

proposal was submitted to her by a shopkeeper

who was too much enamoured of her beauty to

think deeply of her damaged reputation; and the

latter offer was made to her by a gentleman named

Owen, who was staying in Rochester at the time,

and was much smitten with her charms. Mr.

Owen was not very well off; but he was remark-

ably handsome, and was related to the Leveson

family : he was likewise most impassioned in bis

suit. Anne was glowing and voluptuous in tem-

perament ; and she accoi'dingly fled from her home

and accepted the protection of Mr. Owen,

This was a sad blow for the pure-minded and

virtuous Lydia : but Melissa and Lilian openly de-

clared that they thought their sister Anne had

acted quite right. Lydia remonstrated with them,

they themselves were preparing the way for their

own ruin ; and in her heart she deeply feared that

Anne's example outweighed in its evil effects th«

good influences of her own advice and condact.

Soon after Anne's elopement with Mr. Owen, a

young gentleman, passing by the name of Beck-

ford—exceedingly handsome, and not more than

twenty-two or twenty-three years of age—came
to pass a few weeks at Rochester. He lived

in the most quiet manner, brought no letters

of introduction with him to any of the families in

the city or neighbonrhood, and did not appear to

seek acquaintances. Yet he was evidently well

off; for he was attended by his valet and groom
—had a couple of horses—and passed the greater

portion of his time in riding about the country.

During one of these equestriau jaunts he fell in

with Melissa, as she was rambling out alone. We
will not pause to say upon what pretext he ad-

dressed her: suffice it to observe, that being

smitten with her beauty, he did address her—and

she displayed but little prudery on being accosted

by so handsome a young man. Before he well

knew who she was, or that she belonged to a

family not over celebrated for prudence or pro-

priety, and one member of which had already

eloped with a paramour, he fell so deeply in love

with Melissa that he offered her marriage. This

proposal she was by no means likely to reject—es-

pecially as she herself reciprocated that passion

with an equal degree of farvour. They were ac-

customed to meet in the secluded walks and lanes

in the vicinage of the cathedral-city; and as Mr.

Beckford (as he called himself) knew no one in

those parts to tell him anything about the Halkin

family—and indeed, as he kept this little love-

affair entirely to himself—he continued wooing

with every appearance of honourable intention,

where in reality he might at first have achieved

a conquest upon much easier terms.

We have said that Melissa soon learnt to love

him fondly : and this was the case. She adored

him with all an impassioned woman's glowing

affection; and she soon began to contemplate

with pride and hopefulness the time when she was

to become his wife. So vehement were his pro-

testations of honourable intentions, that in the

midst of this glow of passion she still retained her

chastity; and by thus repelling such advances

as he made to possess her, she confirmed his be-

lief that she was a young lady who must be wooed

as a wife to be won at all. Thus went on this

love-affair for some months; and at length Mr.

Beckford told her that the reasons which had

compelled him to remain in seclusion at Rochester

had ceased to exist. Indeed it was a Chancery

suit in which he had been engaged, which in its

multifarious ramifications had threatened bim

with arrest for what is termed "contempt of

court;" but the fault in the proceedings having

been amended, the suit terminated in his favour,

putting him in possession of some property.

Such was the talo he told ; and ii was the true

one. But he did not add, as he ought to have

done, that the naiue of Beckford was a fictitious

one, which he had temporarily assumed the better

to avoid the inimical process of the Chancery

Court. „ ^ .

He was now, then, abont to leave Rochester;
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and he told aome atory as a reason for wishing that

his marriage with Melissa should take place under

circumstances of the strictest privacy. No matter

now what the story miijht have been: it was one

of those which false (gallants under such circum-

stances have but little difficulty in devising; and

so specious was it, that Melissa believed it. She

communicated the circumstances to her sisters

Lydia and Lilian. The former was at once sus-

picious, and recommendeil searching inquiries

:

the latter, naturally credulous to a degree, sup-

ported all Melissa's hopes and arguments that

evorything was straightforward. Even Lydia her-

self was somewhat if not entirely disarmed of her
misgivings, when Mr. Beckford was duly intro-

duced at the house and proposed that the mar-
riajje should take place there, but under circum-
stances of great privacy. This was agreed to,—
Mr. Beckford undertaking to obtain the special

license and bring the clergyman with him at the
92«

appointed hoar. All these arrangements were
duly carried out. Mr. Beckford came punctually
to the moment with a post-chaise, and accom-
panied by the reverend gentleman who was to per-

form the ceremony. The special license was also

produced—Lydia and Lilian acted as bridemaids
—the rites were solemnized—and the happy .Me-

lissa was saluted by her sisters as Mn. Beckford,

She and her husband then entered the post-chai8e>

and were whirled away to London.

On arriving in the metropolis. Melissa was in-

troduced to a handsome hou*e in a beautiful

suburban region; and there was she installed as

its mistress. But in a few days Mr. Beckford
urged the motives which he had before ({iven on
behalf of the private marri-age, as the reasons why
ho could not dwell altogether with her for the pre-

sent. " He had a very particular and self-willed

old father to conciliate, who would cut him off

with a shilling if be know of this marriage."
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Melis=a, loving: devotedly, and not wishing to see

her husband frustrated in what he represented as

his " brilliant prospects." consented to all the ar-

ranjjeraenrs he suggested; and he accordingly

seldom spent the night at the house, although

scarcely a day passed without his calling aiid stay-

ing several hours with her. Such was the influence

he obtained over Melissa that he persuaded her

to keep these circumstances secret from her sisters

at Rochester when she wrote to them: and she

did so. In due cnurse the birth of a daughter,

whom she christrned Clara, gave her the occu-

pations of a mother, and thus agreeably filled

up the intervals when Mr. Beckford was absent.

Here we must interrupt that portion of the nar-

rative which regards Melissa, in order to speak of

Lilian. This beautiful but by no means steady-

minded young creatu'^e remained with her sister

Lydia at the dwelling near Rochester; and she

also fell in with a handsome young gentleman who

became enamoured of her charms. This admirer

was named Bernard Audley : he was connected

with the aristocracy, had been educated at Cam-

bridge, and was shortly to bo ordained for the

Church, Lilian stood more than her other sisters

had done in terror of Lydia ; and Lydia herself,

feeling a sort of maternal responsibility towards

Lilian, who was the youngest, kept as jealous a

watch as possible over the young damsel. Never-

theless Lilian contrived to meet her lover in secret.

He offered marriage, and she i)elieved : but hav-

ing less command over her passions than Melissa,

she had not the moral strength to resist the over-

tures of Bernard Audley, and her virtue was ac-

cordingly surrendered to his keeping. He devised

a well-concocted tale to account for his delay in

making her his own—alleging that he was scarcely

yet of age, entirely dependent upon his friends,

aod picturingnaught but ruin for himself andutter

poverty for both if he at present made Lilian his

wife. The credulous girl believed implicitly all he

told her: but when she found herself iu a way to

become a mother, she grew earnest in her entrea-

ties that he would espouse her at any risk. Still

he procrastinated the fulfilment of his solemn pro-

mise ; and Lilian's situation grew day by day less

tolerable and more desperate.

At length her sister Lydia bogan to suspect that

something was wrong— though she was very far

from conjecturing that matters were so bid as they

really were. She had a serious conversation with

Lilian ; and the latter, in her utter despair, dis-

pl lyed a spirit which led to some little altercation.

To fly into a passion and assume a proud and in-

I dependent bearing, was the last resource of a
' young woman taken to task by an elder sister and

dreading to be taxed with what was really the

truth, it was not therefore the kind-hearted

Lydia's fault that ihisi quarrel took place : she said

an:', did everything conciliatory— but though all

the while displaying so rebellious a spirit, Lilian

liiid not the real courage to throw herself into

Lydia's arms and reveal the truth. At her next

interview with Bernard Audley she gave way to

her feelings to such an extent that he grew frigh-

tene<i; and when she besought him to take her

away with him to some distant part, even if he

c.iuld not make her his wife at the moment, he

yielded to her demand. She fled with him—and
L}dia, the eldest sister, was now left alone in hor

cheerles'^ and forsaken abode. She wntild have

followed Lilian, but could obtain no clue concern-

ing her. She went to London and commnnicatel

the sad inteHiijence to Melissa, who was much af-

fected. She likewise found oat where her sistpr

Anne wns living with Mr. Owen; and to her also

did she tell the tale. But Mrs. Owen (as she wis

styled) treated it with characteristic lightness say-

ing that she had no doubt Lilian had eonsu'tr 1

her own happiness in the course she had adopt"!

Poor Lydia, well nigh broken-hearted, returned t>

her forlorn dwelling near Rochester, to brood over

her sorrows in secrecy and solitude.

Meanwhile Lilian had fled away with Bernard

Audley. They were but mere girl and boy, neithpr

of them being twenty-one at the time. The yonr^

man had a tolerable allowance from his parei;-!

.

but he was naturally extravagant as well as heartle=<;

and unprincipled ; and his passion for Lilian soon

cooling, he found her a burthen. They travelled about

from one fashionable watering-place to another, until

the time arrived for Lilian to become a mother: and

then she gave birth to a male child. Scarcely was

she recovered from her confinement, when her un-

scrupulous seducer proposed without much circum-

locution thst they should make away with their

innocent offspring, as It was a sore burthen upon

them! She could scarcely believe her ears; and

when he saw that she regarded him with indescrib-

able horror, be affected to turn it off by declaring

that he did but say so in jest and in order to try her.

Shortly afterwards he abandoned her suddenl)',

leaving her utterly penniless, and in debt at the

lodging where they had been staying. Her anguish

exceeded all powers of description—delirium fastened

upon her brain—and in a paroxysm of frenzy, when
utterly irresponsible for her actions, the unhappy

creature but too faithfully followed out the accursed

hint which she had received, and which was doubt-

less uppermost iu her wildering thoughts at the time.

She laid violent hands upon her child; and when

th« awful deed was done, her reason awoke to a full

sense of its stupendous atrocity. She was arrested

and conveyed to prison: but as she and Bernard

Audley had been living under an assumed name, the

statement, when first appearing in the newspapers,

afforded her sisters no clue to the fact that she was

the guilty infanticide, even if that statement met

their eyes at all. When Lilian's trial however took

place, her real name and that of her seducer trans-

pired. She was acquitted of the charge, not precisely

upon the ground of her delirious irresponsibility at

the moment, but through some flaw in the indict-

ment, and which was detected by the ingenuity of

the counsel whom the sheriffs provided for her. Sh'e

was accordingly set free without even a sentence of

imprisonment: but still she went forth from her

gaol with the brand of the murderess upon her

brow!
When Lydia read in a newspaper the account of

this trial, which account did happen to meet her

eyes, she was at first overwhelmed with affliction:

but summoning all her courage to her aid, she sped

post-haste to the Assize-town where Lilian had gone

through the fearful ordeal before the tribunal of

Justice. Oil arriving; tlier?, all she could leain was

that the unhappy young woman, on being dis-

charged, had instantaneously quitted the place, and

no one knew what had become of her. Lydia ac-

cordingly returned to her cheerless home—now
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more cheerless than ever, because in her solitary

hours she had the companionship of the most dis-

tracting thoughts. She likewise, poor creature! was

destined to prove the truth of the old adage that

misfortunes never come alone; for soon after the

incident just related, the public company whence
her income was derived stopped payment, aud

speedily closed its transactions in bankruptcy, af-

fording little better than a mere nominal dividend.

Forthwith to Melissa (or Mrs. Beckford, as she was

called) did Lydiaiiie to make known this fresh

calamity—a calamity which left her altogether de-

nuded of resources. Melissa was however on the

verge of confinement with her second child ; and

therefore Lydia, insteail of obtru<liiig her own sor-

rows upon her sister, remained to soothe and console

her during the period of 'voman's painful ordeal.

Another daughter was born, and was named
Louisa.

But it wa3 during the month following Jlelissa's

accouchement that a fearful discovery was made,

aud most indiscreetly, as well as even abruptly,

coiiimuuicatcd to the inv.ilid lady through the im-

prudence of the monthly nurse. This woman, who
w;is iiit"mperate in her habits, had nevertheless

ol)t;iiried considerable patronajfe amongst many of

the ladies ut the "Weit End of Loudon ; and it so

happeued that she had attended on a certain Lady
Malvern, the wife of Sir Archibald Malvern, a

younj;: baronet of considerable property but of

somewhat dissipated character, who resided in

Hanover Square. When Mr. Beckford called on

Mi.iis^a, this monthly nurse at once recognised

him as Sir Archibald Malvern ! But he did not

take any particular notice of her. His oivn son

had been hori about two years previou-f to the in-

cii.Umt of which we are speaking: this interval had

tlieiefore elapsed since he had seeu the nurse, and

it was by no means probable that a gay, dashing,

and thoughtless gentleman of the West End would

recollect the countenance of an old woman. She,

however, as just stated, knew him full well ; and
though she did not immediately betray the secret,

nevertheless she retained it not thus sacred very

long. Indeed, little more than a fortnight had

elapsed since Melissa gave birth to Louisa, when
the old nurse, under the influence of spirituous

liquor, let slip the fatal truth all in a raomtnt ; and

Melisi?a, excited and agonized to a degree, at once

saw in a hundred circumstances its dire confirma-

tion.

Lydia was with her unhappy sister at the time,

and vainly endeavoured to soothe and console her.

Shortly afterwards the self-styled Mr. Beckford

himself arrived at the houH'; and entering the

joom without previous announcement, according

to his wont, was at once accused by the almost

frantic Melissa of the treachery he had practised

towards her. It was impossiblK to deny the charge;

and his conduct indeed was ail the less pardonable

inasmuch as from wh.it the nurse had stated, he

must actually have been married at the time when
the Chancery suit had compelled him to retire for

a season to llochester, and when he was ther«f<iri-

courting Melissa. Falling upon his kness, ho ctiii-

fessed everything—passionately jileading the in-

fatuation of his love as tlie only excuse he could

off^r for his treacherous conduct. His marriagf

indeed with Melissa had been a mere inocki-ry .

f ir though a special license was really obtaineil, as

any one upon payment of certain fees can procure
such a document, yet the individual who had acted
as the clergyman on the occasion was an unprin-
cipled profligate fellow—a broken down gentleman,
in short—whom Sir Archibald Malvern had bribed
to become an accomplice in the soUraa but perfi-

dious farce

!

Such was the confession which the baronet made
to the di'ceived Melissa, and in the hearing of the
sorrowful but likewise indignant Lydia. To do
liim justice, he wai overwhelmed wiih grief and
stricken with remorse: for in truth he loved

Melissa well, although in the selfishness and the

heartlessnpss of that love he had made her his

victim. Ho implored her for^riveness—vowing
that he would ever continue his attentions towards
herself, and a paternal care in respect to the chil-

dren ; and he besought that for his own sake and
for that of his wife an exposure might be avoided.

And Melissa did forgive him ! Yes—so ardent and
sincere was her love, that she granted him her par-

don. But in her weak and enfeebled condition at

the time, the blow was more than she could en-
dure; and des;iit« all the attentions of the eminent
physicians whom Sir Archibald Jlalvern in his an-

guish and alarm summoned to attend upon her,

she failed rapidly, and in a few days ceased to

exist.

When the funeral was over, Lydia composed her
half-distracted feelings as well as she was able in

order to have a serious conversation and come to

a solemn understanding with Sir Archibald Mal-
vern relative to a future provision for the mother-
less children whose care nov devolved upon her-

self. The Baronet ac once desired her to specify

the arrangements which she was anxious for him
to make. Her future plans were already settled:

and her notions in pecuniary matters were limited

and economical. Nevertheless, her own sources

cf income having utterly failed through the bank-

ruptcy of the public company, she found herse'f

altogether dependent upon Sir Archibald Malvern.

She therefore stipulated for an income of 120'. a

year, with which she undertook to bring up the

two children in a decent and respectable manner.

To these terms Sir Arcliibald Malvern at once as-

sented; but in order to guard against the possi-

bility of the affair ever coming to the knowledge
of his wife, he proposed that in drawing upon him
periodically for the amounts due, it should be in

the name of Beckford. To this Lydia could offer

no possible objection ; and the understanding was
therefore finally settled between them. J.ydia

then explained to the Baronet the plan she had
formed. She could not boar the idea of bringing

up her nieces with the stigmaof i'lcgitimaey upon
them, or that they should ever have to blush when
in after years speaking of their parentn. More-
over, as the family to which she belonged nad in

80 many ways disgraced itself, and the name of

Halkin was one which she could no longer bear in

the world with pride and honour, though she her-

self h.ui never taiiiish -d it,—yet she resolved to

renounce it and t»ke anotln r. Besides, it wjs con-

sistent with the notions she had formed relative

to the bringing up of her two motherless nieces

that they should never learn the proHigacies of

their two aunts Anne and Lilian ; and therefore it

was desirable that the name of Halkin should at no
time be identified with thp'r growing impressions.
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It was for all these reasons that Lydia took the

name of Stanley—hvokc up her home at Rochester
—and removed wiih her two infant charges to the

retired and secluded cottage at Canterbury. For
the same reasoas also was it that as Clara and
Louisa grew up, they were given to understand

that their father was an officer in the army who
had been killed in the Flemish wars, and that the

shock produced by the sad intelligence had sent

their mother to an aarly grave.

Before however Lydia HalUin quitted London
after Melissa's death, she found out her sister

Anne, who was living with Mr. Owen, by whom
she already had two children—Agatha and Emma

:

and to her did she communicate the lamentable

tragedy relative to Melissa. Mrs. Owen was deeply

affected at the intelligence ; but Lydia, faithful to

theplans which she had laid dovro,—and intent upon
secluding herself henceforth entirely from the

world, for the sake of the two children left solely

dependent upon her,—gave Mrs. Owen not the

least insight into her future intentions nor made
the slightest allusion to her intended change of

name and removal to some other part of the

country. Therefore, when all those arrangements
were carried out, and Lydia with the pseudonym of

Miss Stanley took up her abode at the retired

cottage near Canterbury, in company with her two
orphan nieces, Mrs. Owen altogether lost sight of

her.

"We should observe that to account for the girls

bearing her own name—that of Stanley — their

aunt represented herself, not as their deceased
mother's, but as their father's sister. We msy
likewise remark that by dint of the utmost fru-

gality she was enabled to give them as good an
education as the best day-school for young ladies

in Canterbury could afforJ; and as she herself

was well versed in all branches of polite education
and in many accomplishments, the instructions she
was enabled to impart were immensely beneficial

to her nieces. Nevertheless, as they grew up,
Jliss Stanley could not help occasionally noticing

with an inward misgiving and even presentiment
that Clara's disposition was not altogether so radi-

cally good as that of Louisa; but that the former
was naturally of indolent habits, somewhat selfish

and egotistical, with a tinge of duplicity : whereas
Louisa's character was a compound of all the ame-
nities, excellences, and amiabilities that can pos-
sibly combine to consolidate the principles of
virtue and form a safeguard for woman's inno-
cence and purity.

CHAPTER CXCL

COXXINUATION or THE MTSTEUIBS OF TUB PAST.

Yeaes elapsed—and as the reader will remember,
it was when Clara was nineteen and Louisa wast

seventeen, that their aunt was stricken with para-
lysis, losing both speech and reason, and though
living on, yet unconscious of all external objectsi

and even of her own existence. Some month

»

pafsed—and when thctwo sisters found their

fluids exhausted, Louisa called upon the Canter-
bury banker, and ascertained from him tliat Miss
Jstauley, the uniit, had been accustomed to dra^r
half ytarl lor sixly pounds upon a certain Mr.

Beckford who reside! in London. The banker
at Louisa's request, wrote a letter to Mr. Beck-
ford, at No. 20, Hanover Square. During the long
lapse of years whic'i had intervened since Melissa's

death, Su- Archibald Malvern had regularly re-

ceived and honoured Miss Staidey's draughts.
He had however bribed the postman never to de-
liver at his house any letters addressed to Mr.
Beckford, but to leave them at a certain shop at
the "West End, where Sir Archibald de.ilt, and
where he was wont to call at such times that the
letters from Canterbury were likely to arrive.

Upon receiving in this way the Canterbury banker's
communication, he wrote, in the name of Beckford,
to express his sorrow at Miss Stanley's illness and
announce that thenceforth the joint draught of
the two nieces would be duly honoured for the
same half-yearly sum as heretofore. Lidy Mal-
vern was then still alive, and exceedingly jealon-;

as well as suspicious: hence the maintenance of
all these precautionary arrangements connected
with the name of Beckford. Indeed, to guard the

more completely against the discovery of his youth-
ful amour and the treacheries that had character-

ized it, Sir Archibald was not wont to honour the

draughts through his own regular banker, but
through the London agent of the Canterbury
bank.

It was yery shortly after he had written the

letter just referred to, in reply to the C interbury

banker's communication, that Lady Malvern died,

after a very brief illness ; and although the same
reasons now no longer existed for maintaining all

the precautions so long persevered in, Sir Archi-

bald nevertheless made no change in the plan of

transmitting the money, simply because it was a

convenient one and had grown habitual. Eighteen

months more passed; and in the month of June,

1814, he himself met his death in the bath-room at

the Blackheath villa, while engaged in his intrigue

with Lady Ernestina Dysaru As a matter of

course the next bill, sent by Clara and Louisa tu

London through the Canterbury bank, was re-

turned unpaid; and the letters of advice addressed

as usual to Mr. Beckford, remained unnoticed.

They lay at the tradesman'* shop where the post-

man was wont to deliver them; and the tradesman

himself, not dreaming of the horrible catastrophe

in which Sir Archibald's life had closed, kept them

in the hope that he would call for them. The Can-

terbury banker wrote to his London agent to make

inquiries: but the latter could learn nothing; and

by some oversight neglected to inform his Can-

terbury correspondent with the fruitless result of

his inquiries. Then was it that, failing to obtain

any satisfactory intelligence from London, the two

young ladies held a long deliberation together, the

result of which was Clara's memorable journey to

the metropolis. On arriving in London, in the

middle of July, 1814, Clara at mice proceeded to

No. 20, Hanover-square ; and to her astonishment

she learnt that no such person as Mr. Beckford

resided at the mansion—that he was not even

known there— nor indeed did any person of that

name dwell in the neighbourhood. Of course the

name of Sir Archibald Malvern was altogether

strange and unknown to Clara ; and she was alike

bewildered and dismayed. She asked to see Air.

Valentine ; but from him she obtained no satisfac-

tory information. Nevertheless, though so deeply
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absorbed in his own sorrows, arising from the then

very recent and mysterious disappearance of Sir

Archibald, he was iospired—not with a feeling of

love and admiration for the beautiful girl—but

with a sentiment of profound compassion and

sympathy on her behalf. It was as if the voice of

nature was whispering; in some faintly-heard and

unknown language in his soul, as accident thus

threw him in contact with his half-sister !

From Hanover Square Clara Stanley proceeded

to the London banker: but there her inquiries

were equally futile. She issued from the bank in

utter despair. Poverty stared her in the face

—

not mere poverty in the mitigated acceptance of

the term, but utter destitution and gaunt beggary

!

Nor did she dread these hideous evils for herself

alone, but on account of her loved sister Louisa

and her poor helpless bed-ridden aunt. For what-

ever faults Clara might have possessed—and these

were as yet scarcely developed—she was endowed

with a generous heart ; and all the images of hor-

ror which in her deep desperation were forced

upon her mind, would have led her at once to

make any sacrifice in order to avert the threat-

ened ruin from herself and those she loved. Re-
turning to Gracechurch Street to take her place

by the coach for Canterbury, she was robbed in

the neighbourhood of the booking-office. Her
litile all was now gone! Penniless in the streets

of London, she had not even the means of paying

the necessary deposit to secure a seat in ttie

coach. Driven almost to madness, she hastened

in pursuit of the individual whom she supposed to

hawB robbed her. Vain attempt 1—and she soon

became aware of the entire hopelessness of her

enileavour to catch the picUpocket in the maze of

the metropolis.

Pausing in the profouiide?t despondency to re-

flect upon what course she should pursue, Clara
Stanley was accosted by an eldeily woman whose
respectable appearance and motherly demeanour
at once gained her confidence. Tlie female ques-

tioned her relative to the mournfulness of her
looks; and Clara, in her inexperience of London
life, was naturally overjoyed to flud herself the

object of 80 much apparent sympathy. She
therefore unhesitatingly revealed the causes of

her embarrassment: and the woman, struck by
her exceeding beauty as well as by her unques-
tionable innocence, corroborated as it was by the

anlessness of lier tale, ofif<;red to befriend her.

Clara, full of hope and fervent gratitude, accom-
panied the matron-looking female; and a hackney-
coach being summoned, she was taken by her new
friend to a handsome establishment in a large

square. Thus was it that Clara Stanley uncon-
sciously fell into the hands of one of the vilest wo-
men in existence : for this human personification of

hypocrisy was none other than ]Mrs, Gale—and it

was to her house of fashionable resoit that the

innocent young lady was introduced !

Neverthelsss, Mrs. Gale did not at once shock
Clara's delicacy or awaken her suspicions by
throwing her in contact with any frail creature who
m'ght at the moment have been in the house:
but installing her in a room to herself, she at
once hastened away to Albemarle Street for tlio

purpose of driving a bargain with the Marquis of

I.evcson for the sale of Clara's virtue. She failed

however to sco the Marquis on the occasion, and

was returning to Soho Square when she bethought
herself of a certain commission which she had
received some time previously from a lady of
fashion at the West End and with whom she was
acquainted. She accordingly without a moment's
delay proceeded to call upon Miss Bathurst, at
No. 13, Stratton Street, Piccadilly : for this was
the lady alluded to. I^Hss Bathurst was at home,
and at once gave an audience to Mrs. Gale.
"1 have at length found," said the infamous

woman, when closetted with Miss Bathurst, "a
young lady who, if I mistake not, will exactly suit

your requirements, whatever they may be. Into

the nature thereof I do not pretend to inquire

:

but the beautiful creature whom accident has

thrown in my way, will be worth at least a couple

of hundred guineas to me from the Marquis of

Leveson or some other fashionable patron ; and
ifyou like to give me that sum this phoenix of per-

fection shall be placed in your hands for you to

model her to suit your own purposes. She exactly

answers all the points in the description you gave
of what you wanted when you first entrusieJ lae

with the commission to obtain such a person.

That she is innocence itself and of unblemished

chastity, there can be no doubt. "When you hear
her artless tale from her own lips, as I have
heard it, you will be of the same opinion. As for

her beauty, I do not exaggerate when I pronounco
it to be not only of the highest order, but likewiso

of the most voluptuous style, combined with a suf-

ficient degree of intellectuality to redeem it from
mere brute sensuousness. She has not a single

fault. Tall in stature, inclined to be stout, and
with a magnificent development of the bust, her

figure is yet characterised by elegance and grace.

She says that she is only twenty-one, and she may
be believed: but she looks two or three years

older. Her teeth and eyes are incomparable : her

complexion is of dazzling whiteness, but with a

rich bloom upon the cheeks. The auburn of her

hair is the richest that ever 1 beheld ; and tlie out-

line of her features is classic. Her manners,

though tinged with rustic bashfulness, are never-

theless lady-like and prepossessing, and require

but the smallest amount of proper tutoring to

render them elegant. Altogether she answers

the description you gave me some time ago."

Miss Bathurst was ove>joyed, and immediately

concluded a bargain with Mrs. Gale, who hastened

back to Solio Square, and with some ready excuse

for the proceeding, took Clara Stanley at once to

Stratton Street,— so that the young lady issued

from the vile woman's house not only as pure as

she had entered it, but likewise without entertain-

ing the remotest suspicion of the den of infamy

where she had thus passed two hours on this

memorable day.

It was still early ia the afternoon when Clara

was thus introduced to Miss Bathurst; and Mrs.

Gala was at once dismissed with the t-tipulated

sum in her pocket. Miss Bathurst ha.s already

been described to the reader as a lady midway
between forty and fifty, retaining the traces of

i{reat beauty; and as her manners were elegant,

her address fascinating, and her hypocrisy con-

summate, she was at once enabled to make a very

favourable impression upon Clara. The young
lady repeated to her new friend all that she had

previously told Mrs. Gale ; and in a short half-hour
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Miss Bathurst was fully acquainted with every

point :iiid particular of Clara'a history so far as

tile fair narratrix was herself acquainted with it.

" Now," said Miss Bathurst, " you are a youujj

lady of intelligence and of a strong mind; and you

are for the instant in a most embarrassing position.

It liappens that I have it in my power—at least I

hope so—to place you i« a career of brilliancy

and splendour. So far from dreadmg poverty,

you shall be surrounded with riches. So far fioui

fearing that the sister and the aunt whom you
love may become houseless and friendless, you
shall have it in your power to maintain them in

comfort and ease. Innocent though you are, you
cannot be unconscious of tlie circumstance that

you poL-sess a loveliness of no common order; and
that so tar from having been formed to dwell in

tlie seclusion of a country-cottage, you were
destined to ehineasastar m the brilliant circles

of fashion. Will you leave yourself in my hands ?

will you permit me to become your preceptress?

The career >Yhich 1 purpose to open before you,

m ly lead to the most enviable position—perhaps
enable you to form eome splendid matrimonial
aliiance."

Clara was bewildered by all that she heard; and
Iter brain was half-intoxicated by this sudden ele-

vation from the depths of despondency to the

pinnacle of hope. But she craved farther ex-
planations. Miss Bathurst at once replied that

she could not develop her projects all in a moment
—that Clara must abandon herself to litem in all

confidence, and even give proofs not merely by
that confidence but also by her qualifications, that

the was worthy of being entrusted with tlie im-

portant secret of l\or new friend's designs. Hav-
ing thus spoken, Miss Bathurst, artfully avail-

ing herself of Clara'a desperate position, put it lo

her to decide at once. "There was no time for

delay. Siie might refuse or accept as she chose.

If she refused she must at ouc» take her de-

parture from the house; but when ehe found her-
^elf frkudless and penniless iu the wide streets of
London, what would she do? would she not be
glad to come back and accept even a far less

brilliant destiny and upoa much harder condi-
tions ?"

Clara grew more and more bewildered. Mias
Bathurst, following up her advantage, plied every
argument, delineated every golden prospect, and
used all her powers of persuasion as far as she
was able.

"Do not think," she said, "that I am a mere
paltry intriguante or a base trafficker in female
virtue. Little as you know of London, you must
perceive that this i* a fashionable street; and a
glance around will show you that this is a fine
house, of uidoubted respectability. Here is the
Court Guide ; you perceive my name in it. Behold
these cards ipon the tabic : they arc those of my
visitors -and you observe amongst them .>iome
of the liighcst names, male and female, iu the Brit-
ish Aristocracy. Here," continued Miss Bathurst,
opening lier wiiting desk and placing several
rerfumcd billets in Clara's iiands, '•arc notes of
invitation lo the noblest a* we'd as the most fashion-
able houses. Hero is even a note from the rdnce
llegcnt, written by his own liaud and accompanying
that beautiful vase you see upon the chelfonier and
which he ssnt me as a present. You observe that

he writes to me as * Dear Mitt Bathurst '—a dis-

tinguished honour only conferred on the favourites

of that select circle which visits at Carlton
House. Here is another note from his Koyal
Highness to my nephew, air. Horace Sack-
ville, inviting him to dinner at the Palace. See,

the Prince addresses him 'Dear Moraee^ and
concludes with ' Your Affectionate Friend.' But I

need give you no further proofs of my own high

position. It is now for jouto judge whether jou
will put implicit faith m me. In ilus case you must
make up your mind to lemain in London: you
cannot return home. An excuse for your ab.<euce

can easily be made to your sister Louiea ; and yuur
aunt is placed by her aflaiction beyond all possi-

bility of inquiring after you. Moreover, your letter

to Louisa can enclose this BauK-note for a hundicd
pounds, which will serve to corroborate whatever

tale we may devise to account for your si^y in

London."
Clara hesitated no longer. Was it likely that

she would do so? Bewildered by all she

heard and all she saw—couvmced by the mauy
proofs placed before her of Miss Baihorst's

social position and" high standing in society—and

also perceiving the real tangible means of bhiulii-

iug her beloved sister and afflicted aunt from the

menaces of poverty, the young lady blindly abuu-

doiied herself to her new friend's care, coiuoel:!,

and tutorings, and at once signified her as^ciit.

It was yet time to save that da^'n post, and it was

most necessary to do so, inasmuch as Lou sa

would be anxiously looking out on the following

morning for a letter. Accordingly, Miss Bathurst s

ingenuity at once suggested that Clara Stanley

should pretend to have found the Mr. Beckf rJ

whom she had come up to London to seek, and

that this person, whether real or imagiiiar\,

should at all events be made the alleged SLOice

of that bounty which the letter was lo conuin

and likewise the cause of Clara's detention iu

the metropolis. The young lady accordi- gly

wrote to Miss Bathurst's dictation, her own ideiis

being very far from sufficiently collected to enable

her to undertake the spoutaueous authorship of

such a letter. The reader will recollect that this

letter was given iu full in one of the earliest cliap-

ters of our tale. The summary of its contents

was to the effect that Clara had found Mr. Beck-

ford, who was a kiud-hearted, amiable, and t.\-

oellent old gentleman -that it w;is entirely iluroUirii

a mistake, which he had explained, that the l«st

cheque upon iiim was not honoured—that he liad

desired a bank-note for a hundred pounds to In; nt

once forwarded to Canterbury-that -Mrs. Beck-

ford had insisted upon keeping' Clara iu Loudou

for a few weeks-and that the BioUfords had re-

moved their residence from ^o. 20. Hauover

Square, to No. 13, Stratton Strict, to which latter

direction Louisa must send her reply.

Sach was the letter that Clara penned accordmiy

to Miss Bathurst's dictatio:i ; and whea it was si-ni

off to the post and beyond recall, the youug lady

felt she had taken her first lesson iu the school of

duplicity. She iherctoro found it impossible to re-

treat even if she ATere inclined. But she was not

:

for this new existence upon which siie hadeutertid,

speedily developed numerous and increasing

charms for a youug woman of Clara's disposition.

The very next morning Mu>a Bathurst took her iu
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a cirrinj^o to se^j Acacia Cottage at Kniarhts-

bi hige ; and as Clara was much pleased with the

dweliin;? itself and i's beautiful situation, tiie car-

\ iaije whirled away at once to the house-agent who

vl f'fi letting of it. Cut whiie proceeding tltiiiier

Mi.s=! Bathurst saiil, " Tint beautiful cottage is to

become your ham! so soon as it can be got ready.

You must abandon your present name au<l take a

new one, so as to destroy all identity between the

future tennnt of that house and the humble Clara

Stanley from a secluded habitation in some corner

of Kent. You must take a name at once aris-

tc cratio and fascinatin!,--. Let me think ! Wlien

the tutorings to which you are to be subjected,

shall have given the requisite polif-hed gloss to your

manners, you will know how to mingle dignity

with elegauce, and your beauty will be at once

splendid, queenly, and dazzling. And at this mo-
ment, all that I have just said reminds me of a

description 1 was reading this morning of the proud

beauty of Venice, the Queen of the Adriatic. Now
then, the idea is excellent I your christian name
shall be Venetia. It is an uncommon name, and at

once gives the idea of a charming, elegant, and
graceful woman. "Well then, you are Venetia in-

stead of Clara. But now for a surname ! "What

think you of Montgomertj ? No, that is too long.

Plantagenet ? No: that would really appear to be

assumed. Trelawney? Yes: an excellent name!
Venetia Trelawney! Now my dear friend, I hare

the infinitive pleasure of shaking hands with the

elegant Miss Venetia Trelawney."

Thus speaking, Miss Bathurst suited the action

to the word and took the hand of the astonished

and bewildered Clara Stanley, who as a matter of

course had no objection to offer to the proposed

substitution of nomenclature, seeing, as she did,

that it formed a part of Miss Bathurst's still myste-

! ious and unfathomable project. By the time this

nr.mgement was made, and C'Uira Stanley hud be-

onie in a few minutes transformed into Venetia

'/'rfilmiwey, the carriage stopped at the house-

. ;;ern.'s. There a bargain was at once made : Miss
IJathurst haggled not at terms, but paid the re-

quisite premium for the lease, which she or-

'iiM-ed to be made out in the name of Venetia

Trelawney ; so that our tieroine all in a moment
found herself the lessee of Acacia cottage. Then
the carriage whirled away once more ; and this time

it was to an upholsterer's. The immense ware-

houses of splendid furniture were inspected by the

two ladies ; and Miss Bathurst wa^ delighted to

find that her young companion developed much
excellent taste, notwithstanding the secluded life

she had led, in expressing her opinion relative to

iho mode of furnishing the several rooms at

Acacia Cottage. The upholsterer received orders

ti) have the cottage furnished throughout within

twenty-four hours. Five hundred poimds were

paid in advance, with the intimition that the

balance should hi forfhcomini,' on the com-
pletion of the order ; and the receipt was made out

iti the name of Venetia Trelawney.

From the upholsterer's the carriage proceeded
to a silversmith's hard by; and there a select

quantity of plate was chosen,—Miss Bathurst still

consulting Venetia Trelawney's taste and finding it

to be really excellent. The bill was paid, the

receipt being, as on the former occasion, made
out in the nauie of Miaa Trelawney ; and the goods

were ordered to be sent on the morrow to Acacia
Cottage. From tho silversmith's Miss Bathurst
and Venetia proceeded to a fashionable jeweller's

in Bond Street; and there our heroine was pre-
sented with a beautiful watch and chain, some
rings, 3 set of pearls, and various other articles

amounting altogether to more than a hundred
guineas, for which iMiss Bathurst's apparently in-

f xhaustiblo purse furnished the amount — and
again was the receipt made out in the name of
JNIiss Trelawney. From the jeweller's the carriage

proceeded to Miss Bathurst's attorney—she having,

as she alleged, a few instructions to give that gen-
tleman; but during her interview with him Venetia
was left in the carriaije, and therefore she knew
not what the nature of the business was. Nor
indeed did she devote a thought to tho circum-

stance: for the strange rapidity of the incidents

through which she was being whirled, as in a dream
of fairy-land, kept her brain in a state of pleasur-

able excitement and blissful bewilderment.

From the lawyer's the carriage proceeded to a
fashionable mercer's; and there large purchaser
were made. Morning and evening dresses—dresses

likewise for walking and for the carriage—and
every requisite of a fashionable lady's toilet, were
chosen in no niggard manner and paid for without

hesitation, the receipt being still made out iu the

name of Miss Trelawney. Thence away to Long
Acre, where dwelt an eminent carriage-buildtr;

and here a beautiful barouche in the newest

fashion, andof the lightest ami most elegant style,

was purchased. But as Jliss Bathurst was nu
judge of horses, but could put the utmost con-
fidence in the carriage-builder, who hail received

her patronage for years, he was empowered to pro -

cure a pair with the least possible delay, so that

the equipage might be sent complete to Acacia
Cottage iu forty-eight hours. The acknowledg-
ment for the amount paid on this occasion was, as

heretofore, made out to the credit of Miss Tre-
lawney.

The greater portion of the day was thus occu-

pied; and when Miss Bathurst and Venetia lO-

turned to Stratton Street, it was time to think of

dinner. Our heroine was now introduced to ttvo

ladies who had come to stay with Miss Bathurst.

One was Mrs. Arbnthnot, whom .Miss Bathurst in-

troduced to Venetia as her future companion, in-

asmuch as it would be imprudent and might i>r>>-

voke the tongue of scandal were she to dwell alouj

at her future residence of Acacia Cottage. The
other lady was Mrs. Fitzherbert— formerly il o

mistress of the Prince Regent, bu* who had for

many years altogether ceased even from seeing

hnn. She was upwards of sixty, but still retained

the traces of an extraordinary beauty, and pre-

served a fine embonpoint, into which the once vo-

luptuous grandeur uf her charms had cvpanded.

Venetia did not then know that Mrs. Fitz-

herbert had been so intimately <!onnected with

the Prince: for she was utterly unversed in

all the rumours and scandals of Court life. Bui
Mrs. Fitzherbert treated Venetia with a kind of

affectionate attention, and also surveyed her with

tho deepest interest; and when dinner was over

she and Miss Bathurst placed Venetia between

them on the sofa, and not merely began to give

her what might be termed lecturts upon the man-
ners of high life and the etiquette of tho beit rr-
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ciety, but also gently and delicately, as well as

with much apparent kindness, mentioned to her

any little faults they had noticed in her deport-

ment at the dinner-table. These were vey few

indeed, and were rather little awkwardnesses than

positive solecisms in good-breeding—and Venetia,

who possessed a rare appreciation as well as an ex-

traordinary intuitive quickness on snch points, at

once profited by the hints and suggestions thrown

out. Thus the evening passed away; and our

heroine retired to her chamber well wearied with

the bustle and excitement of the day. Scarcely

therefore was her head laid upon the pillow, when

she fell asleep, and thus had no time for thought.

The whole of the next day was passed in-doors.

Milliners and dress-makers were in attendance ;

and to these auxiliaries of the toilet did she bare

to devote some time. About noon Miss Bathurat'a

lawyer was announced ; and that lady, taking Ve-

netia aside, addressed her in the following man-

ner:

—

" My dear girl, yoa saw yesterday the immense

outlay which I made ou your account, and which,

when the rest of the bills are paid, will have ab-

sorbed more than two thousand guineas. Now, I

mean to be very frank with you. You suddenly

find yourself a comparatively rich woman: for

you have a splendidly furnished house, a beautiful

equipage, plate, jewellery, a varied and costly

wardrobe, and everthiiig necessary to commence
housekeeping in the handsomest style. But this

is not all. Here is a banker's book ; and you will

find, if you open it, that a thousand guineas have

been paid in to your account. All this shows you

that nothing has been done by halves; and at the

same time you can form an idea of the enormous
amount expended in setting afoot my plan. Well

as 1 think of you, my dear Venetia, yet you must,

nevertheless remember you are a total stranger to

me ; and I am about to place unlimited confidence

in you. At starting therefore, I make it a purely

business-matter; and my lawyer has prepared a

bond, which you will sign, and which makes you
my debtor to the extent of three thousand guineas.

Of course I shall never expect payment direct

from you ; but this bond will enable me to re-enter

into possession nf all the property wherewith I am
entrusting you, if at any time yon should endea-

vour to deceive me. It is a mere precaution ; and
as you doubtless mean fair-play, there can be no
harm in your signing it. My lawyer is waiting in

another room ; and when you have gone through
this little tormaliiy, I will give you full and com-
plete explanations of the whole project which I

have in hand, and for the carrying out of which
your assistance is engaged."

Venetia made no olyt-ction ; and accompanying
Miss Bathurst to the dining-room where the at-

torney was seated, she signed the bond. The
lawyer took his leave ; and when he was gone Miss
Bathurst proceeded to address Venetia in the fol-

lowing manner :

—

" Start not, my dear Venetia, when I inform you
that some years ago I was upon terms of the closest

intimacy willi the Prince Regent. In fact I was
Ills mistress. But our coniiexion came to an end

;

and with it ceased all the inrtuence which for the
lime it gave lye. Mrs. Fitzherbert wiLs likewise
for some years on the same foodug with his Royal
Highness. No—not exactly on the same tooling •.

for whereas I was only secretly and privately his |

mistress, she was openly and publicly acknowledged '

as such. Her influence during the period of her
connexion with his Royal Highness was far greater I

than mine ; and the loss of it, when that connexion
ceased, has even been more profoundly felt by that

|

lady. A complete rupture has for the last twenty I

years existed between herself and the Prince: but
j

as you have seen by the letters from his Royal
|

Highness, which I have shown you, he still now
and then deigns to think of me. Were I to ask a

;

favour of him, however, I should experience a ',

refusal, or else a cold neglect which I do not
choose to draw down upon myself Now, you
must know that both 3Irs. Fitzherbert and myself '

have reason to regret our total loss of influence i

at Court: for we have numerous relations and '

friends for whom we wish to provide in the various
|

departments of the civil and military STvices.
For a long time past we have taken counsel to- |

gether, in order to devise some scheme to regain,

though indirectly and through the medium of an-

other, at least some portion of our lost interest

with the Prince Regent. After varied deliberations

we resolved upon a certain scheme, all the points

and bearings of which we duly discussed, so as

to mature our plan and render it ripe for exe-
cution whenever ue should find the fitting agent
for carrying it out. I accordingly gave instruc-

tions to a certain Mrs. Gale—a shrewil, deep-

seeing, i.nd active woman— to procure for me a
young lady of matchless beauty, elegant manners,
fashionable appearance, and strjng mind. It was
no ordinary being that was thus s.ught afwr.

There ate plenty of beauties about the Court
already; and therefore for our purpu-ic it needed

one whose loveliness should transc' nd atiything

which ever came within the spliere of the Prince's

view. ^Mouths have passed since I gave mat de-

licate but important commission to Mrs. Gale:

but at length she has succeeded in the discovery

of the p^rioot creature so necessary to the success

of these plans. Mrs. Gale is the woman whom
you encountered the day before yesterday in

Gracechurch Street; and you are this phoenix of

perfection."

Here ]Miss Batimrst paused for a few moments,
while the colour gradually mantled upon Venetia's

countenance : for the young lady now began to

comprehend her destiny. As a matter of course

her mind was not sufficiently depraved to recciva

these explanations, so significant in iheir ten-

dency, without a partial shock : but this etfect of

her better feelings was speedily triumpijtd over

and subdued by tlic sense of gratified vanity, as

well as by the certainty of present riches and
splendour, and with the prospect of ascending to

the must brilliant position. .Mi^^s Bathur&t, who
watched her with (he keen scatching eye of a

thorough woman of the world, read what was pass-

ing in her soul, and tpeedily saw that Venetia was

her own.
" To-morrow," she continued, " j-ou will go and

take up your residence i.t AcAcii Cottige; and in

a very few days the whole West liad uf London will

be ringing with the intelligi-ncc of a most love y
but miysterious star suldouly ap^ieiriug iu the

galaxy of Lomion iifc. The very mystery which

will hang around you, cannot fail to give au enor-

mous impulse to the excitement and the ceusaiiou
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you are to create. No one will know who
you arc or whence you come. There will be no

clue to your paieHtage, your connexions, or your

friends. People will hear that you have houour-

•ibly paid for everythinjj in littiuj^ up your esta-

blishment, and that you are well off: they will,

therefore see that you are no mere adventuress.

Mrs. Arbuthnot—a prudent, far-siyhted, and ma-
tronly-looking wouiau— will be your coiupauion,

iviug with you altogether, riding out with you in

your carriage, and accompanying you iu your
walks; and therefore the breath of scaudal can-

not injure your fair fame. Thus far all circuui-

staijces will be propitious to you at the outset;

and ftoni that starting-point everythiug will de-

pend upon yourself. You will have the dissipated

members of the nobility seeking your acquaintance

:

but you must repulse them all. Hauteur to one-
coldness to another—mocking disdain to a third

—

iadiguaiion to a fourih—and to ou. Away with
93*

them all! Then you will receive tender billetv

beseeching interviews, making overtures of love

—

some in their infatuation proposiinr marriage-
others offering to aettio large sums upou you as

an inducement to become their mistress. But
every letter nmst either be returned to its writer,

or else treated with stern silence. By these raeaus

you will obtain a reputation for a virtue as inac-

cessible as your charms are brilliant. In a few

weeks tlie whole West End will be talking of you.

But in the meantime you will have much to do.

For a month to come you must every day practise

music and drawing. You already possess a good
elementary knowledge of these arts. Mrs. Arbuth-
not, who is proficient in both, will speedily render

you proficient also : for you must beooine eminently
accomplished, as wall as having the recommenda-
tions of personal loveliness and the strictest chastity.

Then, to*, you must read all the faihionablalite-

ratuitt of tUa day : • krge uiortmaot of books &••
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cessary for these polite studies will presently go

down to Acacia Cottage. Fashionable novels must

form the principal portion of your reading, so that

you may speedily catch an idea of the frivolities and

the thousand-and-one elegant nothings which may be

said to make up the sum of a fashionable existence.

In these readings you will be assisted by Mrs. Ar-

bathnot; and you must never hesitate to ask her

for explanations when you find yourself at fault.

You must likewise read Peerages and accounts of

the Aristocracy, as well as the fashionable news-

papers «nd the Court journals, so that yoQ may
obtain •!> insight into the histories and the proceed-

ings of all the first families : for you know not how

largely «Och matters enter into the conversation of

high life. You possess an excellent memory: and

whatever you study you will retain. You have also

a quick intellect, and will speedily appreciate all the

salient points in these subjects for your study.

"With your quickness and natural shrewdness—with

youf powerful mind and expansive genius—you will

in a very few weeks complete what may be termed

your fashionable education. But still this is not

all. You must study before your mirror as well as

in books and journals. You must practise the airs,

the looks, and the demeanours which are to be

adopted to suit all occasions and likewise all emer-

gencies. You must tutor that beautiful face of

your's to seem disdainful at one moment, and softly

winning at another: you must make those lovely

eyes of yout's flash fire at will, or droop into an ex-

pression of languor more softly sensuous than is

even their natural wont: and you must apply the

same plastic art to your coral lips, so that they may
wreath in smiles, curl with scorn, or be compressed

with an air of subdued indignation. You must like-

wise study your attitudes, and practise movements

and gestures: and in all this, do not forget that a

large portion of your self- teachings is in preparation

for the time when you will have to play the artillery

of your charms upon that heart against which they

are ultimately to be directed. Mrs. Arbuthnot will

tell you how the whitest and most beautifully

Tountled arm may be set off to the best advantage by

a particular gesture or attitude ; how the finest, the

whitest, and the mostvohiptuous bosom may be like-

wise displayed by a particular position; or how the

daintiest feet and ankles can be shown by particular

movements, the possessor all the time appearing un-

conscious of the circumstance. I do but glance

hurriedly over these details. Mrs. Arbuthnot will

go farther into them with you ; and in her will you
find a proficient as well as willing and patient in-

structress."

Again Miss Bathurst paused, but rather to

gather breath thau to ascertain how Venetia re-

ceived all she said : for the satisfactioa of the

young lady was depicted in her countenance,

Venetia being well pleased with the part which
she had thus to play aud the routine chalked out
for her to pursue.

"As a matter of cont*e,"rcsamed Miss Bathurst,

you will form no friendships aud receive no
guests, without previously consulting me: but as
it will be better that your acquaintance with me
should be kept as secret as possible, you must
come but seldom to Stratton Street, aud then only
of an evening—as Mrs. Arbuthnot can bo the
means of constant coimnunicatloa between us.

Aud uow lot me continue my explanations relative

to the hoped-for results of all these preliminary

arrangements. I have already said that you will

soon become the topic of universal conversation

throughout the fashionable world ; and in pro-

portion to your coldness and reserve towards all

who seek your acquaintance, will grow the general

anxiety tj form it. The name of Venetia Tre-
{

lawnev will be in the mouth of every one; and
when you ride in the Park you will be the cynosure
of general observation. The greatest ladies in

tho land will be mad with jealousy ; because they

will hear their hosbandu, lovers, and acquaintances
all talking and thinking of nothing but Venetia
Trelawney. You will become a favourite toast at

dinnerparties aud at the clubs: the fashionable

newspapers will have paragraphs concerning you

:

your dress will give hints for the fashions—mil-

liners aud dress-n>akers will quote your good taste

—and thus will the name of Venetia Treiawney
become a perfect furor and rage. In due course

the Prince Regent will hear of you. My nephew
Horace Sackville, who is iutimate at the palace,

will not fail to drop hints and allusions to pique

the Prince's curiosity. You shall be introduced

to Horace in a day or two : but he will not, when
conversing with the Prince or elsewhere concern-

ing you, let it be known that he has the honour of

your acquaintance. And by the by, talking of

Horace, I shall not mention to him how I became
acquainted with you," added Miss Bathurst : for

she did not wish her nephew to know that she had
any knowledge or such a character as Mrs. Gale.

"Nor indeed," she continued, "must Horace visit

you at Acacia Cottage. Nothing, in sUort, must
be done in the shape of imprudence or indiscre-

tion in any way calculated to betray the fact that

I am at tne bottom of all this. For if the real

truth were to transpire, the Prince, who is uncom-
monly keen, would at once see through the whole

degign, and oor purpose would be defeated. Well,

my dear Venetia, you must now fully understand
|

what I mean," added Miss Bathurst : " or if you

wish, I will be explicit to the end. And perhaps

this coarse is the best. In plain terms then, you

are destined to become the mistress of tlie Prince

Kegeut !"

The deepest crimson now mantled upon Venetia's

checks; but delight also beamed in her looks, joy

dancing exultant in her sunny eyes, and her bosom
heaving with a long sigh of pleasure. If the still

small voice of conscience, whispering for a mo-

ment, touched a chord wliich vibrated to her heart

and sent up that carnation glow to her cheeks,

this voice was nevertheless almost instantaneously

hushed by the louder tones in which ambition

spoke in that same heart, aud the thrilling pseaus

of triumph which resounded through her soul.

" Yes—you are destined to become the mistress

of the Prince Regent," proceeded Miss Bathurst:

"and no matter what remonstrance rigid virtue

may offer or cold prudery may suggest, it is a

brilliant and an enviable position. I say enviable,

for there is not a titled beauty in the sphere of

Aristocracy that will not be madly jealous of you

:

and to be jealous, is to envy J You will be courted

and fawned upon even by those who will hate you

most ; and of the male sex you will become the

idol, the goddess, the divinity. Now, mark me
well I If with all the opportunities thus afforded,

you play your cards judiciously and with Uc
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you cannot fail of success. When the curiosity

of the Prince is sufficiently piqued concerning

you, he will devise some means to seek your ac-

quaintance : perhaps he will call upon you without

any formal iutroduction at all. So much the bet-

ter : you will then have him in your power, and

may stipulate your own conditions. If he falls

madly in love, as he assuredly will, you can ob-

tain anything at his haads, even to becoming a

Peeress in your own rij^ht. But we will not waste

time in all these conjectures : the main point is

for you to follow the career in which you will be

placed and the advice which will be given you

;

and it is inevitable that the whole plot will suc-

ceed. It must succeed ! But mind, one false step

will ruin everything—one single act of imprudence

will mar all. It is only by achieving the ex-

traordinary popularity I have described, that you

will be talked of in the Prince's hearing, and then

will Horace be enabled to serve us by still farther

piquing his curiosity. But if you yield to the

overtures of any other individual—if you suffer

yourself to be dazzled by any offers that may be

made to you—if, in a word, you compromise your

reputation and thus gain the character of an ad-

venturess or an intriguante—you will fail to in-

spire that curiosity and sustain that prolonged

excitement and sensation which can alone lead to

success. And if successful, Venetia, only think

of the advantages to be gained I They are in-

calculable. Your own position will of course be

briliiaut; and then must you labour on behalf of

those who will have been instrumental in raising

you to this summit of grandeur. For remember,

it is I and Mrs. Fitzherbert who together have

advanced these large sums of money to carry out

our design : it is we who have rescued you from

poverty and destitution—your sister and your

aunt also—and are now placing you on the high

road to fortune, rank, and influence. Therefore,

when that position shall have been secured to

yourself, you must exert your power with the

Prince to provide pensions and places for those

whom I and Mrs. Filzherbert may point out; and
through you shall we thus regain some portion of

our departed influence. Now, Venetia, my ex-

planations are complete. I do not ask you whe-
ther you have the capacity and the qualifications

to enter upon a career where tact, judgment, de-

licacy, and shrewdness are as necessary aa per-

sonal beauty itself; because in these respects I

already know you to be well-fitted for the pur-

pose. But I do ask you whether, after all you have

heard, you can enter heart and soul upon the en-

terprise and give yourself up to it with enthusiasm

and devotion ?"

With but little compunction, and with a pleasur-

able sensation infinitely outweighing it, Venetia

replied in the alfirmative; aud her destiny was
thus fixed.

CUAPTEll CXCII.

CONCLUSION OP THE MYSTERIES OF Till; VAST.

BEnoi-D Venetia now installed at Acacia Cottage,

aud entering upon the routine which MissBathur«it

had chalked out aud the pursuits which she hud ho

elaborately detailed. Mrs, Arbuthnot becnmo os

tensibly her companion : but she in reality served

also as Miss Bathurst's spy, so as to watch all Ve-
netia's actions and make her report accordingly in

Stratton Street. But our heroine proved too faith-

ful to the cause in which she had embarked and to

the important interests staked upon the enterprise,

to commit any error or be led into any fault that

needed reporting. Indeed she proved an apt and
docile pupil, not merely because she would not risk

the agreeable position in which she was placed, but

likewise because she had now her own ambition to

gratify.

Au experienced, wily, and astute lady's-maid, in

the person of Miss Jessica, had been found for

Venetia; and as this abigail was thoroughly trust-

worthy and unsurpassingly discreet, she was well

fitted for the service she had to perform. The
maa-servant chosen for Venetia's household, was

severe and morose enough to daunt any imperti-

nent questioner, and at the same time old and ugly

enough to avert the possibility of scandal on his

account,: for inasmuch as ladies of rank, fashion,

and beauty full often convert their handsome foot-

men into lovers, a similar imputation might have

been raised against Venetia, had her male depen-

dant been young, of good figure, and of prepossess-

ing countenance. Every arrangement was thus

made and every precaution taken by Miss Bathurst,

not only to retain a complete hold upou Venetia,

but likewise to guard her reputation against the

chance of calumny.

Our heroine's studies progressed most rapidly.

All her habitual mdolence seemed shaken off, and

Mrs. Arbuthnot found her most assiduous as well

as most intelligent in the various branches which

she had been enjoined to cultivate. For Venetia,

as above stated, not only had her ambition to gra-

tify, but also to expel disagreeable thoughts ; and

hence her unwearied application to her music, her

drawing, the books that had been provided for her,

and her studies in all the fashionable refiuementa

of demeanour, attitude, and manner. We have

already described her as possessing a vigorous in-

tellect and the keenest appreciation of all that was
necessary for her to learn in order to play with

protlcicucy the grand part entrusted to her ; and
it can therefore be no matter of surprise if in the

comparatively short space of a couple of months
she should have undergone the completesl trans-

formation from the inexperienced Clara Stanley of

a humblo dwelling at Canterbury into the brilliant

Venetia Trelawney of Acacia Cottage.

When oecasionally visiting Miss Bathurst of an
evening, Venetia met Horace Sackville. And here

we may as well observe that this young man was

the illegitimate son of Miss Bathurst: but the

Prince Regent was not his father. Indeed this

fact his Royal Highness knew full well : for it is to

be hoped for the honour of humanity that if it had
been otherwise—that is to say, if Horace were

really the Prince's sou—the Prince never woq|l
have intrigued with his own son's wife. Horac0*8

father was another person with whom Miss

Bathurst had been intimate in her time : but the

young man himself had never been suffered to

learn the exact particulars of his birtb. He hod
been all along taught to believe that ho was aa
orphan, indebted to the bounty of hit aunt Miss

Bathurst; and as ho grew up ho had not chosen

to ask many questions upon the subject. The
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Jiking that the Prince took to him was merely one

of the royal whim* and caprices ; and as Horace

had many natural good qualities, and never took

an improper advantage ot the Prince's favour, he

did not forfeit it. From all that has transpired

throughout our long tale relative to the character

of Horace Sackville, it will be seen that he was en-

dowed with all the necessary qualifications to ren-

der him an amiable, worthy, and even high-

minded young man, had not his good principles

been warped and the best feelings of his nature

spoilt by the contaminating dissipations and profli-

gacies of the sphere into which he was thrown.

From the very first moment that Horace Sack-

ville beheld Venetia, he was struck with her tran-

scending loveliness ; and indeed, he at once

conceived a profound attachment towards her.

This he however veiled to the utmost of his power,

because Miss Bathurst had duly initiated him in

the purpose for which Venetia was destined;

although the little circumstance relative to Mrs.

Gale was carefully kept out of sight. Horace was
too much accustomed to fallow the instructions

and obey the wishes of his aunt—aa he called her

•—not to enter at once into the plans which she

and Mrs. Fitzherbert had so artfully devised : but

he could not prevent himself from loving Venetia

secretly and tenderly; and the more he saw of her

the deeper grew his aifection. Still he continued

to keep this passion to himself; and faithful to the

positive instructions he received from Miss Ba-
thurst, he forbore from calling at Acacia Cottage,

or even hinting to any of his friends that he had
the honour of Miss Trclawney's acquaintance.

Everything that Miss Bathurst and Mrs. Fitz-

herbert had foreseen in arranging their plans,

actually took place. Venetia Trelawney soon ex-

cited an immense sensation at the West End. All

the noble rou^s and fashionable rakes were soon

busied in making inquiries concerning her, and
endeavouring to obtain an introduction. But all

they could learn was that she had suddenly taken

Acacia Cottage, fitted it up splendidly, and paid

honourably as well as liberally for everything. Of
course Miss Bathurst had enjoined her upholsterer,

jeweller, carriage-builder, and other tradesmen to

jnaintain the strictest secrecy relative to her

acquaintance with Miss Trelawney, under the

penalty of losing the s^id Miss Trelawney's future

custom; and these injunctions were very faithfully

adhered to. Thus, nothing could be learnt relative

to Venetia's antecedents : no one knew who she

was, or whence she came ;—yet no one dared to

osiert that she was an adventuress or an in-

triguante. If this suspicion arose for a moment,
it was very soon set at rest by her own conduct.

Never did she appear in public without her

duenna-like companion, Mrs. Arbuthnot : it was
found impossible to obtain access to her ; and the

numerous billets which she received were either

returned in blank envelopes, or else treated with

cold silence. So infatuated became many very

wealthy but very silly personages, that they at

once wrote to offer her marriage : these were the

letters which she sent back. Other epistles,

making less honourable overtures, were those that

obtained no notice whatsoever. All these cir-

cumstances got abroad, thus stamping her to be
as virtuous as she was incomprehensible. No one
could accuse her of endeavouring to thrust herself

into good society, because she shunned all those

who might have introduced her to the very eiUe of
fashion. Thns the furor she excited fully equalled,

if not transcended, all the most sanguine expecta-
tions of Miss Bathurst and Mrs. Fitzherbert,

Meanwhile Horace Sackville was prudently and
cautiously helping on the affair. It was he who
had dexterously spread the tale relative to Vene-
tia's refusing the dazzling overtures of a certain

Duke ; and he had likewise on two or three occa-
sions thrown out a hint concerning her to the

Prince Regent.
Thus did the first two months of Venetia Tre-

lawney's residence at Acacia Cottaqe pass aw»y ;

and then occurred the memorable " Banquet of Six"
at the Marquis of Leveson's House in Albemarle
Street. On that occasion Venetia Trelawney's name
was brought up: but Horace Sackville suftered the

other guests to lavish their encomia upon her mar-
vellous beauty ere he volunteered a word. Then, on
being directly appealed to by the Prince, he said all

he could to pique his Royal Highness's curiosity to

the fullest extreme—artfully insinuating thai if any
one could possibly win her upon any terms at all, it

could be none other than the Prince himself. If the

reader will refer to that chapter in which the Bin-
quet of Six is described, he will find bow skilfully

Horace Sackville played his part upon the occasion

—and at the same time how narrowly he watched

the Prince's countenance, not merely to observe the

impression made by all that was passing, but like-

wise to make sure that he himself did not go too far

and thus excite suspicion as to his covert motive.

We need not recapitulate all the details of those

circumstances under which the memorable love-

campaigu was agreed upon and the six thousand

guineas clubbed to become the reward of the suc-

cessful aspirant to Venetia's favours.

As a matter of course, everjthing that thus took

place was duly made known to Venetia on the fol-

lowing day; and she received her instructions from

Miss Bathurst, through Mrs. Arbuthnot, hnw to act.

It was now decided that she should permit herself to

become accessible to her suitors, so that by discour-

aging those whose turns preceded that of the Prince

her conduct might the more effectually pique his

curiosity and rivet his interest. Thus on the Mon-
day, which was the first day of the love-campaign,

when she beheld the Earl of Curzon in the Park,

evidently trusting to the chapter of accidents to

lurnish liim with some means of obtaining access to

her, she purposely let her parrot loose to aflord him
the wished-f'or opportunity. He was not slow in

availing himself of it; and then Venetia had an

occasion of playing off upon him all the artillery of

those airs of haughty indignation, proud defiance,

and cold contempt which she had been practising

for more than two months. It was a pleasure for

Venetia to humble the self-sufficient nobleman who
dared hope to vanquish her who was destined for

a far loftier position: nnd she did humble him.

Then, as he went away, her peals of silver laughter

proclaimed her triumph.

The next 4«y was the turn of Sir Douglas Hun-
tingdon; and as Venetia had heard his character

from Horace Sackville, to the effect that he was a

good-natured, generous-hearied, off- hand, though

dissipated young man, she was resolved to treat him
very ditlereutly from the Earl of Curzon. More-
over, as he actually went and gave a very consider-
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able sum in the purchase of Acacia Cottage and

otlier homes—the whole being saleable only as one

lot—and this on purpose to obtain a pretext for calling

upon her, she felt somewhat flattered by the com-

pliment thus implied; and therefore when he ap-

peared in her presence, she treated him with the

most affable display of good temper. This amiable

humour was encouraged on her part by his own
conduct; for, as the reader will recollect, he frankly,

and we might almost say bluntly, offered her mar-

riage. She had therefore no reason—as indeed she

had no desire—to be offended with him : she even

took a sort of liking to him, and treated him with a

good-natured raillery, which disarmed him of all

possible resentment on account of the refusal which

his proposition received.

Relative to Colonel Malpas, whose turn came
next, Venetia had received a very different character

indeed ; and she learnt from Horace that he was a

thoroughly unprincipled, bad young man. She
wished to have an opportunity of settling all his

pretensions at once; and as he was intimate with

Lady Wenlock, between whom and Mrs. Arbuthnot

a long-standing friendship existed, it was easy to

have a hint conveyed through that lady to the Co-

lonel that Venetia was to be present at the enter-

tainment given by her at Kew. There did Venetia

accordingly meet the Colonel : but she certainly

was not prepared for the detestable menaces to

which the unprincipled scoundrel had recourse;

—

and had it not been for the circumstance of Captain

Tash being an ear-witness of all that took place, her

reputation might have subsequently suffered by the

daring assertion of triumph eventually made by the

Colonel.

Before we continue our explanationii relative to

the love-campaign of the party of six, we must
pause to notice another little incident the date of

which properly causes it to require allusion here.

We mean the visit which Joceljn Loftus paid our
heroine at No. 13, Stratton Street. Miss Bathurst

had given all her servants the requisite instructions

what to say in case any one should call and inquire

for a Mr. and Mrs. Beckford, or a Miss Clara
Stanley. The answer was invariably to be, " that

they were out of town, but were shortly expected

home." This was the response which Jocelyn re-

ceived, when, provided with Louisa's letter of intro-

duction, he called on the Wednesday in Stratton

Street; and returning next day, he was duly intro-

duced into the handsome drawing-room, where he
found Clara Stanley. The reader will remember
that they were well pleased with each other: for th»

young lady assumed the most artless, amiable, and
unaffected manner, so that she appeared everything

that Jocelyn could have expected in his beloved

Louisa's elder sister. On the other hand, the good

opinion she had previously conceived from Louisa's

letters respecting Loftus, and also from the refer-

ences she had taken concerning him, was fully cor-

roborated by his looks, his manner, and his dis-

course. She had learnt from his banker that he was
a young man of good family, with an income of six

hundred a-year, and still greater expectations : there-

fore she had from the first highly approved of his

suit in respect to Louisa. Now, as above stated, a

personal acquaintance ratified all the favourable im-
pressions previously made on her mind ; and she

rejoiced unfeignedly that her beloved sister should

have won the hoart of so excellent a young gentle-

man. She excused herself for not introducing him
to Mr. and Mrs. Beckford on the ground that they
were very old people and much fatigued with their

excursion into the country on the preceding day;
and as Loftus, being but little acquainted with the
personages and circumstances of fashionable life,

entertained not the remotest idea that he was in the

house of a Miss Bathurst, as a matter of course he
beheld naught to engender suspicion that any du-
plicity was being practised. But, Ah ! when he had
taken his departure, how quickly did the long pent-

up feelings in our heroine's bosom seek an issue ia

a flood of tears ; and how convulsive were the sobs

that her surcharged breast gave forth

!

But Venetia had no leisure for thus abandoning
herself to iier grief, or to the flood of memories
relative to her sister and her home, which this

interview had so painfully excited. For it was
now past noon ; and she must get back to Acacia
Cottage. Because this was Thursday, the fourth

day of the love campaign—the grandest and most
impoitant cf all! It was the day, in short, for

the Prince's visit : for that he would avail himself

of his turn to call upon her at once, there was but

little doubt. The reader may remember with what
admirable tact she played her cards upon this

occasion. She gave him to understand that she

was no mere adventuress—no wanton—but as yet

a pare virgin : and this was the truth. She how-

ever frankly confessed that she had her ambition

;

and she alluded to the connexion between Mrs.

Fitzherbert and himself as illustrative of the

position which she must stipulate for, if she be-

came his mistress. Then the Prince suggested

that she should get married to some easy good-

natured person who would either wink at her being

the royal mistress, or else positively assent to it.

This proposition was fraught with exceeding plea-

sure for Venetia, inasmuch as she saw that matri-

mony might be made a sufficient cloak to preserve

her reputation, and also (as she hoped) to save

her well-beloved Louisa the pain of ever having

to blueh for her sister. She had for some time

observed the affection which Horace Sackville

entertained towards her; and therefore the in-

stant the Prince Regent's proposition was made,

it struck her that Horace was the convenient hus-

band to be thus obtained. She knew that his

infatuation with regard to her was immense ; and
thoui^h she was no stranger to his natural good
qualities, yet she was equally well aware that

these had been too much warped and spoilt to be

suggestive of any very powerful scruples against

a marriage under such circumstances. As to the

consent of Miss Bathurst and Mrs. Fitzherbert to

this marriage, she had little doubt of obtaining it;

iuasnmch as the main point was that s>lie should

become the Prince Regent's mistress—no matter

by what moans, so long as the aim was success-

fully and speedily reached.

The reader will remember that ere the Prince

parted from her on that occasion, he extracted

from her a promise that she would visit him at

Carltou House on the ensuing evening; and sliu

was to be at Hyde Park Corner at nine o'clock,

where his carriage was to meet her. But previous

to all thii,—previous indcid to calling upon her

at all, and thiTefure while still unaware of the

extraordinary beauty of Venetia, as well as being

under the infatuation of the lady in the gossamer
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dress, tho Prince had made a compact to abandoa
bis chanco to the Mitrquis of Leveson. Now how-
ever, having become an eye-witness of the truth

of all the reports that had reached him concern-

ing Venetia'a charms, his Royal Highness re-

pented of his bargain with the Marquis ; and hast-

ening to visit him, induced his lordship to forego

the compact on condition of receiving the vacant

Garter. Tho Prince however quite forgot, when
returning to Carlton House, to confer the ap-

pointment: the Marquis thought he was tricked;

and on the Friday evening, it being his turn to

pursue the love-campaign, he treacherously in-

veigled Venetia to his mansion. She however
escaped his clutches ; but upon proceeding to

Carlton House, she vroutd not abandon lierself

on this occasion to the Prince, fearing that she

had not as yet a sufficiently strong hold upon
him and that too easy a surrender would damp
hi* ardour with respect to her.

Veuelia did not at once communicate to Miss
Bathurst, through Mrs. Arbuthnot, the arrange-

ment which had been made with the Prince about

her getting married—she merely intimated that they

had come to terms and that she was to be his mis-

tress. She was resolved to wait and see whether

Sackville himself would make any tender avowal

to her; in which case she would be spared the

somewhat unfeminine task of initiating overtures to

him. Besides, she did not wish him to come
ready tutored by Miss Bathurst how to act: but

she was desirous of assuring herself that Horace
would of his own accord accept her as a wife. She
felt assured that, inasmuch as he had been dragged
into the transaction of the Party of Six, he would
avail himself of his turn to call upon her at the Cot-

taj^e, with or witliout his aunt's consent. She
therefore expected him : nor did she expect in

vain. Horace called ; and although the conversa-

tion began with the observation on his part, " that

he was the only one who could not plead the suit

of love," they nevertheless very soou found them-

selves deep in a discourse of a tender charac-

ter. As we have already stated, the passion which

Sackville entertained for Venetia amounted to a

frenzied infatuation which made him reckless of

any terms or conditions which might be attached

to such an alliance : and therefore, though know-
ing everything—aware that she was to become the

mistress of the Prince, and that she was far too

deeply involved in the ramifications of the plot, as

well as too securely in Miss Bathurst's power, to

tliink ot retreating—he enthusiastically agreed to

become her husband. Then, on the whole arrange-

ment with the Prince and with Sackville relative to

this matrimonial project being made Itnown to

Miss Bathurst and Mrs. Fitzherbert, they cheer-

fully gave their assent. Indeed, closely connected
as Horace was to the former, an additional guaran-

tee for Veuetla's continued thraldom to her will,

seemed to be afforded by each a marriage.

Here wo need not dwell upon the details of what
followed. The reader is well aware how Venetia
married Horace Sackville—how be was raised to

the peerage—and how tlicy took up their abode at

Carlton ilouse. The next incident which requires

explauatiou, refers to that occasion when the
Prince gave a dinner-party, at which the Sack-
villes, the Earl of Curzon, Sir Douglas Huntiug-
dou, and the Marquis of Leveeon were present, aud

when Venetia overheard a certain conversation
between the Marquis and his Royal Highness. It
will be remembered that the Marquis had ju^t re-
turned from Paris; and startling indeed for Vene-
tia were the circumstances which he and the Prince
on that occasion hurriedly discussed. She learnt,
in the first place, who Jocelyn Loftns really was;
and the revelation immediately accounted to her
for a certain mysteriousaess which she observed
in the manner of his London banker when some
months previously she had called upon that gen-
tleman to take references concerning her sister's

suitor. Nevertheless, the discovery now made as
to who Jocelyn really was, rendered her more satis-

fied than ever in respect to his projected alliance
with Louisa. But, in the second place, she ascer-
tained from what passed between the Marquis and
the Prince, that Loftus was a prisoner at the Pre-
fecture of Police in Paris—that he had been as-
sailed by extraordinary temptations, of which the
profligate Miss Owens were made the agents—but
that he had passed immaculate through the ordeal.

In the third place, Venetia discovered that Louisa
had been inveigled away from home—that she had
been to Paris—that the Marquis had brought her
back—and that she was at that very moment at his

mansion in Albemarle Street. Lastly, our heroine
overheard Lord Leveson go on to state "that
Louisa had got a sister somewhere in London, but
that there was evidently a mistake relative to the

!

accurate address of this sister's abode."
i

On hearing these things, Venetia could not alto- '

gether restrain the feelings of mingled terror, in. I

dignation, and alarm which they were but too well !

calculated to excite in her bosom. Indeed, as the
reader will recollect, she upset her wine-glass in

her agitation; and precipitately quitting the room,
hastened to her boudoir. There she gave unre-

strained vent to her affliction : bat seeing the ab-

solute necessity of acting with a promptitude that

should avert the threatened storm from breaking
over her own head, she at once despatched Jessica

i

to Miss Bathurst to put that lady on her guard re-

lative to the inquiries which were certain to ba
made ia Stratton Street concerning Miss Clara

|

Stanley. Having taken this precaution, she mads
up her mind how to act in other respects ; and oon-

fideot of wielding immense power over tho Eari of

Curzon and Sir Douglas Huntingdon, she resolved

to enlist their aid in carrying out the twofold pur-

pose she bad in view. One object was to rescue

her sister from the clutches of the Marquis of

Leveson ; and the other was to effect the liberation

of Jocelyn Loftus from tho Prefecture of Police i

in Paris,

But in the carrying out of both these aims, tlie

utmo8ttact,prudence, and judgment were required,

in order to avoid compromising herself, in tiie

former case she saw that it was almost certain that

the Marquis of Leveson, being himself intimately

acquainted with Miss Bathurst, would insist upon
full explanations as to all Louisa had told hiui re-

lative to her sister residing at No. 13, Stratton

Street, with persons of the name of Beckford : or

else Louisa herself mij^ht discover that Clara was

not there, nor any such beings as the Beckford«

in existence. Therefore, in entrusting Sir Douglas
j

Iluuliugdou with the delicate task of rescuing .

Louisa from Leveson House, Venetia was com-

pelled to take him entirely into her couHdeoce. Xo I
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secure him however altogether in her interest, and

more effectually to put the seal of secrecy upon his

lips, she made up her mind to bestow upon him those

favours for which he languished ; and in coming to

this resolve, she also yielded somewhat to her own

inclinations—for the barriers of virtue beinjf com-

pletely broken down, it needed but a small impulse

thus to urge her on to the gratification of the sen-

suous passion she had conceived for the Baronet.

As the reader however will recollect, she acciden-

tally gave Lord Curzon the note intended for Sir

Douglas Huntingdon ; so that the nobleman, avail-

ing himself of an invitation which he thought was

meant for him, was the first to revel in her

arms.

This circumstance she did not altogether regret

;

because, in the first place, Huntingdon proved well

satisfied to serve her faithfully and eflectually upon

the mere promise of a crowning rewnrd ; wliile, in

the second place, it was equally necessary to secure

the secret devotedness of Curzon in carrying out

her object with regard to Loftus. Indeed, the

management of this latter affair required as much
fidelity as courage. From Louisa's letters, Venetia

had learnt all that Mary Owen had told her relative

to the conspiracy against the Princess of Wales : and

from those letters likewise had Venetia ascertained

the object of Jocelyn's visit to the Continent. But

it was only with great risk and danger to her own

position and interests, that Venetia could act in a

manner hostile to the Prince Regent's views ; and to

espouse Jocelyn's cause was to adopt that hostile

course. Hence the imperious necessity of sealing

Curzon's lips relative to the task she entrusted to

hiin ; and consequently she regretteJ but little the

misadventure which bad at once thrown her into his

arms— for she knew full well that when the service

was performed in Paris, he would be sure to come
back and claim that same favour as his reward.

The Earl of Curzon, flushed with the triumph he

had achieved in at last winning that splendid and

seductive woman, cheerfully undertook the com-
mission entrusted to him ; and engaging the services

of Captain Tash and his man Robin, at once set oil'

for Paris, where he accomplished the deliverance of

Jocelyn Loftus in the manner described in an earlier

part of our tale. But inasmuch as it for obvious

reasons suited Venetia's purpose that Jocelyn should

remain ignorant of who the authoress of this pro-

ceeding in his favour might be, and that he should

obtain no clue to the eventual discovery thereof, his

liberators were instructed to disguise themselves

personally and also conceal their names—all of

which liiey did.

But in the meantime Sir Douglas Huntingdon

was engaged in the execution of the task that Venetia

had confided to him. We must however first ob-

serve that, as Venetia had foreseen, the Marquis of

Leveson went to No. 13, Straiton Street ; and seeing

his old friend Miss Bathurst, told her " that a girl

named Louisa Stanley was ai his house, and that

she persisted in declaring that her sister Clara was

residing with a certain Mr. and Mrs. Beckford there,

at the said No. 13, Stratton Street." Miss Bathurst

could not conceal her dismay at this announce-

ment: for she naturally fancied that Louisa would

persevere in her inquiries after her sister—that the

Marquis would aid her—and that a complete dis-

covery and exposure would ensue. la this dilemma
Miss Bathurst threw herself upon the mercy of her

old friend the Marquis of Leveson, and confided to

him everything—beseeching his assistance in de-

vising some excuse to satisfy Louisa and divert her

from farther inquiries relative to her sister. The
Marquis, secretly overjoyed at having elicited such

an important revelation, which suddenly put the

brilliant Venetia (as he hoped) completely in his

power, readily promised to further Miss Bathurst's

views. He of course had nothing to gain by giving

publicity to what he had thus discovered ; but on the

contrary, it was by keeping the secret that he ex-

pected to reduce the haughty Lady Sackville to

submission. Reassuring Miss Bathurst as to the

course he should adopt, he returned to Albemarle

Street, and represented to Louisa that her sister

Clara was out of town with the Beckfords for a

week or ten days. Miss Bathurst immediately sent

to Venetia to tell her what had occurred : but in the

interval Sir Douglas Huntingdon had received our

heroine's instructions to rescue Louisa at any risk,

and no matter under what circumstances, from the

power of the Marquis of Leveson. Slie had like-

wise desired him to take Louisa at once to Stratton

Street; and thither did Venetia herself repair, to

resume her character of plain and simple Clara

Stanley once more, and await her sister's coining.

We have seen how Sir Douglas arrived at Leveson

House in the very nick of time to deliver the beau-

teous young maiden from the unprincipled old

nobleman—and how in his own carria^je he bore

her to Stratton Street, telling her on the way that

her sister Clara had unexpectedly come up to town.

We need but cast a brief retrospective glance

over the meeting which then took place between the

sisters. On that occasion Clara assured Louisa that

her lover Jocelyn was innocent of the base things

imputed to him — that he had passed scatheless

through the ordeal of unparalleled temptations—and

that he himself would in due time reveal what his

real name was, and give satisfactory explanations

for having adopted an assumed one. Slia likewise

gave Louisa the assurance that he would shortly be

free ; and in every respect did she do her best to

cheer and console her well-beloved sister. Venetia

was then about to touch upon matters intimately

concerning herself. She saw how dangerous it was

10 keep her sister in the dark on that head any

longer, and that the time was come when she should

give at least some explanations respecting her own
affairs. She purported indeed to announce the im-

portant fact that she was married—that she was a

Peeress—and that her husband occupied a high post

in the Prince Regent's housshold. But suddenly

the ariiess and innocent Louisa began to give utter-

ance to everything that Lady Ernestina Dysart had

told her relative to '-a certain Venetia Trelawney, now

Lady Sackville and mistress of the Prince:" so that

the unhappy young woman, horrified at hearing her

own history thus dwelt on so pointedly by her un-

suspecting sister, could not for worlds have found

courage to make the revelation a moment before re-

solved on. With a hastily devised apology for

bidding Louisa so abrupt a farewell, and with the

old standard excuso for not presenting her to the

Beckfords, she lost no time in sending her off to

Canterbury.

The next incident to which we must call attention,

was one connected with the private theatricals that

took place at Carlton House. Ou that occasion, be

it lemombereu, Jocelya Loftus—when there for the
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purpose of seeking an interview with the Prince-

recognized Clara Stanley in the brilliant Lady Sack-

ville ! His astonishment knew no bounds ; and for

Louisa's sake was he deeply, deeply grieved.

Having seen the elder sister's letters from London

to his beloved Louisa, he knew that this dear girl

was utterly ignorant of Clara's career under the

name of Venetia; and he therefore at once formed

the resolve not to enlighten Louisa upon the

subject on his return to Canterbury. He did not

then foresee that a second visit to the Continent

would be prolonged for seven months ; and he

thiiught that it would be better to wait until his

return ere he made so startling a revelation to his

betrothed as that her own sister and the Venetia

of whom she had heard so much evil were iden-

tical. Nor did he present himself to Lady Sack-

ville on this occasion : but he wrote her a long

letter, the receipt of which affected her greatly.

The reader will remember it was on the same

occasion when she found the Marquis of Leveson s

pearls in her boudoir, that Joceiyn's letter came

to hand. Therein he observed, in grave but what

might be termed brotherly remonstrance, that she

had evidently practised many deceits and strange

paste her notice. On this occasion it was as a bro-

ken-down spendthrift and a ruined man that he

stood before her ; and much as slie detested the Co-
lonel, she nevertheless regarded him as an instru-

ment exactly fitted for her purpose. She knew how
thoroughly unprincipled he was, and that he would

hesitate at nothing in order to carry out a purpose,

while his necessities seemed to place him alto-

gether at her mercy. Hence the commissions which

she gave to the Earl of Curzon and to Colonel Mal-
pas, to proceed to the Continent and by wormiag
themselves into the favour of the profligate Miss

Owens, seize any opportunities that might occur

of withdrawing them from the sphere where their

presence was so fraught with danger.

"We have now no further explauaiions to give

relative to Venetia's career, nor to elucidate the

mysteries of her conduct on past occasions.

We may however pause to observe, ere concluding

this chapter, that from the moment she became

the royal mistress she was enabled fully to carry

out the designs of Miss Bathurst and Mrs. FiU-
herbert. All the relatives, eveu to the remotest

cousins, of these two ladies, were well provided

fur. Pensions, places, and siaecuies were con-

duplicities towai'ds her confiding sister ; but that ferred upon some : quick promotion in the mili-

still he was not disposed to blame her too severely,

as the whole tenour of her conduct proved that she

not only contiimed to love that sister well, but had

kept her aloof from her own sphere of brilliant

dissipation. Jocelyn went on to say in his letter

that he should not reveal to Louisa's ears, at least

for the present, the discovery he had made

—

that it was probable he should have to leave

England for a few weeks—but that on his return

he should seek an interview with Lady Sackvilie,

in order to an-ange the best means of communi-

cating the secret to Louisa. Loftus then pro-

ceeded to observe that inasmuch as Lady Sack-

vilie had learnt from her sister's letters many of

the particulars respecting the fearful conspiracy

then in progress against the honour, happiness,

and even the life of the Princess of Wales, it was

her bounden duty, possessing as she did an all-

powerful influence with the Prince Kegent, to do

her best to awaken him to a sense of duty, and at

least persuade liim to forbear from direct perse

cation agamst his unfortunate wife, even if he

chose to continue separated from her.

Such was the substance of the letter which

Jocelyn Loftus wrote on that occasion; and Ve-

netia felt all the latent generosity of her nature

aroused on behalf of the Princess of Wales. She

moreover calculated that if she could succeed, by

secret and indirect means, in breaking up the

conspiracy, it would be a deed to tell materially

in her favour, not only in the estimation of Jocelyn

Loftus, but likewise in the opinion of her sister

Louisa when the day should come for making the

announcement that hei-aelf and Lady Sackvilie

were one and the same person ! But for the

reasons above set forth, Venetia could not possibly

work oiherwisc than uisidiously aud privately

against those conspirators of whom her royal

lover was at the head. To be detected in espous-

ing his wife's cause, would be to risk her position

at the palace, and to be expelled in utter disgrace

from the atmosphere of the Court. She therefore

resolved to employ the Earl of Curzon once more

;

aiul attho same time acoidoat again brought Mal>

tiry and civil services was obtained for others.

The Prince grumbled sometimes at these de-

mands upon him ; aud sometimes he couteuted

himself with merely expressing his astonishment

that Veuetia should use her interest almost ex-

clusively on behalf of two families. But he never

refused compliance with her requests. The last

demand that she made upon him ere her visit to

Canterbury, was to have Miss Bathurst's name
placed upon the Pension List; and as Horace was

so closely related to that lady, the prayer did

not seem unnatural on Venetia's part. The Prince

grumbled for a few moments, and at lengtli

yielded his consent—so that the name of Elizabeth

Bathurst was speedily introduced upon the Pen-

sion List for an income of seven hundred pounds

a year, " in consideration of the eminent services

of her late father."—who was a general in the army,

but being a mere drawing-room soldier, had

always managed to command garrisons at home

and had never seen a hostile shot fired in liia

life!

Altogether, down to the period at which we have

brought our narrative, Veuetia had more than ful-

filled the expectations which Miss Bathurst and

Mrs. Fitzherbert formed when they devised the

memorable intrigue that wafted her upon the

glowing sea of fashionable life. The three thou-

sand pounds, which those two ladies had advanced

for the equipmeut of the charming vessel that was

thus launched, had been amply repaid fiUy-fold in

the rich cargo which it was constantly bearing iuto

port; and thus was the original design crowned

with the most exiraordiuaiy success.

CHAPTER CXCIIL

CLAB^ AT BOMB.

CiiABA. Stanley was now at home once more !

Yet she no longer bore the name of Stanley—she

was the tided Lady Sackvilie, wife of an Eni{liih

Peer: aud surely ttxis humble oottage cou'.d
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scarcely be called a home for her who had been

accustomed to dwell in the gilded saloons of Carl-

ton House ?

Yet when her sister Louisa was recovered from

the swoon into which she had fallen on the disco-

very that Clara and Venetia were one and the same
person,—yet, we say, did the charmin^f and inge-

nuous ifirl pour forih ten thousand cordial wel-

comes for the long-absent one who had returned

ajjain. With floods of tears did Clara strain the

charming girl to her bosom, while their half-

brother Valentine and their two aunts Mrs. Owen
and Lilian all stood by deeply alFoeted. The mys-

tery relative to Valentine Malvern was speedily

cleared up ; and the amazed Louisa, on compre-

hending the decree of relationship in which slie

stood to the young gentleman, received his frater-

nal embrace.

Mrs. Owen undertook the tasic of proceeding

up-stairs to prepare the way for Clara's interview

94«

with her invalid aunt : and without entering into

details, we need only say that in a few minutes

Clara horself hastened to tlie sick room, and was

received in the arms of that fond relative who had

for so many years supplied to her the place of her

lost mother.

In tlie course of the evening of this memorable

day, Clara gave her three aunts her entire history,

as in London, on the previous day, she had given

it to Valentine Malvern—of course, suppressing all

those particulars relative to the Marquis of Lcve-

smi. Colonel Malpas, the Eirl of Curzon, and Sir

Douglas Huntingdon, which she would indeed have

perished rather than reveal. Louisa wa.s not pre-

sent when Clara tliu'* performed the painful duty

of reciting her narrative to her three aunts; and it

was not umil the two sisters had an opportunity of

being alone together in the evening—snd when

seatpd in t'le shady arb )ur in the garden— t'
•

Louisa obtaiaed any ioiight into that strange, ro*
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jnantic, and even wondrous career which had ele-

vated her sister to the peerage. Nor will the

reader blame Clara if she withheld as much as

possible of the details that were most likely to

shock the pure mind of her innocent and artless

sister: nevertheless, she could not conceal the cir-

cumstance of her intimate connexion with the

Prince Regent. Louisa's generous disposition

naturally suggested aa many excuses as possible

for the errors into which Clara had been led ; and

it was in some such terms as these that the young

damsel gave expression to her feelings :

—

"I can picture to myself, dearest Clara, the be-

wilderment of horror and dismay into which you

must have been thrown, when suddenly finding

yourself homeless, friendless, and penniless in the

streets of London : and never can I forget that you

have now told me in language of the most touching

pathos, how it was for the purpose of saving my-
self and our then paralysed and helpless relative

from the direst penury, that you threw yourself at

the mercy oi that Miss Bathurst who made you
sueh brilliant promises. Whatever you may have

done, then, must receive no reproach tromjiuy lips.

No—dearest, dearest sister, never can I reproach

yon. On the contrary, a veil must be drawn

over all that it is unpleasant to look back upou.

But tell me—Oh ! tell mo from your own lips-

give me the solemn assurance that you will never

return to the royal palace?—and then I sliall be

happy, truly happy! "

•'Louisa, you talk to me like an angel!" ex-

claimed Clara, winding her arms about her sister's

neck, and straining her in the fondest embrace.
" When I crossed the threshold oi Carlton House
this morning, I solemnly vowed in the depths of

my soul tliat I was then taking leave of that palace

for ever !"

" O Clara I if you will only keep this vow,"

cried Louisa, "you will more than atone for the

past
!

"

" I wM keep it," was Lady Sackville's firm and

sincere response. " I have already given our dear

aunt that same assurance : and she also has for-

given me—she also has promised to overlook the

past on those same terms! Whatever amount
of ambition I may have once entertained has been

more than gratified. I have shone in the sphere

of fashion—I have been the star of courtly circles

—and tpy soul is sated with the dissipations there-

of. So far from experiencing a pang, it is with

delight that I hail my emancipation from the

golden chains in which my late position held me
enthralled. Farewell, then, for ever to that sphere

of fashion !—farewell for ever to that courtly

circle ! I have every reason to believe that my
husband, who in sooth possesses many excellent

qualities, Louisa, will likewise be well pleased to re-

tire into the compai'ative seclusion of domestic life.

We possess rank, and a revenue which for all our

purposes may be regarded as a handsome for-

tune. And now too, that the past is known to

my dear relatives—that I no longer harbour

secrets which keep the soul in a constant tremor

lest some accident sliould betray them— I feel

Inppicrthan Ihave been for along, longtime past.

O Louisa! is not this a day that will be ever memo-
rable in eur existence? It is on this day that

your sister has been reatorad to you—that I have

brought a brother to embrace you—ami that all

the mysteries of our birth being cleared up, we
find that we have two other relatives in Mrs. Owen
and Miss Lilian Halkin."

" Yea," observed Louisa, in a low voice full of

emotion, "it is indeed a memorable day! But it

will not the less prove a happy one for me, if you,

dear Clara, will indeed consent to retire from the

sphere of fashion and dwell henceforth in the

midst of domeatic enjoyments."

"And you ihidk," whispered Clara, in a sub-
dued and tremulous t jne, *• that the virtuous, the
high-minded young man who is shortly coming to

make you his wife, will consent to acknowledge
me as his sister?''

"Oh I can you for a moment doubt it? " asked
Louisa, iu a tone gently reproaching Clara for

even having entertained such an apprehension.

"I know he will do everything for your sake,

Louisa," rejoined Lady Sii:kville;"and thereiore,

when you assure him of my good resolutions ijr

the future, be will not only believe you, but will

treat me with kindness. Oh ! there is a secret

that trembles upon my tongue—but I will not reveal

it. No-^it shall be for your lover himself to

choose bis own good time, and also adopt his own
manner, to make yqu acquainted with his real

name and explain wherefore be ever assumed a

fiuiitious one."

"Yes—that is his secret," said Lonisa; "and
from his lips only must I receive the revelation.

6e»i4es, I experience no undue curiosity in that

respect: for whatever may be bis real position in

life, it is he only whom I love—and if he never

revealed himself to me as aught besides simple

Jocelyn Loftus, that affection would sustain no
diminution."

In this manner did the two young ladies remain

conversing for some time, until the servant who

had been despatched to the Fountain Hotel, re-

turned with Mary Owen. And now was this young

lady enabled to clasp Lonisa in her arms and

call her by the endenring name of cousin. Then

Clara was presented to Mary Owen, also as a

cousin, and they embraced: but infinite was the

surprise of the young girl to hear of the identity

of Louisa's sister with the brilliant Lady Sackville.

Nor less was she amazed to learn that Sir Valen-

tine Malvern was the half-brother of the two

sisters! Yes—it was indeed a complete family

party assembled at the cottage that evening :
and

although there were naturally many painful me-

mories, yet the circle of united relatives was not

without its experiences of present happiness and

ot hope for the future.

Clara took up her abode at the cottage in order

that she might not even for a few hours be separated

from her sister. Mri. Owen, Mary, and St Valen-

tine Malvern returned to the Foimtain Hotel ; and

Lilian repaired to her humble lodging at the peasant's

hut. On the following day Ciara passed many

Uours in writing. She addressed a brief letter to

the Prince Regent, taking an eternal adieu of him

—

thanking him for the many kindnesses she had re-

ceived at his hands, beieeching that he would adopt

no measures in the hope of recalling her to Carlton

House, aud concluding with the intimation that her

husband would e.xplain to him her motives for so

suddenly abandoning a Court life and retiring into

comparative seclusion. She next wroie a letter to

Mist Bathuist, staling that the drama in wbieh ahi
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I had played so conspicuous a part was now at an end,

never to be resumed—at least oy her : and she like-

wise terminated with the remark that Horace would

give all requisite explanations. She then drew up

a very long, earnest, and touching letter to her hus-

band, telling him everything that had occurred

—

her motives for so suddenly leaving London, an(J

her unchangeable resolve to withdraw altogether

from the theatre of her former triumphs. She re-

minded him of the many touching scenes which had

occurred between them, and which had proved at

the time such chastening and salutary episodes

amidst the career of dissipation and profligacy that

they had been pursuing. She used every argument

and called into requisition every possible appeal to

persuade Horace to resign the Stewardship in the

Royal Household and lose no time in joining her at

Canterbury, so that they might debate upon their

future plans. With reference to the debts which

Horace might have contracted, she stated that Sir

Valentine Malvern's liberality would ensure the

speedy settlement of them all ; and that indeed her

half-brother had generously volunteered to become
Horace's banker the moment she hinted to him the

existence of such liabilities. Finally she explained

the contents of the letters she had written to the

Prince Regent and Miss Bathurst, leaving it to

Horace to give just such explanations as he might

think fit.

In penning this correspondence a large portion of

the day was passed. In the evening the family

party re-assembled again ; and now the memories of

the past were less painful, and the happiness of the

present more real, while the hopes for the future

seemed brighter.

On the following day Mrs. Owen and Mary said

farewell and took their departure for Dover, whence

they were to embark for the Continent on tlieir way
to Geneva. Valentine Malvern also said his adieus

to the inmates of the cottage, and set out for London
as the bearer of Lady Sackville's letters. Lilian

paid but a brief visit to her sister and nieces this

day, and appeared more melancholy than usual

:

but when affectionately questioned as to the cause,

she merely observed that she felt a deep despondency

of spirits, as if a presentiment of evil were weighing

on her mind—and then somewhat abruptly took her

departure.

Misfi Stanley—for by this name did she still re-

solve to pass, as the resumption of her real one of

Halkin would only excite disagreeable attention

amongst the people of Canterbury—had so far re-

covered her strength that she was now enabled by

the assistance of her two nieces to descend froin her

chamber; and supported between the magnificent

Clara and the charming Louisa, she walked forth

into the garden—thus breathing the fresh air ol

heaven for the first time after a long interval of three

years

!

For the present must we take leave of the cottage

near Canterbury, and again direct the reader's atten-

tion to the mighty world of London : for we have

yet many things to relate and many characters to

dispose of ere we can bring our labours in this nar-

rative to an end, and prepare to draw up the curtain

upon some new drama for which our imagination is

yet stored with so many materials.

CHAPTER CXCIV.

THE SICK-BED.

Return we now to the mansion of the Marquis of
Leveson in Albemarle Street. The noblemau him-
self was awaiting with a considerable degree of
anxiety the result of a consultation which those
learned and excellent gentlemen, Dr. Thurston
and Dr. Copperas, were holding together in the
Crimson Drawing Room. The object of this con-
sultation was the very dangerous aspect which the
illness of Lady Ernestina Dysart had assumed

;

and the Marquis, who had always been attached
to his niece, entertained the utmost apprehenfioa
on her account. Moreover, as she had been as-

sailed by frequent fits of delirium, at which times
she had said in her raving:3 many things that must
have sounded extremely stranj^e to the ears of the

two physicians when in attendance upon her, the

Marquis was not a little afraid that they might
fancy those things to have a somewhat more sub-

stantial foundation than the mere fevered imagina-

tion of her ladyship : and thus did he await with

a painful anxiety and suspense the result of the

consultation they were now holding.

But let us peep into the Crimson Drawing Room
and behold the manner in which the two phy-
sicians conducted this important deliberaiion.

Refreshments had been placed upon the table
;

and while Dr. Copperas was profoundly engaged
in the anatomy of a cold fowl, Dr. Thurston was
as scientifically occupied with experiments upon
the contents of a pigeon-pie. The Marquis's brown
sherry likewise appeared to cume in for its share

of attention; and while thus comfortably occu-

pied, the two physicians discoursed iu the follow-

ing manner.

"Well, my dear Thurston," observed Dr. Cop-
peras, "I think you and I have played uncom-
monly well into each other's hands for some years

past."

" And we have feathered oar nests accordingly,"

answered Thurston. " But I very much fear that

our profession, to which we are so deeply attached,

is menaced by a variety of new-fangled doc-

trines."

" No doubt of it," replied Copperas. *' Wo must
ivrite down all attempts at innovation. Wherever
we see an individual propounding doctrines cal-

culated to simplify the medical art and destroy

its delusions, we must gibbet him uamercifuily iu

the professional publications."

" Oh, of course !' rejoined Dr. Thurston, " Not
but that the present system will last our time.

We arc however in honour bound to hand it down
intact to the rising generation of medical men.
Fees, my dear friend, are the very life and boqI of

our profession."
|

To be sure : and so here is success to fees," j

said Dr. Copperas, pouring out another glasa of

sherry.

"And consultations too," added Thurston. "We
must always recommend the propriety of consulta-

tions in any doubtful cases." I

"By the by," intirjected Dr. Copperas, "was
|

it not uncommon good the other day, when the

old Dowagcr-Ciuntess of Caiamar;(n cut her

thumb with a pen-kiilfe, anl I persuaded her that ,
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a consultation was absolutely necessary ? I knew
she was good for a fee of ten guineas each ; and
that she liked the solemnity and importance at-

tendant upon a consultation. Besides, she was in

a desperate fright. So I thought I would humour
her "

"Do tell me how yon managed it," said Dr.

Thurston, laughing.
" I will," said Dr. Copperas. *' But to start from

the beginning, I must tell yon that her ladyship's

fat lootman came puffing and blowing in the

greatest consternation to my house, declaring that

her ladyship had met with a most serious acci-

dent, and beseeching that I would come directly.

So away I went; and on arriving at Catamaran
House, I found her ladyship stretched upon the

Bota, with two lady's-maids bending over her

—

one binding a cambric handkerchief round her

hand, the other bathing her head with vinegar

and water—while three French poodles, instinc-

tively feeling that something was the matter with

their beloved mistress, were standing up with their

lore-paws against the sofa, all whining piteously.

I assumed on entering ray most solemn looks;

and advancing up to the sofa, asked in that low

lugubrious tone which roe. Friend Thurston, know
so well how to assume at times, what was the

matter ? The two lady's-maids burst into tears

—

the Countess groaned audibly—and one of the

poodles, leaping up on her, knocked the basin of

vinegar and water out of the maid's hand. This
little incident aggravated her ladyship's misery

:

but she bejfged and besought that the poor dear

darling duck of a pet—meaning the vile ugly

French poodle—might not be hurt. 'Poor dear,'

she murmured in a voice as if she were about to

give up the ghost, • it would break its little heart

to be scolded.'—WeU, the liquid being wiped off her

ladyship's splendid satin-dress, she said in a dying

tone, ' Oh, dear Dr. Copperas ! I am so glad you

have come. I was mending a pen, when the knife

cut a great gash in my thumb ; and I am afraid

that the blade was the least, least thing rusty. Tell

me. dear doctor, whether you think there is any

danger.'—I shook my head gloomily, observing

that it would not be proper for rae, either as her

ladyship's friend or professional adviser, to de-

clare that there was no danger, but I would do my
best to avert it. She said ' that, thank God, she

was resigned to the worst ;' and I accordingly pro-

ceeded to examine the wound, one of the maids

having with exquisite care and tenderness re-

moved the cambric bandage. Really I had some
troubl* in preserving my gravity : but seeing a

consultation in the perspective, I shook my bead

again, said something about the danger attendant

on a cut iVum a rusty knife, and dropped a bint

about the possibility of lock-jaw. The Countess

groaned—her maids once more burst into tears—

and the poodles whined : but I bade her ladyship

and the servant-girls muster up all their fortitude,

while I endeavoured to tranquillize the poodles by

patting them—narrowly escaping, however, a bite

from one which snapped at me. Her ladyship

then asked me if I did not think she had better

go to bed. I felt her pulse, looked at her tongue,

and told her gravely that there was certainly fever

and she had better do so—although she was really

in such a good »tate of health that she could as

easily have devoured the whole of this cold fowl

as I have now eaten the two wings. Well, she
went to bed; and I took my departure, having
left a prescription. Of course I gave her some
medicine to make her feel uncommon uneasy;
and when I called again in the evening she had,
as I foresaw, worried herself into a very decent
state of fever. Again I prescribed and went away,
leaving orders that I wa« to be fetched, no matter
at what hour of the night, if her ladyship should
feel at all worse. As a matter of course, the in-

structions I thus gave terrified her ladyship into

a still higher state of fever ; a«d at seven o'clock

in the morning I was hurriedly fetched. Then it

was I gravely recommended a consultation. The
Countess asked me whom I would like to have
called in ? I affected to deliberate with myself;

and after a brief pause said, that I did not like to
recommend any particular individual in such casea,

but that if there were one who more than another

had specially devoted himself to the dangers at-

tendant upon severe injuries with sharp instru-

ments, that eminent individual was Dr. Thurston-

You know the rest."

Dr. Thurston laughed with a sort of inward
chuckle at this narrative; and again the two
learned physicians drank a glass of sherry to the

success of fees in general and then: own in par-

ticular.

"And now, what about our fair patient beneath

this roof?" said Dr. Copperas.
" Oh, ah," observed Thurston ;

" I almo't forgot

what we were here for. But did you notice the

strange things she has uttered in her ravings—
accusing herself of having conspired with the

Prince Regent to send her own husband to the

scaffold, and having caused the death of Sir

Archibald Malvern by having him suffocated in a
bath?"
"Yes : but all this was not the worst," remarked

Dr. Copperas. "She talked of having been ra-

vished by the Public Executioner "

" I remember," rejoined Thurston. " What did

you think of all that?"

"Humph!" observed Copperas. "I hardly know
what to say. We are well aware that strani^e

truths do peep forth in these ravings; and we
likewise know that ladies of quality do queer

things. There is doubtless some foundation for

her self-accusiogs. For my part, I think it is

clear enough she has been ra/Mr intimate with

the Prince Regent. His name is ever uppermost

in her mind. But as for the Mvishing affair, that

seems so utterly iucousistent— so very impro-

bable—"
"Oh, of course!" interrupted Thurston. "But

do you not think it would be as well to let the Mar-

quis understand that we consider his niece's honour

to be entirely in our keeping f It might influence
I

the amount of fees, you know, friend Copperas."

"So it might, friend Thurston," was the response.

" Now then, let ut ring for the Marquis."

Thereupon the two physicians rose from the table,

rang the bell, and then retreated together to one of

the window-recesses, where they stood holding each

other by the button-hole, assuming the most serious

air, and looking for all the world as if they had

merely just taken some hurried refreshment and had

been the greater part of the time in earnest and pro-

found consultation together. A servant entered;

and one of them told him in a grave voice torequetT
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the presence of the Marquis. The domestic re-

tired ; and soon afterwards Lord Leveson made his

appearance. But the two doctors affected to be so

deeply engaged in their consultation as not to observe

his entrance ; while they went on talking in the most

serious manner possible— shaking their heads, and

mipgling such a host of technical terms with their

discourse as to render it as unintelligible as the

Cherokee language itself to the bewildered Marquis.

"Ah! here is his lordship," said Dr. Copperas,

now pretending to observe the nobleman.

"Well, gentlemen," said Lord Leveson, "what

tidings have you for me?"
Both the doctors shook their heads ; and Thurston

proceeded to say, " My dear Marquis, can you put

confidence in the nurse and the maid who are in

attendance upon Lady Ernestina ?"

" Why do you ask 2" inquired the nobleman, his

countenance expressive of alarm and anxiety.

" Because, my dear Marquis," continued Dr.

Thurston, "if there be one eminent member of the

faculty who more than another has devoted himself

to the study of delirium in all its phases, and who
therefore is experienced in judging how far the

ravings of the invalid are founded upon truth, that

one is Dr. Copperas."
" I cannot consent to receive a compliment," said

the amiable gentleman thus referred to, " at the ex-

pense of your own experiences, Dr. Thurston, in

febrile maladies and the delirium accompanying
them."
" Well, well, gentlemen," interrupted the Marquis,

somewhat impatiently ; " tell me what you mean.

Is it that you apprehend that my niece may betray

some secret matters which in her rational moments
she would fain conceal I"

"To speak the truth candidly," answered Dr.

Thurston, "that is precisely what we do mean.

Therefore we earnestly recommend your lordship to

secure the silence of the nurse and the lady's-maid.

Money will do wonders in putting a seal upon the

lips—will it not. Dr. Copperas?"
"It will. Dr. Thurston," replied the learned phy-

sician, with a courteous bow : for these two eminent

men invariably made it a rule never to appear too

intimate with each other in the presence of a third

party.

" Oh ! as for that," said the Marquis, scarcely

able to conceal his vexation, " I can answer for the

lady's-maid : she is fidelity and prudence personified.

As for the nurse, I will line her pockets with gold.

Of course the honour of your profession will induce

you, gentlemen, to keep to yourselves whatever you

may have heard fall from my niece's lips in her de-

lirium ?"

" Oh ! as a matter of course, my dear Marquis,"

said Dr. Thurston.

"Beyond all doubt," added Dr. Copperas.

Lord Leveson stepped aside to one of the win-

dows for a moment—took out a bundle of bank-

notes from Ilia pocket— selected two of a hundred
pounds each—and presenting one to Dr. Tlmrston

and the other to Dr. Copperas, he observed in a
sigriifiLant manner, " I rely upon your secrecy."

They renewed the assurance of strict honour in

the matter, and then proceeded to inform his lord-

ship that after a long, serious, and mature deliber-

ation, they had come to the conclusion that Lady
Ernestina Dysart was in a state of the utmost dan-

ger—that nothing but their unwearied attention

could assist the patient in wrestling against her
malady, and that they would therefore do them-
selves the pleasure of calling three times a day,

unless sent for oftener.

When they had taken their departure, after hav-
ing left a prescription, the Marquis of Leveson pro-

ceeded to the invalid's chamber. Lady Ernestina
was now asleep : but the Marquis sat down by her
bed-side, watching for her to awake. The nurse
and lady's-maid were both in the room—the for-

mer dozing in a great arm- chair ; the latter tread-

ing about on tiptoe, putting things to rights.

Several bottles of medicine were upon the mantel

;

and there was every indication about the apart-

ment to show that Ernestina was really very ill.

The Marquis, sitting himself down by tlie bed-

side, gazed upon her long and mournfully. She
was frightfully altered. But a few days had
elapsed since, through the fearful outrages of the

Hangman, she had been stretched upon thnt bick

bed ; and yet it seemed as if the ravages tif years

had wreaked upnn her their searing, scathing,

blighting ills ! The natural plumpness uf her flesh

had yielded to haggardness of the countenance

and emaciation of the person. Her cheeks were

sunken and ghastly—her eyes were surrounded by

a deep blue tint—her nose was tliin and pointed—
her lips were well nigh colnurless—the splendour

of the bust was disappearing rapidly. And all this

was the work of a few short days

!

The very room seemed to be filled with the at-

mosphere of death ; and as the Marquis sat con-

templating the wreck which his niece had become,

and thought of the ruin too which she must re-

main, even if she recovered from this dangerous

illness, certain compunctious feelings crept into

his heart. For here we must observe, that having

in the first instance learnt from her ravings enough
to make him suspect the nature of the outrage

which she had received at the hands of the Hang-
man, he had subsequently questioned her, wheu
alone with her, and in one of her lucid intervals,

relative to the fearful secret which seemed to

weigh upon her mind. Then was it, that in the

bitterest agonies of mingled grief, and horror, and
self-loathing, she had confessed all to him. Now,
therefore, as he sat gazing upon her, he thought

that if after her husband's death upon the scaf-

fold he had removed her to one of his coun-

try seats, and there remained to watch over

her and save her from pursuing the career of pro-

fligacy on which she had then already entered, he

might have averted all these evils beneath the

weight of which she was now succumbing. But
instead of doing that, he had allowed her to re-

main at Leveson House—within those walls which

contained the apartments filled with pictorial and

sculptured obscenities : and he had likewise en-

couraged her as it were, in her own di pravities, by

making her his accomplice in his attempt to de-

prive Louisa Stanley of her irmocence. As he now
beheld her, stretched before him With faded beau-

ties and ruined charms— a ghastly wreck in the

vigour of youthfulness-the mere shadow of the

splendid being that she so lately was— his heart

smote him bitterly, bitterly; and he thought that

in all this he recognized the evidence of a super-

human retribution!

Now he wished to speak seriously with his niece

:

bt<t she still slept ou. Fur a time the ferer had
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left her. There was not even a trace of its tint

upon her cheeks ; but all was wan ami ghastly

there. Two hours elapsed — and still she awoke

not. The Marquis's dinner-hour arrived ; and he

descended to the parlour where the repast was

served, leaving instructions that he was to be

summoned to the sick-chambct 60 soon as the

invalid should awake.

It was not until nine o'clock in the evening

that Ernestina opened her eyes. The fever had

entirely left her: but she was weak almost to

powerlessness. The medicine, which had been pre-

scribed, was given her; and the nurse then sent

to fetch the Marquis. When he came he desire i

to be left alone with the invalid: the lady's-maid

and the nurse accordingly quitted the room; and

placing himself by the side of the couch, he touk

his niece's hand, raying, "My poor E nestina,

you liave been very ill—you are yet very 111."

" Yes," she answered in a low plaintive voice

;

" I feel as if the hand of dea;h were upon me."

"Do not speak thus despondingly, my dear

niece," said Lord Leveson. "I have cume on the

present occasion on purpose to see if there be any-

thing I can do to ease your mind of whatever

annoyances may be pressing upon it. I have sent

the nurse and maid away from the room, in

order that you may speak without reservation."

" Ah ! my dear uncle," exclaimed Ernestina,

her voice suddenly swelling with a degree of ex-

citement ;
" you then entertain the fear that this

is my death-bed ? Yes—I see by your look that

such is the case ! Perhaps the physicians have told

you so ? And, Ah !" she continued, without wait-

ing for his reply, "I also apprehend the worst.

Would to God that 1 were prepared for it ! I have

had my omens—my warnings—aye, fearful warn-

ings! Have I not been delirious? have 1 not raved?

Yes—I remember that it was in those ravings I

revealed the terrible secret which made you ques-

tion me the otlier day. Oh ! what must be thought

by those who have overheard me ?"

"Compose yourself, my dear Ernestina," said

the Marquis : then, hesitating not at a falsehood

In order to tranquillize her, he added, " Those who
have been present at your bed-side when the de-

lirium of fever was upon you, attach no signi-

ficaticy to anything you may have said. In such

a state of mind invalids give utterance to the

wildest and the most improbable, as well as the

most monstrous things."

" Monstrous indeed !" said Ernestina, shudder-

ing visibly. "But unhappily all the monstrosities

to which I may have given utterance, were based

on truth—terrible, terrible truth ! Just now I said

that I had received omens and warnings : and I

have so. In my dreams have I beheld frightful

objects. I have seen my husband draw aside the

curtain and gaze upon me, with the halter round

his neck, and his features all distorted with the

agonies of strangulation. Ah 1 and how fright-

fully did he glare upon me with his stony eye»l—
how fiendish, liow diabolical was the look of nia'ig-

naut hate that gi ew upon those convulsed features

!

O, my God ! it was terrible, terrible !"

"Ernestina, you will excite yourself," exclaimed

the Marquis, "Into delirium once more. Do, 1

beseech you, compose your feelings : tranquillize

yourself—give not way to these appalling ideas."

" But they force themselves npun my mind," an-

swered Ernestina, bitterly. " And what I have told

you was not all. Not merely have 1 seen my hus-

band standinij by tlie side of the couch—there, in

the very spot where you are now seated—but I

have likewise beheld the dreadful man O God

!

I cannot name him whose outrage has reduced
me to what I am ! Ah, the agonizing sense of that

outrage will be my death ! It was the most hide-

ous of pollutions !"—and th« wretched lady writhed

convulnively in her couch.

"Ernestina, you must change the current of

your ideas," said the Marquis, "For heaven's

sake, let us talk of something else."

" Wait a moment," said his niece. "This thing

is uppermost in my mind: and I must speak of it.

Listen then. It was one night—I do not know
which, for I have not been able to keep any note

of the lapse of time—but I remember lull well that

I awoke, and looking round, beheld the nurse
sleeping in her arm-chair. The tapers were a-light

on the mantle ; and a solemn silence prevailed in

the room, broken only by the regular breathing of

the woman. I became wide awal<e, and was iu as

full possession of my intellects as I am at this mo-
ment. All of a sudden it seemed to me that I

heard the door open : bat I did not think anything

of it, as 1 fancied it might be still early in the night

and that the maid was coming in to see me ere re-

tiring for good. But you may fancy the mortal

terror that fastened itself upon me, when I saw the

figure of a man steal in on tiptoe, stop to assure

himself that the nurse was sleeping, and then creep

in the same stealthy manner up to the foot of the

bed. I could not cry out: I was paralysed with

the stupor of consternation ; for I had no difficulty

in recognizing that monster in human shape who

has caused me such indescribable misery. He saw

my eyes fixed upon him ; and as I gave not utter-

ance to even the faintest sound, he doubtless com-

prehended how completely terror had otupified my
senses. Oh! if I were to live a thousand years, I

should not forget the diabolical expression of gra-

tified revenge which g'lduaily expanded over his

features, making them seem ten thousand times

more hideous than they naturally are. His eyes

appeared to gleam like those ot a snake, with a vi-

brating light that sent the chill of death to my
heart's core. For upwards of a minute did he thus

stand glaring upon me ; and tl^n leaning tar orer

from the foot of the bed, he whispered with a sort

of hissing sound, 'Am J not revenged f You would

have leji me to perish in thai curnd chair ; but thanks

to your uncle's amour with Ladg Sackviiie, I

escaped ! And now it is you who perish, les ; you

are dging with shame, because you have been the

Hangman's mistress. Well, yon. will go t<},join your

husband whom you sent through tny hands to prepare

your way. Don't think however thut if you do live

on, J shall leave you unmolested. Ao; in a night

or tico I shall come and ses you again. I don't

thinh, Jbr your own stJie, yon will tell those about

}jou that yoH expect such a visitor. So I have no-

thing to fear on that score. But you may perhaps

fancy to-morrow, when you awake again, that this

teas a dream. Here is smnething to prove that it

was not.' And drawing out his great clasp knife,

lie thrust it through the bed curtain. Immediately

aficrwaids he took liis departure, stealing out of

the room as noiselessly as he had entered it—and
1 swooned away."
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" Heavens ! what is all this I hear ?" exclaimed

the Marquis, who had Ustened with an awful in-

terest to the narrative. "Dares the villain per-

secute you thus? But no— it can have been

naujjht save a dream."

"No, my dear uncle," answered Lady Ernes-

tina ;
" it is no dream. Behold I"—and she pointed

to one of the curtains at the foot of the four-post

bedstead.

The Marquis, springing from his seat, hastened

to inspect the drapery : and there, sure enough,

was the hole—or rather slit—about half an inch

long', and evidently made by a sharp knife passed

through the curtain ! His countenance became
very pale—his lips quivered with rage—and re-

turning to his seat by the bed-side, he said, " Yes,

my dear niece, it is indeed but too evident that the

m'screant has been here. Oh ! what can I do to

guird against farther intrusions ou his part? It

13 clear that the ruffian defies bolts and bars, and
penetrates into any house which it suits his pur-

pose to enter. Nevertheless I will see if I cannot

stop him in future. Devising some excuse for the

precaution, I will presently give orders that two of

the men - servants shall watch down stairs all

night, with loaded pistols ; and I will charge them
that they unhesitatingly and mercilessly shoot
down any intruder."

"Yes, if you will do this, my dear uncle," said

Ernestina, "you will relieve me of the cruellest

apprehensions."
" But why. my dear child," asked LordLeveson,

« did you not tell me of all this before? I would
have adopted the precautions I am now about to

take."
" Oh ! if you only knew with what bitter repug-

nance I allude to that monster," said Ernestina,

"you would understand why I have not before

confided to you the circumstance of his visit.

On the present occasion, however, some feeling

for which I cannot account, has urged me to give
you ail these explanations, and likewise inspired
me vith the courai^e and power to do so. But ere

now, my dear uncle, at the beginning of this con-
versation, you observed that if there were any-
thing you could do to ease my mind it should be
done. Alas, I know that 1 am d\irig— I feel that

I shall never quit this couch again, except to be
laid in my cofiBn. There is therefore one request

which 1 h;ive to make "

"Name it, Ernestina—name it," cried the Mar-
quis ;

" and if it be in my poww to grant it, rest

assured that it shall be cheerfully fulfilled."

" J could wish to see my brother Algernon
before I die," gad Ernestina. •' Will you despatch
messengers to fetch him hither with the least pos-
sible delay ?"

" You know, my dear Ernestina," replied the
Marquis, "that he is on the Continent. I told you
some days ago all that he has been doing "

" But if you despatch trusty envoys," interrupted

tiM' invalid, "with positive orders to travel night

and day, can he not be brought back spiedlly?

Oil! if you write but a few lines to inform liim

that liis sLxter is dying, and that she inqjlores him
to come anit sec her, if only for a few instants ere

the hand of death shall close her eyes for ever

—

think you that he will not hasten to obey the sum-
mons? Yes—Algernon possesses a noble and a
generous heart; and he will come—I feel per-

suaded that he will come ! Grant me this request

:

it is the last perhaps I shall ever make—and you

cannot conceive how great would be the relief to

my soul to know that Algernon had been sent

fori"
" Not a moment's dehy shall take place, my

dear niece," replied her uncle, " ere the necessary

measures are adopted ;"—and thus speaking, he

rantf the bell.

The lady's-maid immediately answered the sum-

mons.

"TeU Brockman and John," said the Marquis,

"thatthev are to make iusUnUneous preparations

to start off on a journey. A post-chaise and lour

must be ordered at once. And having deUvered

this message, brmg me writing materials:"-then

as soon as the maid had quitted the room, he

turned again towards Ernestina, saying, " I will

send two of my domestics, so that when they reach

France, one mav take cue route and one another,

in case Algernon should be reluming home ;
and

thus there will be little chance of missing him. I

will write two letters also, that each may be the

bearer of one."

In a few minutes the maid reappeared with the

writing materials; and the Marquis of Leveson,

sitting down at the Uble. penned the following

letter:—

"Algbshon,
" Your sUier Ernestina is very, very Ul ; and she

conjures you to lose not a moment In coming stra-.glit to

Albemarle Street to see her. Whatever occupaUons you

may hare in hand must be Immediately abandoned
;
nor

must you pause on the roid for any purpose whatsoever.

Travel day and night, I beseech you: or you may not

behold Ernestina alive.

"Your uncle,

» LEVESON.

"To the Lord Algernon CavendUh."

The Marquis made a duplicate copy of this let-

ter; and having sealed them both, directed them,

wof with the name of Lord Algernon Cavendish,

but by the assumed one which his nephew had

taken. By the time the despatches were thus

pri-'pared, the lady'a-maid returned again with the

intimation that Brockman and John were in

readiness; and the Marquis descended to the hall

to give them the requisite instructions and also

the funds for their journey. The post-chaise and

four was in waiting ; and soon after ten o'clock did

the messengers take their departure.

Lord Leveson now atceudod ouce more to his

niece's chamber, whither the nurse had returned

during his temporary absence : but ag:iin he dis-

missed both this woman and the maid for a little

while, telling them he would sit fcr anoiiier half-

hour with Lady Erucstina. Accordingly, when

again alone with hU niece, he said all lie could

think of to tranquillize her mind and cheer lier

spirits. Thus did the half-hour elap;.e; and he

was about to bid her good night and summon har

attendants, when the door was gently opened—and

as the nobleman looked to see who was entering,

! he gave vent to a sudden rjacnlation of mingled

!
rage and horror on beliolding the hideous coun-

i teuaucc of the Uangmau. *
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CHAPTER CXCV.

THE CATASTBOPHE.

That ejaculation was immediately comprehended
by Lady Eraestina Dysart ; and suddenly starting

up iuto a sittini; posture in the couch, she gazed
with wild staring eyes upon the advancing form of
her deadliest enemy. Then slowly sinking back on
the pillow, she groaned in agony of spirit.

" Monster 1 what do you here ?" demanded Lord
Leveson, confronting the Public Executioner, who
had not at first observed the nobleman in the shade
of the curtain.

"Ah! is it your lordship?" said Daniel Coffin
coolly. " You and me are old friends—.—"

''Friends!" echoed the Marquis, becoming pur-
ple with iudiguation: "how dare you address me
in such terms? But this is not the place for dis-

pute. Come with me."
"Not till I have said a word to her ladyship,"

responded the Hangman with brutal grufiFness.

"Do, for heaven's sake, I implore you—come I"

said the Marquis. "You know that I hesitate not
to pay liberally. Come, I say."

" Well, that's an inducement, at all events," ob-
served Coffin. "Lead the way. But one word,"
he added, clutching the Marquij forcibly with his
rough grimy hand :

" don't think of making any
exposure or kicking up a row ; for if you do, I on
my part will let out such thitigs as shall make the
whole world ring."

"Enough! spare your threats," interrupted the
JVIarquis, in a strange deep tone. "Whatever
takes place between us, shall be strictly quiet and
secret. Come."
Then hastening to open the door, Lord Leveson

looked out into the passage to assure himself that
the coast was clear; and finding that it was so, he
led the way to the Crimson Drawing Room, where
he knew lights to be burning.

" Will you remain here for a few moments," he
asked, "while I go and send the attendants up to
my niece ? Tiiey will not return to her until they
hear the bell ring, or else receive orders to the
same eflfect."

" And what guarantee have I," demanded the
Hangman, " that you won't come back to me with
two or three constables at your heels V

" The same guarantee which prevents me from
ringing the bell now and summoning assistance :"—

-

and as the Marquis thus spoke, he looked firmly in
the Hangman's face.

" True 1" said Daniel Coffin. « And besides, you
dare not provoke exposure, for a variety of rea-
sons. Go then—but be not long absent. One
moment, however," he added, as a thought struck
him, " What if any of your tall flunkeys should
happen to come in here during your absence ?

They might think it rather odd to find a genelman
like me in the place; and not believing my
word that you and I are old friends and have got
private business togetlier, they might uncere-
moniously drag me out into the street and lug me
off to the' watchhouse. Now, this is a chance I
should like to avoid."

" Well," said the Marquis, after a few moments'
consideration, " take one of the caudles and step
la here. You hive haeu there before," he added

with bitter irony ; " and I need scarcely assure
you that my domestics are not in the habit of in-
truding into that part of the house."
Thus speaking, the Marquis unlocked the door

leading into the suite of private apartments ; and
Daniel Coffin, taking up one of the wax-lights,
proceeded into the adjacent room. Lord Leveson
closed the door upon him ; and as he did so a
sudden expression of malignant triumph appeared
upon the nobleman's features, as he muttered be-
tween his false teeth, " Nothing could be better I

It aids the execution of the resolve which I have
adopted."

He then quitted tne Crimson Drawing Room and
hastened to send the nurse up to his niece. Hav-
ing done this, he sped to his own bed-chamber, and
taking from a cupboard a case of pistols, ascer-
tained that they were loaded. As he put in fresh
priming, he said to himself, " All this must have
an end. It is impossible to tolerate the persecu-
tions of that monster any longer. His extortions

and intrusions are beyond all bearing; and the

ofteuer I yield, the greater will his exactions be-
come. I will shoot him like any dog. The cir-

cumstance that he hofj stolen into the house unper-
ceived by any one, will be corroborated by the

servants ; and the explanation of the tragedy will,

therefore, be easy enough. What is it after all ?

I find a robber on the premises, and I shoot him.

No one will think of inquiring how I came to have
pistols so handy ; and if the question be asked, an
excuse is easily devised. O wretch, wretch ! your
hour is now come—and I will avenge my dying
niece ! But I must lose no time."

While these reflections passed hurriedly through
Lord Leveson's brain, he concealed the pistols,

which were small and of elegant workmanship,

about his person, and retraced his way to the

Crimson Drawing Room. Thence he proceeded

into the adjacent apartment, where the Hangman
was louugiug neg igenily upon one of the splendid

sofas, with his dusty boots on the velvet cushion.

" Now," said the nobleman, •• what do you re-

quire ? what do you demand of me ?"—and as he

thus spoke, he placed himself in such a position as

to be near enough to take sure aim of the Hangman
without affording him the chance of springing up

and dastiing the pistol out of his hand the moment
it should be drawn forth.

" I suppose your lordship knows," responded

Coffin, raising himself to a sitting posture, " that I

entertain a dreadful vengeance against your niece.

Lady Ernestina ; for I dare say she has told you

everything ?"

" Yes—everything !" replied the Marquis, his

countenance ashy pale, but still with an expression

of desperate firmness. "The atrocious outrage

you committed upon her
"

" Outrage indeed 1" echoed the Hangman con-

temptuously, as well as with ferocity in liis looks

:

" but do you kuow, my lord, the diflferent outrages

this precious niece of yours has attempted agaiust

me— first plotting to stick a dagger into me at

Westminster Bridge—tlien thrusting me into one

of your queer chairs with the intention of leaving

me to die of starvation "

" Wretch !" ejaculattd the Marquis of Leveson

:

and drawing forth one of the pistols with marvel-

lous rapidity, he at once levelled it point blank at

the Hangmau'ii head.
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But it flashed in the pan ; and quick as the eye

could winlc—or liko a tinker dartinpf upon its prey

—D.iniol Coffin sprang with a ferocious prowl

at the Mnrqiiis, hurled him upon the carpet, put

one hand over his mouth to prevent him from cry-

ing out, and with the other tore from his person

the second pistol with^-whlch the noblomaa was

provided.

"You accursed old scorndrel!" said the Hang-
man, in a terrihle voice: "what's to prevent mo
from blowing out your brains? But no," he im-

mediately ejaculated, as a thought struck him;

and his eyes flashed with malignant fires. " I will

punish you in another way. Come—get up. But,

by Sutan ! if you dare to cry out or approach the

boll-ropes, I'll shoot you through the head with

your own weapon."

Tho Puh'ic Executioner made the wretched

Marquis rise from the floor; and seizing him by

tho collar of his coat, he pushed him into the next
05«

room. There he hurled him at onco and with

terrible violence into tho nearest mechanical chair;

the sharp click was heard—the machinery per-

formed its work—and tho Marquis ot Leveson was
in a moment a captive in one of the engines which

had so often favoured his lustful designs against

virgin innocence.

For nearly a minute the nobleman was so over-

come by terror, consternation, and dismay, that

he could not give utterance to a word. All that

had just passed so hurriedly, seemed to be a phase

in a hideous dream : but as his ideas began to

collect themselves, ho raised his looks in a be-

seeching manner towards Daniel Coffin. Thern

was little light in the room: for the candle had

been left burning in the adjacent one, and its

beams shed but a faint lustre through tho open

doorway. In that uncertain light tho Hangman's

features appeared horrible indeed, with the ex-

pression of devilish malignity and glowering tri-
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umph that was upon them; so that when the

unhappy Marquis raised his eyes to that repulsive

countenance, he beheld nautjhtencouraijingin the

looks which met his own. Nevertheless, so uttei 'ly

desperate was his position, that he was ready to

catch at any straw of hope ; and in a supplicating?

voice he said, "Coffin, you indeed have reason

to be angry with me : but let us come to terms."

" Terms indeed 1" echoed the Hangman, with a

savage growl : " what terms can I come to with a

treacherous old villain like you ? It would be a

pity, however, to leave anythmg valuable about

your person."

Thus speaking, the ruffian proceeded to rifle

the pockets of the miserable Marquis of all they

contained. He took from the nobleman his watch

and chain—the diamond pin from his shirt frill

—the rings from his fingers—his purse and a roll

of bank notes from his pocket.

"A thousand guineas if you let me go!" said

the Marquis, awfully terrified.

"No—not if you offered me ten thousand—or

twenty thousand !" replied the Hangman :
" be-

cause I should know very well that you have only

got some cursed treachery in view."

" On my soul and honour, as a noble and as a

gentleman, I will keep faith with you !" urged the

Marquis imploringly.

" I can't believe it," rejoined Daniel Coffin with

brutal gruffness. " Things have gone too far be-

twixt you and me for us to have any more faith in

each other. In fact, you must have been very

desperate and felt that matters had come to a

crisis, when you made up your mind to shoot me.

But let me tell you, my lord, that my vengeance

is not half finished yet! I mean to make the

house too hot to hold you," added the villain, with

a savage leer of fearful significancy.

He then turned abruptly away—fetched the wax-

candle from the adjoining room—and as he held it

in his hand, stopped in front of the now horror-

stricken Marquis, saying in a terrible voice, "I
mean by one bold stroke to put an end to you and

your vile niece at once ! By so doing I shall punish

you both for all you have tried to do against me;
and I shall at the same time relieve myself from

any chance of being troubled by you in future. I

know pretty well that if you noblemen make up
your minds to ruin a poor devil like me, you won't

hesitate at the means; and as I just now said, your

lordship evidently feels that things have come to

such a crisis that, no matter at what risk to your-

self, you must get rid of me. So here goes !"

With these words, the Hangman, who bad lashed

himself up like any maddened tiger to a frenzy of

rage, hurried on into the gallery containing all the

specimens of art which the prurient imagination of

Lord Leveson had at different times congregated

there. The nobleman, fearfully alive to the full

meaning of the miscreant's threats, called after him
in an agonising voice of the most piteous entreaty,

to relent—to come back—and to enter into amicable

terms with him. But Daniel Coffin was deaf to all

appeals; and rushing on into the gallery, he set

fire to the draperies in every part.

Then, speeding back again, and heedless of tlie

cries ot the miserable Marquis, he traversed the

suite of apartments—locked the door leading into the

Crimson Drawing Room—issued thence—ascended
the stairs without meeting a soul—gained the attics

—and passed forth to the roof of the house. Reach-
ing the empty dwelling a little higher up the street,

he descended the dark and deserted stairs of that
house, and let himself out through the area. Hur-
rying on to that extremity of the street which was
farthest from Piccadilly, he there halted to observe
the result of his atrocious proceeding. Nor did he
wait long. In a very few minutes cries of " Fire"
met his ears : a lurid light sprang up above Leveson
House-and almost immediately afterwards the
ftames were seen gushing forth from the roof.

The Hangman, not choosing to be observed loiter-

ing about near the scene of his crime and his ven-
geance, hurried away, chuckling horribly to himself
and gl.oaiing over the deed which be had accom.
plishedr

It was about five o'clock in the afternoon of the
following day, when a post-chaise and four, on its

way to London, dashed up to the door of the Green
Man tavern at Blackheath, to change horses.

There was one person inside—a young gentle-

man of exceedingly handsome countenance, slender

figure, and elegant appearance ; and two domes-
tics rode upou the box behind. One of these ser-

vants, who seemed the superior of the two and was

in plain clothes—the other being in livery—leapt

down the moment the chaise stopped, ^nd urged

the hostlers to use all possible despatch iu chang-

ing the horses.

" Yon seem to be in a hurry?"' said the landlord,

who had come out to superintend the process, aud
perhaps with a hope that the traveller might need

some refreshment.

"Yes," answered the domestic: "it is Lord
Algernon Cavendish who is hastening to town to

see his sister, Lady Eroestiaa Dysart. who is

dying."
" Surely then," said the' landlord, "they belong

to the Leveson family—don't they ?"

Brockmaa—for he it was—answered in the affir-

mative.
" Perhaps, then,' yon don't know what has hap-

pened?" said the landlord, with the air of a man
who had some disagreeable tidiogs to impart.

\

" Know what?" demanded Brockman in amase-

ment.
" I am sorry to say," was the rejoinder, •' that I

have got very bad news to tell
"

"Bad news? Speak ! what do you mean ?"

" I mean, unfortunately, that Leve.-on House

was burnt down last night
"

|

"Heavens!" ejaculated.Brockman. "But were
|

any lives lost ?"'

" It is feared so," answered the landlord. " But

I heard no particulars. There are a few lines in
!

this morning's paper about it ; but very little in-
|

deed—and no details. The guard of one of the I

London and Dover coaches told mo this morning,
i

as he passed on his way down, that there was a ru-

mour up at the West End that the Marquis him-

self, a lady, and two or three of the servants, had

been burnt to death— but he wasn't sure."

Biockman waited to hear no more, even if the

landlord had anything farther to say : but liasten-

ing up to the carriage-window, the valet communi-
cated to Lord Algernon Cavendish the inlelligeiice

he had just received.
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" Oh, my poor sister !" exclaimed the young

nobleman, clasping his liaads iu despair. " For

God"s sake tell the hostlers to malte haste ! Lavish

gold, Broclcman, upon the postilions. Suspense

is intolerable!"

"All ready!" at this moment exclaimed the

landlord.

Broekman hastened to give some instructions to

the postilions, promising them liberal rewards if

they sped like the wind ; and then having mounted

to his seat upon the box, he exclaimed, " All

right !"—and away dashed the equipage towards

the metropolis.

It would be difficult to describe the agonies of

suspense which Lord Algernon Cavendish ex-

perienced during the three quarters of an hour

whicJi elapsed until the vehicle reached the corner

of Albemarle Street. But in the meantime we will

avail ourselves of the opportunity to state inciden-

tally, that Broekman and John, while waiting on

the pier at Dover for the sailing of the vessel

which they had hired to convey them across to

Prance, were agreeably surprised on beholding

Lord Algernon Cavendish land from a sailing

packet that arrived at the time from Calais. On
hearing the object of their mission and receiving

his uncle's notes, which they put into his hands,

he as a matter of course had at once agreed to ac-

company them post-haste to London : but while

stopping for a few minutes at Canterbury to

change horses, he had seized the opportunity to pen
a few brief lines to some one in the neighbourhood.

This note he gave to one of the hotel-servants,

together with a liberal fee, so that it might be
conveyed at onco to the place of its address;

and then, the chaise being ready to start again, he
had at once pursued his hurried j )umey. But
alas! we have just seen what sad tidings awaited
him at Blackheaih : and now they were to be fear-

fully realized when the post-chaise entered Albe-
marle Street.

Leveson House had ceased to exist. Naught
but a blackened ruin remained—the scathed and
blasted skeleton of former pomp, magnificence,

and grandeur I A crowd was collected in front of
the burnt edifice: for the awful catastrophe had
throughout the day attracted hundreds of persons
at different times to the spot. Leaping forth from
the vehicle, Algernon at once received from the
nearest bystanders a terrible confirmation of the

rumours that had reached him at Blackhcath, re-

lative to the fate of his uncle, his sister, and some
of the servants.

It appeared that so terrible was the conflagra-

tion that it burst forth ail in a moment, as if the

house had been fired in several parts. All was in

an instant confusion and dismay. Some of the do-

mestics had rushed out into the street without
pausing to care fur any others of the inmates : but
some liad hastened upstairs to rc-cuc Lady Er-
re^tina. The flames, however, forced them back :

fur the house, having an immense quaniity of

wood-work i.bout it, burnt like tinder. All endea-
vours tlierefore to save Lady Erneatina Dyaart
were in vain ; and eq lally futile was the hurried

search made f,>r the Marquis himself. But sud-

denly, as Lord Algernon's informant went on to

relate, a large portion of the building gave way,

and much of the interior was for a few brief in-

stants exposed to the view of the crowd gathered

in the street. Then was it that, to the horror of

all the spectators, the Marquis of Leveson was
seen writhing n a chair to which he appeared to

be held fast by some unaccountable means I At
all events, sure enough was it that the wretched
nobleman was thus observed for that brief interval

of a few instants, struggling and battling with con-
vulsive desperation in the arm-chair whence it was
but too evident he could not extricate himself.

The flames were pouring like a torrent around
him : in another instant he was utterly enveloped

therein, and his appalling cries reached the ears

of the horror-stricken spectators. Then another

portion of the building gave way—a huge column

of fire shot up as if a volcano had suddenly burst

forth beneath the very foundations of the mansion

—and no more was seen or heard of the wretched

Marquis. Finally, it appeared that when a muster

subsequently took place of all who had succeeded

in escaping from the conflagration, Lord Leveson,

Lady Ernestina, the nurse, the lady's-maid, and

the old housekeeper, were missing. The fire had
continued to burn for some hours afterwards : and

now, amidst the charred and blackened remains,

it was impossible to discover the slightest trace of

those human beings who had fallen victims to its

fury.

The origin of the conflagration appeared to be

enveloped in the deepest mystery. It was impos-
|

sible to account for so sudden and furious an out-

burst of the desolating element; and the utter

ruin which had been caused, prevented the possi-

bility of discovering the source of the disaster.

The prevailing opinion however wa» that it had

arisen from an accident.; and in his den iu Fleet

Lane did the Hangman still gloat over the idea of

the vengeance he had consummated and thfe wreck

he had caused.

Lord Algernon Cavendish, who by this eatas-

trophe had become Marquis of Leveson and the

sudden possessor of enormous wealth, was over-

powered with grief at the terrific fate of his sister.

Oh ! to have been in time to see her ere she

thus perished miserably—to have learnt from her

lips that she was penitent for the past, and that

she deplored the errors into which her strong pas-

sions had led her,—this would have been a solace

to the generous-hearted young nobleman ! Little

recked he for the nobler title, the more exalted

rank, and the vastly superior riches which he thus

inherited : his soul was stricken with grief to think

that his uncle and his sister should have died in so

shocking a manner.

CHAPTER CXCVL

Louisa's tovEU.

Seveeal days had elapsed since the occurrences

took place at Canterbury, which liavu been re-

corded in previous cliaptera : and Lady Sackville

was still an iinn ate of tiie cottage. S:ie had re-

ceived letters alike from her hu-band and her

hulf-brother Valentine: she had also received

answers to the epistles she bad addressed to Miss

Bathurst and the Prince llcg.nt. As least im-

poitant we will speak of the latter ones first.

Mi-s Bathurst hail written kindly, but still in the

strain of u thorough woman-of-tbe-world. She
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expressed herself perfi'ctly satisfied with the

aiauner iu which Lady Sackville had fulfilled the

terms of her agreement ia all respects : she ad-

mitted that neither she uor Mrs. Fitzherbert liad

any farther request to make at the hands of

Royalty; and therefore they required not Lady
Sackville's services any more. Accordingly, so

far as Miss Bathurst was concerned personally,

she had no objection to offer to Venetia's retire-

ment from the Court circle: but she bade her

"dear young friend," as she called her, reflect

maturely ere she voluntarily gave up a position

which, once abdicated, could never be regained.

Venetia,—for Clara Stanley still preserved this

Christian name, it being the one which figured in

the Peerage and which she therefore could not

give up,—was in no way moved from her settled

purpose by Miss Bathurst's reasoning ; and Louisa,

to whom she showed the letter, was overjoyed to

find her sister ao resolute in the step which was
for ever to remove her from the sphere of tempta-

tions.

The Prince Regent's letter was full of mingled
entreaties and reproaches. He was after bis own
fashion much attached to Venetia; but his love, if

such it may be termed, was entirely of a sensual

character. Although during his connexion with

her he had indulged in other intrigues—as for in-

stance with Penelope Arbuthnot, Lady Ernestina,

and Mrs. Malpas—yet he was very far from being

sated with Venetia's charms: and moreover, all

Prince though he were, he was not a little proud
of possessing as a mistress the most splendid crea-

ture that ever had appeared at the English Court
—perhaps indeed the handsomest woman that

England had ever produced. He therefore wrote
in an impassioned style to Venetia, imploring her
to return—remindiog her of all the benefits he
had showered upon herself, her husband, and
the numerous persons for whom at any time she
had solicited his favours—and promising to bestow
a dukedom upon Horace, so that she might become
a Duchess, if she would retrace her steps to Carlton
House. He even declared that if she refused, he

should be inclined to come after her in defiance of

public opinion ; and he enjoined her in any case

to answer his letter by return of post. Venetia did

answer it—but only to reiterate her former resolu-

tion. She renewed the expressions of her grati-

tude for the royal bounties which herself, her
husband, and her friends had received ; but site

emphatically declared that not only was her own
happiness, but likewise that of others who were
very dear to her, dependent on the resolve she
had taken. She besought his Royal Highness
not to commit any folly by comiog after her, as

such a step could only lead to a painful scene,

without any beneficial result. This letter she like-

wise showed to Louisa, and the charming girl was
still more rejoiced by that additional proof of her
sister's fi.\ity of purpose.

Sir Valentine Malvern stated in itis letter that in

a very long interview with Lord Sackville, he had
represented everything that Venetia wished him
to say to her husband; and that Horace had stated

but few scruples and raised but very slight objec-
tions in respect to the abandonment of a Court life.

Sir Valentine sincerely congratulated his half-sister

upon the satisfactory result of that interview, and
concluded by stating that when married to Florence

Eaton, he would pay both his half-sisters a visit,

wherever they might be at the time, in company
with his bride.

The letter of Horace Sackville was just what
Venetia had expected. Her husband commenced
by declaring how rejoiced he was to find a marriage-
relation in BO excellent, amiable, and generous-
hearted a young man as Valentine Malvern. He
went on to say that he could without much regret

abandon his high position at Court, and devote him-
self thenceforth to the cultivation of domestic bliss

in the society of Venetia. He declared that for his

part he would strive to his utmost to fling a veil over
all that was past, so that no unpleasant memories
sh ould interfere to mar their future happiness. He
emphatically promised that never would he make
Venetia's by-gone frailties a subjict o. reproach to

her, inasmuch as he himself was a willing accom-
plice in what had occurred and had prjfited therebv.

He dwelt at considerable length upon those scenes

of tenderness, contrition, and remorse, which had
episodically marked their career of orilliant dissi-

pation, and to which Venetia herself had touchingly

alluded in her letters. He said even at the lime
when those scenes occurred, he had experienced a

sort of presentiment that they were harbingers of

future reformation ; and he instanced them as proofs

that however warped the good principles of the heart

might become by external influences and surrounding

circumstances, yet that wo heart could be wholly lost

when it was accessible to the better feelings of

human nature. In a postscript he added that Va-
lentine Malvern had behaved towards him with the

utmost liberality, having advanced him twenty thou-

sand pounds to settle all his liabilities and enable

him to quit his post with honour and credit to him-

self; and he concluded by observing that so soon as

these debts were liquidated and the business of his

department as Lord Steward of the Prince Regent's

household could be properly wound up — which
would be in the course of a few days— he would
repair to Canterbury to rejoin his wife and to be pre-

sented to her sister and aunt.

Altogether Lord Sackville's letter was one that

gave sincere pleasure to Venetia, and likewise to

the gentle Louisa,—making the latter think much
better of her noble brother-in-law than even Ve-
netia's representations had previously done. Nor
less was Miss Stanley herself well pleased with the

correspondence of Lord Sackville and Sir Val.ni-

tine Malvern; and most afifactionately did she em-
brace her elder niece when she fouud her so de-

termined in rejecting the advice of Miss Bathurst

and remaining firm against the entreaties of the

Prince Regent.

It was iu the middle of the day following that on

which these letters were received, that a note, ad-

dressed to Louisa, was delivered at the cottage.

Site instantaneously recognized the hand writing

of her lover, and, with tiuiteriug heart, tore it

open. Its contents were these :—

"FDuntaiu Hoiol, Canterbury,
" One o'clock.

"I have but a moment, my ever beloved Louisa, to iu-

form you tJiat I am arrived safo from Uie Continent. Oh t

jou cannot imajine, uiy aiit;cl, with what nlHiction it is

tliiit I am compille.l to p.-vw through Caulcrbury witlisut

being able even to speed to your Jiomc and Ibid you in my
arms! But m-gent matters compel me to hasten on, with-

out delay, to London. IVhcu you lc.\rn the ijuse you

will not reproach me. I know that you have too mncii
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confidence in my love and affection to fancy lor an instant

tliat auglit save the most imperious circumstances could

prevent me from coming first to you, on my arrival in

England after this long, long absence. But in twe er

three days you will be certain to see me ; and then, my
ever loved Louisa, tvc shall meet to part no more. Tlicn

also will I give you explanations relative to many things

Which for certain reasons I have hitherto kept concealed

from you,
" Your ever affectionate and devoted,

" JOCELYN LOFTUS."

The young maiden wept as she perused this

note: but they were tears of joy which trickled

dowa her lovely cheeks. For Jocelyn was come

back—he had arrived safe in England at last—and

her love was of too holy and too confiding a cha-

racter to permit her for an instant to imagine that

he had devised any false pretext for not coming at

once to see her. In a few days ho would be there

—and Oh! then what happiness would await her !

Miss Stanley and Venetia sincerely congratu-

lated Louisa upon Jocelyn's return; and when
they read that part of the note which alluded to

certain explanations which he meant to give her,

they exchanged a quick smile of intelligence : for

Venetia had privately confided to her aunt who
Jocelyn Loftus really was ; and that worthy rela-

tive was full well convinced of the unimpeachable
integrity, the high character, and the chivalrous

nature of him who was shortly to wed the beau-

teous Louisa.

On the second morning after the receipt of this

letter another one came from Jocelyn. It was a
mourning one, with deep black edges, and with a

black seal : but this seal was stamped with aristo-

cratic armorial bearings, surmounted by a Peer's

coronet. Its contents ran as follow :—

" I write a few lines, my dearest Louisa, tc.say that you
may expect me to-morrow. You will perceive by my
mourning letter that I have experienced a severe family

loss. Such is indeed the case; and tliis may partially

explain to you the circumstances which compelled me in

such a hurried manner to pass through Canterbury and
icpair to London on my arrival in England. I have called

at Carlton House—have seen Lord Sackville—and h.ive

learnt from him that you know all relative to your .sister,

and that she is now with j'ou. Oh ! tell her, dearest

Louisa, that it was with the most unfeigned rejoicing I

heard from her husband's lips her resolve to abandon a
Court life ; and eciually pleased am I to hear that Lord
Sackville himself is firm in tbb same intention. He and I

have shaken hands as men whom marriage will soon place

in the light of lirothers ; and y«u must tell your sister that

she also is to welcome mo as a brother when I come to-

morrow. Nor less has it been with the purest delight that

I have heard of the happy restoration of your excellent

tunt to a comparatively perfect state of health. Present

my sinccrcst regards to her.

" I learn from Lord Sackville that your sister has not m
yet revealed to you the secret who I am, but that she has

left all explanations on that lieiid to bo given by mc. Be
it so. Present circumstances—circumstances which have
indeed greatly changed by the dcatlis that liavo plunged

me into mourning—have indui;cu me to resume my
logitimite standing in society; and this much I will tell

you noic, dearest Louisa, that the only j.iy 1 experience in

the possession of rank and wealth is boiause I can make
you, beloved girl, the sharer of both. But all this will lie

revealed to-morrow.
" I .ihall leave London at such an hour so as to be in

Canterbury at three o'clock punctually. AtthathDur I

sliall alight at the Fountain llutcl. Pcrhaiis, if you and
your sister should be inclined for a walk about tliat *.imc,

.vein might ni<:et mo there; as you may bo well lussurcd

1 hat 1 Khali count every momont as an Intolerable delay
until lonce more fold you in my arms.

" For the last time, dearest Louisa, do I sign myself

by the Hame of

"JOCELYN."
" He will be here to-day l" exclaimed the over-

joyed Louisa, her angelic countenance radiant

with delight: and Oh! how truly beautiful did

the amiable girl appear at this moment ;—but the

next instant a shade of sadness passed over her

countenance and tears began to trickle down her

cheeks, as she murmured with tremulous voice,

" Poor Jocelyn ! he has evidently lost those who

were dear to him. He speaks of deaths in his

family: it is therefore more than one who has

died I"—and she wept for his sake.

But Venetia and Miss Stanley understood full

well who they were that had thus died, although

they were as yet utterly ignorant of the way of

their deaths. But not only did that seal with the

armorial bearings indicate who one was that had

thus died—but knowing also who was the other

nearest relative that Jocelyn had, they had no

difficulty in conjecturing for whose loss he was

the most deeply grieved. Louisa was too little

acquainted with aristocratic usages and noble

emblems, to gather any clue to her lover's real

rank from that heraldic seal ; nor indeed was her

gentle heart much moved by the prospect of

wealth and rank to which he alluded in his letter.

It was sufficient for her happiness that her lover

was coming to meet her again that day, and that

he wrote in a style which assured her of his con-

stant affection. Nor will the reader blame her if,

soon wiping away her tears, she abandoned her-

self to the delicious thoughts which it was natural

she should experience at the certainty of behold-

ing him in a few hours ; and again did she receive

the warmest congratulations from her aunt and

sister.

It was an immense relief to the mind of Lady

Sackville to learn that Louisa's lover was prepared

to overlook all the past so far as she was con-

cerned, and that with the natural generosity of

his soul he had conveyed so delicate and soothing

an intimation that their meeting would be of the

most friendly and cordial nature. And now does

the reader ask whether as three o'clock of that

afternoon approached, there were any persons

wending their way towards the Fountain Hotel, to

be there in readiness to meet the expected one?

Yes—the two sisters were threading: the Dane
John in that direction; and fain would Miss Stan-

ley have accompanied them, but that she feared to

walk too far in her still enervated condition. But

Lady Sackville and Louisa did repair to the hotel;

and as her ladyship was already known there—

her equipage and servants being all this while at

that establishment—she and her sister were at once

received with the utmost respect. Tliey were con-

ducted to a private sitting-room ; and Lady Sack-

ville whispered to one of her own domestics a few

words stating for whom she and her sister were

now waitiiiff.

Half an-hour passed; and soon after the clocks

of the old cathedral and the numerous other

churches of Canterbury had struck three, tho

sounds of an ciiuipago dashing up the narrow

street in which the Fountain Hotel is situated,

called forth all tho dipemlants of the establish-

ment. A splendid travelling-carriage, with armo-

rial blazonry upon the paneH, and drawn by four
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post-horses, whirled up to the hotel and passed ia

through the gate way.

The apartment in which Lady Sackville and

Louisa were awaitinjf the expected one's comings,

commanded from its windows a view of the court-

yard into which the equipage had rolled : and

when they beheld him whom they expected alight,

Louisa felt the faintness of excessive joy come

over her.

" Compose yourself, my sweet sister," said Lady
Sackville. " Oh ! how delighted I am that this cup

of happiness is so filled up to the brim for you I*

Louisa could not give utterance to a word; but

tlirowing herself into her sister's arms she wept for

joy on her bosom. And now hurried footsteps were

heard approaching along the passage ; and the next

moment one of the hotel waiters threw open the

door, and with officious importance, announced in

aloud tone, "The Marquis of Leveson !"

A faint shriek escaped Louisa's lips as this name
struck upon her ears: but the next instant she beheld

the object of her best and purest affections—and

springing towards each other, they were clasped in

a fond embrace.

Again and again did the young Marquis—for such
indeed was Jocelya Loftus—strain the damsel to his

heart ; and she, weeping and smiling—glorious in

her beauty and in her rapturous feelings as an
April morning that is all sunshine and showers-
gave back the fond caresses. Lady Sackville wept
for joy at the sight; and if anything were now re-

quired to rivet the firmness of her resolve to trust

only henceforth for happiness in sweet domestic

bliss, it was the spectacle of the ineffable delight—so
pure, so chaste, and holy too—that was now expe-

rienced by this fond couple.

When the first full flood of joy had somewhat
found its vent, the Marquis of Leveson turned

towards Lady Sackville ; and taking her hand, he
kissed her forehead, saying, " Dear sister—for such
you will shortly become to me—I am truly de-

lighted to meet you here."

" And never henceforth, Algernon," answered
Lady Sackville in a low and hurried voice—a voice

that was tremulous too with profound emotion—
" shall you have to blush to acknowledge me in any
way as a friend or as a relative!"

The young Marquis pressed her hand in token

that he received the assurance as an evidence of her

contrition and her good faith, and that he put con-

fidence in it. Then again turning towards his

Louisa, he made her sit down by him on the sofa;

and taking her hand, which he retained in his own,
he said, " Beloved one, the officious zeal which the

servant ere now manifested in announcing my name
80 suddenly—a little incident which in my haste to

fold you in my arms I did not foresee, not indeed

thinking that he had time to learn from my own
domestics who I was— elicited an ejaculation of

dismay from your lips. Yes, dearest Louisa, that

name which he announced so abruptly is indeed the

one which I now bear; and as I declared in my
letter, if there were ever a moment when I felt that

I had reason to rejoice in that lofty rank which I

possess, it is now, my angel, that I can ask you to

become tiie sharer of it. 1 know full well that for a
mind so pure, so ingenuous, and so artless as your's,

the splendours of rank have no dazzling; brilliancy,

and tlie p;)S8ession of illimitable wealih no factitious

allurements; but still, constituted as society is, and I

considering the honour which the world shows to

persons occupying an elevated position, it cannot be

held as a misfortune that I am enabled to place a

coronet upon this fair brow of thine, and to bear you
away in due course to splendid mansions situated in

the midst of vast estates, and bid you regard them
all as ydUr own !'

Louisa, still weeping and smiling, threw her anna
about her lover's neck, and kissed him fondly in

token of gratitude for the language which he thus

held towards her. And, Oh ! whatever painful ad- !

ventures the maiden might have passed through— I

whatever sorrowful reflections she might at any time
:

have known—whatever misgivings for a season she

might have entertained through the treachery of the

late Marquis of Leveson in respect to her lover's

fidelity—how immeasurable beyond compare was
the recompense which she now received

!

For a little space, a shade of sadness was thrown
over the scene, when the young Marquis related

the catastrophe which had deprived him of his

sister Ernestina—that same catastrophe in which

his uncle's life had also terminated so miserably.

Forgotten then was any ill which for a time the

generous-hearted Louisa had sustained at the

hands of either the late Marquis or of the perished

Ernestina; and the tears ran down her cheeks as

she listened to the sad tale which her lover recited.

But we will not dwell upon this : for it would be

a ridiculous affectation to pretend that the late

tragedy could materially mar the happiness which

the lovers experienced at being thus re-united

—

re-united, also, under circumstances so auspicious

as to portend no more parting !

Let us follow the young Marquis of Leveson as

with Venetia on one arm and Louisa on the other,

he repaired to that cottage where in times past he

had first learnt to esteem the amiable qualities of

his intended bride, and io learning to esteem her

had learnt to love her. Let us suppose the cot-

tage reached, and Miss Stanley appearing at the

garden-gate to give the most cordial welcome to

tho Marquis of Leveson : and then, while the

happy party are sitting down to the dinner which

Mary the servant-maid had prepared in her very

best style, and which the aunt in good sooth had

specially supermtended—let us devote the follow-

ing chapter to certain explanations relative to him

who throughout so large a portion of our narrative

has figured as Jocelyu Loftus.

CHAPTER CXCVIL

XHB TOUNa MOBLBMAN.

LoBD AtoERNON CAVENDISH (uow the Marquis

of Leveson) and Lady Ernestina Cavendish (after-

wards the wife of Mr. Dysart) were tho only chil-

dren of Lord Jocelyu Loftus Caveudish, younger

brother of the late Marquis of Leveson who
perished in the fire. Their parents had died early,

leaving them but indiliVrently provided for. A
couut;ry-seat in the north of England, and a small

estate proilucing a bare six hundred a-year, de-

volved to Algernon ; while afewthousanl pounds

in the funds were the wh ile fortune of Ernestina.

VIgornon was educated at Eton, and subsequ. iitly

passed tlireo ycari at .Cambridge—not wuh iha

view of entering the church, but for the purpose o''
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finishingf his studies. Tiiere lie acquitted himself

well; and was knowQ as a young man of excellent

disposition, great steadiness of habits, and of the

most upright principles. His sister Ernestina was

placed at a fashionable boarding-school at Ken-
sington. We have said in one of the earlier chap-

ters of this history, that from her childhood she

was a special favourite with her uncle the Marquis

of Leveson, who regularly sent for her from school

every Saturday to pass the interval with him till

the Monday morning. But what with the shallow

liind of tutelage she experienced at the fashion-

able seminary and the utter unfitness of such a

confirmed voluptuary as the Marquis to be her

guardian, the young lady was not reared in a

manner at all calculated to settle her mind upon
the foundation of sterling moral principle, or to

curb those passions which she naturally possessed.

During a dangerous illness which the Marquis

of Leveson experienced, Ernestina, grateful for

his kindness towards her, nursed him with the

utmost attention ; and this circumstance rivetted

the attachment which the nobleman felt for his

niece. On leaving school she became altogetlier

an inmate of Leveson House, where her brother

Algernon was likewise at the time passing a few

weeks. But Algernon had not been accustomed
to spend his holidays, when at Eton or the Uni-

versity, with his uncle. The young man, from the

samples of the Britisli Aristocracy he met with at

the public seminaries, had conceived no very great

affection for the order to which he belonged; and
having an uncle (by his late mother's side) dwelling

in a distant county and entirely devoted ti agricul-

tural pursuits, Algernon had always preferred

spending the vacations with him. This relative,

however, died just before Algernon quitted Cam-
bridge for good ; and thus was it that he went to

pass some little time at Leveson House. While
there, he could not help obtaining some insight

into the real character of his uucle. Though him-
self of the steadiest habits, he was still experienced
enough in the ways of the world—particularly
after passing through the fiery ordeal of a College

lile—to perceive that his uncle was a confirmed

voluptuary of the most unprincipled description

;

and a circumstance which soon after occurred,

made him look with loathing and horror upon bis

noble relative's character.

The incident we refer to was this. One day
Algernon was reading in the Crimson Drawing
Room, when he heard sounds resembling female
shrieks that either appeared to be stifling, as if

with a gag placed upon the lips, or else were
penetrating through very thick walls which well

nigh deadened them. Tiiey continued ; and the

idea struck Algernon forcibly that they came from
one of the inner rooms of the mansion. He liad

observed that the suite of apartments communi.
eating from the Crimson Drawing Room were
always shut up: but until this moment ho had
never paid much attention to the circumstance.

Now, however, the mystery that was evidently

connected with those rooms instantaneously as-

sociated itself in his mind with the screams which,
though so faintly, were still reaihing his ears.

All the natural genero^ity and chivalrous enter-

prise of his nature were suddenly awakened hy
the thought that some female was enduring ill-

treatment in those apartments. He flew to the

door communicating therewith. By a most un-
usual oversight that door had been left unlocked.
He opened it—and the screams, emanating from
an inner room, now sounded loud and pierc'ng.

Rushing onward, Algernon penetrated into the
adjacent apartment; and there did an astounding
spectacle meet his eyes. A lovely young creature,

imprisoned in one of the mechanical chairs, was
giving vent to her anguish—while the Marquis of
Leveson, in the maddened fury of his excited

passions, was literally stripping her garments ofif

her. Her dress was all torn open—her bosom was
bare—and the nobleman, regardless of her an-

guished shame, was gloating upon her charms pre-

vious to making himself the master of them. The
unexpected pi'esence of Algernon filled the in-

tended victim with hope, but inspired the Marquis
with the rage of disappointment. He imperiously

commanded Algernon to withdraw, covering him
with reproaches for an intrusion which he aitri.

buted to the basest sentiment of curiosity. But
the young man would not obey his incensed uncle;

and taking up a shawl from the carpet, be threw
it over the shoulders of the young female, insisting

that she should be immediately released from the

bondage of the chair. The Marquis dared not
refuse compliance with his nephew's demand. Tiie

girl was accordingly liberated; and a handsome
sum of money was given by the unprincipled

voluptuary to hush up the affair with her parents.

The reader may easily suppose that Algernon
was not likely to remain another hour beneath his

uncle's roof; and he insisted upon taking Ernes-

tina away with him. The Marquis, in tones of the

most abject entreaty, besought Algernon not to

expose him to the world, nor even hint at anything
of a disparaging nature to his character in Ernes-
tina's presence. Algernon readily promised com-
pliance with these requests—in the first place, be-

cause it was contrary to the natural generosity

of his disposition to inflict an injury; and in the

second place, because he was careful not to say
anything that might shock the purity of his sister's

mind. Tt was therefore agreed that Ernestina
should be placed in the care of some distant female
relatives, who resided a little way out of London

;

and for this proceeding some excuse was devised.

Algernon, having seen his sister safe in her new
home, set out upon a journey to the Highlands of

Scotland, the sublime aud striking scenery of

wriiuh he bad for some time been anxious to

visit.

After an absence of about a year, Algernon re-
turned to London, expecting to find Ernestina
still with her female reliitives, from whose dwelling

the letters he had received during the interval had
been dated. But to liis surprise and aeinoyance,

he found that since he last lieard from her a few
weeks previous to his return, she had grown so
weary of the monotonous and quiet life which her
relations led, that she had gone back of her own
accord to Leveson House, where the .Marquis, who
really entertained a pn-ai afFoction for lier and liad

much missed her society, cl'.i'crfully received her.

Whilst staying* with n • female relatives, she
had fallen m with Mr. Dysart, wlio, though bo
much older than herself, had managed to win her
nlFectioiis. On her brother's return lo London,
finding that he much disapproved of lier having

gone back to Leveson House, and impationt of th
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control which she fancied he sought to exercise

over her, she at once yielded to Mr. Dyaart's so-

licitations and married him. The match was most

unpalatable both to her uncle and her brother

;

and the former vowed that he never would speak

to Paul Dysart, much less receive him inside his

door, as long as he lived. Algernon, though like-

wise disapproving of the alliance, because he had a

bad opinion of Dysart's character, nevertheless

visited the newly married pair at their residence

at Blackheath: but soon afterwards he quitted

London ou a fresh excursion, and made the tour

of Wales.

On his return to the capital, he repaired to

Blackheath to visit his sister. Entering the

grounds of the villa, he heard Erneatina's voice is-

suing from an arbour densely embowered in sur-

rounding trees. Thinking that she was with her

husband, he at once approached the spot ; and to

his mingled astonishment and dismay, beheld her

in the arms of an individual who was entirely un-

known to him. This was Sir Archibald Malvern.

Algernon, in his resentment, was about to inflict

summary chastissment upon the seducer of his

sister; but Ernestina, falling upon her knees, be-

sought him to forbear from a proceeding that

would inevitably create a disturbance and lead to

exposure. The young nobleman accordingly sub-

dued his aflgry feelings, but peremptorily ordered

Sir Archibald to quit the premises at once. He
then sat down with his sister, and in anguish of

heart remonstrated with her upon her guilt, which

it was impossible for her to deny. But now that

the immediate danger of exposure was removed,

Ernestina resented what she termed " the super-

vision he ever continued to exercise over her con-

duct." Algernon was deeply afflicted to observe

that Ernestina adopted such a course instead of

displaying contrition ; and he conjured her to re-

flect ere she prosecuted a career which would in-

evitably plunge her into disgrace sooner or later.

But the more affectionate and conciliatory became

her brother's manner, the more haughty and im-

patient was the spirit which she displayed ; and

they parted thus, with anger on her side and deep

despondency on his own.

Then was it that the high-minded Algernon felt

actually ashamed of the family to which he be-

longed, and blushed for the name he bore—a name
which stamped him as a scion of this family which

seemed resolved to disgrace itself. The train of

thought into which he fell, revived all the anti-

pathies he had for some time experienced in respect

to the aristocratic order to which he belonged ; and

he said to himself, "If ever I marry it shall not be

a daughter of the Aristocracy. No—I will endea-

vour to find some maiden of innocence, virtue, and

probity in a lowlier sphere—a maiden who, while

possessing the attractions of her sex, shall be unac-

quainted with any of its vices." Thereupon he

formed the resolution of abandoning—he cared not

even if it were for ever—his lordly rank and took

his late father's christian and surname, Jocelyn

Loftus. Leaving London, he visited his country-

Reat in the North of England, whete he passed some
time. The abdication of Fontainebleau and the

retreat of the Emperor Napoleon to Elba giving

peace to Europe, the young nobleman visited the

Continent, where he stayed some months. On re-

turning to England, he made the tour of Kent, and

at length arrived in Canterbury. The old cathedral-

city, with its quietude and its many antiquarian

remains, together with its beautiful circumjacent

scenery, was pleasing to Lord Algernon Cavendish

;

and he was induced to remain therefor a few weeks.

One evening, after a long ramble in the country, he
was returniag to his hotel, when on passing through
the cloistral avenue in the vicinage of the cathedral,

he suddenly heard voices in altercation; and before

he reached the spot a sufficiency of what was said

reached his ears to aflord him a very painful insight

into the nature of the dispute. A female was re-

preaching some one of the male sex in the bitterest

terms, reminding him that years back he had seduced
her, and that be had even been base enough to pro*
pose to her the murder of the child which was the

ofiFspring of their illicit amour. The female went
on to upbraid her companion with having shame-
fully abandoned her at the time, and by bis cruelties

plunged her into that frenzied state of mind which
bad led her to become the murderess of her babe.

Algernon, horrified at what he heard, was so be>

wildered that he scarcely knew what he was doing;

and instead of retreating unperceived, he remained

rooted to the spot,—a turning in the cloister still

concealing him from the disputants, and them from

him. But suddenly the female gave vent to a loud

cry, imploring mercy ; and her companion in a

terrible voice denounced her as his " evil genius" and

threatened to kill her outright. Thereupon Algernon

sprang forward, and beheld in the gathering gloom

of the hour and the place a female upon her knees

at the feet of an individual whom he immediately

recognized to be the Rev. Bernard Audley, with

whom he had formed some slight acquaintance at a

reading-room during bis sojourn in Canterbury.

The female, who was dressed in deep black, was, as

the reader of course understands, none other than

Lilian Halkin. But with her name, or anything

concerning her beyond what he had just heard,

Algernon was at the time utterly unacquainted.

The Minor Canon's hand was raised to strike

her down: but he instantly fell back with aa

ejaculation of alarm, while Lilian sprang to

her feet the moment he thus made his appear-

ance. Then, quickly drawing down her veil,

Lilian seized Algernon by the arm, saying in

a quick and excited voice, " Thanks—a thousand

thanks, whoever you are, for your well-meant

interference: but unless you promise me one

thing, I shall not continue to experience any gra-

titude towards you."—Algernon at once replied

that he had no interest in doing anything to pro-

duce vexation in respect to a lady who, judging

from what he had heard, was already sutficieutly

afflicted. — " Then promise me, kind - hearted

stranger," said Lilian, "that you will not expose

elsewhere this scene of which acciileut has made
you a witness."—The yiuiwg nobleman answered,

"You may rely upon it, madam, that the private

affairs of yourself and Mr. Audley shall not be

made the topic of useless scandal or idle gossip on

my part."—Lilian thauked him cordially, and then

hurried away.—" I also thank you, Mr. Loftas, far

the pledge you have just given," said Bernard

Audley, so soon as they were alone together ; but

Algernon merely bowed coldly, and passing hur-

riedly on, retraced his way to the hotel where he

was stopping.

AVe need not do nioi'e than in a few Words re-
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mind the reader that it was through Bernard

Audley's insolent conduct towards Loniaa Stanley

in the Dane John, that Algernon subaequently

became acquainted with tlie beauteous damsel.

This incident occurred a short time after the

adventure in the cloister, which the young noble-

man was compelled to flinu ai a menace at the

infamous clergfyman in order to force him to a

precipitate departure from the scene of his gross

attempt to undermine the purity of Louisa.

Thanks to this incident, Algernon wa? at len);th

brouj^ht in contact with a charming, amiable, and

excellent girl, answering the very description of

that embodiment of all female excellencies which

he liad depicted to himself as the being that could

alone win his heart or be deserving of his hand.

AVe have seen how ho cultiv»ted her acquaintance
— how each diy his favourable opinion of her grew
confirmed—and how the more he saw of her, the

more her amiable qualities developed themselves.

9G«

At first he thought, when resolved to declare his

lovp, of frankly stating who he was ; but then the

idea struck him that he would still retain the
incngniin, or rather his assumed name, in order to

convmce himself beyond all possibility of doubt
that the humble cottage maiden could love him
for himself alone, irrespective of his lordly rank.

Aforeover, he felt so truly ashamed of tho profli-

gacies, the vices, and the immoralities associated

with the name of the Marquis of Levoson, that ho

shrank from tho idea of confessing himself to be

the ne^)hew of that unprincipled voluptuary. He
therefore continued in Louisa's eyes as plain

Jocelyn Liftns. When his love had been de-

clared and ho delicately furnished ju-t so nnioli

information rrspcoting himself that L'luisa's sister

Clara, then in London, might make inquiries con-

cerning his eligibility as Louisa's suitor, he wrote

to his banker, (,'iving that gentleman instrucli:<iis

to what extent kc was to speak of him to any one
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calling to take such references; and hence the

guardtd manner iu wliich the banker spoke whea

Clara visited liim for the purpose.

Having become the accepted suitor of Louisa,

Aljjenion'a intention was to bear her away after

the bridal to his country-seat iu the north of Eng-

land, and to transpoit thither lier invalid aunt also.

But when last at his rural mansion, he had ob-

served that much of the furniture was in a dilapi-

dated condition and that considerable repairs were

required for the dwelling itself. Moreover, it was

necessary to have a carriage built expressly for the

purpose of tlie long journey which the aunt would

have to take ; and paralysed as she then was, the

vehicle must be fitted internally with a couch for

her accommodation. To effect all this, a consider-

able sum of money was needed ; and though Al-

gernon was far from extravagant, yet his frequent

tours and journies had exhausted all the resources

arising from his comparatively narrow income of

six hundred a year. He requi-red a couple of

thousand guineas, and had to choose from three

ways of obtaining that amount. The first was to

mortgage a portion of his income : but this would

be to reduce it to so small a revenue as to render

it impossible to provide as he could wish for his

Louisa and her aunt at his country-seat. The
second plan which suggested itself, was to borrow

money on the security of his expectations as heir

to the title and estates of his uncle the Marquis :

but he abhorred the idea of giving post-obit bonds

and entering into the demoralization of usurious

proceedings. The third method was to apply di-

rect to his uncle; and much as he disliked the

thought of coming in contact with that nobleman,

especially to ask a favour, he was nevertheless

compelled to make up his mind to this proceeding.

After some deliberation with himself, he to a cer-

tain extent surmounted his scruples by the reflec-

tion that as the heir to the estates of the Marquis

it was scarcely a favour which he would be asking,

especially if he did it in a frank and manly way,

without servility or cringing. Ho therefore pro-

ceeded to London— visited his uncle—and pro-

cured the money. Losing no time, he remitted a

sufHcient sum to the steward of his little estate in

the north, accompanied with instructions how it

was to be expended in the purchase of furniture

and the repairs of the mansion : and he gave orders

to a carriage-builder in London for the construc-

tion of a vehicle with the accommodations requi-

site for the use of the then invalid aunt of his

Louisa.

But all these preparations for his bridal were

Bomewhat prematurely taken; for.aswe have seen,

the circumstance of his encounter with Mary Owen
made him acquainted with that conspiracy against

the Princess of Wales whicli hurried him on into

the series of adventures and whirled him as it were

through the storm of incidents that have been
duly described in our pages.

Now at last these adventures were finished

—

those incidents had been brought to a conclusion

—and wo behold our young hero, no longer as

Jocelyn Loftus—nor indeed as Lord Algernon
Cavendish— but as the Marquis of Leveson, re-

united to hc^r whom he loved so fondly and whom
he wns shortly to make his bride.

The reader is now acquainted with all that has
hitherto been wrapped up in mystery relative to

this excellent young man; and it was the outline

of the above explanations which, after dinner at

the cottage, he gave to Miss Stanley, Lady Sack-
ville, and Louisa. "We need scarcely observe that

he touched but lightly upon those particulars that

threw out the characters of his departed uncle and
perished sister in so disagreeable a light ; and this

reserve he practised partiy from generoosraotivea

in respect to the dead, and partly because some of

the details were unsuitable for the ears of the

innocent Louisa.

On the following day Miss Stanley the aunt, in

a private conversation with the Marquis of Leve-
son, made him acquainted with that fresh outrage
which Bernard Audley had attempted to perpe-

trate, and which had been the cause of her restora-

tion to vitality and consciousnesi. The young
nobleman was deeply indignant at this narrativ.?.

But wken he learnt from Miss Stanley's lips of

that history of the past regarding Mrs. Owen,
Melissa, and Lilian, and thereby was informed

that the lady in black whom he had seen in the

cloister could have been none other than Lilian

herself, he resolved upon consigning Bernard
Audley's recent atrocity to oblivion. For Miss

Stanley knew not that all Lilian's long-cherished

love for that bad man had recently turned into the

deadliest hate, accompanied by cravings for a

bitter vengeance; and thus the young Marquis
was left with the impression that the unfortunate

Lilian was still attached to her seducer. For this

reason was it, and for Lilian's sake, that he came to

the determination of passing over the Minor Canon's

conduct in silence— especially as he had made up
his mind to remain altogether at Canterbury until,

after a decent period of mourning for his sister and

uncle, he might lead Louisa to the altar. In tlie

meantime he would be near to i,aard her from any

further danger— although not for an instant did he

imagine that so long as he was upon the spot, the

infamous clergyman would renew his persecutions.

CHAPTER CXCVIII.

THE CLIFF.

The scene now changes to Dover.

It was the day following that of which we have

been writing; and a lady, elegantly dressed, was

sauntering alone upon the eminences which termi-

nate abruptly in the chalky clifTs fronting the sea.

She was tall and well formed: but her countenance

was concealed with a thick veil, folded in such a

manner that not even the keenest eyes could pene-

trate through it so as to discern her features.

To all appearance, judging by her figure—which

was very slender, but perfectly upright, and replete

with symmetrical grace—she was by no means ad-

vanced in years; and as she walked slowly along,

the feet and ankles which glanced beneath her dress,

seemed most delicately sliaped. Altogether, she

was one whom it was impossible to pass by with

indifl'erenoe ; and the air of mystery with which the

thick veil, so carefully folded, invested her, added to

the interest of her appearance.

It WAS mid-day; and the sun was shining glo-

riously. Calni as an immense lake of quicksilver,

stretched the sea far a)»ay, until it was bounded in

the eastern horizon by a barely perceptible line which
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marked the coast of France. Not a breeze ruffled I over his feature-i, that he did not alto^'.'ther )iUe
the surface of the ocean; and Uie sails of the ves- the straiij,'eaess of her behaviour, and" that evea
sels hung as it were listless and passive to the some sli^^ht suspicion of intended 'evil had llittod

Slowly did the lady continue her walk, but fre-

quently stopping to gaze upon the loighty expanse

of waters which stretched before her from the base

of the clifTs on whose summit sha was sauntering:.

And yet it did not altogether seem that she thus

paused to view the enchanting prospect ; but by her

very attitude and manner it was evident that through

the thick folds of her veil she was gazing upon
vacancy. Several times she turned quite round,

and locked in the direction of the town which lay

at the foot of the deep indentation of the cliffs, as if

a hollow had been hewn away to afford room for the

site of that multitude of buildings. Was ske await-

ing some one ?—had she sauntered hither in the hope
of being overtaken by a person that she expected to

issue from the town and speed aeioss tha heights to

join her there?

Presently the sounds of a horse's feet reached her

ears as she was pursuing her walk : and now a sud-

den vibration appeared to thrill through her entire

form, galvanizing her as it were with the electricity

of some feeling abruptly and profoundly stirred.

But this time she neither paused nor looked round

:

Bhe continued her way as if simulating uncon-
sciousness that any one was approaching her.

In a few minutes she was overtaken by the per-

son on horseback ; and this was none other than the

Rev. Bernard Audley, Minor Canon of Canterbury
Cathedral.

On reaching the lady he reined in his steed, and
made a courteous bow, saying, " I am here, fair but

mysterious unknown, in pursuance of the biUet

which I received last evening at my hotel."

"How know you that I am fair 1" asked the lady,

iu a voice that was barely audible.

"Do you not tell me in that note which I re-

ceived," said the clergyman, *' that I have inspired

you with a passion which, if I can reciprocate it,

you will be found worthy of?—and what does that

mean, if not a consciousness on your part that you
are beautiful ?

"

The lady made no reply ; and a sileuee of nearly

a minute took place. Then, leaping from bis horse,

Bernard Audley said in hit most winning tone,

"Do for heaven's sake shake ofl' this timidity—

if such it be : throw aside all mystery—and let me
behold the countenance of whose lovelineii I have
a presentiment !"

" Pray, Mr. Audley, remount your horse," said

the lady, still speaking in a very low voice, but now
with much agitation in the tones. " We shall be

seen—and it looks all too familiar for you to have
dismounted thus to walk by my side. It appears

like an appointment given ; whereas if you keep on

horseback, it will have the air of a simple acquaint-

ance happening to meet a lady. Indeed it was for

this reason that I charged you in my note to come
mounted upon that splendid steed which you manage
so well, and on whose back you appear to such ad-

vantage. Mount then, I conjure you!"
The Minor Canon did not immediately obey the

lady's injunction. He looked very hard at her
with all the power of his searching eyes, as if to

penetrate through the v6il which oonoealod her
countenance; and for a moment it was evident

enough, by the expression which passed rapidly

across his mind. But apparently a second thou^'ht
reassured him— or at least d-icriniued him to
humour his fair compaaion; and ha accji'dingly
remounted the spirited steed, ivliidi for the last

minute or two he had held by tlie bridle. A^jain,
however, did he .scan the lady from head to foot:
an 1 then he muttered to himself, " Yes, it is her
figure. But surely it cannot be she ?"

" What were you saying ?" asked ilie lady, look-
in? up at him through the folds of her veil.

"I was Ihinkinij," he ainwered, his eyes still

fixed intently upon hir, " that you remind me
strangely of another lady whom I kuow well—and
yet she is iu deep raouruin{f

"

" OU ! we will not talk of other ladies now," said

the veiled unknown, somewhat petulantly, but still

iu a very subdued voice.

" Now listen to me," said Bernard Audley, in a
resolute tone. " If all that youi- letter told me be
true, I am highly flattered by its contents. In
that note you say that for the last fjff diys you
have observed me riding on the parade and else-

where—and tiiat you have been struck by my ap-

pearance. This I repeat, is most flatterin;?—most
complimentary. You teli ma likewise in your note,

that you wish me to meet you here soon after

mid- day; and that I am to come on horseback,

as if merely for a ride upon the cliffs. I have

obeyed your summons— I am here. But now,

wherefore for even tke space of tliese few minutes

that have elapsed since I j >iiied you, preserve so

much mystery ?—why continue to wear that in-

vidious veil over your features?—and wliy speak

in subdued tones, as if you sought to disguise your

voice. Before we proceed any farther togetiier,

do me the favour to lift your veil."

During the short space which tlie colloquy, so

far as it went, had occupied, the lady had con-

tinued walking onward; and in so doing, she iiad

approached nearer than at first to the edge of the

cli^, so that they were now withiu a dozen yards
of the abys?.

" You would have me raise my veil," the lady

now suddenly exclaimed, " in order that you may
see my countenance? Bclmld itthen

!

" she add.d
iH her uatural voice ; and flinging back her veil

over her elegant bonnet, she revealed the features

of Lilian Halkin.

"Ah!' ejaculated the Minor Canon: "for the

last two or three minutes, I have not beou alto-

gether unprepared for this!"—and reining in his

Bleed, ho fixed his looks intently upon Lilian's

countenance, as if he sought to fathom her pur-

pose.

She also stopped short; and encountering bis

gaze with solemn seriousness of aspect, she said,

" Bernard Audley, for tho last time we meet—and
1 wisli you to hear a few words from my lips ere

we part for ever
!

"

" Well, speak then, Lilian," said the Minor
Canon, scarcely able to conceal an expression of

joy which rose to his features, at tho i<lei of being

thenceforth rid of the continual supervision of one

whom he regarded ns his ovil genius. " But tell

me," he immadiatety added, 'is it m triendship

or enmity that you have so cunningly contrived

this roeetiug, which yon say ia to be our last?
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Wherefore have you thi-own aside your mourning ?

—was it ihe bettor to inveigle me hither to this

interview?—or ratlier, I shjuld ask, why all this

preparation, precaution, and mystery at all ? Since

you found out where I was residing, wherefore did

you not come^irect to me at the hotel and speak

tome there? Are your proceedings ever to be

characterized by this sort of romantic mysticism

which you doubtless think invests you with a kind

of terrorism over me, so as to enable you to wield

aniufluence upon all my actions? Speak Lilian

—I await your explanations."

" I shall not detain you long," was the reply. " I

have heard you patiently— it is now your turn

to listen with equal attention to me—for this is the

last time that you and 1 shall ever meet in this

world. As I told you the other day in the Dane
John, you consider me your evil genius : but for a

long series of years have I loved you with all a

woman's most enduring tenderness. But let that

pass : I would speak of other things. Do you sup-

pose that lam a stranger to the vile outrage which

you attempted upon Louisa Stanley the other

night, and which has made you, dreading the con-

sequences, absent yourself from home for a time

and come to Dover, so that in case of danger you

may be near the French coast? Ah! you perceive,

Bernard Audley, that I understand full well your

motives in coming hither !"

"And what of that?" asked the Minor Canon
impatiently. "But go on, Lilian; for I warn you

that my horse will not stand quietly here for many
minutes longer."

•' Nor will 1 detain you many minutes," she re-

joined quickly. "When you .went to settle at

Canterbury some eighteen months ago, and took

up your abode in that old house which had so

recently been a lunatic asylum, and had still some
of the rooms fitted up in such a manner as to

deaden the shrieks, and screams, and bowlings of

those who were once confined therein,—you are

aware that I also came and settled in the same

nci'ihbourhood. You know likewise that in con-

sequence of all that occurred in years past, I had

vowed never to appear again in the presence of

any of my family; but at the time when all those

terrible calamities occurred—or rather soon after

the fearful ordeal of prisonage and trial through

which I passed— I secretly made inquiries relative

to my sisters. I learnt that Melissa had died,

leaving two children whoso names were Clara and

Louisa. Ah ! you start—you begin to divine the

truth? Well, and it is as you think. For not

only did I discover that much ; but I likewise as-

certained that they had been taken by their aunt—
my eldest sister Lydia—and borne away from

London, no one knew whither. Now then, do you
begin to understand how, when eigl'.teen months

ago circumstances brought me to Canterbury, I

happened to learn that a lady having two nieces

whose names were Clara and Louisa dwelt in a

certain cottage under the name of Stanley, and
how 1 was at onco convinced that this lady was
my ai.iter and these damsels were Melissa's chil-

dren ? Ah 1 it was this circumstance which made
me doubly watchful over Louisa's welfare and
sit'oty, when I found her the object of your unhal-

lowed desires ; and though I choso not to intro-

duoc myself as a relative to that young maiden, I

neverth'.'less vowed to become her protecting

genius. Bernard Audley, you now understand
that it was my own niece—my dead sister's oflf-

spring—whom you would have basely sacrificed to

your passion I

"

"But I knew not of this relationship between
you," exclaimed the Minor Canon, growing still

more impatient than at first—especially as his

steed was pawing the ground in a restless manner.
" No—you knew it not," said Lilian : " but even

if you had been aware of the circumstance, it

would not have stayed the wild career of your pas-

sions. Oh, man of infamy! hast thou no fear for

the future—thou who makeat sucli a bad use of

the present? But the time for vengeance has
arrived I Too long—Oh! far too long, have I

endured your scorn, your indift.rence, perhaps
even your hate—I who sacrificed everything and
endured so much on your account I Yes, B; rnard
Audley—I now hate as much as 1 once luved; and
when the love of a woman turns to hatred, it is

bitterness indeed 1"

" Lilian, you are mal. I leave you 1" excla'med

the Minor Canon : and he endeavoured to wheel

his horse round so as to gallop back over the

heights.

But Lilian Ualkin, with a wild cry, extended her
arms suddenly, and rushed forward in such a man-
ner that the steed started in affright and reared

straight up. Then thrilled forth a still wilder cry

from the lips of Bernard Audley, through whose
brain fl.ished a hirrowing eeme of the fearful

catastrophe that must ensue. Desperately did he

dash his heels into the flanks of his steed in the

hope of making him spring forward: but Lilian,

now inspired with the malignant fury of a fiend,

waved her white handkerchief before the eyes of

the terrified animal, who backed suddenly and

reared agai:). All this was the work of a few mo-
ments—and the next instant over they went, lior«e

and man

!

Terrific were the cries of both as tlicy fell down
the abyss; and Lilian, standing up )n the very edge

of the cliff, beheld the frightful fall. lu another

instant all was still—the catastrophe was accom-

plished—the steed and its master lay motionless

upon the beach below.

Then Lilian Halkin turned away and fled pre-

cipitately. At a distance down the sloping

eminences she met some persons, to whom with a

real horror in her looks—for this there was no

need to simulate—she declared that a terrible

accident had just occurred. They desccn led by

the shortest way to the beach, and there bchcM
the Minor Canon and the horse both dead and

frightfully mangkd. Lilian however remained at

a distance; but when the persons rejoined her

ngain, they told her she would have lo give evi-

dence at a Coroner's Inquest. This she did : and

with a manner utterly defying suspicion that she

herself had been the cause of the catastrophe,

did she give a feasible version of the occurrence.

Tho jury were satisfied—a verdict of Accidenttd

Death wixs returned-and Lilian Halkin embarked

for France.

On the morning which followed that of her

departure. Miss Stanley received a letter con-

taining these words :—

"MyacarLjMia, "Dorer.

" I am about to quit Eiiglfttnl for ever. Bernard

Audley U no move ! 1 beheld him perish ia « manner tliat
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will doubtless stiike you as being fraught with retributive

justice for the evil Uo lias doue me. It was a shockins

accident that caused his deatli ; and it was a strange

chance that rendered 7ne the spectatress thereof. Tlio

newspapers will furnish you with full particulars.

" At present I know not where I shall fix my abode,

nor whether indeed I shall adopt any settled habitation at

all. The agitation of my thoughts and the whirlwind

which rages in my mind, appear only to bo compa-tible

with a wild erratic existence. But you shall hear from

me occasionally ; and as I must now be depcmlcnt upon

you for my bread, I shall perioclically let you know to

what address you can forward me the trifle that will

suffice for my wants. Had you continued poor, Lydia, I

would sooner have begged my bread than have encroached

upon your bounty ; but as there is now wealth in the

family, I hesitate not to crave the pittance which may
sustain me.

" We shall never meet again, dear Lydia : but you and

all who are dear to you, will constantly be present In my
thoughts.

" Yonr affectionate sister,

"THE UNFORTUNATE LILIAN."

Thus was it that she kept her own secret re-

siiectiiig tho real cause of Bernard Audley's hor-

rible dtath : and thus was it also that no member
of the family to which she belonged ever had to

experience a sickening at the heart through the

kuoffledge that Liliaa was a murderess I

CHAPTER CXCIX.

THE OATIIERINO OF A STORM.

It was about nine o'clock in the evening, when the

Hangman paid a visit to liis friend BencuU at the

den of infamy in Jacob's Island. On being ad-

mitted by the master of the placo, Daniel Coffin

said in a rough impatient tone, " Well, what's the

mo Iter? Is anything amiss ? Why did you send up
tlial pressing message just now to tell me to come
down at once ?"

" Can't you wait a minute or two till we are cozy

in the back room together?" asked BencuU: "but
you don't give a feller time evrn to shut tho

do(ir."

Well, look sharp about it," said tho Hangman :

"'cause why, I don't like these sudden messages

—

they make one afraid."

The door being secured, the two ruffians jiasscd

into the back room, where BencuU at once pro-

duced pipes and a bottle of spirits.

"Now then, what is it all about ?' demanded the

Hangman.
•'Wliy, I don't muclt like summut that I sec

this afternoon," answered BencuU. " Tlicrc was

that Buttoner fcllcr talking to old Motiicr L'raiik-

liH at tlio corner of the street where Mrs. Young
lives

''

"Js tiiat all?" asked the Hangman contemp-

tuously. " Why shouldn't tho Buitoner stop and
chat with old Mother Franklin? Didn't ho Uvc

for some time with Neil Gibson at JMrs. Young's?

and isn't it natural enougli then that ho biiuuld

look on Mother Franklin as an old ncquaint-

unec?''
" Well and good," responded BencuU :

" but

there's a great deal to be Judged of by the maniitr

of pcoiile, and also by any littto word or two that

one may catch accidentally."

" Go on and tell us what you mean without ti

round-about palaver ;"—and as the Hangman
spoke he tossed off a glass of gin.

First of all," continued Bensull, " I saw that
the Buttoner and Mother Franklin was taliiing in

a very peculiar and confidential way, as if they
had some matter of importance in hand. Tlie

Buttoner once or twice put his hand up to iiis

head, and looked just for all tho world like a
chap that is full of remorse; and then aiother

Franklin spoke to him with great earnestness

as if trying to persuade him to tell her summut.
So I watched the opportunity, got round behind

era, and tiien sauntered up as if quite in a pro-

miscuous way. They didn't see me till I was
close upon tliem, and I heard them both mention

the name of Nell Gibson."

"Ah! this does really then begin to look

serious," observed the Hangman. "But what
next?"

" When they saw me they both looked precious

confused. The Buttoner stared at me in quite a

suspicious way, just like a chap that means to

peach. But that old wretch Mother FrankUn im-

mediately recovered her presence of mind; and !|

taking a pinch of snuff, wagged her old jaws and V

said summut in what she meant to be a good- |;

humoured way. I pretended not to have noticed j

anything queer, and very soon walked on. Then [

I at once came back home again, and sent the

Durryaacker straight up to you. The Mushroom
Faker called soon after ; and I told hiin also

what had happened. They are both coming back

presently."
" But you don't think the Buttoner really means

peaching ?" asked Coffin, a diabolical expression

settling upon his countenance.

"I have my fears, I can tell j'ou," answered
BencuU : " or else why the deuce should I have

sent up for you, or told those fellers to como
back again? Don't you recollect how the But-

toner behaved that night when we did Nell's

business? The moment the gal was strangled,

didn't the Buttoner suddenly burst into tears and

cry liko a child? Why, I recollect perfectly well

you roared out to ask what the devil was the

meaning of that blubbering "

" Ah ! and I recollect too, now you speak of it,"

interrupted the Hangman. " The Buttoner said

it was only a sort of nervous fit that he could

not help for liio moment."

"Aye," added BencuU ; "and he cried out for us

to take her away and not let her stare up at him
with her eyes that was fixed and dull as if made
of glass; and he trembled all over with convul-

sions."

"So ho did," remarked tho Hangman; "and
whilo you and mo shoved the dead body over into

the dyke, we were obliged to leavo the Mushroom
Frtker and Bob the Durrynacker hero to look

after the Buttoner. But what lias tho Buttoner

been doing ever since then? I don't think I have

scon him more than onco or twice
"

"For tiio last two or llircc months I hav'n't

seen him at all,' said BencuU, " until this after-

noon. It's true I hadn't tliouglit much about him,

because ho i« often out on tho Irauip for several

months together; but when ho turned up iu this

queer way just now, and 1 saw him with old

.Mother Franklin, it made mo feel jujt as if I was

all of a sudden iu Queer Street. I say, Dan 'el, I
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suppose you know pretty well that Mother Frank-

lin doesii't like you a bit ?"

" The old harridan !" growled the Hangman ;

" */te wants to be tumbled over into the ditch. But

I say, this is getting rather serious about the But-

touer "

At this moment there was a knock at the street-

door; and BencuU at once observed, "Here's the

other coves."

He then proceeded to answer the summons, and

speedily returneiJ, accompanied by the Durry-

nackcr and the Mushroom Faker.

The four ruffians now sat in solemn conclave to

deliberate on the threatening aspect which affairs

appeared to have assumed in respect to the mur-

der of Nell Gibson. Several plans were dis-

cussed. The Mushroom Faker proposed that they

should entice, or convey by force, both Mother

Franklin and the Buttoner down to the crib and

make away with them. Bob the Durrj nacker sug-

gested flight: but BencuU was inclined to support

the Mushroom Faker's murderous project. The
Hangman sat listening in silence to the delibera-

tions that were thus going on.

"Well, why doii'fc you say what you tiiink?"

asked BencuU. " Come, Dan'el, speak out."

" I hardly know what to decide upon," was his

response. "As for bolting, that's altogether out

of the q\iestion. I tell you what I will do," he

added alter a few moments' rtflecliou, " I'll j ist

toddle up to Mrs. Young's and see' how things look

there."

This suggestion was cordially approved of by

his companions; and the Hangman accordingly

proceeded forthwith to tlio ueighbuuiing street

where Mrs. Young dwelt. On arriving there, he

was admitted by old Mother Franklin, who for a

moment looked as if slic were startled by his ap-

pearance ; but immediately recovering herself, she

said with a grin, " Well, Mr. Coffin, so you have

come to see us again, eh? You don't desert us

altogetiier. But it's a long time since you have

been here. I don't think since Nell Gibson left

us :"—aud she looked very hard in the Hangman's
face as siie thus spoke.

"I have not had any business down this way
since then," answered Coffin, whose features be-

trayed not the slightest indication of conscious

guilt. " Is Mrs. Young in?"

"No, she be not," replied Mother Franklin.
" But you can walk into the parlour, Mr. Coffin,

aud wait till she comes."

Thus speaking, the old woman threvr open the

door; and the Public Executioner passed into the

room. He found no one there ; and taking a seat,

asked, " How long will Mrs. Young be before she

comes back ?"

"Not above halfan-hour or so," was Mother
Franklin's response: then as she took a huge
pinch of srmff from her box with an indecent
picture on the lid, she said, " Will you take any-
thing, Mr. Coffin ?"

"Tliat's one word for me aud two for yourself,"

answered the Hangman, aflfectinga good-humoured
smile. " Well, get some gin :"—and he tlung half-

a-orown upon the table.

The old woman sped forth to procure the liquor

;

and when she returned in about five minutes, Cof-
fiu said, "Now you shall mix two glasses, one for
yourself and one for me. I don't know how it is,

but I think I am no great favourite of your'a—
just because I chaffed you on one occasion."

"Yes—when you was h«re to see Nell Gibson,"
Mother Franklin hastened to add; and the quick-
ness with which she spoke brought on a fit of
coughing that nearly choked her and made the
scalding rheam run down her wrinkled cheeks.

" Now then, old woman," observed the Hangman,
"you will go out of the world in one of those shaky
fits if you dou't mind."

" Ah, well ! I suppose uiy time aia't wery far

off," shereplied, wagging her toothless jaws. "I
am eighty-two come uext Febiverry, and have had
a pretty long run of it. Ah ! and I have seen a
many stran^'c things too—a blessed many things,

Mr. Coffin!"
" No doubt of it," he answered. " But come, let

us drink to a better understanding betwixt us. I

recollect I threw a shilling at you once and called

you an old beldams. I was very wrong ; bat I

only did it in fun. There's no harm in me—I am
as innocent and as quiet as any lamb—though
perhaps 1 don't look much like one."

Mother Franklin stared at him as if indeed she

thought that he was very fai- from having a lamb-
like appearance ; and there was something in her

look which Coffin did not fancy—for it seemed to

confirm the dark suspicioui which Bencull's infor-

mation liad already engendered.
" Howhomever," lie continued, affecting a jocular

mood, "if I flung you a shilling once and called

you an old beldame, 1 now toss you a guinea and
call you a dear good old creature."

He suited the action to the word with regard to

the money; and Mother Franklin, taking it up,

was eviiently much rejoiced at so uuexpected a
present.

" Where's Mrs. Young gone ?" asked the Hang-
man.
" I don't kno n" was the response. " She's on'y

just stepped out a bit."

" Well, it struck me I saw her just now," re-

marked the Hangman, assuming a careless tone
aud k>ok; "and 1 thought that the Buttoner was
with her."

The statement he thus made was f ilse : but he
spoke in this manner in order to see what effect the

mention of the Buttouer's name would have upon
Motlier Franklin.

"Very likely," she answered, taking another
pinch of snuff.

" Oh! then the Buttoner has turned up again?"
said the Hangman. " I have not seen him tbia

long while. Where's he bfien ?"

"I am sure I don't know," rejoined Mother
Franklin, somewhat roughly ; and she agaiu looked

very hard at the Public Executioner, as if to ascer-

tain whether he had any sinister object in putting

these questions.
" Ahl but I happen to know," proceeded CoflSn,

observing how she regarded him, and fully com-
prehending the nature of her scrutiny, so that his

suspicion of something being wrung was now fully

confirmed,—" I happen to kuo»v that he does speak
pretty frankly to you."

" Well, I suppose that BencuU has told you he

saw me and the Buttoner talking together this

arternoon. But what of that?'' asked the old

woman. "I suppose Ibat old acquaitiianccs nv-
stop ond chat if they like'
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" How you are going on," interrupted the Hang-

man, affectinjj to laugh. " Wliy, of course old ac-

quaintances will talk ; and I suppose that as I am
an old acquaiutaiica also, there is no harm in ray

askinjr about the Buttoner in a friendly way. I

always thought he was a good fellow, and was ^'ad

to hear he h:id come back to Loudon again. Will

he be here to-night?"
" I can't say," replied Mother Franklin.

* But he did go out with Mrs, Young—didn't he

now?"
"No," she retnrned ; "he did not :"—and though

she looked with bold hardihood in the Hangman's

face, he nevertheless saw right well that his ran-

dom assertion had conveyed a truth and that the

Buttoner had actually gone out with Mrs. Young.
"Well then," he rejoined, "1 can positively de-

clare that I saw them together."

"And what if you did?" demanded Mother
Franklin : " it's no business of mine, or of your'n

either. What's it get to do with us? I suppose

you don't care where the Buttoner goes, or who he

goes with."

" Not a fig," answered the Hangman -. then hav-

ing taken a long draught of gin-and-water, he said

with apparent carelessness of manner, "By the

bye, any news of Ne'l Gibson? I wonder what the

deuce has become of that gal. What made her

bolt, do you think, from this place? She didn't

owe your missus any money—did she ?''

"Not a farthing. She had plenty of money—as

I dare say you very well know;"—and Mother
Franklin nodded significantly at the Public Exe-
cuiioner.

*• Yes : there had been some little aff^iirs-the

Shooter's Hill business for instance— which had
put some money into all our pockets, and Nell had
her share. But you haven't told me whether any-

thing has been heard of her ?"'

"How should I know?"' asked Mother Franklin

snappishly. "Nell was no favourite of mine. She
used to give herself precious airs towards me

;

and But no matter ! I don't bear the poor
thing any more ill-will, wherever slie is."

" Isn't it strange," asked the Hangman, totally

unabashed, '• that nothing's been heard of her for

80 long ?"

"Wery strange indeed," answered Mother Frank-
lin. "The last night I ever saw her I remember I

was uncommon lnshy, and she .said some cutting

things to me. The Buttoner came to fetch her

away ; and she never returned no more."

"Where did he take hor to?"' asked Coffin,

looking as innocent as his hang-dog countenance

would permit him,

"Ah! that's more than I c.in say. If I had
known at the time I should have gone and inquired

after her when I found that she didn't come back.''

" Well, I suppose now that you have seen the

Buttoner again, you have asked him what became
of Nell?"— and Daniel Coffin once more looked
very hard in Mother Franklin's face.

At this moment the street-door was heard to

open, evidently by mean* of a latch-key; and
Mother Franklin observed, "Here's missus:"

—

having said which she >Yent forth very hurriedly

into the pass.ago, .as if to give some warning, or in-

tercept Mrs*, Young and tlio person wlio had just

entered with her: for that the mistre.'s of the

house had returned with a companion, was ap-

parent from the sounds of two persons' footsteps
in the passage.

The Hangman, instantaneously suspecting that
Mrs. Young's companion was the Buttoner, and
recognising in Mother Franklin's sudden disap-
pearance a farther proof that treachery was in-

tended, lost no time in following her into the
passage: and there, sure enough, he beheld the
paramour of the murdered Nell Gibson. There
was a light in the passage—and the Hangman's
countenance was seen to grow instantaneously
diabolio in its expression: but in a moment mas-
tering his rage, he extended his hand to the
Buttoner, saying, "Ah, old fellow! I heard that
you had come back. How do you find yourself?

'

The man, who had a very miserable and down-
cast aspect—as if a load of care were upon his

mind—said, " I can't shake hands with you, Coffin :

I have something here that won't let me :"—and
he placed his hand upon his heart.

"What the devil does all this mean?" growled
the Hangman, not knowing exactly what to do or
whether to resent this conduct on the part of the
Buttoner: but the next moment, thinking it best

to take his departure, he exclaimed, " Come, stand
aside and let me be off. I see very well that I am
not wanted here I"

But the Buttoner placed his back against the
street door, saying, " You can't go :"—and at the
same moment both Mrs. Young and Mother
Franklin seized upon the Public Executioner like

two tiger-cats,— the elder woman, despite her
great age, being if anything the more ferocious of

the two.

For an instant the Hangman was overpowered
in that narrow passage : but the next moment he
burst away from the two women, dashing Mrs.
Young into the parlour, and trampling old Mother
Franklin under his feet. Their cries were horrible

:

and now the Buttoner sprang at the Hangman,
threw his arms round his neck, and clung to him
with the tenacity of a boa-constrictor. They fell,

struggling desperately, in the passage, and several

females who belonged to the house of ill- fame,

being alarmed by the noise, came rushing down
the stairs, some in a state of more than semi-nudity.

Without comprehending the motive which led to

the attack upon the Hangman, but zealous in

taking the part of the mistress of the place, they

at once precipitated themselves upon Coffin,

against whom Mrs. Young was levelling the most
horrible menaces.

But the Hangman was not yet overpowered : he
possessed a lion's strength, and was now as des-

perate as the maddened beast itself when the hun-

ters hold it at bay. With one tremendous cll'ort

he i-hook off the femalo furies who had pounced
upon him— released himself from the grasp of the

Buttoner— and with the iron heel of his great

thick boot dealt that individual such a blow that

left him senseless upon the floor, where he lay.

Another instant and the Hangman's hand was

upon the hitch of tho street-door: but .again did

the females from up-stairs dait upon him, while

Mrs. Young hcrnclf rc-appeared from the parlour, '

armed with the poker.
j

Through tho posse of furies rushed the Hang-
man, scattering Ihcm in tho passage as a bull

I

da-hes aside right and loft a crowd when career- '

ing through it; and ia another niomcnt the for-
j
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midable weapon was wrenched from Mrs. Young's

lianJ. Then striking all about at random—thus
doing serious injury, and even breaking bono^—

the Hangman regained the front door, sprang

forth, and hurried away as quickly as his legs

would carry him.

His ideas being all in confusion, he instinctively

sped in the direction of Jacob's Island ; but as he

neared that spot the thought suddenly struck him

that there might be danger there. He accordingly

turned aside — took another direction— gained

Lendon Bridge —traversed it—and reaching the

City, hastened along towards Fleet Lane.

But while pursuing his way, his ideas began to

settle themselves in his mind ; and it struck him

that if there were danger for him at Jacob's Is-

land, there might be likewise peril at his own

house:—that is to say, if the Buttoner had peached

and the constables were on the look-out, he would

stand the same chance of being arrested in Fleet

Lane as at BencuU's crib. He stopped short and

stood irresolute how to act. He felt as if the crisis

of his destiny were at hand. What could he do ?

The very worst was to be apprehended. Every

thing seemed to indicate that the Buttoner had

already peached relative to Nell Gibson's murder

—or that he meant to do so. Else why should he

and the women have sought to detain him ?

The Hangman turned into one of the narrow

streets leading down towards Cripplegate; and

entering a low boozing-ken, he went into the

public room, sat down, and called for liquor and a

pipe. No one besides himself happened to be in

the room at the time; and he was glad to have

this opportunity of deliberating seriously upon the

course which he should pursue. Taking a draught

of the liquor which was provided, and lighting his

pipe, he set himself to think. But his reflections

brought no comfort. Dangers stared him in the

face ; and he who had twined the halter around

the neck of so many, now felt as if it were twining

around his own.
He thought of flying from London : but whither

could he go ? He knew full well that it would be

difficult to disguise himself, and that if a hue and
cry were raised, his recognition would be inevitable.

Besides, he did not happen to have much money in

his pocket at the time ; and he was well aware how
impossible it was to get on without a plentiful sup-

ply of the needful. He determined therefore to stay

in London, at least until the morrow ; and while re-

volving in his mind the different places where he
thought he might lie hid, he remembered Taggarty's

chandlery-shop on Mutton-Hill, Clerkenwell.

Issuing forth from the boozingken, he was pro-

ceeding in the direction of Clerkenwell, when he
suddenly recollected the disinclination which Tag-
garty had evinced to harbour him on that occasion

when he called there and met Sally and Dick Mel-
moth after his escape from drowning in the Thames
at the time of the burglary at Mrs. Owen's.

"Bill Taggarty," he said to himself, "wouldn't
have me then ; and it's no use my going to him now.
And yet he is very friendly with Dick and Sally

—

he brought them up, as one may say, when he was
the Kuichin Grand—and therefore he wouldn't mind
going and letting them know that I have got into

trouble and must see one of them as soon as pos-
si'ole."

Therefore, without any farther hesitation, the
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Hangman pusued his way towards Mutton Hill ; and
shortly entered the little chandlery- shop kept by
William Taggarty.

Tiiis individual was seated in the small parlour

behind the shop : but the moment the glazed door

communicating with the street opened and the little

bell tinkled, Taggarty came forth.

" Hullo,- Dan'el ! is that you ?" said the chandler,

who, not knowing that anything was wrong, now
seemed tolerably cordial in his welcome, although

the Hangman was no great favourite of his; but it

suited his purpose to keep on as good terms as pos-

sible with all those persons who were acquainted
with his antecedents.

" Yes—it's me as large as life. Bill," returned the

Hangman. " But let's step inside into your parlour,

for I want to talk to you a bit."

Into the little rooai behind the shop did Taggarty
accordingly lead the way ; and producing his gin-

bottle and glasses, he sat down, the Hangman already

having thrown himself upon a seat.

"Is anything the matter?" asked the chandler,

now observing that tl-.ere was a certain degree of

trouble in CofRn's looks.

" Well, I can't say things are quite as right as

they should be," responded the Hangman. "Bat
when do you usually shut up this shop of yours?"

"About ten : but to-night, being Saturday, I keep

it open until twelve."

" Well, it's just close upon twelve now," observed

Coffin ;
" and so I suppose you can shut up at once,

can't you?"
"Do you want me ta do anything for you?"'

asked Tagijarty.

"Yes— I don't exactly feel it convenient to go
home," rejoined Coffin ;

" and therefore I want

you to run down and tell Sal that she must come
up and see me at once."

" What, in the middle of the night ?" exclaimed

the chandler. " Then there must be really sum-
mut very unpleasant that's occurred?"'

" In plain terms, Bill," said the Hangman, " I am
afraid that the traps are after me."
"What for?—some new affair?' asked Tag-

garty.

" Oh ! I will tell you all about It when you come
back. You go and fetch Sally or Dick : but I

would rather have Sally of the two."

" By the bye, what's become of Jack the Found-
ling.^" inquired t'le chandler, as he rose from his

seat and put on his hat to depart on the errand

HOW entrusted to him.
" Oh ! he's been out of my hands a long time,"'

answered Coffin, " and I dont know what the deuce
has become of him. He got well nigh lulled on
Westminster bridge seven or eight montlu ago

—

it's too long a story to tell now -.inJ was t.ikon to

a suri,'oon's close in the neighbourhood wheie the

accident occurred; and ever since then I have lost

all trace of him. But dou't let us wait to chatter:

you cut down to Fleet Lane and make Sal come
up shortly. On second thoui^niis, she had better

not come with you or yet take a direct course

:

and if she should think there is .iny body on tho

watch dogging her steps, then .>«lic mustnt come
liere at all, but must go quite in another direction

so as to put tliem off their scent. Noiv then, Bill,

do you understand ? and will you matiage this

thing cleverly, as vou know how to do it if you
like ?"



" I will, Dan'pl," returned tlie chandler ; and lie

forthwith took his departure.

An liour elapsed, durin;:? which the Hangman

experienced the most feverish anxiety, which was

moreover artificially stimulated l)y the deep in-

roads he made upon Ta},'Karty"s gin bottle, lie

frequently guiished his teeth with rage, or clenched

his list and struck it forcibly upon thetahle. Often

too, during that hour, did he go and liuten at the

street door to hear if footsteps were approaching.

The clock of Clerkenwell Church proclaimed one,

and still Taggarty did n t return: what could be

keeping him? If he went quick he need not be

more than ten minutes going, and the like tivne for

coming back, which would leave him forty minutes

to stop and talk in Fleet Lane ! Surely then he

ought to be back by this time. "Was T^'irgarty

capable of betraying him 2 No—the Hangman

rejected that idea. Why then did he nut re-

turn ?

97 •

At length, about ten minutes past one, tha

chandler made his appearance. His looks ware

haggard and frightened ; and Coffin ot once saw

that he had obtained some evil intelligence.

" Well, what is it?" he demanded, in a voice ex-

pressive of t1»e most poignant impatience.

••There's a terrible smnsli," wan Taggarty's re-

ply. "Beucull, the Mushroom Faker, and the

Durrynackor, are all three arrested : and the oiri-

cers have been to Fleet Lane
"

'• Malediction I" ejaculated the Hangman, in a

low but terrible voice of concentrated rage.

" What else, Bill ? Go on -tell mo evprything."

" It appears that the Biiltoner has poached and

all particulars about Nell Gibson is known. You

had bettor be olf, Dan'cl, as quick as ever you can.

Sally will metit you in two hours down at old

Jeremy Hmnpairo's in Wliitechapcl."

I

" What on oartli made her fix iipim that place?"

oiiod the Hanguian. "She ought to Ituow very
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well that old Jeremy won't open his housa at such

a time of night—or rather in the morning;; and

that even if it was the middle of the day, he wouldn't

like to receive a visit from me when I am in trou-

ble. It would be all very well if I had a lot of

things to dispose of—plate or jewellery, or what

not
"

" Well, but Sally says you must ifaake the old

man let you in, and nobody will think of looking

for you there. You couldn't go to Joe Parkes's on

Saffron Hill close by here ; nor yet to Meg Blowen's

in the Almonry: Sharp Mawley's in the Mint is

done up ; and Polly Scratchem in Whitechapel is

no friend of your'n : so Sally was bewildered, and

thought it best for yon to go at once to old

Jeremy's."

"Well, and I don't know but what after all it's

the best dodge," observed the Hangman. "But
what the deuce made you so long ?"

" Why, Sally had gone ov«r to Jacob's Island to

give yon a hint that Larry's men had been to Fleet

Lane; and she hadn't come back when I called.

So Dick begged me to wait, and I did. But pray

don't delay any longer •. I might have been followed

for anything I know; though I don't think I

was, for I kept a sharp look out »i I came

along."

The Hangman tossed off another glass of gin-

and-water, to cheer his spirits, as he said ; and then,

haviug thanked Taggarty for his kindness, took

his departure.

CHAPTER CC.

THE OtD TENCE's ABOBi.

Ik one of the narrowest, dirtiest, and most pesti-

lential streets of that maze of squalor, wretched-

ness, and demoralization known as Whitechapel,

the habitation of Jeremy Humpage was situated.

Jt consisted of two houses thrown into one : for the

old man ostensibly carried on the business of

second-hand clothes' dealer ; but his real oocnpa-

pation was that of receiver of stolen goods. In-

deed, as set forth in an early part of this narra-

tive, he was an inveterate " fence
:

" but he

generally managed matters so cunningly as to

escape the meshes of the law.

His profits were immense; and he had corre-

spondents upon the Continent by whose aid he

carried on a considerable portion of his illicit com-

merce. For instance, when a robbery of bank-

notes for large amounts was accomplished and
payment of them was stopped at the Bank of Eng-
land, Humpage would purchase them of the thieves

;

and the instant they fell into his possession he

would despatch them to his correspondents in

Holland or France, where they were immediately

passed into circulation. Or again, if diamonds or

other precious stones of very largo value came
into his possession, these were also sent off to the

Continent, where they were readily disposed of.

Nor was this all the service which his foreign cor-

respondents rendered him : but inasmuch as he
purchased his goods at one-twentieth part of their

real value, he was enabled to make constant ship-
ments of large quantities of articles, the impost of
Continental tariffs still leaving him a very large
toargin for profit.

The reader will therefore understand how it was
that Mr. Jeremy Humpage required a somewhat
large establishment ; and he had several persons in

his employment. But these individuals did not

dwell in his habitation : his old housekeeper— a

woman nearly of his own age—was the only indi-

vidual who slept on the premises besides himself.

On the particular night, however, of which we
are writing, Jeremy Humpage had a friend with

him. This was his agent and accomplice, the Swag
Chovey Bloak—another " fence " whose acquaint-

ance the reader may remember to have made at

BencuU's crib the first time that it was introduced

to his notice.

It was now past two o'clock in the morning—the

Sabbath morning too—and the Swag Chovey Bloak
was still closetted with Jeremy Humpage in a back
room of the establishment in Whitechapel. But of

very peculiar construction and arrangements was
this back room. The window was entirely boarded

op, with merely two circular holes about four inches

in diameter towards the (op for the purpose of letting

in the fresh air. The door of this room fitted so

exactly into the wainscotteJ passage whence it

opened, and was so minutely uniform with the other

part of the woodwork, that not even the keenest

observer would have noticed, when in the passage,

that it was a door at all. No hinges were visible

—

no crevices nor creases which might trace the out-

line of a door: nor was there any handle, latch, or

lock to be seen. The hinges were iovisible ; and the

door opened by means of a secret spring. The in-

terior of the room showed a floor, walls, and ceiling

blackened with smoke. There was a large furnace,

with a melting pot fixed over a grating to which a

pair of bellows were so adjusted as lo enable any

one standing by to sustain an incessant fasoing of

the fire under that grating. A table and three or

four chairs constituted the furniture.

In this room it was that, at two o'clock on the

Sunday morning, we now find old Jeremy Humpage
and his friend the Swag Chovey Bloak. There was

wine upon the table—and not only wine, but also a

tray containing the materials for an excellent repast,

as well as two or three dishes of the summer fruits

then in season. For old Jeremy was regaling him-

self and his friend on the strength of a most lucra-

tive transaction which they had concluded a few

hours back. This was nothing more nor less than a

purchase of a large quantity of plate that had been

stolen from some rich person's house; and as initials

and armorial bearings were engraven on every article

of the plunder, the melting pot was gradually fusing

the whole into a solid mass.

Jeremy and his friend were chatting gaily—drink-

ing their wine, as they watched the melting process

—and taking it by turns to work the bellows. Sud-
denly a sharp ring was heard at the street-door. By
the light of the candles as well as by that of the

candescent charcoal under the melting pot, the two

fences gazed upon each other with troubled looks : for

notwithstanding the admirable precautions taken to

conceal the laboratory where their operations were

going on, their consciences were not sufficiently pure to

guarantee them against the sudden alarm which this

imperious ringing at such an hour was so well cal-

culated to excite.

The old housekeeper had for some hours past been

in bed: but even if slie were up, she would not

have been permitted to open the door at that time
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of niglit—or rather morning. Old Jeremy there-

fore rose from his seat—took one of the candles—

and issuing forth from the room, carefully closed the

mysterious door behind him. Descending the stairs,

he drew back the bolts of the front door, but left the

chain still up, so that when open to the width

of a foot, it was still safely secured against any

intruder.

" Let me in, Mr. Jeremy—let me in," said a

female voice. "I wish to speak to you particu-

larly."

" Who are you ?" he inquired.

" Don't you know me—Sally Melmoth t" vim the

nsponse.
" Ah ! Daniel Coffin's friend ! But what do you

want V
" I cannot speak here—and it is important. Let

me in."

Jeremy Humpage hesitated no longer; but letting

go the chain, gave the woman admittance : then

closing the door, he replaced the chain and shot the

bolts back into their socke's. Having done this, he

led the way into a little parlour on the groundfloor;

and placing the light upon the table, awaited the ex-

planation which the woman bad to give for this

unseasonable visit.

" Mr. Humpage, pray don't be angry with me,"

she began ;
" but I am in very great trouble^—"

"Trouble !" he immediately ejaculated, trembling

all over: "then what on earth do you come to me
for? You know very well that I can't help you.

But what sort of trouble is it ? Something about

Daniel Coffin, I suppose. Why, that man was born

to get into trouble. What chances, what oppor-

tunities he has had! What business we have done

together ! — and yet somehow or other he is always

running into scrapes."

" But since you have done so much business with

him," observed Sally Melmoth, "won't you give

him your advice ? To tell you the truth—relying

on your friendship, I have made an appointment for

him to come and meet me here "
"Come here?" actually screamed the old man,

his shrivelled form shaking from head to foot, and

continuing to tremble as if with the palsy—while he

went on to say in a sharp querulous tone, " What an

hour to make an appointment at a person's house

!

I won't have it—I can't have it——"
" But it is done—the appointment is made," said

Sally Melmoth ; "and it's too late to alter it I must
wait for him here."

"When will he come? when will he come?"
asked the old man nervously.

" In about half-au-hour or so," was the response.

" I walked quicker than usual, and therefore got

here sooner than I expected. Come, Mr. Jeremy,
pray don't look so cross about it: we shall do you
no harm—and surely Daniel has put enough things

in your way at different times to induce you to show
him this little civility."

"Well, well, I don't know but what you say is

true enough," observed the ancient fence, somewhat
softened. "But it must be a very bad case indeed

for Daniel to make his appointments here. It shows

as if all his usual haunts and wonted cribs had
become too hot to hold him. Come, ttU nie frankly,

Sal, what is the matter?"
" Why, you know Nell Gibson-——"
" Ah

! she disappeared in a strange way some timt

ago. What about her ?"

"It's just for that disappearance that Daniel's in

trouble," answered Sal : " and moreover, there's a
precious break-up down at the Folly Bridges^—"

" At BencuU's?" asked the old man.
"Yes. But hark! there's Daniel!" she ex-

claimed, as the bell rang.

Old Humpage took up the light and went to

open the door. In less than a minute he returned
to the parlour, followed by the Hangman, whose
Srim countenance expanded into a sort of smile of

satisfaction on beholding Sally Melmoth : for he
was just now in that desperate situation when such

a proof of fidelity on her part was calculated to

touch his stony heart.

" Now you can talk over matters together,"

said Jeremy, ''and I will come back to you in half-

an-hour."
" Very good," said the Hangman : and when

the old fence had quitted the room, he drew his

chair close up to Sally Melmoth, saying, " Now
tell me all about it."

" I don't know how it wa'," began the woman,
" but when BencuU sent up for you this eveaing 1

thought there was something wrong, and I was

very dull and miserable after you went out. It

was half-past seven when you left, and Dick was
gone out. So there I was left all alone, to mope
by myself, till the blues came over me. At about

ten Dick came back; and finding me so miserable,

he would make me take some spirits. Well, he

and I were just sitting down to a comfortable

glass, when a knock was heard at the door ; and
on Dick's opening it, in walked three of Mr.

Sampson's men. Of course they wouldn't believe

us when we declared that you wasn't in ; and they

searched the whole place. We asked what was

the matter : but they would not tell us—they were

as mum as mice. At length, being satisfied that

you was not there, they went away. As soon as

they were gone and I thought the coast was clear,

I stole out and cut across to the Folly Bridges aa

quick as my legs would carry me. But when I

got down to BencuU's, the place was all shut up

and no light to be seen. Three or four groups of

people were however talking together in low

whispers in Mill Street; and I went up to one

party and asked what was the matter. Then they

told me that Mr. Lawrence Sampson, with a lot of

his men, had suddenly invaled Bencull's house

—

some getting iu by the gallery behind, and others

bursting open the street door. They took Ben-

cull, the Mushroom Faker, and Bob the Durry-

nacker prisoners, and hurried them away. But
one of the constables, nho, it seems, had watched

in the street while the capture was being made,

told the inhabitants who came out of the neigh-

bouring houses, that it was on account of the mur-

der of a gal named Nell Gibson, and that one of

the chaps engaged in it had peached. I likewise

heard the people say that Daniel Coffin was in it,

and that the officers were looking after him."

" That scoundrel the Buttoner !" growled the

Hangman, in a low tone of condensed ferocity.

" By Satan ! I wouldn't miud swinging if 1 could

only be revenged on him."
" Oh, don't ulk in thtt horrid manner, Daniel !"

exolaimed Sally Melmoth, crying.

" Well, go on," he observed. "What didyoa

do next?"
" I hastened baok from the Folly Bridges as
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quick as ever I could to Fleet Lane," she con-

tinued, wipin(f her eyes; "ami there I found

Taffgai-ty. I dida't kuow where to make an ap-

pointment to meet you ; but I tliought that tiiis

placD would be the best—and I'll tell you why.

Because," continued the youug woman, "Larrj'

SampHOn knows very well how prudent, and

cautious, and particular in all his doings old

Jeremy is ; and he would no more think of looking

for you beneath this roof than in the King's

palaoc. There will be a precious hue and cry

to-morrow—or rather presently, for the new day

has begun already some time : and you must lay

up in lavender as close as ever you can, till the

storm has so far blown over that you can get away
to France."

" Wliat then do you propose ?—that I should

stay here for a while ?" asked the Hangman, evi-

dently well pleased with the suggestion. " But old

Jeremy won't allow it
"

" Nonsense, Daniel ! how can he prevent it ?"

exclaimed Sally Melmoth. "You tell him you
mHst stay here for a day or two—and then when
once he is implicated in concealing you at all, even

for a few hours, he won't dare turn round upon
you, because he would be getting himself into

trouble for having harboured you. Besides, a

miserable timid old man like him, that you can

blow out of existence with a breath, won't dare

oppose your will. So you can force yourself upon
him, and he must do his best to conceal you."

" Trust a woman for ready wit and invention !''

exclaimed the Hangman. " You argue like a phi-

losopher, Sal ; and your advice shall ba adopted.

But I say, are you sure that you wasn't followed,

coming up here just now ?'

" I am sure of it," answered Sally,—" at least as

sure as a person well could be in such a case. But
tell me—is there anything you want done ?"

" Nothing particular at present. You had better

not come near me again for some days, 'cause why
a watch is sure to be set upon your movements.
If I want to communicate with you, it shall be
through old Humpage. So now you understand

;

and if Larry Sampson or any of his people call,

mind you pretend that you hav'n't the slightest

idea where the deuce I can be."

"Trust me for that," answered Sally Melmoth.
Jeremy Humpage now returned to the room,

saying, "Well, my good friends, have you had
your little talk out ? I suppose you are ready to

go now : for 1 must think of retiring to bed."

"I tell you what it is, friend Humpage," re-

sponded the Hangman : " I am going to spunge
upon your kindness till night ooraes on again "

" What I stay here ?" screamed the old man.
"Impossible! impossible!"—and he shivered from
head to foot.

"Now come, don't be inhospitable," said the
Hangman soothingly. "If you was in trouble, and
came to Fleet Lane, saying, * My dear Mr. Coffin,

I rely upon your courtety andfriendship y' or some
such-like gentlemanly terms, you would receive a
noble reception. So I expect the same from you."
"But, my good friend," remonstrated Jeremy,

"you know that I never mix myself up in the con-
cerns of others ; and this too," he added with a
visible shudder, " is so very, very serious."

" Come, don't you pretend to be a saint," inter-

rupted the Hangman, with a return of his woutod

grufFaess of mauner; "thatdod^e won't do. What
tlie devil are you thinking of? To turn me out
here at three o'clock in the morning, just when it

is getting light? Why, I should be grabbed up
directly."

" Well," observed Humpage, liking the present
adventure as little as might be, "if it'.'i only the
matter of a few hours, of course I cannot ba so
cruel as to refuse. But on the positive under-
standing that when night comes again "

" To be sure ! I shall only be too glad to be safe

off," cried the Hangman : but he darted a signifi-

cant look at Sally Melmoth, as much as to say that
now he was once safely installed beneath the old

man's roof, he should not take his departure until

it fully suited his convenience.

To be brief, Sally bade her paramour farewell,

and issued fortii on her way back to Fleet Lane.
Old Jeremy then conducted the Hangman to a
bedroom ; and having seen him commence his pre-

parations for retiring to rest, he went back to the
laboratory in order to rejoin his friend the Swag
Chovey Bloak,

As soon as the Hangman found himself alone,

he stopped in the midstof taking off his garments;
and sitting down upon the truckle-bedstead in the

sordid little chamber to which he had been con-
ducted, began meditating very seriously upon the

circumstances of his position. His guilty con-
science was naturally prone to conjure up a thou-

sand terrors, akin to those which had arisen in his

mind while alone at Taggarty's, but which had
been allayed, or at all events temporarily absorbe J,

by the excitement of the walk from Mutton Hill

to Whitechapel, and also so long as he was in the

society of his mistress Sally Melmoth. But now
that he was plunged into the solitude of this miser-

able chamber—without a soul to speak to, and
without even a drop of spirits to give him an arti-

ficial stimulant—he rapidly fell into despondency;

and a myriad phantoms of evil rose up in his active

imagination.

What if Sally Melmoth was to betray him? She
had hitherto been faithful to him for some years

and through many vicissitudes : but he had fre-

quently made her the victim of his brutality, and
wheu anything thwarted him, had vented his spite

upon her. Then her brother Dick, too, had also

been compelled to put up with his coarse invec-

tives, and even with his blows ; and being of so

treacherous and vindictive a character himself,

the Hangman naturally dreaded to find treachery

and revenge in others. He had a considerable

sum of money concealed at his house in Fleet

Lane; and though he had ever most studiously

avoided giving any hint either to his mistress or

her brother of this circumstance, yet they mtut

know that he had money, the proceeds of the many
desperate but lucrative matters in which he had

been engaged : aud what if they were, under pre-

sent circumstances, to institute a search for it,

now that he was compelled to absent himself from

his dwelling ?

These reflections began to torture the Hangman
most poignantly—most goadingly ; and in the soli-

tude of that little chamber, he clenched his fist and
gnashed his teeth with rage. Then ho endea-

voured to console himself, as men will do iu such

cases, by conjuring up every argument he could

possibly think of in favour of the fidelity of Sally
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Melmoth and her brother. Oa former occasions

when he had been ia trouble, were they not always

faithful ?—and on this present occasion had not

Sally Melmoth done her best to seek him out at

Jacob's Island and give him timely warning ? and

had she not wept too just now in his presence ?

Ah t all that was well and good : but the Hangman
felt that he also would play the hypocrite where he

meant to become the traitor, and that he would

lull into a false security any individual whom he

intended to make a victim.

Now that his fears were so terribly active, they

speedily took a wider range ; and he thought to

himself that even if Sally Melmoth and her brother

Dick should prove faithful, what guai-antee had he

for similar fidelity on the part of Jeremy Humpage?
" The old villain," said the Hangman to himself,

" knows that it is all up with me now, so far as

continuing in London is concerned : he is aware

that I can never be of any service to him again,

and that I shall bring nothing more to his melting-

pot. Then, what regard can he have for me ?

Everybody knows that these cursed old fences are

the most treacherous scoundrels in existence, and
often send their pals, when completely done up
and no longer useful to the scaffold, just as a

landowner sends his worn-out labourers to the

workhouse. Besides, when I come to think of it,

what possible fear can old Jeremy stand in of me ?

If he gave me up to justice and I was to turn

round upon him, denouncing him as an old fence,

I should only be telling what Larry Sampson and
every constable in London know very well already.

But the proof—aye, the proof—that's it. For to

show that he w a receiver of stolen goods, some-
thing that has been stolen must be found on his

premises. Of course old Jeremy knows all this,

and is well aware that he !s not in my power : he is

too wide awake to be in the power of anybody.
Then why shouldn't he give me up ? He is en-
dangering himself by letting me stay here : this

really would pat him in the reach of the law.

There's another thing too :—perhaps old Jeremy
wouldn't mind propitiating Larry Sampson by
such an important service as handing me over to

his keeping? Yea—by Satan ! I am surrounded
by dangers. In fact, 1 feel as if ray case was des-

perate ; it's a sort of crisis—I know it is— I am
sure of it. Was there ever a fellow who had done
such things as I have, that didn't get sold by his

freuds at last—either by his mistress or his pals ?

And there is Bill Taggarty too— lie knows that 1

am here; and he is such a miserable sneaking
coward that if it was known I had been to his

place at all, and Larry Sampson went and ques-

tioned him about it, lie is just as likely as nut to

et ihe cat out of the bag at once and send Larry
down her to look for me. Malediction ! 1 can't

stay here ; and yet were the deuce am I to go,

with scarcely any money in my pocket ?"

1 From these reflections which the Hangman
made to himself, the reader will comprehend the

troubled state of his mind. It was therefore ut-

terly impossible that he could He down quietly and
think of composing liimself to rest. He sutfereii

no remorse on account of his crimes—no, not even

for that blackest one of all, the consequences ot

which had gathered the present storm over bin

head. But if ho knew not the compunction of his

tremendous guilt, he at all events experienced its

terrors; and now was he chafing in that little

chamber like a wounded lion in its den.

Suddenly an idea struck him— an idea which

was but too consonant with the desperate charac-

ter of this fiend in human shape! What if he

were to lay violent hands upon Humpage— ransack

the old man's coflers— take possession of every-

thing in the shape of money or valuables which he

could find— disguise himself in some of the cloth-

ing from the establishment's ample store— and

then sally forth, even in the broad daylight, in

the hope of escaping safe and sound out of the

metropolis 1 For it was broad daylight now.

This plan the Public Executioner speedily fixed

upon : but ere he stole forth from his chamber, he

lingered to settle beforehand the mode of pro-

cedure. He knew that the old housekeeper was

ordinarily the only inmate of the dwelling besides

Humpage himself; and he thought it would be

better to dispose of her first ere he carried his

fearful scheme into execution against her master.

He had murderous weapons about him — more

than 8ufB.cient to enable him to overcome a de-

crepid old woman and an aged man, even if he

found them both awake in their respective chani-

bers and they were to oRer resistance: he had his

crowbar, his clasp-knife, and his pistols. But the

puzzle was, where were those chambers ? how

eould he find out in which room the housekeeper

slept, and in which Jeremy Humpage? If he went

wandering about the dwelling at a venture, he

might be seen—his design would be suspected

—

windows might be thrown up and an alarm raised,

before he could possibly silence the two old people

for ever. How then was he to proceed ?

"Trust to the chapter of accidents," said the

Hangman to himself ; " for I can't very well make

my position more desperate than it is—whereas I

may contrive to improve it."

The villain! though now menaced by all the

frightful consequences of murder, he hoped to im-

prove his condition by other murders!

The morning, as we have already hinted, had

fully dawned, and it was quite light inside his

chamber. His countenance had a more than

usually horrible appearance: it was ghastly with

the terrors that he had so recently been conjuring

up, and by the evil passions which were agitating

in his mind. This ghastliiicss was enhanced by

the unshorn condition of his beard, which black-

ened all the lower part of his countenance ;
while

a sinister light, such as that of the reptile, vibrated

in hii eyes, gleaming from beneath his dark over-

hanging brows. Taking the pistols from his

pocket, he assured himself that they were loaded,

and put fnsh priming in the pan of each. Having

restored them to his capacious pockets, he took

out his clasp-knife—opened it—and tried the point:

then did a grim smilo of terrible satisfaction ap-

pear upon his features; and as he raised his eyes

he caught the reflection of himself in a little mirror

suspended to the wall. The man actually started,

as if that mirror were a win low through wlilch a

fiend was looking in upon him : for he never felt-

vile as he knew his aspect to be—that it was so

utterly diabolical as at that moment.

His plan being settled, his mind made up, and

his weapons duly prepared (or any emergency, he

took off his great clumsy laee-up boots, ond opened

the door with the noiieleisness of an accomplished
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burglar. The passage with which the chamber
communicated was lighted by a window at the

end ; and Coffin perceived that four doors opened

from it, of which that of his own chamber was one.

A dead silence prevailed throughout the dwelling

—or at least no sound of any kind met iiia ears-

Stealing out into the passage, the Hangman tried

the door of the chamber adjoining his own: it

opened—he looked in—but no one was there. It

at once struck him that this must be old Hum-
page's room : for there were several articles of

clothing lying about, evidently belonging to him.

But the bed had not been slept in all night.

Perhaps the old man had for some reason sought

another chamber: and yet the Executioner could

not exactly settle his mind to this belief—for his

keen eye caught sight of a night-shirt and cotton

nii^ht-oap lying at the foot of the bed, as if in

readiness for their owner's use. Without however
pausing to reflect much longer upon the matter,

Coffin was about to issue forth and examine the

other chambers, when his acute ear suddenly
caught the sounds of footsteps advancing, as if

with tiptoe caution, along the passage. Not a

moment did he deliberate how to act, but at once

concealed himself under the bed : for he thought
it best to ascertain if possible who were about the

house at that hour, ere he made any attempt in

pursuance of his murderous purpose.

Scarcely was he ensconced underneath the bed,

when the door, which he had left ajar, was opened,
and two persons (as he judged by their footsteps)

entered the room. Still as death he lay in his place

of concealment ; and when the two individuals who
had thus entered began to converse, although it

was in low whispers, he nevertheless had not the

slightest difficulty in recognising the voices of

Jeremy Hump age and the Swag Chovey Bloak.

CHAPTER CCL

TBB BAHOMAN'a PfiOOEEDXXOfi.

Il appeared to the Public Executioner that he
heard one of the individuals put a key in a lock

and open a door which grated on its hinges. His
supposition was correct. It was Jeremy Humpaga
opening an iron safe, which waj let into the wall of

his bed-chamber.
" "Well, my dear friend," said the old man, in his

nervous trembling voice, "since we have agreed
upon the value of the swag, all I have got to do is

to give you your share. Thirds, you know—you
take thirds in these matters."

" That's right enough," answered the Swag
Chovey Bloak, " as a general rule : but "

"Dear me, my worthy and excellent friend," In-

terrupted old Jeremy, "pray don't look discon-
t«nted 1 You can't conceive how I hate the word
but! Besides, I thought just now, before we left

the secret room, that you were quite contented to
take your usual share of the value of all that
plate ?"

" Well, but this job is different from th« rest,"
rejoined the Swag Chovey Bloak, in a tona of re-

monstrance. " Kecolleot "

" Hush, hush, my dear frieud 1" said Jeremy
Humpage. " Bear in mind I told you that scoun-
drel Coffin is in the next room to this: and a* h«

mightn't be asleep, it is possible he may hear us.

Speak low therefore— speak low: he's deuced sus-

picious."

"Well," resumed the other fence, "as I wag
going to observe, you should recollect that this is

the largest and best business 1 have ever put in

your way yet, long as we have been connected to-

gether. Here's a matter of at least four hundred
pound worth of plate that you gave sixty pound
for; and now that it's ail gone nice and comfort-

able through the melting-pot, and you are safe to

sell the lump of silver in Holland fur three bnn-
dred pound "

"Granted, granted!" interrupted old Jeremy
with some little degree of impatience. " So, de-

ducting the sixty that I gave for it, we will reckon
the gain to be two hundred and forty—the third of

which is exactly ei^^hty pounds; and that is what I

am going to give you "

" You ought to make it a hundred—a cool hun-
dred," interrupted the Swag Chovey Bloak ; " and
then I shall be quite satisfied."

" Say ninety, and it shall be a bargain," whis-

pered old Humpage, his words hissing like a

hideous reptile. " Only think, my dear fiiend—
ninety pounds in good gold and bank notes 1 and
you to have it all at once, while I have got to wait

till my agent BeUerlynck at the Hague disposes of

the lump of silver and remits me the proceeds l"

"Well, come: we wont stand haggiiug here,"

answered the Swag Chovey Bloak, in a somewliat

surly tone. " The morning is advancing ; and be-

sides, you know where _I have got to go and what

I have got to do "

"Yes, yes," observed Jeremy Humpage in a

chuckling manner, although he still continued to

speak in a low whisper. " We must say another

word or two upon that. But first of all take your

money. Here's six tens—that's sixty: here's a

twenty that's eighty : and here's ten good gold

sovereigns as ever were coined. Look at it all !

—

ninety pounds!— isn't it a sum to part with? But

now put it up safe in your pocket, and just take a

towel and smear your face ; it's rather blackened by

bending over the furnace for so many hours."

Here the Hangman heard the sounds of a bason

and jug rattling and water pouring out—so that he

had no difficulty in understanding in his place of

concealment, that the Swag Chovey Bloak had fol-

lowed old Jeremy's advice and was performing his

ablutions. Meanwhile Daniel Coffiu ihougiii to

himself, "It's a precious piece of good luck that

put me in the way of finding out where old Jeremy's

iron safe is, and also gave me a hint about the lump

of silver these rascals have been talking of. But I

will be bound to say that instead of Mr. Jeremy

Humpage sending it over to Mynheer Bekerlynek

of the Hague to sell for him, it's Mr. Daniel Coffin

that will call in person upon the said Mynheer

Bekerlynck and get him to dispose of the said lump

of silver then and there."

By the time the Hangman bad made an end of

his retlections the Swag Chovey Bloak had likewise

finished his ablutions,—Jeremy Humpage having

iu the interval relociied the iron safe.

" Now what is it that you have got to say to me
about that there scoundrel!" asked the Swag

Chovey Bloak, iu a cautious whisper. " Have yon

made up your mind about h'lml"

" To be Buio. to be sure I" was the response, given
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in a low but quaking, quivering tone, as if the old

man had resolved upon the perfornaance of some-

thing which he nevertheless trembled to think of.

"Larry Sampson and his people are sure somehow

or another to trace the fellow to my house ; and

what will become of me if I am caught harbouring

a murderer ? There will be a hue and cry presently

—handbills printed—placards posted—and perhaps

rewards o£Fered : so that when once all this is done,

I can't possibly pretend to remain ignorant of the

fellow's crime any longer. Besides, why should he

be here at all, if not to conceal himself from pur-

suit?—and therefore you see, my worthy friend,

that if I do continue to harbour him I shall be taken

up as an accessory after the fact. This will never,

never do."

*'To be sure not," responded the Swag Chovey

Bloak; "and therefore, ail things considered, you

do well to give him up. So, as there is no time to

be lost, I will just trudge along to Larry Sampson's

and give him the proper information."

" But mind you tell him I sent you—mind you

don't forget that," urged old Jeremy. " It's of the

highest importance
!"

* Don't be afraid—I shan't forget it," returned

the other fence. " la less than a couple of hours

you may rely upon seeing Larry down here with a

lot of his people. But I say, by the bye," added

the Swag Chovey Bloak, " there is no chance of his

aearohingjour premises—is there?"
" Who search the premises ?" asked old Jeremy.
• "Why, Larry Sampson to be sure," was the re-

sponse. " Coming to arrest a murderer, don't you
think he may take it into his head to have a look

all over the house ?"

" And if he did," interrupted old Jeremy Hum-
page, "you don't think for a moment that with all

his keen scent and eagle eyes Larry Sampson

cenld find the secret door in the passage over-

head ? No, no : it's a precious deal too well hid-

den ! Doesn't it fit into the wainscot just as if it

wasn't a door at all ? and who would tliink for a
moment, when visiting the two chambers on the

right hand in that passage, that there was another

room lying between them ? No, no, my excellent

friend, there is not the slightest chance of Larry

pokitighis nose into the secret crib there and find-

ing the lump of silver in the melting-pot! Be-

sides," added old Jeremy in a more serious tone

—

for he had been chuckling with a sort of trium-

phant garrulity while previously speaking—" there

will be no searching of the premises at all. To
search one's premises is to treat one as an accom-

plice of the criminal who is arrested : but as it's me
myself that sends up the information, through you,

to Larry Sampson, he can't possibly treat me as an

accomplice."
•* "Well, well—you know best," rejoined the Swag

Chovey Bloak ; " and if you are satisfied, I am
sure I am. For my part, I shan't be at all sorry to

see the Hangman hung up himself. I never liked

him. Besides, he's done for now, and useless to

US : he will never put no more things in our way—
and therefore the sooner he's got rid of, the

better."

"Yes, yes—that's exactly my opinion," said

Humpage. " And now let's waste no mora time

in words ; but you be off at once to Larry Samp-

son's."

" I shall go straight there," answered the Swag

Chovey Bloak. " It's now half-past three o'clock
by half-past five at latest Larry and his men will

be down here. I suppose yen will sit up for them?"*
" Yes, yes," responded Humpage, in a shaking,

quivering whisper. " I am in no humour to sleep-
not a bit of it. So, when you are gone, I shall wait
with anxiety till Sampson and the runners come."
" Now then I will be off :"—and with these words,

the Swag Chovey Bloak moved upon tiptoe to-
wards the door of the chamber, followed by old
Humpage, who went to let him out of the house.
"When they had issued from the room, Daniel

CoflBn lay still underneath the bed until the sounds
of their retreating footsteps were no longer audi-
ble; and then he crept forth from hb hiding-place.

The expression of his countenance was even more
diabolic than when he had been startled by catch-
ing the reflection of his features in the looking-
glass :—with all the concentrated rage of a fiend,

he was panting for revenge. His worst fears were
confirmed—Humpage meant to betray him—and
now he actually yearned to embrue his hands in

the old man's blood.
" In two hours Larry Sampson and his men will

be here—eh?" he muttered to himself: " but by
that time I shall be f^r away. Two hours indeed

!

—ten minutes are now enough for the work that I

have got to do ! I am almost sorry I let that old

scoundrel the Swag Chovey Bloak get off so easy:

but it wouldn't have done to reveal myself from
under the bed. At the first appearance of my
precious countenance peeping forth, they would
have raised an alarm before I could have knocked
cither of them on the head—the old honsekeeper
would have heard their cries—and the game would
have been up with me. But as it is, I am right

enough now I"

Such were the Hangman's musings as he con-
cealed himself behind one of the bed-curtains. He
felt pretty well assured that old Jeremy Hum-
page would return to his chamber, either to lie

down and rest, or else to wash himself: for it was
quite evident that he had been up all night in com-
pany with the Swag Chovey Bloak, and engaged
in the pleasing occupation of melting down four-

hundred pounds' worth of silver plate.

The Hangman's conjecture was correct relative

to the return of old Jeremy Humpage to the cham-
ber, so soon as he had shown his brother fenoe out
of the house. Still and motionless as a statue be-

hind the curtain, Daniel Coffin listened with breath-

less attention ; and in the course of a few minutes
he hoard the old man's stealthy steps approaching
along the passage.

" He walks as if he was treading on eggs," said

the Hangman to himself. "That's because he's

afraid of disturbing me : but I think it's a deuced
deal more likely that I shall disturb him in a
minute or two."

As the monster thus mused internally, he drew
forth his terrible clasp-knife, and opened the

blade, which, by means of a spring or catch, re-

mained fixed, rendering the weapon as serviceably

formidable as a stiletto.

Jeremy Humpage entered the chamber very
noiselessly—shut the door—and locked it. He
then approached the washing-stand, threw off his

coat, and prepared to oomraenoe his ablutions.

From behind the curtain Daniel CoiBn watched
his movements ; and presently he bshsld the old
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man bend over the Lasoa to bathe hi» face with a

sponge. Now was the moment! Grasping his

dagger-knife firmly iu his right hand, the Hang-

man slipped from behind the curtain—one stride

took him within reach of his victim—and then

with a tremendous blow the stiletto was driven

deep down between the old man's shoulders. A
cry— but not a loud one—burst from the lips of

Jeremy Ilumpage ; and he rolled down upon the

floor—a corpse

!

The murderer, without the slightest remorse for

the crime he had just committed, proceeded to

rifle the pockets of his victim ; and thence he took

what money they contained, as well as a bunch of

keys.

One of these fStted the safe, in which the Hang-

man found gold and bank-notes to the amount of

about five hundred pounds, as nearly as he could

guess at the quick glance he threw over the trea-

sure. But he had no time to waste—for he did

not fail to recollect that the Swag Chovey Bloak

was on his way to Larry Sampson's.

Having secured the gold and notes about his

person, the Hangman was on the point of retreat-

ing from the room, when he suddenly recollected

that his clasp-knife might prove s«rviceable in case

of any danger he should have to encounter else-

where. He accordingly drew it forth from the

body of his victim—wiped it upon a towel—closed

the blade—and put it into his pocket. He then

unlocked the door, and was issuing forth from the

chamber, when in the passage he found himself

face to face with the old housekeeper, who, know-

ing that her master had purposed to sit up all

night, had risen and dressed herself to get him

some breakfast.

The woman—although she knew Daniel Coffin

well, and was aware that he transacted business

with Humpage— was nevertheless amazed and

terrified to behold him there at such an hour,

especially as he was stealing forth from old Jeremy's

chamber: for she was not aware that he had

arrived at the house at all, and that he had been

admitted by her master himself while she slept.

Besides, his looks were now so full of a dlabolie

expression that his aspect alone at this moment,

apart from all other circumstances, would have

been enough to terrify her. A scream thrilled

from her lips : but even while it was yet vibrating

upon the air, the Hangman sprang at her with the

force and fury of a wild beast—clutched her by the

throat— stifled all farther power of utterance—and

flinging her upon the floor of the passage, placed

his knee upon her chest. In this manner he held

her tight uutil she grew black in the face—her

features became convulsed and livid—and she was

suffocated.

Even after her body had ceased to writhe and

convulse, and when there was every evidence that

the vital spark had fled, the ferocious Hangman
still kept his hands upon her neck—the fingers

literally digging deep down into her flesh—so as

to assure himself that she was indeed no more.

Then he rose up, and without loss of time ascended

the stairs to the passage above. That the secret

room, where the lump of silver was contained, lay

between the two chambers on the right hand side

of that passage, ho had gleaned from the con-

versation of Jeremy Humpage and the Swag
Chovey Bloak. It was therefore by no means

difficult to ascertain exactly where the laboratory
was situated : but the puzzling part of the business
was to discover how to open the door. The Hang-
man rapped with hia knuckles upon all parts of
the wainscot where he conceived that this door
ought to be : but he could not tell by the sound
where it was. Five minutei were thus lost-and
he grew impatient. Still he made another trial,—

curbing hia feelings as well as he was able, and
continuing his investigation with all possible care-
fulness : but another five minutes passed without
any better success. Now he grew fearfully im-
patient—terribly exasperated. Time was so pre-

cious to him

!

Already had near half-an-hour elapsed since

the departure of the Swag Chovey Bloak—an4
there was not a minute to waste nnaecessarily.

What should he do? He would procure a hatchet

and break down the whole of the wainscottiog in

that part of the passage, so as to find the door.

But what if there were no hatchet to be found 7—
and nothing else would serve his purpose : for the

wood-work was evidently very thick and solid, the

better to conceal the existence of the secret door.

He must curb his impatience once more, and give

another trial. That there was some secret spring,

he felt convinced : and this must be felt for. Still

more cai-efully than hitherto did he renew his in-

vestigation : and, Ah ! this time ho is successful

!

He has touched something—he scarcely knows
what—he does not pause to look : it is sufficient

for him that the door suddenly flies open; and
with an exclamation of delight he rushes into the

laboratory.

But as he thus springs across the threshold, the

door shuts of its own accord behind him.

CHAPTER ecu.

THE 0ORF3E.—XHB SECRET CUA.MBER.

Wb must now go back for a few hours, in order to

give some necessary explanations. The Buttouer,

as the reader may already have understood, was

indeed profoundly stricken with remorse for the

share he had taken in the murder of Nell Gibson.

Since the perpetration of that crime many months

back, he had become altogether an altered being,

— abandoning his old companions— wandering

about the country, desolate and miserable, like a

lost and starved dog—and not having even the

spirit to follow his wonted avocations of thimble-

rigging in order to procure his bread. The image

of Nell Gibson never ceased to haunt him : it f )1-

lowed him about by day—it stood by him at night,

wherever he lay down to rest. At length, so ter-

rible became his thoughts—so deep his compunc-

tion—that he grew recklesi of life ; and in process

of time the whispering of conscience suggested

that the only means of procuring peace for his

soul, was to make an atonement by a full confes-

sion to the proper authorities.

In this mood had ho returned to London, at the

time of which we have been speaking in preceding

chapters ;—and instinctively bending liis way to-

ward* Mrs. Young's abode—the place where he

had last dwelt iu company witli Nell Gibson—he
chanced to meet old Mother FrankUn iu the im-

mediate vicinage. To her he at once revealed the



fate of the younp woman—the remorse that he had
experienced—and the determination to which he

had cnme. It was while tlius discDursinjj that they

had been noticed and partially overheard by Ben-
cull, as the reader has already seen. FeaiiTijf,

therefore, that some suspicion of his intent might
have been excited in the mind of that man, the

Bnttoner resolved to lose no time in executing his

project of atonement. He had accordingly pro-

ceeded at once with old Mother Franklin to Mrs.

Young's abode :—and to this woman did he repeat

all that he had just been saying to Mother Frank-
lin. Mr*. Tounp—fearful of being considered an

accessory to th« crime if she wore to conceal her

knowledge of it, now that ia all it-» particulars

it was fully made known to her,—urged the But-

toner to accompany her without delay to Larry

Sampson's house in Long Aore; and thither

did they aocordingly proceed together. On ar-

tWmg at the ©«o«t'B dwelling, they learnt that

No. 98*

he was not at home, but would return shortly.

Mrs. Young thereupon asked Dame M.irgery, Mr.
Sampson's housekeeper, to furnish them with

writing- materia s ; and this being done, Mrs.

Younjj penned a h.isty but cxp'icit narrative, con-

taining the rrqnisite particulars, and also a st;ite-

nieut to the effect that the Buttoncr would remain

at her house ready to surrender himself up wlicn-

ever Samitson might choose to come and fetch

him. To this document she made the Buttoner

append his name: and buying sealed it, she left it

with Dame Margery to bo given to Mr. Sampson
the instant he should return home.

This being done, the Buttoner felt somewhat mora
eaiy in his mind; and as he accompanied Mrs.

I
Young back to her abode at Bermondiey, he did

I

not once appear to regret the step be bad taken.

j

On reaching the house, Mother Franklin, ai

already described, hurried ont into the pasiaga to

• giva them tbo whispered intimation that Daniel
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Coffin was in the parlour, and that he evidently sus-

pected what was going on. Therefore was it that

when the Hangman endeavoured to escape abruptly

from the place, the Buttoner opposed his departure

;

—and then followed the conflict in the passage which

we have already describeJ. The Public Executioner

managed to get clear off: but before he thus fled,

he committed sad havoc amongst his assailants.

Old Mother Franklin was so severely trampled

under his feet that she was subsequpiitly carried in

a dying state up to the attic which she occupied;

and the Buttoner had received so severe a blow on

the head from the iron heel of Daniel Coffin's great

thick boot, that he also was left in a very dangerous

predicament. Mrs. Young had an arm broken by

the poker which she herself had first taken as a

weapon of attack, but which the Hangman had

wrenched from her hands : two of the frail young

women dwelling in her house, likewise Lad bones

broken ; and a third daughter of crime was most

severely injured—all by the random blows which

Daniel Coffin had struck with the formidable

weapon.

Soon nftcfwards L^iwrence Sampson and several

of his men arrived at the house, and received from

the Buttonei's lips a full confirmation of the tale

wbinli had been recorded in the document drawn up

by Airs. Young. He had but just strength enough

to repeat the particulars; aud the surgeon who had

been summoned to atiend on the wounded at Mrs.

Young's house, declared that the Buttoner could not

be removed for a day or two. A Bow Street runner

was accordingly lefc to keep watch upon him, while

Larry Sampson and the rest of his men proceeded

to Jacob's Island to arrest Bencull. As the reader

has already been informed, the Mushroom Faker

and the Durryiiacker were captured at the same
time with Bencull himself: but the Hangman had

evaded the search of the officers of justice.

Soon after it was daylight in the morning—that

same Sabbath morning, be it recollected, which was

marked by the horrible crimes of Daniel Cofiiri at

the abode of Jeremy Humpage in Wbitechapel

—

several persons made their appearance with drags at

the Folly Bridges to fish for the corpse of the mur-

dered Nell Gibson. This proceeding naturally ex-

cited an immense sensation at Jacob's Island ; and

in a very few minutes after the rumour had circu-

lated for what purpose the men were come, the

windows of all tlie dinfjy, dilapidated houses over-

lookintj the black ditch on both sides, were

crowded—eveu at that early hour—with anxious

faces. A glance, thrown around upon those coun-

tenances so marked with the traces of squalor,

wretchedness, aud demoralization, would have
afforded a perfect index to the condition of that

neighbourhood, as if to the reading; of the hidden

pages of a volume filled with obscenities, vices, and
horrors. The men, however, who had come to

drag the dyke, took no such philosophic view of

the scene, but addressed themselves in right good
earnest to the loathsome task which tkey were
there to fulfil.

On each of the bridges did two of these men
begin to drag; aud, at first, innumerable were the

rotting remains of cats and dogs that the drags

broui^ht up from tlie thick slimy ditch. All kinds

of filth, off.d, and garbage were thus disturbed,

and either brought up to the surface or dragged
to laud; aud the effluvium which the troubled

dvke now exhaled was nauseating to a degree.

Yet that was the water—or rather the liquid slime

—which the inhabitants of Jacob's Island had to

drink, and to use for all purposes of cookery or

ablution—thus imbibing the seeds of disease and
death from that feti 1 stagnant ditch which served
alike as their cistern and their sewer ! Such was
it at the period of wliicii we are writing—and such
is it at the present day. And then, forsooth ! we
are coolly told—and what is more, expected to

believe—that the poor are cared for by the rich,

and that the wretched inmates of squalid hovels,

breathing the atmosphere of pestilence and death,

are an object of sympathy with the wealthy and
the proud ones who roll in their carriages, sleep

upon down, dress in fine garments, and eat off

plate of silver and of gold

!

But to continue our narrative. After having
dragged the dituh for some time without any suc-

cess, the men whom Larry Sampson had sent

thither for the purpose began to think that the

corpse for which tliey were seeking must have been
carried into the Thames ou some occasion when
the sluice-gate was opeoed. But the experience

of one who was better acquainted than the rest

with Jacob's Island, suggested that it was far

more likely the corpse was deeply embedded in the

mud. The men therefore attached weights to

their drags, in order to make the hooks sink deep

down into the slimy bed of the dyke ; and the re-

sult of this new experiment speedily proved suc-

cessful. To be brief, the half-decomposed corpse

of a female was presently dragged up from the

muddy depths, and deposited upon tlie biidge

where the men who experienced this success were

stationed. We will not shock the reader by paus-

ing to describe the loathsome appearance which

the once handsome and well-formed young woman
now presented to the eye : let it be sufficient to

state that the spectacle was so revolting as to fi 1

with horror the minds of even the callous an I

hardened denizens of Jacob's Island.

The corpse was conveyed into BencnU's now
deserted crib—there to await the Coroner's In-

quest which would be holdeu upon it in due course;

and one of the men who had fished up the body,

was left in charge of it. That is to say, he locned

up all the doors of the house and remained watch-

ing outside, for the object was too loathsome in

every respect for the individual to stay inside the

place along with it.

Mr. Lawrence Sampson rose very early on this

same morning : for he was resolved to adopt all

possible measures for the arrest of Daniel Coffin.

Scarcely had the officer dressed himself and taken

a mouthful of breakfast, when he received intelli-

gence that the corpse of the murdered woman had

been found ; and very soon afterwards the Swag
Chovey Bloak called to inform him that the Hang-

maa was at Jeremy Humpage's house. Of course

the fence made Sampson understand that old

riump ige had not voluntarily secreted the crimi-

nal, but that he had forced himself into that asy-

lum. Tlie Bow Street officer accordingly lost no

time in repairing with half-a-dozen of his men to

the very midst of that morass of wretciieduess and

demoralization bearing the name of 'VVhitcchapel;

—and on reaching the street where Uumpa;{e*8

establishment was situated, Larry Sampson dis-

posed of bia Buburdiuateii in such a luauuer that
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they might anticipate any attempt at escape on the

part of the Hani^man, should he take the alarm

before his capture could be accomplished. Two
men were left to watch in the street ; two were

sent round to obtain admission into one of the

houses the back windows of which overlooked the

yard in the rear of Humpage's establishment;—

and \fcen these dispositions were made, Larry

Sampson, attended by his two remaining followers,

knocked at the front door of the habitation.

Several minutes elapsed, and the summons re-

ceived no answer. Sampson now suspected that

something was wrong; and without waiting to re-

peat that summons, lie at once ordered an entry

to be effected by breaking open the shutters of

one of the windows on the ground floor. This

was speedily dune ; and the ofiRcer, with a loaded

pistol in his hand, was the first to enter the house,

his two comrades following close behind. They
were now in one of the spacious ware-rooms of the

establishment; and having assured themselves

that no one was concealed in that part of tlie pre-

mises, they forced open the door, which was always

carefully locked at jiight, and thus effected an

entry into the passage on the ground floor. All

the lower part of the house being searched in vain,

I

they ascended to the first storey ; and there, in

the middle of the passage, they discovered the

cl rpse of the housekeeper. The old woman was

quite dead; and the fearful marks upon her neck,

as well as the hideous distortion of her counte-

nance, showed at once by what means her murder
hail been accomplished. The discovery of old

Jeremy's body in the hed-chamber followed next;

and the open door of the safe proved that robbery
had accompanied murder.

That all these crimes were the horrible work of

the Hangman, there could not be the slightest

doubt; and that he had saved himself by flight

was naturally conceived. Nevertheless, Larry

j

Sumpson instituted the strictest search through-

oat the establishment: every apartment was en-

tered, save and excepting that secret room which
served as the laboratory for the murdered fence.

Without entertaining the slightest suspicion that

there was such a place within those walls, Larry
Sampson and his two men issued forth again from
the house; but in so doing, they perceived tiiat

the street, door was bolted and chained inside.

It was therefore clear enough that the Hangman
had not quitted the premises by this means of

egress; and inasmuch as throughout the search

just concluded no open window nor other indi-

cation of flight had met the ofiicer's notice, Larry

resolved to go over the entire establishment once

more. This he did without discovering the slight-

est clue which to his experienced eye could afford

an indication of the course taken by the nmrderer
when he quitted the house. Was it possible that

the Hangman had still remained concealed some-
where upon the premises? Sampson scarcely

thought it likely ; and yet he did not feel justified

in abandoning the search as yet.

Leaving the two men who were with him to

keep watch inside the house, Larry Sampson pro-

ceeded round to that dwelling where two others

of his men had obtained admission in order to

watch firom the back wimlows;—and from that

point where they were already posted, did Larry
Sampson now survey all the back part of Hum-

page's establishment. His keen eye very soon
observed that there was one window on the second
storey which was boarded up, and painted in such
a manner as to have the appearance of being
uniform with the dingy brickwork itself, so as to

conceal the existence of a window there altogether.

Sampson's attention was first drawn to this con-

trivance by the appearance of two small dark
spots which struck him to be intended as air-

holes; and on a more scrutinizioir survpy he was
enabled to trace the outlines of the shutters that

blocked up the window. He then studied the

exact position of this concealed window in refer-

ence to the adjacent ones on the same floor; and
with all these facts well arranged in his clear and
comprehensive mind, he hastened back again to

the scene of the double murder.

On rejoining ids two followers whom he had left

in charge of the establishment, he told them what
he had seen, intimating his suspicion that there

was some hidden nook, closet, or chamber in the

house which had hitherto escaped their investiga-

tion. To the second floor did they accordingly

re-ascend, and proceeded to examine the two

chambers between which the laboratory was situ-

ated. Now that they were on the right scent, nnd

that their suspicions were directed in the proper

channel, it was not difficult to arrive at the con-

clusion that between the two chambers ther.i was

quite sufficient room for a smaller one. Their

next step was to examine the woodwork in iho

passage : but there they discovered no iuiiciilion

of a door. Of course Larry Sampson was not to

be baffled : he felt assured that though he per-

ceived nQt the slightest sign of a door, he was

nevertheless standing upon the threshold of an

important discoverj'. He therefore despatched

one of his men to fetch the nearest carpenter in

the neighbourhood—or at all events to bo' row a

hatchet and the other necessary implements for

breaking down the wainscot of the passage.

la about a quarter of an hour the runner re-

turned, accompanied by a carpenter with his

basket of tools at his back. The work of demo-
lition then commenced; and in a very few minutes

it became apparent enough that there was really a

door, most curiously contrived and admirably con-

cealed, in that place. But even before it was

completely broken down, and also before the

wood-work was perforated in such a way as to

afford a glimpse of the interior of the laboratory,

the carpenter's hatchet suddenly struck upon the

tiidden spring—and the door opened of its own
accord.

Then did a terrible malediction, accompanied
by a ferocious howl like that of a wild beast, burst

forth from the interior of the hidden chamber—
hidden now no longer : and Larry Sampson cuolly

observed, " It is he."

The next instant the Hangman, holding a loaded
pistol in each hand, and his crowbar between his

teeth, sprang forth, as if the same wild beast that

had given the savago growl was now desperately

turning upon its enemies. One of his weapons,
aimed point blank at Larry Simpson, fortunately

Hashed in the pan : the otliT, kvelled at tiie car-

|)f nter, missed him by a hair's breadth and lodged
its bullet in the wainscot facing tho door of the

laboratory. Then, ero ho had time to make any
farther attempt at resistance, or to achieve any
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real miscliief, the ruffian, s-tronp: in his rnadflei cd

fury thou;jh lie were, was seized upon by the two

runners and tlie carpenter—this last-mentioned

individual threatening to strike him down with his

liatchet if he did not surrender. At the same

time Larry Sampson, utterly undismayed by the

narrow escape his own life had just experienced,

pointed a pistol towards the Hangman's head,—

saying with his wonted phk-gmatic coolness, "Jf

you resist any farther, you are a dead man !"

It would be impossible to describe the horrible

expression of rage and hate which now fastened

as it were upon Daniel Coffin's countenance : nor

shall we sully our pages by recording the diabolic

im[irecation which rolled forth in a deep growl

from his lips. Perceiving that resistance was in-

deed futile, he submitted to have the fetters and

manacles, wherewith the Bow Street runners were

ever provided, fastened upon his limbs ; and then,

so soon as he felt himself utterly powerless, he

sank into a mood of doga^ed and ferocious sullen-

ness. A hackney-coach was speedily fetched;

and the formidable Daniel Coffia was conveyed to

a place of security.

One word of explanation relative to a particu-

lar incident, ere we conclude this chapter. The
reader will remember that when the Hangman had

discovered the secret spring, and had rushed with

a joy so wildly exultant into the laboratory, the

door had closed of its own accord behind him.

This circumstance did not at the first moment
trouble him at all— nor even attract his notice : his

eye had caught sight of the huge lump of silver in

the melting-pot, and all his thoughts were concen-

trated in the task of enveloping the treasure in his

handkerchief and securing it about his person.

But this done, he suddenly became aware of the

horrifying fact that he was a prisoner. Vainly did

he search for the secret spring : he could not

find it ! Then he attempted to break the door

opeu with his crowbar: but its strength resisted

all his endeavours. In short, wearied with ineffec-

tual exertions, and thrown into a terrific fever-

heat by his maddened endeavours to break loose,

he had sat down to recruit his strength—when it

alrack him that the best course to adopt was to

remain quiet and trust to the place of his conceaU

meut remaining undiscovered when the house

should be searched. This he did—aad the reader

fias already seen the result.

CHAPTER cm.

THE DESERTED MIStRESS.

It was about nine o'clock in the morning ; and
Penelope Arbuthnot was seated in her own cham-
ber at Windsor Castle, gazing through the open

ci^ement upon the beautiful view which the win-

dow commanded. The Maid of Honour—a maid
only in name, and not in reality—was loosely ap-

parelled in an elegant morning wrapper. She had
not long risen from her couch : her hair was but

negligently gathered up ;—no advance had been
made in her toilet beyond the wonted ablutions;

and the wrapper had been so carelessly flung on
that it displayed more than it concealed of the
lad )'s voluptuous charms. But then, she was alone :

am moreover, her thoughts were too deeply occu-

pied to allow her to observe the &emi-nudity of her
person,

Tr.e casement was, a? we have said, open : but
on the broad ledge an array of flowers formed a
beautiful screen to veil Penelope from the look of

any one who might have been walking in the

grounds upon which the window looked. The
breeze—soft, and genial, and warm with thefun of

August—fanned her somewhat flushed cheeks, and
played with a refreshing influence upon her heated
brow; while the flowers, alike in the window and on
the parterres of the garden below, loaded the air

with a delicious fragrance which was wafted all

around her.

We have said upon a former occasion that Pe-
nelope was not exactly beautiful—nor could she be
called positively handsome : but she was a fine full-

grown young woman, with a figure nobly developed,

and endowed with the most voluptuous charms

—

blending the noble height of Diana with the ex-^

uberant contours of a Hebe. Then her large bright

eyes and a pair of luscious red lips gave animatioa

to her countenance : her smile in her gay momantB
was sweet, but with an expressisn of soft sensuous-

ness; and sweeter still when expanding so as to

reveal the teeth of ivory whiteness. Although her

person was upon a large scale and her limbs were

robust and massive, yet were they symmetrically

sculptured, with due fineness in the hands, the

taper fingers, the rounded ankles, and the long

narrow feet. Thus, altogether, Penelope Arbuth-
not was well calculated to be admired, even amidst

a throng of Court beauties; and she was of that

voluptuous figure and also of that age—being

twenty-six—which were especially pleasing to the

Prince Ilegent.

That siie had become the mistress of his Royal

Highness some five months previously to the date

of which we are at present writing, the reader is well

aware. How is it, then, that she looks mournful

and unhappy now ?—does she regret the surrender

of her person to the Prince ?—did she feel no gra-

tification in thus acquiring that favour which so

many higjier-born damsels panted for in vain ?—or

has she already experienced some treatment on the

part of her royal paramour to produce this depressioa

of spirits?

In the midst of her reverie the door of the chamber
opened, and her mother entered the room. It was

a look of almost hatred which Penelope flung

towards ber parent, as the opening and closing of

the door suddenly startled the young lady from her

profound meditation.

"My dear child," began Mrs. Arbuthnot, as she

advanced in a coaxing manner towards her daughter,

" how is it that I find you in this moping mood ?"

" Mother," cried Penelope, rising to her feet and

looking sternly upon her parent, " how is it possible

you can ask me this question, when you yourself

ought to be able to solve the enigma—if such i: bo

to you?"
" I suppose, my dear," said the Bedchamber

Woman—for such was ^Irs. Arbuthnot in the

Queen's household—" I suppose that you have ac-

quired the certainty as to your condition ?"

" Yes," interrupted her daughter bitterly. ' I am
indeed in a way to become a mother. And now will

you tell me what name my child is to bear when it

comes into the world I"

" You speak, Penelope, as if you were the enly
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young lady who had ever intrigued with a Prince.

If you had married a plain Mr. Smith or a humble

Mr. Jones, your child would be called Thomas or

Jane Smith, or Henry or Mary Jones, just as the

circumstances of the sex might be: but as it is, the

father of your child can make it a Lord or a Lady
;

and it is but to look over a list of the most high-

soundiog names aod choose the one that pleases you

best."

"Mother," answered Penelope, fixing a strange

look upon her parent, while the colour suddenly

fled from her cheeks, leaving them as pale as marble,

—"do you remember tiiat when you first proposed

to me that I should abandon myself to the Prince,

I bade you beware lest all this should teach me to

despise and contemn—perhaps even hate—my own
mother? Ah! I fear that that hour is now come :

and assuredly, whatever feeling of bitterness I might

have entertained towards you when you first entered

the room ere now, it has been enhanced by the flip-

pancy of your last observations."

•'Flippancy, my dear child I" exclaimed Mrs.

Arbuthnot. " I was merely telling you the truth."

"Ail! but even allowing your words to be taken

seriously," cried Penelope, "let us suppose that I

had married a plain gentleman or an honest shop-

keeper—would not my child have had an honour-

able name, and from its very birth the fond care of

a father 1"

"All ttiis would be well enough," rejoined Mrs.

Arbuthnot, with a look very much resembling dis-

gust, '*if you were a young sentimental girl of

seventeen or eighteen, who had been seduced under

very cruel circumstances by some treacherous ad-

mirer and under a promise of marriage. But
really, as matters now stand, there is something too

absurd in a young woman of your age—past six-

and-twenty—and with the Prince Regent as your

lover
"

" Lover!" echoed Penelope, her looks again ex-

pressing a strange bitterness : "do you call an un-
grateful sensualist—an unfeeling profligate like

that—a lover ?"

" Penelope, there is something in your mind with

which 1 am unacquainted," said her mother, now
BUI veying her with a more fixed and earnest at-

tention than at first. "What has occurred?

—

anything new? anything unpleasimt?"

•'Lisien, mother—and 1 will tell you," replied

Penelope, as she pointed to a chair, while she

resumed her own at the window. " You know tliat

the Prince Regent paid a hurried vis t to the Castle

last evening, to consult her Majesty upon some-
thing of importance—

—"
" Yes, I am aware of it; and I presume that you

are offended because his Royal II gimess was too

hurried and too anxious to get back to London to

pass tne night here, so that hi; might have been in

your arms—or even to be able to snatch a short

h;ilf hour's conversation with you ere he went."
•' You are wrong, mot'icr-you are wrong," ex-

claimed Penelope. "The Prince did snatch half-

an-hour to speak to me alone last evening; and it

is pri'cisely in consequence of what then took plico

between u-<, that you see me as I am this morning.

But again I bng you to listen—that is to say, if you
indeed desire explanations from my lips ?"

"I do: you nmst know I do," an:iworcd Mrs.
Arbutlniot, now disp aymg an evident anxiety : for

she began to fear that something was wrong be-

tween her dmirhter and the Prince. " Proceed,
my dear child."

" I need scarcely remind you," continued Pene-
lope, "that when first you proposed that I should
become the mistress of the Prince, I listened to

you in amazement and in horror. But you told

me a tale of pecuniary embarrassments—which I

have since discovered to be false—and you used
so much persuasion, that, in short, I knew not what
to do, unless it were to yield. And I did yield.

Then, the barrier of virtue once broken down, I

gave myself up to the enjoyments of sensual pas-

sion, and likewise to ambitious dreamings. The
Prince, every time he came to the Castle, treated

me with kindness—even with a show of affection :

he gave me a few presents, as you are aware—and

he made many brilliant promises. Three or four

weeks ago I hinted to him my apprehension th;»t

the effects of our amour would in time become
visible : but he did not seem to care much about

the intelligence I thus imparted to his ear. In-

deed, he received it with a kind of indifference

which struck me to be heartless and even cruel.

But 1 dared not admit to myself that such was the

case ; I endeavoured to reason my mind out of that

belief;—and therefore was it that I kept my fears

from you. But last evening I took the ocpT-
tunity of whisperinsr to the Prince that I besought

a few miimtes interview with him ; and he contrived

that it should take place previous to his departure.

Then I assured him that what I had hinted at as a

po-isibility a mouth back, had now become a cer-

tainty. O mother! I expected No, Icaimotsay

that I expected : for my mind had been previously

haunted with sore misgivings on the subject : but I

had hoped that his manner might change, and that

when he learnt that he was beyond all doubt to be-

come the father of my child in due course, he

would treat me with tenderness and affection. But,

Ati! if you had beheld the careless indifference-

nay, even the coldnebs, with which he received my
words

"

Here Penelope stopped suddenly short, and

burst into tears.

" My dear child," said Mrs. Arbuthnot, now be-

coming frigntened, " this is indeed serious. I had

not anticipated such a thing !"

" No, mother," exclaimed Penelope bitterly as

she wiped away her tears, " I am well aware of ail

that has been passing in your mind ! Y»u have

buoyed yourself up with the hope that the Prince

would provide brilliantly alike f.)r me and the

coming babe ; and that in the splendour of the (lO-

sicion to which he would raise me, my dis/race

should be altogether absorbed. Judging by all he

had done for L idy Sackvillo, you flattered yourself

that he would make a peeress of me— best >w upon

me a handsome pension—and by loading me with

favours, make me the ohject of envy and adnra-

tion in the Court circle, so that some proud noble-

man would be glad to lay his coronet at my feet

and sue for my hand. Yes—these have been your

hopes-these have been your dreams. To this end

have all your intrigues and machniationa been

directed."

"P.-nelope, you are right—you are right !" ex-

claimed Mrd. Arbuthnot. " IJnt do not tell me

that my hopes arc to be disappointed
"

" They arc, they are," rejoinetl herdaugliter, now

greatly excited. " I tell you that 1 have no hold
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upon the Prince's affections. I never had : it was

as a toy and a playtliing for the moment that I

have served 1 He is sated with me—and he

scarcely had the delicacy to conceal it."

" Oh ! the ungrateful monster," cried Mrs. Ar-

butlmot, now trembling with rage : then the next

moment she began to shed tears of vexation.

"But perhaps he was in an angry mood, Pene-

lope ?" she suddenly exclaimed : " perhaps he bad

something to vex him? It is well known that he

feels deeply the loss of Vcnetia
"

" Yes— it is because he loves Venetia as

much as a debauched sensualist like him can pos-

sibly love a woman otherwise than as the object of

gross indulgence—it is because he loves her, I

say," continued Penelope, with the emphasis of

bitter vexation,—" because he pines after her—
because he yearns for her—that all his thoughts,

all his gyrapatliies, and all his longiugs are centred

iu her, and that he has no room in his heart for

even the slightest feeling of pity on behalf of me 1"

"But tell me what he said? how did ho behave

to you last evening?" inquired Mrs. Arbuthuot

anxiously.
" Oh I it is useless to enter upon these details,"

exclaimed Penelope. •' Suffice it to say that when
I told him my position and besought his advice,

he answered with a cold indifference that he had
no doubt you would be able to manage the matter

easily enough when the time came—that I must go
into retirement for a while, witli leave of absence

from Court—and that if I wanted a few hundred
pounds he dared say he should be able to spare

them. Now, mother," asked Penelope, with a

biting irony, " what becomes of your fine fabric of

hope and ambition after all this?"

"Penelope, I am distressed beyond measure,"

answered her mother. " The Prince's conduct is

cruel and heartless to a degree. I had never a

very high opinion of his character for generosity

and honour : but I certainly did not expect that he

would show such brutal callousness as this."

"Mother," rejoined Penelope, "you have sold

me to a villain ! Would it not have been better

that I should have become the honoured wife even o.

a humble Mr. Smith or Mr. Jones?"—and there

was again a terrible irony in the young lady's

words and a malicious fire in her eyes.

" Daughter, do not make things worse by show-

ing a bad temper. Perhaps everything is not as

bad as you fancy it. There is plenty of time before

you. Months will elapse ere your condition will

become visible; and in the meantime who knows
liow the Prince's humour may cliange ? He will

altogether have forgotten his Venetia."

"Yes—and will have taken up with some other

mistress, equally brilliant—or if not so brilliant as

Venetia, at all events sufficiently splendid to keep
jne altogether in the back-ground."

"Do not give way to this despondency," said

Mrs. Arbuthnot, determined to hope even until

the very last : " we must think of what is to be

done. I do not pretend for a moment that you
are so beautiful as Lady Sackviile : but you are

nevertheless a very fine young woman, and it is

impossible that the Prince can remember your
charms with indifference. I am really afraid,

Penelope, that you yourself have not played your
cards well—that you have not exerted all your
powers of fascination—that you have not done

your best to please and captivate the Prince ?

Perhaps you have been cold "

"No, mother," answered the young lady, a
crimson glow now mantling upon her cheeks, then
rapidly Kufl'usmg itself over her neck and upon
the luxurinnt orbs ot her heaving bosom : " when
once the barrier of cliastity was broken down, I

surrendered myself up, as 1 have alrea Jy told yon,
to the intoxicating delights of passion, and was a
very wanton in the Prince s arms. But even now,
mother, you are labouring liard to deceive your-
self: you are still striving to buoy yourself up with

hope when there is none ! I tell you that we shall

obtain nothing from the Prince. In short, 1 am a
cast-off mistress—and Oh I deep, deep is the
humiliation l"

As she gave utterance to these last words, all

the glow of shame, which had risen to her cheeks
and suffused her neck when she confessed herself

a wanton, fled away, leaving her pale as marble
;

and her looks sank into the profoundest melan-
choly.

"It is awkward—awkward indeed," said Mra.
Arbuthnot, not knowing exactly what course to

adopt. .

" Awkward, mother ! Is that the term to be
applied to this cruel embarrassment?" suddenly I

exclaimed Penelope, raising her eyes and looking
j

with mingled indignation and reproach in her <

parent's face. " May it not prove utterly ruinoos ?
j

Think you not that it is generally suspected that i

I have been the Prince's mistress ?—and so long I

as it is believed I am in high favour with him, the
j

old Queen herself wiil shut her eyes upon the

amour, and the ladies of the Court will pet, caress,
'

and envy me. Bat the moment it is known that !

the princely favour exists for me no longer, will ,

not the Queen be the very first to look coldly upon '

me ? and will not her la lies treat me wi:h scorn, i

mockery, and contempt ? Yes : but even this is

not all : the worst is behind ! For if accident

should reveal my position before I can obtain leave
j

to go into retirement, shall I not be expelled igno-

miniously from the Court? and would not you be '

involved in my ruin? Then what is to become of

us? While wc were poor, we always contrived to '

live somehow or another, because our characters '

were not gone : but if once thrown upon the world,
,

with our reputations blasted—I as an unwedded >

mother, and you as the wretched disappointed

pander to your daughter's shame—who will take us

by the hand? who will befriend us ? what shall we I

do?" I

But Mrs. Arbuthnot was not listening to the

latter part of her daughter's speech: she had

fallen into a deep reverie, and was revolving in

her mind a vaiiety of plans that suggested them-

selves as a means of encountering the present

emergency. When Penelope had ceased speak-

ing, she also sank into a meditative mood ; and

there was a long pause before eitlier mother or

daughter agaui broke silence.

" 3Iy de:u- child," suddenly exc'aimed Mrs. Ar-

buthnot, "I have It—1 have iti Depend upon it

I sha 1 be enabled to bring the Prince to reason,

and make him do somcthwig for you !"

"Anything, mother, so long as it will ensure

our positions at Court," cried Penelope, " and s avc-

me from disgrace. But,what plan have you in

your head ?"
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" Leave it to me, child—do not ask me any ques-

tions novf'. I must act, and not talk :"—then, as

she rose from her seat, she added, " Be of good
cheer. I feel convinced that the Prince Regent will

not onl.\ be brought to terms, but even perhaps be

compelled to do more for us than we have ever

anticipated. I am now going to London."

Penelope's curiosity was greatly excited and her
hopes were also revived by the tone of confidence

in which her mother spoke: but Mrs. Arbuthnot
would say no more at present ; and again bidding

her daughter be Of good cheer, she quitted the

apartment.

CHAPTER CCIV.

THE captain's VISIT.

It was between three and four in the afternoon of

the same day, and the Prince Regent was seated
alone at luncheon in one of the splendid apart-

ments at Carltott House. His Royal Highness
had been giving audience to Ministers and Am-
bassadors during the early part of the day ; anfl

much fatigued with the ceremonies, he was now
refreshing himself with some luxurious viands and
racy wines; but from time to time he made a
movement of impatience, muttering half aloud,
" I wish to heaven that Vcnetia were here !"

Having pushed away his plate, he threw himself

back upon the sofa where he was seated ; and as

he continued to sip his wine, gave way to liis re-

flections.

"Ven«tia has certainly abandoned me alto-

gether: she will not come back— her husband
has left me and has gone to join her ! She
is therefore lost to me for ever ! Ah, who
shall supply her place ? Ernestina, who in vo-

luptuous beauty of person came nearest to Ve-
netia, is no more ; and amidst the whole bevy of
fair ones in whose arms I have already revelled, or

who are ready to bestow their favours upon me if

I say but the word, there is not one that can com-
pare with Vcnetia—no, not one !"

The Prince Regent was in a melancholy mood

;

and he felt that the wine did not inspire him with
spirits. He wished for a companion at that

moment, to enliven him with hilarious conversa-
tion ; and he was thinking fur whom he should
send, when the door opened and a domestic came
to announce that Captain Tash solicited au audi-

ence.
" Ah ! Tash is come back then !" muttered the

Prince to himself. "I am glad of it: he is the

very fellow to cheer me up in my present low

spirits:"— and he accordingly bade the footman in-

troduce the Captain immediately.

This command was promptly obeyed ; and the

gallant officer, whp was apparelled in the same re-

markable fasiiion as when we beheld him visiting

in Ilia cabriolet at Leveson House, made his apjjear-

ance. Tlie domestic withdrew; and the Prince,

giving the Captain a cordial welcome, bade him sit

down and help himself to wine.

"I hope that 1 see your Royal Highness in a

blooming condition," said the Captain, as he deli-

berately filled a tumbler with Port wine to the brim :

then having drained the glass as quietly and calmly

as if its coi]tents had been water, be observed,

" Pardon me, Prince, if I am too familiar—but you
look a trifle out of sorts ?"

"And I feel so too. Tash," responded his Royal
Highness. "But before we talk upon any other
subject, give me an account of your proceedings."

"I have fulfilled your Royal Highness's instruc-

tions to the very letter," said the Captain ; "and I
will now give you the details with the most perfect

accuracy. On receiving your Royal Highness's

orders last week, I proceeded at once to the sur-

geon's house in Bridge Street, and requested an
immediate interview with the young man bearing

the singular name of Jack the Foundling. At first

the surgeon told me that no such person was there

:

but when I whispered in his ear to the effect that I

came from your Royal Highness, his manner
changed in a moment, be looked significant enough,

and conducted me up-stairs to a nice comfortable

room, where I was introduced to the young man.
The surgeon left us together; and I began speaking
to him in the kindest and friendliest way. Indeed,

that is my nature—as I am an uncommon good-

tempered fellow. I soon saw that the lad took a

fancy to me ; and we speedily got upon very good
terms with each other. I asked him if be had
altogether recovered from the effects of his wound;
and he said that be had pretty well, though he did

not feel so strong as before he had received it, not-

withstanding so many months had elapsed. I then

represented to him that there was some kind friend

in the back-ground who bad interested himself on

his behalf, and had been paying the surgeon all this

time to take care of him and treat him with every

possible attention. The lad said that he knew very

well the surgeon had not been keeping him there

for the last seven or eight months out of mere phi-

lanthropy—particularly as a certain sort of mystery

had been observed in making him stay in-doors as

much as possible, and only taking him out for an
airing occasionally of au evening in a carriage. I

answered that all this had been done with the view

of preventing him from falling again into the hands
of the infamous people with whom he had been

brought up and who might have been on the look-

out for him. Thereupon Jack the Foundling ob-

served that during the time he lay stretched upon a
sick bed in consequence. of his wound, he had re-

flected upon bis past career and had hoped that

something would be done to prevent him from re-

lapsing into his old habits."
'• Tt>en he did really seem as if he wished to turn

over a new leaf?" asked the Prince.

"No doubt of it, your Royal Highness," re-

sponded Tash, taking the opportunity of the inter-

ruption to refill and empty liis tumbler. " The lad

told me that some time ago Mr. Lawrence Samp-
son, the Bow Street officer, had tried to reclaim

liim ; but that some evil spirit getting possession
'

of Ills soul, prompted him to return to his old

friends. He assured me however that his long ill-

ness had given his mind a better turn, and ho
really felt anxious to do somcihiiijj honest for his

livelihood. I then tolJ him that bis former pro-

tfctor Daniel Cofliu had that very morning been
arrested for murder, and would be hanged as sure

as ho himself had tucked up scores in his time.

Tlie young fellow hati not previously heard of

tho occurrence ; and he certainly did not seem
much affected by it—but observed, that hu al-

ways tbuught Coffin would cjmo to some bad end
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He nevertheless did manifest some uneasiness

about a young woman and her brother named Mel-

moth, and who, he said, lived with Daniel Cofi&n.

He told me that he and these Melmoths had been

brought up together, and that he had a sort of af-

fection for them. I assured him that from what I

had learnt they did not appear to be at all involved

in Coffin's troubles : and I even went so far as to

declare that I would see something was done for

them in case Coffin should go out of the world

leaving them destitute. This assurance evidently

gave young Jack very great satisfaction ; and loolt-

jng hard at me, he said, ' I suppose, sir, you are the

hind friend who has been in the back-ground all the

while and who has interested himselfin me ?'—' Well,

well, my boy, perhaps I am,' sa.id I, ' perhaps I am

:

but 1 don't say so, mind; and you must not ask me

any more questions.'—That was the way I managed

him, your Royal Highness," added Tash; "for a

mau who can parry a thrust with a rapier is not

likely to be at a loss to do the same with a search-

ing question,"
•' You acted most prudently, my dear fellow,"

eaid the Prince, laughing. " Come, fill your tum-

bler again, and then proceed."
•' This wine is excellent," observed Tash, when

he had poured another quantum down his throat:

he then went on to say, " You see, sir, I played my
part so well that the lad soon had confidence in

me; and may-be he thought that I was either his

father, or some very near relation, having particu-

lar reasons not to acknowledge him openly. How-
ever, be that as it may, he certainly received the

impression that 1 was the kind fiiead who had

been in the back-groi^nd during his residence at

the surgeon's, and that I had at length come for-

ward to take some decisive step respecting his

future prospects."

" And of course you suffered that impression to

remain upon liis mind?" said his Royal Highness

interrogatively.

" To be sure I did," responded Tash. " Was it

not in obedience to the hints you had previously

given me for my guidance in the matter ? How-
ever, to make a long story as short as possible,"

continued the Captain, "1 went on to explain the

plan which was proposed for the future benefit

of the youth. I told him that if he liked to go

out to Jamaica, a comfortable situation in a mer-

cantile house, with a good salary, was at his ser-

vice in that island—that there was a ship then in

the Downs to sail with the next fair wind—and
that if he would go down with me to Deal and
embark in that vessel, I would place a hundred

guineas in his hands ere taking leave of him on

board. I showed him the letter from the London
branch of the Jamaica house, guaranteeing the

situation; and 1 also showed him the money. He
did not take many minutes to consider, but gave

bis consent with joy and gratitude. The business

being thus settled, I sent and ordered a post-

chaise; and away we sped into Kent. We reached
Deal that evening, and went at once to a slop-

dealer's, or outfitter's, where I bought him a sea»

chest and everything suited for tiio voyage. Next
morning we went on board the ship: but as the

wind did not change favourably till yesterday, the

vessel had to remain at author in the Downs for

some days, I staid with him on board : for liav-

ng once succeeded in getting him there, I did not

choose to trust him out of my sight, or give him
the chance of slipping away in some boat, in ease
he altered his mind. But he did not appear to
repent of his decision : on t'ne contrary, his spirits

rose in proportion as he became accustomed to
shipboard. As for me, I managed to pass the
time pretty pleasantly: for the Captain of the
vessel was a jovial goad chap, and there were six
or eight merry blades of passengers on board-
So I amused myself by making them all drunk
every night, and when I parted from them yes-
terday afcernoon, they swore I was the best fellow
in existence. As for blaster Jack, I gave him
his hundred guineas at parting, and he wept with
gratitude. I saw the ship sail; and this morning
I took a post-chaise and returned straight to Lon-
don, to rtport all these particulars to your Royal
Highness. So here I am—and that's my history."

" You have acquitted yourself most admirably,
my dear Captain," said the Prince. "I kucvr full

well that you would not fail to execute my com-
mission with delicacy, prudence, and caution

—

keeping me altogether out of sight and out of

the question, while conversing with the lad. But
tell me— he had not the sli.;hiest suspicion that I
had ever interested myself concerning him ?"

"Not the slightest," responded Tash. "The
surgeon had evideut'y been most discreet and re-

served during the many months the young fellow

was under his roof. Besid -s, have I not already

told you, sir, that so far from even dreaming of

your intervention in his behalf. Master Jack was
perfectly convinced that he saw his previously un-
known friend in me?"
"True, to be sure!" ejaculated the Prince.

" But now let us tallc of other things. While you
were gone I lost my young friend, your boon com-
panion "

"What, Sackville?' exclaimed the Captdn.
"Ah! 1 knew full well, before I went, th>t he
would leave your Royal Highness. Those letters

he received from his wife made him quite spoony

;

and when Sir Valentine Malvern pa'd his debts, it

rej^ularly clinched the nail of his sentimentalism.

And so he is gone ? Well, he beliaved very hand-

somely to me. When I went and told him ^ast

Sunday that I should most likely have to leave i

town for a few days, he took me by the hand, say-

in,', ' Tash, my dear fellow, you have been my com-

panionfor some motitks past, in many a frolic; and
,

though I am going to turn over a new leaf, I do not
j

mean at the same time to show you the cold shoulder. \

All my debts are "paid, and all the bilis on which
[

your name appeared together with mine, are got in
i

and burnt. So you have nothing to fear on that
|

score; and there are five hundred guineas for you
\

as a token offriendship.'—In tliis manner was it '

that we parted ; and therefore 1 have nothing to I

say against Sackville. Depend upon it, sir, he i

will settle down into a quiet, steady, domesticated
,

husband, always kcepini; reguLor hours—taking
|

his supper every night at nine with his wife—and
going to bed at halt- past ton or eleven at the

latest, except when they receive compauy."
" Ah ! I wish, my dear Tash," said the Prince,

with a sigh, " that you could bring Venetia back
j

to me : but I am very much afraid tliat all your
j

ingenuity will not suffice for such an achieve-
j

raent."

"1 really don't think It would, sir," r<goined the
|



Captain, an he refilled his tumbler: "for every-

body who knows Venetia at all, must be aware

that she is a woman of strong^ mind and has got a

wi'l of her ovm. Take my advice, Prince, and
look about you for some otlier mistress."

"Well, I suppose I must resign myself to tnat

alternative," answered his Royal Hifjhne-s. "But
now, Tas'), tell me what I can do for you ? In

this matter of the lad whom we have just shipped

off to the colonies, ynu hnvc done mc a particular

favour. I have not told you why I am at all in-

terested in him— I do not mean to tell you—and I

know that you are too discreet to ask rao any
questions "

" I would sooner shave my moustache and cut

off my wiiiskers," exi'lairaed Tasli, " than displ:«y

an impertinent curicsity. Whenever your Koyal

Hiffliness comiminds, there is at least one who will

yirld hind and inipljcit nbcdifiiue—and tliat ono is

huneat R laudu Tasii. But 1 think," he couliuucd,

a!»!iin fillinjj his tumbler, "that your Roj'al High-

ness wns at the moment frr.Tciously condesccndintr

to ask what you could dn fir me as a tokea of

approval in respect to my conduct?"
"Well, name your wishes," said the Prince. "But

pi ay be reasonable," he added, laughing; " for if

it's money you want, I liavo devilish little of that

commodity to spare. If youwouldlike some little

situation
"

"The very thing!" exclaimed the Captain,
" The truth if>. Prince, I want to settle down in a

comfortable and respectable way ; and my man
Robin also wishes it—and Robin's opinion has

great weight with me. I am well nigh tired of

frequenting taverns and i,'aniing-housc9, and get-

ting into scrapes with constables and watchmen
for night-row» and so on—while Robin is equally

tired of stamling behind lamp-posts or sneaking

up into corners and donrwAVS. Besides," added

the Captain, lowering his roicc to a niynterious
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kind of wliispor, "I have been seriously thiaUing

of matrimony."
' M.itrm! ny ! What, you?" ejaculated the

Piitice : and lie burst out laughing.
" Well, I am Rlad your Royal Hiprhne?B can

lau£?ii so lieirtily at last," observed Ta-h : "for

you luoked as glum and mopish as a mute at a

deai man's door when I came in. But 'pon my
soul I am in earnest! IndeeJ, I never was more

in earnest in my life:"—and as if to ratify his

wi rds, tiie Captain refilled liis tumbler and tossed

off llie contents at a draught.

" But are you in love ?'' inquired the Prince.

" N it I : I never was in love in my life—that is

to s;:y, in real sentimental, poetisinjf, moonlight,

spoony kind of love. I never wrote sonnets to a

lady's beauty, but conveyed my admiration by the

far more practical method of {jiving her a hearty

kiss at once."
" Tlien 1 presume," continued the Prince, still

laughing, " that if you are not in love but mean to

m riy, you are on the look-out for a lady with a
fortune?"

" Tliat is just about the mark," responded Captain

Tasli. "A laiiy with some four or five hundred

a-year would suit my purpose uncommonly."
" But that is no great fortune, after all," observed

thePrnce. "Must she be beautiful into the bar-

gain?'
" Well, I cannot say that I am prepared to throw

myself away upon an old harridan as shriveiied as a

mummy; and at the same time I do not want a

silly young creature of sixteen or seventeen, who
loiiks as if she had just left off pinafores and escaped

from the nursery. You see, my dear Prince, that a

fine-lookingp maji like me— and this I may say

wiihout vanjty—must have a wife to correspond.

In short, Mrs. Tash .should be a commanding woman
— tliiriy years of age, or thereabouts—and if I can

meet with such a one, I think that I could guarantee

becoming a very excellent husband."

"Diyou mean me to help you to this acquisi-

tion?" asked the Prince: "because I can assure

you that it is not at all in my way. Unless indeed,"

lie added, laughing, "it were some cast-off mistress

that I wanted to get rid of and provide for."

"Uiion my soul, a man may do worse things,"

answered Captain Tash, " than lake a Prince's cast-

off mistress. However, as you, sir, have nothing of

that sort handy at the moment, we needn't say

another word. But to return to what we were talking

of—namely, the testimonial of your Royal High-
ness's approval of my conduct "

"Ah! that's it," said the Prince. " Well, leave it

tome, Tash. You are a good fellow; and I shall

provide for you. Come to me again in a few days
and we will talk the matter over."

The gallant officer made due acknowledgments
for this kind promise, and then took his departure.

As soon as he was gone, the Prince seated himself
at a side-table where there were writing-materials,

and penned a letter to his sister the Piincess Sophia,

informing her tliat her son was at length fully pro-

vided lor, having sailed for (he colonies. Scarcely
had he sealed and despatched this letter to St.

James's Palace, where her Royal Highness dwelt,
when a domestic entered to stale that Mrs. Arbuih-
not solicited an immediate audience of the Prince
Regent.

•'All ! I can guess what this is about," be said to

himself, with a start of impatience; but deeming it

more prudent to sea her, he desired that she might I

be admiiieL'.

CHAPTER CCV.
i

THE INTRIGUINQ MOTHER.

When Mrs, Arbuthnot entered the room, she found
the Prince seated upon the sofa near the table on
which the refreshments were spread ; and she in-

stantaneously saw that his look and manner were
]

full of a cold hauteur— a sort of a tacit warning
to make her aware that he was in no humour to put

up with any "scene." Her demeanour was pro-

foundly respectful, with a tinge of reproachful

mournfulness : for she was a thorough adept in all

hypocrisies and artifices, and knew full wcb bow to

assume an aspect suitable to any occasion or to auy
circumstances.

The Prince partially rose from his seat—bowed
distantly— and waved his hand towards a chair:

then without uttering a woid, ba awaited the expla-
,

nation of this visit.

" Your Royal Highness will graciously pardon
I

me," said Mrs. Arbuthnot, commencing in the
I

gentlest and mildest tone—for she was desirous to
j

see what humble persuasion would do first, ere she '

had recourse to the alternative of harsher means,—
" your Royal Highness will pardon me tor this in-

trusion; but it is on a very paintul matter that I

have ventured to approach the reyreseutaiive of i

my Sovereign."
'

" Proceed, madam," said the Prince, with a

slight bow, and with a glacial courtesy of man .er.

"My dauu;hter Penelope," eontiuued Mrs. Ar-

buthnot, "is in a way to become a mother ; hntl i

she is profoundly anxious relative to the future." :

" 1 told your daughter, madam," responded the

Prince, "that when the time came that she could

no longer conceal her situation and that, fvom '

what she told me, will be some months hence
|

she could easily retire from the Court for a short
j

period, under suitable arrangements, which your ex-
j

perience uo doutit," he added somewhat iruuically,
;

" will enable you to carry into effect."

" Sir, wherefore this species of taunt thrown out

against me?" asked Mrs. Arbuthnot. "Would
!

you insinuate that I am accustomed to suggest or
|

invent plana to conceal the disgrace of young

ladies ? If so, your Royal Highness is exceed-

ingly mistaken."
|

" Madam, I cannot forget the facility with which
j

you leutyoursslftotho little freak which made me
|

covet your daughter ; and therefore I naturally
j

suppose that such pandering pastimes cauuot be
,

altogether strange to you."

"Does your Royal Highness mean that my
daughter was not pure and chaste when she re-

ceived you to her arras?"' exclaimed Mrs. Arbuth-

not, scarcely able to repress her indi»(nation : " or

would you imply that tlirough my agency she had

been frail before ?"

" No— I mean nothing of the sort," answered the
|

Prince. " I do not wish to throw the slightest as-

persion on Miss Penelope's honour previous to her

intimacy wit'i me. On the con;rary, i will even

declare my conviction 'lint eho icns puro and

chaste, as you express it: but it is not tiic less :<
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fact that you yourself intrigued cunnin^^ly enough

to hand her over ti me. Am I not therefore justi-

fied in supposin;^ th;it, as you got her into the

scrape, so you will «et her out of it? And as I

hinted to her hst nii?ht,if she wants a few hundred

pounds, as a matter of course they are entirely at

her service. "SVliat morecaa I do ? what more do

you require ?"

*' 1 hud flattered myself, sip," answered Mrs. Ar^

buthnot, again relapsing into that coaxing, fawning,

toad eating manner which was habitual t > lier.and

had heen acquiied by a long career of grovelling

servility towards all witli whom she had lived,—" I

had flattered myseif that my poor girl would not

have been thus discarded by your Royal Highness

With scarcely even a iund word "

" Then I suppo^u that she has explained to you,"

interrupted the Prince, " everything which took

place bttweea us last evening at Windsor Castle ?

Now, let me be explicit on luy side. From what

your daui?hter adl to me it vvas quite evident she

had entertained the loftiest pretensions. I do not

exac'ly know of what nature these may have been,

or to what height her ambition soared : but certain

it is that she txpected some signal reward for hav-

ing honoured me with her favours. Now, let me
tell you, my dear mada'u," continued his Royal
Highness, ironically, " that young ladies generally

Ciinueive they are honoured by the circumstance of

winning my favour; and if I were to shower re-

wards upon all the sweet creatures who received

ma to ti;e r arms, I should have quite enough to

do. Perhaps your daughter fancied lh;it I ou^ht

to make hor a peeress in her own right—or give

her a pi nsion of a thousand a-year. God bless

you, ma"am ! if all my mistresses were similarly am-
bitious and mercenary, the world would be per-

iod ly astonished at the number of peeresses I

should have to create ; and the House of Com-
mi)n>, obedient and ductile as it is, would stand

aghast at the frightful increase of the Pension
List."

Mrs. Arbuthnot remained silent fur upwards of

a minute,—not knowing exactly whether to con-

tinue arj^uing the point peaceably, or whether at

once to have recourse to harsher and sterner

means. Tlie Prince, fancying that he had ad-

vanced an aigument which had put her to confu

sivii, and indeed confiyunded her altogether, rose

froiu his seat—bowed stiffly—and was advancing

to pull the be 1 as an intimation that the interview

was over,—when Mis. Arbuthnot said in a sume-

what determined voice, "Tlien your Royal High-

ness is re.-olved to do nothing for my daughter?"
"What can I do?" he ejaculated impatiently.

" The bare idea tliat she abandoned herself to nio

from the mercenary motives which have since

transpiied, is but too well calculated to fill me with

disgust ; and as I never entertained a very high

opinion of the mother, lam sorry to say that 1 am
now led to think with equal imiitferenco of the

daui^hter:''—aud agaia he advanced towards the

bell.

"Stny, sir, one moment!" cried Mrs. Arbathnot,

suddenly throwing off all the fawning servility of

the hypocritical toid-eater, and putting on ;t

dogged air of resoiutcuess : "our interview is not

qmttt ended yet!"
" Madam," said the Prince, turning upon her a

1 )uU of the loftiest disdain, "it you were a luau 1

should ring to order my lacqueys to expel you un-
ceremoniou ly : but as you are a womin, I cannot
treat you with that ignominy. At the same time,

permit me to request that you immediately leave

the room."

"And were I a man," cried Mrs, Arbuthnot,
" I should be induced to ^O'x you with a horse-

whip for the baseness and heartlessness of your
conduct. As it is, I warn you that I have the

power of wreaking a terrible revenge !"

"Now will you explain yourself?" said the

Prince, becoming frightened, and scarcely able to

conceal that he was so: for he instantaneously

saw that Mrs, Arbuthnot would never dare adopt
such a demeanour as this and use such words as

those, unless fully confident of wielding some terri-
j

ble weapon of vengeance. I

" If your Royal Highness will resume your seat,"

said Mrs. Arbuthnot, speaking with more calm« |

uet^s, "I will very speedily explain my meaning." [

The Prince returned to the sofa, aud sat dowo
I

without saying a word. I

" Believe me," continued the Bedchamber "Wo-
I

man, "it is painful—most painful— to he compelled
j

to adopt such a tone as I am now usini; : but nei- !

ther I nor my daughter are worms to be trodden
upon with impunity, I atn in possession of a secret

rej^arding a member of the Royal Fimtl>—

a

secret of such fearful import that if made known,
it would strike the whole country— aye, and all the

world—with terror aud consteruatiou——shall 1

go on?"

"Yes—explain yourself," answered the Prince,
i

not knowing to what possible circumstance Mrs,
Arbuthnot could allude ; and unfortunately for I

him, there were so many important secrets con-
|

nected with himself and his family, that he was at
|

a loss to fix upoa the one that was kuona to his

visitress.

"Then I must proceed," she continued ; "and it
'

is with pain that I do so. Sir, tho secret to which I
j

allule, intimately concerns the honour—the clia-
|

racter—and if he Avere of humbler station, the very j

.

iZ/iof your royal brother the Dulce of Cumberland, i

There is a document in existence^—" 1

1

"A document!—but of what kind? what does it

'

refer to ?" demanded the Prince, nervously a^i- j

;

tated. j

'

" Sir, it is a letter which the murdered SeU 1

1

lis
"

I••Murdered!" echoed the Prince, instantane- 1

ously catching the significaiicy of ,^[rs. Arbuth-
|

not's expression, " No—he committed suicide.

Tiie coroner's inquest proved it——'' i

"That your Ro>ul Mi.;hnes3 firmly believes the
'

story of the unfortunate man's suicide, I liave no I

doubt," interrupted Mrs. Arbulhuot: "but there
(

are proofs to the contrary."

"And those proofs {" ejaculated the Prince,

"Listen, and 1 will tell you evorythiiii{."

Mrs. Arbuthnot then proceeded to sketch in

rapid outline all that she had heard xumo short

time back from Mis. Bredalhane ; and his Koyal
HighnMs, to do him justice, was horrified at the

oomplexiou which the frightful story now wore,

and which involved such tremendous churncH, nut

jnly a'^ainst his brother the Didte of Cunib"rUn i,

but likt'Wise his sister the Princes'* Aui^usta. Ho
rose from the sofi and beiran p icin.; the room in

ail agitatated inanaor—giving frequent vent to
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fjaculations which showed how profoundly he felt

the terrible tilings that had been revealed to iiiin.

Th:it he himst If might have had some distant sus-

picion of the possibility of his brother's guilt, rela-

tive to the death of Sellis, was probable—was even

likely : but if so, he must ever have striven to put

it away from his thoughts, as a man endeavours to

,' shake iff the influence of a hideous dream. But
most assuredly the Prince had never suspected

that his sister Augusta had bceu so deeply cri-

minal as he was now forced to believe her. Profli-

gate, unprincipled, heartless, and depraved as he

v^as—saturated with vices—capable of any iniquity

in the pursuit of pleasure and in the conquest of

j

female virtue—yet the Prince Regent was not so

I
far removed from humanity and so nearly allied to

j

the nature of a fiend, as to remain indifiPerent to

I
the details of Mrs. Arbuthnot's disclosures,

I On her part, the wily woman saw how deeply

; the arrow had penetrated, and how excruciatingly

! its barbed head rankled in the heart which it had

;

pierced; and she chuckled inwardly as she felt that

! some result beneficial to herself and daughter

i

would ensue from the course she had taken.

1 "Can you procure that fragment of a lettei

i written by Sellis?" suddenly asked the Prince, as

J

he stopped short in front of where the Bedchamber

I

"Woman had remained seated,

j
" Yes—I can," was her response.

- JB )t ^j)^ yQQ ^jii (Jq so ?"

j
"^'«I«iIl."

! *' Of course you expect your revfardi" continued

J

tlib Prince. " What is it to be ?"

" I am moderate in my ambition," she answered.
" AU I need is that my own position at the Court
shall not be endangered by the exposure of my

I

daughter's shame ; and therefore that she herself

j

may be provided for."

1 "But how?" cried the Prince. "I can give her
mocey—but nothing more. I cannot give her a
title ; and that is what she was looking after. I

saw by everything she said last night that such
was her desire. If she were married, it were dif-

ferent: I could do something for her husband "

"Ah! if she were married it would indeed be
es^y—I understand!" exclaimed Mrs. Arbuthnot.
" You can confer a title—a baronetcy we will say

—upon tier husband; and it will be precisely the

same thing, since the lustre of the rank would be
reflected upon her. But how can she marry, situ-

ated as she is ?"

"Hold!" ejaculated the Prince, a sudden idea

etriking him : then after a few instants' delibera-

tion, ho said, " Mrs. Arbuthnot, if I were to find

your daughter a husband who would accept her

as she is—knowing that she has been my mistress

—knowing also that seven months hence she will

become a mother—if I find your daughter such a
husband, I ask, will she accept him?"
• Assuredlyshe will—provided that this liusband

is at least a Baronet, with an income sufficient to

maintain my daughter in comfort, if not in splen-

dour. But," continued Mrs. Arbuthnot, " ho
must not be a man of repulsive appearance : for 1

kuo\f that Penelope would not sacrifice herself to

a person who might be loathsome to her."
" On the contrary," said the Prince, his counte-

nance brightening up somewhat as the project
wiiich he now revolved in his mind assumed
greater cousistoncy and feasibility,— on the cou-

trarj-, the gentleman of whom I am now thinking,

is good-lookiijg cnousrh ; and there are plenty of
young ladies who would be well pleased with his

appearance. As for the Baronetcy, I promise you
he shaM have that; and I will likewise guarantee
that liis income shall not be less than six or seven
hundred a-year. Indeed, I will find for him some
situation—the Rangership of a park—the post of
an Ordnance Store-keeper—or perhaps a Consul-
ship At all events, something both honourable
and lucrative."

"I am perfectlycontented with the proposed ar-

rangement," said airs. Arbuthnot ; " and on Pene-
lope's part I unhesitatingly accept it."

""When will you come with the document in

your possession ?" asked the Prince. " Ltt there

be no delay. To-morrew, if you will."

"And shall I bring Penelope with me, so ftat
she may be introduced to her intended husband?"
inquired Mrs. Arbuthnot, her question plainly

proving that she did not mean to give up Sellfa's

letter unless convinced that the Prince Regent on
his part was prepared to carry out the propositions

be bad made.
" Yes—bring Penelope with you," was his Royal

Highness's answer ; " and she shall meet her in-

tenled here. Let the hour be three o'clock to-

morrow."
" At three o'clock to-morrow I shall be punctual

with my daugliter."

Mrs. Arbuthnot then took her departure from

Carlton House,—rejoicing at the success of her

visit, and determined in her own mind to purloin

the letter of the murdered Sellis from her friend

Mrs. Bredalbane's writing-desk. Accordingly,

with this very honest intention—and likev\ise with

an almost fevered anxiety to impart the good news
which she had fbr her daughter's ears— Mrs. Ar-
buthnot hastened back to Windsor Castle.

CHAPTER CCVI.

TUB INTENDED HVSBAND,

On the following day, punctually at three o'clock,

Mrs. and 3Iiss Arbuthnot made their appearance

at Carlton House, and were at once ushered into

an apartment where tJiey found his Royal High-

ness waiting to receive them. At once rising from

his seat with the most familiar courtesy, and even

condescending friendliness of manner, the Prince

Regent shook Mrs. Arbuthnot very w.irmly by the

hand; and then throwing his arms around the vo-

luptuously-formed Penelope, bestowed upon her a

hearty kiss.

Both mother and daughter were somewhat sur-

prised at this remarkable change in the Prmce's

manner: for the elder lady had not fdlcd to ac-

quaint Penelope with the freezing reserve which

his Royal Highness had at first manifested towards

her on the previous day, and how phe had been

compelled to use threats to bring him to reason.

Of course Mrs. Arbuthnot was well pleased to ob-

serve this change : and Penelope submitted with a

very good grace to the royal caress—although she

now in her heatt entertained the most cordial hate

towards her seducer.

The Prince made th& two ladies sit down npon

the sofa ; and placing himself between them, be
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siiJ, witli an assumption of the most good-

humoured jocularity, "Well, after, all this is really

a very pretty drama in which we are engaged.

But little did I think until yesterday that I should

ever be called upon to play the part of a matti-

monial agent. I declare that my observation

makes you blush, Penelope ! Yet I think that you

will be well pleased when you see what a fine hus-

band I have selected for you."

" Your Koyal Highness may rest assured," said

Miss Arbuthnot, "that it is with no small degree

of repugnance I suffer myself to become an ob-

ject of such indelicate arrangements. Your con-

duct has however left me no choice."

"I am afraid that I treated you somewhat

harshly and cruelly the eveniog before last, when

I saw you at Windsor Castle," said the Prince

:

" but 1 had many things to vex me at the time."

"And chiefly of all the loss of Lady Sackville,"

observed Peuelope, with some little degree of bit-

terness.

" I will not deny that her loss has vexed me
cruelly," answered the Prince. " But I see that

you are jealous," he added, laughing. "Now this is

certainly not a sentiment to be entertained by a

young lady who is on the point of marriage with a

very fine, handsome, and agreeable man."

"Then your Royal Highness has really exer-

cised a sound discretion in the choice of a husband

for my daughter ?" said Mrs. Arbuthnot ; " I mean,

sir, that you have borne in mind the observations

I made upon the point, and that you will not offer

for Penelope's acceptance an individual whom she

may be ashamed to acknowledge as her husband?"
" I hesitate not to say she will be proud of him,"

answered the Prince. " I assure you he is good-

lookiug, with a fine military air But tell me,

Penelope, do you like moustaches ?"

" Sir," replied the young lady, colouring up to

the very hau- of her head, " there sounds some-

thing too much like a tone of banter in your

speech, to inspire me with much confidence as to

the present proceeding. 1 am already sufficiently

humiliated "

" Pray do not be angry, my dear Penelope," in-

terrupted the Prince, passing his arm round her

waist. " I only sought to make my peace with you

by putting on my best possible humour : but if you

feel offended, I can of course become as coldly

dignified and freezingly haughty as ever I was

in my life. I thought it better not to give too

businesslike and matter-of-fact an air to the

present transaction^^"
•* If that be indeed your motive, sir," responded

Miss Arbuthnot, " 1 thank you for your kind consi-

deration, and beg that you will retain your present

humour :"—but while she thus spoke, she gently

disengaged herself from the royal arm and moved
a little nearer towards the extremity of the sofa.

" My dear madam," asked the Prince, now turn-

ing towards Mrs. Arbuthnot, " have you procured

the letter of which you spoke to me yesterday ?
'

" I have, sir," was the answer : and as she spoke,

the lady produced the paper which she had suc-

ceeded in abstracting from Mrs. Bredalbauc's

writing-desk.

" You will permit me to look at it," said the

Piiiice. " Not that I mean to keep it," ho adduil,

laughing, "until Miss Penelope is inlroduccil tu

hci- intended husband: and therefore the moment

I have cast my eyes over it, I will return it to you."
" Rather permit me to read the contents to your

Royal Highness," observed Mrs. Arbuthnot, with

a significant look. *' You will fiud that it is worded

precisely as 1 told you yesterday, and that it is

clearly corroborative of the tale told by the valet

Joux and which I also described to you."

"Read the letter then," said the Prince, in a

short abrupt manner. " You must really think me
very dishonourable to suppose for an iustaut that

I would keep the paper if entrusted iu my hands,

and evade the fulfilment of the bargain entered

into between us yesterday."

"Your Royal Highness should neither be sur-

prised nor offended that I adopt the proper pre-

caution," answered Mrs. Arbuthnot in a firm tone.

" But listen, and I will read the letter."

With the contents of this fragmentary docu-

ment the reader is already acquainted : we need

not therefore reproduce it here. Suffice it to say

that a gloom began to settle upon the Prince's

countenance as soon as Mrs. Arbuthnot com-

menced reading it aloud ; and at the mention of

that pointed allusion to the Princess Augusta's

unnatural criminality, his Royal Highness gave a

visible shudder. He said not a word, however,

until she had finished ; and even then he remained

for upwards of a minute absorbed in a moody

reverie,

" You two ladies," he at length said, " are ac-

quainted with a secret which vitally concerns the

honour of my brother and my sister. Rest assured

that I am prepared to fulfil the conditions yester-

day agreed upon. I have spoken to a gentleman

—

an intimate friend of my own—who is willing, Pene-

lope, to become your husband. As I said ere now

in a good-huiBOured strain, and as I seriously re-

peat at present, he is not one of whose personal

appearance you need be ashamed. As for his so-

cial position, he already possesses a certain mili-

tary rank; and here," continued the Prince, pro-

ducing a sealed document from his pocket, " is a

patent drawn out, conferring upon him the title of

a Baronet. An appointment, to which is annexed

an income of eight-hundred a-year, is likewise at

his service. Thus you perceive 1 am ready to ac-

complish ray part of the bargain without delay. I

may add that the gentleman to whom I allude, is at

this moment within the walls of the palace, waiting

to bo introduced to you. In short, he is iu an ad-

joining room. But now, what guarantee have I

that when all these conditions are fulfilled, fresh

demands will not be made upon me— fresh docu-

ments of horror produced—and the threatened ex-

posure of fresh secrets held in terror over me ?
'

" Prince," answered Penelope, speaking in a

firm tone, and looking him full in the lace with a

calm dignity of demeauour, '' 1 know not what

guarantee can possibly be given you iu respect to

the eventualities to which you allude. But this I

solemnly affirm on my own account—all 1 seek, all

I hAVQ ever sought, U a position which shall save

mo from disgrace and poverty. This position your

lloyal Highness is now about ti* give me ; and I

can assure you that mine is not an unjfratcful

heart. If in every respect your royal word is ful-

filled, 1 would sooner study to do you a service than

work jou .in injury. As for my mother, I bcliovo

thai her sentiments are precisely the same."
" Peuolopo h;ia spoken su well, so truly, and so
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candidly, upon the subject," said Mrs. Arhuthnot,
' that I liave really notliing to add—unless it be

to remind your Royal Highness that should either

of m hereafter prove ungrateful, the means of re-

venge are in your own hands. A word from your

Royal Highness to the Queen, would deprive me
of my situati)n at Court; and a stroke of the pea
would cancel the Government situation to be con-

ferred upon Penel)pe'3 husband. Surely, then,

lhes» are guarantees .'ufficient?"

"Yes—or at least I must consider them so," re-

joined the Prince. " But as you have proved so

exceeiliogly suspicious of my good faith, and have

even exhibited a disinclination to trust that letter

in my hands, you cannot be surprised if I should

be equally wary and cautious. There is now one
more question I have to ask."

" Sp 'ak, Prince," said Mrs. Arbuthnot ; " and
you will see that I am prepared to deal as candidly

as possible with your Royal Highness."
" You have not yet told me," answered the Prince,

"from whom you received all these particulars rela-

tive to that fri;<htful aff.iir, and from whom you
procured that document ?"

"From Mrs. Biedilbane—one of herMnjsatys
Bedchamber Women," was Mr.s. .-irbuthnot's reply.

"Ah! I know her well—a regular old female

courtier I" said the Prince, his countenance bright-

ening up: "there is no harm to be anticipated at

her hands. Besides," he muttered to himself,
" when once that document "—alluding to Sellis's

fragmentary letter—" is burnt, the main evidence

U^oneandthe tale shrinks into a mere piece of

gossiping tittle-tattle. Weil then," he said, again

speaking aloud, "I think that we have nothing

more to say. But mind, it is understood that when
1 introduce her intended husband to Miss Pene-
lope, and place in his hands the document con-

ferring the baronetcy, that letter"—and he pointed

to tlie one wtiicii Mrs. Arbuthnot held tight be-

tween her fingers—" shall be at once given over into

my possess ion?"
" Such is the arrangement for which I myself

should have stipulated," said Mrs. Arbuthnot.
" But there is one thing of wliich no mention has

been made," observed Penelope: and the flush of

ehame appeared upon her countenance as she spoke,

"Ah! I know what my daughter means," ex-

claimed her mother. " Has your Royal Highness

frankly and candidly stated to the geuileinan, whom
as yet you have not named to us, Penelope's exact

position l"

" He knows everything," answered the Prince

;

"and Kuch is his devotion to me, that he will cheer-

fully bestow his name upon Miss Penelope. I think

that every preliminary is now settled, and that

notliing remains to be done save and except to in-

troduce the individual in question."

Thus speaking, the Prince rose from his seat and
advanced towards a door at the extremity of the

ap:»riment. Penelope and her mother also rose

—

the former becoming greatly agitated, and the latter

whispeiing hurried words of encouragement in her

ears. Pei>elope accordingly summoned all her

courage to her aid; and intensely eager was the look

of curiosity and suspense which she now fixed upon
the door towards which the Prince was advanc ng.

ile opened it—beckoned the young lady's future

husband forth—and then luvuing quickly round as

that 6"^"''<2man mad« his appeiiratici-, exclaimed'

"Ladies, permit me to introduce Sir Rolando
Tash !

"

And our friend the Captain indeed it wa§. Never
in his own idea had he looked so blooming or so
killing ! His frock-coat, one mass of braiding and
frogginj all over the breas^, was pinched in at tbo
waist to such a degree that its wearer was compelled
to draw his respirations in the softest manner pos-
sible, for fear the hooks and eyes should give way.
His grey military trousers had stripes of the broadest
gold lace down the legs ; and his boots were so briU
liantly polished as to be perf-.ct mirrors for every
article of furniture in the room. Indeed, as the

gallant officer bowed to the ladies as low as his

tightly-fitting garments would permit, he caught a
glimpse of his liirsute countenance on the surface of
either boot. But his hair, his moustacliios, his im-
perial, and his whiskers—heavens I who car. describe

their magnificence ? He would have made the fortune

iii&nyperruquier in the Burlington Arcade by merely
j

standing in the shop-window for a single half-hour
{

each day. To do the Captain full justice, however,
\

all his hair was his own; and no pains had beeo
|

spared to give it the richest gloss which bear'sgrease

could impart, and the finest twist that curling-irons

could produce. He wore a pair of dove-coloured

gloves; and instead of one gold chain festooning

over the outside of his coat, he wore two. The end

of an embroidered cambric handkerchief peeped out

of his pocket behind; and to close our description,

we must not forget to observe that he was as highly

perfumed as if he had just been imported from

those lands which are said to abound in myrrh, alues,

and cassia.

He was known by sight to both the ladies ; and
he knew them also : for when watching at the

Green Dragon, as described in tiie earliest chap-

ters of our history, he had seen the ladies at

Acacia Cottage, and the ladies had seen iiim

coming in and out of the Green Dragon aforesaid.

So ihit when tlie Prince had mentioned to him
who the frail ]Maid of Ilononr was, for whom a
husband was required, Sir Rolando Ta^h—as we
must now call liiu—had at once jumped at the

proposal, inasmuch as he liad very highly appre-

ciated the pers/ua; qualificatious of Mis'. Penelope.

Advancing theiefure with the mtsc studied de-

meanour of affability and jauuiiuess. Sir Rolando

Tasii smiled so as to exhibit his wliite tteih ia

contrast with the glossy durkness of his moustache

;

and when he reached the place where the ladies

were stalling, he literally confounded himscif in

bows and salotations.

Penelope was willing enongh to receive this

gentleman as a husband : but perhaps si.e would

have laughed at, the manner iu wnich he now

accosted her, had nut a &euse of shame produced

a more serious feeling.

•• Come, Miss Arouthnot," said the Prince,

'•y)u need not be bishful. My very pariicuUr

f; lend Sir Rolando Tash feels highly honoured at

the pro^ipect of conducting you to the altar; and

if you are equally satisticd to accomp.my him

thither, I do not see why your htppiuess sliould

be delayed beyond to-morrow. A spec al license

—St. George's, Hanover Square-a </.J<;«»wr—off

in a oliaise-an i-f )ur to spend the iiouivmoou at

Brighiou or Uaih-auda p.tiagrapli in ihc nevrs-

jpapera to let the world )tnow what has happened,

—llie-e aro all that are now requiieJ."
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"Fair lady," bes:an Sir Rolando Tash, with

anotlier low bow, '• may I venture to hope that my
suit is acceptable, and that you are prepared to

follow the kind sujjgestions of our mutual friend

his Royal Highness the Prince Regent?"

Penelope gave her hand to the newly-created

Baronet in token of an affirmative response ; and

her suitor gallantly raised that fair hand to his

lips.

i- ** Receive, my dear Sir Rolando, the patent

which bestows the title I had already authorised

you to bear:"—and as the Prince thus spoke he

presented the document to Penelope's intended

Inisband.

At the same moment Mrs. Arbuthnot gave the

Prince Sellis's iinfini-hed letter, which his Royal
Highness at once consigned to his pocket.

• We need not dwell any l(;nger upon this episode

in our history. Suffice it to say that Mrs. Arbuth-

not and Penelope, on taking leave of the Prince,

were escorted by Sir Rolando Tash to the house

of their friend Miss Bithurst in Straiten Street

;

and this lady, upon hearing what was in contem-

plation, cheerfully received the mother and daugh-

ter, and at once volunteered to provide the wed-

ding breakfast for the following morning. Sir

Rolando Tash remained to dinner; and as he

strove to render himself as amiable as possible, he

succeeded uncommonly well—the only peculiarity

in his manners whii.h struck the ladies' attention,

being the little circumstmce that he drank his

wine out of a tumbler, and of that wine imbibed no

small quantity. However, when he rose to take

his leave shortly after ten o'clock, he was evidently

as sober as when he had sat down—thus proving

that if he were fond of the bottle, tiie bottle had
Ho particular enmity to him.

On the following morning Penelope became
Lady Tash ; and while the happy pair were being

Whii led away in a post-chaise to Bath. Mrs. Ar-
buthnot sped back to Windsor to resume her
duties at the Castle and to communicate her

daughter's marriage to the Queen. But ere closing

this chapter, we must not forget to observe that

tlio faitliful Robin, in his brilliant suit of livery,

was seated in the rumble of tlie post-chaise tliat

conveyed his master and mistress to the fashion-

able watering-place where the honeymoon was to
' be passed.

CHAPTER CCVII.

' THE BROTUEB AND SISTETl.

I

Ik a neat little parlour on the ground-floor of a

pretty cottage in Islington, Ari;iJne Varian and
her brother Theodore were seated. It was in the

middle of the day ; and the «un was showing off

all the gaudy colouring of thy flowers in the

garden behind the cottage. A Venciian blind,

three parts drawn down, mellowed the golden

effulgence ere it penetrated into the parlour ; and

I
thus tliere was a subdued light within that room.

1
Ariadne, who was seated at work with her needle,

j

was dressed in white; and the virgin drapery set

off the sylphid symmetry of her tall slender figure

with the most bewitchiiigrfTi'ct. Her flaxen tre^st!!<,

I
so soft and line, foil in luxuriant pmlusiun upon

I her beautiful tiloping tihouldcra ; uud aa from

t'rae to time she lifted her sweet azure eyes, when
audressiug her brothor, who was sitting iu a some-
what mournful mood, the lovely countenance of

the young damsel wore an expression of immacu-
late innocence.

Theodore did not speak much. When his sister

made a few remarks, evidently with the intention

of cheering him, he answered her with all his

wonted kindness, but still with a brevity which

showed that he was in no humour for conversation

—or at all events that his thoughts were far away
from the topic on which she addressed him.

At length she said, after a pause which had

lasted longer than previous ones, " My dear Theo-

dore, you seem far from happy?"
"You know, my dearest Ariadne, what it is that

troubles me. Deeply as I appreciate the kindness

of Sir Douglas Huntingdon—immense as the grati-

tude is which 1 feel towards him—y«t I cannot

help abhorring this dependent position.'

"I am well aware, Theodore," answered his

sister, over whose countenance a slight biush had

flitted at the mention of the Baronet's name,

"that you have done all you could to obtiiio an-

other situation since the terrible fate of Mr. Em-
merson deprived you of that which you held in his

office : but as yet you have not succeeded—and I

think that instead of repining at the succour which

you have received from Sir Douglas Hunting. ion,

you ought to thank heaven for having sent you

so generous a friend."

" And so I do, Ariadne— and I have just told

you so," responded Theodore: "but surely you

yourself must feel that it is unseemly-it is even

humiliating—to be dppendeiit upon him for the

bread which we eat, for the house which wo live

in, and for the garments which we wear."

"I do feel all that, my dear brother," returned

the young dimsel ; "and I wish to heaven that you

wouM permit me to do what I have often aud often

begged you to allow
"

'What? do needlework for the shops 1" ejacu-

lated Theodore. "No, my dear Ariadne, you shall

not waste yourself to a shadow, dim your bright

eyes, and sew your very winding-sheet, at that

crushing wretchedly-paid occupation. 1 told Sit*

Douglas the other day, when he called, that I

wished to obtain a situation; and he said he would

speak to some mercantile friends upon the sub-

ject : but ho has not been hero since, and I fear

that he has forgotten it. Do you know, Ariadne,"

said Theodore after another pause, " that I have

but a guinea left of the last sum which Sir Dou-

glas's bounty forced upon me; and when that i»

gone I shall not know whence to obtain more, un-

less I procure a situation. Not for worlds could I

apply to him ag liu I Day after day have 1 cal ed

at warehouses, answered advertisements, ami dono

everything I could to procure a situation : but,

alas! alas! when T mentioned my name, anl, at

in duty bound, explained all that had happened to

me and the dreadful ordeal through «hicM 1 have

passed, tlinsa to whom I applied instant ineously

looked cold and bog,'ed to decline. Anadup,"

exclaimed Theodore bitterly, "although I have

the document containing my full pardon in my
pocket, yet it seemi not sullicient to ifface the

Ciin-brand of Ni'wgatn from my brow !"

"O hoaveiif, my dear brother!" cried Ariadne,

buistiiiif into tears, "talk not thus 1"—aud putting
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aside her work, she rose from her chair, threw her

arms round his neck, and kissed him tenderly.

" You are a sweet dear girl," said Theodore,

straining her to her breast; "and it is on account

of you that I am unhappy. I feel that my position

is worse than precarious—it is almost hopeless:

and then, iu the moments of my deepest despon-

dency, I ask myself again and again what is to be-

come of you. MethiuJjs I shall take another name

—conceal the fact that I have been unfortunate—

and thus endeavour to get a situation."

"Ni>, no, dearest brother," said Ariadne, who

was now standing by his side with her hand upon

his shoulder—and she seemed like an angel watch-

ing over a denizen of earth,—"you must practise

no deception. Let us put cup faith la heaven-

God will not desert ns!"

"Ah! but am I deserving of God's favour?"

suddenly exclaimed Theodore, conscience-stricken

by the sense of the unmitigated virulence and

savage perseverance with which he had hunted a

fellow-creature to the scaffold.

" Why do you speak thus ?" asked his sister,

now gazing down upon him as he remained seated

in his chair while she continued standing by his

side: "why do you speak thus, I ask?"—for the

beautiful girl was totally ignorant of the course

which her brother bad adopted towards Em-
merson.

"My dear sister," he immediately said, giving

an evasive reply, "was I not criminal in wronging

my employer even to the trifling amount in which

I was a defaulter and notwithstanding the peculiar

circumstances of the case ?"

"Theodore," she answered, the tears again

streaming from her eyes, " it was on my account

you did that. Oh ! I was the authoress of all

your sufferings!"

" Angel of purity that you are, accuse not your-

self I" ejaculated Theodore, starting from his seat,

and again embracing her affectionately. " Come,

dry your eyes—I must not see you weep. You
know how I love you."

" Yes—and it is because you are such a dear

kind brother to me that God will not desert you,"

said Ariadne.

"Again I say dry your eyes—look cheerful-

smile upon me—and we will not yield to despon-

dency. Let us go out for a walk together. I will de-

vote the whole of this day to you ; and to-morrow

I will recommence my search after a situation.

It is impossible but that I must sooner or later fall

in with some generous minded man «ho will view

my past misfortunes without prejudice. And now
smile, Ariadne," said Theodore, smiling himself in

order to win back the wished-for radiance to his

sister's angelic countenance.

At this moment a knock was heard at the front

door : it was a double knock, and a well known
one too—for Theodore immediately exclaimed,
" Here is Sir Douglas !"

The colour instantaneously mounted to Ariadne's

cheeks—her gentle bosom heaved—and something

like a sigh rose to her lips. But her brother ob-

served not all this ; for he had turned hastily round
to meet the Baronet whom the servant girl had
just admitted.

" My dear Theodore, how are you ?" said Sir

Douglas. '= Miss Varian, I hope I find you well.

But perhaps I am intruding at this moment?"

"You intrude?—never!" exclaimed Theodore,
warmly pressing the hand of his benefactor, while
Ariadne's looks unconsciously gave a similar as-

surance.
" Then, in that case I will sit down," said the

Baronet ;
" not only because I am somewhat tired

—having walked all the way hither from the 'West
|

End ; but likewise because I wish to speak to yon, I

Theodore, on some little business. But I dar« say
you are astonished when I tell you that I have

j

walked ? The fact iij, when I come to see you I '

do not like such formal ceremony as driving hither
in my carriage or cabriolet : indeed, 1 should be
very much pleased to settle down into a quiet un-
ostentatious mode of life. However, it was not to
hold forth upon my own likes or dislikes that I

came hither now."
The Baronet had seated himself while thus i

speaking: Ariadne and Theodore had also re-
sumed their chairs—and both waited with some
degree of suspense until Sir Douglas should ex-

plain the business to which he had alluded ; for they I

alike thought and hoped it referred to his promise ;

to interest himself in obtaining the young man a
situation.

" When I was last here," resumed Huntingdon,
" I said something about a mercantile firm with

which I am acquainted. It is the head of the es-

tablishment who is my friend ; and I could not see

liim before this morning—although I assui-e you I

have called every day for that purpose. I dare

swear you fancied I had forgotten it altogether ?*

" I have received too many proofs of your gene-

rosity," answered Theodore, " to think that you
would intentionally neglect your kind promise:

but I certainly feared that amid your engagements

you had overlooked it."

•' And did you think so also. Miss Varian ?"

asked Sir Douglas, turning his eyes upon the

young damsel : but he gazed not on her as he had

been wont to gaze on others of her sex;— there

was always an expression of respectful admiration

in his countenance when he looked upon that feir

young creature around whom a halo of innocence

seemed to dwell.

" I feared as my brother did," she answered, in

a soft tone and with dcwncAt eyes : " for I am
well aware that a gentleman in your sphere must
have so many things to engage his attention."

"Aye, but perhaps I think more of my friends

when absent from them than you dve me credit

for," he said good-humouredly. " It is not because

I remain away from them, that they are absent

from ray thoughts. However, to come lo the

point, I have seen Mr. Chapman, the wealthy mer-

chant to whom I have alluded ; and 1 fully and
frankly explained to him everything. I must tell

you that he has established two or three English

agencies on the Continent; and it just happens
j

that at this moment the manager of one of these
i

agencies—I forget where he told me it was—
,

has written to him to say that he requires a confi-

dential young man to be sent to him at once, to

supply a vacancy that lias occurred in the branch-

establishment which lie superintends. The salary-

is a hundred and fitty pounds a year, rising ac-

cording to the merits of the iiulividual; and as

it is entirely for the Euglish correspondeuce, a

knowledge of foreign languages is not needed as a

qualification. This situation, Theodore, is at your
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iililii'ite^

servico. ImlcoJ ft ii ynur's alrpndy— and yon

have got nothing tn do bnt to t^Icft my card and
gn at onco to Lime Street and imke tho arrange,

ments with Mr. Chapman."
Theodore'.s jny Icnnw no bounds; and Ariadne

shed tears of gratitude and drlijrlit. The brother

and sister poured forth their .ncifnowledprmonts a.s

well a* they were able— for their voices were suffo-

cated, and Ariadne's well ni'::h lost altojjethor, in

the fullness of the emotions that swelled their

hearts.

" My dear friends, I know you fi'cl all you say,

and much more," exclaimed tlio Bnronet, who was

himself affected. "But haste, Theodore, and be

off into the Citj'. Take a cab—never mind this

cxtravaffance for once—because I told Mr. Chap-
man you would call upon him this afternoon. Be-

sides, I want
J ou to come back as soon as you can,

as I have made up my mind to pass the rest of the

day with you. It is now half-past one o'cloclc.

• 100*

What time do you dine? Lot m say fonr—and t)y.

interval will be ample enoujrh for you, Theodore, to

trnnsact your business with my friend Ch:ipmnn.

Ah ! now I sec that Miss Varian docs not lilcc the

idei of my invitin;,' mysolf to dine with you ?"

" Oh, Sir Douijias Hnntin?don '."' she exeliimpd,

with a sort of enthiisinsm excited by her cr'itpful

feelinp;'? ; " if you heheUl a sudden ohango in my
look, it is b.^causo I fo't that we crinnot entertain

you as we couM wish: or else
"

But she slopped short in the swoete^t confusion.

"Miss Ariidne." answerc 1 the Baronet, "I

think that when I was here last I told yon how

simple my habits have become : the more frugal

the fare, the bettor I shall like it—and tliereforo

do not bo uneasy on that account. Now, Theodore,

lose no time but be off. 1 suppose you will per-

mit me to remain hero until your return?''

" I am rejoiced that you purpose to do so,

responded the yountf man : and there was a world
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of meaning in the look which he threw upon tlie

Baronet— for it was as much as to say, " 1 am not

afraid to leave you aloue with my sister; for I

Itnow that however gay your life may have been,

you experience too t;-enerous a feeiini? and too

great a respect for her to cast upon her even a

glance tainted with impurity."

The younu: man accordingly hurried away, and

the Baronet was now left alone with Ariadne

Varian.
" Y-u can take up your work again if you like."

said Huntingdon; "while I will sit here and talk

to you."

The damsel gladly availed herself of this per-

mi^si'in : for it was with some degree of confusion

and with a fluttering heart, thit she thus found

herself alone with the Baronet. She accordingly

took up the work which she had ere now tiirown

aside—and it was in every respect a relief to be

«iiab'ed to bend don'n her eyes upon it.

" Now, Miss Varian," resumed the Baronet, after

ahriefpause, "tell me whether you approve of

tliis arrangement whch I hnve made for your

brother? I do not know whether I have in-

formed liim accurately as to the amount of income

which lie is to expect in the situation jilaced at

his d sposal. It may be a trifle more : hut I am
very certain it is not less. Mr. Chapman wou!d

luve taken him into his establishment in London

if i h^d chosen; but considering all the circura-

i-t^nces of tlie past, I thought it better that

Theodore should go abroad—at all events for a

few years. I am well aware how deeply he feels

the past: but all the poignant memory thereof

ni!l be effaced when he shad have had a full op-

portunity of what the world calls retrieving his good

name. Qf course, knowing everything as 1 do, I

may speak thus candidly to you: and now you

understand the reasons which liave induced me
to procure him this situation abroad."

" Sir Douglas Huntingdon, 1 f^'el and appreciate

the delicacy of your conduct even more if possible

than its generosity :"—and the damsel's sweet

azure eyes were rwised for a moment with a looU

of heartfelt gratitude; and then they fell again

upon her work : but for truth's sake we are bound

to say that the stiches she was now making were

jiot very regular, nor such as she herself would

have approved of had her thoughts been less con-

fused and more concentrated in her occupation.

"And now you must tell me, Miss Varian," re-

sumed the Baronet, "whether you yourself will

like to go abroad ?"

" Oh : I would go to the ends of the earth in

company with thnt dear brother," she exclaimed,
« who has been so kind to me 1"

"Humph!" said the Baronet, " Tho ends of

the earth—eh? Then you are fully prepared to

leave England? But you do not answer me. Of
course you could not prefer, as a matter of choice,

to leave your native land for so long a perioil ?

And yet I do not suppose you have any particular

tie to bind you to London?"
" I hope," said Ariadne, in a voice which proved

how deeply she was struggling to keep down the

emotions liiat were ri.sin>; up into her throat,

—

" that you will permit me to see your kind house-

keeper, Mrs, Baincp, before 1 leave: for I never

can forget her goorinefs to me while I was at your

bouse."
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"Most certainly—you shall see Mrs. Bainet,"

answered tiie Baronet, " By the bye, I can tell you
an anecdote that will illustrate the goodness of that

excellent woman's character, and prove how totally

free from selfishness is her disposition. I must how-
ever preface it by informing you that a fortnight ago
I called upon Lady Sackville at Carlton House. It

was the very day before she left it for good—and she
then gave roe to understand that she meant to turn
over a new leaf. On that occasion I frankly con-

fessed that I had formed a precisely similar deter-

mination ;—and now that I recollect, it was on that

same afternoon I came up to call upon you. I
think, if I remember aright, that I meant to mak«
you a confidante of my resolve, and even consult

you in the matter: but I know not what humour it

was which seized upon me, inducing me to postpone

all discourse upon the subject. When I called upon
you again the other day, it was with ihesameintent:

i

but your brother was here all the time—and so I did

not clioose to make you my confidante or ask '

your advice on that occasion. And now for my
;

anecdote about Mrs, Baines, As I was leaving home
this morning, I told her that I had something of !

importance to whisper in herear. You should bare '

seen how grave and serious the old lady suddenly .'

became : her air had quite a diplomatic mysterious-
i

ness about it. She was evidently so proud of being
j

admitted into my confidence and entrusted with my :

secrets. I began by reminding her that for the last
i

few months I had grown quite steady, and had .

become a model of temperance and frugality in my
j

habits—that I had renounced the society of ail my
former companions and had learnt to hate dissi-

pation as much as, I am sorry to say, I once loved

it. Mrs, Baines was pleased to speak in terms of

cordial approval, and with a motherly kind of inte-

rest too, relative to my altered conduct, I then

came to the point, and asked her if she did not

think that I should do well to marry Ah! you

have dropped your work ! Permit me."

Ariadne had indeed let her work fill ; and as she

stooped to pick it up, her cheek, whicii was burning

with blushes, for a moment came in contact with

the chetk of Sir Douglas Huntingdon, who had also

stooped for the same purpose. Slie however was

the first to snatch up the work, over which her head

was immediately bent much lower than before—as

if she were trying hard to conceal her countenance

as much as possible,

" Well," continued the Baronet, not taking any

notice—at least in words—of that transient contact

of his cheek against her's,
—" on askin;? Mrs, Baines's

advice relative to marriage, she at once declared ic

was the best step I could possibly t.ike ; and she

reminded me that of her own accord she had volun-

teered similar advice some months ago. I bade her

observe that if a Lady Huntiuitdon were introduced

into my household, her authority as housekeeper

might perhaps be diminished: but she at once

declared that she would risk such an eventuality as

that. In short, the worthy woman assured me it

was her conviction that my happiness would be best

consulted by means of inarringe; and that if the

lady on whom I nii^jht fix did not wish to retain a
|

housekeeper, she (Mrs. Baines) would cheerfully

resign her post. Now what do you think of that,
j

•Ariadne—Miss Varian, I mean ?"
|

"I think," responded the damsel, in a voice that ;

was very lew and Very tremulous—and she »pok«
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too withont raisiiiff her head,—" that Mn, Baines

has acted ia a most disinterested manner; but

only as I should have expected she would have

done, from what I know of her."

"And no\y tell me, Miss Ariadne," continued

the Baronet, "would jou also advise me to many?
Tuu do not ans.ver. I must admit that it is a

somewhat singular question—or it may appear so

at least: but do tell me if you thinlc that I am
capable of insurinsf the happiness of any young

lady wliom I may love?"
" Yes — if you sincerely love her," replied

Ariadne : and no;T the stitches she was maliing

were a thousand times worse than ever.

"I do love her—I have long loved her!" ex-

claimed the Baronet. " And- now I am resolved

to offer hcT my h uid and lay my fortune at her

feet I Ariadne, dearest Ariadne—you know whom
I mean I Will you be mine ?"

Again the work was dropped in the same kind

of confusion as before : but this time neither of

them stooped to pick it up— for the Baronei

c^uj;ht the blushing girl in his arms and strained

her to his breast. That she did not immediately

di=enga','e htrself was a sufficient proof that she

accepted !iis love, and loved liim in return.

AVhen the brother came back from the City, he

found the Baronet and Ariadne seated near the

window shaded by the Venetian blind : and while

there was the radiance of an honest joy upon the

cou!itenance of the former, there was the tell-tale

blush of a virgin's happy love upoa the cheeks of

the laiter.

"Theodore," Sr Douglas Huntingdon imme-
diately said, " while you have been to the City to

find a situation, I have found an angel to become
my wife. Ariadne has listened to my honourable
proposals; and un'ess you say nay, has couseuted
to become Lady Huntingdon."

" Noblest-hearted and most generous of men !"

exclaimed Theodore, seizing the Baronet's hand
and wringing it wiih violence in the enthusiasm of

his feelings: "how cau I ever express my grati-

tude for wliat you have done? Ariadne, my be-

loved bister—sincerely, Oh! most sincerely do I

congratulate you upon having gained the aifoc-

tion-j uf Sir Bouglas Iluntin^dou I It is not a

mere subordinate j-ituationon the Continent which

he has procured me— it is the chief management
of that branch-house which I fancied I was to

enter as a clerk : and it is an income, not of a

hundred and fifty pounds a-year, but of four hun-

dred a-year that 1 am to receive. Nor is this all.

Our benefactor—your future husband, Ariadne-
has given security on my behalf iu the amount of

five thousand pounds to Mr. Cliapman Oh I

never was generosity more noble than this
!

"

Ariadne could not give utterance to a word

:

Bhe was well nigh overpowered by her feelings;

—

but taking Sir Douglui IIuMtinx;dou'3 hand, the

pressed it to her lips—and that autiou on licr part

was ten thousand times more eloquent thau ull the

powers of speech could have been.

It was a hajipy little party of three that sat

down that allernoon to the dinner-table in the

parlour of the cottage at Islington; and Sir Dou-
glas Huntingdon perhaps never tnjoyed a bliss

more real, more sincere, or miTc aatisficLory in

all his life. Riader, he did not take his di'p;iiture

that eveuiug until he had received from Ariadne'*

lips her assent thnt the bridal should be cele-

brated at the expiration of three weeks, so that

her brother, who was compelled to leave England

shortly, might be present at it.

CHAPTER CCVIII.

DK, DUPONTS ESTABLISHMENT.

At a distance of about two miles from Geneva,

there stood a large white building upon the slope

of an eminence, situated in the midst oi spacious

pleasure-zrounds, and commanding a beautiful

view of Like Leman. Thoic pleasure-grounds

were surrounded by a very high wall; and the

iron gates at the entrance-lodge were always kept

carefully shut, opening only for the purposes of

ogress or iuijress. Toe mansion had evidently been

enlarged at diflfn-ent times, and seemed far too

extensive for the private residence of even a

family possessing enormous wealth. In short,

this establishmesit of which we are speaking, was

a piivate lunatic- asylum.

In one of the many chambers which the esta-

blishment contained, two young ladies were seated

near the barred window, gazing vacantly forth

upon the prospect without. Tliey were well

dressed; and the chimber itself was handsomely

furnished. Vases of flowers made the air fragrant

:

fruits and decanters of crystal water were upon

the central table. There were musical in-tru-

ments, books, and pictures, scattered about, but

in no unseemly disorder; and an alcove, or very

large recess at one extremity of the apartment,

contained three couches. Near the door an elderly

female, stout in person and very stron-ljf built,

was seated. She was engaged in readm,' a bouk:

but from time to time she glanced towards the

two young ladies at the window, evidently to ob-

serve what they were doing.

The reader has doubtless already guessed that

the two young ladies referred to were Aijatha

and Julia Owen. Through the generosity of t'le

Princess of Wales,—who tiad not merely studied,

but likewise practised the divine maxim of " For-

get and forgivo,"—they had been removed from

the common madhouse in the Genevese prison to

this private asylum, which was kppt by one of the

luost liumane and enlightened physicians of the

age. Dr. Dupont—a Frenchman by birth—was

the proprietor of this establishment; and having

all his l.fe studied psychological suhject", he had

adopttd a regime of mild and indulgent treatment

towards his patiputs, instead i f the old system of

coercion and cruelty. Tlie consequence was that

the strait-waistcoat was seldom u.scd wi.hiu the

walls of this asylum ; and as for blows or coip ireal

punir-hraent, such atrocities were never dreamt of.

There were two departments—one for males, and

the other for foraalca: and these were sub.iividej

into many chambers, to suit the various degrees of

insanity by which the patients were affected, and

also any other circumstances of their position.

Thu?, in the case of the two sisters, one chamber

was assigned to tlieiu both ; and thiir guardian —
the stout woman reading near the door—w.is ever

in attcndaiico upon them. In short, this female

k' epur acted aliko ii» servant und custodian—

waiting upon th« youug ladies at their meals.
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following them when they wallced in the pleasnre-

yrouiids, and sleepinsr in the middle bed at nijjht.

When Agatha and Julia were first brought to

Dr. Dupont's asylum, they were in a perfectly

rabid state of insanity : but the results of kind
and humane treatment soon made themselves

manifest ; and now, at the expiration of six weeks
from the date of their admission, we find the two
unhappy young ladies in a comparatively composed
and tranquil condition. Not that their minds had
recovered their healthy equilibrium, or that their

ideas were rescued from the whirl of confusion

:

but the savage instincts which had made them rave

in maddened frenzy, and not only threaten their

own lives but likewise the safety of all who ap-
proached them, were completely lulled down;—
and though still deprived of the light of reason,

they at least appeared to be harmless

!

They knew each other, and were indeed always
together. Side by side did they constantly remain.
If one rose from the window-seat and approached
the table, the other would accompany her : what-
ever the one partook of, the other selected the

same thing. Sometimes Agatha would sit down at

the piano and play some air, extemporaneously
composed : immediately she quitted the music-
stool, Julia would occupy it, and play precisely

the same notes. The recollection of all the airs

ancl musical pieces they ,had once known, was
utterly gone : but with the remarkable eccentricity

of minds that are aberrated, they could thus re-

member what each other played at the time. It

was the same with the books which lay about the
room. If Agatha took up a volume, JuHa would
tnke up another: then when Agatha laid aside
her's, Julia would take it up instead of her own-
while Agatha would instantaneously possess herself
of the one her sister had just laid down. They
u'.voke at the same hour in the morning, and with-
out the interchange of a word seemed always to
be simultaneously prompted by the same desire as
to walking out in the pleasure-grounds, taking re-

freshments, or retiring to rest. In those two shat-
tered minds there was a wondrous identity of
thought and feeling: in those two bruised and
almost broken hearts, there seemed to exist a
common inclination—an invariable oneness of pur-
pose. They seldom spoke to each other; and
^vhen they did, it was in the language of the insane
— giving utterance to wild rhapsodies and the
strangest notions; and yet they always seemed to

understand each other. They would sit for hours,
gazing forth from the windows with their eyes
apparently rivetted upon the same object in the
distance : and yet Dr. Dupont's experience told

him that on these occasions they were both alike

gazing upon vacancy.

Tiiei e would have been somethinjy deeply inter-

esting, as well as touchingly pathetic, in the case
of these two sisters, were it possible to divest the
mind of that feeling of loathing and abhorrence
which their profligacies and theirwickedness were
but too well calculated to engender. Indeed, all

poisons in the Kcpublic of Geneva who were
aware of the past history of the two sisters, as de-
veloped during the trials ol Mrs. lianger and the
three fishers of mon, were astonished that the
Princess of Wales should have shown so much
gcjieroaity towards tlicso young women who had
entered with such direful purpose into the pay of

her enemies ;—and the very fact of this excesiiiye

benevolence on the part of her Koyal Highnew,
was actually made a handle against her by those
who had been led to think lightly of her character.

In fact, this unfortunate Princess was always des-
tined to suffer from the seeming imprudence of
her generosities,— her very virtues thus raising aa
it were the voice of accusation against her. So waa
it in the case of Bergami, whom through motives
of goodness she took into her sei vice : and so also
was it now in the case of the two young ladies,

whom through the sincerest commiseration she
placed at her own expense in Dr. Dupout'iJ lunatic
asylum. Suspicious people, and those who were
fondof gossipping and scaudal-mongering, shook
tiieir heads knowinglj',—saying, ''After all, the
Princess must have done something in which these
girls were her confidantes : otherwise she would not
now provide for them so liandsomely. But she
doubtless fears that if she abandons tbem alto,

gether, they would turn round upon her if ever
they recovered their rensoD, and vroold proclaim all

they knew."

But to continue our tale. It was, aa we have
already hinted, about six weeks from the adoaission

of Agatha and Julia into the asyluai—and about
two months from the date of tlio-e dreadful deeds
which closed in the fearful citastrophe of their

sister Emma's murder— that we now peep into

their chamber and behold them seated together at
the window. It was the hour oi noon ; and the
September sun was shining gloriously upon the
wide expanse of scenery that embraced so many
and such varied features of interest. There was
the charming city of Geneva—there was that

crescent-shaped inland sea—there were the emi-

nences on the opposite shore, dotted with villages,

farmhouses, and villas—and there too were the

snow-capped Alpine heights in the distance. But
the two young ladies beheld naught of all that in-

teresting scene : their eyes were fixed upon vaoaucy
—and there was nothing in their thonglits.

At the same timo Mrs. Owen and Mary were
wending their way from Geneva towards tlie

lunatic-asylum. A month had elapsed since they
bad arrived ii» the republican city ; and each day
they had called at Dr. Dupont's establishment t j

ascertain whether that gentleman would permit

them to see Agatha and Julia. Hitherto, how-
ever, he had been compelled to interdict such a

meeting, under the apprehension that it might

tend most alarmingly to unsettle the minds of

his patients. On felie one hand it was possible that

Agatha and Julia might not recognize tlicir

mother and sister :—but on the other hand it was

far more probable that they would ; and were such

the case, the treatment which Dr. Dupout was

pursuing might be seriously interfered >vith. As
a matter of course, Mrs. Owen and Mary had
yielded to these reprcsentatious ; but as we have

already observed, day afcer day did they visit the

asylum io tii« hope of receiving a lavourable

response.
" I have a presentiment," said Mary to her

mother, as they approached the establishment on

the occasioo to which we are now specially refer-

ring, "that we are this day to belioid my poor

afflicted sisters:"—and as s!ie gavo utterance to

tnese words the tears rained down her cheeks.

"Do not give way to your affliction iu this
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j
manner," said Mrs, Owen, scarcely able to sup-

press her own convulsive sobs : " you unnerve me
—you distract me !"

"My dear mother," I cannot possibly control

niy grief," answered Mary. " Let us sit down for

a few minutes upon this verdant bank, and endea-

vour to compose our feelings ere we proceed any

farther."

The mother and daughter accordingly seated

themselves beneath the shade of a wide-spreading

tree ; and there they gave free vent to that bitter

affliction which was rending their hearts.

> It was by the side of the main road leading

'tcwards Dijon that they mere thus seated : and

'St) absorbed were they in their afSiction that

fteitlier of them heard the sounds of approaching

wiiiiels, until a post-chaise, coming from the direc-

tion of the French frontier and proceeding towards

Geneva, was almost close up to the spot where

thfy were seated. The occupant of the chaise was

a joung gentleman of genteel appearance and

tolerably good-looking. He was moreover an
E:)glishman ; and as he happened to be gazing out

of ilie window nearest to the two ladies at the time,

he was immediately struck by observitig them
thus giving way to a grief which was evidently of

no ordinary bitterness. He called out to the

postilion to stop : and now Mrs. Owen and Mary
sprang to their feet—hastily dried their tears—and

were hurrying onward to escape the observation

which they had thus so disagreeably attracted,

—

when the traveller, leaping out of the chaise, ac-

costed them with a salutation so courteous and

words so polite as well as sympathetic, that it would

have been an act of rudeness on their part to have

Avoided him altogether.

'"'"Pardon me, ladies," said the young gentleman,
' ihthe English language ; "but if I be not much
'^iiliistaisen in your appearance, you must be feilow-

"coimtrywomcn of mine: and if so, meeting you
£ thus in a foreign land and seeing you plunged in

such bitter grief, I cannot pursue my journey

"without asking if my services can be made in any

"'ray available for your benefit."
"'' "On beha!f of my daughter and myself," said
' RIl's. Owen, with all the courtesy of a thorough

gentlewoman, "I return you ray sincerest thanks

for J our knidness and generosity. But ours is an
"affliction which admits not of relief, even on the

part of a friendly sympathizer."
" You will ut all events, madam," said the young

gentlem:m, " pardon my indiscretion for having in-

truded myself upon your notice ? Believe me, it

was through no impertinent curiosity."

' " Such an assurance is altogether unnecessary,"

f ' ahswered Mrs. Owen : " and considering the geno-
' reus interest which you have thus manifested in

our beliall-", it would be at least discourteous, it

not positively nnhaudsomo, to evade an explana-

tion of that grief which elicited your sympathy.
" 'Alas ! sir, if you bo a stranger in these parts, you

iiro unaware that the immense establishment

which you may observe on the slope of this enii-

" iience on the left hand is an asylum for these who
have !ost their reason

'*

^^" "Ah! pardon me, madami" exclaimed the

|"'young Englishman, observing that Mrs. Owen
Stopped short in a convulsion of grief, and that

Mary had turned aside to conceal the fresh out-

burst of affliction to which she was giving vent.

" Instead of soothing you, I have forced you into

explanations which only tend to revive your sor-

row. I vmderstand you, madam : you have some
relative in that place ?"

" I have—I have," answered Mrs. Owen hyste-

rically ; and the unhappy woman wrung her hanJs.

"Two daughters—this dear gurl's sisters'."—and
she pointed towards Mary.
" Enough, madam I" said the Englishman

:

" dwell not upon the melancholy topic. And now,

think me not indiscreet if 1 r.gain observe that

should I in any way be able to prove useful to you,

I shall be most happy. Had we met thus in our

o\Tn native England, and under the same circum-

stances, I should not have stopped to malse those

inquiries upon which I have now ventured: but

here, in a foreign country, it is different. This,

madam, is my excuse for again proffering my ser-

vices in any way that they could be made avail-

able."

" Once more do I return you my sincerest gra-

titude," answered Mrs. Owen : " but there is

nothing that any human beiog can do to allay our

affliction."

The young man made a low bow, and re-entered

the post - chaise, which immediately drove ou

towards Geneva.
"Come, dearest Mary, let us proceed," said

Mrs. Owen, as soon as this little iucident had

terminated. " Was it not kind of that young gen-

tleman thus to display so much interest in our

behalf?"

Mary gave her assent to the question ; and
composing her feelings as well as she was able,

accompanied her mother to the gate of the

pleasure-grounds belonging to the asylum. The
old porter, who immediately came forth from the

lodge, and who knew both the ladies well from the

circumstance of their calling every day during the

past month, immediately said, " 1 have good news

for you on this occasion; the doctor has given

orders that if you call you are to be admitted."

"My preseutiment was correct I" whispered

Mary to her mother. " 1 knew that we should see

my poor sisters to-day 1"

" Now, for heaven's sake, my dear child," said

Mrs. Owen, when, having passed through the iron

gates, they were proceeding up the wiJe caniage-

way to the entrance of the asylum,—"do your

best to restraiu your feelings in the presence of

those whom we are about to see. "We know not

how pernicious may be the effects of any violent

display of anguish on our parts."

' Mother, 1 will do my best," responded Mary in

an almost dyins voioe: "but the trial will be a

severe onel"

They now reached the handsome portico of the

edifice, and were at once admitted into an elegantly

furnished waiting-room which opened from the

Bpaoiuus cntrance-halL There they were speedily

joined by Dr. Dupont, who was au old man with :v

kind and benevolent look, au air which though

mild ncverlhelcsi proved him to bo capable of

great firmness, and a most cheerful as well as

wiuuing voice.

" At last, ladies," ho said, saluting them with the

profjund roHpoct of true French politeness, "you
are to see those in whom you aro so deeply in-

terested. Under my system of treatment iliey

have been brought to tbu must satisfactory calm-
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ness of mind ; aad although it is impossible to

ioi etell wiiat effect a mftcting with you may have

upon them, yet I ilo not fori justified in excluding

you uny loiijjrr froin their presence."

'•But tlieir reason, duotor—' heir reason?" ex-

claimed Mrs. Oweu: "think you that it will ever

be restored?"
" Madara, I should not be doing my duty," was

the grave response, " if I buoyed you up with hopes

that may never bo fulfilled. I ana therefore bound
to inform you,"—and ho was about to c^raw her

aside so that Mary might not overhear what he

was going to say,—"t'lat your daughters
"

" Oh ! for heaven's sake let there be no secrets

with me!" cried the young maiden. "Suspense
under such circumstances were far less tolerable

than a kno';¥ledge of the worst. Besides," she

a'ldeii, in a quick hysterical tone of mental ao;ony,

"1 already ^(ather from your looks, Dr. Dupont, a

presage of what is passing in your mind."

"Yes—you must speak it in my poor girl's pre-

sence," Slid Mrs. Owen.
*'In tliat case," continued the physician, "it is

my painful duty to inform you both that from all

the symptoms by which I am enabled to judge, I

much fear that tlie minds of the two young ladies

have received a shock which they will never re-

cover."

Mary said nothing-, but clasped her hands de-

spairingly ; while Mrs. Owen turned aside, and
sinkintf upon a chair, was fur some minutes con-
vulsed wilh grief.

"Now, my dear madam," said the doctor, at

length breaking silence,—"and you also, Miss
Owen,—I must beg and implore of you both to put
.as strontc a restraint upon your feelings as possi-

ble. Remember, I am by no means certain as to

the result, of the interview which is about to take

place. "With all my experience I can foretell no-

tliing upon that point. It may prove beneficial, or

the very reveriie : it may soothe, or it may excite.

If my two fair patient-t recognize their mother and
their sister, they will most probably melt into Boft-

ness, and the effect would be advantageous: but

unfortunatelj-, in these cases the very persons who
ou^lit to bo loved the most, are sometimes re-

garded as the objects of sudden aversion, hatred,

and terror. You will therefore both perceive the

absolute necessity for exercising an authoritative

command over yourselves at the approaching in-

terview."

Mrs. Owen and Mary promised to follow Dr.
Dupont's injunctions as well as they were able;
and when ho thought they were sufficiently tran-
quillized, he conducted them out ot the waiting-
room. They traversed the hull—ascended a mag-
nifteent nfarble staircase— and then proceeded
along a carpetted passage having an array of
doors on both sides. Presently they stopped at
one near the end of the pnsjage: and here the
doctor paused, placing his finger upon his lip to
remind Mrs. Owen and Mary of the injunctions he
had given. Ho then knocked at the door; and it

was almost immediately opened by the female cus-
todian who had charge of the two young ladies.

Dr. Dupont entered first—Mrs. Oweu and Mary
toliowing close behind. The reader may imagine
if he can— for we have no power to describe—the
feclnigs which now swelled in the heart of that
mother who knew that sh* lierself was the primal

cause of everything which had hurried on her two
unhappy chilurea to the catastrophe f.f a mad-
house : nor can we depict the emotions which
the innocent and tender-hearted Mary Owen felt

at thus encountering her sisters in such a place

and under such circumstances. The mother aad
daughter had wept over the tomb of the murdered
Emma in the cemetery without the walls of

Geneva ; and deep as their anguish had been there,

it assuredly was not more profound than that which
they experienced in crossing the threshold of the

chamber containing the living Agatha and Julia

—

but living only in a state of mental confusion I

The two objects of this visit were still seated at

the window—still appearing to gaze forth upon the
splendid scenery without—bat still looking upon
dull vacuity. They heard not the door open; or
if they did, paid no attention to the circumitance.

Dr. Dupont motioned «ith his hand tor Mrs. Otrea
and Mary to remain near the door, while he ac-

costed Agatha and Julia,

"Well, young ladies," he said in his blanlett,

kindest, most soothing tones, "what Is it that thus

engages your attention ?"

"Methought I beheid angels flying through the

air," said Agatha, slowly turning her head and
raising her eyes towards the physician's countenance.

"They were all beautiful beings, with white wings

shining as if made of silver; and they were dressed

in azure garments which streamed out in a long

train in the track of their feet."

"And I also beheld beautiful spirits passing

through the air," said Julia, turning round with the

same slowness of manner and gazing up with

.similar vacancy into the doctor's countenance. " I
fancied also that they had beautiful silver wings,

and azure robes spreading out into a cloud behind

them."

Mrs. Owen and Mary were now able to behold

the countenances of Agatha and Julia, and bear

their voices. Those countenances were so pale as to

be devoid of all vital colouring: and those voices

were so low, plaintive, and melancholy, that it rent

I he hearts of the mother and sister to hear them.

But still they subdued their feelings with a strength

of mind that even astonished themselves; and now
at a signal from the physician, they slowly ap-

proached the winnow.
" Here are friends, come to see yon," said the

doctor, his voice more gentle and more soothing thaa

even at first: and yet both Mrs. Oiven and Mary
could perceive in his aecents, as well as in his man-

ner, that this was the crisis which he feared—that ia

to say, the moment was now come when the effect of

the visit would be immediately shown by hia two

unfortunate patients.

Ag.itha and Julia—at the same instsnf, in pre-

cisely the same mnnner, and .•>• if in obedience to a

feeling common to thetn both— slo.vly averted iheir

looks from the doctor's countenances, and bent them

upon Mrs. Owen and Mary. Then they both

started, as if suddenly galvanized by the fame elec-

trie wire, and also at the very self-same moment:

and still as if inspired by this singular identity of

feeling or instinct, they sprang from their seats,

shriiking forth, " It is Mary, our sister!"

Bounding towards the young damsel, they both

wound their arms about her neck—covered her

with fervid, even frenzied caresses—addressed to her

thtmost pusiouately endearing epithets— lud slieJ
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floods of tears. Then Agatha embraced Mary ail

to iierself—and then Julia took her turn in the same

demonstration of enthusiastic love.

"Oil, my sisters—my dearest, dearest sisters!"

exclaimed the young damsel, giving back those fond

caresses witli an equal fondness.

"Come and sit down with us," said Agatha, "and
tell us where you have been. It is so long since we

saw you !"

" Yes, come and sit down with us," eohoed Julia,

"and tell us where you have been. It is so long

since we saw you !"

" Dearest sisters," answered Mary, almost blinded

by her tears and suflocated with her sobs; " here is

our mother come to see you also."

" Yes, my poor girls— it i» I, your mother—your

almost heartbroken mother!" exclaimed Mrs. 0>ven,

rnsiiing forward to embrace her two afflicted

chilclrpn.

""Wliat? you our mother!" shrieked forth

Agatha, lior whole appc.iranoa chansji'ii^ with an
awiul suddenness, as if the spirit of a fiend hnd in

a moraent entered her frame. "No, no—nut you
our mother! You are a demoness—a she-devil

—

an old witch—a vile moni^trous hag! I know you
well. AvauntI avaunt!"

" No, no—you are not our mother!" were the

thrillinij ecliofs thnt now rang piercingly from
the frenzied Ju'ia's lips : "you are a deuionesa—

a

she- devil—a hideous liaj^. Avaunt! I know you
well—avaunt !"

And then the two sister?, taking each other's

hand, stood side by side, as if in the reliance of

mutual protection aifainst that mother whom they

did notrecoRnize, but whose presence had thus so

terribly excited Ihera. As for Mrs. Owen herself,

she covered her face with her hands—staggered
back against the wall— and sobbed aloud; while

poor Mary stood at a little distance, trauifixed

wit'i horror and dismay.

"My dear young triends," said Dr. Dupont,
accosting Agi.tiia and Julia, "you have recognized
your sister- are y.iu not glad to sen her? And
will you not believe me when 1 assure you that the

oth< r hidy is your mother ?" he added very slowly,

and earnestly watching the looks of his patients.

"Our moiher!—no, no!" a;;ain shrieked forth

Agatha, ail the frenzy of rage blazing up again in

a moment. "I tell you she is not our motlier !

—

the is the old demoness who has made us do
everything that is wrong !"

•' Yes — the demoness who has made us do
everything that is wrong 1' were the terrible

reverberations tiirilling from Julia's lips.

"O God, have mercy upon me!' cried Mrs.
Owen : and not observing the imperious signal

which Dr. Dupont now suddenly made for her to

withdraw, she sprang forward—threw liorself upon
her knees at the feet of her two lost and ruined
children—and with wild looks and ouutretched
arms, shrieked forth, '• Pardon me, paraon me, my
deeply injured daughters!—forgive your miseratde,
miserable mother !"

Strange was the effect now suddenly produced
upon Agatha and Julia : the expression ot frenzied
horror slowly faded away from their features—
their eye* lost the maniac fires which they had
ere now flashed forth—and the increasing placidity

of their looks indicated a slowly returning tran-

quilhty of mind. Tha doctor, who bad bsea up ju

the point of ordering Mrs. Owen forth from the
room—or even dragging her thence if she would
not leive of her own accord—now watched w;th
the deepest interest and attention this new phase
in his two young patients' conduct; while M;uy
looked on with heightening hopo in her bosom.
Nor was even the stout female custodian indif-

ferent to what was passing; and Mr*. Owen still

remained upon her knees—while her two deeply-

wrouged daughters were looking down upon her
with a gradually increasing clearness and lucic'.ity

of g.iZ9. There was simething touchingly poetic

and beautifully fctitncsque in tha attitude which
each of the two sisters took, as thus *i le by side

and hand in hand, they stood with their eyes bens
down on their pireut's upturned countananco.

And for more than a minut« did this strange sciiie

last, amidst a profound silence. The attitudes

and the lo;;ks of Agatha and Julia were identical

—they were exactly the same : and it seemed as

if it were but one mind influenoing the tffo ani-

mated forms.

At leuarth Agatha slowly raised her disengaged
hand to her brow, to which she pressed it as if to

collect or steady the thoughts that were agititing

confusedly in her brain : and precisely at the same
moment, and with the same slovt gesture, did Juli.-.

raise also the hand which she had disengaged, and
place it in a like manner to her white forehead.

Dr. Dupont flung a quick glance upon Mary
and the femile keeper, as if to intimate that tnis

was the crisis upon which everything depondeJ.

And a crisis indeed it was—but one the turn of

which was little foreseen by any individual pre-

sent !

"O God, it is indeed our mothpr!" suddenly

shrieked forth the two sisters, both at the same
instant, and in blending tonos of the wildest frenzy.

But the next instant Agatha staggered Lack,

with a ghastly paleness suddenly seizing up,.ti

her, and fell heavily upon the carpet,—the blood

flowing from her lips.

" Great heaven, she is dying!" shrieked Mary,
rushing towards Iter eldest sister.

"No, no—keep back, keep back!" screamed
Julia, forcibly pushing Mary away : and then she

ttirew heiself upon tho panting, oonvuliing form
of Agatha.

All was now horror and distress on the part of

Mrs. Owen and Mary: for it was but too clear

that tho unfortunate Agatha had burst a blood-

vessel. The doctor and the female keeper forcibly

removed Julia from the dying sister to whom she
clang: bat, Oh! more horror— more distress

—

more terror and dismay ! — was the blooil ou Julia's

lips hut the stain of that flowing from Ai{atha's

mouth? or was it her own I'fe-blood oozing forth

from the fountains of a bursting heart ?

Tl»e two sisters were speedily placed each on her
respeclivo couch; and all that human skill couhl do
for them was performed by Dr. Dupont. Vain
endeavour ! Tho same excitement had produced
in each tho same effect; and both were dying.

Mrs. Owen and Mary were well nigh frenzied with

grief Tliey first bent over one, then uver tho

otlier, of those loved beings on whom dpaih was
laying its hand; and in the physician's looks ibey
beheld no hope. Neither Agatha nor Julia spoke
another word: but about twenty minutes after the

bursting of th« blood-vessels whieh sent th« stream
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of life pouring from their lips, thay made a moTe-

ment, each upon lier own couch, as if seelcing to

\ cUsp somethingf in their arms. By this action they

turned themselves towards each other ; and with a

last expiring effort they stretched out their arms

to one another : then closing their eyes, they sank

imperceptibly into that sleep from which on earth

there is no awalcenins;

!

It was in the forenoon of the second day after

this catastrophe, that Mrs. Owen and Mary en-

tered alone together into the chamber of death,

and knelt down by the side of the couch on which

the two dead sisters lay. Thoy had botli been

placed upon the same bed,—Dr. Dupont, with what

may be termed a poetic delicacy of sentiment,

symbolizing in this arrangement tliat identity of

feeling which had made the two sisters cling to

each otlier from the first moment they had entered

his asylum. There they lay, stretched out in the

garments of the grave—the snowy whiteness of the

shrouds being not whiter than the marble counte-

nances of the dead girls. Yes—side by side they

lay, like two alabaster statues carved upon the

same monument.
Their features, fixed in the sleep of death, wore

looks serene and placid: the world's cares ruffled

them no more;—tlie passions which had stirred

their frail natures, excited them no longer : they

seemed indeed as if no other expression than that

of innocence had ever been upon tiieir faces. Life's

storm had sunk into an utter lull, beneath the palsy-

ing hand of Death.

And by the side of that couch where the two

sisters thus lay motionless and statue-like, side by
side, knelt the mother and the surviving sister.

There was no passionate outpouring of frenzied

affliction now; and the solemn silence of the cham-
ber of death was broken only by the low, half-

subdued, but not the less convulsing sobs which

indicated the well nigh suffocating grief of those

anguished mourners. Long did they kneel there,

by iliat bed on which the two departed girls lay

stretched :—and in the depths of their souls they

prayed fervently and with a most unfeigned sin-

cerity. Poor Mary had naught wherewith to re-

proach herself: but the mother—the wretched,

miserable mother—had everything in the form of

dire remorse to lacerate her heart. Then did she

feel that in this world there may be condign punish-

ment for wrongs perpetrated and sins committed :

for her conscience was bitter and merciless indeed

in its self-accusings.

They quitted the room at length, having taken

a last long look at the countenances of the dead

—

those countenances to which they also pressed
their lips. It was with slow and mournful pace
as if with leaden limbs dragged along painfully

—

that they thus issued from the chamber. But
when they reached the passage outside, having
noiselessly closed the door behind them, all the
wildness of their grief burst forth ; and for some
minutes they leant against ti\e wall, weeping and
sobbing, and giving vent to the most agonizing
lament;itions. Then they slowly passed away;
and entering the hired vehicle that was waiting
for them at the gate, returned to their lodgings in

Geneva.

Three days afterwards the remains of the two
sisters were consigned to the same grave where

]

the murdered Emma a'rea'ly slept : but no pen :

can describe the paroxysm of mental anguish !

which the surviving sister and the miserable

mother endured when they beheld the two coffins

consigned to the last home of the dead ones.

CHAPTER CCIX.

l/AKE LEMAN.

A FEW days after the funeral, Mrs, Owen and
Mary, attired in their deep mourning garments, em-
barked on board the packet-vessel which plied

between Geneva and Lausanne. It was ten o'clock

in the forenoon ; and the weather was inclement
and threatening. The sky was overcast with dark
clouds ; and a sombre gloom appeared to rest upon
the slopes and eminences on the farther shore of

the lake, thus giving a cheerless a?pect to the

scenery tliat in the sunshine was wont to be bo

fresh, so varied, and so beautiful. It was a small

vessel, and there were but few passengers on board:

but amongst them was one who eurvejed Mrs,

Owen and Mary with mingled interest and attea*

tion. This was the same young Englishman whom
they had encountered a fortnight back, when on
their way to Dr. Dupont's asylum. He saw that

they were in mourning, and observed also the

deep affliction that was expressed in their looks :

he therefore naturally concluded that some
calamity, greater even than any they had antici-

pated at the time he met them, had since occurred.

But from motives of delicacy he did not like to i

obtrude himself upon their notice ; and therefore

from his station at a short distance on the deck,

he stood regarding them with mingled curiosity,

interest, and commiseration.

The beauty of Mary, which wts apparent despite

the grief that consumed licr at tlie time, had struck i

this young gentleman on the occasion when,
j

alighting from his post-chaise, he bad accosted
{

her mother and herself on tli» high road to

Geneva: and more than once during the fort-

night which had since elapsed, had her image

recurred to his mind. Notwithstanding the sym-
pathy which her present appearance, in mourning

and in visible grief, excited in his breast, this

feeling was not without a mingled sentiment of !

pleasure at beholding her again ; and the longer
j

he gazed upon her sweetly beautiful and pensive

countenance, the deeper was the interest which he
|

felt on her behalf. Presently it struck him tliat
[

the captain of the vessel might liappen to know
j

who the young lady and her mother were ; and as i

he bad found, when first coming on board, that
j

the captain happened to understand a little
j

English, the young gentleman accosted him and -

made the inquiry concerning the two ladies. The
captain did happen to have learnt wlio they were :

]

for the whole transactions with which the name of
j

Owen was so painfully associated, had all along sus-

tained a considerable excitement in Geneva. The !

captain therefore was enabled to gratify the young I

Enijlishman's curiosity : and as he himself had |

already heard much of what related to the uufortu- i

nate affairs wherein the name of Owen was mixed i

up (save and except the deaths of the two sisters



themselves) his interest in the lady .ind her

(laughter was still more excited than at first. He
now however learat from the captain's lips that

the two (rirls Agatha and Julia, whose names had
been so nnfortuiiatelj* blended with the horrible

f)cciu'rences at (joneva, had iccontly died; and
therefore the reason of the mother's and sur-

viving sister's mourning weeds was now no longer

an enigma.

The piL-^agc from Geneva to Lausanne is not a
long one, the distance by water being scarcely

thirty miles : and at the expir.ation of three hours

llie port of destination was nearly reached. During
tliis interval Mrs. Owen and Mary liad remained
seated on the spot where they hail jilac^d them-
selves when first embarking ; and being the whole

time engaged either with their moi;rnfiil redeetioiis

or else in the melancholy discourse to which those

thoughts led, they took no notice of any of their

fellow-passengers. Tiiey therefore had not per-
101*

ceived the young Englishman on board ; and Mury
little suspectod she was the object of so mucii

sympathy and interest. Nor iiad they even ob-
served that the aspect of the heavens had been
gradually getting more dark and menacing, and
tiie waters of the lake more troubled. Suddenly
the chmisily-built vessel began to toss and heave
in a manner that all in a moment produced a per-

fect consternation on board. Several of the pas-

sengers were thrown off their feet; and two or

1
three narrowly escaped being pitched over the

bulw;irks. The women screamed— the men gave
vent to ejaculations of alarm—and the (Mptain

issued his orders to the sailors with :i rapidity ol'

ntter.ince ami a vi'hcmenco of gesticulation wheh
fully proved his conviction t'lat some danger wa.s

imminent. .Mrs. Owon and .Mary were startled

from their mournful reveries, and they flung

anxious looks ;ir()nnd t') ascertain the cause of the

sudden alarm and the peril which occasioned it.
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An individual at once sprang to their side, ear-

nestly biddiiinf them hold fast to the back of the

seat, which was fixed upon the declt : and they

iramediateiy reco^inized the young En^dishman

who had shown so much politeness and sympathy

towards them on a former occasion.

He himself, being a stian^er in Switzerland, was

alto^'ctlier unacquainted with tlie nature of theim-

peiidint; danger : but we may as well at once ex-

plain it to our readers. Lake Leman is at cortaiu

sea'ions of the year subject to a sudden agitation

of its surface produced by sub-aqueous winds,

—

these winds blowing with much violence from the

depths of the lake, and stirring up the mass of

water into high and dangerous billows. When-
ever this phenomenon discloses itself, squalls from

the south usually follow without much loss of time

;

and these often sweep with terrific fury over that

inhiiid sea. It was ti guard again.- 1 the effects of

any abruptly arising gust, that the captain had

issued such quick orders and with such vehement

gesticulation,—so that the sails might be furled,

the top- masts struck, and every precaution adopted

against whatever emergency should arise.

from the Lausanne shore ; and luckily when the
violence of the gust had expended itself the waves
ceased to break in surges around him, but rolled

only in a long continuous swell. To be brief, he
succeeded in meeting the boat, into which his in-

animate charge was first lifted by the two fisher-

men who rowed the little bark; and ia a few mo-
ments he also was in safety.

The packet-vessel went down, causing a fresh
whirlpool and then a heavy swell : b >t the captain,

together with his sailors and some eight or ten of
the passengers, including three or four women,
were rescued from a watery gr.ive by the toats
which had put off. Full of an intense anxiety was
the glan-je which the \oung Englishman flung

around u; on the survivors of the catastrophe
wlien all who could be saved were saved and safe

in the boats: but amongst them he beheld not
Mrs. Owen, and he therefore knew—as indeed he
had already suspected—that she was amongst the

Before the boats reached the landing-place on
tlie haus.inne shore, iMary awoke to life ; and as

her senses retm-ned, accompanied with painful sen-

Nornas the danger long in manifesting itself sations and short convulsive gaspings, the liiiht of

with frightful reality. For while the clumsy vessel I memory a'so burnt up a','a n. It was witii astrange

was tossing and pitching on the upht^aving billows,
]

the clouds above the mountains of Savoy far away

to the south, seemed suddenly to part in twain

;

and then the next moment—or indeed quick as the

eye c;ui wink—the wildly gu-'hing blast swept with

terrific violence over the surface of the lalte. Im-

mediately the packet-ship heeled over and fell com-
pletely on its broadside, the top of the mast touch-

ing the water. Terrific cries and piercing shrieks

rent the air; ami in a moment nearly every soul on

board was struggling in the lakfi, battling for life

amidst the waves. The careering billows seemed
rushing madly on, dashing over the sinking ship,

and then suddenly merging into one vast whirlpool,

in wliich the drowning and the swimming were fcr

a few instants swept round and round as if they

were mere straws upon the surging eddies. The
captain and the s^ulors had alone managed to cling

fast to the ship at the instant she went over : but

they were now fighting for their own lives amidst

the dangers of the wreck and against the fury of the

storm, so that they were unable, even if willing, to

render any assistance to the passengei-s.

The catastrophe was witnessed from the shore

at the foot of the eminence on which Lausanne is

built ; and two or three boats speedily put off.

But in the meantime the greater number of the

passengers — men and women— had been en-

gulfc;d in the depths of that boiling lake; and
amongst them was Mrs. Owen. Mary was how-

ev'.r caught in the arms of one who swam with

strength and expertness ; and encumbered though
he were by the fair object of his solicitude, it never-

theless seemed as if he acquired additional energy
from the feeling of responsibility that her life as

well as his own depended upon his coolness, his

presence of mind, and the exertions he might
make. Fortunately Mary was insensible ; and thus
she marred not his progress, nor increased the
danger of both their predicaments by wildly cling-

ing to him, as she would instiuctirely have done if

in full possession of her senses. Sustaining her in

one ai m, he struck out with the other,—his eye
fixed upon the nearest boat that was approaching

and startling suddenness that she sprang up from
the half-embrace in which the young Englishman
held her, and threw a wild glance nround. The
other boats were close by that in which she and her

companion were : and with one brief sweeping
look did she learn the worst. Her mother was not

[

to be seen ! Then she flung her horrified glance
I

upon the Englishman ; and in his countenance she
'

re id the fatal confirmation of the tiuth. Her I

mother was gone—and mit more piercing was any
j

shriek that had ascended np to heaven from the
I

engulfed passengers at the moment the vessel '

upset, than was the wild scream which now thrilled
j

forth from the lips of the orphan girl. But while

it was still vibrating in the air, slie fell suddenly

—

deprived of consciousness — as if stricUen by a
thunderbolt; and was caught in the arms of him
who liad saved her from the waters of Lake
Leman.
When she again recovered her senses, she found

herself lying in a bed in a well-lurnished room,

with a physician and a nurse by the side of the

couch. She was in an hotel at Lausanne, whither

the young Englishman had borne her, and where

he had surrounded her with a'l the requisite atten-

tions. But on thus re awaUeuing to conscious-

ness, poor Mary felt that she had better have

perished in Lake Leman than have been rescued

only to experience the orphans fate. Her grief

for the loss of her mother knew no bounds ; and

she seemed beyond all consolation.

Thus three or lour days passed : but at length

the violence of her anguish dimini>hed—not be-

cause she felt less than at first, but because she

perceived the necessity of resigning herse f to the

will of heaven. Moreover ihe thought gradually

stole into her mind that tlie more she gave way

to her afiliction, the longer would she remain de-

pendent upon the kindness of the generous-heaited

friend who had not merely saved her lite, but was
continuing to uKuii.est so sincere an interest in

her behalf. There was another reason, too, which

urged her to summon all Iter foriilude to her aid :

and this was the discovery of her mother's corpse.
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which, together with those of several of the other

unfortunate passengers, had been washed ashore.

Accordingly, on the fourtli day after the catas-

trophe Mary quitted her chamber ; and now she

met her land friend for the tirst time since she

had been bovno to the hotel. We will not pause

to detail the terms iu which she expressed her

gratitude to this young gentleman: suffice it to

say that even in the depth of her affliction, he dis-

covered traits in her character which rivetted the

symnathy he had previously experienced in her

behalf, and convinced him she was altogether very

diti'erent in conduct and iu principles from her

three unfortunate sisters who lay buried in the

cemetery at Geneva. On the present occasion,

also, was it that Mary for the first time learnt the

name of the Englishman—and this name was
Theodore Varian.

In the most delicate manner did Theodore be-

seech Mary to entrust him with the superinten-

dence of her mother's funeral ; and the poor girl

was too grateful for the offer not to yield a ready

assent. When the obsequies were over, her mind
speedily recovered much of its former firmness of

tone : for when she was enabled to sit down and
reflect, in the solitude of her own chamber, upon
thi; catastroplie which ha I left her an orphan in

the wide world, the conviction insensibly grew
upon her that afctT all it migiit be a humane and

wise dispensation of Providence. For ho.v could

Mrs. Oiveii have ever enjoyed an hour's tran-

quillity upon earth again, after the frightful

tragedies which had, deprived her of her three

eldest dauijhtcri? As for happiness— (/.'at never

could have been her lot!—and to have lingered on

a miserable existence, dragging herself as it were

over the thorny pathways of remorse,—Oh! such

a fate would ha^e been awful indeed 1

It was such a train of meditations as tliesc which
led poor Mary to accept with resigned feeling her

own orphan destiny ; and the longer she reti.?cted

thereon, the more serene grew her martyrized
mind. But now what course was she to adopt?
Tiie boxes con-aining her clothes and the money
which her mother liad brou:,'ht with her from
Eiiglam.i, had been engulfed in the lake: but the

generosity of Theudnre Varian, delicately exi-rci -ted

thriiuifh the medium of the landlady of the hotel,

had not oidy furni>hed Mary wiih all the fundi

requ'site for the refitting of her wardrobe, hut

liliewiseforthe disbursement of the funeral charges

and the hotel expenses. Even to the doctor's fees

and the nurse's wages, everything was liqiiiilated.

Of course it was neither con-iisttnt with Mary's

sense of dlicacy or good feeling to continue de-

pendent upin the ynun^; Englishman any longer

than her circumstances rendereil necessary. But
whither should she go? What should she do?
Her eyes were naturally directed towards Eng-
land, where her aunt Miss Stanley wou'd, she Unew
lull well, receive her with opin arms, and where
she was sure of experiencing a cor iial welcome
and sweet sympathy from h(?r cousins Lady Sack-
villo and thu beautiful Louisa.

S le acci>rilin4ly tonk an early opportunity of

making Theodore Varian acquainted with her in-

tentions, which he of course could not possibly

oppose. When siie had done speaking, lie gazed
U|H)n her pile but biiauiifnl countenance with a

look of tender interest and admiration ;—and then,

taking her hand, he spoke in the following man-
ner :

—

"Miss Owen, we are about to part; and you
will forgive me if under the very peculiar circum-
stances of the case, I address you in language
which, in the afflicted state of your mind, only such
circumstances as those to which 1 have alluded
could possibly warrant. We must not regard each
other as the mere acquaintances of a few days.

All that has happened has tended to level the
formalities of months and years, and to make us
friends. But there is a still more tender feeling

than even friendship in my heart; and if your
affections were previously disengaged, perhaps
when you have leisure and inclination to reflect

upon what I now say, ycu will write to me from
England and tell me candidly and frankly whether
you think that by accepting me as your husband,

you will be contributing to your own happines^s?

I. seek no answer now : very far am I from press-

ing you for one. Nothing, I repeat, but the pecu-

liar circumstances under which we have met and
under which we are about to part, could justify

ini; in even making this avowal of aitaihuieut when
all your griefs are fresh in your soul."

Theodore paused ; and though Mary spoke not,

but looked down with tearful eyes, yet the blush

which rose to her cheeks, and the trembling of

her hand which she suffered to remain iu his own,

gave him the gratifying assurance that his suit

was not rejected.

" I am established in Geneva," he said, "as the

manager of a mercantile emporium connected

with a great commercial firm in London. Ig was
business relating to my affairs at Geneva which

made me a passenger to Lausanne on board the

ill-fated packet the other day. 1 shall return to

Geneva immediately I have seen you safe on your
journey away from Lausanne. My address at

Geneva I shall beg leave to place iu your hands:

aud pardon me—pardon me—it I say that the days

and the weeks will be counted with some degree

of anxiety aud suspense until I receive a letter

fi'om you. You tell me that you are going to seek

an asylum with kind relatives whom you have in

England? I also liave a very dear, dear relative

in our native land—a sister—who has recently

beeu married to Sir Douglas Huntingdou. They
reside in London; an i should unforeseen circum-

i-tances place you iu a position to desire a tiome

with an affeotionate friend, my sister Ariadne will

receive you with open arms for my sake. You will

allow me to give you a letter to Sir Douglas aud
Laiy Huntingdon- it may be serviceable."

"xMr. Vaiian," answered Ma-y, now at length

breaking silence, but speaking in a voice winch

showed how deeply she was moved by the kind

language, the delicate miniier, and at the same
time the frank avowal of Theodore,—"in the same
way that peculiar circum tances have l<d you to

I

aildress me in terms wh ch are not only fl iitenng

I

but also deserve my sincertst gratitu le, so must I

I

be lield exonerated from indiscretion if 1 respond

I

with equal c;in<lour. You have Haved my life : it

is a life, then, that I owe you. But you liavu not

only saved this life of mmc—you have done all

that a generous friend could do to make it toler-

able in the first hours and days of my bitter

i
anguish. I feel — Oh 1 I feel the immensity of the

' obligation which 1 owe you: yes—aud I feel also,"
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she a'Mril, her voice sinking until it became

ficarcply audible with mingled confusion and

deeply stirred emotion, "that it would give me
happiness to bo permitted to devote my life to

the study of your's. Mr. Varian, I will write to

you so soon as I reach England: and—and

Need I say more?"
"No, no— I ask you to say no more," exclaimed

Varian, now delighted with the certainty that not

merely his suit was accepted, but that he might

even rely upon possessing the young maiden's love

wlien time should have mellowed her grief suffi-

ciently to allow room in her heart for the more

tender sentiment : then quickly moderating or

rather controlling the enthusiasm of his joy—any
prolongation of wliich would be, he delicately felt,

unsuitable to Mary's position after the severe

losses of sisters and mother which she had so re-

cently sustained—he said, " But before we sepa-

rate there is one circumstance of my life wliich iu

all honourable franUness I am bound to explain ;

and if after hearing my recital," he continued in a

voice that gradually grew desponding, " you should

wish to recall anything that I may have construed

into approval of my suit, do so—do so—although
yuu would leave me wretched indeed !"

Mary gazed upon him in sm'prise : but though

she said nothing, her hand still lingered in his own
—and therefore he went on. The reader has

a'ready divined what statement it was that Theo-
dore Varian had to make. It was the narrative

I of those circumstances which had led to his tem-

j
poraiy imprisonment in Newgate—his trial—his

condemnation—his escape—and his pardon. But
! as he continued to speak—explaining how, for his

' sister Ariadne's sake, he had been guilty at the

I' time of those little defalcations which had pro-

duced all his misfortunes—he saw the yomig dam-
sel's eyes again filling with tears, but her looks

beaming through with a deepening sympathy ; and
the cloud of apprehension was rapidly dissipated

from his mind.

When he had brought his tale to a conclusion,

Mary said in a low trembling voice, " Mr. Varian
—Tiieodore—you need not wait for the first letter

which I shall write to you from England, for the

assurance that in due time I will become your
wife ! No—I give you that promise now ; and the

life which you have saved shall be devoted to efface

from your mind the memory of all your past mis-

fortunes."

Theodore Varian raised to his lips the hand
which trembled in his own ; and this was the hap-
piest moment of h's life. Ilalfan-hour afterwards
the post-chaise which he liad ordered for Mary's
accommodation, drove up to the door of the
hotel; and as he presented her with a pocket-
book containing her passport, he delicately inti-

mated that she would likewise find therein the
funds requisite for her journey back to England.
They then parted;—and while the post-chaise

ri)lled rapidly away iu one direction, Theodore
Varian proceeded in another conveyance and by
another road back to Geneva.

CHAPTER CCX.

Tin; DliLiCATJJ COMMI.iSIO.X.

It was about half-past eight o'clock in the even-
ing; and the Prince Regent was alone in one of
the private apartments of Carlton House, awaiting

with some little degree of anxiety the arrival of

a person whom he was expecting. Presently his

confidential valet Germain made his appearance,
introducing a female enveloped in a haudsome
cloak and with a veil drawn over her features.

The valet retired ; and the Prince Regent mo-
tioned his visitress to be seated—an inviution

which she accepted with some degree of awkward
diffidence, as if she felt rather uncomfortable at

being in the royal presence. But speedily recover-

ing herself—for she was a woman of no small

amount of assurance—she lifted her veil, and re-

vealed a countenance so matronly and honest in

look that his Royal Highness could not help ex-

claiming, "Why, there must be some mistake.

You surely are not "

*' Mrs. Gale of Soho Square, at your Royal High-

ness's service," responded the woman, assuming

her blandest tone.

" Then that is all right," said the Prince, flinging

himself indolently upon a sofa. "But you know,
my worthy creature," he continued, " one is apt to

fancy that the peculiar calling or avocation of

persons gives a certain impress to their features,

and that one may judge of them thereby. I am
a pretty good physiognomist; and if any dozen

people were marshalled before me, I think 1 could

pick out the cunning lawyer, the astute barrister,

the sanctimonious parson, the self-sufficient peda-

gogue, and so forth. As for the female tribe, I

grant you that the task of discrimination is a trifle

more difficult—because they are such adepts at

throwing the veil of hypocrisy over all their pro-

ceedings as well as over their thoughts, passions,

and feelings. It is no ill-compliment to you—but

on the contrarj', a very delicate piece of flattery

—to declare that from your personal appearance

no one could possibly detect the pleasant and
agreeable courses of life which you follow, and ia

Avhich, from all I have heard, you are so admirably

proficient."

" I feel honoured by your Royal Uighncss's re-

marks," returned Mrs. Gale. "As a matter of

course, it was to put my abilities to the test that

your Royal Highness has sent for me hither "i*"

" Just so," rejoined the Prince. " Help yourself

to a glass of wine there, Mrs. Gale; and listen

while 1 proceed to explain myself. The truth is,

I am devoured by what the French call ennui—

and that is to say, there are no pleasures which

now seem to give me any gratification. Some of

the finest and handsomest women in the laud have

at dirt'erent periods contributed to my happines-

:

but the handsomest aud the finest of them all is

gone, to return no more—and she has left a void

which I am anxious to fill up. Now, I am wearied

of what may be termed the facility of success

:

there is such a sameness in always triumphing the

moment the overture is made or the proposal

is whispered iu the car of the coveted fair one.

As a matter of course if 1 cast my eyes around

the circle of my female acquaintance, my thoughts
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can settle upon many who would throw themselves

into my arms at the first encouraging look I

might give : but these are really no conquests.

Tliere is nothing in such amours to pique the

passion—nothing to afford the imagination scope

for luxurious revelling. Desires that are gratified

immediately they are formed, are sated as it were

even before the moment of enjoyment : and thus

all these gallantries with fair ones who surrender

themselves up the instant they receive the first

glance of encouragement, are devoid of excite-

ment, and seem stale, flat, and utterly destitute of

pleasing novelty. In plain terms, Mrs, Gale, 1

want a change."
" And in what manner can I assist your Royal

Highness?" asked the woman: "for amongst the

various ladies of my acquaintance, I cannot at the

moment fix my eyes upon any whose virtue is

not of the easy character you yourself have de-

scribed."
" i will explain myself more fully, Mrs. Gale,"

resumed the Prince. *' I have already said that I

long for some charming novelty. It is now for

you to devote a few days to seek after something

of this sort. Endeavour to find out some lovely,

elegant, and virtuous girl, who not merely requires

wooing, but even some more serious trouble, to

tho achievement of the conquest. I want excite-

ment, Mrs. Gale : and yet at the same time the

adventure must be a safe one, in order that there

may be no chance of exposure. Don't think of

the daughter of tradespeople, for instance: I can't

bear tiie manners of the shop—and moreover, the

parents of such a girl would prove so mercenary
in hushing up the affair that their demands upon
my purse would be incessant. For the same reason

don't fix upon the daughter of poor gentlefolks:

but in order that the novelty may be altogether

exciting and piquant, let the object of our enter-

prise be some fair scion of the Aristocracy. There,

now—I have given you a difficult task to accom-
plish ! I want you, in a word, to find out a virtuous

young lady, of noble family and exquisite beauty,

whose purity is beyond all doubt—whose reputa-

tion is unblemished as the falling snow—and who
will therefore require an immense deal of trouble

to overcome. Have I explained myself suffi-

ciently ? and will you undertake this enterprise ?"

* I not only understand your Royal Highness,

but I accept the commission," answered Mrs.

Gale. " At the same time the task is indeed a

diificult one ; and there is a special stipulation 1

must make."
" Name it," said the Prince.

"That if need be," rejoined the vile woman, " 1

may associate with me in this proceeding a certain

lady of quality with whom I am well acquainted,

and who stands suflicicntly higli for her real

character to be above suspicion. 1 do not think

that without the assistance of such a person, 1

alone could carry out tho enterprise successfully."
•' Follow your own course, ' answered the Prince

:

" but mind that the utmost secrecy is observed.

And I tell you what!—it will be more conducive
to the excitement and interest of the whole pro-
ceeding, if, when you have found out the fair one
who is to bo the heroine of this adventure, you do
not ininicdiatcily let her know who is in i\w hju'k-

j: round. Supiiose, for instance, you entice the

I'au- one to some convenient dwelling-place— if a

little way in the country so nmch the better—then
you can tell her that she is the object of adoration
on the part of an individual of rank and wealth,

and you will see how she takes it."

" So that your Royal Highness's name is not to

be mentioned in the first instance ?" said Mrs.
Gale.

" I see that you understand me well," observed
the Prince. " Here are a couple of hundred
guineas as a retaining fee ; and depend upon it,

my liberality will be measured in pi-oportion to the

pleasure you procure for me from this adventure

which we have sketched out and in which I am
already anxious to plunge with all the frenzy of a

new excitement."

Mrs. Gale received the money with a smiling

countenance, and took her leave of the Prince. It

was now ten o'clock : but she did not consider the

hour too late to take the first step in the business

which had been entrusted to her. She accordingly

proceeded at once to North Audley Street, and
called at the mansion of Lady Lechmere. Tliis

lady, whose name the reader will recollect in con-

nexion with the Countess of Curzon, was at home
and disengaged: it was not her night for receiving

company, nor was she elsewhere at any fashion-

able reunion of her friends. Mrs. Gale,—who was

supposed by the domestics to be some benevolent

gentlewoman through whose agency Lady Lech-

mere occasionally dispensed her charities,—w;is at

once admitted into the room where tlie mistres*

of the mansion was seated at the time.

Lady Lechmere was, as we have stated in an
earlier chapter, a widow on the shady side of forty.

She had been a beauty in her younger days ; and
though invcterately profligate, had nevertheless

contrived to preserve her reputation ; and she

still indulged in secret gallantries, but in a very

guarded manner and through the agency of Mrs.

Gale. She therefore received the infamous woman
with a familiar friendliness; and bidding her sit

down, inquired the object of her visit at such an

hour. Thereupon Mrs. Gale described everything

that had just taken place between herself and the

Prince ; and Lady Lechmere listened with deep

attention to the narrative.

" But now," said her ladyship, when it was con-

cluded, "in what maimer do you expect me to

help you ?—for you cannot suppose that I will run

any risk in aiding you to become the pander to

the royal pleasures. No reward that he could give

me would compensate for the loss of position which

would inevitably follow exposure. Being rich, I

do not want money; and having already rank and

title, there is nothing of that sort that his lioyal

Highness can bestow upon me."
" But if there bo no risk of exposure," said Mrs.

(ialo, " will not your ladyslii]) embark in the

enterprise, merely to oblige the Prince? Consider

—though possessed of ample means as you are,

and highly placed in society, yet still tho special

favour of him who is already as good as the

Sovereign and will some day be King of England,

is not to be despised."

" Granted!" said Lady Lechmere. "But still I

am not disposed to run any great risk for the sake

<if obtaining such favour. You however said just

MOW that there was no peril of this kind to bo

apprclicndcd. 1 do not see how you can guard

against it."
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" What I meant was that, suppose we find out

such a young creature as the Prince desires,

—

when once she has succumbed to his advances, will

uot she herself either be too proud of her new po-

sition, nr on the other hand too anxious to avoiil

the exposure of her shame, to publish to all the

world the wiles and treacherous manoeuvres

adopted to throw her into the arms of the Prince ?"

•' Your argument certainly looks feasible enough,"

said Lady Lechmere, now evidently wavering;

"and if I were positively assured that there could

be no risk, I should not mind lending myself to

the service of his Royal Highness."

"Now your ladyship speaks wisely," observed

Mrs. Gale: then after a momeni's pause, she

added, as she surveyed Lady Lechmere with a

flattering look, " And who knows what may be the

result? You are still very handsome, and of the

age too of many ladies who have won and enjoyed

the royal favour Ah ! my dear madam, suppose

the Prince took a fancy to you?"
" He might, it is true," muttered Lady Lech-

more to herself: "more improbable things in this

world have happened. Well, I will think more of

it. CiU again iu a few days "

" My dear lady, there is no time to wait," inter-

rupted Mrs. Gale. "Tiiose who intend to serve a

Prince well, must serve him quickly. At all events,

you can no doubt give me immediate advice as to

the first step to be taken in this enterprise ; and

in so doing, you will not endanger yourself. Then,

as to whether you will afterwards proceed any fur-

ther in the busines-, is a subject that cau stand

over for your mature deliberation."

" Iu what respect, Mrs. Gale, do you need my
succour at the moment?"

" In pointing me out some fair creature amongst
your acquaintances whom we may regard as the

heroine of this grand drama about to be played."

"Let me see,—what did you tell me ?" said Lady
Lechmere, in a musing tone :

*' a young lady of

noble family, spotless purity, stainless reputation,

exquisite beauty, and who is by no means likely to

jump at the Prince's overtures, but full of coyness

and shyness in short, a citadel that is to be at-

tacked and must be able to resist a siege ere its

surrender. Is not this what you require ?"

" Exactly so," returned Mrs. Gale.

"Tnenlet me tell you that it is by no means
easy to place one's linger upon a being combining

all these qualities. If beauty alone were required,

the circle of my acquaintance would no doubt fur-

nish a whole bevy of such fair candidates for the

roy.il favour. But, bless you! they would each

and all surrender at the very first overture made
by the Prince. Perhaps though," added Lady
Lechmere, " we might let one of these fair crea-

tures into the secret and teach her to simulate

coyness and shyness "

" No—that will not do," hastily interrupted Mrs.

Gale. " The Prince is as deep as a well and as

cunning as a fox ; and not for a minute would he

be deceived by the substitution of artificial

pru'lcry for natural modesty. Beaidps, as he

himself assured me, he is au excellent judge of

physiognomy ; and I have no doubt he is so well

experienced in the female character that at the

very first glance he can tell whether the blush

that arises on beauty's cheek springs from an
innate sense of artleaa delicacy, or from any less

refined sentiment. In a word. Lady Lechmere, it

must be a young lady of genuine qualities whom
we are to introduce to the Prince."

"Ah, I have it!" suddenly ejacu'ated Lady
Lechmere. "I know where there is exactly the
exquisite creature who will suit the present pur-
pose. My acquaintance with her is very slight
indeed : 1 have been but once to the mansion of
the noble relatives with whom she resides :—bat
from the little I saw upon that occasion of the
young lady to whom I allude, and from all I have
heard of her, she is the very being to answer the
description you have given. Indeed, I question
whether the Prince would ever triumph over her
at all, unless by downright violence or treachery ."

" And I do really think it was something uf that
sort which his Royal Highness had in view,'' cried
Mrs. Gale ; " although he of course would not
speak out too plainly upon the point. But who is

this phocuix of perfection that you are speaking
of?"

" She is engaged to be married and is altogether

so beautiful, so amiable, so innocent a creature,"

said Lidy Lechmere, musing aloud, "that Isnould
have some compunction in being the instrument
of doing her a wrong."

"Oh, my dear lady! this is being too pane<
tilious," ejaculated Mrs. Gale. "Come now, if

you will succour me in the present euterprize, I

will promise to introduce you to a young gentle-

man who is handsome as Apollo, as discreet as a
Minister of State, and who will be delighted to

engage in a tender intrigue with your iadjship."

Mrs. Gale then proceedei lu delineate the most
exciting picture of a perfect Adouis of m.iscuiiue

beauty, so that she speedily worked up Lady
Ltchmere's passions to an almost trenzied degree.

We must however observe that t;ie wdy wouiaa

was entirely drawing upon her own imngiuaiion

for this handsome youth whom she was so geue-

rously promising as a paramour for the liceutious

demirep. But Lady Lechmere put implicit faith

in all that the prucuiess was saying; and thougii

of an age when she ought to have been able to

control the fury of her passions, yet did her looks

betray the ravenous fienzy of the desires that

were blazing up within her.

"Come to me to-morrow morning, soon after

breakfast," she said to Mrs. Gaie, ''and «c will

talk more upon the subject. I must think over it

for at least tnis night. Besides, amongst the circle

of my acquaintance, it is quite possible that 1 miy

think of some other fair creature who will bet er

answer your purpose^, an 1 whom I should have

less remorse in deliveiiug over to the arms of the

Prince. Come then, to-morrow, I r<'p at— as

early as you like—and we will dtcide upou what is

to be done."

Mrs. G lie was well pleased with this arrange-

ment, and took her departure, congratulatius' her-

self that the ground was already cleai'ed for the

campaign which she bad to conduct.

CHAPTER CCXL
THE DARK HOCB.

In one of the most beautiful parts of Buckingham-

shire, stood Hallingham Hall, the country-seat of
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Lord Florimel, It was situated in a vale, with a

limpid river meandering tlirough the spacious

grounds ; and the slopes of the surrounding emi-

nences presented a beautiful variety of landscape

Lord and L^dy Florimel, together with their

beautiful niece Florence Eaton, had been staying

for about a fortnight at Hallingham Hall ; and at

the expiration of this period they were joined by

Sir Valentine Malvern, who was to pass a short

time there previous to the nuptial ceremony that

would malce the love y Florenca his bride.

The young lady was naturally rejoiced to meet

her intended husband again—for even the fort-

night's separation had appeared qiiite au age

:

while, on his part, Sir Valentine was well pleased

to observe that the fresh air of the country had

already conduced to the restoration of the colour

to the cheeks of Florence. For latterly, ere re-

moving to Hallingham Hall, she had grown pale

and melancholy, her looks denoting that a deep de-

spondency was taking possession of her mind. It

had been thought the cnange of air would prove

ben fiuial alike to her lietilth and spirits; and this

hope on the part of the fond relatives and anxious

lover, seemed already to be in the course of com-

plete fulfilment.

"My dearsst Florence," said Valentine Malvern,

one evening, when a few days afcer his arrival he

and his intended were rambling together on

the bank of the river which wound its way amidst

the fields, like a long coiling snake of pellucid

glass,—"my dearest Florence, you know not how
i
rejoiced I am to see you recovermg your health

and spirits. Ah ! my dear girl, I have passed many
an unhappy hour during the last two months on
your account!"

" I know th it such has been the case, Valen-

tine," shf^ replied, gazing with mournful tenderness

up into his countenance as slie clung to his arm :

"and I can assure you that it has increased my
Borrow when I have seen you thus anxious con-

cerning me. Believe me, I have struggled to the

utmost of my power to conceal the despondency

that was gradually weighing me down: but, Oh!
it WIS so difficult to assume gaiety when the heart

was lipuvy as if sinking with a weariness of life."

« But tell me, dear Florence—give me the assur-

ance f;om your own lips—that you are happier

wotc?"—and JMalvern gazed upon her with the

most ardent devotion, the most aft'ectionate in-

terest, and the most tender love, depicted in every

lineament of his handsome features.

" I feel happi'.T now that you are with nie," an-

swered Florence : and then it seemed to her lover

aa if she Rtru;,'gk-d with a great effort to subdue

the sigh which nevertheless rose to her lips.

"Yes—but was I not also with you when in

London?" he asked, in a mildly mournful voice :

"and then were you not yielding to that de-

spondency wliicli caused your fond relatives and
myself such cruel anxiety on your account?"

"Valentine — dear Valentine,'' she answered,

"let us change the conversation."

"Heavens, you are weeping, Florence! you are

weeping!" he exclaimed, aa the pearly drnpi

trickling down her cheeUs, gleamed in the rays of

the descending sun. " Oh ! what means this grief

—this sorrow ?"

"Do not ask me, dear Valentine," she said,

pressing the arm to which her delicate hand clung

;

and her voice was now nearly sutfocated with sobs.
" You know full well all that must be passing in my
mind "

"Oh, that fatal day!" ejaculated Malvern bit-

terly: "that fatal day when your aunt took you
to St. James's Palace !"

" And yet," murmured Florence, " it was the
day which made us acquainted."

" True ! and therefore I bless that day for one
thing," cried Malvern. " In that respect it is the

briglitest day in my whole existence. But for

other reasons it is a day to be regretted, Florence,

dear Florence, you are still weeping? Oh! tran-

quillize yourself—compose your feelings—put away
those sorrowful memories from your mind—do,

sweet girl, I implore you— I conjure you not

merely for my sake, but also for your own!"—
and catching her in his arms, he strained the beau-

teous creature to his breast.

"Valentine," she murmured, as they resumed
their walk together along the bank of the river,

" you know tint I love you with an affection as

fond, as devoteii, and as sincere as ever female

heart could cherish : but not even the strength of

all this love of mine can pour into my soul a flood

of happiness potent enough to sweep away tuose

despjudiig thoughts which despite of myself over-

shadow me at limes and make me feel as if some
evil were impending. Alas, Valentine ! it was the

hand of heaven itself which so combined a variety

of circumstances as to lead me on to the know-
ledge of the mystery of my birth—that mystery

which my kind relatives had so long and so sedu-

lously endeavoured to keep shrouded from ray

view ! And Oh ! when I think of my poor mother's

wrongs for wrongs she must have suffered—

wrongs she must have endured—though I am but

so partially acquainted with the tale as not to

understand it all thoroughly yet, when I think

of that poor dead mother's wrongs, it is enough

to drive me mad !"—and the young maiden, stop-

ping suddenly short and disengaging herself from

her lover's arm, covered her face with her hands

—

and he beheld the teats trickling between her

gloved fingers.

" O Florence—dearest, dearest Florence—yield

not thus to the influence of these bitter thoughts !"

exclaimed Valentine, himself almost frenzii'd with

grief. " It is all my fault!—it was I who made you
a rash promise to help in solving the mystery

which bewildered and aftl cted you !—it was I who
went to the palace and sought an interview with

the Prince "

"The Prince—my father!" said Florence, sud-

denly interrupting him : and as she removed her

hands at tlie sime time from her countenance, he

saw that it was deadly pale, and wore the expres-

sion of an anguish which, even had he not loved

' her so tenderly as he did, wouhl still have been

painful enough for him to behold on the counte*

nance of one so beautiful, so young, so innocentl

"Florence, why sp"ak you tlms? why look you

thus?" he asked, gazing on her with a sort of

terror as well as grief. "There is a depth in your

tone and there is an agonizing impress on your

teaturcs which I cannot endure!"
" i.istPii to me, dear Valentine," she said, again

t'lking his arm an^^ gently resuming her wa k by

his side on the bank of the river. " I feel that I
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Uiust now yive utterance to those thoughts which

sit so heavy upon my soul. And if not to you, ti

whom else on earth should I breathe them ?

Listen, I say—and do not interrupt me. Though
sij little has been told me relative to the mystery

of my birth—and that little so guardedly aad so

delicately imparted by my beloved relatives—yet

can my imagination fill up all the gloomy shades

uud terrible voids of the picture. Alas, Valentine

!

that my mother—my dear perished mother—must

have been pure, and virtuous, and innocent, and

good, 1 am confident : for is not my aunt Pauline

so? and were they not sisters? Alas!—then, she

must have been deceived—she must have been
betrayed: and who was the deceiver—who was

the betr.ayer ? He who holds upon my heart the

claim of a father: he whom nature prompts me to

love with a filial affection, but whom I cannot

love no, no, I cannot even think of him with

respect—feeling confident, as I do, that he be-

trayed and deceived my too trusting, too loving

mother ! For a time—until 1 knew in what light

the Prince stood with regard to me—I experienced

a yearning towards him: from the moment of that

interview at St. James's Palace, my sympathy was
enlisted in his behalf, in a manner that often

stirred my thoughts with an indescribable pathos

and made me weep. But still all that was a feeling

so very different from the one which I experience
for you! Then, when the mystery of that yearn-

ing was cleared up, and I discovered that it was
nature's voice appealing from the depths of my
soul towards the author of my being,—Oh I what
would I not have given to be enabled to love,

revere, and venerate him as a daughter should
love, revere, and venerate a father? But no, no
—this happiness was not to be allowed me : for at

the same time that I learnt in what light he stood
towarJs me, did 1 become aware of my poor
mother's unhappy love. Ah ! her early death—

a

death no doubt caused by a broken heart—tells

but too plainly the terrible tale of ruined hopes

—

blighted affections! And now you understand,
Valentine, how hard it is—nay, more, how shock-
ing it is—to be compelled to think of my own
father as the cause of my poor mother's premature
death. There have been times when, gazing up
at the canvass on which the countenance of that

dear mother is preserved, I have felt my heart
throb almost to bursting, and I have been so

choked with a convulsing anguish that it has
seemed as if the hand of death were upon me, and
that I was about to join my perished parent, in the
grave !"

Florence ceased—not because she had given ut-

terance to all she had to say, but because her voice
was now lost in a fresh outburst of anguish. Again
did her lover snatch her to his breast—imprint
upon her cheeks, her lips, and her brow the fondest
caresses—and say everything ho could to soothe,
solace, and cheer her. By her looks he saw that
she was deeply sensible of the sincerity of his love
and the tenderness of his sympathy : but the dark
hour was upon her, and she was a prey to a grief
which admitted not of speedy consolation.

" Valentine," she continued, in a voice plain-
tively low and mournfully sweet, •' I cannot help
tliis tide of reflections rushing in upon my brain
with an almost overwhelming effect. You will

pardon me—you will forgive mo, if I thus distress

you: but these thoughts which fill me with grief
are stronger than myself. For the first fortnight
that I was at Hallingham, I experienced a kind of
relief in being afar from the same city which con-
tains him whom I am bound in the secrecy of my
heart to regard as my father—but whom, alas I I
cannot love nor revere as such. "Within the last
two or three days, however, the gloominess of my
thoughts has been slowly and steadily coming back.
I have struggled against thatgrowing despondency
—1 have battled with it as courageously, as reso-
lutely, and as arduously as I could : yes—battled
with it more for your sake than my own, because
I would not afflict you! But this evening the
cloud has settled again upon ray soul with a weight
and with a darkness which I could neither conceal
nor shake off. Alas, alas! Valentine," she aided,
suddenly bursting forth into a passionate flood of
weeping, " I am afraid tiiat you will not consult
your own happiness by espousing me !"

"Heavens, Florence—speak not thus!" wildly

exclaimed Malvern ; " there is something dreadful
in your words !"

"Oh! do they sound like prophecy?" she asked
in a frenzied manner. ''Yes, yes—they do: for

they are dictated by a presentiment !"

"Florence, you distress me more than language
can describe 1" said Malvern, a deep solemnity
suddenly filling his looks, his voice, and h s man-
ner. "During the fortnight I was separated from
you—being compelled to remain in Loudon, as you
are aware, to transact particular business in re-

spect to my late fathar's affairs—my soul was glad-

dened by the cheering accounts which I received

concerning you from Lord Florimel. I came dowa
hither a few days ago joyful in the thought that I

should behold you restored to health and spirits.

And this hope seemed to be confirmed. Several

days have passed—I have watched you. Oh ! you
know not with how intense and absjrbing an in-

terest ; and each night, ou retiring to my chamber,

have I knelt down to return thanks to heaven for

this change which I believed to have been consum-
mated in the condition of your health and the tone

of your mind. This evening, when we cinie forth

for our usual walk, I felt my heart so exultant

—

my joy so full of a soaring gratitude towards

heaven—that I could no longer prevent my lips

from giving utterance to the words of congratula-

tion towards yourself. Alas, alas !" continued

Valentine, in deep despondency, " I now find that

the cloud has returned to your soul, and that your

thoughts are full of gloominess and pain. But be-

lieve rac, Florence," he added in a fervid manner,
" that all tlie endeavours of my life shall be I

directed to the healing of this wounded soul of

thine—my every study shall be to win you away
from grief and foreboding, aud to conjure up
the smiles again to your sweet angelic counte.

nance 1"

" Your kindness touches me to the quick," fal-

tered the pale but beauteous girl : " but alas ! I

fear so deeply lest this moibid state of mind on
my part—for such I know and feel it is—should
cause you incessant afiliction: whereas the object

of marriage should be the promotion of the hap-

piness of both."

"Florence, dear Florence, I beseech you not to

talk thus!" said Malvern, gently encircling her

slender waist wiili his arm. " You are dearer to
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me than aught that the world possesses—and so

must you ever remain. When I paze on you and

behold the looks of innocence beaming upon the

lineaments of beauty—when I coiitpmplatc you as

a being of an etherealized order— it cuts mo to the

very soul to thiuk that sorrow should have been

able to fasten its vulture-talons upon such a heart

as yours. But, Oh! ray beloved Florence— ray
angel—my darling—God is just, God is merciful—
and there is not a bane in this irorld without its

antidote—there U not a wound that can be in-

flicted for which no anodyne can be found I And
you, my adored one, when surrounded by all the

tender ministrations of the moat cntliusiastic lovo

—when enshrined as the idol of my worstiip and

my devotion,—you, I say, sweet Florence, tliall

find that in such a love as this there is a nnothiii^'

power even for the (^riefs that may have eaten

most deeply into your soul !"

Of her own accord the gentle Doaidcn threw her

arms around her lover's iicek, and kissed him un-

Msked. ' Then as she thn-! clunj; to him, she drew

bade her head somewhat and gazed up into his

countenance with a look of such fond, such inefifa-

ble aifection, that it seemed as if the spirit of

ethereal love itself were shininu; through her. At
that moment, too, the last beams of the sinking

sun shone upon her features ; and as the reviving

bliss of her heart sent up the roseate hue again to

her cheeks, her countenance appeared radiant as

tliat of an angel with the 8unli.;ht playing on it.

The effect was heiglitcncd by the teardrops which

still stood upon her long lashes, and which g ittered

like diamonds : while tJie sweet azure orbs thpui-

selvcs reflected the dancing light, and the rich

tresses of litr golden hair seemed to catch a

burnished lustro (rom tiio same source — thus

adding to Uic glory of h(>r aspect.

" O beauteous, beauteous Floreucc, thou art an
angel and not a creature cf this earth

!

' cried the
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enraptured Malvern, as he straiucd her vn:u iia-

passioned veheineuce to his breast.

His ear caught not the sigh which came up from

the depths of the young maiden's soul, as the pre-

sentiment str uck her that thoujjh she was indeed

as jot a being of this world, yet it was wriltea in

the book of destiny that she should soou be an

angfil in heaven!

The lovers now resumed their walk along the

bank of the river; and if Florence were not hap-

pier in her mind, at all events her despondency

was less ;ipparent than a few minutes back;— for

the excitement of the heart's feelings, aroused by

those tender proofs of love on Valentine's part,

had recalled the colour to her cheeks and the

brightness to her eyes. But, Ai>! what means

tliat loud cry which, suddenly ringing through the

air, reaches their ears? They stop short; and

Florence clings to S r Valentiue Malvern's arm, as

if to prevent herself from sinking down btneath

the weight of a vague but tornble presentment

which falls upon her.

Almost at tlie same instant a man is seen rush-

ing towards them along the bank, having appa-

rently emerged from a copse, or grove, which

stretched down to the margin of the stream at a

little distance.

" Help, for God's sake—help!" cries this indi-

vidual, VI ho seems to be a labouring man. " Lord
Fiorimel is drowning! Help, help !"'

At those terr.ble words a wild shriek burst from

the \i])A of Florence Eaton ; and her senses imnie-

diately abandoning Ixer, she woulti have faliep haj

not Valentine's arm sustained her.

"Help, help! quick, quick 1" cried the individual

who had given the alarm. " Come—or it will be

too late!"

Nut another instant did Valentine hesitate how
to iict: but depositing the inanimate furm of

Florence upon the grass, which a sullvy day liad

loft perfectly free from dampness, he boiinded in

the tiack of the strange man, who gui4i;ij liim

fleetly towards the copse just alluded to. JJut

scarcely had the young Baronet entered the yrove,

when he was seized upon by three other men
wearing black masks over their countenances ; and

b: ing altogether unprepared lor such an attack',

lie was overpowered in an instant. Indeed, quick

as thought, strong cords were fastened to his

hands and feet: he vT.as then bound to a tree; and

the three men, accompanied by the individual who
had enticed him thither, rushed away in the direc-

tion where he had left Florence.

Notwithstanding the suddenness with wl.ich this

outrage was accomplished, Valentine had de-

manded of the men what their object was—whom
he hid oflFended—and why he was thus treated

?

For he was at once convinced that tliey were not

robbers, inasmuch as they exhibited no unne-

cessary violence in thus securing him; nor did

they offer to plunder his person. But he could

obtain no answer to the questions thus put ; and
the work being done effectually, though hurriedly,

the men sped away, as already stated—leaving the

young Baronet bound fast to the tree iu the deep
shade of the prove.

Desperate was the struggle he made to release

hiniseU'; for the cruellest apprehensions now sc'zed

upon his mind iu respect to Florence. But his

effo»fs t* aiaopo frvm tho h»i\i>i whi«h «»ourod

hiiii, were altogether unavailing. Then be sud-
dcu y relinquished the attempt, and strained his
eyes to peaetrate through the shade of the grove
and the deepening gloom of evening, so as to
follow the mpn with his looks and watch their pro-
ceedings. But no—he could not, from the spot
wlicre lie was thus bound, command a view of that
place where he had left Florence lying upon the
grass: and well nigh driven to frenzy, he shouted
for help as loudly as he could. The echoes
answered him— but no other voice responded.
The darkness deepened—the passing minutes
grew into an hour—and still was the unhappy
young gentlemaa held fast in the captivity of his

bondd. Again and again did he struggle with
desperation to extricate himself; but no—the
cords were stout—they had been tied with skilful

hands, though the work was done rapid'y—and it

was a tree strong as a marble column to which the
lover of Flijrence Eaton was thus held fast. Two
—three—faur hours pas-ed; and undtr the influ-

ence of terrible apprehensions, agonizing feelings,

qruel uncertaimics, and wildering conjectures

—

combined witli the exhaustion produced by in-

cessant but vainly reucweil attempts to free him-
self from his bonds—Sir Valentiue Malirem felt

his physical and mental energies alike giriog

way.

Prfsontly—some time past midnight—just as

he was sinking down into that kind of langour

which seemed to b<s the precursor of approachmg
death, no hi ar.i voices at a distance, and beheld

the g.eam of lights moving about to and fro along

the hauk of the river. Collecting all his energies,

he ci id out for help again: but his voice was so

feeble that ic was some time ere he could make
him-itlf heard. At length liC succeeded: and then

tlie lights all began advancing rapidly towards the

grove, so that iu a few moments lie coulJ perceive

that they wcra torches which several men were

cariying ii) their hsnds. Almost immediately

after v^ards Lord Floriuiel, attended by all the male

doiuesiics of his inauiioij—for these were the

btari'vs of the ^)irhea—euteied the grove; and
their amazemeut may be Letter conceived than

described v/hen they discovered Sir Valentine

Malveiu in thr.t condition.

In the hurried manner of acute suspense he in-

quired concerning Florence; and then all his un-

certainty was cleared up—ad his terrible misgiving

was confirmed—on hearing from Lord Fiorimel'a

lips that the young lady had not been seen since

sho went forth to walk before sunset with Sir

Valentine, indeed, it appeared that the prolonged

and unaccountable absence of the two lovers had

naturally filled the inmates of the Hall with alarm;

and as the hours passed away and they returned

not, Lord Fiorimel had come forth with all his

male dependants to examine the banks of the

river, and ascertain if any traces of accident or

misadventure might afford a clue to the mystery

of this absence.

Being speedily emancipated from his bonds,

—and his strength somewhat recruited by a

draught of brandy, which one of the men (a game-

keeper) happeiiid to have iu a flask about his

person,— Sir A'alcn'iiie related all that had oc-

curred; and there could consequently be no
longer any doubt as/o the fact that some dia-

bolical treachery had b«en played. In a word, it
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was clear enough that Florence had been carried

off. The false alarm which haJ represented Lord

Florimel to be drowninij, was of course a heartless

stratagem to separate Sir Valeutine from Fiorence;

and the reader has seen how well the trick buc-

ceeded.

But who could be the perpetrator of the out-

rage? This seemed to defy ail conjecture. There

was however no time to indulge ia speculations

and hypotheses upon the point: but Lord Florimel

ordered his dependants to separate in all direc-

tions, and make inquiries amongst the peasants

and country-people as to whether strangers had

been seen, or a post-chaise or other vehicle ob-

served, under any circumstances that might afford

a clue to the solution of the mystery. In short,

everything was done which could be possibly

thought of at the time, to get upon the track of

the authors of this most unaccountable outrage.

CHAPTER CCXII.

IHE ABDUCTION.

We left Florence Eaton lying in a state of uncon-

sciousness upon the bank of the river. When she

came to herself again, she was inside a vehicle

along with two females. The carriage was tearing

along at a tremendous rate; and in the dim un-

ci rtaiu light which now prevailed, the amazed and

.-iftrighted girl could distinguish no familiar fea-

tures by the roadside so as to make her aware of

the route which the equipage was pursuing ; and

it was only with indistinctness that she could per-

ceive the countenances of the two females in

whose company she thus found herself.

At fi'.st it struck her that she must be in a

dream; and closing her eyes, she pressed her

hand to her brow to concentrate hei- reflections.

But as all that had taken place on the bank of the

river came rapidly back to her mind, and she

remembered the alarming occurrence which had

made her swoon in her lover's arms,—she gave

vent to a sudden cry of anguish; and forcibly

catching the sleeve of the female who was seated

next to her, she exclaimed in a quick hysterical

tone, " My uncle—Lord Florimel—what lias hap-

pened? Speak, speak !"

"Your uncle, my dear child," ariwered the

female to whom she had addressp i herself, aid

who by licr voice, mauncr, and ucportmeat Flo-

rence soon perceived to be a high-bred ptrsou

—

" your uncle, my dear child, is safe t"

"Heaven be thanked I' cried Florence, a tre-

mendous weight suddenly taken from her mind.

"But whither am I going? who are you? what

means this rapid travelling ? Oh, keep mo not in

suspense I Something terrible must have occurred

—tor all this can scarcely mean harm to niysell
!"

" Fear uothiDg, and give way to no apprehen-

sions," replied the lady who was seated next to

Florence. " Everything that is being done is tor

your ultimate good. You are too much excited

now for me to enter into any particulars ; besides

which, it is impo'-sible to converse calmly and

tranquilly while travelling at this rapid rate. In

about an hour we shall be at our journey's end;

and you may rely. Miss Eaton, upon the kindest

treatment and the most delicate attentions."

"But who are you?" inquired Fiorence, both

frightened and bewildered. " Surely if you are

friendly disposed towards me, you will nut hesitate,

even for a single instant, to say wherefore I am in

your company ? In short, what U the meaning of

all this proceeding, so incomprehensible to me?"
"Know me as Mrs. Waldegrave," said the lady;

"and this person," she added, in allusion to the

other female, who was seated opposite, "is my
housekeeper, Mrs. Spencer. She is a kind-hearted

and excellent woman, and will pay you all possible

attention."

"You are both strange to me—I never even

heard of you before I" cried Florence, her misgiv-

ings increasing to the most poignant degree of

anguish. "Why are you taking me away?—is it

with the consent of my uncle and aunt?—where is

Sir Valentine Malvera? Oh I speak, I conjure

you I—keep me not iu suspense ! Has any harm
befallen fttm?"

•'No—nothing of the kind," responded Mrs.

Waldegrave. " You have naught, my dear child,

to make you unhappy—much less fiU you with

alarm."
" Then in one word," said Florence, all her

courage and all her presence of mind appearing to

concentrate themselves for a great effort in the

present emergency of suspicion and doubt,—" in

one word, tell me what means this proceeding, or

I will shriek forth from the carriage- wiudoir

for help."
" Miss Eaton, I cannot and will not explain my-

self at present," answered the lady who called

herself Mrs. V/aldegrave; and she spoke in a

firm, decisive, and almost peremptory voice. " As
for your threat of crying for help from the window,

it were useless : the carriage is mine—the servants

are mine—and you may rest assured that whatever

their instructions are, they will obey them."

Florence Eaton said not another word, but sank

back into the corner of the vehicle with a terrible

sensation of wretchedness in her bosom. That she

wa,s the victim of some treachery was but too evi-

dent ; but of what nature could this treachery be ?

Her soul was too guileless, her thoughts too pure,

her acquaintance with the ways of the world too

limited, to enable her to form the natural con-

jecture which a female of larger experience would

at once have (lone : namely, that it was for the

most dishonourable of purposes she had thus been

made tlic victim of a forceable abduction. Three

or four times during the hour which elapsed after

she had regained her consciousness, did she be-

seech Mrs. Waldegrave to relieve her mind from

suspense: but perceiving that it was in vain to

question this lady, the unhappy girl gave way to

her grief iu Hoods of tears and bitter lamenta-

tions.

Presently the carriage stopped, while a servant

got down from the box to open a gate leading into

a large park; and then the equipage, turning into

this enclosure, pursued its way up a wide gravel

road to a spacious and handsome-looking man«iou,

at the principal entrance of which it stopped. Tho

front door immediately opened—a couple of ser-

vants in rich liveries came forth—and Mrs. Walde-

grave hastily whispered in Florence E iton's car,

" For your own sake make no appeal to my do-

mestics : for they cannot—they daro not—disobey

my orders, whatever thosa orders may be; and
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you would only expose yourself to a mortifyinii

humiliation by appealing to them."

Florence Eatou felt so truly miserable that she

had now neither spirits nor courage for anything :

but descending mechanically from the carriage,

she sufiFered herself to be conducted by Mrs.

Waldegrave and Mrs. Spencer into the mansion.

Lights were burning in the hall, which was spa-

cious and lofty, with marble columns and splendid

statues. Thence they ascended a wide and

equally magnificent staircase: but Florence ob-

served little of the specimens of sculpture or the

porcelain vases which embellished the ascent. She

was led on into a sumptuously furnished sitting-

room, where a table was spread with refreshments,

and Mrs. Waldegrave now pressed her to sit

down and partake of the repast. The invitation

seemed all in a moment to make the young lady

sensible of the circumstances of her position : that

is to say, she suddenly woke up from the confusion

of her ideas, and flinging a quick glance around,

exclaimed, " This is no place with which I am
familiar! everything is strange, as the counte-

nances which meet my eyes I Tell me then, once

for all—where am I, and who are you?"

"My name I hare already told you," said Mrs.

Waldegrave : " I may now add that this is my
house, where you will be a most welcome guest."

" Or a prisoner—a captive !'' cried Florence

bitterly : then arming herself with all a young

virgin's dignity, she said, " But no—it is scarcely

possible that you can really mean outrage against

me! You are yourself evidently a lady of wealth,

and position, and respectability, and you can have

no object in doing me liarm. You also," added

Florence, turning towards Mrs. Spencer, " are of

an appearance far from calculated to inspire

ttrror or foreboding. There is even something

kind and benevolent in your looks. Then why am
I here ?"

As she asked herself this question,—for it was

put in a musing manner to herself, though spoken

aloud,—a pallor of a ghastly aspect suddenly over-

spread her countenance ; and she staggered back

as if the idea which suddenly entered her head

had struck her with the violence of a blow. Mrs.

Waldegrave and Mrs. Spencer sprang forward to

catch her in their arms : for they thought she was

on the point of falling backward ;—but with an

abrupt start and a wild cry, she shrieked forth,

"No, no—keep o£f-do not come near me! You
wish to put the strait-waistcoat on me—you think

me mad! O heavens! you think me mad!" re-

peated the wretched girl: and flinging herself

upon a sofa, she burst into a flood of tears, wring-

her hands bitterly.

Mrs. Waldegrave and Mrs. Spencer exchanged

quick looks of amazement, as they all in a

moment comprehended the nature of the idea

which had thus suddenly talcen possession of

Florence Eaton.
" Oh ! yes, yes—now I understand it all 1" again

shrieked forth the poor girl, in the wildest

paroxysms of anguish. " I have read in books

how people are thus spirited away by strangers, and

at night-time—thrust into carriages—and borne off

to mad-houses. But I am not mad ! No, no

—

believe me, dear lady," she continued, throwing

herself upon her knees at the feet of Mrs. Walde-
grave, * I am not mad ! Good heavens ! is it possi-

ble that my uncle and my aunt, who have cherished

me 80 tenderly—or that "Valentine, who loves ma
so fondly—could have consigned me to the horrors

of a mad-house? It is true that I havo had
strange thoughts and perhaps said strange things

at times : but still I am not mad—no, not mad I"

" Rise, rise, dear child," said Mrs. Waldegrave,

in a soothing and conciliatory manner. " Take my
advice—retire to rest—endeavour to sleep soundly

—and to-morrow we will have some serious con-

versation together. Do not for a moment fancy

that any harm will befall yoa."
" Well, I must trust in your kindness then," said

poor Florence, in a tone so deep'y mournful and
with a look so full of utter despair, that any but

the flintiest heart would have been moved by that

spectacle of woe on the part of one so yoatbful, so

innocent, so lovely!

She rose from her knees, slowly and painfoUy,

and with a fixed look in which there was nothing

wild, but all b ank hopelessness : while Mrs. Spen-

cer intimated her readiness to conduct the young

lady to a bed-chamber. Florence followed her me-

chanically, and was escorted upstairs to a room
furnished in the most elegant manner. Mrs. Spen-

cer asked if Miss Eaton would prefer sleeping

alone, or whether she would like to have a lady'a-

maid as her companion?—in reply to which Flo-

rence uttered the single word, " Alone!" and then

Mrs. Spencer, bidding her good-night, issued from

the chamber.

The young damsel sat herself down near the

elegant toilet-table; but instead of making any

preparations for retiring to rest, she fell into a

deep reverie. As the reader has already seen, she

fancied she had discovered the clue to all these

proceedings which had at first filled her with so

much uncertainty aud alarm;—and she began to

revolve in her mind all that she had ever said or

done within the last few months that could pos-

sibly have led her relations to imagine that her

mind was unhinged. Poor girl ! she soon began

attaching importance to many, many compara-

tively trivial words and actions on her part ; and

as she pondered upon those intervals when the

dark clnud had rested upon her soul, she could

not help saying to herself, "Alas! perhaps it is

indeed too true !—and when I thought of my poor

dead mother's wrongs, 1 might have looked and

said such strange things that those about me fan-

cied me mad i"

She put her hind to her brow, and pressed it

bird to her throbbing temples. Then, renting her

elbow upou the toilet-table, she sat perfectly mo-

tionless for several minutes, asking herself whether

in truth her mind was unsettled, or whether she

was the victim of a fearful misconception on the

part of her relatives ? Alas ! this morbid state

of feeling on her part was but too well calculated

to unsettle her mind in reality, and make reason

totter upon its throne!

All of a suJden she burst into a violent fit of

weeping; and wrin<;ing her hands bitterly, ex-

claimed aloud, " O Valentine, ViWeutinc! you al.so

thought me mad—and you must likewise have

given your assent to my being brought hither I"

At lenptli, exhausted wiih the wearing and tear-

ing excitement of her feelings, she laid aside her

apparel -retired to r&st—aud speedily sank into a

profound slumber.
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When she awoke in the morning and reflected

on all that had taken place on the previous night,

she was more than ever convinced that the whole

proceeding was dictated by the motives her

imagination had suggested. She feared not ill-

treatment in her present habitation, nor at the

hands of those by whom she was surrounded: but

she longed—Oh! she deeply longed to go back to

her relations whom she loved so well, and again to

behold him who possessed the tenderest affections

of her heart. But how was this happy consum-
mation to be brought about? It naturally oc-

curred to her that she could only be restored to

her home and to her friends when her mind should

no longer exhibit any of tliose morbid feehngs

which (as she fondly fancied) had led to her pre-

sent position. She therefore resolved to exercise

a rigid and stern control not only over all her

words, but over all her thoughts,—to study alike

the discipline of her mind and the forms of her

language,—in a word, to do her best to convince

those about her, in as short a time as possible,

that she was thoroughly cured. Thus did this

poor girl reason herself into the belief that her

brain was actually touched by insanity, and that it

was npcessary for her to exert all her moral
cuergies with a view to the re establishment of her
complete mental health.

Having been led by the very artlessness of her

nature to these conclusions,—for she was too

guileless to suspect for a single instant that it was
from dishonourable motives she had been snatched
away from home and placed whei-e she wa-,—she

did not of course entertain the slightest resent-

ment against her uncle and aunt, nor against

Valentine Malvern, for having (as she supposed)

consigned her to a mad house. She believed that

they had only done what was absolutely necessary,

and with tlie kindest intention towards herself.

She even, therefore, more lovingly and tenderly

than ever cherished their iraa:^es ; and, if possible,

more devoutly prayed that heaven would thower
down the choicest blessings upon their heads.

Presently a neatly-dressed young female, of in-

teresting appearance, entered the chamber, an-

nouncing herself as the lady's-maid specially

appointed to wait upon Miss Eiton. Florence

received her with that amiable kindness which she

was ever wont to display towards her inferiors;

and the maid could not help thinking to herself

that the young lady already seemed wonderfully

resigned to all that had happened to her. By the

time the process of the toilet was hnished, Mrs.

Waldegrave made her appearance ; and embracing

Florence, she expressed her delight to find her so

tranquillized in feeling and so comparatively well

in looks. Florence gave a smiling answer, and
even expi-essed herself grateful for the attentiiins

with which she found herself surrounded. Mrs.
Waldegrave then led her down to the breakfast

parlour ; and though the young damsel ate but

little, she nevertheless seemed in tolerably good
spirits, and treated Mrs. Waldegrave with a sort

of affectionate respect.

We must here pause to give some brief descrip-

tion of the mansion at which the present scenes

are occurring. It was one of those old-l'a»hioned

country-seats which are principally to bo met
witli in the agricultural districts, and which at the

time of their erection were intended in all respects

to suit the purposes and the conveniences of those
country 'squires who farmed their own estates and
lived from one year's end to another amongst their

tenants withoat dreaming of " London seasons" or

visits to fashionable watering-places. The man-
sion of which we are speaking, was one of the kind
alluded to. It was spacious, and possessed nume-
rous outhouses,—30 that while in front it had all

the appearance of a handsome country-house, in

the rear it looked like an immense farm-homestead.

The hall, the staircase, and some of the sitting-

apartments bad been completely modernized, by
the aid of marble pillars, sculptured cornices,

beautiful statues, carpets upon the oaken floors,

and such other arrangements as suited the fashion-

able tastes of the recent and present possessor of

the mansion. It was chiefly in the upper portion

of the spacious building that its antiquated archi-

tecture and arrangements had been left untouched

by the innovation of modern decorators, builders,

carpenters, and upholsterers. Tne highest storey

consisted of a long passage, reaching from one end
of the building to the other, and having on each
side an array of doors numbered like those of an
inn. Overhead, and just beneath the roof, was an
immense loft, stretching likewise from one ex-

tremity of the building to the other; and this place

in former times had served as a store-room for

the purposes of the thrifty housewife. But the
shelves, racks, and frames, where autumn-fruits in

those past times were wont to be kept, and where
all kinds of garden-stuff, sweet herbs, and so forth,

had been spread out with a careful hand for

winter's use,—were all empty now; and the im-
mense loft no longer served for any purpose.

However, the clumsy wooden crane, which in

former times had been used to hoist up huge
hampers of fruit, baskets of vegetables, sacks of
potatoes, and all the products of the kitchen-
garden that were wont to be stored, as above
stated, in the immense loft,—that huge crane, we
say, was still there : but the door from which it

had to be thrust forth when its services were
required, and which, as the reader may understand,
opened as it were upon an abyss, had remained
shut up many long, long years.

Having thus glanced at the appearance of the
mansion where the present scenes are passing, we
shall now resume the thread of our narrative.

CHAPTER CCXIII.

THE FAIR OAPTIVB.

A WEKK had passed since the forcible abduction
of Florence Kiton, and during this interval the
morbid condition of the young damsel's mini had
experienced the pernicious ioHucuces of her cap-
tivity, as well as of the bulief whicli she had formed
in respect to its motive. When alone, she often
and often carried her thoughts back to those days
when she was blithe and happy — when nothing
weighed upon her soul, and hIic knew not the
name of care! This train of rt-flvction naturally
led her to date the alierel otatu of her feelings
from thit fatal hour when slie hrst beheld the
Prince Regent at St. Janie^*'* Pal.ice ; and she
could not help often and ofLcn saying to herself,

;• Had 1 never known the Prince—my father—

I
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should hft gay and happy now, as previously I was
wont to be !"

Tiie result of these meditations was a strength-

ening of thit feelin;^ of pain nnd anguisii which,

ever sinoe the discovery of her parentage, she had
experienced when tiiiiiking of Jier father. AVe
have heard her in sorrow and in grief make her

unsophisticated plaint to Valentine Malvern, to

the effect that she could not love, revere, and
venerate the name of her frither as a daughter
should : but now, during this week of her captivity,

she had been insensibly but irresistibly led on to

regard that father's image not merely with pain,

but with absolute aversion. She struggled against

this sentiment so repugnant to her delicate appre-

ciations of gentleness, kindness, and propriety : but

it gained upon her— it grew stronger than herself

—and she could not throw off its influence. Let us

follow her for a little space, when thus carried on

by the strong current of her reflections; and the

reader will gain therefrom a deeper insight into

the mysterious changes that were operating in the

80ul of Florence Eaton.
•' Can I any longer conceal from myself that the

spell of an evil destiny is upon me ? Why was I

Eu2fered, after the lapse of so many years, to pene-
trate the veil of mystery which had been so reli-

giously kept hanging over my birth? My ciiild-

hood had passed in blissful ignorance of everything
calculated to dr;iw down a cloud upon my soul

:

my girlhood had passed likewise in the same happy
unconsciousness of all that lurked behind the veil;

but when entering upon womanhood, the force of

destiny suddenly manifested itself, and, as it was
decreed that my eyes should be opened so as to

scan the past, heaven in its own inscrutable man-
ner combined all the incidents that were to lead to

this initiation. Thus the day which first brought
me into the presence of my father, likewise threw
me in the way of Valentine, through whom it. was
decreed that the reading of the mystery was to be
brought about. For had I not so earnestly besought
him to clear it up for me, never would tlic secret

have fallen from the lips of my uncle and my aunt

!

And then, what did I discover? That tho Prince,

who at first had enlisted my sympathies, had
been the cause long years ago of my poor mo-
ther's unhappiness, and shame, and premature
death I And I have sought to lovo this father-
but I caimoti No—if I endeavour to look lovingly

on his image, that of my poor mother rises up be-

fore me in mournfulnesa, ia sorrow—even with
reproachful look?, and seems to remind me that
I am endeavouring to love her murderer ! O
heavens! what thought is this which has sent a
shudder through my entire being ? That my f.ither

18 a murderer -the murdereruf my mother! Alas!
when I conjure up that sweet and beauteous coun-
tenance whose lineaments are preserved upon the
faithful canvass at my uncle's mansion in London,
it seems that 1 must fall down and kneel to that

image as if it were an angel's : find then, at the
sama moment an obtruding shadow darkens my
Boul—and this shadow is the ijiage of my father!
Oh! heaven send that 1 may never behold the
Prince again! For I feel—Oh! I feel that I could
not endure to gaze upon him— I could not ap-
proach him without feeling a cold tremor pass
over me,— I should fly fivm him—my GoU! I

should fly from Idm, as if it wera a fpectra I abi>ut to converse with me upon any topic regard*

haunting mc. His very image fills me with a pre-
sentiment of evil! M-thin'cs that my fatal curi-
o.sity in seeking to penetrate the mystery of the
past, has already begun to draw down a terrible

punishment upon myliead; and that in the con-
snramati)n of my unhappy destiny my own fattier

is yet to bear a part!"

But we will not follow the afflicted girl in those
reflections to which she constantly found herself
yielding, and from which she struggled to escape.
Suffice it to say that the condition of her mind
day by day grew more morbid, until she at length
not merely contemplited the image of her fath'r
with pain and aversion, but even wiih a mo.tal
terror. She would drtam that the Prince, in tie
shape of a hideous spectre, stood by her couch at
night, and made threatening gestures with his out-
stretched arms above her head. Even in the
middle of the day, in the bro id sunlight, did she
behold that imige rising up before her, like a dark
shade obstructiug the be ims which the glorious

effulgence of noon was pouring in at the niudows;
and then she would pass her baud rapidly over her
eyes, so that the pnantom of her imaginatioa
would disappear era the scream that rose to her
lips foun 1 vent. Horror was thus taking posses^

ftion of the mind of poor Florence Eaton

!

But did not Mrs. W,il iegrave perceive all this ?

No: for in pursuance of the resolve whioa the

young damsel had m.ide oti the first morning of

her captivity at the mansion—a resolve div;tatod

by her earnest hnging t) be freed from a place

which she fancied to be a mad-house—she main-

tained an aspect of outward calm, blended even
with a certain degree of cheerfuln-v'ss, that com-
pletely veiled the morbid condition (;f her mind.

Heaven knows it was not with any sentiment of

low cunning or any feeling of base duplicity, that '

Florence practised this concealment! No— she

was incapable of ariifice, as the term is generally

understood. Poor girl ! she fancied that she had
been placed there for tiie sake cf her mental

health, and that the more control she exercised

over her inward feelings, the sooner she would be

restored to her friends—so that it was natural

enough for her to imagine that by forcing herself

to seem cheerful and guy, she was putting a whole-

some restraint upon the morbid action of her

thoughts and was ministermg to her own cure 1

It was on the eighth morning after the young
lady's forcible abduction, that .Mrs. Waldegrave,

when breaUf.ist wis over, addressed the fair cap-

tive in the following manner:

—

"On the night of your arrival, I in'imated to

you, my dear Miss Eaton, that on the ensuing day
we would have some conversation tgetner: but
I have purposely posponed all such serious dis-

course until now, in order that you miglit have
leisure to become comp'etciy reconciled to your
present abode, and also that you mi^ht learu to

know me better than t:u> acqaaiiitancesliip of a few

short hours could possibly have enabled you to do.

Now, if you please, wo wi;l have this promised bat

<leferred conversation."

"You may easily suppose, Mrs. Waldegrave,'*

said Florence, endeavouring to still the beatings

of that heart which was palpitating with suspense,

"ihat lam deeply interested in the observations
you have just m idc, and that I am glad you are
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ing ray welfare—for to such do I couceive you

have alluded."

" LUten then, with attention and patience," said

Mrs. Walde^rave : and drawing her chair closer

to where Florence was seated, she continued thus

:

—"Young ladies of your a^e, innocence, and in-

experience, often imagine that they themselves

are the best judges of their own happiness; and

they fondly believe that in order to ensure this

happiness, they have only to follow the impulse of

a particular sentiment, or yield to the influence

of a feeling the greatest charm of which is its

novelty. But real happiness, such as the world

understands it, is not to be obtained in this man-
ner. Fond relations, more indulgent than wise,

will sometimes encourage young ladies to pursue

the bent of their inclinations iu the course to which

I am alluding;—and perhaps they do not err, so

long aa no prospects of a more brilliant character

present themselves to the view. But sometimes

when these brilliant prospects do present them-

selves, they are viewed with mistrust and sus-

picion, because the prejudices of an extreme re-

finement of morality are against them: yet when
regarded in a purely worldly point of view, the

proceeding which they suggest should be looked

upon as paramount above all other considerations.

I do not know wiielher you catch my meaning?"
obseived Mis. Waldeyjrave, as she noticed that

Florence gazed upon her with a look of deepening

perplexity and bewilderment.

•' FranUly speaking,' replied the young lady, " I

cannot at all comprehend the nature of your re-

marks. If I Avere to read them in a book, I should

consider thein as forming a portion of some deep
metaphysical essay altogttlier exceeding the li-

mited range of my intellect."

".Twill then become more explicit," said Mrs.
"U'ald grave; "and instead of speaking of young
ladies generally, I will allude to your own case in

particular. You have conceived an affection for

Sir Valentine M.alvcrn, and you believe that your
happiucss depends upon the fulfilment of the en-

gagement existing between you. Your relatives

have encouraged this attachment on your part;

and they have sanctioned the projected union

between yourself and Sir Valentine. Now, all this

is very well as far as it goes, and belougs to the

ordinary routiue of life. But suppose that you
suddenly found yourself marked out for the fulfil-

ment of another desiiiiy, and that you were called

upon to renounce the imagined bliss of these

Springtime hopes and first aifcctious,—suppose
th;it ynu were made to understand tliat the career

which in your artlessncss you had chalked out fur

yourself^ is not the one which jou are fated to

pursue "

"Ah! I know—I feci," cried Florence, "how
impossible it is to strugi^h> against one's destiny!

I have already had proofs of tknt! But surely

you, madam, do not pretend to possess the key to

tiie reading of the future as it regard* myself?

My fate is not in your hands ; and heaven cannot
have whispered iu your ear its iuteutious respect-

ing me."

"No, my dear Florence," replied Mrs. Walde-
grave, somewhat startled by the singularity of the

young lady's observations, and not knowing pre-

cisely in what sense to read them : " I do not

prstoud to th« gift; of propbecj—gnd believe me

that everything which I consider destined to occur
to yourself maybe foreshadowed without a mira-
clo and will be accomplished by very natural

means. But what I wish you to tell me is this :—
If it be possible to convince you that the basis

upon which you have hitherto hoped to establish

your happiness, is not the true one; but that

another of a more solid and endurable character,

and accompanied with circumstances of greater
brilliancy and splendour, can be presented to your
view,—what would you say? what answer would
you give ? in what manner would you treat the
proposition?"

Florence gazed upon Mrs. Waldegrave with a
slight expression of anxiety in her countenance,
as if she had caught a distant idea of the meaning
which was buried within this cloud of sophistry

and beneath this mass of words: but suddenly

becoming profoundly grave, she said in a low and
mournful voice, " I do not dare for an instant

imagine that you mean me any harm, or that you
are capable of giving me bad counsel : but at the

same time, your words sink like a presentiment

and a foreboding of evil into my heart."

" Perhaps I am not explicit enough yet," said

Mrs. Waldegrave, feeling her way with the utmost
caution.

" Do you—do you," falteringly asked the young
maiden—"do you mean me to understand that

I am to renounco the hope of ever becoming the

wife of Sir Valentine Malvern ?"—and while a deep

blush mantled upon her cheeks, the tears suddenly

trickled forth from her eyes hUeau April shower
moistening the leaves of the rose.

"I do mean," replied Mrs. Waldegrave, "that
if you were to consult your own happiness, you
would put away the imago of Sir Valentine Mal-
vern from your heart."

"Why— Oh, why?" demanded Florence, with

mingled grief, indignation, and alarm. " Is it that

1 am no longer worthy of his love ? is it that you
would have me love another? or ia it that he him-
self no longer loves me?"
"You, uiy dear child," answered Mrs. Walde-

grave, with all the blandness of the most motherly
air, "are worthy of being loved by the highest, the

proudest, and the noblest."

"Tuenwill you dare assert that Valentino has
proved liimself unworthy of my love ?" asked Flo-

rence, starting from her seat. "No, uo—you
would not tell me that I I should not believe you
—nothing on earth could make me believe you 1"

Mrs. Waldegrave now saw that in order to crush

as it were the spirit of her intended victim, it was
necissary to wound that spirit iu its most tender

point; and therefore, gazing wit i solemn earnest-

ness and mournful gravity at the young damsel's

countenance, she said, " Elorenoe, prepare your-

self to hc.ir something of a most unpleasant cha-

racter. Valentine Malvern ii uo louger worthy of
you I

'

"It is false—it is false!" shrieked forth Florence,

in a wild and piercing tune : then clasping her

hands together i:i a paro.tysin of acute mental

agonj", she exclaimed, " 1 may be mad in some
respects—mid with presentiments — mad wheu
haunted by imaifes of evil-mad when g.izing upoa
certain incidents of the past— but ncv. r, never will

my mind become so clouded as to sufier the belief

to creep into it that Valentino is falao. iladaui, 1
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begin to suspect you of some deep and sinister

motives:—or perhaps you may only say thi^ to try

me— to put my fortitude and my reason to the

test? But, Ohl if such be your object, it is cruelly

carried out—most cruelly, most barbarously 1"

" Florence, my dear girl," said Mra. Waldegrave,

rising from her seat and taking both the young

lady's hands in her own, "we will say no more

concerning this subject upon the present occasion.

I do not wish to torture you unnecessarily, nor

put you to a test that is too severe. Will you

allow me to introduce to you to-morrow a person

of my acquaintance, who will himself explain much
better than I can possibly do, all that it is neces-

sary for you to know ?"

It instantaneously struck Florence that Mrs.

Waldcf^rave was alluding to some physician—in

plain terms, a mad- doctor; and though this im-

pression was accompanied by a cold tremor passing

rapidly over her entire frame, yet it almost imme-
diately yielded to a feeling of relief and satisfac-

tion as the second thought flashed to her mind
that it was merely a test as to her sanity which she

had to undergo. The interval of hesitation before

she answered, was therefore so short that it

scarcely seemed any hesitation at all : and she

said in a tone the calmness of which somewhat
surprised Mrs. "Waldegrave, " Yes, I will see the

person to whom you allude ; and rest assured that

I will not only hear him patiently, but will answer

him without passion and without excitement."
*' Ah! if you will only listen to him as patiently

as you propose," replied Mrs. Waldegrave, " you

will be adopting the course most likely to conduce

to your own interests."

" Be assured, madam, that I will do so," rejoined

Florence. " And now, with your permission, I will

retire to my chamber : for I wish to reflect upon
all you have been saying."

" Do so, my dear child," was the answer ; " and

I will write and tell the person to whom I have

alluded, that he may be here to-morrow about

mid-day."

Florence Eaton then quitted the apartment

where this dialogue had taken place ; and retiring

to her own chamber, she sat down to ponder upon
everything she had heard.

"No," she said to herself after a long and serious

meditation, "it is impossible—utterly impossible,

that Valeutine can be false—equally impossible

that by any act on his part he could become un-

worthy of my love. But, oh ! could Mrs. Walde-
grave's words have had another meaning—a mean-
ing which nevertheless is to lead to the same end ?

Is it her opinion that the morbid condition of my
mind renders me unfit to become the bride of Va-
lentine Malvern, and that such an alliance, so far

from sealing our happiness, would stamp the

misery of us both ? Alas 1 1 fear that such was in-

deed the meaning of her words—a meaning which
she however veiled as delicately and as skilfully as

she could, but in such a manner that it might dawn
in unto my comprehension when duly pondered
upon. Yes—she told me at the outset that the

course which young ladies mark out for themselves
to pursue, is not the one which destiny intends
them to adopt ; and she spoku to uie of the neces-
sity of reoouneing all those ideas of happiness
which 1 may have formed in the belief that I was
to become Valentine's wife. In telling me that

Valentine was false, it was perhaps but a well-
meant artifice to prepare me for that other reve-
lation : namely, that though he himself is true,
yet that it is 1 who, in consequence of increasing
mental infirmity, must no longer dream of the
accomplishment of this alliance. And that person
who is coming to-morrow, and of whom she spoke
so guardedly and even with such mystery,—
who can it be, if not a physician—a mad-doctor
to tell me all that it is necessary I should know?
Yes, yes—I understand everything now ! Poor Mrs.
Waldegrave had not the heart to make known to
me the extent of my misfortune: she has left it

for one who, being of the otker sex, possesses a
stronger nerve, and who from his avocations is

more experienced in the fulfilment of these cruel
offices. Alas, alas! are all my hopes of hap-
piness wrecked in this world? But ah! what
meant Mrs. Waldegrave by alluding to another
career already marked OMt— another basis whereon
my happiness is to be established ? What meant she
also by speaking of splendours and brilliancies in

connexion therewith? Oh! is it possible that

my father—the Prince Regent—intends to take
me away from those with whom my life has hitherto

been passed, and compel me to mingle in the sun-

shine gaieties of a Court life? Yes, yes—this

must have been her meaning: what other could

she have had? But heaven send that my father

may rather banish me for ever from his mind

—

forget that there is such a being as myself in

existence—than assert a parental control over me,

and compel me to enter upon a new pbase of ex-

istence which for me must be wretched in propor-

tion to its brilliancy ?"

We have given this train of thoughts in the

shape best calculated to render it intelligible to

our readers : but it was not in the same unbroken

continuity nor collected style that the unhappy giil

pursued her meditations. Each new idea that

entered her brain was fraught with a fresa agony:

each successive conjecture that presented itself to

her soul, was marked by a renewed paroxysm of

excitement. Tears and wiiugiog of hands—con-
vulsive sobs and deep sighs—intervals of blank

despair and others of impassioned grief,— by all

these evidences of a shattering mind and a break-

ing heart were the poor girl's thougiits charac-

terized !

At length, after having remained for several

hours alone in her chamber, she exclaimed aloud,

"Suspense upou one point is intolerable! I will

know the worst at once."

Then the beautiful creature—so lovely and so

sweetly interesting even in the hour of her bitterest

grief and profoundest despondency,—summoned
all her fortitude to her aid, marshalled all her

energies, and with a mingled courage, di^ruity, and
resignation, retraced her way to the apartment

where she had left Mrs. Waldegrave. Advaucinj
with slow but firm step straight up to that lady,

she said, " Madam, I have been reflecting upon all

that took place between us ere now, and tiiere is

one point upon which I must demand—or beseech,

if you will—au immediate explanation. You spoke

of another career that was to open btfore me, and
which is to be associated with circumstances of

splendour and brilliancy. A suspicion as to your

real meaning has entered my mind "

"Ah! you susptct someiJiing, my dear child?'



exclaimed jVfrs. WalJefifrave, gazing with a degree

of suspense up into the ^ouug damsel's counte-

nance.
" Yes— I suspect," responded Florence, speaking

slowly and deliberatolj-, " that your words alluded

to some design which a very high personage may
have formed concerning me."

" Is it possible that you have fathomed iny

meaning, then?" cried Mrs. Waldegnive, in the

most unfeigned astonisliuicnt. " 1 must have becu
more explicit, therefore, than it struck mu I

was."

" Explicit enough, madam," answcrcil Florence,

"to enable me to comprehend your meaning:"

—

and the young girl's countenance was pale as
marble as she spoke, and her features were rigid,

while in her voice there was a depth of tone which
made her set in as if slit! were a statue hpn.iking.

"How singular you look, uiy dear child:" said

I

Mrs. Waldegravc, not knowing what to think of

Miss Eaton's demeanour and conduct. " Are you
sure that you have actually understood my mcan-

I

ir-K'''"'

I

" When I mention the name of his Royal High-

ness the Prince Kegent, ' returned Florence, " is

it not Bulhcicnt to convince you that I labour

I
under no error as to tho siguificancy of your

I
words V

I

" You are right, Florence—you are right !" ex-

claimed Mrs. Waldegravc. " Tell mo at ouce.

I
then, what think you'.' what say you?"

! "\ladam," answered tlio young lady, in a cold

and Beemingly pas*ionlcss voice, "when that per-

son to whom you liave alluded, comes to-morrow,

I will tell him everything that now oC(!Upies my
mind— I will cxplahi myself thoroughly to him!
And now, with your ficrmission, 1 will keep my
chumliir until the hour tomorrow when the con^
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template'! intorvie*T is to take place: fur I have

mucli need i f sRlf-coininnning."

" Be It a-; you will, my dear Florence," answprod

Mrs. Waldngrive : "altliough 1 would rather

have you witli rae. But if you prefer being alone,

llchall not attempt to thwart you. All your re-

i pasts shall be duly taken up t) your chamber;

!
and you have but to ring the bell in order to sum-

I raon ihe servants for whatsoever you require."

j
Fi'irence wirl-.drew, and retraced her way to her

own apartment: but scarcely had she closed the

door behind her, when all the fortitude which had

! sustained her durina^ this last brief colloquy with

1 Mrs. Waldegrave, suddenly giving way, she burst

into tears; and wringing her hands in despair,

j
exclaimed, "It is then as I thought! Yes, not

j
only am I to be for 6ver separated from him who

i is dearer to me than life, but to be claimed by a
' parent whom O God ! that I should be com-
pelled even to harbour the thought 1 shrink

!
from acknowledging as such !"

I

And then poor Florence Eaton gave way to all

I

tho anguish produced by these reflections whicli

I

were so full of a harrowing poignancy. The hours

j

passed—the several meals were served up, but

were removed a^ain untastedj and when night

I

came, the unhappy girl, worn out with wretclied-

i
ness and grief, gladly sought her couch, where

j

through sheer exhaustion she speedily sank into

I the temporary oblivion of a souud slumber.

CHAPTER CCXIV,

It would he impossible to describe the grief and
perplexity which prevailed at Hallingham Hall on
account of the disappearance of Florence. The
servants whom Lord Florimel had sent about in

j

every direction to make inquiries, were active in

i

BO doing throughout the rest of that night. They
called at the cottages of all the farm-labourers
round about, summoning them from their beds to

answer the questions put to them : they also in-

quired at the taverns in the adjacent villages, to

ascertain the circumstances under which any

I

vehicle might have happened to stop there at

j

about that time of the night when Florence was
carried off: but all these inquiries were fruitless.

1 Throughout the two following days Lord Florimel

{

and Sir Valentine themselves rude about in all

I

directions, renewifig those inquiries : and still all

I

was in vain. They were overwhelmed with aiHic-

j

lion at the inutility of their search ; and as for

I
Pauline—she was well ni^h distracted,

1 The circumstance was involved in a mystery

I

which appeared impenetrable: for it was imposi-

j

Bible to fix even the slightest shadow of a sus-

1

picion upon any one as the author of the outrage.

Thu Florence had been carried off by some iu-

;

dividual who was enamoured of her charms,
I was the only and indeed the most natural way of

j

accounting for the incident : but at this point con-

j

\ecture suddenly stopped. A wall of adamant
barred its progress : for, as above stated, there
was no particular individual to whom suspicion

j
pointed hb the perpetrator of tho wrong. It lias

j

been said in one of the earlier chapter* of l\\h

I narrative that the Florimels mingled but Httle in

society, .i:id received only a seiect number of
quests a* any time; an 1 amongst this circle of
(heir friends there was no man who had ever been
U'lticed to . cast an improper look upon their

cherished niece. Thus the young lady's myste-
rious disappearance was enve oped in the darkest
mystery, and was too well calcuUted t j engender
the most sr-riom apprehensions.
Fur the two days following the abdaction Lord

Florimel and Sir Valentine Malvern, as already
said, were unwearied in their inquiries: on the
third day, after a serious consulta ion to^jetlier,

they visited a very active juuice of ths p' ace re-
siding in the iiei;^libourhood, to wh m they com-
municated everything that liad occurred. This
gentleman confesS9d himself entirely at fault as to

the course that should hi adopted, after tae vain
and ineffectual inquiries which had been alrea ly

male: but he ultiinntely sugg'est' d that Mr. Law-
rence Sampson, the cGlehiated Bow Street OfBcer,
should be at once fetchei from Loudon and em-
ployed in the investigation. Valentine, who—as
the reader will recollect—was well acquainted with

the astute tiiief-taker, caught at tlie plan, and
declared his inteniion of burying at once up to

London and bringing S impsi n down into Buck-
inghamshire. He and Lord Florimel returned to

Hallingliain Hall to order a carnage to be got in

readiness} and while it was being prepared, Sir

Valentine asked the nobleman whether it were
advisable for him, wiieu in Londofi, to call at

Carlton House and inform his lloyal Highness of

the mysterious disappearance of Florence? But
Lord Florimel urged Valentine not to delay an
instant in bringing Lawrence Sampson back with

him to Hallingham,—observing in addition, that it

could serve no useful end to acquiint the Piince

with the occurrence, as his Royal Highness cnuM
not do more than they them>cive3 were a read/
performing, and the Case was too urgtnt to aiimit

of even the hour's delay that would be caused

by a visit to Carlton House. Valentine coincided

with Lord Florimel's view ; and entering the car-

riage, sped away to London. It was late in the

afternoon when he reached the metropolis; and
proceeding at once to Long Acre, he was for-

tunate in finding Larry Sampson at home. The
olficer was just sitting down to a late dinner, after

the day's business : but on hearing Sir Valentine's

tale, he at once threw down his knife and f irk,

pushed aside the plate with its unt sfed contents,

and lost not a moment in accompanying the young
Baronet. In the midJle of the night tliey reached

Hallingham Hall.

After a ff^w hours' rest, Larry Sampson was on
the alert. He made Sir Valentin"? Maivern give

him, as minutely as was possinle, a de^c^i(ltion of

the man in the labourer's dlc^s who had decoyed
him, with the false alarm of Lord Florimel's aU
leged danger, into the grove. He then a;>ked for

the cords with which the Baronet had been bound
to the tree : and these were given to him. He
likewise obtained an exact description of Florence

Eaton, even to the dress which she had on at the

time of her ditappearance, and which her luver

and aunt as well as her principal tiriug-uiaid well

remembered. Possessed of these pyrticulars, and
taking the cords with him, Mr. Sampson set out

alone upon liis researches,—declining lo he ac-

companied by any one, ns lie declared tiiat 1

1
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could always munage these matters best by him-

self.

The scene now chansfes to Carltoa House in

Lomlon. It was the evening of that same diy on
wliich the dialojjues desciibed in the previous

chapter took place between Florence Eaton and
Mrs. Waldegrave ; and at about ten o'cloclc Mrs.

Gale was introduced by the faithful valet Germain
into the presence of the Prince Itejj^eat.

"Ah! my active agent in pleasant mischief!"

excla'ioed the Prince, the moment the valet had
retired and he was ahine wiili the iuf.imous woman
in tha apatment where he tlius received her; "so
yoa have come to give me good tidings at last? I

received your letter t.vo or three days a;,'o, dated

from Lechraere Grange in Oxfordshire, stating

th;it the commission was so far fulfilled tliat the

fair one who is to replace my lust Veneiia was

alrendy caught in the toils which yourself and her

ladyship had so cunningly spread to ensnare her.

But how does the sweet bird take her captivity ?

—does she flutter in the cage? and will she fly

away from me when I appear i:i her presence ?"

"Prinoe," answered Mrs. Gale, "I think that

when you see this sweet b rd, as you call her, you
will pronounce her to be a very miiacle of beauty.

The It'tter that I had tlie honour to adiress to

your R yal Highness, was necessarily brief, on

account of being so cauiiously worded, as I was
fearful lest it should fall into other hands: I had
tlanv'fore no opportunity of expatiating upon the

countless charm i and attraciions of this sweet
ere.ifcu' e. She is not only transcendingly beauti-

ful, but chaste and pure beyond the possihility of

doiibt. She belongs to an excellent family, and
yet is totally uncontaminated with the fevered

atmospliero of fashionable life,— having been

bri)uj;ht up in comparative seclusion, and amidst

a small and very select <ircle of friends."

" On my soul, Mrs. Gale, you are quite poeiical

in your description!" oiiserved the Ptiuce. "Is
she as handsome as Venetia?"

"She is not so brilliantly handsome nor so vo-

Inptnouhly Bplennid as Lady Sackville," replied

ilrs. Gale; " but she is endowed with a beiiuiy far

more etherra', more refined, and more exquisite

than that of her ladyship. She is a being wnom I

Bm convince!, sir, you will love passionately—aye,

and love for ever: which," aided the infamous

woman with a smile, "is saving a great deal for

your Royal Highness."

"1 iiiM almo-t afraid you are saying too ranch,

Mrs. Gale," c led the Princo, laughing, "You
have imiei-d piqu-^d my curiosity to an extraordi-

nary degree, and I do already feel over head and
ears in love witli tliis sweet crea:ure, before I have

Been her I But, Ah !" <jaculatcd the Prince, as a

tucl'ien idea ytruck him—and a cloud all in a mo.
msnt fell upon Ids o mntenance :

" wliat possible

guarantee have I that all this is not a tiicU? I

mean to say, how can I bo assured that you and
this Lilly Lechineie who is leagued with you in

the matior, have not tutoicd some artful girl to

play the coy and prudish maiden, when perhaps

she is no mure entitled to the name ot maiden at

all tlian thi; bar-giil in a canteen frcqueuted by a

wiiula legimeut of Uurae Guards?"

'•tjo confi.ieat am I that when your llojal High-
ness sees this divine creature you will at once fling

aside the unworthy suspicion you have just Idnied

at, that I shall not ask for another guinea in the
shape of recompense until after your Royal Uigii-

ness's victory is achieved."

"Well, this is speaking fiir enough, at all

events!" exclaimed the Prince. "But now tell

me wlio the young lady is : for if you rtcollect, yoa
mentioned no name in your letter."

"Of course nor, sir: I wrote guardedly, as in

duty bound," responded Mrs. Gde. "Neither
will I mention any name u.on the present occa-

sion, after the suspicion which you entertained."

"But I entc-riain it no longer," interrupted the

Prince. " Perhaps I was even wrong to mention
it: but then, of course, I do not wish to have a
world of trouble for noi hing, and find myself made
a tool of after ad. Who is she, 1 repeat ?"

"Now, pray bridle your curiosity, sir," exclaimed

Mrs. Gale, "and ask not a sinjjle question until

you have seen the young laly. lu fact, Lady
Leuhmere and I have resolved that you shall see

her first before you know anything more,—so coa-

vinced are we tnat at a glauce your great expe-
rience in physiognomy will enable you to recog-

nize the truth of all I am telling you concerning

!
her innocence and purity. As for the beauty of

j
the young lady, on that score there cannot be two

i opinions."

"Well, have your own way then," said the

Prinocj who never argued a point long. "But
tell me—does she know me?"

•'I cannot exactly say whether she knows your
Royal Highness by siglit, or not: it is most pro.

bable that she does, inasmuch as she habltu lly

lives in Loudon with her relatives. But this I do

l<now, thJt she has never beca to Court nor
attended the Royal Drawing Rooms. And now I

am reminded," added Mrs. Gale, "that I hava

something more to state. Your Royal Highness

will recollect that you gave me instructions not to

let your name be mentioned in the presence of

the j'oung lady, whomsoever she were, that 1 might
select to minister to your pleasure: but 1 am
bound to inform you tdat La<)y Lechmire, in a
conversation which she had wit'i our fair captive

this morning, spoke the least thing too plainly

while preparing her mind for your visit; audit

would appear that after two or three hours' 8oli>

tary deliberatiim, the young creature's suspicions

fell into the right pith and led her on to the

solu ion of the enigma."

"Ah! then shu knows she is destined for me?"
pjaculated the Prince, but without any feeling of

annoyance.

"She knows this much,' answered Mrs. Gale,

—

"that jour Royal Highness is to pay your respects

to lier ti)-morrow in the middle of the day,"

" The deuce !'• oried the Prince :
'• the notice is

but sliort. It is true, h >wever, the disianoe is but

shoit also—some f>rty-flvo miles, I believe, or

thereabouts— 1.1 it not so ?"

" It is, ^ir : and the road is good. I left Leah-

mere Gringo at five this evening— wan in L <a-

doii at a little past nine— uale I at the Pahue and

learnt that your Uoyal IliKliness wn eiiterlai>iiiig

company and could not see me till ten, at which

hour 1 came back '

"Well, well," cried the Prince, somewhat Impa-
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tiently : "spare those details, and tell me whst

said our younj lady on learning that she would see

me to-morrow. Was she pleased ?"

" No : or else how could I expect you to believe

in her purity and virtue ? I was not present at

the time : but Lady Lechmere tells me that she

seemed almost stupified as it were—as if she felt

that it was her destiny to become your mistress,

and yet was filled witli consternation at the idea.

She said that when she saw you to-morrow she

would explain all the thoughts that occupied lier

mind, and would deal most candidly with you."

"And what does Lady Lechmere argue from

this ?" inquired the Prince.

" That you will have a very touching and
pathetic scene," rejoined Mrs. Gale : " that the

fair one, in short, will throw herself upon your
mercy—appeal to your best feelings—and all that

kind of thing. But that she will surrender without

a desperate defence, is not to be for a moment
expected."

" Ah ! then it will be truly piquant and exciting,"

exclaimed the Prince. " I really long to see her

!

But are you sure that the adventure is a safe one,

and that there are no cursed risks to run ?"

"There are always risks in these matters,"

replied Mrs. Gale : " but I do not for an instant

dread anything like noise or exposure. The young
lady's relations will be, I dare say, very glad to

effect a compromise agreeable to all parties : the

circumstance need not prevent her marrying ; and
then she and her husband can live in the palace,

just as Lord and Lady SackviUe used to do."
" I see you have got it all nicely cut and dried

for me, Mrs. Gale," said the Prince, rising from
his seat. " I do not think that we can now have
anything more to talk about. I will run down iu a
plain travelling-carriage to-morrow in the fore-

noon, and will be at Lechmere Grange as soon
after mid-day as possible."

Mrs Gale then took her departure, and pro-

ceeded to her house in Soho Square, where she
spent the night ; but she was up soon after day-

break in order to speed back to Lechmere Grange
and give due notice of the Prince's intended

coming."
* * * »***********

Meanwhile Mr. Lawrence Sampson had been
pursuing his inquiries not only in Buckingham-
shire, but had also pushed them into the adjoin-

ing counties of Bedford and Oxford. In the first

place he had questioned the keepers at all the

turnpikes upon the public roads in that part of the

country ; and this was a proceeding which it had

never struck Florimel nor Sir "Valentine iMalvcru

to adopt. The result was that Mr. Sampson
learnt that on the particular evening referred to

as that of the abduction, and at about ten o'clock,

the keeper of a turnpike remembered a carriage

and four horses driving up at a tremendous pace;

and by the light streaming from his own window
he caught a glimpse of the beautiful face of a

young lady looking through the glass of the car

riage. The man was struck by the expression of

the countenance at the time, because he fancied
it looked auxious and frightened ; and he noticed
tliat it was shaded by a profusion of light hair,

falling in long curls from under a sort of gipsy

bonnet such as young ladies were accustomed to

wear in those times when in the country. Beyond
this information the turnpike-keeper could give no
details of importance. lie did not recollect the

colour of the carriage ; but he remembered that it

had four horses, with two postilions, and a servant
seated on the box.

Mr. Sampson was convinced in his own miod
that he had thus obtained a clue to the object of
his search, and that the countenance which the
turnpike-man had noticed was that of Florence
Eaton. He accordingly followed up his inquiries

along that same road, and managed to trace the

carriagc-and-four into Oxfordshire : but there he
lost scent of it altogether, and therefore came to

the conclusion that it had turned out of the main
route into some branch-road or bye-lane. But he
now prosecuted his researches all about the dis-

trict into which he had succeeded in tracing the

equipage ; and visiting each town and village, he

endeavoured to find out whether any cord ansvrer-

ing a particular description had been recently pur-

chased in that neighbourhood. At length this

portion of his inquiry was crowned with success

;

and he discovered the shop at which the very cord

which had bound Malvern's limbs, and which he

had brought with him, was procured. The pur-

chaser of that cord was recollected, as to his per-

sonal appearance, by the shop'iieeper,—to whom
however the man's name and all other particulars

concerning him, were utterly unknown : but from

the description given, Sampson had no doubt the

individual was the same .person in the labourer's

dress who had decoyed Sir Valentine into the

grove. At another village, two or three miles

distant, Mr. Sampson ascertained that some black

crape had been purchased at about the same time

as the cord, and by an individual exactly answer-

ing the above description : so that the material of

which the masks were made that were worn by

the three accomplices, had been likewise bought

in the same district as the cord, and by the same

man, was a fact fully established. Mr. Sampson's

researches were therefore now directed towards

the discovery of this man ; and at length he suc-

ceeded in hearing of such a person. Once upon

the track, his inquiries were quickly followed up

until he obtained positive information that the

individual in question was none other than a do-

mestic in the service of a lady of quality whose

country-seat was not many miles distant from the

villages where the previous links in the ohain of

evidence had been detected.

The prosecution of this search and the following-

up of the various traces which led him on step by

step to the final discovery where Florence Eaton

was, had occupied several days; and it was between

ten and elevi n o'clock in the forenoon of the eighth

day after the abduction, that Mr. Sampson returned

to Ilallingham Hall. The results of his proceed-

ings were instantly made known to Lord Florimel

and Sir Valentine Malvern ; and a carriage-aud-

four was at once got in readiness to boar them all

three to the mansion where Florence Eaton was

held captive. The distance from Hallingham to

that mansion was about sixteen miles ; and conse-

quently, with four Heet horses, it could be accom-

plished iu about an hour and a half. Fortunately

Lord Florimel was in the commission of the peace

for Oxfordshire as well as Buckinghamshire ; and
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therefore he was enabled to arm himself and com-

panions witli an authority to talce decisive mea-

sures, should any opposition or resistance be expe-

rienced at the place whither they were now pro-

ceeding for the recovery of Florence.

CHAPTER CCXV.

LECH MERE OBANOE.

At the very time that tlie carriage-and-four, con-

taining Lord Florimel, Sir Valentine Malvern, and

Mr. Lawrence Sampson, was flying along the high

road into Oxfordshire, Florence Eaton was seated

in her own chamber at the mansion of her cip-

tivity, preparing her mind for the supposed inter-

view with the mad-doctor : for that such was the

character of the individual whom she was to meet

soon after mid-day, she still implicitly believed.

Since her second interview with Mrs. Waldegrave

on the previous day, she had kept her chamber,

—

the lady's-maid who was in special attendance

upon her, serving her meals. But these, as inti-

mated at the conclusion of a pi'evious chapter,

went away untasted ; and even on the morning of

the day of which we are now writing, Florence had
talccn nothing but some tea. Thus for four-and-

twenty hours naught in the shape of substantial

food had passed the poor girl's lips.

It was now verging towards noon, and she was

seated in her chamber, endeavouring to arrange in

her mind all that she should say to the physician

whom she supposed about to visit her. She had
resolved to tell him everything—the whole history

of her parentage, the morbid feelings which the

knowledge of that secret had engendered in her

mind, and the sensation of loathing and horror

with which she had been gradually led on by those

feelings to contemplate the image of her royal

father. It was the purpose of tho poor girl to

make a friend of the physician : for that he would

be accessible to such sympathy, she did not doubt

—and she even in imagination went so far as to

picture to herself a kind-hearted, benevolent, and

fatherly old gentleman, who would listen to her

with interest and attention and do what he could

to serve her.

" I will ask him," thought Florence to herself,

•' to go at once to my uncle and aunt, to tell them
that the Prince purposes to take me away alto-

gether from their guardianship and compel me to

plunge into the dizzy whirl of a Court life. I will

beseech him to urge those dear relatives to take

me home to them again at once, and to save me
from my own father ! I will tell the worthy phy-

sician that if it be really hoped to restore my mind
to the equanimity it once enjoyed, this aim can

only be accomplished by allowing me to relapse

into the calm and tranquil tcnoar ofexistence whicli

I until lately led : but that it would unsettle my
mind for ever, were I to be surrendered up to the

guardianship of that parent whom, alas ! 1 cannot

lovo, and whose image fills me witli a horror and a

loathing stronger than all my powers of resist-

ance !''

In this manner did the musings of Florence

Eaton continue ; so that, as tho reader will per-

ceive, she looked forward with hope and cheerl'uU

ness to the interview which she fancied she was to

have with a physician. There was no presentiment

of evil at this hour in the young maiden's mind

:

she indeed felt happier than she had yet done

since the night of her abduction; for she con-

fidently anticipated that either this same day or

the next would restore her to her uncle and aunt

at Hallingham Hall. And did she not likewise

think of Valentine ? Oh, yes! and she also hoped

that she would yet become his bride

!

It was a little past noon when she heard the

sounds of wheels approaching up the avenue which

intersected the park : and looking forth from her

chamber-window, which was in the front of the

house, she observed a plain travelling -carriage

driving up to the principal entrance of the man-

sioo.

"Here is the physicianl" she said to herself:

but her window was so situated that she could not

catch a glimpse of the individual who alighted

from the carriage.

Ten minutes now elapsed, during which interval

Florence Eaton felt an increasing excitement ; and

for the first time this day, vague fears and appre-

hensions relative to the supposed physician's vi-it

began to rise up in her mind. What if he should

prove otherwise in character and disposition tliau

she had imagined? what if he were stern, austero,

and morose, instead of benevolent and kind? what

if he were to refuse to allow her to return to her

relatives, or to interest himself any way in her

behalf? what, in short, if he had even come to

bear her away to Loudon and hand her over to

the charge of the Prince? Oh ! now indeed were

these misgivings crowding in rapidly, and still

more rapidly, upon the young maiden's mind:

and now also did a presentiment of evil, dark and

ominous, overshadow her soul with a deepening

gloom, as the storm-clouds gather suddenly upon

a sky previously tranquil and serene.

" It appears as if some crisis in my destiny were

at hand," thought Florence to herself; and as she

caught a glimpse of her countenance in the mirror,

when wandering about the room with increasing

excitement, she recoiled from the ghastly aspect

of her own features: then sinking upon a chair,

she pressed her hand upon her bosom to still the

strong pulsations of her heart ; and as the appre-

hensions of coming evil gained more and more

upon her, she felt that it was only by a strong

effort she could prevent herself from bursting forth

into a fit of wild hysterical screaming.

Presently she he;ird a footstep approaching the

door. Rising to her feet, she gave uitorance to

the word " Now !" in an abrupt decisive tone ; and

all in a moment she found liersi'lf cool and col-

lected. The tempest within her Iwd lulled in an

instant: but it was a calm unnatural to a degree.

She had not however time for further analysis of

her thoughts, as the door opened and .Mrs. Walde-

gravrt made her appearanc.

"How are you today, my dear child?" she

said with the most amiable look and in tho kindcbt

tone.
" I know not how I feel," answered Florence.

" But that carringe which is just arrived
"

"It is ho whom you aro to meet," was the an-

swer given by .Mrs. Waldegrave, who auticipatcd

' the uicaumg of the question.
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" Then let me go to him at once," Floroiicc iin-

mcdiately replied :
" for the sooner the interview

takes place, the better."

" Yes—you shall go at once, my dear girl," an-

swered Mrs. Waldegrave : then suddenly catching

Florence by the arm, she said, " But you intend to

be calm, collected, and reasonable ?"

"As I am at this moment," rejoined Florence:

and she moved towards the duor.

"You do not wiih me to accompany you?"
asked Mrs. Waldegrave, gazing with some decree

of anxiety upon the youug lady, whose look and
manner she was still at a loss altogether to com-
preliond.

" No, no," replied Florence, with a sort of feverish

petulance. *'I must see hira aloue. Let me go
to him by myself. Where is he ?"

" In the same room where we conversed together

yesterday."

"Then I will proceed thither:"'—and Florence

sped away towards the apartment thus indicated.

A few moments brougiit her there. She would

not allow herself to pause even for an instant, lest

the courage which at present sustained her should

all in a moment give way : but she hastened on,

with that kind of desperate feeling which impels

the individual in cases of suspense to seek to

know the best or worst at once.

Stic entered the room. A person was standing

at one of the windows, looking out, and conse-

queutiy with his back towards her. The door

still remained open in her hand, as he turned

round: and then—O amazement and horror!

—

instead of the stranger-countenance of a physician,

the well-known face of the Prince Regent was at

once revealed to her

!

"Florence!—Good God, Florence!" exclaimed

his Royal Highness, in a voice of mingled wonder
and consternation.

But a wild affiitfht seized upon the maiden; and
she l)oundod away from the apartment. The Prince

hurried after her, crying, " Florence ! Florence I"

"No, no!" she shrieked forth : and onward she

fiew as if wings were fastened to her feet.

" Florence—my dear girl—Florence dearest, I

beseech you to sti>p !" exclaimed the Prince, pur-

suing her as quickly as he could.

Siie had reached the landing, and glanced back
at the foot of the next ascent of stairs to see if he

were following her: but the instant she caught a

glimpse of his approiicliing form, she ran wildly up
the staircase, still shrieking forth, "No, no !"

" Siie is mad, poor girl ! she is mad !" cried the

Prince : and terror IiMidiiig wings also to his feet,

despite the corpulency of his person, he still has-

tened after her.

Florence had now gained that long passage

whence the chambers of the domestics opened on

either side ; and there she p!iuse<l to gather breatii,

—clinging pale and trembling to the bannister',

with mingled anguisli and terror distortinir every

lineament of the countenance that was natnra !y so

Srttct, so lovely ! But, hark! footstt-ps are pur.-u

ing: ha-tily do tliey ascend tiie s-tairs—and in

another in&taut she again beholds her father close

beliind.

" No, no !
" she repeats in still more wild and

thrilling notes: "you shall not tike mo awny with

you !—the image of my mother beckons me to bu-

Tlius spealiing, che flew along the passage, a:.d

reached the steps leading up into the loft above.

"Perdition!" ejaculated the Prince. "She is i

mad! she will do herself a mischief!"—and on-
ward he sped in the pursuit,

'

He also reached the steps in an incredibly short i

space of time, considering liie unwieldiness of his '

person : but pausing at the bottom to recover
j

breath, he called out, "Florence, Florence ! where- I

fore (io you fly away from me ? Fear nothing ! I
{

will bear you iience—you shall not stay here an-
other moment-you shall go away with me !"

"No, no!" wcio the thrilling tones of a still

wilder anguish, which rang through the loft above,
and falling upon the Prince's ear, seemed to pene-
trate to his very bruiu.

Up the steps he sped—lie entered the loft—and
beheld Florence fling a wild affrighted look over
her shoulder, as she was precipit»ting herstlf on-
ward to the farther extremity of tiie place.

"Florence, 1 conjure you!"
" No, no !" was the wildly repeated cry : and as

she uttered it, she drew back a bolt which held

fast a door at that end of the loft.

"Florence!" exclaimed the Prince, bounding
forward to catch her.

But at tliat instant the door which she had
reached was flung open, and the blaze of sunlight

burst into the loft. ISothin^ save the sunny atmo-

sphere seemed to be beyond that threshold : and as

the hapless maiden disappeared from the Pi ince's

view, the terrific shriek that thrille.l from htr lips,

pierced like an ice-shaft through his brain.

" O God !' he cried in appalling agony, and fell

forward senseless upon the floor of the loft.

During the few minutes occupied in the sce-ie

which we have just been relating, a travel. ii.g-

carringe and four had enteri^d tiie park and was

dashing up the avenue to the front of the mansion.

Tne windows of the vehicle were do>»n; anil a

countenance thrust forth, was anxiouly surveying

the exterior of the building which the equip <ge

was thus approaching. Th'S v/as Sir V>lentine

Malvern, who with all a lover's natural excitement,

was looking firth in the hope of catching tne fir.>t

glimpse of hi-i weli-beloTed"s fice at one of iha

numerous windows of the immense structure.

"It is a fine old phico, this Leclimere Gnrge,"

said Mr. Lawrence Sampson, with characteristic

coolness: for nothing ever ruflacd the equauiai.ty

of the Bow Street OflScer.

" Yes—a fine old place," answered Lord Florimel,

to whom the renmk wa^ adiiress-d. "But who

would have thought," ho immotiiately aided in

mingled excitemt nt and imlisnaiion, ' that a per-

son of Laly Lechmere'a rank and p.sitiou in

society, could have been base en' uj;h to len i hfr-

self to this outraije which is siiil to unaccountaule?

For I c;innot pus-tibly conceive wiiat mo ive "

At this instant a terrific cry burst forth fiora

the Ii|i3 of Sir Valentine Malvern; und almost

simultaneously, another but still m re pitrcing

and mure agonizing shriek thrilled lliruu^h tne

,iir.

"Just God! 'ts Florence!"* cxcliiimd Loid

Florimc', as ho belieM from the window of iho

carriage t'le same appahing spi-ciacle whicU had
J
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elicitpd that burst of minsfled horror and despair

from Sir Valentine Malvern.

The c:irri:ig:e stopped suddenly: for the posti-

lions, who had likewise beheld the tremenrJous

tragedy, reined in their steeds at the angle of the

buildin? nearest to the spot where the occurrence

had just talceii place.

I Alas! the reader cannot fail to have compre-

hended the nature of thisshocuing tragedy. The
I door through which Florence had disappeared from

the view of the Prince in the loft, opened

—

not

info some adjacent room, as the poor girl in the

bewilderment of her feelings had doubtless fancied

—but iuto the very air itself! It was the one to

Which the old disused crane belonged—the one in

short that opened from the end of the building

right upon the abyss below! Down she had
fallen!—down, down— that sweet angelic girl!

—

down from the tremendous height, upon a parterre

of flowers that lay immediately beneath

!

When Lord Florimel, Sir Valentine Malvern,

and Mr. Lawrence Sampson, leaping from the car-

riige, rushed to the spot, they raised the inanimate

form in their arms; and thou^iiit was notmanglcd,

Inor crushed, nor even disfigured, yet life was
extinct. The lovely and the innocent was no
more : she had fallen tiirough the sunny air, warm
and glowing as her own generous heart in life had
been, and tier death-bed was formed of flowers as

sweet and beautiful as herself.

CONCLUSION.

Ws now take up our pen for the purpose of

bringing the present narrative to a close, and

recording the necessary faievvell words in re-

Bpect to some of the characters that have

figured in our drama, as well as duly chroni-

cling the fate that overtook others. Were we
ito give in minute details that rapid summary of

particulars which we are about to sketch in

inere outline, we should be enabled yet to ex-

tend our history to many additional chapters :

but the doleful tragedy which we have just re-

lated,—a tragedy so replete with horror and

woe,—has indi-^posed us for the prolongation of

our tale. Besides, the heart sickens at the

thought of the guilty career of that Prince

whose misdeeds have furnished the ground-

work for our past narrative; and we long to

escape from the unnatural atmosphere which

envelopes his memor}'.

About the same time that the eventful drama
was taking place at Lechmere Grange, Bencull,

the Hangman, the Musiiroom Faker, and Bob
the Durrynacker were put upon tlioir trial at

the Old Bailey for the nmrdcr of Nell Gibson.

The Biittoner, who had turned King's evidence,

was the principal witness against tliem. When
placed together in the dock, the four prisoners,

who had not seen each other since their com-
mittal to Newgate,—they havitig betm tiiero

kept in separate cells for security's sake,—ex-

changed grim smiles of recognition. Their

hardihood had not forsaken them : desperate as

their lives had been, so did they still continue

in their conduct during the ordeal that was to

lead to death. As for the Hangman—he pre-

served a degree of brutal indifference and
hardened ruffianism which stamped him as a
monster in human shape. When the Buttoner

made liis appearance ia the witness-box, Daniel

Cotfia rattled his chains furiously—shook his

clenched fists at the approver—and vomited
forth such a torrent of dreadful imprecations

and hideous curses against the man, that the

whole of the crowded court was shocked and
appalled. The Judge was compelled to inform

the ferocious prisoner that unless he held bis

tongue he must be removed forcibly and the

trial would proceed without him. Daniel Coffin

accordingly desisted : but throughout the But-

toner's evidence, he maintained a succession of

savage growls rather resembling those of a wild

beast than of a human being. The charge was
fully proved against himself and his comrades

;

and sentence of death was passed upon them in

due form. It was therefore unnecessary to pro-

secute the Hangman farther—and thus no
cognizance was taken by the tribunal of tho

double murder which the dreadful monster had
perpetrated at the fence's house in Whitechapel.

We must observe, however, that when the

Judge had announced their doom to the four

prisoners, the Hangman gave vent to another

volley of horrible imprecations—not merely

levelled against the Buttoner, but likewise

against the Judge, the prosecuting counsel, and

all who had been in any way mixed up with

the judicial proceedings. The frightful strain

was taken up by his three comrades ; and while

thus pouring forth their rage, they were ca!-

ried back to the gaol. There thev were placed

in the condemned cells,—each in a separafu

one ; and positive orders were given that Daniel

Coffin was to be allowed no opportunity of com-
munication with any one outside the prison-

walls. It Riibsequently transpired that this

command was issued in consequence of instruc-

tions sent direct from the Homo Office. Doubt-

less the Prince Regent thought that the more
closel)' Daniel Coffin's lips were kept sealed,

the better. Tho fellow did, however, give (he

turnkeys tho particulars of all that had ever

taken place between himself and the Prince,

—

especially tho trick played in respect to Dysart,

and the alfair of Westminster Bridge : but

either tho turnkeys did not believe him-^-or if

they did, were too discreet to mention tho cir-

cumstances elsewhere. We must add that

Coffin wrote a letter to tho Prince, hogging

his Koyal IIi,%'hncs3 to comnnite the sentence

which had been passed, into one of trans^porta-

tiou for life: but tho epistle, wherein threats

and entreaties were strangely jumbled, remained

unanswered—perhaps indeed it was never sent

at oil by tho turnkey to whom it >\as entrusted

for tho purpose. In shoit, Daniel Collin and his

three aecoinplices in crime Huffored death on
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tlie scaffold in the Old Bailey,—their ruffian

liardihood enduring to tho very last : and thus

the man who had so often officiated as the

Public Executioner on strangulatien-days, was
himself sent out of existence on the same stage

where he had aided in launching so many
miserable wretches into eternit}'.

Tho funeral of poor Florence Eaton was con-

ducted in a private and unostentatious manner :

her remains were deposited in the village

clmrcli near Hallingham Hall, Lord Floriniel

and Sir Valentine Malvern being the chief

mourners. The Prince Regent had signified

his desire to attend the obsequies; but Lord
Florimel, in reply, gave his Royal Highness to

understand that if he appeared upon the scene

It would be considered little better than an out-

rage, not only to the feelings of those trae

mourners who would be present on the occasion,

but likewise to the memory of her whose ashes

were to be consigned to the dust. When the

funeral was over, Lord and Lady Florimol went
abroad and remained upon the Continent for

many years. They vowed at their departure

that they would never return to England again

so long as that Prinse who had caused their be-

loved niece's death exercised the sovereign

sway. Thus, during tho remainder of his re-

gency, and throughout the period of his reign

as King of England, Lord and Lady Florimel

continued to abide in foreign climes; and it

was only when William IV ascended the throne

that they returned to England after an absence

of fifteen years. The violence of their grief for

the loss of the beloved Florence had long been

mellowed down into a mournful remembrance
of tha departed girl: but they never again

mingled in the gaieties of life, but devoted the

rest of their days to deeds of benevolence and

charity. Seldom is it that persons bearing an

aristocratic title, succeed ia winning the love of

the poorer orders ; but the names of Lord and

Lady Florimel were never mentioned by the

suffering and oppressed, save in terms of grati-

tude and respect. They bestowed not their

gold upon the canting hypocrites of Exeter

Hall—they afforded no subsidies to the Associa-

tions whose objects are to convert the heathen

thousands of miles away; but all their sym-

pathies and their aids were exercised amongst

the poor, the destitute, and the indigent whose

name is Legion in the British Isles.

Sir Valentino Malvern, immediately after the

funeral of the perished Florence, had besought

the Florimels to permit him to take up his

abode at Hallingham Hall : for ho declared that

tho only way in which he could be induced to

resign himself to the fate that had thus so

cruelly separated him from everything ho had

loved or could ever love again upon earth, was

by dwelling near tho spot where the remains of

the departed girl were laid ; so that he might

visit that tomb of hallowed memories—that

sepulchre of his own heart's withered hopes and

blighted affections ! Ere leavmg England, there-
fore, Lord and Lady Florimel gave Sir Valentino
the mournful permission which he sought ; and
he took up his abode at Hallingham. On every
Sabbath morning, when the village rustics and
maidens were repairing to the church, they be-
held Sir Valentine Malvern bending his way
on foot slowly thither; and on entering tho
sacred edifice, as he passed to his pew, would ho
pause near the simple but elegant monument
which marked the resting-place of Florence
Eaton—and the tears would trickle down hia
cheeks. Then, the service being over, he would
remain behind the rest of the congregation;
and when the churclr was cleared he would
seek the sacred spot again, and kneeling on tho
cold marble, would pray a long time ia silence,

while fresh tears trickled down his manly cheeks.

The old sextouess, who knew the sad history,

never offered to lock the church-door, nor even
ventured to show any sign of impatience at being

thus kept waiting while Sir Valentine, mourning
over his lost one, prayed for strength to support

his bereavement. Sometimes in the week-daya

he would call upon the sextoness, borrow the

church-keys, and pass hours alone together

within the walls of that humble village temple.

Many and many a golden guinea was slipped

by Sir Valentine into the hands of the old sex-

toness ; so that his bounty became a handsomo

annuity to the worthy woman. Years passed,

and still Sir Valentine Malvern continued to

dwell at Hallingham Hall. His grief became

attempered to a manly resignation ; and if ho

were never on the one hand exhilarated into

joy, on the other hand his feelings were never

warped by misanthropy. Sometimes he received

a few select friends at the Hall, and was fre-

quently visited by his half-sisters and their hus-

bands ; and on those occasions, while performing

all the duties of hospitality in a becoming man-

ner, his deportment, though far from cheerful,

waa nevertheless by no means calculated to

diffuse an unpleasant gloom around him. But

he never loved again. The earth possessed not

an angel in female shape who had the power to

roll tho stone from his sepulchral heart ;—that

heart was the tomb in which tho image of tho

cherished Florence was preserved, embalmed

with the holy fragrance of an impcriMhable

fidelity. After Lord and Lady Florimel re-

turned to England, Sir Valentine Malvern still

continued to occupy Hallingham Hall. At their

deatli, which happened ia 1817—both dying

within the same year—that mansion, together

with the Buckinghamshiio estate, was be-

queathed to him ; and there he still resides at

the present day, the object of love and veneration

on the part of all his tenants and the inhabitants

of the surrounding dii^trict.

Wo must hero observe that when the fright-

ful tragedy happened at Lechmcro Grange, it

was only througli a generous consideration for

tho piteous entreaties which tho Prince prof-
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fered to Lord Florimel and Sir Valonh'ne, that

tliey could be induced to refrain from giving the

whole affair tlie utmest publicity. Perhaps they

likewise thouglit that the wretched man was

sufficiently punished by the contemplation of

the fearful ruin wliich his wickedness had

wrought; and that it wore better to leave him
to the stings of his own conscience than hold

him up to the execration of society. Never

was there a more piteous R|irctaflo of a proud

and wicked man's utter huniilijilion, than tliat,

which the Prince Regent presented when suing

for mercy and forbearance, almost at the very

feet of the alflicted undo and lover of the

perished girl. Mr. Lawrence Sampson, who
was a witness of the scene, felt an indescribable

loathing and disgust for the royal voluptuary

who, la his greedy pursuit of licentious pleasures,

104'=

had been fated to become the cause of his own
innocent and lovely daughter's death. But for

the leasons above glanced at, it was finally

resolved by Florimel and Slalvorn to allow tlio

veil of secrecy to bo tluown as much as jiossible

over the incidents which led to the tragedy ; and

though a coroner's investigation took place,

yet the particulars were never published to the

world. Thus, inasmuch as the principal actor

in tho shocking drama was eufTercd to go un-

punished, it was impossiblo to hand over (he

subordinate acromplices in the crime to the

hands of justice. Knt it may bo observed as an

illustration of the fact that Heaven often deals

retributive justice where Man fails to inflict it,

that not a .single soul who was engaged in tlie

circumstances of that lamentable tragedy pros-

pered long aft«rward.s—while tho career of some
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was cut short by a viok-nt death. For instaiico

Lady Lechrneio (the false Mrs. Vv'aldegrave)

when visitiiijj tho Grange three or four years

after t'le catastrophe, was so terrified by the

belief that the spirit of tho departed girl ap-

peared to her in tho iiiiddle of the night, that

blie btarted up from her bleep iu the wildest
j

a^arm—sprang from her couoli—and rushing

along the passage iu the dark to summon her
j

gei vauls, tripped over a mat, fell with her head
j

in contact against the marble pedestal support-
]

ing a statue, and lived but a few minutes to
I

explain to those whom her cries gathered around

her, tho cause of the catastrophe.

At her death—as there was no direct heir to

her property—it was all thrown into the Court

of Cliaueery : the Grange was shut up—and the

domestics were discharged. Tho footman, who

in tho disguise of a labourer had home his part

in tho outrage against Florence Eaton, took to

the highway, and two or three years afterwards

fcuffered for his crimes upon the scaffold : while

the three men (also servants in Lady Lech mere's

household) wlio had vjoru the masks on the

.memorable night of Miss Eatou's abduction,

became poachers and were killed iu a sanguinary

tight with gamekeepers.

From the date of the tragedy at Lechmere

Grange, everything seemed to go wrong with

Mrs. Gale (the fictitious Mrs. Spencer). A lire

coujpletely destroyed all her property at the

house of infamy in Soho Square ; and as she was

not insured, the loss was very serious. She

however took another house of the same cha-

racter, though on a less sumptuous scale : but

the death of a foreigner which took place there

under very suspicious circumstances, led to her

committal to prison on the coroner's warrant.

Kewgate was crowded at tho time—the gaol-

iever broke out—and Mrs. Gale was one of the

first victims to its rage.

Sally and Diek Mehnoth, after the execution

of Daniel Coffin, discovered a considerable sum
of money concealed in the cellar of the house

in Fleet Lane ; and this they of course appro-

priated to their own use. Yielding to all kinds

of extravagancies and plunging into the deepest

excesses, they were not long iu making away

with their resources; and in less than a year

they sunk down to the lowest pitch of poverty,

—at length becoming absorbed in that living

mass of demoralization, squalor, and wretched-

ness, which forms tho tremendous refuse of our

barbarous system of civilization.

i
As for Jack tlie Foundling, he conducted him-

j
self tolerably well for a few years in the West

I

Indies : but tho influence of old habits gradually

I

returning, ho was led to self-appropriate some of

j
his employer's money to minister unto his ex-

I

travaganees, and was summarily dismissed liis

j

situation, lie then lelurned to England, where

I

accident revealed to him tho secret of his biriii :

or at all events lio was led, by soma means or

another, to form a prel ty shrewd conjecture upon

tho point. But his claims upon the Princess

Sophia being utterly ignored in that quarter, he
became to her a source of incessant annoyance,

vexation, pfersecution, and tenor, until the day
of lier death, which liappened but a few years
ago. He is Btill knocking about town, living

lieaven only knows how,—sunk deep into iho
slough of dissipation and profligacy, but often

exciting the wonder and interest of the fre-

quenters of public-liousc parlours and taprooms
by relating the circumsUnees of his birtii,—of
which however he has but a dim knowledge, so

that the greater proportion of tho wonderful
things he recites are drawn from tlie fountaius

of his own imaginatiou.

The Buttoner, having turned King's evidence
against ills accomplices in the murder of Nn'l
Gibson, had his life spared; but was sentenced

to transportation. It was however found impos-

sible to cany tliis judgment into eflect, on ac-

count of the injuries he had received from tha

Hangman on tho occasion of the affray at Mrs.

Young's: he was therefore transferred to the

hulks, in the infirmary of which he died within

a few months after the trial. As for old Muther
F'rankliu, she succumbed to the serious treat-

ment she received on the same oCL-asion ; and
Mrs. Y''ouiig, being compelled to have a limb

amputated from a similar cause, took to dunk-
ing brandy ere the stump was healed, so that

inflammation was brouglit on, and she died

miserably.

William Taggarty continued for somo years

in his shop on Mutton Hill : but at length he

removed to a better neighbourhood and a larger

establisimient, and by gradually falling into a

ditferent course of business coutriTed to amx-s a

fortune without involving himself in the mcsht-a

of the law. Instead of buying stolen tea, coliee,

pepper, mustard, vinegar, jais of pickles, and so

foith,—he took to the safer mode of purclia\:iQg

inferior qualities in a legitimate way, and then

adulterating them with all kinds of abominations.

By these means,—and no possible means are

surer to attain tho desired end,—he rose to the

rank of an honest and respectable tradesman

:

so that at last he became a somenhat important

man in his parisii—grew great at vcstiit-s— tilltd

the office of overseer in a manner hateful to the

poor but delightful to the board of guardians

—

and so comphtcly won the good opinion of the

vicar, that through this reverend gentleman's

iiillueuee ho obtained the honouiable post of

churchwarden. While lilliug that office, no
j

parishioner was more regular in his devotions
j

nor could put on a moj-e sanctimonious coun-
j

lenance than Mr. William Tacgarty. Of course I

this worthy tradesman lived universally respected I

—although perhaps he himself mightoccasionally

laugh in Itis sleeve, n hen having duly sanded his

sugar, sloe-leavfd his tea, chicoiied his coflfee,

turmeriked his uiuutard, vitrioled his vinegai', and
bone-dusted his arrow-root, he went to clmrch

^

on a Sunday and helpt^d to swell tho chorus of
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"Lord have mercy upon us, miserable Bin-

ners
!"

Dr. Copperas and Dr. Thurston pursued their

useful and honourable career to a good old age.

These excellent members of the profession were

never known to have an angry word with each

other: it must however be allowed that this

might have arisen less from the Christian feeling

which animated them, than from the circum-

stance that their undisturbed unanimity was

marvellously productive of fees. Dr. Copperas

died first ; and when his will was opened, the

following sentence was found in the document:

—

" I will and bequeath my valuable library of
' medical works to a gentleman who in private

life is adorned with all the qualities calculated

to win the esteem and love of those who bask in

the sunshine of his friendship, and who as an

ornament to his profession stands unrivalled : it

is with pleasure that I here record the name of

Dr. Thurston." Some three or four years after-

wards, when Dr. Thurston himself was sum-
moned to another world, to meet all the patients

who had gone thither before him, liis last will

and testament also contained a passage which
we must quote, and which ran as fjllows :—" In

bequeathing my valuable collection of books to

that philantliropic institution which I and a cer-

tain revered friend of mine (recently dead) had
the honour and the happiness of founding, I wish

it to be distinctly understood that even if no
such name as that of Dr. Thurston had been
associated with the establishment of that insti-

tution, if, would nevertheless have arisen into

existence all the same, from the humanity as

well as the unparalleled talent of that dear

deceased friend Dr. Copperas."

Sir Rolando and Lady Tash managed to live

on pretty comfortable terms with each other.

They had a large family of children, all of whom
were the exact image of the redoubtable officer

himself, with the sin)>Ie exception of the eldest

Bon, who bore so striking a resemblance to tiie

Prince Regent that all friends and acquaintances

frequently alluded to the circumstance, no doubt
with congratulatory intention, as if it were a re-

markable honour to have the lineaments of a

member of the royal race reflected in the
features of a scion of a private family. But
whenever the coincidence was mentioned at the

dinner-table. Sir Rolando Tash invariably filled a

large tumbler to the brim and tossed it down iiis

capacious throat—while Lady Tawli was as con-

stantly seized with a sudden fit of sneezing or

coughing, which compelled her to apply her
handk rchief to her face.

Lilian llalkiu remained abroad for three or

four years after the catastroplio of Dover CMITh,

handsomely provided for, in a pecuniary senso,

by the bounty of her friends in Eiigiaiid. At the

expiration of that timo a suddoa longing took
her to return to her native land ; but wliilo on
her way hither, she was seized with a sudden Ill-

ness at Calais, where she breathed her last. Her

remains are interred ia the cemetery outside the

walls of the town.

?.Ir. Lawrence Sampson retained his post as

Chief Officer at Bow Street, for some years after

the period of which our naiTative has treated
;

and when he retired it was to settle down in a

neat little villa at Clapton, and enjoy the re-

mainder of his existence in the company of a

pretty wife and with the aid of the handsome
competence he had acquired during many years

of bustle and activity.

The reader will not have forgotten a certain

Mrs. Malpas, who had the honour of passing one

night with the Prince Regent at Carlton House

;

and therefore, as this lady has received such

special mention in our narrative, it may bo as

well to state what afterwards became of her.

Though she went into mourning for her hus-

band the Colonel, when the news of his death

reached her, yet she did not particularly grieve

for his loss ; and precisely one year afterwards

she was persuaded by Alderman Tubbs, corn-

chandler and spectacle-maker (the latter deno-

mination alluding to the particular Company to

which ho belonged) to proceed with him to the

altar. Although some thirty years older than

herself, with a very red nose and somewhat

drunken in his habits as well as snufFy-looking

on the front of his shirt,—yet being immensely

rich and next in rotation for the honours of the

Mayoralty, the lady could not do otherwise than

consent to change her name from the aristocratic

one of Malpas to the less euphonious one of

Tubbs : and as the newspapers some time after-

wards declared, "she faltilled the high and diffi-

cult post of Lady Mayoress with a mingled dig-

nity and atfability which must long dwell in the

memory of the citizens of London." It chanced,

too, that during tho Mayoralty an address had

to be presented to the Prince Regent, on which

occasion the honour of knightiiood was conferred

upon her worthy husband ; and thenceforth were

they known as Sir Jacob and Lady Tubbs.

From all we have ever learnt, she made an ex-

cellent wifo for the worthy civic functionary

:

but when, in tender moments of confidence

speaking of past events, we believe that she

somehow or another always forgot to mention

the romantic little adventure which for one night

had made her the bedfellow of a Prince.

Mrs. Emmerson and Arabella sank down into

the deepest poverty ; and when they applied to

their friends and acquaintances of better days,

they experienced tho cruellest rebuffs. For

about ttirce years they had a sad battle with

tho world, earning a prc>carions livelihood by

needle-work, and often experiencing the direst

need. Few however who had known thrm in

btittcr times, and who wero now acquainted with

their distress, pitied them in their latter posi-

tion; for when living in a mansion and rolling

ia their carriage at Ciapham, flu-y had given

ihcmselves such airs and behaved with so muoli

haaleur and arrogance, that thoir's was the very
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pride which according to poetic justice should

experience a fall. At the end of the third year

of miseiy, however, they received a visit from

Mr. Theodore Varian, who shed tears on con-

templating the picture of distress which their

abode and their own personal appearance pre-

sented to his view. He told them that times

had altered with him, and that fortune had ho

far smiled upon his industry as to enable him
to supply a hundred pounds for their immediate

wants, and to promise fifty pounds a year for

the future. Having thus explained himself, he
did not wait to be thanked, but hurried away
profoundly affected.

Theodore had become the husband of i\Iaiy

Owen, and a partner in the great mercantile

firm of Chapman and Co. He had settled in

London, after having for some time ably con-

ducted the branch-establishment at Geneva

;

and as riches accumulated around him, and his

name grew associated with many noble deeds

of benevolence and charity, seldom did it occur

to any one who knew him to pause and ask
" whether there were not some queer thing

formerly attached to his character ?" He has

proved a good husband and a fond father,

—

Mary making him an excellent wife, and being

quoted by all their friends as a pattern-mother.

There are times when Mr. Varian looks back

with sorrow and remorse upon the bitterness

with which he pursued Eramcrson to the scaf-

fold : but the stings of conscience are deprived

of nearly all their poignancy when he thinks of

the atonement which he endeavoured to make
towards the widow and orphan daughter whom
Emmerson had left behind.

Lord and Lady Sackville have religiously ful-

filled the determination they made on abandon-
ing a Court life, and have ever since devoted

themselves to domestic enjoyments. They have
never allowed the transactions of the past to

intrude upon their minds in such a way as to

render them distant and cool to each other ; and
though that sublime confidence and that ex-

quisite delicacy of feeling which are the elements

of pure love, can form no part of the bond linking

them together, yet a very sincere friendship

exists between them—and it may even be called

a love after their own fashion. Besides, Sack-
ville has ever been proud of his splendid wife

;

and she has all along entertained a similar feeling

in respect to her handsome husband : and thus,

all things considered, they have lived and still

live on happily, comfortably, and sociably enough
together. That Lady Sackville has remained
faithful to her duty as a wife ever since her

retirement from Court, is beyond all suspicion
;

and that Horace at the same time settled down
into habits equally steady, is likewise certain.

They have no children ; but, on that very ac-

count, have exhibited the most devoted attach-

ment to their nephews and nieces, as well as to

the ofTupring of Mr. and Mrs. Varian, who arc

frequent visitors at the country residence which

they purchased and where they habitually re-

side. We may add that from the day on which
she quitted Carlton House, Lady Sackville never
again beheld the Prince llegent, and though at

first he wrote her several letters, it was always
her husband that answered them.
We have just spoken of certain nephews and

nieces towards whom Lord and Lady Sackville

were much attached : the reader has doubtless
already guessed that these were the children
tiiat blessed the union of the young Marquis of

Lcveson with the charming and well-beloved

Louisa. Such was the case. Never has the
world known a happier pair than our noble-

hearted hero and our gentle heroine. From the
day of their marriage down to the present time
(for they are still alive, with a splendid family

grown up around them) not a care has dLttnrbed

their felicity—not a cloud has darkened the

pathway of their existence. In them virtue hta

been well rewarded ; and in the conduct of their

sons and daughters, do they behold the bright

reflection of their own example.

We said that not a single care has intervened

to mar their happiness: we should however
qualify the assertion by stating that there was

one incident of sorrow which occurred a few

years after their marriage—and this was the

death of the excellent Miss Stanley. But that

worthy aunt departed not this life ere she had
fondled three or four of her niece's children

in her arms ; and as her earthly career had been

characterized by every virtue, so was her death-

bed attended by every consolatory and tranquil-

lizing influence.

Sir Douglas and Lady Huntingdon have like-

wise been supremely happy in the maniage
state ; and when in the first years of their union

the Baronet beheld his beautiful wife radiant

with smiles, and when he dandled upon his

knees the two blooming boys with which the

presented him, he could not help looking back

in surprise and amazement upon the earlier por-

tion of his life, wondering that he had ever been

able to find satisfaction or pleasure in the patlis

of dissipation. He often laughed too when worthy

Mrs. Baines, who retained the place of house-

keeper until the day of her death, reminded

him with a jocular air that "after all said and

done, it was she herself who had firet given him

the hint that Ariadne would make him a most

excellent wife." And the good woman's pro-

phecy has been fulfilled to the letter.

We have now brought our narrative to a con-

clusion. Some of our readers, perhaps, might

wish us to enter fully into all the pei-secutions

and sulYerings which the Princess of Wales con-

tinued to endure, until the day of her deatji, at

the hands of her inhuman and remorseless hus-

band : but those are mattei-s which can be

perused in any impartial history, to which

>OHrcea must we refer the inquirer for farther

information upon the subject. We have now

done with the vile and profligate career of tJiat
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injured Princess's husband, aud do not purpose

to follow him in his misdeeds and debaucheries

when hs occupied the throne by the title of

George IV. But inasmuch as there are incidents

of the succeeding reigns which seem to furnish
j

Court of London'.''

ample food for our pen, and to promise a re-
|

;

newed interest for the reader who is inclined to

{
follow us through such investigation, we con-

I

elude our present narrative by inviting attention

I
to a Third Series oii\vQ "Mysteries of the
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